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The Province of Gujarát, including Káthiávád Kachchh and other Native States, lies between 20° 18' and 24° 42' north latitude and 68° 28' and 74° 30' east longitude, and has an area of 69,037 square miles, and, according to the census of 1891, a population of 11,036,706. Of this total population 9,887,810 or 89.59 per cent are Hindus, 1,113,474 or 10.09 per cent Musalmáns, and 27,712 or 0.25 per cent Pársis. The chief details are:

Gujarat Population, 1891.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Districts</th>
<th>Square Miles</th>
<th>Hindus including Jains</th>
<th>Musalmáns</th>
<th>Pársis</th>
<th>Christians</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahmedábád</td>
<td>3049</td>
<td>11,822,554</td>
<td>94,487</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>1182</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>921,712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kára</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>791,712</td>
<td>77,433</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2866</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>871,593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panch Maháls</td>
<td>2613</td>
<td>2,064,778</td>
<td>18,681</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>313,617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broach</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>269,909</td>
<td>71,263</td>
<td>3578</td>
<td>1326</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>241,405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surat</td>
<td>1623</td>
<td>984,384</td>
<td>52,307</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>649,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total British Districts</td>
<td>10,296</td>
<td>7,762,581</td>
<td>319,161</td>
<td>17,108</td>
<td>4059</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>3,094,107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Districts</th>
<th>Square Miles</th>
<th>Hindus including Jains</th>
<th>Musalmáns</th>
<th>Pársis</th>
<th>Christians</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kachch</td>
<td>6200</td>
<td>424,440</td>
<td>133,402</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>554,413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Káthiávád</td>
<td>30,349</td>
<td>2,391,432</td>
<td>339,001</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>2866</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2,752,404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pálanpur</td>
<td>7775</td>
<td>857,192</td>
<td>57,886</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>945,335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahi Kántha</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>539,718</td>
<td>23,670</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>587,333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewa Kántha</td>
<td>4088</td>
<td>207,672</td>
<td>20,103</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>229,306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camboy</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>75,312</td>
<td>12,712</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>89,122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surat Agency</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>175,824</td>
<td>6,109</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>191,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroda</td>
<td>8320</td>
<td>2,317,769</td>
<td>189,740</td>
<td>3,300</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>2,412,390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Native States</td>
<td>55,741</td>
<td>9,887,960</td>
<td>1,133,474</td>
<td>37,713</td>
<td>7044</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>11,036,706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>89.25</td>
<td>10.09</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the A.D. 1901 census, race details by districts and states are not available. The returns show a total Gujarat population of 9,012,471 as against 11,036,706, or a decrease of 18.34 per cent. In ordinary course there ought to have been an increase of ten per cent in ten years, making 12,203,076. The unusually large decrease of about 2,024,235 or 18.34 per cent is due to the 1899-1900 famine, and in a lesser degree to plague and in some parts since A.D. 1891 to bad seasons. The decrease is most marked in Kára and the Panch Maháls, and in Mahi Kántha, Rewa Kántha, and Pálanpur. Surat has suffered least.
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GUJARAT POPULATION.

GUJARAT POPULATION, 1831-1901.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Native States</th>
<th>Total, 1831</th>
<th>Total, 1901</th>
<th>Decrease per cent.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kachch</td>
<td>3,398,415</td>
<td>3,237,456</td>
<td>8272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathiavard</td>
<td>2,722,464</td>
<td>2,325,460</td>
<td>1454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panchmahals</td>
<td>840,420</td>
<td>657,442</td>
<td>2172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahi Kantha</td>
<td>565,322</td>
<td>503,869</td>
<td>1182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewa Kantha</td>
<td>705,880</td>
<td>628,529</td>
<td>1182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambay</td>
<td>66,742</td>
<td>70,123</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suret Agency</td>
<td>181,708</td>
<td>231,570</td>
<td>2483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroda</td>
<td>3,418,366</td>
<td>3,282,855</td>
<td>7134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7,038,509</td>
<td>6,401,782</td>
<td>1022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total British Districts and Native States: 11,036,702 9,023,871 1223

Of 9,887,810 the total (1891) Gujarát Hindu population, 588,868 or 575 per cent are Brâhmans; 9,087 or 091 per cent are Writers; 600,013 or 606 per cent are traders, chiefly Vâniás; 498,063 or 506 per cent are Rajputs; 1,544,486 or 1562 per cent are Husbandmen, chiefly Kâñbis; 893,676 or 904 per cent are Craftsmen; 112,873 or 11 per cent are Bards and Actors; 212,172 or 214 per cent are Personal Servants; 2,276,633, or 2302 per cent are Kolis; and 28,500 Kâthís; 478,176 or 483 per cent are Herdsmen—Ahirs, Bharávâs, Mehrs, and Bábâris; 1,094,798 or 1107 are Early Tribes—Bhils, Chodhrâs, Dubâs, Dhondiás, Gâmtâs, Konkanâs, Kâthódas, Nâiks, and Vârlis; 860,555 or 87 per cent are depressed classes—Dheds, Bhangiás, Garudâs, and Sindhrâs; and the rest, religious beggars and miscellaneous classes including seafarers, numbering 709,810 or 702 per cent.

Geographically the province of Gujarát extends from Mount Abu to Daman, being the tract where Gujarâti is spoken. Peninsular Gujarát, that is Kachh and Kathiavard, though an integral part of the province, has, on account of its detached position and large sea-board, developed and preserved peculiar traits and characteristics in its population. It has an area of 27,059 square miles with in A.D. 1891 a population of 3,310,819, of whom 2,816,922 were Hindus. Mainland Gujarát may be broadly divided into North Gujarát between Mount Abu and the Mahi river, and South Gujarát between the Mahi and the Damanganga rivers. North Gujarát, including the Ahmedâláb and Kaira districts and large portions of the Panch Mahâls district together with the native states of Mahi Kânthas, Pálanpur, and Cambay, and part of Baroda, has an area of about 31,122 square miles with a population in A.D. 1891 of 5,116,708, of whom 4,510,751 were Hindus. South Gujarát, including the Broach and Surat districts, parts of Baroda, the Bânsda Dhâranpur and Sachin states, and the Rewa Kânthâ Agency
has an area of 9567 square miles with in A.D. 1891 a population of 2,429,189, of whom 2,140,882 were Hindus.

North Gujarât differs in many respects from south Gujarât: Most of the original settlements from which Gujarât castes take their names are in north Gujarât; the three Gujarât goddesses and, except some on the Narbada banks, venerated shrines like Somnâth, Gopnâth, Bhîmnâth, Dwârka, Gîrnâr, Mount Abâ, Shatrunjayâ, and Siddhpur are all in peninsular and north Gujarât. The population is also more dense being most so in Kaira in the tract called Charotara or superior land. The dynastic seats of ancient Gujarât are also in north and peninsular Gujarât, whether at Dwârka, Junásgadh, Valabhi, Vadnagar, Panchâsara, Anhîlvâd Pátan, Dholka, or Chámpánar. The thrifty Vânîa millionaire, the busy and skilled Kañbi cultivator, the high-born Rajput whether as ruling chief or tâlukdâr, and the unruly Koli or Dhârâla are all found in large numbers north of the Mahâ. South Gujarât has a large population of the early tribes with Anavla Brâhma cultivating, Vânîa traders, Shrávâk jewellers, skilled artisans, and Kañbi settlers. Good physique, wealth, business habits, and thrift characterize north Gujarât; and a general softness, keen intellect, and a taste for show, fashion, and finery are the distinguishing features of the south. Peninsular Gujarât has a stalwart and valorous population including the brave Rajputs and Kâthis and sturdy Ahrs Bharvâds and Rabâris; enterprising Bhâtiâs Lohânâs and Vâniâs who have been trading from early times with Arabia, East Africa, and the Persian Gulf; and seafaring Vâghars, Sanghârs, Kolis, and Khârvâs, now hardy long-voyage lascars like those of Gogha and Rânder, but formerly notorious for their piracies in the Arabian seas.

In customs manners and civilization north Gujarât, including Kâthiâvâd and Kachh, preserves much that is old, while south Gujarât and especially Surât has been affected by outside influences. But the hold of religion and caste in the province is still rigorous. Throughout Gujarât the household still remains in its early Hindu state. The people continue to retain their joint family system, their marriage ritual, heredity in occupation, regard for the cow and the Brâhman, solicitude for male issue, customs at birth marriage and death, and communal system as of yore. The priest and the astrologer still continue to be consulted; there is the same belief in vows, lucky and unlucky days and omens, though magic witchcraft and sorcery have lost their hold especially among the upper classes. Education is permeating the younger generation more or less in all castes, chiefly among males, and to a slight but perceptible extent among females.
GUJARAT POPULATION.

During the Vedic period prior to a.C. 1500, no reference has been traced to the population which apparently must have consisted of the early tribes called dasyus or fiends in the Vedas and nishadās or original settlers in the Rāmāyan. These early tribes numbering 1,094,798 or 11:07 per cent of the so-called whole Hindu population were still in a.D. 1891 found chiefly along the east Gujarāt forest and hill frontier, and also in the rugged Mahi Kāntha where the Pance Mahās stretch into the Mālwa uplands to which they have been driven by waves of northern settlers. With many minor clans this aboriginal section includes eight chief tribes, Bhils, Chodhrās, Dhondīs, Doblās, Gāmits, Konkanās, Nāiks, and Vārilis. To these may be added the Kolis numbering 2,276,633 or 23:02 per cent, most numerous in north Gujarāt and Kāthiavād but getting fewer south of the Mahi. The Kolis may be taken as an intermediate layer between the rest of the Hindu population who are called Ujjī Varan or bright coloured as against the Koli Paraj or dusky race, the general name of the early tribes including probably also the Kolis. Of the Kolis, the largest and most respectable division is still called Talabda from the Sanskrit etkalodbhava or soil-born, corresponding to the nishāda of the Rāmāyan. In appearance, food, dress, religion, and customs the early tribes are chiefly in a state of comparative independence of the Ujjī Varan, believing in sorcery and witchcraft, worshipping the tiger-god, discarding Brāhmanical gods and customs, and allowing polygamy and widow-marriage. The Kolis are half-Bhil half-Brāhmanical, and have in some parts intermingled with the Ujjī Varan. The earliest traditional kings of Gujarāt were Bhils and Kolis. Semi-Rajputs take their wives from Talabda Kolis, and the Rajput-Koli chiefs of north Gujarāt still preserve the honorific of Tākarda or lordlings.

Above these early tribes and the Koli substratum lie the Ujjī Varan numbering 4,237,036 or 43:15 per cent, consisting of Kanbi and other husbandmen numbering 1,544,488 or 15:62 per cent, and Brāhmanas, Vāniās, Rajputs, craftsmen, and bards, mostly townspeople, numbering 2,682,580 or 27:93 per cent, the Ujjī Varan preserving broadly the Brāhman, Kshatriya, and Vaiśya divisions of the ancient Suvriti law-books. These Ujjī Varan classes worship Brāhmanical gods, preserve a social fabric based on Brāhmanic ritual and customs, and generally forbid polygamy and widow-marriage; but in spiritual beliefs show a leaning towards element, tree, and animal worship, not freed from belief in demonology sorcery and witchcraft.
The Aryan settlements appear to have been chiefly along the coast, at Dwärka, Somnáth Pátan, Kodínár or Múla-Dwärka, and Broach, the last best known as the hermitage, still preserved, of the sage Bhrgu, after whom Bhrgu-Kachha that is Barygaza or Broach is called. In the wake of these divine personages and holy seers, who were probably held to have purified the Doṣya-polluted country by their godly presence and austerities, appear to have followed wave after wave of Aryan settlers from the Panjáb by way of Rajputána and the Áravali passes, who form the large majority of Gujarát tribes and castes; and, in later times, from Bengal and the North-West by the Málwa-Dohad route, a third route being through the Chuvál-Viramágám country. These three routes are best indicated by enshrining on their outskirts the three tutelary and most-worshipped goddesses of Gujarát, Amba-Bhavání at Mount Abu on the Áravali route, Kaliká at Pávágadh hill on the Málwa-Dohad route, and Bahuchara, guarding the Chuvál-Viramágám route, for settlers south into Káthiávád and east into north Gujarát.

The original settlements from which the stem castes of Gujarát take their names are either sacred spots or important local centres.1 Famines, invasions, territorial or dynastic changes, pressure and emigration have led to new settlements chiefly southward.2 In many instances both Brahmans and Vániás and many Soni and Ghánchí craftsmen preserve a common name derived from their original common home, the Brahmans continuing to be the hereditary priests of the Vániás Sonis and Ghánchís. Subsequently, wherever the offshoot of the stem caste settled, it formed a new subdivision, the old stem sometimes dining but never intermarrying with the new branch. Several of the later immigrants have preserved in their caste designations the names of their original non-Gujarát home.3

---

1 Among sacred spots are Borsad, Modhura, Siddhípur, Vadhagar, and Khedát in north Gujarát; Girnár, Goml, and Sihor in Káthiávád; Anúval, Broach, Jambúsar, Kámlej, Kávi, and Nándod in south Gujarát.
2 The chief new settlements are Adála, Desa, Gogha, Harosel, Kheda, Mándal and Anhilvád Pátan, Ráika, and Vasmagar in north Gujarát; Kandoí, Takája, and Una in Káthiáván; Lát Desh, Sajod, and Sathód in south Gujarát; and Ahmadábád, Baroda, Chámpánéer, Cambay, and Surat in later times.
3 The later immigrants are Jhála Bháhmans and Vániás from Jhála in Márvád; Móvaká Brahmahans and Vániás from Movád; Paírvád from Páli; Pushkarnás from the holy Tirtha of Pushkar near Ajmer; Sáravát from the holy Sáravati river; Sáchora Brahmahans from Sáchor in south Márvád; Shri-Gaud Brahmahans from Gaud or Bhogal by way of Malva and Dohad; Shrímál Brahmahans and Vániás from Shrímal or Bhinmal in Rajputánas; Ráyastha (Vámkas, Mathuras, and Bhautagnás) from Mathura and the North-West Provinces; Agarvád Vániás from Agar in Malwa; Désvl and Povád Vániás, including Shravak subdividuous, from Márvád; and Bhatías and Lohánías from Bhatner and Multán.
Besides the Aryan settlements by land, the large seaboard which Gujarāt, including Kachchh and Kāthiāvād, possesses, has from very ancient times attracted, for purposes of refuge, trade, and conquest, from Persia Arabia and Africa, a large number of foreigners especially through the Kāthiāvād ports. This foreign element received large additions during the centuries before and after the Christian era from hordes of Central Asian Kushans, Hūṇas, and other tribes, details of which are given in Appendices A. and B. The mixture of foreigners with the Aryans appears to have been so great that in Hindu religious books the ordinary sojourner in Gujarāt and Kāthiāvād has been enjoined to expiate the sin of his sojourn by purificatory ceremonies. ¹ This foreign element has generally pervaded the Rajput and Kanbi population, while in some cases it has formed new castes. ² The Gujar foreigners have so far predominated that about the seventh century they had a dynasty and kingdom near Broach and Nāndod, have given their name to the province, and formed Gujar subdivisions in several Gujarāt castes. ³

Gujarāt is thus pre-eminently a land of castes. In no part of India are the subdivisions so minute, one of them, the Rāyakvāl Vāṇīas, numbering only 47 persons in 1891. When Mr. H. Borradaille in A.D. 1827 collected information regarding the customs of the Hindus, no less than 207 castes which did not intermarry were found in the city of Surat alone. As ascertained from census returns and from local inquiry the present (A.D. 1900) number of castes in the whole province who neither eat together nor intermarry is not less than 315. If all the subdivisions which may eat together but which do not intermarry were added the number would be considerably larger. ⁴ This minuteness of division

² See Appendices A. and B.
³ See Appendix B. The Parājīya classes among Brāhmans Vāṇīas Sons and Chātranas also appear to have a foreign, perhaps a Parthian, element. They are not found in north Gujarāt, but have settled chiefly in and about the Kāthiāvād ports. The Nāgar and Karhāde Brāhmans are two other classes who possess marked ethnic peculiarities. Among the Rājputs the Chāvālas, Gohels, Jethrās, Jhālas, and Solankis, like the Bhavālas Kāhīs Mehs and Babāris, appear to be foreigners.
⁴ Of the Nāgar Brāhmans of Vadnagar, such as settled at Visnagar are called Visnagrās; at Sāthod, Sāthodrās; at Dungarpur, Dungarpurās; at Krishnor and Chitrod, Krishnora and Chitrodās; at Bānvāla and Pratāppal, Bānvālāias; while yet another subdivision named after their calling are the Prashuāras. At the present day (A.D. 1900) these subdivisions do not intermarry. Vadnagrās dine with Dungarpurās but not with the other subdivisions. There is a further professional division among most of these subdivisions into lay grōsha and priestly Viṣṇuśa which further subdivides them. Among Vadnagrās again, whether lay or priestly, intermarriage does not ordinarily prevail between Kāthiāvād and Gujarāt nor even
may be assigned to various causes. Besides new castes formed by new
settlements, one leading influence is the reception of non-Hindu foreigners
and aboriginal tribes into the Brâhmanical fold. When a new com-
munity accepts Brâhmanism it is not absorbed into any section of the older
community but forms itself into a separate caste and sometimes into
several castes, the separating element being its calling or trade. These
castes after a time cease intercourse with each other. This practice
is illustrated by the Gujar sections which occur in many castes from
Rajputs and Vâniâs downwards. Similarly Rajputs by joining
almost all communities except Brâhmans have added to the number of
sub-castes. Almost all trade and craft classes, even the depressed classes
from Dheds downwards, have a section which claims Rajput descent
and bears Rajput surnames. The pressure of war or of want may have
forced the Rajput to agree to undertake even the meanest work. And
as the kind of work performed, rather than the history of the worker,
determines his social position, Rajputs who took to trades and callings
found it difficult to regain their former social position. Immigration
is also a large factor in caste-making. A steady stream has long
flowed from Mârwâr into Gujarât, and besides forming new castes called
after their Mârwâr homes, has added Mâru or Mârwâr sections to many
trades and callings. In Gujarât the three separating influences of
calling, marriage, and food are still at work forming new castes. The
cleanliness or dirtiness of the calling, the acceptance of marriage within
or without the caste, or of widow-marriage, and strictness in excluding
the use of forbidden food, determine the social status of the newly
formed caste.

Mochis or leather-workers, whom high class Hindus do not touch,
are, by leaving their old unclean calling, rising in the social scale.
Those Mochis who have become Chandlâques or spangle-makers,
Chîlûrû or painters, and Kadiyâs or bricklayers are gradually
forming distinct castes having no social relations with the original

between north and south Gujarât. Thus, for purposes of intermarriage, the Nâgar
Brâhmans are subdivided into no less than sixteen separate communities. Though the
introduction of railways and the spread of education with other influences have
weakened old barriers, and a few intermarriages among Kâthiârâd and parts of
Gujarât have begun, the above fairly explains the large number of Gujarât castes.
Among Vâniâs, the Moth of Modhers have three subdivisions called Adâlîâs from
Adâlîâj, Goghvâs from Goghâ, and Mândaliâs from Mândal. Each of them is
further subdivided into eesâs whole and dâds half, a division common to almost all
Vâni castes including even Jalu Vâniâs. These again are split into later local sections
Ahmedâbâdî and Khambhâtî, with the result that, while all subdivisions dine together,
for purposes of intermarriage the Moh Vâniâs have about twelve separate castes.
leather-workers. Among Brāhmans, Bhojakas, Parajiyās, Pokarnās, Rājgoras, Rāvalas, Sārasvats, Vedānts, and Vyas are considered degraded because they dine with their gajmāns or patrons. But the over-ruling Jain feeling of tenderness to life and dislike to stimulants, to which Gujarāt Brāhmanism has had to conform, have placed the flesh-eating liquor-drinking Rajput below the trader, and in the phrase Brāhman-Vānia have raised the scrupulous temple-building trader to form with the Brāhmans the highest Hindu community in Gujarāt. Rajputs as Kshatriyas should rank next to Brāhmans. Similarly, since their conversion to Vaishnavism about the close of the fifteenth century, the Bhatias who have turned strict vegetarians, eating neither flesh nor fish and abstaining from spirits, have risen to a place almost next to Brāhmans. The Leva and Kadva Kanbis originally Gujars, having given up the use of animal food, occupy a position in the scale of caste superior to Kanbis elsewhere. Many divisions of Gujarāt Brāhmans include sections called Bārads, who failing to secure wives in their own communities have married girls from other Brāhman divisions, and have therefore ceased to belong to their original caste. The low position of Kachh-Audich, Bhojak, Jethimal-Moḍh, Rājgor, and Tapodhan Brāhmans is due to their allowing widow-marriage.

A broad dividing line, founded on the observance of Brāhmanical habits, separates the Ujīr Varas people into two classes, an upper class led by and called Brāhman-Vānia, and a lower class led by and called Ghāchhi-Gola. The upper class includes Brāhmans, Brāhma-Kshatris, Kāyaasts, Vānias, Kanbis, and some craftsmen. They are duly invested with or wear the sacred thread habitually or at least on ceremonial occasions. The lower class which includes other craftsmen and husbandmen, personal servants, and depressed classes, generally pass as Śudras, and as such are not entitled to wear the sacred thread. Widow-marriage and to a less extent polygamy are, as a rule, forbidden in the upper class with the result that such of them as allow widow-marriage are held to be degraded. In the lower class widow-marriage is common, and polygamy allowed by caste rules.

Gujarāti is spoken and written between Mount Abu and Daman including Kāthiāvād and Kachh. In Kachh a dialect called Cutchi, which is more Sindhi than Gujarāti, is spoken but not written; and several phonetic and grammatical peculiarities mark the speech of Peninsular

---

1 The sacred thread is habitually worn by Agarvād and Bam Nāgar Vānias, Bhatias; some classes of Sonias; Māru Kansāras; Valah and Mevād Suthārs; Sompura Salās; Brāhma Bhātas; Khatri weavers; and Garmās or Diha priests.
Gujarat, which is called Káthiávádí. Gujarat proper has the coarse and homely Gujaratí which is called Ahmedábádí; while the speech of Broach and Surat bears traces of softness due to fashion and refinement and is called Suratí. Certain vocal peculiarities and provincialisms mark the language of north Gujarat as compared with the Surat speech. Márvádí traces begin with Anhilvád Pátan, and are more conspicuous towards Idar, Bádhanpur, and Pálanpur. The language of the lower classes from the Ghánchi-Golás downwards, and including Kolis and Dhedás, shows no difference except that it is corrupt. The Bhils have a special dialect allied to Gujarátí and easily understood. Certain foreign words and idioms mark the patois of the Káthí, the Bharvád, the Bábári, and the Ahir in Káthiávádí. The early tribes speak a dialect with a mixture of Hindi Maráthí or Telugu, which is easily understood by the Ují Vará scales.

The written character is the Devnágarí called Bálbodh, used only for Sanskrit writing and for religious and ceremonial purposes; and the derived Devnágarí found in the Traikutaka and Solanki copperplates for ordinary books, accounts, and correspondence. The bédí character which drops the long á, ñ, and ú, that is káñá, ajju, vadda, and mátrá, is common in Káthiávádí and some parts of north Gujarat. Váníás in their correspondence write a special character difficult to read without practice.

The peculiarities of each caste as regards their dwellings, daily life, dress, food, and social entertainments have been noted under different caste accounts. The following paragraphs give a general description under these heads.

People of almost all classes consider it a point of honour to have a house of their own. Townspeople, except the poorest who live in rented houses, own dwellings built either by themselves or by their forefathers. Country people, whether rich or poor, own houses or huts. As far as he can help it, a Hindu will never part with his house. The feeling of the country people is shown by the saying 'A woman can get on without a husband, but no man can get on without a house.'

For purposes of description the dwellings of Gujarat can best be treated under the head of town houses and village houses. The better class of town houses in shape and arrangement of rooms follow one of two styles known as the Ahmedábád and the Surat style. The scarcity or abundance of good building timber is perhaps the chief cause of this difference in form. In Surat timber brought through Búlsár from the Dáng forests is plentiful and cheap, and the Surat dwelling may be said to be a framework of wood with the spaces between...
the beams filled in by brick and mortar. To reach Ahmedabad timber has a long land journey, and in houses of that city the weight of the roof is borne by walls of brick, large beams of wood being used as sparingly as possible.

Town houses of the better class with tiled roofs are generally built on a plinth raised from two to four feet above the street level. This plinth is reached by two or three steps almost always set parallel to the line of the street. The steps as a rule are built of stone, though town houses even of the better class are sometimes entered by steps of hardened clay. Among the outer edge of the plinth, which is in some cases of brick though generally of stone, is a row of wooden pillars set on stone pedestals with their capitals let into a heavy crossbeam that supports the upper story. Behind the row of wooden pillars and under the projecting part of the upper story is an open terrace from two to four feet wide. In the early morning the people of the house sit on this terrace, clean their teeth, and converse. During the rainy weather it is a welcome shelter to beggars, watchmen, and others who have to pass the night out of doors. At the back of the terrace runs the front wall of the lower part of the house with an entrance in the middle furnished generally with a strong wooden-barred door.

Passing through the door the house is found to consist of a front and a back part separated by a small court open to the sky. On each side of the court on the groundfloor is a passage, and in the upper story an open terrace connecting the front and back parts of the house. This plan of house is popular because when children have grown up and sons have families of their own they can share the same house and yet to some extent each family can live apart. The following are the names and uses of the different rooms.

Entering from the street the first room is called the parsâl. It is generally without furniture and is in some cases used as a store or lumber room. Occasionally it is used as a public room kãcheri, or as a workshop if the owner of the house is an artizan. When not used as a public room the women sometimes sit in the parsâl, and it is to this place that a dying member of the family is brought and laid out an hour or two before death. The parsâl leads to a small court or chok. The floor of this court is paved with stone or lined with cement and is used as a bathing place. Except for a framework of iron bars thrown across overhead at the level of the upper floor this court is open to the sky. The passages on either side of the court are used as rooms. The space on one side is taken up partly by the cooking-room rasodâ and partly by the water-room pânîâdu, where large brass pots filled with water always stand. A store of well burnished brass vessels is generally arranged on
shelves near the large water pots. On the other side the space is divided into two rooms, one set apart as the chamber of the household gods and the other containing a well or cistern from which water is drawn for bathing purposes. Besides the well every better class house contains a cistern in which rain water is collected and used for drinking purposes. Behind the court and opposite the entrance room there are generally one or two chambers orda. These chambers are dark and close and are used as storerooms for grain and firewood and sometimes as bedrooms for the women of the house. Occasionally behind one of these rooms is a smaller chamber where in some houses a trophy of brightly polished metal pots is arranged in pyramid form. In a strong box in this room the family ornaments are sometimes placed. In a house built on the court or chok plan the distribution of rooms is not always the same. But so far they are alike that the builder must set apart on the ground floor places for cooking, dining, worshipping, bathing, grain-storing, and business-transacting. Most town houses are provided with a water-closet which is generally at one end of the veranda.

To get to the upper floor there is generally in one corner of the entrance room a wooden stair almost like a ladder, with a rope hung from the floor of the room above to help in going up and down. The front room in the upper story above the parsâl called the medi or parlour is the room for receiving guests divânkhânû. Except for a carpet and a row of cushions propped against the walls, some lamps hung from the ceiling, and perhaps a mirror or two, this room in the house of a man who keeps to old customs is almost bare of furniture. In some cases a swing-cot or bed will be found, for the head of the family generally sleeps in the medi at night. Among those who adopt new ways this room is furnished with tables chairs and couches in European fashion. At the back of the public room and round the opening above the court is a terrace used in the fair season for drying grain and vegetables. The roofs of the front and back parts of the house slope inwards towards the terrace, and in the rains the water that runs off the roofs on to the floor of the terrace is collected in a pipe and carried to the cistern in the ground floor. The back rooms opposite the upper sitting room called the pachkali medi are used as bedrooms by the sons of the family. The family clothing and sometimes the jewels are stored in these rooms in strong boxes called petára.

Only the upper classes, bankers, traders and Government servants, live in houses of this kind. The dwellings of artisans are generally without an upper story, and as they cannot afford to lay in a large stock of grain, and with few exceptions have no household gods, the space for the storeroom and the shrine-room for the gods is saved. The entrance room is also used as a workshop, the weaver keeping his
loom there and the carpenter and goldsmith their tools. The dwellings
of the poorest classes are little better than huts, the roofs of tile or
thatch and the walls of reed daubed with mud. The space enclosed is
sometimes divided in two by a partition of millet stalks, but in many
cases the house has but one room.

A well-to-do trader's house would contain cots or palang including a
swing-cot, cupboards, couches, boxes, carpets, quilts and mattresses, the
whole being worth about Rs. 500. Except among the younger men,
some of whom have begun to furnish their rooms after European
fashion, almost nothing is spent even by rich Hindus on wooden
furniture. In the way of house ornament the chief pride in a Hindu
family is to be able to exhibit a store of well polished brass vessels.
The furniture of an artizan in middling circumstances consists of one
or two quilts, a cot khatalo, two or three beds, and cooking and
drinking pots. A poor labourer possesses only a few earthen jars and
one or two quilts worth in all about a rupee.

The houses of villagers, as a general rule, are more substantial and
roomy than those of the townspeople. Members of the family, both
male and female, help when a house is building. Houses built in
this way by cultivators are large and well made, the walls of burnt
brick and mortar or mud and the woodwork of solid timber. The roof
is tiled, and in some cases there is an upper story. The house stands
a little way back from the village street and is raised a little above
the surface level. About the middle of the front wall of the house
is the doorway, used both by the inmates and by their cattle, though
in the case of houses of the better sort there is usually near one end
of the front wall a separate entrance leading direct to the stable.
Passing through the central door the first part of the house is the
entrance room paradi, varying from twenty to forty feet in length
and from ten to fifteen in breadth. One end raised a few feet above
the general level of the room forms a daïs chotro, about ten feet across,
where the head of the family receives visitors and transacts business.

In the inner wall of the entrance room and opposite the opening
from the street is a second door leading to the interior of the house.
This interior consists of a central space orda twenty to thirty feet
long and ten to fifteen broad walled off on one side, and the other side
opening into the stable and cowhouse kohodis. Between the central
room and the cowhouse there is no partition. To keep the fullgrown
animals in their own quarters a bar of wood is drawn across the front
of the stable about three feet from the ground, and from the stable the
wall that limits the central space on this side has three doors leading
into separate rooms each about ten feet square. Of these rooms
that next the front of the house, which is the most secure part of the building, is used as a storeroom for clothes ornaments and grain, the middle room is generally the cooking-room, and that next the back of the house the water-room. The position of the cooking and water room is sometimes reversed. In the central space orda the family take their meals, and in the rainy months some sleep there; others sleep in the entrance room parsöI or in the upper story when there is one. In the fair weather they generally sleep in the open air outside the street door. In the back wall of the house is a door leading into the yard vaådo. This backyard is of considerable extent, sometimes as much as the fourth part of an acre. Here the crops are stored, temporary sheds put up for cattle, and during the rains a few vegetables grown. The house of a cultivator in middling circumstances is built on the same plan but on a smaller scale.

Houses of the lower classes and the dwellings of the impure castes are generally situated on the outskirts of the village. They are small huts thatched with grass or palm leaves, the walls of earth or of split bamboo smeared with mud and enclosing a space about twelve feet square, divided in some cases into two rooms by a partition consisting of split stalks, the inner for cooking the outer for sleeping, though in many cases the whole of the interior forms but one chamber.

The furniture of a well-to-do cultivator or petel consists of one or two strong wooden boxes petáva for holding jewels or clothes, three or four spare wooden bedsteads, the same number of bedsteads for daily use, one or two swing-cots, mattresses or cotton carpets, about fifteen or twenty coverlets, and brass cooking pots, the whole being worth about Rs. 200. The furniture of a cultivator in middling circumstances or of a village artisan consists of one or two coverlets, one or two bedsteads, a box, and copper or brass vessels worth about Rs. 30. The poor labourer has no furniture except a mattress and a few earthen jars worth in all not more than a rupee or two.

Except a few whose work requires them to be up at dawn, or who have vowed to bathe at a specially early hour, the greater number of townspeople rise between six and seven o'clock. About half an hour is spent in washing and dressing, the greater part of the time being passed in cleaning the teeth with a bôda Acacia arabica twig. With religious Brähmans and many members of the Vânia class, their first thought is the discharge of their duties to the gods. After prayer and mental worship the Brähman takes a bath in his own house, or if bound by a vow, hurries off to a river or well that his bath may be taken before sunrise. Then his household gods have to be attended to; and the Brähman, if a priest by profession, goes out to beg, or visits the houses
of his patrons or yajmains to perform for them the worship of their household gods. Men of the Váni class are also religious; many of them set out in the early morning to visit their god in his temple. Soon after seven o'clock the householder is ready to begin the business of the day. A trader or banker sits in the public room kachari of his house and transacts business; clerks or persons in Government employ go to market for the day's supplies, or if they can afford to do so, send a servant to market and amuse themselves at home with their children or in visiting their friends; artizans who stay at home get ready their tools and begin to work; shopkeepers, leaving their women or servants in charge of the shop, go out to market or to collect their dues; artizans such as carpenters bricklayers and day-labourers employed at a distance from their own dwellings, though the more industrious among them occasionally find time to work for an hour or two before starting, generally spend the morning in bathing and taking what with others is the midday meal. Another class who are compelled to eat early in the day are Government servants, who are expected to be at their offices soon after ten o'clock.

With the greater part of the town population their morning employment lasts till ten o'clock and with some it does not stop till noon. Then the midday meal is taken, after which most men rest for an hour or so. Work is resumed about one o'clock, and by eight in the evening the business of the day is generally over except among merchants and traders who in some cases continue to work till as late as ten. On the other hand artizans and labourers engaged for the day return home after sundown. They sup about seven and sit talking and smoking till about ten, when they go to bed. Men of this class seldom do any work in the evening. Clerks and persons in Government service are generally at home before six. They then rest for an hour or so, sup about eight, and afterwards spend some time in seeing their friends and talking. A few of them pass their evenings in reading and writing. Shopkeepers who deal in articles of food and drink close their shops between eight and ten in the evening and go home. Cloth-sellers and grocers shut their shops between seven and eight. Artizans who work at home, goldsmiths coppersmiths blacksmiths weavers and calicoprinters, stop work between six and eight. In busy seasons some of them sup about seven, and beginning again keep at work till about ten. The evening before and after sundown is for the lower classes a favourite time for marketing, and in south Gujarát generally men of this class, shoemakers tailors and labourers, stop at liquor or toddy shops on their way home, spend a few coppers on liquor, and sit about the tavern talking for an hour or so. To many of the towns-
people, shopkeepers artizans and others, the wedding months January to March are a busy season, and work goes on till late at night. As during the rains there is but little to do, time is idled away in sleep or in playing games of chance and amusement.

Except marketing and keeping the household accounts all domestic duties are entrusted to women. The morning is their busy time, and as early as four o’clock the wives of the poorer class of householders are at work grinding grain. After daybreak water has to be drawn from the well, or they set off with their vessels to the pond or river, where they bathe, draw water, and return home. Some women wash at home and fetch water afterwards, and rich men’s wives have a servant specially for attendance on the bath. After the women return with their water-jars filled they prepare breakfast. When breakfast is ready the women serve it to the men and children and when the men rise the women sit down to eat. Breakfast finished and the men off to their various duties, the women are busily employed in cleaning the house, the fireplace, the plates and dishes and other vessels, and in preparing grain for grinding. About three in the afternoon they have a little leisure, which they employ in attending to their children by combing and anointing their hair and going to temples. In the evening they are again busy cleaning their lamps, preparing dinner, and tidying the beds.

When there are several females in one household the hardest part of a woman’s work, the grinding of grain, the cleaning of vessels, and the washing of clothes, generally falls on the sons’ wives; the older women and married daughters on a visit at their father’s house cook and do other light work. The wives and other female relations in a rich man’s house do very little household work. With them the day is spent in looking after the servants and children, in dressing themselves neatly, or in gossipping. Besides her domestic duties the wife of a poor man, whatever her social position, can generally find some way of adding a little to the family income. The wife of a poor Bráhman can make leaf-plates. Vánia women, besides sewing their own clothes, can earn something with their needle. Some of them do plain work and others embroider, working up silk into ornamental coats jabhlás for children or the embroidered robes worn by Pársí and other women. These private embroiderers either work for their own customers or are employed by professional dealers. Among the lower classes a tailor’s wife can help her husband in the simpler parts of his work; a cobbler’s wife can ornament shoes and do some of the lighter parts of the cobbler’s work; an oilpresser’s wife can carry oil to her husband’s customers; a barber’s wife acts as a midwife, and a labourer’s wife generally works with her husband.
Among the rural population in the busy season from June to December men women and children rise with the dawn. Fodder is thrown before the cattle; the labourers, if any are to be employed, are called, and a light meal of bajri or jowar cakes is eaten. Then driving their bullocks before them and carrying their agricultural tools, the cultivators set out for their fields. Here they remain at work till evening, stopping only for a midday meal, generally of bread and buttermilk brought to them by the women of the house. About sunset they return to the village, and after a meal of rice and split peas they retire to rest between eight and nine o'clock. When field work is light no meal is taken in the early morning and a great part of the day is spent in sauntering about the village or sitting in front of their doors. At this season after the midday meal cultivators rest for a few hours, and in the evening sit in groups at the entrance of the village or in the patel’s office or chora and gossip. The better class of villagers such as Brâhmans Rajputs and Kanbis meet together at the house of one of their friends or of the village Vânia, and pass their time in talking and smoking or in reading Hindu stories. Sometimes the village is visited by a band of strolling players Bhavâyâs, when the men of the village pass the night in or about the chora watching their performances.

Women rise earlier in the morning. They have the cattle to feed, the cows and buffalos to milk, butter to make, and in the busy season bread to bake for the early breakfast. When the men have left for the fields there is the midday meal to get ready. Between ten and eleven o'clock they have to start with their husband’s dinner, and on coming back there is grain to grind or to clean. When they find leisure from their ordinary work some of them pass the time in spinning thread. Except during the rains when weeding has to be done, and at harvest time when the cotton has to be picked, only women of the poorer class work in the fields. In a household of a poor cultivator or field labourer the women, besides working in the fields, take their dairy produce to the neighbouring town or carry loads of firewood or grass to the nearest market.

The ordinary dress of a well-to-do Hindu consists of: First, a turban pâgdâd made of fine cotton cloth with a fringe of gold brocade at each end, its length varying from twenty to fifty yards. The way he folds his turban is a guide in many cases to the caste of the wearer. Turbans manufactured at Paithan in the Nizâm’s territory, about sixty miles north-east of Ahmadnagar, are preferred to those of Gujarât. Second, a waistcoat badam made of European cloth, generally of printed calico. Third, a coat angarkho made of European
cotton cloth. Thirty years ago (A.D. 1870) the long coat jamā formed a part of the dress usually worn by men in respectable positions, but at present, except on wedding occasions, its use is almost entirely confined to a few elderly Vāniās. Fourth, a light muslin cloth thrown round the shoulders, pichhodi or dupatto, either from Europe or Bengal, but European cloth is now chiefly used. The dupatto is about three yards long by a yard broad. It is worn either as a scarf round the shoulders or as a sash round the waist. Fifth, a waistcloth dhōtia of fine cotton cloth with silk borders on each side. Coarse dhōtia manufactured in Europe are also used by townspeople, but on account of their durability and fine texture silk-bordered Ahmedābād and Nāgpur hand-made dhōtia are preferred. Sixth, country-made shoes jōda. The use of shoes and stockings is confined to a small number of highly paid Government servants, pleaders, and young merchants. Among traders and merchants this practice is a novelty and considered a sign of extravagance. The ordinary dress of other high caste Hindus in middling condition differs only from the above in the quality and value of the clothes worn. Artizans who work at home wear only a waistcloth dhōtia, and in the cold season a waistcoat badan. When they go out they wear the ordinary dress of a middle class Hindu. Well-to-do town artizans generally use European fabrics, and none except the poorest wear the coarse hand-made cloth. The dress of a cultivator or labourer consists of a waistcloth dhōtia, a waistcoat badan, and a headcloth phālī, either of the country machine-made or of the hand-loom cloth woven by Dheds. Among the poorest classes the men wear a pair of coarse cotton drawers fitting tight reaching to the knee or the waistcloth dhōtia. They have a second cloth sometimes wound round the head and at other times drawn over the shoulders.

Though among Hindus there is no special holiday dress on festivals or on days of family rejoicing, all who can afford it put on richer and better clothes than those ordinarily worn. Except among the higher classes the dress does not vary at different times of the year. In the cold season well-to-do Hindus wear a woollen coat instead of the angarkā and wrap shawls over the coat. A well-to-do cultivator or artizan wears a blanket instead of a shawl.

The ordinary dress of women of a rich or middling family consists of a long robe sādī or sāllo1 and a bodice choṭī or kānchī. The choṭī

---

1 Though of the same shape and worn in the same way, the sādī is both richer in material and in size longer and broader than the sāllo. About twenty years ago (A.D. 1880) women of the higher classes wore out doors the petticoat in addition to the sādī; but this practice, at least among townspeople, is being gradually given up.
covering the shoulders as well as the bust is worn by elderly women and widows, while the use of the kōnchhī which opens behind and is fastened by silk or cotton thread is confined to girls and young women. The wife of a rich man would cut out of doors or on special occasions wear a sādī and bodice of higher value than those of a woman in middling condition. But however rich their husbands may be, women do not at home dress in robes worth more than five or ten rupees. The wives of labourers and other poor people wear a robe sūllo, a bodice, and a petticoat ghākārī of coarse cloth.

The dress of the people of Kāthiāvād and Kachh, both men and women, is more loose than that of the people of Gujarāt. The men in general wear cotton drawers instead of the waistcloth with a short coat of the same material. The women wear a robe of cotton dyed a uniform colour or stamped with a pattern, with a dyed petticoat of the same material. The bodice is of finer texture and if possible of silk. It is longer-sleeved and opens at the back covering merely the bust and shoulders. The turban or pheta is indicative more of the locality than of the caste of the wearer. It is a long narrow strip of cloth, generally coloured, having large and heavy gold borders and more expensive than in Gujarāt. The chief varieties are the Cutchi, Hāḷārī or Jāmsai, Junāgadhī, Jhāḷāvādī, and Bhāvagnarī.

Hindus generally take two meals a day, the first between ten and twelve in the morning and the second between eight and ten in the evening. The only exception to this rule is in the case of Shrāvaks, whose religious precepts bind them to finish their evening meal before sunset. For the morning meal a family in good circumstances generally has rice of fine quality, split pulse boiled and mixed with spices of various kinds, cakes of wheaten flour spread with clarified butter, one or two kinds of vegetables, pickles, and other similar preparations to season the food. At the evening meal there are cakes of wheaten flour, milk boiled and mixed with sugar, some vegetables, and pickles. The fare of each member of the household is not however always the same. Special respect is shown to the head of the family by giving him a large share of clarified butter and milk, while the women of the household, who at home always eat after the men of the family have finished, generally have a smaller share of clarified butter and milk and such other comparatively costly articles. Children dine sometimes with the men and sometimes with the women. They are always well served. In the family of a trader or merchant in middling circumstances the morning meal consists of rice, split pulse, cakes of bājrī or jiwār flour, and vegetables of cheap quality. For the evening meal there is
bread and vegetables with milk at times. The diet of the poorer classes of artisans, town-workmen, and field-labourers consists of jowar or bajri bread in the morning and rice and split pulse cooked together that is khichadi in the evening. Among the aboriginal tribes and impure classes the poorer families live on the cheapest kinds of grain kodo or banti and on bhadku, a kind of porridge made of buttermilk or chhâs, and coarse jowar flour boiled with a little salt. Rice is a luxury to be enjoyed only on holidays, or when they are entertained at feasts given by people belonging to the higher classes. Except labourers and cultivators, who in the busy season eat thrice a day, Hindus generally take no afternoon meal. The well-to-do families keep rolls and other preparations of clarified butter sugar and wheat flour in store in the house, and poor families have parched grain for the use of children and adults. A portion of the food prepared in the morning is also set aside in the cooking room for the children of the family. Animal food is used by Rajputs, aborigines, and low class Hindus.

The following are the usual arrangements for procuring supplies of different articles of domestic consumption. Among townsmen, except the poorest, a yearly store of grain pulse and firewood is laid in; enough oil and clarified butter to last for a month is purchased at one time, and each day a fresh supply of vegetables and miscellaneous articles is brought from the market. Among well-to-do villagers at harvest time a store of grain enough for at least one year is put by, their own cattle supply butter and milk, while spices and miscellaneous articles are bought from the village shopkeeper or town grocer.

Compared with other parts of the Bombay Presidency, one leading peculiarity of the mode of living among the Hindus of Gujarat is their fondness for public feasts. The extent to which this practice is carried varies considerably in different parts of the province. It is commoner in the south than in the north, and is much more usual among town than among country people. Public dinners in Gujarat belong to three chief classes: trade dinners, social dinners, and religious dinners. Trade dinners are of two kinds, those paid for from the common funds of the guild and those paid for by one of the members. The members of most associated trades hold a yearly guild-feast, meeting the cost either by a special subscription or from the common fund. The chief occasion when one member feasts the whole body is when he

---

1 The mode of living of rich and middling high caste Hindus differs only in the free or stinted use of costly articles such as milk, clarified butter and vegetables. The family of a trader or a Government servant in receipt of Rs. 200 a year would narrow its expenses by avoiding milk entirely and limiting the use of clarified butter vegetables and spices both on ordinary days and on holidays, so as to enable it to live within the minimum limit.
joins the guild. When, as is generally the case, all the members of a trade guild belong to one caste, the arrangements for holding a trade dinner are the same as those for holding a caste dinner. If members of more than one caste are joined together in the same trade guild, the food is cooked by a Brâhman and the members of different castes dine in distinct groups. On such occasions women do not attend but only men and children.

Social dinners are of three kinds: those given by the whole caste, those given by one member of the caste, and open-air picnics where each party brings its own supplies. The first, called ochhav, are held generally once, but in some cases as often as twice or three times a year. The occasion is, for the most part, to do honour to some god or saint, the chief day being the anniversary of the kuldevi or tutelary divinity of the caste. On the day of the festival the whole caste is generally astir early. In their gayest dress, some walking, but most of them in carts or carriages, men women and children make their way to the dining place. For the management of ochhav feasts held in the caste dining hall,¹ there is generally among the chief members of the caste a keen competition. The cost is as a rule met from caste funds.² But to improve the feast, many a manager spends from his private means.

By far the largest number of caste feasts are given by individual members in honour of some family event. Though the feasting of castefellows is not enjoined by religion, custom in Gujarât has divided entertainments of this kind into compulsory and optional. Almost every Hindu family gives at least four caste dinners, that is on the occasion of the wife’s first pregnancy; of an investiture with the sacred thread; of a marriage; and of a death. At those times, besides the caste dinners, one or two feasts are generally given to friends and relations.³ Of optional feasts some are ordinary, others

¹ In the towns of Gujarât most of the higher castes have, by the liberality of some one of their number, either had built for them or have raised by subscription a caste dining-hall or mulâqat.
² Besides the income from fines for breaches of discipline, most castes have a fund, the gift of some rich member, or a sum raised by subscription. The common capital is lent either to one or several members of the caste, who, for the use of the money, pay interest at from four to six per cent a year. The different castes vary much in wealth. In many cases the yearly interest amounts to from Rs. 300 to Rs. 400.
³ Among Baniyas, whose number in some places exceeds five thousand, only the relations, friends, and some caste people are invited; while in the case of the smaller castes more than one dinner is given to the whole body. Besides the dinners given on the occasion of a death, small parties are invited to dinner every month mārīko for one year, and on the twelfth month or vasâ a dinner is sometimes given to the whole caste.
occasional, and a third class special. The ordinary feasts are those held on the anniversary of a death samachri and shradhdh. These are not, as a rule, given to the whole caste. The occasional feasts are on finishing a new house, the Hasthanti or home-peece feast to atone for the loss of life caused in its building; on performing a vow; on coming back from a pilgrimage; on completing some religious observance or vrut; on recovering from a serious illness; on a birthday; on the birth of a son; on naming a son; on shaving his head; on first sending him to school. Special feasts are given by rich men anxious either to gain or to keep up a name for liberality. The givers are generally Vania, and the occasion is to do honour to the memory of some deceased relation.

Caste picnics or udasi are generally held by the lower castes at the shrine of some saint or divinity, either in fulfilment of a vow, on the disappearance of a disease, or on the anniversary day sacred to the caste goddess. After offering coconuts or fruit, each party brings out its own stock of food, wheaten cakes vegetables and sweets, and, sitting about the shrine in groups, they eat or talk for an hour or two and start before sunset on their way home.

On two classes of occasions, those calling for purification such as ceremonies in honour of the dead and on finishing a house, and those calling for the returning of thanks such as completing a course of fasting and other religious observance, ending a pilgrimage, recovering from sickness or obtaining a successful answer to prayer, some Brahmins should be invited. When the giver of a religious feast is a Vania or other man of high caste, he hires a Brahman cook, and Brahmins go to the host’s house and join the feast eating apart. When the host is not a high caste Hindu the Brahman guests go to the host’s house and receive a share of uncooked food such as grain vegetables and sweets. This, called sidhu, is carried away by the Brahmins and eaten at their homes. But, besides sharing in these dinners, Brahmins of all classes are sometimes asked to a special feast of their own. This, from the traditional number of Brahman subdivisions, is known as a chordri or dinner of the eighty-four. Among Shravaks dinners called saugh are given on a large scale to all Jains meeting at religious gatherings.

Except a few old men who dislike to appear in public, the only case in which castefellows invited to an entertainment fail to attend is when they are in mourning. Women keep in mourning longer than

1 As a rule anniversaries of deaths are observed for two generations. Shraddha dinners are given once a year on one of the fifteen days set apart for the purpose in the dark half of Bhadorea (September-October).
men and men longer than children. Widows in most castes are held to be mourners, and sometimes after the loss of a son or a son-in-law, a younger brother or sister, the mourner refuses for years or perhaps for the rest of his life to go to a public entertainment. In ordinary cases the mourning days do not last for more than one year.

A family which has to give a caste dinner is busy some days previously laying in supplies of grain and pulse, sugar and clarified butter, ordering firewood, and collecting cooking pots. On the morning of the feast the family priest is sent round from house to house to ask the guests. The host’s friends come and help in cleaning and preparing vegetables and spices, and directing the hired servants in cooking, bringing water, and sweeping and clearing the dining place, and, except in the rainy season, a part of the street near the host’s house. Except among very large castes such as the Kumbhs, who meet about three in the afternoon, and among Shravaks, whose religious rules compel them to finish their dinner before sunset, the ordinary time for holding caste dinners is in the evening a little before dusk. In small castes the women and men dine at the same time in different rows. In large castes they dine separately, the women beginning in some cases and the men in others. Boys, except the very youngest, dine with the men, babies and girls with the women. As the dinner hour draws near the guests begin to gather. All are dressed in their best and are decked with ornaments either borrowed or their own. They are generally of two classes, those who come to dine and those who come to look on. The onlookers, most of whom are men of high position and personal friends of the host, are led to raised seats ranged near the entrance. The other guests take their place in rows on the ground. For each are laid out two leaf trays, one for use as a plate and the other as a mat to sit on, with two earthen or leaf cups and brass ones for Shravaks. Each guest brings his own drinking pot and cup. When all are seated the members of the host’s family and caste people serve the dinner viands on the leaf-plate. First some salt, salted ginger, pickles, then vegetables, then sweets, and last of all split pulse curry and rice. After dinner the guests wash their hands.

1 If the host has not enough of his own cooking pots he must borrow the caste cooking pots. In Gujarat every well-to-do caste has its own cooking pots.

2 This is the general practice; but in some castes, and on certain occasions, the women and children of the host’s family, with music and singing, passing from house to house lay down in front of each a few grains of red-coloured rice and ask the people of the house to come to the feast. Among Brahma-Kshatriis the Bhatt, and among Rajputas and Thakarlas the barber, invites the guests. No answer is given to the invitation; but, as he passes, the priest, in return for his trouble, receives from each house a handful of rice wheat or millet.
and mouth, and while betelnut and leaves are handed round, the fragments of the feast are gathered. When the guests have left, Dhedás and other lowcaste people rushing in pick from plates and cups any scraps they can find.

The kind of dinner, though to some extent it varies with the season and the occasion, depends chiefly on the caste of the man who gives it. Whatever his wealth, a man of high caste is expected to give a high class dinner, and though of late years there have been a few exceptions, the rule that the lower classes should content themselves with the coarser and cheaper kinds of food is still generally observed. The cost of these feasts depends on the kind of sweets, the variety of vegetables, and the quantity of clarified butter. First class caste dinners consist of shiro or wheat-flour mixed with sugar ghi and spices with purí or cakes of wheat, vegetables, and hiruni that is rice and pulse cooked in butter and mixed with spices and sugar; or of shrikhund, básudi, and other preparations of milk; and vary in cost from about 12 annas to Rs. 1½ a head. A second class dinner of dāda or rolls of wheatflour mixed with butter and sugar, and dudhāt that is boiled milk sugar and rice, costs from 8 to 12 annas a head; and a third class of līda or rolls of wheat-flour mixed with ghi and sugar or molasses, from 5 to 6 annas.

The stimulants and narcotics in use in Gujarāt are, in the south fermented and distilled drinks and preparations from hemp, in the north preparations from the poppy, and over the whole province tobacco, betel and areca nut, tea, and coffee.

Fermented and distilled drinks belong to two chief classes, that is, drinks prepared in the country and drinks imported from Europe. Of Indian-made liquors there are two chief kinds, fermented and distilled. The only fermented liquor much drunk in south Gujarāt is made from the juice of the wild date palm khajuri Phoenix sylvestris. Like the fermented juice of the brab palm tāḍ Borassus flabelliformis, the liquor prepared from the wild date is called tāḍi or toddy. To draw its juice from the wild date a slit is made at the top of the stem close to one of the fresh shoots, and over the opening an earthen pot or ghadis holding about ten pints (ten sors) is tied. In the

1 To the early European travellers in Gujarāt this new liquor and the strange way of drawing it were matters of much interest. Most of them describe the process. Perhaps Ovington’s (1690 A.D.) account is the clearest and most detailed. "The palm trees afford a pleasant juice from their head and upper branches which the Moors (Musulmans) as well as Europeans drink of plentifully. A quart of it may be got for a piece or two, and is so strong that it turns the brain as soon as English beer, for want of which the sailors take up with this juice to refresh themselves. It distils from the tree into earthen jars which are fixed to the branches of the tree, when they are cut off to a
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early morning the toddydrawer, by the help of a loose belt of bamboo or rope, climbs the tree, and from the earthen pot empties into a large bottleshaped gourd slung to his waist the juice that has collected during the night. He then cuts a fresh slit in the shoot and replaces the pot; and when, after he has been up several trees, the gourd at his waist is filled, its contents are emptied into a large earthen jar holding from four to eight gallons. Four or five of the large jars placed on a cart, or a pair of them hung one at each end of a long shoulder-pole, are taken to toddy taverns in the cities.

Intoxicating drinks are distilled from dates and raisins. But the chief liquor is made from the flower of the mahuta Bassia latifolia tree, brought most of it from east Gujarát. To improve its flavour or its colour different varieties of fruit, flowers, or herbs are sometimes added to the simple liquor.

Of European wines and spirits considerable and increasing quantities are imported into Gujarát from Bombay. Of this class of liquor the most popular varieties are the coarser kinds of brandy and cheap ports and champagnes.

Surat is the only district in Gujarát where the practice of drinking toddy prevails to any great extent. In Surat, except the higher Hindus, all classes drink toddy, and so strong is the craving for intoxicating drinks among the aboriginal tribes, that for a cup of liquor they will pledge their clothes and even their labour.

Toddy is generally drunk in taverns. The large jars brought in from the country are set in a row along the front wall of the shops sheltered as far as possible under the shade of the eaves. On a wooden bench outside of the door the tavernkeeper sits. During the heat of the day only an occasional customer drops in. But towards evening from about two to three hundred collect about the

foot-length and are put to the hole in the tree which by incision is made one inch deep and three wide; and in one night’s time a jar containing above a quart will be filled with the juice of one tree. When it distills into a jar that has been formerly used, it suddenly sours and grows harsh and turns sour in less than the space of twenty-four hours. In the morning it is laxative and costive in the evening. The name of this liquor is toddy, but the siren which is drawn from the tree in a fresh earthen vessel is as sweet and pleasant as milk, but more lively, without any mixture of a hard or sharp taste. Several Europeans pay their lives for their immoderate draughts, and too frankly consuming these cheerful liquors, with which once they are inflamed, it renders them so restless and unruly, especially with the additional heat of the weather, that they fancy no place can prove too cool, and so throw themselves upon the ground, where they sleep all night in the open fields, and this commonly produces a flux of which a multitude in India die.”
tavern. These people belong to two classes, the respectable customers who come into the tavern to drink, and the poorer classes who are served with liquor as they sit in an open space outside. The first class, all of them men, are mostly artizan Hindus. Those sitting inside the tavern chat together, drinking from small cups called tumli. Many artizans are regular frequenters of toddy taverns. But the greater number drink in moderation contenting themselves with a draught of liquor to refresh them before their evening meal. Customers belonging to the depressed and aboriginal tribes generally come in parties, men women and children together. They do not enter the tavern, but collecting outside in groups are served with liquor as they sit in the open ground in front of the tavern. Unlike the more favoured customers inside, they do not drink from cups, but swallow the liquor poured from the jar either through a funnel-shaped leaf or from their own hollowed hands. After drinking they sit smoking and chewing parched grain, sometimes raising a song after their meal is over. By eight o’clock all leave the tavern and find their way home. No fixed amount can be named; but, as a general rule, a well-to-do Hindu artizan in the Surat district will spend on toddy from a half to three-fourths of an anna daily. On account of what they spend in this way, though wages are high, their condition is by no means so good as that of the Ahmedabad workmen of the same class.

All toddy drinkers will indulge in country-made distilled liquor when they can afford it. As with toddy the evening between five and seven is the time for drinking country spirits. The spirit shop is often close to the toddy tavern and is generally the groundfloor of a dwelling house, where, seated on benches at the side of the room, the customers take their liquor from mugs of tin and glass. Besides what is drunk publicly in the liquor shops, country-made spirits are, especially by Parsis, taken privately in their own houses. At public dinners of some low caste Hindus, liquor is served to both men and women guests towards the close of the entertainment.

The chief consumers of European wines and spirits are Parsis. All classes who drink toddy and distilled country-liquor also drink European wines and spirits when they can obtain them. But this they can seldom afford to do. As a rule high caste Hindus indulge in no distilled or fermented drinks. To this rule there are two exceptions: a class of orthodox Hindus who drink country-made liquor, and a class of innovators who drink European wines and spirits. The liquor-drinking orthodox Hindus are known as shaktas or vedamargis, and are followers of the sect which worship one of the powers or shakti of Devi, the spouse of Mahadev. Among
persons of this class the drinking of intoxicating liquor is held to be a religious duty. Though of different castes, the followers of this sect, both men and women, are said to hold private festivals at which they eat and drink together. Among the youth of high caste Hindu families the practice of drinking European wines and spirits has of late years spread so rapidly, that what twenty years ago (A.D. 1880) would have caused excommunication, is new (A.D. 1900) passed unnoticed. Still a certain dishonour attaches both to the orthodox and to the innovating liquor-drinker. As a rule both are anxious that but a few boon companions only should know that they drink. Among high caste Hindus a few who have taken to drinking European wines and spirits frequent shops where such liquors are sold. But the usual practice is for a party of friends either to meet together at the dwelling of some one of their number, or to hire a house in an unfrequented part of the town and there hold drinking parties.

Three preparations from hemp ambhârî Cannabis indica, that is bhâng jâkûdi and gânpa, are used in Gujarât. Bhâng is made from the leaves flower and seed of the plant. These are first baked over a fire, then well washed in cold water and ground very fine, the intoxicating power depending to a considerable extent on the fineness of the powder. According to the taste and means of the consumer, dry rose-leaves almonds cardamom pepper and other spices are pounded and mixed with the powder. The whole is again ground with water or with milk, sweetened with sugar, and strained through a cloth. The preparation is now ready to be drunk. Bhâng is a cheap luxury, one-sixteenth of a pound being enough to last an ordinary man for three days and costing but ½ anna. A poor man, as a rule, drinks his bhâng mixed only with black pepper and poppy. On festivals and holidays many kinds of spices are added and in this way the mixture becomes costly. A few Pârsis and Musalmâns drink bhâng, but it is chiefly consumed by the higher classes of Hindus, Brâhmans Kâyastha Sonis Vândas and others, who drink no other intoxicating liquor and do not eat owpum. None of the preparations of hemp are taken by women. In the hot season, and throughout the year on holidays and festivals, bhâng is generally drunk, but only a few people take it regularly. As a rule it is drunk in the afternoon before sunset. In small quantities it is cooling and slightly intoxicating, causing at the same time a keen feeling of hunger. Though under its influence Gujarât jewellers are proverbially clever, it soothes rather than stimulates the brain, and its appeasing powers are of great value to begging Brâhmans, who under its influence can at a caste feast eat enough to
last them for twenty-four hours or more. Yākūdī or mājum is bhūng boiled in clarified butter. The clarified butter is flavoured with sugar and spices and is often tinged with vermilion and saffron. As a conserve yākūdī is generally eaten before sunset chiefly by well-to-do Hindus and Musalmāns. A man who drinks bhūng would also take yākūdī and smoke gānja. Yākūdī is an expensive article and when regularly taken costs from one to two rupees a month. This drug is prepared by professional dealers called mājumvātās, chiefly Vāniās by caste. It is also prepared by Hindu physicians.

The dried hemp plant which has flowered and from which the resin has not been removed is called gānja. This is generally bought in its crude state and made ready by the consumer. To prepare the plant for smoking, a small quantity is taken on the palm of the hand, and the seed, if the flower contains any, is removed. The plant is then washed four or five times, dried, and mixed with tobacco. The classes chiefly addicted to smoking gānja are religious mendicants, the lower order of Brāhmans, and a few artizans. As a rule gānja smokers are found at shrines or temples. But some of them resort to special houses called akhādā where bhūng and gānja are prepared. Men addicted to the practice keep taking whiffs of gānja about every half hour. Its effects are sudden and strong. Three or four pulls at a gānja pipe will prostrate a man not accustomed to smoke it. Especially among the weakly and ill-fed the use of gānja is said to harm the mind and nerves and in some cases to cause death.

Opium used either as a drug or as a narcotic is taken in several ways. Either a small quantity from a few grains to a pennyweight is rolled into a pill and swallowed, or the opium is first dissolved in water and then drunk. This preparation of opium and water is called kusambo. The practice of smoking a preparation of opium or chandul is less common in Gujarāt. In south Gujarāt, except by a few Musalmāns and Hindus of advanced age, opium is seldom used. On the other hand in north Gujarāt and Kāthiāwār, except among the literary and mercantile classes, the majority of the adult population are habitual consumers of the drug. The ordinary time for taking opium is before meals early in the morning and in the afternoon. By Rajputs opium is held in high esteem as the seal of hospitality and the great healer of disputes. It is taken dissolved in water, and at the close of every visit as a token of goodwill to the guest the opium cup is produced, and from some soaked cotton a small quantity is squeezed into the guest’s hands and drunk by him.

Tobacco is consumed in three ways: it is chewed; it is smoked; or it is taken in the form of snuff. The practice of chewing tobacco
either plain or along with betel-leaves and areca-nut is common among Hindus, both men and women; among Musalmans, particularly women; and to a limited extent among Parsis. Tobacco is smoked either in pipes or in cigarettes. Two kinds are in general use, the long-stemmed huka or hubble-bubble whose smoke is cooled by being inhaled through water, and the short almost stemless bowl or chulam. Tobacco to be smoked in the huka or hubble-bubble is cut in pieces and pounded in a mortar. It is next mixed with molasses and a few drops of water and the whole rolled into small balls. This preparation of tobacco is called gadda. It is principally used by Garisa or landed proprietors and the better class of people. Except a few Brahmins, among Hindus men of all classes smoke tobacco; women seldom smoke a pipe, but many among the labouring and cultivating classes use cigarettes. Musalmans both men and women smoke; but among Parsis it is strictly forbidden and seldom practised.

Tobacco to be used as snuff is for two or three days soaked in water and while still damp is pounded on a flat stone and when dry it is ready for use. The custom of taking snuff prevails among men both of the upper and middle classes. Among women of the higher classes the practice of taking snuff is also common. Snuff is generally carried in small round wooden boxes about an inch in diameter and three-fourths of an inch deep. Country-made snuff is generally pulverised finer than snuff imported from Europe. But to make it more pungent it is often adulterated with a mixture of pounded lime or carbonate of soda.

Besides the above, pan Charica betel and sopari Areca catechu are, except by the poor, used by all classes both men and women. Along with their pan and sopari the rich eat cardamoms and other spices.

Tea both Chinese and Himalayan is also used by Hindus. Tea with milk and sugar is taken early in the morning. It is seldom drunk twice in one day. The poor sometimes brew tea mixing pepper and dry ginger or cinnamon in it to cure indigestion. Within the last few years (A.D. 1890-1900) the use of tea has spread greatly among the upper classes of Hindus and Parsis. Among Musalmans coffee is the favourite drink. It is seldom used either by Hindus or Parsis.

Except the early tribes who worship their own guardians or deus, Gujarát Hindus are either Brâhmanical or Jain, the latter chiefly Vâniás. A belief in demonology, sorcery, witchcraft, the evil eye, and omens is found, more or less, in almost all Gujarát castes. Among religious practices, worship of ancestors, the elements, planets, the sea, rivers, animals, plants, and birds is also common. Kâthis, and in a lesser degree, the Parmâr Rajputs of Muli
in Káthiávád worship only the sun; the Parajiás worship only fire; the Lehánás worship Dariápir or the spirit of the Indus; and the Mahá Kois the Mahi river.

Excepting the Jains, Hindus generally hold in veneration Bráhmaic gods and goddesses, Kanbis and Váníás being more devout and religious than other Hindus. Almost every Bráhmaical Hindu householder keeps his family gods, some or all of the Hindu Pancháyatan or The Group of Five, a stone ling pyramid for Mahádev; a stone sháligrám or round pebble from the Gandaki or the Narbada river or a picture of Shrináthji for Vishnu; and a picture or metal image of Šakti, Bhaváni, or Mátá, as the goddess or mother, typifying divine energy; Ganpati or the god of wisdom; and Surya or the Sun, or Hammán the Monkey-god. Ganpati is worshipped especially on auspicious occasions, his holy day being the fourth of the bright half of every month. Khetarpal or the boundary-guardian is worshipped chiefly by classes other than Bráhmans Váníás and craftsmen.

Šakti, or deified energy, is worshipped by all classes of Hindus as Lakshmi by the followers of Vishnu; and as Párvati, Bhaváni, or Durgá by the Shaiva. She is the energy of the Supreme Being, coexistent with Him as his bride and counterpart. Her rank and priority as the producer and mother of both gods and men appear in the names Lakshmi-Náráyan, Bhaváni-Shaukar, Umá-Máhesvar, and Párvati-Parameshvar. As the active will of the Deity she is the mother of all creation or Mátá. As all matter and created things are regarded as illusion in Védantic teachings, Šakti or Mátá is also called Máyá (illusion) or Mahámáyá (great illusion) and Prakriti (primeval nature). She is generally invoked under the three forms of Mahákáli, Mahálakshmi, and Mahásarásvatí.

In north Gujarát the most favourite and almost universally worshipped deities are the goddesses Ambá Bhaváni, Kálíká, and Bahuchará. They form the theme of most Gujarát songs, "Je Ambé" is the war-cry and the Holi shout of Gujarát. "Ado Bhaváni," that is the first Bhaváni, is another common invocation of the goddess. Their shrines are visited by Hindu pilgrims in large numbers. The goddess Kálíká, Durgá, or Chandí in her fierce and angry mood is held in high veneration, but not so universally as Ambá the ideal mother with her radiant and cheerful maternal smile.

1 See below pages 105-115.
2 Most Bharváns and Habársi worship only a Mátá or goddess without any special name.
Kālikā is held in special respect by coppersmiths or Kaśmārās as their family goddess. Bahucharā is believed to be a deified Chāran lady who preferred death to dishonor, but is more probably an old Koli goddess. Besides Ambā, Kālikā, and Bahucharā, most Hindu castes have their own special tutelary deities, the chief of them being Ashāpuri or the wish-fulfiller of the Lād Vāniās and Jādeja Rajputs; Bhīlōi of the Sindhvas; Chāmunda of Chāvdas and Vāghela Rajputs; Hingljā of the Bhansālis, Bhāvaṇās, Darjias, and weaver-Khatris; Khodīr of the Gohil Rajputs; Rāndel Mātā in most ceremonial songs but chiefly of the Loḥānās; Umiya of the Kadva Kanbis and Turis; Umā of the Anāvādas, and Vindhyavāsinī of Jethvā Rajputs.

Of the Hindu Trinity or trimūrtī, Brahmā has a solitary temple at Khod-Brahma in Mahī Kānthā. Shiv and Vishnu (the latter in his two incarnations of Rām and Krishna) divide in faith the generality of the Gujarāt castes. Among Shaivites almost all are Brāhmans with a sprinkling of other castes. By Vaishnavs are meant, in Gujarāt, the followers of Vishnu in his eighth incarnation of Krishna, according to the cult popularly known as the sect of the Mahārājās, otherwise called Vallabhāchārī or Pushṭī Mārga. All non-Jain or mekhā Vāniās are followers of this sect. Rām as the seventh incarnation of Vishnu is held in high veneration by all including Shaiv Brāhmans and Vallabhāchārī Vāniās, and has many temples with images of Rām, his wife Sīta, and his brother Laksman, and in a niche on one side the monkey-god Hanumān. Except for a few extremists, Shiv and Vishnu are held in equal veneration by most Hindus.

Among Hindu castes other than Brāhmans and Vāniās a striking feature is the great hold which comparatively modern cults called "ways," that is mārga or pRHTha, have taken upon them. Of these the chief are Rāmānandīs, Svāmi-Nārāyans, and Kabirpanthīs. The smaller cults are Bijmārgīs, Parnāmis, or Meherājpanthīs; Rāmsnehis; Dādupanthīs; Shāktas or Vāmamargīs; Mādhavgaras; Ravipanthīs; Udāsīs; Pirānās; Rādhā-Vallabhis; Santrāmpanthīs, and several still smaller sects. Details of these religious sects are given in Appendix C (III).
GUJARÁT POPULATION.

SECTION I.—BRAHMANS.

The Bráhmans, including Kachh and Kathiávára, was in A.D. 1891 returned at 368,868 or 5.75 per cent of the total Hindu population. The original Bráhmans of Gujarát form a division of the great class of Drávid or South Indian Bráhmans.¹

Gujarat Bráhmans may be roughly formed into three groups, the early, the middle, and the modern. The early Bráhmans are in most cases connected by tradition with some holy place chosen, in early times by Aryan settlers from Upper India. Most of these early divisions are husbandmen and as a rule darker and sturdier than the more modern immigrants.² Among these are the Bhárgvas of Broach who claim descent from the great seer Bhárigu and who still hold a high position among Gujarát Bráhmans; the Anávalás, the vigorous skilful class of south Gujarát landholders whose original settlement or mahásthán seems to have been at the Anával hot springs about forty miles south-east of Surat. With them rank the Sájodrás, who take their name from Sajod, a place of early sanctity about eight miles south-west of Broach. Further north are the Borsádálas of Kaira, who claim descent from an early religious settler named Bhádáveisuddha. Other divisions of earlier settlers seem to have come to Gujarát from the Dakhan. They are the Jámbus of Jambusar in Broach, the Kapilas from Kávi at the mouth of the Mahi, the Khedávalás of the Kaira district, and the Motálas of Motá about fifteen miles west of Surat. These classes have all become so completely Gujarátis in appearance speech and customs

¹ The whole Bráhman population of India is divided into two groups, Gaul and Drávid. Each group includes five divisions. The five Gaul Bráhmans are, Gaul proper, Kánoja or Kánya-kújja, Máláh, Sáravat or Mírá, and Úthak. The five Drávid Bráhmans are, Drávid proper, Andhra or Thilla, Kántak, Máháráshtra, and Girjára. A classification in the Journal Bum. Br. Roy. As. Soc. VIII. 2, places Girjára Bráhmans in the Gaul group. But this seems to be wrong, and the arrangement given above agrees with the current opinion and written texts recited by the Bráhmans of Upper India, the Dakhan, and South India, and with the classification given in Stiles' Hindu Castes and Castes page 35.
² According to local Jégendra some of these early Bráhmans belonged to the pre-Aryan tribes and were made Bráhmans by early Hindu heroes and demi-gods. Pre-Aryan tribes may in some cases have been raised to the rank of Aryans in reward for signal services. But such cases are doubtful. The explanation of these local classes of early Bráhmans seems to be that they are the descendants of settlers from Upper India who entered Gujarát either by sea or by land from Sindh. These settlers were joined by others of their own class who, marrying with the women of the country as was sanctioned both by the law and the practice of the early Bráhmans, founded a local Bráhman colony. The process of founding these local Bráhmans classes is thus described by Megasthene (c. 300). When Megasthène wrote the process would seem to have been still going on. "Persons who desire to live the same life as the Bráhman hermits cross over and remain with them, never returning to their own country. These also are called Bráhmans; they do not follow the same mode of life, for there are women in the country from whom the native inhabitants are sprung and of these women they beget offspring." McCrindle's Megasthene, 121.
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that they must have been long settled in the province. Copperplates show that the Jambas at least were in their present villages as early as the beginning of the fourth century after Christ (A.D. 320).

The second group of Brāhmans represent small bands of immigrants from Upper India whose settlement the kings of Anahilavāda (A.D. 961-1242) encouraged by grants of land. These small bands of settlers came from different parts of Northern India, and receiving separate grants in different parts of the province have never associated and have been one of the chief causes of the minute division of Gujarāt Brāhmans. The chief divisions that belong to this group are the Audichya, Harolās, Kandoliya, Khadāyata, Modh, Rāyalā, Shrimali, and Vadā. The Nāgara, the chief division of Gujarāt Brāhmans, seem to be earlier settlers as copperplates from the fifth to the eighth century mention Nāgars at Junagadh Vadnagar and Valabhi.

The middle group includes another set of divisions of whose arrival no record remains but who seem to have come from Mārvār and Rajputāna before the times of the Musalmāns, driven south, it is believed, by famine. Of this group the chief divisions are the Desavā, Jhālora, Mevā, Paliwā, Shrigaud, Udambara, and Unevā. Of modern Brāhmans, that is of immigrants since the time of Musalmān rule, the chief are Marātha Brāhmans of the Deshasth Koukana and Karhad tribes, who in the early part of the eighteenth century accompanied and followed the Marātha conquerors of Gujarāt. Under British rule no large bodies of immigrants have entered Gujarāt. But there has been a slow steady stream of settlers from Mārvār.

Ordinary accounts and the lists in the Mīrāt-i-Ahmedī (A.D. 1742-1768) and in Dāyārān's poems give eighty-four divisions of Gujarāt Brāhmans. As the details of these lists do not agree, as they contain the names of many classes not now found in Gujarāt and omit many well known classes, it seems probable that eighty-four is only a traditional number used, as it often is used, vaguely or with some mystic meaning.1 As far as has been traced, exclusive of subdivisions, there are seventy-nine divisions of Gujarāt Brāhmans who do not intermarry, though most of them eat together. Except the Anāvalās, who are all laymen or graham, each of these divisions is either entirely clerics that is bhikshuk, or contains two classes, bhikshuk or cleric and graham or laymen.2 Except Bhārava Nāgara and a few other Brāhmans who have among their families believing in one of the other Vedas, all Gujarāt Brāhmans are generally followers of the Yajurveda. Each division includes from five to twenty gotras or family-stocks, each stock claiming descent on the male side from one of the rishi or seers. Among members of the same family-stock marriage is forbidden. But except among-the

---

1 Races of the North-West Provinces, II. 47-48.
2 The chief difference between a cleric and a layman lies in the number of their privileges. The cleric enjoys six privileges, studying the Vedas, teaching the Vedas, giving alms, receiving alms, offering sacrifices, and officiating at sacrifices; the layman has but three privileges, studying the Vedas, alms-giving, and offering sacrifices.
Nágars, religious and lay families, if not of the same stock, may intermarry. A man's position as religious or lay is hereditary. It is in no way affected by his calling. Among the fifty-four main divisions of Gujarát Bráhmans, seven, Audichyás, Khedáváis, Móvdás, Modhs, Nágars, Shrigáuds, and Shrimáls are found over the whole province including Kachh and Kathiáváda. The remaining forty-seven divisions are found only in special towns and localities. The following list shows the names and distribution of the leading fifty-four Bráhman divisions:

Bráhmans, 1891.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ahibáas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ankáváda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Andaúkála</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sháryáváda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rájáváda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dháváda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Gháváda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dúmpáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kávida</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gháváda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Gáyáváda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Giríváda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Gánáváda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Gáváda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Hámada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Jalláda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Kálaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Kálaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Káodaúkáda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 43,208 43,391 43,077 14,553 44,007 264,024 143,840 168,689

*Note: The local "Unspecified" includes Shájápáta, Súrsháyá, and other division of Gujarát Bráhmans, likewise 18,002 Lahkah Bráhmans.*

The present tendency among Mikak Bhármans who obtain steady secular employ- ment is to give up their clerical privileges and live as laymen.
Abotis, numbering 5183 are found in Kachh and Kathiawar. They trace their origin to the sage Valmik's younger son, who, with other sages, was brought by Garud or Vishnu's eagle to a sacrifice performed by Krishna at Dwarka. As a class they are poor, living as temple servants, beggars and confectioners. A few are found as cultivators in the Barda district. They are Vaishnavs in religion. Their family god is Dwarkānāth of Dwarka.

Anavalas, also known as Māstānas and Bāṭhełās, numbering 40,334, are found in the Surat district and the neighbouring Baroda territory. They are the best cultivators of south Gujarat. The name Anávala is derived from Anával a Gaṅkwar village about forty miles east of Surat, famous for its hot spring. The origin of the names Māstān and Bāṭhełā is uncertain. Māstān, according to one account, means proud or overbearing, a meaning-making which agrees well with the character of the former revenue farmers and village managers of this class. According to another account, Māstān is a shortened form of Mahāsthān or Great Place, a name supposed to be the record of some former settlement of the tribe. But it probably means the chief community of south Gujarāt as such phrases as Soni Māstān the goldsmith community, and Khādāyata Māstān the Vani community, are in common local use. Of the term Bāṭhełā two explanations are offered; one would connect it with the tribe of Bāṭs, the other would, from bāḍa rice, translate it rice-men, a name well deserved by the Anavalas, the most successful rice-growers of south Gujarāt. But, besides the difference in letters, the name Bāṭhełā is always considered disrespectful. It was probably given by some of the later Brāhmaṇ settlers from North India and seems to be a corruption of Bhraśthēla or Fallen. According to local tradition, Rāma on his return from the conquest of Ceylon, halted at a place called Pāṭarvāda in the hills of Bānsa, about forty-five miles south-east of Surat. Determining to hold a sacrifice he required the services of a large body of priests. He searched the country round, and failing to find priests enough collected eighteen thousand of the hill-tribes and made them Brāhmaṇs. The legend that certain classes were made Brāhmaṇs by Rāma, Krishna, and other heroes and demigods is found in all parts of India. The usual explanation is that in early ages, when the greater part of the continent south of the Vindhyā mountains was under forest, bands of Brāhmanic Hindus, pressing southwards, ousted the earlier tribes from their forest clearings and established a more regular mode of life and tillage. In later times fresh bodies of Brāhmaṇs, bringing with

---

1 The peasant Brāhmaṇs of Orissa are also called Māstānas. In Mr. Beam's opinion the name is derived from Mahāsthān or Great Place. Ind. Ant. I, 142, 195.
2 In the Etwa district of the Agra division in the North-West Provinces, is a class of peasant Bāṭhełā Brāhmaṇs, who are said to be an offshoot of the Śanāthas, nearly all of whom are Kanojia Brāhmaṇs. It seems worthy of notice that in Gujarāt some families of Bāṭhełās in the village of Katarān near Surat are known as Kanojias. In Kānghra (Panjbāb) the two main tribes of Brāhmaṇs are Bāṭehrus and Nāgar科尔. Kānghra Gazetteer, I, 52.
them from the north a more elaborate social and religious system, found the descendants of the early settlers opposed to them in many points of faith and practice. Unable to deny their claim to be Brâhman, the newcomers, by the device of some local legend, strove to show that the original settlers were Brâhman of a lower order than themselves. In the present case it seems probable that the founders of the class were Brâhman who gathered round some early settler who had chosen the Anávala hot springs as the place of his hermitage. That Anávala Brâhman are the earliest Brâhman settlers in south Gujarát is supported by the fact that, unlike other Brâhman, the whole body of the Anávala are laymen or grâhasthâs, and that it was under their management the south of Gujarát was redeemed from forest and brought under tillage.

Almost all Anávala Brâhman worship Shiv. But as a class they are lax in religious observances and careless in enforcing caste rules. Though obstinate and somewhat rough and quarrelsome, they are a contented and orderly community, enterprising, friendly to education, hospitable, and liberal. Fifty years ago almost all were peasants, and though tillage is still the occupation of most, a considerable number learning to read and write have become village accountants and schoolmasters. Some have become lawyers and others traders in articles of food, and some entering Government service have risen to posts of trust and responsibility. Socially Anávala Brâhman are divided into an upper or desâi class, the original colonists of south Surat, afterwards revenue farmers and superintendents and still holders of grants of money and land, and a lower or bhâthela class the ordinary cultivators. Before and for some years after the introduction of British rule, as farmers of land revenue and as village managers the desâis enjoyed considerable power and wealth, claiming the rank of superior landlords with the titles of zamindârs and talukdârs, and possessing households of as many as four hundred dependants. Under cover of their office they levied taxes on their own behalf, and for a time the bulk of the peasants were practically their tenants-at-will or their bondsmen. The gradual extinction of the practice of farming the land revenue (A.D. 1803-1813), and the establishment of the mass of cultivators as direct holders from Government, took away from the desâis the source of much of their wealth. Many of them are said to have sunk into poverty, and, falling into the hands of money-lenders, have been forced to mortgage their lands and houses.

In spite of these changes a marked social distinction is still maintained between the representatives of the desâi families and the

---

1 Muir's Sanskrit Texts, II. 425, 487.
2 Captain Newport in his settlement report of the Pârîchol (now Jalâlpur) sub-division of the Surat district (A.D. 1816) para. 46 footnote mentions the case of an old village manager or desâi who had as many as 400 hats. There are no such households now. A full account of hats or bondsmen is given in the Statistical Account of Surat, Bombay Gazetteer, II, 189-200,
ordinary peasants or bhāthelās and among the whole community three houses still receive special respect as pehēdīvalas or men of family. Though the large households of kālis or ploughmen are now much reduced, a few well-to-do desāi families still leave to their dependants the heavier parts of field-work. They eat with all the members of their caste, but object to marry their daughters into any except desāi families. Successful men among the lower class of desāis and the richer bhāthelās, anxious to improve their social position, try hard to marry their daughters into desāi families. This rivalry for the hands of men of good family has led to some unusual practices. Polygamy is not uncommon. A desāi who finds himself in difficulties marries another wife, receiving from the bride's father money enough to enable him to pay off his debts. Another result of the rivalry is that expenses consequent upon marriage, such as payments in honour of the bride being sent to her husband’s house, in honour of pregnancy, of the birth of a child, and on other occasions, are made not by the husband but by the wife's father. So heavy are these charges and such large sums are required as marriage portions, that among the desāis some families, where daughters have been numerous, have fallen into debt and been forced to mortgage their lands and houses. In other cases, after the marriage ceremony has been performed, fathers have been unable to meet the expense of sending their daughters to their husbands' houses. Cases have occurred in which, for this reason, girls have remained at their fathers' house till they have reached the age of eighteen or twenty. Under these circumstances the birth of a girl in a desāi's family is looked on as a calamity.

Free from such special expenses, the position of the ordinary bhāthela peasant has improved under British rule. Though less frugal and hardworking than the Kairi Kanbhis, they are successful cultivators. In the best Surat villages the largest holdings, the richest crops, the finest cattle, and the best built houses belong to Bhāthelās. During the last ten years (A.D. 1886-1896) important changes have taken place in respect to marriage customs. Nearly 300 families have bound themselves to reduce marriage expenses, to stop polygamy, and to marry their girls among themselves without reference to kul or family. The movement is so successful that most of the desāis do not now get large sums of money on account of their son's marriages.

Audichya or Audich Brahman numbering 204,308 are found all over Gujarāt. According to the local saying All Audichyas are kins Audichya sāre Rushiya. The name Audichya or Noorthner shows that they entered Gujarāt from Upper India. According to their caste traditions, they were invited to Gujarāt by Mālarāja king

---

1 Before the marriage a large sum of money from Rs. 500 to 5000 and clarified butter weighing from 800 to 1600 pounds valued at Rs. 300 to 500 are given by the bride's father to the father of the bridegroom.
of Anahilavada (A.D. 961-996) to help him in holding a sacrifice. When the sacrifice was over the king offered them presents and grants of land to induce them to stay in his country. Some agreed, and others at first refused till they were persuaded by the grant of a spot of special holiness at the mouth of the Mahi. Those who first agreed were a thousand strong, and so became known as the Sakaras or Thousand Audichyas; those who first refused were, because they formed a band or toli, known as Tolakia Audichyas. The Sakaras are again divided into Sihorás and Siddhapurás from the towns of Sihor near Bhavnagar in east Kathiavada and of Siddhpur near Mehsana in north Gujarát, which Mularaja is said to have bestowed on their ancestors.

Most Audich Brahmans live on alms; a few of them are cultivators; the rest are cooks or family or village-priests. Many are particularly successful as exorcists, fortune-tellers, and magicians. A few in Kachh are horsebrokers, dhavaks. The question of the amount of dishonour that attaches to a Brahman who acts as family-priest to low-caste Hindus has caused dispute and division among the Audichyas. In north Gujarát the practice is held so degrading that those who follow it have been excommunicated; in south Gujarát the practice is allowed. In the northern districts family-priests excommunicated for serving low-caste people have given rise to several subdivisions. Of these the chief are Kumbi-gors who serve cultivators, Darji-gors who serve tailors, Gandhar-gors who serve musicians, Hajam-gors who serve barbers, Koli-gors who serve Kolis, and Mochi-gors who serve shoemakers.

A special branch of cultivating Audichyas is settled in Vagad in Kachh. This branch because they carry cooked food to the fields, smoke the hukka bubble-bubble, and allow widow-marriage are held degraded and treated as outcastes. Still they are allowed to give their daughters to Audichya Brahman of Halavadi in Kathiavad, whose daughters again marry with Dhingadra Audichyas, and the daughters of Dhingadra Audichyas with the Audichyas of Virangam Ahmedabad and Siddhpur, who are the highest Gujarát representatives of their caste.

Bhargavas, numbering 1884 and found almost solely in Broach and Surat, claim to be the original Brahman of Broach. They take their name from the great seer or rishi Bhargu, the founder of Broach, and are said at one time to have been all-powerful in the city. A trace of this influence remains in the practice

1 To perform this sacrifice, Mularaja is said to have collected Brahman from various places; from the junction of the Ganga and Yamuna, 105; from the Mayavanashram, 100; from the country of Kanyakubhja, 200; from Benares, 100; from the Kurukshetra, 272; from Ganga vadh; 100; and from the Nalinda forest and Kurukshetra, 322; total 1009.

2 The sanctity of Sihor arose from a fountain of healing waters in which king Mularaja was cured of an invertebrate disorder. In thankfulness for his recovery he granted Sihor and its lands to the Brahman. Sihor remained in their hands until the Brahmans of Gujarat were reduced to poverty and forced to leave their homes in search of more prosperous pastures. 269.
observed by the whole population, including Pāris, of paying a
fixed sum to the Bhārgav community on marriage occasions. 
Besides at Broach and Surat, settlements of Bhārgav Brahmans are
found on the Tāpti at Māndvi, about forty, and at Kāmlej, about
fifteen miles above Surat. Formerly the Broach and Māndvi Bhār-
gavas were closely related to each other. But some generations
back a wedding party starting for Māndvi was upset in the Narbada
drowned. Since this ill-omened accident marriage relations
between the Broach and Māndvi communities have ceased. In
addition to the ordinary Brahmical distinctions between the priest
or bhikshuk and the lay or grahaeb, the Bhārgavas are divided into
Visa and Dasa. Between these divisions intermarriage is forbidden.
The Bhārgavas of Broach are an intelligent good-looking body of
men, many of them with a name for learning. Except a few
families who hold positions of trust under Government and in
native states the Bhārgavas are not well-to-do. This is specially the
case with the Māndvi and Kāmlej Bhārgavas, many of whom are
peasants and labourers, positions which a Broach or Surat
Bhārgav considers degrading.

Bhojaks, returned as numbering 1908, are found in considerable
numbers in Kāthirvāḍa and Kachh. Many Shrimālī Brahmans
adopted the Jain faith for a living, and having dined with Osval
Vāma were called bhojaks or eaters, and formed a separate division.
Bhojaks chant songs in Jain temples and eat with Shrāvaks. They
allow widow-marriage.

Borsad's, numbering 1547 chiefly in Kaira, take their name
from the Kaira town of Borsad. Their calling as husbandmen and
their position as heads of villages mark them as one of the early
Brahman colonies. They say that in the time of Māhmūd Begada
(A.D. 1500) after they had for ages been settled in the land, a
Mussalmān beggar came to their town and killing a goat was
severely handled by the Brahmans and fled for his life. Māhmūd
Begada hearing of this insult to his religion ordered his troops to

---

1 The following local tradition of the origin of the Borsad Brahmans is supplied
by the Reverend J. S. Taylor: They, as well as the town of Borsad, take their name
from Bhadrakāla, a Brahmacari or ascetic, who with some followers fixed his
hermitage here. At that time Borsad was a ruin, inhabited by a few Kolis. These
ascetics were induced to enter the married state under the following circumstances.
In honour of the recovery of Nal Raj from a severe sickness his queen Dānyanti held a
horse-sacrifice near Borsad. No unmarried Brahmans were allowed to attend. Bhadra-
kāla and his followers, unwilling to be absent, went to some cowherds or Bakreis and
asked them to lend them their daughters for the occasion. The Bakreis agreed and the
girls passed as the Brahmans' wives. When the ceremony was over the Brahmans took
the young women back to their homes to hand them over to their parents. But the
parents refused to take them for as they held in the most public manner been declared
the wives of Brahmans, their daughters could never be given in marriage to any one
else. From the union thus formed sprung the Borsad Brahmans who settled about the
hermitage of Bhadrakāla and founded the town of Borsad. Another account states
that Borsad was founded about A.D. 656 (S. 712), and called after a certain Vārah-
siddha. This Vārah, along with others of the Siddha tribe, is said to have reformed
this part of Gujarāt from forest, and to have settled colonies, marking them by the
tribal name Siddha, which appears as ςαδ in Vāsad, Virās, and Karamsad.
destroy the place and take possession of the land. The Bráhmans have since by degrees regained some of their old estates, but much land is still in Musalmán hands.

Chovisa's numbering 1498 are found in Káthiáváda and Baroda. They are of two classes, Mohola or large and Nádána or small.

Dadhichas are returned as numbering 1073 and found in the Kaira and Broach district. They are said to take their name from Dadhich, the seer or rishi whose backbone formed the thunderbolt with which Indra killed the demon Vrtrásur. They say that they originally belonged to the Audichya Sahasra stock, and obtained their present name by settling in the village of Dehván near Vijápur, where is an ashram or hermitage of Dadhich Rishi. At present most of the Dadhich Bráhmans are village headmen, money-lenders, and cultivators.

Desávalis are returned as numbering 228 and found chiefly in Surat and Ahmedábád. They take their name from the town of Dísá in Pálanpur, and are priests to the Desával Váníás.


Ga'ýávalis, returned as numbering 88 and found in Ahmedábád, are an offshoot from the mendicant Bráhmans of Gáya.

Girnára's are returned as numbering 3451. According to the Prabhásas they came originally from the foot of the Himálayas. They take their modern name from Girnár, and are found in Káthiáváda and Kachh. They have a tradition that they were settled at Girnár by Krishna after he rose from the Dámodar reservoir in the bed of the Sonarekha river at Junágadh. They are found all over Káthiáváda and are in greatest strength near Girnár and in Mádhavpur, a sea port under Porbandár. They are considered specially sacred, and have the monopoly of the office of priests to pilgrims visiting Girnár and Prabhás Kshetra that is Somnáth Pátan. They are followers of Vishnu and have four subdivisions, Ajákiás, Bardáis, Choryádájíás, and Panáís. They are Vaishnava temple-priests, beggars, traders, moneylenders, cooks, and husbandmen. The Kachh Girnáras, who number 800, belong to the Panáí subdivision. They claim to be of the solar race and marry with Káthiáváda Girnáras.

Gomtivalis, returned as numbering 2665 and found in Ahmedábád and Súnth in Rewa Kánta, are said to take their name from the seer Gautam. A more likely origin is from the old city Gomti among the Barda hills in south-west Káthiáváda. At present most of them live on alms.

Guglis, numbering 3038 are found in Dwárka. They are said to take their name from Gokula sacred to Krishna near Mathúra. They are Vaishnava by religion, chiefly pujári or priests in the

---

1 According to another account Guglis take their name from gugal or sage incense, because by offering incense they succeeded in scaring away a demon who prevented them from settling at Dwárka.
temples of Krishna at Bot Dwarka and Dákor. Numbers of them in Bombay are servants to the Vallabháchárya Mahárájás, of whom they are enthusiastic supporters. They are not much respected by other Bráhmans. But as great numbers of rich pilgrims flock to the shrines of Bot and Dwarka, the Guglis are a well-to-do class.

Harsola's, returned as numbering 256 and found in Ahmedábād and Surat, take their name from Harsol in the Ahmedábād district. Most of them act as family-priests to Harsol Váníás.

Jambus, returned as numbering 6379 and found in Broach and Baroda, take their name from the town of Jambusar in the Broach district. They are said to be descended from the great Hindu sage Yajnavalkya, and according to the legend are the first colonists of the town of Jambusar, where copperplate grants show that they were settled as early as the beginning of the fourth century (A.D. 322-337). They are said at one time to have been a large and learned community. At present they act chiefly as family-priests and astrologers. The rest are traders, moneylenders, village headmen, and cultivators.

Jhalora's, returned as numbering 281 and found all over Gujarát, take their name from the town of Jhalor in Márwár. Most of them act as family-priests to Jhalora Váníás.

Kalatiya's, returned as numbering 364 are found all over Gujarát. They take their name from kālli or the eleventh-day funeral ceremony which they alone conduct. They perform this service for all upper class Hindus. In addition to their special duties, men of this class act as family-priests for such low castes as fishermen and shoemakers. A few of them earn their living as native doctors.

Kandoliya's, returned as numbering 1748 are found in Káthiávárí and Baroda. They take their name from the village of Kandoli near Thán in the Jhalávárí division of Káthiávárí. They act as family-priests to Kapol and Sarathiya Váníás, and as cooks to Rajput chiefs. Their caste history states they were at one time 18,000 strong.

Kapils, returned as numbering 369 and found in Broach, boast descent from the seer Kapil. Most of them are settled at Kávi and Sárod in the Jambusar sub-division of the Broach district. They are chiefly cultivators.

Khadáyata's, returned as numbering 367 and found in Kaira and Umreth like the Khadáyata Váníás whom they serve as family-priests, take their name from Khadá, a village near Parantij in Ahmedábád. Unlike other Bráhmans they take gifts only from Khadáyata Váníás, on whom they consider they have a claim for maintenance.

Khedáva's, returned as numbering 20,342 and found in large numbers in Kaira, take their name from Kheda or Kaira, the head-quarters of the Kaira district. Their chief settlement is at Umreth in the Anand sub-division of the Kaira district. According to their
tradition they are descended from a band of Tripravari and Panch- pravari Brahmans, who, under the lead of Shankar Joshi and Shod Dave, moved from Shrirangapatam in Mysore and settled in Kheda during the reign of a certain Morhilvaj, a Rajput of the lunar stock. The truth of this story is supported by the fact that Khedavals are still connected with Shrirangapatam. Khedavals Brahmans are divided into outsiders baj and insiders bhitra. The origin of the division is said to have been that the Kaira chief, anxious to have a son, once offered them gifts. The greater number, refusing his gifts, left the town and settled outside in twenty-four villages, all ending in v, like Ghunnteli, Khadal, Sandli, and Sureli. The few who accepted gifts settled in the town and became known as bhitra or insiders. Unlike most Gujarati Brahmans, Khedavals are robust hardworking thrifty and pushing, and have a special name for stinginess. Their women do not join marriage processions or caste dinners. They wear a necklace chilak and earrings kapi of the same shape as those worn by Dakhan Brahma women. and, like them, their widows dress in white. The insiders or bhitras, of whom there are but few, are as a class poor, most of them with the name Dave, acting as family-priests to the Laid Vaniyas, to whom according to the proverb, the Dave is as a sharp axe to a dry tree. The baj or outsiders boast that they never take presents and, as large moneylenders and traders, are most of them extremely well off. Keeping their connection with Kaira, many of them, as jewellers and traders, are settled in Madras Bengal and other parts of India. In Mahi Kanta Khedavals of both divisions are found. Though not at present connected with them, the Mahi Kanta Khedavals community is, according to their tradition, of the same stock as the Khedavals Brahmans of Kaira. At the same time they trace their name to Khed Brahma in the Idar state, not to the town of Kheda.

Mevada's, returned as numbering 32,859 and found throughout Gujarati, take their name from Mevad in Rajputana. They are divided into three classes Bhat, Chorasi, and Trivedi. These three do not intermarry. They are mostly beggars, family-priests, and a few of them peasants. Many of them have been reduced to comparative poverty by the large sums they spend on clarified butter at their caste feasts. There is a curious custom among the Trivedi Mevadas. Before marriage the bridegroom reposes on a cot and the bride applies molasses to the navel of her husband. After this the bridegroom goes to the marriage hall.

Modhs, returned as numbering about 38,822 and found throughout Gujarati, take their name like Modh Vaniyas from Modhera on the banks of the Vatrak river. They are divided into six classes,
GUJARAT POPULATION.

Section I.
BRĀHMANS.

Motāla's, numbering 1456 and found in Surat, take their name from the village of Mota, about sixteen miles south-east of Surat. Other centres of the caste are Opād and Sarās, two villages in the north-west of the Surat district. According to a legend the Motāla Brahmans were brought into Gujarāt by Hammān from Kolhōpur.1 The tradition is that the Motāla, the Jāmbu or Jam- busar Brahmans, and the Kapil or Kāvi Brahmans, are of the same stock, and came to Gujarāt from the Dakhān about the same time.2 The cause of this immigration was, according to one account, the cruelties practised on the Hindus of the Dakhān by Malik Khāfur (A.D. 1308); another version puts their arrival in Gujarāt somewhat later, and gives as the reason the pressure of the great Durgā Devi family which from A.D. 1398 to A.D. 1408 laid waste the Dakhān. But as has been shown above in the account of the Jambugar Brahmans, these settlements are probably much older records existing of as early a date as the fourth century. In addition to their appearance which is more Dakhāni than Gujarāti, four points support the tradition that the Motāla Brahmans came from the Dakhān. Their family-goddess or kul-devī is the Kolhōpur Mahālakshmī. At the time of marriage and for four days after, the bride keeps her head

---

1 A legend says that Rām king of Ayodhya or Oudh after destroying Rāvan the demon-king of Ceylon, returned to Panchāvati near Nālīk, from Nālīk on his home-ward march he passed by way of Peth (Peint) through the south of Gujarāt. Near the village of Sarās, fifteen miles north-west of Surat, he worshipped the great god Shīv and raised a linga or stone-home in his honour which is still worshipped as Siddhānāth. At the same time the hār or sacred-fire ceremony was performed, and a supply of water obtained by shooting an arrow into the earth. The hollow from which the water gushed is still known as Rāmānī or Rām's Well. On the same occasion Rām went against and slew a demon who lived not far from Rāmānī. According to this story, where the head or shīr of the demon fell became known as Sarās, where the body or avāl was called Urpānī or Urpānī, and where his hands or hāthā fell was named Rāhātan. Unfortunately the demon was a Brahmaśikha, and so deep was the guilt of taking his life that it haunted Rām in the form of a second shadow. To free himself from this hateful companion, Rām consulted certain sages who were mortifying themselves on the banks of the Tāpi north far from Rāmānī. Unable to help him, the holy men advised Rām to consult the sages of Bodhān, a village about sixteen miles north-east of Surat. To Bodhān Rām went, and was there told to travel still further east. He obeyed, and, after a time, found that the shadow ceased to dog his steps. Here Rām stopped, and in thankfulness for his release determined to offer a sacrifice. At his invitation the sages came from Bodhān, but the ceremonies required a larger company of priests. In his difficulty Rām sought the aid of Hammān, who starting for the Dakhān, brought back, seated on his tail, a company of Brahmans from Kolhōpur. On the spot where the sacrifice was performed Rām raised an emblem of the god Shīv under the name Muktināth or god of salvation. At the same time he founded a village for the Kolhōpur Brahmans and, in honour of the god, called it Mukti-puri. This is the modern Mota, and the Motāla are its Brahmān inhabitants.

2 In support of this tradition it may be noticed that though at present distinct, up to a century ago intermarriages took place between the Motāla and Jāmbu Brahmans. At Sarās a hundred years ago the wife of a Motāla Brahmān bore the surname Jāmbu, to mark, it is said, that she was by birth a Jambugar Brahmān.
uncovered and fastens the end of her robe from left to right. The marriage-wrist cord is made of wool instead of cotton thread. They belong to the Kānya Shākha. In all of these points except the first, the practice of the Motāla, Jāmbu, and Kapil Brāhmans is the same and agrees with the practice of the Dakhān Brāhmans. One peculiar custom among the Motālas is that marriages take place on the same day every fourth year. The Motāla Brāhmans are an intelligent active and hardworking body of men. The priestly class, who act as family-priests only to men of their own caste, have a name for learning superior to that of most other subdivisions of Gujarāt Brāhmans. The laymen are chiefly engaged as clerks in Government and private offices. Many of them are employed in Bombay as accountants in merchants' offices.

Na'ndora's, numbering 2845 and found in Kaira and Rājpipla, take their name from Nādod or Nāndod the capital of Rājpipla. To this class belong the family-priests of the Rājput chiefs of Rājpipla and Dharanpor. The rest except a few peasants live chiefly on alms.

Na'gars numbering 28,250 souls are divided into six main subdivisions: Chitrodā, Krashnora, Prashnora, Sāthodra, Vadhagra including Dungarpura, and Vismagra. None of the subdivisions intermarry or dine together except that food cooked by Vadhagras Na'gars is eaten by all the other classes. Of the six divisions Sāthodra Vadhagras and Vismagra are again divided into grāhastha or laymen and bhikshu or priests. Among them there is a further division called Bārads, consisting of men who unable to procure wives in their own communities, have taken wives from other castes and lived apart. Chitrodās and Krashnoras are not found in Gujarāt. Prashnoras are found chiefly in Kāthiāvāda as vaidas medical practitioners and readers of prānis holy books. Sāthodras, who take their name from Sāthod, about twelve miles from Dabbio, are numerous in Ahmedābād and Kaira as clerks moneylenders and landholders. Vismagras, who take their name from Vismagar in Baroda territory, are found chiefly in Ahmedābād Surat and Baroda as moneylenders cultivators and servants. Vadhagras are found all over Gujarāt and hold an important position among Brāhmans. They are handsome, intelligent, and pushing. They have played an important part in the politics of Kāthiāvāda. The Nāgar Brāhmans claim as their original seat the town of Vadhagra in Gaekwār territory about fifty-two miles north-east of Ahmedābād. Their claim to be old inhabitants of Vadhagar derives some support from two grants of Valabhi kings. One made by Kharagara in A.D. 656 (Gupta 337) and the other by Silādityā VII. surnamed Dhruvabhaṭṭa in A.D. 786 (Gupta 447). In both grants the receivers were natives.

1 Nāgar Brāhmans are also found in the North-Western Provinces. 2 Vadhagar has been identified with Kuartaipura or Anandaipura. Both these names of the town were in use in the times of the Valabhi kings (A.D. 544-770). Bombay Gazetteer, I, Part I, 6.
of Anandapur (Vadnagar) and Brâhman of the Šarkarakshi gotra or family stock, which the Nágars maintain is to be met with in no other caste than their own.

There are several traditions current among Nágars Brâhman about their origin. One tradition says that they were created to officiate at Shiv's marriage. Brâhma went to officiate at Shiv's marriage with Pârâvati. He was smitten with Pârâvati's beauty and being unable to control himself left the marriage booth. Finding that there was nobody to officiate at the ceremony Shiv threw down six grains of rice and from them arose six Brâhmanas. There being no Brâhman girls, Shiv married these newly created Brâhmanas to six Nág girls to fit them to officiate as priests at the ceremony. The other version of the tradition is that Pârâvati's mother asked Shiv to assume a comely form lest her daughter should be terrified at his unguainly appearance. In his attempt to change his form Shiv dropped six grains of rice from his forehead and from them arose six Brâhmanas. After the marriage the newly created Brâhmanas with their Nág wives settled at a place which they called Vadnagar and installed under the name of Hâatakašvar the golden tiṅg or phallus of Shiv which they had obtained from Shiv. According to another tradition they were created to officiate at Shiv's sacrifice. Brâhma once performed a great sacrifice to which all Brâhmanas were invited. Shiv's wife Pârâvati became jealous of Brâhma and pressed Shiv to perform a similar sacrifice. As all the Brâhmanas were already engaged by Brâhma Shiv created a new set of Brâhmanas and asked them not to associate with other communities. As to how they came to be called Nágars this tradition gives a good illustration of fanciful meaning-making. It says that when the sacrifice was over they were sent down to the lower world where they got into trouble with the whole Nág or serpent race. They sought help from Shiv, who advised them to repeat the words na (not) garas (poison) as an antidote against snake-poison.

The third tradition is that a certain prince married a snake-charmer's daughter. After some time he became leprous, when the snake-charmer's daughter fed him with snakes and cured him of leprosy. Her co-wives who had grown jealous of the snake-charmer's daughter informed the prince that his new wife was feeding him with nágas (Naga tripdians) a food improper for Kashtriyas. When charged with this fault, the snake-charmer's daughter told the prince that the reptiles killed for his medicine were ordinary snakes and not nágas. She knew of only one nág and that was living in a lake in the neighbourhood. The prince became anxious to see the nág and his wife sought the help of her father and uncle by name Lalvádi and Phulvádi. They sent to the prince their most skilful disciple. By virtue of his spells he brought the nág to the surface of the lake. Thus annoyed the nág with jets of his poison burnt the prince, the snake-charmer's daughter, and the disciple, the spells recited by the last two proving of no avail. When the snake-charmer and his brother came to know of this, they went to the lake to punish the nág. Finding that he was not a match for their power, the nág assumed the form of a Brâhman, fled to Vadnagar, married a Brâhman girl and had several children by her.
In the meantime, bent on avenging themselves the snake charmer and his brother travelled far and long, and at last traced the wife to his abode at Valdagar and were going to kill him when his wife and children besought their mercy and they spared his life. The whole story was bruit about the town and the family came to be called Nágars or Brahmins. They attribute the split in their community to Shiv’s wrath whose temple was excluded from Vadnagar when the town wall was built. It is said that from that day the Nágars commenced leaving Vadnagar and the town now contains but one family of Vadnagar Nágars. Another tradition attributes the Nágar migration to certain Nágars taking presents from Visaldev, the chief of Visnagar, in spite of the orders of their chief to the contrary. The subdivisions are named after the places of their settlement after the split. The Vadhagnás from Vadnagar, the Visnagnás from Visnagar, the Prashnora from Pushkar in Ajmir, the Sáthodás from Sáthod, the Chitrodás from Chitod, and the Krishnás from Krishnamagar or Krishnaságar.

Nandvana’s, numbering 1047 found in Kachh and Kathiavara claim descent from the sága Nándi who, when officiating at a horse sacrifice was cursed by Brahma’s wife Sávitrí. Blighted by this

---
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1 These traditions suggest several points. According to the first two stories Nágars, like other made Brahmins, were not created by Brahma, the creative power of the Hindu Trinity, but were rather created out of spite towards Brahma. This might be interpreted in the sense that Nágars are Brahmins of later creation and the fact that one of the Gujar tribes has the name Nágár suggests a northern origin. The Nágar Brahman is not a solitary instance of “made” Brahman. The Chitpavan or Konkanastha who like the Nágars are intelligent and push and who attained the highest political power in the Presidency in the last century are said to have been created by Parsuram, the sixth incarnation of Vishnú. Bom. Gov. X. 111. Again all the three traditions connect in one way or another the Nágars with the Nágas. The first tradition makes them children of Nág mothers and Brahman fathers and the third children of a Nág father and Brahman mother. The Prashnora subdivision of the Nágars sometimes call themselves Abichhátsás from the town of Abichhátsa which literally means the land of Abi or Nág (serpents). The first and the third traditionaries agree in stating Valdagar as the place of their first settlement in Gujarāt and the first account says that the Nágars named the place of their settlement Vadnagar. According to the Bás Milá (II. page 233) Vadnagar was founded in A.D. 144 by Kanakesh, who came from the most northern parts of India. Later information shows that Kanakesh might have possibly been a grandson of the great Indo-Skythian or Kushán King Kanishka. Bombay Gazetteer, I. Part I. 101. It is probable that some of the Nág followers of Kanakesh intermarried with local Brahmins and settled at Vadnagar under the name of Nágar Brahmins. Even at the present day the Nágars say that their women are Nág Kágars or Nág maidens. The Nágas seem to have spread in early times over many or less the whole of Indo, Bombay Gazetteer, I. Part II. 251-252 note 2. They are referred to in legends. The Mahásáthán hero Arjuna is said to have married a Nág princess; and the legend about his grandson’s death by snakebite and his great-grandson’s attempt at the wholesale destruction of the serpent race probably alludes to a Nág rising and their severe punishment. The Sáthodís claim their descent from Jiminarbáhána, who is said to have saved the Nág race. They figure prominently in the early history of Kashmir. A division of the Banavis province was called Nágarkland; the first component of the name Nágar being the Kanása genitive plural masculine of the word nág, points to its denoting the territory of the Nág people (Bombay Gazetteer, I. Part I. 251 note 3).

2 Some derive the word Sáthodás from six or sixty, the number of the families of the original emigrants and Prashnora from prashna or question, an interrogation put by some as to the place of their future settlement. The Prashnoras who call themselves also Abichhátsás, trace their descent from Droga the preceptor of the Pándivas or Bánaras. Droga with the help of his pupils wrested from king Drupada, his fellow-student, the town of Abichhátsa, and from this town his descendants came to be called Abichhátsás.
curse his descendants lost all scripture knowledge, but by the kindness of their family-goddess Vämkal at Virãni in Márwár they regained their knowledge and are admitted to be priests. They are traders and cultivators.

**Na'pals.** returned as numbering 348 and found in Kaira, take their name from Nāpa, a village in the Borsad sub-division of Kaira. They are chiefly peasants, and say that they originally belonged to the Audich stock.

**Pâliva'ls.** numbering 5276 and found in Ahmedábád Kachh and Káthiáváda, belong to the Kányakanbá division of Brâhmans and take their name from Páli, a chief trade centre of Márwár. Some are peasants but most traders and merchants.

**Parajiya's** or Ahir Gors numbering 2461 are found in Kachh and Káthiáváda. They belong to the Audich stock, and formerly lived at the village of Ismáliya whence they emigrated to Paraj near Junágadh. They became the priests of Ahirs and Chárans and ate with them. They allow widow marriage and are a degraded class.

**Parâ'sarya's.** found in very small numbers (147) scattered over Gujarát are priests to Rajputs of the solar race. They are considered to be degraded. Parásaryás are found in great numbers in Jeypur and Udepur.

**Pushkarna's or Pokarna's** numbering 3132 are found in large numbers in Kachh and Káthiáváda. They take their name from the Pushkar or Pokar lake about eight miles north-west of Ajmir. They act as family-priests to Bhátiás, and like their patrons are willing to follow any calling. They are chiefly engaged as husbandmen, confectioners, contractors, and clerks. Strong robust and enterprising, unlike other Gujarát Brâhmans they travel to various parts of India, and many are anxious to visit Zanzibar and Arabia though prevented by their caste rules. They are followers of Vallabhácharya and their family-goddesses are Lakshmi and Chámnuda in Márwár. They sometimes wear the sacred thread putting it on with little ceremony, generally at a relation's marriage or at some place of pilgrimage. Gujarát Brâhmans do not dine with Pokarnás who eat cakes and balls cooked by Bhátiás. On the sixth day after a birth the women of the family, singing as at a marriage, bring a clay horse from the house of the mother's father to her husband's house. At marriages the men dance in the procession and the women sing immodest songs.

**Rajgors.** otherwise called Rajgurus or chiefs' priests, returned as numbering 28,594, are found in large numbers in Káthiáváda and

---

1 Pushkarnás are said to have gone to Pushkar from Shrimali now Bhimnál, about fifty miles west of Ahn. According to another account they were called Pushpakarn, because they offered flowers to Lakshmi, and being cursed by Pârvati for refusing to eat flesh, migrated from Jasールer to Sind, Kachh, Multán, and the Panjab. Other castes assert that the Pokarnás are the illegitimate offspring of a Brâhman devotee and a Mohani fisherman, who imprudently undertook to ferry the holy man across a stream. Burton's Sind, 310, 311.
Kachh. Though considered degraded by other Brahmans, the Rajgors, who are of the Audich stock, are in Kathiawada and Kachh a favoured class, owning lands and villages. They are priests to Rajputs and Kathis chiefs and in consequence enjoy several privileges. At marriage and other ceremonies they are the ministering priests and receive large gifts, especially on the death of a chief or of a member of his family. They are also priests to the Oavali Shrawaks. They allow widow-marriage and eat with Vainas and Kanbhis. They have considerable influence over Rajputs and generally settle their marriage contracts.

Ravals, returned as numbering 700 and found in Kaira and Kathiawada, take their name from Raval, a village in Kathiawada. They say they are a branch of the Valsam Brahmins who, in consequence of some dispute, formed a separate community. Some of the Kachh and Kathiawada Raval Brahmans have been degraded for eating and intermarrying with Chetans.

Rayaikalas are returned as numbering 2512 and found chiefly in Ahmedabad and a few in Baroda, where they have a name as teachers akhistris. They take their name from Raki near Dhrundhalia, about fifty miles from Ahmedabad. They are divided in two classes Mohola or great and Naha or small. The members of the small community are degraded and in many respects correspond with Kanbhs. Three stories are current regarding the cause of this division. First a Rayaikal Brahman married a hindu's daughter at Dodi, a village about half a mile from Raki; second a Rayaikal girl who became a widow immediately, after her marriage was remarried; and lastly a younger brother married the widow of his elder brother. The Rayaikalas claim descent from Saiyengo Varsh who was excommunicated by other Rishis for having, at the desire of the king of Magadha, caught by charm a bird which was said to bring calamity on the king. Except a few Rayaikalas engaged in service, the majority support themselves by cultivation and begging.

Rayathalas, chiefly found in Lunavada, Patan, and Harso are said to have come to Gujarat from Marvad. They take their name from raysthatal or royalplace that is dwellers in capital towns. They are mostly beggars and shunned by people as men of evil omen.

1 Audichas were first employed as family priests by the Sammas of Nagar Tatha.

2 The bridegroom is called sat and the bride kand. Proposals of marriage are symbolised by a coconut, which is sometimes richly stuffed with gifts. The proposal emanate from the house of lesser pretension, and the father of either bride or bridegroom, who seeks to ally his child to the latter blood of a more distinguished but or clan, must balance the scales with gold. If the families are considered to be on an equality, the father of the bride makes the proposal and money is not demanded on either side. When the bridegroom is of high rank or that he is under no difficulty as regards providing himself with a wife, he has frequently many proposals made to him. The family priest or a relation is then sent to ascertain by personal interview that the young ladies are neither blind, lame, nor afflicted with other bodily defects, and that they are in every respect eligible. The priest or gor, however, it is said invariably fills a point for himself, and not infrequently, to increase his gains, behaves treacherously to those who have employed him by concealing the ladies' defects or exaggerating their good qualities. There is a Hindu proverb founded on the munificence of the priest upon such occasions, which states that sufficient weight of sins to bear him down to hell is accumulated by a king in three months, by the head of a monastery in three days, and by a gor in three hours, Rās Māla, II. 339.
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Rundhvals, returned as numbering 520 and found chiefly in Ahmedabad, are peasants and beggars. Not long ago they were suspected of engaging in gang robberies.

Sachora's, returned as numbering 2072 and found chiefly in Kachch and Kathiavadar, take their name from Sachor in the south of Marwar. They are divided into Vasa and Dasu, and do not eat food cooked by other Brahmans. Though some are cooks in Vallabha Charya temples, beggars, and traders, most are peasants. A few act as mukhiyajis or chief priests in Vallabha Charya temples. In Kachch they are mainly cultivators.

Sajodra's, returned as numbering 3575 in 1881 and found in Broach, take their name from Sajod, a village in the Ankleshwar subdivision of the Broach district. The tradition is that Ram made them Brahmans to assist him in the performance of a sacrifice and in a small mound near Sajod sacrificial ashes and burnt betelnuts are said still to be found. Agriculture is their only occupation, and like other peasants they till their fields themselves. A few families are known by the name of Desai, who like the desais of the Anavala Brahmans, enjoy a superior social position. Though at present they have no social intercourse, the occupation appearance and manners of Sajodra Brahmans support their belief that they are of the same stock as the Anavalas.

Sarasvats, returned as numbering 9065 are found in larger numbers in Kachch and Kathiavarda. They are said to take their name from the Sarasvati river from which according to their story they came to Kachch by way of Sindh. They abound in the Panjub where their community, with no fewer than 470 subdivisions, holds the first place among Brahmans. They seem to have left the Panjub with their patrons the Lokhrs Bhansals and Khatri. Besides as family-priests they follow many callings, reading holy books, preparing birth-papers, teaching in schools, trading, and serving as accountants soldiers and constables. They once held high offices, but have long lost their special position and are now degraded, eating with their patrons, whom they say they saved from Parashuram's persecution. The Sind and Kachch Sarasvats who are the largest class of Kachch Brahmans, and the Sorathiyas Sarasvats of Kathiavara, allow widow-marriage, and freely travel across the seas to collect payments from Kachch Vain traders in Mozambique and Arabia. In religion they are Shiva and goddess-worshippers, their

---

1 Sarasvat is a very ancient Brahmical tribe, which still inhabits one of the earliest seats of Hinduism, a tract in the north-west of India beyond Dehli, once watered by the famous Sarasvati river, which figures so constantly in Hindu annals and mythology. Sherring's Tribes, p. 22.

2 Another account derives their name from Brahman's daughter Sarasvati, and traces their descent to her son the sage dadhichi.

3 Sindh and Kachch Sarasvats eat animal food.

4 Sorathiya or Kathiavada Sarasvats act as priests to Parajaiva godamiths.

5 In south Kathiavara the chief Sarasvati subdivisions are Guhag, Kaniya, Pasiya, and Shandari. The Kaniyas are family priests to the Parsak or Parajaiva Sons who worship fire morning and evening and offer incense or dhup to the fire.

6 In Kachch Sorathiya Sarasvats have a great local name for learning.
family-deity being Sarasvati, whose chief place of worship is on the Panjap river of the same name. The Sarasvat priests of the Brahma-Kshatris of Surat Broach and Ahmedabad do not allow widow-marriage, and, except that they dine with their patrogs, observe Brahmans rules of life. They are respected and well treated by the Brahma-Kshatris upon whom they are admitted to have a claim for maintenance. As a whole this subdivision is well-to-do. Some are in Government service and others pleaders and money-lenders. Some of them have amassed fortunes, and most of them are said to be gradually becoming independent of the Brahma-Kshatris, though, however rich a priest of this class becomes, he does not cease to receive presents from those to whom he ministers.

Sarthipura's, found in Surat; are priests and beggars.

Shevaks numbering 251 are ministrants in Vaishnav temples. They are considered degraded Brahmans.

Shrigauds, returned as numbering 16,057 and found all over Gujarat, belong to one of the five classes of Gaad Brahmans who abound in Rajputana. The Kharola and Derola Shrigauds, found chiefly in the Panch Mahals, take their names from Kharola and Derola, villages of the Godhra sub-division. As a class they are intelligent and especially the women good-looking. They are employed chiefly as astrologers family-priests and doctors. They are famous for their power of drinking melted butter. At the close of their feasts a lighted lamp decked with flowers and ornaments is brought in round which the party sit and drink melted butter, some of them being able to swallow as much as five or six pints. Their weddings are marked by unusual merrymaking, some of the bridegroom's party wearing flaxed beards and moustaches, fastening wheat and pease-meal cakes with holes in the centre to their ears, putting conical hats of khâkhra Butans roundless leaves on their heads, and on the hat a lighted lamp.

Shrimalis, returned as numbering 14,759 and found all over Gujarat including Kathiaava and Kachch, take their name from Shrimales about fifty miles west of Mount Abu which from about the sixth to the ninth century was the capital of the Gurjar kingdom. A few act as family-priests to Jains of the Osval and Porvad division. The rest officiate chiefly among Shrimales Sonias and Vaniyas. The well-known Sanskrit poet named Magh was a Shrimali Brahman.

Sompura's numbering 819 are found in Kathiava. They take their name from Somnath in south Kathiava. They are priests and beggars, the descendants of the priests that used to minister in the famous temple of Somnath. Some of them are still attached to the modern temple that was built by Ahaliyabai Holkar (A.D. 1800) instead of, but not on the site of, the historical Somnath four times destroyed by the Muhammadans. They are now scattered and in poor

---

1 Bombay Gazetteer, I. Part I. 449-488.
2 By Mahmud Ghznavi in A.D. 1024, by Alagh Khan about A.D. 1200, by Munafar Shah about A.D. 1400, and by Ahmed Shah about A.D. 1420. Aurangzib about the middle and again about the end of the seventeenth century ordered the complete ruin of Somnath. It is doubtful whether either order was carried out or even that they referred to the historic temple which Ahmed Shah apparently turned into a mosque.
circumstances, and depend for their living on alms and the charity of pilgrims. A few Sompara Brahmans are considered degraded as they follow the occupation of sculptors in Dhargadhra.

Sorathiya's are found chiefly in Kathiawada. They are considered as degraded Brahmans; they eat with clothes on, and do not observe the Brahman rules of purity. They are labourers, water-bearers, and servants.

Tapodhans also called Bharadás, returned as numbering 19,078, are found all over Gujarát. They are ministrants or pujāris in Mahádev, Māta, and Shravuk temples. They do not act as family-priests, and as they are guilty of the sin of using the offerings made to Mahádev, they are held degraded. Those not engaged in temple service are husbandmen, labourers, and a few bricklayers. They allow widow marriage.

Udambara's, numbering 598 and found chiefly in Kaira and the Panch Maháls, are said to take their name from the sago Udambata. They are family-priests, beggars, and a few are peasants.

Uneváls, returned as numbering 5597 and found chiefly in Baroda and Kathiawada, are said to take their name from Una, a village in Kathiawada, which was taken from them by Vejo, the leader of the Veja and Vadhul Rajputs. Most are peasants and beggars.

Vadádra's, returned as numbering 3113 and found mostly in Kaira, take their name from Vadád, about fourteen miles north-east of Ahmedábād. At present most of them live in Mehmudábád, about seven miles east of Kaira. The Vadádra Brahmans are engaged in agriculture and moneylending. As a class they are well-to-do, spending on their marriage and death ceremonies sums varying from Rs. 500 to Rs. 2000. They live by begging. A Vadádra begins life as a beggar and soothsayer, and, after gathering a sum of money, becomes a husbandman and moneylender. Starting with one or two companions in the beginning of the cold season, they move from town to town, and sometimes going as far as Bombay and Malwa, return before the beginning of the rainy weather. When a Vadádra comes to a town, he gathers the people and calls on his deity, the goddess Amba or Becharáji, to protect the residents of the street. Then he begins a course of soothsaying, foretelling the events of the coming year. When this is over he performs as a juggler, taking from his month large quantities of betelnut cocoanut redpowder and silk cloth. They are said to be less popular and not so well paid as they were twenty years ago.

Válam, returned as numbering 4282 and found chiefly in Ahmedábád and Kaira, take their name from Valam, a town in the Pátan sub-division of the Gaikwár's territory. Most of them are beggars and peasants. In the fourteenth century they are said to have been settled as priests to Káyasaths at Valla the famous Valabhipura on the western shore of the Gulf of Cambay. A dispute with their patrons drove them from Valla to Dhandhuka, Vaso, Sojitra, and other towns in Ahmedábád and Kaira.
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Vayada's are returned as numbering 54 and found in small numbers all over Gujarát. They are priests of the Vayada Vâniás and are said to have originally come from Bet Island in west Kâthiâvâër. They take their name from Vâyad, a village near Pátan about eighty-four miles north-west of Ahmedâbâd.

Vedaants, numbering 472 found in Kachh, claim descent from the sage Vedavyasa. They are a well-to-do class. Though some are priests and schoolmasters, most are husbandmen. The chief place of worship of their family goddess Sarasvati is at Bânares. They dine with Vâniás and are a degraded class.

Vya's, returned as numbering 3299, are found chiefly in Kaira and Ahmedâbâd. They are said to be the descendants of 108 Brâhmans of several subdivisions, among them Nagars Andicha and Shrimâlis, who, about 400 years ago at Bhâlod on the Narbada, conducted the penance ceremony performed by a Brâhman jester in the service of one of the Mussalmân kings of Ahmedâbâd. The families who took part in these ceremonies were excommunicated and formed a separate caste. During the government of the Peshwâ, the Vyas of Mehmudâbâd were traders and grain-carriers. They are at present husbandmen cloth-sellers moneylenders and beggars. They allow widow marriage and in dress and appearance resemble Rajputs and Kanhês. Shortly after the formation of the Vyas caste, certain members of the community began to act as bhâvâyâs or strolling players. At present these men, under the name of Targâlês, are chiefly maintained by Kanhês, with whom they associate and eat.

Except the fair and regular-featured Nagars and Bhârgava, most Gujarât Brâhmans, compared with the trading and other high-caste Hindus, are somewhat dark rough-featured and strongly made. Except in Kachh where some men wear long flowing Rajput-like whiskers and except some who in fulfilment of a vow allow the hair on the head and face to remain uncut for a few months or a year, Brâhmans as a rule wear only the head hair within a space that could be covered by a cow's hoof. This hair is generally long and tied in a knot from behind especially when engaged in religious worship. Women have their forehead marked with a circular kankâ red powder dot; the men's forehead is marked with a sandal or kankâ circle or two or three horizontal lines. Most families own good houses with brick walls and tiled roofs, but they are smaller and not so well furnished as Vâniás' houses.

Unlike Veniás, who are always amply and cleanly clad, the every-day dress of most Brâhmans is little more than a turban and a waist and shoulder-cloth, and the every-day dress of most of the women is simple and cheap. Still all have some store of good clothes; the men a rich turban and silk dining dress, the women at least two good robes one of them of silk. Compared with other high-caste Hindus the men have few ornaments; but the women have nearly as large a store of jewels as the women of any other caste. Except the few who break caste rules, they are careful to avoid all animal food. In north Gujarât and Kâthiâvâër some take opium, in the south of the province some of the poorer smoke hemp-leaves or ganja, and hemp-seed-water or
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bhāto is used by some but seldom to excess. Except Anāvalās, who are great cigarette smokers, Brāhmans do not as a rule openly smoke tobacco, but most either chew or sniff tobacco. Though Brāhmans rank as the highest of Hindu castes, many Vānis show them little honour, and on the whole Gujarāt Brāhmans meet with less consideration than the Brāhmans of other parts of the Presidency.

The occupation of Brāhmans is not, as enjoined by the Shāstras, confined to the six duties of learning and teaching the sacred books, giving and receiving alms, and offering and conducting sacrifices. Callings that were hateful to Brāhmans fifty years ago are now followed without scruple. Occupation returns are not available for the census of 1891. According to the census of 1881 in the five British districts of 55,826 men 34.194 or 61.3 per cent were secular and 21,631 or 38.7 per cent religious, that is priests and almstakers. Secular Brāhmans belong to six main classes: Government servants, lawyers and medical practitioners, landholders and husbandmen, traders and clerks, craftsmen, and house servants. The 36,822 Brāhmans in Government service held clerkships or superior posts in the different branches of the civil administration. No Gujarāt Brāhmans take military service. Of lawyers, medical practitioners, and law clerks there were 691. Of landholders and husbandmen there were over 22,000, including, besides the cultivating Anāvalās and Sajodras, individuals from almost every division of Brāhmans. A few are overholders whose lands are worked by tenants, but most labour in the fields with their own hands and are as skilful and sturdy as Kankis or other cultivators. Of 13,728 traders and clerks 796 or 5.79 per cent were bankers and moneylenders; 927 or 6.75 per cent were merchants and shopkeepers; 520 or 3.86 per cent were dealers in grain, leafplates, and food suppliers; 319 or 2.32 per cent were dealers in grass and fuel; 222 or 1.61 per cent were dealers in tobacco betel-leaves and intoxicating drugs; 91 were dealers in dairy produce; 17 were dealers in metal; 14 were dealers in jewels and precious stones; 13 were printers and booksellers; and 1528 or 11.09 per cent were clerks, brokers, agents, and railway servants. Of 2000 craftsmen there were 127 silk-cleaners, 55 wire-drawers, 23 turban-folders, and 10 wood-carvers, and 1307 or 68.35 per cent were personal servants chiefly cooks and water-carriers to rich families. The 20,000 religious Brāhmans belong to two chief classes, priests and almstakers. Most priests are village or family priests ghānāts or gōre, the rest readers of holy books prādāns, astrologers josīs, divines sthātras, and temple ministers pujāris. Though they hold the office in little esteem Brāhmans freely serve as family-priests to Hindus of the better class. Of late years, among the lower orders such as fishermen and shoemakers, the practice of engaging Brāhmans to conduct religious ceremonies has considerably spread. And among Audich Brāhmans the question whether a Brāhman degrades himself by acting as priest to the lower orders has given rise to disputes and divisions. As a rule the post of family or village priest is hereditary. Should the son of a family or village priest gain a place in Government service or obtain some other honourable employment, he will probably engage another Brāhman to carry on
his duties as priest. But he will not part with his right to the post. His Brahman, Yàni, Somi, and Kanhí patrons or yojanas show the family-priest much kindness but little respect.

Besides all religious duties, except certain rites on the eleventh day after death, the family-priest performs many social offices for his upper-class patrons. When there is a party he calls the guests and helps the cook in preparing and serving the food. He escorts the women and children of the family to and from their relations' houses. He is present on all occasions of rejoicing and mourning. His wife or mother helps the women in preparing pickles, serving guests, and carrying dishes to friends and relations. He is consulted in all important family matters, occasionally settles family disputes, is the chief go-between in arranging marriages, and is sometimes sent to the girl's house to make sure that she is not blind, lame, or in any way deformed.

The lower classes treat their family-priests with much respect, and as a rule do not ask any service except the discharge of religious duties. The priest is paid by fees, chiefly in money, on occasions of birth, naming, pregnancy, marriage, and death, and at other times, especially among villagers, by presents of grain. In well-to-do families,

1 For ten days after a birth and for ten days after a death, as the family are ceremonially clean, the worship of the household gods is conducted by the family-priest.
2 The priest generally takes with him some of the younger members of the family and on reaching the house he gives the invitation to any member of the family who may be at home and before leaving scatters on the threshold some grains of rice stained yellow with kunuku or vermillion powder. He also goes to call the guest an hour or two before the dinner is ready.
3 In several castes other than Brahman, another of the priest's duties is at the close of a fast to levy a small fine, four to eight copperas on all guests who leave sweetsmeats in their dishes. Among lay or grahakó Nagars when the dinner is nearly over a priest or bhikshuk Nagará gathers the fragments that are left on the leaf-plates.
4 Except when the patron is a Brahman the priest does not accompany the mourners to the burning-ground.
5 On sixteen days in the year religious and liberal patrons make presents to their priests: on New Year's Day the first of Kártik (October-November) when a sámpuñya or account-book worship is celebrated the priest is paid from 4 annas to Re. 1; on Dvāsimatsya, the eleventh of Kártik, (October-November) when the sacred basil or tulasí is married to Viśnu, the priest gets from Re. 1 to Rs. 3; on the Kártik full-moon, the fifteenth of Kártik and (November), the end of the rainy season when lamps are lit at night in honour of the dead and sent floating on a river or pond the priest gets from 4 to 8 annas; on Sārabha full-moon (16th January) when Brahmanes receive sesame bales sugarcane grains barley rice and pulse; on Mahá-
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The fifteenth of Sášvat and (August-September) when the sea is worshipped and the priest binds a thread round his patron's wrist receiving from two to eight copperas; on Gobhârastha, the eighth of Sárvana and (August-September) when a fast is observed in honour of the birthday of Krishna some copper coins are given to the priest; on Gânasāthätra, the fourth of Bhadra and (August-September) when Gunpati is
particularly among Väñäs, it is usual to give the priest a daily dole of panahbhag, of husked rice, flour, pulse, and clarified butter. And when dinners are given, the priest is either asked to be present or receives gifts of uncooked food. Village Brähmans who act as family-priests to all except the impure classes, besides the people's gifts of grain and money, hold plots of land from the state which are called pasãtäs and pay only a quit-rent. The other clerics or religious Brähmans, the Purãn-reader, the divine or Shastrî, and the Joshi or astrologer, are more independent and hold a higher position than the family-priest. They occasionally visit their patrons and in return for their services receive presents of money and grain.

Besides by the name of Purãnís, the readers and reciters of sacred books are known as Vyäs or Bhatija. They read either the whole or part of the Râmâyana, the Bhágvat Purãn, and the Mahábhárata in Gujarätí. These reciters are engaged sometimes by all the householders in a street and sometimes by a single rich householder. When the Purãnís are engaged by all the householders they sit on one of the verandas, the hearers squatting on the road or on the opposite veranda. When they are engaged by one man the reader is given a raised seat in the host's house and is surrounded by a company of the host's friends. Sometimes the reader is engaged by some one who has made a vow to read certain holy books, and sometimes he offers to read without being asked, trusting that his hearers will give him something for his trouble. These readings take place either in the morning, or in the afternoon, or at night from eight to twelve o'clock. The street meetings are always at night. Sometimes the reader is alone and sometimes he brings two or three men, one playing the guitar lambura, one beating the drum nargha, and a third the cymbal manjira or jhanjira or a mân. When the reader is alone he generally accompanies himself by striking a ring against a hollow thin-mouthed copper pot. Before the reading begins the goddess is worshipped and a feast given to priests and Brähmans on the next day; on Rikhpamal, the fifth of Bhadras ñad (August-September) when women worship Mahádev and eat wild grain and give a copper and some fruits to Brähmans; on the Navaratras, ten days of Ashe's ñad (October-November) when the goddess is worshipped, the priest is given one to two rupees; and on the Dinañi holidays, thirteenth and fourteenth of Ashe's ñad (October-November) the priest receives small presents. Besides these holidays the priest sometimes receives presents either of grain or money on uñadhi, that is when the solar or lunar solstices appear on the same side having equal descent but contrary direction, on vyatpa that is when the new-moon falls on a Sunday in the Shravan or Dhanñi ñaster, on eclipses days, on return from a pilgrimage or on an important family birthday or death-day, on worshipping the goddess of small-pox, on escape from some calamity, recovery from some disease, and warding off the evil eye, on building a house, on putting a new ship to sea, on Shravan (July-August) and Mañjukiraka (November-December) Mondays, and on the elevenths and dark fifteenths when they fall on Mondays, or on the fourteenth of October, or on the fourteenth of Magh ñad (January-February), the Mungoose's Ninth Nobisem that is the ninth of Shravan ñad (August), and the Cobra's Fifth Nag-pamabem that is the fifth of Shravan ñad (August).
one of the chief hearers worships the reader, rubbing his brow with sandal-dust, throwing flowers over his head and a flower garland round his neck, and offering him some fruit or sweetmeats and handfuls of grain. Especially when the elevenths and dark fifteenths fall on Mondays, other hearers pay what they can in money or grain either before or after the reading. When the reader has been worshipped he begins to read at times altering the story by interesting humorous or coarse tales to suit the taste of the audience. The lecture lasts for about two hours when the congregation breaks up. These readers are often good rhymesters enlivening Hindu mythology with local and other touches that cause much merriment. A course of reading generally lasts from a fortnight to four months. During this time the reader is asked to dine or is presented with uncooked food by different hearers on different days. When the course of reading is over some of the chief hearers join in giving the reader a substantial dinner, a headdress, some clothes, and from Rs. 20 - Rs. 200 in cash. In villages the reader is given grain instead of money. After the gifts have been offered a procession is formed, the men walking in front singing kirtans or thanksgiving songs, then the reader driving in a bullock or horse carriage, and the women in the rear singing songs. During the month from Aśvin fifteenth to Karttik fifteenth (October-November) and on all elevenths, especially the elevenths of the four rainy months, all who can afford it and cannot go out employ readers in their houses and do not break their fast until the reading is over. Besides the readers who recite in houses and streets others on the elevenths, on the dark and bright fifteenths, and during the whole intercalary month sit underneath some banian or pipal tree on the way to a bathing-place and recite kathás or extracts from the Purāṇas, receiving from the passers handfuls of grain coppers and fruit. Sometimes Brāhmans read sacred books at their own houses during the first seven days of Aśadh (June-July). When an elderly well-to-do man dies the chief mourners engage a reader who for nine afternoons reads the Śīva Purāṇa or Garuda Purāṇa which tells of the fate of the soul in the next world. On these occasions men and women break the rule that mourners must keep by themselves and sit listening in a circle. At the end of the days of mourning the reader is paid from Rs. 5 to Rs. 25. Besides these professional readers, some secular Brāhmans read parts of the holy text in some Mahādev temple on Śivarātri days, or on the Mondays of Śrāvetana (July-August), and in Devī's temple during the Navarātra holidays in Māgh (January-February), Chaitra (March-April), Aśadh (June-July), and Ashvin (September-October). The reader is paid from Rs. 9 to Rs. 19.

Among Gurgarāt Brāhmans the number of preachers or Ḥardās, literally servants of Hari or Vishnu is small, probably not more than ten. Almost all who follow this profession are Dakhin Brāhmans. The preacher collects a small congregation in a temple or other place of worship, or is sometimes asked to give an address in a private house. Both men and women attend, and people of all the better classes of Hindus are generally present, but in towns chiefly Vāniās and in villages Kankās and Sutārs. When a few hearers have gathered the preacher stands
up holding in his hand a stringed instrument called tamburo which he thrums from time to time. He is supported by two musicians who, in the pauses of his address beat drums and clash cymbals. The preacher chooses as his text a verse from some Sanskrit religious book, and tries to persuade his hearers of the profit of a kindly moral life or describes the delights of contemplation and the hope of final absorption. He generally shows great skill in keeping his hearers alert, stopping for a little music, bringing in a story, or referring to some local event, not afraid to awake laughter so long as he prevents mental drowsiness. With short breaks for music these addresses last from two to four hours. At the close most of the audience embrace the preacher, touch his feet, lay a copper coin in a dish with burning camphor, and withdraw. Some preachers have a great name and draw crowds.

Of all professions open to Bráhmins that of the divine, with its eagerly coveted title of Shástrī, is the most dignified. Most divines have a fair knowledge of Sanskrit literature and each has a special subject, one choosing grammar, a second law, and a third logic or metaphysics. Under the Maráthás, and as late as 1827 when there were no standard Hindu law-books, Shástris were attached to all the higher civil courts. In cases of inheritance and succession the judges used to ask for and base their decisions on the opinions of the Shástris. In 1864 as standard English works on Hindu Law had for some time been available the services of the Shástris were dispensed with and some of them were pensioned. Native states have still their State Shástris in receipt of allowances in money and land. Most Shástris have a certain number of pupils or vidyárthīs, all of them Bráhmins. Their ages vary from ten to twenty and the course of study lasts from three to six years. Some of the pupils generally belong to the town where the Shástrī lives and others are strangers. Those who belong to the town live in their own houses, but except when at meals spend the whole day with the Shástrī. Stranger pupils, if there is no caste objection, eat their meals at their teacher’s house and often undertake the management of their teacher’s affairs. The pupils are first taught the inflexions of words súpárá, then the study of metre rágváman, then the Sanskrit lexicon omárkosh. After this general training they begin the subject which their master has made his special study, grammar vyákaraon shástra, logic nyáyadahshāstra, or law dharmásástra. At first the pupils are not taught the meaning of what they learn. Their whole attention is given to learning by rote. For this purpose they rise early, wash, and begin to repeat in a loud voice with proper accents and pausing what they have learnt the day before. While repeating their lesson they either keep before them some grains, or turn the beads of a rosary, and repeat the lesson as many times as there are grains or beads. After passages are learned by heart their meaning is explained and illustrated. The Shástrī’s object is to thoroughly teach what he does teach and progress is so slow that the pupil generally leaves before the study of the book has been completed. The relations between the Shástrí and his pupil are very
close and friendly. The teacher treats his pupils with fatherly care and affection and the pupil regards the teacher with reverence and the members of his family with affectionate respect. He is considered one of the family, and when the teacher dies his pupils mourn for him as for a father. The pupil values nothing so highly as his master's blessing. After his course of study is over the pupil from time to time visits his master, asks his help in difficult points, and always treats him with unabated respect. Even though his renown for learning should eclipse his master's fame the pupil never sits in the same row with his master and in public shows him the greatest deference. At times when rich men wish to settle difficult or disputed points they call a meeting of Shastris, and sometimes men of learning are tempted to come from great distances. The meeting generally takes place in the evening or at night in a temple or in the house of the man who has invited the Shastris. The conversation and discussion are in Sanskrit. These meetings are seldom satisfactory. There is no authority and no method. The conversation branches into side issues and the point for discussion remains unsettled. Some of the Shastris are well off; own libraries, and spend their time in reading. Others eke out their gains as Shastris by reciting the Purans or by teaching Sanskrit.

Of the Astrologers or Joshis some are priests as well as astrologers, but most give their whole time to the study of the stars, preparing almanacs and horoscopes and calculating eclipses. When a child is born the father tells the astrologer the exact time of birth. The astrologer ascertains the position of the stars at that time, weighs their influences according to regular rules, and draws up a birth-paper or jaanamkshar. He fixes with what letter the child's name should begin, and, if it has been born in an unlucky hour, he orders certain penances to overcome the evil influences. The cost of a birth-paper varies from Rs. 2 to Rs. 10. A jaanamotri or birth-paper showing the influence of stars during the whole life is also prepared particularly for Brâhmans. In any year an astrologer will supply any one who wishes it with a varashful or a statement of year's events starting with his birthday and showing for every day in the year the influence of the stars. For young children it is the astrologer who fixes when he should be weaned, when the head should first be shaved, and when he should be girt with the sacred thread. When a marriage is proposed the astrologer compares the boy's and the girl's birth-papers and says whether or not the marriage will be fortunate. Some castes pay little attention to the hour at which the marriage ceremony is performed. But with Brâhmans the hour is strictly calculated and an astrologer's presence is always required.1 When

---

1 The precise hour when the lucky moment comes is measured not by ordinary clocks or watches but by the water-clock or ghadi. The water-clock is a shallow copper pot with a small hole at the bottom which is set afloat in a basin of water. The water enters through the hole and it takes about twenty-four minutes to fill the pot to the brim. From dawn on the marriage-day the astrologer at the bride's house marks the passage of time by his water-clock. When the lucky moment is but one ghadi or twenty-four minutes off he calls out Sa reversed Take care, and as soon as the filled pot
the marriage is complete the astrologer tells when other ceremonies are to be performed. When one of a family sickens, the astrologer is asked whether the stars are friendly or unfriendly, what should be done to overcome evil influences, and whether or not the patient will recover. In building a house or a ship the astrologer is asked to fix the day for beginning the work. And when the work is finished he tells on what day the house should first be used or the vessel be launched. In settling important questions astrologers, besides consulting the stars frame calculations on the result of throws of the dice. The correctness of their calculations and their power of reading the future are believed by almost all classes in Gujarat, by Musalmans and Parsees as well as by Hindus. 1 Few important matters are undertaken without the approval of an astrologer. In all Hindu states there is a state astrologer who holds money and land allowances and is consulted as to the lucky days and lucky times for undertaking public business.

At Dakor, Chundod, Prinhias Patan, and other leading places of pilgrimage are numbers of priests or gors each of whom has the right to serve and perform ceremonies for certain pilgrims who visit the place. Each of these priests keeps a book with the names of the pilgrims whom his forefathers have served, and the right to act as priest to their descendants belongs solely to the Brahman who has their forefathers' names on his book. At the same time there is always the chance that a pilgrim may be the first of his family to visit the place or that a priest may fail to trace a pilgrim's forefathers; so every pilgrim is possibly a fresh patron and the striving is so keen among the Brahmins that at particular halting places far from the place of pilgrimage, Brahmins may be seen moving about book in hand, trying to identify the pilgrims as their patrons. The priest's first question is the pilgrim's name caste and home and the names of his ancestors. The priests, who by constantly learning them know most of their books nearly by heart, turn up the part of the book where they have patrons of that caste or district, and if they can show the name the other priests withdraw. When a priest has proved his claim to a pilgrim he takes charge of the pilgrim's baggage and making every arrangement for him brings him to his house. The priests' houses are generally large buildings with separate rooms for several families and furniture and cooking and dining vessels for a large company. At Dakor the arrangements are proper and orderly. But at Chundod the pilgrims are handed over to the women of the priest's family and before they leave have generally been fooled into parting with most of their valuables. In return for entertainment and services a pilgrim pays his priest from Rs. 10 - Rs. 100.

besides astrologers a class of professional dice-throwers, either Musalmans or Hindus from Northern India, move from place to place or sit in some open ground with dice and paper and pens ready to calculate should any one consult them.
Besides the priests who have the monopoly of service at certain centres of pilgrimage, Brāhmans are found in large numbers on river-banks and other places of religious resort. On ordinary days there are not many of them. But on all elevenths twelfths and dark fifteenths, especially when these days fall on Mondays, on eclipse days, vaibhavas, vipatās, on the sīlisālem that is the seventh of Shrāvan sud (August), during the whole of the intercalary month between Aśvin sud fifteenth and Kūrtik sud fifteenth (September-October and October-November), and during the month between Māgh sud (January-February) and Phālgun sud fifteenth (February March) when large numbers of people go to bathe in the morning, the road leading to the river bank is lined by Brāhman priests of all ages sitting on bamboo platforms some in the open, some under umbrellas, and others under a bamboo booth. As the bathers pass the Brāhmans call to them offering to take charge of their clothes while they are bathing. The bather chooses a Brāhman, undresses, puts his clothes and ornaments in the Brāhman's charge, and after bathing comes back to the Brāhman, dresses himself, marks his forehead with red, and gives the Brāhman some handfuls of grain and a copper. Besides on river banks Brāhmans of this class frequent temples, especially Mahādev's temple on Mondays in Shrāvan (August) when people flock in numbers to bathe in the temple-pond. In some cases they form a guild and hold hereditary rights to sit in certain spots, no outsider being allowed to enjoy the privilege unless he feasts the members of the guild or contributes to a general dinner fund.

Besides these Brāhmans who receive alms at fixed places and in return for certain services several classes of Brāhmans, most of them from North Gujarāt, wander asking alms about the province. Perhaps the most noticeable of these begging communities are the followers of the goddess Becharā, whose chief shrine is situated in Baroda territory about twenty-three miles from the town of Kādi. They may be seen in the streets of most large towns beating brass plates, fixing Becharāji's trident in the ground, and bringing out of their mouths a marvellous succession of cocoanuts, redpowder, red cotton thread, and silk cloth. Some of them tell the future from their almanacs and read fortunes from palm-marks. The people give them handfuls of rice flour and peas or a copper. They never bring their women with them. These Brāhmans are a large body and are scattered all over the province moving from place to place in bands of twos or tens. Other Brāhmans go asking alms from house to house. Some, especially the Vadādra Brāhmans, make begging tours over the whole of Gujarāt and part of Mālwa. But most stay in one place, living in their houses and each day visiting a certain number of families. The men and children beg regularly

---

1 On these days in addition to what they can earn from bathers some Brāhmans perform funeral ceremonies shraddha for low-caste Hindus.
2 An account of Becharāji is given in the Statistical Account of Baroda, Bombay Gazetteer, VII. 609-616.
from door to door and the women also sometimes go and ask for presents. They start on their rounds early in the morning, keep on the move till noon, and then go home and idle the rest of the day. Some of them frequent hemp taverns or bhuta-gakhândis. When they come to a house they go close to or inside of the door and ask for alms. In most cases they are treated with little ceremony and ordered off. But they refuse to move and seldom leave without a dole of grain or a few coppers.

In a few rich households servants are kept. But in most Brāhmans the women wash the clothes, grind the corn, cook, and do the whole house-work. Besides this, the wives of peasant Brāhmans work in the fields, carry headloads of grass and firewood, look after the cattle, and in their spare time spin cotton or embroider in silk; the wives of traders and craftsmen spin cotton and make leaf dining-plates; and the wives of family-priests and beggars, besides cotton-spinning and plate-making, grind corn and beg from their friends.¹

Except the wanderers, many of whom are idle and dissipated, the Gujarāt Brāhmans are an intelligent hardworking class, quiet and thrifty in everyday life, and on the whole well-to-do with a high standard of comfort. Even those who live on alms, though beggars and paupers in name, are never reduced to starving point. They live from hand to mouth, and are often in the greatest straits for money, but their style of lodging, food, and clothing is as good as that of a family with a monthly income of Rs. 8 - Rs. 10. And though it may be the labour of years to get the sum together, one of these beggars will spend on his son's marriage Rs. 200 - Rs. 400, Rs. 150 - Rs. 300 in dower and other charges, and Rs. 50 - Rs. 100 in caste feasts.² Though better off in having a more certain and less hardly-earned income, the style of living among household and village priests and other religious Brāhmans is much the same as that of the begging Brāhmans. The Brāhman craftsmen are also poor, their monthly earnings not reaching more than Rs. 8 - Rs. 10. Those who serve as cooks are better off, as besides a monthly wage of Rs. 4 - Rs. 5 they live in their masters' houses and are supplied with food and clothing. Most trading and professional Brāhmans are well-to-do, and among Government servants all holding posts worth Rs. 50 a month and over are well provided for.

All Brāhmans, except a few who belong to the Svāminārāyan sect, are followers of Shiva and almost all have household gods whose worship some member of the family performs. Their social and

¹ Brāhman women are neither hard nor well paid workers. They seldom work more than five hours a day or earn more from cotton-spinning or plate-making than one rupee a month.

² The following estimates show that these beggars are generally men of some property. House worth Rs. 100 - Rs. 800; furniture cooking and drinking vessels, Rs. 20 - Rs. 50; clothes, Rs. 30 - Rs. 100; ornaments, Rs. 100 - Rs. 1000; total Rs. 200 - Rs. 1650. Beggars of the Vadadra division are rich. An account of them is given at page 20.
religious customs are chiefly ruled by the Mayūkh, the Mitākshara, and the Dharm and Nirmaya Sindhu. Except among the younger men most Brāhmans perform the sunhā or twilight prayer at least once a day in the morning, count their beads, and repeat the gāyatrī or sun-hymn. Priests and beggars are almost the only men who observe the regular fasts. But as a rule on Mondays, on the first and fifteenth of each month, and on their great religious festivals, the men are careful to worship in Shiv's temple. The women are careful to observe fasts, but attend the temple less regularly than the men. Brāhmans rarely become ascetics.

With few exceptions Gujarāt Brāhmans have no claim to learning. The religious training of family and village priests does not go beyond the learning by rote of the ritual required at the different every-day ceremonies. Except in Baroda, no Sanskrit schools or colleges are maintained either at the cost of the rulers or from private funds. Formerly many learned men kept Brāhman pupils in their houses teaching them free of charge and without cost providing them lodging food and clothes. The teacher in turn trusted for the support of his school to the liberality of his friends. Some schools are still maintained on this footing, but they are few and ill-cared for. Generally the pupils live in some unoccupied dwelling or in a rest-house or temple and beg food from other Brāhmans.

Of the sixteen Vedic purifying rites, Gujarāt Brāhmans observe only four at their proper time; Simauta or Pregnancy, Upanayana or Thread-girding, Vivāha or Marriage, Svargārakṣa or Heaven-climbing.

Simauta or hair-dividing, more commonly called Kholobhavco that is Lap-filling, is preceded by a minor ceremony called Rākhaḍī or guarding. This guarding, which corresponds with the Vishnubali or the fourth Vedic ceremony, takes place on an auspicious day in the fifth month of a first pregnancy. The pregnant woman wearing rich ornaments and clothes worships the gotraj or family goddess. When the worship is over her husband's sister binds round the woman's

---

1. *Tat Savitur wargyam bhrargo devaṃ dīnani dhīpam yo uṣh prachodayat* We meditate that excellent glory of the divine Savitri; may be stimulate our understandings (for hymns or rites). Muir's Sanskrit Texts, III. 181.

2. The account of the Brāhman rites is mainly contributed by Mr. Jamteiram Gavrishankar Shastri, B.A., Acting Vice-Principal of the Ahmedabad Training College.

3. Of the twelve remaining Vedic rites the ninth Sāryāvalokana or Sun-gazing is never performed; the first Garbhādhāna or Fetuses-laying; the second Pūjāsvaṇa or Making; the third Anuvālakāhāna or Longing-watching; the fourth Vishnubali or Guardian-plesant are performed together at the Simantosthāna or Hair-girding; the sixth Jāthakarma or Birth rite, and the seventh Nāmakarma or Naming are performed on the sixth and thirteenth days after, and again in the case of a boy during the twelfth rite of thread-girding when also the eighth Nīthikramana or Home-leaving takes place; the ninth Ajāparākrama or Food-taking is performed once between the sixth and the eighth month after birth and again at the thread-girding; the eleventh Chudakarma or Topknot rite takes place either during the third or the fifth year or at the same time as the thread-girding; the thirteenth Mahānāmaya or great-name-telling that is a repetition of the Gāyatrī hymn takes place on the same day as and after the thread-girding; and the fourteenth Samāvartana or home-returning is also performed on the same day as the Upanayana or thread-girding but after the Mahānāmaya or great-name-telling.
right wrist a silver ornament called rākhadi or guard, receiving a money present in return. Close to the rākhadi is tied a piece of black silk in which are wrapped dust brought from four cross roads, red ointment from the image of the god Hanumān, and pieces of iron gold coral and pearl. This ornament is worn with the object of keeping the woman and the child from evil influences. On the day of the guard-binding, Bṛāhmans and relations are fed and from this day the pregnant woman is not allowed to draw water or do any other heavy house-work.

The Second, corresponding to the fifth of the Vedic ceremonies is known as Simanta that is hair-parting or more commonly Kholo-bhārro that is Lap-filling. It takes place on any lucky day between the sixth and the eighth month of a first pregnancy. Seven or eight days before the hair-parting the pregnant woman is rubbed with a sweet yellow powder called pithī, and in the evening women come to sing and are given one or two copper coins and betelnuts. The pregnant woman wearing rich clothes sits on a stool fronting the singing women. Into her lap, while the women sing and music plays, a woman who has never lost a child drops five pounds of rice, a coconut, five betel-leaves five cloves five cardamoms five betelnuts five lotus-seeds ten flowers and a rupee. The pregnant woman falls at the feet of her mother-in-law to whom she hands the articles dropped into her lap. Silver coins are distributed to the mother-in-law and other relations. The woman goes to bathe at a relation's. On her way back followed by women singing songs she walks on cloth spread for her and under a moveable cloth canopy. At every step her sister drops a betelnut which her husband's sister picks up. When the woman reaches the front of her house a pot filled with water is waved round her head. She then enters and bows before the gotraj or family guardian. If the fire is alight it is brightened by pouring clarified butter over it. The woman sits in front of the fire dressed in white with a peacock feather, an arrow-head and spindle needle over her head, and a rosary of 108 veṇavīda Ficus gummata figs round her neck. Offerings of clarified butter are made to the fire with mantras or holy verses. The husband takes his seat near the altar, sips water, contemplates the god Ganesha, and makes a sambhāra or resolution to perform together all pregnancy rites from the garbhādhāra or fetus-laying to the simanta-nayam or hair-parting. He begins by offering clarified butter to the fire to make up for his neglect to celebrate each of the rites at its proper time. He then performs the garbhādhāra or fetus-laying the first of the sixteen Vedic rites with offerings to fire and repetitions of mantras or charms. Next comes the Pumavāna or Male-making, the second of the sixteen purifying rites with offerings and spells, when a piece of the root of the banyan tree is crushed and the juice dropped thrice into the right nostril of the pregnant woman.

Third comes the Anavalabhāna or Longing-soothing also called Garbha-Rakshana or Womb-guarding, the third of the Vedic rites

1 If the husband is bashful or unwilling to perform the ceremonies a Bṛāhman is asked to do what is necessary.
when clarified butter is rubbed on each of the pregnant woman's limbs while a charm is repeated. Lastly with offerings to fire and charms Simantoswara or hair-parting the fifth of the Vedic rites is performed by drawing the hair back from the woman's forehead in three locks and placing round her neck a garland of banana leaves. Then the woman's relations distribute clothes and each gives cash or clothes to the husband. The woman bows before the elder women of the family who call blessings on her, saying May you give birth to a son.

After the lap-filling the woman is invited to dinner by her husband's relations who give her some silver presents. The young wife generally goes to her parents' house for her first confinement. On the day she leaves her husband's the mother-in-law gives her a small earthen pot covered with silk and containing two pounds of rice some betelnuts and a rupee. Her relations escort the young wife to the first road where a crossing square is traced, and a betelnut and a copper laid in the square. At her father's house, when labour begins the girl is taken to a warm room whose windows are kept shut. A midwife generally of the barber caste is sent for. The exact hour of birth is carefully noted and a brass plate is beaten if the child is a male. Should the child be born in an unlucky hour as when the Malanakshatra or the twenty-fourth lunar mansion is in the ascendant it is believed that either the child or its mother or father will not live long. If a son is born the news is sent to the father and his relations by some young member of the mother's family to whom the father gives some suitable present. If the child is a girl there is no rejoicing. If the child is a boy the midwife is given husked rice molasses and a rupee and sometimes a robe. In some families if a son is born the wife's sister anoints the father with scented oil and bathes him receiving a present according to the father's means.

For nine nights the mother is kept in a closed room with her head tightly wrapped with black cloth. The newborn babe is laid on a wooden stool close to the mother's cot. For two days the child is given a cotton wick soaked in sugared-water to suck, and on the third day is put to the mother's breast. During the first nine days friends and relations come to see the woman. For ten days the members of the husband's family hold themselves impure and are careful not to touch the household god or perform daily rites or draw water from the house cisterns or touch water biscuits and pickles. This impurity extends to all connected on the father's side to the seventh degree. It lasts in the case of a male child for ten and in the case of a female child for three days.

On the sixth night after a birth a ceremony is performed called the Shashthi Pujan that is the worship of the goddess Shashthi or Mother Sixth. On the same night Vidhstra a form of Brahma writes on the child's brow the chief events of its coming life. In honour of the goddess, in the mother's room is set a wooden stool covered with a

---

1 Corresponding to Jatiyakarma the sixth of the Vedic rites.
white piece of cotton and close to the stool is set a lamp fed by clarified butter. Six small heaps of wheat or rice are laid on the stool and a betelnut and a copper are set on each heap in honour of the six goddesses of luck, Jivanti, Kuhu, Raksha, Shashthi, Sinival, and Skanda. A picture of Shashthi is drawn on the cloth with redpowder and near it are laid a reed-pen inkstand coconut and paper. The husband's sister or other unwidowed woman worships the heaps of rice. The newborn child is laid near the mother's cot and both the child and the mother are marked with redpowder. On the morning of the seventh day all the articles are removed and given to the family priest except the cloth, which is dyed black on the fortieth day and made into a jacket for the child. If the sixth falls on a Sunday or a Tuesday the cloth is carefully kept in the family as it is believed to acquire magical power and to ensure success to any of the father's undertakings. On the seventh the husband's family present the betel leaves coconut molasses and clarified butter. On the morning of the tenth the mother and child are bathed and moved to another part of the house while the bedding is changed and the floor of the lying-in room is washed with cowdung. Among certain Brāhmans the mother and child are bathed on the twelfth day and the child is taken into the open yard behind the house to worship the sun. On the eleventh day the husband's sister covers a wooden stool with a white cloth and on the cloth piles eleven small heaps of rice and on each heap sets a betelnut and a copper. Near the stool she places a waterpot covered with a cloth and close to it lights a lamp. She then offers redpowder and flowers to the waterpot, takes off the wet cloth, and fastening the dripping cloth to her waist goes out. The mother walks round the waterpot and bowls before it as the virtue of the waterpot secures to the mother an abundant supply of milk.

In the case of a boy, on the twelfth or some lucky day after the fortieth comes the Nāmkarma or Naming, the seventh of the Vedic rites. Though occasionally a pet name is chosen without reference to the moon as a rule the choice of name depends on the position of the moon at the time of birth. The husband's female relations go to the mother's and present the child with ornaments and clothes. The child is dressed in some of the clothes presented to him and is seated on the lap of the father's sister who lays it on a white sheet of cloth along with seven pipal Ficus religiosa leaves and seven betelnuts. The four ends of the cloth are raised by four children and the babe is rocked four times.

---

1 The name should begin with one of the initials shown in the following table opposite to the sign of the Zodiac in which the moon may have been at the time of the child's birth:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIGN</th>
<th>LETTER</th>
<th>SIGN</th>
<th>LETTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aries</td>
<td>A, L, I</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>R, T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus</td>
<td>B, V, U</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>N, Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>K, CH, GH</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
<td>BL, DL, PH, DL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>D, H</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
<td>KH, J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>M, T</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
<td>G, S, SH, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgo</td>
<td>P, TH, N</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
<td>D, CH, JH, TH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
times, the children and the father's sister singing at each swing:

Joli Poti Pipal Pan,
Phoe Padiya Nana.

The sweet betel and the pipal leaves.
From his aunt his name the boy receives.

At the end of the swinging and rocking the father's sister names the child. Then the mother's parents present the husband's sister with silver or a robe and distribute among other women and children fried and pounded rice cocoa-kernel molasses and copper. If the babe is a girl no ceremony is performed beyond adopting a name suggested by a Brâhman astrologer. The rich hold a feast in honour of the name-giving but no cash presents are made to the husband's sister. Though she bathes and changes her clothes on the twentieth and again on the thirtieth the mother is held impure for forty days if the child is a boy and for forty-five days if the child is a girl. On the fortieth or the forty-fifth day she is bathed and given the products of the cow to sip. After bathing she offers water sandal powder and flowers to the sun, the door-post, the house-well, and the urinal.

On some lucky day within three months of the birth the mother returns to her husband's house, her parents on leaving presenting the child with clothes ornaments and a cradle. On reaching the house the mother bows at the feet of the elderly women of the family and presents them with silver. Except that some Brâhmans put it off for a year if the child is a boy, the Holan or weaning, corresponding to Annaprâshan the tenth Vedic rite, is performed in the sixth or eighth month after a birth and in the case of a girl in the fifth or seventh month. Boiled milk with rice and sugar khêr or coarse wheat flour mixed with sugar and clarified butter are laid on a rupee and given to the child to lick by the maternal uncle or some other near relation who presents it with a plate a saucer and a water-jar which among some Brâhmans become the property of the father's sister.

The Head-shaving or Chaut, corresponding to Chânjâkarma the eleventh- Vedic rite takes place on some auspicious day either in the boy's third or fifth year or at the time of thread-girding. In the morning the father mother and child bathe and wearing rich clothes and ornaments sit in a row surrounded by lines of quartz powder. The usual holiday blessing and lucky-spirit-worship are performed, the sacrificial fire is kindled, and the boy is seated in his mother's lap. The mother sprinkles a tuft of the boy's hair with water and the father taking a razor chops it off. The barber is then called and shaves the head clean. The hair is taken by the father's sister and thrown into a well or river. On her return she is presented with a rich cloth to make a bodice and the barber is given some silver coins. The boy's head is marked with a red cross satkha. He is bathed and after he is dried

1 The names of relations and ancestors are avoided. A Gujarât Brâhman boy has only one name, and by that name he is called throughout life. Few families have surnames. The practice differs from that in use among Dakhan Brâhmans, where besides a surname, every boy has at least two names one given by a Brâhman the other by an elder of the family. The name chosen by the elder the lad, as often happens, adopts through life, unless for reasons of religion or luck he assumes a third name.
ashas from the sacrificial fire are rubbed on his brow. The ceremony ends with a feast to Brâhmans.

The Upanayanam or Thread-girding, corresponding to the twelfth Vedic rite, is performed at any time between the boy's fifth and eleventh year. The boy's father goes to an astrologer and asks him to fix a lucky day for girding the boy. The astrologer refers to his almanac and names a day in one of the five following sun-northing or waxing months: Maagh January-February; Pâlyuz February-March; Chaitra March-April; Vaishâha April-May; and Jyeshtha May-June. If the boy was born during one of these five northing months the astrologer must avoid his birth-month and if the boy is in the Jyeshtha or eldest of his family, the astrologer must avoid the month of Jyeshtha that is May-June. The thread-girding always takes place between morning and noon, never after midday. Preparations begin a few days before the thread-girding day. Drummers and pipers are sent for and the terms on which they will play are fixed. A booth or porch is built and invitation cards sent to distant relations and friends. Two or three days before the appointed day a carpenter brings four wooden posts called mukkatambha or ruby pillars of which the women take charge after throwing rice and red powder over them. Then the boy worships the posts while the women sing a carpenter sets them up one at each corner of the booth or bower. The carpenter is given molasses and wheat and all children who are present receive fruit dry dates and molasses. About the same time that is five or six days before the girding the rice-pounding ghâna ceremony is held and the boy is daily rubbed with turmeric paste. On the morning of the rice-pounding day the family priest makes the boy worship the god Gâmpati and the Matrikas or Mothers who are represented by two large painted earthen vessels with a small pot in the neck of each and in the pot's mouth a coconut and mango leaves. A clarified butter lamp is lighted and two baskets called Ranyâdeva holding powdered cowdung and grains of wheat are placed close by and a space is surrounded with quartz lines and fresh smeared cowdung. From this day till the thread-girding day the women of the family sing songs both in the morning and evening each time receiving five betelnuts.

A day before the thread-girding the spirit worship suited to joyful events is performed. On the morning of the thread-girding a quartz square is traced in the booth, earthen altars are built, and three wooden stools are laid out. When the boy and his parents have bathed the family priest asks them to perform the thread-girding. They come out of the house and take their seats on the three stools in front of the altar. The father begins the ceremony by giving away some cash to make up for his neglect in failing to perform the shrâbakaras at their proper time. The family priest places a coconut and some wheat in the boy's hands and leads him to the gopâraj or family goddess before

1 The Yajurvedi Brâhmans of the Vâjâyadavâi stock keep unshaved a small tuft on the crown of the head.
whom with a low bow the boy lays the coconut and wheat and returning sits between his parents. First to perform the jātakarana or birth rite a fire is lighted and the father taking clarified butter, honey, curds and water in a pot dips a gold ring into the mixture and drops what he gathers into the boy's mouth. The mother dresses her bosom and offers first her right breast and then her left breast to the boy to suck. The father touches the boy with his right hand saying, 'Be thou as hard as a stone or a pickaxe and pure as gold. Mayest thou who art no other than my own soul live a hundred years.' Next to perform the name-giving the father having ten times dropped clarified butter into the fire writes the intended name on a betel leaf with red powder and speaks it loudly into the boy's right ear. The worship of the Brāhmans who recite holy blessings ends the ceremony. After the name-giving comes the eighth of the Vedic rites niskramana or going-out ceremony in which the father or mother of the boy holding in one hand a coconut a betelnut and some cash and flowers and the boy in the other walks out of the house, offers the coconut and other articles to the sun and shows the sun to the boy.

The Yajurvedi Brāhmans perform on this occasion the ceremony of ear-slitting. The place in which the slit is to be made is marked with vermilion and the boy is fed with sweetmeats. The right ear is first bored then the left one. Next follows the annaprāśa or feeding ceremony. Rice is cooked in a pot placed over the fire on the altar and out of it four offerings are made to the sacred fire kindled on the occasion. A little of the rice is then placed in a gold or silver dish mixed with curds and clarified butter and sugar. The mother places the boy in her lap and takes a little of this mixture on a gold or silver coin and feeds him with it. Then comes the ceremony for ascertaining the calling or profession which the boy will take to in after-life. The boy is seated on the ground and before him are placed a manuscript, a piece of cloth, a pen and inkstand, and a silver coin. The boy is asked to take any one of them and the article picked up indicates the profession he will follow in after-life. Then comes the ceremony of tonsure and of thread-girding.

When the boy is bathed and dressed in rich clothes with ornaments the father or some disciple of the family priest of the same age as the boy leads the boy to the priest who seats him on his right. The boy asks the priest to make him a Brahmacāri or ascetic and the priest takes off the boy's clothes and girds him with a manj medhala or girdle. Round his neck is fastened a sacred thread prepared by a maiden or a Brāhman who spins a cotton thread as long as ninety-six times the breadth of four fingers. The thread is first folded into three and again trebled and the folds held together by a knot called brahmagnāthi or Brāhma's knot. The boy is given a new cloth five cubits long, a khākkhār Butea frondosa,1 staff as tall as the upraised end of the boy's

1 The khākkhār also called pelas Butea frondosa which is named with honour in the Vedas in the laws of Menu and in all sacred and popular poems is considered a holy plant by the Hindus. This elegant tree gave its name to the memorable battle-plain of Plassy but properly called Palasī from pelas. Descriptive Account of British India (1833), III, 157.
top-knot, a piece of deer skin, and a loincloth langoti. A wooden stool is set near his father and the boy is seated on it facing east. The preceptor takes water into his hollowed hands and offers it to the boy who thrice sips it. The preceptor then gives the boy a coconut and taking him by the hand goes out of the booth and both bow to the sun. On their return to their seats the preceptor takes the boy’s right hand and asks him to state his name and to say whose Brahmacari he has become. When the boy mentions his name and says he is his preceptor’s Brahmachari, the preceptor lets go the boy’s hand, takes him round the sacrificial fire, and seating him by his side drops nine offerings into the fire. He then says to the boy: You have now become a Brahmachari; you must observe religious exactness; you must sip a mouthful of water before taking food; you must not sleep during the day; you must control your speech; you must keep alight the sacred fire and cleanse your mouth after taking food. The Mahanama, or great-name-telling, the thirteenth of the Vedic rites, is then performed. The boy sitting on the north of the fire bows to the preceptor and begs to be initiated into the mysteries of the sacred verse; the boy and his preceptor or father are covered with a shawl and the preceptor thrice whispers the sacred verse or gāyatrī into the boy’s right ear first syllable by syllable, next phrase by phrase, and then the whole verse. That no one whether śrāvaka or śrāvaka maṇḍras man or woman may hear the verse all present go to some distance. Then the shawl is taken away and all return to their seats and kindle the fire by putting on samidh or butter-smeared sacral wooden chips three times. The boy holds his hands over the fire and raises them in front of his mouth. He takes the ashes from the altar and marks his forehead with them. He bows to the preceptor and the fire and begs alms from his mother. The mother brings on her head a bellmetal plate marked with a square tracing of redpowder in which are set four balls of sweet rice each weighing about a pound a rupee and a coconut. The boy’s brow is marked with redpowder and the plate is handed to him. If the boy is betrothed his mother-in-law or any other woman of the girl’s family makes a similar present. In the absence of any member of the betrothed’s family the boy’s maternal aunt presents the articles mentioned above. When the amasgāyatrī is over the fourteenth of the Vedic rites samāvartana or water-pouring begins. In this ceremony water from eight new pitchers is poured in an unbroken stream over the boy’s head who is then rubbed with turmeric powder and bathed. The boy makes over to the priest the loincloth, the staff, the deer skin, and the grass ropes and puts on new clothes presented by his maternal uncle and takes the staff in his hand. He presents the Brāhmans with money, and they repeat blessings over his head. His relations give him a rupee or two.

In the afternoon male and female relations arrive. The boy is dressed in a coat waistcloth shoes and turban, flower garlands are hung from his head and round his neck, in his right hand he carries a bamboo to which is tied a piece of cloth containing seven cakes a manuscript of the Veda is put under his arm and an umbrella is held over his head. As the procession moves music plays and women sing. When it reaches the street corner the procession stops. Two wooden
stools are placed at the street corner on one of which is set the manuscript of the Veda and on the other the boy. The manuscript is worshipped and round it a circle is drawn on the ground by pouring out water to represent the seven seas. The boy is advised to give up the idea of travelling in search of study as he will have to cross seven oceans and meet with other difficulties. When the worship of the oceans is over the boy rises holding the Veda under his arm and the staff in his right hand. He then runs away and, after he has gone a little distance his maternal uncle runs after him to catch him. When his uncle has caught him, he promises the boy if he returns home he will get him a wife. The uncle then takes the boy in his arms and walks under a shawl held over his head by four men. All the way as the procession returns to the boy’s house Brāhmans keep reciting Vedic texts or spells. On reaching home his mother waves water round the boy’s head and makes him bow low before the family goddess, the family priests, and the family elders. In the evening a caste dinner is given or at least friends and relations are fed. For some days following the boy goes out to dine at the house of different relations and friends and according to custom is given copper or silver coins.

The Third corresponding to the fifteenth of the Vedic ceremonies is Viśāka or marriage.¹

Except among Nāgars whose girls are seldom married before they are thirteen Gujārāti Brāhmans generally marry their girls between seven and eleven irrespective of the bridegroom’s age. In the choice of a husband the chief points for consideration are: That the person chosen belongs to the same subdivision. A girl of one subdivision cannot marry a boy of another subdivision. That the families of the bride and the bridegroom should not be within the forbidden degrees of relationship. The rules are that on the father’s side no two members of the same gotra or family can marry and on the mother’s side that if there is any connection between the mother and the mother-in-law no marriage can take place. In some of the smaller subdivisions the rule against relationship on the mother’s side is disregarded. That as far as possible the boy should be intelligent, good-looking and a little older than the girl. Among rich and middle class families other points generally influence a girl’s parents in the choice of a husband. Among poor families though this is not always the case, money is wanted and wealth in a son-in-law outweighs suitableness of age, good looks, or intelligence. In some Brāhman subdivisions the position of the family or kul is taken into consideration. The form of marriage in use among Gujārāti Brāhmans is the Bhūmā wedding according to which besides a dowry the bridegroom receives presents with his wife. As regards dowry the practice among most divisions of Brāhmans is fixed. Except

¹As among other Hindus the importance of marriage to the Brāhmans is that the performance of funeral rites by a son frees the father’s spirit from the hell called Pāt, a virtue which has gained for the son the honoured name of pātra that is free from hell. For this reason especially to the women of the family from the birth of a child its marriage is the subject of constant care and planning. A girl is never allowed to remain unmarried and every effort is made by a father to secure a wife for his son.
in the case of a widower or of a man of lower family or *kut* the practice of the division is followed as a matter of course. The five commonest arrangements are (1) The bridegroom settles a certain sum on the bride called *pallī* which becomes a part of the *strīdham* or dower, (2) The bridegroom receives a portion with the bride. (3) The bridegroom pays a sum of money to the bride’s father. (4) No stipulation is made about dowry or portion. (5) The marriage is agreed to on the understanding that a counter-alliance will follow. Of these arrangements the first is the commonest, the second is found among Anāvalī and certain other Brāhmans, the third occurs when the bridegroom is a widower or of inferior family, the fourth is found among very few subdivisions, and the fifth or return-marriage is adopted to gain brides for men of low family or *kut* or for those who cannot otherwise secure them. Betrothal generally takes place some years before marriage. When a betrothal is found to be free from any of the leading objections the horoscopes of the girl and boy are consulted, and if the astrologer finds no obstacle, the girl’s father chooses an auspicious day for the betrothal and sends a boy or the family priest to the house of the intended husband to make the formal announcement. The boy or the priest is fed and is given one or two rupees and as a sign of joy the boy’s father distributes sugar among his friends and relations. Among Nāgars the boy’s parents also send a representative to make a formal entreaty that the girl shall be given in marriage and in token of their willingness the girl’s parents make presents to the envoy. On some lucky days after the betrothal the girl and boy are invited to dine with their fathers-in-law and are presented with cloths and ornaments or with a packet of sweetmeat and a rupee. Among some divisions this verbal betrothal is binding among others the performance may be avoided by the payment of a fine while among Nāgars and others even the offer of a better match is considered reason enough for breaking the betrothal. Among these differences one general rule prevails that if either of the parties to be married becomes maimed or an invalid the other is freed from the promise. No rule prevails regarding the length of time between betrothal and marriage. A marriage takes place at any time after the threadgirding of the boy. But a death in either of the families may put the marriage off several months. The marriage day is fixed in any of the five northing months of *Māgh* January–February, *Falgun* February–March, Chaitra March–April, *Fāśākha* April–May, and Jyestha May–June, in which Jupiter and Venus are in conjunction with the sun. *For marriage purposes every twelfth year when Jupiter is in the sign of Cancer is altogether avoided*. Surat Motaḷās and Junāġadh Nāgars celebrate marriages only once every three or four years. Among Junāġadh Nāgars for three days from the 13th day of the Dewali before the celebration of the marriage all brides worship the *dhatura* Datura alba tree. At the instance of the girl’s parents a day on which the moon is favourable both to the girl and to the boy and which is auspicious in all other respects is fixed for marriage and is communicated to the parents of the boy. Great preparations are made on both sides. The house is fresh coloured and whitewashed, wafer biscuits *pāpad* and vermicelli *sēv* are made for use on the
marriage days and a booth is built in front of the house. The building of the marriage porch or booth is begun five or ten days before the wedding. Over the entrance a platform is raised for the drummers and pipers. A few days before the marriage at both houses the same rice-pounding ceremony as before a thread-girding is performed and till the day of marriage the boy and girl are daily rubbed with turmeric powder. From the day when the rice-pounding begins both in the morning and evening women come and after singing songs for an hour or so receive five betelnuts or a copper and rotire. In Kathiavada on a second or third night before the marriage day the bridegroom richly dressed and decked with ornaments mounts a horse, holding a coconut in his hands relations and friends both male and female follow on foot and the procession with music and fireworks passes round the town. When it returns the mother of the bridegroom holds her robe over his head and waves water round his head and throws it at the feet of the horse. She then takes a little dust and rubs it on the bridegroom's right cheek, he then enters the house, and the men and women who formed the procession are given betelnuts and disperse.

In connection with a marriage are certain minor ceremonies known as Varsohdrav and Matrika installing and the Abhyadhika Shriddha. Except when a birth a death or other ceremonially unlucky event is feared in which case they are held several days earlier, these ceremonies are generally performed on the day of marriage at the bride's house and on the day before marriage at the house of the bridegroom. In the morning the head of the house bathes, performs sandhya, and worship's Ganpati. He next worships the seven flowing streams or Varsochravas which are represented by seven kanku vermilion spots marked on a wall. These are Sri, Lakshmi, Driti, Mepta, Pragnya, Svaha, and Sarasvati. Molasses rice and shami Prosopis spuriagera leaves are stuck over the seven spots and along with the Varsochravas are installed the Matrikas or Mothers. They are set up in the form of sixteen small heaps of rice placed on a piece of cloth spread over a wooden stool. set in front of two big earthen vessels each with a small earthen pot in its mouth and in the small pots a coconut and mango leaves. Over these vessels are hung two Ranyadees that is wheat seedlings grown in a basket having a cowdung bed and watered from a well.

The worshipper in token that they are set up as gods throws rice on the Varsochravas and Matrikas. He sets a coconut in front of each of them in the hope that they may fulfil his desires. He then begins the vridhhi or increase or the Abhyadhika Shriddha. Five small bundles formed by twisting and tying the roots and the tips of kusha grass are laid on a wooden stool facing the worshipper. In each of these grass bundles when united by the funeral rites ancestral spirits house themselves finding a face in the root knot and feet in the tip knot. Of these five bundles or ancestor-lodgings two represent the Vishvedevas or house-guardians and of the remaining three, one represents the mother the father's mother and the grandfather's mother, a second the father the father's father and the father's grandfather, and a third the mother's father the mother's grandfather and the mother's great-grandfather.
Water from a copper dish in which have been dropped a blade of *darbha* redpowder and grains of barley and sesame is sprinkled over the bundles. The performer knots the end of his waistcloth sprinkles over his head water from the dish with a blade of *darbha* or *kusna* grass and pours water on his hand in token of his promise to perform the worship of the Vishvedevas and the ancestors. He lays a blade of grass under each bundle to serve as a seat and throws rice over them. Two *khâkhur* Butea frondosa leaves are laid on the ground in front of the two Vishvedevas and two blades of *darbha* grass are laid over them with their ends to the east. Water is poured on the leaves and rice and flowers are offered. The blades of *darbha* grass are picked up and laid on the bundles representing the Vishvedevas and the water in the *khâkhur* leaves is poured over them. The same details are repeated in the case of the three bundles where the ancestors are lodged. The worshipper then gathers all the *panitvas* or pieces of *darbha* grass and places them on one side. A blade of *kusna* grass is laid in the southeast and on the grass rice is heaped to serve as food for the Vishvedevas. The worshipper then sweeps the ground in front of him and taking into his hands water and three blades of *kusna* grass marked with redpowder pours the contents in three lines from east to west. As food for the ancestral spirits nine balls of cooked rice and *kansir* wheat flour mixed with sugar and clarified butter are laid on three blades of *kusna* grass in three parallel lines. Over each of the three lines of balls is laid a piece of white cloth or in its absence three threads. The balls or *pindas* are then worshipped with sandal-powder and flowers. When the worship is over the worshipper salutes the balls, offers *dakhina* to the Brâhmans and receives their blessing. He then throws rice over the balls, removes the blades of underlying *kusna* grass, and smells the *pindas*. This offering to the fathers differs from other funeral ceremonies in the detail that the worshipper does not wear the sacred thread on his right shoulder.

The next ceremony is the *Grahâshânti* or Planet-soothing. It is generally performed in the afternoon of the *Viśdhi Shrâddha* and *Mâtrika* installing. Early in the morning several women meet and taking a lamp pass singing to their private refuse heap. They dig a small hole close to the heap, drop a copper and a betelnut into the hole, and worship them with redpowder rice and flowers. They fill the hole and return home singing. This ceremony is known as the *Ukardi notari* or *Dumghill-asking*. Next comes the earth-bringing for which a band of women start singing to a neighbour’s veranda where a basket has been set filled with earth. They bring back the

1 The *darbha* pea cymotriches also called *kusna* is held in such peculiar veneration by the Hindus that every law-book and almost every poem in Sanskrit contains frequent allusions to the holiness of the plant. The fourth Vedas has the following address to it: "Thee, Oh Darbha, the learned proclaim a divinity not subject to age or death; thee they call the armour of India, the preserver of regions, the destroyer of enemies; a gem that gives increase to the field. At the time when the ocean resounded, when the clouds murmured, and lightnings flashed, then was Darbha produced, pure as a drop of fine gold." Descriptive Account of British India (1853), III, 218.
hetero singing all the while and use the earth in making altars for the grahasakunti or planet-soothing. To represent the planets and constellations balls of rice and wheat are heaped on cloth spread over two wooden stools. Opposite the stools with the earth brought in the basket three small altars are raised and on them are set offerings of clarified butter and sesame. At the end of the ceremony Brahmins are worshipped and presented with gifts of money or clothes. After the planet-soothing is over if the bride belongs to another village the jau or procession of carriages starts to go there. The bridegroom having bathed and put on the clothes received from his maternal uncle mounts a horse holding in his open and joined hands a coconut nut a betel leaf some rice and a rupee. The procession starts, first the drummers and pipers then the male relations then the bridegroom on his horse then the women singing. On reaching the outskirts of the village or town the bridegroom dismounts and takes his seat in a bullock carriage. While the procession draws near the bride's village word is sent and the bride's parents despatch a party of men in carriages to meet the procession. After receiving coconuts these envoys hasten home. When the procession arrives at the village the parents and the male relations of the bride go to receive them. The girl's father embraces the boy's father salutes him and escorts the procession to some house in the village which has been specially engaged for their use. When the bride and the bridegroom belong to the same village such processions are not necessary.

The newly arrived guests dine with the girl's father. After dining they return to their lodgings and again visit the girl's house taking on a large copper salver ornaments silk clothes crystal sugar coconuts red powder dried dates and brow-spangles. In front of the girl's house a square is traced with rice and on the square a wooden stool is set. The bride takes her seat upon the stool and the father of the bridegroom washes her right foot with milk or water, sprinkles grains of rice over it and marking the backs of her hands with red powder gives her a rupee and puts ornaments in her lap. The girl retires into the house and the bridegroom's party return to their quarters.

Next the bride's male and female relations make ready to go with music to the bridegroom's quarters to offer kalvo, that is four sweet balls several sweet-cakes sugar and ghi held in a big brass dish. The sweet balls are served to the bridegroom by the bride's female relations who afterwards wash his hands with sugar and water. The bridegroom grasps the robe of one of the women who have been serving him and does not let it go till he has received a present in cash and in return a present is made to the women who have washed the brass dish in which the kalvo was brought which is filled with dried dates and the bride's relations go home. On their return from the kalvo-giving some divisions of Brahmins send the bride with music on horseback to the bridegroom's lodgings. On arrival she is covered with the marriage robe called chundadi and is given a rupee and returns home.

In the evening just before the bridegroom starts for the marriage a few of the bride's female relations bring for his use hot water a sacred
thread a new waistcloth a turban and shouldercloth. The boy bathes and puts on the clothes and ornaments. When the bridegroom is ready he mounts holding in front of him in his joined and open hands a cocoanut rice and betelnut, and the marriage procession starts for the bride's with fireworks and music men and women accompanying on foot. At the bride's the bridegroom dismounts and is made to stand on a wooden stool at the entrance of the marriage booth. The bride's mother with the priest and several women accompanied by the husband of one of the bride's sisters go to where the bridegroom stands. The bride's mother waves a miniature plough, a grinding pestle, a charming stick, and an arrow four times over the heads of both the bridegroom and the bride's sister's husband and throws pieces of jauir Sorghum vulgare stalks in all directions. She piles at the bridegroom's feet one over the other two earthen lamps each containing betelnut copper and rice with cotton threads drawn over the mouth. She makes a mark with redpowder on the bridegroom's forehead and squeezes his nose. The bridegroom breaks the earthen pots and entering the booth takes his seat on a stool in front of the altar. Then the marriage service begins with its ten rites of feet-washing, honey-sipping, rice-throwing, moment-naming, present-making, clothes-worship, brideweaving, oath-taking, seven-steps, and feeding. When all are in their places the bride's mother washes the feet of the bridegroom who thrice offers the water to the sun. Honey sugar butter and curds are laid in the bridegroom's right palm and the priest repeats in Sanskrit, the bridegroom saying the words after him, 'I see and take thee my bride with the eyes and strength of the sun; I mix thee with honey and take away all that is hurtful in feeding thee; I eat that sweet nourishing form of honey, and may I thus be of choice sweet well-nourished temper.' He touches the different parts of his body saying 'May there be speech in my mouth, breath in my nostrils, sight in my eyelids, hearing in my ears, strength in my loins, and may my whole body and soul keep sound.' Then the bride clad in her marriage robe and decked with jewels is carried in by her maternal uncle and set on a stool facing the bridegroom and a cloth is drawn between them. The priest joins the right hand of both and throws round their necks the marriage garland or varmái of twenty-four threads of red cotton. Until the lucky moment arrives the family priests and the astrologers chant verses the bride chews rice and the bridegroom chews betel while the relations and others clustering round the bride and bridegroom at the end of each verse keep silently throwing a few grains of rice over them. When the lucky moment is come the priests cease chanting and the cloth is drawn towards the north. A brass plate is beaten with a stick and at the signal the musicians raise a blast of music the bride and bridegroom squat at each other the rice and betelnut they have been chewing and the guests depart with presents of betel leaves and cocoanuts. While the women of the bride's family sing marriage songs, the bride and bridegroom receive money and

---

1 On the wedding day the bride and her parents and her mother's brother keep a strict fast.
jewelry from their friends and relations, each present being duly noted in writing by one person belonging to the bride's and by another belonging to the bridegroom's family.

The priest separates the hands of the bride and the bridegroom and repeats their names and the names of their fathers grandfathers great-grandfathers and families and the names of their stock branch and Veda. The bridegroom then offers the wedding robe called chandadi to the bride who puts it on and ties one end of it to another end of the bridegroom's robe. The bridegroom then adorns the eyes of the bride with black pigment, combs her hair, gives her a hand mirror to look into, and throws round her neck a garland of betelnuts dates and small pieces of cocoa kernel. While women sing songs, the bride and bridegroom fasten the midhul Vanguiera spinosa bracelet round each other's wrists. The bride and bridegroom are then led near the altar to offer sacrifices. The bridegroom takes his seat facing east and the bride sits on his right. The priest having made eighteen offerings of clarified butter or ghi in the name of eighteen gods and five more in addition the father or the brother of the bride applies the ghi ladle to her head and blesses her. The bridegroom takes the bride's open right hand into his own right hand, saying 'Oh wife, I hold thy hand that till our old age we both may live together.' The priest sets on the north-east corner of the altar an earthen waterpot full of water into which coins have been dropped and its mouth closed by mango leaves. The bridegroom makes the bride rise and with his left hand holds her right toe on a stone set to north of the fire repeating the sacred verse which enjoins the bride to be firm as the stone. He takes a round of the sacrificial fire and the stone, the bride following him closely. When the round is finished, the bridegroom holds the bride's palm over his own and in the bride's palm the bride's father drops some ghi and fried grain and the bride lets them fall as an offering into the fire. The circuit-making and offering of fried grain are repeated four times. To the north-east of the fire seven small heaps of rice are piled and the bride levels them one by one with her right toe. These are the seven steps which when once taken the marriage cannot be annulled. Water from the pot set to the north-east is then sprinkled over the heads both of the bride and bridegroom. Afterwards the bridegroom lays his right hand to the bride's right shoulder, the priest repeating on his behalf the verse 'Oh bride, give your heart to my work, make your mind agreeable to mine. May the god Brihaspati make you pleasing to me.' The bride and bridegroom are then taken out and shown the Polar Star. Fresh offerings are made to the fire and the bride and bridegroom bow low before the family gods, the priest, and the elders including the father-in-law and the mother-in-law. Then the bridegroom with the bride and his own relations returns to his home.

Next morning or in some divisions two or three days later the bridegroom goes to the bride's house to perform the ceremony called charabhakehans or cooked-food-eating. The bride and the bridegroom both put on silken clothes and take their seat in front
of the fire altar. The fire is kindled and rice is cooked over it. Some of the cooked rice is dropped into the fire and some drops of gхи left in the ladle are dropped into a leaf cup. After the offering is over, while the priest repeats verses, the bridegroom takes the leaf-cup and empties the drops of gхи over the head of the bride. Of the remaining rice the bride and bridegroom each give the other four mouthfuls, the bridegroom saying: "I unite thy soul with my soul, thy bones with my bones, thy flesh with my flesh, and thy skin with my skin." They wash their mouths and bowing before the fire withdraw. In the afternoon or on the following day the bride and bridegroom are taken to some neighbouring temple where they bow and make presents of silver coins. The father of the bride gives a special caste dinner in honour of the guests. On that day among a few subdivisions the father of the bridegroom and his relations appear dressed as sādhus devotees. The Shrigod Brāhmans observe the special practice of making the bridegroom's father and his near relations drink gхи. The last ceremony is the giving of presents to the guests. According to the caste custom, these presents are made either on the day after marriage or four to five days later. The priest brings a plate containing red powder mixed with water, and the bride's father and the father of the bridegroom dip their hands into the red water and rub it on each other's cheeks, chest and back. The bridegroom's father then receives a shawl, a turban or a present of cash. The other relations of the bridegroom, both men and women, receive presents in the same way. The bride and bridegroom dip their hands into the red powder and with their red hands mark both of the door-posts. The bridegroom is given a couch, bedding a plate and a jar by the bride's father besides other articles of value. The procession then returns to the bridegroom's village or house. At the bridegroom's house both the bride and bridegroom alight and stand on wooden stools till water is waved over their heads. When they proceed to enter the house some young members of the family keep the door shut until the bridegroom promises from outside the door to arrange for their wedding. On entering the house the bride and bridegroom take their seats in front of the Mātrikós or house guardians. Here they untie the smhil bracelet from each others' wrists, unfasten the ends of their robes which have been knotted together, and play with kōdis Cyprian moneta shell money. The baskets of wheat seedlings are worshipped and each lashes the other with a korda or twisted cloth. In honour of his marriage all relations and guests and castemen are fed at the bridegroom's house. On a lucky day within a month of the marriage a party comes and fetches the bride back to her father's. Among the Nāgars of Kāthiavāda and other parts of Gujarāt certain rites are observed

1 Among Girnārās and Trivedhi Modha the bridegroom's maternal uncle dressing as a jāmanda in woman's clothes from head to waist and in men's clothes below, smears his face with oil and daubs it with red powder and armed with a sword goes with the bride and bridegroom to the temple. Jumada who in quaint costume is often represented by strolling players or bhavāyas was it is said a Pāthān fākir or religious beggar.
during the year after marriage principally on the 9th of Asvādiḥ and (June-July) on the thirtieth day called the Vatsavitri Day, and on the first of the month Māgha February-March following Holi Day. On the 9th of the waxing Asvādiḥ (June-July) the bride receives from the bridegroom a bundle of rich clothes. On the Vatsavitri the bride and bridegroom are taken to a banyan tree, which they worship and hang on one of its branches the wedding garland called Vado Harā made of betel nuts and cocoa kernel. When the banyan worship is over the bride is presented with a good robe sārī.

Śaṅgārāhanā, literally heaven-climbing, are the funeral ceremonies performed to help the spirit of the dead to reach heaven. When a Brāhman seems to be on the point of death, penances for the purification of his body and Viṣṇupāja or Viṣṇu worship are performed and money, clothes, grain, and if the family is well-to-do a cow are distributed to Brāhman priests. In the case of a Brāhman who is himself a priest, these things are distributed among his own castemen. The dying person is stripped of his or her ornaments and clothes except a waistcloth in the case of a man and a robe and a bodice in the case of a woman. The body is washed with water and in the case of a man the head except the topknot and the face except the moustache are shaved. The body is laid with the head northwards on a part of the floor which has been prepared by cleansing it with cowdung and strewn sacrificial grass sesame and barley. A silver coin is placed in the right hand and a Brāhman is called to receive it from the hand of the dying and close by is set a lighted lamp fed with clarified butter. If they have or can get any Ganges water the relations pour some drops into the mouth and lay in the mouth a leaf of the basil tulasi Ocimum sanctum and some cards. The relations and friends gather round the dying and until life is gone call on "Śrī Rām." If the dying person is a woman whose husband is living her cheeks and forehead are smeared with red pigment. The friends and relations go outside and sit in the veranda weeping. The news of the death spreads and the caste people come for the funeral. When near relations come they cry out from the furthest end of the street. The women stand in a circle near the door bowing the deceased singing a funeral dirge beating their breasts in sad accompaniment. The mourning for the young is more bitter than for the aged. The dirge which consists of unconnected cries of grief is led by one or two women the rest joining in chorus. In north Gujarāt and in Kāthiavādā the breast-beating is most severe, the nearest relations using such force that through exhaustion some of them fall insensible. When the beating of the breasts is over, the women sit and wail covering their faces with their robes. Each woman either laments for the deceased or for her own long dead children or relations. This alternate breast-beating and wailing is repeated each time a fresh female mourner reaches the house. Both the breast-beating and wailing are stopped by the intercession of an elderly woman whose entreaties are generally respected. If the deceased has left a wife she sits indoors in a corner her face covered
bewailing her fortune. While the women are wailing, two or
three men fetch from the market two bamboo poles, cori ropes and
pieces of bamboo, and if the deceased is a married woman a silk
robe and a red thread called nadda. The pieces of bamboo are
fastened to the poles by cori ropes at short intervals. The bier is
then washed with water and is taken inside the house. The body
is laid on the bier and tied to it by the cori strings1 and shrouded
with a silken robe in the case of an unwidowed woman, or with a
shawl or other costly cloth in the case of a rich man, and with a
white linen sheet in other cases. The bier-bearers bathe and dress
in silk or in wet waistcothes. The bier is raised on the shoulders
of four of the nearest relations and is borne forth feet first preceded
by one of the nearest relations carrying an earthen or copper vessel
with fire and cakes of cowdung. The relations and castefellows
follow calling upon Ram.

The women accompany the funeral party to the first meeting of
four roads where they beat their breasts and return wailing. They then
wearing a robe and a bodice go outside of the city town or village
to bathe. After bathing they return either in wet or in fresh clothes
and the nearest relatives wait in the house till the funeral party or
dagahs return from the burning ground. On their way to the
burning ground, the funeral party halts at a fixed place when the bearers
of the corpse reverse its position and henceforth carry it head foremost.
When the burning ground is reached which is usually on the banks of
a river, the bier is laid on the ground close to the water's edge. Two
or three persons go to fetch logs of wood if they are to be had close
by. If no wood is to be had close to the burning ground it is brought
along with the body from the village or town. The logs are of sandal
or other costly wood if the deceased is rich and of babul wood mixed
with sandalwood pieces in other cases. When half of the logs are piled
the body is removed from the litter and laid upon the pile with its head
to the north. The religious part of the ceremony is then performed
by the son or other nearest of kin and in the case of a married woman
by her husband except when the husband is likely soon to marry again.
The religious part of the ceremonies consists in the chief mourner offering
to the dead balls of rice flour and as he offers each ball repeats the
proper mantra that is verse or charm. The first ball is offered at the
time of moving the body from the inside of the house, the second at the
entrance of the house, the third at the first street corner, the fourth at
the place of halt, and the fifth when the body is laid on the half-built
pyre. When the pyre is complete the chief mourner repeating verses or
charms puts fire into the mouth of the corpse and lights the pile. The
care of the pyre is left to a few of the more experienced of the party.
The rest of the mourners go to a distance and sit talking until the body
is consumed. They then return and pour butter on the fire to complete
the burning. When the fire is burnt out they gather the ashes and
throw them into the river or if no stream is near, drop them into a pit

1 Among Jethmal Modia a coconut is tied to the four corners of the bier on which
the corpse is carried to the burning ground.
dug for the purpose and sprinkled with water. The sixth remaining ball is laid on the spot where the body was burnt. The chief mourner who kindled the pile chooses two small pieces of bone and carries them with him with the object of throwing them with suitable ceremonies into a sacred river such as the Ganges or Narbada. In some cases these pieces of bone are laid on the spot where the head of the body rested. At the funeral of a rich man a cow is milked on the site of the pyre and the milk is sprinkled around. The chief mourner fills with water the earthen pot in which the fire was carried and throws it backwards over his head. When this last rite is over the whole party leave the burning ground lamenting but never looking back. On their way home at a river or pond the son and other relations offer the deceased sesame and water, and then all bathe, wash their clothes, return to the house of mourning, and go back to their homes. One man from each house of the subdivision is expected and in some divisions one man is compelled to attend a caste-fellow's funeral. A child's funeral does not differ from the funeral of a grown person. The exception is a babe of less than eighteen months who is slung in a hammock-like shroud from a bamboo carried by two men or is borne on the shoulder of the chief mourner and accompanied by a few of the nearest relations is carried to the burning ground and there buried with less ceremony than attends an ordinary funeral. In ordinary cases on the day of the funeral or on the day after friends and relations meet at the house of the deceased. In some subdivisions they meet on the evening of each of the first nine days when if the deceased is old a Brahman reads to the women of the house the Garúl Purán detailing the fortune of the spirit after death. In other cases the women meet mourn and beat their breasts.

The holy books lay down that if when life has reached the throat, that is when death is close at hand, a man abandons the world he will be free from the treadmill of re-births. In this hope certain Brahmins when death draws near perform penance, have the head including the topknot and the face including the moustache cleanshaven, and become ascetics or sanyásis. An ascetic is called and the dying man receives initiation, an ascetic name, and brick-coloured garments. So long as life remains friends relations and townspeople come and pay their respects bringing presents of grain and cloth. When life passes no wailing or grief is allowed. The body is bathed and dressed in tawny clothes and rosaries are hung round the neck and arms. The ascetic is seated cross-legged on a wooden stool each corner of which is bound by a coir rope to a pair of wooden poles. On the way to the burying ground conches are blown brass bells are rung and handfuls of redpowder are scattered while the mourners and carriers repeat the name Nóriían Nóriían. When the procession reaches the river-bank the body is either buried or thrown into the river. When the body is buried a pit is dug and the body placed sitting the top of the skull being rubbed or fractured by a blow from the point of a conch shell to secure an upper opening on the flight of the soul. The pit is covered with earth and after some years a masonry platform adorned with a pair of feet is raised by the heirs of the deceased. When the body is to be thrown into the river, it is
placed on board a small raft. A bagfull of grain or a heavy millstone is tied to the neck, and the body is thrown overboard in the middle of the stream. As by this treatment the ascetic passed through the round of births into nothing he stands in need of no further rites. On the day her husband dies the widow breaks her bracelets and on the tenth day after the funeral causes her head to be shaved. Contrary to the general rule a young widow is allowed to wear her bracelets and her hair until she is about thirty years old. Then on the occurrence of a death among her near relations her bracelets are broken her head is shaved and she begins to wear the sombre clothes of a widow. In ordinary cases when the widow is a grown woman, for a whole year she mourns seated in a corner of the house, living on coarse food, and never leaving the house since no one should see her. So long as she lives she takes no part in any happy gatherings for her shadow is unlucky. Except in the case of widows and of aged parents who in white or in dark coloured garments mourn their dead children or their widowed daughters all the days of their life, the time of mourning varies from less than a month to a year according to the age of the deceased and the nearness of relationship. Members of the same family stock, who are younger than the deceased, have their heads and moustaches shaved on the tenth day after a death. During the first twelve days of mourning they are held to be impure and their touch to cause defilement. They keep aloof and never change their dress. In twelve days the son, or the person who has lit the pile, covers his head with a scarf until on the thirteenth day his father-in-law or other relation presents him with a new turban. On the tenth eleventh twelfth and thirteenth days after a death śrāddhā or memorial rites are performed and afterwards monthly on the day of the month on which the death occurred, and yearly on the anniversary. A separate mind-rite is performed on one of the fifteen days assigned for śrāddhā in the month of Bhadrapad (September-October). As part of the mind-rites caste dinners are given on the eleventh twelfth and thirteenth days after death. Dinners are also given every month to relations and the last caste dinner is held on the anniversary when a śrāddhā is performed. A man is fed daily throughout a whole year and the family priest is liberally paid. On the twelfth a Brāhmaṇ is presented with what is called a seṣa or cot which besides a cot includes bedding metal pots and ornaments amounting in the case of a rich man to the value of Rs. 200. With the cot a cow is presented to a Brāhmaṇ, the cot for the use of the departed soul and the cow as a carrier across the Vaitarna to heaven. The soul, or one of the souls, of the deceased for twelve days sits on the caves of his home and for its use pots of water and milk are set on the roof. On each of the ten days after a death the chief mourner offers a rice ball or he offers ten rice balls all at once on the tenth day. On the eleventh day the performer of the rites bathes and to become pure makes praṣṇaschitta and atonement. He then performs the viṣaṇupuja or worship of Vishnu and the viṣṇukṣhata or Bull-leaving in which calves are worshipped and given to Brāhmaṇs. Then follows the eleventh day śrāddhā in which a ball of cooked rice is offered to the dead. On the twelfth day the sixteen monthly
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Brahmins are performed together and after them the Sāpindikarana or ancestral shrīdikha by which the dead joins the fathers or pītris. With the thirteenth day shrīdikha the funeral rites come to an end.

Brahmins have a less complete caste organization than trading and most other classes. In rural parts all members of the division hold an equal position. But in towns each division has one family which, with the title of patel, takes a leading place. The divisions differ considerably in the strictness with which they enforce caste rules. But, on the whole, they are somewhat laxer than other leading Hindu castes.

Two influences, the scantier employment and support given to scholars and the greater success with which Brahmans compete for Government service, keep lowering the number of priestly and raising the number of lay Brahmans. As a class Brahmans are most anxious to learn. Every year large numbers of the children of begging Brahmans, taught in Government schools, start in life with every chance of earning a good living as schoolmasters, clerks and pleaders. The number of Brahmans boys is nearly twenty per cent of the total of boys of all races attending school.

Of foreign or non-local Brahmans whose home-speech is not Gujarātī, there are, besides Telangs from the Karnātak and Madras, five classes of Dakhani or Marātha Brahmans, Deshnaths and Yāpurvādīs from the Dakhāni; Konkanastha or Chittāvāns and Devrakhās from the Konkan; and Karhādās from both the Konkan and the Dakhāni.

Though they include several divisions, Karnātak and Madras Brahmans are in Gujarāt generally included under the term Telang Brahmans. They occur in small numbers over the whole province and are in considerable strength in Baroda. Except that they are darker and more robust, they differ little from Dakhani Brahmans. They are poor and thrifty, seldom wearing a coat or a turban. All of them are religious beggars and makers of sacred-threads. Most of them have their homes in Madras. Except a few in Baroda almost none bring their women to Gujarāt and almost all live in public rest-houses and temples. Their customs and religion are much the same as those of Dakhani Brahmans, and they are much more largely supported by Dakhani people than by Gujarātīs. Their practice of pressing unmasked to share in gifts of alms has made their name a by-word for greediness. Few of them have any claim to learning and none of them send their boys to school.

Dakhani or Mahārāṣṭra Brahmans, with a strength of 18,002 came to Gujarāt during the eighteenth century, the time of Marātha supremacy. Besides in Baroda where they form a strong rich

1 In Gujarāt or rather among Gujarātīs a Dakhani Brahman means a Marāthi-speaking Brahman from the country to the south of Gujarāt, no matter whether he is from the Konkan or the Dakhāni including Khāndesh and Nālīk.
2 Don’t be a Telang, a father shouts to a boy who tries to get more than his proper share of food at table.
3 The peculiarities in the customs of Khedāval and Motāla Brahmans which seem to show they are early settlers from Mahārāṣṭra, have been noticed above pages 11 and 12.
community they occur in small numbers in most of the larger Gujarāt towns and in many Baroda villages as accountants and clerks. Of these Dakhan and Konkan Brāhmans, about three-fourths may be said to have adopted Gujarāt as their native country, and though of late years with easier means of travelling the practice may have grown somewhat commoner, they seldom marry out of Gujarāt except when they fail to find a suitable match at home. A few still look on some Konkan or Dakhan village as their home, pay visits to their relations, and go to their native place for marriages and thread-ceremonies.

In language, food, dress, faith, and customs the Dakhani Brāhmans in Gujarāt have kept to the practices of their native country. They drink water from the hands of Gujarāti Brāhmans, but unless it has been cooked in milk they eat no food prepared by a Gujarāti Brāhman. On the other hand except Nāgars Bhārgavas and a few subdivisions of north Gujarāt all Gujarāti Brāhmans eat food cooked by a Dakhani Brāhman. The homespeech of all is Marāthi. In Baroda and other towns, where there is a considerable body of their own people and where the children can attend Marāthi schools, they generally speak the language purely. In outlying parts the dialect in use is often much mixed with Gujarāti. Out of doors most of the Dakhanis, both men and women, speak pure Gujarāti and the rest a mixture of Marāthi Gujarāti and Hinduatani. The arrangements at a Dakhani Brāhman’s feast differ in several points from the arrangements at a Gujarāti Brāhman’s feast. Unlike Gujarāti Brāhmans the Marātha does not join a feast till a message reaches him that it is ready. He brings nothing, the host providing water and other necessaries, while in some Gujarāt divisions the guest brings water both for drinking and bathing, a leaf-plate, a leaf-pot, and his own pickles. The dinner is never held in the street and the floor of the dining hall is decorated with designs of flowers creepers and birds traced in white and red powder.¹ No one sits down till the party are present; none is helped except by an attendant; and, on pain of making the dish unclean, no one may either touch the servant or his neighbour. Among Dakhanis the dinner begins and ends with rice, while Gujarātis always begin with a sweet dish and eat little if any rice. The Marātha Brāhman burns pastils udkūdis while the dinner is going on, and when they are available dines off plantain instead of khākhra Butera frondosa leaf plates. At most marriage feasts music is played and verses shlokas are sung by one or more of the guests. After dinner the guests wash their hands and mouths and meet in the reception hall where botel-leaves and spices are handed round, rosewater is sprinkled on the clothes, and essence or attar is rubbed on the back of each guest’s right hand. In their cooking, unlike Gujarāt Brāhmans, who, except the Nāgars, use no relish but sugar and

¹ A brass or copper tube called vīagola is drilled all round with a number of holes. The powder inside it falling through the holes makes figures and tracings in the form of flowers and birds.
clarified butter, the Marātha Brāhmans are fond of spices and make
many piquant and pungent dishes. Except that his turban is
broader and flatter the dress of a Dakhani is the same as the dress of
a Gujarātī Brāhmaṇ. On the other hand the women’s dress differs in
several points. Instead of the openbacked bodice kāschalī, Marātha
Brāhmaṇ women wear a choli covering both back and bosom. Again
as no Marātha women wear the petticoat or ghāṅkha their upper robe
or lugada is from sixteen to eighteen cubits long about twice as full
as the Gujarāt robe, and unlike the Gujarāt robe it is passed between
the legs and tucked in at the back. The Dakhanis wear the outer
end of the robe passed round the left side and falling over the right
shoulder, while the Gujarātis pass it round the right side and let it
fall over the left shoulder. Few Gujarāt women mark their brows
with the round red spot which all Marātha women except widows
wear. On the other hand, except some young girls, no Marātha
women wear the bright Gujarātī brow-spangles or chāndālas of mica
and silver. Ordinary Marātha ornaments are more costly than
those worn by Gujarātis, as they are not generally hollow or plated.
Again Gujarāt widows wear jewels only on their uncovered arm
while Marātha women are careful to adorn both arms alike. Finally
instead of bone or wood the Marātha bracelets are of glass.

In religion like Gujarāt Brāhmans the Dakhanis are both Smārtas
and Bhaṅgavats. But they are more ceremonious, more scrupulous
in observing ceremonial purity, and keep more closely to religious
rules than Gujarāt Brāhmans. In social customs the Dakhanī
differs in many points from the Gujarātī Brāhmaṇ. They make
presents on other occasions besides marriage and instead of cash
always give clothes. As a rule the present consists of a turban and
shouldercloth sēla or of a turban alone for the boy and of a robe
lugada and bodicecloth kāhan, or of a bodicecloth alone for the girl;
shawls and ornaments are seldom given; money almost never.

At deaths the women wail only in the house, never out of doors
or in the streets. They sit weeping and never stand in circles
or beat their breasts. Only near relations and a few persons
are asked to the funeral feast. On marriage death and other
ceremonies charitable gifts are distributed on a much larger
scale than among Gujarātis. At Dakhani caste dinners the host
gives each guest a money present of from ½ to 4 annas. The distribution of āśa Bānihia racemos and shāmi Prosopis spicigera
leaves on Dasara Day (September-October) and of sugared sesame
on Makar Sankrānti (12th January) is peculiar to the Dakhanis.
On certain occasions Dakhani women have parties of female guests.

9 From their different ideas of cooking the Dakhanis call the Gujarātī lāūna khami
ers of sweetmeats and ghi khami butter-eaters; in return they call the Dakhanis bhātji
or chhāndī khami vegetable and relish-eaters. The only Gujarāt dishes that have been
adapted by the Dakhanis are the Gujarātī way of cooking rice and split pulse bhāt
and soup or liquid āth. They sometimes also prepare wheaten-flour sugar and molasses
in the Gujarātī form of malpua,

2 Gujarātī widows wear the backed instead of the open bodice: Marātha widows wear
no bodice.
During the month of Chaitra (March-April) a hall or room is decorated and a small brass statue of the goddess Gauri is set in its midst and parties of women friends come in the afternoon between half-past four and seven, stay chatting for a time, and, on leaving, are presented with red and yellow powder halad-kanku, grain, and betelnut and leaves. Sandal-powder is rubbed on their arms and they are sprinkled with rosewater. They recite rhyming verses bringing into them their husbands’ names which at other times they are most careful never to utter. A number of the meetings are held at different houses on the same evening and parties of women go from one to the other. Widows are present but take no part except conversing with the guests. On the Padva or first day in Divāli (October-November), the practice, common among the Dakhinis in Gujarát as well as in other parts of the Presidency, of waving divās or lighted lamps by married women before their husbands and on the second or Bhādu-byā day before their brothers, is unknown to the Gujarátis. On these occasions the women receive in return presents as a rule in cash varying from 4 annas to Rs. 2 and in exceptional cases in gold mohars and ornaments. If a child sickens with smallpox or measles the child and its mother keep to the house for twenty-one days, the child unbathed, the mother bathing as usual but leaving her hair uncombed and careful to touch no one who is not of her caste. On the twenty-first day the child is bathed, dressed in new clothes, and with music and accompanied by a party of friends is taken by the mother to the goddess Shūthā Māta. On their return a dinner is given to five seven or more married women. On the seventh of Shravān sud (July-August) a day known as the Tādhi-shil Stalefood Day, Dakhani women observe the Gujarát custom of bathing in cold water and eating no food but what was cooked the previous day. During the nights of the bright half of Ashvin (September-October), some Dakhani women have adopted the Gujarát practice of moving in a circle round a number of lights singing songs and at intervals clapping their hands. Unlike the Gujarátis with their caste divisions each with a separate organization the Dakhinis keep to the Dakhani practice of calling together the members of the five leading Marātha Brāhman-divisions, Deshastras, Konkanasthas, Karhadas, Yajurvedas, and Telangs and together settle any caste or social dispute.

Of the Dakhani Brāhmans some are priests and men of learning, but most follow secular callings, working as cooks, schoolmasters, and in the lower and higher grades of native states and of Government service. In spite of the decay of Marātha power and the growing competition for Government employment Dakhani Brāhmans are a well-to-do class able to hold their own against any rivals. Besides Marāthi and Gujarāti most of them are careful to teach their children to read and write English.

1 This corresponds to the Dakhan and Konkan Shili-saptami or Stone-seventh, when, after bathing, women go to a pond river or well, and gathering seven pebbles take them home and offer them curds and rice. Then with the offering they take them back and set them where they found them in the morning.
SECTION II.—WRITERS.

Under Writers come three classes, Brahma Kshatris 2509, Káyasthas 2607, and Prabhhus 3891, with a strength of 9087 souls or .091 per cent of the total Hindu population. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Ahmedabad</th>
<th>Kothia</th>
<th>Panchmaháls</th>
<th>Broach</th>
<th>Surat</th>
<th>Native States</th>
<th>Baroda</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brahma Kshatris</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>1709</td>
<td>2602</td>
<td>2607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Káyasthas</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>2086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prabhhus</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>2091</td>
<td>2091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexpected</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>1379</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>3117</td>
<td>3117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B.—The census figures of 1891 are evidently incorrect. For instance no Brahma-Kshatris are shown in Broach, whereas Broach is the principal town of the Brahma-Kshatri community and had a population of 608 persons in 1871. Ahmedábád contained a population of 589 in 1871, whereas only sixty-two persons were returned at the 1891 census. Again Valóka Káyasthas and Káyasth Prabhhs seem to have been grouped together in some places.

Brahma Kshatris are found chiefly in Broach Ahmedábád and Surat, and a few in Junágadh Káthiaváda and Kachch. Though small in number their intelligence and wealth give Brahma Kshatris a high position among Gujarát Hindus. They are said to be the descendants of Kshatriya women, who, at the time of Parashurám’s massacre, were saved by passing as Brahmán women. Besides the main body of Brahma Kshatris there are two minor divisions, Dasa and Páňcha, said to be the offspring of a Brahma Kshatri and a woman of another caste. The members of these minor divisions neither eat with each other nor with the rest of their castefellows.

When and under what circumstances the Brahma Kshatris came into Gujarát is not known. The tradition is that about 500 years ago they emigrated from the Punjáb and settled at Chámpánér in the Pánc Maháls. On the capture of Chámpánér by Mahmud Begáda (a.d. 1484) the Brahma Kshatris are said to have moved to Ahmedábád, where they occupied the quarter of the city at present known by the name of Khádiyú. The oppression of the Musálmáns compelled them to migrate to other parts of India. Some of them went as far as Haidarábád in the Dákhan, where a few families still marry with Gujarát Brahma Kshatris. Some who went to Bánaras and Lakhnú are now known as Gujarát Kshatris. The report of the 1865 census of the North-West Provinces says: It is a subject of dispute whether the Kshatris are the old Kshatris or a mixed class.

1 Campbell’s Indian Ethnology, 112; North-West Provinces Census of 1866.
2 The division of an estate in Broach between ordinary Brahma Kshatris and members of the Dasa sub-division is said to perpetuate the shares granted by the original holder to his legitimate and illegitimate children.
4 In Sir George Campbell’s opinion the Brahma-Kshatris have a fair claim to be the descendants of the original Kshatris. The old Sanskrit books, he says, make the Brahmanas and Kshatris to have remotely sprung from a common origin. May it not be that in early Aryan days the Brahmins of Kashmir may have first become literary and civilised and ruled on the Síravati by peaceful arts after the fashion of the earliest
most generally believed is that when Parashurám, the Brāhma
t warrior, subdued the Kshatris, he persecuted them to such an extent,
and was so determined to annihilate their race, that he violently caused
the miscarriage of every pregnant woman whom he could find. Through
fear some of the women in the family-way took protection with certain
Brāhmans, and when detected, the protector saved them by giving the
persecutor to understand that they were Brāhmans. The Brāhmans
ate food from the hands of the women, and thus satisfied the persecutors
that they were actually Brāhmans. The children of these women were
the ancestors of the present Kshatris. In proof of the truth of the
tradition, they point to the fact that Sárasvat Brāhmans still partake
of food cooked by Kshatris.

This tradition is generally believed by the Brāhma Kshatris
of Gujarát. The fact that their priests purohīts are Sárasvat
Brāhmans who are considered degraded for eating with Kshatris;
the fact that they are called Khakha Kshatris like the Panjáb Kshatris;
the fact that the Brāhma Kshatris, though engaged in peaceful
occupations, have not wholly lost their martial spirit; and the fact that
some of their customs are identical with those of the Brāhma Kshatris of
the Panjáb, tend to support the assertion that they belong to the original
Kshatri race and that they came into Gujarát from Northern India.

They are a handsome fair-skinned class, some of them with blue or
grey eyes, in make and appearance like Vāniás, only larger and more
vigorous. Except at their weddings, they dress like other high caste
Gujarát Hindus. The only special marks are, among the men a small
tightly-wound turban, and among the women a heavy cloth veil or hood
sometimes worn in public to hide the forehead. Though most of them
live on vegetables and drink no intoxicating liquors, animal food and
spirits are not forbidden, and of late their use has become more general.
Unlike other Gujara Hindus in their caste dinners the men and women
sit out of sight of each other, the men serving food only to the men
and the women to the women.

Brāhma Kshatris speak Gujarátí with a few Hindustání words,
such as roti bread for rotí, chācha uncle for kāka, bua father’s sister
for phoi, náma mother’s father for ájo or vadeo, and barát marriage-
procession for jān. Each household has its family-goddess or kul-devi
who is held in high respect. It often happens that when a Brāhma
Kshatri family has left its former home it keeps the old shrine, and on
special occasions goes to worship at it. Except in Kathiavāda, where the
landholding Brāhma Kshatris are Vaishnavs of the Vallabha-chārya
sect their favourite objects of public worship are Shiva and Shakti.

Egyptians, before the art of war was invented, and that later a cognate tribe of
Kshatris of the Kábul country, rougher and more warlike, may have come down upon
them like the shepherds kings and assumed rule as the military caste of early Hindu
history. Ethnology of India, 112-113. It is perhaps more probable that the Brāhma
Kshatris represent some of the Central Asian Saka or Yavana conquerors of the
centuries before and after Christ who embracing Hinduism were accepted as Kshatryás
and a few centuries later were styled Brāhmans as the champions of the Brāhmanic faith
in its reaction against Buddhism.

They keep the rules laid down for Brāhmaṇs, reading the sacred books, worshipping, meditating, repeating prayers, making offerings to the sun, and at meals putting on a silk robe. They wear the sacred thread and observe the regular investiture, marriage, and death ceremonies. Their family-priests who belong to the class of Śrāvastī Brāhmaṇs eat with them. As a class Brahma-Kshatriya are well off. Some are hereditary district officers, others pleaders or money-lenders, and many are in Government service, where several hold places of trust and importance. They are shrewd and independent, polite, and fond of show and pleasure.

On the evening of the day on which a child is born the mother's breasts are worshipped and the child sucked. Among a few families in Kāthiāvāda a woman while in confinement eats only fruit and roots or such food as is used on fast days. On the sixth day after birth the goddess of fortune Vīshākha or Devī-Bhairavi is worshipped. The first giving of cooked food or ḍhāna takes place in the sixth month after birth. The rite of hair-cutting or mudan takes place between the age of five and seven, when girls as well as boys have their hair cut. Like the thread-girdling and pregnancy ceremonies, hair-cutting is performed at the place sacred to the family-goddess. Except in Kāthiāvāda, at the first hair-cutting a minor ceremony called devaṣṭaṇ is performed. The child's mother and father go to the mother's house with music and a following of women. There the pair tie the ends of their garments together and bathe, and then wait in their wet clothes until some woman of the mother's family whose husband is alive spots with saffron the clothes of the father's maternal uncle and gives him sweets to eat. When this is done the mother and father put on fresh clothes, return home, and worship the family-goddess.

Three or four or five days before the hair-cutting, as also at thread and pregnancy ceremonies, the family-goddess is worshipped. A black male kid five or six months old is bought, kept in the house, and fed with green grass and grain till the last day of the ceremony. On that day the family priest slits the kid's right ear and touches with blood the forehead of the child, its parents, and other members of the family. The kid is then let loose in one of Devi's temples and allowed to roam at pleasure. This custom is kept by many families. In a few families during the eight or nine days of the ceremony six or seven male black kids are brought every day and their foreheads marked with red powder. The priest kills the kids, and the flesh is cooked, offered to the goddess, and eaten by the members of the family, friends, and relations including the priest himself. In almost every family one or other of these customs is kept.

The thread-ceremony is performed when the boy is between six and eight in mainland Gujarāt and between six and eleven in Kāthiāvāda. Betrothals generally take place two or three years before marriage. At betrothals the boy, accompanied by the women of the family, is brought on horseback to the girl's house. Here he is taken by the girl's mother, and if young is set in her lap and fed with sugarcandy and almonds. In some families the betrothal ceremony is performed on the boorh-consecrating month day, that is three days
before the marriage-day. During the time between betrothal and marriage presents are exchanged, and on holidays the boy is asked to dine at the girl’s house or the girl at the boy’s house.

Three days before the marriage, booth-consecrating śrīmaṇḍra mūrti and Gānesh-invoking ceremonies are performed. The marriage customs differ in some particulars from those of Gujarāt Brahmins and other high-caste Hindus. The day before the marriage at the boy’s house the狭kram-man or sweet-curd ceremony is performed. Two big clay pots, one containing 1 cwt. 3 qrs. 4 lbs. and the other 1 cwt. 8 lbs. (5 and 3 man) are filled with curds mixed with sugar and a little clarified butter. An old woman whose husband is alive and who is a relation of the bridegroom stirs the curds with her hand. The family-priest worships the pots and presents are made to the woman who stirred the curds. Next the priest takes the pots, accompanied with music, to the bride’s house and there gets the bride to worship them. The big pot is kept at the bride’s house and the little pot is sent to her maternal uncle, and the contents of both pots are distributed among the castepeople. When this is done the priest brings what is called ḍahīāni from the bride’s house. This ḍahīāni consists of a brass dish with two clay pots kobī, a letter naming the day and hour of marriage, and a certain amount of cash. After these presents the betrothal cannot be broken. On the wedding-day, shortly before the marriage hour, the bridegroom, his face covered with flower garlands and wearing a long tunic and a silk waistcloth pitāmbhar, escorted by the women of his family, goes to the bride’s house on horseback in procession. Here, in presence of a company of the bride’s friends, he stands at the central square of the marriage-hall, and looking down into a large earthen pan full of water, from their reflection in the water, touches with the point of his sword four saucers hung over his head. He then goes back to his father’s house, and after two or three hours his friends setting him on horseback escort him to the bride. Before the bridegroom’s party arrive the bride, dressed in a head-dress of two braids and loose Musalmān-like trousers, is seated in a closed palanquin or balā‘i, set in front of the house. The bridegroom, on dismounting, walks seven times round the palanquin, the bride’s brother at each turn giving him a cut with an oleander kareṇa twig and the women of the family throwing showers of cakes from the windows. He retires and while mounting his horse and before he is in the saddle, the bride’s father comes out, and, giving him a present, leads him into the marriage hall. In Kāthiāvāṛā, on the morning of the marriage-day the bride bathes in water drawn from seven wells. She then puts on sataudi or Panjāb

1 Along with the dish are taken two clay pots containing ground turmeric and majūth or madder and covered by pieces of turmeric and madder dyed cloth. The sum received from the bride’s house regulates the amount the bridegroom has to pay. If Rs. 25 are received, ornaments worth Rs. 700 should be sent to the bride; if Rs. 50 are received, ornaments worth Rs. 1000 should be sent; and if Rs. 100 are received, ornaments worth Rs. 1300 should be sent.

2 This seems a relic of the mātghavēdhā or fish test, in accordance with which, to prove himself worthy, the suitor of a Kshatric maiden had from the reflection in a pool of water to shoot a fish hung over his head.
bracelets sent by her maternal uncle. She wears yellow trousers reaching to the knee and a red robe. The girl keeps her eyes closed throughout the whole day not opening them until the bridegroom is ushered into the marriage-booth so that the first object she sees is her intended husband. On the first Monday Thursday or Friday after the marriage the bride is hid either in her own or in a neighbour's house. The bridegroom comes in state and with the point of his sword touches the outer doors of seven houses and then begins to search for his wife. The time is one of much fun and merriment, the women of the house bantering and taunting the bridegroom, especially when he is long in finding his wife's hiding place. When she is found, the bridegroom leads the bride to the marriage hall, and they sit there combing each other's hair. A time the women of the party in sport douse the bridegroom with dirty water. Then the couple have to bathe and sit together on a cot and gamble with dice. Fresh clothes are put on instead of the wedding garments and the marriage ceremonies are over. Among the Brahma-Kshatris the pregnancy ceremony lasts for eight days instead of for one or two. When a Brahma-Kshatri is on the point of death he is made to give presents to Brahmins and others, is shaved, bathed, and laid on a part of the floor of the room which has lately been cleaned with a wash of cowdung. After death he is carried to the burning ground, where the ceremonies are the same as those performed by Brahmins. Contrary to the Gujarati practice of beating only the breast, the Brahma-Kshatri women strike the forehead breast and knees. For thirteen days after a death women weep and beat their breasts twice a day, at morning noon and evening. Afterwards they weep and beat their breasts every evening till a year has passed, not even excepting Sundays, Tuesdays or Hindu holidays. During this year of mourning the female relations of the deceased used to eat nothing but millet-bread and pulse; but this custom is being gradually given up. The cloth-water kāpdepiṇi ceremony takes place a month and a half after death, when all the deceased's relations, both men and women, meet, and the women sit down and beat their breasts and all of them eat millet-bread pulse and dates. This custom also is being gradually given up. The Brahma-Kshatris have no headmen. They are a prosperous intelligent class and anxious to give their boys a good schooling.

Kāyasthās4 are found chiefly in Surat. Though few in number their intelligence and education give them a high place among Gujarāt.

---

4 The earliest reference to Kāyastha appears in a Kanasa inscription in Malwa dated 793 of the Malwa era (A.D. 738-739). The inscription is of a Maurya king named Shivasana and the term Kāyastha is used there as a common noun to mean a writer. Ind. Ant. XIX. 56, Malarjja's grant of Vikrama Samvat 1043 (A.D. 99) is written by a Kāyastha named Rāmchandra. Ind. Ant. VI, 192-193. A Kāyastha named Shripati, the son of Māhava is mentioned as having studied the king's command' written an inscription of the Sambar king Visalalaya. The inscription is on the Dholi Swāllik pillar and is dated Vikrama Samvat 1220 (A.D. 1164). The inscription adds that the Kāyastha was of Ganda (Bengali) descent and the term as used in the text mentions Kāyastha as a proper name of a member of the Kāyastha class, and not meaning a 'writer' as in the Kanasa inscription. Ind. Ant. XIX. 219. Kāyasthas of Valamya and Naiga families appear as donors in the Bhumali inscriptions (A.D. 1183-1277). Bombay Gazetteer, I. Part I 475, 475, 479.
Hindus. They claim descent from Chitrakupta. Of the twelve branches of Bengal Kayasths only three, Valmik Mathur and Bhatnagra, are found in Gujarat. Though they form a community distinct from the other Hindus of Gujarat the three subdivisions neither dine together nor intermarry.

Valmik Kayasthas are found chiefly in Surat. As early as the fourteenth century mention is made of Kayasth settlers in the Kathiavāda town of Vala. But the settlement of the Kayasthas in southern Gujarat seems to date from the close of the sixteenth century when (A.D. 1573-1583) Gujarat became part of the Mughal empire. Under the arrangements introduced by the emperor Akbar Surat was placed in a special position. The city and neighbouring districts were administered by mutasdis or clerks of the crown, who held directly from the court of Delhi, and were not subordinate to the viceroy of Gujarat. Though the governor of the city does not seem ever to have been a Kayasth, the work of collecting the revenues of the aththāvēsi or twenty-eight divisions subordinate to Surat was entrusted to Kayasthas. Till A.D. 1808, in the English villages, and, up to the present time (A.D. 1895) in the Baroda, aththāvēsi villages, the sub-divisional accountants or majmunādās are mostly Kayasthas. Except that they are rather darker and more lightly made, the Kayastha closely resemble the better class of Brahmins. The men differ from other high class Gujarāt Hindu by wearing the hair on the crown of the head as well as the top-knot and by wearing whiskers.

Their home-speech is Gujarātī. They live in well built houses two to four storeys high sometimes with a courtyard in front. They are strict in the matter of food, eating neither fish nor flesh. The men wear a small flat closefitting turban, a shape apparently copied from the Mughal headress. During the Muhammadan rule and for some time after, Gujarāt Valmiks used to wear the Mughalī cent or jāma with a simple or embroidered kashī or shouldercloth.

and 481. Karana or Kayasth is one of the various names given to mixed classes in the tenth book of Manu. Menier Williams. Wisdom of India, 323. The Bengal Kayasthas are said to be one of the several mixed castes derived from the Kandari Brihmans. Hunter’s Rural Bengal, 108.

1 Among the Valmik Kayasthas one rose to the position of Judge of the Bombay High Court. Of the Kayasthas of Upper India Sir G. Campbell writes: In Hindustan they may be said to have almost wholly ousted Brahmans from secular literate work and under the British Government are rapidly ceasing the Muhammadans also. Very sharp and clever these Kayasthas certainly are. Ethnology, 118.

2 Chitrakupta, the reputed founder of the Kayasthas, according to tradition is registered in Dharmanās the judge of the dead.

3 In Bengal the Valmik, the Bhatnagra, and the Mathur Kayasthas dine together and intermarry.

4 Ras Mala, L. 315.

5 When the Muhammadans invaded Hindustan and conquered its Rajput princes, we may conclude that the Brahmans fled from their intolerance and violence. But the conquerors found in the sect of Kayastha more pliable and better instruments for the conduct of the details of their new government. The Muhammadans carried these Hindus into their southern conquests and they spread over the countries of Central India and the Dakhan. Malcolm’s Central India, 163.

6 Of late years Vānīs Brahmans and others have adopted the Kayastha turban which is less costly. Almost all Kayasthas fold their turbans themselves and do not employ professional turban-folders.
wound tightly round the waist. Of late, except in their marriage processes, the practice is being given up and they have begun to wear coats and trousers cut in European fashion. Their women dress like Vânia women. Some Vâlmiks are lawyers, engineers and doctors, but the greater number are in state employ, some of them holding offices of high trust and position. Under the Musalmans, and for some time after the introduction of English rule, a knowledge of Persian was required in a government clerk, and in this language most of the Kâyasthas were proficient and some were excellent scholars. Of late years they have lost the monopoly they once enjoyed as Government clerks. On the other hand the establishment of railways and other large private companies has provided suitable employment for a large number of Kâyastha boys. On the whole they are well-to-do and contented. All send their boys to school and most of them teach them English and other subjects up to the University entrance standard. They are so fond of show and pleasure that they are called tâlâtâji or lâla lakta that is dandies. Almost all smoke the hukka bubbly-bubble, drink hemp-water bhang or sahji, and a few eat well prepared intoxicating drugs pâk. Their peculiar institution is the club-room makan, where men of the same age meet in the evening, smoke the hukka, sing or hear light or religious songs, and make merry. They are very fond of singing, and some of them are excellent performers. Each family has its household goddess and a family-priest of the Audichya Brahman subdivision. They belong to the Vallabhachârya sect. Except to their spiritual heads or Mahârâjâs, whom they call to their marriage ceremonies, the Vâlmik Kâyasthas show no special respect to Brahmins. Even towards the Mahârâjâs they are less deferential than other Vaishnavas. Still they are treated with politeness, and their unorthodox hair and new European-like clothes are overlooked.

No birth ceremony is performed. The mother remains impure for about forty days and the time of the child's birth is communicated to the family astrologer. The pregnant woman goes to her father's house for confinement. On the sixth day the ekhâthi or destiny ceremony is performed. On the tenth day the mother and the child bathe and worship Gâmpati and mark the threshold of the house with red and yellow marks. On an auspicious day in the third or fifth month the child is rocked in a cradle and named by the paternal aunt. When the child is six or eight months old a lucky day is chosen to give it its first solid food. This botân ceremony consists in the child licking a little khîr or rice boiled in milk placed on a rupee. On the first Sankrânti day (12th January) after birth the child is weighed and the weight in the form of rice and a few rupees is distributed among Brahmins. When the child is two or three years old it worships Gâmpati. On this occasion twelve or thirteen copper or brass jugs filled with clarified butter are distributed among relations. The shaving mudan ceremony takes place in a boy's third fifth or

---

1 In Upper India Lâla means a clerk of the Kâyastha class. See On or Camp Life on the Vârâpola Range, R. A. Sterndale, 1877.
seventh year. The boy is seated in a copper tray and the hair is cut by the barber and gathered by the father's sister who throws it into a well. Among well-to-do families the boy is sent to school in procession and the event is celebrated by a dinner. The boys of the school are given sweetmeats and wooden pens and inkstands.

As a rule girls may marry when they are from seven to eleven years old and boys from seven to twenty. There is no fixed time for betrothal; it takes place sometimes days and sometimes years before marriage. The chief part of the ceremony is the comparison of the boy's and girl's horoscopes. The contract is only verbal, but it is seldom broken. On various occasions between betrothal and marriage the boy and girl go to the house of their fathers-in-law to dine and receive presents. Marriage takes place on a day fixed by the astrologer. Five or six days before the marriage comes the booth-consecrating or māndapa murt ceremony. The father of the girl sits in a courtyard and worships Gānapati. Four relations who have only once been married and who are not widowers are asked to help the father in digging a small pit and laying in it a small twig of the śām: Prasopis spicigera tree, together with honey milk curds and rice. The four helpers receive balls of boiled milk and sugar penda. The same ceremony takes place at the bridegroom's house. Two or three days before the marriage the bride and the bridegroom accompanied by children go to the house of their fathers-in-law and worship Gānapati. They are given plantains sweetmeats and a few coppers. On the day of the marriage, at the bride's and a day or two before at the bridegroom's house, the grahasānti or planet-propitiating ceremony takes place and the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric. On the marriage-day at noon, at both the bride's and the bridegroom's house, castepeople, especially women and children, are asked to dinner. Just before sunset, the usual time for performing the wedding-ceremony, the bridegroom goes to the bride's house in procession. At the entrance to the marriage-booth the husband of one of the bride's sisters stands near a footstool on which the bridegroom stands and the girl's mother throws wheat-four balls in four directions and shows her son-in-law a miniature plough, a grinding pestle, a churning staff, and an arrow, and pulls his nose. The bridegroom is then led by the mother-in-law into the marriage-booth and seated on a wooden stool underneath a bamboo canopy. The bride is brought by the maternal uncle and seated on a wooden stool opposite the bridegroom and a piece of cloth is held across by two men so that the bride and the bridegroom may not see each other. The Vallabhāchārya Mahārāja is invited to be present till the hand-joining ceremony is

1 The bridegroom's struggles to prevent his mother-in-law pulling his nose are the cause of much merriment. The footstool on which the bridegroom stands is a subject of contention between the relations of the bride and of the bridegroom, the bridegroom's party claiming the footstool as their own, while the bride's party dispute the right. When the bridegroom's party fail to get hold of the stool they take away any article they can lay their hands on. To prevent this all the furniture in the bride's house is locked up. If anything is taken away it is soon returned.
over. He is given cash by the parents of the bride and bridegroom. The Maharaja gives clothes to the bride and the bridegroom. After the recital of a few mantras or prayers by the priest and other Brahmans in the presence of the Maharaja, the hands of the bride and bridegroom are joined and the cloth is removed. Then the bridegroom's parents and other relations leave the marriage-hall as if in anger. The parents of the bride go to call them back, and after making presents of cash and clothes bring them again into the marriage-hall. The bride and bridegroom then walk four times round the fire, the bridegroom if he is young, reciting one or two marriage-songs taught him by a mehrdaj or teacher. When the four rounds are completed the bride and bridegroom feed each other with a handful of kausar wheat-flour mixed with clarified butter and molasses. The bride and bridegroom then start in a palanquin to the bridegroom's house. At the bridegroom's house the mother of the bridegroom receives the pair at the entrance. The bride and bridegroom worship the goddess and play cards. On the marriage-day the bridegroom's father gives a caste dinner. On the second or third day after marriage the bridegroom and bride go in procession to the bride's house where they are bathed and dressed in rich clothes and ornaments. On this day two white doves, a male and female, are brought to the bride's house each in a Brahman's hand. The birds are tied together by a red thread which is thrown over their necks. The bride and bridegroom oil them, smooth their feathers, make them look in a mirror, and mark their brows with red powder and grains of rice. When the worship is over the doves are taken away by the owner who is generally a Musalman and who, besides cooked food, is paid half a rupee. After the dove worship the bride and bridegroom oil and comb each other's hair and each other with a twisted handkerchief. After this the bridegroom takes his bride to his own house. Five or six days after the marriage the family goddess is worshipped and removed, the bride and bridegroom again oil and comb each other's hair, and a caste dinner is given.

Marriage expenses vary according to circumstances. But by a caste rule the marriage ornaments given to the bride by the bridegroom must be of the aggregate value of Rs. 700. Caste dinners are given on marriage occasions by the fathers both of the bride and of the bridegroom. The male guests are invited by the priest, the male friends and relations, and a band of boys; the female guests by the women of the family. Unlike those of other Hindus, their caste feasts are held late in the evening at nine o'clock and last till eleven or twelve midnight, and the bride eats a little from the dishes of her father-in-law and mother-in-law. When a woman for the first time sits aloof during her monthly sickness she is invited to her father-in-law's house. There she is placed in such a room that her husband cannot see her face. Her female companions come to see her and they are given cardamoms and pieces of betelnuts.  

The practice of inviting the Maharajas is not strictly adhered to by young men.
Within a week after, on a lucky day, she is bathed and worships Ganpati, receiving a *tola* or a rupee's weight of gold and a new set of clothes. The pregnancy and death ceremonies are the same as those performed by Vâniás. The only difference is that among Kayasthas, on the tenth eleventh twelfth and thirteenth days after a death, four or five ascetics are feasted. Vâlmik Kayasthas have no leading families. Caste disputes are settled at a general meeting of the community. The caste has little power over the members.

Mathur Kayasthas are found in Ahmedâbâd, Baroda, Dabhoi, Surat, Bâdhanpur, and Nadiâd. From Gujarât they are said to have spread to Nandurbâr in Khândesh and to Burhânpur in the Central Provinces. The original home of the Mathur Kayasthas, as the name shows, is Mathura, and they are found in large numbers in Bengal and in the North-West Provinces. They accompanied the Mughal viceroy (A.D. 1573-1750) to Gujarât as their clerks and interpreters.

In appearance Mathur Kayasthas differ little from Vâniás. Thirty years ago both men and women spoke Hinustâni in their houses. Though Hindustâni is not entirely neglected and though marriage and other festive songs are sung in that language, Gujarâtî is now much more generally used. The men wear the Mughalî turban. Twenty-five years ago the men used to wear coats *jamîs* or *nûmîs* falling to the ankle, trousers, and sashes. Of late these have been replaced by short cotton coats *angârkâs*, waistcoats, and shawls or plain or embroidered shouldercloths. Besides a petticoat a robe and a bodice, the women used formerly when in public to wrap a white coverlet round their body so as to completely hide their face. Of late years the practice of hiding the face has been given up. The women wear gold and pearl ornaments in place of silver. Fifty or sixty years ago the Mathurs used to eat animal food. They are now vegetarians. In worshipping their goddess in Chaitra (April-May) and Aśvin (October-November), the Mathurs used to make offerings of flesh and country liquor. But their close contact with Gujarât Brahmins and Vâniás has led them to give up the practice. In their offerings they now put white pumpkin in place of flesh and sugared water in place of liquor. While taking their meals some of the Mathurs observe the Brâhmanic custom of throwing rice and butter into the fire and of laying a small quantity of cooked articles outside of the dish.

Of Mathurs some are Râmânûjas, some are Vallabhâchâryâs, and some are Shaivas. Each house has a family-goddess or *kal-devi*, some form of Kâlî, Durga, or Amba. Their household gods are Lâlji or Viśnu in his infant form, Gaunpati, and Mahâdev. Both men and women visit the temples of Shiva, Vishnu, and Mâta. The Mathurs have family-priests *kulgors* of the Audichya, Shrimâli, and Pârâsar divisions who officiate at their ceremonies. Though some Mathurs in Dabhoi and Nadiâd are landholders, clerkship is the hereditary calling of the class.

No ceremony is performed at birth. On the sixth day after birth a clay elephant is made with two wafer-biscuits or *papads* for ears,
In the evening the elephant is set on a wooden stool and near it are laid a reed-pen, paper, and vermilion or redlead sindhiur, and a dish of wheat-flour mixed with butter and sugar, split gram, and other articles is set before it. A lamp fed with sesame oil burns in an iron pan, so placed that the child may not see it. On the thirteenth day or on some other lucky day about that time, the mother and the new-born child are bathed and taken in old clothes to a neighbouring well and some red or yellow marks are made on the well. The mother and the child then go to the houses of their relations, where the mother rubs redpowder on the door-post. Before entering her own house with the child the mother marks the threshold and the door-post with red. In the evening the child is laid in a cradle and named. The solid food ceremony takes place when the child is five months old. On a day fixed by the astrologer, the Brāhmān priest, with clarified butter molasses and redpowder, draws a picture of the family-goddess on the whitewashed wall of the house. Before the goddess on a wooden stool are laid rice, half a rupee, some copper coins, and a piece of silk cloth. The child's maternal uncle worships the goddess with the child on his lap, and then puts boiled milk mixed with rice and sugar three times into the boy's mouth using a rupee or an eight-anna piece as a spoon. The hair-cutting or mudan ceremony is performed when the boy is about four years old, and the thread-ceremony when he is seven or nine. The rites on these occasions are the same as those observed by Brāhmans.

A day before the marriage the bride is attired in a rich male dress and her face is hid by a closely-woven flower-wreath shero. In the evening she is mounted on a mare and led in procession to the bridegroom's house. She is received at the marriage-booth māndva by the oldest male relative of the bridegroom, who takes her on his lap. The bridegroom's priest then comes with a dish of cocoa-kernels and almonds. The oldest male relative then rubs her brow with redpowder, a costly robe is given her, a flower garland thrown round her neck, and cocoa-kernel and almonds are put in the pockets of her coat. She goes home with all these things in the same way as she came. During the time she is in the booth the bridegroom is not allowed to come near her or to see her face.

On the marriage day, at the house both of the bride and of the bridegroom, the planets are worshipped and the bride and bridegroom are bathed. After bathing the bridegroom's head is covered with a red scarf, one end of which is plaited with his hair, and a silver pendant gophari is fastened to it. He wears a red cotton waistcloth, and a piece of red cloth is tied round his breast. Gold necklaces are put on his neck, some passing underneath the right arm some underneath the left arm, and his legs are adorned with anklets. All this makes him look like a woman. Over the headscarf he wears a hood of thick-stemmed palm-leaves Caryota urens, and his face is hid by a closely-
woven flower-wreath. Thus dressed, with his father and a band of his relations and friends, he sets out for the bride's. When the party reaches the bride's, some of her relations, by way of joke, set a winnowing fan on the head of the bridegroom's father. Before he is ushered into the booth the bridegroom is shown a model spinning wheel and plough. After entering the booth the bridegroom stands on a wooden stool and changes his red waistcloth for a white one. If he is not grown up, he is set on his maternal uncle's shoulders and the bride is brought in on the shoulders of her maternal uncle. Thirteen kareena or oleander twigs are laid one after another in the bride's right hand. The bride and bridegroom are carried round the booth on their uncles' shoulders, the object of the girl's uncle being to give her the chance of striking the boy with one of the twigs, and the object of the boy's uncle being to give the boy the chance of snatching the twig out of the girl's hand. The bridegroom's friends help him in trying to snatch the twigs from the bride's hands and the mimic fight is the cause of much merriment. Then follows the hand-joining, the ceremony being the same as among Brâhmans except that it takes place near the family-goddess and not in the bamboo canopy or mûhâra in the booth. The pregnancy and death ceremonies are also the same as those performed by Brâhmans.

Besides the ordinary Hindu high days the Mâthur Kavasths have several holidays. On the second of Kârtîk sud (November) and Chaitra sud (April-May) men of the Mâthur caste worship the image of Chittangupta, the head of their tribe, and eat food cooked by their sisters. On the second of Kârtîk women go to their brothers' houses with a plate of sweetmeats, rice, redpowder, and a shallow earthen pot with sesame oil and a wick in it. The woman makes the redpowder mark on her brother's forehead, sticks grains of rice on the mark, and lights the wick in the shallow earthen pot, waves the pot in front of her brother's face, and gives him her blessing. On the seventh of Phalgun sud (March-April) women bathe in cold water and eat food cooked on the previous day. On the third of Chaitra sud and Chaitra sud (April-May) women make clay images called gors of various shapes, worship them, and set them in shallow earthen pots, eating wheat bread mixed with molasses. On the third of Vaisakh sud or Akshayatritiya (May) a clay elephant with a driver on it is set on a footstool near another mud image. Before this mud image is set a dish with wheat-flour mixed with clarified butter sugar and vegetables. On the second of Shravan sud (July-August) women tie yellow cotton threads round their arms and keep wearing them for six days. Pictures called chutis are painted with red ocher on the walls inside and outside of the house. Among these pictures the commonest is that of a man bearing a long pole on his shoulders from the ends of which baskets hang, one with a man the other with a woman in it. On one side of the painting is drawn the sun and on the other the moon. On the third of Shravan sud women fast throughout the day, and after worshipping the moon and the mud image of their family goddess eat only barley. The day is called Kâjli-trij or jukâjli Barley Day. The fourth of Ashvin sud (October-
November) is called Karnaedachoth or the Water-jug Fourth. Women drink no water throughout the day. At night when the moon is far above the horizon women mark with turmeric a clay jug which has a tube in one of its sides. The jug is then filled with water. Some flowers are offered to the moon, and the women sip water out of the jug and break their fast.

The Máthurs have no headman. Social disputes are settled by the majority of the caste present at a meeting. Breaches of caste rules are punished with fine or excommunication. The authority of the caste has of late weakened. On account of the keen competition for Government service the Máthurs are a falling people and they are not able to give their children a high education.

**Bhatnagra Kayasths** are found in Ahmedábad, Baroda, and in small numbers in Surat. Like the Válmik and Máthur Kayasths the Bhatnagrárs came originally from North India where they are still found in large numbers. Like other Kayasths they trace their descent to Chitrágupta, and according to the Padma Purán they got their name because one of the twelve sons of Chitrágupta was sent with a sage named Bhat to found Shringar of which he was afterwards administrator. Unlike the Válmik and Máthurs, the Bhatnagrárs have two divisions Visás and Dassás. Of these two divisions the Visás rank higher. The Vissás formerly refused to eat food cooked by Dassás; they take Dass girls in marriage but do not give their girls to Dassás. In look, speech, dress, food, house, and calling the Bhatnagrárs are like Válmik and Máthurs. They are Vallabhácháryás in religion. Their special holidays are Dasara (October) and the second of the bright fortnight of Kártik (November). On these days a mystic verse called dhyéat in honour of Chitrágupta is written and worshipped along with a sword. In their customs they resemble the Máthurs more than the Válmik. A pregnant woman generally goes to her father’s house for her confinement. On the birth of the first male child molasses and coriander-seed are distributed among friends and relations, and the news of the birth is sent to the boy’s father. On the night of the fifth day after birth the goddess Chhathí is worshipped and a reed-pen, an inkstand, paper, and vermilion powder are laid on a wooden stool in the lying-in room. On the sixth day the child is dressed in a cap and a shirt. On the thirteenth day it is made to liek boiled rice and milk and is named by the father’s sister. Like Máthurs, but unlike Válmik, the Bhatnagrárs wear the Bráhman thread and a necklace made of the stem of the basil plant. When the boy is five seven or nine years old a hair-cutting ceremony is performed. A fortnight before the day fixed for the ceremony the image of the family-goddess is set on the ground cowdunged, then whitewashed, and then coloured red. The women of the house dressed in clean clothes grind wheat, and from the flour make food offerings cooked by a fire lit by rubbing two pieces of khákher Butea Fromosa wood. For fifteen days the family-goddess is worshipped, and coconuts betelnuts and other food offerings are made to her. The food offerings are each day distributed among the castepeople. On the day fixed by the Bráhmans the boy’s hair is cut and he is invested with the thread with full Bráhmanic rites. The
ceremonies performed on the occasion of marriage, on a woman's first pregnancy, and after death do not differ from those performed by the Māthurs. Their priests are Shrigaud Brāhmans. They have no headman. Caste disputes are settled by the majority of men present at a special caste meeting. They send their boys to school and are on the whole fairly off.

**Prabhus** are of two divisions, Kāyasth and Pátáne. **Kāyasth**

**Prabhus** found in small numbers all over Gujarāt form an important community in Baroda. They claim descent from Chandrasen a Kshatriya king of Oudh. They are said to have settled in Gujarāt during the time of Marātha supremacy (A.D. 1769-1800) and risen to places of trust and responsibility during the ministry of Rāji Appāji (A.D. 1794-1802) in the Baroda state. They still keep up a connection with the Kāyasth Prabhus of Thāna and Kolāba. Their food is rice, millet-bread and pulse, and they live in the same way as Brāhmans. They do not openly eat fish or flesh. Both men and women dress like Konkan Brāhmans. The men wear a round turban shirt coat and waistcloth. The women wear a bodice and a robe the ends of which are passed between the legs and tucked in at the leins. Most of them live in one or two storied houses and own ornaments furniture and land. Their home speech is Marāthi, but they speak Gujarāti fluently. They are Shaivas by religion and observe all Brāhman customs and rules. They are employed in Government service as writers and accountants, and on the whole are well-to-do. Their habits manners and customs do not differ from those of Konkan Kāyastics. They have no headman. They send their boys to school and do their best to give them a good education.

**Pátáne Prabhus** are found chiefly in Surat. Though permanently settled in Surat they keep up relations with the Bombay Pátáne Prabhus. They eat animal food, sheep goats and fish. The men may be known by their broad flat turban; the women by their full Marātha robes. Their home-speech is Marāthi, but they can read and write Gujarāti. They wear the sacred-thread and employ Gujarāti Brāhmans as their priests. From the earliest European connection with Western-India Prabhus have been much trusted by European merchants, and in the present century when the British became supreme in Gujarāt (A.D. 1817) the Prabhus had at first almost a monopoly of Government service as English writers. The spread of English education has increased the competition for these posts, and the Prabhus are less prosperous than they were. They are Shaivas in faith, each family having its household goddess. They have no headman. Though, from the spread of English they have lost their monopoly as English writers, they maintain themselves in respectable positions and are careful to give their boys an English education.

---

1 So large a number of Prabhus was employed in the English branch of Government offices that in pay-bills and correspondence the word 'Prabhu' was used to describe English writers of all classes, whether Brāhman, Kāyasth, Vānia, or Pārei.
SECTION III.—TRADERS.

Under Traders come twenty-six classes with a strength of 600,013 or 6.06 per cent of the total Hindu population. Of the twenty-six classes, twenty-three with their Shrāvāk sections form the great Vānā community of Gujarāt. The Brahmiṇic sections who are mostly followers of the Vallabhāchārya Sect call themselves Meshrī Vānās to distinguish themselves from their Shrāvāk section who follow Jāнизm and call themselves Shrāvāk Vānās. Though separated by religion and the line of separation is rigid in south Gujarāt, the Brahmiṇic and Shrāvāk sections of the Vānā community are knit together by social ties and in north Gujarāt, Kachh, and Kāthiāvāḍa they generally eat together and sometimes intermarry. The names of their leading divisions also show that both classes entered Gujarāt from Rañputāna between the tenth and sixteenth centuries in different detachments. The remaining three classes, Bhansālis Bhāṣṭiās and Lohānās are distinct communities and are known by their caste names. They seem to have come from Sindh and are numerous in Kachh and Kāthiāvāḍa. In Gujarāt proper their number is small and as traders they occupy a subordinate position, and even in Kachh and Kāthiāvāḍa the Bhansālis and Lohānās are more cultivators than traders; but in Bombay they have succeeded so well as traders that they are now more known as traders than as cultivators and are therefore classed here as traders. The following statement shows the strength and distribution of the leading classes of traders:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Ahmedabad</th>
<th>Kaira</th>
<th>Punčha Middles</th>
<th>Bencoolen</th>
<th>Burmah</th>
<th>Native States</th>
<th>Baroda</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vānās*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Agradās</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Charadās</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>10,014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Deshrādās</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>145</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Dotās</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Gujarās</td>
<td>227</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Hanbās</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Jharādās</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>10,344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Kapōlēs</td>
<td>4016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>193</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>6481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Kassīnas</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>11,249</td>
<td>1425</td>
<td>11,249</td>
<td>11,249</td>
<td>11,249</td>
<td>11,249</td>
<td>59,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Lōdēs</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>1106</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>12,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Mevālās</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Moṭaś</td>
<td>8055</td>
<td>1294</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>35,444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Nānādās</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Nāgāras</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>51,013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Nārsīpārās</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>2511</td>
<td>2511</td>
<td>2511</td>
<td>2511</td>
<td>2511</td>
<td>2511</td>
<td>100,004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Nīmās</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>1321</td>
<td>3209</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>29,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Ovaḷās</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>25,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Povādaś</td>
<td>6575</td>
<td>4439</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>105,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Rājāvādaś</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Seraṁtiśa</td>
<td>33,266</td>
<td>3541</td>
<td>3541</td>
<td>3541</td>
<td>3541</td>
<td>3541</td>
<td>3541</td>
<td>115,808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Sothātiśa</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Unnamed</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>3763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Vāyādaś</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Vānās</td>
<td>19,027</td>
<td>20,383</td>
<td>10,255</td>
<td>13,091</td>
<td>10,255</td>
<td>10,255</td>
<td>10,255</td>
<td>574,721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Unspecified</td>
<td>15,063</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>20,124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Traders</td>
<td>34,090</td>
<td>29,447</td>
<td>17,994</td>
<td>17,994</td>
<td>17,994</td>
<td>17,994</td>
<td>17,994</td>
<td>775,845</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—The census figures of 1891 are apparently incomplete. The head "Unspecified" seems to include most of the well known communities. Again the Bhāṣṭiās and Lohānās are returned at only 20,509, whereas their number was more than a lakh according to the 1872 census.
GUJARAT POPULATION.

Vâniás or traders, from the Sanskrit vanij trader, number 547,731 or 5.53 per cent of the Hindu population, of whom 213,086 or 38.90 per cent are Meshris or Vaishnavs and 334,645 or 61.10 per cent are Shrâvaks or followers of the Jain faith. Though many subdivisions of Vâniás have their Shrâvak sections, the Jain element predominates in the Porvâdás and the Shrîmâlîs; the Ummâds and the Osvâls are wholly Shrâvaks. Though in social position they rank below Brâhmans their wealth and intelligence make the Vâniás one of the most important sections of the population of Gujarât. They include twenty-three divisions as shown in the statement, which in almost all cases are further split into subdivisions and local sections. Most of the Vâniás castes are divided into Visâs or twenties and Dassás or tens. The Visa sections being numerically great were probably so called because they represented larger numbers than the Dassás. Among some castes there are still smaller sections called Pâchâs or fives who are regarded as degraded and with whom other Vâniás do not dine. All the main divisions with their Visa and Dass subdivision and local sections generally eat together but do not intermarry and the restriction about marriage is in many cases applied to local sections also. Thus among Modhês, the Goghâ Modhês of Ahmedâbâd do not marry with the Goghâ Modhês of Surat, and the Broach Goghâ Modhês do not marry with the Kaira Goghâ Modhês. Similarly among Desâvâls the Ahmedâbâd Visa Dassâvâls do not marry with the Surat Visa Desâvâls. Except Agarâvâls and Bâm Nâgâr Vâniás no Vâniás wear the sacred thread, and except the Kachhi section of the Osvâls known as Letâs and some Pâchâs none allow widow-marriage.

MESHRÎ VÂNIÁS.

Agarâvâls, with a strength of 1009, are found chiefly in north Gujarât and take their name from the ancient Indian midland town of Agar about forty miles north-east of Ujjain. The Agarâvâls are said to have come from Rajputâna where they occur in large numbers. They are divided into Visâs or twenties and Dassás or tens. Their family-priests are Agarâvâl Brâhmans. They wear the sacred thread. The Agarâvâls are proverbial for their impatience for caste control and for disregard of caste distinctions. The Hindi proverb illustrative of their character runs: Agravales sob Thakrâles that is Among Agarâvâls each individual constitutes himself chief.

Chitroda's. Agarâvâls are found in Broach and Baroda. They take their name from Chitrod in Rajputâna. They are not divided into Visâs and Dassás. Their family priests are Chitroda Brâhmans.

Desâvâls. Desâvâls, with a strength of 17,411, are found chiefly in north Gujarât. They take their name from Dasa an ancient town near the military station of the same name about eighty-nine miles north-west of Ahmedâbâd. They are divided into Visâs Dassás and Pâchâs. The Dassás are further subdivided into Ahmedâbâd Suratis and Goghârîs. Both Visâs and Dassás eat together but do not intermarry. The Pâchâs form a separate community. The Suratis and Ahmedâbâdâis sometimes intermarry but not without fine as penalty. At marriages
the bride and bridegroom go round the chörе or square eight times instead of seven times as is the case among other Vānīśās, and the kαnαwīr with which the pair feed each other is composed of curds and molasses instead of wheatflour sugar and clarified butter. Their family-priests are Desāvāl Brāhmans and they are followers of the Vallabhāchārya sect.

Didus, with a strength of 803, are found chiefly in Surāt. They are said to have come to Surat from Mārwār about three hundred years ago when Surat was the great centre of trade. They take their name from Dindvāna, a small town in Mārwār. They are not divided into Vissās and Dassās but have two divisions Didus and Nāgohorīs who obtain their name from Nāghor in Mārwār. They are an offshoot of the Meshri Vānīśās of Mārwār. Both dine together and intermarry. Their family-priests are Shrimālī Brāhmans. They are followers of the Vallabhāchārya sect.

Gujjars, with a strength of 2045, are found chiefly in Ahmedbād Bouch and south Gujarāt. They are said to have settled in Gujarāt before the other Vānīśās. Most of them work as clerks and traders but some hold rent-free lands which they are said to have received in reward for bringing the land under tillage. There seems little reason to doubt that these Vānīśās are Gujjarīs originally Rajputs, some of whom have continued Rajputs under the name of Chāvadās Parmārs and Solankis, and represent the seventh century Gujarāt rulers of north Gujarāt and of Broach. Formerly the Gujjarīs were divided into Vissās and Dassās. Lately the Vissās finding themselves diminishing joined the Dassās. Their family-priests are Shrimālī Brāhmans, and they are followers of the Vallabhāchārya sect.

Harsolās, with a strength of 1275, are found chiefly in north Gujarāt. They take their name from Harso, about thirty miles north-west of Ahmedbād. They are not divided into Vissās and Dassās. Their family-priests are Harsolā Brāhmans, and they are followers of the Vallabhāchārya sect.

Jhā'rolās, commonly called Jhālōrās with a strength of 4703, are found chiefly in Baroda and east Gujarāt. They take their name from the well-known fort and trade centre of Jhālor in Mārwār, the seventeenth century northern limit of Gujarāt about halfway between Jodhpur and Shrimāl. They are divided into Vissās Dassās and Pānchās. The Vissās and Dassās dine together but do not intermarry. The Pānchās form a separate community. They are Vallabhāchārya Vaishnavs and their family-priests are Jhālōrā Brāhmans.

Kapols, with a strength of 17,272, are found chiefly in Kāthiāvādā and trace their origin to Junāgadh or Girnār. They are not divided into Vissās and Dassās. They are chiefly found in Amreli, Delvārā, Mahuva, Bhāvnagar, and Sihor in east Kāthiāvādā. Their family-priests are Kandolīa Brāhmans who take their name from Kandolī near Thān in Kāthiāvādā. Their family goddess is Samudri-Māta, whose chief shrine is at Sundri, a Dhrāngadhra village twenty miles from Thān. The Kapols hold a high place in Bombay, where some of their families are said to have been settled for about 150 years. They are Vallabhāchārya Vaishnavs.
Khada'ya's, with a strength of 28,982 found all over Gujarát, take their name from Khadat, a village near Parantij about thirty-five miles north-east of Ahmedábād. They are divided into Visás and Dāsás. Their family-priests are Khadaýata Bráhmans and their family deity is Kotyarkeshvar of Khadat Mahudi near Víjápur in Baroda territory. They are Vallabhaáchárya Vaishnavs. They are said to be an offshoot of the Nágar Vánís. Among Khadaýatas large sums of money are frequently paid for marriageable girls.

La'ds, with a strength of 18,599, are found chiefly in Baroda, Broach, Dabhoí, and Surat. They take their name from Lát-desh the old name of south Gujarát. They are divided into Visás and Dásás. Their family-priests are Khedávál Bráhmans and their family-deity is Khëpírë or Ashmí near Petlád. Loud women, especially those of Baroda, are noted for their taste in dress. Their old surnames are Khata, Khicháda, Patári, and Rokádia, and their old names ended with ré and pát instead of dás as Kalánrâ and Dhanpá. They are Vallabhaáchárya Vaishnavs.

Meváda's, with a strength of 139 including 1695 Shrámaks, are found chiefly in Baroda Kaira and Surat. They are said to have come from Mewár. They are divided into Visás and Dásás. Their family-priests are Meváda Bráhmans. They are partly Vallabhaáchárya Vaishnavs and partly Jains.

Modhs, with a strength of 34,947, are found all over Gujarát but chiefly in north Gujarát and in Káthiáváda. They take their name from Modhera on the banks of the Váttrak, about eighteen miles north-east of Ahmedábád. They form an important element in the Vánía community, including three subdivisions, Adálaí from the village of Adálaí, about ten miles north of Ahmedábád; Ghoghua from Gogha in east Káthiáváda; and Mándaljá from Mándal, formerly a place of consequence, about forty-eight miles north-west of Ahmedábád. None of the three subdivisions intermarry in Gujarát proper, though the Ghoghua and Adálaí intermarry in Káthiáváda and Kachh. They are divided into Visás and Dásás. At the wedding of Modh Vánís a sword and a flywhisk are used. The sword suggests a Rajput origin but no trace of tribal surnames remains. The family-priests of Modh Vánís are Modh Bráhmans and their family-deity is at Modhera. They are Vallabhaáchárya Vaishnavs. Besides engaging in trade, Modh Vánís have proved able and successful administrators in native states. The large class of oilmen known in Gujarát as Modh-Ghánchés was originally Modh Vánís, who by taking to making and selling oil lost their position as Vánís.

Na'ándora's, with a strength of 151 are found in Surat and Rewa Kánta. They take their name from Nándod the capital of Rájpípla. They are not divided into Visás and Dásás. Their family-priests are

1 Very few Modh Vánís visit Modhera. Those who visit it do not drink water out of the well on account of the unpleasant circumstances which led to their dispersion from Modhera. The goddess is said to stand upside down since their dispersion, and it is believed that she will remain in that position until a man comes forward and spends 100 rupees or 4000 pounds of salt in one day in a caste dinner, that is, least a hundred thousand of his castepeople.
Nánlora Bráhmans and their family-deity is Nandikeshvar Mahádev of Nándod. They are Vallabháchárya Vaishnavs.

Na'gars, with a strength of 11,511, are found all over Gujurát Baroda and Kaira. Like Nágár Bráhmans they claim Vadnagar as their original seat. They are divided into Visás and Dassás. They are Vallabháchárya Vaishnavs. Their family-priests are Nágár Bráhmans, and their family-deity is Hátkeshvar of Vadnagar. A small subdivision known as Ban Nágars pride themselves on being strict observers of religious ceremonial and do not eat with other Vánías. They wear the sacred-thread and are mostly Shávis.

Narsipurá's, with a strength of 388 including 123 Shraváks, are found chiefly in Baroda. They are said to take their name from Narsipur in Pílánpur. They are not divided into Visás and Dassás. Their family-priests belong to different divisions of Gujurát Bráhmans. They are partly Vaishnavs partly Jains.

Nima's, with a strength of 8994 including 2347 Shraváks, are found chiefly in the Pauch Maháls. They are said to have entered Gujurát from Márwár about two hundred years ago. They are divided into Visás and Dassás who neither eat together nor intermarry. The Visás are both Vaishnavs and Jains and the Dassás are followers of the Vallabháchárya sect. Their family-priests are Ulámbhára Bráhmans, and their family-deity is Shámliji near Idar. Marriages among Dassás take place at alternate years on a day fixed by the caste.

Osvális, with a strength of 88,294 are found all over Gujurát. They are Shraváks and are described at pages 96 and 97.

Porva'ds, with a strength of 45,993 including 33,437 Shraváks, are found all over Gujurát. They are said to take their name from Porvád a suburb of Shrimál, the old capital of south Márwár. They are divided into Visás and Dassás. Their family-priests are Shrimáli Bráhmans, and their family-deity is the Shri or Mahálkshmi of Shrimál. They are partly Vaishnavs partly Jains.

Rayakva'ís, with a strength of 47, are found chiefly in Ahmedábád. They take their name from Bálka near Dhandhuka. They are not divided into Visás and Dassás. Their family-priests are Rayakval Bráhmans and they are Vallabháchárya Vaishnavs.

Shrimáli, with a strength of 212,750 including 177,867 Shraváks, are found all over Gujurát but chiefly in Ahmedábád and Kaira. They take their name from Shrimál now Bhimínál in Márwár about fifty miles west of Mount Abu. Like Osvál Vánía they were formerly Solanki Rajputs and originally Gurjáras. They are divided into Visás and Dassás, who eat together but do not intermarry. Their family-priests are Shrimáli Bráhmans and their family-goddess is Vágneshari of Shrimál. The Visá Shrimális are exclusively Jains. The Gujurát Shrimáli Sónás or goldsmiths originally belonged to the Shrimáli Vánía class.

---

1 It is also said that Rayakval Bráhmans and Rayakval Vánía take their name from Bálka a Rajput estate on the Mahá to the south of Bhádarva in the Rewa Kánta Agency.
Sorathiya's, with a strength of 12,671 are found chiefly in south Káthiáváda. They take their name from Sorath the south coast of Káthiáváda. They are divided into Visás and Dássás. The Sorathiyas of the sea-coast towns, chiefly Porbandar, Mánáigol, Verával, Jafarábád, and Díú, are remarkable for their commercial enterprise. From ancient times they have been in the habit of making voyages to Arálab and Zanzíbar going in their youth and returning to their native land after nine or ten years, when they generally marry. The Bombay brokers and trade agents known as Cháiparás are chiefly Sorathiya Vámiás. Their family-priests are Kandolía Bráhmans, and their family-deity is Sámudri whose chief shrine is at Sundri in Dhrángádra. They are followers of the Vallabhácharya sect.

Ummáds, with a strength of 8,044 including 7,488 Shrámaks found chiefly in north Gujará, are said to have entered Gujará from Márwár about two centuries ago. They are divided into Visás and Dássás. Their family-priests are Áudichya and other Gujará Bráhmans. They are partly Vaishnavs partly Jains.

Vá'yáda's, with a strength of 2,283, are found chiefly in north Gujará. They are said to take their name from Váyad, a village near Pátan about fifty-four miles north-west of Ahmedábád. They are divided into Visás and Dássás who eat together but do not intermarry. The Visás are further divided into Ahmedásí and Surís who eat together and intermarry. Their priests are Váyáda Bráhmans. Most of them are Vaishnavs of the Vallabhácharya sect and a few are Shaivas. Unlike other Vámiás, the bridegroom goes to the bride's house in an open bullock cart with his face masked in cloth and the marriage ceremony takes place at or after midnight. On his way to the bride's house the bridegroom performs the chākla or cross-roads worship. In the middle of the square a sweet ball is placed on a fried cake and at each corner an earthen pot with a sweet ball and a copper in it. During the worship to conceal the bridegroom from public gaze, a strip of cloth is held round him by his friends and relations. After the worship is over the corner pots are given to four unmarried boys as a lucky present to ensure a speedy marriage. A sweet ball is then set on the ground and on it a waistcloth is spread. On the waistcloth a sword is placed and the bridegroom's cart is made to pass over the sword. If the edge of the sword is broken it is considered a bad omen. The bride also performs the cross-roads worship in company of her friends and relations.

The different divisions of Vámiás differ little in colour. As has been noticed under Bráhmans the variations of fashions in wearing the head and face hair, in the fold and form of the turban, and in other respects are local, not caste or subdivisional variations. As regards both dress and appearance the great class of Vámiás should be arranged rather according to locality than according to caste or race. The main divisions among Vámiás in the matter of dress and of looks.

1 The word cháiparás roof-like is a name given in Bombay in allusion to the shape of the Sorathiya turban.
are into north Gujarát, Káthiáváda, and Surat. The north Gujarát and Káthiáváda men and women are strongly and actively made, while the south Gujarát men and women are slightly made and of poor physique. In middle life and old age many become very stout; a proof of prosperity and good luck. Some Káthiáváda and north Gujarát Váníás wear whiskers and most Surat Váníás wear the head hair shaven at the crown and in a line down the back of the head. South Gujarát Váníás always keep the moustache trimmed. In Surat the boy-bridegroom’s teeth are coloured red and some of the redness always remains.

Except that it is less interspersed with Sanskrit expressions, both in writing and in speaking, Vánía Gujarátí does not differ from Bráhman Gujarátí. Váníás generally speak with a lisp and are specially apt to confuse dentals and linguals. In north Gujarát the vowel marks or káa-nútra and the nasal sound-mark or anúswár are omitted in writing.

Almost all Váníás have houses of their own. Most of them, though only clerks on small pay, have good hereditary houses one or two stories high, the walls of brick and the roof of tile. Each of these houses is generally large enough to hold more than one division of the family. Except young men in cities and large towns who are fond of tables chairs sofas glassware and lamps, Váníás do not spend money on fimsy or breakable articles. Their practice is to have little furniture that when sold will not realise at least two-thirds or one-half of the cost price. Their chief articles of furniture are strong wooden boxes cots and a large store of copper and brass pots.

Váníás are strict vegetarians. A Vánía’s morning meal between ten and twelve is wheat or millet bread, rice, split pulse, curry, and vegetables. His supper, between seven and nine, is wheat or millet bread, vegetables, and if he can afford it milk. The fare of each member of the household is not however always the same. Special respect is shown to the head of the family by giving him a large share of clarified butter and milk, while the women of the household, who at home always eat after the men of the family have finished generally have a smaller share of clarified butter, milk, and such other comparatively costly articles. Children dine sometimes with the men sometimes with the women of the house and are always well served. Very few Vánía men eat opium but many smoke tobacco. Liquor is strictly forbidden though of late years a few young men have taken to liquor drinking. Some Vánía women chew tobacco but none smoke it or eat opium.

The outdoor dress of Vánía men includes a turban, a waistcloth,1 a jacket badán, a long-sleeved cotton coat angarkha reaching to the knees, and a shouldercloth píchodi. The Vánía turban varies in different parts of Gujarát, partly in accordance with local custom partly as a mark of special calling or profession. In Kachh and Káthiáváda

---

1 As a rule Váníás unlike Bráhman and other classes tuck up the front end of the waistcloth but leave it hanging.
Vâniaä employed in state service wear the loose scarf or phenta probably a trace of the practice of their former Musalâman rulers. Vâniaës following other callings wear a large Rajput-like turban. The north and central Gujarât Vânia wears a small tightly-folded cylinder-shaped turban with numerous folds in front and several coils behind. The Broach Vânia turbans are of two kinds, a small tightly-folded low caplike turban known as the Mughalâi turban worn by Government servants, and the larger looser and higher north Gujarât turban worn by traders. The Surat Vânia turban is round with folds in front, a projection at the crown, and a smaller horn on the right corner the right-side back and top are covered with gold lace. A well folded turban lasts from one to six months. The outdoor dress of a Vânia woman includes a robe sudhi, a bodice choli or kamaru, and a petticoat ghaghra worn under the robe. Almost all Vânia women have rich and gay clothes, some of silk with gold borders. They are considered to show much taste and skill in dress. Girls when they go out wear a short petticoat ghaghri and aha a piece of cloth covering the body and the head. Boys wear round caps, a tunic angarkha, trousers lengha, or a small waistcloth potdi. Children both boys and girls wear frocks jhablas and caps. Shopkeepers in towns wear a waistcloth jacket and round cap, and in villages only a waistcloth. The indoor dress of a Vânia family is for the men a patched waistcloth reaching to the knee and a jacket in the cold weather; for the women a robe sâllo with or without the bodice; for boys above seven a small waistcloth potdi; and for girls above seven a small petticoat ghaghri. Children under seven do not wear clothes.

Both men and women are fond of ornaments. If fairly off a man's everyday ornaments are a silver girdle and a gold armlet worn above the elbow; if he is rich he wears besides these a pearl earring, a gold or pearl necklace, and finger rings; if he is very rich he adds bracelets of solid gold. Costlier and more showy ornaments are worn at caste dinners and on other special occasions. A Vânia woman wears a gold-plated hair ornament called chak, gold or pearl earrings, a gold and pearl nose ring, gold necklaces, a gold armlet worn above the left elbow, glass or gold bangles or wooden or ivory bracelets plated with gold chudi, silver anklets, and silver tikkis and finger rings. Indoors a Vânia woman wears earrings, a necklace, bangles or bracelets chuddi’s and anklets.

Vânia are prudent, sober, quiet, forbearing, and inoffensive. They

1 A Vânia prides himself on his prudence. 1 Kâvan he says 'lost his kingdom for want of Vânia counsellors.' Another proverb runs अशुद्रानुतुनः विनिक्षेपितः, जान जुच्छ मृदुला अन, तो क कुरं लोकभविष्यं, ह मान भयं न करिः. A Vânia sees before, a Brit ham sees after, and a Musalâman sees and acts on the spur of the moment. A Vânia woman has the character of being restless and unsteady kuchhâ, but she is credited with giving birth to wise sons according to the saying झिकूं भाल यह बी दी: ए तटू तटू दी: The wise (Rajput) woman bears foolish sons and the foolish (Vânia) woman bears wise sons.

2 A Vânia as far as possible avoids blows. Even if struck on the turban, he will say It has dusted my lad अविल विल न ध म त के व. According to the proverb the
are curiously thrifty in every-day life, but on special occasions they indulge in most lavish expenditure. Though in their dealings with the poorer class of borrowers they often show little kindliness or honesty, many Vânias families are highly respected and most trustworthy. Their standard of trade morality seems of late years to have fallen. Formerly it was not unusual for people to place their money in a rich Vânia’s hands without interest, even paying him a small sum advance for safekeeping. Bankruptcy was considered disgraceful and was visited with social penalties little less severe than those enforced for breaches of caste rules. There was a firm belief that a merchant’s condition in the next world depended on the discharge of all claims against him. And the duty of paying ancestral debts was evaded only in cases of helpless or hopeless poverty. Of late, partly owing to bankruptcy laws and partly owing to the decay of old rules and old feelings, the practice in these matters has greatly changed. A banker seldom excuses to become a bankrupt and keep back money enough to enable him to start afresh. Though daring speculators, Vânias are most exact in keeping their accounts. Gifts may be made by thousands of rupees but accounts must be settled to the fraction of a pie. Vânias were formerly more careful to cultivate a staid business-engrossed manner, no gold in their turbans, no showy ornaments, no dealings with dancing-girls or other light amusements. As in the case of bankruptcy the power of this old rule has greatly declined.

Of Gujarati Vânias a few are landholders and some are in Government or private service, but the bulk are traders and shopkeepers. Most Vânias landholders have invested in land money made in trade or as pleaders. The rest are mortgagees or holders of lands granted for services rendered as district revenue superintendents desais and as district accountants majmundars. Of those in service the greater number are in native firms, some in posts of trust well paid and with chances of private trade and profit; others simple clerks poorly paid and badly off. Of the rest some are in Government employ, most as clerks and a few in high positions. Some, especially among the Modis, are clerks and administrators in the native states of Kathiawada and in Kachch; some are in European merchants’ offices and in railway and spinning companies in Bombay. A few earn their living as lawyers, medical practitioners and engineers, and still fewer as mechanics, manufacturers and craftsmen.

Vânia moustache is drooping, that is unwatifli. Though they seldom exchange blows, Vânias are very energetic in abuse. They are most quarrelsome when they are in their shops in the market. On account of their objection to force, Vânias are called dyaâ and vegetable eaters and meddlesome waistcoat wearers.

1 The proverb runs: “The better you go, the better you get.” A Vânia gains as much by stinginess as a Bohoras gains by a sea-voyage. Among Musalmans Bahia is a term of contempt, softness and stinginess; the two deadliest sins, uniting in his character. He is a Bahia baâzît. Vânias have a greater genius for thrift even than Bohoras. A Vânia and a Bohoras competed how long a betel nut in daily use could last. The Bohoras pared his nut carefully and it lasted many days but came to an end. The Vânia’s betel nut was still whole, he had tucked it once or twice after each meal.

2 The Gujarati proverb is: "They open a door in the evening, a gate is opened in the morning, gifts by the lâs, accounts by the penny."
Section III.

TRADERS.

MESHRUI
VÂNİS.

Occupation.

Of the traders, the wealthiest receive deposits, negotiate bills of exchange, make advances to persons of credit, insures traders and the better class of cultivators, and engage directly in trade. Those who have a small capital borrow money on easy terms from some wealthy member of their caste and employ it in usury or in dealings in cloth, grain, and other articles. Others without capital keep retail shops of groceries, cloth, grain, and miscellaneous goods; while some move from village to village hawking spices and condiments. In former times Gujarât Vânis traders went as far as the Kârânâtâk and Madras; several have settled there and are known as Gujar Vânis. Of late years, except in Bombay where they are permanently established, in very few instances have Vânis settled out of Gujarât. Like their ancestors the present Sorathiya Vânis of south Kâthiâvâda have settled for trade purposes in Zanzibar and Arabia.

The following details show how in many cases a poor Vânis makes his start in life and how the business of a rich merchant is carried on. To the village trader his shop is useful chiefly as a means of inducing the poorer class of villagers to open accounts with him. The articles are not, as in a town shop, laid out to attract the passer-by's notice. The small stock of grain or cloth is kept in the inner room of an ordinary dwelling. Many of these village shops have for generations remained

1 The early European travellers are full of the skill of the Vânis of Surat and Cambay. Mandelâo (A.D. 1628) speaks of them as devoted to trade, the richest and pleasantest of all Indians (159). Tavernier (A.D. 1657) found them so subtle in trade that a Jew might be apprised to them (Harris, II. 371). Fryer (A.D. 1672-1683) thought that without the Vânis neither Europeans nor natives could trade. They will ply, says Ovington (A.D. 1659), at securing a piece though they can command high prices. And according to Niebuhr (A.D. 1765), as brokers they gave better satisfaction than the Jews of Turkey. As to their character for honesty there is naturally much difference of opinion. Mandelâo considered them crafty, no stranger could find out their impostures. Fryer calls them expert in the art of thieving. On the other hand Terry (A.D. 1678) found that when well used, they were most trustworthy, and later on the Abbé Reynal (A.D. 1760) and Niebuhr (A.D. 1765) speak of their giving astonishing proof of probity and fidelity.

2 A wealthy and respectable Vânis banker has the honorable title that is solvent or pârîdh that is tested, added to his name, Pârîdh is considered superior to shah. A Vânis jealously claims to be four times as good as an emperor, who is only a pâlî shah or quarter shah.

3 A money lender starting in life borrows a few rupees in the town, buys small supplies of clarified butter oil and molasses and stocks his shop. The villagers, having no money, barter small quantities of their grain or cotton for as much oil as will keep their evening lamp burning for an hour, or for little supplies of groceries. They are unaware of the market-value of their raw produce, and are satisfied that they have made a bargain if the shopkeeper, with a polite show of liberality, throws in a little more of the article he is selling, under the name of a bonus. When he has gathered enough raw produce, the trader carries it to the town, sells it, and returning to the village resumes work on a larger scale. If a village has lost a bullock the trader offers him money to buy a new one. If another has a child to marry he can have a funeral feast; the trader supplies clarified butter molasses and cloth, charging for them twice their value. After a time the money lender tells his customer that he must draw up a bond showing how the account stands. The paper is prepared, the cultivator scratching beneath its mark, a rude plough. When the crop is reaped and the Government share is paid, the creditor exacts himself to carry off all that remains. The debtor, with much reluctance, gets enough to live for a short time, and an account of the remainder is credited with whatever the shopkeeper is pleased to allow him. (Râs Mâla, II. 248.) Mr. Forbes wrote this in A.D. 1655. During the last forty years, especially near the railway, circumstances have changed, but the description is still (A.D. 1855) true in many outlying parts of Gujarât.
in the hands of the same family. The poorer members of this class, with their capital invested in advances to the cultivators of the village, pass their whole time in recovering outstandings. The richer traders, anxious to rise in the social scale, buy houses in a neighbouring town, and there spend greater part of the year. At two seasons of the year they visit the village and open their shops, during the rainy months when the poor come for advances of grain, and at harvest time when they go to recover their dues. Men of this class seldom open shops in towns. The sons of village shopkeepers succeed their fathers. If there are several sons and the family is poor, the younger brothers sometimes try to start business in a fresh village. In small towns bankers and moneylenders generally do business in their houses. In most large towns they have two houses, a dwelling and a place of business not far from the dwelling. Their dwellings are of one or two stories high, of brick sometimes embellished by richly carved wooden fronts. Within, as a rule, they are plain. The public rooms are bare except a few lamps hung from the ceiling and a row of cushions and pillows ranged along the walls. When several brothers share the same house, though separate sets of rooms are generally allotted to each family, the whole household spend their time and take their meals together. The front room on the second floor called sakhār is set apart for business. On either side of the room is a row of wooden desks about two feet high and two feet broad and between the desks and the wall is a row of cushions. These side-cushions are for the clerks. Larger and fuller cushions, stretched either in the centre or across the end of the room, are kept for the head of the establishment and his assistant or confidential clerk, the musim. If the banker has brothers or sons they help him to manage the business, and, when in the office, share the place of honour. If the head of the firm dies, his eldest son or some other qualified member of the family is chosen to fill his place. The household generally remains undivided. Each member is allowed to spend a certain sum from the common stock. From this allowance he meets his ordinary family expenses. Marriage or funeral charges are met from the general funds or from a special sum advanced by the rest of the family. If any member of the family wishes to trade on his own account an advance may be made to him as to any other borrower.

The office opens about seven in the morning when the clerks are expected to be in their places. Work goes on till noon when, with one or two exceptions, the clerks return to their homes to dine and rest. Work again begins about three and goes on from three till dark and not uncommonly as late as eight. In a large banking house the establishment consists of beginners shikān chhokarās, clerks gūmistās, a keykeeper killidār, a coin-tester shroff, one or two agents musims in charge of branch establishments, and the confidential clerk at head-quarters who also is called musim. Except Mārwāri Vānīs, who have men of their own caste, bankers and traders almost always employ Gujarāt Vānīs and Shravaks. A few Brahmans and Pārsis are also engaged.

The apprentices, who are generally sons or relations of some of the clerks, begin work about twelve. Some of these boys can read and write, others have had no education. Those who have learnt the use
of the tables are able at once to help in the simpler parts of a clerk’s work. Those who have not been taught begin to learn to read and write. At first their chief duty is to make themselves useful in the office, bringing the banker his tobacco-pipe, preparing betel-nuts and leaves, taking orders to the market, fetching vegetables, and spending part of their time in the banker’s house amusing his children. They are paid from Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 a month out of sukhadi literally sweetmeats, or houecurs amounts allowed by constituents for the good of the banker’s establishment. After four or five years an apprentice is generally promoted to be a clerk or gundasta and a few of the cleverer clerks rise to be agents or partners.

About two hundred years ago Ovington noticed that the Vânia by the strength of his brain will sum his accounts with equal exactness and quicker despatch than the readiest arithmetician with his pen. This is no less true of the Vânia clerk of the present day, whose chief business during the term of his apprenticeship is to cultivate his powers of mental calculation. With this object the Vânia boy commits to memory a number of very elaborate tables. These tables, of which there are no fewer than twenty, contain among others two sets for whole numbers, one table for units up to ten multiplied as high as forty times; the other for numbers from eleven to twenty multiplied from eleven to twenty times. There are also fraction tables giving the results of multiplying $\frac{1}{2}$, $\frac{1}{3}$, $\frac{1}{4}$, $\frac{1}{5}$, $\frac{1}{6}$, $\frac{1}{7}$, and $\frac{1}{8}$, into units from one to one hundred; interest-tabes showing, at the monthly rate of one per cent on sums of from Re. 1 to Re. 1000, the amount due for each quarter of a month; tables of the squares of all numbers from one to one hundred, and a set of technical rules for finding the price of a part from the price of the whole. The clerk has also to learn the bargain words in common use among traders. In bargains the following words are used instead of the ordinary numerals: a quarter is called shali, a half vîl, three-quarters patme, one kei, two atman, three udhán, four goth, five mal, six chheli, seven shamar, eight mangled, nine janash, ten ángal. In mental calculations the clerk uses cents or dokdás, converting them into annas and quarter-annas by the help of tables—he has committed to memory.

A clerk or gundasta draws about Rs. 6 a month, rising by yearly additions to Rs. 20; this is not paid regularly, but whenever the clerk is in want of money. The clerks are either in charge of correspondence or of account-books. A correspondence clerk writes letters, prepares bills of exchange, or attends the civil court. The account-book clerk writes up the different books submitting them for examination either to the head clerk or munim or to the banker. After some years the clerk is generally promoted to be treasurer or kîlêdar, his monthly pay rising to Rs. 25. The treasurer sits in a room by himself. This room which is called kîlê, is furnished with a strong wooden box or an iron safe, with as much money as is likely to be wanted for the day. In the evening the balance is counted by the banker or confidential clerk and replaced in the safe. When any large sums are received; they are

1 Ovington’s Voyage to Surat (A. D. 1689), 279. See also Tavernier (A. D. 1651) in Harris, 11. 277.
taken to the banker's house and placed in the treasury, which is generally a strong cellar. The treasurer is not responsible for bad money. This is the duty of the tester or shroff. When not engaged on their special duties, the treasurer and tester help the clerks. The treasurer is generally promoted to be agent or mahim, who besides a monthly salary from Rs. 20 to Rs. 75 is allowed to engage in private trade. The position of most trust and respect in the establishment is held by the manager, who also is called mahim. The manager is generally a man well up in years, who prefers a position at headquarters to the greater worry of a branch establishment. The manager seldom attends the office before three in the afternoon. He sits near the banker in the seat of honour at the head of the room, and besides arranging the terms of large transactions and discussing them with his master, he examines the books and sees that the clerks do their work properly.

The banker generally comes to the office in the afternoon and discusses business with the manager. Formerly bankers were expert bookkeepers and themselves examined and checked the accounts. Of late several of them have learned English instead of studying bookkeeping, and are in great measure forced to trust their manager. Especially when the banker is a Vância the relations between the master and his confidential clerk are extremely intimate. In all important family matters the confidential clerk is consulted, and an equally close intimacy prevails between the female members of the families. Except in questions connected with dowry and marriage settlements the female members of the banker's family are seldom consulted. Instances occur in which widows of bankers carry on their husband's business with the help of a manager or mahim. But such cases are rare, and as a woman cannot attend the office or publicly transact business, a widow can exercise little real control over the management of her affairs.

"Though their regular pay is seldom more than Rs. 410 a year, the members of a banker's establishment enjoy certain advantages. The clerks have much leisure. There is no weekly rest, but besides the sacred month of Shravan (July-August), when little business goes on, there are not less than sixty religious holidays. At any time also, though perhaps with a little grumbling on the master's part, a clerk may go on leave for two or three days. Again there are close social relations between the head of the establishment and his clerks. The head of the firm attends marriage, birth, death, and other feasts given by his clerks and often helps to meet their cost. Musalmans and Parsi employers are proverbially liberal, presenting their servants with sums varying from Rs. 25 to Rs. 200 and even a Vância will give a trusted clerk as much as Rs. 100. In addition to gifts, advances of Rs. 100 or Rs. 200 are often made, the amount being recovered by degrees from the clerk's pay. If a servant dies leaving a family of young children, the master will commonly spend as much as Rs. 200 on caste entertainments, and will take one of the boys into his office. Marriage and other ceremonies in the banker's family are also occasions for liberality. The clerks are feasted and according to their position in the office get from Rs. 5 to Rs. 100 if their master is a Vância, and
from Rs. 10 to Rs. 200 if he is a Parsi or Musalmán. Some days before
the marriage the clerks pay their respects to their master and apply a
red mark or chandlo to his forehead or to the brow of the bride or
bridegroom, and at the same time present from Rs. 1 to Rs. 10. This
between equals is a reciprocal gift, but in the case of clerks the banker
returns each a larger sum than he has presented. On the occasion of
a birth, especially the birth of an heir to an elderly man, the dependants
receive little less than at a marriage.

Bankers and merchants spend Divólí, the four last days of the
Gujarat Hindu year, which fall sometimes in October sometimes
in November, in settling their affairs. The accounts are drawn up
ready to be signed by the different persons who have dealings with
the bankers. Among the better class of bankers, when the
signatures have been received and the accounts settled and adjusted,
the books are carefully preserved. While the old accounts are being
balanced, a set of new books has been bought, and after four o'clock
in the afternoon of the last day of the year, Bráhman priests are asked to
the office where the banker, the clerks, and many of his friends meet
to worship the books. This ceremony is called book-worship or vahi-pujan.
The new books are piled on a wooden stool generally in front of
Lakshmi the goddess of wealth, lighted lamps are placed round them,
and flowers are strewed on the books. The priest repeats a prayer for
the favour of the goddess on the next year's business, and, dipping his
finger in saffron or kunk, makes round marks on the first page of each
book. After about half an hour the worship ends by writing on the
wall of the room the words Śrī Ganeshāyanāmaḥ, Lakshmināthinā
madat, Bhūndār bhāpur 'Salutation to the Great Ganesha' and 'Mother
Lakshmi help us, overflow our treasure chests.' Presents are distrib-
uted to Bráhmans, and gifts made to relations dependants brokers
and friends.

This ceremony of book-worship is almost entirely confined to
townspeople. The village shopkeeper or moneylender seldom practises
it. Among townspeople the observance is common among artisans and
shopkeepers as well as among bankers and traders. Nor do Hindus
alone keep the festival. Parsi and even Bohora merchants get their
books worshipped through their Hindu mansins or clerks under instruc-
tions from a Bráhman priest, and for luck allow the words Śrī Ganeshāyanāmaḥ
to be written at the beginning of their books and on the
walls of their office. Parsi merchants take part in the ceremonies
and allow the Bráhman to red-mark their foreheads. But Bohorás take
no part, and, when the Hindu ceremony is over, carry their books to
their high-priest, the Mulla Sāheb, who writes an Arabic inscription,
and is given a present.

The account-books which are about two feet long and six inches
broad are covered with flexible red leather. Two inches from the
back the pages are encircled by a band of leather and laced together by
a strong cord drawn through the leather band and piercing the pages.
In making these books two precautions are taken to guard against the
leaves being tampered with, the pages are left uncut on one side of the
margin above the leather band, and the pages are arranged in sets or
juth, so that one leaf cannot be removed without considerable risk.
The paper in these books is made chiefly in Ahmedabad and Surat by Muslim paper-makers or kiyedjas. The pages are without headings or columns, divisions being marked by vertical plaits made at the time of binding the book. The centre fold divides the page into the receipt or jami and the payment or zahar sides, and several smaller creases mark spaces for the date and the main-heads sub-heads and other details.

As a rule merchants keep their books in rupees, quarter-rupees, and cents or dohitas. In entering fractional parts of a rupee the fraction is shown by a perpendicular stroke preceded by a dot. Thus a quarter of a rupee is written ¼, two-quarters ½, and three-quarters ¾. When the amount consists of whole rupees and fractions the upright fraction stroke is placed after the rupee figure, thus Rs. 3½ stands for Rs. 3 annas ½; cents or dohitas are shown either in figures up to 25, or converted into annas at the rate of 6¼ cents to one anna. According to the system of writing cents in figures up to 25, Rs. 16 annas 1¼ would be thus shown 16 rupees plus ¼ or ⅔ of a rupee that is 12 annas plus 12 cents and ¼ or ½ cent, that is 12½ cents, equal to 1 anna or a total of 1½ annas. If the 12½ cents were written as annas the entry would stand 16 rupees plus 2¼ or 2½ annas, each anna or 6¼ cents being represented by a horizontal stroke. Again, if quarters of an anna have to be shown, for each quarter a perpendicular stroke follows the horizontal anna stroke. Thus Rs. 16-14-3 would be entered 16 rupees plus 12 annas plus 3 or 2 annas, plus 3 or 3 pies.

A large banker generally keeps six account-books. A cash-book or roj-mel, a bill-register or kundini-noudh, a journal or devoro, a ledger or khata-vathi, an acknowledgment-book or samadaksat, and an interest-book or vigdyrahti. The cash-book or roj-mel contains daily transactions of cash received and cash paid with opening and closing balances. From this book items are transferred to several accounts in the ledger and its ledger page is marked opposite each entry. The bill-register or kundini-noudh shows all bills of exchange issued and discharged. The bills of exchange which are either payable at sight or after a certain interval are of three kinds. The first shahajog, literally to the holder, is made payable by the drawer to the payee shahi or his order; the second shahajog, literally to a responsible party, is payable to any bhandi or holder of the bill. This payee is a person of responsibility, and as the drawer pays on the strength of his position, it has been decided that if the bill is stolen or proves a forgery, the drawee can recover from the actual payee. The payee of the kundini is bound to produce the person from whom he got his kundini and to show that he is a shah or responsible person in order to avoid his own liability. The third variety of bill is called mishajog literally by description. In this form of bill an account of the appearance of the person to whom the money is payable is given in the body of the bill. In the acknowledgment-book or samadaksat, each client has a separate page and an entry is generally made when the transaction takes place. In dealing with the poorer classes moneylenders are careful to obtain the borrowers’ signature to each entry. In ordinary cases it is considered sufficient to get the signature of the person...
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interested at the end of the year. The journal or अवरो includes a daily statement of all transactions including transfer and adjustment entries. As a rule it is not posted every day. The ledger or क्षेत्रवाह contains an abstract of all the entries in the journal अवरो and cash-book रोजिन arranged according to date under the names of persons to whom they apply. The ledger is provided with an alphabetical index. The interest-book or विषयवाह contains statements of interest due. The interest-book is prepared from the ledger page of each individual account. Bankers and moneylenders make up the interest account at the close of the mercantile year. In each account the outstanding balance and the interest due are treated as the opening balance on which interest for the coming year is to run. The following are the special features of the method of calculating interest used by native bankers. The first peculiarity of the native system is that it is not necessary to make calculations in respect of each item of the account. If a banker receives a deposit of Rs. 1000 on the first day of the year and Rs. 400 are withdrawn at the end of the second month, Rs. 200 at the end of the fourth month, Rs. 150 at the end of the sixth month, and Rs. 250 at the end of the ninth month, the native banker does not calculate interest on the Rs. 1000 on one side and the interest on the withdrawal items on the other, but calculates interest on the parts of Rs. 1000 as they are withdrawn. Thus the amount of Rs. 1000 having been withdrawn by parts he calculates interest on Rs. 400 for two months, on Rs. 200 for four months, on Rs. 150 for six months, and on Rs. 250 for nine months. He calculates his interest on a particular item by reference to the entries which discharge the liability represented by that item. This method makes some saving in the number of calculations and under it the items for multiplication would be much smaller than under the ordinary system. This being the native banker’s principle of calculation the first thing he does is to note how each item has been discharged and to arrange the items accordingly in the interest-book. The following are two accounts one taken from the ledger the other from the interest-book which will illustrate the principle on which the banker makes his entries and calculations:

 Ledger Account for the Hindu Year 1931 (a. d. 1894-95).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receipts Journal</th>
<th>Payments Ledger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rs. 450</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>नागर and 4th, Saturday (1st December 1894),</td>
<td>कापतिक and 1st, Monday (29th October 1894),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>शक्ति योग and 1st, Friday (29th December 1894),</td>
<td>जात and 8th, Friday (1st June 1895),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2584</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चातीर and 1st, Wednesday (27th March 1895),</td>
<td>आदि and 9th, Tuesday (10th July 1895),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आदि and 4th, Wednesday (20th June 1895),</td>
<td>श्रीराम and 8th, Monday (30th July 1895),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>श्रीराम and 14th, Monday (14th August 1895),</td>
<td>बोधि and 14th, Saturday (14th September 1895),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आदि and 6th, Tuesday (24th September 1895),</td>
<td>आदि and 3rd, Sunday (16th October 1895),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7104</td>
<td>829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A native banker would make up his interest account on the above as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Credit</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Debit</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ra. 430</td>
<td>Magistrate and 430,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ra. 3106</td>
<td>Rector and 1st,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td></td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>Rs. 450 M. 1 days 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Rs. 500 M. 3 days 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1317</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td></td>
<td>11,154</td>
<td>1326 Rs. 44 days 14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Rs. 1352 Joth and 6th,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2844</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>Monday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2886</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>794</td>
<td>Rs. 617 M. 4 days 11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>3025</td>
<td>Rs. 986 Ahdad and 6th,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>Monday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>3025</td>
<td>Rs. 108 M. 6 days 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>13071</td>
<td>Rs. 1354 Shudue and 8th,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>4015</td>
<td>Rs. 615 M. 3 days 8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>1048</td>
<td>541 Rs. 6 days 14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>4025</td>
<td>Rs. 552 Rector and 11th,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>881</td>
<td>Rs. 257 M. 0 days 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>374</td>
<td>1371 M. 1 days 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td>2313</td>
<td>Rs. 525 Aho and 3rd,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sunday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M. 0 days 13.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 990-3-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first item on the debit side is Rs. 3196. The banker has first
to see how this item is discharged; for that he looks to the earliest
items on the credit side. The first item on the credit side is Rs. 450;
it is brought down on the debit side as sub-item of Rs. 3196. Then the
next item of the credit side is also entered as a sub-entry under Rs. 3196;
but these two items do not discharge Rs. 3196 but leave a balance of
Rs. 2246. If the third credit item were less than this balance it
would also have been entered as a sub-entry under the item of Rs. 3196.
but the third item of Rs. 2854 being larger than the balance, out of the same, Rs. 2246, which are equivalent to the balance are transferred as a sub-entry under the item of Rs. 3196 and the item of Rs. 2246 is also entered as a sub-entry of the credit entry of Rs. 2854 to show what portion of it went towards the discharge of the original debt. These sub-entries indicate that the original debt of Rs. 3196 was discharged by three items of Rs. 450 Rs. 500 and Rs. 2246 out of Rs. 2854; if then interest is calculated on Rs. 450 Rs. 500 and Rs. 2246 out of Rs. 2854 from the date of the entry of Rs. 3196 till the three items of Rs. 450 Rs. 500 and Rs. 2854 were respectively received that would represent the correct interest on the item of Rs. 3196 till the date of its discharge. The client being responsible to the banker for the interest on these items the interest thereon is entered on the debit side; but on receipt of Rs. 2854 the banker becomes a debtor of his client and the banker is liable to his client for interest on the difference between Rs. 2854 - 2246 = 608 till a larger item is paid to the client, therefore 608 is entered as a sub-entry of Rs. 2854 and the interest on Rs. 608 is entered on the credit side. Now the banker having discharged this debt of Rs. 608 by the payment of Rs. 1525, Rs. 608 are entered as a sub-entry of Rs. 1525 and the balance of Rs. 917 appears as a sub-entry under it for the calculation of interest and interest on the debit side is calculated on this sub-entry; but this debt of the client is discharged by the receipt of Rs. 1500 by the banker and therefore Rs. 917 are transferred on the credit side as a sub-entry under the item of Rs. 1500 and the balance out of this 1500 appears as a further sub-entry under it for the purpose of calculating interest. In this manner the banker goes on entering the items of the transactions and showing the discharge of each item by sub-entries. After having arranged the items as above in the interest-book the banker then proceeds to make a calculation of the months and days in respect of which interest is to be allowed, on the entries and sub-entries and these are entered in the interest-book against the item or sub-item on its right in reference to the party who becomes liable for the interest.

The native banker’s way of calculating time for interest is remarkable. It has the recommendation of both simplicity and exactness. In accounts between bankers and bank or where the banker is the depository the interest is calculated on every month of thirty days. Even though a sum may remain with a banker for a whole ordinary Hindu year, the banker does not allow interest for twelve months but only for eleven months and a half and nine days, the ordinary Hindu year consisting of 354 days. Whether a month be of twenty-eight days twenty-nine days or thirty days, the interest according to the banker’s custom would be upon a month of thirty days. The entry of each transaction in the banker’s ledger and interest book gives its Hindu month, the day of the fortnight, the description of the fortnight whether light or dark, and the day of the week. Now as four weeks have twenty-eight days and a banker’s month consists of thirty days, the banker adds two to the days of the week for the purpose of arriving at a corresponding day of the following month; and he goes on adding two days to the week for every month and one day for every half a month, Thus in calculating time from Kārtik Sud 1st Monday to Maghar Sud
4th Saturday, the exact month would end two days after Monday that is on Wednesday and the banker therefore calculates the odd days from Thursday and taking Thursday Friday and Saturday, finds the period to be one month and three days. From Kártilk Sud 1st Monday to Chaitar Sud 1st Wednesday it is five ordinary months; but these being ordinary months less than the banker's, the banker first puts down 4½ months and then multiplies 4½ by two, which gives 9; but nine being more than the number of days in the week he subtracts 7 which leaves two, and he calculates two days from Monday which brings him to Wednesday. He therefore commences to count from Thursday and the term being more than one week, he calculates up to the Wednesday of the second week which gives him fourteen days. Thus the period from Kártilk Sud 1st Monday to Chaitar Sud 1st Wednesday is four and a half months and fourteen days. From Kártilk Sud 1st Monday to Posh Sud 1st Friday being two ordinary months, he counts four (that is 2×2) days from Monday, which brings him to Friday; but as Friday is the day of the week of Posh Sud 1st, from Kártilk 1st Monday to Posh Sud 1st Friday is exactly two months of thirty days each. From Chaitar Sud 1st Wednesday to Jeth Sud 8th Friday being more than two months, he counts four days from Wednesday which brings him to Sunday and he counts from Monday to the Friday following which gives him five days; therefore the period between these days would be two months and five days.

After having made his entries in the interest book of the numbers of the months and days for which interest is to be calculated in reference to the different items, he proceeds with his calculation of interest. This is done by a multiplication of the period in months by the amount in each case. For integral or fractional months up to 3½ he has his tables; but when the fraction is greater than 3½, he multiplies by the integral number and by ½ by his table and adds up the two products. In reference to days of which the figure would in no case exceed fourteen as half months are entered as fractions of the month, the number of days is multiplied by the amount and this is divided by 30 by means of a table also, and this quotient is added to the product of the months and the amount. Thus in the interest account shown above, 541 is a sub-entry of 1234 and the calculation in respect of that item is to be made for 1½ month and thirteen days, the banker arriving at the result as below. He first multiplies 541 by 1½:

\[
5 \times 1\frac{1}{2} = 7\frac{1}{2}
\]

Therefore 500 \times 1\frac{1}{2} = 750 and

\[
341 \times 1\frac{1}{2} = 61\frac{1}{2}
\]

This divided by 30 = 234\frac{1}{2} nearly.

811\frac{1}{2} + 234\frac{1}{2} = 1046

This product of time calculated by months and amount is called sar, and the sars of the different items and sub-items are entered to their left on the same side of the account, a nought (0) being placed against the corresponding item on the opposite side to show that interest has been calculated. After the sars in respect of the various items and sub-items are calculated and entered, those on each side of the account are added up; and the difference between them
Section III.

은 entered on the side on which there is the greater total. This difference is the interest in cents on the transactions of the year calculated at one per cent. a month. This amount is then multiplied by the fraction which represents the rate of interest in rupees for each month. Thus if the rate is of 8 annas, it is multiplied by 1/3; if 4 annas, it is multiplied by 1/4; if 6 annas it is multiplied by 1/4, and the product multiplied by 1/4, and so on. The product is then divided by one hundred and the result represents the interest on the whole account for the twelve months; and it is carried forward into the ledger.

Bankers who are also merchants, in addition to the six account books mentioned above, keep separate registers or wongha for each of the different classes of transactions in which they engage. Thus there is a goods-register mālati wongha, an insurance-register vimūsī wongha, and a customs-register satatī wongha. These registers are written every day, and from them and other sources the journal or dāvāro is posted at the bookkeeper’s convenience.

A town Vánia rises between five and six, bathes and spends from a quarter of an hour to half an hour in worshipping his household gods. Then if he is a shopkeeper he goes to his shop. If he is old, in independent circumstances, or religious minded, he goes to a temple. If a clerk he goes to his master’s office, and if a Government servant to a market to fetch vegetables. If he is in Government service he takes his morning meal between ten and eleven; otherwise he dines at noon. If he is well-to-do and is his own master he takes a midday nap and goes back to business about three. He returns home late in the evening, sups, talks with the members of his family, helps the boys in learning their tables, or listens to the Mahābhārata or the Rāmāyaṇa epics. He goes to sleep between nine and eleven. Except that he moves about less and is more constant in his shop, the village Vánia spends his time very much in the same way as a town Vánia.

In villages and towns a Vánia woman rises about six or at four on every second or third day when corn has to be ground. She sweeps the house, draws water from a neighbouring well or stream, and scours the cooking and drinking vessels. Then she bathes and worships the household gods and makes ready what is wanted for the morning meal. About noon she cooks the dinner and takes her meals after the men of the family have finished. She then coddles the kitchen, cleans the pots, and fetches water, looks after the children, sifts grain, or does needle-work. In the afternoon she visits neighbours and friends or sits in the house. After dark she makes supper ready, talks for a time, and goes to bed about nine. Of late years in cities the employment of servants has greatly lessened the household work of the women of rich families. Beyond cooking and supervising the household they have no special duties. They spend the greater part of the mornings in worshipping the gods or visiting temples and the afternoon in indoor games, talking, and singing.

1 Before the day’s business begins a religious shopkeeper washes the threshold and rubs it with turmeric or red powder and strews it with flowers. Before sitting down to transact business, he bows to his seat, his cash-box, and the scale balance. He avoids beginning the day by bargaining with a quarrelsome customer.
Vâniás are very religious, attaching special importance to omens and often consulting astrologers. Of late a few have joined the Svâminârayana sect, and all respect Brâhmans and Brâhmanical gods. But as a class Gujarât Vâniás are staunch adherents of the Vallâbâchârya sect to which they are said to have been converted about four hundred years ago. To the Mahârâjas or religious heads of their sect the Vâniás show extreme respect and honour. Instead of the sacred-thread both men and women wear a basil thread kâthâ necklace round the neck. They worship daily at the Vallâbâchârya temples and in their houses. In south Gujarât each house has either a separate god-room or a portion of the house is set apart for the household gods. They mark their brows with two upright lines of red powder kui, rub their eyelids and foreheads with the yellow dust, which is found near Gokul and Mathura, and imprint a seal dipped in sandal-dust between the sectarian lines and on the temples neck and arms. The Vâniás employ Brâhmans in all religious ceremonies. As a rule the priest belongs to the subdivision of Brâhmans to which the Vânia subdivision corresponds. A Modh Vânia generally has a Modh Brâhman as his family priest and a Shrimâl Vânia a Shrimâl Brâhman. Besides presents of money and grain on all ceremonial occasions the priest gets daily doles of grain. Of late with the spread of education the influence of the Mahârâjas has been slowly declining.

A Vânia woman generally goes to her father’s house for her confinement. On the birth of a child the family astrologer is asked to note the time and the news is sent to the child’s father and his relations. The father and his relations go to see the child and give it money. The mother’s father adds something to the gift and returns it. For ten days after the birth the husband’s people and friends and relations of the mother daily send clarified butter molasses and spices. On the sixth day the Chhâthi Pujan or sixth-day worship is performed. In the evening, on a footstool near the mother’s bed are laid a piece of paper, an inkstand, a reed-pen, red powder, rice, flowers, six coppers, a lamp burning with clarified butter, a piece of a man’s coat, molasses, and coco-kernel. These things are taken away on the following morning. On the morning of the tenth day the mother bathes, but continues to be considered impure for thirty days more. On the twelfth day the hârâna bâlians twelve sacreds are worshipped. Twelve small heaps of rice are laid on a footstool, and near them twelve betelnuts twelve betel-leaves and twelve copper coins. Red powder or kui and flowers are dropped over them, and all are given to the family-priest. The mother worships the well, the door-post, and the house privy or kâli. Generally on the twelfth day, but sometimes on some other suitable day, the child is named by the father’s sister who receives a robe sâri worth about Rs. 4. In the third month after the birth, the mother is sent to her husband’s house with a child’s cap, petticoat, cradle, a silver anklet kâli, and a girdle kândoro.

Children are betrothed sometimes immediately before and sometimes many years before marriage. Generally the parents of the boy and sometimes the parents of the girl make the offer of betrothal. If the other parents approve, the horoscopes of the boy and the girl are compared.
and, if the comparison is favourable, betrothal takes place. To complete
the contract the girl's father on a lucky day pays Rs. 1 to the caste
fund. After this present has been made, the betrothal is in most cases
not broken except when either of the contracting parties is found to be
incurably diseased. In ordinary cases, after the present has been made
to the caste fund, the boy's father accompanied by four relations goes
to the girl's father and gives him Rs. 2 or 3 and the girl's father
presents the boy's relations with coconuts and coppers. Then the
boy and the girl are in turn asked to the father-in-law's house and get
a money present varying from Rs. 5 to Rs. 10 according to the means
of the giver. On the occasion of their first visit to the girl's house,
the boy's parents also get from the girl's parents a money present
according to the means of the girl's parents. Every year on Dicoli-
October-November, Holi February-March, Harmon August, and
Dussehra October, from the time of betrothal to the time of marriage,
the girl gets new clothes and the boy a money present from their
parents-in-law. Besides this, every year in A'shad or July, when the
girl observes a five 'days' fast dry and fresh fruit are sent to her by
the boy's parents. In the first year after betrothal these presents are
carried by the boy's female relations, the mother and sisters receiving a
present of silver and the other women of copper coins.

Girls are married when they are seven nine or eleven years old.
Among Kapal Vānīas some girls remain unmarried till they are fourteen
or sixteen. The fixing of the marriage-day which must fall between
the eleventh of Kārtik and (October-November) and the eleventh of
A'shad vadh (June-July) rests with the girl's parents. Some days
before the marriage the girl's father calls friends and relations and
an astrologer who fixes a lucky day for the ceremony and is presented
with husked rice and a rupee. The marriage-day is written on a roll
of paper which is sent by the girl's family-priest to the boy's father
who feasts the priest and gives him a handsome present. Three or five
days before the marriage, at both houses Ganpati is worshipped, the
family-deity is installed, and a booth māndra is erected. At each of
the houses the māndra-making ceremony is performed. A hole about
six inches deep is dug in a corner of the booth. The parents of the
boy and of the girl with friends and relations sit near the hole and
throw into it milk curds, betelnuts and a copper coin. A khichda Prosopis spicigera log about a foot long is dressed by a
carpenter and while music is played it is set up in the hole. The
women of the boy's and of the girl's families go separately to a potter's
house with music, throw sandal-dust and flowers on the potter's wheel,
and bring home earthen pots to be used in the marriage ceremonies.
The bride and bridegroom each at their houses are then rubbed with
turmeric and are given sweetmeats by friends and relations. The
rubbing of the mixture is repeated till the marriage-day, and women-
relations sing songs in the mornings and evenings. One or two days
before the marriage-day a ceremony in honour of ancestors and to
propitiate the planets, is performed at the house of the bride and
bridegroom.

On the marriage-day at the bride's house a space generally in front
of the entrance door of the house, about four feet square, is enclosed
by four bamboo posts one at each of the four corners. At each of the four corners three bamboos are set in the ground leaving between them a space of about eight inches and round the three bamboos a red string is tied. In the space between the three bamboos seven plain empty earthen pots are piled, the largest at the foot the smallest at the top. In the square, between the four piles of pots, which is called the chori, the bride and bridegroom sit and the marriage ceremonies are performed. On the marriage-day the brother of the bride’s mother and the brother of the bridegroom’s mother bring presents to the bride and bridegroom accompanied by musicians. The brother of the boy’s mother gives the boy a pair of embroidered shoes, a coconut, a garland of flowers, and a waistcloth; the brother of the girl’s mother gives the girl a robe, a white satin bodice, ivory bracelets plated with gold, a gold necklace, a pearl nosering, silver anklets, and silver toe and finger rings. After the presents have been made the female relations of the bride go to the bridegroom’s house, taking with them seven wheat cakes, a leaf-pot full of sugar, brass cups containing milk and curds, a pair of wooden sandals, and a silk and a cotton waistcloth. The mother of the bride offers these presents to the bridegroom who eats a piece of one of the wheat cakes and the bride’s party return to the bride’s house. The bride is bathed at her house and the bridegroom at his house by four unwidowed women. They are dressed in the clothes and ornaments presented by their mother’s brother and worship the family-deity. Then his mother’s brother sets the bridegroom on a horse, the bridegroom holding seven leaves seven betelnuts a coconut and a rupee in his hollow hands. To ward off the influence of the evil eye the sister of the bridegroom waves a pot of water over his head and pours it on the ground. The procession then starts between six and nine in the evening with music, the men walking in front of the bridegroom and the women behind singing songs, and the mother of the bridegroom holding a flaming lamp fed with clarified butter. At the bride’s house, where in some cases the spiritual head or Mahárája has been invited to bring the blessing of his presence, the procession stops, the bridegroom alights from his horse, and stands on a wooden stool just outside of the doorway. Here he is met by the bride’s mother who makes a red mark on his brow, pulls his nose, and shows the bridegroom a miniature plough, a grinding pestle, a churning stick, and an arrow. A ball of cow dung ashes is then thrown towards each of the four quarters of heaven. Two small earthen pots full of curds are held mouth to mouth, waved seven times round the bridegroom’s body, and set on the ground. The bridegroom puts his right foot on the pots, breaks them to pieces, and enters the marriage hall mándap. He is then led to the square chori where he sits on a wooden stool, and, with the help of the family-priests, worships Ganapati. The parents of the bride then wash the bridegroom’s great toes with milk curds honey sugar and clarified butter. After the worship is over, the bride, dressed in ornaments and clothes presented to her by her mother’s brother is brought in and placed by her mother’s brother on another stool opposite the bridegroom. A piece of cloth is stretched between the bride and the bridegroom. The Bráhmans recite luck-bringing verses, and the family-priests watch the water-clock or timekeeper shouting at intervals of a minute or two Síeadhina Take care, the time is
near. When the lucky moment comes, the hands of the bride and
bridegroom are joined, the cloth between them is snatched to one
side, the hems of their robes are tied together, the marriage garland
of cotton threads is thrown over their necks, and the musicians
strike up music. Then the relations and friends make presents to the
bride and bridegroom. In the middle of the square chori a sacrificial
fire is lighted. The brother of the bride then comes to where the fire
is lighted, holding a winnowing fan with barley and sesame, and
drops into the hands of the bride and bridegroom four pinches of
barley and sesame. Then the bride and bridegroom, along with
clarified butter, throw the barley and sesame into the fire. Walk once
round the fire, throw some more barley and sesame into the fire, and
again walk round. This is repeated four times. Then the bride and
bridegroom seat themselves on the stools, the bride on the bridegroom's
left, and feed each other with four morsels of coarse wheat-flour
mixed with clarified butter and sugar prepared by the bride's mother.
The bridegroom and bride then worship the constellation of the Great
Bear. Then the bride and bridegroom, in front of the family deity
inside the house, play at odds and evens, each in turn holding some
coins in a closed hand and the other guessing whether the number of
coins is odd or even. Luck in this game is an omen of luck in the
game of life. The winner of the game will be the ruler of the house.
Sometimes instead of the coins a deep brass plate or dish is laid near
the household god filled with water, and into the water are dropped
seven betelnuts seven copper coins seven dry dates and a silver finger
ring. The bride and bridegroom then dip their right hands into
the dish and feel among the nuts and coins each trying to be the
first to come across the ring, for luck or cleverness in this is again a
sign who will be the luckier and cleverer in after-life. The married
couple then come back to the marriage-hall and the bride's father-
in-law presents her with ornaments and the bride's parents make
return presents to the parents of the bridegroom. The bride's male
relations smear the chins and cheeks of the bridegroom’s elder male
relations with redpowder or kankh, and dipping their hands into
wet pink powder mark with their palms the back and front of their
guests' white calico coats. The same is done by the bridegroom's
relations to the bride's relations. Then sweetmeats are served to the
male and female relations of the bridegroom. When the refreshments
are over the bridegroom's carriage is brought, and with a great show
of sorrow, generally with much real sorrow even with tears, the
bride's family bid her goodbye. Her mother worships the carriage
sprinkling sandal-dust and flowers on one of the wheels and laying
a coconut in front of it as an offering to the carriage that it may
bear them safely. When the carriage moves the mother gathers the
pieces of the coconut and lays them in her daughter's lap. No one
from the bride's house goes with the party. It consists wholly of the
bridegroom's friends and relations, the men walking in front of the
carriage and the women walking behind singing songs. The
bridegroom is given a couch, a mattress, a plate, and a jar by the bride's
father, besides other articles of value. When the procession reaches
the bridegroom's house the bride and bridegroom with the ends of their
cloths tied together step out of the carriage and stand in front of
the doorway on a wooden stool. The bridegroom's sister keeps the
doors closed until she receives money presents from the bridegroom.
They are then led into the house by the bridegroom's mother and
taken to bow before the family-deity, and again before the god they
play at odds and evens to see which of them is the luckier. This
ends the marriage ceremony. Caste dinners are given at the house
both of the bride and of the bridegroom on the marriage-day or on
some day before or after the marriage. The relations of the bride-
groom have a right to dine at the bride's house, but the relations of
the bride do not dine at the bridegroom's house.

Two ceremonies are performed at the husband's house in honour
of a woman's first pregnancy. One called panchmāsi takes place
generally about the beginning of the fifth and the other called simant
usually in the seventh month. In the beginning of the fifth month
the family astrologer fixes the lucky days for the panchmāsi and
simant ceremonies. As a rule the panchmāsi ceremony is performed
in the fifth month, but when this is difficult or inconvenient it is
performed on the simant ceremony day. In the morning of the
lucky day in the fifth month the laps-filing or khoro bharo ceremony
is performed. The pregnant woman wearing a white cotton robe and
an embroidered bodice, accompanied by her mother-in-law and other
ever women of the family, comes in front of the house-god or gotraj
and, after bowing to the god, is seated on a low stool; her mother-in-
law sister-in-law or some other unwidowed woman or santhayavantī
lays her lap five and a quarter pounds of rice, a cocoanut, betelnuts
and leaves, a rupee, a flower garland, and a robe bodice and petticoat, all
of them supplied by the husband. Then the family-priest binds round
the woman's right wrist a red thread or nādachhadi, a piece of black
silk cloth, an iron ring, five grains of Indian millet, some redlead and
oil from an image of Hanumān, and the dust from the place where
four streets meet. When the ceremony is over the woman bows at the
feet of her mother-in-law and the other elderly women. After the
ceremony a dinner is given generally to friends and relations, and in the
case of the rich to the whole caste. In some subdivisions of Vānhā,
at the end of the fifth month the pregnant woman goes to her father's
house, and, after passing a night there, returns to her husband's house,
on her return bowing low at her mother-in-law's feet.

The simant ceremony is performed generally in the seventh or eighth
and sometimes in the ninth month. For four days before the ceremony
the woman is rubbed with turmeric-powder, richly dressed, and decked
with ornaments and every evening seated on a raised seat among a crowd
of women friends and relations who sing songs for two or three hours.
When the singers leave they are presented with betelnuts or coppers.
On the fourth day the woman goes to her father's house and bathes.
On coming back she stands at a short distance from her husband's

1 On one of the four days the women sing the story of Narālih Mahā. Narālih Mahā
who lived in the fifteenth century was a Nāgar Brahman of Janagāch and venerated
by the people as a saint. On the first pregnancy of his daughter, Narālih was
tampered by the people of his son-in-law's house because he was unable to send the usual
presents of clothes and cash. He went to his daughter's house in the dress of a
religious beggar, and singing to his god Krishna asked his help. Krishna appeared
as a Vān and distributed rich presents of clothes and money.
house when her sister-in-law comes out with red powder and a white cloth which she lays on the ground for the woman to tread on, the parents dropping coppers and betelnuts at every step the woman takes. Before she crosses the threshold her mother-in-law waves round the woman's head a miniature plough and other articles as at a marriage. She is then allowed to enter the house, care being taken that she steps over the threshold without touching it. Here she is met by her husband and they walk together followed by his mother, the Brâhman priest, and the women of his family, in front of the house-god or gotraj. After bowing to the house-god the husband and wife sit on two wooden stools holding each other's right hands, the wife on the left, and worship the deity. At the close of the ceremony a party or monïtu, including the woman's father mother and brother all richly dressed and ornamented, come from the wife's family with presents of a wooden stool, a red earthen pot, a brass pot, a brass box, sweetmeats, and rich clothes in a basket. The woman's father gives her husband and his parents and other members of the family presents of garments or money or both. The same evening, and in some subdivisions on the next evening also, the husband's father gives a feast dinner. After this ceremony is over the woman is asked to dinner by her friends and relations in turn. She attends wearing rich clothes and ornaments and is given presents of clothes or of money. Fifteen or twenty days after the sinaiit ceremony the woman goes to her father's house where she stays till the child is three or four months old.

A Vânia on his deathbed gives a Brâhman the gandán, that is the gift of a cow or of a cow's worth not less than one rupee and four annas. He is then made to pour some water on the ground, saying 'So much (naming a sum) will be given in charity after my death.' When the end draws near, he is bathed, and, with his head to the north, is laid on a part of the entrance-room on the ground-floor which has been cleaned with fresh cowdung wash. While he lies on the ground he is told to remember Râm, and drops of charanîniñir that is water in which the feet of the Mahârâja have been dipped and Ganges water and basil or tulsi leaves are laid in his mouth, a sweetmeat ball is laid on his mouth, and a lamp is lighted. If the dying person is a man sandal-dust marks are made on the brow; if a woman vermilion marks are made on her brow temples and cheeks and lampblack is applied to her eyes. When life is gone the body is covered with a sheet, and the relations raise a loud cry. A bier of simple bamboo poles is brought and the body is clothed in a waistcloth if a man and in a silk robe if a woman, and bound on the bier and borne head first out of the house. The bier is carried on the shoulders of four near male relations who are called dâgns, the chief mourner going a little in front carrying, slung in a string, an earthen jar holding lighted cowdung-cakes. The widow of the deceased and other women of the family follow the party for some distance and then go back to the house. About halfway to the burning-ground the bier is turned round and set on the ground, and rice betelnuts and coppers are laid on the spot where the bier was rested. From this spot to the burning-ground the body is carried feet first instead of head first. On the way the bearers chant to each other 'Call Râm, brother, call Râm. Râm bolo bhâi Râm.' At the burning-ground the body is unbound,
TRADERS.

When all is ready the chief mourner takes out the lighted cow dung cake from the earthen jar and after dipping it in clarified butter lays the cake on the mouth of the corpse. He fills the jar with water, standing at the head of the corpse. He next walks round the pile and lights it at the head. When the body is being burnt all withdraw to a little distance. When the body is consumed the fire is put out and the ashes are taken in a cloth and thrown into the sea or into a river. The place where the body was burnt is washed with water. Then an earthen pot of water is set on the spot and broken by a stone thrown by the chief mourner through his legs. A cow is brought and milked so that the milk may fall on the spot where the body was burned. The cloth which was drawn over the hier and the robe or waistcloth which were wrapped round the body are given to the Bhangia or sweeper. The carriers raise a loud cry, leave the burning ground, bathe, and go home.

When the women who have followed the hier for some distance return to the house they break the widow's glass or wooden bangles, and, leaving her in the house, go and bathe in a river or pond, and return to the house before the funeral party come back from the burning-ground. On their return to the house of mourning the strangers go to their own houses. Soon after this the father-in-law of the chief mourner sends rice pulse and butter to the house of mourning. If the deceased was elderly it is cooked and eaten and if the deceased was young the food is given to dogs. At the house of mourning for ten days female relations and friends come and weep morning and evening. Either on the day of the death or on the next day men also come to mourn. At this time milk and water are set on the tella or wooden peg of the house on the first day by a Brahman and on the succeeding three days by some member of the household. When the deceased has left a widow, on the tenth day caste-women come and weep. The widow's hair is cut off and the heads of the male members of the family are shaved, and, if the deceased was old, the men also shave their moustaches. On the tenth, eleventh twelfth and thirteenth days the chief mourner performs death ceremonies. The leading rite on the eleventh day is marrying a steer to a heifer, on the twelfth day it is giving cooked food to crows, and on the thirteenth day it is giving a bedstead bed-clothes and some money to a Brahman. If the deceased was an old man, the chief mourner, when he makes gifts to the Brahman, receives from his friends and relatives money presents to buy himself a turban. Caste dinners are given on the twelfth and thirteenth. At the end of each month for a year after death the mātrī or monthly death ceremony is performed when a few friends and relations are asked to dinner. At the end of the year a caste dinner is given. In the case of a rich old man caste dinners are given two or three times in the year and in memory of the deceased presents of a copper or brass pot with some sweets and in it are made to the caste people.

Vāniās show much skill in associating together for trade as well as for caste purposes. In all the chief centres of trade some of the leading Vānia capitalists, under the name of Mahājans or great men, form a merchant guild. The guild fixes the rates of exchange and discount, and levies fees on certain transactions, spending the proceeds on humane
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The head of their community, the Nagarsheth or city-merchant, was formerly a man of much power and importance, though of late years, with the decay of his functions, his influence has been much reduced. For the settlement of social disputes each subdivision of Vániás has in each town one or more leading families. The representative of this family, under the name of potel, chooses some four or five members from the community, and with their help decides the question in dispute. Compared with high-caste Hindus, Vániás treat their headmen with much respect, and are careful not to break their caste rules.

The settlement of the debts of chiefs and of large landholders has removed one source of the income of the great Vániás capitalists of Gujarát, and, as bankers, they have suffered by the establishment of European houses. At the same time a large field of employment has been opened to them. Besides Government service, which of late years Vániás have entered in great numbers and where several of them have risen to high posts, the spread of railways and factories has given rise to a new demand for traders and clerks. They are careful to give their boys a good training in all matters connected with their business, and of late years an increasing number of Vániás teach their sons English. There seems little reason to fear that the Vániás will fail to keep the high position which they have held for centuries.

SHRÁVAK VÁNIÁS.

The Shr ávak Vániás numbering 334,645 or 81.10 per cent of the total Vániás community are divided into seven main castes.

Meva'da's. numbering 1695 are found chiefly in Baroda and north Gujarát. Meva'da Shr ávaks were originally Unmad Shr ávaks. Within the past sixty years many have adopted the Vaishnav religion and are called Meva'da Meshhrs. Their family priests are Meva'da Bráhmans.

Narsípura's. numbering 123 are found chiefly in Baroda. They take their name from Narsípur in Palanpur.

Níma's numbering 2347 are of two divisions Visás and Dasás. The Visás are both Vaishnava and Jains and the Dasás are Vaishnavas. The Visá Vaishnavas and Jains used to intermarry but the custom has ceased since A.D. 1850. Their family deity is Shámálí near Idar. They differ from other Gujarát Shr ávaks by holding a caste feast in honour of king Harischandra on the 7th of Mánásí (November-December). Their family priests are mostly Událima Bráhmans.

Osváls numbering 87,588 are found all over Gujarát. They are divided into Visás, Dasás, and Pánchás or Letás. The story of their origin is that the Shrimáli king Desal allowed none but millionaires to live inside his city walls. One of the lucky citizens, a Shrimáli Vániás named Ruád had a brother named Sád, whose fortune did not come up to the chief's standard of wealth. Sád asked his brother to help him to make up the required million, but as he met with no encouragement he and

---

1 Regarding the origin of the name Níma one account traces the caste to Nímad; another states they are called Níma because they observe the niyama or rules prescribed for their guidance.
Jaychand, a discontented son of the king of Shrimāl, and many Shrimālis, Rajputs, and others left Shrimāl and settling in the town of Mandoavād, called it Osa or the frontier. Among the settlers were Shrimālī Vānīs, Bhattī, Chohan, Ghelot, Gōd, Gohal, Hadā, Jādav, Mākvāna, Parmār, Rāsabh and Thar Rajputs, all devout worshippers of Shiva. Ratanṣuri a Jain priest by working miracles, converted Jaychand their king and all the settlers and calling them Osvāls formed them into one caste. This is said to have happened on the 8th Shrāvān vāt (August) a.d. 168.1 That there is some truth in the story appears from the fact that some of the Osvāls have as surnames Chaudhri, Bhonsa, Gula, Jhāla, Johān, Kanayia, Madāri, and Oza. Of the three divisions, Visās Dasās and Pānchās, the Pānchās or Letās rank lowest. They allow their widows to marry and few Shrāvalīs or Meshri Vānīs eat with them. The family goddess of all Osvāls is Osia in Mārwār. Dasā Oswāls marry Dasā Shrimālis and Dasā Porvāds, but Dasā and Vasa Oswāls though they eat together do not intermarry. The family-priests of Oswāls are mostly Āndichya Brāhmans.

Porvāds, numbering 33,337 are found all over Gujarāt. They and the Shrimālis seem to have originally been one community. The family goddess of both is Mahālakshmi and their yearly feast in her honour is held on the same day. Porvāds have two divisions Visās and Dasās, who are found chiefly in Ahmedābād Kaira and other parts of north Gujarāt. Visa and Dasā Porvāds eat together but do not intermarry. Dasā Porvāds have begun to marry with Dasā Shrimālis but the old practice of intermarriage between Visa and Dasā Porvād Shrāvalīs and Visa and Dasā Porvād Vānīs has of late fallen into disuse. The family-priests of Porvād Shrāvalīs are Shrimālī Brāhmans.

Shrimālis, numbering 177,867 are found all over Gujarāt. They are divided into Visās Dasās and Lādvās. The Dasās and Visās are found all over the province including Kachh Kāthiavāda Baroda and other native states, and the Lādvās are found only in Surat and Broach. According to their caste story at Bhimāl in Mārwār 90,000 families were created by Śrī or Mahālakshmi the daughter of the sage Bhrigu out of her flower garland according to one account and out of her thigh according to another to maintain 90,000 Shrimālī Brāhmans. About the origin of the Dasās and Visās three stories are told. According to one those Shrimālis who had first settled in Gujarāt after wandering through the four quarters of heaven or divās were called Dasās, and those who had settled in the four corners or vidiās were called Vidishās or Visās. According to another story those Shrimālis who sprang from the right side of Mahālakshmi's garland were called Visās and those from the left Dasās. According to a third the Visās or twenties came to be so called because they are twice as high as Dasās or tens. The Lādvā Shrimālis were so called because they lived in the old Lāt-desh or south Gujarāt, the neighbourhood of Cambay Broach and Surat. Visa Shrimālis do not dine with Lādvā Shrimālis. Among

1 Tod (Western India, 465) gives a different account of their origin claiming them as descendants of the Sōlāntī kings of Āndīlaya (a.d. 942-1240) who gave up the sword for the till.
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Traders.

SHRÝVAK VANÍS.

Shrímálís.

Ummads.

Ummads numbering 7488 are found chiefly in north Gujarat. The two divisions Visás and Dásás eat together but do not intermarry. They are said to take their name from Humä, the guru or spiritual head who established the class. They are also called Vagyadiya, from the Vagyad or wild country including Dungarpur Partapgarh and Savigda where considerable numbers are still settled. The head-quarters of the caste are at Savigda near Dungarpur.

Except that the Osváls are fairer and more strongly built Shrývaks do not differ in look from Meshri Vánías. North Gujarat Shrývaks like north Gujarat Vánías wear whiskers and south Gujarat Shrývaks like south Gujarat Vánías wear the hair shaved at the crown and in a line down the back of the head. Shrývaks may be distinguished from Meshris by wearing a yellow instead of a red brow-mark and like Meshris they speak Gujarati with a lisp. They keep more together than Meshris and in almost all large cities live in separate quarters. They live in large well-built but dirty houses three or four storeys high and with brick walls and tiled roofs. Except that their widows do not shave the head and wear an ochre-coloured robe, the dress of Shrývaks does not differ from that of Meshris.

They are strict vegetarians and are more careful than Meshris not to take animal or vegetable life. Their scrupulous care to preserve animal life is shown both in what they eat and in their manner of eating. Except lentil masur pulse they eat all grain. Their ordinary food is wheat-bread pulse-rice and pulse-gruel mixed with spices or samun. They do not eat vegetables which are many-seeded such as brinjals red pumpkins and snake gourds, or such bulbous and tuberous plants as potatoes sweet-potatoes onions garlic carrots radishes elephant-foot or súran and yams. Of other vegetables and fruits they eat only those which are in season or coming into season and avoid those which are either out of season or passing out of season. Thus though mangoes are sold in some of the rainy and cold months Shrývaks never eat mangoes except between May and end of June. On certain days called parobí the use of vegetables is forbidden. Some Shrývaks keep five and others twelve monthly fasts. The five days are the two eighths, the two fourteenths, and the fifth of the bright half of every Hindu month; the twelve days are the two seconds, the two fifths, the two eighths, the two elevenths, the two fourteenths, and the bright and dark fifteenths of every Hindu month. Shiro their holiday dish of wheatflour clarified butter sugar and spices is so popular that ‘To turn Shrývák for Shiro’ has become a proverb. Unlike Meshris Shrývaks wear a cotton instead of a silk waistcloth at their meals and in their caste
feasts men dine with their shoulders bare and with a cap or turban. To
avoid the chance of swallowing an insect they sup before sunset and
they draw a cloth canopy over the cooking place and the drinking
pots. They never touch food that has been more than twelve hours
cooked. Every family has a large supply of brass plates and wooden
stools. They always eat from brass plates which they set on a low
wooden stool and two or three eat from each plate. In their caste
feast the women and children eat before the men. All the men do not
dine together; twenty or thirty sit down at a time three or four at
each plate. Near the cooking place is laid a large basin of water in
which the brass plates are dipped and cleaned. The caste owns two to
three thousand brass plates and wooden stools.

Shrāvakas believe that water is full of insect life. They believe that
the life in water can be got rid of by straining and by boiling, but the
water is again full of life four hours after it has been strained and
eight hours after it has been boiled. The strict on all occasions and all
Shrāvakas on fast days drink only water which has been boiled within
eight hours of the time of drinking. On ordinary days most Shrāvakas
are content with straining their drinking water through a fine cloth. The
sediment which remains on the cloth is called sankhāro and is
carefully thrown into the well, cistern, reservoir, or river from which
the water was taken.

As a class Shrāvakas are intelligent, sober, thrifty and, except the
Osvāls, clean and tidy. They are cheerful and fond of amusement and
though frugal spend more freely than Meshris. They are traders, brokers, cloth sellers, and shopkeepers, and in parts of Gujarāt have
the monopoly of pearl-dealing, pearl and coral boring and polishing,
and selling precious stones. Except the Pāncha Osvāls of Kachh none
of them are husbandmen. The Nagarsheths or aldermen of large cities
are in many cases Shrāvakas. The opening of railways has deprived them
of much of their importance as insurers and agents, still they are a well
to-do class and hold a high place among Gujarāt traders. In spite of
their religious differences the social customs of Shrāvakas and Meshris
are much alike. Their religious classes, both Gorjis and Sādhus are
ascetics who take no part in birth marriage or death ceremonies. They
have no class of family priests and their social ceremonies are performed
with the help of Brāhman priests who do not suffer in social position
because they act as priests to Shrāvakas. The fact that all Shrāvak
ceremonies are performed with the help of Brāhman priests tends to
show that Jainism is an offshoot of Brāhmanism.

Immediately before the birth of a child a midwife is called. If a
male child is born a brass plate is beaten and a Brāhman astrologer is

1 It seems strange that Shrāvakas should boil water and thus destroy all animal
life in the water and yet be careful not to drink water in case they should destroy life.
The explanation perhaps is that the animals in the boiled water have been killed by
the fire, while the animals in unboiled and unstrained water have been killed in the
stomach of the drinker. Buddhist did not in India and do not now in Burma
object to eat animals. They only object to kill animals. The origin of the
tenderness for life seems them to be the fear that the killer may be haunted by the
spirit of the dead which to a believer in the transmigration of souls may be a spirit of
indefinite power and ill-will.
asked to note the hour of birth. The news of the birth is carried to the child's father and the door-posts of his house are festooned with the leaves of the *aoapolo* Polyalthia longifolia, molasses and coriander seeds are distributed among friends and relations, and if the father of the child is rich music is played at his house. On the sixth day Mother Sixth or Chhuthi is worshipped with all the ceremonies observed by Meshris. In Palanpur and other parts of north Gujarát the child is laid on a silk handkerchief and is rocked by four unmarried girls. On the tenth day the mother bathes, but remains unclean for thirty days more. The child is named on the twelfth, the fortieth, or some other day after the third month. Before naming the child they worship the family goddess or gotraj. The goddess is represented by a gold or silver plate, engraved with footprints, or by a leaf of the banana Ficus indica tree, or by a dried mango stone. With the help of a Brâhman priest the representation of the goddess is laid with betel leaves and nuts on a heap of rice or wheat and vermilion powder and flowers are thrown over them by the father's sister. The child's father feasts his friends and relations and his sister names the child. The names of Shrâvak women do not differ from those of other high caste Hindu women; but the names of men generally end in *chand* and sometimes in *ji*. Except among the well-to-do the full naming ceremonies are performed only in the case of the first boy; girls are named by the mother without any ceremony. On the fortieth day after childbirth the mother bathes and worships a well. No ceremony is performed at the first giving of cooked food to the child. When the child is three five or seven years old, the boy's head is completely shaved, and a tuft of hair is cut from the back of the girl's head. Except that the boy is sent to school with music, and that friends and relations are feasted no ceremonies are performed at the time of hair-cutting. The Shrâvaks do not wear the sacred shoulder-cord. At the time of worshipping their idols they wear a silk or tape or a piece of cloth or a gold chain across their shoulders, in the way in which Brâhmans wear their thread. The rules forbidding marriage with any one who does not belong to a certain subdivision of the caste are less strict in the caste of Shrâvaks than in the case of Meshris. As among Meshri Vâniás marriage is forbidden between Dasa and Visa Shrâvaks even of the same main division. A Dasa Shrimáli never marries with a Visa Shrimáli, and a Dasa Porvád never marries with a Visa Porvád. But unlike Meshris members of corresponding minor divisions sometimes intermarry. A Dasa Shrimáli marries a Dasa Porvád and a Dasa Osval marries a Dasa Porvád and a Dasa Shrimáli. Again in some cases in north Gujarát the difference of religion is not considered a bar to marriage. Dasa Shrimáli Shrâvaks marry with Dasa Shrimáli Meshris and Dasa and Visa Porvád Shrâvaks marry with Dasa and Visa Porvád Meshris. With few exceptions the Shrâvak Vânia marriage ceremony is the same as that performed by Meshri Vâniás. Boys and girls are betrothed sometimes immediately before and sometimes many years before the marriage. The marriage day is fixed by a Brâhman astrologer. Five days before the marriage the parents of both the bride and bridegroom worship an image of Ganpati which is painted with vermilion on the house wall. The women of the bride and bridegroom's families go separately with
music to the potter's house, worship his wheel, and carry away a store of earthen jars. At the bride's house a marriage booth is made, one of the posts of which among the Nimás is of guglal Balsamodendron mukul wood. A square or chori is made in the centre of the booth. No planet-pleasing or grahahānti ceremony is performed. On the day before the marriage the family goddess is invoked and worshipped. Among the Lādva Shrimāls a razor made of wet wheat-flour or of sugar is laid near the goddess. In the evening of the marriage day the bridegroom, dressed in rich clothes with a coconut and a rupee in his hands and with a black silk thread tied to his right ankle to ward off the evil eye, goes on horseback with music to the bride’s house, the men of his party walking in front, and the women, except for a few paces among the Visa Shrimāls, in the rear. Among the Osvāle the bridegroom wears a wedding coronet mūgat and in other divisions a turban. In all he holds a sword in his hand. When he reaches the bride's house the bridegroom dismounts and is received at the entrance by the bride's mother. She shows him a miniature plough, an arrow, and a churning handle, pinches his nose, and leads him to the marriage booth. He sits on a wooden stool and on his left on another stool sits the bride who has been brought there by her maternal uncle. The bride's parents then formally offer the bride in marriage to the bridegroom. The maternal uncle lifts the bride and carries her four times round the husband. The Brahmans recite texts or mantras; a piece of cloth is held between the bride and the bridegroom, and at the favourable moment, regarding which the Shrāvaks are very particular, their hands are joined. The hems of the bride's and bridegroom's clothes are tied together and they walk four times round a fire which is lit in the middle of the central square. They then feed each other with coarse wheatflour and worship Ganpati and the family goddess. The bridegroom and bride then go with his friends and relations to his house where they worship Ganpati and play at odds and evens. On the second or third day after the marriage the bride's father makes presents of money and clothes to the bridegroom and his near relations. In some villages bordering on Mārwār the marriage consummation take place on the marriage night. Before consummation the bridegroom presents the bride with ornaments worth from Rs. 25 to Rs. 100. On the second day the bridegroom and his friends are feasted by the bride's father with sweetmeats or with whey and millet. As among Meshris marriages are not allowed between near relations. The marriageable age of a boy is seven and upwards and of a girl from seven to twenty in some parts of north Gujarāt. Except the Pāṇcháś or Letās, Shrāvaks do not allow their

---

1 The object of these ceremonies seems to be to drive away the spirits which may have come into the booth along with the bridegroom. The plough is the symbol of cultivation and he who tills a field according to Persian ideas drives away many evil spirits. The arrow as an iron-tipped weapon is feared by spirits. The churning handle from its connection with the products of the cow is like the pestle from its connection with rice feared by spirits. The nose is pinched to keep spirits from entering into the bridegroom. So other classes pinch the bridegroom’s ear.
widows to marry. Divorce is never granted and polygamy is unusual. During the seventh month of a woman's first pregnancy lap-filling kholbhavas and wristlet-tying vākhas are performed. These ceremonies do not differ from the corresponding ceremonies among Meshrī Vāniās.

When a Shrāvāk Vāni is at the point of death a text from the Punya Prakāsha is read to him by a religious-minded Shrāvāk, and an image of one of the Tirthankars is brought from the temple and shown him. The dying person makes presents to Brāhmans in grain and in cash. Among the Osvalīs and Shrimalīs the dying are dressed in their full dress, if a man in a waistcloth a long cotton tunic and a turban, and if a woman in a bodice a petticoat and a robe. After this robing they are laid on a mattress with a coverlet spread over it. Among other Shrāvāk Vāniās a dying man is dressed in a waistcloth and a dying woman in a petticoat and bodice. The dying person is then laid with the head towards the north on a part of the floor which has been freshly cow-dunged, but no darbha Pana cynosuroides barley and sesame seed are strewn over it. When life is gone some sweetmeat balls are thrown to street dogs. Without washing or again changing the clothes the body is tied to a ladder-shaped bamboo bier and carried to the burning ground. The relations and castefellows follow calling upon Rām. When the burning ground is reached the body is carried three times round the pile, the clothes are stripped off and the body is laid on the pyre. Except when the grandfather is alive, the eldest son of the deceased sets the pile on fire. After the body is burnt the mourners bathe and return to the house of the deceased. They then separate but meet again at the house, where they peep into the house well and wash their hands with earth and water. The near relations of the deceased remain unclean five to ten days. During these days of uncleanliness among the Osvalīs, the chief mourner feeds bull-buffaloes. On the last day of mourning the near male relations of the deceased have their head and chin shaved. The practice of shaving the upper lip which was common forty years ago is falling into disuse as it is contrary to the Jain religion. The widow of the deceased if an elderly woman has her wristlets broken but her head is not shaved. She wears an ochre coloured robe and like a Meshrī widow wears no ornaments, makes no browmark, and does not anoint her head. If the widow is a young woman the only change that is made in her dress is that she is not allowed to wear jingling anklets and earrings and to make the brow-mark. Between the end of the mourning and the thirteenth day the Gorji is daily feasted. Except among the Bhāvsārs Sālvis and other artisan classes who have adopted Jainism no memorial or shrāddha ceremony is performed between the tenth and the thirteenth but presents of grain clarified butter molasses and coppers are made to Brāhmans. On the thirteenth day the chief mourner goes to the temple, worships the idols with the help of Bhojaks, and makes offerings of safflower frankincense and sandalwood, and if his means permit ornaments and clothes. In honour of the deceased the chief mourner feasts his friends and relations or his castepeople or if he is well off the whole village. Shrāvāk Vāniās do not keep monthly or yearly memorial days.
Each community has its headman or shekh who in consultation with a few respected castemen settles social disputes at a special meeting of the men of the caste. To settle religious questions or questions affecting the whole community the headmen of the different subdivisions meet and their decision is binding on all. The headmen of the Visa Shrimals and Visa Osvalds hold the special privilege of fixing the day for the grand feast called Noiârai. They are not so ready as Meshiris to teach their children English. Few of them are in the service of Government or native states.

Besides the Shravak Vânis described above, Ma'ra'wi Shra'vaks of the Porvâ and Osval divisions numbering about 6800 souls are found chiefly in the Surat district. They are known as Márwâris because they have lately come from Márvâr and because many of them still look upon Márvâr as their home. Like the Márwâris, their names show that other Gujarât Shravaks came originally from Márvâr, but the Gujarât Shravaks have been settled for so many generations in the province that all connection with their former country has long ceased. The Márwâris of the different divisions dine together but do not intermarry. When these Márwâris first began to settle in the villages of the Surat district has not been ascertained. It is said that a few families have settled for more than two hundred years. Newcomers constantly appear, and generally for the first generation keep a close connection with Márvâr. The common belief is that the Surat Márwâris came from the Thâna district where they are settled in considerable strength. But this does not seem to be supported by marriage connections with the Márwâris either of Thâna or of the Dakhan. It seems more likely that passing south in their search for work they found the villages of northern Gujarât well stocked with Meshri and Shravak Vânis, but that south of the Tâpti village money-lenders were scarce. Their wiry large-boned frames, their long lank hair, and their coarsely cut and dark coloured faces show them to be distinct from the Shravaks of Gujarât. They live almost all in villages, most of them in well-built brick-walled houses often the only two-storied buildings in the village. In dress they differ from other Shravaks, the men wearing a particular red and blue tightly-rolled close-fitting headdress; and the women petticoats larger and fuller than those worn by other Vânia and Shravak women. The women, like Márvâri women, wear large and heavy ivory bracelets and armlets. Though all understand and can write Gujarâtî, among themselves they speak a dialect of Márvâri and write a character somewhat different from that in

---

1 According to the 1872 census there were about 6800 Márvâri Shravaks in the British districts of Gujarât. Of these 6000 were in Surat 400 in Broach and 400 in the Panch Mahals. The census of 1891 returns Márvâri Shravaks at only 527. It seems that the Márvâris have been grouped with the Gujarât Porvâ and Osvalds.

2 Márvâri men and women have been changing their dress and ornaments for the past few years. A few men shave like Gujarât Shravaks, and do not wear long lank hair or stupid hair over the ears, and a few of the women have ceased to wear heavy bracelets and large petticoats.
use among other traders. In the matter of food they are as careful as Gujarát Shrāvaks to eat of nothing that has had life. But they differ from other Gujarát Shrāvaks in their utter abstinence from the use of any intoxicating drugs. Though not allowed to eat with the Gujarát Shrāvaks and despised by them as strangers and upstarts, they hold much the same social position as other Meshri and Shrāvak Vāniās. Thriftier, harder-working, more sober, cooler-tempered, better behaved and more enduring, they are at the same time meaner, and, in their business relations, harder and more dishonest than the Gujarát Vāniās. Towards strangers of their own caste they show much sympathy and active kindness, though with other classes their dealings are marked by little fairness or forbearance.

All are shopkeepers and moneylenders. And though many of them are newcomers and all newcomers are poor, they soon make money, and, as a class, are well-to-do. Arriving in Surat without money or education the Mārwār Shrāvak is taken in hand by his castefellows, fed by them, set to work, and in his leisure hours taught to write and keep accounts. With this help at starting, the immigrant, who is frugal temperate and hardworking, soon puts together a small sum of ready money. From this amount by advancing to the poorest classes sums seldom exceeding Rs. 5, his capital has, after a few years, increased to Rs. 2000 or Rs. 3000. With these savings he returns to Mārwār, and, at this stage of his life, he generally marries. Practising economy even in his native land, the Mārwāri brings back with him to the village where he formerly had dealings enough ready money to enable him to start as a trader. His shop once opened, he settles in the village, leaving it only when forced by urgent private reasons to visit Mārwār or because he has become bankrupt an event that seldom happens. Except hamlets chiefly inhabited by aboriginal tribes, almost every village in Surat has its Mārwāri shopkeeper and moneylender. In the larger villages, with enough trade to support more than one shop, the Mārwāri keeps but little but grain in stock. In smaller and outlying villages, where he is the only trader, the Mārwāri starts as a general dealer, offering for sale, in addition to grain, spices salt sugar oil cloth and brass bracelets. The settler is now a member of the community of Mārwāri shopkeepers and moneylenders.

The Mārwāris are rich and well-to-do. Many families are worth from Rs. 3000 to Rs. 10,000. Settled in one of the best houses in the village, with a good store of cattle and grain, spoken of by all with respect as the sheth or master, and seldom without some families of debtors bound to perform any service he may stand in need of, the Mārwāri moneylender lives in a state of considerable comfort. They are all Shrāvaks or followers of the Jain religion.

1 In the rural parts of the Surat district these foreigners so completely monopolise the business of moneylending that in the villages south of the Tāptic Mārwāri is the term in common use for moneylender.
and like the Gujarát Shrāvaks of the Shvetámbar or white-robed sect, chiefly worship the twenty-third saint or Tirthankar Parasnāth. In the largest of a group of villages a temple of Parasnāth is generally to be found. To meet the expense attending the maintenance of worship the settler devotes a fixed portion of his gains. At the same time he subscribes to a provident fund for the help of the widow and children of any member of his community who may die leaving his family in straitened circumstances. Their customs at birth marriage death and other leading family occasions are in all points like those practised by other Gujarát Shrāvaks. They call Brāhmans to conduct their ceremonies and pay them respect. They ask their priest to prepare a horoscope at the time of the birth of a child; they worship Chhathi the sixth-day influence; their women remain impure for thirty or thirty-five days after childbirth; the child is named by its father's sister; the lap-filling ceremony is performed at the time of first pregnancy; at marriage Gampati is worshipped, a chori or square is made, and a marriage thread is worn by the bride and bridegroom. In regular fashion the bride and bridegroom walk round the chori, the hands of the bride and bridegroom are joined, and kunsār that is wheat-flour cooked with molasses, is served to the bride and bridegroom on the completion of the marriage ceremony. They burn the dead, hold themselves impure for ten days, and feed Brāhmans and their castepeople, but do not perform shra'dāha or any other death ceremony.

As is natural among a small body of men living in a strange country the members of the Mārwāri community are bound together by many ties. The settlers in a group of villages have generally one family to whom they yield a place of respect. With the head of that house as president, a few of the leading men form a council or mahājas, settling social disputes, arranging for the support of their temple and its worship, and for the management of the provident fund to which all subscribe. The Mārwāris are careful to teach all their children to read and write. Of late years they have increased both in number and in wealth. They have also begun to settle and build houses. Instead of seeking matches in Mārwār many of the Surat families have intermarried, and there seems little doubt that before another generation is over most of them will have come to consider Gujarát as their home.

Shra'vaks follow Jainism and are divided into two leading sects Digambarās or air-clad and Shvetāmbaras or white-robed. The Digambarās are also called Ummad and the Shvetāmbaras Tappās. Among Digambarās the image has no eyes and no loincloth. Among the Shvetāmbaras the image has gold eyes fixed with glass and a piece of linen carved round the loins. Again the Digambara priests are naked and keep to their monasteries and the Shvetāmbar priests are clothed. Of the two sects, the Shvetāmbar sect has by far the largest number of adherents in Gujarát. The Shvetāmbar sect is subdivided into eighty-four sub-sects or gachhas, of which about fifteen to twenty only now remain. Of the existing gachhas, the Lonka gachha is
more careful not to destroy animal life than the other gachhas. They believe in arhats or saints but are opposed to idol-worship and ridicule the idea of an idol granting a prayer. Their Shripujya or spiritual head of the gachha resides at Baroda and has thivas or deputies at Delhi Ajmere and Jalar. The Shripujya goes every year on tour visiting his disciples. About 500 years ago a schism arose in the Lonka sect. A priest disputed the authority of his Shripujya and was expelled the congregation. He practised severe austerities, and gaining a large following founded a new gachha, which is called Dhundia. Like the parent gachha, the Dhundias are opposed to idol-worship and building temples, and accept only thirty-two sūtras or aphorisms of the Jain faith. Their priests do not beg but live on such offerings of food and clothes as are freely made by the congregation and own no property. They are clad in white and mask their mouths with linen to prevent their breath from killing insect-life. They never stir out in the rain lest they should kill some animal and always brush the ground before they sit. Some go even to the length of brushing the ground in front as they walk. They neither wash their clothes nor any part of their body. The Dhundias are mostly found in Káthiáváda. Their opposition to idol-worship has alienated most of their adherents in Gujarát proper.

Among the white-robed or Shvetámbhari Shrāvaks are three classes of ascetics, Sádhhus Sádhvis and Gorjis. Like the Brähmanic Sánysásis or Brahmacháris these Shvetámbhari ascetics do not act as priests to Shrāvaks. The Sádhhu who are also called Sambhekhí or belonging to no gachha are as a rule recruited from pious Shrāvaks and are said to keep Jain rules more strictly than Shripujyas and Gorjis. There is little difference in the entrance ceremonies for Sádhhus Sádhvis or Gorjis. The person who wishes to become a Sádhhu goes to a learned Sádhhu and bowing at his feet, humbly asks him to take him as his pupil or chela. The Sádhhu finds out that the parents and relations of the youth are willing that he should become an ascetic, that his limbs and organs are sound, and that he has sufficient strength of body and mind to stand the fasting and other discipline laid down in the Jain scriptures. A fortunate day is chosen to hold this initiatory ceremony. When the disciple is a man of means the ceremony is performed at his expense. In other cases the cost of this ceremony is contributed by the Shrāvak community who are always pleased when additions are made to the number of the religious class. The ceremony is celebrated with the same pomp as a marriage. A procession of rich and poor young and old men and women starts from the house of the disciple, and passes with music and singing through the chief streets of the town which are lined by spectators. The

1 The Shripujya or Gorji is required to undergo a second initiating ceremony if he wishes to become a Sádhhu. This is a practical proof of the superiority of Sádhhus over Shripujyas or Gorjis.

2 This rule of ascertaining the wish of the parents and testing the physical and mental powers of a novice is at present necessarily disregarded in the case of Gorjis.
procession is headed by šāleliś that is young boys and girls who are seated on richly caparisoned horses and who wear costly clothes and precious gold and pearl ornaments. The horses are led one after the other in rows of twos or threes. Before each troop of horses comes a band of musicians or drummers and after the horses a number of men walk slowly. The disciple who is to be initiated comes last in a palanquin. He clasps a coconut in his joined hands. Before him comes a number of men and behind him many women who sing religious songs. One of the women who is generally related to the person to be initiated, carries in her hands a chāh or bamboo basket with the articles required for the intended Sādhu. As the procession passes the spectators bow to the intended Sādhu and he bows to them in return. They pass outside of the town and stop below an ásopālo Polyalthia longifolia tree, where the initiatory ceremony lasts for three or four hours. The initiator or gurū does not join the procession. He either awaits the procession at the tree or joins them after they arrive. The Góriś form a circle round the intended priest and the laity stand behind. The novice puts off his old clothes except the waistcloth. He then either himself plucks out the hair of his head or gets some one else to pluck it out, and puts on the robes of an ascetic. When he is robed he is given a new name containing at least one letter of his original name. Camphor musk sandal saffron and sugar are applied to his bare head, while the initiator repeats texts calling on him to observe with care the vows taken at the initiatory ceremony. The novice stands with folded hands before the gurū who gives a discourse or pāth on the five vows Pusaka makha crotas. The novice is then supplied with the articles allowed to an ascetic by the Jain scriptures. These are the kapālo or white cloth spotted yellow about eight feet long and five broad which is worn over the upper part of the body; cholpāth or waistcloth about five feet long and three broad which falls from the waist to the ankles; five wooden pots or pātra in the shape of deep dishes; a jug or trupū; a cup or chetao; a black rod or dand about five feet long to guard against hurt but not to injure others; a ogho or brush, which while walking is carried under the left arm-pit and is used to sweep the ground. It is in shape like a flywhisk and consists of about two thousand spoons of wool sewn to a piece of cloth and bound to a sandal blackwood or teakwood staff about fifteen inches long. The ceremony is completed by the gurū throwing vāsh khep or fragrant powder on the head of the new ascetic as he passes. The new ascetic does not return to the town but passes the night either in the neighbouring village or in a rest-house outside the town. He comes back next morning and stays in the monastery, or apāvara. The Sādhu wears red ochre or bhagā coloured chthes. He wears only two pieces of cotton cloth one called chanōtho which without having the end passed between the legs hangs from the waist a little below the knees, the other cloth is worn over the upper part of the body. He wears no headdress and does not allow the hair of his head his moustaches or his beard to grow. Except when enfeebled by age he does not shave, but after allowing the hair to grow for about six months tears it out with his fingers. He always carries his staff dand and ogho brush, and before he sits down
sweeps the ground to push insects away. He sleeps on a blanket and owns no property. He never kindles a fire or cooks food, but begs cooked food from Svetambar Shravaks. About noon he starts from the monastery with two wooden pots or patras, one for water and the other for food. He goes to Shravaks and where there are no Shravaks, to middle and high class Hindus Brahmans, Vainis, Rajputs, Kanhis, Khatris, Kumthars, Suthars, and Rabaris. He enters those houses only whose doors are open, never knocks at the door, and does not beg at the houses whose doors are opened purposely on seeing him. On entering an open house he repeats the words Dharma labba Fruits of religion, when the owner of the house lays before him bhiksha or cooked food. Out of this he puts in his own pot a small quantity so that the householder may not have to cook again for the requirements of his family. When he has gathered enough for a meal from different houses the Sadhu returns and eats at home.  

Drinking water is also collected in the same way, but the water should have been boiled four pohors or twelve hours, as fresh life is said to form in water after every twelve hours. During the fair season Sadhus are forbidden to stay more than five days in the same village and more than a month in the same town. But they are allowed to pass at one place the rainy season that is four months from the fourteenth of Ashad Sudh to the fourteenth of Krtik Sudh. The Sadhu's chief duties are to study and teach the Jain scriptures and to keep the rules laid down in the Shastras especially the five main vows or pancha mahavrata. These five vows are to refrain from pramanipat life-taking, mukhtavat lying, adattadana receiving anything without the knowledge of the owner, maithun sexual intercourse, and parigrah taking gifts not allowed by religious rules.

Sadhus or Nuns are recruited from religious Shravak women who spend their time in preaching and explaining the Jain doctrine and rules to women of the Jain faith. Except that the diksha or initiation is given by a Sadhu the initiating ceremony is the same as that observed by Sadhus. The Sadhu begs her meals and water in the same way as the Sadhu and her dress is of the same colour. She wears one robe round the waist and another on the upper part of the body. A bodice and a long piece of cloth is worn under the waistcloth. She wears the shoulder cloth drawn over her head so as to cover her face. Like the Sadhu she tears out the hair of her head about once every six months. When she goes out she carries her dand and ogho.

Any Shravak may leave his family and become a Gorji. At present most Gorjis are the sons of low caste Hindus or are illegitimate children who are brought or bought up by Shravak priests or Gorjis. For this reason the Gorjis have sunk in estimation. The initiatory ceremony for becoming Sadhus and Gorjis is the same. The Gorji

1 Although one Sadhu or Sadhvi brings in the same pot the meal of another Sadhu or Sadhvi, the Sadhus and Sadhvis and even Shripaljas and Gorjis do not take their meal in the same dish as the Shravaks.

2 It is said that occasionally boys are dedicated in consequence of vows made by Shravaks without children who promise their first-born to their Shripalja or High Priest in hopes of obtaining further posterity.
like the Sādhu wears only two cloths, a waist and a shoulderscloth. He differs from the Sādhu by wearing white instead of red ochre and by having larger and fuller robes which hang to the feet. A few dissipated Gorjis wear silk waistcloths and draw one end back between the legs. The rest let the waistcloth fall to the feet. Gorjis grow the moustaches and the hair of the head. The head hair which is kept on the whole head instead of on part of the forehead only in the ordinary Hindu fashion is cut short behind and made smooth by applying fragrant oil and the brush. Except a few who break the rules and cook rich food in their monasteries, Gorjis never cook but beg dressed food or bhiksha from the Shrāvakas, and where there are no Shrāvakas from other Hindus except the low castes, Drinking water is also collected by begging as Sādhus. A strict Gorji never eats or drinks when the sun is below the horizon. Like Sādhus, Gorjis have two wooden pots or pitris, one for food the other for water, a wool brush or ogha, and a staff or dand. Unlike Sādhus or strict Gorjis they sleep on soft cotton beds instead of coarse blankets. Gorjis have few of the religious scruples of Sādhus in begging their food. They do not hesitate to knock at a Shrāvak’s door if it is shut, and if the door is not opened to wait before it for hours till the householder is forced to give food. One Gorji often begs and gathers in the same way the food and water for his other Gorji friends. Unlike the Sādhus who have a corresponding order of male Sādhvis, the Gorjis have no order of female Gorjens. Gorjis are generally supposed to be loose in keeping the Jain rules. Unlike Sādhus and Sādhvis the Gorjis practice sorcery and magic and prescribe medicine.

Except Sādhus and Sādhvis who belong to no gachha, 1 Gorjis and Shrāvakas are divided into bodies or gachhas. The Shvetāmbaris are said to be divided into eighty-four gachhas, but in Gujarāt only about ten are found. 2 Each gachha has a spiritual head called Shripuja who is chosen from among the Gorjis of the same gachha provided he was originally a Shrāvak or a Brāhman. As a rule the Shripuja fixes who is to be his successor. If he dies without naming a successor the Gorjis and Shrāvakas of the gachha choose their Shripuja from among the Gorjis belonging to their gachha. The new Shripuja’s hair is plucked out, texts describing the duties of a Shripuja are read by one of the Gorjis, and the assembly of Gorjis is directed to obey the Shripuja. Shripujjas wear their hair and dress and beg in the same way as Gorjis except that a Gorji sometimes brings the Shripuja’s supply of food and water with his own. Shripujyas and Gorjis take their meals at the same table, but Sādhus and Sādhvis do not eat at the same table as Shripujyas and Gorjis. Besides by servants and macebearers the Shripuja is attended by a body of five to fifty Gorji disciples. He moves in a palanquin with a large retinue and

---

1 The gachha is not a religious but a social division. At the end of the pachusar festival in September-October the Shrāvakas of all the gachhas meet and separately celebrate their own dinner parties.

2 The chief existing gachhas are Anchala, Kadavutati, Khurda, Lohipool, Putchanuvar, Sagar, Sappachha, Vaidyashah, Vajeswar, and Vajedeeswar.
arranges to send Gojris from one place to another according to the wants of the Shravak laity. In the time of the last Tarthankar Mahaviravami (B.C. 527), there are said to have been three orders of ascetics Sadhus, Upadhyas, and Acharyas or Gandhars. The Sadhus by diligence and learning found fit to teach hymns or suttapath became Upadhyas and Upadhyas by further study and experience were raised to be Acharyas or Gandhars. About eight hundred years after Mahaviravami, the character of the ascetics is said to have declined. The modern Shripujyas took the place of Gandhars and the Gorjis who mostly live as disciples of the Shripujya have taken the place of Sadhus. The modern Sadhus are said to be a new or reformed order who attempt to lead a life more in accordance with their scriptures than the Gorji's life. They have no connection with the Shripujyas and Gorjis. Shravaks have at present much regard for Sadhus and many laymen consider Sadhus as their spiritual heads gurus. The number of Jain Sadhus is decreasing. Except a few who are strict and well-behaved, the majority of the Gorjis are given up to worldly enjoyment. They beg for and own wealth and property; they break the vow of celibacy by living in concubinage; they recruit men by purchase and other illegal means; they cheat people by practising sorcery and magic; and they behave openly in such a way as to create hatred and contempt. Fifty years ago the people believed in witches and feared the Shripujyas and Gorjis who were considered the best magicians of the time. But now the Gorjis have lost their importance as sorcerers and magicians.

The religious buildings of the Shravaks are of two classes, monasteries apsaras and temples dehis. The temples are either shikharbandi spire-roofed or ghariteriser house-roofed. The spire temples are generally made of stone with pyramidal tops and domes and have one to four gates. A few of these temples which are known as bavan jinali dehis have fifty-two shrines round the main building. The house-roofed temples which are built of stone or brick and mortar have either terraces or roofs on the top and in some cases have upper stories. The ground floor of almost all the temples is paved with white and occasionally with black marble, and the walls of some temples are inlaid with marble. As a rule the ground floor which is raised and approached by steps is divided into two parts the hall mandap and the shrine gahara. The hall where the people collect is separated from the shrine either by a wall or by iron brass or wooden lattice work. Along the back wall of the shrine a stone or marble seat is raised for the idols. Opposite the middle door, in the middle of this seat, is a second raised seat for the muniya or patron saint of the temple. Many Jain temples have an underground apartment called bhoirn, corresponding with the shrine above and furnished with a second set of idols arranged directly underneath those in the temple. The temple is always fragrant with incense. In large towns are temples richly painted and decorated with chandeliers wallshades and other glass lamps. They cost two or three lakhs. They are built either by a single
wealthy Śrāvak or by subscription, Śrāvakās being very liberal in the sums they spend on temples. A Śrāvakā temple is always called after one of the twenty-four Tirthankars or patron saints. If the temple is built by a single person the Tirthankar chosen is one whose name belongs to the same rāsi or zodiacal sign as the person at whose cost the temple was built. If the temple is built by a number of persons the Tirthankar is chosen who is most popular with them. The image of the chosen Tirthankar is generally set in the shrine on a raised seat and called nātha or chief leader. On both sides of the patron saint images of one or more of the other Tirthankars are placed and all worshipped with equal respect. The images are seated figures of men mostly of white and sometimes of black marble and sometimes of gold sometimes of silver set with diamonds and rubies. In both temples the images, especially the image of the nātha, are decked with ornaments worth lakhs of rupees.

Besides the images of Tirthankars, there are placed below the idol of the nātha or in other niches or shrines or upper stories images of Hindu goddesses and in front of them a coconut some betelnuts and some rice. Sometimes to the great displeasure of orthodox Śrāvakās images of Hindu gods and goddesses are placed in niches outside the inner temple.

The Śādhus, Śādhwīs, or Gorjas rarely visit a temple. If they go they bow to the idol from a distance. They never perform the daily worship which is left to paid servants called pujāris. Most ministrants are Śrāmaṇī Brāhmans and some are Tapodhans Mālsis and Kanhās. These ministrants except when on duty are allowed to act according to their own religion. They go to a Śrāvakā's temple and perform the worship of the idol as a hireling and not as a devotee. Any Hindu who is not a flesh-eater or spirit-drinker is considered a fit temple servant. A Śrāvakā ministrant is never paid in money. Ministrants of other castes are paid sums up to R.s. 100 a year besides the use of such fruit as is laid before the image by Śrāvak votaries. And if his caste allows the ministrant eats food

1 When an image is installed by some wealthy Śrāvak many smaller images are brought into the temple and consecrated. They are then ready to be moved to any small newly built shrine after comparatively few ceremonies called pratitākha have been performed. The ceremony of installing a new idol is called the aṃjanaṇākha or anointing the eye with a stick. The ceremony is performed by lay religious Śrāvakās with the help of Śādhus or high priests who complete the ceremony by anointing the eye with kasturi or musk and sprinkling on the head of the idol sandal and kasturi. During the last fifty years the aṃjanaṇākha ceremony has been twice performed in Gujarāt first by Sheth Motilal, a well known banker of Bombay about A.D. 1837 when he built a temple on Pālākān hill, and again by Sheth Hatāsing Kesiling of Ahmedābād in A.D. 1847 when he built the great temple outside of the Ahmedābād-Dehli gate. There is no idol-worship according to primitive Jain religion, its chief tenet being that the universe is a product of nature requiring no creator or God. The worshipping of the Tirthankars appears to be a growth of later times.

2 The ornaments are the crown earings, necklace, armband, bracelets, and waistband. Besides these there is a full dress ornament called aṣṭā which covers the body up to the neck. All these ornaments are made of gold or silver gilt and many of them are set with diamonds rubies and emeralds. Rich temples as a rule have two sets of these ornaments, one set being used daily the other on grand occasions.
prepared by the Shrāvaks. Jain temples are always closed during the night and neither priests monks nor temple ministrants live in them. In some temples a lamp of clarified butter is set in a niche with a small glass door. But as a rule a light is not kept burning during the night. Except in big temples where one or more servants are employed, the ministrant’s duty is to sweep and clean the temple, to keep watch over the temple vessels, and to perform the worship of the idols. Every day he opens the temple before dawn and closes it at sundown. After the temple is swept and cleaned the ministrant bathes at about six or seven and marks his brow with reddish-yellow saffron and sandal powder. He then puts on two clean cloths, one below the waist the other called utrāsan worn on the left shoulder, one end of it being carried round below the right arm back to the left shoulder. He then folds his shoulder-cloth eight times and fastens it round his mouth and nose and goes into the shrine where he picks from the idols the flowers garlands and ornaments which were worn the previous day. He then with a peacock’s feather-brush cleans the idol and washes it with water mixed with milk cards sugar candy and saffron. The ministrant again dries the idol with a cloth and re-washes it with water. After drying it thrice with three separate cloths the ministrant lays flowers before and over the idol, applies fragrant substances and essence to its toe, ankle, navel, brow, heart, palm, shoulders, neck and crown,4 burns aloe sticks, waves lamps, and with grains of rice draws a half square or sāhālo on a low footstool and as naived or sacred food lays on it almonds sesame sugar candy and sweatmeats brought from a Shrāvak family. After this he anoints his mouth cloth and sits in the hall, bows thrice before the image and chants prayers. The morning service is finished by ringing a bell which is hung in all temples. Except on great occasions when they are kept open the whole day the temples are closed by noon. They are opened again an hour before sunset when the ministrant burns aloe-sticks waves lamps and repeats the chief virtues or gunugan of the Tirthankar after which the temple is closed till the next morning. The ornaments which are worn by the idol in the morning are cleaned and again put on the next day. Shrāvaks both men and women go to the temple in the morning and evening to pray and visit the idols. Some Shrāvaks bathe in the temple and sometimes go through the same ritual as the ministrant. Women rarely go through the regular ritual although they are not forbidden to do so. If one of the lay worshippers performs the service the ministrant is not required to repeat it. When Shrāvaks come to pay homage to the idol, they set in front of the idol almonds and rice and sometimes flowers and sticks of aloe or frankincense dāhp dip. Shrāvaks do not as a rule take anything in their pockets as on returning home from the temple whatever they have had in their pockets cannot be used for any other purpose. To obviate this inconvenience Shrāvaks often go to temples wearing no clothes above the

4 The Digambarās worship only the toe.
waist. On entering the temple Shrāvakas repeat the name of Adishvar Rishabhya or whoever is the patron saint of the temple and sweep a little space on the floor and sprinkle rice in the form of a śāthīya. They then walk three times round the image always keeping the right hand nearest to it and making an obeisance, repeat a hymn in praise of the Tirthankars. The hymn lasts for five or six minutes and is either sung loudly or under the breath. Shrāvakas also perform domestic worship of the deity at home. No taxes or fixed payments are levied for the maintenance of Shrāvak temples and monasteries. Whatever money is laid before the idol by the devotees is gathered and credited in the account book. The temple income is spent in repairing the temple, in buying ornaments, aloes-sticks, saffron musk and other articles used in the worship, and in paying the ministrant or pujāri if he is not paid from other funds. The temple is not considered the property either of the builder or of the priest class. Its management is entrusted to one or more lay trustees who are generally chosen from the sect or gītāha to which the builder of the temple belongs. The managers are not paid but the position is considered one of honour.

The Jains have monasteries or apāṣārās distinct from their temples or dehārs. These monasteries are the dwelling places of Jain priests, Sādhus, Sādhvis, Shripujyaś, and Gorjis. They are built either by wealthy Shrāvakas or from the religious endowments of the Shrāvak Mahājān or guild. They are buildings with large halls without bath or cooking rooms. The Shripujyaśs and Gorjis live in one apāṣāra and Sādhus and Sādhvis in separate apāṣārās. They have no communication with each other. Images are never kept in apāṣārā. They are the property of the Shrāvak community and are repaired from their common fund. In the Sādhus’ apāṣāra from seven till nine in the morning the Sādhus daily read and explain the Jain scriptures and discuss and inculcate Jain doctrines. These lectures are largely attended on the ten great days of the month, five of which are in the bright and five in the dark half, and on other festive occasions. Sādhvis also come to hear Sādhus lecture. The Sādhvis or nuns, who never touch a man, and other Shrāvak women sit separate from the men and listen at a distance. Sādhvis give instruction to Shrāvak women in their apāṣārā but a Gorji or Shripujya seldom lectures or preaches.

The most sacred period of the year for a Shrāvak is the Pachusam, more correctly Parvusam or the sacred season. Among the Shvetāmbaras it begins with the twelfth of the dark half of Shrāvan (July-August) and ends with the fifth of the bright half of Bhādrapad (August-September). Among the Digambars the sacred season lasts for fifteen days beginning from the fifth of the bright half and ending on the fifth of the dark half of Bhādrapad. The

1 The following is the Shrāvak hymn: Salutation to the Arhats, to the pure existences, to the sages, to the teachers, to all the devout in the world. The morning prayer runs: I beg forgiveness, Oh lord, for your slave whatever evil thoughts the night may have produced; I bow with my head. H. H. Wilson, Works Vol. I. pages 318-319.

2 The ten great days are the 2nd 5th 8th 11th and 14th of each fortnight.
following details relate to the Pachusan as observed by the Shvetámbarás. A strict Shvetámbar ought to fast during the whole Pachusan week and in rare instances the rule is observed; but almost all fast on the last day. During this week the Shvetámbarás generally do not work and both men and women flock several times during the day to the temples or dehrás and monasteries or apásarasí where the Sádhus read and explain the Kalpastrá. The reading commences at six in the morning and ends between four and six in the evening with half an hour's rest at midday. During this rest the audience is served with patisíra or sugarcakes four to each person, sometimes almonds four to each, and rarely coconuts one to each person. A copy of the Kalpastrá is brought from the house of a devout Shravak in processation with music and singing. It is tied in a piece of rich cloth and carried in the hands of a boy seated in a palanquin or on a horse or on an elephant where available. Behind the boy walk Gorjis and behind them laymen. At the monastery the book is laid on a sinhásan or lion-seat and the party who brought it stand before the book with joined hands and worship it. On the fifth day of the Pachusan week the life of Mahávinsámi the twenty-fourth Tirthankar is read and the meeting breaks up at noon instead of in the evening. On this day all, except those who have to observe the fast continuously during the week, break their fast and attend a caste feast, the expenses of which are met by contribution. Those who have broken their fast resume it from the next day.

Besides hearing the scriptures read to them, almost all Shvetámbarás perform every day in the evening during the Pachusan week the padikámsa, more correctly the parikrásan ceremony. It is something like a confession by a body of persons. All Sádhus and a few strict Shravaks perform it every day morning and evening throughout the year, many on sacred days, but the majority only in the Pachusan week. The Shravak who wants to perform the ceremony goes to the monastery of his pachha with a kalahán or seat of woollen cloth eighteen inches square, a mohpati or mouthfiller, a piece of white cotton cloth nine inches square, a waistcloth fresh washed and dried, and a chaví or brush of 1500 woollen threads each nine inches long tied to a stick nine inches long. At the monastery he puts on the waistcloth, sits on the woollen-cloth-seat, holds before his mouth with his right hand the mouth-

---

1 Ordinarily a Jain fast is much stricter than that of a Brahmánical Hindu fast. Sometimes though rarely a Jain sádhu or devotee takes the vow of fasting to death. This is called suktáro or sleeping. The Sádhu who wishes to practise the death-rite abstains entirely from food and drink. After fasting some time his body is constantly rubbed with a wet cloth. When the Sádhu is at the point of death he is placed in a sitting posture in a shrine-shaped litter decorated with tinsel and small flags. After death the litter with the dead body is carried in procession with music to the burning ground. When it is known that a Sádhu has taken the vow of suktáro, people flock to worship him. The rigidity of the vow is now much slackened, and it is taken a day or two previous to death when all hopes of life are given up.

2 The Kalpastrá is one of the forty-five religious books of the Jains. It treats of the life of Mahávinsá the twenty-fourth Tirthankar.
fillet and lays before him the brush. During the ceremony, if he is required to stand up he uses the brush to brush his person and seat every time he stands up and sits down. When all the congregation have taken their seats, one of them who knows the formula administers the oath called samāyak, binding them that they should not leave their seats and be all attention during the ceremony. The Sādhu of the monastery then recites certain verses praying that all sins as regards animal life committed knowingly or unwittingly by the congregation may be pardoned. During the recital all except the Sādhu observe silence which is broken at intervals by joint prayers. The ceremony lasts for an hour but on the last day of the Pachusan it extends over three hours. The ceremony begins while it is daylight and ends at dusk. No light however is brought until the ceremony is over. Before it breaks up the meeting is served with sweet-balls on the last day and with patāsā or sugar-cakes on other days. On the day following the Pachusan images of saints are taken in procession round the town and the holidays are closed with subscription feasts. During these holidays in large towns fishermen and sometimes butchers are induced by money payments to give up fishing and slaughtering animals. They are all generally shut up from morning till evening.

Next in importance to the Pachusan is the Siddhachakra Puja or saint-wheel worship. It is performed twice a year in Chaitra (April-May) and Ashvin (September-October) and lasts for nine days beginning on the seventh and ending on fullmoon day. The wheel consists of a silver or other metallic circular plate with nine round compartments traced on it. In the central compartment is engraved an image of Arhat or his name. In the other four compartments the images of Siddha, Āchārya, Upādhyāya, and Sādhu are engraved or their names written. In the remaining four compartments the words Dayān or knowledge, Darshan or religious discipline, Charitra or good conduct, and Tapot or austerity are written. Outside the circle are sometimes written the names of the ten Urdhvaloknivāsīs or regents of the ten directions, of sixty-four ruling deities, of the two Bhairavs, of the two Dukshas, and of Chakreshvari or the guardian deity of the Siddhachakra. These deities are worshipped collectively and separately with flowers and sandal-paste and verses in praise of Jain saints are recited during the worship.

Among the Shrāvakas one of the most popular objects of benevolence is the Pānjarpal or animal home, where with the exception of asses, which are rarely sent, all domestic animals and such as are not of a venomous or cruel nature, when maimed diseased or advanced in age are received and tended by a staff of servants.
OTHER TRADERS.

Besides the Meshris and Shrâvakas who form the great Vânia community, the three classes which deserve mention along with the Vânia traders are Bhansâlîs, Bhâtîas, and Loha'na's.

Bhansâlîs1 or Vagos, 26,723, found in Kachh and Kâthiâvâda are said to have come from Sindh. Husbandmen, shopkeepers, and traders, they are hardworking and thrifty. Though, except some who have made fortunes in Bombay, few of them are rich, as a class they are free from debt, generally owning one or two milch buffaloes and cows. Vaishnavas in name, some of them worship goddesses. But they chiefly reverence the Mândvi saint, Sadhu Lâldâs, to whom they yearly make presents of money and some grain. Their family goddess is Hînglâj in Sindh. Birth and marriage registers are kept by their priests, and widows are allowed to marry. Their family priests are Sârasvat Brahmans who eat with them.

Bhâtîas2 with a strength of 23,621 are found mostly in Kachch and Kâthiâvâda. They claim to be Bhâtî Rajputs of the Yâdav3 stock, who under the name of Bhâtîs or Bhâtîas are the ruling tribe in Jesalmir in north Rajputâna, and who as Musalmân Bhâtîs are found in considerable numbers in the Lâhor and Multân divisions of the Panjâb,4 and to a less extent in the North-West Provinces.5 In Sindh, where they are best known as the traders of Shikâpur,6 they are found over the whole province, and in Kachh chiefly in Abdâsa and Pâvar, and in the towns of Mândvi, Munda, and Anjâr.7 According to Panjâb accounts their earliest capital (c.e. 800) was at Gajûnâpur, supposed by General Cunningham to have been not far from the modern Râvalpindi. From this, he thinks, in the first century A.D. they were driven south-east before the

---

1 Of the origin of Bhansali or Bhansari, a lately adopted name, no explanation has been found. It is said to come from a mythical king Bhansal. Formerly they were generally known as Veglos or Vegus, meaning mixed race. About A.D. 1200 they had a fort named Vegugad in the Kun north of Lakhpas, of which traces still remain. Debarros (A.D. 1550) (Deoc IV, Lib. V, Cap. I) mentions them under the name of Bangaris, as a kind of merchants who eat meat and fish.

2 According to General Cunningham Bhâtîa or Bhatto comes from bhat a warrior (Ancient Geography, I, 247). They are also said to be called either after Bhat one of the sons of Shâlivâhan (Asiatic Researches, IX, 215), or Bhupat the grandson of Shum (Talhata-i-Kiram Elliot, I, 338).


4 North Rajputana in the modern head-quarters of the Bhat. The boundaries are roughly, on the north the Sathlaj, on the east Harnai, on the south Bikaner, and on the west the desert, Hamilton's Gazetteer, I, 266. In the beginning of the century their head-quarters were at Bhatner 130 miles north-east of Bikaner. Ditto.

5 Elliot's Races N.W. P., I, 37, 38.

6 Elliot's Races N.W. P., I, 37.

7 Wilford (Asiatic Researches, IX, 210) finds mention of them as Asham Bhâtis on the high land to the east of the Indus from Ueh to the sea. He also says (page 223) that some Bhât tribes have settled to the east of the Ganges.
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Indo-Skythians. Tod mentions that in the eighth century the Yuda Bhâttis were driven south of the Satlaj. But it would seem from the accounts of the third expedition (A.D. 1004) of Mâhâmad of Ghazni that there was still a strong Bhâtia kingdom at Bhâtia or Bherah on the left bank of the Jhelam near the salt range. And it was probably by the later Mussalmân invaders that the Bhâtias were driven south into the desert and Sindh. In Sindh the Bhâtias have sunk to be fishermen, and there they still continue to eat fish and drink spirits. Kachh Bhâtias neither eat nor marry with Sindh Bhâtias. The date of the Bhâtias’ arrival in Kachh has not been traced. Probably most of them have settled in Kachh and Kathiavâda since the establishment of Jûdeja power (about 1550). From Kachh and Kathiavâda they are said by degrees to have made their way south by land through Gujarât and by sea to Bombay. In north Gujarât they live chiefly in villages and in the south in towns. Their two main divisions, Haldâ (from Halâr in Kathiavâda) and Kachhîs (from Kachh) eat together and intermarry. Bhâtias are like Vânis divided into Visâs and Dassas who eat together. But the Visâs, while taking Dass girls, rarely give Dass their daughters in marriage. Besides gotruas or family stocks, the Bhâtias have eighty-four nukâlas which very nearly correspond to clan titles. Marriage in the same gotra and nukla is forbidden. They are well made tall and active. They are a little darker and less regular in features than other Gujarât Hindu traders, though in Kachh they are a remarkably fair and handsome race. Their women are generally fair and handsome and in large cities have lost much of their roundness of feature. The Kachh, Kathiavâda, and Bombay Bhâtias speak Kachhi and the Gujarât Bhâtias speak Gujarâtî. They live in well built houses with tiled roofs. The houses of the rich are well furnished, while those of the poor have the same

1 Cunningham Arch. Rep. II. 22. According to General Cunningham the Yâdavs were led (A.D. 79) by the great Shâliwâhan and: by his son Râkshâ, the founder of Syâloot. (Arch. Rep. II. 21.) According to Wilford (Aristic Researches, IX. 218, 322) some tribes of Bhâtias strongly insist on their descent from Shâliwâhan and call themselves Vâslâyas of Shâliwâhan, Shaka-Râja-Vansas or Shaka-Râja-Kunâkas, the offspring of Shâk or Shâliwâhan. They are said to consider their chief the representative of Shâliwâhan and an incarnation of Vishnu.

2 Western India, 154.

3 Elliot’s History, II. 30 and 440. The Bhâtii Rajputs still point to this tract as the place of their residence before their advance eastward, and their name is still preserved in the large town of Pandi Bhâtian on the Chimbu (Ditto. 441).

4 Sir H. Elliot traces the decline of the district of Bhâtiana, between Hissâr and the Gâra, to the Muhammadan and Mughal invasions up to the crowning ravages of Timur (A.D. 1399). Reces. N. W. P. II. 31. 22. 4 Trans. Brand. Lit. Soc. II. 244.


6 Trans. Brand. Lit. Soc. II. 246. So the Bhâtias of Bhâtiana are said to be one of the finest and handsomest tribes in India. Jour. A. S. Beng. XXXV. II. 97.
furniture that is found in a Vánia’s house. Those who are rich have
servants for their household work and have bullocks and horses.
After their conversion to Vaishnavism, about the beginning of
the sixteenth century, they became strict vegetarians, eating neither flesh
nor fish and drinking no spirits. Their ordinary food consists of
wheat or millet bread, rice, split pulse gruel mixed with spices.
They eat all grains and pulse except mava, ngli, kalthi, and banti,
and all vegetables except onions and garlic. Very few of them take
opium. The men’s dress consists of a waistcloth, a jacket, a cotton
cost, a shouldercloth, a handkerchief tied round the waist, and a
turban which in Kachh and Káthiaváda has an extra peak or horn
in front. Except that the robe is somewhat scantier, the women’s
dress does not differ from that of a Vánia woman. Among the
well-to-do the men wear a silver waistband, a gold circlet above the
elbow of the right arm, and a necklace. Except that they wear a
gold nosering, the women’s ornaments are like those of a Vánia
woman.

As a class the Bhátiás are keen, vigorous, enterprising, thrifty,
subtle, and unscrupulous. Some of the richest men in Bombay
started life without a penny. A large number of Bhátiás are
merchants traders and brokers and within the last fifty years they
have become a very wealthy and important class. Numbers have
moved either permanently or for a time to Bombay, and, as there is
no difficulty in the way of their travelling, many of them are settled
to the west, in the ports of the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea and
Zanzibar, and east as far as China.¹ In north Gujárat they are
shopkeepers who first settled in towns but are now spreading over
the rural parts, selling grain, tobacco and betel, and to a small
extent lending money. In Kachh, besides as traders clerks bankers
and shopkeepers, many of them earn a living as husbandmen and a
few as labourers. Probably from the religious feeling against taking
life none deal in vegetables or in root crops. Their women are
clever with the needle, flowering silk with much skill and taste.

The Bhátiás as a class are prosperous and well-to-do. This is
mainly owing to their enterprising spirit and the broad views of the
caste in allowing them to undertake distant sea voyages. The
Bhátiás are Vaishnavs of the Vallabháchárya sect. They are strict
vegetarians, most careful not to take life and very observant of
religious rites. They respect the Bráhmanic gods, worshipping
in their houses the image of Vishnu in the shape of Ranchhodáji and
Kádha-Krishna. They daily visit Vaishnav temples and reverence
their spiritual teachers the Vaishnav Mahárájas. These heads
invest them with the sacred-thread, mutter into the ears of the

¹ Among Bhátiás, writes Sir Bartle Frere (A.D. 1875), are the keenest of traders, the
most sensual of voluptuaries, intellects remarkable even among Hindus for sententious
and subtlety, sometimes an obtuseness of moral consciousness which would startle a
galley-slave, but in rare exceptions a simple devotion to truth which would do honour
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novice the tenets of their religion, and when possible attend at their marriages. They receive occasional presents in cash and clothes.

The Bhatias observe the ordinary Hindu fasts and feasts. They go on pilgrimage to Nāthdvara, Banaras, Gokul, Mathura, Bet Dwarka, Jagannath, Prabhās or Somnath Patan, Pandharpur, and Nāsik. To Dwarka they go in Holi (March-April) and Diwali (October-November) and to Prabhās Patan on the bright fifteenths of Chaitra (April-May), Shravan (August-September), and Kartik (November-December). They go to other places when they find it convenient. After their return from a pilgrimage some of the religious-minded pass, like other orthodox Vaishnavas, through a purifying process and become marjūdia. After they have become marjūdia they do not eat food cooked by any one except a marjūdi.

Before the birth of a child the midwife, who is generally a barber's wife, is called in. If the child is a boy sugar and dry coca-cornel are distributed among friends and relations and the good news is taken to the father by the midwife or the family-priest or by some young boy who receives cash presents from the child's father. On the sixth day the women of the house go singing to the house of the priest and bring a clay horse and a roll of paper containing the picture of the goddess Chhathi. The clay horse and the picture are worshipped, and the picture is pasted on the wall of the lying-in room. Near the picture are placed a reed-pen and inkstand and a dagger and a sword. The newborn child is richly dressed and is made to bow to the goddess. Friends and relations are invited to dinner. The child is named on the sixth day or on any other day by the father's sister. The mother is held impure for forty to forty-five days. For the first ten days her touch is pollution, from the tenth to the twenty-first day she is allowed to move about the house without touching anything, and on the fortieth or forty-fifth day she goes out worshipping the sun and the water-god in a river or well. The ceremony of the first giving of cooked food to the child takes place in the course of the sixth month after birth. When the boy is seven or eight years old the thread-ceremony is performed. Those who are poor perform this ceremony with full Brāhmanic rites. Those who are poor take the boy to their spiritual head who mutters some words into the child's right ear and puts a thread on the child's neck. Besides the Brāhmanic thread the Mahārāja puts a necklace made of the wood of the basil plant on the child's neck. Presents in cash are given to the Mahārāja or high priest.

Girls are married between nine and twelve. The supply of marriageable girls falls much short of the demand. Consequently the bridegroom, besides presents to the girl in the shape of ornaments and clothes of the value of Rs. 4000 to Rs. 5000, has in some cases to pay the girl's father large sums in the shape of purchase-money. So great is the expense that many Bhatias remain unmarried. Others to collect money enough go to China, Zanzibar, and the ports of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. By perseverance and industry they amass wealth. When a boy or man wishes to marry his friends and relations ask the girl's father to give him his daughter in marriage. The value of the
ornaments to be presented to the girl is settled. The girl's father then sends his priest to the father or relations of his intended son-in-law. In token of acceptance, the girl's father sends four copper coins, a handful of millet turmeric and betelnuts, and some dho or sacred grass. The betrothal is then entered in the caste registers and the father of the boy pays a fixed sum to the caste fund. After some days the girl's father sends half a sam or twenty pounds of sugar to the boy's father who distributes it among his relations. The women of the boy's house then go with music to the girl's house with a portion of the ornaments and clothes fixed at the time of betrothal. The girl's forehead is marked with kunku or vermillion and the ornaments and clothes are given to the girl to wear. Besides presents in the shape of coconuts the women are feasted. The girl's relations then go to the boy's house and are presented with coconuts. The marriage-day is fixed by a Brahman astrologer in the presence of the girl's and boy's parents. When the boy's parents cannot be present the girl's father tells the boy's father of the marriage-day through the family-priest. About eight days before the marriage-day a booth is built at the girl's house and the boy and girl are rubbed with turmeric. A Gampali made of black gram adad Phaselus mungo flour is worshipped. Four days before marriage the female relations of the girl go with music to the potter's house and there apply kunku marks to his wheel and bring earthen pots and arrange them in four piles. Two days before marriage the bridegroom with his friends and relations goes to the bride's village. The party is received by the bride's relations who give them a separate lodging. The bridegroom sits on a low wooden stool, and the parents of the bride mark his forehead temples hand waist and feet with kunku. Early the next day the bridegroom goes on horseback to the bride's house and is received at the entrance by the bride's mother. He is led into the house, and, with the bride, sits in that part of the house where the family-goddess is painted on the house-wall. The bride's and bridegroom's heads are covered with a hood made of the leaves of the date palm. A piece of coloured cloth is placed between the two with one end of it on the bride's head and the other end on the bridegroom's lap. They then worship the family-goddess, the family-priest of the bride officiating at the ceremony. When the worship is over the bride and the bridegroom take from each other one by one several pieces of jwâr Indian millet stalks held in the hand. The female relations of the bride drop one after another small cotton bundles on the bride's head which the bridegroom clears away; and the female relations of the bridegroom drop the same bundles on the bridegroom's lap which the bride clears away. The bridegroom returns to his lodging. The bride next goes with music to the bridegroom's lodging and is received at the entrance by the bridegroom's mother. The bride sits in her father-in-law's lap, receives a silver coin, pours some milk on the ground, and returns to her house. The female relations of the bridegroom then bring to the bride's house the ornaments and clothes fixed at the time of betrothal. The women after giving the ornaments to the girl go to their lodging. The women of the bride's house then take earthen pots full of milk and curds to the bridegroom's house. The bridegroom then goes with
music to the bride's house in procession with men walking in front and women singing songs behind. The procession stops at the bride's house. The bridegroom alights from his horse and stands near the door where he is received by the bride's mother. She shows him a model plough, an arrow, and a churning handle, and pulls his nose. The bridegroom is led into the house and sits with the bride at the place where the family-goddess is painted on the wall. The ends of the bride and bridegroom's clothes are tied together and their hands are joined in the presence of their spiritual head if he lives in the neighbourhood. They are led into the central square or chori of the marriage-booth where they move four times round the fire, and feed each other with sweetmeats. Next they go to the bridegroom's lodging with the ends of their clothes tied together. There they give each other a handful of sesame, and the bride presents a handful of sesame to the bridegroom's parents who return it to the bride with a silver coin. Their priests are Pokarna Brâhmanas. Marriage is forbidden between the descendants of collateral males and females when they are not more than seven degrees removed from each other. Widows are not allowed to marry and divorce is not granted. Polygamy is allowed when the first wife is barren. Disparity of age between husband and wife is common. In the course of the fifth month after a woman's first conception a bracelet is fastened to the woman's right wrist. In the seventh month the lap-filling ceremony is performed. When a man is on the point of death he is laid on a freshly cow-dunged space on the floor of the house. The old sacred thread on his neck is removed and a new one is put in its place. The water of the Jamna river is poured into his mouth. When life is gone the body is tied to the bier which is carried by the mourners after they have bathed. The body is burnt in the same way as among other high-class Hindus. Impunity attaches to the nearest relations of the deceased for thirteen days. There is no healmom in the castes. Serious disputes are settled by a few respectable men with the consent of the majority of the caste-people. Violators of caste rules are fined and in grave cases are excommunicated. The fines are credited to the caste fund. The caste also levies fixed contributions on the occasions of birth, marriage and death. The fund is used in making or repairing caste vessels, in making donations to their spiritual heads, and in other charitable works. They send their boys to vernacular schools but very few receive a University education. The Bhâttâs are a prosperous class, and many of the rich invest their money in land.

Lohâna's with a strength of 11,133 are found chiefly in Kachh and Kâthvâda. Originally Râthod Rajputs, they are said to take their name from Lohânpur or Lohokat in Mûltân and to have been driven by the Musalmâns from the Panjâb into Sindh, and afterwards, about the thirteenth century, to have found their way to Kachh.²


2 Ind. Ant. V. 171. Their name is mythically derived from Lâv the son of Bams. According to another account Lohâana were in Sindh before Musalmâns times. Under
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They probably belong to the Lohana who formerly held the country between the Sulaiman Hills and the Indus.\textsuperscript{1} In Kachch in the seventeenth century, especially during the reigns of Lakheji and Káyadhan II., Lohana held very high posts as bankers and ministers. Among the Sindhi Lohaná there are at least fifty subdivisions, the chief of them Khudábád and Schván.\textsuperscript{2} But in Kachch and Káthiaváda clan titles have worn down into family names \textit{nukhá}, and marriages are not allowed in the same \textit{nukhá}. Darker than Bhátiás they are like them tall, strong and muscular. Their home tongue is Kauchi and the dress both of men and women is that of other high class Hindus. They are Vaishnava and do not eat fish and flesh or drink spirits.\textsuperscript{3} Very sturdy and hardworking, they are most useful labourers—masons and husbandmen. Some are very successful writers—shopkeepers and grain-dealers. But, unlike the Bhátiás, they seldom risk large ventures or push their fortunes in Persia Arabia or Africa.\textsuperscript{4} Vaishnavas of the Vallabha Chárya and Rámánuj sects their family goddess is Rániol Mátá, and they are devout worshippers of Darya Pir, the spirit of the Indus, who is said to have saved them when they fled from Mután.\textsuperscript{5} Every Lohana village has a place built in honour of this Pir, where a lamp fed with clarified butter is kept burning day and night, and where in the month of Chaitra (March-April) a festival is celebrated. They wear the sacred thread and allow polygamy and widow marriage. Their customs do not differ from those of Bhátiás and their family priests are Sárasvat Bráhmans. They have a headman \textit{patel}, but give him no personal authority, settling disputes at caste meetings according to the opinion of the majority of the members. Those who can afford it generally give their children some Gujarati schooling. \textbf{Depsá's} found in small numbers in Kachch were originally Lohaná and, though they dine with them, do not intermarry.\textsuperscript{6} Their language and dress are Gujarati, and they are employed as house servants—labourers and traders. They wear the sacred thread and allow widow marriage.

Chachi (A.D. 700) a Lohana name Ádácham was governor of Bráhmanábád and the name Lohana is said to have then included the Sanyási and Lakhá clans. Elliot's History, i, 362 ; MacMurdie Journ. R.A. Soc., i, 247. Lohaná are still the chief Hindu tribe in Sindh. Besides in the Panjáb north-west Kachch and Sindh, Lohaná are found in Baluchistán, Afghanistan, the eastern parts of Central Asia, and on the Arabian coast, amongst a barbarous and a hostile people enduring all kinds of hardship and braving no little danger in pursuit of wealth. Burton's Sindh, 314. Since their arrival in Kachch a large number of Lohaná have become Musalmáns of the Memon sect. It is probable that the Lohaná Lavánás or Lamaní are the people of Langhán near Jaláhlábád, called Lámákas by Indian geographers.

\textsuperscript{1} Beal's Travels of Pa Hán (A.D. 400). Mr. Beal (page 50) identifies the Lohaná with the Lohás of the Hindus and the Ló of the Chinese.

\textsuperscript{2} Burton's Sindh, 315.

\textsuperscript{3} In Sindh they eat fresh, are addicted to spirituous liquors, do not object to fish and onions, and drink water from the hands of their inferiors as well as their superiors in caste. Burton's Sindh, 314. So Tod (Annals of Rajasthán, i, 392) says : Of the Lohanás the proverb runs, Except rats and cows they eat anything.

\textsuperscript{4} Of the Sindhi Lohana trader Burton says (Sindh, 316, 317): Uncommonly acute in business some have made large fortunes in foreign lands. In Afghanistan they are patient and persevering, little likely to start new ventures, cautious, and perhaps a trifle aperastic. Mason's Trade of Cabul.

\textsuperscript{5} In Sindh most worship the river-god and some have adopted the faith of Ráhá Námák.

\textsuperscript{6} The Dhungáda and Wadhwán Lohaná do not dine with Depásá.
SECTION IV.—RAJPUTS.

Rajputs numbering 498,063 or 5.03 per cent of the Hindu population are found all over Gujrat, but mostly in Kathiavada and in the north of the province. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Native States including Kathiavada</th>
<th>Baroda</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahemadabad</td>
<td>33,457</td>
<td></td>
<td>77,384</td>
<td>77,384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>97,733</td>
<td>97,733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panch Mahals</td>
<td>54,991</td>
<td></td>
<td>97,733</td>
<td>97,733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benos</td>
<td>19,013</td>
<td></td>
<td>97,733</td>
<td>97,733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>97,733</td>
<td>97,733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>127,906</td>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>459,063</td>
<td>459,063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exclusive of the large classes of garasiyas or holders of alienated land and talukdars or superior holders who exercise no authority over their tenants, the Rajputs of Gujrat are still a dominant race holding sway over nearly half of the area of Gujrat and over nearly one-third of its people. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Miles</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chavadiya</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>65,004</td>
<td>65,590</td>
<td>Jethwa</td>
<td>1,179,128</td>
<td>74,53,038</td>
<td>1,179,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chokhia</td>
<td>2203</td>
<td>180,971</td>
<td>9,45,573</td>
<td>Solanki</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>46,417</td>
<td>3,18,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhimada</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>35,935</td>
<td>20,309</td>
<td>Vigellia</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>37,868</td>
<td>1,25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gohil</td>
<td>2212</td>
<td>61,373</td>
<td>40,42,900</td>
<td>Girw</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10,477</td>
<td>3,18,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karadiya</td>
<td>13,301</td>
<td>1,719,128</td>
<td>74,53,038</td>
<td>Vaghela</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>77,868</td>
<td>1,25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jethwa</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>71,072</td>
<td>4,60,000</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31,013</td>
<td>3,00,064</td>
<td>1,63,27,514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Jethwa | 307 | 21,128 | 10,23,366 | *
| Parmar | 943 | 160,009 | 3,25,048 | Revenue figures are estimates. |

Except the lower class Dangs Karadiyas and Padhras, who allow widow-marriage and let their women appear in public, Gujrat Rajputs have no subdivisions other than the tribes entered in the list above. With all these subdivisions Rajputs eat, and, in places, through Gomtiyas Rajputs have marriage connections with Karadiyas. Karadiya girls are married by Gomtiyas and Rajput landholders and talukdars marry Gomtiya girls. Thus Gomtiyas serve as a connecting link between Karadiyas and high class Rajputs. The Dangs are of the same stock as the Jadejas and are confined to Kachhi. The Karadiyas are scattered in small numbers all over Gujrat and Kathiavada. The Padhras are found solely in the Surat district.

The chief social peculiarity of the Rajput race is its division into Rajputs, Strength.

Section IV. RAJPUTS.

1. It is curious that Rajputs who allow widow-marriage are called Padhras or straight, while those who forbid widow-marriage are called Vankas or crooked.
clans. All clans eat together and intermarry; but the members of a clan are forbidden to marry within the clan as all members of a clan are be loved to be the children of one common ancestor. This dread of marriage among relations is sometimes carried to a strange extreme. As all Jādavs are in theory of the same stock, members of that great clan whether Jādeja Chulāsaws or Bhātis, ought not to intermarry. A Jādeja should not marry a Chulāsava, although the tribes separated in very early times. When the members of a clan became very numerous and spread over a large extent of country, the practice of naming groups of families mostly after a distinguished common ancestor and sometimes after the place of residence came into vogue. Sometimes surnames are taken from a calling as in the case of vethīs or carriers of Government property; and at times a mere change in dress is sufficient to create a new surname. The Kachhottās are so called, because their women adopted the practice of passing the robe back between the feet and tucking the end into the waistband. As far as can be ascertained Gujarāt Rajputs have one hundred and three surnames. In Surat and Broach most Rajputs have lost all trace of their clan. Some of the sub-clans are so large and so long established that they have the importance of separate clans. Instances have occurred of marriages being annulled when it was found that the clans of the bride and bridegroom were divisions of the same stock.

Of the great Rajput clans and sub-clans the following have alone been able to retain importance either in mainland or in peninsular Gujarāt.

Chāvadas, the founders of Anahilavāda (A.D. 746) and once (A.D. 720-956) lords of Gujarāt, now possess only the two small chiefships of Māna and Varəda in the Mahā Kāntha and the two estates of Bihāloda and Rāmpura in the Reva Kānta. In Kāthiavāda, where, so far back as the late fifth and sixth centuries, they ruled at various places on the coast, notably at Dvāraka Somnath-Patan and Diu, their political power has long passed away, and they are now found only here and there as guṇās or upper landlords. Most of the Kachh Chāvadas have fallen to be servants. Recent census and inscription details seem to establish the fact that the Chāvadas belong to the great Gurjara or White Huṇa race who conquered northern India during the fifth century A.D.2

1 The following is a list of the 103 Rajput clan names in use in Gujarāt: Aća, Avar, Bāḷī, Bāṇarā, Bhātī, Bāhula Solaški, Biya, Bodav, Chamarpa, Chasa, Chavada, Chavat, Chočha, Chiod, Chohon, Chudavat, Dabhi, Dāgha, Dalasa, Darja, Devachand, Devda, Dhāndhi, Dod, Dodiya, Duval, Eō, Galesha, Gehot, Gohel, Goter, Gor, Gujar, Hadiāl, Harashi, Hāthā, Humad, Jādav, Jādeja, Jumla, Jirinya, Jot, Jota, Kachhottā, Kala, Kārgoda, Kher, Khod, Khula, Kukan, Lakam, Mahul, Mokvana, Māl, Masainī, Mer, Moha, Mori, Narvān, Padhār, Padhār, Palonia, Parnā, Paravia Chohan, Rāna, Ranārākh, Rākh, Rāval, Sāvan Solaški, Rebovar, Revol, Sehhal, Sioda, Sodha, Sodra, Sojatra, Solaški, Sondal, Surcha, Suvar, Tanka, Tanot, Thokiyana, Turs, Vadhul, Vadhul, Vaghala, Vaij, Vaja, Vala, Vad, Van, Vasti, Varam, Vejela, Vēthā, Vejela, Virpur-Solaški, Udval, and Uma.

2 Compare Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I Part I, pages 127, note 2 and 465. See also the article The Gujar in the Appendix to the present volume.
Choha’ns, the representatives of the imperial family of Delhi (A.D. 1191), have possessions in the Pánanpur and Rewa Kántha Agencies only. The chiefs of Suígám and Váv in Pálanpur and of Báríya and Chhota Úcales in the Rewa Kántha are Choha’ns as also are the owners of eight states in the Sankheda and of one in the Pándu Mehváś. Choha’ns are also found scattered in small numbers over other parts of Gujárát and Káthiáváda where they live in poor circumstances as servants or as small peasant proprietors.

Chuda’sama’s are an offshoot of the Samma tribe probably of Turk origin which entered India during the seventh or eighth century and ruled at Nagar Thatha in Sindh. The Chuda’sama’s appear to have established themselves in Káthiáváda during the early tenth century. From Káthiáváda they pushed on to Káthiáváda and settled at Vánthali about nine miles south-west of Junagadh from which they held Girnár until, in A.D. 1472, Junagadh was taken by Mahmudshah Begada of Ahmedábád and the last of the local rulers, Ra Mandlik, surrendered to the conqueror and forsook the faith of his fathers. Sorath became Muslim territory and on his death Ra Mandlik was raised to the rank of a saint under the title of Khán Jehan. The Chuda’sama’s are now found in Dholera as gardás or upper landholders. As Válávas and descendants of Shrikrishna they claim superiority over all other Gujárát Rajputs, and though only a few of them are left, the daughters of the clan are held to be fit brides even for ruling houses.

Dáima’s who have no historical importance in Gujárát hold a few small estates in the Sankheda Mehváś in the Rewa Kántha.

Gohil, also called Gehlots and Sisodiya’s, whose head is the Rána of Údap in Rajputána, the premier Hindu house in India, are one of the four great divisions of the Rajput race, which still hold sway in Káthiáváda and give their name to Gohilvád the eastern section of the peninsula. They claim descent from the Válás of Valabhípur (A.D. 503-750) who though formerly supposed to be descended from Sháliváhan or Kanaksena, that is the house of the great Kushan emperor Kanishka (A.D. 78), are now believed to belong to the White Húpa or Mihíra herds by whom Valabhi was conquered about A.D. 490. On the ruin of Valabhi by Arabs from Sindh about A.D. 770 a branch of the ruling family retreated to Mevád. There they gained possession of the fort of Chitor and ruled to the thirteenth century when a portion of them withdrew to Kichli in south Márwár. From Kichli they were driven by the Ráthods about A.D. 1290 and forced their way into Káthiáváda. According to the local tradition their leader Sejak married his daughter to the eldest son of Ra Kavát, the Chuda’sama chief of Sorath, who gave him a few villages in the east of his territory. Sejak had three sons Ránoji, Sárangji, and Shaháji. Ránoji is the direct ancestor of

---

1 The grounds of this change in opinion regarding the Válás are given in the article The Gujar in the Appendix to this volume.
2 Compare Kombay Gazetteer Káthiáváda page 254.
the houses of Bhavnagar and Rájpípla, Sárangji of Láthí in east central Káthiáváda, and Shahóji of Páltína about twenty-seven miles south-east of Láthí. Many small estates in Gohilwád are offshoots from the house of Bhavnagar. Under Sorath the Aín-i-Akbarí (A.D. 1590) notices a population of 25,000 Gehlots. These people who are known as Asil Gehlots are said to be descendants of Bápúja who migrated from Valabhi to Chitor in the eighth century. They are said to have returned to Káthiáváda before a generation had passed. They now form the Gehlot subdivision of Mers found in Porbandar and along the coast. In spite of their high standing in Káthiáváda, the few Gohils in Kachch, with the exception of two houses, have sunk to the position of family servants.

Like the Dáimás, the Goris have a solitary settlement in the Sankhela Mehvásv in the Rewa Kántha Agency, where they hold three small estates.

Jaádeja’s are the most numerous and, at the same time the most powerful Rajput clan in Gujarát. Besides Kachch, they own nearly one-third of Káthiáváda, the two chiefships of Santalpur and Chádehat, in the Pálampur Agency, and a small estate in the Pándu Mehvás in the Rewa Kántha. In Káthiáváda, besides minor offshoots the important states are Navánavígar, Gondal, Morvi, Dhol, Rájkot, and Mália which were founded between A.D. 1540 and A.D. 1720. The Jádeja’s are the leading Hindu representatives of the tribe of Samma Rajputs who ruled Sindh from A.D. 1351 to 1521. The Jádeja’s claim to belong to the great Yádav stock whose pedigree goes back to Sámber, son of Krishna, but there seems little reason to doubt that they are among the latest immigrant Turks who preceded the Arab conquest of Sindh in A.D. 713. Under the Sumra rulers of Sindh (A.D. 1053-1331), the Sammas probably maintained a half-independent position in the south of Sindh and seem at several times between the eleventh and the fourteenth centuries to have moved south to Kachch to avoid Sumra tyranny. About A.D. 1351 the Sammas overthrew the Sumras, and, with their head-quarters at Samai near Thatha, became the rulers of south Sindh. During the spread of Muhammadan power, the Sammas, before the close of the fourteenth century, had adopted Islám and since their conversion, though it is still borne by several large pastoral tribes, the name Samma is less known than Sameja and Jádeja, the Hindu branches of the tribe. According to the latest accounts, the name Jádeja was taken by the Kachch branch about A.D. 1350, when they called in as their chief Lákha, a son of Jám Jáda of Thatha. From Kachch they entered Káthiáváda. It is said that about A.D. 1315, Bahlmí Samma led a band as far as Ghumli in the Band hills, then the capital of the Jethva’s and destroyed it, but did not gain a permanent footing in the country. Santalpur and Chádehat were taken by Ráv Khengárji of Kachch (A.D. 1548-1586) from Sarkháji the son of Lánáji Vágélia.

Jethva’s probably came from the north, and first established themselves near Morvi. Thence they spread westward along the coast, captured Dwárká from the Chávádas, and moving to the south-west, established themselves in the strip of land between the Banda hills and the sea. They never passed far inland. Their first capital was at
Ghumli in the Bara hills about forty miles north-east of Porbandar. From Ghumli they moved to Chháya on the east about two miles south-east of Porbandar, and about A.D. 1785 in the decline of Musalmán power, established themselves at Porbandar which has since then been their capital. The tribe, which is comparatively small, are united under one head His Highness the Maharána of Porbandar. Makardhvaj, the founder of their clan, was, they say, the son of Hanumán, the monkey god, and of a female alligator, and, until recently, it was said and believed that as a mark of their descent the Jethvás were born with tails. It is established that the Jethvás are Mers, the representatives of the great Mihira horde who in A.D. 490 captured Valabhi and overran Káthiáváda. The name Jethva, which is locally taken to mean either Elder or Born under the constellation Jyeṣṭha, may be a trace of Yeta, one of the names by which the Mihiras or White Húṇas were known.¹

Jhála's though well known in Rajputána are in Gujárat confined to east Káthiáváda. Their ancestor Hirpál is said to have belonged to a Makvána family of Kachh, who, in the thirteenth century, moved to Gujárat and took service with Karan Ghelo, the last (A.D. 1296-1304) Vaghela prince of Anahilaváda Pátan. That chieftain probably gave Hirpál a grant of territory to the east of the Ran of Kachh, and he established his residence at Páti. The next capital of the clan was at Kuva, whence being driven by Mahmud Begada of Gujárat in A.D. 1488 they established themselves at Halvad, and in A.D. 1600 moved their head-quarters to Dhrángädram. The common derivation of the name Jhála is that Hirpál's sons were in danger of being trampled by an elephant, when their witch-mother, stretching her arm from an upper window, snatched them up and carried them to a place of safety. From this they were called Jhála or 'caught up.' The fancifulness of this derivation, together with the facts of their history which associate them closely with the Mihira or White Húṇa conquerors of the fifth century, suggest that the name is Jauvla the stock of the great White Húṇa leaders Toraumána (A.D. 450-500) and Múliákula (A.D. 500-540). From the parent stem of Dhrángädram, besides other small estates, have sprung the independent chiefships of Chinda, Lakhtar, Lambdi, Sáela, Váthván, and Vánkánér.

Parmárs who own chiefships in north Gujárat and Káthiáváda appear to have come from Sindh. According to the Ráś Málá at some remote period 2000 Sodha Parmárs came from Párkar during a famine and established themselves near Sáela in Káthiáváda. The Vághela, who then ruled at Váthván, employed Mújo their head, to attack the Bhil chiefs Ahé and Pháto who lived on the banks of the Sáharwat, hoping that the attempt would end in disaster. But the Sodhás were successful, and the Váthván chief gave them the four districts of Muli, Thán, Chotía, and Chóbári. Of these the estate of Muli is now alone held by Parmárs. To the Mahi Kántha where they hold the two chiefships of Dánta and Sudáná, the Parmárs came from Nagar.

Thathia whence they were driven by the Muhammadans about A.D. 1050. Thathia in the Pâlamur Agency is said to have originally belonged to Parmârajputs and to this day many Parmârs of the Suvar and Kâva sub-clans are found in subordinate positions in Thathia villages. In the Rewa Kâtha they hold only one estate in the Pâlamu Mehwâs. Like the Kâthiâvâda Parmârs, the Kachh Parmârs belong to the Sodha sub-clan of the Parmârs and appear to have come from Sindî. At the beginning of the present century these Sodha Parmârs were in a wretched condition living chiefly as bandits, and, for several years after the beginning of the British connexion with Kachh (A.D. 1819-1822), their raids caused the greatest ruin and distress in the east of the province. They are settled in small numbers in the north of Kachch and in some of the Ran islands, and except a few cultivators are herdsmen, most of them in poor condition. Their chief connexion with Kachch is through the marriage of their daughters with the leading Jalâja and Musalmân families. These Sodha women are of great natural abilities and much personal beauty. In A.D. 1819 Capt. MacMurdo described them as ambitious and intriguing as not to scruple to make away with their husbands that their sons might obtain the estate.\(^1\)

Ra\'thods own chiefships in the Mahi Kântha. The Ra\'thods were driven south from Kaman by the Muhammadans about the end of the twelfth century, and under the guidance of Siyaji, the son or nephew of Jaychand Dale Pango of Kamanj, established themselves in the sandy deserts of Mâwar. Siyaji's second son Sonangi repaired to the court of Anhilâvâda whose sovereign, probably Bhim Dev II. (A.D. 1173-1242), assigned him the title of Sâmete in the district of Kadi. Not many years later, the Ra\'thods won the fort and lands of Idar. Besides Idar, Ra\'thod chiefs hold Pol, Mâlpur, Mâgor, Velisina, and Jâna in the Mahi Kântha. Idar is not now held by the old Ra\'thods but by the Ra\'thods of Jodhpur. Of the succession of the Jodhpur chiefs two stories are told; one that they were called in by the Idar ministers, the other that they have been in revolt against their brother, the Mahârâja Abhay Singh, viceroy of Gujarât (A.D. 1730-1743) and were pacified by the grant of Idar. Ra\'thods also own seven estates in the Sankhala Mehwâs and two estates in the Pâlamu Mehwâs in the Rewa Kântha. In the Pâlamur Agency they are landowners, village-sharers and holders of service lands, but in Kâthiâvâda where their number is small, most of them have fallen to be servants.

Rehvar Rajputs\(^2\) are confined to the Mahi Kântha, where they hold the minor estates of Bolandra, Mohânpur, Ramîsan, Rupîl, and Vardâgâm.

---

\(^1\) Transactions Bombay Literary Society, II. 253.

\(^2\) Of the origin of the Rehvar Patâvate the following account is given. The Rehvar Rajputs are Parmârs who came originally from Ujjain and settled at Chandhrâvati. They afterwards moved to Pîkar to Mount Abu, and lastly to Târanga, from all of which places they seem to have been expelled. They took possession of Târanga in A.D. 1226 (8, 1232). Their deeds or purâs are derived from the former Bâvâs of Idar, and their dependence on the present Raja is limited to the payment of kholhol in cash. Of the origin of the name Rehvar the story goes that one of their Bava ancestors on his way to win his bride stopped to pay his devotions at a temple of Devī. As she knew his future father-in-law intended to kill him, the goddess said Reh var Bridegroom go no further. In obedience to the goddess' warning the bridegroom remained and all who went on were murdered. B. N. Gov. Sc. XII. 120.
Jaspal Rehvar emigrated from Chandrávati near Mount Abu to Hadol in the Mahi Kánthá in a.D. 1227 and thence in the thirteenth generation Thákor Pruthuráj moved to Ghodváda having obtained a grant of that and the neighbouring districts, which in course of time were divided among the present chiefships. Rehvars are also found in small numbers in poor circumstances in Káthiáváda and in other parts of Gujarát.

Sarváiyá's, who are probably Chudásamás, are found only in Gohilvád where they are landowners.

Sisodiya's, the representatives of the Mevád house of Udaipur and the same in origin as the Gohils, own the state of Dharampur in the Surat district and the chiefship of Dabhála in the Mahi Kánthá. According to their own traditions, the Dharampur Sisódíyás, about 700 years ago, under a certain Rám Bija conquered from the Bhils this portion of the hill lands of south Gujarát. About the middle of the seventeenth century, Valájí, the first Thákor of Dabhála, with a body of horse entered the service of Káthánmal the Ráv of Ídar.

Solánkis, the once (a.D. 961-1242) powerful successors of the Chávádás in the sovereignty of Gujarát, have their possessions confined to the wilds of the Rewa Kánthá and Bánsla. In the Rewa Kánthá they hold the state of Lunáváda and an estate in each of the two Mehwáses Sankheda and Pánu. In a.D. 1225 Virbhádhar Solánki killed Viro Báriya chief of Virpur, and established himself at that town eight or nine miles west of Lunáváda. From this town the Lunáváda Solánkis are called Virpúra Solánkis. The town of Lunáváda was founded by Bhimsingh a descendant of Virbhádhar. Of the early history of the Bánsla Solánkis, no details are available. Recent information leaves little doubt that like the Chávádás the Solánkis belong to the great tribe of Gurjjaras or Gujarás who apparently represent the main body of the great fifth century conquerors the White Hunas.¹

Vádhol's and Vája's who are branches of the great Ráthod clan are found in Káthiáváda. They entered the peninsula about the thirteenth century from Rajputána. The Vádhol's treacherously drove out the Chávádás from Dwáriká and Bet, and established themselves there, while the Vájás settled on the south coast, their leader Vejo founding Vejalkot on the Rával river in the south of the Gir. From Vejalkot they conquered Uma and spread their rule east to Jhánjmer and the Manári river. Later as they were much harassed by the garásías they sought the protection of Bhumnagar, where they are now found as small landholders.

Vághela's who after the Solánkis ruled over Gujarát (a.D. 1242-1304) now hold the three chiefships of Tharád, Morváda, and Diodar in the Pálanpur Agency and the one chiefship of Pethápur in the Mahi Kánthá.

In addition to these clans, members may be found of all the great Rajput tribes and sub-tribes, Bhátiás, Dábhiás, Ghelots, Jádavás,
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Makvánás, Moris, Pádhiárs, and Válás. These miscellaneous Rajputs have fallen to be servants and peasant proprietors. In most cases they hold scarcely land enough to support their families.

The Gujarát Rajput as a rule is tall and well built fair clear-featured and with a manly and pleasing expression and address. The nose is straight or hooked, the eye large and lustrous, the iris usually black but not uncommonly brown and sometimes light brown or gray almost to blueness, the mouth small, the face oval. The men have no fixed rule for wearing the hair. Some wear it long tying it in a knot on the top of the head; others cut the hair close; and a few shave the head except the top-knot. Boys wear a lock or curl over each ear. The men grow the moustache and whisker with great care using dyes to preserve its dark colour long after it has begun to grow gray. They wear the beard but, to distinguish themselves from Musalmáns, they separate the hair down the centre of the chin. Except in the case of a death in the family neither the beard nor the moustache is shaved. Like the men the women are well-formed and fair. They are famous for their good looks and for the care they take to preserve their beauty in advanced years. The ambition of parents of moderate means is to see their daughters well settled in life, married to a Thákor or other landed proprietor. With this object the physical training of a Rajput girl begins when she is quite young. In the south-east of Gujarát the hard life of a cultivator and the malarious climate have robbed the Rajput of some of his handsomeness. Still even in south Gujarát a Rajput can be easily known from his Kanhi or Koli neighbour by the care he takes of his personal appearance and by the tidiness and cleanliness of his habits.

As a rule the home speech of Rajputs is Gujarátí. In Kaehl the home tongue of the Jádeja Rajput is Kaehli, which closely resembles the dialect in use in lower Sindh. Most Gujarát Rajputs also understand Hindustání; and the home speech of those who come from Márwár is Márwári.

The style of a Rajput's house depends on his own or on his forefather's means and social position. Except the poor, who live in huts with mud walls and thatched roofs, the Rajput cultivator lives in a brick and mortar house with a tiled roof. In form and method of division the house of a cultivating Rajput does not differ from the house of other cultivators. It has only one front door and no windows. The cooking place is in a corner of the veranda and small openings are kept in the wall to admit light and air. In front of the house the dehlí or covered entrance is the only shelter for the cattle. Rajput houses contain more furniture than those of other cultivators, and they are neat and cleanly as the owner delights in arranging his copper-pots so as to make the brightest possible show. In native states besides the gleaming copper-pots and other household goods, the Rajput householder keeps a box containing a sword or a matcheck. The large Rajput proprietor or Thákor lives in a big mansion called the darbár. A darbár forms a quadrangle about 150 feet by 120 feet, enclosed by a well-built stone wall ten to twenty feet high separated by a passage from the inner buildings. The enclosure which is approached by a passage has, outside of the gate but within the encircling wall, a shed,
used as a lodging for the poorer class of guests. On either side of the entrance passage is a raised platform, generally with an upper storey. On one of these platforms the Thākor sits and receives visitors, and on the other sit the servants and lower class guests. Inside of these platforms is an outer court with, to the right, in the outer corner, a fenced space used as a pound. Inside of this space are two platforms and a room where the Thākor bathes breakfasts and sleeps in the afternoon and where garásia or landlord guests are lodged. Beyond the guests’ quarters, entered by a middle passage, is a stable cattle-shed and cart-room. Across the court, on the left, are, in the outer corner, a space for storing grass and fuel and close by with a front veranda two rooms, the sons’ quarters. The inner court is entered by a passage placed so that it gives no direct view inward. To the right is a privy and a well, and to the left inside of a veranda is the shrine of the house-guardian. Passing through a doorway to the right of this inner yard, not far from the well, is the women’s yard with, in the outer corner, a granary or kothār. To the left, facing the women’s yard, are the chief rooms of the house, a veranda in front usually with concrete floor and to the left a cook-room and a water-room. Behind the veranda is an inner veranda and within it are two rooms substantially built of stone and mortar with concrete floors, and for light, two or three openings high in the walls. In one of these the women of the house keep their furniture and in the other the Thākor sleeps. The dwelling of a small proprietor or garásia is a quadrangle of about fifty feet by forty surrounded by a thorn fence. On the left at the entrance is a shed with divisions for cattle and for storing grain. Across the enclosure with walls of mud and rubble and a tiled roof are the two chief rooms of the house with an open veranda and cook-room.

The dress worn by Rajput men in mainland Gujarāt differs considerably from that worn in the peninsula. In Kachh the men’s headdress is a common silk saurs cap and over it a large loosely-rolled turban red in the case of the young and white in the case of the old; a double-fronted waistcoat with sleeves varying in length from three to eight cubits and the strings about a foot long; a long coat with wide sleeves; a scarf dark in the case of the young and white in the case of the old; wound round the loins the ends falling to the knees and fastened at the waist by a variety of waist-cloths; a pair of loose trousers with a tight button at the ankle and pointed shoes. The Kāthisāda dress does not differ much from the Kachh dress. The chief and his relations or bhāgāiś are always handsomely, and on great occasions are brilliantly dressed. Their turbans are usually of some bright colour enriched with cloth of gold. The Jádeja and Jhāla turban consists of endless yards of cloth, rising high above the head and ending in a one-sided conical peak. These turbans are exceedingly heavy and irksome to wear. The sash or kamarband is also composed of rich materials freely spangled with gold. It is worn very broad at the back, falling almost to the inside of the knee, and is tied in front in voluminous folds. The hilt of a jewelled dagger generally shows among the folds, and, besides the dagger, some chiefs carry quite an armoury of small weapons. The drawers are worn tight to the leg, the material being generally fine white calico. The coat on ordinary occasions is also of white calico, but, at state
cereonies, it is usual to wear an overcoat of velvet or silk or brocade, lavishly adorned with gold embroidery or with rows of seed-pearls. The jewelry worn on state occasions includes a gorgeous necklace of diamonds, emeralds or other precious stones, earrings and finger rings on almost every finger. Upper landholders or garisatis dress more or less richly according to their means. Men past middle age generally wear white turbans and are otherwise plainly dressed. The younger men are often seen in turbans and waistcoats.

In mainland Gujarat the male headdress is a piece of white cloth six to eight yards long wound loosely round the head and surmounted by another piece of coloured cloth. The body clothes are a coat and either trousers or a waistcoat. The men wear anklets and where allowed carry arms of only a rusty and unserviceable sword. A turban sometimes takes the place of the head-scarf.

Except among the cultivating Rajput women of south Gujarat, who, like Kanbi women wear the long robe instead of the petticoat, passing back the skirt between the feet, the dress of Rajput women all over Gujarat consists of the same three articles, the petticoat, the backless bodice, and the headdress, all differing in fashion according to the locality and in material according to the means of the wearer. Round the head and shoulders is worn the headdress and over the bosom the bodice open behind but in front reaching from the neck to the waist, and, for the lower part of the body, the petticoat which is much ampler in Kathiawar and north Gujarat than in south Gujarat. The fancy for ample folds is carried to such an extreme that among the rich Rajput women of Kathiawar a petticoat about seventy-five feet long made of fine Turkey-red cloth, sewn into a large number of folds has come into fashion as a home dress. Most Rajput women have spare clothes for holiday wear. Among the rich the stock is both varied and large. A rich Rajput woman has about fifteen petticoats, those for every-day wear of cotton or cheap silk, and those for holidays of cloth of gold or gold-fringed silk. Of bodices the number is sometimes as large as forty. All are of different coloured pieces of silk, the finest with thick lace borders. The head-scarf, seven feet by eight, often changing in fashion, is for ordinary use, of plain cotton; for full dress it has a gold lace border, and, on the end that shews, a fringe of gold lace. The favourite colours are blue red and green; yellow and purple are seldom worn. Black is the colour of mourning. The berango or two-hued, that is iron-gray on a red ground, which is the colour proper for old age and mourning, is also worn as a mark of sympathy by young women whose friends have been widowed. Certain gold and silver ornaments such as necklaces, armlets and nose rings, depending on the relationship to the person who has died, are left off in sign of mourning. Rich Rajput women generally wear a plain suit in the morning and a richer suit in the evening. They take the greatest care of their clothes and are famous for the length of time they manage to keep them fresh. Their special fondness for rich clothes makes them less devoted to jewels than other Hindu women. One strict rule is never to wear silver except as anklets. Lamp-black, but not antimony surma, is used for the eyes, and henna Lawsonia inermis paste to redden the hands and feet. A Rajput
widow is allowed to wear her hair, and instead of an ivory bracelet she puts on a gold armlet. A widow does not make the red-brow-mark, she wears dark-brown clothes, abjures animal food, and does not join in feasts.

In manner Rajputs are courteous and polite but somewhat touchy and ready to take offence. They are fond of children and respectful to women. A Rajput of good family, if reduced to be a cultivator, would rather himself fetch water in the dark than allow his wife to bring it. Their sensitiveness to female honour is so keen that a man, however distantly related to a woman who has dishonoured herself, considers it his duty to destroy her and her seducer. They have a good name for honesty and they have given such brilliant examples of veṣā-śakti or master-worship that really self-sacrifice is considered the typical feature of the Rajput character. The Rajput is hospitable and loves to entertain strangers. They are fond of cattle and are very kind to their horses in whose good qualities they take pride. Many landed proprietors own studs and possess fine specimens of country-bred horses. Formerly Rajputs were noted for their headlong bravery and for their feats of strength and endurance. They were bold riders and skilful swordsmen. They delighted in all manly and martial exercises. Long years of peace and order have effaced these noble characteristics. The Rajput still carries his sword but never unheaths it in anger. A martial bearing is seldom affected and manly exercise as a rule is avoided. The Rajput failings are want of thrift and love of ease. A Rajput Thākūr will pass whole days sitting in his courtyard gossipping with his neighbours and friends and as in a dream watching his dependants pass to and fro at their daily work. His fondness for kuṃbha, that is opium and water adds to his idleness. The smallest Thākūr has his agent or karbhārī, a shrewd Vāṇia or a needy Brāhman, to whom he leaves all his affairs, and thinks it a grievance to be called upon occasionally to sign a paper. He does not object to a law suit or two, they add to his dignity; but he hates to be troubled about them. His affairs are generally involved; he is a kind and generous landlord and does not press for his dues. After his sons have grown up he is often at feud with them as regards the division of his property; and his relations with the sarpanch or wives' quarters are occasionally the reverse of cordial. He has little regard for conjugal fidelity on his own part and he does not consider it disgraceful openly to keep a favourite mistress. Except among the poorer villagers Rajput women almost never appear in public. The Rajput woman is faultlessly neat and careful of her looks, she is enterprising and high-spirited, according to the proverb 'The wise mother of fools.' She is intriguing, jealous, ambitious, thrifty, and fond of show, as the proverb says 'She marries the land, not the man.' When her husband can afford it she generally secures some separate villages and an establishment of her own. The younger women are taught to read and write by the older women or by the family-priest. They also learn to sew and embroider in which they generally show much taste and skill.

Rajputs are by birth soldiers and landholders; but their service as soldiers is not in demand and few Rajputs have any occupation except
as landholders. Of the landholders many have lost their patrimony and been forced to take service as peons and constables and even as personal attendants and field labourers. In native states they are chiefs, gārāšās or landlords, and holders of service lands. In British territory, except in Ahmedābād Kaira and Brouch where the Tulukdārī settlement has prevented their estates disappearing, many of them have dwindled to be peasant proprietors. Though the number of industrious and skilful cultivators is increasing the Rajput husbandman has still a bad name for slovenliness and want of care.

Though the tendencies are in many ways against him the Gujarāt Rajput on the whole is fairly off. The revenues of the chiefs and larger landholders have increased and go on increasing. The more thriftless of the landlords are protected against themselves by the restrictions of the Tulukdārī Settlement Act. And with most of the smaller landholders the horror of living by the plough instead of by the sword is passing away.

Followers of Svāminārāyan Vallabhbāchārya and Rāmānuja eschew fish flesh onions garlic and liquor; all other Rajputs eat animal food, drink liquor, smoke tobacco, and eat opium. Except the Vālās and a few other divisions most Rajputs¹ eat fish, partridge, duck, goat, sheep, and hare. Of animals which split the hoof they eat only the chikāran or gazelle. In Rewa Kāntha they eat the wild bear but no Rajput will touch the flesh either of the horse or of the ass. Strict Rajputs have a strong feeling against the flesh of the domestic fowl. But in south Gujarāt the feeling on this point is lax. Their staple food is rice and bājari Peninsula sphaciatum, jwār Sorghum vulgare and wheat, together with the usual pulses and vegetables. As far as possible they avoid eating hill grains such as banti Panicum flavidum bānto Eleusine corocana and koder Paspalum scrobiculatum. They never use maut or Ervum lens pulse or the snakegourd. The women chew tobacco and the old women take snuff but they never smoke or eat opium and seldom drink liquor or eat meat. All the different divisions of Rajputs eat together in the same row but not from the same dish. The majority of Rajputs neither eat from the same dish nor smoke the pipe of those who allow widow-marriage, who marry with Kolis and Musalmāns, and who are of low social position. Rajputs eat food cooked by all classes of Hindus except Kolis Vāghris and the depressed castes.

In a rich Rajput family the head of the house rises between six and seven, and, after smoking a pipe and washing, dresses, and seating himself in the gateway platform dekti is joined by a Bhat or Chāran and other friends. As they sit a servant brings a dish of opium-water

¹In A.D. 1818, many Jādejas of Kachch though nominally Hindus continued in matters of food Muhāmmads, employing Musalmān cooks, taking flesh and refusing to eat things forbidden in the Korān. Now, except about five per cent, they live as Hindus, most of them on simple fare, respecting the Rajput feeling against eating the domestic fowl and seldom using animal food. Some among them of the Vaiśnava sect are strict vegetarians. When meat is used, it is only killed by a Musalmān and cooked at a distance from the usual kitchen. The custom of asking a Musalmān to kill an animal is not necessarily a remnant of the former leaning to Islam. Like the Jādejas many Dakhan Marāthīs object to eat meat which has not been duly killed by a Musalmān.
kuwamba. Of this the host, after offering it to any Bháț Chárán or Rajput proprietor who may be present, drinks a portion and gives the rest to the people round. The opium water is followed by a pipe or hukka. Then about eight, for an hour or two, he hears complaints from villagers and prescribes for the sick, for most Rajput Thákors have some knowledge of medicine and some of them keep a store of drugs. Before breakfast he bathes. After bathing incense is sometimes burnt and a few beads are told. The meal is of millet and wheat bread, the mixture of pulse and rice known as khichdi, butter served in a small cup, and whey sometimes milk in a jug. After another pipe the Thákor goes to rest and arising about two washes and dresses and sits chatting or settling family affairs till about five, when he goes to the village temple, and comes back at dusk. On his return he takes his seat in the gateway platform. If he is a big man a torch is lighted and people come and pay their respects to him, and he hears complaints and settles disputes. About eight, putting off his outer robe, he goes to the house-shrine and washing his hands and feet burns incense and says some prayers. He then goes to the women’s quarters, where seated on a low quilted stool he gathers his children round him and chats with them till supper is ready. He eats supper in the women’s quarters with the men and some of the children of the family, the meal consisting of pulse and rice khichdi, millet bread, pickles, thin wafer biscuits or pápad, and milk. Some Thákors never come out after supper. Others sit in the gateway and smoke, hearing news and stories, and go to rest in the women’s quarters about ten or eleven. The young men of the family spend most of the time in looking after boundaries, tracking thieves and robbers, training horses, and learning to hunt and shoot. The wife of a Thákor rises about sunrise before her husband is up. She begins the day by making three reverences to her mother-in-law and to her other seniors. Then, after washing, she looks to the distribution of whey and milk among servants and dependants, bathes about eight, bows to the sacred basil, looks after the children’s breakfast, and going to the kitchen superintends the cooking or helps to make some of the finer dishes. After her husband has finished she takes her breakfast, sleeps for a couple of hours, and if young sews or chats or if old reads or listens to sacred books till evening. Before dark she puts on fresh and richer clothes, and the sons’ wives, but not the daughters of the house, thrice as in the morning reverence the Thákor’s chief wife and other senior women. A lamp fed with butter is then lighted in the water-room, and the women go and help in preparing dinner. They sup after their husbands have finished, chat and sew till about nine, and retire. A Rajput cultivator is up by five and by six is washed and off with his servants to the field. After working for two hours he takes his breakfast. Unless the husband is very poor the breakfast is brought not by the wife but by a servant or male relation. Except that he uses more condiments and onions, the Rajput’s breakfast and dinner mainly consist of the same dishes as those used by the local Kanbi. The evening meal is like the morning meal the only addition being a little clarified butter. The children take their food with their mother. Only on festive occasions does the Rajput cultivator either eat meat or drink liquor. He dines at noon and after an hour’s rest works till sunset,
He takes his supper about an hour after sunset and after supper spends an hour or more in chatting over the day's work and smoking his pipe.

Except their clan and local peculiarities Rajputs do not differ from other Hindus in their religious observances and practices. Though many are followers of the special forms of Vaishnavism preached by Vallabháchárya and by Rámáníjó, and though the modern sect of Sváminárayan still gathers adherents, Rajputs from remote ages have been partial to the worship of Shiva. At the same time they worship all Hindu gods and goddesses and their house-shrines contain the images of Shiva, Vishnu, Ganáti, and of the tutelary goddess of the clan. The Jádejá worship the northern Ashápuri, the hope-fulfiller, whose principal shrine is in Kachh. The Jhálaíadó adore a goddess named Adya whose shrine is at Hulvád. The Gohá worship the Khodiád Mátá whose chief shrine is at Rájapara near Síhor. The goddess of the Jethvá is Víndhyaváásiní whose original shrine is on the Nágmáta river close to Navánagar and whose chief temple is at Cháháyá near Porbandar. The Parmárs worship the goddess Mándavri whose temple is at Múli. Chávádádá and Vágheládá worship Chámuqyádá. Rich Rajputs have Bráhmans priests to do the daily worship of their household gods. After his marriage a Rajput visits the principal shrines of his vátá or tutelary goddess in company with his bride. Part of the marriage ceremony consists in knotting the end of the bridegroom's shouldercloth or waistcloth to the bride's veil or chhundá, and these knots are always loosened in front of the family goddess. Among the Kachh Jádejá the most gorgeous festival in the year is the Ráv's procession to the snake temple in the Bhuj fort. Jádejá show great respect to their priests, who are Bráhmans of the Rájgor subdivision, and to Bhdá and Cháráns, their family bards and chroniclers. Except a few who are disciples of Sváminárayan the Parmárs of Muli are as a rule worshippers of the sun. Sun-worshippers fast on Sundays. Bardoí Bráhmans, called after the district at the foot of the Bardo hills in south Káthiárádá, are the priests of Jethvá. These Bráhmans worship Shiva and Shaktí, and visit the local temples of these deities morning and evening. On the eighth or ashtami and the fourteenth or chaurdahí of every fortnight, on Sívádra the dark fourteenth of the month, on the bright eleventh of Ashádáh (July-August), and during four days of the Návádra that is the first nine nights in Ashvéra (October-November), on the bright second of every month, on the Dásera that is the bright tenth of Ashvéra (October-November) all of which are high days the Jethvá visit the local temples of Shiva and Shaktí and lay before the god and goddess a coconut and a few copper and bow before them. They are Smárt and their high priest is the Shankaráchárýá of Dvárka. When the high priest visits

---

3 Before A.D. 1818 Kachh Jádejá were half Hindu half Musáló. They visited mosques and gave their daughters in marriage to Musáló. Since A.D. 1818 the example of several strictly Hindu Ráv's, the decline of infantidee, the division of land, and the spread of poverty have combined to make the Jádejá give up several of their un-Hindú ways. Of their former Musáló beliefs and practices nothing remains but the reverence for certain Musáló saints and the occasional marriage into Musáló families.
the village they pay his expenses while he stays in the village and when he leaves present him with money according to their means. They worship the cow on the bright fourth of Shravan and on the bright twelfth of Bhadrapad (September-October) they go to the sea, offer it sandal-paste rice flowers and a coconut, and bow before it.

As a rule the Vaghela chiefs are worshippers of Shakti. Nåthanji the first Vaghela who came to Sarnand in A.D. 1315 built a temple to his family goddess Hajari-Mātā which is still known by the name of Adya Mātā the family goddess of the Jhalas. Among the cultivating Vaghelas, both the Vallabhachārya and the Rāmānuja forms of Vaishnavism have found a large following. Except a few who keep a conch shell or shankh and the image of the mātā in their house Vaghelas as a rule have no household images. On Dasara Day in September-October, they mark the brow of the horse with vermilion and rice and tie a seven-knotted thread marked with vermilion round his right pastern. The girls meet at the house and paint on a wooden board a tree with a hōyel or Indian cuckoo perched on it. They then take the board to the river and bathe in the river with the board, lay vermilion flowers and rice on it, go to a neighbouring garden and call the bird imitating its voice till he answers. When there is danger from floods, Vaghelas go to the river or seashore or to a pond and worship water. The chief throws a woman's robe and a coconut into the sea to pacify the flood spirits and save his people. Vāla Rajputs, though not Muhammadans visit tājiās or Muharram biers and the tombs of Muhammadan saints, and offer them coconuts and make them vows. This leaning to Muhammadanism is not peculiar to Vāla. Vow-making to the Muharram tājiās or biers and to the tombs of Muhammadan saints is common among lower Hindus and is often met with among the higher castes. Besides their own special days the different clans of Rajputs keep all Hindu fasts and feasts.

Rajputs believe in witchcraft soothsaying and omens, and employ exorcists to drive out evil spirits. Their spirit-scarers or bhūvās are mostly low caste Hindus and Musalmāns. When a person is possessed, the scarer asks a relation of the possessed to wave round his head a handful of adād Phaseolus mungo beans. The bhūva examines the beans. If he finds signs of a spirit he calls his familiar to come into him. The familiar comes and moves the exorcist's body to and fro, in the end stating the name and the favourite haunt of the spirit who is in the patient, and the ways and means by which the trespassing spirit can be driven out. Sometimes the scarer administers an oath or bādha to the spirit in the sick person and ties a black thread as an amulet round his neck or arm. Sometimes chillies are burned before the sick person in a closed room and sometimes a worn-out shoe is forced between the patient's teeth. Sometimes an earthen pot is set before the sick person and on the mouth of the pot is laid a brass or copper salver with a handful of adād beans. The earthen pot is beaten with a stick, and as the beans dance to and fro they make a sound which is believed to scare the trespassing spirit. Sometimes the medicine-man waves a cup of water round the person possessed and drinks the water. When an offering to the spirit appears necessary, the offering
is waved about the person possessed and laid in a place where three roads meet. The offering is generally cooked: rice curds flesh or any other article of food or dress which by the tongue of the possessed the trespassing spirit asks for. Sometimes Bráhmans priests are employed to read to the sick person, the Chandipath a Sanskrit work containing prayers to the goddess Chandi. Gifts are also made to Bráhmans in the name of the family goddess or of some special god. Rajputs are careful watchers of good and bad omens. A cow, a virgin, a woman whose husband is alive with or without a vessel filled with water, a learned Bráhman, a student with his books, a well dressed prostitute, an armed soldier, a bier with the body of an ascetic or Mulsám, a washerman with a load of washed clothes, a Rabari Bharvád or Dhél carrying cotton twist and yarn, a Vání with scales and balance, a gardener with flowers, a vessel of milk and curds, a peacock, a horse, and a married couple coming from the opposite direction are good omens. So also is the braying of an ass or a sneeze to the left or behind, the hooting of an owl to the right, a serpent passing on the right, and a deer or a crying fox. The chief evil omens are: A cat crossing the road or coming from the opposite direction, a serpent passing to the left, a sneeze to the right or in front, a widow coming from the opposite direction, a deformed person met on the road, persons carrying firewood cowdung-cakes coal hides grass husks salt fire molasses oil flour or a basket of lemons, an earthen vessel with whey, a basket filled with rubbish, a dog twitching his ears, an owl sitting on the roof of the house and hooting, and a passing donkey.

In the seventh month of her first pregnancy the girl generally goes to her father's house for her delivery. With the first signs of labour a midwife of the barber or some other caste is called in. An astrologer is present to mark the moment of birth and to cast the horoscope. As soon as the child is born the midwife beats a metal platter if it is a boy and an earthen pot if it is a girl. If the child is a boy musicians come and perform at the house, and if the father's means allow, packets of sugar are distributed to every house in the village. A messenger is sent to carry the gañhámá or joyful news to the child's father with a paper marked with the boy's footprint in vermilion. The boy's father rewards the messenger with a dress or cash and distributes sugarandy among friends and relations. If the father is poor he feeds the messenger and presents him with a rupee. As soon as the child is born the midwife cuts its navel cord and buries it in a corner of the compound in front of the house. The father's sister feeds the child with a few drops of honey mixed with clarified butter and water. It is believed that the child takes to the nature of the woman who first feeds it. The midwife receives fifty pounds of wheat, one rupee in cash, a coconut, 14 to 5½ pounds of molasses, and if the child is a boy a robe. Even poor Rajputs have to pay the midwife grain and 4 to 8 annas in cash. On the sixth night after the birth the child's and the mother's foreheads are marked with vermilion. A piece of cloth long enough to make a jacket for the child is begged from a friend or relation, a jacket is made and the child is dressed in it. A space on the floor near the mother's bed is cleansed with cowdung and in the space is set a wooden
stool covered with green silk or brocade called chattie with an earthen pot on either side. The child is laid in a mūch̄ī or small cradle near the stool. According as the child is a boy or a girl, a boy or a girl is seated at each of the four corners of the stool who beat metal dishes and are rewarded with suvāh  taddē or birth-cakes made of wheat flour and molasses fried in butter. Near the stool the wall is marked with seven vermilion spots and over the spots clarified butter is rubbed. On the stool are laid a piece of paper, a reed-pen, and a mixture of vermilion and water in the belief that Chhathi or Mother Sixth comes on that night and writes the future of the child. A sword covered with a robe called pāmār and a lamp fed with clarified butter are placed near the writing materials and all the people, except the mother and child, leave the room for a short time to give the goddess an opportunity to do her work. Cooked rice and kanaūr or wheat flour boiled in clarified butter and molasses are eaten in the house. The ceremonial impurity on account of childbirth lasts ten to forty days. During this period the mother bathes four times. Her bath on the tenth day is called dasūthān and that on the twentieth vianūthān, after which she is allowed to touch the members of the family. Her third bath is on the thirtieth day and her fourth on the fortieth. On the fortieth day the mother goes with the child in her arms to a neighbouring well and offers sandal paste vermilion rice and flowers to the jālevās or water nymphs. A Brāhmaṇ priest attends and is rewarded with money. The mother then fills a small vessel with water and fetches it home. Kanaūr or wheat flour cooked in clarified butter and sugar is eaten on that day in the house and friends and relations are asked to dine. After this ceremony the mother is held to be clean.

On the morning of the child’s twelfth day, if the child is a boy, the mother takes it in her lap and sits on a low stool before the door of the house with a wooden pestle in her hand. Five to seven children are made to sit on her back one after the other and she is asked to walk a few steps. She worships the sun, a Brāhmaṇ priest officiating and receiving money. The children are fed with cocoa kernel and the ceremony is complete.

The child is named on the twelfth day. As a rule the name-giver is the father’s sister and in her absence the mother’s sister and in the absence of both some elderly woman of the family. Several names are suggested by the astrologer, who is guided in his choice by the position of the moon in the heavens at the time of the child’s birth. The child is bathed by his pāsī or paternal aunt, or in her absence by some husband-owning woman of the house and dressed in a coat of green silk or brocade. He is then laid in a handkerchief marked in the middle with a lucky cross or suvatīk and held by the four corners by four children, boys in the case of a boy and girls in the case of a girl. This handkerchief serves as a temporary cradle which is swung to and fro by the four children. The child’s aunt who names the child lays with the child in the handkerchief a betelnut, a pipal leaf, and a coin either of gold or silver or copper. She then, with the consent of the elderly members of the house, chooses one of the names suggested by the astrologer, swings the handkerchief-craddle, and repeats the name.
four times in a couplet. The children who have swung the cradle are treated to boiled wheat sweetened with molasses; and sugar is distributed to the women friends and relations who have been asked to the house. Among the Gohils wet millet mixed with suet or dill-seed is distributed to children. During the third fifth or seventh month after the birth of the child, the mother is presented with a new dress and the child with ornaments which are sent to the father's house.

Next comes the *sahorpañ* or mango-blossom drinking. On the first *Holi* (February-March) holiday after the birth, a low stool is set on the ground and covered with green silk or brocade. On the stool is set a cup of milk mixed with sugar and mango blossoms. The child is laid on the low stool and children are asked to the house. A Brähman priest attends and kindles the *holi* fire. The Brähman then dips a silver-piece into the milk in the cup on the low stool and four times lets a few drops fall into the child's mouth. Sweetmeats are distributed to children and the Brähman priest is rewarded with money.

The first feeding or *botan* takes place in the case of a girl either in the fifth or seventh and in the case of a boy in the sixth or eighth month. On a lucky day rice is cooked in milk and mixed with sugar, and friends and relations are asked to dine at the house. Besides the dinner the only observance is that the father's sister or in her absence some elderly woman of the house takes out a little milk on a gold or silver coin and drops it five times into the child's mouth.

When a boy is three to five years old, on a lucky day fixed by a Brähman astrologer his hair is clipped. Five days before the clipping a betelnut Ganpātī and the family goddess are installed and worshipped in the house, the boy is rubbed with turmeric paste mixed with oil, and women friends and neighbours meet at the house and sing songs. Five measures of unhusked rice are laid in five wooden mortars and five husband-owning women are asked to pound the rice five times each singing songs. A week or ten days before the hair-clipping at a neighbour's house in a clay pot filled with earth a few grains of wheat are sown and watered so that the seedlings may be two or three inches high before the hair-clipping day. On the third day the worship of *Bāndal* the female-faced coconut is performed with the same details as at the time of marriage. The women of the house bring from the potter's the earthen pots required for the ceremony. A booth is erected before the house on or before the day of hair-clipping, which should have five posts covered with *aspañlo* Polyalthia longifolia leaves. The women sing songs and rub the boy with turmeric and perfumed oil. In the booth a small canopy is spread and under it a raised earthen seat and on the seat two low stools. The father and the mother of the boy are seated on the low stools and perform the planet-humouring ceremony called *grakashñati*. A Brähman officiates and the boy's hair is clipped. Friends and relations are fed and at night the boy is dressed in rich clothes and taken on horse-back with music and a company of friends through the village.
Rajputs claim the right to wear the sacred thread with the same formalities as Brāhmans, but only a few are careful to invest their boys at the usual Brāhman age. If a Rajput boy is separately invested with the sacred thread the ceremony takes place when he is between ten and twelve. But in most cases the investiture is made one of the marriage ceremonies. On the day of the thread-grinding after he has been invested the boy runs off to the local temple feigning to be angry. His maternal uncle goes to the temple and by promising him his daughter in marriage pretends to soothe and dissuade the boy from persisting in taking a vow of celibacy or brāhmacharya. The boy consents and the uncle presents him with a suit of clothes and carries him on his shoulder to his father's house with music and a company of friends and relations. Only a few of the Chohāns, Parmārs, Solāṅkis, and Vāgheli, and the religious-minded of other clans, always wear the sacred thread. Other Rajputs put it on only on the occasions of grahahuṣiṇī or planet-pleasing and of śrāddha or mind-rites for their forefathers. On one other occasion every Rajput must wear his thread when he is either chief mourner or one of the four bearers of a bier to the burning ground.

As the tribe is sprung from one ancestor, any marriage in the tribe is incestuous and forbidden. Poverty does not lower a Rajput's social position. But his position is injured if he marries a woman who is not a Rajput. He also lowers himself if he marries his daughter to some one who is socially his own inferior. The daughter of a Chandāsama Rajput is considered fit for the hand of a ruling chief and a Chāvādā maiden may marry a Mevāl Sisodia. The names of daughters given in marriage to a husband of lower rank are not entered by the genealogist in the list of the women of the family. Daughters married into a family of inferior birth are not entitled to any special honour at any family gathering or feast. A peculiarity of the Jādejās is the extent to which they practised female infanticide. The probable explanation is that on attempting to return to Hinduism, though they could get wives for their sons, no one of proper position would take their daughters in marriage. The story is that a chief of the Samma tribe had a beautiful and accomplished daughter for whom he wished to find a suitable match. He accordingly sent his family priest to travel in search of a young chief who should be her equal not only in rank and age but also in beauty and accomplishments. The Brāhman travelled in vain and finally returned unsuccessful, reporting to his master that such a paragon was not to be found. The chief in despair asked the Brāhman what to do and was advised to put his daughter to death. This he did and other Jādejās followed the chief's example. In Kāthinavada the marriageable age among girls is between fifteen and twenty while among Pālānpur Thākors the marriageable age is between eight and ten. Rajputs are never careful about the age of the husband, who is sometimes two or three years older or younger than the girl. Betrothals take place either immediately before or some years before marriage. Betrothals are always verbal and never written.

On a lucky day the relations of the girl go to the boy's house taking with them a small gold cocoanut and some ornaments and
dresses and a horse if the gift of a horse has been previously agreed to. When they reach the boy's village the boy's father receives them with friends and music. Before leaving the house the boy's priest hands to some husband-owning woman of the house a gold or silver spouted vessel called jhāri filled with water with a coconut stopper in its mouth. When the boy's father meets the girl's party he welcomes them. The girl's father puts some cash into the vessel and makes money presents to the priest and musicians, and distributes dry dates to the women who sing marriage songs and accompany the woman who holds the spouted vessel. The woman who holds the vessel with the spout leads the procession to a house specially furnished for the girl's party, and here the boy's father feeds the bride's party with rice cooked with sugar and clarified butter, acid and pungent articles being scrupulously avoided. A lucky day is fixed for the acceptance of the gold coconut of betrothal when the girl's party go with music and friends to the boy's house carrying a brass platter containing the gold coconut and the presents for the boy with packets of sugar, red powder gulal, cloves cardamoms and raisins, vermilion rice and flowers. If a horse is among the presents he is led in front of the party. Women sing songs and men throw red powder. The boy's relations and friends meet at his house. The boy is richly dressed and seated on a raised seat. On reaching the boy's house the girl's priest marks the boy's brow with vermilion and presents him with the gold coconut and other articles brought from the girl's house. He then asks the mother of the boy to accept the brass salver containing the presents. A servant girl of the house comes and takes the salver and daubs the forehead of the boy with the vermilion from the dish and sticks grains of rice on the spots of vermilion. If there be more servant girls in the house each of them in turn daubs the boy's brow with vermilion and rice, and the boy drops the gold coconut in the lap of the last of them. The boy's father then removes the presents and fills the dish with dry dates and money. He opens the sugar packets and takes a little sugar into his hollow hands and offers it to four men of each party. Sugar is then distributed to friends and relations met at the house and the girl's party is treated to opium-water kusumba. On the next day the girl's party ask the boy's party to their lodgings to sip kusumba and distribute sugar to the guests. The boy's father afterwards presents the girl's party with dresses and feeds them so long as they stay in his village. After this on a lucky day fixed by the astrologer, the boy's party goes to the girl's village to make her a present of ornaments and dresses. The girl's father receives the boy in the same manner as his own party was received. The girl is seated on a low stool and presented with ornaments and a petticoat bolide and headscarf which she puts on. The other presents consisting of packets of sugar rice flowers cloves cardamoms and dry dates are received by a woman of the family who marks the girl's forehead with vermilion. The boy's father presents the girl with a coconut and a rupee. The girl's father is required to treat the boy's party in the same way and for the same number of days as his party was treated at the boy's village. The boy's party asks the girl's party to a kusumba entertain-
ment and distributes sugar to all who are present. After the boy's relations are presented with dresses before they leave and the ceremony is complete.

Afterwards when the father of the girl wants to marry his daughter, he sends for an astrologer, who, consulting the birth papers of the boy and girl finds out a lucky day for the wedding ceremony. If the birth papers are not available, the astrologer is guided by the names of the boy and the girl. He takes a slip of Ahmedabad made paper and writes an invitation or lagan patrika to the boy's father, naming the day and the time. On this paper a silver coin some rice and five dry dates are laid and it is marked with saffron and vermillion and the whole is formed into a conical packet and wound round with a nīda ehnādi or yellow and red cotton thread. The girl's priest takes this invitation packet called lagan no pado with four conical shaped packets of 1¾ pounds of sugar candy 1¼ pounds of sugar 1¾ pounds of raisins and 1¾ pounds of vermillion and five coconuts to the boy's house where the boy's father welcomes him to some place in his neighborhood and asks him to his house at some lucky time of the day. Friends and relations meet at the house, music plays, and the women sing marriage songs.

The boy's priest then asks the girl's priest to send himself on a low stool. An unmarried girl of the boy's family marks the forehead of the girl's priest with vermillion and on the vermillion sticks grains of rice. She then throws four pinches of vermillion and rice on the invitation packet and takes it into her hand. The boy's priest offers the girl's priest four handfuls of sugar, and, dipping his open right hand in the vermillion and water marks the chest and back of the girl's priest with the lucky red right hand. The girl's priest then leaves the stool and the boy takes his place. The boy's priest daubs the boy's forehead with vermillion and four unmarried girls one by one drop on him pinches of vermillion and rice. The boy's priest reads the invitation. A local astrologer is consulted and if the moon at the time proposed for the wedding is favorable to the boy the invitation is accepted and the day for the girl to put on the bangles and for the marriage are fixed. Sugar or molasses are distributed to the guests and they are treated to opium water. The girl's priest is told whether the boy is to come personally to the girl's house for the marriage or is to send his khandu or sword. He then leaves the boy's house with the present of some article of dress or cash or both. As by sending the sword the bridegroom escapes expensive presents to bards and singers the practice has become common. From the day the bride's priest leaves the bridegroom's village the bride and bridegroom are dressed in rich clothes and ornaments and at both houses a party of women sing marriage songs morning and evening. At the house both of the bride and of the bridegroom on the third fifth or seventh day before the marriage day booths are erected. On the same day at both houses takes place the ceremony of fixing the mānakstambh or ruby pillar. The wooden post is made by a carpenter. It is about a foot long and is handed to the women of the house who give the carpenter five measures of wheat and a coconut. A hole is dug either on the right side of the main door of the house or in a place specially chosen by the
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astrologer. In front of this hole the parents of the bride or of the
bridegroom, as the case may be, are made to sit on low stools facing
east, their foreheads are marked with vermilion, and the ends of their
garments are knotted together by the family priest. They throw in
the hole a few drops of water mixed with vermilion, curds and milk,
a copper, and a betel nut. Their garments are then untied. To the
wooden post are bound with cotton thread and pipal leaves a copper
and a bamboo stick and a branch of the khajda Prosopis speciega tree
and the post is planted in the hole. While the post is being planted
musical plays and women neighbours and friends sing songs. On the
same day the bride’s and bridegroom’s mother and father, each at their
village, go with music and a party of male and female relations to the
potter’s to worship his wheel and to bring earthen vessels. The
Brāhman priest walks in front with a brass platter filled with rice a
cocoanut molasses and turmeric powder. The women follow him sing-
ing songs. The bride’s and bridegroom’s mother and father throw rice
and turmeric powder over the wheel and present the potter with the
cocoanut rice and molasses. The women then sing phulānds or just
songs and return in procession with the earthen vessels required for
the wedding. When they reach home dry dates are distributed to the
guests and the ceremony of chāk cadvān or wheel-inviting is over.
On the same day, at both houses follows the installation of Ganpati
and of Grotaj the family goddess. Inside the house a portion of
the northern or eastern wall is whitewashed with khadi or white clay
daubed with vermilion. Near the wall is a low wooden stool
covered with a piece of white or red cloth a cubit and a quarter square.
On this cloth are laid five measures of rice or wheat and a cocoanut
and a lamp fed with clarified butter. The boy or the girl sits on a
bed before the low stool. A betel nut Ganpati is laid in a brass salver
and washed in milk and afterwards placed on the stool. Sandal-paste
rice and flowers are offered to the god, incense is burned before him,
and round him is waved a light fed with clarified butter, kansār or
wheat-flour cooked in clarified butter and sugar is laid before him, and
a lamp fed with clarified butter is again waved round him. The boy or
girl is made to repeat verses in praise of the god. On the same day the
boy’s and the girl’s father, each at his house invokes the family goddess.
A portion of the wall is whitewashed and on the white part a picture of
the family goddess is drawn with vermilion water. Rice flowers and
turmeric paste are stuck upon the picture, incense is burned before it,
a light fed with clarified butter is waved round it, and sugar is offered
to it. The members of the house eat kansār on that day and the
family priest is feasted. After the invocation of Ganpati and the
family goddess both at the boy’s and the girl’s house comes the rākadāl
ceremony. A small ornamental booth is erected in the house and in
it is placed a stool covered with white or red cloth a cubit and a quarter
long. On the cloth are laid five measures of rice or wheat and
on the rice or wheat is set a jar with its mouth covered by a green
silk cloth. On the jar is laid a cocoanut draped in a woman’s robe so
as to represent a female face. Near the jar a lamp fed with clarified
butter is kept burning day and night. Another ceremony that of gotardo
bharee or pot-filling takes place at both the houses. The father and
mother or a brother and his wife have the ends of their garments tied together and go with a party of men and women and music to buy a new \textit{bedu} that is a pair of earthen pots. With these pots they visit a well pond or river and bring water to bathe the bride and the bridegroom. The pair, that is either the father and mother or the brother and his wife, first worship the river well or pond and then the earthen pots. The earthen pots are filled and carried by the mother or the brother's wife. A day or two before the marriage the bride and bridgroom are rubbed with turmeric paste and scented oil, and \textit{windhals} or marriage-nuts are tied round their right wrists.

In the case of a sword-marriage, when the \textit{khandu} or sword is to be sent to the girl's house, the boy sits in a litter with a sword and a coconut and passes with music and a company of friends and relations as far as the boundary of his village. There he alights leaving the sword and a coconut in charge of a maidservant who takes his place in the litter. The procession marches to the bride's village and is welcomed at the boundary by the girl's party, who take the guests to a house specially furnished for them and feast them. After the feast is over at a lucky moment for the girl to put on the marriage bangles the boy's Brahman takes to the girl's house a robe and a pair of bangles. The girl is seated on a low stool before the family goddess who has been previously installed in the house; the Brahman repeats verses and the girl bows before the goddess and puts on the robe and the bangles and again bows before the goddess. The bridgroom's party then carries the sword in procession to the bride's house where under an arch or toran the maid in charge of the sword waits till a varmachi or bridgroom's chair is brought for her to stand upon. The bride's mother comes wearing on her head a mod or three-cornered tiara of gold set with pearls, and over it a chundadi or female robe and stands before the maid. The girl's priest holds a cloth between them. He then sends for the \textit{dhooshra} or miniature yoke, marks it with vermillion, covers it with one end of a robe, and after waving it over the handle of the sword passes it to a man standing behind. He repeats the same process with the miniature \textit{sambela} or pestle, the \textit{rooni} or churning stick, and the \textit{trak} or ladle. The girl's priest waves over the handle of the sword four balls two made of rice and wheat-flour and two made of ashes. Of the two flour balls one is thrown to the north the other to the east, and of the two ash balls one is thrown to the south the other to the west. Two \textit{kodis} or earthen lamp saucers filled with rice put brim to brim and bound together with cotton thread are waved over the sword and placed on the ground. The maidservant breaks them with her foot and enters the booth. In the booth are placed a varmachi or chair and a stool opposite to it. The maidservant with the sword sits on the chair and the girl sits on the low stool opposite to her. At the lucky moment the right hands of the girl and the maidservant are joined together. At each corner of the booth a brass jar is placed and in the north-east a stone daubed with red lead is set to represent the \textit{khetarpal} or field-guardian. Near the field-guardian is laid a copper pot containing rice and pulse with a
cocoanut laid on its mouth. The girl’s father performs the ceremony of kanyedan or girl-giving by taking a little water in the hollow of his joined hands and pouring it on the ground. The priest repeats verses and the kanyedan is complete when the water is poured on the ground.

In the centre of the booth a chori or square is made. At each corner of the square a pillar of nine metal or earthen vessels, piled one above the other, is kept upright by bamboo supports. In the centre of the chori a heap of cow dung cakes is piled. The bride’s priest kindles the pile of cakes and feeds the fire with clarified butter barley and sesame. He then makes the bride and the maidservant go round the fire twice in such a way as to make their right feet touch the khetarpil or hold-guardian. Then the boy’s party presents the girl with rich robes and bodices, ornaments and cash, and the girl’s father pays the boy the sum of money or gold agreed upon, first laying it on a brass platter and showing the amount of money to the boy’s party. The chief of the boy’s party accepts the amount on behalf of the boy and returns the salver after laying some cash upon it. The girl bows to the family goddess; and after the girl’s father has presented dresses to the boy’s party and cash to the assembled Bhuts and Charans, the boy’s party are allowed to leave in good time to reach their village before the arrival of the bride.

Two or three days after the sword-marriage the bride is sent to the bridegroom’s house seated in a carriage with the maid who brought the sword. Before starting the bride’s mother worships the wheel of the carriage and lays a cocoanut and copper coins under the wheel. As the carriage starts the cocoanut is crushed and the pieces are laid in the bride’s lap to be kept during her journey to the bridegroom’s house. When the bride’s party reaches the village boundary the bridegroom marches on horseback with his friends and relations and music to receive the bride. The march turns into a race among the bridegroom’s friends for the honour of being first to reach the bride, and the winner is rewarded with a cocoanut and a silver coin and the others with sweets. When he reaches the bride’s carriage the bridegroom asks the maidservant to give him her place. She refuses and he offers her money. When she is satisfied she leaves the carriage and the bridegroom takes her place. When they reach the bridegroom’s house the pair leave the carriage and enter the booth, where, under a silk canopy, at each corner of a square, is placed an earthen pot freshly brought from the potter, and, in the middle, two low stools for the pair. Under the arch of the booth the bridegroom’s mother waves round the pair a miniature pestle and mortar, a ladle, a plough-yoke, and a roller, and the pair are then led to their seats in the canopy. A sacred fire is kindled by the bridegroom’s priest. The bands of the couple are joined and they are made to move round the fire. The pair are then taken inside to worship the gotraj or family goddess. Next they play the game of ekti bekti odds or evens with betelnuts dry dates and coins. The women affirm that the mastery in wedded life falls to the victor in this game. After the game the priest unites the mindhals or wedding nut-bracelets and the marriage is complete,
On the next day presents are made to Bhāts and Chārans. When the bridegroom goes personally to the bride’s house he takes the place of the maidservant and performs all the necessary rites at the bride’s house. When this is done the rites of hand-joining and going round the sacred fire are not repeated at his house.

After marriage Rajput women as a rule remain within the zenāna or private apartments. They love rich clothes and ornaments of every description, and have frequent opportunities of displaying their stores to the women of their own caste and position, whose envy or admiration alone they care to excite. As, among the rich, polygamy is usual, the inmates of the zenāna always enjoy the interest of rivalry or affection. The husband as a rule is generous and loving and the children are an ever-fresh delight. Many Rajput women take pride in their skill in embroidery and needlework. Others have a sufficient knowledge of writing and of books to give variety to their lives. And those whose husbands can afford to allot them villages, find suitable scope for their talents in managing their estates. Among the inmates of the zenāna, in addition to the guards, are female attendants and their children. These attendants are called Goils or Vadhārans, that is household slaves. They are born and brought up in the zenāna and in all times of trouble and scarcity are as carefully looked after as the members of the chief’s family. These house servants are never sold. They are married at the will of the chief to one of the Khavās or male slaves. Such marriages are liable to be broken if the woman is sent as part of the dower of one of the chief’s daughters. But as a rule care is taken to choose for the daughter family slaves who either are not married or who are willing to go. The Khavās are brought up in the Darbār or native court, and are personal attendants of the chief and his children. Some of them become favourites and acquire considerable power and wealth, but with the drawback that with the loss of their master’s favour their whole property may go. Among Tālukdārs and Garāsās widow-marriage is not allowed and the Rajput cultivators who permit the practice are held to forfeit their position as true Rajputs.

In the fifth month of a Rajput woman’s first pregnancy the husband’s sister ties a guardian-thread called ṭākhāri or keeper round the right wrist of the pregnant woman and during the seventh or ninth month performs the lap-filling ceremony. A lucky day for the lap-filling is named by a Brāhman priest and the husband’s father sends a kaukatri or invitation marked with turmeric or vermilion to the woman’s father, who sends by a Brāhman dresses and ornaments to be presented to his daughter. On the day of the lap-filling, her female friends and

---

1 The most notable instance of a prosperous Khavā is that of Meru Khavā of Navānagar. This man was originally a palace slave at Dhringadra, and accompanied a daughter of that house on her marriage to Jām Lākha of Navānagar in A.D. 1769. He soon acquired such influence with the Jām that he became his minister and for many years was absolute in Hālar. He made peace and war; he concluded treaties, and he persuaded his weak master to adopt two children not of Rajput blood. Even when his influence was on the wane, he persuaded the Jām to assign him in perpetuity the districts of Joria-Balamba and Amran. His descendants hold Amran a tāluka of twenty-four villages to the present time (A.D. 1896). The estate of Joria Balamba of twenty-one villages was restored to the Jām in 1815.
relations take the pregnant woman for a bath to a neighbour's house. Into the bathing-place a coconut is thrown and the pregnant woman is bathed and dressed in green clothes sent by her father. Her bow is marked with vermilion, her head is decked with a mod or three-cornered diadem which contains an iron needle or trik, and her lap is filled with four pounds of wheat and a coconut. She then leaves for her house attended by a band of musicians and by her women friends and neighbours singing songs. On her way home she is made to walk on cloth spread for the purpose by the women of her father's house who come to attend the ceremony. At her first step a silver coin is laid on the cloth, at the second a coconut, and at each of the succeeding steps a betelnut. In rich families silver coins take the place of the coconut and betelnuts. The cloth, the silver coins, and the coconut and betelnuts are supplied by the father of the pregnant woman and are given to her husband's sister. When she reaches her home, in the oshri or apartment next to the veranda, her husband's brother marks her cheeks with turmeric or vermilion water and receives for his trouble up to Rs. 5 in cash. The pregnant woman then goes inside the house to worship the family goddess, who is painted in turmeric on the wall. She sits before the goddess and lays sandal-paste turmeric vermilion rice and flowers and bows before her. While she sits before the goddess her lap is filled with unhusked rice and a coconut, silver coins and a robe and bodice, and her cheeks are rubbed with turmeric powder. She joins her hands and bows and stands before the goddess. Molasses are distributed to such friends and relations as have been asked to the house. The pregnant woman then empties the contents of her lap into the lap of some woman whose husband and all of whose children are alive. With the same articles the matron refills the pregnant woman's lap and the process is repeated three times. The pregnant woman then leaves for her father's and carries with her the unhusked rice with which her lap was filled. This rice is kept at her father's till the sixth day after delivery when it is husked boiled and eaten.

A short time before death, according to his means, a Rajput gives a cow a horse grain and gold to Brahmans, and a Brahman priest reads the Bhagvatgita to the dying person. On the near approach of death, the dying person is laid on his back with his feet to the south on a portion of the floor which has been freshwashed with cowdung sprinkled with water from some holy river, and strewn with sacred durbha grass. On the left of the dying person is set a zinc cup with a ball of wheat flour and ashes, and a lamp fed with clarified butter is kept burning near the zinc cup. In the dying mouth are laid five jewels that is clarified butter, curds, basil leaves, holy water, and gold. The relations sit near and repeat Ras Rasas till life is gone. The dead if a male is shaved and bathed and dressed in five garments, a waistcloth a shouldercloth a coat a waistcoat and a turban. A bamboo bier is prepared and furnished with a mattress and cushions and a white sheet. The body is laid on the bier and covered with a silk or a brocade cloth according to the means of the dead. A coconut is tied to each of the four corners of the bier. In the case of chiefs and the members of chiefs' families a sinkasas or lion-seat is made to carry the dead to
the burning ground. To carry the bier five persons bathe and put on
the sacred thread. Four of them bear the bier, and the fifth walks in
front carrying fire in an earthen pot set in a bamboo frame hanging
from his hand. The widow dresses in a holiday robe and bodice and
ornaments. When the bier is carried out of the house she goes to
some river or pond with women neighbours and friends crying bitterly,
she breaks her ivory bangles and puts off her gay clothes and ornaments,
bathes in the pond or river and dressed in plain dark garments returns
home weeping. At a short distance from the burning ground the
bearers halt and lay a ball of rice flour and a silver coin in the right
hand of the dead. The bier is again lifted and taken to the burning
ground which is generally near a pond or river. A pile of wood and
cow dung cakes is prepared and the body is again bathed and laid on
the pile. On the body are dropped sacred basil leaves, pieces of sandal-
wood, gugal or incense, and coconuts. The hands and feet of the
dead are rubbed with clarified butter. The Brähman priest repeats the
sacred verses; the chief mourner moves five times round the pile with
a burning brand in his hand and touches the mouth of the dead with
the brand repeating the words Nas präni Ag Ávi that is Flee Oh soul,
fare has come. The pile is then kindled, when it is completely burned
water is poured over it and the embers extinguished. Then they go to
a neighbouring river or pond bathe and return home crying aloud.
On that day no food is prepared in the house of the dead. The inmates
are fed with cooked rice pulse and clarified butter prepared at the
house of the father of the chief mourner's wife or at the house of some
near relations or neighbours. For nine days cooked rice with pulse
called kudwáni khichdi is eaten in the house. For the first ten days
a. Brähman priest pours sugar-water milk and opium-water into leaf
cups and the cups are placed on the roof of the house. On the third
day letters bearing the sad news are sent to relations and friends who
do not live in the same village, stating the time of death and the time
when the death rites are to be performed. On the same day the chief
mourner with relations and friends goes to the burning ground taking
a new earthen vessel covered with a new earthen saucer called
Rámpátra or Rám's saucer and a little milk in a brass or copper vessel
also covered with a metal saucer and flowers. He pours the milk over
the cold embers gathers the ashes and except a few bones which are
preserved to be sent to some holy place or river, such as Banáras Gáya
or Sídhipur, removes them to some neighbouring tank or river. In
the place of the ashes he lays the earthen vessel filled with water and
on the vessel's mouth Rám's saucer with a wheat-flour ball in it. He
then bathes and returns home. For the first ten days after a death
the inmates of the house are considered impure and keep apart even
when visitors come to console them. For these comforters the chief
mourner keeps dry opium and water and a smoking pipe ready. Every
morning from the first to the ninth balls of rice flour are offered to the
dead. On the tenth day the chief mourner who is generally the eldest
son shaves his face except the eyebrows and the head except the top-
knot, and performs the tenth day shráddha or mind-feast. For the other
men of the family, the rule is that only those younger than the dead shave
the moustache. On the eleventh day all members of the mourning family bathe and put on freshwashed clothes. On the morning of the eleventh the waistcoths, bamboo baskets, metal idols, rice and other grains and flour, turmeric, sandal paste, flowers, earthen vessels, sesamem and molasses required for the eleventh-day rites are taken to the village river or pond, and during the course of the day a śrāddha or mind-rite is performed. A young bull and a heifer are wedded, balls of rice-flour are offered to the spirit of the dead, and the chief mourner returns weeping aloud. A caste feast is given to the relations of the dead. On the twelfth as on the eleventh the mourners go to the village river or pond and perform the twelfth day rites. When they return the priest lays before the house twelve balls of wheat-flour each in an earthen saucer covered with a rim-down cup, of brass copper or in the case of a chief of silver. Each cup and saucer is tied together with cotton-thread. On the thirteenth day the village potter comes and removes the thread and receives an earthen vessel and a cup for his trouble. Of the remaining vessels half go to the Brāhman and half to the daughter’s or sister’s sons of the dead. Castepeople and servants as well as ascetics and beggars are then fed with sweets and muri biranj that is pounded rice and pulse cooked in clarified butter and condiments, or lāpāi wheat flour cooked with molasses and mixed with clarified butter, pulse and khichdi that is cooked rice and pulse, or shīro that is wheat flour cooked in clarified butter and molasses. If the deceased is a woman thirteen shallow bamboo baskets called chūtaē each containing a petticoat a bodice and a robe are presented in the name of the dead person to near relations. If the deceased is a man thirteen deep baskets are filled each with a headscarf a waistcoat a shouldercloth and a waistcloth and are given to near relations. At night a cot is laid out furnished with a mattress pillows and cushions and a pair of shoes. A metal lamp, five garments, a waistcloth a shouldercloth a headscarf a coat and a waistcoat, wheat rice jwāir molasses and clarified butter, dice and playing cards, betelnuts, brass salvers, jars, cups, and smoking pipes are also placed on the cot. A cow is brought in, the wife of the dead comes and holds the tail of the cow with both hands and over her hands the priest pours water. The bedding or sajja with the rest of the articles are presented to a Brāhman who is generally called Kāyatīya that is funeral Brāhman. The Brāhman is laid on the bedding and the cot is lifted by four men and carried out of the house to the village boundary. The men and women of the house follow for a short distance crying bitterly, and burning cowdung cakes are thrown after the Kāyatīya. They then return home. If the family is well-to-do two sets of bed presents or sajjīs are given one to the Kāyatīya the other to the family-priest.

On the thirteenth day, the thirteenth-day rites are performed and the family priest is given a milch cow, a cot with mattresses pillows and cushions, a cup, a lampstand, waistcoths robes bodices and packets of sugar. Friends and relations are asked to dine at the house and Brāhmans are feasted and presented with money. The chief mourner is given a turban or cash by his father-in-law or maternal uncle and such friends and relations as are present are entertained with kusumā and
betel-leaves and nuts. The sister or daughter of the dead distributes sweet balls of wheat flour to relations and friends in the village. On the fifteenth day a dinner is given to Brāhmaṇs and castepople. And till another month is over, that is for six weeks in all, the members of the family do not join in marriage or other feasts nor do they eat the special dishes which are taken on festive occasions. At the same time as the seclusion of the mourning family ceases, that is a month and a half after the death, the third fortnightly śrāddha is performed. And four and a half months later the sixth-monthly śrāddha follows. On the bright fifth of Bhādra (Sept.-Oct.) grain is cooked and served to Brāhmaṇs. On the next day the members of the house feed on sweet balls. Three days later on the bright eighth of Bhādra (Sept.-Oct.) balls of rice or Indian millet flour mixed with molasses or sugar and clarified butter are made and given to Brāhmaṇs with cash. A bamboo lantern is made and in it are put a headscarf a waistcloth a shouldercloth a coat and a jacket, with copper-pots ornaments a looking glass a silk waistcord and articles used in playing games. All of these including the bamboo lantern are presented to Brāhmaṇs in the presence of the relations who adorn gifts of cash. On the bright tenth of Aśvin (Oct.-Nov.) Brāhmaṇs are fed. And on the Divālī a wheat-flour lamp in a leaf cup is launched on the nearest river. On the Sankrānti (Jany. 12) Brāhmaṇs are fed with balls of māg Phaseolus radiatus flour mixed with sugar and clarified butter and are presented with earthen vessels and cash. On the Athāraṇy or bright third of Faithākh (May-June) earthen vessels filled with water are presented with cash to Brāhmaṇs. A little less than twelve months after the death the first year feast is held when bamboo baskets and earthen and metal vessels and a cot with bedding waistcloths and metal vessels are given to the Brāhmaṇ priest, and Brāhmaṇs and castepople are feasted. From this day to the actual anniversary counting by months a Brāhmaṇ and an ascetic are fed daily, and, on the twelfth month death-day they are presented with dresses and cash. On the twelfth month death-day Brāhmaṇs are presented with money. The widow and the sons of the dead leave off mourning and the widow goes to her father's house. On each anniversary a śrāddha or mind rite is performed and Brāhmaṇs are fed.

Except among their lower classes Rajputs have no headman. Caste disputes are usually settled by a jury of four or five respectable persons of the clan, who have power of fine or expel from caste. Priests are never consulted in caste disputes. A man who carries off a married woman or a woman who leaves her husband is considered an outcaste. No one except a few partisans have any dealings with them. In other quarrels when a settlement has been arranged or when the feeling of soreness passes off they drink opium-water together. At marriages and deaths Bhāts and Chārans are either invited or come of their own accord.
SECTION V.—HUSBANDMEN.

According to the 1891 census husbandry supports 6,231,253 persons or 56.36 per cent of the population. In the rural parts all classes, including Brāhmans, are interested in tillage as landowners if not as husbandmen. Among Brāhmans the Anāvālas or Bhāṭhelas, with the help of their hereditary ploughmen or hālīs, are the most skilful and hardworking husbandmen of south Gujarāt. Of the Brāhmans whose chief occupations are priestcraft and service, some work in their fields with their own hands. Among these the Borsadās and Sajodrās and the Vismāgara Nāgars of north Gujarāt are perhaps the most notable, but all are wanting in skill and power of work. A few of the writer classes, Brāhma-Kshatriās Kāyaasts and Parbhus, invest money in land, but they do not till with their own hands. Of late among pleaders medical practitioners and Government servants, the practice of putting savings into land has been growing more common. Both Meshri and Shrāvak Vānās and Mārvādī money-lenders and traders buy land from peasant-debtors, but neither till it themselves nor spend money in improving it. They seldom see it except at harvest time, when they go to recover their dues in kind from their tenants. Among Shrāvakas almost the only cultivators are Vānās of the Osvāl division. With few exceptions Rajput husbandmen are, though not wanting in intelligence or skill, careless slovenly and idle. Of the herdsmen classes almost none are cultivators except the Ahirs of Khach. Except in large towns, all craftsmen and personal servants eke out their gains by the help of husbandry or of field-labour. Kolis and other early tribes are chiefly supported by tillage. Most of these classes dislike steady work and are wanting in care and in skill. To this the Talabāl Kolis of Broach are an exception, being nearly if not quite as good husbandmen as Kanbis. Some of the early tribes of Surat chiefly Dublās Dhundīs and Chodihrās, have become skilful husbandmen, owing to their association with Bhāṭhela and Kanbi cultivators. Of the depressed classes Dhedās and Bhangīs cultivate during the rainy season.

Except the Sunni Bohorās of Broach and Surat, who are steady and skilful husbandmen, the few Musalmāns who own land are idle unskilful and wanting in energy and perseverance. Like the Rajputs these Musalmāns labour under the disadvantage that their women do not help them in the fields. Pārsis who were once famous husbandmen have almost given up tillage. The few who still earn their living as husbandmen are hardworking and skilful.

Though so large a proportion of the people of Gujarāt depend either partly or entirely on tillage, the number of professional husbandmen is small. It includes six castes with a total strength of 1,544,486 or 15.62 per cent of the Hindu population.
## HUSBANDMEN.

### HUSBANDMEN, 1891.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>Ahmedábád</th>
<th>Kaira</th>
<th>Panch Mahála</th>
<th>Broach</th>
<th>Surat</th>
<th>Native States</th>
<th>Baroda</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Káchhía</td>
<td>2732</td>
<td>2503</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>3443</td>
<td>2379</td>
<td>3038</td>
<td>14501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanádi</td>
<td>116,904</td>
<td>132,780</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>25,144</td>
<td>37,866</td>
<td>269,902</td>
<td>404,298</td>
<td>1,445,822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aýváni</td>
<td>79,136</td>
<td>11,600</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>2671</td>
<td>11,945</td>
<td>22,998</td>
<td>200,258</td>
<td>400,988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hákara</td>
<td>33,211</td>
<td>133,143</td>
<td>5843</td>
<td>14,351</td>
<td>20,732</td>
<td>100,138</td>
<td>129,166</td>
<td>209,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mándo</td>
<td>38,555</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>4485</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>479,101</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>485,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umspecifed</td>
<td>2558</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>27,010</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>35,718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Málía</td>
<td>2891</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>11,552</td>
<td>5449</td>
<td>12,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pátáli</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>2590</td>
<td>13,935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ságur</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>2590</td>
<td>13,935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South印度</td>
<td>8924</td>
<td>129,624</td>
<td>29,624</td>
<td>39,624</td>
<td>72,034</td>
<td>401,225</td>
<td>1,344,488</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Ka'chhia's

Ka'chhia's or market gardeners from काच्छिया a vegetable garden, with a strength of 27,861, are found throughout Gujarát. The Káchhías are said to be Kanbi and Koli cultivators who took to the growing of garden produce. They are of nine divisions, three among the Káchhías of north Gujarát and six among those of the south. The three north Gujarát divisions are the Ajváliás or bright-fortnighters, the Andhárás or dark-fortnighters, and the Khambhátís or Cambaymen. Of these the Andhárás are the lowest, the other two subdivisions neither eating nor marrying with them. The Ajváliás and Khambhátís eat together but do not intermarry. The six south Gujarát divisions are Ahmedábádi, Khamár, Khatri, Koli, Málí, and Sangaria. Of these the Ahmedábádis, who are also called Kanbis and are said to have moved to Ahmedábád from Chámpaner, rank highest. Except that the other five divisions eat food cooked by Kanbi Káchhia and the six subdivisions do not eat together and do not intermarry. They are a strong well-built class of a dark or wheat colour, and in general appearance are much like Kanbis and cultivating Kola. They speak Gujaráti. They live in one or two storied mud or brick houses with tiled roofs. They are vegetarians, eating neither flesh nor fish. In north Gujarát many of them eat opium and in south Gujarát some drink palm liquor. Except that the men wear flat turbans able to bear heavy headweights, and that in carrying their plants to market they tuck up their waistcoats in a style known as किच्छिया, the dress of both men and women does not differ from that of the Kanbis. The men wear the hair of the head and the moustache and shave the chin. They are a hardworking and lively people. They grow garden crops and sell vegetables. In Surat the Káchhíya vegetable-sellers have a special way of singing the praises of their wares. They are helped by their wives and children both in raising and selling vegetables. Their busy season is during the four cold-weather months (November to February). Some of the Káchhíyas have taken to new pursuits. In north Gujarát some have opened grocer's shops, and some, especially the Khambhátís, have taken to hand-loom cotton cloth weaving. In south Gujarát some are bricklayers carpenters and sawyers, some sell pounded turmeric, and some, especially the Málí Káchhíyas, drive
bullock-carts for hire or are in private service. Except the Andhârâs of north Gujarát and the Khatris of south Gujarát, the Kâchia is belong to different religious sects. The Kambhâtâs and the Ajayâlîs in north Gujarát are Bjpântâs, and a few of them in the Panch Mahâls are Shâvs, Vallabhâchârâyas, and Svâminâtrâyas. The south Gujarát Kâchia are Shâvs, Kabirpântâs, or followers of goddesses. They have household-gods and visit their temples daily or on high days. They keep the ordinary fasts and feasts. Some among them become holy men or bhâgats and live in their temples. One of these holy men named Santrâm has a temple at Nadîhed and is the founder of a new sect. They respect the ordinary Hindu gods and visit the ordinary places of Hindu pilgrimage. The Andhârâ and Khatris Kâchias are, like Matia Kanbis, followers of Imâm Shâhâ, and observe half-Hindu, half-Musalmân rites. Besides ordinary Hindu holidays they fast during the Ramzân and hold those Fridays sacred which fall on a newmoon day. They do not respect the ordinary Hindu gods, and do not visit their temples, and go to Pirâna instead of to Hindu places of pilgrimage. All believe in sorcery and omens. They worship the cow and in small-pox epidemics the donkey who is the bearer of the small-pox goddess. They worship the cobra on the fifth of Shrâvana and (August) painting its image on the house-wall and worshipping it. No ceremonies are performed at the birth of a child, but on the sixth day after a birth the goddess Chhâlithâ is worshipped. After child-birth the mother remains impure from ten to twenty days when she moves about the house, cooks, and does her ordinary work. The child is named by the father’s sister when it is two or three months old. When a boy is two or three years old he is taken to a holy place and his head is shaved. Their marriage ceremonies do not differ from those of Lava Kanbis. Girls are married before they are eleven. Marriages are not allowed among relations either on the father’s or on the mother’s side. Widow-marriage is allowed among all classes: divorce is also allowed except that among the Ajayâlîs and Andhârâs the wife cannot ask for a divorce. In the seventh month of a woman’s first pregnancy, the lap-drying ceremony is performed. They burn the dead and the nearest relations of the dead are held to be impure for ten days. Shrâddha ceremonies are performed from the tenth to the thirteenth day after a death, and on the thirteenth castepeople are feasted. Their headman or sketh settles caste disputes. They send their boys to private schools, but take them away at ten to help them in their work. They are not prosperous as the competition of Ghânchis and other Musalmâns reduces their profits.

Kanbis, including the four divisions of Anjana, Kadva, Lava, and Matia, with a strength of 1,410,422, form 14.26% per cent of the Hindus of Gujarát. They are most numerous in the level lands between the Sambarmati and the Mahâ, and, except in Kâthiâvâda and Bagh where their numbers are small, they are pretty generally spread over the province. The name Kanbi is traced to the Sanskrit krisna a ploughman. They claim to be of Kshatriya stock. According

1 Doctor J. Wilson. This derivation is doubtful. Pandit Bhagvánâlî traces the word to curamâ a household. It also seems possible that the word comes from the
to one story, they are the descendants, and according to another the followers of Lava and Kush, children of Rāma and Sītā, who were driven out of Ayodhya and settled in Mathura, and, again forced to move, passed through Mārvār into Gujarāt. Their arrival in Gujarāt is supposed to have taken place about two thousand years ago. They seem to have originally settled in the lands between the rivers Sabarmati and Mahi. This is the Kanbis' pleasant land or charotar,1 and to its families the Kanbis both of Ahmadabād and of Broach yield a specially high social position. The reasons given in the Appendix article 'The Gujar' strongly favour the view that the Kanbis are of the race of the great conquering White Hūpa tribe of Gurjaras or Mihiras, who, during the second half of the sixth century, passed south through the Panjāb and settled in Malwa and in Bombay Gujarāt. The earlier settlement to which their local traditions refer seems to be during the first and second century a.d. the southern progress of the great Kushān or Śaka tribe whose most famous leader was Kanakṣen or Kanishka the founder of the a.d. 78 era. Like the Kushāns the Mihiras and White Hūpas are frequently referred to as Sakas. Their common Central Asian origin, the similarity of their history in India, the fact that the later horde succeeded to much of the territory of the earlier horde, and probable marriage connections between both chiefs and people explain how the sixth-century White Hūpa conquerors adopted as their own the legends and history of their predecessors the Sakas or Kushāns.

Town Kanbis differ little from Vāniās in appearance dress or manners; village Kanbis are darker and stronger. They live in roomy well-built houses and have a large store of household goods, jewels and cattle. The peasant Kanbi is simple, rough-mannered, and carelessly dressed. The men wear the waistcloth waistcoat and turban or loose headscarf. The women wear a petticoat a coarse robe and a bodice. Men as a rule, and women when they go to work, wear shoes. Except the Anjanās, the Kanbis are careful neither to eat flesh nor to drink liquor. Not only are they as careful as the strictest Brāhmans to abstain from anything that has had life, but all life is respected. Their greatest enemies, deer monkeys, birds and insects, are driven away, never killed. A peasant Kanbi rises between five and six, and after eating millet bread with some spice goes to his field with his plough and bullocks. He works in the field till noon when he eats bread brought by his wife. On returning home in the evening he eats rice and pulse. His drink is water. He smokes tobacco, and

Dravidian *kal* now meaning a labourer but apparently formerly a husbandman, tillage being the chief labour. Their own favourite punning derivation is from the Gujarāt *kol* grain and *hi* seed. Gujarāt Kanbi, N.W. Provinces Kanbi, Dakhan Kanbi or Kulambī, and South Konkan Karvadi are all descriptive names of the great husbandman class. In the case inscriptions the name is Sanskritized as karuvahika (householder) but the most probable connection seems to be with the Dravidian *kal*.

1The *charotar* tract comprises the country between the Mahi and the Vātrak rivers, that is the Borsad, Anand, Nadiād, Mehnudābād and Mātur sub-divisions of Kār and the Petlad sub-division of the Gulkār's territory. *Charotar* is generally derived from *char* grass-land.
very few of the Kanbis of north Gujarât take opium. The town
Kanbi women spin cotton or silk and mind the house; peasant Kanbi
women help the men in the field, spin cotton, and do house-work.
Women neither drink liquor nor smoke tobacco. The elder women
are fond of snuff and offer the snuffbox as a mark of hospitality.

Though many town Kanbis are skilled weavers of silk and cotton,
dealers in cloth and grain, and some have risen to high positions in
Government service or made money in trade or as moneylenders, the
bulk of the Kanbis are husbandmen. Many are village headmen
either uhritiḍaḍaḥ that is revenue headmen,1 or mukhīs that is police
headmen, and enjoy allowances in cash and land. The officiating
officials are chosen from the mātāḍārs2 that is those who have the right to sign
village papers. They are very jealous of their rights, which give
them a certain position and influence, and which go to show that
they are the original vatandas of the village and not mere immi-
grants. Gujarât Kanbis do not enlist as soldiers. Kanbis especially
those of the Kadvâ and Leva divisions are capital husbandmen. They
are learned in the properties of every soil and minutely acquainted with
the wants of every crop. They are sober, peaceable, hardworking,
hospitable, independent, and thrifty except on marriage and other great
social occasions. They are good sons husbands and fathers. Gross
vice is uncommon and crime is rare. They are also more intelligent
and better educated than other peasants.

As a class they are well-to-do, not scrimped for food or for clothes,
and able to meet special expenses either from their savings or by
borrowing at moderate interest. Like other classes in north Gujarât
the Kanbis are fond of hearing stories told by Bhâts and Chârâns, who
besides food are paid in cash or in clothes on marriage occasions.
They are also great patrons of Bhāvâyâs or strolling players to whom
they give food and money. Kanbis have genealogists or Vahânechâns
who visit their villages at intervals of three to ten years. They stay
two to four months in each village bringing their family registers up
to date and being entertained by the villagers in turn.

As a class Kanbis are very religious. Unlike Vâniâs and other high
classes, the Kanbis belong to many sects, Bijmârgis, Dâdapanthias,
Kâhirpanthias, Mâdhavgarnis, Prânâmis, Râmânâmis, Shia, Svaîe,
Smârâyas, and Vahlbhâchâryas. They worship all Hindu gods and
goddesses, and respect Musulmân saints. Though very few keep
images in their houses, they often visit the temples of their sects.
They are careful to respect Brahmans and their spiritual leaders and
to give grain in charity to the poor of the village and to travellers.

1 In some cases the offices of uhritiḍaḍaḥ and mukhīs are held by one person. Mâkhi
for police patel is a north Gujarât that is an Ahmâdshâh and Kaira word. It is not
used in Broach or in Surat.
2 Certain families in each Kanbi village bear the name of mātāḍâra because in
former times they set their mark or signature to a bond rendering themselves
answerable for the Government revenue. At present the headman of a Kanbi
Nâvâdâra or Bhâglâri village is chosen from amongst the mātāḍâras. If none of the
mātâḍâras is fit for the post an outsider is appointed. Some of the mātâḍâras without
doing any work are entitled to a share of the office perquisites.
To their religious heads or gurus they show much reverence, paying them about Rs. 1 on occasions of a marriage or of a death, and besides food about Rs. 2 on the **karatki** or rosary ceremony. To their guru they also pay a small fee whenever he goes to their town or village. They have much faith in sorcery, witchcraft, and the influence of the evil eye. In sickness or in difficulty they consult a sorcerer generally a Koli or a Vaghri, a Brahman, or a religious beggar Hindu or Musulman. They believe in omens and signs. On the lucky **Akharatri** or third day of **Vaisakh and (April) they begin to take manure to their fields. On the fourth of the first fortnight of **Bhadra** (September), they worship Ganpati in order that his carrier the rat may not destroy their crops. Before sinking a well and before each season’s first ploughing the ground is worshipped by making **kanku** or vermilion marks and sprinkling rice over the marks. Before watering the ground for the first time the water in the well is worshipped to increase its nourishing power. Rice and **kanku** are thrown into the water, a lamp fed with clarified butter is laid near the well’s mouth, and a cocoa-kernel is offered to the water-god. To guard against too great a rainfall the village headman and other husbandmen go with music to the village reservoir and offer flowers **kanku** and a cocoanut. Of four-footed animals they hold the cow sacred, and of birds the **nilkanth** or jay and the **chhus** or kingfisher on **Dasara Day** (Sept.-Oct.). For three days from the 13th to the 15th of **Bhadra** (Sept.-Oct.), Kanbi women fast and worship a cow and feed her with barley, and on the fourth day they drink cow’s milk mixed with a few grains of barley found in the dung. They observe the ordinary Hindu fasts and feasts, and occasionally make pilgrimages locally to Ambaji, Bahucharaji, Drokor, Dwarka, and Usai, and among more distant holy places to Allahabad, Banaras, Badrikedar, Gokul, Jagannath, Mathura, and ShriNathji.

Kanbi women go to their father’s house to be confined. When a woman’s time is come a barber’s wife is called and attends the child and its mother every morning generally for ten days. Besides a set of woman’s clothes, she is given about Rs. 5 if the child is a boy and about Rs. 2 if the child is a girl. On the birth of a child the family astrologer is asked to note the time, and, in the case of the birth of a son, a barber is sent to give the news to the child’s father. The barber takes with him the foot-marks of the child impressed on a piece of paper with red powder. The relations and friends of the child’s father gather on hearing the news. The barber is feasted and paid from Rs. 2 to Rs. 5. The child’s father distributes molasses and sugar to his relations and friends. As soon as it is born the child is bathed in warm water and about ten inches of the navel cord is left uncut and tied to a red cotton thread which is wound round the child’s neck. For three days the child is fed on a liquid mixture of clarified butter and molasses and castor oil called **gotkuthi**, and on the fourth day it is suckled. Cowdung ashes are rubbed on the navel daily for three or four days at the end of which the cord dries and is separated from the navel. On the sixth day the **chhatki** ceremony is performed. In the evening, on a footstool near the mother’s bed are laid a piece of paper, an inkstand, a reed-pen,
red rice, flowers, a rupee, a few copper pice, a lamp fed with clarified butter, some molasses, some cocoon-kernel, and a piece of the waistcloth of a man whose children are all alive. These things are taken away in the morning. The silver and copper coins are melted along with other similar coins and made into an anklet or wristlet for the child, and the piece of the waistcloth is made into a *jhabla* or small coat. On the morning of the tenth day the woman bathes, but continues impure for twenty-five days more in the case of a son and for thirty days in the case of a daughter. On the morning of the thirty-fifth or fortieth day she bathes, worships the sun, the well and the door-post, and is pure. Four or five months after the birth the woman is sent to her husband’s house. The woman’s father, besides making presents of cash ornaments and clothes to the child and its mother, gives the child a cradle, a small mattress, and pillows. Except that the name is fixed by the family astrologer, no naming ceremony is performed. The child is named on the sixth or twelfth day or on a lucky day in the first second or third month. Four boys in the case of a boy, or four girls in the case of a girl, rock the child in a piece of cloth and the father’s sister names the child. The father’s sister receives a robe or *sādi*, a piece of silk for a bodice, and from Rs. 1 to Rs. 2 in cash.

Instead of the Brāhmanic thread Kanbis’ wear a rosary of beads made of the stem of the basil plant. Some time when they are between seven and eleven years old both boys and girls are taken to the religious head or *guru* who binds the rosary round the neck of the novice. Besides a day’s food the *guru* receives about Rs. 2 as the initiation-fee. The offer of marriage comes from the girl’s father. If the boy’s father accepts the offer the girl’s father’s family-priest accompanied by a barber goes to the boy’s house, where, in the presence of the assembled guests, the boy worships a Ganpati painted in red on a low wooden stool. The boy’s brow is marked with red-powder, and he is given a turban a coconut and a rupee. Opium water *kasumba* is handed to the male guests; and sweetmeats dry dates and betelnuts to the female guests. Cash presents are made to the priest and the barber, and a dinner is given to the family. Betrothals may be broken at any time before marriage. If the betrothal is broken by the boy’s father the girl’s father gets back the amount he has paid, but if the girl’s father breaks off the engagement none of the betrothal money is returned. As a rule, the amount to be paid to the bridgroom is settled at the time of betrothal. The amount varies according as the parties are of family *kulia* or of no-family *akulia*. A bridgroom of high family gets a dowry of from Rs. 1000 to Rs. 2000, while a no-family bridgroom has to pay from Rs. 500 to Rs. 1000 to the bride. Landlords or *pātidārs* marry their daughters before they are eleven, and the ordinary peasant Kanbis between eleven and sixteen. As Kanbis of good family never marry their daughters to families of low social position, they find it difficult to get husbands for their girls, and in some cases the bride is older than the bridgroom.

The marriage-day is fixed by the Brāhman astrologer. About a week before the marriage-day, at the houses both of the bride and the
bridegroom, five women whose husbands are alive pound with a wooden pestle husked rice placed in a wooden mortar. Five or six days before the marriage the father of the bride sends a roll of paper or jegoapatris with the family-priest. The names of the bride and bridegroom and the time for the marriage in hours and minutes are written on the roll. The priest takes the roll to the bridegroom’s house and presents the roll along with a rupee to the bridegroom’s mother. The priest is feasted and is given a cash present. Three or four days before the marriage the parents of the bride and bridegroom, each in their own house, worship a Gaumati painted on the house-wall. Two days before the marriage-day, the parents, each at their own house, perform the prahane or planet-pleasing ceremony. The bride and bridegroom, each at their homes, are then rubbed every morning and evening with a mixture of turmeric-powder, parched adab Phaseolus mungo flour, and camphor, and are given sweets by friends and relations. The rubbing of the mixture is repeated daily till the marriage-day and women-relations sing songs in the mornings and evenings for a week or till the marriage is over. On the marriage-day the brother of the bridegroom’s mother gives him presents in cash and in clothes, and the brother of the bride’s mother gives the bride presents in ornaments and clothes. Marriage preparations then begin. At the house of the bride a square or chori of four posts of ashani Prosopis spicigera wood is raised with either five or seven coloured earthen pots piled one- wise at each post. At the house of the bridegroom the relations and friends of the bridegroom gather and take their meals. The bridegroom bathes and puts on ornaments and rich clothes. A kanku mark is made on his forehead and right cheek, lampblack is applied to his eyes, a lampblack mark is made on his left cheek, and rice, seven betelnuts, two or three betel-leaves, a rupee, and a coconut are put in the hollow of his two joined hands. Four women whose first husbands are alive by turns touch the bridegroom’s nose with four millet stalks dipped in wet kanku, which are thrown to each of the four quarters of heaven. The bridegroom’s sister waves over his head a copper pot containing seven particles of salt seven betelnuts and a rupee. The pot is wrapped in a handkerchief and is held in the sister’s right hand, who, after waving it round her brother’s head, passes it over her right shoulder. The bridegroom then sits on a horse or in a carriage. The procession sets out from the bridegroom’s house with music, the men ahead, the bridegroom in the middle, and, except among Pahladis, the women behind singing songs. The bridegroom’s mother, with a hood of palm-leaves, keeps in her hand a lamp fed with clarified butter. The procession stops at the outskirts of the bride’s village. The bridegroom and his elderly relations sit on a carpet, while the young relations drive in bullock-carts to the bride’s house, the swifter the bullocks the larger share of grain and spices they get. The bride’s relations, both men and women, with a barber and with music, go out to receive the bridegroom and his party. The men of the two parties greet each other with the words Rám-Rám and an embrace. The barber

1 Among Pahladis no women, even the mother of the bridegroom, attend a boy’s wedding.
gives molasses and water to the bridegroom and his party to drink, and is paid a rupee by the bridegroom's father. The bridegroom and his party are conducted with music to a house which is set apart for them, and the bride's relations return to the bride's house. About an hour later three or four female relations of the bride, among them her sister or her brother's wife, go with music to the bridegroom's lodging. They take *siro* or wheat-flour mixed with clarified butter and sugar and give five pinches of it to the bridegroom to eat. The bridegroom eats the *siro* and gives about Rs. 3 to the bride's sister or brother's wife. About eight or ten in the evening of the marriage-day, the bridegroom and his relations go with music to the bride's house. At the entrance the bridegroom is received by the bride's mother who shows him a miniature plough, arrow, pestle, and churnstaff. He is led to the marriage-booth where he sits on a wooden stool, and, with the help of the family-priests of the bride and bridegroom, worships Ganpati. After the worship the bride, dressed in ornaments and clothes presented to her by her mother's brother, is brought in and set by her mother's brother on a stool opposite the bridegroom. The parents of the bride then worship Ganpati and the great toe of the bridegroom's right foot. Wreaths of red thread are thrown round the necks of the bride and the bridegroom. Their hands are joined and over their hands a piece of cloth is thrown. The hems of their clothes are tied together and their feet are washed with water. In the central square or *chora* a fire is lighted, and clarified butter barley and sesame are offered to it. With their hands one upon another the couple walk together four times round the fire. The bride and bridegroom then feed each other with coarse wheat-flour mixed with clarified butter and molasses served by the bride's mother. After he has finished eating, the bridegroom catches his mother-in-law's robe and does not loosen his hold till he has received a handsome present. The bridegroom in his turn pays about Rs. 3 to the bride's younger brother or sister. The bride and the bridegroom worship Ganpati and the ceremony is over. The bridegroom and his relations then go to their lodging. On the second day the opium-serving ceremony takes place. The bride's male relations go with music to the bridegroom's house where *kasuna* or opium-water is served. *Kesar* or saffron water is served to those who object to opium water. The bride's relations then return to their house and the bridegroom and his relations go to the bride's house to receive presents, the value of which depends on the wealth and social position of the giver. The bride's father then makes presents in cash or in clothes to Brahmins, his family barber, his Māli or gardener, and his Kumbhār or potter. The family-priest of the bride then dips his hand in wet *kansa* and applies it to the coats of the bridegroom's male relations. The bride and bridegroom then worship the marriage-booth and go in carriages with music to the bridegroom's house with his relations. Before they start the bride's mother worships the spokes of the carriage-wheel and gives a coconut to be crushed by the wheels. For two days the bridegroom's relations are feasted by the bride's father and on the third day they go to their village with the bride and the bridegroom. After entering the house the bride and bridegroom worship Ganpati and as among Vānis play a game of chance.
HUSBANDMEN.

Except the Patidars Kanbis allow widow-marriage. Polygamy is common. Cases of Kanbis with three or four wives alive one of whom is divorced are not uncommon. If a husband divorces his wife, no money is paid, but if the wife claims a divorce she has to pay her husband money enough to meet the cost of his second marriage. Divorces are asked and granted if the husband and wife do not agree. The children are either kept by the father or taken by the mother. As a rule grown children stay with the father.

During the seventh month of a woman's first pregnancy, on a day fixed by the astrologer, the lap-filling or khoło-bharnī takes place. A woman who has all her children alive lays in the pregnant woman's lap 5½ or 10½ lbs. of clean rice. The pregnant woman empties the rice from her lap into a winnowing-fan, and from the winnowing-fan the rice is again passed to the pregnant woman's lap. After this has been repeated seven times, the rice is put in a new earthen jar. Seven balls made of the dung of a goat and a mouse, seven bundles of cotton-thread, seven figs of the banyan tree, seven betelnuts, and seven copper coins, and a rupee and a quarter worth of silver coins, are put along with the rice in the jar. A red cotton thread is wound round the jar's mouth and in the mouth a coconut is placed. The pregnant woman with the help of the family-priest worships the coconut and the jar. After the worship is over, besides small cash presents, the priest receives the seven copper coins from the jar. The jar and its other contents are put aside and are carefully preserved. The pregnant woman receives presents in clothes from her father, and on the wrist of her right arm a silver armlet called a vākhdi or guard with a golden bead is tied by her husband's sister. The woman continues to wear the silver armlet till her delivery after which it is returned to the husband's sister with an additional cash present if the child is a boy. The ceremony ends with a dinner to friends and relations. In the course of the eighth month the woman goes to her father's house to be confined.

When a Kanbi is on the point of death the family-priest, who is generally an Audich Brahman, and other Brāhmans of the village are called, and a lamp fed with clarified butter is placed near his bed. The dying person worships Vishnu, and gives, besides presents in cash and clothes, a cow or the value of a cow in cash to the priest. To each of the other Brāhmans, besides presents of cash, the dying man makes gifts of wheat, husked rice, pulse, salt, and rusty nails and shovels. If well off he sets apart sums of money to be spent after his death on works of public charity, sinking wells, making halting places on the roadside, and supplying water to thirsty travellers. Friends and relations come to visit the dying man, and, as the end draws near, they utter the name of Rām near his ear. One of the female relations sweeps the floor of the entrance room and cowdungs a portion of it of the length and breadth of a man. The cowdunged space is strown with sesame and barley seeds, tulsi leaves, and darbha grass. The head of the dying man is shaved, he is bathed with hot water, and his brow is marked with gopishandan or milkmaid's earth, and the body is laid on its back with the head towards the north on the freshly cowdunged floor. Ganges water and some gold silver and coral, a
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pearl, a piece of crystal, and a basil leaf are placed in the mouth. A ball of unbaked millet-flour and a rupee are given to a Brâhman. When life is gone the nearest relations raise the life-cry, or prâna-pok, a call to bring back the spirit. Castepeoples go to the house of death, the men to bear the body to the burning-ground, the women to mourn. Two or three of the mourners bring from the market two bamboo poles, several short lengths of bamboo, hair string, and a piece of red silk if the deceased is a married woman and of white cotton cloth if the deceased is either a man or a widow. The poles and pieces of bamboo and the hair strings are made into a ladder-shaped bier and from each corner a coconut is hung. The corpse is laid on the bier and tied to it by the hair strings. The body is covered with the white or red cloth, and over the cloth yellow flower and flowers are strewn. The bier is raised on the shoulders of four of the nearest relations and is borne forth feet first preceded by one of the nearest relations carrying an earthen or copper vessel with fire and cakes of cowdung. The relations and castefellows follow calling the words Râm bolo bhâi Râm call Râm, brothers, call Râm, with music if the deceased is old and wealthy or if he has left a large family. The female mourners follow the body for some distance weeping. Then they stop, beat their breasts, return to the house, and bathe either in well water or in a river. Midway between the house and the burning-ground the male mourners halt and set down the bier. The nearest relations cease to weep and the bier is borne head foremost to the burning-ground. When the burning-ground is reached the bearers lay the corpse almost uncovered with the head to the north on a pile of a man's length of wood and cowdung cakes. A little butter is dropped into the dead mouth and the chief mourner, generally the eldest son of the deceased, puts some fire near the face and the other mourners set the pyre ablaze. Two or three of the older men stay near the body while it is being burnt keeping the pile in order; others sit afar talking and making merry if the deceased was old and with a certain sadness and regret if the deceased was young. When the body is almost consumed, a little clarified butter is poured on the flames. The mourners bathe and return weeping to the house of the deceased and then to their homes. Letters telling friends and relations in distant villages are sent either by post or by carrier. On the second or third day the chief mourner and two or three of the nearest relations go to the burning-ground. The ashes and bones are gathered and are thrown into a river or a pond, and an earthen jar filled with water is set where the body was burned. The mourners bathe and with wet clothes return home weeping. They take with them a few of the bones and keep them in the house till some member of the family goes on a pilgrimage and throws them into the sacred Narbada or Ganges. After the mourners return from the burning-ground an earthen pot is filled with water and milk and placed on the roof of the house. The nearest relations remain impure for ten days during which they touch no one, do not approach the house gates, do not visit the temples, do not change their clothes, and do not shave. On the tenth day men

*The Kanbi funeral procession is large as by caste rules the attendance of one man from each house is enforced on pain of fine.*
shave the head and moustache; girls and married women wash their hair with clay or with soapnut, the floors are cowdunged, and all earthen drinking pots which have been touched during the ten days are replaced by new ones. The mind-rite or śrāddha ceremony is performed by the chief mourner from the tenth to the thirteenth day, on the eleventh with the help of a Kāvatia Brāhman, and on the other three days with the help of the family-priest. During the four days of the śrāddha ceremony the chief mourner instead of a turban wears a linen cloth wound round his head. On the thirteenth day his father-in-law presents him with a new turban and the linen cloth is removed. On the thirteenth day the family-priest is given, besides a few ornaments and a complete set of clothes a sleeping cot, some pillows, and some brass or copper vessels. Friends and relations are feasted from the tenth to the thirteenth day and the castepeople on the twelfth and on the thirteenth. If the deceased was a wealthy man presents in grain, in clothes, and in cash are given to Brāhmans, to religious beggars, and to the poor. During the first year, as among other Hindus, monthly half-yearly and yearly mind-rites or śrāddha are performed, and a yearly śrāddha in all subsequent years and an additional śrāddha during the latter half of Ṛihat (Sept.-Oct.). Landlords or Pātīdāris and headmen of villages call all the villagers to dinner on marriage and death feasts. This custom has ruined many families.

Except Pātīdāris, each community has its headman or pateś. Social disputes are settled at a general meeting of the castepeople of the town or village. The Kānbi send their boys to vermicular schools, and a few boys are taught English up to the matriculation standard.

Of the four subdivisions of Gujarāt Kānbi, Levās and Kadvās eat together but do not intermarry. Levās and Kadvās do not associate with Matiās or Anjanās, and these neither dine together nor intermarry. Except a few Kānbi who pride themselves on their high social rank all permit widow-marriage.

Anjana Kānbi. With a strength of 31,488, are found chiefly in north Gujarāt. Like Rajputs some of their names end in Singh, such as Bāijsing, Umsing, Dumsing, Harising. There are among them twenty-three clans who eat together and intermarry. These clans are Behera, Bhośivat, Bhutādi, Chohān, Gosia, Jādav, Jarmāl, Jus, Juddal, Kaner, Khatar, Ladhrout, Laho, Madhia, Panthari, Parmār, Rāhātar, Rangāvat, Rāthol, Solāki, Uchāila, Uplāna, and Vāgala. Anjanās are more like Rajputs than Kānbi. They speak Gujarātī. They live in small houses with mud or brick walls. Besides field tools their houses have a few earthen copper and brass pots. Unlike other Kānbi, besides ordinary grains Anjanās eat the flesh of sheep and goats and of the wild bear and hare. They use opium and drink liquor. Except that the men wear Rajput-like turbans, white for every-day and red for marriage occasions, the dress both of men and women does not differ from that of Lēva Kānbi. The hair of the men’s heads is cut at the temples and at the back, and most of them wear flowing whiskers divided by a narrow parting down the chin. They are cultivators, overholders if well off, and half-crop sharers or tenants if poor. Their wives and children help in the field work. Those
who do not themselves work in the fields affect Rajput dress and manners, and do not let their women appear in public. As regards skill and industry they hold a middle place, better than Rajputs but neither so thrifty nor so hardworking as other Kanbis. In the disturbed times before British rule the Anjanas were martial in their bearing and as ready as Rajputs to use force in defending their cattle and crops. Since then they have settled to quiet and orderly ways.

In religion they are Ramanujas, Shaivas, and Svaminárvíyans. They respect Hindu gods and observe the ordinary fasts and feasts. Some of them worship in their houses the image of Shiva Rám and Kršna. They have faith in sorcery and witchcraft and in ordinary omens. They occasionally make pilgrimages to Dákor, Dwärka, Sidhpur, and Banaras. Their priests are Audích, Meváda, Modh, Sáthodra, and Visanagará Bráhmans. Their customs at birth, sixth-day, marriage, pregnancy, and death do not differ from those of Leva Kanbis. Girls are married when they are one to eleven years old. Widow-marriage and divorce are allowed. They have their headman, who, in consultation with a few elderly or respectable castemen, decides divorce cases and settles other caste disputes. Few of them send their boys to school.

Dang or Hill Kanbis of whom no separate details are given in the census reports are found in Mahi Káňtha. Originally Anjaná, with whom they dine but do not intermarry, they are said to have lost their position by adopting the dress and language of Bhils. Many of them live in Mayávár and have marriage and other relations with the Mahi Káňtha Dángis.

Kadva Kanbis, numbering 460,205, are distributed over all the five districts of Gujarát, and are found chiefly in Ahmedábád and in Kádi of Baroda. They are closely connected with the Levas, with whom they dine but do not intermarry. According to one story the Kadvás are descendants or followers of Kush the second son of Rám and Sita; according to another they are sprung from clay figures fashioned by Uma or Párvati the wife of Shiva. Shiva at Uma’s request inspired the figures with life and founded for them the village of Unja about forty miles north of Ahmedábád, where a temple was raised in Uma’s honour. This village and temple all Kadva Kanbis consider the chief seat of their tribe, and to it they resort from long distances to pay their vows. Except in Surat, there are no subdivisions among Kadva Kanbis. In Surat there are three subdivisions, one calling themselves Lálechválaválas from their women wearing red bracelets, the other Kálálechválaválas from their women wearing black bracelets, and the third Ahmedábádís from Ahmedábád. These three divisions eat together but for the last fifteen years have ceased to intermarry. In south Gujarát the Kadva Kanbis of Patan and Ahmedábád are known as kulias or men of family, and the rest as akulias or men of no family. Men of family eat with men of no family, but do not give them their daughters in marriage. Except that in north Gujarát some Kadvás wear beards, flowing whiskers divided by a narrow parting down the chin, and a lock of hair over each ear, Kadvás in their appearance, dress, food, character, religion, and general mode of life do not differ from Levas. Unlike the Levas, the Kadvás are divided into two chief classes, artisans and peasants. The town Kadvás
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are weavers both of cotton and silk, dyers, and printers. In Surat a few families make vermilion and other preparations of mercury.

The chhathî or sixth-day, name-giving, pregnancy, and death ceremonies do not differ from those observed by Leva Kanbis. Connected with their temple at Unja and their patron-goddess Uma a curious marriage custom prevails among Kadva Kanbis. Once in every nine ten or eleven years certain Brâhman priests and astrologers with the two headmen of Unja go together to worship Uma in her temple. Their object is to find out the propitious season for holding marriages. After worship lots are drawn, and, according as the lot falls, the year on which the lot falls or the year following is declared the proper time. When the year is known, the astrologers name a special day. The day always comes in Fasâdhi (April-May). For the sake of those prevented from sickness or other cause, a second day is chosen about a fortnight later than the first. As soon as these days are fixed, Brâhmans start to spread the news on every side. Wherever they go they are received with honour and rejoicing. At Ahmedabad they are met outside of the city in the Asarva suburb. The whole Kadva community comes to Dâda Hari’s well, and after worshiping Ganpati and Umâji, the headman of Asarva reads out the names of the lucky days. After these days are over, another period of nine ten or eleven years passes before regular marriages can again take place. Children about a month old and sometimes unborn children are married. As a rule every family succeeds in providing all its unmarried members with suitable matches. But this is not always possible. It happens now and again that no suitable husband can be found for the daughter of a house, and, as before the next regular marriage-day she will have reached a marriageable age, some special arrangement is required. To meet this difficulty two practices have been introduced. According to one of these, on the propitious day the girl is married to a bunch of flowers. The flowers are thrown into a well or a river, the parents of the bride bathe, and the girl, now a widow, can at any time be married according to the simple nâtra or second-marriage form. The other practice is, on the propitious day, to induce some married man for a small money present to go through the ceremony of marriage with the girl and to divorce her as soon as the ceremony is over. The girl can then at any time be married according to the simple nâtra or second-marriage form. As all are busy marrying or giving in marriage on the wedding-day, friends of other castes are asked to go with the bride if the marriage is to take place in another village. When the bride is of age, the bridegroom goes to her house with a party of his friends and relations. Caste-dinners are given, and this, rather than the day of the ceremony, has the character of a marriage day. In April 1871 the provisions of the Infanticide Act (VIII. of 1870) were applied to the Kadva Kanbis, but on further inquiry

1 During the past forty years marriages took place in Fosâdhi in the following years: S. 1916 (A.D. 1889), S. 1927 (A.D. 1890), S. 1936 (A.D. 1899), S. 1946 (A.D. 1900).
2 It is said that among Kadva Kanbis unborn children are sometimes given in marriage. In such cases the pregnant woman walk together round the altar or châti in the marriage booth on the understanding that if their children are a boy and a girl the couple will marry.
they were freed from special surveillance. Except among a few Kadvās, who are men of family, widows are allowed to marry; but they do not marry their husband's elder brother. The husband can divorce his wife with the permission of the caste; but in north Gujarāt the wife cannot divorce her husband without his consent or after she has become a mother. Certain families of specially good birth who are treated by the rest with respect and who hold the position of śvetās or leaders manage the affairs of the caste. The title of śvetās is much coveted by such of the ordinary Kanbis as raise themselves to positions of wealth. But it is properly an hereditary distinction and the caste is very chary of granting the honour to a new family.

Leva Kanbis who are the largest division, numbering 568,185, are found all over the five districts and chiefly in the Kāvā sub-divisions of Amal, Nāgliād, and Borsād. Socially they are divided into two classes Pātidārs or shareholders and Kanbis or husbandmen. This distinction is sufficiently marked to form an obstacle to intermarriage. Among shareholders or Pātidārs the landowners of some villages, chiefly villages that are sharehold or maru1 not tenant-held or sej, are known as kulta or men of family. The rest are akulta or of no family. Pātidārs will eat with husbandmen and, though they will not give a daughter in marriage, will take a daughter for their son if she has a good dowry. In landlord families servants draw water and perform menial household duties. The women do not appear abroad, and, if they lose their husbands, are not allowed to re-marry.

Before the introduction of British rule the village-sharers acted as farmers of revenue and as middlemen between Government and the husbandmen and in most cases were found to have exacted the most ingenious and crushing taxes.2 Though, under the survey settlement, they have lost this uncontrolled power of extraction they have still much influence and are admitted to have a higher social position than the

---

1 As a rule landlords in maru or sharehold villages are kulta, and in sej or tenant-held villages are akulta. Government Selection (XLVII, 26).

2 The following perquisites were exacted by Pātidārs before and for some years after the introduction of British rule. The dādā or broker supplied at one-eighth less than the market rate as much raw sugar god as was required at a caste-dinner. The grocer or gandhi supplied at the same rate on ordinary occasions sugar sakar or khānd, betel nut supāri or halāhar, and ghi clarified butter. The dosidūna or draper was paid an eighth less than the market rate for cloth. The sutara or thread-seller sent 1½ seers (sixty pounds) of cotton-thread without payment and was paid short of the market price for the shōtis or waistcoats bought from him. The setti or gunny-seller was paid a sixteenth less than the market price for grain and was required to weigh corn at the Pātidārs' house without payment. The seria or perfumer and oil seller supplied opium at cost price. The kumāra or brazier exchanged new for old pots of copper brass and zinc without receiving any return and repaired the broken ones. The goldsmith and sori made ornaments either in his shop or at the landlord's without payment. The chokli or assayer was paid a thirty-second less than the market price for gold or silver. The muntazārī or coin-changer gave change at cost price and took back false coins at his own less. The blacksmith or lokāl had to make tools without payment. The kuwhār or potter had to supply earthen pots free. The rice-pounder or god had to husk rice and carry grain. The bricklayer or dūldevi had to supply a thousand bricks. The tailor and shoemaker had to work for two pounds of grain a day, and similarly the tailormaker calzarder indigo-dyer oilseller washerman carpenter and many others, both resident villagers and visitors, had to work either without payment or at a nominal wage.
common husbandmen. Except a few Government servants, silk-cleaners and weavers, almost all Leva Kanbis depend on agriculture.\footnote{Many are cultivators, some are rich landed proprietors who do not cultivate, a few are silk-cleaners and weavers, and a few are in Government service, some in high positions.}

For many years after the introduction of British rule, in spite of their skill and their steady work, their extravagance at marriages kept the Kanbis in a state of depression. The competition to marry their daughters into the higher families was keen and great sums were paid to secure the honour.\footnote{Forty years ago (A.D. 1855) in villages near Brench communities mustering hundreds of souls had not half a dozen females. Bombay Gazetteer, II, 373.} In A.D. 1848 to put a stop to this evil, Mr. Fawcett, the Magistrate of Ahmedábád, induced the chief men of the Kanbi caste to pass an agreement reducing marriage expenses and promising not to seek husbands for their daughters among the Kaira families. These agreements were enforced, till, in A.D. 1852, the Judge of Ahmedábád decided that they were not legally binding. The restriction was accordingly discontinued, and, for nearly twenty years, no further attempt was made to interfere with the Kanbi marriage customs. In A.D. 1871 information collected in connection with a measure for the suppression of infanticide (Act VIII. of 1870), showed among the Kanbis a startling excess in the number of males over females. Inquiries were made and the result seemed so suspicious that in April 1871 the provisions of the Infanticide Act were applied both to the Leva and Kadva Kanbis. The result of more complete information has been to show that the fears of Government were excessive. The Kadora Kanbis were declared wholly exempt from the provisions of the Act, and, in the case of the Leva Kanbis, the restrictions were reduced to a simple registration of births and deaths. One satisfactory result of the inquiry was to show that, in A.D. 1853, after compulsory agreement ceased, the Kanbis had among themselves adopted practices to prevent a return to former extravagance. Under one of these arrangements, the members of certain villages entered into a solemn agreement or ekada drawn up on stamped paper and signed by the headmen of the village, promising to marry only among persons in their own social position, and, among themselves, to give or take in marriage without claiming dowry. Another practice of exchange or double marriages between the same families has also become general.\footnote{In A.D. 1872, out of 459 marriages, 3071 were arranged by an interchange of children. Bombay Gazetteer, III, 31.} With these safeguards there seems reason to hope that the Kanbis will not again fall into the practice of spending extravagant sums on their marriages.

Matia Kanbis with a total strength of 4736 are found only in the Jalálpur and Bárddí sub-divisions of Surat. That they were originally Leva Kanbis of Kaira and Ahmedábád is proved by the traces of relationship still subsisting between Leva and Matia Kanbis, and by the surnames of Kohia and Bavalia from the villages of Koth and Bavla in Dhanduka. About 300 years ago a company of Leva Kanbis on their way to Banáras are said to have passed a night at the village of Garmatha about ten miles south-west of Ahmedábád. Imám Sháh,
a Musalmán recluse, was at that time living in Garmatha. According to one story, Imam Sháh spoke to the pilgrims, and learning that they were going to Banáras, told them that if they would carefully listen to his doctrines they would visit Banáras without the trouble of going there. Some of the pilgrims paid no attention to what Imam Sháh said and went to Banáras. Others who trusted in Imam Sháh saw Banáras, bathed in the Ganges, and feasted the Brahmas all without leaving Garmatha. Astonished with this miracle they adopted Imam Sháh as their spiritual head. According to another account they were saved from becoming Musalmáns by becoming the followers of Imam Sháh. The word Matia is derived from mat or opinion. Till lately there were no divisions among Matías; but, during a.d. 1880, from 150 to 175 families formed themselves into a separate caste, calling themselves Vaishnav Matías as distinguished from the original Pirána Matías. This division is due to the preaching of an ascetic Nirmalás of Surat, who tells the Matías of their Leva Kambí origin. Some of his hearers, looking with hatred on their half-Hindu half-Musalmán customs, started on pilgrimage to Banáras and were put out of caste. The seceding or Vaishnav Matías have joined the Rámíndalí and Dádúpanthí sects. They worship the images of Narsingji, Thákorki, and sometimes the king of Mahádev. They observe the ordinary Hindu Fast and go on pilgrimage to Allahábád, Banáras, Jagannáth, and Mathura. The Vaishnav Matías and Pirána Matías do not eat together. Since the split no old báthials have been broken and no new báthials have been made. The Vaishnav Matías have abandoned all Musalmán customs and in all respects live like Leva Kambí. But Leva Kambí do not dine with them and they do not intermarry.

In their appearance speech dress and houses Pirána Matías do not differ from Leva Kambí. Like Leva and Kaidya Kambí they are strict vegetarians, eating neither fish nor flesh and drinking no spirits. Caste rules forbid the use of assafetida garlic onions and narcotic, and those who break the rules have to be purified before they are let back into caste. They are skillful and prosperous husbandmen. They follow the Atharva or fourth Veda and call themselves Satpanthis Followers of truth. They worship the tombs of the Musalmán saints whose mausoleums are at Pirána, Ahmedábád, Navsarári, and Burhánpur. Their sacred book is the collection of religious precepts called Shikáha Patri made by Imam Sháh, the saint of Pirána. Some of them learn the book by heart and gain the name of káká or devotee. The kákás are laymen and like the rest of the Matías maintain themselves by tilling the soil. One special family of kákás officiates at some of their ceremonies and are the agents through whose hands all presents pass to the saintly descendants of Imam Sháh at Ahmedábád Navsarári and Burhánpur. The Matías include three religious divisions Pánchás or followers of Surabhí’s mausoleum, the third of the five Pirána shrines, so called from the five devotees whom, at first managed the institution; Sótías, from the seven original managing devotees, are the followers of Baba Muhammad’s mausoleum, the fourth of the Pirána shrines; and A’thiás, from the eight devotees who managed the institution, are the followers of Bákár Alí’s mausoleum,
the fifth Pirám shrine. Except in being called after different saints these divisions do not differ in belief or in practice. Sin-removing or tāhē-utārni is their chief ceremony. A woman after child-birth or monthly sickness, a cow or a buffalo after calving, a person who has accidentally defiled himself by the sight of a woman in child-bed, and all those who have broken caste rules by using forbidden articles of food, are made to pass through the sin-removing ceremony. At the house where the purifying ceremony is to be performed various dishes of sweetmeats are prepared. The village kāka is called and comes accompanied by an assistant called khal kāka. The kāka brings with him four copper coins, an earthenware cup, and frankincense. He also brings with him in a small portable tin or brass box, pea-shaped balls made of white chalk or rice-flour mixed with milk or sandal-dust brought from the tomb of one of the saints. On entering the house the kāka goes into the kitchen, lights a lamp, fed with clarified butter, and mutters a text. While his chief is saying a prayer the khal kāka calls for a brass plate, and in the plate piles from five to eight heaps of cooked rice according as the host is a Pánchia, a Sátia, or an Æthia Matia. After the kālmo or prayer is over the kāka sits bowing on a waistcloth spread on the ground. He then burns frankincense and murmurs a second prayer. After the second prayer he spills a circle of wheat grains in a brass plate, and, inside the circle, sets four coins and on the coins a cup. Into the cup he pours a mixture called nūr or light made of sugared-water milk and white chalk or rice from the saint’s tomb. When this is ready the khal kāka brings the brass plate with the heaps of rice and over each heap the kāka sprinkles the mixture from the earthenware cup repeating a text at each sprinkling. The text for each sprinkling is different, but each ends in Lā-lāhā-illāhā, Muhammad-ar-Rasul-allāh or Imām Shāh-Nur-Allah Muhammad Shāh. The brass plate with the heaps of cooked rice is then put aside and the person to be purified is called in. The man or woman to be purified stands near the kāka and bows to him, and after being sprinkled with the mixture from the earthenware cup, sits down. He or she then presents a silver or copper coin to the kāka who washes it with water, and gives the water along with the mixture from the cup to the man or the woman to drink. The heaps of rice in the brass plate are mixed by the khal kāka with the rest of the cooked articles, and distributed among the guests. The purifying fee is 8 annas for a woman after childbirth and for a buffalo after she has calved, 4 annas for a cow after she has calved, and ½ anna for those who have broken caste rules. These fees are sent by the kāka to the saint’s tomb at Ahmeslábád, Nabsári, or Burhánpur. Besides these presents every Matia cultivator sends once a year to the saints through the kāka three and a half mans (140 pounds) of husked rice and one rupee for each of his ploughs.

Matíás hold the second day of every Hindu lunar month sacred, and when the second falls on a Friday they fast for the whole day and do not eat until they have seen the moon. They keep the Ramzán fast, some of them eating no solid food during the whole month. Their other Musalmán holidays are the Uras or Saint’s Day and the two preceding Sandal Days. On these days they do no work, and spend their time in feasting or in visiting the shrines of their saints in Nabsári. Besides these
Musalmán holidays they observe as days of feasting *Holi* February-March, *Akhar-ulj* April-May, *Devipatra* June-July, *Balen* July-August, and *Diedii* October-November. Their chief places of pilgrimage are Navsári, Pirám, Barhánpur, and Vemál, seven miles from Miśak in Brouch, which they visit on great days or whenever they have leisure. The *bhaka* accompanies the pilgrims to these places. At Pirám Navsári and Vemál the pilgrims visit only the saints’ tombs. But at Barhánpur the pilgrims worship the great toe of their living saint. The spiritual guide sets his foot on a heap of not less than a hundred rupees contributed by one or two pilgrims. After it has been set on the heap of rupees the leader’s foot is washed, rubbed with a fragrant substance, and the great right toe is kissed by each pilgrim in turn. The *bhaka* who accompanies the pilgrims receives from the spiritual head presents in clothes and ornaments both for himself and his wife. As a rule a Matia woman gives birth to her first child at her father’s house. On the birth of a first child, if it is a boy, its footprints are marked with wet *kanku* on paper and the paper is carried by a barber to the father who gives him a present of about Rs. 2. On the sixth day the goddess Chhatthi is worshipped. On the twelfth day the woman worships the threshold, the doorpost, and the nearest well in the street by rubbing on them sandal-dust and *kanku*. Near the well she ties two cowdung cakes together by a cotton thread. The children of the street are given boiled wheat and *jwéar* mixed with molasses. For forty days the woman is held impure and cannot touch anything in the house. She never leaves the house if she can help it, and if she is forced to go out she carries with her a sickle or a knife to ward off evil spirits. On some day between the thirty-fifth and the fortieth the woman bathes and the floor of the lying-in room is scraped. The woman is then purified by the sin-removing *bháke-utári* ceremony. After this the child is named by a Bráhman astrologer. When the child is two or three months old the woman goes to her husband’s house. No ceremonies are performed when a child is first fed with cooked food. Their marriage ceremonies do not differ from those of the Leva Kanbías. The family-priest who is an Andeek or a Moth Bráhman officiates at these ceremonies. Marriages are forbidden within seven degrees of relationship either on the father’s or on the mother’s side. Girls are sometimes married when they are six months old, but generally between five and eight, and boys between eight and twenty. Widows are allowed to marry, the widow of a man marrying his younger brother. Divorce is lawful. A bachelor cannot marry a divorced woman or a widow, but this difficulty is got over by marrying him first to a *sháumi* Prosopis *spicigera* tree. A widow who marries again wears an ivory bracelet plated with gold. The lap-filling ceremony is performed during the fifth or seventh month of a woman’s first pregnancy. But, unlike the practice of other Hindus, on this occasion no caste dinners are held and no presents are made. The Matia’s bury the dead. A dying person is bathed and laid on the ground, the *bhaka* standing near and reading texts. When life is gone the body of the deceased, if a man, is dressed in cotton trousers a shirt and a cap, and if a woman in a silk robe a bodice and a petticoat. It is laid in a Musalmán bier and carried to the burial-ground which is generally
on the bank of a stream. The bearers do not take off any of their
clothes or their shoes. On reaching the burial-ground the bearers,
without removing any of the clothes, lay the body in a pit and fill
the pit with earth. After the body is buried the mourners purify
themselves by each holding a piece of frankincense in his hand and
muttering two half-Hindu half-Muslim prayers. The first prayer
runs: In the name of Allah the pitiful the merciful, of Satgor or
Satgur Patra, of Brahma and Indra, of Imam Shah, of the spotless
spiritual Vishnu, and of Ali Muhammad Shah. The second prayer is
in these words: The incense burns, evil goes and faith wins (now is
the time to) mercy implore.

The funeral party go to the house of mourning and there the
decased's family feast them with sweet wheat-balls. The mourners
cut a mixture of split pulse and rice cooked in a neighbour's house.
Like Hindus Matia women weep and beat their breasts for ten days,
and for ten days the sin-removing āhe-utarā ceremony is daily
performed. Friends and relations from the villages round, summoned
by a Bhanga, come to mourn, and are feasted with wheat-flour mixed
with clarified butter and sugar. Unlike Hindus the nearest relations
do not consider themselves impure for ten days. No death ceremonies
are performed and no rice balls are offered to the spirits of the deceased.
Castepeople are feasted on the tenth and eleventh days after a death or
on any day between the thirteenth and the twentieth if the eleventh or
twelfth falls on a Sunday or a Tuesday. On the first feast-day after a
death each family of Matia sends the chief mourner half a man (twenty
pounds) of hulled rice, and besides the rice, friends and relations give eight
annas. These presents, along with the clothes bel and bedstead of the
decased, are sent to the shrine of the saints at Burhanpur, Nawsari,
Ahmedabad, or Vemāl. Besides these presents the chief mourner sends
on his own account a money present, and if rich he sets apart a mango
tree for the exclusive use of the saint. The aggregate amount of death-
presents which go to their saints varies from Rs. 15 to Rs. 100. The
Brahman priest receives some presents on the eleventh day, not in his
character of priest, but in return for the help he gives in feasting the
caste-people.

The Matia have no headman. Questions of divorce and breaches of
caste rules are referred to five of the leading men, who inquire into the
case and whose decision is binding. The fines inflicted on the offender
are used either in making copper and brass vessels for the community or
are sent as presents to the saints' shrines.

The Matia give their boys some slight schooling but their attend-
ance is irregular. During the Navratri holidays (September-October)
and on Holi (March) the Matia, men and women together, are fond of

1 The Gujarati runs: अलीसहित, अली इछाओ यदि, विसेधर पाय, अली इच्छा यहां
सराऊस्सहित। अली इच्छा गीत सहित, नामपूर्वी महसुसे तत्त्वो निर्वासित। The Satgor, properly
Satgur, Patra or Deserving (that is of worship) is Nūr Satgor the first (A.D. 1568) and
greatest Imam-missiary from Peria. The Tabaqat-i-Nasiri (Elliott, II. 335, 336)
refers to Nūr Satgor as Nūr the Turk who caused a ferment in the reign of Sultanah,
Raiyāḥ (A.D. 1237-1240). Compare Khán Bahádur Fais Lutfullah Faridi's Gujarati
Musalmāns page 37.

2 The Gujarati words are: शेखा जैसे, उल्फस्सल श्याम, जैसे तैमा, जैसे न्याय।
Section V.

HUSBANDMEN.

Ma'lis.

Ma'lis, with a strength of 21,163, are found mostly in north Gujarát. A few among them come from Márvár, but most seem to have been Kanbis whom they resemble in appearance and dress. In north Gujarát the men wear the beard. They speak Gujaráti and live in mud or brick houses. They eat the ordinary grains, and, in the Panch Maháls, fish fowls and the flesh of goats and sheep after offering them to a goddess. A few among them eat opium and in south Gujarát they drink liquor. They are gardeners and flower-sellers. They prepare neegeys and flower-ornaments for women's hair. In Ahmedábád a few among them are traders, ministrants in Shrávák temples, and domestic servants. From his dealing in flowers which are used in worship and on all ceremonial occasions, the sight of a Máli is lucky. Their women are reputed to be of easy virtue. In religion they are Kabírpanthis, Rámánujás, Sháivas, Svámimáryáms, and Vallabhácháryás, and in north Gujarát a few are Jains. They respect Hindu gods and observe the ordinary Hindu holidays. They believe in exorcism, sorcery and omens. They worship the cobra and other snakes. Except that in the Panch Maháls no ceremony is performed on the sixth day after the birth of a child, their customs at birth marriage pregnancy and death do not differ from those of Kanbis. As a rule marriages between relations are forbidden though in Ahmedábád the children of brothers and sisters marry. Widows are allowed to marry. The widow of an elder brother marries his younger brother. Divorce is granted in some places and not in others. Social disputes are settled by a few of the elders of the caste. Very few Máli boys go to school.

Patelia's.

Patelia's, with a total strength of 15,055, are found mostly in the Dohad sub-division of the Panch Maháls and in the Báríya state of the Rewa Kántha. According to their story they are descended from Rajputs of Chámpár, about thirty miles east of Baroda, who on the conquest of that city by Mahmud Begada in A.D. 1495, moved to Dohad and Báríya. Other Rajputs hold them degraded because according to one account their forefathers ate the flesh of a siltgás or roz; or according to another account, because, as they left many of their women behind, they married with the Bhils of Gángdi. According to this account they were first called Fataliga or impure, a name which has been gradually corrupted into Pateliás. Traces of their Rajput origin are found in the names of the men, some of which like Rajput names end in sing, and in such clan names as Báríya, Choohán, Gohel, Jádav, Parmár, Ráthód, and Solanki. They have no subdivisions. The Pateliás as a class are lean stunted and somewhat black, but of a quiet and obliging disposition. They live in small huts with walls of split bamboo plastered with mud and with thatched or tiled roofs. They speak corrupt Gujaráti. Their every-day food is maize bread and adad Phaseolus mungo; when they can get it they eat fish and the flesh of sheep goats and fowls. Some of them take opium. They formerly drank mahuda Bassia latifolia liquor to excess, but
during the last eight to ten years, changes in the excise rules have
lessened the consumption. A few well-to-do men of this class wear a
waistcloth a white turban and a cotton coat or jacket, but most wear a
loincloth a turban and a shoulder-cloth. The women wear a bodice a
petticoat and a piece of cloth thrown over the body. Of ornaments the
women have silver or zinc anklets, a silver necklace, a gold nosering, and
lac bracelets or silver wristlets. The men do not wear the beard. The
Patellâs are unskilled husbandmen and field-labourers. They are helped
in their work by their women and children. They have no definite
notions about religion and do not belong to any particular sect. They
honour Hindu gods, but keep no images in their houses. They
respect Brâhmanas and their priests are Audich Brâhmanas. They
make a religious beggar or a goâdi their spiritual head or guru and
give him a basketful of grain in the threshing season. They have
much faith in witchcraft exorcism and the influence of the evil eye.
In fulfilment of vows taken to avert the influence of evil spirits and to
check sickness and cattle plague, they worship on Dasara (September-
October), Divali (October) and Holi (February-March) a stone called
Ghodaduv the Horse-god. On these days the worshippers meet together
near the Horse-god, drink mahâda liquor, and offer it to the god.
For this offering the liquor must be distilled by the Patellâs them-
selves; the mâmiladûr issuing special licenses for its distillation to the
headman of the village. Redpowder and redhead are applied to the
horse-god, a coconut is offered, and a goat and a cock are sacrificed.
Besides the horse the animals they hold sacred and worship are the cow
in Divalâ (October) and the Indian jay or nilkanth on Dasara Day.
They believe in the ordinary Hindu omens and sometimes make
pilgrimages to Dâkor.

A pregnant woman goes to her father’s house for her confinement,
but no pregnancy ceremonies are performed. Except that some well-
to-do families send the news of the birth of the first male child to his
father and distribute molasses and coriander-seed to friends and relations,
no ceremonies are performed at the time of child-birth. On the
sixth day after a birth vermilion-powder and a wooden pen are laid
near the woman’s cot. The mother remains impure five to sixteen
days. Few get their children named by a Brâhman. They perform
no ceremonies on the occasion of giving cooked food to the child for
the first time. Betrothal takes place some time before marriage.
The offer comes from the boy’s father and, if the girl’s father accepts,
the father of the boy goes with friends and relations on an appointed
day to the girl’s house, taking with him three to six mans (120-240
pounds) of molasses. A Brâhman priest applies vermilion marks to
the forehead of the girl and of five or six elderly men. The boy’s father
distributes the molasses to such of the villagers as have been invited to
the girl’s house. After the molasses have been distributed the
betrothal cannot be cancelled; and if the girl’s father annuls it the
headman of the caste compels him to make good the loss sustained
by the boy’s father. Marriages are celebrated on a day fixed by a
Brâhman astrologer. Except that the bride’s mother touches the
bridegroom’s head with a yoke and some other field tools before he enters
the house prepared for him by the bride's father, the marriage ceremonies do not differ from those performed by Kambis. When a man and a woman, who are attached to each other and are not allowed by their parents to marry, or when the man is unable to pay the marriage expenses, the woman elopes with the man. The couple move about the place together for two or three days and then return to their house and live as husband and wife. This form of marriage is not considered honourable, but it saves expense. Marriages are not allowed between near relations or between people bearing the same surname. The husband and wife are, by mutual consent, free to divorce each other. If the wife is unwilling, the husband is bound to maintain her; if the husband is unwilling, the woman's second husband is made to pay the first husband's marriage expenses. The Patellás practise polygamy and allow their widows to marry, but the widow of a man never marries his younger brother. The Patellás burn the dead with no peculiar ceremonies. The near relations of the deceased remain impure for ten days when the men shave the upper lip. The śhrudāha ceremony is performed on the tenth and eleventh days after death, and castepople are feasted for three days. The Patellás have a headman or patel who settles all their caste disputes and whose decision is final. All marriage contracts are made in the presence of the headman who is paid Rs. 12. They have lately begun to send their boys to school, but are badly off. Twenty years ago three successive bad years (1877-1879) pressed hard on many families and forced them to part with their cattle and other property. Their condition has not very materially improved since that time of distress.

Sā'gars, with a strength of 17,812, are mostly found in north Gujarat. According to their own story they were Rajputs, descendants of king Sāgar, the great-grandson of Bhagirath, who brought the Ganges from heaven to earth. Among their surnames are Bhāngri, Bhensoda, Bhogar, Bhos, Chāndla, Chintaria-bhunna, Dālchāla, Dulkhi, Dungarpuria, Dungra, Gadhi, Jāmarva, Jhulāla, Jum, Kadia, Kānhavatia, Kataval, Magvania, Mahulda, Meaddia, Modasia, Mugli, Mumaji, Panthalia, Patahavot, Rami, Sāthia, Sāvda, Samari, and Vagadia. In appearance, speech, house, food, and dress the Sāgars in no way differ from Kālva Kambis. Like Kambis they are husbandmen, some of them raising garden-crops. In religion they are Rāmasnehis, and the seat of their religious head or guru is at Shāhpur in Mārwār. Though they bow to the ordinary Hindu gods they have no house images. They worship the footprints of their guru and visit the temples where his deputies live and whom they support. They keep the ordinary Hindu fast and feast days. Most of them believe in exorcism, sorcery and the ordinary omens. Some of them have been famous as saints, and at present (A.D. 1890) one of them named Sāmīshā has a high name for sanctity. They visit the ordinary places of Hindu pilgrimage.

No ceremonies are performed on the birth of a child till the sixth day, when the goddess Chhathi is worshipped. After childbirth the mother is held impure for twenty days, at the end of which she performs her ordinary duties. On the twelfth day the newborn child
is laid in a cradle and rocked by five children who are each given a handful of boiled wheat or maize. When about four months old the child is named by a Brahman, and when eight months old is given cooked food for the first time. Their marriage ceremonies do not differ from those of Kanbis. Marriage is not allowed between near relations or among people of the same stock or gotra. Divorce is allowed, and widows re-marry, but never with the younger brother of their deceased husband. The seventh month of a woman's first pregnancy is marked by the lap-filling ceremony. Sagars burn their dead and the nearest relations of the deceased are impure for eight days. They perform the shraddha or mind-rite on the twelfth day after a death, and on the thirteenth they make gifts to their priest who is a Baj Khahavil Brahman. Caste people are feastcd for three days, on the eleventh twelfth and thirteenth. Caste disputes are settled by a headman with the help of three or four leading men of the caste. They do not send their boys to school and are in poor circumstances.

Sathvaras with a strength of 52,173, are chiefly found in Kathiavada and north Gujurát. Their surnames Chavada, Dabhi, Kachhiya, Maghadia, Parma, and Rathod, seem to show a Rajput origin. They have no divisions though Ahmedabad Sathvaras do not marry with the Sathvaras of Kathiavada. In appearance they are like Kanbis. They speak Gujarati, and live in mud or mortar-built houses with thatched or tiled roofs. Their ordinary food is wheat or millet bread, rice and pulse seag Phascolus ralatus and adaad: Phascolus mungo, and the Kathiavada Sathvaras eat besides grain the flesh of goats and sheep after sacrificing the animal to their goddess. They do not eat the flesh of any bird, but eat fish except in the evening. They drink liquor and a few in north Gujurát eat opium. The men wear a coarse waistcloth or tight trousers coming to the knee, a jacket reaching to the waist, and a piece of white cloth wound round the head. The women wear a petticoat a bodice and a robe. The men grow the moustache but not the beard and do not cut the hair either on the temples or at the back of the head. The women's ornaments are a silver necklace silver anklets and bracelets of ivory wristslets. They are husbandmen field-labourers and bricklayers. Those who are cultivators work in the fields throughout the year and are helped by their wives and children. In Kathiavada they rear rich garden crops. As bricklayers they work from seven in the morning till sunset with two hours rest at noon for their meals and earn from Rs. 4 to Rs. 10 a month. The bricklayers do not work on the two elevenths, the dark fifteenth of every Hindu month, or on the leading Hindu holidays such as Holti, Divali, Balse, Janmashtami, Dasara, Nâgpâchmi, and Dee-divali. In religion Sathvaras are Shrivas and Vaishnavas of the Vallabhacharya, Ramânand, Svâminârâyan, and Bajjârgi sects. They often visit Hindu temples and in their houses worship the images of Vishnu, Mahâdev, and Mātâ. When their spiritual head visits their village each man pays a contribution of Rs. 2. Their priests are Aulich, Shrimal, or Modh Brâhmans. They believe in sorcery and witchcraft and in the ordinary omens. Like other Hindus they hold the cow sacred. The only bird they worship is the wilkanth or jay on Dasara Day in October. At any convenient time Sathvarâs make pilgrimages to Dikor, Dwârka, Sidhpur, Banâras,
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Gokul, Mathura, and Allahābād. Sathvāra customs do not differ from Kanbi customs. No ceremony is performed on the day of birth. On the sixth day after the birth the goddess Chhathithi is worshipped. The mother remains impure from ten to forty days according as the family is rich or poor. Poor women go to work after the tenth day. The child is named on the twelfth day by the father’s sister, and the mother is sent to the husband’s house when the child is from five to seven months old. During its sixth month the child is given its first cooked food and is made to lick milk mixed with boiled rice. Girls must be married before they are fourteen and in some cases boys and girls are married when not more than a month old. Marriages are held on a day fixed by an astrologer. Five or six days before the marriage Gangati is worshipped and the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric. On the evening of the marriage-day the planet-pleasing ceremony is performed at the house of the bride, and presents in clothes and ornaments are sent to the bride by her mother’s brother and to the bridegroom by his mother’s brother. At midnight the bridegroom richly dressed goes to the bride’s house with music and a company of friends. At the door he is received by the bride’s mother who shows him a miniature plough, an arrow, and a churn-staff. The bridegroom is then led to the marriage-booth and seated near the bride. The ends of the bride’s and bridegroom’s clothes are tied by the priest who joins their hands. The bride and the bridegroom move four times round the fire and feed each other with coarse wheat-flour mixed with clarified butter and sugar. The friends and relations make presents to the bride and the bridegroom who bow to Gangati, to the polar star, and to their parents. The fathers of the bride and bridegroom make presents in money and grain to the priest. Caste dinners are given and the bridegroom’s friends and relations are feasted for three days by the bride’s father. Marriages are forbidden between the descendants of collateral males within seven degrees. Younger brothers marry the elder brother’s widow. Either husband or wife can get a divorce. In the seventh month of a woman’s first pregnancy the sap-filling ceremony is performed. When a man is on the point of death he is bathed, laid on a freshly cow dunged part of the floor, and marked with yellow pigment on the brow. Leaves of the basil plant curds sugarcandy and a silver coin are laid in his mouth. When life is gone the body is tied to the bier and is carried to the burning-ground. There it is fathed, laid on a pile of wood, and the pile is set on fire. When the body is half-burnt the mourners bathe and return to their homes. On the third day the chief mourner accompanied by the priest goes to the burning-ground with two earthen pots, the larger filled with water the smaller with milk. The water and the milk are poured over the ashes of the deceased. The small pieces of bones are collected into the smaller pot and the larger pot is placed over the heap of ashes. The pieces of bone are thrown into a river. The chief mourner bathes and returns to his house. The nearest relations remain impure from five to nine days. Sathvāras perform the regular shraddha or mind-rite. Castepeople are feasted on the twelfth day after a death and on the death-day at the end of one month, of six months, and of a year. The caste has no head; it leaves the settlement of social disputes to a few of the leading men.
SECTION VI.—CRAFTSMEN.

The sixteen main classes of Gujarāt Hindu craftsmen are: Bhā́vsā́rs calico-printers, Chhipas calenders, Darjis tailors, Galiārās indigo-dyers, Ghānchis oilmen, Golās rice-pounders, Kadiyās bricklayers, Kansārās coppersmiths, Khatris weavers, Kumbhārās potters, Lubārās blacksmiths, Mochis leather-workers, Sālāts stone-masons, Sālvis handloom-weavers, Sonis goldsmiths, and Suthārās carpenters, with a strength of 893,676 or 9.94 per cent of the total Hindu population. The following table gives the available details of their strength and distribution:

**Hindu Craftsmen, 1891.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Ahmedabad</th>
<th>Kaira</th>
<th>Panvel Mahārā</th>
<th>Bencosm</th>
<th>Surat</th>
<th>Native States</th>
<th>Baroda</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rāhvasār</td>
<td>6718</td>
<td>3426</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>9474</td>
<td>7779</td>
<td>29,528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chhipāra</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4275</td>
<td>1081</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>6873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Darja</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Galiāra</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>9474</td>
<td>2926</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ghānchis</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>1072</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>2644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Golās</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Kadiya</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Kansāra</td>
<td>1189</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>1189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Khatra</td>
<td>5606</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>5606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Kumbhāra</td>
<td>88,437</td>
<td>3927</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>88,437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Lubhāra</td>
<td>12,236</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>12,236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mochi</td>
<td>6729</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>6729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Sālāta</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sāliva</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Sonia</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Suthāra</td>
<td>17,674</td>
<td>7928</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>17,674</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bhā́vsā́rs** or Calico-printers with a strength of 29,258 are found chiefly in cities and large towns. Though some belong to the Vā́nīa stock, most claim to be of Kṣhatri descent and have such Rajput tribal surnames as Bhatte, Chohān, Gohīl, Parmār, and Rāṭhdh. Like the Kanbīs the Bhā́vsā́rs are almost certainly of Gurgijā origin. According to their story during Parshurām’s persecution of the Kṣhatri they hid in a Marta’s temple and for this act of trust were afterwards known as Bhā́vsā́rs because they placed bhā́r or confidence in the goddess. The original home of their ancestors was Brij Mathura in North India from which they moved to Mārvār and thence to Champāner and the country bordering the Mahī and the Narbada. From central Gujarāt some went to Kā́thāvdāna and Kachh in the north and some to Surat in the south. Certain local surnames bear witness to former settlements; Amadāvādī, Hazōtā, Jā́mmagā, Mesānī, Modeśa, Parantā, and Vīnagā. Their family goddesses are Amā́jī and Hīnlājī. Besides being divided into Messhī and Jain Bhā́vsā́rs who neither eat together nor intermarry, Bhā́vsā́rs have three subdivisions, Rewa Kānṭhāis living on the banks of the Mahī and the Narbada, Rā̀mdeśhis living in Pā̀li and Partā̀pgrad, and Talabdās living in north Gujarāt. The members of these three divisions neither eat together nor intermarry, though the Rā̀mdeśhis and Rewa Kānṭhāis have no objection to eat food cooked by the Talabdās. Except that the men are somewhat darker and stronger
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Bhāvsārs do not differ in appearance from Vāniās. The women are fair and good-looking. Many of them live in upper-storied houses with brick walls and tiled roofs. They speak Gujāratī and some Kachh-Mārvādī. Of the three subdivisions, the Talabādīs alone live on vegetable diet; Rāmleśhīs and Rewā Kānthās, except those who are Jāins, have no scruple in eating animal food. None of them drink liquor. Except that in Kathūvāda and Kachh the men wear a white cloth wound round the head and a waistcloth over a pair of tight trousers and that in south Gujārat the women wear a white robe, the dress both of men and women does not differ from the Vāniā dress. Bhāvsārs are calico-printers and dyers. The cloth to be printed is first dirtied and then washed either by themselves or by professional washermen and then dipped into the dye which is generally light or dark-blue, black, or yellow. The dyed cloth is dried in the sun, and the design stamped on the borders with carved wooden blocks. Bhāvsār women help in washing and drying the cloth and in folding and packing it when the pattern is complete. Some calico-printers are men of capital who own Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 20,000, and prepare articles on their own account; the rest are employed by traders and other men of capital and are paid according to the number of robes or sālīs they print. Bhāvsārs are energetic and steady workmen. They rise at four, begin printing at seven, and continue at work till evening with two hours' rest for meals. Their busy season is during the summer months (March-May). Besides ordinary Hindu holidays they do not work on other dark or bright seconds eighths elevenths or fifteenths of any Hindi month. The prints of Kaira and Ahmadalbīd have a good name and besides being largely used locally as women's robes are exported to Siam and other places. Formerly south Gujārat had a large demand for local calicoes, but their place has to a great extent been taken by European prints. Many Bhāvsārs have given up calico-printing and have become confectioners, tailors, washermen and sellers of petty brassware. Bhāvsār dyers work in all colours, green for Musalmāns in the Muharram time, red blue and rose for Hindu turbans, and pale bright-green yellow or purple for women's robes. The dyers' busy times are in October at the Dirādī and in February or March at the Holi; also on marriage days when all guests have their turbans and other clothes freshly dyed. Dyeing is strictly forbidden by caste rules during the four rainy months because the slaughter of insects in the dye vat adds to the evil and ill luck of that sunless and southing time. The women help in dyeing and bleaching. Dyers are paid according to the colour. The Bhāvsārs' yearly earnings vary from Rs. 80 to Rs. 500. Like Vāniās they are thrifty and orderly. By religion some are Jāins and a few of them become Jain devotees. The rest belong to the Kabipanthi, Rāchā-Vālkhi, Rāmanandī, Santrāmpanthi, Shāiv, Svāminarāyan, and Valla-bhauvāya sects, and some worship goddesses. They believe in witchcraft and exorcism and in the ordinary omens. They keep the regular fasts and feasts but are not strict temple-goers. They employ Brāhman priests in all their ceremonies. No ceremonies are performed on the day of a birth. On the sixth day the goddess Chhālī is worshipped and an earthen cake is laid on the house roof. After childbirth the woman remains unclean for about a month. The child is named by a Brāhman priest on some
lucky day after the twelfth. No ceremony is performed on the first giving of cooked food. Except that some _gucir_ Cyanopsis psoloides berries are scattered over the bridegroom before he enters the bride's house, in their marriage rites they do not differ from Vāniś and Śrāvāks. Girls are married before they are eleven and boys at any time after ten. Marriage is not allowed between people of the same surname. Divorce is allowable, and a widow sometimes marries the younger brother of her deceased husband. Those Bhāsvārs who were originally Vāniś are said to have lost their caste because they allowed widow marriage. During the seventh month of a woman's first conception the same lap-filling ceremony is performed as among Vāniś and Śrāvāks. They burn the _raad_ , the Jain Bhāsvārs with the full Śrāvāk-Vāniś ritual and the Meshri-Bhāsvārs with all Meshri-Vāniś rites. Each community has its headman who settles caste disputes at a meeting of all the men of the caste. Though their craft is falling, they do not seem likely to decline. They send their children to school and succeed in earning their living as clerks and in other employments.

Chhipā's or Calenders, with a strength of 3836, found chiefly in Surat and Broach, are a subdivision of Bhāsvārs. In look and dress they do not differ from Bhāsvārs. But, unlike the Bhāsvārs who are careful to live solely on a vegetable diet, some of the Chhipās eat dry fish and drink liquor. They polish and dress by beating with heavy wooden mallets black cloth for export to Africa and other places. On account of the decline in the demand for this cloth calenders are, as a body, badly off. Many of them, giving up their former occupation, now earn a living as labourers and bricklayers. Though they do not help them in their work as calenders, their women earn something by entering domestic service. By religion they are Vaishnavas, and, except that they allow their widows to remarry, their customs are the same as those observed by Vāniś. A few are given to the use of strong drink, but most are sober hardworking and thrifty. Calenders are employed by the owners of the cloth, and paid according to the quantity of work they do. Each community has its headman, and settles social disputes by a meeting of all the men of the caste.

Darji's also called Merāis or Suis, Tailors, with a strength of 16,216, live chiefly in towns and large villages. They are of eight divisions, Dhanabhārās, Dosis, Dungarharās, Gūjaras, Mari, Rajkalis, Ramdehis, and Shimpās, none of whom either eat together or intermarry. The Rajkalis, who are found in Ahmedābād, Nadiād, and Cambay, seem to be of Rajput origin of which a trace remains in the surnames Chāuda, Chohān, Dabhāl, Gāhda, Gohal, Lakdal, Makvāna, Parmār, Rāthal, Solānki, and Sonora. The Ramdehis who are found in north Broach were originally Mārvādis, but dress like Pātids. Though fair the Darji's as a class are lean and stunted. They live in good houses with one story and with tiled roofs. They speak Gujarāti. Except in Surat where they eat fish and the flesh of goats and fowls and drink liquor, they are strict vegetarians eating the ordinary food-grains and some of them in Kaira remaining from carrots or _gijar_. Except in Surat, where some of them have adopted the Vāniś turban worn by Pārās and wear Pārāsi-like locks of hair over both ears,
Darjús both men and women dress like Hindu artisans in towns and like Kanbís in villages. Though even in well-to-do families women sew their bodices and young children's clothes for everyday wear, every family has its own tailor. Some tailors work on their own account; others work for masters. Those who work for masters belong to a staff of three to ten workmen and according to their skill receive a daily wage of annas 2 to 8. As a rule tailors sew in their own houses, and in the tailor's shop may be seen workmen squatting in rows on a palm-leaf mat or on cotton-stuffed quilts. The wife and sons' wives of the head of the establishment sit and work in the shop along with the men. The tailor's tools are a bamboo gast of twenty-seven inches, a pair of scissors, needles, thread, thimbles or angabut, and of late in large towns an English sewing-machine. Their busy time is during the marriage season (Nov. - June). Those who are their own masters work from seven in the morning till evening and in the marriage season till eight or nine at night with two hours rest for dinner at noon. Those who belong to an establishment work from nine in the morning till sunset, and are paid extra wages when they work extra time. They enjoy twenty-holidays a year in addition to days of caste ceremonials. As they have a bad name for filching cloth many people are careful to set tailors to work under their own eyes. When so employed, the tailor receives his two meals at the customer's house in addition to his daily wages. Except when at the employer's house tailors are paid by the piece. A village tailor is paid either in cash or in grain and is not unfrequently a member of the village establishment. During the rains, the tailor's slack season, he supplements his earnings by tillage, holding land which Government have continued to him on payment of one-half the ordinary rental. The yearly earnings of a town tailor vary from Rs. 50 to Rs. 200. In spite of the competition of Musalmán, and in some cases Portuguese tailors, in spite of the growing fashion among Hindu women of sewing their own bodices, and in spite of the introduction of sewing machines tailors are still able to keep up their position owing partly to a rise in wages, partly to obtaining new customers among Europeans and Persis, and still more among Hindus and Musalmáns whose young men of late years have adopted the fashion of wearing tailor-made coats waistcoats and trousers. The town tailors are intelligent and a few of them are good embroiderers and skillful in other fine work. Most of them who do not go beyond ordinary hemming and stitching are good imitators and able to satisfy their customers' cravings for fresh fashions. Though in Kachh some are carpenters and in Kathiáváda some have given up the needle for the plough, the bulk of the class keep to their original employment. They are quiet, intelligent, thrifty, and indolent. Except in south Gujarát where they are much given to liquor they are sober. Throughout most of Gujarát they hold a middle position in society. In south Gujarát in the absence of Bráhmans a Darjí officiates

---

1 Of the tailors of Surat in the latter part of the seventeenth century (A.D. 1689) Orvington (Voyage to Surat, 280) writes: The tailors here fashion clothes for the Europeans either men or women, according to every mode that prevails, and fit up the commodes and towering headdresss for the women with as much skill as if they had been an Indian fashion or themselves had been apprentices at the Royal Exchange. The commode was a wire structure to raise the cap and hair (see “ Spectator ” No. 98).
at Bharvád marriages, and in some Bráhman marriages a Darji is called with some ceremony to sew a bodice for the bride. On the other hand in the Panch Maháls and Rewa Kántha, besides tailoring Darjis blow trumpets at marriage and other processions and hold so low a position that even Dhedás object to eat their food. They belong to the Madhuváchári, Parnámipanthi, Rádha-Vallabhi, Rámanandí, Sháiv, Sváminárayán, and Vallabháchaúrya sects. Hinglaj is the family goddess of the Darjis of Kátháváda and Kachh. They respect all Hindu gods, visit Hindu temples, and some have images in their houses. They keep the regular Hindu holidays and believe in witchcraft exorcism and omens. They visit the usual places of Hindu pilgrimage, respect Bráhmans, and employ Meváda and other Bráhmans as priests.

No ceremonies are performed on the day of a birth. On the sixth day after a birth Chhathí is worshipped and besides a pair of scissors a red-pen paper and kánaké redpowder are laid in the lying-in room. After childbirth the mother remains impure for thirty days. The child is named on the twelfth day by the father’s sister after consulting a Bráhman astrologer. All do not mark the first giving of solid food by any special ceremony. Except that they are less detailed, their marriage ceremonies are like those performed by Kánbis. Marriage between near relations is forbidden. Except in parts of Kaira their widows are allowed to marry, and except in parts of Kaira and Panch Maháls, the husband and wife are free to divorce each other. A widow sometimes marries the younger brother of her deceased husband. Darjis burn their dead with no peculiar ceremonies. The nearest relations of the deceased remain impure for ten days, and except among some Kachh Darjis, a shráddha ceremony is performed on the eleventh twelfth and thirteenth days after death, and castepeople are feasted on the twelfth and thirteenth. Caste disputes are settled by a few leading men at a caste meeting. Some Darjis send their boys to school and two or three of them have risen to honourable posts in Government service drawing from Rs. 80 to Rs. 200 a month.

Galiára’s or Indigo-dyers, with a strength of 501, found chiefly in Ahmedábád and Surat, are a subdivision of Bháváars, and in no way differ from them. Like the black cloth mentioned under Chhipás, cloth dyed with indigo is in much less demand than formerly, and indigo-dyers, as a class, are rather badly off. In their houses there is in one corner a well where the yarn and cloth are washed and beaten. In another corner is a vat with cement-lined sides about six feet in circumference and about twelve feet deep. This is kept full of liquid dye, and in it the cloth and yarn are soaked. Their women help them in the work of dyeing. Dyers are paid by the piece. From the decline of their craft the Galiáras have fallen into rather a low state and seem less fit than the Bháváars to find other means of earning their living. Few among them send their children to school.

Gha’nochis or Oilmen with a strength of 51,234 are found chiefly in large towns and villages. They are of six divisions Ahmedábádis, Chámpánéreris, Modhs, Patnís, Sidhpuriáis, and Surtis. They have Rajput tribal surnames Gohil, Jhala, Padhiár, Parmár, and Solanki. Of the six divisions the Modhs and Sidhpuriáis rank highest,
the other divisions eating food cooked by them while they do not eat food cooked by the other four. None of the six divisions intermarry. Ghânchis are fair sleek and glossy, and their women are strong and occasionally handsome. They live in houses of moderate size, brick-walled and tile-roofed. As the entrance room is given up to the oil-press oil-pans and the press-bullock, the Ghânchi house is untidy and dirty. They speak Gujarâti. Though in south Gujarât some eat fish and flesh and drink liquor, Ghânchis as a rule live on vegetables. Except that the clothes of those who deal in oil are dirty and spotted with oil, in their dress Ghânchis are like Vâniâs and Kambes. The men are specially fond of wearing clattering shoes. Indoors the women generally wear a petti-coat and a bodice. As a class they are hard-working pushing and, except in south Gujarât, thrifty. The men, especially in south Gujarât, are fond of going on pleasure-parties and the women of singing songs while moving in a circle during the first fortnight of Aso (Oct.-Nov.). The women are generally hot-tempered. The Ghânchis' special work is pressing and selling sesame oil for eating and coconut, castor and linseed oil for burning. The oilpresser generally buys the seed from the cultivator and presses the oil on his own account, though he sometimes presses oil from seed supplied by customers. The oil mill which is rough and clumsy is kept in one of the rooms of the oilpresser's house. The seed is crushed in a large stone mortar by a heavy wooden pestle weighted by stones and kept moving by a blindfold bullock driven round and round in a very small circle. So heavy and unceasing is the work that an oilman's bullock, ghânchi bulâd, is a proverb for ceaseless toil. As a class oilpressers have a bad name for adulterating their oil. Some sell their oil to retail shopkeepers, some keep a shop for retail sale, and some hawk it from street to street or from village to village. They are helped by their women (who also work as day labourers) in changing the seed from the oil press, in drawing off the oil, and in carrying it to the customer's house in copper pails. The oilpresser's busy season is during the eight fair months. Even in the busy season, besides on ordinary Hindu holidays, the press is stopped on the seconds elevenths and fifteenths of every Hindu month, for the first five days of Chaitra (March-April), and for five days at Holi time in Hûgas (Feb.-March). Besides by pressmg and selling oil and oilcakes, Ghânchis earn a living by lending money, by selling grain fruit vegetables and sweetmeats, by selling milk and clarified butter, by tillage, by labour, and in Kachh by making bamboo baskets. Though they hold almost as good a position as calico-printers and carpenters, the common south Gujarât expression Ghânchi-Gola is used in the sense of low caste Hindus, as Brâhman-Vânia is used for high caste Hindus. Ghânchis are fairly religious and belong to many sects, Kabirpanthi, Râmândi, Râmnehi, Shair, Svâminârâyan, Vallabhâchârya, and worshippers of Baluchârâj. They keep gods in the house and occasionally visit the temples of their sect. They observe the regular Hindu fasts and feasts, believe in exorcism, witchcraft and omens, and visit all popular places of Hindu pilgrimage.

No ceremonies are performed on the day of a birth.
day a clay elephant and horse are laid on a footstool in the lying-in room beside a reed pen and inkstand and the newly-born child is made to peep at them. Wheat cakes and rice mixed with milk and sugar are distributed to friends and relations. After childbirth the mother remains unclean for twelve days, after which except by Modh GhANCHIS, isolation is not scrupulously observed. The child is named on the sixth day or on some other convenient day by the father's sister. As a rule no ceremony is performed at the first giving of solid food. When it is performed three married women are feasted. Except that in south Gujarát the bridegroom goes to the bride's house hid in a flower veil and that the bride and bridegroom worship Hanuman or the Monkey-god immediately after they are married, GhANCHe marriage ceremonies do not differ from those performed by KanbíS. Marriages among near relations are avoided. Polygamy and widow marriage are allowed but divorce is rarely granted. The widow of a man sometimes marries his younger brother. In the seventh month after a woman's first conception the lap-filling ceremony is performed as among KanbíS. They burn their dead with all Kanbí rites. The nearest relations remain unclean for ten days, and on the tenth day the male relations have their head and face including the upper lips shaved. Ashraddha ceremony is performed for four days from the tenth to the thirteenth day after death and castepeople are feasted for two or three days. Each community has its headman who settles caste disputes at a meeting of all the men of the caste. They send their boys to school, and though in south Gujarát some are badly off, partly owing to drunken habits and partly owing to the growing demand for kerosene oil in place of castor and coconut oil, they are as a class fairly prosperous with a tendency to rise. Three GhANCHe practice as pleaders in the Surat District Court.

GOLAS or Keepouders with a strength of 22,068 are found in most large towns. According to their story they were originally Rajputs of Chitor in Mevád who called themselves slaves or golas to protect themselves from the persecution of PaSháRBáM. f In token of a Rajput strain the word Itána is always added to the name Gola. Their tribal surnames are Chohán, Chodhává, DaláJ, DiváN, HírváN, Kátká, Manbora, Nágarétha, Pánchahádla, Pát, Pámrí, Pasa, Sdmályá, Sítpúria, SoláNkí, Takóní, VágHeLa, VágHum, VarsáLí, and Vehirja. GOLÁS, both men and women, are dark strong and well-built. Except that their expression is somewhat singuillish and vacant the men do not differ in look from the lower

---

f Compare Tod's Western India, I. 179. According to another story, when pursued by PaShÁRBáM they hid themselves in a temple of MÁniSdev. As they were long without food, Párvati, Shiva's consort, took pity on them and brought them earthen pots or graS filled with curds. In their hungry scramble the pots fell to the ground and were broken to pieces. After eating as much of the curds as they could pick up they went to Shiva to ask his advice. To make some provision for the refugees Shiva changed his discus into a mill, his arrows into pestles, his ash-balls into mortar, his rosy beads into a sieve, and his shield into a winnowing fan. He then ordered them to make their living by pounding rice. According to this story GOLÁS is a corruption of gráS an earthen pot.
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Artisans. The men wear a thin moustache. Their houses are generally untidy, with one-storeyed walls of brick and tiled roofs. Though some profess to be vegetarians, even scrupling to eat snakegourds pumpkins and carrots, they eat, besides coarse food-grains, fish fowl and the flesh of the goat deer hare and antelope. They drink liquor many to excess especially at their feasts and caste-dinners. Out of doors the men dress in a small waistcloth reaching the knee, a cotton jacket or coat, and a ragged red turban; the women wear a petticoat a bodice and a sari or robe. Indoors as well as when at work the men wear a waistcloth and the women a bodice and petticoat. The men wear no ornaments; the women have a brass wristlet, ivory or wooden bracelets, a gold necklace, brass nose and ear rings, and silver anklets. Golas are mostly ricepounders. Every high caste Hindu family generally stores in the rice season (November-January) a year's supply of unhusked rice. Out of this as much as lasts for a month or two is pounded and cleaned by a Gola attached to the family. The Golas' tools are: a grinding mill, two or three pestles and mortars, and two or three sieves and winnowing fans worth altogether about Rs. 6. When called by his employer, the Gola goes to his house at about nine in the morning, and with the help of his wife and a lad, under the watchful supervision of his employer, finishes the grinding and cleaning before noon. They have to be closely watched as they not unfrequently carry rice away.

Besides pounding rice the Gola does menial work in his employer's family on extraordinary occasions and is given his day's food and a wage in cash. He also receives occasional presents in food and clothes. When he has no employer he takes service under a grain-dealer. If well off he trades in rice on his own account. A few families have earned considerable sums as grain-dealers. The Gola's busy season is during the eight fair months (Nov.-June). He is an early riser beginning at seven and working till dark with two hours rest for meals. Besides on the ordinary Hindu holidays and caste ceremonial days, he does no work for a week in each month. Some Golas have given up rice-pounding and work as sawyers, as apprentices to grocers and cloth dealers, as field and day labourers, as sellers of salt, and as carriers of goods either on their shoulders or on donkey-back. In south Gujarát some Golas have lately become craftsmen, a few of them showing special skill as weavers of silk and brocade. Like Kumbháras they ride on donkeys. Gola women are valued as wet nurses, and when so employed receive besides their food a monthly pay of Rs. 5 to Rs. 10. A Gola's yearly income varies from Rs. 50 to Rs. 200.

The Gola is held in little respect; a slovenly Vânia is called a Gola in contempt. The Golas and Ghánchis are the first on the other side of the boundary line between high and low caste Hindus. Though Golas rank among the first of lower class Hindus a certain contempt attaches to them partly owing to their unskilled profession, their love of drink and their poverty, and partly owing to their fondness for riding donkeys. In central Gujarát a Gola ordinarily rides on a donkey; and in south Gujarát, on the Holi or March festival he is specially hired and grotesquely dressed and paraded on a donkey's back, with the beating of drums. The Golas are fond of pleasure.
PARTIES OF EIGHT TO TEN MEN AND WOMEN GO ON PICNICS, WHERE THEY DRINK AND GAMBLE, SOMETIMES ABUSING EACH OTHER AND SOMETIMES COMING TO BLOWS. THEIR WOMEN ARE NOISY AND TALKATIVE. ON THE HOLI (MARCH) AND OTHER HOLIDAYS BOTH MEN AND WOMEN FORM CIRCLES AND DANCE ROUND STRIKING STICKS TO THE BEATING OF DRUMS. ANOTHER FAVOURITE AMUSEMENT IS SWIMMING, WHICH THEY PRACTISE ON HIGH DAYS.

AS A CLASS GOLAS ARE RELIGIOUS. THEY ARE BHIJANTHIS, KABIRPANTHIS, RÄMÄNANDIS, SHAIVS, AND SVÄMINTRÁYANS. IN KAIRA, LIKE MATTÄ KANBIS, THEY BELONG TO THE PIRÄNA SECT. EXCEPT THE PIRÄNA GOLAS WHO WORSHIP THEIR SAINTS' TOMBS AND A HEAP OF FLOWERS, THEY RESPECT ALL HINDU GODS, BUT KEEP NO IDOLS IN THEIR HOUSES. THEY BELIEVE IN WITCHCRAFT, EXORCISM, THE REGULAR HINDU OMENS, AND THE INFLUENCE OF THE EVIL EYE. THEY ARE CAREFUL TO OBSERVE THE REGULAR HINDU FASTS AND FEASTS. DURING THE WHOLE OF THE ADHIKA OR INTERCALARY MONTH, BANDS OF AS MANY AS FIFTY MEN AND BOYS GO TO THE RIVER TO BATH EVERY MORNING SINGING HYMNS AND SONGS. THEY HAVE THEIR RELIGIOUS HEADS WHO OCCASIONALLY VISIT THEM AND ARE PAID ABOUT A RUPEE BY EACH FAMILY. THE ANIMALS THEY WORSHIP ARE THE COW ON SANKRÄNT DAY (12TH JANUARY) AND THE DONKEY ON NEW YEAR'S DAY. A KANKU MARK IS MADE ON THE DONKEY'S FOREHEAD, A FLOWER WREATH IS THROWN ROUND ITS NECK, AND A COCONUT IS OFFERED TO IT AND THE KERNEL DISTRIBUTED TO CASTEPeOPLE. THEY VISIT THE ORDINARY PLACES OF HINDU PILGRIMAGE. THEIR PRIESTS ARE CHIEFLY AUDICH, BÄCKVAL, MEVÄDA, AND SHRIMÄLÄ BRÄHMANS. TWO OR THREE GOLAS HAVE BECOME HOLY MEN OR BHÄGATS.

A GOLA WOMAN GENERALLY GOES TO HER FATHER'S HOUSE TO BE CONFINED. ON THE BIRTH OF THE FIRST MALE CHILD THE NEWS IS SOMETIMES SENT TO THE FATHER AND SUGAR OR MOLASSES IS DISTRIBUTED TO FRIENDS AND RELATIONS. ON THE SIXTH DAY THE GODDESS CHBATHI IS WORSHIPPED AND BOILED RICE MIXED WITH SUGAR AND MILK IS DISTRIBUTED TO RELATIONS AND FRIENDS. AFTER DELIVERY THE WOMAN DOES NOT COOK OR GO OUT FOR TWENTY OR THIRTY DAYS. THE CHILD IS NAMED WITH OR WITHOUT CEREMONY. WHEN THE CHILD IS NAMED WITH CEREMONY THE FATHER'S SISTER GIVES THE NAME AND SWEETMEATS ARE DISTRIBUTED TO THE CHILDREN OF THE STREET. EXCEPT THAT THREE MARRIED WOMEN OF THE CASTE ARE SOMETIMES FEASTED NO CEREMONY IS PERFORMED AT THE FIRST GIVING OF SOLID FOOD TO THE CHILD. GOLAS DO NOT WEAR THE BRÄHMANIC THREAD, BUT AT THE TIME OF PERFORMING DEATH CEREMONIES SOME HANG A COTTON THREAD ACROSS THEIR SHOULDERS. BETROTHALS TAKE PLACE SOMETIMES IMMEDIATELY AND SOMETIMES YEARS BEFORE MARRIAGE. A BETROTHAL IS Seldom BROKEN. EXCEPT THAT THEY ARE LESS DETAILED THEIR MARRIAGE CEREMONIES DO NOT DIFFER FROM THOSE PERFORMED BY KANBIS. MARRIAGES ARE NOT ALLOWED AMONG NEAR RELATIONS OR BETWEEN PEOPLE BEARING THE SAME Surname. THEY ALLOW WIDOW MARRIAGE, THE WIDOW OF A MAN SOMETIMES MARRYING HIS YOUNGER BROTHER. IN THE SEVENTH MONTH AFTER A WOMAN'S FIRST CONCEPTION A PREGNANCY CEREMONY IS PERFORMED. THEY BURN THEIR DEAD. THE NEAR RELATIONS OF THE DECEASED REMAIN IMPURE FOR TEN DAYS. FROM THE ELEVENTH TO THE THIRTEENTH DAY AFTER DEATH, AND IN SOME PARTS ONLY ON THE ELEVENTH DAY

1 A quarrel ending in abuse with a certain amount of gentle slapping is called Gola ṭadi or a Gola brawl.
the chief mourner performs the shrıddha ceremony with the help of a Káyatia Bráhman. Caste people are feasted for one to four days and presents are made to Bráhmans. Monthly and yearly death-days are kept and friends are feasted. Caste disputes are settled by a headman with the help of five leading men. In parts of the Panch Maháls they never go to the civil courts, but have all their money disputes settled by the panch or committee. Very few send their boys to school. As a class they are not well-to-do.

Kadiya’s or Bricklayers also called Chunáras or lime-men, with a strength of 10,828, are found mostly in towns and cities. In their appearance and dress they do not differ from other artisans. They live in small houses. Their staple food consists of millet-bread and pulses and they are said to use in secret flesh, fish, and liquor. They are bricklayers, though a few among them work as masons. The master bricklayer is called mastri. He assists the gaajar or master carpenter in settling the plan of a building and supervises the work of the bricklayers who are under him. Their busy season lasts from March to June and their daily wages vary from annas 9 to 12. In their trade they have to compete with Chhipás, Golás, Kolás, and men of other castes. Their women do not help them in their craft. They belong to the Parnámi, Svámnárayan, Rámándi, and Kábirpantí sects. They keep all the Hindu fasts and feasts and believe in ghosts and spirits. In all their ceremonies on the occasions of birth, marriage, and death they do not differ materially from other artisans. Divorce and widow-marriage are allowed and practiced. All social disputes are settled by a few respected men of the caste. Very few among them send their boys to school.

Kansa’ra’s or Coppersmiths from kánsa bellmetal, with a strength of 14,128, are found in most large towns. The Kansa’ras say that their original home was Pávágád, twenty-nine miles east of Baroda. According to their story five brothers lived at Pávágád, warm devotees of Kálka Máta, whom they worshipped by beating bellmetal cymbals. The goddess was so pleased with their devotion that she told them to make a living by beating metal. From beating brass they advanced to making brass copper and bellmetal vessels. Their surnames are Bagáya, Bárneya, Bhaktí, Gohel, Kársakaríya, Parmár, and Solanki. The tribal surnames of Bhaktí Gohel and Parmár seem to show that Kansa’ras have some strain of Rajput blood. Their family goddess is Kálka Máta. Kansa’ras belong to four divisions, Chämpánérí, Márus, Sihorás, and Visnágras. Except that Visnágras eat with Chämpánérí, none of the four divisions eat together or intermarry. Of the four divisions the Márus or Máwáris wear the Bráhmanic thread. In their look, dress, and speech Kansa’ras do not differ from Vániás and Kanbis. The women are good-looking and of easy virtue. Many of them live in houses of one or two stories with brick walls and tiled roofs. They live on the ordinary food grains, except a few in Kachh who eat fish and

1 Siddhpur in north Gójaráht has no coppersmiths. The saying is: Copper will not melt in Siddhpur.
goat's flesh and drink liquor. Kansárás who work in particular metals are called by the name of the metal; copper-workers Támábágháda, brass-workers Pitalgháda, and gold workers Sonára Kansárás. They work in their own houses generally in hands of five or six, the women helping in burnishing the pots, working the lathe, and in other processes not requiring heavy labour or special skill. They make vessels of copper and brass of various sizes and shapes. In some places, notably in Sihar in Káthuáváda and in Kádi and Visnagar in north Gujarát where there are remarkably good workmen in brass and copper, the Kansárás, in addition to the ordinary household vessels, turn out delicately carved ornaments such as penholders, inkstands, betel boxes, idols, lamps, and bells. Some Kansárás make vessels to order and others on their own account for retail sale or for sale to shopkeepers. A coppersmith is paid in money at fixed rates depending on the weight of the vessel. Besides working in brass and copper in their houses some Kansárás move about the town tinning plates and mending vessels. The tin-plater is generally accompanied by a boy who goes along the main streets calling out for vessels to be tinned or mended. When he has gathered a good number of vessels to be tinned, he sits in a corner of the street, sets up a forge, and carries on his work. The Kansárás' busy season lasts from November to June, when, except during two hours at noon, their quarters resound with hammering from dawn to late at night. Besides on ordinary Hindu holidays they do no work on Sundays, on the elevenths and fifteenths of every Hindu month, and during the Naeratri or Nine Night festival in Aśv (October). Their yearly earnings vary from Rs. 100 to Rs. 300.

The Kansárás are quiet and contented with a great liking for the bubble-bubble. They are also fond of music, their women some of whom are good singers specially delighting in singing songs while moving in the streets in a circle during the bright fortnight of Aśv (October). Kansárás hold a respectable position and call themselves Mahájans. They are religious, Rámánandís, Shaivs, and Vallabhácháryás, but all holding their family goddess Kálka Máta in high reverence. They respect all Hindu gods, worship idols in their houses, and occasionally visit the temples in the town. They keep the ordinary fasts and feasts, their great holiday being the bright ninth of Aśv (October) on which they perform a sacrifice and at midnight dance and leap holding a wreath of karensa or oleander flowers in one hand and a lighted torch in the other. One of the revellers inspired by the goddess professes to cut off his tongue with a sword. They have not much faith in witchcraft exorcism or omens. The animals they hold sacred are the cow, mouse, elephant, snake, and the kingfisher or chára. They visit the usual places of local pilgrimage, chiefly the shrines of Ambájí, Bahucharájí, and Kálka. Their priests belong to many divisions of Bráhmans, Audích, Mevádá, Shrigau, and Shrimáli. A pregnant woman generally goes to her father's house to be confined. On the birth of a first

1 In some places the tin-platers are Musalmáns.
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Kshatrias.

male child the news is sent to the child’s father and molasses is distributed to friends and relations. On the sixth day after the birth the goddess Chhathi is worshipped, and on a footstool in the lying-in room, a reed-pen paper and sometimes a hammer and anvil are laid. Some Kachch Kansarás paint part of the wall of the lying-in room red, light a lamp fed with clarified butter near the red mark, dress the child in a necklace of false pearls and make it bow to the painted wall. On the twelfth day the child is named by the father’s sister. When the child is six months to a year old it is given its first cooked food. Kansarás do not wear the Brähmanic thread. Except that in parts of central Gujarát the marriage day the bridegroom when he goes to the bride’s house holds a dagger, Kansāra marriage ceremonies do not differ from those of Kanbis. Marriages are not allowed between near relations. Except among Visnagra Kansarás widows are allowed to marry, the widow sometimes marrying her husband’s younger brother. Only in south Gujarát is divorce allowed. A pregnancy ceremony is performed during the seventh month after a woman’s first conception. In Kachch some Kansarás do not bind a bracelet or rākhi to the pregnant woman’s arm; in central Gujarát, while passing from her father’s to her husband’s house, the woman, holding a coconut in her hollow hands walks with her brother along the road underneath a canopy formed by a piece of cloth held at the four corners by four female relations. The brother holds up the coconut in his sister’s hands. With these differences the pregnancy ceremonies are the same as those performed by Kanbis. They burn their dead. Except that in central Gujarát a knife is laid near the corpse when it is tied to the bier, that the four male relations bathe before taking the corpse out of the house, that if the deceased dies without a son, his sister’s son walks in front and holds in his hand a pot containing live charcoal, and when the party has reached the burning ground lights the pile, and that sweet balls are thrown to dogs, the Kansāra funeral is like a Kanbi funeral. On the tenth day after a death near relations and in some places all male members of the caste have their head, chin, and upper lip shaved. A śhradha ceremony is performed from the tenth to the thirteenth day after death except in Kachch where it is confined to the eleventh. Presents in clothes and cash are made to the Brähman priest and castepeople are feasted for two or three days. Caste disputes are settled by a headman with the help of a few leading members of the caste. They have their own trade guild. In south Gujarát an outsider who sets up a coppersmith’s shop pays Rs. 7 to the guild fund, Rs. 11 if he starts a peddler’s business, and Rs. 150 if he wishes to work in brass. They give their children elementary schooling, keep to their calling, and are fairly off.

Khatris or Weavers, with a total strength of 52,972, are found chiefly in Surat and Ahmedábād. They say that they belong to the Brahma-Khatri stock, and in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries came into Gujarát from Sindh, tempted by the strong European demand for their cloth. Their regular features and fair
complexion, and the fact that they wear the sacred thread favours their claim to be of Brahma-Kshatri origin. And the great veneration in which they hold the temple of Devi at Hinglaj, on the western border of Sindh, would seem to point to some early connection with that province. Many Khatris have good houses, brick-walled and tile-roofed. But most of them have rather a poor uncared-for appearance. They live as a rule on vegetable food, but many in south Gujarat eat fish and drink liquor to excess. They weave women's robes bodices and other cotton clothes. This industry has suffered much since the introduction of European piece-goods rendered useless the delicate looms which once turned out the fine cloth of Surat and Broach. Besides by weaving, many Khatris, especially in Surat, earn a living by preparing the gold and silver thread and lace used for embroidery. Among the Khatris the women help in the work of weaving and preparing the gold lace. Most of the Khatris are employed by men of capital, supplied with materials, and paid according to the quantity of cloth they turn out. As a class they are said to be thriftless and idle; and at least the Khatris of Surat to be excessively fond of strong drink. By religion they are Vaishnavs. But most of them prefer the worship of Devi, especially as noticed above of Hinglajmata. Among their number are many men who, by the power of Devi, claim to be able to cure snake-bites and work other wonders. Except that their widows marry, their customs differ little from those of Vâniás. Each community has its headman, and settles its social disputes by a meeting of all the men of the caste. On the whole, the Khatris seem to be declining. Few of them send their children to school, or show any fitness for pushing themselves forward in any new calling.

Kumbhârs or Potters, with a strength of 248,419 are found in almost every town and village. The houses of many of them are very small, poor, and untidy. In look and dress they do not differ from Kanbis. They live on vegetable food, and except some in south Gujarat they abstain from liquor. They make vessels and pots for water, butter oil and grain, and tiles, bricks and toys. The earth they use is generally taken from the bottom of reservoirs and pools. Their tools are the wheel and a few flat wooden mallets, worth in all not more than Rs. 5 to Rs. 10. Most of them have a donkey or two to bring earth and litter for fuel. The pottery of Ahmedâbâd and Pâtan is well burnt, glazed, and

1 In the Paunjáb according to Sherring, no difference appears in the pronunciation of the two names Khatri and Kshatri, and the tradition is that up to the time of Aurangzeb the Kshatri did not leave their old profession of arms, but when a large number of them were slain in the Dakhân wars waged by the emperor, he felt pity for the condition of their beautiful widows and proposed that the women should be remarried. He summoned a council of the more respectable Kshatri of Dehli, and wished them to adopt the system of remarriage. Those who agreed formed a distinct caste. (Sherring's Tribes, T. 373, 392.)

2 Kumbhârs from kumbhá, a water-pot and jar: a maker. They are also called Hija and Prajâpati, that is Brahma the Creator, a title the just of which few will question who have seen masses of mud on a whirling wheel growing into shapely vessels in the potter's creating hands.
ornamented with designs. The village potter is a member of the village community. In return for gifts of grain he supplies the villagers with articles of earthenware, and, on payment of one-fourth part of the ordinary rental, the lands formerly held by village potters have been continued to them by the British Government. Besides working as potters, many of this class are in villages employed as servants by well-to-do families, and in towns have become carpenters. In their work as potters, the whole family joins, kneading the clay and collecting litter for fuel. Potters are generally paid for vessels by the dozen, and for bricks and tiles by the thousand. Their yearly earnings vary from Rs. 60 to Rs. 150. They are quiet, sober, and thrifty. By religion they are Vaishnavs, and except that they allow their widows to re-marry, their customs are the same as those observed by Kumbis. Each community has its headman, and settles social disputes at a meeting of all the men of the caste.

Luhařs, short for Lohokar Ironworker or Blacksmith, with a strength of 107,639 are found in cities and large villages. According to their account they are the descendants of one Pithvo, so called because he was created by Pārvatī out of the dust clinging to Shiv’s back, to prepare weapons in Shiv’s wars against the two demons Andkār and Dhumdākār. When Shiv killed the demons, Pithvo turned their skulls into anvils, their hands into hammers, and their lungs into bellows. With these tools Pithvo repaired the axle of Shiv’s chariot wheel, and, in return, Shiv gave him the boon that every time he cleared his furnace he would find one gold mohar (Rs. 15). Pithvo spoiled by this wealth grew insolent and declined to mend Shiv’s chariot. Shiv withdrew the gold from the ashes and Pithvo fell on his knees and begged the god’s pardon. After much entreaty Shiv decreed that, to save Pithvo from the labour of clearing the furnace, however much fuel might be burnt no ashes would remain. Some of the Rajputs seem to have joined the descendants of Pithvo, as their tribal surnames include Chāvda, Chohān, Parmār, Rāthod, Solanki, and Vāla. Among their local surnames are Aśādā, Asoa, Bandia, Bodāna, Chiptada, Chitroda, Delādā, Devghi, Dodi, Harsura, Hāshtodia, Jhikka, Kahala, Karjania, Kava, Maru, Pati, Pithva, Podhyar, Sāndhav, Sirohia, and Vanol. A Luhař takes pride in being called Pithvo, a rare surname except among Mārwār Luhařs. Among Luhařs are six main divisions, four, Bhāvnagris, Panchāls, Sirohia, and Suratis found mostly in south Gujarāt, Khambhāt’s in central and north Gujarāt, and Parajiās in Kachch. These six divisions neither eat together nor intermarry. All speak Gujarātī. They live in middle class houses with brick walls and tiled roofs, though in large cities some of them own handsome dwellings two or three stories high. Except Khambhātis who are like Vāniās, the Luhařs are dark with muscular limbs. In Mangrol, Verāval, and other parts of Kāthiavāda the Luhařs wear a lock of hair over each ear. Except in south Gujarāt where they privately eat flesh and fish and drink liquor to excess the Luhařs are strict vegetarians. In Ahmedābād those who drink are fined by the caste committee and in the Panch Mahāls some
of them like Brāhmans do not eat carrots or gājār. The Luhārs are blacksmiths - smelting iron, making nails, knives, nut-crackers, swords, daggers, and field tools, and repairing carts. The Luhār's shop is generally the veranda of his house where people bring articles that want mending. His tools are a pair of bellows, a pair of tongs, an anvil, a hammer, and a furnace, costing together from Rs. 15 to Rs. 30. Of late European bellows and anvils have come into general use, and, among town blacksmiths, many men have shown great quickness in understanding the working of European machinery. In blowing the bellows and in the lighter parts of the work the Luhār is helped by the women of the family. He works from seven in the morning till dark with two hours' rest for meals. In the rainy season which is his busy time he sometimes goes on working till midnight. Besides on ordinary Hindu holidays he does no work on the elevenths and fifteenths of any Hindu month. In some parts of north Gujarat where Jainism is powerful the Luhārs are not allowed to work during the Pachusan holidays in August and in Kāthiāvāda they do no work for two or three days after the death of an elderly member of the caste. On a rough calculation they work for nine months in the year. The competition of European ironware has forced some Luhārs to give up their original calling and become silversmiths, carpenters, watch-repairers, weavers, and in some cases field and day labourers. In large towns some, known as Sonārī Luhārs, undertake every kind of silver work making gold and silver anklets of various patterns. Their yearly income varies from Rs. 100 to Rs. 500. In villages besides working in iron the Luhār fills the soil and is a useful member of the community. In return for mending field tools the villagers pay him in grain at the harvest season.

Luhārs belong to many religious sects, Gōdīpānthis, Kabirjānthis, Mārgjānthis, Meherājānthis, Rāmānandis, Shaivas, Śvaminārāyanis, and Vallahbāchāryyas. Most of them believe in witchcraft exorcism and the ordinary omens. Some of them regard their bells as a symbol or home of Devi and on big days worship the bells and set near it a lamp fed with clarified butter. Their priests belong to many divisions of Brāhmans who are known by the name of Luhār Gos and are despised by other Brāhmans. As a class they are fairly religious.

A pregnant woman generally goes to her father's house to be confined. On the birth of the first male child molasses is distributed to friends and relations and the news of the birth is sent to the child's father. On the sixth day the goddess Chhathi is worshipped when a reedpen and paper are laid on a footstool in the lying-in room. In Surat instead of the pen and paper a lamp is kept burning in the lying-in room, and near the lamp are laid a white cap, a white jacket, and a dish containing various eatables; in Kaira an iron ring is laid on a footstool; and in Kāthiāvāda a knife and file are worshipped. When the child is two or three months old it is named either by the father's sister or by a Brāhmans priest. Except that in some places four married women are feasted and the family goddess is worshipped no ceremony takes place at the time of giving the child its first cooked food. Kadk Luhārs are girt with the Brāhmamic thread but wear it
for a short time only. With one or two peculiarities the marriage ceremonies are like those performed by Kanhis. The peculiarities are that on the third day before a marriage the mothers of the bride and the bridegroom go separately with music and female relations a little way from their house and drive an iron nail into the ground; and that on the day before the marriage at the house both of the bride and of the bridegroom seven women of the caste take seven earthen pots filled with water from a river pond or well. Except in parts of south Gujarat where the children of sisters or of brothers and sisters marry, marriage between near relations is avoided. Divorce is generally allowed. Except among some Kachhi Luhars the widow marries, but rarely the younger brother of her deceased husband.

They burn their dead with all Kanh ceremonies. The nearest relations of the deceased remain impure for ten days and on the tenth day the men have their head chin and upper lip shaved. Shraddha ceremonies are performed for three days from the tenth to the twelfth and caste people are feasted on the twelfth and the thirteenth. Caste disputes are settled by a headman of each division or by a few leading men at a special caste meeting. A few send their boys to vernacular schools and in spite of the competition of European ironware they are fairly off.

Mochis or Leather-workers, with a strength of 64,999, are found in towns and in most large villages. According to their own account they were Rajputs living near Champaír who got their present name because one of them made a pair of stockings or mooh out of a tiger’s skin. Traces of their Rajput descent appear in their tribal surnames Chohán, Chudásama, Dahhi, Gohil, Jethva, Jhála, Makwána, Maru, Parmár, Ráthod, Solanki, and Vághe. Their local divisions are Ahmedábádi, Kambháti, and Suráti, who eat together but do not intermarry. Besides being divided according to their settlements they are split into many sections according to their callings. The chief of these craft sections are Mochis or shoemakers, Chándlía-gárás or makers of lac spangles, Rasamiás or electroplaters, Chítárás or painters, Minágára or workers in enamel, Pánágára or gold and silver foil-makers, Angígarás or makers of idol ornaments including Krishna’s peacock and feather-caps, and the tale tablets or gökha of the goddess Bahuleharí, Pákharás or makers of ornamental horse hangings, Netragáriás or makers of idols’ eyes, Jingars or saddlers, Dhálgars or shield-makers, Bakhtárágára or armour-scourers, and Dalgars or leather potters. Formerly these different sections ate together and intermarried. Of late in some places the Chándlía-gárás Chítárás and Rasamiás have separated into distinct castes. Their taking to cleaner callings has so raised them in social position that though they do not touch a Mochi, high class Hindus treat them as they treat bricklayers carpenters masons and other artisans. Mochis are fair but of poor physique, stooping and roundshouldered. In south Gujarat the face except the mustache and the head except a tuft on the top are shaved. In north Gujarat some wear whiskers. The Chítárás or painters are weaksighted. They live in houses of one or two stories and with brick walls and tiled roofs.
They speak Gujarāti. Besides the ordinary food-grains they eat fish and the flesh of sheep, goats, and fowls, and drink liquor. Of late years, through many Mochis becoming followers of Śvāminārāyan, the use of flesh and liquor has grown less and in some places has ceased. The men wear indoors a small waist-cloth reaching to the knee, a jacket and a skullcap, and outdoors a turban instead of the cap and a cotton coat instead of or in addition to the jacket. The women wear a petticoat a bodice and a sart or robe. Their ornaments are silver anklets, ivory or wooden bracelets, brass wristlets, and a gold or silver necklace. As the names of the different subdivisions show, the Mochi is a man of varied callings, working in leather, painting, electroplating, enameling, and making tin gold and silver foil. Mochis also work as gold and silver carvers, as embroiderers on wool and silk, as diamond polishers and setters, and as bricklayers. Besides making saddles, bridles, shields, scabbards, hunting-whips and bags, the Mochi’s chief employment as a leather-worker is shoemaking. The shoemaker generally works independently, but he sometimes works as a member of an establishment on a daily wage of 4 annas. He generally makes shoes to order, but sometimes on his own account and sells them himself, or to other shopkeepers for retail sale. Besides in large towns making boots and shoes of English shape he makes shoes of different patterns. The colour of the shoes is red and black; but on all lucky occasions red shoes should be worn. The shoes worn by the bridegroom when going to the bride’s house must be red, with uppers of embroidered brocadel. His tools are several leather-cutting broad-bladed knives, needles, stonestones, earthen water-jars, brushes, and wooden blocks of different sizes of the shape of a man’s foot costing together about Rs. 2. He buys the hides of cows, oxen, sheep, goats, and buffaloes from Musalmān hide merchants and occasionally from Dhedās and Bhangīs who dispose of dead cattle. As a rule a Mochi neither tans hides nor cobbles shoes. In sewing shoes with cotton thread and in selling them he is helped by the women of the family who also do house work and at their leisure make bamboo sieves. Besides on ordinary Hindu holidays and caste ceremonies, he does no work on the elevenths and fifteenths of any Hindu month. His busy season is during the eightier months; in the rainy season, when in villages his regular employment is at a stand, he works as a field labourer. Though quiet, well-behaved and except in south Gujarāt, sober, the Mochi is neither a skilled nor

---

1 The wearing of shoes depends on a man’s circumstances, his taste, his habit, and his religious feelings. Some Brahmins do not wear shoes because they consider the touch of shoes polluting or because they are under a vow; some well-to-do Vānis on religious or economic grounds wear no shoes and are nicknamed ghad-pago or bare-foot. Some labourers and cultivators and almost all of the early classes are too poor to wear shoes. Both high and low caste Hindus do not wear shoes indoors, high caste Hindus considering their touch polluting when at meals or in the god-room. Some Brahmins wear wooden sandals after the morning bath. Except sometimes in villages high caste Hindu women never wear shoes.

2 The skin of the deer and tiger are sacred and Brahmins use them without scruple when at prayer.

3 The proverb is: Chātāvāvā shrītāvā asse mūrikānē mochi that is Among the skilled the painter stands first and among the unskilled the shoemaker.
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a steady\(^1\) workman, and is generally thriftless.\(^2\) In his work he has to compete with Musalmans and in some large towns with Hindus from Upper India who seem to have accompanied regiments returning from the north. As painters, enamellers, gilders, embroiderers, and diamond setters, Mochis have a good name for fine and tasteful workmanship, and some of them are men of moderate means. The yearly earnings of people of this class vary from Rs. 100 to Rs. 300.

The Mochi holds a low position in the social scale, and though he does not touch Khálpas, Dhalás, or other depressed classes, a high caste Hindu considers the touch of a Mochi a pollution. Though the different subdivisions eat together, those Mochis who have left off leather working, especially those who have so far improved their position that they do not freely touch other Mochis, prepare glass eyes for idols, peacock-feather caps for Krishna, and tale tablets for Bhavnárájí. Mochis are fairly religious and belong to the Rádámaní, Parnámi, and Bijnárí sects. Some of them are followers of some goddess. Most of them worship images in their houses, and, especially the followers of Swaminárayáng, daily visit their temples. Except a few in Kaichh and the Panch Mahálás, most of them believe in exorcism witchcraft and omen. Thinking them spells placed by an enemy for their hurt, they are seriously alarmed if they find near their house a lemon with redlead in it, or five beans of *adád* Phaseolus mungo, or an ivory image dangled with lampblack. They keep the regular Hindu fasts and feasts and visit the usual places of Hindu pilgrimage. Some of them take to religious lives and make a name as *bhagé* or holy men. In all their ceremonies they employ Bráhman priests who are called Mochi Gors and are despised by other Bráhmanas. No ceremonies are performed on the day of a birth. On the night of the sixth day the goddess Chháthí is worshipped when the wall of the lying-in room is marked with red-powder and on a footstool are laid, besides a reedpen and a water jar, a sword or scimitar wrapped in cloth and set upright. Female relations worship these articles and the child is made to peep at them. In some places instead of the jar and sword an earthen cake is laid on the house-roof. The child is named on the twelfth day. After childbirth the woman keeps herself aloof for ten or fifteen days. When the ceremony for giving the child its first cooked food is performed, which is not everywhere done, the child is given a few mouthfuls of coarse wheat flour mixed with sugar and butter and some brass cups are distributed to friends and relations. A few Kaichh Mochis wear the Bráhmanic thread but without any thread-girding ceremonies. Except that in the Panch Mahálás some *gavír* Cyamopács psoraléids beans are scattered on the bridegroom before he enters the bride's

\(^1\) The off-pushing Mochi is a by-word: *Soniní níñ j a ec mo chiní rañhain* The goldsmith's to-might and the shoemaker's to-morrow morning.

\(^2\) *Mochíni chhátpa r pther* The stone on the shoemaker's breast is the weight on the mind of the dying Mochi when he remembers that his want of thrift prevents him leaving money for his twelfth day ceremony. *Mchel kárapat mochínu mochí* that is Even if sawn in two a Mochi remains a Mochi. This proverb refers to the belief that if a man gets himself sawn in two at a sacred place he will be re-born a king. It illustrates the general experience that a Mochi's efforts to better his fortune end in failure.
house, their marriage ceremonies though less detailed are in the main those performed by Kambis. Girls are married before ten and boys at any age after eight. Marriages are not allowed among near relations or between people bearing the same surname. Polygamy is allowed and divorce is granted, but in some parts of south Gujarat to the husband alone. Widow-marriage is allowed and in some places the widow marries the younger brother of the deceased husband. In the seventh month after a woman’s first conception the lap-filling ceremony is performed with all Kamb details. They burn their dead. Four coconuts are kept hanging from the lower one at each corner and they are thrown to the four quarters of the heavens at the halting place midway between the house and the burning ground. In Kachh when the dead body is laid on the pile the lighting begins from the toe of the left foot. When the body is burnt a heap of wheat-flour in the shape of Shiv’s ling is made on the burning ground and handfuls of a mixture of water, milk curds and cow’s urine are poured one hundred and eight times on the wheat flour ling out of an earthen jar. The jar is covered with cotton thread and its mouth is closed by a lid bored in four places. A sweet-ball is laid on the lid and the jar is set near the ling. For three days a second earthen jar full of milk and water is placed on the house-roof. The nearest male relations of the deceased have their heads shaven and upper lips shaved on the tenth day. A shraddha ceremony is performed for three days from the eleventh to the thirteenth day after death. Caste people are feasted for one or two days. When they cannot get a Brahman on the death day they lay wheat buns and milk on the roof. Each community has its headman of limited power. Social disputes are settled at a meeting of all the men of the caste. Very few send their boys to school. At about twelve a boy begins to learn his father’s work. Though most shoemakers are badly off, some are well-to-do, and they are on the whole a pushing class.

Sala’ts or Stoneworkers, from salgo a stone, with a strength of 6459 are found only in cities and in some large towns. The leading and only true class of masons are the Somparas who are found in large numbers in north Gujarat, Kathiavada, and Kachh. Some Kumbhars in Kachh and some Talabdas Kolis in Surat and Broach have taken to stonecutting and have formed separate castes from other Kumbhars and other Talabdas Kolis. According to their story the Sompara Salats were originally Brahmins. At the desire of Somnath Malibade, whose temple is at Prabhas on the south coast of Kathiavada, half of the Brahman disciples of a sage took to stonecutting. The other half of the disciples remained Brahmins, and were ordered to act as priests to those who had become Salats. After this division, though they never intermarried, Sompara Brahmins and Salats are said for a time to have continued to dine with each other. According to another account the Sompara Salats lost their Brahmanic purity under the following circumstances: A Jain merchant of Navnagar named Vardhaman in building some Jain temples employed a large number of Sompara Salats. When all the temples were finished the idea struck Vardhaman that if one of his descendants turned out a miscreant, his religious labours for the glory of Jainism would be fruitless. He
wished therefore to be without a child. Childlessness could be secured only by provoking Brāhmans to curse him. To secure the wished-for curse Vardhmān invited all his Sompara Salāts to a dinner prepared by Brāhman cooks. Before they had finished dining Vardhmān went into the dining hall and as is done to fellow-caste-men in all feasts presented the guests with betel-leaves. When the Brāhman Salāts saw Vardhmān, a Vaishya, in their midst, distributing betel-leaves, they considered themselves defiled, and in their fury called down the curse of childlessness on Vardhmān. Vardhmān thanked the Brāhman, accepted their curse in good grace, and was satisfied. Thus the Sompara Salāts ceased to be Brāhman. In support of this story they say that a stone or pāliya near Vardhmān's Jain temples records this event and that even at this day Somparas do not drink water at Navānagar the place of their detestation. The Kumbhār Salāts of Kacli were originally from Navānagar where is the place of worship of their family deities Amba, Chavan, and Pārvati. Their tribal surnames point to a Rajput not a Brāhman origin, Balsod, Bhatta, Chokhān, Gohil, Kacha, Rāthod, Solanki, and Tank. Except in their calling, Kumbhār Salāts and Talabda-Koli Salāts are in every respect like Kumbhārs and Talabda Kolis. The Sompara Salāts are strongly built and have sunburnt swarthy faces. They live in middle class houses with or without upper stories and with tiled roofs. They live on the ordinary food-grains eating neither fish nor flesh and drinking no spirits. Like orthodox Brāhmans most of them have scruples about eating onions garlic and carrots. Except that in south Gujarat the men wear Bombay Parbhu turbans and that in Kāthiawā they shave no part of the head, the Sompara's dress does not differ from the Brāhman dress. They live by stoncutting, the working in the calcitic limestone of Porbandar and the sandstone of Jhulāvāl affording employment to a large number of masons. Besides being used for house building, the stones are worked into articles of domestic use and ornaments such as images filters and water-bottles. Their busy season is during the four hot months March to June. The Somparas work from seven till noon when they dine and take two hours rest. They resume work at two o'clock and, except a few who rest in the afternoon, work without break till after sunset. Besides on the ordinary Hindu holidays and on such family occasions as marriages and deaths they stop work for three days in a month. Their women do not help them in their work or earn wages from any other source. But boys after eight or ten assist their fathers. Their yearly earnings vary from Rs. 80 to Rs. 150. Some of them, especially in Navānagar, have a talent for portrait painting. In spite of Musalān competition Somparas hold their own as stoncutters. Their yearly earnings vary from Rs. 150 to Rs. 500. Somparas are Śvāminārāyans and Shaivas worshipping Malūdev but respecting other Hindu gods. In Kacli some of them are Vallabhāchāryas. They believe in witchcraft, exorcism, the evil eye, and the ordinary omens. They keep the regular Hindu fasts and feasts and visit the usual places of pilgrimage.

No ceremonies are performed on the day of a birth. On the sixth day after a birth a piece of cloth, a reed pen, and vermilion or kanku are
laid on a wooden stool near the woman's cot, and a lamp fed with clarified butter is kept burning. After childbirth the woman remains impure for forty days. The child is named on the twelfth day by the father's sister, the first letter of the name being fixed by the astrologer. The first giving of solid food takes place when the child is five months old. The Somparás wear the Bráhmanic thread, the thread ceremony being performed either immediately before marriage or in connection with some other family rite. The thread, marriage, pregnancy, and death ceremonies do not materially differ from those performed by Bráhmans. Their priests are Andieh and Sompara Bráhmans. Marriage between near relations is avoided. Girls are married at from one to thirteen. They do not allow divorce but their widows marry, the widow of a man sometimes marrying his younger brother. In some places caste disputes are settled by the headman, in others by five or six leading men who have power to fine and excommunicate the breakers of caste rules. The Salúts send their boys to school and are in middling circumstances.

Salúvis, a small class of Handloom Weavers, called from sál a loom, of whom there are said to be about 2100. Though in the census returns they would seem to have been included under the head of Khatris, they form a distinct community according to their own account of Kanhi stock. In look dress and customs they do not differ from the other classes of town or artisan Kaniús. Their houses are generally brick-walled and tile-roofed, somewhat larger and more neatly kept than those of the Khatris. They are careful to eat nothing but vegetable food, and almost none of them take liquor. They hold a somewhat higher position than Khatris. Their work is the handloom weaving of silk and brocade. They are said to be thrifty, hardworking, and honest. As the demand for their goods has of late years somewhat increased they are at present well-to-do. Few of them are men of any capital. Hindu and Musalmán traders bring them the raw silk and pay them certain rates for working it up.

Sonís or Gold and Silversmiths, with a strength of 69,282, are found in cities towns and some large villages. They are of six main divisions Gujjars, Márús, Mevádás, Parajías, Shrínális, and Trágads. The Trágad saastön or community, with the two divisions of nána or small and soot or large, claims descent from a Vánía father and a Bráhman mother. In token of their part-Bráhman origin they wear the Bráhman thread and do not eat food cooked by any one other than a Bráhman. The Parajías,¹ called after the village of Parjar about twenty-four miles south of Junágad, claim to be Rajputs. They are of two branches Garána and Patami. Gango, the founder of the Garána branch, established himself at Gírnár, and his descendents, 500 houses

¹It is said that the Parajías Sonís came from Persia, but they have no mark or trace of having originally been Persians. They worship fire, but this may be because fire is the chief help in their craft. They are fond of stories of old wars, they like praise, and are talkative. They are well-built and handsome. Their character and physique favour the view that they were formerly a fighting class, perhaps belonging to the Palhavas mentioned in Sáh or Śáh inscriptions.
in all, are found in Hālār, Sorath, and Bhāvnagar in Kāthiāvāda. Nando, a Songhad Rajput, the founder of the Patani branch, went to Patan during the reign of Sidhrāj Javsiṅg (a.d. 1094 - 1143) and astonished the king by his skill. Sidhrāj's goldsmiths had made some gold fish which were able to swim; Nando, by the aid of his goddess, made a golden goose which swallowed the gold fish. Sidhrāj was so pleased with the fish-eating goose that he promised Nando to give him whatever he asked. Nando asked to be allowed to reign in Patan for three and a half days. During the three days he remitted all taxes and set free all prisoners, and for these charitable actions his descendants claim immunity from giving alms to beggars. Patani Sonis are found in Kachh and in Kāthiāvāda. The Patanis and Garūnās eat together but do not intermarrу. The four other subdivisions, Gujjars, Mārus, Mevādas, and Shrimālis claim to have once been Vāniās. The Shrimālis Sonis, who originally belonged to the Shrimāli Vānī community, and of whom many in north Gujarāt are at present known as Soni-Vāniās, are of two divisions Ahmedābādis and Charotariās. These two eat together. The Ahmedābādis take Charotaria wives, but never give their daughters to a Charotaria in marriage. Mevāda Sonis originally belonged to the Mevāda or Meywār Vānī community; the Mārus or Mārwār Sonis have come into Gujarāt from Mārwār, and the Gujjars belong to the Gujar Vānī stock and are a trace of the great settlement of Gujjars or Gurjars who gave its name to Gujarāt the bulk of whom of the Leva and Kadva divisions are now hid under the name Kanhi or Pātīdār. Besides the six classes of Gujarāt professional Sonis some Shrimāli Vāniās, coppersmiths, blacksmiths, carpenters, and shoemakers do goldsmith's work. Some of them are very skilful workmen, the best silver workers of Kachh being of the carpenter shoemaker and coppersmith castes. A few Dakhan Sonis are found here and there who are said to have settled in Gujarāt during the Marātha rule. They have not mixed with Gujarāt Sonis. Their home speech is Marāthi and their dress habits and customs are the same as those of Dakhan Sonis. In skill position and wealth they are inferior to Gujarāt Sonis. Some Musalmāns do goldsmith's work for Musalmāns but all their finer ornaments are made by Hindu Sonis for their Musalmān customers. Some Dāudī Bohorās of Cambay do goldsmith's work and are called Vohora Sonis.

In look Gujarāt Sonis do not differ from Vāniās. Their women are generally fair and some of them remarkably beautiful. They speak Gujarātī or Kachhi. They live in well built houses with one or two stories and with walls of brick and tiled roofs. Like Vāniās they live strictly on grain. All men smoke tobacco and many, especially in south Gujarāt, are fond of hempwater or bhang. Except that some Gujar Sonis wear the Bhattia turban and that some Parnjīs wear tight-fitting knee-breeches, the Soni dress does not differ from the Vānī dress. Both men and women are fond of wearing ornaments especially at their caste feasts. The ornaments are mostly their own, though a few of them belong to their customers. Sonis

---

1 In south Gujarāt Sidi or African beggars claim, as of right, some copper coins from a Soni.
generally work in gold and silver, though some of the solid and plain gold bracelets and silver anklets and silver pots and vessels are prepared by Luhúrs. Arranged according to their work, Sonis are gold-smelters and workers of gold ornaments, Jadhás or tracers of designs on ornaments, and Pachchigars or diamond and precious stone setters. They work for their customers in one of the front rooms of their houses. This is the Soni’s shop or dukán. Their tools are an anvil or eran, hammer or hathodo, pincers or saní chipía and samání, scissors or kóit, wiredrawers or jatardu, bellows or dhamán, a bamboo pipe or bhungál, a shallow earthen jar or kundi, a hearth or angithi, and a small portable wooden box containing weights and a scale balance. The value of these tools varies from Rs. 15 to Rs. 30. Besides these tools every Soni’s shop has its strong wooden box to keep his customers’ ornaments and an image of his goddess Vágheshvári in one of the niches. Some keep a parrot in their shop. The Soni rises at six and begins work at seven. He works till noon when he dines. After dinner he rests for an hour and is again at work by two, and from two he works till evening. His busy time is during the marriage season (November to May) when he often works from five or six in the morning to eleven or twelve at night with not more than an hour’s rest for meals. During the four rainy months as he has little work, he is free to move about and indulge in the pleasures of fairs and picnics. Even during the busy season, besides on ordinary Hindu holidays, the Soni does no work on the dark eleventh and fifteenth of every month and on the Vaisákhi and Páthraúi days which number about three in a month. Some Gujarát Sonis do no work during the Shrávak Pachusan or fast-days in August. The women do not as a rule help the men in their work. But some women who are specially trained in making necklaces or galachóts, armlets or víntás, and bracelets or pouchos earn sums varying from Rs. 4 to Rs. 6 a month. Boys of ten or twelve are made to serve as apprentices for a few years in a goldsmith’s shop. In the beginning they receive no pay, but, after an apprenticeship of two or three years, wages at Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 a month are paid either quarterly or once a year. As soon as he masters the craft, a son generally helps his father or takes over his business. But some spend their whole lives working in large establishments.

Each upper class Hindu family has its own goldsmith to whom they give all their work. The Sonis have a bad name for filching gold and for mixing metal. The saying is: A Soni takes gold even out of his own daughter’s ornaments. Employers are careful in their dealings with Sonis. Gold is always melted in the employer’s presence, who, to guard against fraud, keeps a small piece of the metal, called chómí or madalo, that is sample, and when the ornament is ready sends the ornament with the sample to an assayer or choksha who by rubbing them on a touch-stone or kasoti tells whether the gold in the sample and in the ornament is of the same quality. Further the employer either himself sits near the Soni while the ornament is being made or sends one of his family to watch. In spite of these precautions the Soni never fails to filch some of the gold while the spy’s attention is distracted by the prattling of the parrot, by the coquetting of a handsomely
dressed young woman of the family, or by some organised mishap in the inner rooms among the women of the house. The Sonis are paid partly by the weight of the ornament and partly by the kind of work. The rates vary from Re. ½ to Re. 1 and are sometimes as high as Rs. 3 the tola of eighty grains. Besides from working in gold the Soni has other sources of income. The clearings in his shop are everyday heaped together and sold to professional dust-washers or Dhal-dhoyás. These men every second year dig the floor of the shop and take away the earth in carts. For this the Soni receives a lump sum varying in amount according to the number of his customers. A goldsmith's average yearly earnings from all sources vary from Rs. 100 to Rs. 600. As a class Sonis are well off. In respect both of lodging and clothing they are in good condition and spend more in caste dinners and marriages than any other artisans. Against the fact that the Soni is a loser owing to the growing desire among high caste Hindus for pearl ornaments in place of gold ones, is to be set the turn of fashion which is forsaking plain in favour of finely worked ornaments. Except a few Parajás in Kachh who are stone-masons carpenters and husbandmen, Sonis stick to their hereditary calling and are averse to new pursuits.

The Parajás are inferior workmen who use their talents chiefly as forgers of base metal. With this exception the Sonis as a class are intelligent and clever workers, the Sonis of Amreli in central Kathiawár being specially noted for plain burnished work. They are quiet, well-behaved, hardworking, and fond of show and pleasure. In Surat their special pride is in keeping handsome bullock carriages. Socially Sonis hold a high position ranking next to Vánías who with few exceptions will smoke from a Soni's pipe. Sonis and Kansárás must formerly have exercised great influence, as, except Vánías, they alone enjoy the title of Mahájan or great men. As a class Sonis are religious and respect the ordinary Hindu gods. Some of them are Shaivas, some Vallabhaácháryás, and some Sváminusráyans. All have their family goddesses. The family goddesses of most are Vágheshvari and Mahálañkhum and of others Hinglák, Moomái, and Asir. The Parajás worship fire morning and evening and offer incense dhup to the fire. In Kachh some of the Parajás have as their guardian-spirit Khetrapál the god of boundaries or a Musalmán saint. The family goddess especially Vágheshvari is represented by a trident painted with kàñkù or red-powder in one of the niches in the shop. A lamp fed with clarified butter is placed near the goddess who is worshipped especially on Sundays before sitting to work. Except some Parajás in Kachh all worship the images of gods in their houses and all believe in exorcism, witchcraft and the ordinary omens. Some shrímalí Sonis are careful to

---

1 In south Gujarat the Bhangás who sweep the street dust are very keen to gather the dust near the Soni's house in the hope of finding some particles of gold.
2 Though Sonis rank next to Vánías, in some south Gujarat villages Dhadás will not eat food cooked by a Soni, because like Khálpás or tanners Sonis in their work use a shallow earthen jar or kuñádi and because the Dhadás will not eat food cooked by a Khálpa.
3 Vágheshvari is believed to have created two men both of them Vánás. The elder took to making ornaments and was called Soni and the younger taking to trade was called Vepdrí.
look at a lucky object early in the morning so that they may fare well during the day. They keep the ordinary Hindu fasts and feasts. They attend the temples of their faith in their cities and towns and visit Hindu places of pilgrimage. Akho (about A.D. 1740) the celebrated metaphysician of Ahmedabad, and Laló who flourished about fifty years ago in Kachch were Sonis. At present (A.D. 1897) they have no holy men or bhagats. Their family priests are Aulich, Sáravat, and Shrimalí Brahmanas.

On the birth of a child a midwife is called and in the case of a male child the news of the birth is sent to the father. On the sixth day after a birth the goddess Chhathi is worshipped. Among the Parájás the worship on the sixth day has the peculiarity that a tool is wrapped in red cloth, set upright in the lying-in room, and worshipped by the women of the family with kanká and flowers. A woman remains unclean from thirty to forty days after childbirth. Among the Parájás the idea of the woman's impurity during these thirty or forty days is so strong that her touch is considered a pollution. On the twelfth day after birth the child is named by the father's sister. The first giving of cooked food to the child takes place when it is five or six months old. Of the six divisions of Sonis the Trágads and Parájás alone wear the Brahman thread. Among the Trágads the thread ceremony is performed when the boy is from seven to nine years old with full Brahman rites. Among the Parájás the boy is girt with the sacred thread at marriage if he is married before he is fifteen or at fifteen if he is not married before that time. The boy is girt with the thread without any ceremonies either by a family priest or by a Vaishnava, Mahársjí. Like Vámás the other four divisions of Sonis wear the Brahmanic thread only when performing shrádha or death ceremonies. Except that the women sing coarse or lucky songs the Soni marriage does not differ from the Vámí marriage. Boys are generally married before twenty and girls when they are from ten to twelve years old. Among the Ahmedábádi Shrimalí Sonis, owing to the scarcity of boys, the wives are generally older than the husbands. The Márus, Parájás, and Charotaria Shrimalí Sonis practice polygamy and allow widow marriage. Among Charotaria Shrimalí alone the wife is free to divorce her husband. The expense of a Soni marriage ordinarily varies from Rs. 100 to Rs. 600.1 Except among some Parájás the lap-filling ceremony takes place in the course of the seventh month after a woman's first conception. The Sonis burn their dead, Parájás who reverence Musalmán saints alone bury. The death ceremonies of those who burn do not differ from Vámí death rites. The nearest relations of the deceased remain impure for ten days. Shráddha is performed for four days from the tenth to the thirteenth. Each community has its headman or putel, who, in consultation with four or five leading men, settles caste disputes at a meeting of all the men of

---

1 In the case of the Charotaria Shrimalí Sonis among whom marriageable girls are scarce, the boy's marriage expenses vary from Rs. 100 to Rs. 200. In the case of Ahmedábádi Shrimalí among whom boys are scarce, the girl's marriage expenses vary from Rs. 200 to Rs. 400.
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the caste. Their boys generally learn as much Gujarati writing and reading as their calling requires. Few parents are anxious to give their children much schooling, and very few have risen to high positions as pleaders or in Government or native state service.

Suthars or Carpenters, with a strength of 128,948, are pretty evenly distributed over the province. They belong to six divisions: Ahir, Gujar, Mevada, Pancholi, Marvadi, and Vaish. Of these the Pancholis and Vaishas are found only in Gujarat proper, the Gujar and Marvadis in Gujarat Kathiavara and Kachch, and the Ahirs only in Kachch. The Gujar, Mevadas, Pancholis, and Vaishas claim to be the descendants of Vishvakarma, the divine world-builder, the Vaishas by a courtesy or vaishya, the Gujar by a woman of Gujar, the Mevadás by a woman of Mevad, and the Pancholis by a woman of Panchal near Delhi. Two at least of these derivations are only meaning-making. The high position of the Vaishas seems to show that they are not the offspring of a courtesy but are a trace of the old Hindu division of Vaishya or Traders. Similarly the low position of the Panchaás supports the view that the word is Pancha or Panchkuli the same as Panchas that is the half of Pasis or only one-quarter pure blood. The Marvadi Suthars of six branches, Bhati, Bombardi, Chohán, Rathód, Solanki, and Tuár claim to have been Marvád Rajputs; and the Ahir Suthars of six tribes Avadya, Bhal, Chohán, Pagnishia, Ghati, and Phodherya claim to have been Ahir Kshatris. Both Marvadis and Ahirs took to carpentry when Parsurám resolved to destroy the Kshatris. The Gujar say that they were once stone-masons as well as carpenters, but gave up stonemasonry because of an attack made on them when Sidhráj Jaysing had engaged them to build his Rudramál. Their caste has they say a thousand subdivisions. Except that the other five divisions eat food cooked by Vaishas none of the six divisions eat or intermarry. Of the four divisions Gujarat, Mevada, Pancholi, and Vaish found in Gujarat proper the Vaish rank highest because they do not eat food cooked by the other divisions, because they wear the Bráhmanic thread, and because they do not allow their widows to marry. The Pancholis rank lowest because they alone prepare oil presses, build ships, and do other work which causes the loss of animal life. Besides the regular carpenters, some Sút tailors, Kolis, Kumbháras, and Taqodhams have taken to carpentry. But these are not recognised as true carpenters, as in the religious ceremonies which are performed after building a house or a temple, none but a Suthár by birth can take part.

In look and dress Suthars do not differ from Vánis. Many own good houses. Except a few in the wilder parts of Surat who drink liquor and privately eat fish and the flesh of goats, they live on vegetable food and abstain from liquor.

1 A book on their caste called Vishvakarma says that about 3000 years ago when their caste was formed their ancestors washed regularly, repeated the most sacred Gayatris or mantras, and performed other ceremonies like Bráhmans, and like them were divided into families gotras and branches subhásas.

2 Among these subdivisions are Abhmás, Agátras, Bakranás, Bhradhyás, Dhádás, Gharválas, Dhóhoíás, Pínavás, Vadhíás, and Vágádís. These are now family names rather than clan or tribe divisions.
Suthârs may be divided into two classes, town and village carpenters. The town carpenter is generally well trained and skilful in his calling. He has a full set of tools, hatchets or kandol, chisels or vidhâra, a hammer kathodî, a saw divi, an axer siddi, a plane rando, a bamboo yard measure guri, a pair of compasses and a tajr, worth together from Rs. 20 to Rs. 30. As a rule the Suthâr bathes early before he sets to work. The hours of work vary slightly. In some places the carpenter begins at seven, works till noon, takes an hour's rest for dinner, and is again at work till sunset. In other places the carpenter rises about six, does some job or house work for a couple of hours, and after a meal goes to work at 9 a.m. He works till 3 p.m. when he takes half an hour's rest during which he eats parched grain and again sets to work till sunset. The women of his family do not help a carpenter in his work nor do they earn wages from other sources. After ten or twelve years of age his son joins their father or his friends in easy jobs and earn 1½ to 4 annas a day. Besides on ordinary Hindu holidays Suthârs do no work on the dark fifteenth of every Hindu month and in south Gujarât on either eleventh of the four many months (June to September). In north Gujarât Suthârs do not work during the Jain Pachusam holidays. The yearly income of an ordinary town carpenter varies from Rs. 100 to Rs. 200. Many town carpenters devote themselves to special work. Some build houses, some build carriages and riding carts, some carve wood for articles of furniture toys and calico-printers' blocks, some are house contractors, and some build ships and oil-presses. In cities and some of the larger towns house-building has of late been a favourite investment. Every year many houses are built giving employment to a large number of carpenters. The house-building season does not generally begin much before the end of March because the sun sets later in the summer than in the winter months and because the carpenter's daily work is fixed not by the number of hours but by the time of sunset. A house-building carpenter receives besides scraps and shavings for fuel a daily wage in cash from 8 to 12 annas. He also earns something by working extra hours. Among the house-builders is a special class known as Gajjars or measurers. These measurers are highly skilled carpenters who profess to know the house-building rules laid down in the Shilpa Shâstra or the science of carpentry. The post of overseer which the Gajjar generally holds, is a coveted one and though it is as a rule hereditary in certain families, there is nothing to prevent an ordinary carpenter of special ability rising to the position. There are no Parsi or Mussalmân Gajjars. In arranging for the wood work of a new house the practice is to call in one of these measurers. He draws up a rough plan, estimates the cost, and with his employer goes to buy materials from timber merchants. He brings as many carpenters as are wanted, and, while the work is going on, acts as overseer, receiving one-fourth more wages than the other carpenters. In building a new house three religious ceremonies are performed, at all of which the Gajjar must be present. On a lucky-day the door-post

1 To induce a man to build a new house the Gajjars underestimate the cost. The actual cost of a new house is generally double and sometimes triple the Gajjar's estimate,
or bhadra of the main entrance is set up. The owner of the house with
the help of the family priest worships the door-post, festoons it with
mango leaves, and marks both it and the brow of the Gajjar with kunku
or red powder. When the centre tie-beam or molé is erected, which is
also done on a lucky day, the Gajjar is again present. The owner of the
house worships the tie-beam and rolls round it from two to three yards
of white cloth. The Gajjar’s forehead is marked with kunku and the
cloth is allowed to remain on the post for several days, after which it is
taken by the Gajjar. During the first Ashad (July-August) or
Shrāvan (August-September) after the new dwelling is habitable, the
third ceremony called viśtu or housing is performed. This ceremony is
on a larger scale than the bhadra that is the door-post, or the
molé that is the tie-beam ceremonies. The owner of the house
with his wife sits before Gaumati and worships. Fire is lighted in
the central hall, and, with holy recitals, offerings of clarified butter
and a coconut are made to the fire-god. The window frames are
marked with līnga of sandal dust and red powder. The Gajjar and
the head bricklayer attend and have their brows marked with kunku.
The owner makes presents in cash and in clothes to all the workmen
employed in building the house, the Gajjar receiving a shawl and a
turban and sometimes a yard measure plated with silver. The owner
of the house feasts his friends and relations and all the workmen
employed. The peculiarities of this feast are that the guests instead of
sitting in the street sit in rows in every room in the house, and that
clarified butter or ghee and kumār is the chief article in the dinner.

In agreement with the favourite Gujarati doctrine of tenderness to life
the viśtu or housing is held to be an expiatory ceremony for the loss of
animal life in building a house. Behind this refined explanation lie the
two worldwide reasons for a house-warming; first to please the place-
spirit annoyed by the trespass and burden of the new house, and second
to drive forth or to house in the feasters the vagrant spirits who have
made their lodging in the empty half-finished dwelling. Useful as it is
both for scaring evil influences by means of its guardian lights and food,
and also from its power of tempting trespassing spirits from their
perches on the walls and the rafters into the eaters, the caste feast can
hardly be expected to remove all causes of danger. Further the house-
guardian may be angry at the ruin of her old home, or, even if well-
disposed her influence is apt to be weak since she is not yet at ease in
her new god-room. It follows that either the guardian has ceased to
guard or that some rival spirits remain or even enter and settle in the
house after the caste dinner has been held. Either the angry guardian,
or these intruders, or it may be the glance of the evil eye of envy that
humbles the pride of the prosperous, or the damps from unried mortar
or the airs from half-seasoned timber cause sickness. The elders
breathe more freely when a year is past and bless the house-goddess if,
by her favour, the unfriendly influences have been banished of the victim
which, according to the Gujarati saying, is due before the close of the
first year in a new house.

Of the many varieties of work carried on by carpenters next in
importance to house-building comes the building of ballock and horse
craftsmen. The carriage builders are generally Pārsis and the rest Hindus. The builder generally carries on business on his own account employing carpenters and paying them daily wages. He rarely keeps ready-made carriages for sale, generally building to order.

The woodcarvers and furniture-makers are Hindus and Pārsis; the furniture-makers generally Pārsis. They carve in blackwood and in sandalwood and make furniture either for sale or to order. The woodcarving of Surat, and of Māngrol and Sihor in south Kathiavār, is especially skilful and delicate. The carpenters of Māngrol are clever woodcarvers showing their skill not only in the woodwork of houses but in the more delicate carving of blackwood and sandalwood boxes. Sellers of old furniture and housebuilding materials are known as Wood-dealers or Kāptpīṭa. All Kāptpīṭa but a few Pārsis and Musalmāns are Hindus. When an old house is to be pulled down, the owner of the house calls a Kāptpīṭa, who estimates the value of the woodwork. When the house is pulled down the Kāptpīṭa carries all the woodwork to his yard. Sometimes he sells the materials as they are and sometimes freshens them and passes them as new. Boatbuilding and the making of oil-presses are considered unlucky as thousands of insects are destroyed by the oil-press and the boat. Pārsis and Fānsis that is the lowest Suthārs alone engage in this industry. Pārsi boatbuilders are called Waddīs.

The village carpenter is not found in every village, only in villages of considerable size. In his work he is less trained and clumsier than the town carpenter. His chief occupation is the making and mending of field tools. Some of them can make carts and do the woodwork of the poorer class of houses. The lands formerly set apart for the use of carpenters have been continued to them by Government on their agreeing to pay a fraction of the regular yearly rental. In addition to the outturn of his fields, the carpenter receives from the villagers a certain amount of grain or rent for making and mending their field tools. When special work is asked of him, making a cart or building a house, the village carpenter is paid in cash at the ordinary market rates.

All six divisions of Suthārs are quiet thrifty and sober. In religion they are Parnāmipanthis, Rāmānandis, Shāirs, Svāmīmāriyans, and Vallabhashārvyas. The Svāmināravāyan Suthārs build the temples of their sect without taking wages. In Kathiavār and Kachh, Suthārs are goddess worshippers. Different families have different goddesses, such as Bhanibhan, Chamund, Dhangaδ, Māhā Māya, Mātā, Solanki, Vachhan, and Vardī. All believe in sorcery witchcraft and the ordinary omen. They keep the usual Hindu holidays and visit places of Hindu pilgrimage. No ceremonies are performed on the day of a birth. On the sixth day after birth the goddess Cīthāthi is worshipped. After childbirth the mother remains unclean thirty to forty days. On the twelfth day after birth the child is named by the father's sister. The

---

1 A beautifully carved miniature house was prepared by a Surat carpenter for the Bombay Art Exhibition of 1873. It was much admired and sent to England. The Sihor carpenters are famous for massive wooden chests ornamented with brass. No high caste Hindu wedding outfit is complete without one or more Sihor chests.
first giving of cooked food takes place when the child is six months old. Of the six divisions of Suthárs the Vaiśh and the Mevádás in north Gujarát wear the Bráhmanic thread. The thread ceremony is performed with full Bráhmanic rites. The Suthárs' marriage customs do not differ from those of Vániás and Kauhás. Girls are married before eleven and boys before sixteen. Among the Vaiśh and among the Mevádás in north Gujarát widow-marriage polygamy and divorce are not allowed; among the rest the widows are allowed to marry, divorce is granted, and polygamy practised. During the seventh month after a woman's first conception the lapfilling is performed. Suthárs burn their dead with the same ceremonies as Vániás and Kauhás. The nearest relations of the deceased remain impure for twelve days. Shrúddha ceremonies are performed for four days from the tenth to the thirteenth day after death. Castepeople are feasted on the twelfth and thirteenth days.

Caste disputes among the several divisions are settled either by a headman or patel or by a few leading men at a meeting of all the men of the caste. No fee is levied on an outsider who takes to carpentry. Carpenters who work on the dark fifteenth of any Hindu month are fined, and those who work as shoemakers are excommunicated. Suthárs send their boys to school and one of them is a graduate of the Bombay University. Suthárs especially in cities and large towns are a fairly prosperous class.
SECTION VII.—BARDS AND ACTORS.

Under Bards and Actors come five classes Bháts or Bárhrots bards and genealogists, Chárans genealogists, Gandharvas musicians, Targáálá or Bhaváyas—strolling players, and Turis low class drummers, with a strength of 112,873 or 1.14 per cent of the total Hindu population. In 1891 the strength and distribution were:

HINDU BÁRTS AND ACTORS, 1891.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Ahmedábád</th>
<th>Káira</th>
<th>Púnch</th>
<th>Pádásá</th>
<th>Brúsh</th>
<th>Bárnt</th>
<th>Náváte States</th>
<th>Bárnda</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bháts</td>
<td>2059</td>
<td>7106</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>19,313</td>
<td>21,432</td>
<td>32,875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chárans</td>
<td>1528</td>
<td>1173</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53,128</td>
<td>26,388</td>
<td>28,136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gandharvas</td>
<td>1544</td>
<td>1168</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1007</td>
<td>6779</td>
<td>12,989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targáálá or Bhaváyas</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>6918</td>
<td>8618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turis</td>
<td>2733</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>60,355</td>
<td>52,259</td>
<td>112,609</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>7656</strong></td>
<td><strong>3012</strong></td>
<td><strong>1266</strong></td>
<td><strong>615</strong></td>
<td><strong>60,355</strong></td>
<td><strong>52,259</strong></td>
<td><strong>112,609</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bháts or Bárhrots, Bards and Heralds, with a strength of 53,875, are found in small numbers in south Gujarát and form a large community in north Gujarát and in Káthiáváda. According to one account Bháts are sprung from the Creator's brain; according to another from the sweat of Shiv's brow. Other accounts make Bháts the offspring of a Kshatriya man and a Bráhman widow; or of a man of the Vaishya and a woman of the Kshatriya castes. Local inquiries seem to show that the Gujarát Bháts were originally Bráhmans from Allahábád and Márwár, who settled in Ahmedábád and its neighbourhood. That some at least came from North India appears from the existence of Kanojia Bháts both in Káthiáváda and Kachch. That their head-quarters are now in Ahmedábád and its neighbourhood appears from the fact that there are eleven Bháts settlements or vedás in north Gujarát, three in Ahmedábád one in the city itself, five in neighbouring Gákwád villages, two in Káira, and one in Cambay. Originally they had no divisions, but divisions arose as they ascended from the Bráhman standard of purity and adopted new callings. Traces of their Bráhman origin survive in their wearing, however irregularly and carelessly, the Bráhman thread, and in their having, especially the Káthiáváda Bháts, such clans as shálaks as Harmáni Kashiáni and Parvátiáni. Like Bráhmans, Bháts of the same shálaka do not intermarry. Their personal names are Rajput in form, the men's ending in sing and the women's in sá. Among their surnames are Akhiraj, Andhi, Bágsadá, Bajáni, Bhutári, Budhdeja, Chana, Chikávat, Choddána, Hingária, Jaspára, Jasráj, Kharádia, Kuvádaría, Manulesára, Pitolá, Ráma, Ráv, Sajávat, and Taripára. In central Gujarát Bráhmans Bháts are found in large numbers. In north Gujarát and Káthiáváda besides Bráhmana Bháts are twelve divisions, Aítá, Deválvakás, Kankááls or Bháns, Kanojívás, Kápsí, Lávánás, Mágáns, Nagáirs, Pálimangás, Málhaviágs or Rálimangás, Sábáns, and Vahívaneáhs, who live near Shetrunja hill in south-east Káthiáváda. Though the members of these divisions neither eat together nor intermarry, all eat food cooked by Vámanás and Kanbis. In Kachch, besides
Brahma-Bhāts, there are Dongrās who do not wear the sacred thread and who dine with Rajputs; and Khavās and Dhadhanās who are Musalmāns. Brahma-Bhāts hold a higher place than any of the twelve divisions. Some of them have been careful to keep the Brahman rules of social purity. They wear the sacred thread, do not allow widow marriage, and, though in Khach they dine with Lohānās and Khatriās, in north Gujarat and in Kathiāvāda they do not dine with other divisions of Bhāts or with Vānās and Kanbās. Except the genealogists or family heralds Bhāts look like Brahman Vānās and Kanbās. Herald look like Rajputs. The men wear long curled moustaches and whiskers and shave the hair at the temples. Some wear beards. Unlike Rajput women the wives and daughters of Bhāts, who are tolerably fair and handsome, appear in public. They speak Gujarātī. They live in one or two storied houses with brick or mud walls and tiled roofs. In Khach and Pālpār all Bhāts except Brahma-Bhāts eat fish and flesh and drink liquor; in other parts they are vegetarians living on the ordinary food grains. They eat opium. The dress of the men varies according to their profession and the part of the country in which they live. The bards of Rajput chiefs wear trousers, a Rajput turban, a waistband with a dagger stuck in it, and a short cotton coat with four chaus or phats. In former times instead of the short cotton coat they wore a full skirted coat that fell to the ankles. The Rāmnang Bhāts instead of a turban wind a woman's robe round the head. The Sādhu and Atit Bhāts dress like Atit and Sādhu beggars. Other Bhāts dress like the other middle class Hindus among whom they live, and Bhāt women dress like Kanbi women except that in central Gujarāt they wear very full petticoats with fifteen to twenty cubits of cloth. The chief patrons of Bhāts are Rajputs, but, except in south Gujarat, most middle class Hindus Kanbi Kolis and Lohānās have their Bhāts who visit their patron's house. The Bhāt is the genealogist bard and historian of his patron's family. Mr. A. K. Forbes writes: 'When the rainy season closes the Bhāt sets out on his yearly tour to visit each of the Rajput chiefs from

---

1 A bard seldom appears without the kustir or dagger, a representation of which is screwed beside his signature and often rudely engraved upon his monumental stone or palle in evidence that he died in the sacred duty of troja or self-sacrifice. Ras Māla, II, 255.

2 In towns and large villages in central Gujarat a Bhāt sometimes gets from his Kanbi patrons from Rs. 200 to Rs. 300. A rich family sometimes pays as much as Rs. 500.

3 Though Bhāts are found chiefly in Gujarat, they are not unknown in other parts of India. Their main occupation is repeating verses of their own composition or selections from Hindu legends. They chant verses in a style peculiar to themselves and not unpleasing to a stranger, as the modulation of the voice and an energetic graceful action give effect to the poetry, which is either to praise some renowned warrior, commemorate a victory, record a tragic event, or panegyricise a present object. The Hindús, rajas and chiefs have generally a Bhāt in their family, who attends them on public occasions and visits of ceremony. During these processions the Bhāt loudly sounding the raja's praise and proclaims his titles in hyperbolical and figurative language. Forbes' Oriental Memoirs, II, 89. The author of the Ain-i-Akbari speaks of Bhāts and Charan as animating the troops by their songs. Bhāts excelled Charan in chronology while Charan were better soldiers. Gladwin's Ain-i-Akbari, II, 70. Tod speaks of the Bhāts as professional genealogists, Annals of Rájasthān, I, 33.
whom he has received grants of land or money. He times his arrival to suit occasions of marriage or other domestic festivals and sings festive songs prepared or improvised in honour of the occasion. After the usual courtesies he produces the vahā, a book written in his own or his father’s crabbed hieroglyphics, which if the chief is the tilāt or head of the family contains the descent of the house from the founder of the tribe; if he is a phalāya or cadet the herald’s account begins from the immediate ancestor of the branch. The history is interspersed with verses or ballads, the ‘dark sayings’ contained in which, sometimes to the accompaniment of a musical instrument, are chanted in musical cadence to a delighted audience, and are then orally interpreted by the bard with illustrative anecdotes or tales. Sometimes he recites stories of the warlike deeds of the chief’s forefathers, sings in praise of the living, or tells old legends and tales of hairbreadth escapes. The sakto book is also a record of authority by which questions of consanguinity are determined when a marriage or a dispute relating to ancestral property is under discussion. It is the duty of the Bhāt at each periodic visit to register any birth, marriage or death which may have taken place in the family since his last circuit, as well as to chronicle all other events worthy of remark which have occurred to avert the fortunes of his patron; nor has ever a doubt been suggested regarding the accurate, much less the honest, fulfilment of this duty by the bard. They receive a fee for every entry made in their books and a yearly present according to the liberality of the chief. Bhāts are held sacred by all Rajputas and it is to his Bhāt that the proudest Rajput looks for solace in adversity. A favourite Bhāt has often great influence in a Rajput house.

Under British rule the Bhāts have lost their power and means of earning a livelihood. Many Bhāts have abandoned their hereditary calling and become husbandmen. Some are well-to-do bankers, moneylenders and traders; some are engaged in their hereditary calling either exclusively or in addition to agriculture during the rains; some are grocers and village shopkeepers; and some out of necessity are day-labourers and domestic servants and messengers. A few among them are beggars. While moving from house to house the Nagār Bhāts beat a tokri or drum, the Kankālis carry a trident, and the Pālimangās a knife.

An interesting feature in the history of the Bhāts was their use as securities for perhaps 400 years before and for some years after the

---

1 Mr. A. K. Forbes’ Rāṣ Māla, II. 263, 264.
2 It is stated that Rāja Todar Mal (A.D. 1583-1590) first introduced the Bhāts as securities for Government revenue. Kāthīāwār Selections, XXXIX, Part I. 377. Mr. Kinloch Forbes (Rāṣ Māla, I. 263) thinks that the security of Bhāts in Government matters was introduced during the anarchy which prevailed in Gujarāt after the overthrow of the Anhilpur dynasty towards the close of the thirteenth century. In A.D. 1789 Mr. James Forbes (Orig. Mem., II, 59-90) wrote: The Bhāts offer themselves as security to the different governments for payment of their revenue and for the good behaviour of the zamindārs patels and public farmers; they also become guarantors for treaties between rival princes, and for the performance of bonds by individuals. No security is esteemed so binding or sacred as that of a Bhāt; because on failure of the obligation he proceeds to the house of the offending party, and in his presence destroys either
introduction of British rule. At the close of the last century Bhút security was in common use both to ensure payment of rents and to prevent breaches of the peace. No deed or transaction was considered valid unless it was countersigned by a Bhút. This was the security the early British officers obtained (A.D. 1807) from the chiefs of Káthiávád and other parts of north Gujarat. In a country infested with robbers the Bhút was resorted to as the only person whose security could be accepted without danger. Kolis and Bhils as well as Rajputs respected Bhút security. "The Bhút" says Mr. A. K. Forbes had at his command means of extorting compliance with his demands which were seldom used in vain. These were the rites of ṭrágā and dhárna. Trágā consisted in shedding his own blood or the blood of some member of his family and in calling down the vengeance of heaven upon the offender whose obstinacy necessitated the sacrifice. Dhárna consisted in plucking around the dwelling of the recusant a cordon of hards, who fasted and compelled the inhabitants of the house to fast until their demands were complied with. On the establishment of British supremacy in Gujarat these rites became impossible and the custom of

himself or one of his family, impressing the most dreadful vengeance of the gods on the head of him who had compelled him to shed the blood of a Bhút. This is followed by a dire catastrophe as Hindus believe that for the Bhút's life, to which a high veneration attaches over and above the common horror of bloodshed, special restitution will be demanded from the aggressor by an offended deity. It is therefore very uncommon for an obligation to be broken when a Bhút stands security. For this responsibility the Bhút receive an annual stipend from the district village or individual they guarantee. They sign their name and place of residence to the agreement.

A Turkish traveller early in the sixteenth century wrote: In Gujarat is a tribe of Bohúle, called Bhút, who warrant the safe conveyance of merchants and travellers from one country to another for a stipulated sum of money. If the Rajputs meet the caravan with the intention of robbing them the Bhút save their juggles and threaten to kill themselves if the least harm should happen to the caravan. The Rajputs then let the caravan pass unmolested. But if it suffers the least damage the Bhút kill themselves, and if they did not, they would lose their honour and never afterwards be respected. If, on the contrary, they devote themselves for the sake of the caravan the Rajputs are judged guilty of death and are executed by their lips together with their whole families. Two Bhút were sent to attend us. Sidi Ali Kagalí (A.D. 1553) in Travels, Lit. Soc. Bom. II, 9.

8 Of the Central Indian Bhút Sir John Malcolm (Central India. II, 128) wrote about 1820: In Central India, among the Bhiládas and lower tribes the Bhút enjoy great influence. They give praise and fame in their songs to those who pay them liberally, while they visit with enmity those who neglect or injure them, in which they generally reproach them with spurious birth or irreligious manners. More custom of the Bhút deserves special notice to which he resists only when seriously offended. He finds the figure of the person he desires to degrade on a long pole and appeals to it as a mark of disgrace. In such cases the song of the Bhút records the infamy of the object of his revenge. This image, technically called gufta, travels the country till the party or his friends purchase the cessation of the vilification and curses thus hurled at them. In A.D. 1812 Severatim Set, a sávátár or banker of Holkar's court, offended a Bhút by pushing him rudely out of his dükán or shop, where he had come to ask alms. The Bhút made a figure of the Set to which he attached a slipper, and carried it to court, and everywhere sung Severatim's infamy. Severatim, though a man of wealth and influence, could not stop the Bhút, but obstinately refused to purchase his forbearance. His friends after some months subscribed eighty rupees and the Bhút's curses ceased; but it was too late as his current had taken effect; within a few years the banker was ruined. It is not deemed within the power of the prince, much less of any other person, to stop a Bhút, or even to punish him for thus defaming his victim. The Bhút is protected by the superstitions and religious awe, which when general among a people controls even despotic.
employing Bhāts as securities fell into disuse, though in parts of north Gujarat the practice is still in vogue. The following are instances of the self-sacrifice or ṭṛāga which, probably more than anything else, was the cause of the fear and respect in which the Bhāts were held. In his Oriental Memoirs Mr. James Forbes relates that in A.D. 1775 the Peshwa Rāgghobra or Rāghunāthráo levied a heavy tax on the people of Nājdād in the district of Kaira. As the Bhāts refused to pay, the matter was reported to the English camp. The commanding officer sent the Brigadier Major privately into the town to convene the principal Bhāts, and assure them if they discharged their quota quietly they might rely upon protection. The heads of the tribe informed the officer they were able to pay more than was demanded in any other mode, but if Rāgghobra persisted in compulsory assessments they should prefer death to submission. Remonstrances and persuasions proving ineffectual and Rāgghobra inaxorable, the whole tribe of Bhāts, men women and children, repaired to an open space in the city armed with daggers and with a loud voice proclaimed a sacrifice. They once more prayed for an exemption. This being refused, they rushed furiously upon each other, and a considerable number perished before the astonished troops could disarm them. One man, more cool and deliberate than the rest, brought his family to the arena before the dārbor. It consisted of two younger brothers and a beautiful sister, all under eighteen years of age. He first stabbed the unresisting damsel to the heart, instantly plunged the dagger into the breast of one brother and desperately wounded the other before he could be prevented; indeed the whole horrid deed was in a manner instantaneous.1

In A.D. 1806 a Bhāt of Kanna near Virangām became security for the chief of Mālā in Machhu Kāntha. In spite of the efforts of his security the chief refused to pay and the bard returned home. After sitting up the whole night talking the matter over, he ordered his wife to make their daughter, a girl of seven, ready for sacrifice. The child was bathed and dressed in her best clothes and holding her long hair on one side placed her head on her father's knee and without a struggle received the fatal blow.2

In A.D. 1808, in Kaira, a Hindu messenger was sent to bring a Bhāt into court. The Bhāt without objecting to go committed ṭṛāga by murdering his own daughter. The Bhāt admitted the act, but pleaded that according to the custom of his caste such acts were not crimes. The Governor in Council directed that the opinion of the castepeople should be taken on the subject. Three leading Bhāts of Dholka gave the following opinion: "Any Bhāt or Bāhrot depriving his mother or child of life, or committing an act of

---

2 Trans. Bom. Lit. Soc. I, 202. The practice of ṭṛāga was not confined to Bhāts and Chārās. Brāhmans, who like Bhāts and Chārās possessed the qualification of being god-possessed and therefore of being specially dangerous ghosts, also practised ṭṛāga. In A.D. 1806 a māggar Brāhma killed his mother and raised a stone in her honour with the picture of an old woman with a sword through her neck. His object was to prevent the chief of Amran tillling certain fields to which the Brāhma laid claim.
3 Magistrate of Kaira to the Senior Judge of Circuit, 29th Nov. 1808.
violence on his own body, is not subject to any punishment by the caste nor would he be turned out: this has been the immemorial custom of the caste; such actions are considered as appertaining to the duties of the caste. If a Bhat commits such an act in order to retain possession of land or money grants which are undoubtedly his property, then his conduct is commendable; if the cause in which he is embarked be an unjust one, the act is not commendable. The Bhat was sentenced to three years' imprisonment and a notice was published warning the Bhatas that in future the full punishment for murder would be awarded.

In A.D. 1816 the wife of an Ahmedabad Bhat was accused of some infamous practice. The Bhat performed traga and killed both his wife and his son. The Bhatas, assembled in a body, took their station opposite the door of the accuser, and demanded that he should be punished and expelled from the town. The disturbance lasted a day and night and all the shops were shut. One of the two slanderers was caught by the Bhatas and stoned to death. For a time the men sent by Captain Ballantyne were able to protect the other offender. But he was at last caught, carried through the town on an ass, and killed.

Self-sacrifice was a duty among Chafrans, of whom details are given below, as well as among Bhatas.

On the introduction of the income tax in A.D. 1861 the Bhatas of Nadirpore were called upon to pay. They refused, urging that they were beggars and had never before paid a tax. Warrants of distress were issued, but on a threat of traga the warrant officer retired from the Bhatas' quarter of the town. News of the threatened disturbance was sent to the mamlatkâr and the Superintendent of Police was before long on the spot. This officer advised the crowd of Bhatas who to the number of 200 men lined either side of the street in the neighbourhood of the police station to disperse and pay the tax. They refused, and two of their number who were detected with partially concealed knives, were arrested. On this the Bhatas who lined one side of the street in front of the station shouted Amba Matâ jai Victory to Amba Matâ. The other Bhatas at once answered this call by drawing their knives and slashing their own bodies. Some of the wounds were slight, but the greater number were severe, and one was fatal. Of the whole number of accused nineteen pleaded guilty, three though pleading not guilty admitted the fact that they had wounded themselves, while the remaining five accused the police of having inflicted the wounds but failed to bring any evidence in support of the charge. Of forty-nine the total number of accused, twenty-seven were convicted of traga, and each was sentenced to imprisonment with hard labour for a term of six months and in addition with a fine of Rs. 200 and failing payment to be imprisoned for three months longer.

Except in native states Bhatas are badly off. Poverty compels some Bhatas to beg from the middle classes. But a good Bhat begs from

---

1 Excerpt in Baroda, 16th Sept. 1876. 2 Reg. XIV. of 1872, Section xxxiv.
the higher castes only. According to the saying A Bhat must not take
alms from the Jām; Beggars are many givers are few.\footnote{The Gujarāti
rame is Jana (that is Bhat) un jāche Jāmku yāhi māgānī leh. Te
mardar bheret ke, meve bheru pend, meaning Jana (a Bhat) must not beg
from the Jām (Chief of Jāmnagar; this much self-respect we beggars have. Your
beggars are many, my givers are several.}

1 In religion Bhatās are Rāmānujaī Shāiva and Vaishnavs, and worshippers of
Amba Bahuchārāji and Kālikā. In Kāthiāvārdī some are Jains, and of
late years some have become Kabirpanthīs, Parāmānīs, and Svāmī-
nārāyānas. They worship in their houses the images of Gaṇpatī, Māta,
Shiv, and Vishnu, and visit village temples. The house māta is
represented by a coconut set in a niche before which a lamp fed with
clarified butter is kept burning during the time of worship. Their
priests are Audich Modh or Shrīmāli Brāhmans who officiate at all
their ceremonies. They keep the ordinary Hindu fasts and feasts and
on Dusāra (September-October) they worship the horse and the sword.
They believe in exorcism sorcery and omens, and make pilgrimages to
Dvārakā Bānārs and the Nāthā. Many Bhatās have risen to fame as
poets; among them are Dhiro Bhagat (A.D. 1824) a native of Sāvli in the
Baroda State; Prītāmdīś (A.D. 1782) a native of Sandasar in Naḍīād
and Thobhan Bārot (A.D. 1809) of Dékor in Kām.

No ceremonies are performed on the day of a birth. On the sixth
day the goddess Chhāttī is worshipped when, in north Gujarāt
Kāthiāvārdī and Kachh besides a reed-pen and an inkstand, a dagger
is laid before the goddess. On the sixth day or on any day fixed by the
astrologer the child is named by the father's sister. After childbirth
the mother remains impure from twenty to forty days. When a child
is a year old the first giving of cooked food takes place. The practice
of wearing the sacred thread is not uniform. Sacred threads are worn
by three classes. In the first class come the boys whose thread cere-
mony is performed according to Brāhman rites when they are from
seven to eleven years of age and who continue to wear the thread till
the end of their lives; in the second class come those whose thread
ceremony is nominally performed on the marriage day and who either
continue to wear the thread or discard it after the marriage ceremony;
in the third class come those who have no chance of marrying and
whose thread ceremony is performed when they are twenty to twenty-
five years of age. Of the last class some continue to wear the
thread and others discard it. Their marriage ceremonies do no differ
from those of Kumbās. Marriages are not allowed among people of the
same gotra or šākha. Contrary to the general custom the children of
a Kachh Bhāt and of his sister are allowed to marry. A man may
divorce his wife on the ground of adultery or barrenness; but the wife
is not allowed to divorce the husband. Some allow widow marriage;
others forbid it. Those who do not allow widow marriage are
called kūtī or of good family; those who allow it are called akūtī or
of no family. A kūtī eats with an akūtī but does not give him his
daughter in marriage. In former times partly owing to this distinction
of rank and position, partly owing to the poverty of their parents, and
partly owing to the heavy expense varying from Rs. 500 to Rs. 1000 of the marriage of a daughter, some girls were killed at birth by suffocating them in a basin filled with water and milk. At present, especially in central and north Gujarāt, some Bhāt women of twenty-five years old have never been married. During the seventh month of a woman’s first pregnancy the lap-filling ceremony is performed. The Bhāts burn the dead. The śārdūlīha ceremony is performed from the tenth to the thirteenth day after a death. On the twelfth day the caste people are feasted. The nearest relatives of the deceased remain impure for thirteen days. Social disputes are settled by a few respected caste men. Except in some parts of central Gujarāt the Bhāts have no hereditary headman. In Godhra the headman is called Rāv and like a few respectable men of the caste in other parts of the province, he has power to fine and excommunicate for breaches of caste rules. In Khach the caste levies a small fee on every betrothal marriage and caste feast. Most Bhāts send their boys to school till they pass the fourth or fifth Gujarātī standard. Among the Rānimanga Bhāts in Khach a boy must be educated as fathers will not give their daughters to uneducated boys. The Bhāts are a falling class.

Chārans, with a strength of 39,138, are spread over Kachh Kāthiānāvāda and north Gujarāt and in parts of central Gujarāt. They are also found in large numbers in Rajputana. According to a Hindu story the Chāran was created by Shiv to tend four animals of incongruous dispositions, a lion, a serpent, a cow, and a goat. The lion attacked the cow and the serpent attacked the lion, but the herdman by the gift of some of the flesh of his arm quieted them and brought them safe to Shiv who in reward gave him the name of Grażier. According to the court Chāran of Līmvāvāda in the Rewa Kāntha the term Chāran properly means not grażier but fame-spreaders. Chārans, by this account, were originally superhuman spirit-beings ranking with the other half-divine fame-spreaders the Sidhis, that is the knowing ones, and the Vidvādhāris or female scientists, news-agents, and god-messengers. In time, like certain other angelic classes, the Chārans settled on earth, and became the bards of kings and chiefs. After Parshurām’s dispersion of the Kshatriyas the Chārans accompanied them in their southward flight. In those troubled times the Chārans took charge of the supplies of the Kshatriya forces and so fell to their present position of cattle-breeder and grain-carriers. According to a bardic account Chārans are the descendants of a son born to an unmarried girl of the Dhadhi clan of Rajput. To hide her shame the girl threw the boy as soon as he was born behind a fortress or qādā. The boy was saved and called Gadhvi by which name the Chārans are still known in parts of north Gujarāt. The boy is said to have been also called Chāran because he used to tend a potter’s donkey. Two facts are quoted in support of

1 According to Abul Fida A.D. 1590 (Gladwin’s Aīn-i-Akbarī, II, 71) the Chāran created by Mahādev wrote verses, sang the praises of Mahādev, and revealed to mankind the past and future. Most of the tribe employ themselves in singing hymns and in reciting genealogies, and in battle they repeat warlike tales to animate the troops. Chārans are also famous for discovering secret things. Throughout Hindustān there is hardly a great man who has not some of the tribe in his service.
the story that the Chārans were originally donkey grazers. The potter is still known all over the province by the compound name of Kumbhār-Chāran. Till the time of Śidhrāj Jaising (A.D. 1044-1143) the Chārans of Anahālavāda used to levy a tax of Rs.16 on the marriage of every Kumbhār girl, which was so heavily felt by the Kumbhāres that many girls remained unmarried till they were over twenty-five years old. When the Kumbhāres' grievance was brought to the notice of Śidhrāj he called the Chārans and told them to choose one of two richly caparisoned animals, a donkey and a horse. The Chārans chose the horse and from that day they made the Rajputs their patrons and ceased to levy the tax from the Kumbhāres. The antipathy between Chārans and Kumbhāres is still so strong that no Chāran is allowed to be present at a Kumbhār's wedding.

Gujarat. Chārans include four distinct sections, Gujjars apparently a race of the great tribe that gave Gujarat its name, Kachhelās or Kachh Chārans also called Parsi Jās or outsiders, Mārus or Mārwār Chārans from Māru the Sanskrit name of Mārwār, and Tumers probably from Sindh. Of the Gujar Chārans little has been learned. They are said closely to resemble Mārwār Chārans many of whom probably were originally Gujjars. The Kachhelās are the largest division of Gujarāt Chārans. Besides in Kachh they are found all over Kathāvāda and form the bulk of the Chāran population both in north and in central Gujarāt. Kachhelās belong to three clans: Chānvās with seventy-two stocks, Chorādās with fifty-two, and Narās with sixty-six. Kachhela Chārans are closely allied to the Kathis who in Kathāvāda are their chief patrons, and to the Ahirs whom Kachhela Chārans address as ātmā or maternal uncle and whose dialect closely resembles the dialect spoken by the Kachhela or Parnja Chārans. Within the last twenty years a considerable body of Kachhela Chārans has moved from east Kathāvāda to the forest land in Hálo to the north and east of Pāvagad hill in the Panch Mahāls. The Tumers though sometimes included in the general term Kachhelās are a distinct class with whom other Kachhelās neither marry nor feed. The Pāvagad Kachhelās tell the story that the Tumers get their name from tumudā a gourd because the founder of the caste was shortly after birth placed in a hollow gourd and left to float down a river by his mother a vādāhar or angel who had loved a mortal. Māru or Mālwa Chārans include twenty clans with 340 sub-clans or stocks. The twenty Māru Chāran clans are Māna with forty branches, Bādī with nineteen, Baratvāhā with twelve, Bātī with thirteen, Būdhā with four, Dhalhān with eleven, Dadvālī with nineteen, Gelva with six, Hāda with ten, Jula with thirty-one, Khadī with thirty-six, Kharol with two, Māda with two, Maharā with sixteen, Nāhu with twenty-nine, Nāranu with one, Sandhanāch with sixteen, Sīāl with none, Seda with thirty-three, and Vijāl with one. Māru s of the same branch or stock cannot intermarry. They can marry with Mārus of a different clan only. They cannot marry

---

1 The following are examples of this peculiar dialect: Kins jotose or kutnu jotose- kyā jayoke, what are you doing? Bais Des = tatt; muni = miter, mother's sister; muni = ben, sister; kutnu karovn = kohe karechke, what are you doing?
with Gujar, Kachhela, or Tumer Chârans. The Chârans, both men and women, are a tall good-looking fair-skinned race. The men are like Rajputs strong and well-made. They wear the moustache and long whiskers, and in central Gujarât they wear the beard. Some have the hair of the head cut at the temples. The Gujjars speak Gujarâti, the Kachhelâs Kachhi or Gujarâti or Akhî, the Mâras Mârhâli or Gujarâti, and the Tumers Kachhi or Gujarâti. A few live in houses one or two storeys high with brick walls and tiled roofs, but most live in mud huts with thatched roofs. Their ordinary food is wheat or millet bread rice and pulse. In Rewa Kânthâ Pâhanpur and Kachh, on holidays or when they can afford it, besides the ordinary food grains, they eat the flesh of sheep goats antelope hare and partridge, and fish except in Kachh. In Kâthiâvâda some Chârans who are the devotees of a goddess eat the flesh of sheep and goats when the animals are sacrificed. In Pâhanpur two or three he-buffaloes are sacrificed on Dâsara Day, and their blood is drunk by a Châran woman. All Chârans eat opium and except in central Gujarât drink liquor. A man’s dress consists of a pair of trousers, and, over the trousers a waistcoat, a jacket, a loose short cotton coat, and a Rajput-like turban or a piece of cotton cloth four cubits long wound round the head. A woman dresses in a petticoat, or, in Rewa Kânthâ a pair of trousers, a bodice or a jacket, a robe, and, except in central Gujarât among those who are not connected with Rajput families, a black woollen blanket over the head. Among men the well-to-do wear a silver anklet on the left foot, gold finger-rings, a gold necklace and gold ear-rings. In the Panch Mahâls no Châran woman wears ivory bracelets. Well-to-do women wear silver wristlets, silver anklets, a silver or gold necklace, a gold nose-ring, and gold or silver ear-rings. Except that they are fewer in number and poorer in value, a poor woman’s ornaments are the same as those of a well-to-do woman. The Panch Mahâl Kachhelâs are poor, untidy, and dirty. In other parts they are described as clean and neat, both in their dress and dwellings, and are natively and independent in their bearing. A few are thrifty and hardworking, but most especially those who are bards, are idle and given to opium. Châran women are allowed much freedom, and in former times observed the practice of going in a body outside of the village to meet and escort distinguished visitors. They are supposed to have supernatural power, and in Kachh are even now addressed by the lower classes as Mother or Goddess Mother. Several of the most popular goddesses of north Gujarât are the spirits of Châran women who sacrificed themselves to guard the privileges of their caste.

*Some Châran women were travelling in the Chunvali to the west of Kadi in north Gujarât when the Kolls attacked and plundered them. One of the women named Bahucharâ matched a sword from a boy who attended her, and with it cut off both her breasts. She immediately perished. Her sisters Bhint and Balâl also committed suicide and they as well as Bahucharâ became Devi. Shri Bahucharâji is worshipped in the Chunval, Bhit Mâla at Arnej near Kot, and Balâl Devi at Bâkalka, about fifteen miles south of Silor. Bâs Mâla, It. 90. According to the local Kâthiâvâda Kachhe Chârans who within the last fifteen years have settled in Hâlol near Pâvâgadh in the Panch Mahâls the nine lekha of Mâtâs or Mothers were all unmarried Châran girls. It was because the famous Kâlika Mâtâ of Pâvâgadh top was a Châran woman of the Nanda clan that these Chârans came from Kâthiâvâda and settled in Hâlol.*
BARDS AND ACTORS.

Chārans follow various callings; some are bards keeping genealogies of Kāthis and Rajputs and reciting their praises and the exploits of their forefathers in short rondels. Some hold large grants of land and sometimes whole villages, some are poor and unskilful husbandmen, some are traders and moneylenders, some serve in the irregular forces kept up by the chiefs, and some are beggars receiving presents at all feasts and marriages. Most of them, especially of the Kachhelis are graziers cattle-sellers and pack-carriers. As graziers and cattle-sellers they move in companies of about twenty men during the eight fair months grazing and selling cows bullocks buffaloes camels and clarified butter. Formerly like Bhati they acted as guards to travellers and goods. No traveller could journey unattended by these guards, who for a small sum were satisfied to conduct him in safety. These guards, called kaluedas, were never backward in inflicting the most grievous wounds and even causing the death of their old men and women if the robbers persisted in plundering those under their protection; but this seldom happens as the wildest Koli, Kāthi, or Rajput held the person of a Chāran sacred. Besides becoming guards to travellers and goods they used to stand security to the amount of many takhs or hundreds of thousands of rupees. When rents and property were concerned, the Rajputs preferred a Chāran's bond to the bond of the wealthiest banker as the Chāran could enforce the payment of a debt to himself or a claim for which he had become security by cutting or killing himself. They also used to stand security for good behaviour called faul or chul adámin, and for personal attendance called Chārans.

1 About A.D. 714, on the death of Bāmu Parnār of Telangana Kachhi is said to have been given to the Chārans. Tod's Rajasthān, I, 84. The date favours the view that the Chārans who overran Kachhi early in the eighth century were refugees from the Arab conquerors of Sind, see Elliot and Dowson, I.

2 In Central India in the beginning of this century (A.D. 1800) Chārans, particularly of the Māra class who are mendicants, attended at feasts and marriages in great numbers. At marriages they were in the habit of extorting large sums by threatening to sprinkle their blood over the marriage party. About A.D. 1818 when the Rāvī of Bānaḷī was on a visit to Sir John Malcolm, Bhūsming the son of the raja of Bālaḷi settled to marry a lady of the Bānaḷī family. The marriage was delayed on account of a preliminary demand that Bhūsming should satisfy any Chārans and Bhati who might attend the wedding. Bhūsming told Sir John Malcolm that this stipulation might ruin him. Once pledged, the extravagance of the Chāran's demands and their violence in enforcing them were likely to leave no option but poverty or disgrace, Central India, II, 123-30.

3 The Chārans who accompanies travellers likely to be attacked by Rajput robbers when they see the robbers approach, warn them off by holding a dagger in his hand, and if they do not attend to him, he stabs himself in a place that is not mortal, and taking the blood from the wound throws it at the assailants with impressions of future woe and ruin. If this has not the desired effect, the wounds are repeated; and in extreme cases one of the Chāran's relations, commonly a female child or an old woman, makes a sacrifice, Central India, II, 134-35. Further on (page 137) Sir John Malcolm says: "I collected a number of well authenticated cases of individual and of families, and in two instances I found that the Chāran inhabitants of a village had sacrificed themselves. On one occasion there was a string of four people with one spear through their necks. Instances of people dipping their clothes in oil, setting fire to them, and dancing in the flames till they were burned to ashes were not uncommon. In one case a boy of fourteen had a spear thrust through his cheek. He took it out, the father had to place his knees on the boy's head. But he showed no signs of pain. He recounted it hurt him, but said if he had cried and been howl, he might have been considered a useless and unworthy wretch with nothing of the Chāran in him."
hāzar zāmin. The ordinary trāga went no further than a cut on the arm with the khatār or crease; the forearms of those who were in the habit of becoming security had generally several cuts from the elbow downwards. The Chārans, both men and women, wounded themselves, committed suicide and murdered their relations with the most complete self-devotion. The guardian-stones or pāṭiyās which are scattered all over Kāthiāvāda, show that Chārans preferred death to dishonour, and that even women did not hesitate to kill themselves when the honour of the family or tribe was concerned.\(^1\) Mr. Ovans, who was Survey officer in Broach in A.D. 1820, gives the following details of a case of trāga which had taken place a few years before: In 1812 the Marāthās brought a body of troops to impose a payment on the village of Panchppla in the Vāgra sub-division of Broach. The Chārans resisted the demand, but finding the Marāthās determined to carry their point, after a remonstrance against paying any kind of revenue as being contrary to their occupation and principles, they at last cut the throats of ten young children and threw them at the feet of the Marāthās, exclaiming, These are our riches and the only payment we can make. The Chārans were immediately seized and confined in irons at Jambuwar. The putting of their children to death was described to me by the Chārans who had committed the deed as a praiseworthy act.\(^2\) Mr. Ovans adds: I cannot clearly comprehend what the Chārans are in regard to caste. They say they are better than Bhāts because they give no security. They recite impromptu verses and call themselves Despūtras or God-children. They claim as their chief duty the reciting of blessings (and curses).\(^3\) As was the case with the Bhāts and the Brāhmans the source of the Chāran’s power lay in the widespread fear that a Chāran’s blood brought ruin on him who caused the blood to be split. The ground of this fear was the belief that the ghosts of Bhāts, Brāhmans, and Chārans are specially terrible. How strong was the dread of a Chāran ghost is shown by the Chāran suicide Bahucharan becoming one of the most dreaded and therefore most popular goddesses in north Gujārat. In all three classes, Bhāts Brāhmans and Chārans, the reason why their ghosts are specially dreaded is that the castes are believed to be possessed. Some have thought that the Chārans’ fairness of skin, made more notable in the case of the women by the wearing of black, helped the belief in their ghostliness. Only to a very limited extent can this be true. Nor can the Chārans’ sanctity be traced simply to their connection with the worshipful cow. The main and probably the original reason for the belief that the Chāran was possessed was the reckless daring with which, as the Kāthiāvāda tombstones show, both men and women threw their lives away in defence of the cattle and villages entrusted to their charge. That respect for his ready self-sacrifice was a chief element

---

\(^1\) Near the entrance of almost every village in Kāthiāvāda stand guardian-stones or pāṭiyās which have been put up to perpetuate the memory of Chāran men and women, who usually with success have performed trāga to prevent the carrying off or to recover the cattle of the village from the predatory Bhāts. The name of the Chāran, the date, and the reason for committing trāga are engraved on the stone, while a rude sculpture marks the way in which the trāga was performed. Men are shown on horseback wounding themselves with a sword or spears; and women running a knife through their arm.

\(^2\) Mr. Ovans’ Survey Book of A.D. 1817.
in the honour paid to the Cháran is shown by the god Shiv's humorous application of the name Cháran or grazier to the man who fattened his mixed herd on his own body. Besides this of inspired courage the Cháran enjoyed the two great god-grifts of cursing and song. These three inspirations seemed sufficient proof of the Cháran's right to the proud name of deepatra or sons of god, the favourite dwelling of the guardian spirit. It was the fact that the Cháran was possessed that gave their special power to his blessing and curse which were laden with the spirit which possessed the curser. It was the belief in his possession that made the murder of a Cháran the letting loose of the enraged unhoused spirit of a god or goddess as well as of a man, and therefore made the forcible death of a Cháran so hideous and so heavily punished a sin. As the worship of Bahuchara shows, the fear was greatest in the case of a suicide Cháran. How strong and widespread is the dread of the suicide's ghost seen in the long-continued English efforts to keep the suicide ghost from walking by burying it nailed with a stake at the meeting of three roads. If the dread of the ghost of a suicide man is so keen, who can set bounds to the horror of incurring the wrath and vengeance of a suicide god?

How did the rough cattle-guarding Cháran become a court poet? The present difference in appearance between the ordinary Cháran grazier and the Rajput chief's Cháran bard and reciter is so great as to raise the question: Is the courtly high-class reciter a development of the rough dirty grazier or have they from the first been distinct classes? It has been suggested that the court reciters are distinct from the herdsmen, a set of Chárans of courtly Bráhman or part Bráhman origin who were Chárans or Fame-spreaders and only from the sameness of sound were supposed to be Chárans or graziers. It has also been suggested that the handsome high class Rajputína graziers whom Colonel Tod so greatly admired may be the forefathers of the courtly Cháran. Neither of these suggestions seems necessary. In spite of their present special appearance among the courtly reciters are families who belong to all the four main divisions of village Chárans Gujárs, Kachhelas, Mírus, and Tumers. This fact proves that the court reciters are not a distinct class but are descended from Chárans of all divisions whose talents or good looks raised them to the favour of the local chiefs, and whose present special appearance is due to their having for generations married almost entirely with Cháran families who like themselves have long enjoyed the easy well nourished life of court bards and reciters. Though aided by their gifts of paralysing their chief's enemies with their curse and of inspiring their chief's throws with their song the Chárans probably mainly owed their success to their unflinching readiness for martyrdom. This surprising devotion of whole families, old women men in their prime and young children, proved to the people the truth of the Cháran's claim to be inspired. When it was well established the Chárans found that the belief they were god-possessed opened to them several well paid forms of employment: Begging, since the people prized their blessing and dreaded their curse; caravans-guarding leading to caravans-owning and the Chárans' close alliance if not identification with the Vanjárás: and debt-insuring opening an escape
from the narrow path of self-sacrifice to the highway of snug commonplace moneylending.

Under British rule the need for securities has ceased and with it the special respect and sacredness of the Cháran have passed away. Railways have slain the pack-hulk and the spread of tillage and so-called forest has sucked the grazing grounds. Of those who were carriers, some have settled as petty traders and moneylenders, and others have turned to agriculture. Though their worshipfulness has gone Chárans still hold a high social position, eating with Bháts Rajputs and Káthis. In Káchchh a Rajput allows a Cháran to smoke from his pipe.

As a class Chárans are religious. Most of them are Shaivs and are devotees of the consort of Shiv under many names, both in her well-known forms of Amba Bhaváni and Párvati and under local names. The rest are Bijnígás, Kábópántás, Rámánújas, and Svámínárayans. They worship in their houses the images of Mahádev, Mátá, and Váshnu, and are careful to visit the village temples. All respect Hindu gods and observe the regular Hindu fasts and feasts. The devotees of goddesses fast for nine days during the Navátrí (September-October) and sacrifice a goat on the tenth day. They believe in omens witchcraft and sorcery. In the Panch Maháls, that some uneasy family ghost may not harass them, some men wear round the neck a plate stamped with a human face. Of animals they worship the cow, the cobra on the fifth of Shravan (August), and in Káchchh the nákántor Jay. Of plants and trees their favourite guardian is the báli or holy basil and the pípál Ficus religiosa. Chárans have family priests Anúdh Meváda Parájja Rájgor Sárusvat and Shrigandh Bráhmans who officiate at all their ceremonies. Chárans make pilgrimages locally to Dwárka, Girnár, and Prabhá Pátan and outside of Gujarát to Allahábád, Bánáras, Gokul, and Mathura. The sect mark on the forehead of the goddess' devotees is an úd or horizontal red line or streak made with oxide of lead. Chárans boast of several eminent poets and holy men, of whom the chief are Bráhman a native of Kán in Káthiáváda who is the author of the Somti Prákásh, Bráhman Vilás, and other works and who assisted Sahajánáad in his religious propaganda; Isyár Bárot a native of Navánagar, the author of Hárírás; Kolvo Bhágat a native of Dwárka; Madan Varsodo a native of Dehshám in the Gackwár territory; Godadji a native of Válod; and Dahumá of Khumbháliyán, who is still alive (A.D. 1897). As noticed above, several Cháran women are worshipped as goddesses even by high caste Hindus. Among the Panch Maháls Káckhelás on entering the seventh month of pregnancy a yellow tape called rádhádi or guard is tied round the woman's right wrist. Her father gives the husband a turban a shouldercloth and a waistcloth, the husband's mother a bodice, the wife a shoulder-robe a bodice and a skirt and a pair of coconuts are laid in her lap. The relations and neighbours are fed. No ceremonies are performed on the day of a birth. On the sixth day the goddess Chháthi is worshipped. Except among the Panch Maháls Káckhelás a rod pen an inkstand and a dagger or a knife or a sword are stuck in the ground before the goddess. Among the Panch Maháls Káckhelás
friends come bringing rice or wheat and lay it before the child's cradle or sheet-swing. In return each is given some *gugari* or boiled spiky millet which they take to their homes and give to children. The child is named on the sixth day after birth or on any other day chosen by the astrologer. The child is bathed, richly clothed, and marked with *kanku* on the forehead. It is lain on a white cotton sheet the four corners of the cloth being held by four girls if the child is a girl, and by four boys if the child is a boy. In this cloth cradle the child is rocked *jholi* polshed thrice and named by the father's sister. The boys or girls are feasted and the child's father makes the father's sister presents in cash or in cloth. After childbirth the mother remains impure from twenty-one to forty days and in the *Panch Mahāls* for about twelve days. Among most Chārans the ceremony of giving the first cooked food takes place when the child is about a year old. Chārans do not regularly wear the Brāhman thread. In Pālānpur the goddess' devotees wear a black woollen thread and a few in Rewa Kānta wear the Brāhmanic thread only when they perform a *shrāddhā* ceremony. Except that the bride when sent away with the bridegroom is presented by her father with ornaments clothes cows and buffaloes, Chāran marriage customs do not differ from those of Kaubis. The ornaments presented to the bride by the bridegroom's father vary in value from Rs. 50 to Rs. 200. Girls are married between ten and twenty. Marriage between families of the same stock is forbidden. Except in Pālānpur and Rewa Kānta the children of two sisters or of a brother and a sister may marry. Except in Rewa Kānta in Kachh and in the Panch Mahāls Chārans allow widow marriage; a widow marries the younger brother of her deceased husband. The rule about divorce is not uniform. In central and north Gujārāt neither the wife nor the husband can divorce each other, though in some parts of central Gujārāt a husband is allowed to divorce his wife, and in Kāthiavāda and Kachh both husband and wife are allowed to divorce each other. Among none of the Chārans does the custom of female succession prevail in preference to male. As a rule in the absence of male children, clansmen become heirs of the deceased. In Kāthiavāda and Rewa Kānta this rule is relaxed. There a man, even though he may be a member of an undivided family, is allowed by will to leave his immovable property or *gīrās hak* to his daughter or daughter's son. The Chārans burn their dead. In Rewa Kānta on the evenings of the second, third and fourth days after death the chief mourner places a jar holding milk and water on the roof of the house. Their other ceremonies do not differ from those of Kaubis. The nearest relations of the deceased remain impure from seven to thirteen days. In the Panch Mahāls male mourners are not required to shave the moustache; instead of shaving they rub their heads with oil like Musalmāns. *Shrāddhā* ceremonies are performed for eleven days from the second to the thirteenth and in other parts of the province for four days from the tenth to the thirteenth. The castepeople are feasted generally on the twelfth day and the funeral rites are performed on the death day every month or every year. Some divisions of Chārans have an hereditary head called senior or *gharder* who settles social disputes in the presence of a large company met at some high feast; in other divisions a few respected men settle disputes in
consultation with the castepople. Breaches of caste rules are punished by fine, and eating with forbidden persons by excommunication. An excommunicated person is re-admitted after he has fasted, the castepople. The Chárans send their boys to school when a school is available in their town or village. In other places the boys are taught bardic songs. Like the Béats the Chárans are a falling class.

Gandhraps or Musicians numbering 152 are found mostly in south Gujárat. They have entered the province from the north and say that they were originally Nágar Bráhmanas of the Chitroda division. Traces of a northern origin remain in the men’s long and flowing turbans and in the coverlets with which the women swathe themselves when they go out of doors. Both men and women are fair. They live in middle class houses. They eat all sorts of grain and abstain from flesh or fish. They do not drink liquors but smoke and snuff tobacco. They play on various musical instruments and accompany dancing girls in all their performances. From this source they eke out a monthly income of Rs. 3 to Rs. 15. They wear the Bráhman thread and their priests are Audich Bráhmanas. In their ceremonies at birth thread-girding marriage and death they do not differ from Bráhmanas. Owing to the smallness of their number, marriage is allowed and practised among the children of brothers and sisters. Divorce and widow marriage are not allowed. They respect all Hindu gods some among them being Shaivas and others Vaishnavs. They have no headman and all social disputes are settled at a mass meeting of the male members of the caste. They do not send their boys to school and take no new pursuits and are on the whole a falling class.

Targa’la’s or Bhava’ya’s, that is performers of bhavás or comedies, with a strength of 12,889, are found mostly in north Gujárat. They are said to be the descendants of one Asit, an Audich Bráhman or a Sonár who lived in the village of Unja fifty-six miles north of Ahmedábád. According to their story Asit was the family priest of Himála the Kau belt or head of the village. At that time the Emperor Farrukhsíyár (A.D. 1713-1719) ordered Himála to send him his daughter’s eyeballs. Himála refused and the Emperor brought an army against Unja. Himála was summoned before the Emperor and on being asked to account for his conduct said that the girl in his house was not his daughter but was the daughter of his priest Asit. Asit was called to verify what Himála had said and as Asit declared Himála’s statement to be true he was told to dine with the girl. Asit dined with her and the Emperor went away. Asit was excommunicated by other Audich Bráhmanas for dining with a Kau belt girl. He was a good singer, and after being put out of caste he lived in the temple of the village goddess and supported himself by singing and dancing. His descendants followed his profession. The Targa’la’s have two divisions the Vyás and the Bhava’ya’s who do not eat together or intermarry. Both consider they have the right to wear the Bráhman thread, but are not very careful about wearing it. The Vyás do not eat with castes lower than Kau belts while the Bhava’ya’s eat with Kolis. The men are fair and tall. They are somewhat feminine in speech, gait, and manner, as they often take a woman’s part in their
pieces. Their women are like Brāhman women. They speak Gujarāti. They live in middle class houses of brick and mortar one or two storeys high and with tiled roofs. They are strict vegetarians eating neither fish nor flesh. They do not drink liquor. A few among the older people eat opium. The men wear a waistcloth, an under-jacket, a cotton coat, a shoulder-cloth, and a red turban shaped like the turban of a Charan Pātāla or a Sipāhi. The women dress like high caste Hindu women. The men do not shave the head, but many shave the upper lip. Some goodlooking men who take female parts have a piece of gold fixed to two of their front teeth and also except in their own houses wear a gold necklace or gop and sometimes rings in the upper ear. The Bhāvāyas' homes are almost all in north Gujarāt. As actors they may be divided into two classes; high class performers found almost solely in Ahmedābād Vadanagar and Visanagar, and lower class performers scattered over the rest of the northern districts. The high class performers earn their living entirely by acting. They are trained to perform śāktas or religious dramas as well as bhāvais or plays of common life. They spend the rainy months in practising and in learning new parts and pieces. The lower class performers travel during the fair season and return to their homes and cultivate during the rains. At the close of the rains both men and boys leave their homes in companies or tabās of fifteen to thirty. Each company has its head or arik by whose name it is known. They move about the province with their stage property clothes and false jewels, and in places where there are no railways they travel in carts. They have no theatres and perform in open places in the outskirts of towns and villages. When a company of Bhāvāyas visits a village the pateł and other leading men raise a subscription. Among Kolis and Kanbis it is a point of honour to support a company of Targalās. The Targalās stay two or three days in one village, are fed by the villagers, and before leaving generally collect from Rs. 20 to Rs. 50. In north Gujarāt Targalās are attached to most villages and in some hold land though they are seldom resident. In certain villages a band of Targalās had the right to levy one rupee from the fathers of all girls who have been married since the Targalās' last visit. This practice is widespread. It is observed in the Panch Mahāls. In some cases the villagers exercise the right of calling on the Targalās to entertain them in return for the food they enjoy. The Bhāvāya's chief goddess is Bahucharāji Māta the head-quarters of whose worship is in the Chunval division of north Gujarāt. After their six months of practising or of cultivating all bands of Bhāvāyas should play before Bahucharājī some time during As'a or Kārtik that is October or November. No band should start on their cold weather acting tour without performing before the Māta.¹ Besides performing before the goddess on fair days

¹Though the plays or śāktas performed at Ambājī's temple in the Mahi Kānta are more celebrated than those at Bahucharājī's the players are not Bhāvāyas, Ambājī's actors belong mostly to high and middle Hindu castes. They are not professional players and they do not give for money. The cleverest players are the Brāhman companies, generally under the management of a Vadanagar or Visanagar Nāgar Brāhman who have the monopoly of performing at the autumn fairs in Shrīdām and Bhādrapad (August-September) when the bulk of the visitors are Brāhmans. At the spring (March-April) when the bulk of the visitors are middle class Hindus the players are generally Kansārās and some Vānīs.
they appease the Mota by playing before her during times of cholera and cattle disease. Their performances were formerly popular with all classes and they are still popular among villagers where men women and children throng to the place of performance. During the performance except the headman and the leading men of the village who sit on pillows the spectators sit on the ground and when there is a great crowd they climb into the branches of overhanging trees. The performances begin at nine in the evening and last till daybreak when the part of Ramdev is performed. The performance is begun by the blowing of the long straight brass horn called bhangal which forms a special feature of these companies. A bhavai or comedy begins with a personification or scene of the god Ganpati by the adik or leader of the troop. After the personification of Ganpati Samaia a juta or buffoon corresponding to the caschar or woodsman of the religious drama or adik comes on the stage. A lady enters and asks Samaia 'have you seen my husband?' Samaia says 'I have.' 'Where did you see him?' 'He was feeding with the asses.' The lady is angry and abuses him. Samaia says 'I forgot. He is begging at the three gates in Ahmedabad.' This banter goes on till Samaia asks 'How came you here without your husband?' She says 'An elephant of the Emperor's broke loose: my husband ran one way I ran another and we lost each other.' Samaia says 'If I bring back your husband what will you give me?' 'I will give you a gold bracelet.' Samaia says 'Something better than that.' 'A pearl necklace.' Samaia repeats 'Something better than that.' 'What then?' 'Your love.' The lady strikes him. He says 'Why do you strike me; I am a better man than your husband?' The lady says 'Be off. Bring my husband and I will make you happy.' Samaia goes. Then after a blast from the horns the lady sings calling on her husband to come. The husband appears smartly dressed and takes his dace and strikes the husband with a knotted cloth. The husband and wife ask each other where they went when they parted and what they did. The husband says 'I have been drinking opium with my friends.' Samaia breaks in 'You were begging not drinking opium.' The husband beats him. The husband says 'I'll go and take service.' The lady says 'I'll go with you.' The husband says 'I must ride, how can you come?' She says 'Don't go to bad districts with bad water.' The husband answers 'If I take service what does the water matter? You stay at home, I'll send you what you want.' The play ends with a dancing and singing duct between the lady and her husband. Another favorite play is Mina Bibi and Jindo. In Unja village lives a Rania lady named Tesa. Jindo a Musalmán soldier comes to Unja. Tesa's husband is a grain merchant and Jindo gets his supplies at the husband's shop. Jindo and Tesa see each other and fall in love. Tesa leaves her husband and lives with Jindo. The husband accuses Jindo of running his house. Jindo and Tesa dance and sing. After this Jindo and Tesa have a quarrel. Tesa says she will go away. 'Who will live with a Musalmán?' Jindo drives her out. Tesa goes to her husband's house and all is forgiven. Life without Jindo is hateful, so Tesa cries to her husband: 'I want Jindo, call him here.' The husband says 'Am I a broker' and beats her. Tesa goes on pressing her husband to bring
Jindo till he goes to Jindo and asks 'Have you bewitched my wife? She won't eat and is calling for you.' Tesa meanwhile comes and catches Jindo's coat and begs his pardon and weeps. Jindo is pleased and says nothing wrong has been done. 'You go home and I'll leave the town.' The piece ends with a duet sung and danced by Jindo and Tesa. In some cases the villagers as a body or a wealthy villager agrees to pay a lump sum for all the performances during the time the Targálás stay in the village; in other cases when the villagers or any wealthy villager make a handsome payment they publicly receive the thanks of the company accompanied by the blowing of long horns. Targálás are Bhávás and keep in their houses images of Māta and sometimes of Mahádev. They are occasional but not regular visitors to the village temples of Shiv. They observe the ordinary Hindu fasts and feasts. They have much faith in exorcism witchcraft and omens. Jealousy and ill-feeling run high between the different companies and rival actors resort to sorcery and charms to bring about each other's ruin or death. Some Targálás are clever jugglers and perform tricks by, as they declare, the favour of some godless or spirit. During the rainy season they make pilgrimages to Ambájí, Bhavcharáji, and Dákor, and sometimes to Bánaras and Jagannáth. Their priests are Audich Bráhmans. No ceremony is performed on the day of a birth. On the sixth day the goddess Chháti is worshipped. After childbirth the mother remains impure for thirty days. When the child is six weeks or two months old it is named by a Bráhman. No ceremony is performed at the first giving of cooked food. Though they are not very careful about wearing it, every boy is girt with a sacred thread when he is between seven and eleven. The ceremony is performed with full Bráhmanic rites. Their marriage, first pregnancy, and death ceremonies do not differ from those of Kaslés. Marriages are not allowed among the descendants of collateral males on the father's side, but they are allowed among the descendants on the mother's side when they are from three to seven degrees removed. Widows are allowed to marry, but the widow of a man does not marry his younger brother. Divorce is granted on the ground of disagreement, the offending party having to pay a fine of Rs. 12. They have a headman in Ahmedábád but he exercises little control. Social disputes are settled by the majority of the castepople. They send their boys to school and keep them under instruction till they are able to read and write. On leaving school boys are trained to sing and dance. The state of the Targálás is falling partly because the people's love for their performances has abated, but mostly because they are no longer able to exact money by threatening to pillory any one who refuses to contribute to their pays.

**Túris or Drummers** numbering 6819 are found chiefly in north Gujárat. They take their name from the tur drum. According to their own story the Túris are the descendants of a Bhát. In the reign of Siddhárajá (a.d. 1100) a Dhéd named Mahid offered himself as a sacrifice to stop the leakage of the Sahsralingh lake in Patán. At that time Dhédás were forced to go bareheaded, to carry a spittoon hung round their neck, and to drag branches of the sami Prosopis spicigera
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tree to wipe out their footmarks. They were forbidden to rear cows and buffaloes or to worship the pipal Ficus religiosa tree or the basil plant. As a return for his self-sacrifice Mahid begged Siddharāja to free his castepople from those degrading rules and to give them a priest and a bard. Siddharāja agreed. Another account is that Turis are descended from a Bhangia and a Musalman dancing girl. They are probably degraded Rajputs as among their surnames are Debler, Makkova, and Parmar. In appearance house dress and language Turis do not differ from Dhedas. In position they rank between Dhedas and Bhangias. Dhedas will not dine with Turis and Turis will not dine with Bhangias. Besides grain of all kinds they eat fish and flesh. They do not kill either the cow or the buffalo, but eat the flesh of animals that die a natural death. They eat the flesh of goats, sheep, fowls, deer, bears, hares, and porcupines. But they do not eat dogs, cats, horses, asses, jackals, camels, cows, vultures, owls, serpents, snakes, crow-pheasants, cranes, or iguanas. They eat flesh when they get it, or when it is to be offered to their goddesses Umia and Harshid. They drink liquor and eat opium. They are followers of the goddess Umia whose shrine is at Unja fifty-five miles north of Ahmedabad and of the goddess Harshid whose shrine is at Ujjain. To these shrines they go on pilgrimage. The goddess Umia is represented in every house by an iron trident, and near the goddess they keep a lamp and burn incense, and offer a goat during the Navrātra or Nine Night festival. They bow to the rising sun and to the fullmoon. After building a new house the earth is propitiated by burying a goat. Their teacher is a Dhed sait at Dakor who receives a yearly contribution of Rs. 1 and one day's provisions from each house. Their chief holidays are Holi in February-March, Nāgpanchmi or the Cobra's Fifth in August, and the fifteenths and the seconds of every Hindu month. Immediately after a birth cooked rice and molasses are distributed among children. On the sixth day in the lying-in room seven pipal leaves and two slips of bamboo, one dipped in redmuss the other in lampblack, are laid under a shallow earthen pitcher. On the seventh day the Gāruda or Dhed priest fixes the child's name and the name is given by the father's sister. The Gāruda receives 2 annas, the father's sister about 8 annas, and each of the relations a sweet cake. When the child is nine months old they offer 1½ shers of cooked rice mixed with molasses and cake to the goddess Umia, putting pieces of the cakes mixed with sugar and clarified butter into the child's mouth. Boys and girls are married between seven and ten, a Gāruda or Dhed Brāhman acting as priest. Ganpati and a sami twig are worshipped, the pair pass four times round the central square, and the parents and relations of the bridegroom are feasted. At the bridegroom's the bride and bridegroom worship the goddess Umia and play a game of chance and struggle for a rupee and a silver ring in a jar of water, to see which is to rule in after-life. Marriage between relations whether on the father's or the mother's side is forbidden. Widow marriage is allowed, the younger brother of the dead husband having the first claim. Divorce is granted on the ground of adultery or of disagreement. A divorced woman receives nothing from her husband, lives at her father's, and has no claim over her children. During a woman's first
pregnancy the lap-filling ceremony is performed. The dead are buried. The dead body is carried to the burial-ground on a bamboo bier with a coconuts hanging from each of the four ends. Before laying the body in the grave, the eyes mouth hands and feet are bathed in coconut water. On the third day a pot filled with water, a sweet ball, and a lamp fed with clarified butter are placed near the burial-ground. Death ceremonies are performed for nine days, and unmarried children are feasted on rice. On the tenth day the male relations shave their moustaches. Turis cultivate during the rains. In the fair season they wander playing the drum called turi, and singing tales half prose half verse to the accompaniment of a guitar sārvagī. Owing to the conditions of the Rāvalīs their income has of late years greatly fallen; and they are now a poor class. Boys of seven or over, go about with their fathers. They have a headman who, with the majority of the men present in a caste meeting, settles all disputes and questions about lending and borrowing. Breaches of caste rules are punished by fines which are spent in caste feasts. The yearly expense of a Turi and his wife and two children varies from Rs. 30 to Rs. 60. Their earnings as players vary from Rs. 20 to Rs. 25. The Gāraudas teach the boys to read and write. As a class they are badly off.
SECTION VIII.—PERSONAL SERVANTS.

Of Personal Servants there are three classes, Dhobhis or washermen, Hājāms or barbers, and Khavās or personal attendants, with a strength of 212,176 or 2.14 per cent of the Hindu population.¹ The details are:

**Hindo PERSONAL SERVANTS, 1891.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Ahmedabad</th>
<th>Kaira</th>
<th>Pung</th>
<th>Mahāla</th>
<th>Broach</th>
<th>Surat</th>
<th>Native</th>
<th>Surrey</th>
<th>Baroda</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dhobhis</td>
<td>1221</td>
<td>1197</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>11,169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hājāms</td>
<td>17,035</td>
<td>33,871</td>
<td>2,902</td>
<td>27,962</td>
<td>2,024</td>
<td>60,400</td>
<td>31,550</td>
<td>2,550</td>
<td>123,681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khavās</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>753</td>
<td>27,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19,094</td>
<td>14,328</td>
<td>2,902</td>
<td>30,024</td>
<td>2,024</td>
<td>60,400</td>
<td>31,550</td>
<td>2,550</td>
<td>133,355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among almost all classes of Hindus some members earn their living by household service. In a few rich households a cook and one or two other family servants are kept. Formerly in most households the women of the family washed the clothes, drew the water, swept the rooms, ground the corn, cooked, soured the cooking and drinking vessels, and did the whole house work. Of late years in cities the employment of house servants has come to be thought a necessity in families whose yearly income is over Rs. 2,000. A Brahman cook besides his food is paid Rs. 3 to Rs. 5 a month. A general house servant, in caste something above the impure, besides food is paid Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 a month. As a rule Hindus do not employ any personal or body servant. In well-to-do families the elders disapprove of the fashion of handing house work to servants. They say that the younger women suffer from forms of ill-health which were unknown when the women of the family did the whole house work.

**Dhobhis** or Washermen, from *dho* to wash, 11,199 strong, are found in every town and city. In villages, as almost every family washes its own clothes, washermen have no employment. Except that they are darker they differ little in appearance from Kauhāis. They live in small tiled houses with walls of mud or brick and mortar. Though in south Gujarāt some eat fish and drink liquor, the Dhobhi’s ordinary food consists of millet bread rice pulse spices and sometimes vegetables. Both men and women are always clad in white. The men wear a skullcap a waistcloth and a jacket or a cotton coat; the women wear a cotton jacket, and instead of a silk or cotton robe a waistcloth. The waistcloth is worn like the ordinary robe, except that it is pulled back between the feet somewhat like the Marāthā robe. Dhobhīs generally wear their employers’ clothes, as the proverb says *Dhobhīna pāncā parāya* The Dhobhi’s five are foreign.² Cotton clothes alone are sent to the wash. Among Hindus cotton coats *angarkhās*, jackets *badans*, shirts *peherans*, shouldercloths *pichodas*, coverlets

¹ The census figures for A.D. 1891 are apparently incorrect. Dhobhis in Surat were returned at 1485 in A.D. 1872 while only 20 were returned in 1891; Hājāms in Broach were returned at 3036 in A.D. 1872 and at 37,902 in A.D. 1891.
² The five are the cap, jacket, coat, waistcloth, and robe.
chādara, pillow or cushion covers galeś, handkerchiefs rumālis, and sometimes wastecloths dhobiyās are sent to the washerman. Men's wastecloths and women's every-day robes are washed at home by the women of the house or by servants. Besides cotton coats, shirts, jackets, handkerchiefs, coverlets, and pillow or cushion coverings, Pāris and Musalmāns give the washerman their skulkeaps and cotton trousers. A washerman has from five to twenty customers of all castes except Dhedas Bhungās and other depressed classes. Some Pāris and a few rich Hindus change their clothes every third day, and others once a week; but the bulk of the people including Vāniās wear their clothes for a fortnight, and the Ghānehis, or oil-sellers for at least a month. The washerman is called in once a week or once a month. Before they are given to the washerman the clothes are carefully counted and entered in a list. As the washerman has generally from five to twenty customers whose clothes are much alike, he sews a private mark on each piece. The Bhāviyās or strolling players never make fun of a dhoibhi respecting the skill with which they sort their clothes.

Most Dhoibhis own a bull or pothi which has been presented to them by some high-caste customer who scruples to castrate the sacred animal. A Dhoibhi keeps the clothes of each of his customers in a separate bundle till he has gathered from a hundred to three hundred pieces. He piles the clothes in a large shallow earthen jar filled with water mixed with carbonate of soda in the proportion of five pounds of carbonate of soda to seven gallons of water. The jar is set over a fire in the back of the house and left for about three hours, when the clothes are taken out and heaped on the ground. Next day the clothes are rolled in a great bundle and strapped on the back of the bull, the Dhoibhi sitting behind the bundle and driving the bull to a freshwater stream or pond. There the clothes are washed and as many of them as have to be bleached are soaked in rice gruel or in water mixed with wheat flour. In the evening when the clothes are dry, the Dhoibhi goes home with the bundle strapped on the back of the bull. On the third day the clothes are sorted into heaps. Some of them are sprinkled with a little water and laid on a wooden anvil fixed to the ground and beaten with wooden hammers a process called kudali. Other clothes are ironed. The iron is a three-cornered smooth-bottomed brass box with several holes in the sides and a brass lid with a handle. Live coals or a piece of red-hot iron is put in the box, the lid is closed, and the clothes previously starched are ironed separately after a little water has been sprinkled over each. Most Pāris wear ironed clothes. Twenty years ago a Hindu who wore ironed clothes was considered a top and a spendthrift, and the number of Hindus who use ironed clothes for every day wear is still small. As a rule the washerman is paid by the number of pieces washed; for pressed clothes Rs. ½ to Rs. 2 and for ironed clothes Rs. 3 to Rs. 6 the hundred. Dhoibhis are honest and careless, and in south Gujarāt they are fond of drink. Though he performs no part in any ceremonies the site of a washerman with clean clothes is lucky. The women and grown-up children help the men. By religion Dhoibhis are Kabirpanthis, Rāmānūjas, and Vallabhāchāris. Though they respect Hindu gods they have no house gods and do not go to temples.
They keep the ordinary Hindu feast days. They believe in sorcery witchcraft and omens and visit popular Hindu places of pilgrimage. In Kaira during their holy Pachusan days in July-August (Shrawan) Shrāvaks pay Musalmān Dhobhis fifty to a hundred rupees according as they abstain a week or a fortnight or a month from work. Their sixth-day marriage pregnancy and death ceremonies are the same as those of Hajāms. They allow divorce and widow marriage. Caste disputes are settled by a headman in consultation with the men of the caste assembled at a special meeting. They seldom send their boys to school, and on the whole are fairly off.

**Haja'ams or Barbers.** 1,73,851 strong, are found in almost every town and village in Gujarāt. Besides a few Marāthās who are known as Dakhanis and Ghatis and a few Purbis from North India, the Hajāms of the province belong to five main divisions Bahars or Márvādis, Bhātiās, Limbāchis, Malus, and Masuriās or Matakis. Of these divisions the Limbāchis rank highest. They allow Bhātiā Hajāms to smoke out of their pipes. But they will not eat with any other division. None of the divisions intermarry nor do they eat together except that all will eat food cooked by a Limbāchī. The Limbāchis claim descent from a band of Rajputs who after some defeat fled for protection to their goddess Limach in Pattan. The goddess saved their lives and in acknowledgment they took her name. From Pattan they went to Chāmpāner and from Chāmpāner they spread over Gujarāt. Among the Limbāchis surnames are Bhatti, Chaudrasara, Chāvda, Chohān, Dāh希, Gehel, Parmār, Rāthod, Solanki, Udia, and Valānī. They are still found in large numbers in Pattan, and the Limbāchis in other parts of the province occasionally visit their goddess Limach in Pattan and pay a yearly contribution of 4 to 8 annas to the temple servant of Limach who moves about the province collecting their contributions. Though Limbāchis Hajāms allow Bhātiā Hajāms to smoke out of their pipes high caste Hindus will not, at least in central Gujarāt, drink water brought by a Bhātiā Hajām. In appearance speech and dress Hajāms do not differ from Luhārs or Sudhrās. One saying would rank the Hajām as the first of craftsmen, without whose skill the finest clothes and the costliest ornaments are useless. In towns they live in small one-storied houses with brick walls and tiled roofs, and in villages in houses with mud walls and thatched roofs. Except the Masuriās of south Gujarāt who eat goat's flesh and drink liquor, Hajāms live on the ordinary food-grains. Some of them take opium and in north Gujarāt opium-water or kaunsīna. As a class barbers are fond of pleasure and dissipation. They are also proverbially talkative, boastful, and pretentious. With all their self-importance and in spite of the

---

1 The barber is known by several names: Hajām from the Arabic ḥāj'am to cut; Vethod from his cutting the hair or zal; Ghatis from his healing wounds or gha; and Matiko from an earthen pot matika on which barber boys are taught to shave. Of the origin of another name Vethod-chabhi as well-nrowsers, the story is that a company of barbers held a picnic outside of their town. They stopped near a well or nala and after the picnic they found that the water made such excellent bhang or hemp-liquor that they determined to carry off the well, and binding one of their turbans round the nampet pulled at it till the flames of the liquor passed away.
saying quoted above people have a poor opinion of their skill; a fool or an unlettered man is commonly called Hajam, and a clumsy barber is known as a bheem mudo or buffalo-shaver or a Kumhār.

Though the Hajam is also the village torch-bearer, shaving and nail paring are a barber’s chief employment. In most large Katiāvāda towns nearly every caste has its own barber; even in Zanzibar and Arabia the Katiāvāda merchants are careful to provide themselves with barbers from their native country. In other parts of the province the barber has generally fixed customers of different castes. Except in Cambay where they are called pūrekshe or shopmen, few barbers have regular shops though some shave in their houses or in some public place in the village. The barber generally attends his better class customers at their houses and if Brāhmans and Vāṇīs go to the barber’s house they take water with them so that the barber’s water may not touch their skin. When a barber comes to a house he shaves his customer, both of them sitting on a mat spread on the floor.

The barber’s appliances are a leather-bag kothi, a brass or copper cup vaddhi, a heavy looking-glass drīr, three or four country razors astārās, a pair of scissors pāler, an iron pincer chīsā, an iron nail-paring nareni, a piece of Kapadhaj soap satāu, a leather strap taptapi, a comb kāksī, a piece of cloth about a yard square lungi-rumal, and a whet-stone pahari. In villages the barber’s tools are of the roughest, but in large towns and cities some have begun to use European brushes razors soaps and looking-glasses. A village barber’s tools are worth about Rs. 2 and a town barber’s about Rs. 5. The barber begins by opening the leather bag, placing the brass or copper cup near his right foot, spreading his cloth on the ground, and sharpening his razor. The person to be shaved sits opposite holding the looking-glass, and when he is seated the cloth is spread over his lap. His face is first shaved and then his head and arm-pits, and his hair and moustache are trimmed. The rich sometimes have the head rubbed with scented oil and lemon juice and get the barber to shampoo the body.

Among high castes who do not allow widow marriage all elderly widows have their heads shaved either immediately after the dead body of the husband is taken to the burning-ground or on the tenth day after his death. The widow is led by another widow into a closed room, and the barber is brought, and, in the presence of the other widow, breaks the woman’s ivory bracelets or glass bangles, shears off her hair with the scissors, and shaves her head. The broken bracelets or bangles and the hair are taken by the women of the family and thrown into a river. After being once shaved some castes allow the widow to let her hair grow; but most widows have their head shaved three or four times a month. Between being shaved and bathing high caste Hindus consider themselves impure. They touch no person and no article in the house, and if possible are bathed by servants or members of the family so that they may not touch the bathing vessels. The hour for shaving is generally between six and eleven in the morning though some get shaved in the afternoon. In large towns the barber’s busiest day is Sunday when most Government servants are shaved. Men who have no male children get shaved on Mondays;
but men who have sons avoid that day. Tuesday is also unlucky as it is sacred to the Mothers or Mātīs. Debtors get shaved on Wednesday as they believe this helps to free them from debt. Wednesday is on this account called Bandhrīvāna do dahīlo or Bondsmans’s Day. It is unlucky to be shaved on Saturday, on the new-moon or full-moon of every Hindu month, on the yearly or monthly death-day of a member of the family, and, among some Brahmans, during July-August or Sṛṣiṇ. In a house where a child is ill of small-pox the nearest relations do not get themselves shaved until after the goddess of small-pox is worshipped, nor do the nearest relations of a man or woman get shaved till ten days after a death. Well-to-do townsmen get themselves shaved twice or thrice a week and the middle classes once a week. Villagers are shaved twice or thrice a month. The ordinary fee of a town barber is ½ anna a visit in the case of a boy or widow and ½ anna in the case of a man. Sometimes the barber is paid weekly sometimes yearly. In villages the barber is paid in grain. When a man is on his death-bed, as a preliminary to making death-gifts, his head except the topknot chin and upper lip are shaved. When a man becomes an ascetic his whole head and his face except the eyebrows are shaved. On the tenth day after a death the men and the widows of the deceased’s family stock are shaved. The widows shave the head, the men older than the deceased the head except the topknot and the face except the eyebrows and the chin, and the younger men the head except the topknot and the face except the eyebrows the chin and the upper lip. Among high caste Hindus men who have broken caste rules by eating what is forbidden, or eating with forbidden castes, or by doing forbidden acts, are re-admitted into caste after they have paid the necessary fine and after they have shaved the head, except the topknot the chin and the upper lip. Shaving the hair is the highest penalty the caste can inflict, and the castepeople are stricter in enforcing this punishment than they are in enforcing the fine. Cases occur in which men become outcastes rather than submit to the disgrace of being shaved and some commute this part of the punishment by paying an additional fine. On two occasions, when a child’s hair is first cut and before a boy is girt with the Brāhmanic thread, the barber receives presents in clothes and food and from Rs. 2 to Rs. 5 in cash. At marriages it is the barber’s duty to rub the bride and bridegroom with turmeric and for this he receives presents of clothes and cash. In marriage processions the barber holds a large red umbrella or a flyflapper chauri over the heads of the bride and the bridegroom. Among Rajputs and Kumbhs he is the go-between in marriage arrangements, and among most Hindus he carries to the father the news of the birth of a male child. Among central Gujarāṭ Pāṭidārs the burden of the arrangements both at weddings and at funerals falls on the Hajám. Among Musalmans of the Bohora community he invites the guests to public feasts. He is also a torch-bearer, and, in well-to-do families, often serves as a house-servant, sweeping the house, preparing the beds, cleaning and lighting lamps, escorting the men and women of the family, and shampooing his master. Some are also employed as pharīs or lamplighters in the courts of native chiefs and in British courts of justice. The Dhonis or
drum-beaters who at marriages beat drums from three to eight days at the houses of the bride and bridegroom, who walk before the bridegroom in the marriage procession, and who by the sound of their drums proclaim the joining of the hands of the bride and bridegroom, are barbers of the Mataki class. In Kaira the Dhols are Ravalás by caste and in the Rewa Kántha Dhánkás or Billes.

In towns and in some villages the barber is able to bleed, and in a few cases knows how to set bones. Formerly barbers held rent-free lands as village servants a privilege which has been continued to them on paying one-fourth part of the ordinary rental. Except some women of the Masuria Hajáms in Surat and the Panch Maháls who shave widows and young boys, Hajám women do not help their husbands in shaving. Some work as female servants in Kanhí and Rajput families where they act as go-between in love intrigues, and some grind or winnow corn. Most of them are midwives. The yearly income from all sources ranges between Rs. 30 and Rs. 150.

Socially Hajáms hold a low position, though they do not shave people of the unclean classes. The same degree of impurity which attaches to a person after being shaved does not attach to the barber himself. Though among high caste Hindus the barber is allowed to move about in the house, prepare beds, and shampoo the body, he is generally not allowed to touch drinking pots and as far as possible his touch is avoided. Among Kanhí and low caste Hindus the barber touches the drinking pots and cleans the cooking pots and vessels. To see a barber in the act of shaving is unlucky before leaving the house on any important business. Hajáms eat food cooked by high caste Hindus and by Kanhis; but except the Matakas they do not eat food cooked by Kols or others below them in rank. Neither Limbachia nor Bhátias Hajáms eat food cooked by Kachch Bhátias because Bhátias formerly ate fish. On the other hand some of the unclean classes do not eat food cooked even by Limbachias. The Hajám's priests belong to many divisions of Bráhmans, Andích Borsadí Modh Ráyakvál and Shrigaud, who though they officiate at their ceremonies think it somewhat disgraceful to be called barber's priests or Hajámigers. By religion Hajáms are Bijnánthás, Kaláprátths, Rámánuáls, Sháivas, Vállabhirášis, and in the Panch Maháls some are followers of Kuberáths. Some of them worship in their houses the images of Ganpati, Hanumán, Krishna, Mahádev, and Ráma, and visit the Hindu temples in the town or village where they live. They believe in witchcraft sorcery the evil eye and ordinary omens. They keep the usual Hindu feasts and feasts. In the Panch Maháls besides observing the regular Hindu holidays they fast on the second of every Hindu month and do not eat till they have worshipped the new-moon. They go to the ordinary places of Hindu pilgrimage. The Limbichias are careful to visit the shrine of their goddess Limach in Patan. Three barber saints have risen to fame, Achaldás and Kevaldás of Pálanpur and Sáín of Máruár.

Barbers perform no ceremonies on the day of a birth. On the sixth day the goddess Chiuáti is worshipped, and among the Surat Masurias along with rice and red powder a razor is laid before the
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Goddess. After childbirth, the mother is impure from fifteen to forty days. On the twelfth day after birth the child is named by the father's sister. When the child is from five to seven months old the first giving of cooked food takes place. In the family of a Pálahpur Limbachiya when four or five girls are to be married, the marriage day is fixed after consulting the horoscope of the oldest girl, and the other girls are married on the day found lucky in her case. With this exception the marriage customs of Hajáms do not differ from those of Kanhás. Marriages are not allowed among members of the same family stock, and, on the mother's side, marriages are not allowed among the nearest relations, though sometimes a boy marries the daughter of his mother's brother. Among Hajáms divorce and widow marriage are allowed. The widow of a man sometimes marries his younger brother. During the seventh month of a woman's first pregnancy the lap-filling ceremony is performed. Hajáms burn their dead. In some parts of Káthiávád while taking the dead body to the burning ground five men bathe and put on the Brahman's thread. Of the five four carry the dead body and the fifth the earthen vessel with live coal. In other parts of the province the mode of carrying the dead body is the same as among Kanhás. Some Hajáms, on the twelfth day after a death, near the house of the deceased raise a pile of six or twelve earthen jars and wrap a cotton thread round them. The potter is called and unrolls the thread, cuts it in pieces, and takes away the jars. Among other Hajáms on the night of the twelfth day the chief mourner worships the stars by throwing into the sky flowers dipped in sandal-wood water. With this difference the death ceremonies are the same as those of Kanhás. Caste disputes are settled sometimes by a headman in consultation with the castepople and sometimes by a few respectable men of the caste. They seldom send their boys to school, and as a class are in middle-class circumstances.

Khavás or personal attendants, called Hauris of or of The Presence in Rewa Kántha, Vajirs or ministers in Pálahpur, and elsewhere Golás or Lumáás that is household slaves, have a strength of 27,006. They are found in most parts of the province in the houses of Rajput chiefs and Rajput landholders or Garáías. All who are the personal servants of a Rajput chief or of a Garáía are called Khavás whether they are Rajputs Golás Musalmán or Dhárón. These Khavás do not dine together or intermarry, but eat and marry with their castepeople. In Káthiávád and Káthiávád the Khavás form a distinct community recruited from people of all castes. Both Khavás and Golás are so far bondsmen that it is customary to sell or pass them from house to house. Formerly no Garáía of any position was without at least a few Khavás as they could be bought for a few annas or grain. The Khavás and Golás are said to have originally been on the same footing, but the necessity of men of position having around them a sturdy set of servants led to the gradual elevation of the Khavás over the Golás, a superiority which their descendants retain. A Golá may rise to the rank of a Khavás while a Khavás may sink to the condition of a Golá. A Khavás who when hopelessly indebted binds himself to serve a chief as his servant becomes a Golá. By their intelligence and hold-
ness the Khavās have so far improved their condition that in rare cases even a Garāśīa is willing to take one of their daughters in marriage if she is well dowered. In Kachh some of the Khavās are the descendants of Rajputs who have lost their lands. But as their wives have to appear in public and work in the fields, the better class of Rajputs will not give them their daughters in marriage.

Corresponding to the male servants are female Khavāsans and Golis. The domestic position and work of these two classes is the same, but the Khavāsans is the more respectable as she does no work except waiting on her mistress. The Khavāsans, who are known among the higher Rajput families as Vadhārāns or Chokris, that is maidservants or female attendants, are the daughters of Khavās. They have an independence which is denied to the Golis. They or their parents have the right to decide where they will take service and whether or not they will accompany their young mistresses into other families. The Golis are girls either of the province or of outside districts. Those of the province are the daughters of destitute parents who have been thrown for maintenance on the charity of the Garāśīas and perform service in return for their food and clothes. In the Rajputāna famine of A.D. 1869 many girls were received into the houses of Kāthiāvād Garāśīas. Till A.D. 1878 Bhāts and Chārāns made a regular trade of bringing girls from Mārwār into Kachh. The girls were either kidnapped or lured from their homes by promises. Sometimes they were sold in payment of debts by their parents and guardians direct to the Bhāts and Chārāns who brought them to Kachh for sale, and sometimes their parents and guardians sold them to their creditors who re-sold them to Bhāts and Chārāns. After they were brought to Kachh the Bhāts and Chārāns used to take the girls from village to village and sell them to some landholder. The price was mutually settled and a deed of sale was drawn out. These girls were in much demand among all classes of Rajputs, especially among Jālājīs, as their custom is to give one or more male and female servants as part of the dowry of a daughter. In A.D. 1885 by Notification the people of Kāthiāvād were warned against importing African slaves, and in A.D. 1889 against kidnapping and selling girls. Though in Rajput households the Golis like the Khavāsans are fed clothed and well treated, unlike Khavāsans their wishes are seldom consulted when sent with their young mistress as a portion of the dowry. An implied proprietary right still exists over them and in former times claims for their restitution used occasionally to be made to political officers. The Golis are of easy virtue and are seldom married. If they are married it is with a member of their own caste and the marriage tie is by no means strong. Should the chief dismiss a Gola he is not allowed to take his wife with him. She and her family remain at the chief’s and are handed over to another Gola. The practice may be said to be

---

1 In A.D. 1869 a slave vessel or dhau was captured by a British war-ship and the negro slaves were distributed among respectable people willing to receive them as domestic servants. The chief of Gondal took two of the negroes and brought them to Gondal. One of them died, the other is still (A.D. 1897) alive and is married in Gondal.
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almost promiscuous cohabitation controlled either by the authority of the chief or by a sense of propriety. An intrigue with a Goli is considered disgraceful to a member of another class. When a Goli is found with child by a man of another class, her mistress forces her to declare the name of the father, who, if a wealthy person, is compelled to pay a fine. No fault is imputed to the woman. The children swell the ranks of Golás and Goliá, who in process of time rise to the position of Khavás and Khavisáns.

In appearance the Khavás are like well-to-do Rajputs and Garásáns and in some cases they are remarkably handsome. Their women are like Rajput women and are sometimes as beautiful as the wives of a Rajput chief. They speak Gujaráti and in Kachh Kachhi. They live in brick houses of one or two stories and with tiled roofs. Except in Ahmedábád, besides ordinary grains they eat flesh and fish. They eat the goat, sheep, boar, antelope, spotted deer, and hare, and among birds fowls partridges and quails. Flesh and fish are eaten by the well-to-do for their every-day food and by the poor on holidays. In Káthiávád fish is not eaten in the evening. They drink liquor and take opium. Both men and women dress like Rajputs. The men wear the beard and moustache and some cut the hair of their temples. They are personal attendants on Rajput chiefs and Garásáns, cultivators, and day-labourers. As personal servants they are employed in indoor service in taking care of the chief's and his relatives' clothes, filling their pipe, making their beds, arranging the furniture, and helping them to bathe and dress. In former times the inferior servants or Golás used sometimes to accompany the corpse of their chief to the funeral pile and burn themselves with it. When their widowed mistress breaks her bracelets the maids break theirs but afterwards get fresh ones. They receive food lodging and clothes, and, if their position in the family entitles them to it, ornaments also but no money. As their duties are light and as all their wants are supplied by their masters, who defray the expenses connected with their births marriages and deaths, they are well off. Some of them become personal favourites and with a weak chief acquire considerable power, amassing wealth, building fine houses, and wearing rich clothes. Mein Maví and Rághav in Návánagar, Láthiho Kachro and Gujju in Gondal, and Mándhu in Bhávnagar are men of this class who rose to much power.
SECTION IX.—KOLIS.

Kolis have a total strength of 2,276,833 or 23'02 per cent of the Hindu population of Gujurat and Kathiavard. They are most numerous in the north and in Kathiavard and become gradually fewer towards the south of the province. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Ahmedabad</th>
<th>Kaira</th>
<th>Panchmahals</th>
<th>Broach</th>
<th>Surat</th>
<th>Native States</th>
<th>Baroda</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chumraliya...</td>
<td>2444</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22,322</td>
<td>4227</td>
<td>23,639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khakna...</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13,802</td>
<td>14,238</td>
<td>28,038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pithavalsiya</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>19,958</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>3221</td>
<td>94,848</td>
<td>45,166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talabas...</td>
<td>108,422</td>
<td>209,177</td>
<td>38,321</td>
<td>1084</td>
<td>87,373</td>
<td>88,576</td>
<td>145,250</td>
<td>75,067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified...</td>
<td>137,433</td>
<td>54,773</td>
<td>39,251</td>
<td>33,498</td>
<td>28,086</td>
<td>87,554</td>
<td>317,197</td>
<td>1,444,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>240,199</td>
<td>213,924</td>
<td>87,088</td>
<td>25,045</td>
<td>192,439</td>
<td>411,378</td>
<td>495,128</td>
<td>2,276,833</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B.—The census details are incomplete. The head 'Unspecified' seems to include most of the Chumraliya and Pithavalsiya whose number is very large in central Gujurat.

The name Koli, meaning clansman, clubman, or boatman which is applied to the middle classes of the military or predatory Hindus of Gujurat, includes tribes that differ widely from each other. Some writers speak of them as aboriginals of the plain or civilised Bhils, others find them so little unlike Rajputs as to lead to the conclusion that Kolis and Rajputs are in the main of the same stock. This difference in the character and condition of the Koli would seem to be chiefly a difference of locality, the Bhils and Kolis of eastern Gujurat being almost as hard to distinguish as are the Kolis and Rajputs of western Gujurat and Kathiavard. The explanation of this difference seems to be that the Mihiras or Gujars, coming into Gujurat from the

1 Dr. J. Wilson (Aboriginal Tribes) translated Koli clansman. Mr. Taylor prefers clubman quoting in support of this view that other of the military classes are called Dharsala or swordsmen, from dhara or sword and that the Koli, when on watch, wear a heavy bamboo club about four feet long called addug. Of the many meanings of Koli the one that best suits the bulk of the Kolis of Gujurat is Koli with the sense of bastard or half-caste. Koli is used as half caste in Elliot's History, II, 203. This agrees with the sense of degradation which according to Tod attaches to Koli in Rajputana. Annals, II, 318. Koli is applied in a similar sense to the Kanets of the Himalayas (Rangra Gaz., II, 34, 50) where also Koli is used with Dagi and Chanaal to describe the lower class peoples of the highest hills. This sense of half caste seems to be the only sensible explanation of the application of the word Koli to classes who are known to be of Mied or Mihira and of Rajput or of Gujar descent.

2 Of the eastern Kolis, Bishop Heber (A.D. 1826) wrote: They are only civilised Bhils (Narrative, II, 142); Mr. Willoughby (A.D. 1826) talks of the original dynasty at Baris being Bhils, or what might be considered the same thing Koli (Gov. Sel. XXII, 180); and Mr. Mevill (A.D. 1827) speaks of the wilder population of eastern Ahmedabad equally under the name of Bhil and Koli (Bomu, Gov. Sel. X, 10). On the other hand, in western Kaira, the Rev. Mr. Taylor, and in Kathiavard Major J. W. Watson find it very difficult to draw any line between the Koli and the Rajput. The story with which the Paranjti Kolls account for their own origin is general in eastern Gujurat, namely that their progenitor was a Rajput who lost caste by taking water from the hand of a Bhil woman, Mr. F. S. P. Lely, I.C.S.
lived in villages protected by almost impassable thorn fences and levied contributions from the districts round, planning, if refused, regular night attacks and dividing the booty according to recognized rules. As they had been almost entirely uncontrolled by the Marathas, at the beginning of British rule the Chunvaliya Kolis more than once, in A.D. 1819 and 1825, rose in revolt. On their second rising their hedges and other fortifications were removed and their power as an organised body of plunderers was crushed. Among them are still (A.D. 1897) men of unruly and criminal habits, but as a class they have for years settled as cultivators and labourers.

Kha'nts or Borderers are found mostly in Kathiavard and Rewa. As their name implies, they are a wild tribe, in appearance and condition little, if at all, different from Bhils. Their chiefs who are known by the title of Mer claim to be descended from a Bhati Rajput. One of their early leaders Dhundh Khant was the son of Sonang Mer and is said to have conquered Dhamluka, and to have founded Dhadharpur in the Panchal in Kathiavard. Another leader Pital Khant is said to have conquered Tethid. Their most famous leader was Jess or Jescing, by whose help the Emperor Muhammad Toghlaq (A.D. 1330) took Junagadh from Bakhengar. In return for their help the emperor is said to have bestowed on the Khants the hill of Girnar and the twenty-four villages of Bilkha Chovis. A hundred attacking a village the chief leader guarded the passes and his lieutenant led the men against the town. Their attacks were always at night and by surprise. The Kolis' arms were the matchlock sword and spear. They did not practise with the bow and arrow and were less skilled in throwing the curved stick or khatra than the Bhils of Rajpura. The khatra was in shape like a very crooked handleless sabre. It was made of the hardest and heaviest wood. Though not skillful as the Rajpura Bhils, whose children could knock over horses and birds, the Chunvala Kolis could stop and slay a man from thirty to forty yards off. Before great fights some of the best warriors were chosen and dressed in a full suit of chain armour. Those that chose never turned their back on the enemy or if they did were far overdisguised. The armour was made of small rings linked together with scales of iron or brass for the back breast and sides. It was in three pieces, the first for the legs fastened to the waist, the second sheltering the body, the third the head and face, leaving a small vent for the mouth and eyes. Under the armour was a very thick quilted cotton mantle. The horse was always covered with a defence of hide or lambskin that covered every part of the animal hanging down like the flaps of a table cover nearly to the ground, so that the rider could not touch the horse's sides and managed him only by the bit. The armour was a sure defence against spear sword or arrow, but was useless against shot. It was too heavy to be worn except at the time of fighting. At other times it was generally carried in camel-back. Bon, Gov. Set. L, 78.

1 The live-stock taken belonged to the chief; coin all but a little belonged to the chief; and other articles as cloth and grain belonged to the captors.

2 The Khant Kolis of Girnar, who are of part Sinhali extraction, may have taken their name from Kunt the old name as in Palmyra's (A.D. 830) Kuntal, for the shores of Kutch.

3 The following verse commemorates those achievements: Dhadha Dhamluka Iyo, Pitala Hutho Pelad; Jastae Gaddi Jino Iyo, Maheri Mahar Rau; Dhadha took Dhamluka; Pital took Pelad; Jasty took the ancient fortress; Mer Raia took Maheri; Pelad is Pelad; Kuthie Mers and others almost always omit the I.; Junagadh is also called in poetry the ancient fortress Gaddi June instead of Junagadh; Maheri is Mahleri, a village under Junagadh. Colonel J. W. Watson.
and fifty years later when Mahmud Begada conquered Junagadh (A.D. 1472), he found the Khânts dwelling in Girnâr.1 The Khânts are numerous in Sorath, but are also found in all parts of Kâthiâvâd. Their Mers or leaders are good-looking men, and so are the mixed races of Gobal, Dhâhâ, Khâsiya, Sarvaya, and Vála Khânts, sprung from the union of Khânts with these tribes. The lower orders are worse-looking than the generality of the Talabadâs and are much given to thievâging. Except the cow they eat all animals including the pig. They marry in the tribe, a widow marrying her husband's younger brother.

Pâ'tânvâ'diya's or people from Pátañ, called Kohodâs2 or Axes, are found chiefly in central Gujarât. They are high-spirited and daring. Pâtanvâ'diyâs partake freely of animal food, and are said to be the only branch of Gujarât, Kolis that do not scruple to eat the flesh of the buffalo. They lower in the social scale and more resemble the Vâghirs and Bhils than the Talabâdâs. Most of them have Rajput surnames such as Châvia, Dâbbhi, Mâkâôa, and Vâghela. No Talabâd or other Koli would intrude on a Pâtanvâ'diya's land or beast. But a Pâtanvâ'diya would not hesitate to commit depredations on the property of other Kolis. They are strong active and hardy; their houses are generally small single-roomed huts with sides of wattle and daub and high-peaked roofs of thatch; their farm stock sometimes includes a cow or a pair of bullocks, but almost never either goats sheep or hens; their tools are a hoe and a plough and sometimes a cart; their furniture includes a bedstead a grindstone and a set of pots chiefly of earth; and their clothes are for men two rough cloths, and for women a coarse shoulder-robe a bodice and a petticoat. Including at all times3 daring and successful soldiers and robbers by land and sea, they, during the disorders of the eighteenth century,

1 The author of the Mirat-i-Sikandari thus describes this incident: Its valley is twelve kos (twenty-four miles) in extent, and this valley is a dense forest of interlaced trees, so that a horse cannot pass through it, and there are no men there nor aught save wild animals and birds except a tribe of Ktirs whom they call Khânts, whose customs resemble those of wild beasts, and they dwell on the slopes of that mountain, and if any army matches against them they flee and hide in the caves and in the forests. Colonel J. W. Watsone.

2 Pâtanvâ'diyâs are compared with an axe probably in the sense of rudeness and roughness. They are said to be the descendants of a Solanki Rajput chief who married the daughter of a Bhil chief at Pátañ.

3 Of Koli successes by land there are the pilgrimage near Cambay of the emperor Humayun's (A.D. 1535) baggage and books (Elphinston's History, 449). And the capture and plunder of Baroda (A.D. 1706). Watson, 88. By sea the Kolis may, perhaps, trace their victories as far back as the expeditions in the early years of the eighth century of the Medes of Susa into the coast of the Persian Gulf (Elliot's History, 1. 521). From that time some at least of the pirates who, till about a hundred years ago, never ceased to harry the trade of the Gulf of Cambay, were Kolis. In the eighteenth century so much harm did they do that the English twice, in 1734 and 1771, fitted out expeditions against them. During all this time their reputation as skilled and daring seamen was not less than their powers as pirates. The Hindu sailors of Gogâ, the descendants of the navigators fostered by the kings of Anahtâvâdâ, to whom an entire square of that city was assigned, still maintain their ancient reputation, and form the best and most trusted portion of every Indian crew that sails the sea under the British flag. Compare note Mâla, 1. 515.
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almost entirely gave up peaceful callings and supported themselves as mercenaries and freebooters. The early writers of the present century describe the Kolis, especially those of the Ran and of the Mahi, that is for the most part the Patanvadiya Kolis, as most 'bloody and untameable plunderers,' taught to despise every approach to civilization, excelling in filthiness. In A.D. 1813, though already less addicted to crime, the Kaira Kolis were still conspicuous for gang robberies, and so great a name had they for skill in thieving, that they were hired by people in Surat to commit burglaries. At their worst, the Kolis would seem not to have been without their good points: they neither mutilated tortured nor burned, and, when in places of trust as village watchmen or in charge of Government treasure, they showed the sturdiest good faith and honesty.

In A.D. 1825 Bishop Heber found the Kolis one of the most turbulent and predatory tribes in India. At that time their usual dress was a petticoat round the waist, like that of the Bhils, and a cotton cloth wrapped round their heads and shoulders, gathered up, when they wished to be smart, into a large white turban. In cold weather, or when dressed, they added a quilted cotton kirtle or lehada, over which they wore a shirt of mail, with vaunt braces and gauntlets, and never considered themselves fit to go abroad without a sword buckler and bow and arrows, to which their horsemen added a long spear and battle-axe. The cotton kirtle was generally stained with iron mould by the mail shirt; and, as might be expected, these marks being tokens of their martial occupation, were reckoned honourable insomuch that their young warriors often counterfeited them with oil and soot, and did their best to get rid, as soon as possible, of the burglar-like whiteness of a new dress. In other respects they were fond of finery. Their shields were often very handsome, with silver bosses, and composed of rhinoceros' hide; their battle-axes were richly inlaid, and their spears were surrounded with successive rings of silver. Their bows were like those of the Bhils, but stronger and in better order, and their arrows were carried in a quiver of red and embroidered leather. In their marauding expeditions they often used great secrecy, collecting in the night at the will of some popular chief, communicated generally by the circulation of a certain token, known only to those concerned. Regular troops and even the European cavalry had continually to be called out against them. In no other part of India were the roads so insecure; in none

1 Hamilton's Hindustán, I. 609.
2 Hamilton's Hindustán, I. 692.
3 The Mahi Kautha Kolis are particularly ingenious housebreakers. They were formerly much encouraged by a custom prevalent under native governments, and practised by persons in the higher ranks of life, who actually sent to the banks of the Mahi for a party of these alert miscreants for the express purpose of robbing the house of some neighbour friend or relation, in which, from their intimacy with the family they knew that money-ornaments or costly goods were stored. On the arrival near Surat of the detachment of Mahi thieves they were detained without, brought over the walls at night, and secreted in cellars until the favourable opportunity offered. When this arrived, they were furnished with the necessary implements, and set to perpetrate the act, after the accomplishment of which they received a small share of the plunder as a reward. Hamilton's Hindustán, I. 721, 722.
4 Most carriers of daggers of treasure on their persons were Kolis. Hamilton's Hindustán, II. 611.
5 Heber's Narrative, II. 141-143.
were gang robberies and organised plundering excursions more frequent or a greater portion of the gentry and landed proprietors addicted to acts of violence and bloodshed. In A.D. 1832 bands of Kolis, from fifty to two hundred strong, went on plunder, infested the Kaira high-roads.1 Three years later (A.D. 1835), the Collector, almost in despair, writes: "Some special regulations should be made about the Kolis. No means of ordinary severity seem to have any effect. We never hear of a reformed Koli or of one whose mode of life places him beyond suspicion. All seem alike rich and poor; those whose necessaries afford them an excuse for crime, and those whose condition places them out of the reach of distress, are alike ready, on the first opportunity, of plunder." This time of uneasiness passed over, and after ten years of quiet (A.D. 1844), the Kolis were reported to be peaceable and greatly subdued. They remained at rest till, in A.D. 1857, some of them showed signs of an inclination to revolt. Prompt measures were taken to punish the unruly, and the country was saved from any widespread outbreak. The general disarming at the close of the mutinies is said to have had the most marked effect on the bearing and character of these Kolis. Of late years even robberies are comparatively rare, and the Kolis have settled into peaceful husbandmen. Still, though some of them have prospered, the greater number are thriftless, lazy, and fond of strong drink and opium. They grow only the cheaper grains, and many of them are sunk in debt.

**Talabda's**2 or Locals, also called Dháráíás3 or Swordmen, hold the highest place among Kolis and are found all over Gujarát. They are generally strong and well made, thrifty, and well-to-do. Among them a distinction is made between those of high and of low family. They consider themselves superior to other Kolis and do not dine with them. Marriage between Rajputs and Talabda Kolis is not uncommon. They intermarry among themselves, observing the Rajput rule against marriages between members of the same subdivision. They have twenty-two principal divisions4 of which Chudánsáma Jádav

---

1 Letters from the Collector of Kaira Mr. Mills to Government.

2 According to the Kolis Talabda is a corruption of talpati that is landlord.

3 Talabda is generally known by the respectful term Dháráíás. They do not like to be called Kolis. The Dháráíás claim descent from a Parmáraj Bhují of Dharánagri in Málwa who married the daughter of a Bhuí chief in Gujarát to secure his help and support. Another derivation is from dhára a sword. A Dháráíás is also called Dodi in allusion to his poverty dodi. Hoya viridillers being the fruit of a creeper that he lives on in times of scarcity. The Dháráíás also say they were once Rajputs. The Mussalmán kings (A.D. 1403 - 1413) attempted to convert them when they sought the protection of Asa Bhúi. King Ahmadsháh asked Asa to give up the refugees, but Asa refused saying they were his followers and castpeople. They had to partake of the Bhúi’s food and thus became Kolis. Asa is said to have been a resident of Asara, or Askál, the old site of Ahmedsháb. He had a beautiful daughter named Tija. The charms of this damsel attracted the notice of Ahmadsháh, who used to visit her coming on horse- back all the way from his capital Pátan unattended except by his dog. One day when he was near the site of the present city of Ahmedsháb, his dog sighted a hare and pursued it, but the hare turned against and put the king’s dog to flight. Ahmadsháh observed this and thinking it a sign which would rear brave men erected a city called Ahmedsháb after himself (A.D. 1413).

4 The names are Báría, Chádá, Chohán, Chudánsáma, Dábhi, Gehel, Jádav, Jethva, Jhála, Kacha, Káma, Katahr, Kháisá, Makváma, Manguká, Mor, Parmár, Bátíol,
and Sarvaya are the most esteemed. Both the Dabhí and Makván tribes are of great antiquity and enjoy a high degree of consideration. Talabáṣ has always borne a good name for peaceful habits. The Talabáṣ Kolí were in A.D. 1820 as at present (A.D. 1898) quiet and easily managed, willing to till to the best of their knowledge and means. In A.D. 1820 Colonel Williams found them obedient subjects as well as able husbandmen, and some of the finest villages in the Broach district were at that time held by Kolí sharers and peopled and cultivated chiefly by men of that caste. Along the eastern frontier in disturbed times they were useful as a guard against the wilder mountain Kolí and Bhils. At present some of them are village-watchmen trackers and labourers, but most are husbandmen, well-to-do and little inferior in skill to Kanbis. Some of the Talabáṣ Kolí of Surat are to be found among the hális or hereditary servants of Anávala Bráhmans.

Besides the main classes certain Bariáṣ, Dalvádis, Gediyáṣ, Shiáls, and Valakiyáṣ deserve mention.

Bariá Komí who are somewhat smaller and darker than Pítanvádiyáṣ are remarkable for their wonderful eyesight. They are found chiefly along the Narbáda in the Bariá state in Rewa Kántha and at Dehej in western Broach. Their own accounts make Bariá the original seat of the tribe, and they say that towards the close of the fifteenth century they were expelled by the Chohán Rajputs, who in turn had been driven out of Champańir by the Muhammadans under Míhmud Begada (A.D. 1484). Part of the Bariá emigrants are said to have settled at Gogha, where, they say, they were accompanied by the Mátá or goddess from Pávágad.

Dalvádis, chiefly in Kaira, are supposed to be properly Toledéris, that is cutters, because they dig ponds and make bricks. They call themselves Rajputs, and have no communion with Kolí. They are fairer, quieter, and more delicate than other Kolí, and look like respectable Kanbis.

Gediyá's found in Káthiávád are supposed to take their name from the town of Gedi in Kachch. They are said to have accompanied the Jethvás when they invaded Káthiávád. They resemble the Murs of Baría in manners and height. They are more respectable than other Kolí, live chiefly by tillage, and have given up their predatory habits. They are a good-looking race and live in houses, not in khabá or huts like most Kolí. They eat no flesh, but live on fish.
vegetables: millet and fruit. Their women invariably wear a coin or two as ornaments; they are considered the highest tribe of Kolis and marry only in their own class.

Shia'ls, formerly noted pirates but now settled to a quiet life, are called after the island of Shia on the south coast of Káthiavád.

Valakiya's, who take their name from the Káthiavád district of Valak, inhabit the south-east of Káthiavád and have a stronger strain of Bhil blood even than the Chunvaliyás.¹ Formerly they were noted pirates; now they live almost entirely by labour. They marry solely in their own class.

Owing to their connection with Rajputs and the variety of life they lead the different tribes of Kolis vary greatly in appearance. Both in Gujarát proper and in Káthiavád the Talabádás differ in features and manners from the aboriginal tribes and resemble Kanbíás. In Mahí Kândha, where they have not yet completely abandoned their irregular ways they retain an expression of wildness and cunning. The Chunvaliya Thákordás having married into good families are well-looking and fair like the Talabádás, but most of the Chunvaliyás have more of the features and characteristics of the Bhils, than whom they are only a little higher in social position and intelligence. The Koli chiefs are with few exceptions descendants of Rajput men and Koli women and often show Rajput features. They are generally well built and active. Formerly they were known for their activity and hardness and were as remarkable for sagacity as for secrecy and celerity in their predatory operations. The women are generally slender and well-formed with a pleasing expression of features and some are pretty. The good looks of Koli girls are often the result of the care taken by Koli mothers. The men generally shave the head except the top-knot and wear the moustache. Some wear whiskers and a few the beard. The Bhuvás or exorcists allow their hair to grow long. Women tie the hair in a knot at the back of the head. They speak a corrupt Gujaráti.

The rich and well-to-do live in brick and tiled houses and the poor in huts made by themselves with wattle and daub walls and thatched roofs.

The Koli dress varies from a langoti or loincloth with a rag for the head among hill Kolis to turbans, coat-trowsers and shouldercloth among Koli chiefs and towns. The usual dress of an ordinary Talabádi Koli includes a turban or a waistcloth used as a headscarf, a jacket badan, and a waistcloth. The woman's dress consists of a petticoat, with a backless bodice and a robe. In south Gujarát the petticoat is not worn, but the robe is wound tightly round the waist and thighs and

¹ Valakiyas are no doubt the offspring of the Bhils who together with Kolis frequented the southern and south-western coasts when piracy was almost universal. There and in the history of the Vaja chiefs of Kejákot, Jímjhúmer, and Uncha Kótla, a race which openly practised piracy in ancient times, special mention is made of their Bhil allies. Colonel J. W. Watson,
the upper end drawn over the shoulder. The robe hardly reaches the knee, but allows extreme freedom for work in the rice field. The general ornament with men is a tāvīr or amulet case with or without a charm, bound by a silk cord round the right arm just above the elbow or round the neck. Well-to-do Kolis women wear gold nose rings and studs, ivory bracelets and glass bangles, and silver vákō or armlets. Poor women wear wooden bracelets.

Food. Among well-to-do Kolis jiwār, Sorghum vulgate in the south and bājro, Pinnepstem tophioidicum in the north are the staple food grains. The jiwār or bājro bread is occasionally changed for khichadi or rice and split pulse boiled together with condiments. Dishes of split pulse and vegetables are eaten with bread. Among forest and hill Kolis the ordinary food varies with the different seasons of the year. In the cold months November to March it consists of bread roll made of Indian corn or other coarse grain such as bānti, Panicum spicatum, with split pulse of adal, Phasolus mungo. Sometimes they eat khichadi, a mixture of coarse rice and split pulse of adal or mágu, Phasolus radiatus boiled together with condiments. In the hot season (April to June) when they are short of grain, they eat mahuda Bassia latifolia flowers boiled alone or with a little Indian corn flour, and acidulated with green or dry mango or dried jujube berries. In this season is also eaten a porridge of Indian corn flour and buttermilk. In the rainy season they live on wild fruit and roots, eded out with sāme, a wild self-sown grain that comes up after the first few showers of rain. To these are added a few vegetables, chiefly onions and chillies grown in plots near their uts. All Kolis eat fish and flesh, the Pātanvādiyās being very fond of flesh not even objecting to buffalo. A Pātanvādiya steals a buffalo not to sell it like other Kolis, but to kill it for its flesh. Whenever a buffalo is missing near a Pātanvādiya settlement, the owner suspects foul play at the hands of some Pātanvādiya and expects to find the bones of his lost buffalo in some unfrequented corner. For this habit the Pātanvādiyās rank last among the Kolis. Kolis drink spirituous liquors, eat opium, and smoke tobacco often to excess. In Surat they have a bad name for hard drinking and in the Panch Mahāls and other parts of north Gujarāt their love of opium often gives the moneylender the benefit of most of their labour.

Occupation. Except the Taladbās, who have long settled as cultivators and labourers, Kolis used to live as robbers. Though they have now unwillingly taken to husbandry and other callings, in most the old love of thieving has by no means disappeared. In the Rewa Kāntha they are still inveterate thieves and lay their plans with method boldness and cunning. They lie in the most unblushing manner, and when found out, they take their punishment with the greatest coolness and good temper. In Pālamār they are daring thieves and highway robbers, and are much given to cattle-stealing. Still especially in the British districts steady improvement continues. Land is brought under the plough, and their mode of tillage grows less slovenly. The least respectable among them is the Pātanvādiya branch who are still known to be bad characters. The Taladbās are for the most part husbandmen though many work as day
labourers or are employed as peons and watchmen. As husbandmen
they are inferior only to Kanbis. In the Surat District they rank above
the other Hindu labouring classes, and in intelligence manners and
mode of living are in no way inferior to the members of the artisan
classes. One Koli family in Surat has acquired wealth as moneylenders;
and a Koli rose to the rank of a supervisor of public works on a
salary of Rs. 200 a month. On the other hand in eastern and southern
Surat many Kolis are in very poor circumstances, and some of them
are to be found among the *kuló* or hereditary servants of the Anávala
Bráhmans. The Surat Kolís find ready employment as grooms and
coachmen with rich Parsees and Gujarát Hindus in Bombay.

They worship all Hindu gods and goddesses, but chiefly Indra and
Hátmal, Hinglój among the Pátanváiyás and Khódiár among the
other divisions are their principal goddesses, their other goddesses being
Kánkudi, Meladi, and Vérvá. The Mahá Kántha Kolís worship the cow
and the peacock: the river Mehi is their family goddess. Kolís do not
work on the eleventh and thirteenth days of the month and fast on the
days sacred to their family goddess. The Pánpur Kolís have for
their *guru* or religious teacher a disciple of Vákhásánté, the *pir* or
saint of Pátan. The disciples of Velo, who was a Chumváliya Koli,
are called stákhus and beg from the Chumváliyás. Many Kolís are
followers of the Bijnápanth and some follow the sects of Svámináráyan
Kabir and Rámsanehi. The Svámináráyan teachers are said at the
beginning of the present century (a.d. 1800) to have reclaimed many
Kolís from lives of violence and crime, and thus helped Government
in settling these restless people in north Gujarát. Of late the respect shown
by the leading teachers for distinctions of caste is said to have turned
many of the Kolís and low-class converts from the Svámináráyan
sect. Most of the Káthiávárdí Kolís are Mohoti Márghás. They go
on pilgrimage to Dwárka, Prábhás Pátan, and Gínár all in Káthiávárdí,
to Dákor in Káira, and to Náranea and Hinglój in Síndí. They respect Bráhmans and employ them to conduct their religious
ceremonies. If they fall sick or if their cattle suffer they take vows to
feed a certain number of Bráhmans. Bráhmans and cows are
spoken of in the same breath as equally sacred and Koli robbers are
known to have let go a Bráhman traveller untouched and to have
plundered the Bráhman’s non-Bráhman companions. A Bráhman
priest ties the *rákhádî* or guard round the Koli’s wrist on *Bulev* or the
bright fiftieth of *Shváran* (July-August) and receives small cash
presents. Bráhmans are also given small presents of grain when they
visit a Koli’s threshing floor. Their priests mostly belong to the
Shrimáli and Audich division of Bráhmans. Kolís are superstitious
and have a firm belief in spirits and in spirit-possession. In cases of
possession they employ *bhunás* or spirit-seers to exorcise the spirits.

A Koli woman generally goes to her father’s house for her first
delivery. Except the well-to-do Koli women continue to work till the
day of her delivery, and instances are not rare of women giving birth
to a child in the field and taking it home. As soon as the child is
born, pills of raw sugar are given to it. If the child is a boy, a
message is sent to his father with the news and the father rewards
the messenger with some cash. Raw sugar is distributed to friends and relations. On the sixth day Chhathhi or Mother Sixth is worshipped. A low wooden stool is set in the lying-in room and on the stool is placed an image of Brahma with a lighted lamp fed with clarified butter, an inkstand, a quill-pen and a piece of paper, kanku or vermilion, a betel nut, and a sword or knife. The writing materials are believed to be used by Chhath in recording the future of the child. The child is bathed dressed and made to bow before the low stool and juvar Sorgum vulgare grain mixed with raw sugar are distributed to children. The child is also named on this day. The father's sister names the child, the name being chosen either by a Brähman priest or by some elderly person of the house. She puts the child in a jholi or cloth cradle which is rocked by boys if the child is a boy and by girls if a girl. The mother bathes on the eleventh day and begins to work in the house if she is physically fit. Among well-to-do families she keeps to her room and her touch is considered impure for a month and a quarter.

The Kolis have four forms of marriage, marriage between a bachelor and a virgin, udra or marriage between a widow and a widower, marriage with a sarrum or woman whose husband is living, and diarru or marriage with an elder brother's widow. Of these the first form of marriage is the commonest. In this form boys and girls are married after their twelfth year. It is not necessary that the bride should be younger than the bridegroom. The offer of marriage comes from the boy's father. If the offer is accepted by the girl's father, the boy's father presents a rupee and a coconut to the girl and distributes raw sugar and coriander seed among friends and relations to complete the betrothal. Among the Rewa Kancha Kolis, although the marriage may have been arranged long before, the father of the boy generally goes through the form of starting off to find a bride. On leaving his house he must see a small bird called devi on his right hand. 'Till he sees a devi he will not start even though he is kept waiting for weeks or even for months. After he has chosen a bride and made all the preliminary arrangements, he is asked to dine with her father. During the dinner the women of the bride's family strew grains of corn on the threshold, and as the boy's father is leaving the house, they rush at him as if to beat him, and he making for the door, slips on the grain and falls. This is all done intentionally that the boy's father may fall on the threshold of the girl's house an omen so important that without it no marriage could prosper. When the marriage is settled the bride's father sends half a pint of oil to the bridegroom, and keeps the same quantity at his own house to be rubbed daily on the bodies of the couple until the marriage is over. The marriage day is fixed by the girl's priest and the girl's father sends the lagan patti or marriage invitation to the bridegroom's father, but if the girl's father goes to the boy's house for the tilak ceremony, the day is fixed at the boy's house. In the tilak ceremony the girl's father marks the forehead of the boy with vermilion and presents him with a turban. He also presents a rupee to the boy's priest and barber. The guests are feasted by the boy's father. At the bride's house a booth is erected and in the centre a smaller booth called majara is formed with four
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tapering piles of earthen vessels kept in position by bamboos. Then the top of the smaller booth is covered with green leaves and twigs. On the marriage day the bridegroom starts in procession to the bride’s village with friends and relations and music. At the village boundary the bride’s father receives him with friends and relations, and the whole procession goes to the bride’s house. The bridegroom does not enter the booth, but stands under the leaf toras or arch suspended from the booth, and the village carpenter gives him a stool to stand upon and receives a rupee for his trouble. While the bridegroom is standing on the stool, the bride’s maternal aunt and an elder sister come to receive him, the aunt with a coconut and a pot of clarified butter and the sister with two water-jars placed on her head. They are presented with two rupees. The bride’s mother then comes with female friends and relations singing songs and waves about his face a small plough, an arrow, a wooden pestle, and a chewing stick. The village moi or flower-seller puts a khump or flower coronet on the bridegroom’s head and receives in return some cash present. The bridegroom’s father gives such presents to the village community as may have been fixed. If the bridegroom is young, the bride’s mother carries him on her side to the māyara or inner booth formed with the four piles of earthen vessels. If he is old he walks. In the māyara he sits facing east and the bride’s brother sprinkles water over his head and receives a rupee as a present. The bride is brought with an arrow in her hand and the varuḍil or bridegroom’s garland is put round the bride and bridegroom’s necks and the ends of their clothes are tied together. The sacred fire is kindled in the centre of the māyara and the couple is made to go round it. The day’s ceremonies end with a feast to the assembled guests. Sometimes the guests are feasted before the ceremonies are completed; but the Kolis are a quarrelsome people and often wake up old grudges at a marriage feast. To avoid this risk the bride’s father generally puts off the feast to the end of the ceremonies. On the next day the bridegroom returns with the bride to his house. At the door they are stopped by the bridegroom’s priest who exhorts them to lead a good and virtuous life. After six or seven days the bride is sent to her father’s with friends and relations. The guests remain at the bride’s house for a day and a half and then return to the bridegroom’s. The married girl goes to live with her husband at the age of fourteen or fifteen. Koli Thākors generally imitate the Rajput custom of sending a khanda or sword to the bride’s house as the bridegroom’s representative, with whom the bride is married with all the rites. In a well-to-do Koli family the marriage expenses amount to Rs. 500.

In nātra or widow-marriage the bridegroom must be a widower. The marriage of a bachelor with a widow will reduce the pair to destitution as the proverb says Dhān pānī mate nāhi Neither food nor water will they get. No respectable Koli will contract such a marriage, for the married parties are put out of caste and are admitted only after a fine or caste feast is exacted. Even after admission into the caste the couple does not regain its former social position. The nātra ceremony is a simple one. The widow goes to her father’s house. Her father or in his absence some other relation invites to his house her would-be husband who goes there with his friends and relations. The widow and
the widower are made to sit near each other and the Brahman priest joins their hands with nīda or red and white cotton thread and asks them one after the other to look at a lamp placed in an earthen vessel. This completes the nātrā ceremony.

Marriage with a svasāna or woman whose husband is alive is practised, but it is held neither respectable nor safe. The svasāna’s husband has to be satisfied. Money would satisfy a Pātanvādiya husband; but nothing would satisfy a Dhārāla husband. He looks upon such a marriage as an abetment to adultery on the part of his wife, and he would sooner kill his wife and her would-be husband than receive money satisfaction at his hands. When the woman has been cast off by her husband, the marriage is not attended with much risk. The compensation to be paid to the wronged husband is settled by the āgavins or leaders of the caste formed into a panch or committee. The wronged husband receives the sum of money settled by the panch and passes a fārgati or divorce deed waiving his conjugal rights in favour of his rival, who pays the money and who is looked upon as the lawful husband. After the settlement, the svasāna goes to her future house with two lōda or copper pots filled with water placed one over the other on her head. Her would-be husband comes forward and relieves her of her easy burden at the doorstep. Both then enter the house as husband and wife.

Diyarvats or marriage with an elder brother’s widow is prevalent to a small extent. The custom is not looked upon with favour or respect because an elder brother’s wife is regarded as the mother of her husband’s younger brothers. In cases where it may be obviously improper to contract diyarvats, or where it has to be performed contrary to the wishes of friends and relations the parties leave their houses and go to some place where they do not expect opposition and molestation and return home when scandal and opposition have subsided. If a widow has young children who are likely to be neglected if she were to remarry outside the family, it is considered advisable for her to remarry her diyar, provided he is grown up and is a widower. A widow generally goes out of the family to remarry and a widower prefers an outside wife to his brother’s widow. In Rewa Kāntha when a man dies leaving a widow, it is usual for his younger brother to marry her; and if she wishes to marry some one else, her future husband has to pay the younger brother the deceased husband’s marriage expenses.

Kolis do not marry within the seventh generation and among those who claim Rajput descent the Rajput practice of marrying out of the clan is closely followed. A Koli can divorce his wife without making any amends except passing a formal declaration to that effect in writing. A Koli woman can also abandon her husband; but she has to return the palla or dowry settled on her at the time of marriage. The children by the divorced wife belong to the father. Polygamy is allowed and practised.

On a lucky day in the fifth or seventh month of her first pregnancy a Koli woman is bathed and dressed in new clothes received from her parents. Her lap is then filled with rice and a coconut and friends and relations are feasted.
As a rule Kolis burn their dead, but children under eighteen months are buried. When a Koli is on the point of death, he is laid on the ground plastered fresh with cow dung, and a piece of gold or silver with earls and a sweet basil leaf are laid in his mouth. If the dead person is a man, the body is dressed in a chorna or trousers jacket and phōltī or headscarf, laid on his back on a quirt on a bamboo bier and is covered with a white cotton sheet. In the case of a dead woman the body is dressed in a petticoat and bodice and is covered with a red cotton cloth. Among Thākōrs and rich persons the body is covered with a shawl. The body is then carried to the burning ground. With the body are taken a dish of sugar balls and a metal vessel filled with water. When the body is placed on the funeral pyre, the sugar balls are thrown in different directions as food for ants, and the metal vessel is given to a Bhanga or sweeper. The son of the deceased puts fire into the mouth of the dead body and the pyre is lighted. After the body is burnt, the mourners bathe and with the son go crying to the house of the deceased, and then return to their houses. The son places on the roof of his house an earthen vessel filled with milk and water and allows it to remain there for several days. On the third day the ashes of the dead are gathered into a heap and an earthen pot filled with water is placed on the top of the heap. On the eleventh day the mourners, together with friends and relations meet at some river or pond and have their moustaches shaved. They take a stone, and pouring water on it believe that the soul of the deceased has entered the stone. On the tenth eleventh and twelfth days mind-rites are performed by the son of the deceased. On all these days castepeople are required to be feasted. If the chief mourner cannot afford these feasts, he comes out of his house and rules his hands. The assembled guests leave the place in silence. In Surat on the thirteenth day the son washes a cow’s tail and drops a silver coin in the earthen vessel containing the water used in washing the tail. The castewomen attending the ceremony put copper coins into the water. The Brāhmaṇ priest officiating at the ceremony receives the money. The eldest woman in the deceased’s family with the end of her robe drawn over her face cries for about five or ten minutes every morning and evening during the first year.

All questions relating to marriage and religion are settled by a panch or committee of the āgyāns or leaders of the caste. Kolis are steadily improving in prospects especially in central and southern Gujarāt. Of the whole Hindu population of Gujarāt Kolis are perhaps the class whose character and position have improved most under British rule.
SECTION X.—KA'THIS.

The Ka'thīs, 28,500 strong, form one of the most curious and interesting races in Kathiawār. Like many Rajput tribes they entered Kathiawār from Kachh, but whence they came is uncertain. The cradle of their race is unknown, but there is no doubt that they came from more remote regions than the Rajputs, and it is probable that they were wanderers in Central Asia, and were driven down to the delta of the Indus by the tide of Muhammadan invasion. They do not appear to have had any fixed habitation in Sindh, though Colonel Walker relates that they established themselves in the desert between Sindh and Cutch. It is probable that their only occupation was that of graziers, for it is said that they first entered Kathiawār about A.D. 1400 in company with a band of Chārans on the occasion of a famine. A party of them, under the leadership of Umro Pāṭkar, penetrated to Dhāṅk, then, as now, ruled by a Vālā Rajput. Umro had a beautiful daughter named Umrābāi with whom the Dhāṅk chieftain, Dhan Vālā, fell in love. When Dhan asked her in marriage, Umro agreed on condition that they should eat together. To this Dhan submitted, and his brethren, considering him degraded, drove him out. He became the leader of the Kathīs

9 Kathiawār Gazetteer, VIII, pages 122-123. The Kathīs themselves date their origin from the times of the Mahābhārata which relates how the Pāṇḍavas or five royal brothers fought for their hereditary dominion of Hastināpur which had been usurped by their cousin Duryodhana and his ninety-nine brethren. The Pāṇḍavas had gambled with Duryodhana, and lost their wager, and the penalty was that they should remain in concealment for twelve years. After seven years of wandering they came to Gujarāt and took refuge in the town of Virāṭ now called Dholka. Duryodhana heard rumours of this, and having Hastināpur marched upon Virāṭ attended by a large army. He was unable to obtain admittance, or even to discover if the Pāṇḍavas were within the walls. In this dilemma his minister Karan suggested that they should drive off the cattle of Virāṭ which would have the effect of calling forth all the bravest of the town to the rescue. It was however considered disgraceful for a Rajput to stoop to cattle-lifting, so Karan struck his staff to the ground and produced a newly created man who was called Khāṭ (the vernacular for wood), and who, in return for his carrying off the cattle, was to be granted immunity to commit theft, especially of cattle in all future time. Khāṭ carried out the wishes of Karan, and his descendants, the Kathīs, give this legend as a proof of their right to commit robbery. In Forbes Rās Māla (L. 136) it is stated that the Kathīs were vassals of the Sumbri king of Sindh and lived in Pāvar land. Once on a time a female dancer ridiculed the king as she performed before him, upon which she was condemned to banishment. The Kathī chief called the actress to his quarters, and amused himself by causing her to sing the song which had offended the king. The chief being informed of this behaviour issued sentence of expulsion against the Kathīs. At that time a raj of the Vālā race ruled at Dhāṅk near Dherāji in South. The Kathīs flying from Sindh took refuge in his dominions and became his followers. The Shākhbākatīs invariably marry the daughters of Avārthīs or Ahirs or Bāhārīs, and the Avārthīs, including the Ahirs and Bāhārīs, marry the daughters of Shākhbākatīs.
and by Umrahai had three sons, Vála, Khumát, and Kháchar whose descendants bear their names and are considered the three noble tribes of Káthis. They are called Shákhiáyats while the descendants of the original Káthis are called Avartíás or inferior.

Dhan Valo’s Káthis seem to have returned to Kachh, and afterwards the whole tribe quarrelled with the ruler of Kachh and murdered him for dishonouring one of their women. They fled from his successor, who pursued them to Thán, but was defeated in a pitched battle. Probably because they could no longer hope to be allowed to go back to Kachh, the Káthis seized Thán and Chotía from the Sodha Parmárs. Thán they made their head-quarters and built a temple to the Sun. They grazed large herds of cattle in the wide plains round Thán, and issued thence to plunder the neighbouring rújás. The three sons of Vála, Khumát Kháchar and Har-sur Vála, settled at Chotía, Mithial, and Jetpur. For many generations the Káthis thought more of making their living by plunder than by the acquisition of territory. They despised husbandry, all they cared for was a fastness to which they could retreat when hard pressed, and in which they could keep their spoil. Hence, though their name was a terror to the country, they were not large landowners during the first 150 years of their residence in Káthiáwar. Only when the Muhammadan power began to show signs of breaking did their earth-hunger begin. Then they spread themselves through the heart of the peninsula, taking Jasdan and other districts from the Jádejáí, and Alag Dhánáí from the Júnágádh chief. They penetrated to the neighbourhood of Amreli, and settled at Kundla and other places on the borders of Báravraví. The Sarváíás ceded Chital to them, any many other Rajputas followed their example.

When settled, by slow degrees they became more respectable, but their reformation was gradual and partial. In A.D. 1808, Col. Walker wrote: The Káthis are distinguished only for rapacious habits and robbery. To this mode of life they attach neither disgrace nor reproach. On the contrary they boast of their devastations and rapine, and, without seeking to cloak the matter, call themselves plainly thieves. Without property, and frequently without a fixed place of residence, the Káthis despise and brave the resentment of states who are much more powerful than themselves. They pursue their licentious habits without restraint. The disorder and misery that arise from this state of perpetual hostility is easily traced throughout this country.

In marked contrast to this state of things Colonel Walker describes the establishment of order in the now flourishing district of Jetpur-Chital under the sway of the Válás. These he designates reformed Káthis. They acquired Chital from the Sarváíás about A.D. 1735. Soon after, a wealthy merchant of Amreli annoyed by the exactions and oppression of the officers of the Júnágádh Nawáb sought refuge at Chital. He offered the Káthis half of whatever portion of his property they could recover for him. The Káthis
made a raid on Amreli and recovered the merchant's property, and then resolved to put him to death and keep it all for themselves. They were dissuaded from this by one of their women, and not only gave the merchant back all his goods, but refused to take the share which he had promised them. They had their reward, for not only did the merchant settle at Chital, but others, attracted by the report of such generosity, established themselves there also. The neighbouring proprietors put themselves under the protection of the Káthis, and in A.D. 1760 the Nawáb of Junágâdh ceded to them the important districts of Mendarâth, Bhiûka, and Jetpur. The Káthis, finding that honesty was the best policy, gave up plunder and soon gained a name for good government.

The Káthis chief of Jasad was not long in following the example of his brethren of Jetpur-Chital. About the middle of the last century Jetsur Khúchar, the chief of Jasad, was a notorious freebooter. By his skill and daring he had assumed the leadership of his family, and had led them in many a foray, and established a claim to blackmail in Limbí, Dhandhuka, and Rânpur. He met his death during one of his raids, and was succeeded by his nephew Vadsar, who managed to put together a compact estate of thirty-two villages, and, ceasing from his predatory habits, set up as a model landlord.

Some of the most daring and troublesome of the Káthis established themselves in the Gir hills, and, sallying from their fastnesses, became the terror of the whole country. In the end of the last century the districts of Visâvadar and Chheïna were in the hands of some Vála Káthis. These districts covered a large area, but were thick with forest and almost devoid of inhabitants, and, as the Káthis proprietors were unable to guard their possessions, in A.D. 1782 they wrote over one-half of the revenue to the Nawáb, reserving the other half as a maintenance to themselves. In A.D. 1794 the Nawáb bestowed his share as a marriage gift on the chief of Bántva. The latter soon began to harry and oppress the Káthis proprietors, who fled into the Gir and became outlaws. The Bántva chief subsequently handed over the half share of the district of Visâvadar to one of the Káthis, Vála Ránîng, who was at feud with the rightful owner Vála Mâtra. The latter was the friend and companion of the rebel Gáïkwâr Malâhârrâví, who was betrayed by Vála Ránîng. Vála Mâtra immediately laid waste Visâvadar, and, in spite of his friendship with the Gáïkwâr authorities of Amreli, drove Vála Ránîng from Dhârî. Vála Ránîng was reinstated, and Vála Mâtra died soon after in outlawry, leaving an infant son named Hársur Vála. Colonel Walker called upon Vála Ránîng to surrender his hereditary estate to Hársur, upon which Ránîng also became an outlaw, and died leaving a son called Bâva Vála.

This Bâva Vála became a renowned freebooter, and his name is still celebrated, in consequence of his having in A.D. 1820 seized a Captain Grant of the Indian Navy and kept him in confinement in the Gir for four months. The unfortunate gentleman commanded the Gáïkwâr's navy, and having been summoned to Amreli on business, was travelling through the Gir, when he was caught by Bâva Vála.
He went through great hardships, of which some account is given in a footnote. Bāva Vāla was killed in A.D. 1824, and the whole of the ancestral possessions of the tribe, except a bare maintenance to the surviving members, passed into the hands of the

---

Footnote:

1. "I was forced" write Captain Grant "to remount my horse and gallop off with the gang who took me into a large forest called the Gir, where I was kept prisoner on the top of a mountain for two months and fifteen days. During the whole of this time two armed men with drawn swords kept guard over me. I laid amongst the rocks, drenched with rain night and day, with the exception of two nights when the gang forced me to accompany them, and we stopped in a friendly village. In this expedition I was occasionally allowed to ride, but always surrounded by a strong band that made all attempt to escape impossible. In one village where the people favoured Bāva Vāla, the women took my part and upbraided him and his men for my cruel treatment. Towards unfriendly villages it was the custom of the band to ride up to the gates and chop off the heads of little boys at play, and then go off laughing and rejoicing at their cruel exploits. When they returned to the encampment after a day's murdering forays, the young Kāthis used to boast how many men they had killed, and one day I heard the old fellows questioning them rather particularly, whether they were sure they had killed their victims. Yes, they said, they had seen their spears through them, and were certain they were dead. 'Ah,' remarked an old Kāthis, 'a human being is worse to kill than any other animal; never be sure they are dead till you see the body on one side of the road and the head on the other.' At times the chief, Bāva Vāla, in a state of stupor from opium, would come and sit by my side, and, holding his dagger over me, ask me how many spears it would take to kill me. I said 'I thought one would do,' and I hoped he would put me out of misery. 'I suppose you think,' he would answer 'that I won't kill you; I have killed as many human beings as ever a Baherman killed fish, and I should think nothing of putting an end to you. But I shall keep you a while yet.' I see if your Government will give me back my property; if so, I will let you off.' When not plundering, the gang slept most of the day. At night the halter of each horse was tied to his master's arm. When the animals heard voices they yanked, and the men were up in an instant. Occasionally they would inform me how many people they had killed, and the method they pursued. When rich travellers refused to pay the sum demanded. This was to tie the poor wretches to a beam across a well by their legs, with their heads touching the water, and then to saw away at the rope until the tortured victims satisfied their demands; then the Kāthis would haul them up, get from them a handi or bill on some agent, and keep them prisoner till this was paid. Sometimes the men told me of their master's intention to murder me, which was not pleasant. He and his men had many disputes about me, as hopes or fears of the consequences of my imprisonment prevailed. I can never forget one stormy night when they were all sitting round a great fire. I lay behind them. Lions and wild beasts roared around us, but did not prevent my hearing a debate upon the subject of what should be done with me. The men complained that they had been two months in the woods on my account. Their families were in the villages very poorly off for food, and that they would stay no longer. Their chief replied "Let us kill him and flee to some other part of the country." To this they objected that the English would send troops and take their families prisoners and ill-use them. So in the end it was agreed to keep me for the present. My release was effected at last through our Political Agent, Captain Bhattacharjee, who prevailed on the Nawab of Junagadh to use his influence to get another Kāthis who had forcibly taken Bāva Vāla's district to restore it to him and Bāva Vāla thus having gained his object let me free. My sufferings during confinement were almost beyond endurance, and I used to pray in the evening that I might never see another morning. I had my boots on my feet for the first month, not being able to get them off from the constant wet until I was reduced by sickness. Severe fever with ague and inflammation of liver came on me, and with exposure to the open air drove me delirious, so that when I was let go I was found wandering in the fields at night, covered with vermin from head to foot. The fever and ague then contracted continued on me for five years, and the ill effects still remain, my head being at times greatly troubled with giddiness, and I have severe fits of ague. My memory is much affected, but I can never forget the foregoing incidents, though it is now upwards of fifty since they occurred." Low's Indian Navy, I. 281-283.
Nawáb of Junagadh. A song composed in honour of Bāva Vāla, is still sung by the Káthi women, a translation of which is given below.\footnote{Song in honour of Bāva Vāla:}

Towards the close of the last century the most warlike clan of Káthis in the south-east of the peninsula were the Khumáns. This tribe had appropriated to themselves the rich district of Kudnda, and for a long series of years carried on their depredations in Bhávnagar and defied the power and authority of its chief. At length dissensions arose among them, and they were completely subdued by the genius of Vakhtsingji. In A.D. 1796 they gave up the district of Kudnda to him, reserving portions for their maintenance. In like manner Vakhtsingji subdued the Khâchar Káthis of Botád and Gadhda. Under a settled government the power of the Káthis has entirely succumbed. Except the large estate of Jetpur-Chital and the small compact estate of Jussan there are no Káthi possessions of any consequence. Those that are left with a show of independence, as Bagasar, Chotila, Bâbr, and Paliád, are divided among a number of shareholders, and must in course of time be

\footnote{Song in honour of Bāva Vāla:}

Oh! Bāva, son of Rāning, incarnate Bāva and preserver of the country, thou art best at Salbar and Bāva, Rāgo is thy village. Thy skill as a swordman, O Bāva Vāla, has caused thy name to be remembered. Oh! son of Rāning.

Bāva Vāla had a brother called Mato. They were indeed a noble pair. They went with the army of Bhan Kotha as chiefs of the force. Oh! son of Rāning.

When the troops of Bhan Kotha ascended the drum; the people of Dehno became afraid; suddenly Bāva, son of Rāning, appeared, and the Khâchar fell back. Oh! son of Rāning.

Bāva Vāla had twelve kinsmen with him; he himself, the swordman was the thirteenth; may he perish who killed this brave warrior. Oh! son of Rāning.

The merchants cried that they had lost their wealth, they have closed their shops; when alive money was scattered from thy garments, and now that thou art dead, see the red powder lying in cartloads. Oh! son of Rāning.

My Grant and Ahum Mua were going to Amreli; Bāva looked out and said 'Certain scribes are coming along the road.' Oh! son of Rāning.

He seized the hat-sweeper, he took him to the hilt, he kept him imprisoned for four months; the news went to England. Oh! Bāva Vāla, preserver of the country. Oh! son of Rāning.

You gave him food when he asked for it; you treated him with honour; you could not find fault as you gave him Ghalbhar bawas. Oh! son of Rāning.

The Nawáb of Junagadh called Bāva Vāla to appear before him. He said 'I will not trust thee except Kesarí be given as a hostage.' Oh! son of Rāning.

Thy house grieves, thy mansion grieves for thee, thy friends mourn for thee, thy young men lament thee, where art thou, Oh! rider. Oh! son of Rāning.

Thy bed laments thee, thy bedstead grieves for thee, thy furniture mourns for thee, thy garden and thy flowers lament thee, tears flow from their eyes for thee. Oh! son of Rāning.

They hewed a stone seat for Bāva Vāla to repose on; they palated it with vinegar that the whole world might make a pilgrimage to it. Oh! son of Rāning.

They gave him a horse and he rode in his retinue; he dispersed it with vermillion that the whole world might make a pilgrimage to it. Oh! son of Rāning.

A star came from the north to call the warrior Bāva Vāla. When they had offered him munificence, thy body was left by thy spirit. Oh! son of Rāning.

When Yibhola Dhrúva at Baroda heard of thy death, he refused to eat; the universe was plunged into grief at thy death. Oh! son of Rāning.

No priest or merchant, no bard or poet, has sung thy praises; but Dhimmi Vedr has thus celebrated thy name for ever. Oh! son of Rāning, keeper of the country.
KATHIS.

broken into fragments. This is due in great measure to the law of equal inheritance which they strictly observe. The Káthi proprietors themselves perceive this, and there is reason to hope that before long they will adopt the system of primogeniture which prevails among the Kájput. As a pastoral roving tribe, the Káthis were always fond of animals. They still have large droves of cattle and pride themselves on their breed of horses.

The Káthis worship the sun, and use it as a symbol on all their deeds. The symbol has much resemblance to a spider, the rays forming the legs. But that these may be no mistake, underneath it is always written: "The witness of the holy sun." It is said that their first temple was at Than, but they do not worship there any longer, and both temple and image have been appropriated by the Parmárs of Mulí, who call the god Mandav. The Káthis adore the sun and invoke its protection and aid in all their undertakings. Their contact with Hindus has gradually instilled into them some respect for the ordinary Hindu gods and for Bráhmans. They are superstitious and believe in omens, placing the greatest reliance on the call of a partridge to the left. At funeral ceremonies, instead of feeding crows they feed plovers and have a strong friendly feeling towards them. The Káthis are exceedingly hospitable, and are always sociable and friendly. They are illiterate and indolent, spending their time in gossip and social entertainments, and rarely troubling their heads about their affairs. They have adopted the Hindu feeling about the holiness of the cow, otherwise they are not particular as to their food or liquor.

Their women are proverbially handsome, and bear a high character. They are on a social equality with their husbands and are treated as companions. Unmarried and married women like widows wear no wrist ornaments. Káthi women dress in black clothes and are neat and tidy. They keep their house clean and well furnished with quilts boxes swinging-cots and fans. A Káthi seldom marries more than one wife, though they are not limited in this respect. Widow-marriage is allowed, but it is seldom practised, except in the case of a husband dying and leaving a younger brother. In such cases the rule is peremptory that the younger brother must marry his brother's widow.

The following historical sketch of the Káthis by Colonel J. W. Watson differs in some respects from the account usually received.

1 In a.d. 1807 Colonel Walker wrote: Their peculiar mode of inheritance and the perpetual subdivision of property are perhaps greater obstacles to the improvement of the Káthis than their deceptions manner. This custom forms a continual check to the accumulation of individual property and the augmentation of territorial possession; it perpetuates a great number of small and independent communities, which are without the means of protection against internal injuries, and contain the permanent seed of internal disorder.

2 The Sanskrit inscription on the pedestal of the deity is nearly illegible, and would have been an earlier period than that fixed for the immigration of the Káthis. Sir George LeGrand Jacob.
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Kāthis.

History.

It is valuable as confirming the theory that the tribe came from some part of Central Asia.

There are two more or less plausible accounts of this famous tribe, which in modern times has given its name to the whole peninsula of Saurástra. According to one account the Kāthis had their original seat in Kurdistán in Asia Minor, whence they were driven by Tīglāth Pīleser I. of Assyria, who, according to Rawlinson, ascended the throne about B.C. 1130. In the Assyrian inscriptions they are described as Khatti, and in the Old Testament as Hittites. In the wars of this monarch distinct mention is made of the Comānī (Khumāns). Rawlinson mentions that at this time the chief city of the Khati or Hittites was Carcemish, an important place, and he says that the Comānī could bring into the field an army of 20,000 men. At this period the Khati or Hittites appear to have been remarkable for their fondness for horses and chariots, to have been incapable of settled government, and to have been ready to serve as mercenaries.

After the time of Tīglāth Pīleser the Khati appear to have joined Benhadad king of Damascus in warring with Shalmāneser II. of Assyria, and to have finally been subdued by him. Sargon of Assyria is mentioned by Rawlinson as having warred in Kurdistán, but whether with any branch of the Kāthis is not mentioned. But Rawlinson specially notices that Sargon in all his wars largely followed the custom of wholesale deportation of conquered nations. Whether in his time or afterwards, when the kingdoms of Media and Persia were paramount in Asia, the Kāthis appear to have gradually travelled eastward until we find them opposing Alexander the Great at Sangálfa, three days' march from the river Hydræs. It is notable that Arrian, in his short description of the Kāthis, describes them as roving tribes, not under the authority of any Indian sovereign, and speaks of them as associated with other free Indians. That they were recent invaders seems clear, for Arrian specially mentions that Porus and Abiasares, both Indian kings, had united and called in the aid of many other Indian princes, but had been unable to effect anything against them. Though gallant and warlike they were defeated with great loss and driven from Sangálfa, and we may be sure that Porus and the other Indian kings took care that they never returned to their dominions.

After A.D. 1168, during the reign of Shālvāhan of Jessalmir, according to the Bhāti annals, the Kāthis were dwelling as far south as between the city of Jālor and the Arāvali mountains. Their own annals are untrustworthy before the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, because they show traces of having been concocted by barda in comparatively modern times. But it seems probable that they lived in Mālwa for some time and thence came to Kachh, whence they entered the peninsula of Kāthiawār. It is however possible that they came to Kachh direct from the neighbourhood of Jālor.

1 Tod's Rājāsthān, II. 222.
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It is difficult to say at what date the Káthís first entered the peninsula. On the whole it seems probable that the Válas were established before the arrival of the Kháchars, and that the Bábriás were probably earlier than the Válas. The Khumánís also are either earlier than, or coeval with, the Kháchars. Regarding the Avartiás or miscellaneous Káthis it is impossible to say anything certain, except that the Dhánhdhals, the most celebrated among them, took their rise about the time or just after the arrival of the Kháchars. Of the other tribes many doubtless are earlier than and many as early as the Kháchars, but except the Dhánhdhals none are later arrivals.

The arrival of the Kháchars can be calculated within a few years, and may roughly be fixed at A.D. 1400. Their first settlement was at Thán, and their next seat was Chotila where they are still found. From these two seats they spread all over the Panchál, and it was they who by their daring forays, in later times drew on themselves the vengeance of the imperial governors of Gujarát, and subsequently they proved no less troublesome to the Maráthás. The earliest known mention of a Káthi, occurs in the Mirát-i-Sikandari where Lomá Khumán of Kherdi is spoken of as having sheltered Sultánn Muzaffar of Gujarát in about A.D. 1583. The first mention of Káthiáwár as a sub-division of the peninsula of Saurástrí is believed to occur in the Mirát-i-Ahmádi, which, in its notice of Àzám Khán (about A.D. 1635-1642), mentions that he marched to Káthiáwár and chastised the Káthis who were continually ravaging the Dhánhdhika district. In another passage the same author notices that Àzám Khán made such excellent arrangements that travellers could pass safely through Juálávádgh, Káthiáwár, the country of the Jám of Navánagar, and Kachh. Another mention of the Káthis occurs in the same work in the notice of Kártalábab Khán, who had been ennobled by the title of Shunját Khán. This officer, about A.D. 1692, stormed Thán and dispersed the Káthi plunderers who had made that place their head-quarters. The Válás seem to have been settled in Káthiáwár before the Káthis as the Táríkh-i-Soráth speaks of a battle between Sháms-ud-din Amir Khán the viceroy of Sultánn Feroz Túghlák and Válá Khámpráj, whose capital was situated at Kileshvár in the Barda hills. This must have been between A.D. 1351 and A.D. 1387.

According to bardic tradition Verávaljí, a Válá Rajput of the Dhánk house, married the daughter of Vishálo Patgar, an Avarti Káthí, and from her sprung the tribes of Válá, Khumán, and Kháchar. Káthis, called from their high birth Shákhiáyat or those of the branch; other tribes are called Avarti, from avar other. Thus the modern Káthis divided themselves into two great clans, the Shákhiáyat or those of the branch who are offspring of Verávaljí and the Avarti or other or miscellaneous clans.

This account is far from satisfactory for the following reasons. The Válás of Dhánk were a branch of the great Válá house of Válá Chámárdí, who reigned also at Talája Bhádrod, indeed over the whole sub-division of Gohilvád called Válák or Válákshetra.
When Verávalji married the Káthiáni about a.d. 1350 at the earliest, there must have been at least 500 Vála Rajputs alive. Now we are asked to believe that the offspring of Verávalji alone has increased to a greater extent than the offspring of the 500 Vála Rajputs then in existence. At the present day there are at least ten Vála Káthis for one Vála Rajput in the province, and yet Valóji, after whom they profess to take their name, was only one of the sons of Verávalji. Another objection is that the name Kháchar is unknown as the name of a man, though it exists as the name of a tribe, yet if Kháchar was really the name of the founder of this sub-tribe many of his descendants would have been proud to bear it. The same objection applies in a less degree to Khumán. The name Khumáning, though rare, is not unknown among Rajputs, but is never heard among Káthis.

The most probable explanation seems that tribes more or less akin to the Bábriás and Jethvás passed into the province in early times, and were followed by a tribe of Válas. Of these the Jethvás managed to get themselves recognized as Rajputs, as did the Válas of Vála Chamárdi. This singular fact remains that the annals of the Jethvás show that they formerly intermarried both with Bábriás who do not pretend to be Rajputs and with Válas, and that the Dhánk house of so called Vála Rajputs intermarries with them to this day. Strangely enough, though the Dhánk chieftain is supposed to be a Vála Rajput and not a Káthi, the Porbandar records show that the Dhánk lady is always styled the Káthiáni Bái or Káthiáni Ma, and their residence in Navánagar is called the palace of the Káthi lady. Though they are unable to give the reason, this fact clearly proves the Káthi origin of the Vála Rajputs. The truth probably is that the Jethvás and one or two branches of the Vála Káthis managed to get recognized as Rajputs, and that the rest of the tribe continued to be called Káthis.

An excellent instance of the process of conversion from a lower caste into a Rajput occurs in the case of the Vághela chieftain of Thara Jánpur in Kánkrej in north Gujarát. This family was originally Koli, but by steadily marrying into Rajput families, it has, within the last hundred years, acquired the Rajput status, and, though their origin is known to their immediate neighbours, they are Vághela Rajputs to persons at a distance.

By the second account, the Káthis came from Nepál, the capital of which place is still called Káthmandu. Wherever the Káthis have come, they have had a Mándu; thus Mándu in Málwa is said to have originally been named after the Mándu in Nepál, and the Káthis are said to have made a long stay in Málwa. According to this theory a branch of them went to the Panjáb and settled at Thán or Múlthán, the modern Multán. When they appear in Káthiáwar, they bring with them both Mándav and Thán. Thán being an old seat of theirs and the Mándav hills being close to the town; the districts of Málwa near the Rewa Káthá are still called Káthi. It is difficult to say whether the Káthis originally entered Káthiáwar from Málwa or from Múlthán. On the whole it seems probable that while the
Vala Káthis, afterwards styled Rajputs, came from Málwa, the Khumáns and the Kháchar Káthis came from Multán by Jésalmir, Abu, and Kachh.

Each tribe of Káthis consists mainly of two separate classes, Shákhkáyats who do not intermarry either with clansmen of their own tribe or with Shákhkáyats of other tribes, and Avariás who intermarry with Shákhkáyats and with whom Shákhkáyats intermarry, but who do not intermarry amongst themselves. The Shákhkáyats include five tribes, Vális, Khumáns, Kháchars, Hátis, and Jogia Khumáns. The original Káthis consist of seven tribes or, according to some, of eight, Máujariás, Tohrías, Naradas or Játvadás, Garibás, Guliás, Pádvás, Nátás, and Patgárs. The Avariás include over 100 tribes. There is also a connecting link between Káthis and Ahirs, namely the Bábriás or Barbars who marry with Shákhkáyats Káthis and also with Ahirs. The three chief tribes of Bábriás are Kotilás, Dhánkádás, and Vará. These sub-tribes do not intermarry in the same tribe, but each with the other. Thus a Kotila cannot marry a Kotila nor a Dhánkda a Dhánkda, but a Kotila may marry a Dhánkda or a Varu, and a Varu a Kotila or a Dhánkda. But a Kotila, Varu, or Dhánkda may marry either a Shákhkáyat Káthi or a common Bábria or an Ahir. In brief, Bábriás, with the exception noted above, can marry not only amongst themselves but with Shákhkáyat Káthis and Ahirs. It seems probable that the reason of their not marrying with the Avariás Káthis springs not so much from any objection on their part, but from scruples of the Avariás who look on them also as Avariás.

Then comes the cognate tribe of Ahirs. They have no objection to intermarriage among themselves or among Bábriás and Shákhkáyat Káthis, but they do not marry with Avariás Káthis, probably for the reasons which forbid the Bábriás allying themselves with these tribes.

The affinity of the Káthis and the Ahirs was noticed by Abal Fázi in his Aín-i-Akbari (a.d. 1590). Of the district of Sorath he wrote: 'In the seventh division are Vághelás. They have two hundred horse and the same number of foot. And there are many Káthis in this country whose caste is that of Ahir. These people rear and train horses. They have a force of 6000 horse and 6000 foot. Some persons consider the horses to be of Arabian blood. They are of knavish conduct, but hospitable, and they eat food cooked by any sect. They are very handsome. When a Jágir dáir goes among any of these tribes, they first exact a promise from him not to levy fines from them on account of the unchastity of their men or women. There is a tribe of Ahirs dwelling near the Káthis, on the banks of the river Dhundhi, who are called Boríchás. They have 3000 horse and a like number of foot. These are constantly at war with the Jám.'

The Káthis, who, for distinction, have been called the ancient Valás, have no doubt been in the province for at least a thousand or twelve hundred years, as they are mentioned in the earliest records of
both the Jethvás and the Chudásamás. But the modern Válás and Khumánás have not been in the province for more than twenty or twenty-two generations, say about 500 years. The Khácharas seem to be even later comers, and not to have crossed from Kachh before the middle or the end of the fifteenth century. Thus when Jáma Rával entered the province about the middle of the sixteenth century, he warred with the Káthis and drove them as far south as the river Bhádar. The next historical mention is of Loma Khumán of Kherdi who sheltered Sultán Muizzaffar about the close of the sixteenth century. Then follows Abú Fa'ál's account in the Aim-i-Akbari quoted above, and finally the mention of the storming of Tán and the expulsion of the Khácharas by Shujáat Khan in A.D. 1692, in the Miráš-i-Ahmádi. Lastly we have the excellent local history of Díván Ranchodji, who too distinguishes between ancient and modern Káthis, that is between Khácharas and Khumánás. He says: 'The Káthis consist of thirty tribes or clans who came from Khorásán and some from Pávar which is one of the cities of Sind. The Válás are of the stock of the Rajput Válás, the lords of Dháuk, through the marriage of one of them with a Káthi damsél. This chief was expelled from his caste owing to his marriage with an inferior tribe and entered that of the Káthis. From her sprung two sons named Khumán and Kháchar, to whom the ruler of Junápádgh granted a small territory. When this region became populous it was called Káthiáwár. It is also related that Sháma Khan Having slain the Válás chief in battle, conquered the town of Kileshvar which is in the Barda hills. Afterwards he conquered the district of Okha and overturned the temple of Jagat, and having turned it into a mosque, returned. At this time he heard that Chámpráj, the son of Ebhal the Káthi, had a beautiful daughter, and became enamoured of her from the description of her charms, though he had not himself seen her. He therefore demanded her in marriage. But Chámpráj refused to give her saying he could not ally his daughter to a chief of another religion. Sháma Khan therefore led an army against him, and Chámpráj after putting his daughter to death, was slain together with 1800 gallant horsemen. One Vera Vála with the permission of the Nawáb Bahádúr Khan built the fort of Jetpur. The Káthis pay tribute to Junápádgh, and the ruler of Junápádgh also takes yearly a horse from them. These Káthis exist by freebooting. The beauty of their women is famous, for it was formerly the custom of the Khumán Káthis to carry off such handsome women among the lower classes as they could lay their hands on. But in these (A.D. 1898) times the Káthi women are like ogres or demons. The Káthi race is brave gallant and hospitable, and there are in Káthiáwár the fortresses of Jetpur and Mandarda Bilkha, Bagar, Kundla, Jasdan, Chital, Sudámra, Anandpur, Bhádla, Bhándhalpur, Páliád, and others, but some of these are not strongly fortified.'

1 This is Shams-ud-din Anwar Khan Viceroy of Sultán Firoz Tughlak (A.D. 1351-1388).
The Mahia's, 2000, are chiefly found in the district of Sorath in Kathiawar. Most of them claim a Káthi origin. They are a turbulent excitable tribe. In A.D. 1867 they were in revolt and established themselves in the Gir hills. Afterwards on being pardoned, certain lands were made over to them on service tenure. They were disarmed in A.D. 1873 and since then have quieted down. The tribe has no divisions and the members intermarry. They are poor husbandmen and are soldiers rather than labourers. The men are tall and strong with bronzed skins and follow Káthi and Rajput customs. They are very ignorant and set their faces against education and handicrafts.
SECTION XI.—HERDSMEN.

UNDER Herdsmen come four classes Ahirs, Bharváda, Mers, and Rabaris, with a strength of 478,176 or 4.83 per cent of the total Hindu population. The details are:

HINDU HERDSDMEN, 1891.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahirs</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>78,000</td>
<td>1,814</td>
<td>183,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bharvada</td>
<td>21,379</td>
<td>4,820</td>
<td>1,208</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>7,867</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>10,400</td>
<td>183,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mers</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>19,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabaris</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>21,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38,067</td>
<td>12,007</td>
<td>2,501</td>
<td>2,501</td>
<td>8,692</td>
<td>91,008</td>
<td>18,944</td>
<td>270,178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ahirs, the Ahhirs or cowherds of ancient Hindu writings,1 with a strength of 133,943, are found chiefly in Kachchh and Kathiawar. According to Manu, Ahirs are sprung from a Bráhman and an Ambastha or Vaid woman, according to the Brahma Purán from a Kshatriya father and a Vaisya mother, according to the Bhagavat Purán from Vaisya parents, and according to an old tradition from a Rajput slave girl and a Vaisya slave. They claim to be Vaisyas, but by Bráhmans are classed as Sudras. Besides in Kachch and Kathiawar they are found in large numbers in Central India2 and Rajputána, in many parts of the North-West Provinces,3 and in east Bengal. Though now depressed and of little consequence they were once a powerful class. The name of Asa, the Ahir ruler of Asirgadh,4 connects them with the Shepherd kings or Gaétla Rájas of Khánđesh;5 they ruled in Central India near Mirzápur and in Nepal;6 they seem closely related to the great Buddhist dynasty of Pal;7 and according to the Vishnu Purán they were universal sovereigns reigning between the Andhra and the Gardhána dynasties.8 Traces of the Ahirs are thought to be preserved in the Abhisars of Alexander's historians (325 B.C.), the ruler of the hills between Marin and the Márgala pass, a

1 Sanskrit writers use Abhir as a general term for the low caste population of the north-west of India. Vivien de St. Martin's Geog. Grec. et Latine de l'Inde, 239.
2 In Central India is a large tract called after them Ahirrada. Tod's Western India, 358.
3 In the south of Dehli from Marehbra to near Bhamenya and from Salempur in Gorakhpr to Singhral in Mirzapur. Elliot's Races, I, 3.
4 Farishtah quoted in Elliot's Races, I, 2.
5 A connection has been traced between the Ahir and the Nog or snake kings of Gujarát. The resemblance in sound between Ahir and Ali snake is apparently the origin of this suggestion.
6 Elliot's Races, I, 3; Tod's Western India, 358; Asiatic Researches, IX, 438.
7 Inscript of Virasena the Abhir king in Cave VIII, at Nálik, perhaps the third century A.D.
8 Elphinstone's History, 157.
tract known by Hindu writers as Abhisára, and in the Sábaria, Ibra, or Ahiria in Upper Sindh mentioned by Ptolemy (A.D. 150), and in the Periplus (A.D. 246), and apparently identified with the Ahiria of Hindu writers.

Like the Ahirs of the North-West Provinces the Gujarát Ahirs claim Krishna's birthplace Mathura as their first seat. They say that from Mathura they came with Krishna to Girnar in Káthiawár, and, from there going to Thar and Párkar, ended in Kaékh. Some of their surnames are the same as Rajput tribe names. The Ahirs are neither so handsome nor so robust as the Murs. They also vary more in appearance. Many are middle-sized and commonplace. In some there is a notable strain tall to lankiness, with clear-cut features, the beaked nose and sharp chin recalling some of the faces on the coins of the Junagadh Sáhab or Sinh dynasty (A.D. 123-376), apparently a trace of one of the northern conquering tribes, whose occupation as herdsmen or whose depressed condition on the decay of their power, led to their embodiment in some earlier tribe. The men shave the head except the topknot, and generally shave the cheek and chin, though a few wear long bushy whiskers. An Ahir woman is middle-sized and somewhat fairer and less coarse than a Bharadváj woman. The men wear a black and white headcloth like the Murs, and a short-packeted jacket and tight-ankled trousers of hand-woven cotton like the Bharadvájas. Some wear a blanket thrown over the shoulder. The women are easily known by their coarse free-hanging blanket shawls, pink cotton skirts, and smooth flattened anklet. The cloth or bodice does not differ from the Bharadvája's bodice. Ahir girls are fond of spangled headscarves and bodices; their petticoat is generally red fringed with green. Their home tongue is a corrupt Gujarati. They are poor, many of them sunk in debt, and generally living in small tiled houses with stone and mud walls, with a good store of cattle, but no furniture beyond

1 Vivien de St. Martin, Grecq, Grecque et Latine de l'Inde, 144; Cunningham's Arch. Rep. II, 23.
2 Lassen says Ptolemy's Sabria is the Abhira of Indian geographers. (Jour. Asiatic Soc. Beng. IX, 276). But according to the usual account the Abhira of the Parsa was the western coast of India from the Tápal to Devgad. Elliot's Races. I, 2, Bird's Mirats-i-Ahmed, 8. On the Allahabad pillar about A.D. 400 Ahiria is mentioned next to Pandjura in Upper Sindh. St. Martin (as above), 361.
3 General Cunningham (Arch. Rep. II, 23-33) would trace both Abhisästra in the Punjáb and Abhira in Sindh to the Ahirs or to the great Indo-Skythian race that conquered the Punjáb and Sindh in the second century B.C. According to Cunningham Alexander's Abhískara, an Indianized form of Abtráksa, was called after a colony of Skythians of the Abár horse transplanted from Hyrkania by Darius Hystaspes (B.C. 405). This branch of the Abhisira, he holds, are represented by the modern Gakars. In his opinion the Abhira of Ptolemy, the Periplus, and the Hindu geographers, took its name from the main body of the Abára or Sén, who, in the second century B.C., conquered the Punjáb and Sindh, and about a hundred years later were defeated by the Yuezhi and their power confined to the lower Punjáb and Sindh. In his opinion these Abára are represented by the Jats and Moos. In support of General Cunningham's view it may be noticed that the last reading suggested for the doubtful passage in the Periplus is Abaránik not Abhískara. McCrindle's Periplus and Cunningham's Arch. Rep. II, 49.
4 Their surnames are Atalía, Baradía, Bhadarka, Bhádia, Bhendu, Bhíbha, Bhería, Bhítiar, Chavda, Cháitari, Chhadchi, Chadálam, Cari, Gogham, Gohel, Goría, Jág, Kaelhot, Kávali, Kanára, Khvá, Khuntí, Nándiya, Pindaria, Píthia, Rávaliya, Sanjá, Sindha, Sívatia, Vátiya, Vaara, and Víjya.
GUJARAT POPULATION.

Section XI.

HERDSMEN, AHIRS.

Bed-quilts cots and large earthen jars, the jars sometimes ornamented with figures and prettily arranged in rows. The Ahirs’ ordinary food is much like that of the Vânis and Kanbâs, millet bread and pulse and millet with milk and vegetables. When he can afford it the Ahir drinks liquor in moderation and eats mutton, venison, and other game, but not beef. Thrifty, but not very hardworking, they are dirty in their ways and among themselves quarrelsome and spiteful. They have given up cattle-hunting and except a few who are carpenters, they live as husbandmen. The women help by cleaning and spinning cotton.

Like the Bâhbâs they reverence Tulsîshâm (Lakshmi and Krishna) and a number of local goddesses. Children are betrothed at any age and married between twelve and fifteen. Like Râbhâs, Ahirs celebrate their marriages every year on one fixed day. On the marriage day the women of the family bring a wooden image of Gaṅgâ and place it in the marriage canopy. As the bridegroom’s party drives up in carts the bride’s relations come out to welcome them with singing. The ceremony is performed by a Pârshva Brâhman. The details do not differ from those observed at other Hindu marriages. During the day to the sound of the drum dholi, the women dance in a circle, and the men go through a stick dance dândiya râs, moving in a circle and striking each other with sticks. Two feasts are given by the bride’s party and on the third day the bridegroom leaves taking his wife with him. Among them it is usual for a younger brother to marry his elder brother’s widow. Some of the Ahir women are more independent than among the stricter Hindus, not covering their faces in presence of their elders and speaking freely with their husbands. Their births and marriages are registered by Bâvals a kind of degraded Bhûtas. The caste has a headman who with a committee of the caste settles all disputes. Breach of caste rules is punished by fine and eating with forbidden persons by excommunica.tion.

Bâhbâs.

Closely allied to the Ahirs are the Bâhbâs who inhabit a small district in south Kâthiâwar. In spite of their seventy numbers, the Bâb’s clan has no fewer than seventy-two divisions. They marry their daughters to Kâthias, and take in marriage the daughters of Ahirs. They are not restricted as to the number of wives, marrying as many as they are able to maintain. The Bâbâs and the Ahirs gradually drove out the Vâla Rajputs from the district now known as Bâbâsvâd; they levied blackmail on any traffic that passed through their limits as they happened to be settled in a little frequented part of the country in a border-land open to the feuds and rivalries of the Muhammadan of Junâgâdh and the Rajput of Gohâlvâd; they gave free asylum to outlaws, and they lived for some time before and after Colonel Walker’s settlement (A.D. 1803-1805) almost entirely by plunder. They have now fallen to the rank of peasant proprietors, and own only thirty villages.8

---

8 These Brâhmans dine with Ahirs. They are said to have saved the Ahirs at the time of Parshurâm’s persecution by saying the Ahirs were not Kshatrîyas but the sons-in-law of Brâhmans.

9 Details given in Kâthiâwar Gazetteer, VIII, 132-144.
Bharva’ds or Shepherds with a strength of 128,474 are found all over Gujarát. According to one story they are of the same caste as the Mehers to whom Krishna’s foster-father Nand Meher belonged. According to another story they are the descendants of a Vaiśya father and a Sudra mother. Their original home is said to be Gokul Vrindavan near Mathura. From Gokul they are said to have moved to Mewár and from Mewár to have spread into Gujarát Kâthiawár and Kachch. They are closely related to the Rabaris with whom they eat but do not intermarry. They have a large number of surnames of which forty-six are known.¹

The men are heavily built and of middle size. Except where it is tanned red or brown, the skin though rough and coarse is somewhat fair. The face is square and the features irregular. The eyes are brown, seldom black, occasionally light brown. The expression is sturdy tending to heaviness, the head and face hair is black sometimes brown, the chest is hairy. The women are middle-sized square-shouldered and strong, with a flowing stride in walking. The skin is coarse and dusky but sometimes fair tanning a bright brown. The eyes are brown or black not infrequently nearly closed by heavy drooping eyelids. Sometimes a clear-cut face with a soft refined expression redeems a group; but as a rule the features are irregular, the expression hard, the voice strong and tending to harshness. Few Bharva’d women are neat or clean. They are not fond of bathing, their heavy woollen clothes make washing troublesome and their coarse crisp hair is seldom oiled or smoothed. The true Bharva’d dress for men is three blankets of undyed wool one wound in broad bands round the head, a second tied round the waist reaching the knee, and a third thrown across the shoulder. A woman’s dress consists of a petticoat, a brown woollen headscarf, hanging loose from the head with yellow or red spots, and a bodice open behind, loose-fitting in front, and carried down within an inch or two of the waist of the skirt. Unmarried girls wear a headscarf and a petticoat of cotton generally bright in colour. Some Bharva’d men, especially young men, wear in the upper left ear, occasionally in both ears, a gold button called dhungri, through a hole in the centre of which is passed a gold ring called ear. Some men wear a necklace of coins or of coin-like circles and a handsome bracelet of heavy filagree work called vaṇdir, with a flower and very small box-like cylinders welded on to it. Some men also wear silver finger rings. In the upper left ear, sometimes in both upper ears, young women wear a hanging ring with a silver cylinder or akota set at right angles to the ring. Old women wear from the upper ear hanging silver ornaments called loriya and in the lower ear hollow silver hangers called nangi. The chief necklaces are the silver called xinkhi, and the káinthila, a garland of rupee-like silver circles falling below the breast in a heart or

¹ Bharva’ds have a large number of surnames among which are Bábaria, Bâyva, Bakhilvâva, Bassaria, Botaria, Budia, Chuchra, Dâmka, Dämker, Dhungra, Dhângra, Dupla, Pângilla, Pataria, Galia, Gomaria, Hâlkarâ, Jadâ, Jâpda, Jethâl, Karir, Kâtalia, Khâr, Khângia, Khoda, Lambaria, Lâmpka, Mânga, Mâkuda, Mâsad, Mâvdâ, Mudhâva, Munjia, Râeka, Bâyva, Bâtadía, Begia, Varadia, Shiâr, Sinhaat, Sura, Târia, Thâga, Varî, Veral, and Veshra.
tongue shaped pendant called jibra. The bracelets are either a double ring of white or red ivory called chiudi, or a heavy silver ring called kanchio, the inner half flat, the outer half cut in deep cog-wheel sections. On the left little finger they wear a ring called kusa and on the left ring finger a plain ring. The anklet is a round ring of silver drooping at each side called kaml-kadla. On the great toe a silver guard called avanala is worn, and on the second and little toe a silver ring called vachhia. Some boys wear a silver necklace and a bracelet or khan, a plain heavy ring on whose end are stamped the petals of a flower. Their home tongue is Gujarati, though in the Panch Mahals some speak Mālvi. In their dress and houses they are much like Rabaris.

They live chiefly on milk and millet cakes, though a few in Kachh and Surat eat the flesh of sheep and goats. Except in Surat they do not drink liquor. A few of them are husbandmen and labourers but the bulk are shepherds or cattle-keepers. Their flocks of sheep and goats are kept in the outskirts of villages and are driven into the grass and bushland by day and brought back at night. Between November and June they move about the country in search of pasture. They sell goat and ewe’s milk and weave and sell woollen blankets. They are also paid in grain or in cash for penning their flocks in empty fields as the manure is highly valued. Instead of sheep and goats many Bharvāds keep cattle both cows and buffaloes and make their living chiefly by selling clarified butter.

Almost all classes of villagers talk of Bharvāds as Bhūts, that is evil spirits. The Bharvāds do not quarrel with the name. We are Bhūts they say. If a villager is asked why are Bharvāds Bhūts, he answers They are so stupid. Their wildness, their sudden and weird appearance among their sheep, a small heap of blankets rising into a huge figure give point to the nickname. Their festfulness is also uncanny, suddenly bursting from stolid dulness to frantic rushings and the oddest shouts yells and calls. Moreover, they are unclean, seldom bathing, seldom washing their blanket clothes. Finally, they are sin-laden or paipī, selling their sheep to be slain. The Bharvāds a limit their sinfulness. So evil are we our Bramhans cannot support the burden of our guilt. Of our Aundich Brahmans, all are gone except one, and she is a childless widow. Their greetings are hearty. Male acquaintances at meeting about a cheery Rām! Ram! or they clasp right hands and touch the chest and shoulders. Relations, both men and women, who live in distant villages, when they meet, fall on each other’s necks, the elderly women taking to themselves the younger’s ill-luck either by waving saela their hands in front of the person saluted, or by balālīna, that is evil-taking, by touching the temples of the saluted with their finger-tips and then pressing the knuckles of their hands against their own temples till the joints crack.

Except a few who are Rāmānandis, the Bharvāds are followers of Mothers or Mātās who are figured on silver and copper plates. In Rewa Kāntha they call themselves the followers of Jhālāśājjī and Balādev whom they describe as two holy Rajputs. The names suggest a connection between the Bharvāds and the two tribes of Jhālās and Balas or Valas. Jhālāśājjī is their special object of worship to whom
they offer vows when their animals sicken. In parts of south Gujarát the owners of sheep and goats worship on Tuesdays or Sundays and on Káli Chandras in October any she-goat or ewe which keeps aloof from the males and is barren. The festival held most sacred by the Bharváds is the Nuvarí or Nine Nights in September-October. All fast on the bright eighth of Asú in October and a few fast during the first nine days of that month. Akatíj in April-May is their sheep-shearing day. Most of them believe in and many are supposed to practise sorcery and witchcraft. They have three famous holy men or bhagats, Ambo Bhulo and Rághav.

The Bharvád children are often born when their parents are moving from place to place. No ceremonies are performed on the birth, on the sixth day after a birth, or on giving the child cooked food for the first time. The marriage customs of the Bharváds of north Gujarát Káthiáwar and Kachch are peculiar. Like Kánya Kanch's Bharváds celebrate their marriages only once in twelve fifteen or twenty-five years on a day in Paishákh (May) and all the Bharváds of the neighbourhood hold their marriages in the same place. The marriages are held in open ground on the skirts of the village. The richest Bharvád among those who wish to get their daughters married buys the ground where the marriages are to be celebrated. This is necessary because the ground cannot be used a second time for marriages but is kept as pasture, and an ornamental wooden post, called the marriage pillar, is set up and preserved to show that the ground has been used for marriages. The ground is first surrounded with a fence of bamboo poles and a booth is built. A branch is cut off a sami or khíjda Prosopis spicigera tree and taken in a cart to a carpenter who forms it into a square post with the image of Bhairómi set on its top. The post is then taken to the booth and planted in the ground. While it is being planted the women drink large quantities of milk and butter, which excites them that they become frantic, singing lucky songs, breaking down hedges and spoiling the crops. In the centre of the booth a square or charí is raised off with bamboo posts and coloured earthen jars are piled at the four corners. Shortly before the marriage hour the several brides with their relations and one Bráhman priest meet in the booth. At the hour fixed for the marriage all the bridegrooms come to the booth one after the other and are received by the wife of the man who bought the ground and paid for the booth. In receiving each bridegroom the hostess shows him a miniature plough, arrow, and churning-stick. The bridegrooms pass into the booth, and each sits besides his bride. The several pairs of bridegrooms then go to the part of the booth where the khíjda post is planted. The hands of the several pairs are joined by the Bráhman priest and each pair walks round the post, bows to it, and offers it a cocoa-kernel. They are next taken to the central square or charí, where the hems of their clothes are tied together, and they walk round a fire which is lighted in the middle. This completes the marriage ceremony. The man at whose cost the booth was built feasts the assembled Bharváds for three days. He partly repays himself by levying a tax of Rs.12 from the father of each bridegroom.
The following is an account of the Bhavd Jang or Shepherd Wedding, which, after an interval of twenty-four years, was held on 28th April 1895 at Khedara, a village of the Navsari State in Kathiawar, attended by about 12,000 people of whom 8000 were Bhavdas. Before the festival (28th April – 3rd May 1895) was over 775 Bhavd couples were married.

In a year which the astrologer declares favourable for a gathering, and if also the stock of grass is sufficient and the season has been good, the council of the Bhavdas, accompanied by a Brahman and a carpenter, go to the guide's lodge at Khedara and ask the Bava to fix a good day. The men of the tribe are called to the Bava's lodge and present him with a kari and a sheep from each herd. The Bava feeds the council, the Brahman, and the carpenter on milk and rice, a ceremony which is called Dedh-pina or Milk-drinking. Then the council go round the different settlements of Bhavdas, and are feasted by them. After this the council fix on one of their number to be Leader. The Leader must be a well-to-do man of high position in the tribe. In the recent arrangements, Dasa Kama of Khedara was chosen, partly because he was respected and well-to-do, partly because he was anxious to gain merit, in the hope that merit might help his second wife to bring him a son. Some time after, on a day chosen as lucky by the astrologer, two or three months before the day fixed for the gathering, the Leader and other members of the council with their wives, taking khar, that is rice and milk, the Brahman astrologer, and a Khedara carpenter of the Vais Suthar caste, go in carts to the village of Bharrath about four miles north of Khedara. At Bharrath, with drums pipes and singing, they pass in procession to an old khijara or svaro Prosopis spicigera tree, which, on the five last occasions, has supplied timber for the marriage pillar, and ask permission to cut timber paying the owner about 300 koris. The astrologer makes the Leader perform a haj or fire-sacrifice. Then under the astrologer's direction the women mark the stem of the tree with vermilion stuck grains of boiled rice and tie a string soaked in kanku, and a piece of red cloth to certain branches of the tree, which, along with some feet of the stem are to be spared. On some occasions the astrologer tells the Leader to cut his little right finger and with the blood to mark the stem of the tree. If, on the present occasion, he finds the time unsuited to human blood, the astrologer calls for a black sheep, slits its right ear, and with the blood marks the stem. Blood is required to be rubbed on the tree to please the maternal uncle or swam who lives in the khijara, and who, if not appeased, will be enraged if his...

2 A kari is worth about five annas.
3 The khijara tree is dreaded, not because it has a tree-spirit, but because in the tree lives a marma or maternal uncle. That the dread spirit is the maternal uncle is in agreement with the traces of polyandry among the Bhavdas. In the early polyandry arrangement as the next of kin among ancestral males the swam holds the place of the pita and bapchad or father of the later one-husband institution, in Western India the Brahman is the representative of the later one-husband system. In Ratnagiri the ordinary term of address to a lower class stranger is swam. To call a Brahman...
house is destroyed. After the blood-rubbing the astrologer hands the Leader an axe and orders him to cut certain branches of the tree. From dread of sémo the Leader trembles so convulsively that five men have to hold him by the waist. With these men to lack him the Leader makes two or three strokes at the branches. Before the branches fall the Leader is ordered to run without looking back. As soon as the Leader is gone, the Khedsara carpenters complete the cutting of the stem and the lopping of the branches. The timber is loaded on carts and carried in process on with music and singing to the carpenter's house in Khedsara. Before he begins to dress the stem the carpenter performs the Visheśa Karma or worship of the great World-Builder. He lays a piece of green-cloth and some pink-powder and rice on his yamā measure and worships it, offering sweet-balls to Brāhmans. When the worship is over the work of shaping the stem into a Maniketalabhā or Ruby Pillar begins. The stem is about twelve feet long and nine inches in diameter. The top is carved into a traylike square. Into a hole in the middle of this square the carpenter fastens a three-feet high image of Bhavānī, which he has carved out of a portion of the tree. He also picks out from the cut timber four blocks about three feet long four inches broad and three inches thick, and fixes them as arms into the pillar about eight inches below the top, carving a seated monkey or Hanumān guardian at the end of each arm. He further chooses from the timber four blocks about four feet long and six inches square. Each of these blocks he carves into a chain of six links, each link about six inches long. At the foot of each chain he fastens two cross-boards about a foot long and four inches broad leaving a space at the end of each cross-board on which to rest an oil censer. The topmost link of each of the chains is fastened into the end of one of the arm-pillars. The pillar is cut square. Each face is divided into seven panels, leaving the two feet at the bottom plain to be buried in the ground when the pillar is set up in front of the Leader's dwelling. In the eastern face the lowest panel is Ganesā vai Ganesā; above Ganesā is Nīkhalakṣi gṛhod the spotless steed, the winged three-footed horse, the tenth incarnation of Viṣṇu; above the horse is Indrānī Pari, Indra's angel; above Indra's angel are two female Mayari or milk-churners; above the churners is the Sakti or Influence of the first dīrṇa quarter of the sky; above the region Influence is Narsinghādā Bāva, who, according to a local story, lived at Khedsara and converted the Bhārvādes; above Narsinghādā is Parshurām Bāva, another Bhārvād saint. The south panels are, at the foot Kān-gop, that is Krishna and Gopi, then Shirvan carrying in baskets his blind father and mother, then Hanumān the monkey-god, then Krishna, then the Sakti of the second region, then Hanumān Bāva, a local saint, then Premās Bāva, another local saint. The west panels are, beginning from the foot, Valamādās

sémo is sure to stir his anger. Similarly in south-west Kāthiawar crops are guarded from the evil eye and other bêtes by planting on the border of the field a stone reddened and called sémo. A Brāhman's field has no such stone. When a Brāhman cultivator in a village near Khedsara was asked, Where is your sémo? he replied, Who ever heard of a sémo troubling a Brāhman.

1 The name ruby suggests that the marriage-pillar once gleamed with blood.
Báva, the chief Bharvád saint, with a trident in his right hand and a small hour-glass drum or dawnar in his left. Above Valamádas are Ráma and Sita, then Náradájí, chief of the heavenly minstrels, then Ranchodrái of Dvárka, then the Influence of the third quarter, then Gopáládas a Bharvád guide, then Mavdar a disciple of Gopáládas. On the north face the lowest panel is Kán-Gopí; then Nairsinh, then Garuda with a snake in his hand, then Parasurám with a battle-axe in his right hand, then the Influence of the fourth quarter, then Vejanand Bhásariyom a Chátrán saint, then Hanumántás a Bharvád guide. The image of Bhaváni, which is to be set on the top of the pillar, faces east. On her head is a pad called tátom or chumli, on the pad is a large pot, and on the large pot wrapped in green is a small pot in the mouth of which is set a coconuts. Bhaváni is dressed like an unmarried Bharvád girl in a cotton print headscarf or chimári, a striped cotton kápóla or bocice, and a red cotton petticoat. Her ornaments are a chutuda or browmark, a golden nose ring, an akota or large round earring, a silver necklace and chain, wooden wristlets on her right wrist, the marriage fruit mudal or geta Randia dumetorum on her left wrist, and on her ankles silver chains. She holds her hands open and hollow in front of her breast, and in her hands lies a coconuts resting on mango leaves. About halfway up the east face of the pillar, a bracket about a foot square, draped with a green cloth, hides a black-stone image about four inches high of Khoriyád Thákur, the lám Krishna. Above Khoriyád two miniature silver umbrellas guard a small tiara or mágat, and on the green cloth rests a small brass bell.

When the pillar and image are ready, the carpenter asks the Brahman to fix the day when the pillar should be set up in front of the Leader's dwelling. On the day fixed, which is generally three days before the beginning of the gathering, a band of Bharvádás carry the pillar in their arms and lay it on one side in front of the Leader's house. A space about fifteen feet square is marked off, and in the centre a hole is dug. Near the hole the Leader performs a hém or fire-sacrifice. In the hole are dropped a betelnut, a dried date, a handful of rice, a current copper coin, and a mango leaf. The pillar is rubbed with vermilion simda and red powder künkā, a pinch of boiled rice is dropped on the vermilion and the pillar, and the pillar is planted in the hole about two feet deep, care being taken that the image of Bhaváni faces east. When the pillar is set the Brahman dips a mango-leaf into a water-pot and sprinkles the pillar, a coconuts is broken, and a lighted ghi lamp is set at its foot. The four saucer-lamps on each of the crosses at the ends of the chains are then lighted and kept carefully alight till after

1 The reason for the lamp Krishna on the bracket is that at the first Jang, when the pillar was carved Krishna appeared to the Leader and said: You have carved gods and gurus on your pillars. Me you have not carved. Without my presence no meeting can be held. The Leader in fear promised a bracket and prayed Krishna to come. Krishna said: Carve a small image of me in black stone. If the image is perfect the whole tribe will come; if the image is not complete, some Bharvádás will not attend. In carving the image one leg was broken. The broken image was set up. A party from Lájpur, twelve miles north-east of Jánmagar, did not come. As they were starting for the fair a cart was upset and some of the people killed. The rest stayed at home.
the Pot-filling or offering to the Pavaiyas or Hermaphrodites. On the same day a red stone called Râmdevpir, the founder of the school of ascetics to whom Valamidas the Bharvâd guide belongs, is placed near the pavilion on a wooden board strewn with grains of wheat and a burning lamp is set in front of it. Next day, round the pillar, a pavilion of rough bamboo, about fifteen feet high and ending in a peak supported by two branches of the palas tree Butea frondosa, resting on two of the pillar's arms, is set up, enclosing a square of about fifteen feet. The bamboo are covered with coarse white cloth, and, about halfway up, the pavilion is hung round with a garland or toran of mango-leaves and coconuts.

For the recent Jung the pillar was set up and the pavilion completed on Saturday the 27th April 1895. Next day (Sunday 28th) the Bharvâd began to assemble. Each party, as they arrive, come to worship the pillar, breaking a coconut, giving half of the kernel to the Leader and distributing the rest. The Leader, who, since the cutting of the kijaro tree, is in a somewhat dazed state, sits in the west of the pavilion and receives the gifts. Strictly he ought to remain in the pavilion without speaking or moving, but the burden of preparing the feasts, one of which has to be given on this and the two others on the two following days, forces him to be up and doing.

While the pillar is carving the Leader and council are making arrangements for the three great feasts. A letter is sent with a fee of 150 koris, inviting the Jâm Säheb to be present at the gathering. Leave to cut grass is asked, and the Darbâr is reminded of the usual present of a turban and shoulder-cloth to the Leader. From the Darbâr are borrowed seven great circular flat-bottomed pans, about six feet across and eighteen inches deep called kadaias, for boiling rice and heating ghi, and three pakhâla or water-carriers. Other necessary vessels are hired. The Leader enters into contract with Lohâna traders to supply ghi, molasses, rice, and mung pulse. In addition to the food supplies, in some of the fenced enclosures near his house, the Leader stores large quantities of hay and of firewood. For the recent gathering the amounts laid in were 250 muns of ghi worth Ks. 5000, 150 muns of molasses worth Ks. 275, 200 muns of rice worth Ks. 500, and 525 muns of khichdi worth Ks. 800. In addition there were 200 khandis of fuel worth Ks. 300, 400,000 bundles of grass worth Ks. 1000, earthen pots worth Ks. 300, and miscellaneous articles worth Ks. 200, or a total outlay of 8375 koris. To this is to be added the outlay on kârhus and other miscellaneous charges amounting to about 800 koris. Against this is to be set marriage receipts at Ks. 16 a couple (an additional kori 1 is paid to the Jâm); koris 12,271, leaving the Leader about 2100 or Ks. 700 out of pocket. The supply of each of the main articles, the ghi, molasses rice and khichdi, fills a separate room.

The supply arrangements are completed with little difficulty. The most troublesome point is to settle who are to be the leading bride and bridegroom. The honour of being leading bride and bridegroom or king

---

¹ That is koris. The koris is worth about 5 annas.
and queen of the gathering is, in the case of the bridegroom, believed to carry with it the penalty of death within six months. It follows that it is seldom an easy matter to find a family willing to spare a son to fill a position of such shortlived honour. The bridegroom is generally an orphan, and badly off. He is tempted to accept the post by a subscription, which in the present case, amounted to 900 kurus; by his freedom from marriage charges; and by the honour which attaches to the position of leading bridegroom. The bride is generally an orphan. But in the case of the bride the objection is less strong as the supposed penalty is widowhood, not death, and Bharvád widows easily remarry.

In the present case the chosen bridegroom was a man of thirty-eight, both of whose parents were dead, and who was in needy circumstances. The bride was a baby of four months, whose mother is a widow, a relation of the Leader. The bride's father is uncertain; he is believed to be a Rabári. Except through the channel of this sacrificial wedding the girl could not be admitted a member of the Bharvád community.

In the evening of Sunday (28th April), about five o'clock, the first of the three feasts, consisting of khichdi, that is pulse and rice, is given to all who have arrived. After the feast the people in their different encampments spend the greater part of the night in singing and dancing to the music of drums. Numbers continue to arrive during the night. By noon on Monday the 29th, Khelsara is already the centre of a large encampment. The entire western upland is covered with the camps of parties, the bulk of whom have come forty to fifty miles. Many of these camps are fenced with a circle of carts. Inside of the ring of carts the space is crowded with men and women and children, cattle, brass and clay water pots, bundles of clothes, and supplies of food hay and fuel. As a shelter from the sun and the chill sea-breeze, over the carts or out from their sides or fastened to the ends of poles stuck in the ground, long white clothes are stretched in numbers large enough to give to the encampment the appearance of a crowd of small tents. During the festival the plain is full of life. Strings of crowded carts come from a distance and parties on foot arrive from the villages round. Lines of women in their streaming dark or maroon woollen headscarves and skirts pass with water pots to and from the pools in the Sorath river. Groups move from one part of the encampment to another visiting friends or paying their respects to the wedding-pillar, or carrying a coconuts to offer at Machu's shrine. Among the camp in open spaces, apart from the rest, squat small parties of the Dheda drummers, whose music force the Bharváds to dance. A sprinkling of camels, numbers of horses and ponies raced here and there by boys, and lines of handsome Káthiáwár and north Gujrát cattle complete the gathering.

On Monday, shortly before noon, a band of two or three hundred Bharváds, in spite of the efforts of the police and the entreaties of the Leader, burst into a hay enclosure and carry off armfuls to their camps. In the afternoon, when the hottest hours are over, the stream of arrivals again sets in. Of the arrivals, besides Bharváds, a large number of Mers and Ahirs come on foot from the neighboring villages, while others, almost all of whom are Bharváds, arrive in carts.
cr. on horseback from distances of forty or fifty miles. These strangers come in strings of carts drawn by excellent bullocks, either the sturdy and hardy local or the larger and more showy Vadiār or north Gujarāt animal. The carts are filled with women and children. The parties who bring a bride or bridegroom are led by drummers. If they bring a bridegroom he is in red; if a bride she wears a white bodice. Though they are not finally married till the gathering is over, these brides and bridegrooms are more than betrothed, as before leaving their houses the Logār or formal giving in marriage has been performed at the bride’s father’s house. The men are dressed in hand-woven loosely rolled white and red headcloths, short cotton jackets close pleated at the shoulders and tied down the left side, and loose trousers tight below the knee. The women have the dark of their woollen over-robe and skirt relieved by red patterns and spots of white or yellow knot work. Their gay apron-bodice called kōpda or cloth is of pale-blue yellow or red silk, the petticoat or skirt is maroon or ruddy-brown relieved by sewn, printed, stampled, or knotted patterns. The girls are gay with bright bodice and red green-edged petticoat. All arrive in great good temper. Some tired and thirsty rest at the river to drink and wash their face hand and feet. Then they move on, and in the wide and stony plain that rises westwards from the Leader’s house they establish a camp known by the name of their village and guarded by a ring of their carts. As soon as the camp is chosen, the party hurry to the pavilion to make their reverence to the Mātā. Then the men arrange the carts and cattle and the young women take brass or earthen pots and make for the river. The elder women stay by the carts, arranging the kit and preparing for cooking. It is the end of April, but the day is not hot. The strong sea-breeze, though it has passed over twenty miles of heated plain, is cool, almost chill. Its steady force drives clouds of dust before it, and sudden devils rush past whirling heavy fawn-coloured dust-robe.

Meanwhile the men of the camps who have been settled overnight or since early morning, after breakfast and a sleep are set ageing by the beating of drums. They form into groups and dance the stick or circle dance. Many of them, especially the Mer visitors, who are treated with the deference which their good looks breeding and skill in the dance deserve, perform with admirable activity vigour and grace. The stick dance is varied by the sword dance in which the chief performers are Mers and Sindis. The Meghwal or Dheda musicians earn applause by an inspired movement in which they leap and dance, drumming all the time. The astonishing vigour and speed. Groups of women start separate dances, circling with strange graceful movements of the wrist and hand. The merrymaking, which has only begun, is stopped by the sudden news that the ruler of the State, His Highness the Jam of Navānmār, is dead. The music is silenced and the dance ceases.

About half-past four the second of the three regulation feasts begins. Close to the south of the pavilion hundreds, probably over a thousand, of men are seated in an enclosure fenced with dry thorns. During the whole afternoon rice and pulse have been cooking in the huge flat-bottomed iron pans. As soon as they are cooked the contents of each panfull are shovelled into sack-like cloths with the upper side open,
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and the ends held by two men, who, when the sack is full, rush it into the house and pile the contents in a heap. In other pans, ghī has been melted, strained through a cloth, and poured into an iron cask. From the cask large brass pots are filled and carried round by helpers who empty the ghī into spouted earthen vessels from which the contents are poured over the share of khichadi in the platter of each of the guests. The guests are seated in parties of ten to fifteen. Most of the groups are Bharvāds. But places of honour are set apart for the Mers, and when the first company has been feasted, spaces are left for Rabāris, Bāvas, Kolis, and other less honoured visitors. The bearers of the open-sided sacks crowd in pairs into the house where is the khichadi heap. As each sack is filled the two bearers rush it off at a run into the dining enclosure, and, stopping at one of the seated groups, scoop a share of rice and pulse into the earthen platter which is set in front of each guest. The flight of khichadi servers is followed by distributors of ghī from spouted earthen pots. The guests are patient: the service is vigorous. After the ghī is distributed, from large copper and iron pots set upon carts, water is poured into clay pots and served. If one of the leading Bharvāds is complimented on the orderliness of the feast, he looks reverently upwards and with a quaver in his voice replies 'Any success is by the favour of Mātā.' This religious fervour accounts for the feverish energy of the food-servers. It accounts also for the odd manner of the leading Bharvāds who look and speak as if they were intoxicated, a result due partly to ghī indigestion partly to feeling. After a certain number of the men guests have withdrawn, their places are taken by women, Bharvāds in the main, but also groups of Mers, Rabāris, Ahirs, Bāvas, and Kolis. They are patient and well-cared for: the Mer women refined and handsome, the Bāvas frolicsome, the Kolis somewhat ill at ease. That a feast can be given to thousands without waste without quarrelling and without heart-burning, is doubtless, in great measure, due to the feeling that the whole ceremony is under the special guidance of an easily-angered Mātā. This explanation finds support in the strange dazed air of the Leader and his elder wife, an air of solemn of almost tearful responsibility, the anxiety and strain of the preparations acting on their minds with a result which both themselves and their friends take to be possession by Mātā. In the case of the other leading Bharvāds their maddening of gait and thickness of speech are perhaps due less to Mātā than to over-draughts of ghī helped in some cases by friendly nips of opium.

Whether potations of ghī, however copious, can of themselves intoxicate, seems doubtful. Still in certain cases, joined to the enthusiasm of the Gathering, ghī seems to develop strong excitement. A Bharvād woman stands in her cart, dividing among beggars her private store of ghī. Her appearance and manners show she is under strong excitement. Her party let her alone: Mātā has entered her. A band of young Bharvād women dash back from the feast to their encampment, laughing, also it would seem under the influence of the Mother. Of the whole population who attend the gathering perhaps nine-tenths are Bharvāds. Of the castes who come as guests to the great gathering, the chief are Mers, Ahirs, and Rabāris. The handsome grace-
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ful Mers are held in most respect. Of the different classes present at the fair, next to the Bharvāds, these most interested in the proceedings are perhaps the Dheda drummers and fifers. Some of these come escorting a party of Bharvāds from their village. Others gather to the fair in the hope of employment. They squat in groups in the open with little shelter and few belongings, generally in a bare space between two encampments. The groups vary much in appearance, some rough and hairy, others fair smooth-skinned and good-looking. Both men and women dress like Mers, only that their clothes are scantier and not so clean. Another class, who, as their moneylenders, take interest in the Bharvād gathering, and come to look on at the pavilion, are the Lohānas. A special class, whose huge ungainly forms attract notice in the crowd, are the Pavayās or hermaphrodites. They are devotees of Māta, and live by begging. Their head lodge or matth is at Bahucherājī or Becharājī about thirty miles south of Pātan in north Gujarat.¹ They have branch lodges at Navānagar in north Kathiawār and at Māndvi in Kachh. They are of all classes, parents dedicating to Bahucherājī any child who is born a hermaphrodite. Many of these Pavayās are of unusual height and size, strongvoiced and harsh-featured, peculiarities which are made the more notable by their practice of always dressing in women’s clothes, a dark headscarf or edaik sometimes of wool, a long-sleeved bodice of dark striped cotton, and a long dark cotton petticoat. A few of them wear anklets and other ornaments of silver. As devotees and carriers or homes of Māta, the Pavayās have special claims on the Māta-worshipping Bharvāds at their great wedding season. Besides the large gifts of ghī described below under the head of Pot Filling or Kolan Bharvāna, the Pavayās claim from each bridegroom one kori in cash, a quarter of a pound of ghī and molasses, and a bāji or cake. They live by begging, and are held in awe by Bharvāds and others, invoking destitution on any house whose inmates fail to supply them with food.

Monday night (April 29th) passed quietly. The news of H. H. the Jām’s death prevented merriment, even singing. By Tuesday morning (April 30th) many more visitors had arrived. The camp was kept lively by bands of men and women from the families of the different brides, taking presents of six cakes of wheat flour and one of bāji, one pound of molasses and one pound of heated ghī as khālar or breakfast to the bridegroom. At the bridegroom’s the women and men of the bride’s party greet the members of the bridegroom’s family, falling on each other’s necks. They hand over the cakes and the ghī, and each party sprinkles the other with pink powder and yellow powder made from the peleg tree. Redpowder is also mixed with ghī and rubbed on the chest and back of the men’s jackets. The women of both parties sing coarse songs, abusing each other and charging each other’s families with poverty and bad conduct. This abuse, which is called phatāna,

¹ The special connection between Pavayās and Becharājī Māta may be that the Pavayās, though dressed like women, have no breasts. Becharājī was also breastless, since she cut off her breasts to bring blood-guiltiness on those who would not respect her safeguard.
is considered lucky, partly because it is coarse and coarseness is lucky, partly because it makes out the abused to be poor and untrustworthy, and therefore untempting lodgings for house-seeking spirits. Praise is risky: abuse and blame are safe.  

In the afternoon when the midday rest is over, the Bharvād men begin to move about in bands. As music is still forbidden, there can be no dancing, and in their idleness they gather into a band and raid a hay-stack. Some of them further wish to seize the Leader's store of firewood, but are dissuaded, admitting that the loss of the Leader's firewood would spoil the feast. They then amuse themselves with jumps, foot-races, and the Vágher's favourite game of prisoner's base.  

About half-past four the feast begins. There are many more diners even than on the previous evening. The whole village is invited, and many fresh parties of Bharvāds have arrived. In spite of this increased strain there is the same inspired service, the same patience, the same orderliness. The fare is different from that on the two previous nights, rice ghi and molasses instead of pulse rice and ghi. The feasting goes on, relay of guests following relay, till about two in the morning.  

While Tuesday's feast is in progress, and during the whole of Wednesday (May 1st) bands of men and women keep passing from one encampment to another. The women are singing but without the usual drumming. They carry and escort the Māseri, that is the present from the mother's side to the bride and bridegroom, women's clothes headscarf bodice and skirt, with, in some cases, a few silver ornaments. These gifts are carried either by the maternal aunt Māst, or by the maternal uncle Māmo, over whom a blanket, canopy is stretched on two stick ends. The night of Tuesday passes quietly. In many of the camps bands of women keep singing, and there is some dancing and story-telling by Bahrōts. The want of drumming prevents excitement or merrymaking.  

The Leader and council retire from the Tuesday feast at midnight (30th April). Their reason for withdrawing is to be ready in the pavilion whenever the Pavaiyās may declare themselves prepared for

1 Compare Herodotus II. 60; Wilkinson's Egyptians, 2nd Series, I. 279, II. 280) the Egyptian women floating in boats down the Nile to the fair of the goddess at Jubaste in passing a town, drew near, sang, beat cymbals, cried out; lifted up their clothes, and loaded the townspeople with abuse. All these actions were apparently done to scare evil influences from the town. Munro (Cartularis, 76) shows how the coarse Fescennine songs of early Italy availed the evil eye or the envy of the gods on great occasions of good fortune, such as marriages and triumphs. Quoted in Smith's Greek and Roman Antiquities, I. 283. Compare the strangely coarse abuse and jokes at many Athenian festivals, specially at women festivals, to Demeter (Smith's Greek and Roman Antiquities, II. 831). Also the songs with the eunuch rivalry against the general sung by the soldiers at a Roman triumph. Ditto, II. 837.

2 Hurto or Banget endi is played with four or six sides. A line is drawn across the middle of an open space. Each side in turn sends out a scout. If the scout touches or throws an enemy within the enemy's line the player touched or thrown contains one of the fight till he is redeemed by the success of a scout of his own party. If the scout, instead of touching or throwing, is touched or thrown within the enemy's country, he is a prisoner still relieved by some success of his own side. The game is played with great craft, dash, good nature, and fair play, two seniors being seated at the ends of the line to say in whose favour is the touch or throw.
the Pot Filling or Kalas Bharna. Soon after the council reach the pavilion, word comes from the Pavayis’s lodge, ‘No one is inspired. Be ready at two.’ At three a message comes, ‘We are not ready. As soon as we are ready, we will come.’ About half-past four two Pavayis come to the pavilion and tell the Leader to make ready a stool, four drawn swords, and abundance of ghi and molasses. They ask what direction the procession from the pavilion to the Pavayis’s lodge is to take and go back to explain to the Pavayis. Presently, the tallest and strongest of the Pavayis, who has bathed and into whom Mataji has entered, comes escorted by the head of the lodge and eight or nine members. Some of the escort, under the influence of Mata, are slaking, tossing their long hair, waving their hands, and shouting Hu! Hu! The tall Pavayi has a dazed strained look as if under the influence of some overpowering power. He is led to the north of the pavilion and seated on a low stool. The Leader’s younger wife, who, it is hoped, will bear him a child, dressed in new clothes, all red, head-dress bodice and skirt, brings vermillion kanku and boiled rice. She dips her right second and third fingers into the vermillion, touches the stool on which the Pavayi sits with the tip of her third finger and on the kanku drops grains of rice. Then, as if worshipping Mata, she draws her kanku-covered second and third finger across the Pavayi’s brow and in the kanku sticks grains of rice. She next waves crossed hands in front of the Pavayi’s face, gathering to herself any hovering evils. The Pavayi maintains unmoved his strained fixed gaze. The Leader and the young wife with a knotted chericheri or kerchief joining their shoulders, stand close to the seated Pavayi. Into a large earthen pot, brought by the Pavayis, the Leader stows three mans of solid ghi. A second smaller pot, holding about one mina, is next filled. Then the head Pavayi sets a thick pad or indari on the seated Pavayi’s head over his headscarf or odzi and, on the pad, first the large pot and then the small pot is carefully placed. In the mouth of the upper pot, resting on the solid ghi, the Leader sets a coconut. Then thick molasses are brought in a basket and handed to the head Pavayi, who stuffs about one mans weight into the lap of the seated Pavayi’s robe. A second mans of molasses is stuffed into a cloth and tied round the Pavayi’s waist. The Leader and his bow to the Pavayi and four men hold drawn swords over his head. The head Pavayi shouts Khamma. It is finished, a cry which but for the State-mourning would be received with a crash of drums. Will the goddess show her favour and enable the Pavayi to rise in spite of his burden of six mans? The Pavayis grow fiercely excited, dashing their heads backwards and forwards, tossing their long hair, gasping Hu! Hu! and waving their hands round the seated figure. The seated Pavayi tries to rise but falls. The Leader is called, he touches the heavy-laden Pavayi and he begins to rise. The excitement is keen. The Bharvads joining the Pavayis shout in triumph. The laden Pavayi who has been facing east, turns to the west and encircled by a ring of his brotherhood, shouting and tossing their heads, he passes slowly southward to the gateway of the headman’s enclosure. Immediately behind the ghi-laden Pavayi, follows the head of the
lodge, waving his hands, tossing his hair, and shouting. Close by walks the Leader's young wife and a man of the family: the police and others follow. At the gateway the Leader, who is standing on the top of the low wall, pours from above a large pot full of liquid ghi over the coconuts and the ghi pots, down the face and clothes of the laden Pavaiya streaming to the ground. When the stream is over, the Pavaiya's wife the face of the inspired carrier who moves slowly on through the market-place among dense crowds, who shout with delight, since the superhuman strength of the ghi-bearer proves that the gathering enjoys the favour of Mata. The procession stops under a pipal tree at the market-cross. One of the Pavaiyas takes wheat flour, kneads it, and throws four handfuls backwards over his head to the east, the south, the west and the north. These handfuls are baliddana or offerings to the evil spirits who haunt the crossings of roads. The procession moves on past verandas, walls and roofs alive with sightseers, pressed by crowds of excited Bharvads who are hardly kept from jostling the ghi-bearer by the joint efforts of the police and of the ring of Pavaiyas who unmercifully shout, toss their heads and wave their hands. At last the door of the Pavaiya's lodge is reached. The possessed ghi-bearer stops. A Pavaiya brings from inside a pot of vermillion and some bajar flour. He makes a red mark on the ghi-bearer's brow and throws backwards in each of the four directions a handful of amthri of kneaded flour. He waves his hands round the ghi-bearer's face and takes his evil influences. The pots of ghi are lifted down; the molasses are carried away, and the dazed ghi-bearer is guided to a seat. Round him the Pavaiyas still circle, tossing dancing gasping. Suddenly the head Pavaiya shouts Khamma It is finished. The dancing shouting Pavaiyas are at once still. The ghi-bearer bursts into tears and his strange fixed look passes away. The Pot-filling is over and the Leader and his wife and the other members of the family return to their homes.

About an hour later the Leader sits in the pavilion and the hamsdr or State agent for the village presents him with a turban and shoulder-cloth from His Highness the Jum. Other friendly well-to-do villagers make presents of turbans. Each turban, as it is presented, is rolled over the last, so that the Leader wears the whole of his gifts at the same time.

After the present-giving is over the council consider the proper time for holding the wedding of the senior bride and bridegroom. To settle the time is often a matter of difficulty. In the present case the senior bridegroom has begged to be excused. He says he will gladly pay his share, but he has no wish to be senior bridegroom. A new bridegroom is found willing to accept the office, but he is old and blind, and the girl's mother objects. Search is made for a fresh couple but without success. Towards evening the wedding difficulty is got over by the original bridegroom agreeing to abide by his promise. The blood-red bridegroom's clothes have still to be made, so that the wedding cannot take place before the next morning at the earliest. To secure a senior bridegroom is often most difficult. On some occasions the gathering has to wait a fortnight or even three weeks. The senior bridegroom spends Wednesday night in the Leader's house.
where the work of preparing his clothes is pushed on with all speed. Some of the Bharwads who are gathered there and who come to see him, so mock the bridegroom, taunting him with the certainty of speedy death, that it is believed he may try to escape. Some say he was locked in a room and guarded. But, according to the members of the council, these attentions are paid him not from fear that he may try to escape, but out of respect to his position. On Thursday morning, May 2nd, the bridegroom’s spirits are better. “Never mind,” he says to his persecutors, “I may die soon, I may die late. I can take my sheep far off and Mata may forget me, Anyhow I shall be married for nothing. I have had to pay no share of the gathering expenses. I have 900 koris, and shall get many coconuts and other gifts.”

About seven in the morning, the senior bridegroom, in his new red turban and woman’s headscarf drawn over his shoulderscloth and with his face reddened with pink powder and vermillion, with a blanket tied to two pole ends and stretched over him as a canopy and a second blanket waved in front of him as a fly-flapper, is escorted by a noisy laughing crowd of men and boys to Machu Mata’s shrine near the crest of the western ridge. After breaking a coconut and distributing the kernel and praying to the Mata, the senior bridegroom is escorted to each camp or group of carts where is a bridegroom. As he draws near, each bridegroom comes out, bows to him, and presents him with a coconut, and if well-to-do with a kori or half a kori, while the women of the bride’s party mark the senior bridegroom’s brow with vermillion and rice, drop a betelnut into his hands, and waving their hands round his head, take his ill-luck. While the senior bridegroom is making the circuit of the encampment, at each of two openings, one in the west and one in the south of the sun-dried brick wall of the pavilion yard, two bamboos are set up, and from one pole to the other a garland of mango-leaves is tied. While these preparations are in progress, every now and again a bag of coconuts, the gifts of the other bridegrooms, is brought into the pavilion. These gifts bear out the view that the senior bridegroom is a victim, a sin or ill-luck bearer, and that the ill-luck in the other bridegrooms passes with their gifts of coconuts and betelnuts and money into the senior gift-receiver.

At last about ten the bridegroom has gone the rounds of all the camps. As his procession draws near the west gate of the pavilion enclosure, a rush of men and boys with loud hubbub forces its way through the west gate. The bridegroom is stopped at the enclosure gate until the aasa or bride’s mother comes out to welcome him. While the bridegroom waits Pavaiyas crowd in front of him, threatening to stop his entrance if he does not pay each of them a quarter of a kori. In the fierce sunlight, crowded and jostled by boys, men and Pavaiyas, Aja Bhawan the senior bridegroom remains motionless seated on his horse, his blanket canopy stretched over him, his blanket-fan waved in front of him, wearing his rich blood-red turban and his woman’s headscarf drawn round his neck and falling in front. His round-backed narrow-chested figure leans forward, clasping a coconut in his joined hands. His wizened face peers out half-hid by the heavy turban. His cheek is flushed with pink powder, and from his brow
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Only vermilion oozes like drops of blood. Viewed askance by the women, bantered by a scoffing crew of men and boys, the royal bridegroom, the king of the fair, is a man of sorrows, on whose bowed back settle all the sins of all the bridegrooms, the votum over whom steals the shadow of death; the mean half-maniac risking life to secure the sudden spending of 900 koris.

Presently, clad all in red, bearing on her head a thick pad on which rest two clay water-pots, the mouth of the upper pot stopped by a coconut, the younger wife of the Leader, who plays the part of azan or bride’s mother, advances to meet the bridegroom. The bridegroom dismounts. The mother marks his brow with vermilion, and on the vermilion sticks grains of rice, and passing her hands in front of the bridegroom’s face, takes his ill-luck, cracking her knuckles against her temples. The Brähman priest recites verses, and the mother waves and throws to the four sides salt, mustard-seed; and ash-balls. She takes two kampats, that is earthen cups full of milk curds and betelnut tied mouth to mouth by cotton thread, waves them thrice round the bridegroom’s head, and lays them before him to be crushed under his feet. She next passes in front of his face a small yoke, a long needle, and a churning stick, tied together, and waves round his head a brass bowl full of water. A sigh of relief, mixed with a shudder, passes over some of the people. “ENI kove thari rikhsa.” “Now he is done for,” they say “he is a sacrifice to the pillar. He will die.”

The bridegroom walks to the crowded pavilion and bows to the pillar. He is led to the west side and is seated on cushions, which take the place of the madyara or decorated wedding-room at high caste weddings. He faces east to where, in the house veranda, the women and girls of the family sing his praises, admiring his horse, and admiring his clothes. In this praise the Pavaiyas, who are seated at the north side of the pavilion, join. The bridegroom waits sitting on a cushion. The bride does not come. Her mother is struggling for better terms. If the bridegroom dies, what will happen to the bride. The council must give a written agreement that in the event of the bridegroom dying the caste will feel the girl and her mother.

After much discussion the council agree to pay the bride’s mother a sum of about Rs. 38 (100 koris). This the mother accepts, and the babe bride is carried into the pavilion, followed by the wives of some of the council singing songs and by her mother. One of the council takes the babe in his arms and covers her head with a white-spotted red handkerchief. The bridegroom remains seated and the bride’s guardian sits himself on the bridegroom’s right. Among general laughter the Brähman drops the marriage-garland round the necks of the bride and bridegroom. The guardian holds the babe’s right hand, and the hand is joined with the right hand of the bridegroom. A handkerchief is tied to the end of the bride’s headscarf. Then the bride and bridegroom go to the square in the centre of the pavilion where a Brähman has lighted a sacred fire, and offer the hem or fire sacrifice. When the fire sacrifice is over, the bridegroom and the bride carried by the guardian, walk four times round the sacred fire. After each round they sit, the guardian holding the bride on the
husband’s right. At the last round the bridegroom tries to be first seated, but the bride’s guardian outwits him, and gains the first seat for the girl. Whichever of the couple is first seated at the end of the fourth round has the mastery in after-life. ‘How can a babe control a grown man’ the people ask. The answer is ready: ‘Because when she is a woman he will be a dotard, if indeed he does not, as he ought to, die before that.’ During the four turns, two of the council hold a couple of empty clay cups bound rim to rim by cotton thread. So soon as the fourth round is finished, the cup-holders dash the cups to pieces on the ground.

Four women come out of the Leader’s house, and touching the babe’s brow take to themselves any hovering evils and bless the bridegroom. Four Pavayás follow, taking to themselves the bridegroom’s ill-luck, since the Pavayás and the bridegroom are now of one family, children and vessels of Māta. A Bharvād asks a Brāhman, ‘How is it you call blessings on the bridegroom and say, ‘May the bride never be without her bridegroom when you know the bridegroom must soon die.’ ‘The blessing will not be in vain,’ replies the Brāhman; ‘among your people so soon as this bridegroom dies the bride can get another husband.’

After the four rounds should follow the branding by the Leader of the bridegroom’s brow with a red-hot coin in token that he is dedicated to Māta. The bridegroom refuses to be branded. ‘If I am to die so soon what gain is there in the branding.’ This part of the ceremony is accordingly foregone. After the four turns comes the eating of kausir or wheat flour mixed with sweetmeats and phi. When the kausir-eating is over, comes the interchange of presents between the families of the bride and bridegroom known as perdans. Then two of the women, representing the mothers of the bride and bridegroom, smear their hands with redlead and oil, and mark the people of the opposite party on their breasts and backs. When the lucky hand-marking is over, they retire to the bridegroom’s camp or lodging.

When the marriage is over, the other bridegrooms come one by one into the enclosure, lay their subscription of 51 koris on the threshold, and are met by the Leader’s younger wife who waves the pestle, the yoke, the long needle, and the churning stick in front of their faces. In the pavilion each bridegroom bows to the Māta and passes on returning to the bride’s camps where the clasping of hands, the square making, the walking round the sacred fire, the eating together, and the mastery trials are performed. For their dinner on the evening of their marriage each couple receives from the Leader 14 tars of melted phi.

Sickness and other difficulties prevent the whole of the remaining 774 marriages being completed for more than a fortnight. When all the weddings are over and the gathering has scattered, the Leader and the council and their wives together with the Brāhman and the Gajjar carpenter will meet at the pavilion. At this meeting near the pillar a hom or sacred fire is kindled. After offerings have been made to the hom, the Leader and the Brāhman touch the pillar and wound it slightly with a hatchet. Then the carpenter cuts over the pillar level with the ground, and with drumming and singing the pillar is set on a cart.
The Leader gives a feast to the Brāhmaṇ, the carpenter, the council, and their wives. After the feast, with drumming and singing, the pillar-laden cart is driven about three miles east of Khelsara to the village of Kāravāda, where it is left at the lodge of the Bharvād's religious guide, the representative of their patron Bāva Valandā. The leaving of the pillar at the Bāva's lodge is called its śvēśā or absorption. When the river Venn is in flood the Bāvās carry the pillar to the river-bank and push it into the stream, leaving it to be swept where the flood wills. Where the flood throws up the pillar, there it is left to decay. If the flood throws the pillar on the right bank, the next gathering will be at Khedara; if the pillar is stranded on the left bank, some village in that quarter is chosen for the gathering. This treatment of the pillar is in agreement with the rule that images, whose functions are discharged and whose godhead has departed, should, like the soul-forsaken human corpse be separated from the living by water. The patels say that this pillar-launching has a special sanction in a tale which tells how the Pāṇḍavas floated their wedding pillar down a river. The shepherds found it stranded and copied its beautiful ornament on their own marriage post.

Every new-moon on the spot where the under-ground stump of the pillar is left, a honey or ghi fire is kindled, incense is offered, and redpowder and grains of rice are thrown on the fire. This monthly worship lasts for years. The spot where the a.d. 1871 pillar stood is still (a.d. 1895) worshipped, and the space which the pavilion covered still lies unused.

Decreased isolation and years of growing orderliness may have lessened the Bharvād's inclination to riot. But the chief cause of the quietness of their recent gathering, and the absence of excitement was probably the enforced stoppage of music and merry-making on account of the State mourning. This unavoidable dullness defeated the attempt to ascertain the cause and the extent of the Bharvād's excitement and inspiration during their great marriage festival. At the same time several of the details furnish valuable traces of wild early practices. The marking of the tree with the Leader's blood points to a former human sacrifice to pacify the tree spirit who, in agreement with Hindu ideas, is considered not as the life of the tree but as a human "lodger" in the tree, an ancestral spirit, the maternal uncle or polyandrous father, at heart a fiend, at best a jealous and easily-angered guardian. Of still greater interest is the reverence shown to the wedding-pillar and the half unwilling admission that the pillar requires a victim; that in fact the pillar is the earlier post to which the wedding victim was tied. The share the Pavaiyās play as vessels or carriers of Māta, or as Māta homes, in taking to themselves, that is to Māta in them, the offerings of ghi, to a large extent appeases the Māta's craving for brides and bridegrooms. With the mother thus partly appeased the sacrifice of a human bride and bridegroom at the beginning of the gathering has ceased to be urgent. Sufficient practical safety is secured by centring ill-luck on one couple and by branding one bridegroom on the brow, devoting him to Māta, leaving it to the mother to choose her own time and place to claim her victim.

The fear of Māmo, the mother's brother, has been noticed as in
agreement with the polyandrous system of the Bharvāḍa, a system which to some extent still secretly prevails. The fear of Māta and the worship of Māta to the exclusion of the worship of almost any other influence seem to find their explanation in the overwhelming importance of woman under a system of polyandry. In support of the view that exclusive Māta worship is an index of polyandry, it may be noted that a Brāhman takes offence if accosted as Mdmā, and refuses to set in his field a red stone as a dwelling for Māma, because no Mdmā can harm a Brāhman. Similarly, though to some extent all Brāhmans worship mothers, since under any system of marriage their impulsiveness and their devotedness make women worshipful, a Brāhman will refer to the exclusive Māta worship of the Bharvāḍa and other un-Brāhmanic castes as part of a system alien to his own.

On the 26th of May the senior bridegroom sickened, and, after a few hours of delirium and high fever, died on the 26th. He refused to be branded, that is, to bear on his brow the mark that he was set apart for Māta. For this reason, the Bharvāḍa say, the slighted mother hastened to claim her own. The 900 ākōrī he had gathered as senior bridegroom lapsed to the council. The bulk of it was spent on his funeral. The Pava-yās, like the victim, filled with the spirit of Māta, would have been the chief mourners, but they were absent, profiting by the funeral services in honour of His Highness the Jām of Nava-nagar.

Among the Bharvāḍa of central and south Gujarāt marriages are performed with little or no ceremony. The usual practice is for the bridegroom to dress in a yellow coat and with sword in hand to go to the bride’s house and seat himself near the bride. A Brāhman or a Lurj, or in their absence one of the members of the bride’s family, officiates at the marriage. In south Gujarāt liquor is freely drunk at marriage feasts. Polygamy and widow-marriage are allowed, the younger brother of the deceased husband having the first claim. Except in some parts of north Gujarāt divorce is easy. Few Bharvāḍa perform the lāp-filling ceremony on the occasion of a woman’s first pregnancy. In some parts of the province the mother is not held impure after childbirth, and does all her household work from the day after the child is born; in other places the mother remains impure for fifteen days. Bharvāḍa burn the dead. The chief mourner performs the shrudāda ceremony on the eleventh day after death with the help of a Kāyatia Brāhman. Castepeople are feasted on the eleventh and twelfth days. The Kachh Bharvāḍa have a headman called sar who settles caste disputes at meetings of the adult tribesmen. Eloquence is punished by excommunication and other breaches of caste rules by fine. They do not send their boys to school, and as a class are badly off.

Morse or Mhers, returned in 1881 at 23,850,¹ are found chiefly in Kāthiawār. They call themselves Rajputs, claiming descent from one Rāndhirji, a Jethva, who held twenty-four villages in the Barda

¹ The census of A.D. 1881 shows only ninety-five Mers. They seem to have been included under Ahrs or Jethvás.
district. They are divided into five clans, Adidras, Gohila, Modhvadiyas, Kesikaldas, and Rajivahals. They intermarry and allow widow marriage, but in other respects conform to Rajput customs. Among the men the skin is smooth and fine and of the colour of wheat, the cheek being occasionally pink. The eye is full and shapely, the pupil generally brown, sometimes gray, rarely black. The cheek is well turned, the face generally thin, the lips rounded but not thick, the chin pointed. Some men shave the head except the topknot, but most wear the hair long, shaving only the rim along the temples in Sudhi fashion. Boys wear a knot or lock over both ears. The whisker is worn full but not long, except by a few who have adopted the Rajput practice. The ends of the moustache are generally twisted into a ring or curl. Of the higher village-owning families, the faces of some of the men are specially refined and pleasing. The heavy roped turban falls to the ears and eyebrows. The shapely face has finely cut nose lips and chin. From below overhanging brows, between long curved eyelids, look out light brown pupils, languid and gentle in expression. The whiskers are full, a few long hairs, both from the whiskers and the moustache, being drawn back till they pass round the top of the ear. A young Mer of middle class family has glowing brown eyes, small neat features, shaven cheeks, shapely chin, and a short curled moustache. Mer women are taller and more graceful than Bharwads women. Their skin is smoother and fairer; their face more shapely; their features more regular; their hair finer and glossier; their clothes are of better material, cleaner, and more carefully put on. The men wear a rolled headdress of white or of black and white, falling as low as the ears and eyebrows, except that they never wear a blanket, their every-day dress is like the Bharwads; a short packed jacket with maroon band across the skirt, and trousers loose above the knee and tight below, all of hand-woven cotton cloth. Among Mer women, the elders wear a dark hanging head-blanket with a white strip at each end called dhatabari, and the younger women a dark cotton headscarf, a long backless tight-fitting bodice either of silk or of cotton but always red, and a skirt of red cotton except among unmarried girls whose skirt is white. Of ornaments, some men wear rich silver necklaces, wristlets and finger rings, women wear the handsome ring and cylinder earring like the Bharwads except that they are of gold, a silver chain necklace, rich silver wristlets anklets and toe-rings like the Bharwads. They are abstemious in their habits, seldom eating meat and living on millet bread and curds. They do not pay rent for their lands but a heath tax, and, if they cultivate, they pay a small sum as plough tax. Their disputes are settled by a meeting of elders.

Raba'ris, with a strength of 215,634 are found all over Gujarát. One story of their origin is that Shiv while performing religious penance or tap created a five-footed camel and a man to graze it. This man had four daughters who married Rajputs of the Chohun, Ghamir, Parmar, and Solanki tribes. These and their offspring were all camel grazers. Other Rajputs joined them and they formed a separate caste. Another story is that they were Rajputs, who, instead of marrying Rajput women, married celestial damsels or apsarases that is perhaps.
CHRAN women, *debpuris* or daughters of gods as they style themselves. According to this account because they did not marry Rajput wives they were called Rabâbasirs, is that goes out of the path. Their original home is said to be the North-West Provinces from which they moved to Mârwâr and from Mârwâr to Gujarât, Kathiawâr and Kachi. This story is supported by the fact that the chief seat of Sikotra, the tribal goddess of some Rabâris, is at Jodhpur. Some of their surnames are the same as Rajput tribe names. Except in Khâthiawâr the Rabâris have no divisions. In Kathiawar there are six divisions, the Sotâthiâ, the Vachâris of the Bhaâjar bank, the Aligâris living near Kodimâr, the Vinviâs of the Venu river, the Gujarâtis of Halar, and the House of Purbândar whose goddess lives at Sargavâda in Junâghâd. These six divisions eat together but do not intermarry. Both men and women are strong tall and well made with high features large eyes and oval faces. Still the women are not considered good-looking as the use among high class Hindus of Babâran as a taunting description of a lank clumsy woman shows. The men wear the moustaches and flowing whiskers divided by a narrow parting down the chin. Some Rabâri men, like Mers and Sondhis, wear all the hair, only shaving the temple rim; others shave the head except the topknot. The beard is, as a rule, worn thick and short though a few shave the cheek and chin. They live by themselves in small hamlets of huts with mud walls and tiled roofs. The home speech of almost all is Gujarâti, with in Kachi Mârvâdi inflections, and a few speak Brij, the language spoken in some parts of North India. Most of them take flesh and spirits and in Khâthiawâr do not scruple to eat with Musalmâns. In Kachi they live for days almost solely on camel's milk. In south Gujarât except that the men's waistcloth is sometimes worn tucked through the legs and not wound round the hips and except that they have sometimes a black blanket over their shoulders or slung on a stick, the men's dress does not differ from that of poor Rajput cultivators. In central Gujarât the men wear a loose headcloth a jacket and a waistcloth. They never go out without a big staff. In south Gujarât a woman's dress consists of a petticoat a long-sleeved bodice reaching to the waist and a piece of cloth or a black woollen blanket thrown over the head. In central Gujarât the bodice is short and short-sleeved and no blanket is worn on the head. In Kathiawar, except that they have black in the head-dress, the clothes of Rabâri men do not differ from those of the Bhârvâds. The women's *dhâwâri* or head-dress hangs loose from the head, and is generally dark or maroon, with lighter spots and

---


2 Perhaps from their high features they are, according to one account of Pysian origin and in support of this their family name of Aga is quoted.
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blotches caused by knotting. The bodice or kāundo is like the Bharvād bodice, either of silk or cotton. The skirt is tied in front a little to one side. It is generally of cotton, red or white in colour. Round the left ankle Rabāri women wear a red and black worsted thread. The women's ornaments are silver or zinc anklets, ivory or wooden bracelets, a silver armlet worn near the elbow of the left arm, a silver necklace, silver or zinc earrings, and a pearl nosering. Both men and women are fond of tattooing their bodies, the men their arms and the women their cheeks, chin, lower lip, breast, and arms. In central Gujarāt the Rabāris are a quarrelsome troublesome people, breaking fences, grazing on crops, and causing husbandmen serious loss and annoyance. The men are dull and stupid, but the women are shrewd and intelligent. In south Gujarāt the women sell wool and clarified butter and manage all money matters and are much more trusted by the wool and butter merchants than their husbands. Rabāris rear cows buffaloes goats and sheep, and camels in Kāthiāwār and Kachh. With their droves of cows and buffaloes they move about the country in search of pasture. In Kāthiāwār they are particularly fond of camels which they tend in the large salt marches which fringe a great part of the peninsula. They make their living chiefly from the sale of clarified butter and the wool of sheep. A few among them work as husbandmen and messengers. In central Gujarāt like the Bharvāds they make money by penning their flocks in empty fields. In south-west Kāthiāwār a class of Rabāris has attached itself from time immemorial to the Jethvās, and, like the Mers, can be called on for military service when required. In return they have to pay fewer taxes than other people and a gift of Re. 1.60 is given to the heirs of any one who is killed in the chief's service.

The Rabāris are a religious class. They are generally worshippers of Mothurs or Māțas, though a few among them belong to the Bijnārī Rāmānandī and Shaiv sects. In Kachh many of them serve as priests in Māța temples. The commonest forms under which Māța is worshipped are a peacock's feather and a conch shell. They worship the cobra on the kālīchandus or dark fourteenth in October-November and offer the cobra milk and cocoa-kernel. They keep the ordinary Hindu holidays, but among the Bijnārīs their great day is the second of every Hindu month especially the second of Māgh in January-February. On the second of every Hindu month they drink the whole day's supply of milk or give it to Brahmins or other religious beggars. Few believe in sorcery or witchcraft but they trust to the ordinary Hindu omens. Only a few visit places of Hindu pilgrimage. Their priests are Audich and Sompara Brāhmans.

1 Colonel Tod notices the cattlestealing habits of the desert Rabāris. He says the word Rabāri is (A.D. 1820) used throughout Hindustān to denote persons employed in rearing and tending camels who are always Moslems. In Bajpurāna they are a distinct tribe employed entirely in rearing camels or in stealing them, in which they evince a peculiar dexterity competing with the Bhāḍas in the practices. When they come upon a herd of camels the boldest and most experienced strikes his lance into the first he reaches, then dips a cloth in the blood which at the end of his lance he thrusts close to the nose of the next, and, wheeling about, sets off at speed followed by the whole herd lured by the scent of blood and the example of their leader. Annals of Rājasthān, II, 299,
No ceremonies are performed on the day of a birth. On the sixth day after a birth most of them worship the goddess Chbathi. After childbirth the mother remains impure for twelve to twenty-five days. Children are named on the fifteenth day after birth. Very few perform any ceremony on the first giving of cooked food to a child. Girls are married from fifteen months to twenty years old. Among Rabáris all marriages take place on the same day. The Rabáris of one village or of two or three villages who wish to have their daughters married meet in a temple. A Bráhman is called and he fixes the marriage day. Four days before the day fixed a booth is set up in front of each girl's house. On the evening of the marriage day the bridegrooms go to the bride's houses and seat themselves in the booth beside the bride. A Bráhman recites verses, the hands of the bride and bridegroom are joined, and they walk seven times round a fire which is lighted in the centre of the booth. The father of the bridegroom pays the bride's father Rs. 25 to Rs. 150, and also feasts the bridegroom's relations. Marriage among near relations is avoided. They practise polygamy. Their widows generally remarry, except in Surat where the caste levies a prohibitory tax on widow marriage. In most cases the widow marries the younger brother of her deceased husband, and in Káthiawár the younger brother of her deceased husband or other distant younger male relation of the family has the first choice. The rule about divorce varies in different parts of the province. In some places both husband and wife are free to break the marriage bond; in other places the wife cannot divorce the husband; and in others the husband cannot divorce his wife without the sanction of the head of the caste. Except among a few no lap-filling ceremony is performed during a woman's first pregnancy. The Rabáris burn their dead. The dead body is tied to a bamboo bier and is taken out of the house feet foremost. The corpse-bearers do not halt on the way, do not offer rice-balls, and do not change the position of the body. After reaching the burning ground the mourners raise a pile of wood and carry the corpse four times round the pile and lay the body upon it. The chief mourner with fire in his hand walks four times round the pile and sets it ablaze. After the body is burnt the mourners bathe and return to the house of the deceased. On the third day the chief mourner goes to the burning ground and there sets an earthen pot filled with water. On the eleventh day with the help of a Káyátia Bráhman they perform the śraddha ceremony. Caste people are feasted on the eleventh and twelfth days. The Rabáris have a headman but he has little authority and most disputes are settled at meetings of the men of the caste. In south Gujarat those who take to callings other than cattle breeding husbandry and domestic service are put out of caste. Rabáris do not send their boys to school. On the whole they are a falling class partly owing to the great spread of tillage at the expense of pasture.
SECTION XII.—EARLY TRIBES.

Under the term early are included all tribes of whose coming to Gujarat no traditions remain, and who at one time holding the plain country were by the Kalis, cultivating Brahmans, Kanhis, Rajputs, and other waves of northern settlers ousted from their towns and strongholds, and, except a few who were kept near villages as servants or bondsmen, were driven by their conquerors mainly into the country of hill and forest that borders Gujarat on the east. In A.D. 1891 the aboriginal tribes of the five districts of Gujarat had a total strength of 1,034,738 or 11.97 per cent of the whole Hindu population. With many minor clans and family divisions this section of the people includes five chief tribes: Bhils with about 511,982; Dublas with 120,265; Dhondias with 102,479; Chodhras with 69,628; Naiks with 66,672; and Gámdas with 52,019. The following distribution statement shows that these tribes are found along the whole length of the eastern frontier. In Ahmedábád there are but few. But in the Malá Katha and where the Panch Maháls stretch into the uplands of Máwa, Bhils and Naíkds must strong; and among the spurs of the Rájpíla hills, and in the south where the coast and the range of the Sáhyádirás draw closer together, Bhils, Chodhrás, Dhondías, Dublas, Naíkds, and Várlis, form, except near the sea, the bulk of the population.

**Hindu Early Tribes, 1891.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tribe</th>
<th>Ahmedábád</th>
<th>Kána</th>
<th>Panch Maháls</th>
<th>Sirmach</th>
<th>Surté</th>
<th>Native States</th>
<th>Baroda</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhils</td>
<td>2489</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>97,017</td>
<td>33,551</td>
<td>4070</td>
<td>205,345</td>
<td>39,241</td>
<td>311,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chundás</td>
<td>2344</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>25,409</td>
<td>35,210</td>
<td>105,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhundás</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gámdés</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gáálás</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Károchás</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kompráds</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>11,967</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mánura</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naíks</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>12,267</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naíkds</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Várlis</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>41,607</td>
<td>41,607</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>41,607</td>
<td>41,607</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Váhléíds</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>41,607</td>
<td>41,607</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>41,607</td>
<td>41,607</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>6035</td>
<td>6035</td>
<td>119,266</td>
<td>54,964</td>
<td>545,038</td>
<td>104,594</td>
<td>222,549</td>
<td>1,094,788</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Origin.

Of the origin of these tribes, though nothing certain is known, their names, their language, and their customs show that they have reached Gujarat, some from the north, others from the east, and a third section from the south. With most of them two influences have for ages been at work blotting out what was individual in their character.

In the Panch Maháls census Naíkds and Naíkds are both entered under the head Naíks.
and manners. The ever-growing pressure of stronger tribes driving
them back to wilder and more unhealthy lands, kept lowering them
to one level of poverty and ignorance, and the intermixture of higher
class Hindus, especially of Rajputs, kept introducing better blood and
bringing into use among them the rites and observances of their con-
querors.

The dialects spoken by these tribes differ considerably from each
other and from ordinary Gujarāti. In the north they are mixed with
Hindi and in the south with Marāthi. In addition they use words
strange to these languages and apparently akin to Telugu and other
tongues of southern India.

Though showing considerable varieties of feature, colour and
size the aboriginals are, on the whole, smaller and darker than the
rest of the Hindu population. Their dwellings are generally small
one-roomed huts, the walls of reed and plaster, the roof conical or
hive-shaped covered with grass. Their store of goods is of the
scantiest. Of farm stock a few have ploughing cattle and a cow or
she-buffalo, but most have only some goats and hens. Their field
tools are a hoe, a pick and an axe, and in the case of those who have
cattle a plough; their furniture includes a mat or rough bedstead, a
stone handmill, a pestle and mortar, and a small store of jars and
ecups, most of them of earth. Except in southern Gujarāt, where the
men of a few families wear short cotton trousers cotton jackets and a
cap or turban, their dress is of the cheapest and scantiest. The men
wear two coarse pieces of dirty white cloth wound the one round the
head the other round the middle. The women wear the shortest robes
tucked almost to the top of the leg and worn with or without a bodice.
Of ornaments the men wear in their ears and on their fingers a few
rings of tin or silver. The women besides the strings of shells and
beads with which many of them are laden, wear broad plain bands of
brass, bone or wood, two or three at a time and sometimes rising in
tiers on the legs from the ankle to near the knee, and on the arm,
from the wrist to the elbow.

The bulk of the aboriginal classes eat the coarsest grain boiled
in water. Want of thrift and love of drink compel most of them,
during several months in each year, to live on borrowed grain, on
wild fruits berries and roots, on game, and on liquor. Though all
eat animal food, most of them refuse the flesh of the cow or of any
animal found dead. Only a few eat the ass, the monkey or the rat.
All have a passionate craving for strong drink, and for their draught of
tadi palm beer or their glass of mahuda Bassia latifolia spirit
will recklessly barter their whole stock of grain.

Except a few police messengers and village watchmen, the aboriginal
tribes are peasants woodcutters basket-makers and labourers. In
Broach some among the Dubiā and Talāviṅs have shown themselves
hardworking and successful farmers, and in parts of Surat the
Chodhris, and under the management of the Bhāthela Bhādmans
the Dubiās and Dhumdias grow rich crops of rice and garden
produce. But for the most part their tillage is slovenly; their fields
yielding only a scanty harvest of the coarsest grains. Along the eastern frontier, especially in the southern forests, they are still unsettled, moving from place to place, burning brushwood and tree-loppings and sowing seed in the ashes.

Among Hindus their position is somewhat above the lowest. In spite of their wildness and poverty except those who feed on carrion they are not held to be unclean and the general belief in their powers of witchcraft and sorcery carries with it a certain consideration in the treatment of them by the upper classes. Almost all are truthful drunken and thriftless. But, as regards freedom from crime, they vary from the quarrelsome cattle-robbers of the north to the orderly farm-servants of the south.

The aboriginal tribes worship many guardians or deus. Among these are some of the gods and goddesses who are revered by all followers of Brâhmanism. Thus the Dublas worship Mahâdev and Hanumân; the Chodhâs and Mângelâs honour Râm and Devi in her form of Durga, the destroyer; and Kâkâbâla the goddess of small-pox is feared and courted by all. Besides these Brâhmanic divinities, the aboriginal tribes worship two classes of beings, local or tribal deities and the spirits of their ancestors. Of the local or tribal divinities, Khatri Dev, a pillar of wood, is worshipped by most of the aboriginal tribes except by the Bhils and Gâmtâs; Simdìnd Dev, a red-coloured stone placed under a saurâ Prosopis spicigera tree and worshipped at marriage; Khetarpâl, the god of boundaries, a stone carved with the figure of a horse; Babâ Dev, a clay image of a horse and rider, worshipped chiefly by Bhils; Mayli and Bharam Dev, red stones set on hill-tops, worshipped chiefly by Kônknâ; Vaital Dev, a round stone about four feet high, also a hill god; Magaria and Vâgh Dev, or the alligator and tiger deities, chiefly worshipped by Gâmtâs. Besides these divinities two, Shamâ Dev and Haria Dev, hold among the Dandiâs a special position inspiring men and women with supernatural power. Well-to-do Kônknâ keep silver images of Khandoâba, Bheroba, Ithoba, and Bhavânî. Among all the tribes the worship of their ancestors is the chief article of faith. As they are not allowed to enter the temples of the deities whom they worship in common with other Hindus, and as they have no built places of worship of their own, the aboriginal tribes generally set apart some spot near their village as a god-yard or devatâna. Here are raised wooden pillars and seats, dome-shaped pots of clay and stones painted red, and here with offerings of small clay horses and cows, and with sacrifices of goats and fowls they court and humour the spirits of their forefathers. With all of them the fear of their guardians is most marked and strong. They never lightly use their names, and, if they swear by them, are most careful not to break the oath.

They believe that, while all men of their class possess power over spirits, special skill in this matter belongs to two sets of persons, unfriendly Dakins who stir spirits to work mischief, and kindly Bhagats who cast out evil spirits. The ill-natured Dakins, who are supposed to have spirits at their beck and to send them to trouble
those against whom they bear ill-will, are generally old and ugly women. The well-disposed Bhagats, who cast out evil spirits and heal the sick are, in some cases, the headmen of villages. But most of them are religious recluse who live on alms and spend their days in their huts, chanting Rāma Rāma as they tell their beads. They worship some one of the many local forms of the Mother or Devi, and in their huts have most of them an altar or dhera and on it an image of the goddess. To make or keep a name as a bhagat or mediator between men and Devi, a man must now and again be possessed by the Mother. Then he will mutter and shake, foam at the mouth, eat raw flesh or drink blood, and while under the air of the Mother is a seer knowing both the past and the future. One who has a name as a medium is treated with great respect. He is asked to consecrate household gods, to perform ceremonies and offer sacrifices, to nod that the fields may yield good crops, that the sick may be healed, and that the schemes of ill-wishers may be thwarted. When a man falls in a fit or shows other signs of being possessed by a spirit, one of these Bhagats or exorcists is called. The wise man, placing some black gram or grains of rice on a leaf, passes the leaf round the sick man's head. He then examines the grains of rice or if he has used beans, throws them into a jar of water, and, from their look, tells whether the patient is troubled by an evil spirit or by the spirit of one of his ancestors. If the cause of evil is one of his forefathers the sickness matters little, as by simply sacrificing or making an offering at his tomb, a cure will be obtained. Ancestral or family ghosts generally appear as men, but sometimes in the form of a bear or other wild beast. When their worship is neglected, they are believed to attack people by throwing stones and sticks at them, or by pinching them at night. If the patient is troubled by an evil spirit, the holy man repeats some incantations, strikes the patient gently with the bough of a tree, and continues this treatment sometimes for days, till either the patient has recovered or is dead. The exorcist knows by whose power the spirit has been sent. In former times he used to name her to the sick man's friends, who would rush out, seize the witch and torture her. This torture ended in many cases in the witch's death, and so many Bulls have suffered for their share in these murders, that, as a rule, the holy man now keeps to himself his knowledge of the witch's name.

Among most of these classes the only occasions of ceremony are marriage and death. The detailed accounts given below show that, though except the Chadhás they do not call in Brāhmins, the observances of most tribes are in many points like those of high class Brāhmanic Hindus.

Three sources of authority are held in respect: the chief of the tribe, the village headman, and the council of five. Among the

---

1 Many have altars or dheras in their houses sacred to Devi or Mata under one of her many forms. Persons at enmity frequently threaten to send their dhera to their enemies' house. Bates Mulla, 402.
2 Ured Phascolus mungo.
Section XII.

EARLY TRIBES.

Prospects.

Bhilas of the Mahi Kānça and the Nāikdās of the Panch Mahāls the chief has still much power. At his summons all the men of the tribe would turn out if need be ready to fight for him. Among the more peaceful tribes the head of the village is treated with respect and in many disputes acts as referee. In breaches of caste rules the council of five hears the complaint and fixes the punishment.

Though the condition of most of them is still poor and wretched, during the last fifty years the aboriginals of Gujarāt have made two steps in advance. They have ceased to fight with the ruling power or among themselves, and instead of wandering from place to place they have almost all settled to till fixed fields. They have made little progress in sobriety or in thrift, but efforts to spread education among them have of late years met with a response which gives good ground for hope for the future. The present (1898) number at school is 6910.

Bhilas, numbering 511,982, are found in great number in the Mahi and Rewa Kānça territories and in the small states that lie along the eastern boundary of Surat. This tribe, supposed to be the same as Ptolemy's (A.D. 167) Phy or Phyllitra, is believed to derive its name from Bili, the Dravidian word for a bow. Acc. According to local legends the Bihis of Gujarāt are descended from Goho, son of Ajānabālu, son of Kaιoy, king of Abu. In Gujarāt, as in Rajputāna and Khāndesh, records both legendary and historic show that almost the whole country was once in the hands of the Bihis. When the Pānda took refuge with Vairāt, rāja of Matsyanagar or Vairātpur supposed to be Dholka, they found a queen of the Kaιoy or Bih race. At an early period Chāmpāner was the seat of a Bihil dynasty. Until the close of the eleventh century Ashāval, the site of the city of Ahmedābād, was in the hands of a Bihil chief. And it was not until (A.D. 1000-1400) the Musalmāns pressed the Rajputs south that the Rajputs drove the Bihis from ḍar, from Rājpīpla, and from Māndī Bānda and Dharampur in southern Gujarāt. In the history of the Rajput dynasties of Anahilavāda, the Bihis are commonly referred to as guards and plunderers, black as sūt or kōjol. Rāja Karn (A.D. 1072-1094) seems to have been the first to reduce to order the wild and unsettled parts of his kingdom, and under Sīh Rāja (A.D. 1094-1143) Bihis appear at one time as allies, 'in activity like the followers of Hanumān,' at another time as enemies, 'a force against whom no man could fight.' When the central rule was weak in the fourteenth century before Musulmān sway was

1 Rev. Dr. J. Wilson's Aboriginal Tribes, 3. In Dr. Wilson's opinion the Gujarāt and Mafya Bihil represents a later wave of settlers than the tribes of Southern India.
2 Ras Mala, L. 103.
3 Ras Mala, L. 103.
4 According to one account (Antique Researches, IX. 167) Chāmpā (A.D. 740), the founder of Chāmpāner, was a Bihil, but the correct story would seem to make him a Vāna. Ras Mala, L. 248.
5 Ras Mala, L. 104. It is worthy of note that apparently, while still (A.D. 1050) under its Bihil chief, Ashāval was of sufficient importance to be mentioned by Albaruni. In the next century the town is described by Edrisi (A.D. 1153) as well peopled, commercial, rich, industrious, and producing useful things. Jamber's Edrisi, 174.
6 Ras Mala, L. 104, 113, 177.
established, in the sixteenth century under the last feeble princes of the Ahmedâbâd line, and in the eighteenth century in the decay of Moghul authority, the power of the Bhils burst forth like a half-quenched flame. Their harsh and crafty treatment by the Marâthâs made them depressed and unruly when they passed under the British Government. But the strong and kindly policy then introduced was soon followed by general order, and this with few exceptions has since remained unbroken.

Gujarat Bhils belong to two main divisions, one part-Rajput the other of pure Bhil descent. The names of many of the part-Rajput clans are the same as certain Rajput clan names Bária, Dángí, Ganâva, Katâra, Makvâna, Parmâr, and Râthod. Like Rajputs they mostly worship Kâlika Máta and have their bards whom like Rajputs they honour and maintain. The part-Rajput Bhils are found in Parântij Modâsa and other districts of northern Gujarat. The pure Bhils, except a few in Idrar Rewa Kântha and the Panch Mahâls who are part-Rajput, are found in eastern and southern Gujarat, but chiefly in Rewa Kântha and the Panch Mahâls. Again the Rewa Kântha and Panch Mahâlas Bhils belong to two classes, hill and plain Bhils who, except that they are more settled and better off, do not differ from hill Bhils in traditions and customs. Each class is again divided into numerous sub-clans or families. But as these all intermarry and differ in no way from each other, a list of their names seems of little value.

As a rule the Gujârat Bhil is small light-limbed and active; some have handsome though irregular features. Among men, except the top-knot, the hair of the head is sometimes cut short, but as a rule it is worn long. All wear the moustache, some the whiskers, and a

1 Of the Modasa Bhils Captain Melvill wrote in A.D. 1827: All the chiefs and principal men and many of the inferior order are degraded Rajput still bearing the name of their Rajput tribe. The chief’s title was the Rajput Thakur or the Bhil Tari or Nâlk. It is known that before the Mughal conquest Rajputs formed the bulk of the population, and it is supposed that these Bhils were at first chiefly Rajput robbers and outlaws. (Bom. Gov. Sel. X. 10.) More than one case of Rajput chiefs marrying Bhils is mentioned by Forbes in the Râs Mâla (I. 359 and II. 100), and Sir J. Malcolm (Trans. R. A. Soc. I. 81) states that the Ujrala or fair Bhils of Central India claim a Rajput descent and bear Rajput surnames. In Modasa in 1827 the wild or Vanjar Bhils were a distinct and much savage and more troublesome race. (Hum. Gov. Sel. X. 42.)

2 Of the Bhil subdivisions Sir J. Malcolm wrote in A.D. 1824: In every province I found the names of tribes, or rather of families increase in the rain the inquiry was pursued. The slightest circumstance, the name of an ancestor, a dispute in the tribe, a favourite spot of residence, gives rise to a name, and forms a tie of brotherhood. (Trans. R. A. Soc. I. 81.) Among Gujarât Bhils, Mr. Forbes (Râs Mâla, I. 103) mentions ten tribes; Mr. Prescott gives twenty-seven subdivisions for the Panch Mahâls; Mr. Nobobhoil.twelve for the Rewa Kântha; Major LeGeyt one for the Mahi Kântha; and Mr. Fakirbâri twelve for southern Gujarât. The Panch Mahâls tribes the large clan of Dhâm Bâhils are said to have come during a famine from Bhils in Ahmedâbâd under a chief named Kâlijâi, the traditional father of the god Kâlijâi. They first settled at Dhâr and thence came to the village of Châlahâ in Chelod. The Bhâhâ Bâhil who are a not less influential and numerous clan than the Dhâmârs, are said to have come from Kâleâr Bârâ in the Sânypa hills in company with the Bâhu of Sûmûth-Rânâmpur in the Rewa Kântha. According to their account they were originally Rajputs, but during a great famine they ate cow flesh and lost caste. The Nâmâ Bâhils are said to have come from Salhumbar in south Udipur.
few the beard. Bhill women wear the hair in three ways: it is either drawn back and tied behind the ears, or it is gathered behind in a roll or knot, or it is plaited in three tresses. When the hair is plaited the side tresses are allowed to droop over the eyebrows and are drawn behind the ear while the back tress hangs straight like a queue or pigtail with a hollow brass ball jhida at the end.  

The Bhills have no village site or collection of houses. Each man lives in his field. Coming towards a Bhill house there first meets the eye an eight or ten feet high fence of untrimmed bamboo woven in and out of uprights fixed in the ground at short intervals. This, except for a bamboo gate about six feet broad, goes round the hut enclosing a small yard. Opposite the entrance is generally a small covered stage for grass and earthen pots high enough to be used as a cattle-shed. Inside of the shed is the house, a hut sometimes with mud walls, but often of wattled bamboo or sticks smeared with cowdung and mud. The roof is peaked and has deep overhanging eaves, it is either covered with large flat tiles or thatched with grass or with teak or palm leaves.

1 This is Mr. Prescott's account of the Panch Mahal Bhills. Seventy years ago Bishop Heber found them with beard and hair not at all woolly, but thick and dishevelled, and their whole appearance dirty and ill-fed. Heber's Narrative, II, 83, Major LeGeyt (A.D. 1876) describes the Bhils of Mahl Kancha as dark, with thick hair, with scanty or no beards, irregular features, and, as a rule, ill-fed.

2 Of the making of a Bhill hut, Major O. Bulljames has (A.D. 1832) left the following details: The sides of their huts are generally made of the female or hollow bamboo, which is cut the length required with a hatchet; each joint of the bamboo is cut through longitudinally by numerous distinct cuts all round, one cut alone of which is carried from one end of the bamboo to the other, which enables them to be split and laid open on the ground as one broad flat riband, the numerous cuts at the joints permitting the bamboo to become flat. These bands or ribands are then interwoven, and form a very strong and neat fence; they are sometimes lined or smeared inside with mud and cowdung, but afford a poor protection from the heavy rains as well as from the malaria that most arise each night after the fall of the rains. The roofs of these huts are supported on forked uprights, generally of star Acacia catechu, a very hard wood not liable to be destroyed by the white-ant. Three longitudinal pieces resting on the forked uprights support the rafter, which are sometimes made of the straight branches of the teak, or any other tree which may be at hand. They have an ingenious way of securing the rafters on the ridge-pole by boring holes through the upper end of the rafters and inserting small male bamboo through, generally, four rafters at a time, two of which go on one side of the roof and two on the other. Should bamboo be used for rafters, they select those which are long enough to form both sides; when, by cutting a piece from the centre of the bamboo on the under side, this rests on the ridge-pole, and the weight of the roof keeps the rafter in its proper place, assisted either by the long shoots of creeper plants or strips of the bark of many of the jungle trees tied to the cross-pieces. These huts have usually one opening or entrance which is protected by a bundle of interwoven bamboos. (Gov. Sel. XXIII. 29.) Of the enclosure gate, Mr. Prescott says: The gate like the fence is made of bamboo. The bottom of the frame is usually a heavy log. At its inner end the log is pierced and slipped on to a stake in the ground that serves as a hinge. If very heavy a wheel is fastened below the outer end.

3 Seventy years ago (March 1855) Bishop Heber, writing of the Bhils of the Panch Mahals and Rewa Kannah, noticed that the practice, which still (A.D. 1899) remains, of building on a rising ground seemed universal. He describes two kinds of Bhil dwellings. The huts of the hill Bhills crowded together as if for mutual protection of the rusted description, the walls of sticks wattled with long grass, the roof of grass thatched and covered with bongas. The lowland Bhills were better housed. A fence of tall bamboo poles stuck about an inch apart connected with cross pieces of the same and with several plants of the everlasting pea trailing over it enclosed the house and a small plot
Of household goods the stock is small. Outside may be seen, if the family is well to-do, a pair of bullocks, or a bullock and buffalo, a cow, some sheep and goats, and a number of fowls, a cart, and field tools including a plough, a weeder or kharpi, and a hoe or kedali. But most Bhils have no carts, and many have no cattle. In the hut, besides the sleeping mat, the hand grindstone, and a roll of blanket or torn coverlet, there is nothing but a few pots and cups, most of them of clay. In the Panch Mahals a Bhil has generally two pairs of bullocks and more cows than bullocks. He never keeps sheep but he not uncommonly rears goats. Few Bhils have hoes or kedalis as they generally use a small crowbar or a ploughshare in digging. Every house has a number of large earthen jars to store grain and at least one brass mug or tala; many have one or two brass plates or thalis, and large circular bamboo baskets or porai to hold grain. The baskets are generally kept outside of the hut.

For their everyday dress in the Rewa and Mahi Kanthas and in the Panch Mahals, men wear round the head a coarse cloth fenta or faut, about five feet long, a second cloth pachedi of much the same length, over the shoulders, and to cover the body when sleeping; and a third potia round the waist. Instead of the potia, the poor generally wear a piece of cloth or langoti tied to a string or bheran passing round the waist. On holidays they wear, all of coarse home-made cotton cloth, a turban paghdi, a coat angurka, a long coat jamna, a shouldercloth pachedi, and a waistcloth potia. In the south some of the Bhils are said to wear turbans, others caps, and others to go barcheaded. In the Mahi and Rewa

of ground. Within the fence was a small stage raised on four poles about seven feet from the ground. And behind the stage the hut, its walls, and door waddled like basket, its roof with very projecting eaves thatched with grass or reed lined with the large leaves of the jack tree. Heber's Narrative, II, 82, 99, 102. The Mahi Kantha Bhils also live in an enclosure surrounded by a bamboo fence, in huts called jhapa or dhondi, built on a few wooden pillars with rafters across, the walls of reed or bamboo, with a door in the centre, the roof thatched with reed or covered with jhapa or that is flat earthen tiles. Major Lowrey (a.d. 1876).

1 Of Rewa Kantha Bhils says Major Fulljames (a.d. 1853) wrote: Many are entirely of wood without a bit of iron, the wheels occasionally of solid wooden blocks. Bm. Gov. Sec. XXIII, 160.

2 Major Lowrey gives the following list of a Mahi Kantha Bhil's cooking and drinking vessels: An earthen currypot taiya, a flat earthen dish for baking cakes jhabda, a bamboo cup to sup from pegai, an earthen waterpot chandet, an earthen bowl rangapat, a brass bowl utti, a whitewashed tin kama, a drinking cup taiya, a bronze plate thali, and an earthen jar for storing corn metti.

3 Of their dress seventy years ago Bishop Heber wrote: Among the hill Bhils some were almost naked, others had a coarse cotton cloth wrapped round the head and shoulders, and a sort of plaited reticulat of the same material round their loins. The "dirty cotton cloth" of the lowland Bhils, near Champaran, was fuller; reaching generally to the hips, and one had a blanket of red dhoti hung over his shoulders. Heber's Narrative, II, 55 and 116. In a.d. 1853 Major G. Fulljames speaks of the Rewa Kantha Bhils as having no clothing whatever, only a narrow strip of cloth hung, so as to cover their nakedness, to a piece of string passed round their waist. In the coldest weather, he adds, they bring forth a cotton cloth generally in bags. Bm. Gov. Sec. XXIII, 20.

4 Among the Mahi Kantha Bhils the turban and the holiday over-dress are known as Parajapati, showing that in past times this Rajput capital was the place of manufacture for these articles.

\[2181-98\]
Kanthas and in the Panch Mahals the Bihl woman’s everyday dress, all of coarse home-made cotton cloth, is over the head and shoulders a short robe vallo, an open-backed red blue or white bodice kanchhi, and a checkered petticoat gagro. On holidays they wear a bodice of checkered silk cloth and an over-robe bandhni. Of the various kinds of women’s robes the sadi or vallo is made of khdii or coarse cloth, printed with small patterns in black blue and red; the chundii is made of madarpallam cloth, the ground being red with patterns of different colours; the bandhni and resia are made of fine cloth, the ground being generally red with small circular spots of other colours chiefly black printed symmetrically on the red, and the poncho generally made of madarpal or fine cloth and sometimes of khdii or coarse cloth, has a black border and a red ground with two or three large circular black patterns in the midst. Of these robes the sadi costs Re. 1 to Re. 1½, the chundii Rs. 2 to Rs. 2½, the bandhni Rs. 1 to Rs. 1½, the resia Rs. 1½ to Rs. 2, and the poncho Re. 1 to Re. 1. The sadi bandhni and resia and the cloth called madder for women’s petticoats are generally imported from Pratipgadh in Marwad. The petticoat or ghagra cost Re. 1 to Rs. 1½ and the bodice or kanchhi if made of white cloth 2 to 3 annas, and if of coloured cloth 2 to 5 annas. The women wear a white bodice until either they are mothers or middle aged; after this they wear a coloured bodice. Unlike high class Hindu women the robe is simply thrown over the head and body, and the petticoat instead of hanging to near the ankle, is tucked up so that the legs up to the thighs are bare. In the south of Gujurat they wear a loose cloth over the head, a bodice, and a petticoat.

Of ornaments in the Mahi and Rewa Kanthas and the Panch Mahals, men wear silver earrings velia and silver bracelets boria. Of the women’s ornaments the chief head ornaments are the bor, rikhdi, and jhabu. The bor which takes its name from its likeness in shape and size to the berry of the bori Zizyphus jujuba is a small silver or tin ornament worn in the middle over the forehead. The rikhdi or keeper is a brass ornament worn on the crown of the head fastened to a knot of hair. The jhabu, which resembles the silver ornament gofni worn by high class Hindu girls is a brass ornament fastened to the long back tress called chotla. These three head ornaments are seldom and the jhabu is never worn by elderly women. The ear ornaments include three silver brass or tin rings or veellias for the upper ear and one silver brass or wood lotia for the lower lobe. To prevent the weight of the veellia drawing down the ear-lobes a silver or tin chain called mendil is fastened to the ear with a hook at the other end fixed into the hair. In the nose is sometimes worn a nose-ring generally of gold and silver and occasionally of brass or tin. Round the neck, in addition to strings of glass and stone beads and shells that often completely cover the breast, is worn a silver or tin ornament called hansdi worth Rs. 12 and upwards. Besides these, a well-to-do Bihl woman sometimes wears a gold necklace or Thếia worth Rs. 40 to Rs. 50 and upwards. For the wrists and arms the ornaments are almost all of brass or
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tin. Of fifteen to twenty wristlets worn on each wrist the first two or three are called bhori or either of brass or tin, above the bhori are worn one or two ghuris either of brass or tin, above the ghuris seven or eight lodhias always of brass, above the lodhias four or five kahas or brass, and last of all near the elbow joint, one or two chudis either of brass or tin. Of the seven or eight armlets worn on each arm, beginning from that worn just above the elbow joint, the first is a tin jhelo, then a gola of glass or sealing-wax, then three or four piddis, then one pidda, and last of all one dal, all of tin. The rings worn on the legs and feet are made of brass. Across the instep is worn the pival or pinjui, above the ankle five or six kadis or rings of flat cups, and above the kadis seven or eight kokhads or round rings. To the topmost kokhau a well-to-do woman fastens jingling bells. Besides these, on the hand fingers the women also wear brass rings, four for each hand and on the feet brass toe rings.

In the south they wear tin or silver earrings, on their arms five or six broad brass bracelets chhalis, and, if well-to-do, a silver elbow ring. On their legs, except the Vasána Bhils who have them of tin, they wear broad brass anklets, some solid, others hollow with jingling balls inside. All in the Mahi Kántha, and the highland Bhils in the Panch Maháls and Rewa Kántha go armed with a long bamboo bow and arrows.

The everyday food of a well-to-do Bilh is rice cooked with salt and mixed in buttermilk, and of an ordinary Bilh, Indian corn and buttermilk boiled with chillies and sometimes split peas or beans and gram mixed with vegetables. He generally has two meals, one about ten in the morning the other after sunset. Generally in the morning maize bread is eaten and in the evening maize bran is boiled in water and eaten with buttermilk. Before the evening meal his custom is to take a draught of tadi or mahuda liquor. Except the ass horse camel rat snake and monkey, the Bilh objects to no form of flesh, eating animals he has found dead as well as those he has killed. By the help of his bow and arrow he manages most days to bring home a pigeon or a partridge, a wild cat, or a hare, and, when on some special day he has two or three guests he kills a goat. They rear fowls in large numbers chiefly for sale. They also offer them to ghosts and spirits, the men meeting and eating them at their spirit-yard devasthán. But as they believe that, if they eat or even cook a cock or hen they will become witches, the women will not let a fowl be cooked in the house or even in one of the household vessels. During the hot-weather months, when in their thriftlessness they have run through

1 In the Rewa Kántha and Panch Maháls women tattoo their face, and to make room for their ornaments pierce and slash their ears and noses till they are unpleasant to look at. Their bracelets cover the arm from the wrist to the elbow, and are sometimes worn between the elbow and the shoulder. On their legs women of good family wear just below the knees a ring with small bells or rattles attached, which jingle as they walk. Their anklets weigh altogether about ten pounds and are so clumsy that the women at work in the fields have to stoop instead of sitting down. In the hot season they burn the weaver's skin and limbs.
their stock of grain the poorer class of Bhils are forced to live chiefly on mangoes; on *Vigna or *Karir* Mimusops hexandra berries; on *mahua* Bassin latifolia flowers; on the bulbs of arums; and on wild plantain stems. They also in many cases eat the gum of the *habdhu* Acacia arabica. After rain has fallen, and until the fresh crops are ready, they live to a large extent on wild salai and pot-herbs.

In occupation Bhils belong to three chief classes: peasants, labourers chiefly woodmen, and watchmen. In the Panch Mahals most are peasants, tilling regularly though roughly the same fields, and seldom changing their houses except through necessity; only a few wander among the woods and live by wood-ash tillage. In the Mahi Kantha they are cultivators robbers and cattle-lifters, and village watchmen and guides. In Breach they are almost all village watchmen, and in the forest lands of the south they are charcoal burners, makers of *khath* or catechn woodcutter, day-labourers, and peasants. In a Bhil family, besides attending to the house the women help in the fields, gather berries, and work as labourers.

The Gujarát Bhil is frank thriftless and drunken. In the Mahi Kantha they go armed with bows and arrows, ready to fight with each other or their neighbours, either to please their chief or to shelter a criminal. In the Panch Mahals where fifty years ago were almost daily complaints of their daring aggressions, though they are still poor and somewhat unsettled, they are not as a class given to serious crime. In this part of the province the yearly income of the richest Bhil is estimated at about Rs. 300. Most Bhils have large families. Including the grain given in charity, for Bhils consider it a sin to turn away a beggar, the ordinary monthly expenses of most families consisting of father mother and three children are not less than Rs. 5. According to the amount to be paid to the bride's father if no guardian, the cost of marriage to the bridegroom varies from Rs. 75 to Rs. 143. Of this Rs. 40 to Rs. 90 are paid to the bride's father, Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 are spent in buying new clothes and ornaments for the bride, Rs. 10 in making presents of clothes or cash to the bride's relations, and Rs. 8 are given to the *tadur* or headman of the bride's village, Rs. 7 as *choridupa* or booth-

1 Hamilton's Description of Hindustan, 1. 606.
2 Of the Rewa Kantha Bhils, Major G. Fulljames wrote in A.D. 1832: The plough is used only in the lowlands. On the hillsides trees and bushwood are cut, burnt in April and May, in the sun's heat is sown; and the crop left till ready for the sickle. Bom. Gov. Sel. XXIII 190. In A.D. 1835 the same practice prevailed in the hilly parts of Rajpota. Bom. Gov. Sel. XXIII, 313.
3 The Bill generally has the credit of being more truthful than the higher Hindu. On this opinion differ. Mr. Prinsep says a Bill lies as freely though not so cleverly as any one, and in south Gujarát Mr. Fakirbhui says the only oath that bind a Bill or Nâk are the god Bâba or the cushion of their chief. To swear a Bill, he should be set face to face, with a handful of grain bound in the hem of his dress and a handful of dust held on his hand. He should then walk two or three times round the image of the god Bâba and swear by the chief's cushion. In the Panch Mahals though an accused Bill is in many cases honest enough to confess his guilt, Bill witnesses often lie and swear away the life of an accused against whom they have a grudge. In his business with the moneylender the Bill is still honest.
4 In A.D. 1826 the Political Agent of Rewa Kantha complained of the daring aggressions almost daily committed by the Panch Mahal Bhils, especially those of Jhaldor and Dohad. Bom. Gov. Sel. XXIII 139.
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gift and Rs. 1 as a tila or tilak that is browmark-gift. To the bride's father marriage costs Rs. 5 to Rs. 15, the whole of which is spent in feeding the bridegroom's party.

Fifty years ago (A.D. 1847), the Broach Bhils, who were chiefly village watchmen, went about armed with bows and arrows, and, though trusted in the matter of Government money, were said often to band together and attack the villages they were paid to protect. Since then they have gradually grown more orderly, but are still (A.D. 1898) poor and given to crime. In the south, though little less poor, the Bhils are quieter and better behaved. Mr. Pollexfen in A.D. 1856 found the Bhil population of Rajpipla patient, mild, inoffensive, and highly susceptible of kindness. To himself they were most scrupulously honest and civil, and during the three seasons he was in the country, he never heard of a case of theft or murder.

1

Everywhere drunkenness is the Bhils' besetting sin. For drink they barter all the grain in their house, and then have to borrow at ruinous rates, or steal. From his indiscriminate fondness for flesh and his want of reverence for life, the Bhil holds a very low place among Hindus, and though his touch does not defile, his is one of the few classes from whom a high caste Gujarát Hindu will not take water.

Though ready to reverence them his ignorance of their worship makes him hold aloof from the ordinary Brāhman gods. Devi is an exception. He visits her temple and contrary to his usual practice spares its life and sets free the animal he dedicates to Devi. He respects Musalman shrines and makes offerings to Musalman saints. In spite of this, and though they eat food cooked by a Musalman, there is not in Gujarát any tribe or class of Musalman Bhils. They reverence the moon called bārbij or bārebij and swear by it. But their chief objects of worship are spirits and ghosts. In the forests near an old tree or well, or often apparently at some chance spot, they offer to ghosts and spirits earthen horses jars and beehive-shaped vessels. In honour of the spirits in most of these god-yards or deovashins, they also raise beams of timber, sometimes as much as twelve feet long, poised on two uprights in the form of a rough seat. Here they offer a goat and a cock, numbers of Bhils coming together to eat the sacrifice and to drink. Brāhmans are not held

2 Pargi is worshipped at Favgal as the blood-delighting Kall, and at Amser as Amba Bhavani. At Amba Bhavani's temple the officiating priests are Andleh Brāhmans. Bhils seem to take no more important part than the emptying of a caldron of sweetmeats. Ras Mala, I. 421.
3 In the Panch Mahās a Bhil generally swears by the moon and a Nakda by the tiger. For the Bhil the usual form of swearing is "May the bārbij or moon eat me if I tell a lie," and for the Nakda it is "May the tiger eat me if I tell a lie." In Rajpipla nearly every village has (A.D. 1898) some hill sacred to its own spirit or deu. Bom. Gov. Sel. XXIII. 321.
4 In sacrificing an animal they throw water on its head and if it shakes its head the sacrifice is supposed to be accepted and its throat is cut. They then for the use of the spirit burn the victim's liver in butter and sugar. In offering a coconut a vow is made to the god, the coconut is broken in front of the image and a piece of the kernel is presented.
in special respect by Bhils, and do not, on any occasion, take part in Bhil ceremonies. Instead of Brāhmans, three classes of men are held in special reverence. These are bhogats or badees\(^1\) devotees and exorcists, râcals or priests, and bhâts or dholis minstrels. Of the Badvás, Râvals, and Bhâts or Dholis as they are called in the Panch Mahals, the Badvás are Bhils by caste, and the Râvals and Dholis are separate castes. Any Bhil who can learn to recite the incantations can become a Badvâ. Of the two others the Râval who is buried after death is considered inferior to the Dholi who is buried after death. The Badvâ conducts the jâturs or sacrifices and is consulted on occasions of general calamity and individual sickness. When the rains hold off or when cattle disease or other epidemic visits a village, the Badvâ traces the evil to the displeasure of some particular god and tells what sacrifices the god demands to allay his displeasure. When an individual suffers from sickness, a relation of the sick takes to the Badvâ a handful of rice or adad which has been laid on the body of the sick for one night. The Badvâ examines this grain and decides that the cause of the sickness is either the displeasure of some deity generally the goddess Okha, or, and this is commoner, the evil eye of a witch. If the case is one of divine displeasure vows are made to the god or goddess and when the sick recovers offerings are given. When the sickness is traced to the evil eye of a witch, the Badvâ names the woman who has caused the evil. To find out whether the woman named is a real witch, the people take her out of the village and subject her to a number of different ordeals. She is generally hung by the arms and sometimes by the heels to the branch of a tree and rocked to and fro. While she is hanging, if the branch of the tree breaks or if the woman's body suffers serious injury, such as the dislocation of an arm, she is not considered a witch, but a mortal being with a white breast. But if the branch does not break and the woman suffers no injury, she is considered a witch. Sometimes the woman is blindfolded and asked to name the person standing before her. If in naming this person she makes no mistake the woman is considered a witch. Sometimes a basket of chillies is tied to her face and, if she suffers no harm, she is considered a witch. Sometimes she is thrown into a fast running stream and if she is not carried away by the current but comes safely to the opposite bank without much exertion she is considered a witch; if the woman sinks and is swept by the bank swim to save her. In these ordeals, sometimes from the fear of suffering harsher treatment, more often to gain or to keep the position of a witch which secures a free supply of milk and chickens, the woman confesses herself a witch. She admits

---

\(^1\) Mr. Nandashankar says for Rewa Kânta, when an epidemic breaks out, the Badvâ is in great request. Heads of villages come to him, bringing offerings, and asking him to tell them the cause of their misfortune. He is always ready, after a due amount of mummeries, to point out some old woman as the head and front of the offending. Small mercy is shown to the luckless creature after she is named. She is seized by a crowd of fanatics, swung by the heels, and otherwise ill-treated, and, unless timely notice is given to the authorities, her life is in great danger.
she had brought the sickness on the suffering person and that to cure him she wants the offering of a he-buffalo a goat or a cock. After she has promised to cure the sick person, the woman is taken back to the village. If the sick recovers, the animal named by the witch is sacrificed by having its throat cut, the blood is caught in a dish and while still warm is given to the witch to drink, who either from fear or to keep up her reputation drinks it off. If the sick person dies, the witch is often driven into the forest to die of hunger or to fall a prey to some wild beast. In the Panch Mahāla one case is on record of a witch being burned to death and another of a witch being cut to pieces by the sword.1

Among Badvās, a few known as Kajaliya or black Badvās are specially skilful in finding out witches. A Kajali is said to be able to name the witch’s dwelling in an unknown village, to tell the past of an unknown man, and to foresee the future. Besides the Badvās, in several villages of the Dohad sub-division of the Panch Mahāla are Pujāris who worship the village gods by washing and daubing with redlead the idols in the village temple. For this service the Pujāri at harvest receives a gift of grain from each villager and in some villages holds service lands. They are generally brothers or cousins of the village headman. Besides worshipping the idols, the Pujāri manages the village fair or jātara and to meet the expenses of the fair collects subscriptions from the villagers. As spirits from liquor shops are not considered suited for the use of the gods, the Pujāri at the mahuda (Bassia latifolia) harvest collects mahuda flowers from the villagers, and on the day of the fair after bathing, distils liquor for the gods in new unused vessels. To distil this special liquor the Pujāri pays a fee to the liquor farmer and receives a permit from the Mambiladar. The Pujāri has also the right to invite the gods to be present at the fair. At nightfall on the day before the fair the Pujāri stands near the house of the village headman and cries in a loud voice, “Gods and goddesses of this village, we have resolved to hold a fair; return from whatever place you have gone to and be present.” After this call, generally at the house of the village headman, the Badvās sings incantations till morning.

Of the Dholis or Bhāts and Rāvals who form independent castes, a Dholi family is found in every five or six villages and at least one Rāval family in every Bhil village. The Dholia live on alms given by the Bhils and hold no lands. Like the Bhils the Dholis are divided into clans and do not marry in the same clan. The Dholi has three musical instruments, the guitar or ravij like the sitar, the fiddle or sārangi, and the drum or dholki. At marriage the

---

1 In the Panch Mahāla the belief in witchcraft is not confined to the Bhils. A few years before the introduction of British rule (A.D. 1838), in the town of Jhākhed two Vātā women of high family, mother and daughter, were believed to be witches; and, under the orders of the Mambilādar, had their noses cut off, and were seated on asses with blackened faces and driven out of the town. Mr. Romanji Modi, District Deputy Collector.
Dholi plays on all three instruments. At deaths he makes his drum give a peculiar mournful tone at the sound of which the people of the neighbouring villages gather to the funeral. If the relatives of the deceased are rich enough to give the Dholi a calf or a cow, the Dholi beating on the drum accompanies the funeral party to the burning ground. If he does not accompany the funeral party, the Dholi receives a piece of cloth worth 4 to 8 annas. The Dholi also attends the funeral feast. Each Dholi has fixed villages in which to beg. A Dhámor Dholi generally begs in villages which have a large number of Dhámor Bhils, and a Bhábhó Dholi in villages which have a large number of Bhábhó Bhils. In these fixed villages the Dholi begs from any Bhil whether he belongs to his own or to another clan. In other villages the Dholi cannot claim alms, except that a married woman would consider it an insult if her parents' Dholi is turned away from her husband's house without receiving alms. During the rains the Dholi stays at home; during the fair season he travels from house to house with his family and household things. In travelling the Dholi generally rides on a pony, his family on asses, and his household things are also laden on asses. During his travels, the Dholi with his family lives at the house of each well-to-do Bhil for two or three days, and sings the genealogy of his host. During the stay the Dholi and his family are fed by their host and at their departure they are given a present worth about a rupee.

Rávals who are found in every village, besides begging alms, till land. In each village the Rával is of the clan to which the bulk of the Bhils belong. The Rával's chief duty is to offer food to the dead at a death dinner or kála. On the night before the dinner the Rával comes to the house of mourning bringing a one-stringed guitar or kundu and a pair of brass cymbals or manjiras. He clashes the cymbals with one hand and with the other plays on the guitar. He also brings two small, brass images, one of a horse representing the horse of Bárboj or the Moon and the other called gavatri representing a cow with a sucking calf. A small space is cleared in front of the house, a lamp with clarified butter is lighted, and on the cleared space are set a cocomut, four copper coins, and five pounds (5 zera) of boiled maize. The Rával sits on this cleared space and in front of him sits the giver of the dinner who is generally a son of the deceased. The host sits holding in both hands a brass platter or tháli, on which the brass cow gavatri is set standing in a pool of milk. The Rával sings till midnight accompanying himself with his guitar and cymbals. He sings the praises of the gods; he tells how the body was borne to the burning ground and burned; he ends with the song that describes the brave deeds of the Kathatris in old days and how they made all men tremble before them. While the song of the brave is being sung the soul of the dead passes into the cow Gavitri and the cow begins to shake. The ceremony ends by the Rával lifting the brass cow from the platter and setting it on the ground. The Rával goes home taking the platter, the maize or gudtú as it is called, the
copper pieces, and the coconut which were placed on the cleared ground. A well-to-do family gives the brass horse and the cow to the Rával. The horse is made of brass taken from anklets worn by the widow of the deceased, and is kept in a neighbour's house till at the death ceremony kaita it is brought into the deceased's house and at the close of the ceremony is presented to the Rával. On the Dasara or tenth of the first fortnight of Ashein (September-October) the Rával washes, cleans and worships his brass horse and cow. On the Díváti or last day of Ashein (September-October) the Rával takes the brass horse and cow to the houses of well-to-do Bhils who give him alms.

The animal held in most veneration by the Bhils is the horse. If a prayer has been granted, they often make small clay horses and range them round an idol or in the spirit-yard. In many of their legends the principal event depends on the assistance or advice of an enchanted horse. Except the Modása Bhils who kill neither the cow nor the blue-bull Portax pictus, Bhils have no special feeling for the cow, most of them eating its flesh, and freely taking its life. Snakes they do not worship, and kill them when they have the chance. Except a few who reverence the pipal Ficus religiosa they have no holy trees or plants.

With the Bhils the chief festivals are those in honour of the dead. The only regular Hindu festivals they specially observe are Shimga or Holí at the spring equinox, Dasara the day of the autumn equinox, and Díváti in October. Both Shimga and Dasara, especially the spring festival, are times of great drinking and merriment. During the Holí festival in February-March all Bhils, men and women, old and young, meet together for several days before the festival, and sing indecent songs and abuse each other. The parties also go to the house of the village headman and other well-to-do people, and after singing and dancing demand presents or goth of Re. 1 to Rs. 14. On the day of the Holí festival, the village headman lights the bonfire at sunset, and round the fire the Bhils dance and sing till midnight or later. Next morning, which is the áhuleti or dust-throwing day, the Bhils throw dust and dry cow-dung over each other. In some villages they fight throwing stones and sticks; in some villages they dance in circles, the men and women separately; and in others they have a fight between men and women. In the fight between men and women all meet in the morning near the headman's house and dance and sing. While dancing, one of the women suddenly snatches a shoulder-cloth or pichhodi from one of the men, puts a small lump of molasses got in it, and, climbing a tree, ties the cloth to one of the branches. All the women gather round the tree brandishing long bamboo and sticks, while the men struggle to break or steal through the band of women to recover the cloth. The game goes on till evening when one of the men succeeds in getting up the tree and securing

1 Transactions Royal Asiatic Society, I, 72.
the cloth. While the contest continues: hands of men and women take turns to lead the attack and defence, while others in turn rest, drink, and eat.

Bishop Heber in the spring of A.D. 1825 was visited by a party of Panch Mahal Bhils, men and women together, who came to his camp with bambus in their hands. They had a drum a horn and some other rude minstrelsy. They drew up in two parties and had a mock fight, the women with slender poles the men with short cudgels. At last some of the women began to strike a little too hard, on which their antagonists lost temper, and closed so fiercely that the poor females were put to the rout in real or pretended terror. At the Darbara in early Ashvin, some Bhils outside of the village keep the Nine-Night feast and ceremony in honour of Durga Devi. They also in the Panch Mahals, as is common among high class Hindus, on the second day of Ashvin sow barley in a dish heaped with earth, keep it in the house covered with a screen and carefully watered and tended till the ninth day when it is cut as a sacrifice to the goddess. Numbers come to see the barley cut. Liquor is drunk and the seedlings are carried with music and thrown into a river or pond. The people scramble for the seedlings, wear them in their turbans till they dry, and even when withered cherish them as sacred relics. At Divali they burn no lights, but for two days they drink liquor and sing. On Divali Day a thanksgiving to the gods is performed near the cattle-shed. In the morning the ground near the door of the cattle-shed is cleaned and a small circle is made with rice. In this circle besides a lamp seven steel or lamps of boiled rice or maize are set on seven leaves. A fire is kept burning and clarified butter is thrown over it. One man, generally the owner of the house, puts his hand over five hens, throws water on them, and offers them to the gods, saying "O Dharma Indra, this sacrifice we offer to thee. During the coming twelve months keep all our cattle free from disease, do not make them ill, and increase them and be kindly." At the same time another man cuts the throats of the hens. A third man with his hand sprinkles liquor on the ground, saying "O Dharma Indra, we pour this spirit to thee." The cattle, that is the cows and oxen but not the buffaloes, with horns painted red, are let out from the cattle-sheds, the headman's cattle-shed being the first to be opened. When all the cattle are gathered, they are driven over the body of a Bhil, generally a cowherd, who lies on the ground at full length with his face down and for running the risk of being trodden on receives from the headman the present of a cloth or turban. Up to 1880, in Dohad and Jhalod towns, these turbans used to be given at Government cost.

Besides these three regular festivals, the Bhils perform three sacrifices or jatara. One on Dasara Day the bright tenth of Ashvin (September-October), and two, both of them field festivals, one in

1 Heber's Narrative, II, 72.
Ashad (June-July) when the green grass shoots, and the other in "Asvin (September-October) when the early or rainy season harvest is reaped. On Dasara Day the sacrifice is offered either to the goddess Kālika or Chamund or to the god Kachumbhar, in Ashad to the god Sarsel or Sālam, and in Asvin when the crop ripens to the goddess Chāmanda. On all these occasions the sacrifice or játar is performed with the same rites. On the day before the játar, the village headman cleans his house and at nightfall calls the Badva to recite incantations. The Pujārī, or in the absence of the Pujārī the Badva, with a loud voice calls the gods to be present. Throughout the night the Badva goes on singing. He first invokes the aid of Śārda the goddess of learning; and then sings the praises of Ganpati and other deities, including the goddess Chāmanda and the god Kachumbhar. He recites the tale of Jasma, the Od woman who rejected the love of king Siddhraj Jaisingh (A.D. 1100). Early next morning the Badva becomes inspired by the god Kachumbhar. To ascertain if he is really inspired, or as the Bhils say, if the breath has entered him, they send the Badva to bathe, and in his absence place in a line on the ground seven billis or apples of the bel Aegle marmelos tree. On his return the Badva is asked to point out which apple was first laid down. If he chooses the right one, he is believed to be really inspired. Certain of the persons present then ask the Badva questions regarding their future, regarding the cause and cure of some sickness, the next rainfall, or the cattle plague. The people then accompany the Badva outside of the village to the spirit-yard or devasthan of the god or goddess in whose honour the festival or játar is held. In this spirit-yard the Badva sings, becomes inspired, and is again asked a number of questions. After the breath or spirit of the god has passed the Badva offers the sacrifice of a buffalo or a goat, generally a buffalo on Dasara Day. The Badva throws a little water on the head of the sacrifice; and if the animal shakes its head, the offering is believed to be accepted. The headman then cuts the neck of the animal with a sword. The head is separated from the trunk and placed near the image of the god or goddess. As a libation to the deity the headman pours on the ground a little home-made liquor. The liver of the sacrifice is dropped into the fire which is kept burning at the time. The head of the animal is taken by the village headman, and the rest of the meat and liquor is distributed on the spot. Sometimes besides the three regular játars, to obtain rain or for some other purpose, the Panch Mahāls Bhils hold special játars in honour of Ghodādev the Horse God whose temple stands on a hill in the Shāhada village of Dohad. 1

1 In August 1877 no rain had yet fallen 2000 to 2000 Bhils encamped on the Shāhada hill for about a fortnight till the Badva was inspired. The god through the Badva said that he was engaged in important work at the court of India, and that he had no time to attend to the Bhils' prayers, but that he would send rain on the third day. According to the Badva's saying the rain fell on the third day. About this time one of the nine brass horses in the temple of Ghodādev was missing. The Badva explained the absence of the horse by saying that he had gone in search of the crab that had crawled to the bottom of the sea with the goddess Lightning in his belly.
The Bhils have four chief ceremonies, naming shaving marriage and death. Five days after a birth the child and mother are bathed. In the Rewa Kántha no ceremony is performed. But in the Panch Maháls the mother makes a circle of flour, piles little heaps of flour on all sides, and sits in the middle of the circle when her female relations make her presents of money or clothes. On the tenth day the father and mother name the child. On the twelfth day in the Rewa Kántha the house is cleaned and a feast is given but nothing is done in the Panch Maháls. At five years old the child's head is shaved. The child's aunt takes the hair in her lap, and, wrapping it in her clothes, receives a cow buffalo or other present from the child's father. The next ceremony is marriage, which seldom happens before the boy is twenty and the girl fifteen. The fixing of a marriage between a young couple is arranged entirely by their relations. When the parents wish to marry their son, they send friends to the parents of the girl whom they wish to become his bride. These make proposals, and present raw sugar and liquor, and if they accept the offer of marriage, the girl's parents eat the sugar. After some time the boy's father visits the girl and presents her with clothes and food. The betrothal is then complete. In the morning of the marriage-day the bride and bridegroom each at their own homes are rubbed with yellow powder. In the south, during the ceremony the bride's party laugh and jeer at the party of the bridegroom, the men at the men the women at the women. After the ceremony a fire is kindled, and round it the people dance, the bridegroom taking a few turns with the bride on his shoulder. When the dance is over the bridegroom gives all a drink before they leave. Then the bridegroom is bathed and afterwards, to guard against the evil eye, his eyes and cheeks are marked with soot or kójol. The bridegroom wears a turban, a long coat of country cloth, a waistcloth dhotor, and a sword. The party start with drums and cymbals to the bride's village. The women follow singing. When they reach the village, they stop a couple of hundred yards from the bride's house. Here they are met by the bride's father and a few friends. After saluting they seat themselves, and the amount fixed as the price of the bride is counted out. The bride's father then goes back to his house, the bridegroom and his party following with music. On reaching the house the bridegroom's party are seated on one side of a wanda or booth built in front of the door. The bride is then led in by her mother and seated opposite the bridegroom, their hands are joined, and the hems of their garments are tied. Then, while three women sing songs, the bride and bridegroom walk together twelve times, the bridegroom leading for the first six and the bride for the second six, round a branch of the somri Prosopis spicigera tree, placed in the middle of the booth. When this is over, the bride's mother leads the bride and bridegroom into the house and lays before them a dish of wheaten bread and molasses, and with this the bride and bridegroom feed each other in turn five times over. Then the knot that fastened their garments is unlocked, and the bridegroom, leaving the bride, returns with his friends to his own house. Here he and his party feed on rice and pulse sent by the bride's father. When the meal is over they return to the bride's. The mother brings out
the bride. The garments of the bride and bridegroom are again tied together, and, taking the bride with him, the bridegroom, accompanied by his friends, returns to his house. Among the Mahi Kântha Bhils women, as a rule, choose their husbands. But, on the fair day, at Tosina, in the north of the Mahi Kântha, if a Bhil takes a fancy to a Bhil girl, and can, without being found out, get her to cross the river with him, he can claim her as his wife. If they are caught on the way the man is punished by the bride's father.

Though in theory a marriage should be attended with all this ceremonial, in practice the Bhils are very loose about marriage relations. A man marries a second or a third wife if the first wife does not bear children, or if she does not get on with him, or if he does not like her, or if he has a large number of children and the work of the house is heavy. A woman marries again, not only if her husband dies, but if she falls in love with another man and can get him to take her and pay her husband his marriage expenses. The children, if there are any, remain with the father. An unmarried girl is allowed to live with any man she likes without any ceremony either of marriage or betrothal. If after betrothal a girl goes to live with some other man, her husband has to pay her betrothed the cost of the betrothal ceremony. So, after marriage, if a woman takes a fancy to any man she may go and live with him if he is willing to pay her husband's marriage expenses.

When a man wishes to marry a widow, if his proposals are accepted, the suitor is desired to bring to the house of his intended bride such presents as he can afford, which are usually a petticoat of coarse chintz, a robe, a bodice, a necklace of beads, two pots of arrack, sixteen pounds of roasted peas, and two pounds of molasses. The match is then considered settled. Taking some friends with him and the materials for a feast the man goes to the woman's house where a company of her friends are met. Next morning before daybreak the married pair have to leave the house. Marriage with a widow generally takes the form of an elopement, the bride and bridegroom being received back after the bridegroom has made the bride's friends and the headman a present. The couple pass the day after the wedding in some solitary place three or four miles from the village, from which they must not return till dusk. Their friends send them meat and drink.

Except in the case of a very young child or when the cause of death has been small-pox, Gujarât Bhils burn the dead as they say, with the sun as a witness, that is only during the day. When life is gone the relations bath the body, spread a waistcloth dhotar over it, and carry it on a rough bamboo bier to the burning ground. At the burning ground the chief mourners sit near the body, while the rest of the party gather wood for the pyre. The son or other next of kin sets the pyre alight. When the body is half burnt the mourners bathe. On the way back to the deceased's house the party rest half-way between the deceased's house and the burning ground, place five stones near each other, and to the branch of a neighbouring tree tie a small piece of the deceased's winding sheet. On returning to the deceased's house the party smoke tobacco for a short time, and after saluting each other, go home. On the fifth day after death ten
to twenty friends and relations of the deceased come to the place where the small stones were laid and without drinking any liquor eat boiled maize *ghugari*. After the meal they throw away the stones and the piece of the winding sheet, and return to their homes. On the fifth day as well as on the day of the *kaita* or death-dinner the Jhâlod Bhils have the special practice of shaving their mustaches. In Jhâlod, where they are well to do, Bhils give a death-dinner or *kaita* on the twelfth day like upper class Hindus. Among the poorer Bhils the families of five or six deceased persons subscribe and give one combined death-dinner, in some cases two or three years after the death. For this death-dinner much liquor is distilled and a dish called *ghugari* made of Indian corn gram and wheat boiled together is prepared. When the guests, who often number two or three thousand, come together a Râval pours a quart of milk into a metal salver and in the milk sets a brass horse. Two of the deceased’s near relations squat down holding the dish at arm’s length above their heads. Then while the Râval plays a one-stringed guitar or *tambero* with a hand drum accompaniment, the mourners for an hour or two keep throwing into the dish money rice and Indian corn. At last the salver shakes and the image of the horse falls on its side in the milk. The mourners weep and wail. Liquor is handed round, and, in a leaf, each guest is given a small dole of boiled Indian corn gram and wheat. When the meal is over all but relations leave, the Râval taking his perquisites, the brass horse and the salver full of grain. The relations usually bring a goat or young buffalo or a few yards of country cloth as a present for the son of the deceased. If they bring cloth it is given when the villagers leave, if they bring a goat or young buffalo it is at once beheaded and the head thrown on the roof of the deceased’s house. The body is taken to a distance, cut up, cooked and eaten, the relations bringing liquor to drink with it. If the deceased was a man of importance a year or two after his death his relations go to a stone mason and make him cut on a stone slab the figure of a man on horseback with a spear in his hand, paying him by the gift of a cow or a she-buffalo. On the first *kalichandas* or dark fourteenth of *Asheina* (September-October) the stone, with procession and drum-beating, is carried in a cart to the deceased’s house, where it is washed, daubed with redpowder, covered with a white cloth and again placed in a cart, and taken to the village spirit-yard or *devasthan*. There a goat is killed, its blood sprinkled on the stone, and its flesh cooked and eaten with as much liquor as the party can afford.

The two leading beliefs of the Bhils are in witchcraft and the evil eye. As has been noticed above almost all cases of sickness are traced to witches. As a witch alone is supposed to be able to eat fowls, Bhil women in the Panch Mahâls never eat either fowls or eggs. They even object to eat food which is brought in a vessel along with a fowl. To escape the influence of the evil eye the Bhils turn their backs to each other while eating or drinking. Except his wife and young girls no Bhil woman, even his sister or mother, will look at a sick or wounded Bhil. As a
rule women use neither the bow nor the sword. Only when the rains hold off and threaten scarcity, women go with bows and arrows to the shrine of the village goddess where they abuse the goddess, smear her idol with cowdung and sing dance and leap as if preparing to commit a dacoity or darora by stealing a buffalo from the herd of the nearest village. On such occasions the herdsmen seldom offer any resistance. The captured buffalo is led in triumph to the goddess’ shrine in the women’s own village and is there killed with clubs and sticks. Round the dead buffalo the women dance and then distribute the flesh among themselves. The Bhils say that the women perform this buffalo-killing ceremony to shame the gods into pity and to convince them how hard the times must be which compel women to take to arms. Of the beliefs connected with driving or coaxing away a human or a cattle epidemic the chief are that the village headman or patel as representative of the village vows to wear no turban, to give up shaving his head, and sometimes to put on women's clothes. The headman asks the Badva which of the gods is offended and what sacrifices should be offered to propitiate them. Sometimes to drive away an epidemic asses are made to plough a small plot of land. The people and the Badva go to the shrine of the offended deity and near the deity place a small wooden cart, about a foot long, and a buffalo or a goat whose neck is decked with flower garlands, whose brow is marked with red powder or kund, and whose body is covered with a red cloth. Before the deity the Badva sings until the cart begins to move of itself. The motion of the cart is believed to show that the plague has entered the cart which with the buffalo or goat is lifted and driven out of the village in the direction shown by the Badva. Overjoyed that the plague is leaving the people follow dancing and shouting and beating their tom-toms. On hearing the procession coming towards them, the people of the next village march out with tom-toms to join the procession and take charge of the animal and the cart from the first party who return to their own village. If from the next village no people come out the first villagers leave the cart and the animal in this village, but this rarely happens as people are careful not to allow the plague to stay within their limits. The people of the second village take the animal and the cart to a third village and so on till a village is reached where no one comes to take charge of the animal and the cart. This happens only in the forest or in a deserted village. Often in this way the goat and the cart are escorted from village to village for forty or fifty miles.

Bhils respect three forms of authority, their chief, the headman of their settlement, and the council of five. In the Mahi Kāntā where the Bhil chiefs are left almost free to manage their affairs and where quarrels between neighbours are not uncommon, the right of the head of the tribe to his clansmen’s services is fully admitted. When he hears the kulki or shrill longdrawn cry that the men of the village are wanted, a Bhil leaves any work he may be doing and attends the summons. On the other hand, if their chief uses his power in a way they dislike, the Bhils join together...
to resist him. Every Bhil settlement has its headman, guandi or patel. This office, which is generally hereditary, gives the holder a position of respect and makes him referee in social disputes. Though in practice the rule is not always kept, the Bhil council or panchayat should be entirely composed of village headmen. This council decides all marriage disputes, punishes breaches of caste rules, and, when the offender is penitent, fixes the amount of the atonement fine. In the Mahi Kántha theft, robbery, and other serious causes of quarrel, which are punished as crimes in the more settled districts, are adjusted by a system of fines. Murder is to some extent an exception, and as a rule the relations of the murdered man do not rest till they take the murderer's blood. Bhils pay special respect to the elders of their families. Unlike other Hindus a Bhil woman calls her husband's elder brother father instead of brother-in-law, and her husband's elder sister mother instead of sister-in-law. A man gives the same titles of respect to his wife's elder brother and sister. As a mark of respect a Bhil woman does not show her face to members of the house who are older than her husband. At the same time the older men neither touch the woman's body, nor her cot her clothes or her ornaments.

During the last fifty years, except on the Mahi Kántha frontier, the Bhils have given up their turbulent and wandering habits, and are settling to the work of tilling fixed fields. Most of them are still very poor, though a few, especially in the Panch Mahals, have of late years acquired some property. Of boys who have learned to read and write in Government schools, three have gained places as clerks and one is a village accountant. Some of the Bhils in the Gujarát Bhil corps prove intelligent and able men.

Chodhra's, 69,628, are found in Rájpipla, in Mándvi the northeast sub-division of the Surat district, and eastwards in the Dángs. The tribe contains five divisions, Bharutia, Chautala, Chokápur, Tekaria, and Valvá. Of these the highest division is the Chokapuri who are also called Pávágaria, from Pávágar hill. They claim to be partly of Rajput descent, and, according to their story, lived as carriers in the Rajput kingdoms of northern Gujarát, and fled south on their overthrow by the Musalmâns. The men are stronger and fairer and the women are better looking than those of the other early tribes. Like Dhundiás and Dubíás, they live in wattle and daub huts, each by itself, in a large cleanly-kept enclosure. Several own brass and copper dishes, but few have more than a scanty stock of cattle, some goats and fowls, and a few field tools. The men dress in a turban, coat, short trousers, and waistcloth. The women keep their hair very tidy, and wear a coloured cloth over the head, a bodice, and a cloth round the waist. The men's ornaments are silver brass and tin ear and finger rings, and, if well-to-do, bands of silver at the elbow and wrist. Women wear round the neck coils of white glass beads, and, if well-to-do, a silver necklace, brass brooches on the arm, and tin or brass anklets. Though many can afford to eat millet, and on feast days wheaten bread, their every-day food is coarse grain or panic porridge boiled in water and generally supped with whey.
They never feed on carcasses; but, except the cow, buffalo, horse, donkey, jackal, rat, snake, dog, and cat, they eat most animals. They are woodcutters and cultivators, some of them successful growers of the hardier sorts of rice. They are quiet and courteous, much given to liquor, and almost all very poor.

Among the regular gods, they honour Rám, and of special guardians Pálio and Simáriyo boundary-gods and village-guardians. Their chief worship is paid to the spirits of their forefathers. That these may not wander from want of shelter and company, they set apart near each village a plot of ground as the devathá or spirit-yard. They pay no special respect to Bráhmanas, and never make use of their services. On the sixth day after a birth they worship the goddess Chilathi, feasting their friends on liquor and pulse. A boy is considered fit to marry after eighteen and a girl after sixteen. A man anxious to marry his son goes to the girl's house, and, if the father is willing, entertains her parents and relations with liquor. One or two days before marriage the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with yellow powder. On the marriage day, with music and a company of friends, the bridegroom goes to the girl's house, and after the boy's father has paid the girl's father Rs. 32½ as dowry, and presented the bride with a robe, a bodice and a silver necklace worth together about Rs. 13, the bride and bridegroom are seated in the marriage booth. Their skirts are tied by the women of the house, and together they walk four times round the pole of the booth. Music, dancing in which the bride and bridegroom join, and a feast of rice and pulse complete the ceremony. When the bride leaves her father's house, the father according to his means gives her a she-buffalo or a money present. The practice of wining a bride by taking service with her father is common among the Chodhrás. Before lighting the funeral pile Chodhrás place cooked pulse and rice in the corpse's mouth, thinking it lucky if a crow comes and takes it away. With this exception the Chodhrás' and Dwundias' death ceremonies are the same. On the fourth day after a death a spirit-medium bádhār hāvīṣa, accompanied by the friends of the deceased, takes a stone, and, groaning and shaking as if possessed, sets it in the spirit-yard. He kills a fowl, letting some of the blood fall on the stone. Next, he adds grain butter and liquor, and, marking the stone red, consecrates it to the spirit of the deceased, covering it in some cases by a quaintly ornamented hollow clay dome. Near the stone the friends set a small clay cow or she-buffalo for a woman or a horse for a man. Three times a year, on Akhṭri in May, on Dhéśa in July, and on Diváti in October the Chodhrás in a body visit these shrines. They offer fowls, goats and sheep, drink freely, and men and women together close the feast with a dance. Except that the village patels appointed by Government have some influence over them, the Chodhrás have no headmen or leaders; and, though they know and strictly keep to their position in the Hindu caste system, there is an entire want of caste organization among them. As a class they are likely to improve, and in A.D. 1898 had some of their boys at Government schools.
Dhundia's, 102,479, are found chiefly in Chikhli Falsar and Paridi in the south of the Surat district, and eastwards through Baneda and Dharampore over the western portions of Khandesh. They are a small but well-knit and active race. Except a few, who are well-to-do, most of them live in huts differing little from Dubla huts. Their ordinary dress is, for men, a cap sometimes a turban, a cloth for the shoulders, and a loincloth langoti. In the rainy season they wear a sleeveless woollen jacket called kanch. A Dhundia woman wears a loose cloth thrown or folded over her head, an open or a backed bodice kapi, and a piece of cloth wrapped round the waist. Men's ornaments are earrings and armbands of brass tin and sometimes silver. Women's ornaments are brass and tin nose and ear rings, round the neck coils of shells and glass beads, round the arms at the elbow a plain solid tin band, and from the elbow to the wrist bands of solid brass; on the legs solid bands of brass from the knee to the ankle. If well-to-do, the nose and ear rings are of silver, and there is a silver wedding necklace called doroi.

They are peasants and labourers. As a class, though not richer or more skilled, they hold a higher social rank than the Dubla's and other early tribes. Except Chodhras these all eat food cooked by Dhundias. But a Dhundia dines with no one who is not of his own class.

The favourite divinities among the Dhundias are Shamlal Dev and Haria Dev, who endow men and women with prophecy and divination. They do not employ Brahmanas as the Naik's are their priests. Their marriage and death customs differ little from those of Brahmanic Hindus.

On the sixth day after a birth the child is named and the goddess Chhathi is worshipped. When a marriage is to be arranged the boy's father goes to the father of the girl. If the girl's father is willing to give his daughter, two men and two women from the boy's side come and are entertained with liquor boiled pulse and millet cakes. A day is fixed for the marriage, but without consulting either a Brahman or the stars. Shortly before the marriage-day the boy's father sends with some clothes a present or dowry of Rs. 16 to Rs. 22. For three or four days before the marriage both bride and bridegroom are daily rubbed with fragrant yellow powder or pithi. On the wedding-day, led by one or two Naiks playing the gourd pipe or tur and the drum or thali, the bride and her friends go in procession to the bridegroom's. As they draw near, the bridegroom, his mother wearing the modh headress, and a band of his relations come out to meet them. When the bride and her party have been led into the house the bridegroom is seated on a cot in the marriage booth. The ceremonies are carried on chiefly by the women, with, at some points, the help of a Naik. While the women of the party sing songs, the bride, to show her wish to be an obedient wife, sweeps the floor, clasps a pillar, and declares

1 Unless from the word dhundi the small weeding harrow, and so perhaps dhundida the harrowers, like yali the ploughmen, no derivation of the name Dhundia has been traced. See Bom, Gov, Sel, X. 70.
that empty water-pots are full. Then in front of a lighted lamp, while the rest sing, four married women tie together the hems of the bride and bridegroom's clothes. As they fasten the knot they sing:

'Go to market and town, bring dates and coconuts.
Eat mutton and fowls; eat them in shares. Have no quarrels. If she runs off, give her a kick, and bring her back.'

When the song is ended, a Naik unties the knot, strikes together the heads of the bride and bridegroom, and the ceremony is over. Then the men and women join hand in hand in a dance. When the dancers have had enough, the bridegroom entertains the company with thick cakes and tāḍī or palm wine and, with her parents and friends, the bride goes home. After four days the bridegroom, with one or two of the men and women of his family, goes to the bride's house. Here he is entertained, and the same day, taking the bride with him, receives, as he leaves, a cow and a silver ring, or, if the girl's father is poor, a ring of brass. Men with no means of paying the dowry often offer to serve the girl's father for a term of one to five years. During this time the suitor receives food and clothing, but his earnings go to his master. If he proves idle, he may at any time be sent off. Even when the three years are over, the girl may refuse him; but, if she refuses him, he can claim payment for his services. When all goes well, the regular marriage ceremony is performed. This form of service is called khandhādī or bride-purchase. When her husband's funeral ceremonies are over and a dinner has been given in his honour, a widow may marry again. When a widow marries a second time, she leaves in charge of his relations any children she may have had by her first husband.

When a Dhundia dies the body is bathed and rubbed with turmeric. If the family is very poor, they bury the dead; but as a rule they burn the body carrying it to the burning-ground with the sound of cymbals and drums. The widow goes with the funeral procession, weeping, but not beating her breast. The pyre is kindled by a son or other near relation, and when it is half burnt the mourners return to the house of the deceased and drink liquor. After two or three hours a few of the mourners go back to the burning-ground to see that the body has been wholly consumed. On the third day two or three men, with an earthen vessel full of tāḍī, go again to the burning place. Here they gather the ashes, sprinkle a little tāḍī over them, and drinking the rest of the liquor, set the empty jar and a dish of cooked rice on the ash-heap. Dinners are given in honour of the dead. Those who are poor wait till they find one or two families also in mourning, and with them join in giving a dinner. The well-to-do

4 The Gujarāṭī runs:
have a feast of their own, asking friends from long distances, hiring Jogis or wandering fiddlers to amuse the guests, and keeping up festivities for several days. After ten or fifteen days a party of the deceased’s relations meet together. A holy man or bhagat of their own tribe is called, and a pointed stone, generally about three feet long, is brought from the river, and placed among the memorials of the village dead in a small grove on the outskirts of the village. When it is properly set, the bhagat smears the stone red, and, quivering all over as if spirit-possessed, kills a goat, sprinkling its blood on the stone. Close by the stone the goat is cooked, and with a full supply of liquor the party including the bhagat make merry. Twice each year, at Divás (July-August) and Divālī (October), the dead man’s friends visit the stone. They offer rice, and sprinkle the stone with some drops of a hen’s blood. They then go back to their home and feast.

In most Dhundia villages one family has the hereditary right of headship. The headman or nādik is treated with respect, and is referee in private quarrels. But most of their social disputes are decided by a mass meeting of the tribe at one of the big funeral feasts. Breaches of caste rules are punished by fine, or, if the offence is heinous, by, for a time, turning the culprit out of caste. Of the early tribes the Dhundia are perhaps the most likely to improve. In the Pardi subdivision of the Surat district peasants of this class are said to have a wonderful power of memory. Ninety-nine out of a hundred know accurately for ten years back the amount of rent they have paid. Many of them manage their lands with skill and success, and are beginning to send their children to school. In some of the native states on the borders of Surat, freed from the competition of Bāthelia and other high-class cultivators, the Dhundia, when well treated, show much capacity for improvement. Some have holdings with a yearly rental of as much as Rs. 300. These they manage with great labour and skill, dividing the land and sharing the crop with sub-tenants. Among the larger holders the custom prevails of setting apart small plots for each member of the family. In their allotments the women grow vegetables and the men grain. The women take their vegetables to market, sell them, and with the proceeds buy clothes. Large holders advance grain and money, and in recovering their outstandings are said to show much forbearance. Though fond of liquor, the well-to-do are said seldom to drink to excess.

Dubla’s, 1 120,285, are found in Broach Rājpipla and Surat. The tribe contains eight subdivisions, Bābās, Damanis, Nardas, Paliās or Khodiās, Sarviās, Talaviās with a specially high rank, Vāsviās, and Vohriās. The members of these clans seldom eat together and never intermarry. The Dubla or weaklings, as their name is said to mean,

1 Dubla are not weaker than the other forest tribes of south Gujarāt. If the name means weakling, they may have got it because they were the tribe first and best known to the more recent high class settlers.
are a feeble people, soon aged by their hard life and their fondness for liquor. They claim a strain of Rajput blood, speaking of their near relations and connections as Ráthods. They live in small wattle and daub huts with conical thatched roofs. They have generally a shed close by with one or two cattle, a cow or buffalo, some goats and fowls, a cart, a plough, and a hoe. Of house furniture there is only a rough bedstead a handmill and a few brass and clay pots. Of the men some dress like the poorer Kanbis and Kolis in turban waistcoat and waistcloth or short-drawers. But many of the less prosperous have only two cloths, one worn round the waist the other round the head. The women wear the openbacked bodice or kánchali, and, round the waist, either the robe sála drawn over the head, or the Petticoat with a small separate headcloth. Except a few who have silver or tin finger rings, the men wear no ornaments. Unmarried women have no ornaments. Married women wear on each arm four bracelets and a solid ring of brass, and on each ankle a solid brass band. Some well-to-do families have silver and a few have gold ornaments. Though most live on porridge made of the coarsest grain, some can afford millet cakes, and on holidays even wheat. Of animals they eat the sheep goat rabbit and fowl. They will not touch the flesh of the cow nor of any animal found dead. Their favourite game is the quail tálbi and the iguana pítíágoh. So fond of the iguana are they, especially their women after childbirth, that the proverb runs ‘A lizard tired of life makes for the Dubla huts.’ They are peasants and labourers, most of them ploughmen or kálas, the hereditary servants of Bhátel Brahmans and other families of the better class of cultivators. These men work in the fields, their women acting as household servants in the master’s family. They are entirely dependent on their masters for food and clothing, and on the whole seem as well off as those of their tribe who are freer in name. As they mix much with the better class of cultivators, their ways are cleaner and their manners less rough and peculiar than those of most early tribesmen.

Their faith and ceremonies differ little from those of Bráhmanic Hindus. Besides spirits and ancestors, they worship Mákádev Hanuman and different forms of Máta or goddesses. They treat Bráhmans with respect, and, except in a few of the wilder villages, on marriage occasions and sometimes at the time of naming make use of their services. The chief particulars connected with marriage are, when the boy is from ten to twenty and the girl from ten to eighteen, the boy’s father goes to the house of the father of the girl and asks if he is willing to give her in marriage. If the girl’s father agrees a Bráhman is asked to fix a lucky day. Three or four days before the marriage the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with pithi or yellow turmeric powder. On the morning of the day, in the booth in front of their house, with the help of a Bráhman the bride’s father and mother perform the planet-pleasing

1 This would seem a trace of the Ráshtrákúta conquest of south Gujarat in the eighth century (A.D. 749). It further suggests that though Sanskritised in their land-grants to Ráshtrákúta the Dakhan conquerors were commonly known as Ráthods. Compare Bombay Gazetteer, I. Part I, 119-120.
ceremony. In the afternoon, with a company of his friends, the bridegroom, his eyes painted and a spot on each cheek marked black to keep off the evil eye, starts with music and singing for the bride’s house. He is led in by the bride’s father and set in the square space in the centre of the booth. The bride is brought in, and, as the sun sets, ceremonies are performed by a Bráhman, almost the same as those practised by the higher classes of Hindus. The day closes with two dinners one at the bride’s the other at the bridegroom’s. Among the Dublá’s a man may have more than one wife and a widow may marry. Except a few of the poorest who bury, the dead are burned. On the occasion of a death the friends meet in the deceased’s house, the women weep and beat their breasts. The body is set on a bamboo bier, and is carried by four relatives, who, as they pass to the burning-ground, chant the refrain, Ráma bolo bháś Ráma, Call Ráma, brothers, call Ráma. On reaching the burning-ground, which is generally on the bank of a stream, the pyre is made ready, and when all is prepared, it is kindled by the chief mourner. The party waits by the corpse till it is consumed, receiving on return a draught of tádi palm beer. Ceremonies are performed on the second fourth and sixth days after death, and on the twelfth a caste dinner is given. Except a single brass bracelet on each hand, a widow wears no ornaments. Between A.D. 1833 and 1866, when labour was dear, many Dublá’s left the families they formerly served and worked as free labourers. Since then they are said to have found their old position as ploughmen or háliis securer and not more hard. They are not without class organization, referring their disputes to a few hereditary leaders or patels. With the help of their masters’ capital and supervision many of the hereditary servants are skilful husbandmen, though when left to themselves they cultivate only the hardiest grains. Except when out of work they are honest and well behaved, poor, and excessively fond of liquor. They have for some years been sending their boys to school. To encourage them the police of a few villages have been put under the charge of Dubla headmen.

Ga’mits or Ga’mta’s, 52,019, are found in the north-east and east of Surat and eastwards through the Gaékwar’s territory into Khándesh. As among Bhils the name Ga’mta answers to patel or headman, this would seem to be a rather superior subdivision of Bhils, and the right of levying taxes, which till lately was enjoyed by some of their villages, confirms this view. To look at, they differ in no marked way from the ordinary Bhils of southern Gujarat. Some shave their heads while others wear the hair long. The women wear the hair oiled and braided. They live in huts eight or ten cubits long, the walls of bamboo and wattle plastered with mud, and the roof thatched with grass. Their chief food is bread or porridge made of the coarser grains adgíi Eleusine coracana or kodra Paspalum scrobiculatum. They eat the sheep goat rabbit and fowl. They will not touch the flesh of the cow nor of any animal found dead. The men wear a scanty turban, a loin cloth langótí, and a waistcloth. Their ornaments are silver or brass bracelets. The women wear a cloth over the head, a bodice, and a cloth round the waist. Of ornaments they wear brass earrings and coils of glass beads round the neck. Only girls wear solid
hands of brass on the legs. They are peasants and woodcutters. They worship Vāgh, Dev Sāmīl Dev and Devī Mātā. They never make use of a Brahman's services nor pay them respect. Men of their own caste act as their priests. On the sixth day after a birth the goddess Chhatthi is worshipped and relatives are feasted on tādi or palm wine. An old woman names the child. Among the Gāmṭās marriage takes place when the boy can climb a palm tree, generally when he is about twelve years of age. The boy's father goes to the father of the girl, and, if he agrees, the boy's father feasts the village on tādi spending Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 and the marriage day is fixed. A few days before the marriage the boy's father with his relations goes to the house of the girl's father to pay the dowry Rs. 25 and give the girl two robes and a bodice. He and his party are entertained with bread fowls and tādi. On the marriage morning the bride and bridgroom are rubbed with turmeric powder. Later in the day, with music and accompanied by a party of his friends, the bridgroom wearing a sword, goes in the direction of the girl's house. He halts under a tree close to the girl's village, when the bride's father, bringing the bride and a party of his friends, comes out to meet the bridgroom and feasts him and his party with koīra and tādi. Next, with the bride and bridgroom both parties set out for the bridgroom's where a woman ties the hems of the bride and bridgroom's robes. The newly married pair dance together in front of the house and their relatives embrace them each paying them about a quarter of an anna. When the dance is over, the bridgroom's father gives a dinner, and the bride's party return to their home leaving the bride at her husband's house. After five days the bride comes back to her father and again after five days more goes to her husband. Polyamory and widow-marriage are practised. When a Gāmṭā dies the body is bathed, rubbed with turmeric powder, and borne with music to the burning-ground. The pyre is kindled by the priest, and when it is consumed, the mourners bathe and return to the deceased house and drink tādi. On the following day the mourners go to the burning-ground, gather the ashes and throw them into a river, and again drink tādi. If well-to-do, on the fourth day, and if poor, after a month or two, his nearest relation rubs redlead sindur on a stone, sets it up as a khataran or memorial in honour of the dead, and gives a dinner. The Gāmṭās have no headman and no caste organization. None of them send their boys to school.

Kathodia's, Kāth or Catechu-makers, 498, are found in the states to the east and south-east of Surat. In their talk they mix Marāthi with Gujarāti words, and have a story that they originally came from the north Konkan. Like the lowest of the early tribes, they are small hard-featured and black. The men shave the head and grow a slight straggling beard. The women dress their hair curling it and braiding it in a long fillet. The huts are of mud-daubed bamboos, and the roof which is conical in shape is thatched with grass. Besides porridge and cakes of the coarser grains, they eat almost all animals. The horse, the ass, the cat, and the dog they will not eat, and they refuse the flesh of an animal found dead. The men wear a headcloth loincloth and waistcloth. Those who
can afford them wear tin earrings and brass or silver finger rings. The women wear a headcloth a bodice and a waistcloth. Their ornaments are earrings fastened to the hair with a chain and hook, coils of glass beads round the neck, and solid bands of brass on the arms. No anklets are worn. They are labourers and catechu-makers, most of them poor and so low in position that their touch is held to defile. The Kāthodiās worship Bhrīdev. They pay no respect to Brāhmans and never make use of their services. Among the Kāthodiās the first rite is on the sixth day after a birth. On that day female relatives are called, the goddess Chhathī is worshipped and some rice-figures of the goddess are set on the ground with a lamp near them. The father or mother names the child and the guests are fed on thick cakes and liquor. Both boys and girls commonly marry at about fifteen. The women of the boy's family fix on a girl and calling on her father, ask her in marriage. If he is willing the agreement is sealed by a drink of liquor. A few days after the boy's father asks the bride to his house. He gives her a present of clothes and the marriage-day is fixed and Rs. 3 paid as dowry. At their own houses on the marriage morning both the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric. In the afternoon, wearing a sword with a Konkna playing the drum and accompanied by a party of his friends, the bridegroom goes to the bride. When the bridegroom is seated in the marriage-booth, the bride is led in by her brother, and the skirts of the bride's and bridegroom's clothes are tied by the Konkna drummer. After a time the knot is unloosed, and while the women on both sides sing songs, her brother lifts the bride and his uncle lifts the bridegroom, and they dance round the drummers joining them in the dance. If the girl's father is well-to-do he feasts the bridegroom's party. After the feast is over the bridegroom leaves, taking the bride with him. She stays with him five days and then after five days with her father goes to live with her husband. Polygamy and widow-marriage are allowed and practised. When life is gone the body is bathed, rubbed with turmeric, laid on a bier, and borne to the burning ground. After it is laid on the funeral pile, cooked rice is put in the corpse's mouth, and the pile is lighted at both ends. When the whole is consumed, the mourners go to their homes, stopping on the way for liquor. On the third day they visit the burning ground and gather the ashes, throw a little into the village, and on the top of the ash-heap place some cooked rice. Then in front of them in the deceased's name the chief mourner feeds young children on cooked rice. A funeral feast is given when the relations can afford to pay its cost. They raise no tombstone and have no other ceremonies in honour of the dead. They have a headman and a caste committee. None of their children are at school, and they show no sign of improvement.

Kolgha's, 182, are found in the states to the south-east of Surat. They are one of the lowest of the early tribes. Though reckoned impure they will neither eat with nor touch a Bhangia. To look at they do not differ from the other early tribes. Their huts are about twelve feet long by six broad with sides of branches and roofs of grass. Their goods are a few clay pots, and if well-to-do
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a hand grindstone. The men’s dress is a cap or scanty turban, a waistcloth, and a loincloth; their ornaments are earrings and a brass band at the elbow. The women wear two cloths, one thrown over the head and shoulders the other wound round the waist. Only a few of the well-to-do wear the bodice. Of ornaments they have earrings, two or three solid brass bands on each arm, and one or two coils of glass beads round the neck. Anklets are not worn. They are hereditary servants, labourers, and woodcutters. As a class they are badly off, some of them so poor as to have to eat roots, and at times to fast for two or three days together. They worship Hanuman Bhil Dev and Kakabalia the small-pox goddess. They pay no respect to Brahmins, and have no priests of their own class. On the sixth day after a birth, the goddess Chhathi is worshipped and a dinner is given of thick millet cakes and liquor. When a marriage is to be arranged the boy’s father goes to the house of the girl. If her father is willing, some days after the boy’s father goes to the girl’s house and gives her a robe and a pair of solid brass armlets. At this time the marriage day is fixed. On the marriage day, the bridegroom, with his father, mother and friends, and some Konkna musicians playing the madkhal drum, go to the girl’s house. His father pays the girl’s father Rs. 3 as dowry. The boy and girl are seated face to face on a blanket, and, while the women of both parties sing songs, the bride and bridegroom’s skirts are tied and each of them says the other’s name. Then the whole party, men and women, dance together in pairs, the bride and bridegroom joining. After the dancing is over dinner is served, and when dinner is finished the bride and bridegroom, their skirts still tied, are carried on his friends’ shoulders to his father’s house. On reaching the bridegroom’s house the skirts are untied. The bride stays with her husband for two or three days, and after spending two or three days more with her father, returns to her husband. Polygamy and widow-marriage are allowed and practiced. A dead body is bathed, placed on a bier, and carried to the river-side. The funeral pyre is lighted at both ends, and when the whole is consumed the mourners go to their houses, stopping on the way to have a drink of tudi or palm beer. On the third day the ashes of the dead are gathered and tudi is sprinkled over them. Those who can afford it give funeral feasts. The Koighas have no headmen. Their social disputes are settled by the whole caste. They show few signs of improvement. None of them send their boys to school.

Konkna’s, 49,855, are found only in the southern parts of the Surat district and eastwards in the Dharampur and Banada states. Their name would seem to show that they have passed into Gujarát from the Konkan. To look at they are like the Thána Vârli’s, and are said to have been driven northwards by the pressure of the great Durga Devi famine (A.D. 1396–1408). They speak a mixed dialect of Gujarâtí and Marâthi. They live in wretched huts, with no furniture but a sleeping mat, a hand-mill, and a few clay-pots. Except a few who wear a cap or turban and have brass tin or silver ear or finger rings, the men’s dress is a loincloth tangotî and a headcloth. A few of them wear cheap ornaments of brass tin and silver. The
women let their hair hang loose. They wear a cloth over the head, an open-backed bodice, and a waistcloth. Some of the well-to-do wear a silver necklace or kandoi; the rest neck-strings of glass beads and brass bracelets. No anklets are worn. They are labourers and cultivators. Most of them till fixed fields, but have very little stock, and do the greater part of the work with their hands. Some, who from want of bullocks, themselves drag the plough are called katochas or hand-ploughmen.

They worship Brähm and Vāgh, Dev. Brähm, a stone placed near a sasvari Prosopis spikegera tree, is supplied with a clay-horse and lamp-stand and a flag. Vāgh, a wooden pillar with a tiger cut on it, is generally covered with red saiver powder. Konknás show Brähmans no respect, and never make use of their services as priests. Their chief ceremonies are on a woman's first pregnancy a dinner of pulse millet cakes and liquor, and on the sixth day after a birth a dinner to women. The age for marriage lasts among boys from sixteen to twenty and among girls from fifteen to eighteen. When he has found a girl likely to be a good match for his son, the boy's father with one or two friends, bearing a jar of liquor worth eight annas, goes to the house of the father of the girl. If the girl's father agrees after five or six days the bride and her friends go to the boy's father's house. Liquor is drunk, and the boy's father gives two robes and a bodice to the bride, and to his son a turban, two cloths, and a loment cloth langoli. The wedding-day is then fixed. For a few days before the wedding the bride and bridgewater are daily rubbed with yellow powder, and the bridgewater's father sends to the father of the bride eight or ten rupees as dowry. On the appointed day, with music and singing, the bride's party goes in procession to the boy's house. Here they are met by the bridgewater's father and seated in a booth in front of his house. The bride and bridgewater are then made to sit on a blanket and their skirts are tied by a woman in front of a lamp. Each says the other's name and the knot is untied. After the men of the party have sung and danced, the bridgewater's father gives a dinner of rice pulse and liquor. Her friends leave the bride and return home. After five days she goes to her father's house, and after five days more goes back to her husband. Among the Konknás the practice of serving for a wife khandia prevails. Polygamy is allowed and practised, and widows may marry again. On his agreeing to pay her husband the amount he spent as dowry, a woman may leave her husband and go to live with another man.

Among the Konknás the dead body is bathed, rubbed with turmeric, and carried on a bier to the burning-ground. The mourners bathe in the river. The pyre is kindled by a son or other near relation, and when it is half burnt the mourners return to the house of the deceased and drink tódi palm-wine. On the third day eight or ten men go to the burning-ground, gather the ashes, sprinkle water over them, and return home. On the fourth day a dinner is given to relations and clansmen; at the end of a year a silver image of the dead is set up in the house, and in front of it a lamp is lighted every two or three days. The Konknás have a well-organized caste system. When a Konkna
suspects his wife of adultery, he calls a meeting of the tribe. A
council or panchant hears the charge, and, if it is proved, fine the
adulterer. Part of the fine is spent on liquor, and the rest is made over
to the complainant.

Mangs or Mangelia's, 688, are found in Banasa and other
states to the south-east of Surat. They are said to have a thin half-
starved look. Except the top-knot the men shave the head. They
grow a thin scanty beard. The women wear the hair oiled and braided
in Maratha fashion. They live in huts about nine feet long by six
broad, the walls of bamboo and wattle plastered with mud, the roof
peaked and thatched with grass, the house goods a few clay pots. Their
chief food is bread or porridge made of magi Eleusine coracana rice and
pulse. Except the dog the cat and the ass, whose dead bodies they will
not touch, Mangs eat all animals. In the evening they drink tata or
palm wine. They smoke and chew tobacco. The men wear a scanty
turban a waistcloth and loin-cloth and, for ornaments, a brass ring in the
upper part of the ear, a solid band of brass at the elbow, and a brass finger
ring. The women wear a cloth over the head, a bodice, and a cloth
round the waist. Of ornaments they wear a silver chain on the head,
earrings, coils of glass beads round the neck, and glass bangles at the
wrist. They wear neither anklets nor toe rings. They make baskets
and winnowing fans, and though poor are better off than many of the
wild tribes. Socially they are perhaps the lowest. No Hindu will
touch them and even the Vitollas themselves 'impure' will not eat at
their houses. They worship Hammain and Mari Mata. They never
make use of a Brahman's services nor pay them any respect. Among
them is a class of men called Bhatti who claim to be of Brahman
descent and act as their priests. More than other wild tribes, their
ceremonies resemble those of high class Hindus. On a fixed day in
the seventh month of a woman's first pregnancy five women fill her
lap with coconut kernels and rice or wheat. Friends are fed on rice
and pulse or thick cakes mutton and liquor. On the sixth day after
birth the goddess Chibath is worshipped. On the inner wall of the
house lines of red powder kanku and turmeric are drawn. Rice is
thrown at the drawing, a lamp is lighted before it, and a dinner is
given. The same day the priest names the child and is paid 8 annas.
When a Mang finds a girl suited to be his son's wife he asks her
father. If the girl's father is willing the boy's father feasts the village
on liquor, spending about Rs. 5 when the day for the marriage is fixed.
Some days after the girl and her friends go to the boy's father's
house. She receives two robes, a bodice, and a silver ornament. For
two days before the marriage the bride and bridegroom are rubbed
with turmeric powder. On the marriage day in the afternoon, with
music and accompanied by a party of his friends, the bridegroom rides
to the girl's house. Here he is met by the bride's friends and led to
the entrance of a booth inside of which the girl is seated. A lighted
lamp representing the fire-god is placed on a raised square or chori

1 The Mang play the haluchi, a wooden drum covered at one end with leather.
in the centre of the booth, and the bride and bridegroom kneel before the lamp, while the women of the party sing songs. The priest ties the hems of their garments and joins their hands. Then the knot is unfastened and the marriage is over. A dinner follows. The bridegroom and his party stay three days with the girl's father and then take leave of the bride going with them. After four days she comes back to her father's and after four days more goes to her husband. The father of the bride gives a silver or brass ring or a cow or heifer to the bridegroom. Polygamy and widow-marriage are allowed and practised.

The Māngs bury the dead. When a Mang dies the women wail but do not beat the breast. The body is bathed and rubbed with turmeric. It is covered with a new cloth, tied on a bamboo hier, and carried to the burial ground. A pit is dug and the body is laid in it and covered with earth. The mourners bathe, return to the deceased's house, have a drink of tāḍī and go to their homes. On the fourth day early in the morning rice is cooked, rolled into small balls or pind and covered with the heart of a cock. The rice-balls are placed in the deceased's house and after lying for a few hours are thrown into running water. In the afternoon a dinner is given. A silver image of the dead is kept in the house and in front of the image every seven or eight days a lamp is lighted. Each family keeps small silver plates each with an embossed figure of the dead. Among the Māngs some men with the title of Patel are chosen to settle social disputes. A man guilty of breaking caste rules is fined and the money is spent on drink. The Māngs show no signs of improvement and send none of their children to school.

Naiks, 69,673,1 are found in the south and east of Surat. The tribe contains four subdivisions, Cholvāls, Gabāds, Kadhāds, and Nichās. Cholvāls and Nichās eat together, but not with Gabāds or Kadhāds. None of them intermarry. Their name suggests that this clan at one time held the place of leaders among the Dhundis. Though they do not eat with them, Dhundis still treat Naiks with special respect at Dhundis marriages and other ceremonies giving them somewhat the place of Brāhmans. The men do not differ in appearance or dress from Dublās. But, except among the bodice-wearers cholvāls, the women's dress is seldom more than a waist and head cloth. Like the Dhundis they are peasants and labourers and their huts and household goods, and except in the following particulars, their beliefs and customs differ little from those of the Dhundis. The Naiks' special practices are, at marriage, to fix the dowry or dej, paid by the boy's father, at Rs. 1½ and, if he is well-to-do, for the bride's father to give a cow a she-buffalo or a goat. Instead of one, the father of the bride sends four letters of invitation, and, instead of by women, the marriage knot is tied by men. The Naiks are fond of music, playing the tur drum on occasions of betrothal marriage and death. At betrothal and marriage, men and women dance, both

1 This total includes the bulk of the Panch Mahāls and Rewa Kānta Naikās.
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singly and in pairs. Drops of turmeric-water are sprinkled on the dead, and, after the body is burnt, the mourners return, drinking liquor on their way home. A year after a death, with the help of a holy man or bhayat, a stone is brought from a river, and, by a party of the deceased’s friends, is set up as a memorial stone or khatien in the family ground. On setting it up, either the holy man or a member of the family rubs the stone with redlead, kills a hen and sprinkles its blood on the stone. Then Māta, the mother enters the bhayat. He trembles all over, and says to the spirit of the dead man, ‘See that you do not disturb this family.’ After the ceremony is over, the hen is roasted and eaten by the party, and every year, at Holi time, a hen is offered to the memorial stone. They have some class organization, referring their disputes to certain hereditary headmen or patels.

Na’lkda’s, 6464, are found only in the wildest parts of the Panch Mahāls and Rewa Kānthā. The name Naikda or little Naik is probably due to their being held inferior to the Bhole Talabās who were formerly known as Naiks. Of their origin as a separate class two stories are told. One that their ancestors were grooms to the Musalmān nobles and merchants of Chándpāna who took to the woods when (a.d. 1550-1573) by the decay of that city their employment was lost. The other account states that they are descended from an escort sent by the rāja of Bāgālnā to the rāja of Chándpāna.1 The Naikdās are generally small thin and wiry. They can endure great fatigue, are remarkably active, and are not wanting in courage. They are black-skinned with dark eyes square faces and harsh irregular features. Among both men and women the hair is worn rough and long. Their dwelling is a hut, the frame of rough timber, the walls of reeds and bamboo generally plastered with cowdung and clay, the roof peaked and thatched with grass and dried teak or palm leaves. The house is divided into two parts, one for the cattle the other for the family. In front is a platform where grass is stored and mahāda Bassia latifolia flowers and ears of Indian corn are laid to dry. The property of a Naikda family is small. Of farm stock sometimes there are a few cattle and generally a goat or two and some fowls. Of field tools a few have a plough, the rest only an axe and a hoe. Of house furniture there is a rough stone handmill, a long wooden pestle, and in the ground a small wood or stone mortar and some clay pots. The men wear a few yards of dirty tattered cloth round the loins and a second cloth round the brow showing at the crown the ruffled hair. The women wear over the shoulders a dark blue or red cloth or sari, a petticoat, and sometimes a bodice. Except tin and brass earrings the men wear no ornaments. The women wear tin earrings, necklaces of beads or shells and brass bangles, and armlets in shape and make, except that they wear only one instead of many tiers, much like those worn by Bhil women. Their ordinary food is, besides the coarser grains, Indian corn pulse and occasionally rice. Except the ass crow and snake the Naikdās eat any kind of flesh; large black ants, squirrels,
monkeys whom they jokingly call tree sheep, and even dead animals. For months in each year, when their stock of grain is done, most of them live on wild fruit and edible roots. They are much given to mahuda spirit, and at their festivals drink to excess.

The Naïkdás are labourers and woodcutters. Only a few own bullocks and ploughs and till fixed fields. Most are content with rough hillside tillage, burning brushwood and among the ashes sowing the coarser panices. When the seed comes up, the Naïkda raises in the middle of the clearing a rude platform on four posts and on this he stays night and day watching the crop. Besides cultivating they gather the flowers and berries of the mahuda tree, some medicinal roots and barks, gum lac, honey and wax. As woodcutters they are either hired by forest officers or by large landholders or oftener themselves cut timber and bring it for sale to Godhra and other markets. In almost every part of the work their women help them and they seldom leave the district in search of employment.

In A.D. 1818 when they first came under British rule the Naïkdás had the worst possible name for savage cruelty. In A.D. 1826 they were said to exceed the Bhils in their predatory and lawless habits, in their cruelty bloodthirstiness and love of independence, and in the total disregard of all the customs and usages of social life. Their chiefs used to organise forays and engage Sindhis and Makránis to help them. Numbers of cattle were collected and kept in the hills until ransomed. The proceeds of the raid were then distributed among all who had taken a part in it. In A.D. 1838 their depredations became so daring that a force had to be sent against them. For some years they were more orderly. But in A.D. 1854 they were still a peculiarly savage and predatory class living in the most remote and impervious forests. In A.D. 1857 certain of the leading Gujarati mutineers tried to raise them to revolt. The attempt was to some extent successful but was delayed till too late to cause much mischief. In 1858 the Naïkdás were stirred up to rebellion by one of their holy men, or bhaunat. A force of over a thousand foot and horse with nine European officers was sent against them. At the beginning of the campaign their leader, whom it was believed no bullet could harm, was fortunately shot, and the rising was at an end. Since then the tribe has remained quiet.

Lazy, thriftless and fond of drink, the Naïkdás are poor, most of them sunk in debt. The yearly income of a Naïkda family may be estimated at Rs. 60 to Rs. 100 and their monthly expenses at Rs. 5 to Rs. 7. Though they eat carrion and rank among the very lowest classes their touch is not held to cause pollution. They eat with Musalmáns but

---

1 Bombay Government Selections, XXIII, 129, 129.
2 Mr. Present's Account.
3 Bombay Government Selections, XXIII, 6.
4 The details were: Of foot of the 26th Regiment B. I, three European officers and 250 men; of the 8th Regiment B. I, three European officers and 300 men; of the 13th Regiment B. I, three European officers and 101 men; of the Gujarati Hill corps 69, of the Gaikwar's Arála 100, and of the Lásváda Makránis 25. Of horse there were of the Pune Horse one Bahládar and ten troopers, of the Gaikwar's mounted police 100, and 31 of the Panch Mahál Kaira and Ahmadabad mounted police.
not with Dhédás or Bhängáns. Náikdás show no respect to Bráhmans, and care little for Bráhmnic rites or fasts; they perform no memorial or shráddh ceremonies beyond, if they can afford it, giving a dinner in honour of the dead. Except that they sometimes pour oil over Hanumán, and, though they are not allowed to enter her temple, worship the mother or Mâta on Pavágad hill and at other local fairs, the objects of their worship are spirits and ghosts. They show no respect for the Muhammadan religion and neither worship nor make offerings at Muhammadan shrines. In honour of spirits they fix teak posts in the ground, roughly hacking them at the top into something like a human face. Over these posts they smear a red dye kátroj, and round them set rows of small clay horses.

Marriage and death are among Náikdás the only occasions of ceremony. To arrange a marriage the boy's father goes to the father of the girl and asks him if he will give his daughter in marriage. If the girl's father agrees the boy's father pays him from Rs. 2 to Rs. 5, and leaves. He comes back with some friends bringing a rupee's worth of molasses some of which he places in the girl's hand laying on it a rupee and a half anna. Of the rest of the molasses half is given to the friends of the girls and half to the friends of the boy. The wedding day is fixed by the Náikdás after examining the stars. On the appointed day a booth of fresh leaves is built in front of the bride's house. In the afternoon with horns drums and cymbals and bringing some food, the bridegroom with his parents and a number of relations and friends comes to the bride's father. Here the boy's father pays about Rs. 15 to the father of the girl, and the two families dine together, the bride's father furnishing the liquor. After dinner the bride and bridegroom are seated face to face in the square or sheri in the centre of the booth, and by two old men, one from each family, who for the occasion are called priests or pajâris, have their hands joined and their skirts tied. A sheet is thrown over their heads, and the old men give them some balls of flour and molasses. When each has twice fed the other, the cloth is drawn away and the marriage is over. Then every one drinks as much liquor as he can, drums and cymbals strike up, and all ends in a dance, the men and the women dancing by themselves. In many cases there is no ceremony of this kind. If a girl reaches the age of sixteen and her parents have not betrothed her, she may go and live with any man she chooses, and if he agrees to pay her parents sixteen rupees no objection is raised. Again, if a woman deserts her husband and goes to live with another man he pays the husband sixteen rupees. If the husband consents to give up his wife, he is paid nothing. A widow may marry again. On such occasions there is no ceremony. The husband presents her with a new petticoat bodice and robe. He comes to her house and takes her away with him. But this must be done at night, for it is the common belief that if a widow is married in the day time the village

---

1 The common belief, says Mr. Nandshankar, is that they hold the killing of a Bráhman to be an act of merit. Referring to the feast on the thirteenth day after death their proverb says, By the death of one Tîlvâni or brow-mark tilu wearer a hundred are fed.
will be burnt. A man may have at the same time more than one wife. The Naíkdás do not marry with any other caste. But if a Koli woman lives with a Naíkda, or a Koli with a Naíkda woman, they are admitted into the Naíkda caste. The Naíkdás burn their dead usually at a place about four miles from their village. The corpse, wrapped in cloth, is laid on a bamboo bier and carried by men of the tribe, or in a cart, to the burning ground \( \text{śvāt} \). When the pyre is ready, it is kindled by the deceased's nearest male relation. Nine days after the burning of the body, the nearest relations go to the burning-place and collect the ashes into a heap, and on the heap place an earthen jar full of water. On their return home the relations of the deceased shave their heads and faces. On the same day the person who lighted the funeral pyre cooks rice or panic \( \text{kodra} \) at his house. He lays the cooked grain on a plate made of four leaves of the \text{kākhdī} Butea frondosa tree, pours a little butter over it, and sets fire to it. Some more of the grain, placed on five leaf plates, is sprinkled with butter and given to five children to eat. On the twelfth day the family of the deceased prepare rice or panic \( \text{kodra} \), and pulse, with, if they can afford it, a little butter, and call those who were at the funeral, or if they are rich enough, the whole village. The guests do not all meet at one time. They come when they like, and receiving their share of the food either eat it on the spot or take it with them to their homes. Among the Naíkdás authority and power is centred in four chief. Of these one lives at Sīrvājpur in Hālōl; a second at Gondla in the Udepur state; a third at Sāgbal in the Bāria state; and a fourth at Damānāpurā under Jāmbughoda. At a moment's notice these men could between them raise the whole tribe of Naíkdás. Except for eating with a Dhed, Chamār, or Bhangā, a Naíkda would not be put out of caste. In such a case he would not be readmitted unless he gave a dinner to his castemen. During the last seventy years the Naíkdás have made a great advance towards orderly habits. At Jāmbughoda since A.D. 1869 a few have sent their boys to school, and two sons of the saint or bhagāt who was hanged in A.D. 1868 enlisted in the Gujarāt Bilh Corps in A.D. 1870.

\text{Va\'rlīs, 46,148,} are found in Dharampur and in Sūrgāna \text{to the east and south-east of Sūran. This small clan would seem to have come from the Northern Konkan where they are found in considerable numbers. The name is thought to come from \text{va\'rīl} a small patch of cultivated ground. They are more slender and darker than ordinary cultivators. The men shave the head and do not wear the beard. The women wear the hair oiled and plaited. They live in huts eleven or twelve cubits in length and breadth, the walls of bamboo and wattle plastered with mud and cow dung, the roof peaked and thatched with grass. The only house-goods are a few clay pots. They live chiefly on the coarser grains with occasionally a little rice; they eat sheep goats, rabbits and fowls. They will not touch the flesh of the cow nor of an animal found dead. They are immoderately fond of smoking and drinking. The men wear a waistband \text{tāngōt} and a tattered headcloth. Their ornaments are silver or tin earrings, silver or brass bracelets, and a brass finger ring. The women wear a cloth over the.
head, a bodice, and a cloth round the waist. Of ornaments, they wear a silver chain on the head, brass earrings, coils of glass beads round the neck, and brass bracelets. No ornaments are worn on the legs. Besides the produce of their small patches of hill-side cultivation and rice land, the Värlii earn something from the sale of fowls, numbers of which they rear. They also act as woodcutters and gather firewood. They never make use of a Bràhman's services and pay Bràhmanas no respect. On the sixth day after a birth the goddess Chhathi is worshipped. The wall of the house is spotted with redpowder, rice is thrown at the marks, a lamp is lighted before them, and a dinner is given to women. The father names the child. Among Várlii children are married any time after they are twelve years old. The boy's father goes to the father of the girl to ask her in marriage. If the girl's father agrees, the boy's father feasts the village on liquor, spending Rs. 2 to Rs. 5 and fixes the marriage day. For two days before the marriage the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric powder. On the marriage day to the sound of the tur drum, played by a Naïk, and accompanied by a party of his friends, the bridegroom goes to the girl's house. Here under a booth of bamboo roofed with grass the bridegroom is seated on a blanket. The father of the bridegroom pays the bride's father Rs. 5 as dowry, and gives the bride two clothes and a bodice, worth in all about Rs. 2½. Either a Naïk or a woman ties the hems of the bride and bridegroom's clothes and joins their hands. The bride's friends tell her not to quarrel with her husband and from her earnings to make good the money he has spent on her marriage. The bride and bridegroom then feel each other with cooked rice. A dinner follows. When the dinner is over, the bridegroom leaves, taking with him the bride, who is accompanied by her relatives. During their stay for a day and night at his house, the bridegroom's father entertains the bride's relatives with rice pulse and tódi palm beer. After five days the bride comes back to her father's house, and again after five days more goes to her husband. Among the Várlii the practice of serving for a wife bhandátdio prevails. Widow-marriage is allowed but polygamy is not practised. When a Várlii dies, the body is bathed, rubbed with oxide of lead sindur, and carried to the burning ground on a bier. The pyre is kindled by a son or other near relation, and when it is half burnt the mourners bathe and return to the deceased's house and drink toddy. On the fourth day the mourners go to the burning ground, gather the ashes, and sprinkle toddy over them. Balls of cooked rice or piad are also placed in front of the ashes. They then bathe and return home, where they are entertained by the deceased's heir. In the case of a well-to-do Várlii a dinner is given at the end of the year. The patel, who holds office during the pleasure of the community, decides all caste questions. None of the Várlii send their boys to school.

Vitòlià's, about 13, are found in the Bánda state. Their language is a mixture of Gujàriti and Maráthi. In appearance they are dark and thin. The men wear the hair long, never shaving the head. The women dress their hair with care, oiling and braiding it. They live in bamboo and wattle huts, the sides plastered with mud and cowdung, the roofs thatched with grass. Their only household goods
are a few clay pots. Besides the coarser grains boiled in porridge and baked in cakes, they eat all animals except the dog the cat and the ass. The men wear a headcloth a loincloth and sometimes a waistcloth; those who can afford it wear earrings and a brass armlet. The women wear a headcloth bolero and waistcloth, and of ornaments a necklace of glass beads and a brass armlet. Anklets are not worn. They plait bamboo baskets and winnowing fans. They are very poor, and are one of the classes whose touch defiles. They worship Saini Dev and Kákbália the small-pox goddess. They pay no respect to Brahmans and never make use of their services. In the seventh month of a woman’s first pregnancy, five women are called and given liquor to drink. On the sixth day after a birth the goddess Chháthí is worshipped and at the same time the mother names the child. Both for boys and girls fifteen or sixteen is the usual age for marriage. The boy’s father asks the father of the girl, and if he agrees, the boy’s father entertains the village with liquor. A few days after the boy’s father asks the girl and her family to his home and makes them presents. To the girl he gives two robes a necklace and an armlet chátí, to her mother a robe worth about Re. 1, and to the bride’s brother a waistcloth worth about 8 annas. On this occasion the marriage day, which among Vitolis is always a Monday, is fixed. In the morning of the marriage day the bridegroom and his relations start in procession with music for the bride’s. There they are met by the bride’s friends, and the bridegroom is seated in the marriage booth which has been built in front of the house. The bride is brought in and both bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric powder and bathed. After bathing they are dressed in their best clothes, and the bride’s brother receiving 1 anna for his trouble ties the skirts of their clothes together. This and the joining of hands completes the ceremony. Then the party begin a dance keeping it up till the early morning when the skirts of the bride and bridegroom’s robes are untied. For two days the bridegroom and his party stay at the bride’s house. Then leaving the bride with her father he goes home. His bride joins him after five days, and spending five days with him, returns to her father, coming finally to her husband’s house after five days more. Polygamy and widow-marriage are allowed and practiced. Vitolis burn the dead. When life is gone the body is bathed, rubbed with turmeric, tied on a bamboo bier, and carried by four men to the burning ground; the women weeping but not beating the breast. The funeral pile is lighted on all four sides. When the whole is consumed, the mourners bathe in the river and return home stopping on the way for a drink of liquor. On the fifth day a party of mourners visit the burning ground and throw the ashes into the river. On the same day a caste dinner is given. After two months, with the same ceremonies as those observed by the Naiks, a stone smeared with redlead siadur is placed below a tree as a memorial-stone or khatran. They have no headman and no class organization. They do not send their children to school and show no signs of improvement.
SECTION XIII.—DEPRESSED CLASSES.

Of fallen, perhaps rather unraised, or, as Hindus hold unclean castes, there are five with a total strength of 890,653 or 8.7 per cent of the whole Hindu population. The details are:

**Hindu Depressed Classes, 1891.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Ahmedabad</th>
<th>Baroda</th>
<th>Panch Mahals</th>
<th>Broach</th>
<th>Burd</th>
<th>Native States</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhangis</td>
<td>11,882</td>
<td>12,359</td>
<td>4296</td>
<td>2748</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>184,045</td>
<td>23,501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dervás</td>
<td>47,083</td>
<td>46,322</td>
<td>6500</td>
<td>10,180</td>
<td>26,407</td>
<td>218,800</td>
<td>134,728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonds</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>2,177</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>674</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>10,107</td>
<td>7,219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatñas</td>
<td>13,451</td>
<td>12,184</td>
<td>2518</td>
<td>2875</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>47,425</td>
<td>37,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shindhás</td>
<td>5001</td>
<td>2465</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>1278</td>
<td>18,284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>79,390</strong></td>
<td><strong>79,018</strong></td>
<td><strong>23,281</strong></td>
<td><strong>23,528</strong></td>
<td><strong>431,062</strong></td>
<td><strong>370,719</strong></td>
<td><strong>999,623</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The uncleanness which attaches to these castes would seem to be due to the work they live by rather than to the character of the people themselves. 1 To explain how the present fallen castes first came to undertake their degrading duties, three causes are assigned: One is that they were of shameful birth, children of a Brahman woman and a Sudra man. The second that they are of alien race, the remains of a tribe who for long refused to submit to their conquerors. The third, their own and from the almost entire sameness of look, language and customs, apparently the true belief, that they are fallen Rajputs, forced by the pressure of war or want to agree to undertake the meanest work.

Fairer larger and less active than the Bhil, Dhiba, Koli, and other less settled tribes, the men and women of these classes are hardly to be distinguished from the lower castes of craftsmen and peasants, and, except in accent, their language shows no perceptible difference from the Gujarati ordinarily spoken by the higher classes of Hindus. The houses are generally in a quarter of the village by themselves. Most of them have only one room, but the walls made of mud or brick, and the peaked roofs covered with thatch or tile, are larger and better built than those in the huts of Bhils and other tribes. Inside and close to the door the ground is kept carefully clean, freshly smoothed with cowdung, and well swept. The outer walls show, as a rule, some coloured drawings in red ochre or chalk or some other attempt at ornament; and there is often near the door a basil or tulsi plant on an earthen pedestal. The furniture is

---

1 Some Dhedas who have taken to the work of town scavengers are considered as low as Bhangi; others who have become shoemakers seem in a fair way to free themselves from the slur of impurity.
scanty, a cot and quilt, a few metal dishes and cups, and some earthen pots.

The greater number of them live on the coarser grains, and though, except camels, horses, asses, dogs, cats, rats and snakes, they will eat almost every kind of flesh, animal food is a luxury to them. They can seldom afford to kill sheep, goats or fowls, and especially in the southern parts of Gujarat, Kanbis and other high caste cultivators are careful to bury their dead cattle.

Among high caste Hindus the degree of aversion for people of this class depends on the kind of work by which they live. Tanners rank below Dhédás, and neither of these is so low as the sweeper or Bhangia. If they take to shoemaking, a family either of sweepers or of tanners would, after a generation or two, free themselves from the slur of impurity; while, on the other hand, by becoming town scavengers, village sweepers would lose position. Still all of them are Hindus, cleaner than the mīchā or unbeliever, be he Parsi Musalmán or European.

Except a few well-to-do tanners and servants and some highly paid town scavengers, the bulk of these people are poor. The monthly expenses of a family, containing a man, wife and two children, vary from rupees five to rupees seven. In a poor family the marriage of a daughter or son costs anything up to rupees twenty-five; and the funeral expenses vary from rupees ten to rupees fifteen. In a well-to-do family the marriage of a daughter costs rupees thirty to rupees fifty and that of a son from rupees forty to rupees two hundred. Funeral expenses vary from rupees thirty to rupees two hundred. Caste dinners are given only on occasions of marriage and death.

Orderly, and, except near Surat, sober these people are more religious than the artisan classes, and are freer than the less settled tribes from the dread of witches and spirits. They honour most of the Bráhmanic gods, but chiefly Hanumán, Ganapati, Ráma, and Devi, and above all they reverence the sacred basil or tulsi plant. A few among them belong to the Vámínsáráyán and a good many to the Kabirpanthi sects. These are more careful than the rest of their class-fellows in what they eat and with whom they associate. As they are not allowed to enter them people of these classes seldom worship at the regular village temples or shrines. In some hut near their dwellings they have an image of Hanumán or of Ganapati, where on holidays they light a lamp or offer flowers. In front of their houses most of them keep a

1 The Dhédás of Viramágam in the Ahmedábéd district are said not to eat the buffalo.

2 A Muhammadan sovereign asked his Hindu minister which was the lowest caste. The minister begged for leisure to consider his reply, and having obtained it, went to where the Dhédás lived and said to them: 'You have given offence to the Pádásháh. It is his intention to deprive you of caste and make you Muhammadans.' The Dhédás, in the greatest terror, posted off in a body to the sovereign's palace, and, standing at a respectful distance, shouted at the top of their lungs: 'If we've offended your majesty, punish us in some other way than that. Beat us, fine us, hang us if you like, but don't make us Muhammadans.' The Pádásháh smiled, and turning to his minister who sat by affecting to hear nothing said: 'So the lowest caste is that to which I belong.' BÁS MÉLA, II, 237.
DEPRESSED CLASSES.

plant of basil or tulsi, and inside some of them have an image of Mata Hanumán or Ganpati. Those who can afford it, are fond of going on pilgrimage, worshipping Krishna at Dákor and Devi at Pavágadh and Ambáji. They do not pass into the building, but standing in the portico, bow as they catch a glimpse of the image and present a few coppers to the temple servant.

Compared with artisans, many of these castes devote themselves to a religious life. Two of the best known and most respected religious teachers of Gujárat are Rohidás the Chámár and Karálás the Dhédí. These religious men or bhagots differ in the extent to which they hold themselves aloof from the ordinary duties of life. Some of them continue with their families working for their support. Others without family ties live more strictly as ascetics, contenting themselves with what they receive in alms. Some are popular from their knowledge of charms. But, as a rule, they claim no special power over ghosts and spirits. They are sober and strict in their lives, spending most of their time in reciting hymns and prayers taught them by other holy men of their own class.

Except a half-Mussalmán section of the scavenger or Bhangia caste, the members of all of these castes respect Bráhmans and follow closely the ceremonies practised by the higher classes of Hindus. Except among Bhangias, the name is given by a Hindu priest, and, among all of the castes, betrothal is sealed by the red brow-mark or chándlo and children are married at any age up to sixteen. At marriages the priest chooses the lucky day, the god Ganesh is worshipped, the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric powder, and a booth with a central square or chori is built in front of the bride’s house. On arrival the bride’s mother meets the bridegroom, and, presenting him with the grain- pestle and other articles leads him to his seat and places the bride opposite him, separated only by a cloth; the priest recites verses, the hams of the bride and bridegroom’s robes are tied, and, together, they walk three to nine times round the central square.

When no hope of recovery remains the dying is laid on a freshly cleaned floor and a copper or some leaves of the basil or tulsi are placed in his mouth. Women come to the house to mourn and beat the breast. The body is carried on a rough bier, the bearers, except among the Dhédás, calling Rám Rám as they go. Some of them burn some of them bury their dead. But all observe the regular rites on the third fourth and twelfth days after death. Except the Bhangías, the people of the depressed classes have a set of Chárans who visit them, take the names of their children, and attend at marriage. According to their own story, the forefathers of these Bhangia Chárans failed to pay the Government demand due by certain Bhrváds or shepherds, for whom they had stood security, and in punishment were forced to drink water from a Dhédá’s cup. They still visit Bhrváds, but dine with Garudás Dhédás and Chamára.1

1 In northern Gujárat the headman of these castes has the social title of maitre or prince.
In every village with more than one family each of these castes has its headman or patel, and in social matters each of them has its caste rules, and, according to the decision of the council, visits with fine or expulsion such offences as adultery, abortion, and eating with or marrying persons of a lower caste. Though the bulk of them are poor and few have begun to send their children to school, under British rule the position and prospects of the depressed castes have much improved. The same rights are conceded to them as to the higher classes, and they are freed from the burden of forced labour and from other indignities.

**Bhangia's** that is Bamboo Splitters, also called Olgan'a's Scrap-eaters, 217,525 strong, are found all over Gujarát. According to their own story Bhangiás are the descendants of a Brahman sage who carried away and buried a dog that died in the midst of a Brahman assembly. But several of their surnames Chobán, Chunásama, Dáfda, Jethva, Makvána, Solanki, Vágshál, Vádher, and Vádiyá seem to show a more or less pure Rajput origin, while Dhedva, Kumbhá, Már, and Purabíyá suggest a mixture of castes.

Though he is held to be lower and more unclean, the Bhangia is viewed with kindlier feelings than the Dhedá. Bhangiás were never forced to wear dishonouring badges. To meet the basket-bearing Bhangí is lucky and the Bhangia's blessing is valued. Formerly before attempting the dangers of the Muhí crossing a Bhangia's blessing was sought. Still if a Government officer goes into a Bhangia hamlet the men with hands raised in blessing say: 'May your rule last forever.' They are strongly built, dark, and middle-sized. The men wear the moustache and some the beard and whiskers and cut the hair crescent-shaped at the temples. Most men shave the chin and head once a week or once a fortnight. The men wear a headscarf or turban, a jacket, and a pair of trousers reaching to the knee or a waistcloth. The women wear a petticoat, a piece of cloth drawn over the upper part of the body, and generally a bodice. Poor women wear a brass noising, brass earrings, zinc or tin anklets, and in Kathiawár ivory bracelets. The well-to-do wear a silver necklace, a silver armlet worn near the left elbow, and silver bracelets. They speak Gujarátí and understand Urdu. They live outside of villages in huts with thatched roofs and wattle and daub walls close to some main road as one of their chief services is to act as guides. Their every-day food is millet and pulse, and except in Kaira flesh and fish when they can get them. They eat the cow, buffalo, goat, sheep, camel, deer, hare, hen, partridge, quail, peacock, and dove. They do not eat the dog, cat, monkey, ass, jackal, squirrel, crow, parrot, or kite. Some Bhangiás do not eat the wild pig and the Panch Mahás Bhangiás do not eat the horse. Except in Kaira, where flesh-eating is avoided on

---

1 Bhangia is generally supposed to mean broken. Of the origin of its application to the Bhangiás three explanations are given. According to one it means the broken people (Rev. J. Wilken, Aher. Tribes); according to a second it means the scrap-man or liver on broken meat; and according to a third it means the bamboo splitters. This third derivation seems the most likely. In Kaira the Bhangiás' regular trade is the packing of baskets and other articles of split bamboo. In that part of Gujarát, if a Koli is asked to split a bamboo he will say, 'Am I to do Bhangia's work.'
holidays, they eat flesh whenever they can get it, and, except in Surat, Bhangias eat the flesh of animals which die a natural death. They eat food cooked by Musalmans. In north Gujarát and in Kathiawar the men take opium, and in south Gujarát they are over-fond of strong drink. Most Bhangias, both men and women, are scavengers and night-soil carriers. They also sweep the roads winnowing the dust in the hope of finding fragments of gold or silver, make baskets and do other bamboo work, and bury dead animals excepted. Some serve as trackers, messengers and letter-carriers. A letter telling of a death is always brought by a Bhangia. They also serve as night watchmen, town-criers, drummers, trumpeters, and hangmen. A few Bhangias cultivate in addition to their regular work. In north Gujarát, except the dragging away of dead cattle, all menial village work falls on the Bhangia. Besides sweeping the roads and carrying away all dead animals except cattle, the Bhangias watches, shows the road, arranges for supplies, and points out boundaries. In south Gujarát, where Bhangias are scarce, many of these duties fall on the Dheidás. In municipal towns as scavengers men earn Rs. 8 to Rs. 20 a month and women Rs. 5 to Rs. 10. In other parts of the province they are poor ill-clad ill-fed and live on scraps and charity especially what they collect on eclipse days. They may want to get the dead is given to the Bhangia. In the case of the rich this covering is often a worked shawl worth Rs. 50 to Rs. 100. The Bhangia also gets the pot in which fire has been carried before the corpse, when, as is not uncommonly the case with the rich, the pot is of metal. One of the Bhangia's chief harvest times is an eclipse, either of the sun or the moon. According to Brahman ideas Rahu the tormentor and eclipse of the sun and moon is a Bhangia and by pleasing the Bhangias Rahu's fierce-ness against the sun or moon is tamed. It is therefore right to make presents of clothes grain and money to Bhangias. No Brahman will take gifts during an eclipse. As soon as the darkening sets in the Bhangias go about shouting, Eclipse-gifts gruhandás, clothes-gifts vastradás, silver-gifts ropadas.1 When a Hindu dies, his widow breaks her bangles or slips them off and gives them, generally including one or two whole ones, to a Bhangia woman.

Bhangias have a good name for honesty and as a class they are quiet orderly and well-behaved. Like Dheidás the Bhangias are religious. They honour almost all Brahman divinities and their favourite objects of worship are in central Gujarát Hanumán Mundi and

1 A whistled explanation may be offered of the honour shown to Bhangias during an eclipse. The sun and moon are man's two chief guardians. Through their help, more than through any other help, the constantly growing armies of evil spirits are kept from ruining man. As the guardian power of the sun or moon wanes when under eclipse so the power and boldness of evil spirits waxes. The eclipse is the hour of the powers of darkness. As the air swarms with evil spirits any gifts made during an eclipse become laden with evil spirits. The sin or pap, that is the spirit-haunting or unclean effect, of taken gifts during an eclipse is specially great. For this reason during an eclipse no Brahman will take any gift. On the other hand the Bhangia is a favourite spirit haunt the spirits that pass into the gift stay at peace in the Bhangia. Like the harlot, the Brahman, and the Jewish, perhaps every high priest, the holiness of the Bhangia is the holiness of the scapegoat, that is of the spirit-haunt the absorber of ill-luck.
Shikotri, and, in south Gujarat, Ganpati Devi and the basil plant. As they are not allowed to enter Hindu temples they bow to the idol from a distance. Many Bhangias are followers of the sects of Kahir Rámánand and Nānak. They honour Musalmán saints, and some of them are Lālbeigas that is disciples of the Musalmán saint Lālbeig. They respect Brāhmans who tell them lucky days and Garudās or Dheda priests, who, except in south Gujarat, conduct their marriage ceremonies.

Some of them keep in their houses an image which represents some woman of the family who had been possessed by a spirit. They honour the navratrī or Nine Night festival in Asō (October). Some teachers or gurus of their own caste yearly visit the Bhangias and receive 8 annas to Re.1 from each house. There have been several Bhangia saints or bhagats of whom the chief are Chiko, Dhiro, Harkho, Kirpo, Lallo, Manor, and Válo. Their leading holidays are Sunkrant in January, Hol in February-March, Ahkhrāj in April-May, Diviso in June-July, Sālāśvatem and Gokāl Athem in July-August, Bāler in July-August, Dāsara in September-October, and Divāli in October-November. The depressed classes are fond of making pilgrimages. They go to Bahuchráji, Dákor, Dwárka, Shukaltirth, and Unāj, where they pay their respects to the idols from a distance or content themselves by worshipping the banner which flies from the top of the temple. In south Gujarat their great day is the chhadi or dark ninth of Shrāvan in August. The day is marked in honour of a certain Zahir Pir, who, besides by Bhangias, is held in esteem by many Gujarāt Hindus and Pārsis. On this day the Bhangias form a procession and carry a model of the saint’s tomb. In front of the tomb the more devout dance and sing beating themselves with heavy iron chains, but by the power of the saint receiving no harm. The Bhangia’s rites and ceremonies differ little from those of other Hindus.

On the birth of the first male child molasses and sugarcandy are distributed among friends and relations and the news is carried to the family of the child’s father. The midwife, who is a woman of their own caste, is given some money molasses and sugarcandy. The ceremonies performed on the sixth day after birth vary in different parts of the province. In Kaira wheat cakes made of 1½ mās or fifty pounds or of 1¼ sars or 1½ pounds of flour are distributed among friends and relations. In Surat the midwife cowdungs the whole house and lays near the mother a cocoanut, belot leaves, redpowder, and a lamp fed with clarified butter. In the Panch Mahâls the new-born child is bathed and its feet cheeks and forehead are rubbed by two or three caste-women with a mixture of redpowder and dry ginger. In Kâthiawār millet is heaped near the mother and a lamp is fed with clarified butter and a copper or brass pot filled with water is placed near the heap. Female friends and relations come and each woman

1 Zahir Pir lived in the Bιsαr district of the Pαnjab during the reign of the Emperor Firžt Sháh (A.D. 1555 - 1600). By working wonders he grew very rich. Some of his relations, hoping to force the saint to share his wealth with them, came against him with an armed force. Zahir went out to meet them, and with his own hand destroyed the whole army. Unfortunately Zahir’s foster-brother was among the slain and when his mother heard that he was dead she cursed Zahir and told him she would never look on him again. Distressed with his mother’s anger, Zahir prayed that the ground might open and swallow him and his prayer was granted.
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gives three coppers and in return receives a handful of boiled wheat. The mother is held to be impure ten to forty days after the birth during which time she does no cooking. She becomes pure by worshipping the sun or a well or pond. The child is named either by a priest of their own caste or by the father’s sister. In Kāthiāwa if the sixth day after the birth of a child falls within the first fortnight of the Hindu month the child is named on that day, but if the sixth day falls in the second fortnight the child is named on a day fixed by the priest. The first giving of cooked food to the child is not always marked by any ceremony. According to the means of the parents, boys and girls are married between twelve and twenty. A Brāhmaṇ is asked to fix the marriage day and is paid a copper or two for his trouble. Three or four days before the marriage the bride and bridgroom, each at their own house, are rubbed with turmeric, the women singing and making merry. On the marriage day at the entrance to the girl’s marriage booth the bridgroom is received by his mother-in-law; the boy and girl are seated in the central square or ṇhorī of the marriage booth facing each other and between them a small fire is lighted, a cotton thread is wound round them, their hands are joined, they make four turns round the ṇhorī, and feed each other with kande or a mixture of boiled wheat-flour clarified-butter and molasses. In south Gujārāt a priest of their own caste officiates at all these ceremonies; in central Gujārāt the priest is a Garuda that is Dheja Brāhmaṇ. Marriage is generally forbidden among relations within six or seven degrees either on the mother’s or on the father’s side. Polygamy and divorce are allowed but not without the grant of special leave from the caste. According to their own account they are most strict in punishing any one who marries a woman of another caste, even though that caste be a high one. Widow marriage is allowed and a younger brother can marry the widow of his elder brother. The bridgroom’s presents to the bride vary in value from Rs. 10 to Rs. 50. The lap-filling ceremony is performed in honour of a woman’s first pregnancy. After his death the father’s property is divided equally among all the sons, except that among the bamboo workers the knife and other tools belong to the eldest son. In the absence of heirs a Bhangia’s property goes to the caste funds. The poor bury and the well-to-do burn the dead. The body is washed perfumed and covered with a clean cloth and is laid on a bier from each corner of which a coconut hangs. One of the relatives carries fire in a black earthen pot before the body and the bier is carried by four men who sing hymns as they go. On their way near the burying ground the bearers stop and rest the bier. On reaching the burying ground the body is laid in a pit, a copper is thrown in, and the pit is filled with earth. When the body is burnt the four bier-corner coconuts are thrown into the flames. After the body is buried or burnt, the mourners bathe and return home. At the house of mourning, when the funeral party return, one of the relations of the deceased places an upturned basket over the spot where the head of the dead lay. On the second day an earthen pot full of water is set at the spot where the bearers halted.

1 In Junagadh the children of a man and his sister may marry, but the children of sisters cannot marry so long as the relationship can be traced.
near the burning ground and is allowed to remain there for ten days. The upturned basket in the house is also allowed to remain for ten days. On the eleventh day the basket is set right, the earth underneath the basket is scraped away, and the basket is given to a priest of their own caste. If the body is buried, for ten days after the death one of the family lays a tooth-twig or dalan on the grave and a little opium if the deceased was an opium-eater. Some Bhangías do and others do not consider themselves impure for ten days after a death. All perform death ceremonies on the eleventh twelfth and thirteenth. Balls of wheat flour are offered, the clothes of the dead are given to the officiating priest, and caste people are feasted on the twelfth and thirteenth. Except in municipal towns where they are paid Rs. 7 to Rs. 12 a month Bhangías are seldom paid in cash. Town Bhangías spend their wages on clothing food and drink, while village Bhangías live chiefly on their doles of grain and cooked food and wear clothes given them by the villagers. Caste disputes are settled by the head of the caste either alone or with the help of some elders. Breaches of caste rules are punished by forbidding the offenders the use of water and fire and offenders are readmitted into caste on paying a fine.

Though in municipal towns Bhangías are highly paid as night soil men they no longer enjoy presents of food and clothes. Those who used to carry letters have lost their employment and the bamboo splitters also are said to be less well off than they formerly were. Bhangía schools have been opened in most villages. Where there is no school a separate class has been provided for Bhangía boys. Within the last twenty-five years a large number of Gujarát Bhangías have settled in Bombay where as night soil men they earn from Rs. 19 to Rs. 20 a month. Bhangías have a special liking for singing religious songs in which the women join playing on large drums.

Dheda's, 485,777, are found in all parts of Gujarát. According to their own story they are the descendants of Kshatriya, who, during Parshurám's persecutions, passed themselves of as belonging to the impure castes. That they have a strain of Rajput blood is made probable by their surnames Chávda, Chásia, Chohán, Chudásama, Dáhí, Dadiya, Goel, Mukvána, Farmár, Ráthod, Sarvariya, Solanki, Vághiela, and Válía.

Except the Márvádis or Márus originally from Márvár and the Mháras from the Kunkan and the Dákhan, none of the Gujarát Dheda's

---

1The Dhendas or hillmen, from dhara a hill, a subdivision of Bhangars and neighbours to the Kshatriyas, are in the Mahabharat (B.C.1400 - A.D.200) mentioned among the Kshatriyas slain by the Brahman warrior Parashurám (Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I. 428). Manu (A.D. 800 - A.D. 400) speaks of them as Kshatriyas degraded from the extinction of sacred rites (Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I. 822). They are mentioned by Pliny (A.D. 177) as living at the source of the Indus (St. Martin's Etude sur la Geographie Grecque et Latin de l'Inde 56, sec. 216). Another tribe who in name and social position closely resemble Gujarát Dheda's are the South Kánara Daéras. These people in A.D. 1801 numbering about 50,000, could be bought and sold, and so long as they were fed by him, were for life bound to their master's service. Unlike Gujarát Dheda's, the Kánara Daéra, except a small section of them, did not eat the flesh of the cow, and were not considered unclean. Slavery in India (Blue Book of 1828), 548.
show traces of having come from places outside of Gujarāt. Among Dhedās, besides their surnames, are several divisions. The two most ancient divisions were Cháśia and Kusia. These though still known as traditional names do not mark any of the present classes. Besides Mārus or Márvādīs there are ten local divisions among Dhedās, named either from the tract of country in which they live or from their different callings. Of the ten local surnames six are place-names Pātāniās of Pātan, Bhālīās of north Cambay, Charotāriās or Talabādīs of Kaira, Chorāsīs or Mahī Kānthās of Baroda and Mahī Kāntha, Kāhānāmīs of the Kāhānam tract in Broach, and Surtīs of Surat; three are craft-names Hadīs or bonemen, Megvāns or rain-men, and Vankārs or weavers; and one is apparently a race-name, Gujjarās or Gujjaras of Broach. None of these divisions intermarry, but except that the Márvādīs or Mārus refuse to eat with the rest and that the Gujjaras refuse to eat with the Mahārs, all divisions of Dhedās freely dine with one another. Two classes, the Márvādīs and the Surtīs, hold a special position among Dhedās. The Márvādīs who are found mostly in north Gujarāt hold aloof from other Dhedās, refuse to eat or drag away dead animals, and earn their living chiefly as camel drivers. The Surtīs by intermixture with Europeans and Pārsīs have improved in appearance and intelligence. Many of them act as butlers house- servants and grooms to Europeans and Bombay Pārsīs.

Except that they are darker and in central Gujarāt slighter, Dhedās, in complexion and figure, are much like Koli and Kanbīs. Some of the women are fair and goodlooking. Most Dheda men shave the head leaving a tuft of hair on the top and wear a thin moustache and in north Gujarāt and Kāthīāvar the beard or whiskers. A few of the Surtīs wear a heavy moustache and whiskers and arrange the hair of the head in European fashion. They speak corrupt Gujarātī, with, among a few who are in the service of Europeans, a mixture of English.3

In towns many Dhedās live in stoutly built houses with mud and brick walls and tiled roofs. But in villages the dwellings of most are of wattle and daub with thatched roofs little stronger than the huts of the unsettled tribes. They live chiefly on the coarser grains though they have no scruple about eating flesh. As they cannot afford to buy the flesh of sheep and goats and as most of them are scrupulous not to kill animals for the sake of their flesh, they content themselves with the flesh of cattle which have died a natural death. To prevent them falling into the hands of the Dhedās, especially in south Gujarāt, traders and the higher class of husbandmen often bury their dead cattle. Though most of them do not eat fish, they will eat the flesh of all animals except horses, dogs, cats, rats, jackals, and snakes. Animal food is a luxury rather than an ordinary dish. Most take opium, and all drink liquor, in south Gujarāt to excess.

1 The Dhedās of Gujarāt proper are more like Kombā and those of Kāthīāwar more like Kolīs. Rev. J. S. Taylor.

2 From their merry disposition Dhedās in European service are called Ḭālīs. From their contact with Europeans they speak broken English commonly known as Ḭālīs English.
The bulk of the Dhedás are ill-clad. A man’s dress consists of a coarse waistcloth reaching to the knee or a short pair of trousers, a coarse cotton jacket, and a cap or a red or white north-Gujarat turban without golden ends, or a piece of cloth wound tightly over the head. A woman’s dress consists of a petticoat, a piece of cloth thrown over the head, and sometimes a bodice. Some men and women wear ill-shaped heavy shoes. A few of the better-off men wear a jacket; a long cotton coat, a cotton waistcloth with an ornamental border or a pair of pantaloons, and a white or red Musalmán-like turban with gold ends. A well-to-do Dheda woman wears a full robe and a bodice equaling in fineness and price those worn by high-caste Hindus. Their ornaments are among the men wristlets of brass and silver and ear and finger rings of tin or silver, and among the women earrings of brass or gold, a necklace of kidis or glass beads, small nose-studs of glass beads, and in a few cases silver necklaces, silver armlets for the elbow of the left arm, bracelets of wood and cheap ivory, finger rings of brass and silver, and bands of tin or silver round the ankles and toes.

The position and occupation of the Dhedás of northern and southern Gujarat vary considerably. In Ahmedshād and Kāra, with their large population of Bhangias and the want of a class of field labourers, the Dhedás are private rather than public servants. They are considered higher than Chamārs, and, except that they have to drag away the bodies of dead cattle,¹ are almost never called on to sweep or do other unclean work. Formerly their chief occupation was the spinning of coarse cotton thread and the weaving of coarse cotton cloth and the carrying of treasure and burdens. Spinning and weaving used to support them in tolerable comfort. But the establishment of steam weaving mills in Bombay and their spread through the chief towns of Gujarat has flooded the market with cheap cloth and many of the Dheda weavers failing to compete with steam-woven cloth have sunk to be labourers. They do not act as guides or point out boundary marks; few of them hold rent-free land, and only to a limited extent are village servants. Each family is closely connected with the house of some landholder or patidār.² For his master he brings in loads from the fields and eats out the stable, receiving in return daily allowances of buttermilk and the carcasses of any cattle that die. The Dheda is inclined to be unruly and submits to his master’s demands with a bad grace. This opposition and want of subordination is perhaps the cause of the much stronger dislike shown in north Gujarat to the Dheda than to the more unclean Bhangia. Only Dhedás would seem

¹ The practice about dead animals in northern Gujarat is that the Dheda removes cows, oxen and buffaloes, and the Bhangia sheep goats, dogs and cats. A Dheda who touches a dead dog is put out of caste.

² This connection seems to show traces of a form of slavery. Rich patidārs have always a certain number of Dheda families whom they speak of as ‘ours’ in contrast, and when a man dies he distributes along with his lands a certain number of Dheda families to each of his sons. An old tradition among Dhedás points to some relation between the Kanhí and Dhedás. Two brothers were the ancestors, the former of the Kanhí and the latter of the Dhedás. Rev. J. S. Taylor.
to have been forced to wear special clothes or badges, to hang spittoons round their necks, or to trail thorns to wipe out their footprints.

South of the Narbada where Bhängias are scarce and where the black-folk or ḍāliyargar supply a large population of hereditary farm servants, the Dhédas is a public rather than a private servant. In rural parts in many cases the whole burden of the menial work of the village, the sweeping guarding and load-carrying, rests on the Dhédas. He holds rent-free service lands, and, like the Bhängia of north Gujarát, goes round the village of an evening to collect scraps of food. In the larger towns as scavengers and night-soil-men many Dhédas have sunk as low as Bhängias. They seem a quieter and more submissive set than the Dhédas of north Gujarát, and, unlike them, in many cases fail to obtain the bodies of dead animals which Bruhman and other high caste cultivators prefer to bury.

As a class Dhédas are religious. Many belong to the Bijnargi Kabir-janthe and Rámánand sects or are followers of one Haribháva. A few are SámanarAYys. Though they visit the shrines of Musalmán saints, make offerings to saints' tombs, and in Kátháiwár eat with Musalmáns they reverence most of the ordinary Bruhman divinities especially Hanumán, Ganpati, Maîa, and Narañjá. They have no household gods, but in some villages have their own temples in which the images of their favourite gods are enshrined. They have religious teachers or purus, who yearly receive from each house annas 4 to Re.1. Of plants they worship the basil or ḍiṣṭ daily in the house—holding it in special esteem. They observe the ordinary Hindu fasts and feasts and do not work either on the bright or on the dark fifteenth of any Hindu month. All believe in omens and some in sorcery and witchcraft. When an ancestral spirit harasses a man or a woman an exorcist who is generally a Vághri or a Babari is called, and begins to jerk his head to the beating of a brass plate which is held over an earthen jar. The exorcist throws grains of wheat to the four corners of heaven, and, after holding a cotton thread over burning frankincense, ties it to the right elbow of the patient. Dhédas treat their priests or Gārṇás with more respect than the higher Hindu castes; pay to their household priests. They sacrifice neither to the horse nor to the snake. Those who can afford it are fond of making pilgrimages to Ambají, Dákor, Pávagrd, and Unáj, and to the temples of other local gods and goddesses. Cases of men taking to a religious life are not uncommon. The two best known saints among Gujarát Dhédas are Khimo of Pálanpur and Shivo of Broach. No ceremonies are performed on the birth of a child.

1 At the end of last century (a.d. 1800) it is said that in some parts of Kaira Dhédás used to drag thorns after them, and till lately Dhédás were not allowed touck up the dhoti, but had to trail their dress along the ground. Though traces of the practice have disappeared, the abusive term ḍuládi or Kadivádi or spittoon-men, shows that at one time the Dhédás had to hang spittoons round their neck. Rev. A. Taylor. As long ago as the reign of Sidhárajá (a.d. 1684-1169) the Dhédás of Anusháváda, at that time the capital of northern Gujarát, had to live at a distance from other people, to wear untwisted cotton round their heads, and to keep a stag's horn hanging from their waist. From these marks they are said to have been freed by Sidhárajá in return for the sacrifice of one of their number as a victim to stop the leak of water from the great Pitam tank, Ras Maîa, I. 112.
A few women of the caste or a Musalmán midwife attend on a woman at the time of childbirth. Among most Dhedás no chhathi or sixth day ceremony is performed. Where any ceremony is performed in honour of Chhathi it takes place on the fifth day in the case of a boy and on the sixth day in the case of a girl. If the fifth day after birth falls within the bright fortnight of the Hindu month, the child is named on that day; if it falls within the dark fortnight the child is named on a day within the next bright fortnight. The name is given by the Garuda who is paid about four annas for his trouble. From the tenth day after childbirth the mother moves about the house and does her ordinary work, but she does not cook or fetch water till after the fifteenth day. No ceremony is performed when cooked food is first given to a child.

Girls are married before they are sixteen and boys before they are twenty-five. The marriage day is fixed by a Garuda or Dheda priest. Three days before the marriage the bride and bridgroom are rubbed with turmeric. On the marriage day at the house of the bride and on the third day before marriage at the house of the bridgroom, nine women whose husbands are alive, in the case of the first marriage occasion in the family, and two women in all subsequent marriages, bring to the house nine or ten earthen pots full of water from the village well. On the third day before the marriage at the bridgroom’s house and on the marriage day at the bride’s, Ganpati is worshipped and the planets are pleased. On the day before the marriage the bridgroom goes on foot with friends and relations and with music to the bride’s village. At the outskirts of the bride’s village the party is met by the bride’s parents who lead them to separate lodgings where they are feasted. On the marriage day the bridgroom with friends and relations passes from his lodgings to the bride’s house. At the bride’s house her mother meets the bridgroom, and, presenting him with a miniature plough, a grinding pestle, and a churning stick, leads him to his seat and places the bride opposite him or on his left. Wreaths of coconut shells are put round the necks of both the bride and the bridgroom and they are separated by a piece of cloth. The ends of the bride and bridgroom’s robes are knotted together, their hands are joined, and the Garuda priest recites verses. In front of the bride’s house a square or chorí is made with four brass or copper pots one at each corner. A shallow earthen pot is set in the centre of the square with fire burning in it. After their hands are joined the bride and bridgroom together walk four times round the square. In the square the bride and bridgroom feed each other with coarse wheat flour mixed with clarified butter and molasses. This completes the marriage ceremony. The Garuda receives from the fathers of the bride and bridgroom a cash present of Rs. 1¼ to Rs. 10½. The Turis or Dheda musicians also receive small cash presents. When the ceremony is over the bridgroom accompanied by the bride goes to his lodgings. The bridgroom’s party are again feasted by the bride’s parents. On the second day after marriage the bridgroom, accompanied by the bride and his friends and relations, goes to his village. Marriage between near relations is forbidden. The Dhedás allow their widows to
marry, the widow of a man marrying his younger brother. Divorce can be obtained almost to an indefinite extent. Before they finally settle to wedded life most couples have more than once changed their partners. Before the change takes place there must be a formal divorce recognized by the caste. Some Dhedás observe no lapfilling ceremony; among others the ceremony takes place in the seventh month of a woman’s first pregnancy. On a day fixed by the Garuda the parents of the woman send to her husband’s house a robe, a petticoat, a coccanut, some rice, and redpowder. The pregnant woman bathes, rubs the redpowder on her forehead and cheeks, and dresses herself in the clothes sent by her father. She carries the rice and the coccanut in the part of the robe which covers her breast and goes to visit her female relations. She visits her friends one after the other, placing two grains of rice on the threshold of each house. After she has visited all her relations she goes to her husband’s house, and cooks and with her husband eats the rice which remains. In Kathiawár the custom slightly varies. The woman does not visit her relations. She carries the rice and the coccanut in her lap and with her husband goes to worship Ganpati in the village temple or at the house of some relation. When the husband and wife start the ends of their robes are knotted together and the husband carries a sword in his hand.

Except a few who are well-to-do the Dhedás bury the dead. The dead body is carried on a bier to the burial ground where a lamp is kindled. The mourners after bowing to the ground dig a pit and lay the body in it. The lamp is placed in the pit near the body and a leaf of the basil plant dipped in water is laid in the mouth of the corpse and the pit is filled with earth. The mourners bathe and return to the house of mourning. The nearest relations of the dead are impure for eleven days. A shraddha ceremony is performed by the chief mourner with the help of a Garuda on the twelfth day or for four days from the tenth to the thirteenth. Castepeople are feasted from one to four days.

The Kaira Dhedás have some rather remarkable beliefs. In the Satya Yug, the Dhedás they say were called Satyas; in the Dvâpâr Yug they were called Meghmâ; in the Treta Yug Eliás; and in the Káli Yug Dhedás. The name Eliás came, they say, from a prophet Eli, and of him their religious men have vague stories. Some of them especially about a famine that lasted for three years and a half, easily fitting into the accounts of Elijah in the Jewish scriptures. They have also prophecies of a high future in store for their tribe. The king or leader of the new era, Kâyamrai by name, will marry a

---

1 The Gujarsal runs शूल हाँगवाल नानादी दहला, शूल को गी; चन्द्रधातु दहला, छिल्ली अवसर ॥
2 In connection with the tradition of Eli another reference remains एक हरिया यहुः वातावरणः नु शूल अनु ज्ञानः। अर्थां ग्रामविन पृथिवी अतिक्षिप्त हैर रथाः। न भूबलान्ति भयो शूल एका ॥ He (caused) rain to cease, but did not forsake the Meghmâ. When did the Satyas remain true, and the bonds of Baal were broken. It is difficult to say whether they say Baal or Bel. They say that at the time here spoken of there was no rain for three years and a half. Revd. J. S. Taylor.
Dheda woman and will raise the caste to the position of Brāhmans. They hold religious meetings or acharas, and at these, with great excitement, sing songs full of hope of the good things in store for them.1

Every settlement of Dhēdās has its headman called mehtar in northern and patel in southern Gujarāt. Along with three or four other members of the community, he settles all caste and other social disputes. As a body the Dhēdās are somewhat strict in punishing breaches of caste rules, and more than most of the artisan castes they show respect to the opinion of their headman. Of the more intelligent Surat Dhēdās, many in the position of private servants gain a knowledge of English and learn to read and write. Some of the Dhēdās who have learned to read and write have risen to good positions. One was a clerk in a Government office in Bombay, drawing a monthly salary of Rs. 100. On the whole in spite of the decline of their old craft the handloom weaving of coarse cotton cloth, the Dhēdās have under the British Government made a great advance. This change in their position, one of the most marked results of British rule, is thus described in a proverb in common use in southern Gujarāt: "The gods have gone to the hills, the saints to Makha; under English rule the Dhēdās knock and slap us."2

Garuda's or Priestlings, 23,526, are found in all parts of Gujarāt. They act as priests to all unclean castes including Bhīngās in central Gujarāt but except Bhīngās in south Gujarāt. They claim to be Brāhmans, who, according to one account, were degraded because the head of their tribe married the daughter of his religious teacher or guru; according to another story because they agreed to act as priests to the Dhēdās; according to a third story at a sacrifice they ate a piece of the victim; and according to a fourth they are the descendants of the Brāhman priest who was given to the Dhēdās by Siddharāja. Their surnames Dave, Joshi, Nagar, Shrimālī, and Shukal point to a Brāhman origin, but a few bear the Rajput surnames of Gohel and Gandhiya. Except in the Panhā Mahāls, where there are two divisions, the shudh or pure and the lādyati or impure who eat together but do not intermarry, there are no subdivisions among Garudās. They are fairer than Dhēdās and speak Gujarāti as Brāhmans speak it. Their men wear the moustache and the hair on the head, live in mud houses or huts, wear scanty clothes, and carry an almamack in the turban and an inkstand hanging from the shoulder. They eat with Dhēdās and join them in any food. Like Brāhmans they bathe before meals. As priests of Bhīngās Dhēdās Chamās Shenvās and Turis, all of whom style them Brāhmans, they officiate at marriages and deaths, receiving on each occasion gifts of Rs. 3 or less in

---

1 When a man wishes to hold an achara, he invites the whole caste. Beginning about eight in the evening they often spend the night in singing. Except perhaps a few sweethums there is no eating or drinking. The excitement is altogether religious and musical. The singers are chiefly religious Dhēdās or Bhīngās, and the people join in a refrain Anvo akvo rād rādā. Oh come Kāyunarl our king.

2 The Gujarāti runs Anvo akvo rād rādā. Oh come Kāyunarl our king.
DEPRESSED CLASSES.

cash. Some till, others weave, and a few act as tailors to Dhedas. Most of them can read and a few understand Sanskrit, reciting and explaining hymns and passages from the Purâns. They teach their boys privately, and a few Garudâs teach Dhedas boys to read and write Gujarâti free of charge or on payment of a yearly fee of Rs. 1 to Rs. 2. They worship the ordinary Brâhmanic gods, especially Râm, the basil plant, and Devi, and they keep the Brâhman fasts and holidays. Many are followers of the Râmânundi and Parinâmi sects. They go daily to worship Krishna’s crown or naga which is placed on the Bhagvat book in their temples. They believe in omens witchcraft and sorcery and practice exorcism and magic on the banks of the Narbadâ. They worship the sun and moon. They draw up and use horoscopes. As among Brâhmans a few men called Shukala’s act as their priests. No ceremony is performed on the day of birth. On the sixth day Chhaththi is worshipped and the child is named by the paternal aunt. No botas or food-giving ceremony is performed, and the child is given cooked food when it is eight or nine months old. Boys are girt with the sacred thread between five and nine when the regular Brâhman ceremony is gone through. Garudâs hold a distinct position, marrying only among themselves, and like high class Hindus marrying their daughters before they reach the age of twelve. Betrothal takes place before marriage, a lucky day is fixed, and the marriage ceremony is gone through at the bride’s house as nearly as possible with the same detail as is observed in high caste marriages. Ganapati is worshipped, the planets are propitiated, the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric, the bridegroom is received by the bride’s mother at the entrance of the booth, and presented with a miniature plough, a grinding pestle, and a churning stick, a fire is lit in the centre of the marriage booth, the clothes of the bride and bridegroom are tied, the hands are joined, and the marriage thread is put round their necks, the bride and bridegroom walk four times round the central square and feed each other with kusa or a mixture of boiled wheat-flour clarified butter and molasses, they play cards, and struggle for a ring in a jar filled with water. Divorce and widow marriage are allowed. The lapilling ceremony is performed during a woman’s first pregnancy. Their dead are burned. They perform the shraddha and hold themselves impure for ten days. Their yearly earnings vary from Rs. 25 to Rs. 120. They have no headman, but a council of their own punishes breaches of caste rules by fine or expulsion. The Garudâs have made almost no progress in learning English.

Khalpa1 in southern Gujarât, Chamâr or Châmadia and Dafgar in northern Gujarât, tanners and skin dressers, with a total population of 121,133, are found all over Gujarât. They claim a mixture of Rajput blood and in proof of their descent bear Rajput names. The appearance of many of them, light in colour, large, and with regular features, supports their claim. Their houses are generally substantially built with mud or brick walls and tiled roofs. Their dress neither

---

1 Khâlpa from khâl or châl the outer skin, Chamâr from châmari or chûrm skin.
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among the men nor women, differs from the clothes ordinarily worn by the lower class of craftsmen. They eat the flesh of the cow and other ordinary varieties of animal food, but in practice they live almost entirely on vegetables. Except near Surat, where they drink palm juice to excess, they are temperate in the use of stimulants. In northern Gujarát they rank below, and in southern Gujarát above the Dhedás. Their work is the tanning and colouring of leather, the making of leather buckets, bags and ropes, and the repairing of old shoes. The leather is chiefly made from the skins of buffaloes, bullocks and cows. They generally receive their supplies of hides from Dhedás and Musalmán butchers. With goat and sheep skins they have little to do. As one of the staff of Gujarát village servants, the Khálpa has under the British Government been continued in his lands on payment of one-half of the ordinary rental. As a class the Chumrahs are poor. In religion they observe most of the ordinary Bráhman rites, consulting a priest either a Kálatia Bráhman or a Garuda as to the name of the child, sealing betrothals with the red browmark or chuda, marrying their children between the ages of twelve and sixteen, consulting their priest about the lucky day for the marriage ceremony, holding it in the central square or chor of a booth built in front of the bride’s house, and at death burying their dead and observing the regular rites on the third fourth and twelfth days after death. They show no special reverence to the horse or the snake, and are not firmer believers in witchcraft than most other Hindus. They have a headman or patel in each village, and settle all caste disputes by calling together five of their own body. As a class they show few signs of change or progress; almost none of their children receive instruction in Government schools. The two or three Khálpas who have become Christians have received high education and are under-graduates and graduates.

Sindhvas, also called Shenvás from plaiting the leaves of the wild date or akra and Tingara from making arrows or tira, with a strength of 12,244, are found mostly in north Gujarát. They bear the Rajput surnames of Chhákata, Makvána, Bátod, Solanki, and Vághela. Except that they are darker they do not differ in appearance from Dhedán. They speak Gujarát and live in small mud huts with thatched roofs. Their food is coarse grain, and, except a few in Kaira, they eat whenever they can get it fish and the flesh of all animals and birds. They take opium and drink liquor. They dress like Dhedás. Their women generally wear the petticoat and bodice and a piece of cloth thrown over the head. Except a few who have a silver necklace women wear no ornaments but a pair of brass wristlets. Most of them earn their living by plaiting wild date leaves into matting or making date brooms or ropes of bhindi Hibiscus esculentus fibre. The rest are letter-carriers messengers barbers and village servants. As village servants they enjoy a yearly cash allowance of Rs. 12 and hold and till small plots of land. In their leaf plaiting and field work they are helped by their wives and children. They rank between Dhedás and Bhangúš. Dhedás do not touch them and they do not touch Bhangúš. They are Bijnúrgas, Rama-
nújas, and devotees of Rámdí Pir and Bhildi Máta. Except the devotees of Bhildi Máta they have no household gods. Bhildi Máta is represented by a coconut and is worshipped only when an enemy has to be worried. They observe the ordinary Hindu fasts and feasts but the followers of Rámdí Pir fast on new-moon days and do no work on Fridays. Most of them believe in sorcery witchcraft omens and the evil eye. Their religious head occasionally visits them and receives 2 to 8 annas from each house. Some of them go on fair days to Amba, Baluchra, Dákor, and Dwárka. They do not enter the temple but worship standing near the door. Both men and women have much taste in singing, sometimes with and sometimes without cymbals and drums. Their sixth-day, name-giving, marriage, pregnancy, and death ceremonies do not differ from those performed by Dheisás. Their Garuda priests officiate at these ceremonies. Among them divorce and widow marriage are allowed. The widow of a man marries his younger brother. Social disputes are settled by a few of the elders. They are a poor class.
SECTION XIV.—RELIGIOUS BELIEFS.

According to the Hindus the universe is formed of five elements or panch maha-bhutams literally five great beings. The five elements are earth or prithvi, water or ap, light or tejas, wind or vayu, and ether or akasha. All objects are believed to be composed of one or more of these elements, and when any object is destroyed each of its component parts returns to its own element. Over each of the five elements is a deity, over earth Khshiti, over water Varuna and Indra, over light Agni, over wind Vayu or Marut, and over ether Indra. Four of these elements, earth water fire and wind, are in one form or other worshipped by almost all classes of Gujarut Hindus.

Details of the worship of the earth are given under planet worship.

Water or ap, the second of the five elements is of two kinds, earth water and sky water. The deity who presides over earth-water is Varuna and over sky-water is Indra.

Water though pure in itself can be defiled. Running water is never, but standing water is always defiled by the touch and use of the unclean. A Brahman, a Dhed, and a Musalmán may all bathe in the same river or sea and use the water in any way they choose; but a Brahman will not allow a Dhed or a Musalmán to draw water out of a reservoir, pond, or well which he uses. The free or restricted interchange of drinking water determines the social superiority of one caste over another. Thus a Brahman will not drink water out of a pot used by a Vánia or a Káyasth; a Vánia or a Káyasth will not drink out of a pot used by a Kanhí; a Kanhí will not drink out of a pot used by a Dhed; or a Dhed out of a pot used by a Bhágia or a Musalmán. Unlike Konkan and Deccan Brahmins Gujarut Brahmins allow all but degraded Hindus to touch their water pots. Some Vaishnavas, particularly the Marjádis, are very careful of their drinking water. They allow only those to touch their water who like themselves are Marjádis and they keep their water where no one can see it. Besides for drinking and washing, water is used for various religious purposes. It removes outward impurity, and the water of a sacred pool or stream cleanses from sin. It is used in everyday worship, in washing idols, and in making offerings particularly to the sun. Especially during the four hot months water is dropped over Shiva's ling through a small hole in the bottom of a jar or pot. The pouring of a handful of water is needed to complete all religious gifts. The chief suffering of the spirit of the unquiet dead is from want of water to drink. His throat is of the size of a needle-eye and he has a thirst which not less than twelve gallons of water can quench. The watchmen of Varuna the water-god are set to keep the spirits from drinking, so their thirst is as continuous as it is intense. To quench
their thirst water is offered in all shrādh or memorial services and is
poured on the pipal Ficus religiosa tree. On the third of Vaiṣṇav (April-May), when the heat is at its highest, pots filled with water are given to Brahmans to allay the thirst of dead ancestors. It is on account of Varuna's watchmen that a spirit cannot enter or leave a circle drawn with water. In cases of spirit-seizures the spirit or bhūt is suffocated by dashing water on the eyes of the sufferer. The gift of water is the noblest of gifts, and the digging of ponds and reservoirs and the sinking of wells are meritorious acts. On main roads where there is no drinking water pious Hindus pay men to supply drinking water to the passers.

Varuna the water-god has five abodes the sea, the river, the reservoir or pond, the spring, and the well. The sea, or as it is called ratnāgar the home of treasures, is revered by all high caste Hindus for its majestic deepness. In Vishnu's second incarnation of kachh or the tortoise the sea was believed to have been churned by gods and demons and to have yielded fourteen valuables. On every no-moon day, particularly when the no-moon falls on a Monday, a sea bath is considered cleansing because on that day the water of nine hundred and ninety-nine rivers is believed to be brought into the sea by the spring tides. During the whole of the intercalary month sea-bathing is also held cleansing. In parts of Kāthiāwar, on the bright second of every month, people light a fire on the seashore, throw clarified butter into the fire, and pour sugared milk into the sea. On the bright third of Vaiṣṇav (May), on the Shrīvān fullmoon (August), and on the day on which sailing vessels first put to sea, Kharvas, Māchhis, and other seafaring classes worship the sea by pouring milk and liquor and by throwing flowers and coconuts into the sea. On the first day of Chaitra (April) and on the Shrīvān fullmoon (August) all traders worship the sea by throwing flowers and a coconut into it. Salt, called utthuk that is the sweetener and sabras that is the essence of taste, is the luckiest of all purchases on the new year day in Kṛṣṇa (November). To be freed from the throes of death a dying person makes a gift of salt to Brahmans. For this reason most high caste Hindus are careful not to pass salt from hand to hand in every day use. Salt is also used in all spirit-scaping rites, and on the great spirit day, the āśe dark fourteenth in October, high caste Hindu women make salt marks of various shapes at cross roads.

A river is specially sacred on Sundays and Tuesdays, on fast days, on the twelfth and dark fifteenths of every Hindu month, and during the whole of the intercalary month. On these days people bathe in the river, or without bathing, offer it flowers, red powder, sugar, milk, a coconut, and some cleaned rice. Thirty or forty days after childbirth women worship the river by offering flowers, sandal-paste, and milk to it. While bathing people are reminded of the sacred streams whose names are believed to have great sin-cleansing power. On the bank of a river the dead are burnt and after-death rites particularly of the twelfth day are performed and on the Kṛṣṇa (November) fullmoon in honour of the dead lighted lamps are set afloat in the river. In fulfilment of their vows the fever-stricken
bathes in a river. The meeting place of two or more rivers is specially sacred. When the river is flooded or immediately after the rains the village headman goes with music to the river bank and throws into the river a coconut, milk, a potful of curds, and a woman's robe. A pregnant woman, if she can help it, never crosses a river. If she must cross she throws into the water a coconut, some betelnuts and a copper coin. Of Gujarāt rivers the Tāpū, the Narbada or Revā, and the Sarasvati are held particularly sacred. Of other Indian rivers those held most sacred are the Godāvari, the Ganges, and the Jamma. Any river near a great seat of pilgrimage has special religious importance. These rivers are worshipped with the usual offerings of flowers coconuts and milk by the people on their banks and by strangers when they visit some sacred shrine on their banks. In particular pools in the Revā Godāvari and Ganges the bones of the dead are thrown after death rites are performed. The Sarasvati at Sidhpur is sacred, and the river bend to the east of Sidhpur is held to be little distant from paradise. The river is much sought after by persons wishing to perform after-death rites for dead women. The water of the Jamma is stored by most Vaishnavs who sip it after the daily worship is over, and the water of the Ganges is used on all sin-cleansing occasions. The water of one of these two rivers is dropped into the mouth of the dying.

Except those near a sacred shrine ponds are not held very sacred. On their fast days people bathe with pond water, and, in some villages, on the bright tenth of Bhādārā (September) the village headman worships an unsheathed sword and in the evening throws a coconut into the village pond. After this the headman walks round the village pouring out a mixture of milk and water.

The sudden appearance of a spring is regarded as the outflow of the water of the Ganges and a bath in it is held to be as cleansing as a bath in the Ganges. The spring water is taken home and is poured into the house well to purify the well. The day of its appearance is kept sacred. The chief hot spring that is held sacred in Gujarāt is at Undi, forty miles south-east of Surat, where thousands of pilgrims gather from the neighbourhood on the Chaitra full-moon (April).

Certain ceremonies are performed before sinking a well. Some Ods or pond-diggers, Kolis, Brāhman ascetics, and all fatherless sons are believed to have the power of showing spots where water lies at a certain depth. This they are able to do by their experience, by observation of the geological formation of the country, by the rains of old wells, and by the presence of the kamboi (Bryonia patens Euphorbiaceae) bush which is believed to draw its nourishment from sweet water some feet below the surface. On a day fixed by the village astrologer, the spot pointed out by one of these water-showers is sprinkled with water and flowers are strewn over it. A coconut or an earthen saucer containing curds and turmeric wrapped all over with red cotton thread is laid in a hole dug in the ground. The digging begins by striking the coconut or the saucer with the point of a hoe or pickaxe. Boiled wheat coarse sugar and coriander seed are given to all present, and the village astrologer is paid a rupee. On the appearance of water in the pit a stone daubed with redlead is laid near the top as the home
of the water goddess. Friends and relations of the owner of the well go to the spot with music, throw flowers and sandal-paste into the water, and offer a coconut to the stone. It is unlucky to drink water out of a well before it is worshipped. One rupee is paid to the carpenter before the wooden frame work at the top is erected and to the bricklayer before the masonry work is taken in hand. Brāhmins are feasted before the well is used for watering law.

A month after childbirth all women worship a well. The woman goes to the house-well, makes seven small heaps of rice near its mouth, and lays a betelnut on each heap. She dips four blades of the dūrō grass in wet turmeric powder, and throws the blades into the well along with flowers and some cleaned rice. After this she draws water from the well and uses it for some family purposes. Into the well are thrown the dirty water and refuse of the god-room and old sacred threads which have been defiled by being trodden under foot.

The power who presides over rain is Indra who rules the firmament, regulates the motions of the clouds, and wields the thunder. The common people, especially the better class of husbandmen, have certain signs and forecasts of the weather, partly the result of local observation and partly based on the sayings of Bhadli the daughter of Ughad, a great Mārwar astrologer.

The beginning of the south-west rain (June) is believed to be close at hand if for some days the sky has been clouded; if the heat is overpowering; if sparrows and crows flutter their wings in the dust or in water; if the stork sits with its wings outstretched; if the female crane keeps to her nest and is fed by the male crane; if cranes and jātkulādī or waterfowl soar high in the sky; if moths begin to fly about; if white-mouthed ants leave their cells with their eggs; if birds come from the sea side or Begin to build their nests; if the chameleon becomes red or yellow; if glowworms sparkle brightly at night; if foxes and wolves howl long after sunset; if the water in a shoemaker’s earthen jar has generated insects; if serpents hiss or fight with each other; if the fig tree throws out new branches; if the leaves of the thorny milkbush droop; if the berries of the nim Indian lilac tree are ripe; if white insects gather on the kingora tree; if the kecada or Pandanus flowers freely; if the leaves of trees are bitten by insects; if iron becomes rusty and salt becomes watery; if black clouds move north and south; if there is lightning in the north-east; if a cold wind blows from the south-west and north-east; if the rainbow appears in the east; if there is a halo round the moon; and if the sky is yellowish at sunset. The rain is expected on the twenty-eighth day after the first disappearance at sunset of a cluster of three stars called Arni; not till the seventy-third day after the day on which the moon enters the Rohini nakshatra or star chamber (22nd May - 3rd June) with lightning but without rain; on the ninety-first day after the day on which hot and parching winds begin to blow; and six months after the first foggy day. Rain is sure to fall on the first of Vaishākh (May)
if there has been a drizzle and cold winds during the first five days of the dark fortnight of Fāgan (March). The year will be one of good and seasonable rainfall if the sky is cloudy on any day between the first day of Maghbirah (December) and the second day of Fāgan (March); if the month of Magh (February) is extremely cold; if for four days from the bright seventh to the bright eleventh of Magh (February) the sky is cloudy; if there is lightning on the evening of the first of Magh (February) and a drizzle; if the wind blows fiercely during the whole of Fāgan (March); if the Fāgan (March) fullmoon day is cloudy; if the sky is clear during the whole of Chaitra (April); if the moon enters the Reeti nakshatra or star chamber (28th March - 10th April) on the first of Chaitra; if on the bright fifth of Chaitra (April) a particular cluster of stars is below the moon; if in Vaishākh (May) the sky has five colours and there is a drizzle; if the spring tides on the bright third of Vaishākh (May) run very high; if the month of Jeth (June) is extremely hot with parching winds; and if the sky is cloudy during the last four days of Aṣā (October).

A cloudy sky on Ashūd fullmoon (July) is the forerunner of a heavy downpour of rain. If during the day the sky is clear and reddish the Kanbi cultivator is in raptures at the prospect of a good and seasonable rainfall for one month. If on this day the wind blows from the west, there will be a splendid rainfall and a rich harvest; if from the north, there will be drought first and a splendid rainfall afterwards; if from the north-east, the people will be happy and prosperous. If there is lightning particularly in the north-east corner of the heaven there will be a plentiful rainfall and a rich harvest.

The year will be one of partial failure of rain if there is only a drizzle during the time the moon remains in the Kṛṣṇa star chamber (8th - 21st May); if during the time the moon remains in the Rohini nakshatra (22nd May - 3rd June) enough rain falls to make water run; if the time of the moon's first entering the Aśvādra mansion (19th June - 2nd July) is evening and there are good showers during the time it lasts; if during the time the moon remains in the Mragshir mansion (11th - 18th June) the wind blows furiously; if on the bright fifth, seventh, ninth and fifteenth of Ashūd (July) there is lightning in the north-east; if the clouds make it pitch dark on the night of the bright eighth and fifteenth of Ashūd (July); if the bright tenth of Ashūd falls within the period when the moon is in the Rohini mansion (22nd May - 3rd June); if it thunders on the dark first of Ashūd (July); and if on the dark eighth of Ashūd (July) the moon and if on the bright seventh of Shrīvar (August) the sun is clouded at rising. The year will be one of complete failure of rain if it drizzles in Magh (February); if on the Fāgan fullmoon (March) the wind blows from the south and there is lightning; if during the month of Chaitra (April) the sky is cloudy and there is a drizzle especially on the bright seventh ninth and fifteenth; if on the fifth of Chaitra a particular
cluster of stars is to the left of the moon at the time of setting; if on the bright third of *Vaishākh* (May) the wind blows from the south; if the time of the moon's first entering the *Arudra* mansion (19th June - 2nd July) is morning or noon; if on the bright eleventh twelfth and thirteenth of *Vaishākh* (May) there is rain or thunder and lightning; if there is rain or thunder on the no-moon day of *Jeth* (June) and on the first day of *Ashād* (July); if on the bright fifth of *Ashād* (July) the sky is clear and there is lightning in the south south-west or north-east; if on the *Ashād* fullmoon (July) the day is cloudy and the night is clear; if on this day the wind blows from the south; if there is no thunder on the dark fourth and fifth of * Shrāvan* (August); if the dark eighth of * Shrāvan* falls within the period when the moon is in the *Magsbir* mansion (4th - 18th June); if the sky is clear for the last four days of *Asād* (October); if it only drizzles when the moon is in the *Bharani* mansion (34th April - 7th May); if the month *Ashād* (July) is an intercalary month; and if the bright fifth of * Karthik* (November) falls on a Saturday. A famine is imminent if men and animals feel unusual hunger and thirst; if the *bor* Zizyphus jujuba tree fruits freely; if there are many swarms of bees; if immediately after the rainy season sets in the jackals howl in the evening; if the ants hoard food-grains; if wild animals leave their haunts in forests and make their homes close to villages; if cows bellow during the night; if immediately before the rains the eggs of the peacock or *tītuli* are laid on low ground or on a rock in the middle of a pond with the tapering part of the egg touching the ground; if curls of smoke hang in the four quarters of heaven; if a crackling noise is heard from a well; if there is very loud thunder; and if in the cold months vapour rises from water. The crow and the Indian crane or *saras* are believed to know beforehand whether the year will be wet or dry. If the rain is to be heavy the crows build their nests on the tops of trees sheltered by leaves and branches; if the rain is to be neither heavy nor light they build in the middle of trees but a little exposed; and if the rain is to be light they build on the west or rainy side of trees. If a pair of cranes walking on a river bank utter their cry with their faces turned south the rainfall will fail; if their faces are turned north the rainfall will partially fail; and if east or west the rainfall will be good and seasonable.

Besides marking these signs Gujurát husbandmen use other contrivances for determining whether the year or some particular month in the year will be dry or wet. Among the better class of husbandmen, Kanbis, Anávia Bráhmans, and others, the chief weather-tests are: On the morning of the bright third of *Vaishākh* (April - May) a man sits in open ground with a burning cowdung cake in his hand. If the smoke moves towards the sun the year will be one of heavy rain; if the smoke forms into a wreath and passes high over the man's head the year will be one of partial or complete failure of rain. On the evening of the bright second of *Vaishākh* (April - May) the village headman sets an earthen jar filled with water in a field on four clods of earth, the clods
representing the four wet months of Ḍhádjd, Shrāvān, Bhādavā, and Ḍaō. The mouth of the jar is closed by an earthen saucer containing cleaned rice. After bowing to the jar, the headman returns home and on the following day examines the four clods. The dryness or wetness of the four months is foretold by the dryness or wetness of the four clods. On the morning of the bright fifteenth of Fágān (March) an earthen jar filled with water and with its mouth closed is buried in the ground over which the Holi fire is lit. On the next Holi festival the jar is unearthed and the dryness or wetness of the jar foretells the dryness or wetness of the year. On the same day, an earthen jar filled with water and with its mouth closed is laid in a hole over four clods representing the four rainy months. The hole is covered with earth and over it the Holi fire is lit. On the following day the clods in the hole are examined and their dryness or wetness foretells the character of the months they represent.

On the Shrāvān (August) fullmoon day on a river bank Bráhmans make two heaps of rice calling one a good and the other a bad year. If a crow alights and thrusts its beak first into the good year heap the year will be a famine year; if into the bad heap the year will be prosperous. In some parts of Káthiáwar the chief or the state officials, with four earthen pots symbolical of the four rainy months, go to a river bank. The chief or the head official worships the boundary guardian Khetarpāl represented by a trident, by pouring water and throwing flowers over it. Four men of the party with one of the four pots tied to the waist of each at one plunge dive into the water. The four men come out of the water with the pots still round their waists. The water in the pots is examined and according as it is plentiful or scanty there will be a plentiful or scanty rainfall in the corresponding months of the new year. The pots are afterwards broken to pieces. These pieces are by some taken home and put in their grain stores.

To find what crops will fail and what crops will thrive, the following tests are taken. On the fullmoon of Fágān (March) heaps of various kinds of grain are piled in some open space. Next day the heaps are examined and those crops will fail whose heaps are scattered. On the Ḍhádjd fullmoon (July) a teula weight of different grains in separate wrappers is put in an earthen jar and the jar is laid in a Shaiv temple. On the next day the different grains in the wrappers are reweighed and according as they rise or fall below the original weight the grains will sell cheap or dear during the coming year.

A branch of the thorny milkbush or távareś with four twigs representing the four rainy months is put in the Holi fire for some minutes and is then taken out. The rainfall will be light in those months whose representative branches have been injured by the fire.

Bhil, Koli, and Dabla husbandmen use the following tests to find if the year will be wet or dry: On a day some time before the rain sets in a man and his sister’s son stand near the village well with their faces turned towards the sun. A date-palm stick is given to
each, the uncle holding his stick in his right hand and the nephew his stick in his left hand. While the two are standing, the villagers come and one of them worships a clay image of the rain-god. One of them becomes possessed by the rain-god and begins to move his body to and fro. The uncle and the nephew then brandish their sticks and throw them down at the same time. If the nephew’s stick is found below the uncle’s, the rainfall will be good and seasonable; if the uncle’s stick is below the nephew’s the rainfall will be partial or will completely fail. They go on pouring water before their goddess till it begins to run. The stream is stopped by a sand bank. If the pent-up water overtops the sand bank the rainfall will be heavy, if the water oozes through the bank the rainfall will be partial, and if the water stagnates the rains will fail.

If the rain holds off till late in June, if the whole of July and the first half of August are almost dry, if the standing crops wither, and if men and animals are distressed by drought, efforts are made to induce Indra the rain-god to favour the earth with showers. Wealthy men engage Brahmins to repeat prayers to the rain-god in a Shiva or a Mata’s temple. Sometimes the outlet by which the water passes from the basin in which the ling of Mahadev is set is closed and the women of the village keep pouring water on the ling till it is deep sunk in water. This pouring of water, intended to please Mahadev, is repeated for eight days unless the rain falls in the meantime. Sometimes the people of the town or village quit the place in a body for a day and leave the village or town and waste, and cook their food outside. This is done because by holding off rain Indra wishes to lay waste the land. In native states on the day fixed for quitting the town or village the chief issues a proclamation forbidding any one to remain in the village on that day on pain of a heavy fine. Sometimes a man pretending to be possessed by a goddess walks about the town and induces the people to make offerings to the goddess through him. The offerings which are laid in broken earthen vessels symbolical of human skulls out of which the Jogi or female spirits delight to eat, are taken out of the town or village by the eastern gate and then set down on the ground within a water circle. Sometimes a party of Bhil, Kolli, or Kamb women walk in the streets singing the praise of the rain-god or as they call him Mahadev. One of the party bears on her head a basket containing a clay frog with three twigs of the til tree stuck in it. The party stop at every house where the women of the house pour a potful of water over the frog drenching the bearer and presenting them with doles of grain. Sometimes in fulfilment of a vow the headman of the village, and in native states the chief, dresses himself like a woman until the rain falls. Sometimes the wealthiest and most respected man in the village dresses himself like an ordinary cultivator, goes to a field, and begins to plough. The women of his house or others who do not generally move about the streets with uncovered faces go at noon to the field where the man is ploughing taking cakes on their heads in the manner of ordinary peasant women. Sometimes the children of wealthy and respectable persons at nightfall go about the
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streets in rags and in a plaintive tone ask alms from door to door. It is a hopeful sign if the people, especially if the close-listed, taking them to be beggar children, listen to their prayers and give them grain. Sometimes wealthy and respectable women go about the street at midnight and knock at other people's doors. When asked what they are the women say in a feigned voice they are famine-striken people from Mārwār. As a rule Bhil women do not shoot with a bow or use a sword. Only when the rains hold off for long and threaten scarcity, Bhil women go to the temple of the village goddess with bows and arrows, and there they abuse the goddess, smear her idol with cow dung, and sing dance and jump as if preparing to commit a dacoity or dēvēra by stealing the buffalo from the herd grazing in the neighbouring village. Generally when women come in this way to steal a buffalo the cowherd in charge of the cattle offers no resistance. The buffalo is led in triumph to the shrine of the goddess and killed with clubs and sticks. Round the dead animal the women dance for a long time and then distribute the food among themselves. The Bhils say that the women perform this buffalo-killing rite to shame the gods into pity and to convince them how badly off they must be when women have to take up arms.

Fi re.

Of the five elements fire or agni is held most sacred by almost all classes and its worship is widespread. Fire is believed to be one of the elements of the soul and to be the cause of the natural warmth of the body and of the digestion of food. Besides in burning the dead, it is used in all sin-cleansing rites. To complete thread, marriage, and pregnancy ceremonies offerings are made to fire. Brāhmans hold fire in high veneration; it is their Vishvadev or Universal Lord and they daily offer it a few pinches of cooked rice. Brāhmans specially worship fire on no-moon days. It is used in all sacrifices. Brāhmans produce the fire which is used in the fire sacrifice or ṣuṇāthra by rubbing together two pieces of kher. Acacia catechu wood. The fire thus obtained is used for sacrifice and is kept continuously alive in the house by adding to it logs of the pipul, shami, vuly, and khākho trees. This fire is worshipped in the morning, at noon, and in the evening. If the sacred fire goes out fresh fire is brought with music from the house of some one who kindled it by the friction of wood, and has used it in performing a sacrifice. When brought to the house the new fire is laid in a masonry receptacle. Rajputs in native states and most trading classes in the evening bow to the lamp and to each other; traders and shopkeepers offer sandal-paste and flowers to the lamp; and all craftsmen, Sonis, Luhārs and Kansārīs, who use fire in their calling, make daily offerings of clarified butter and rice to their fire-place. Anything that has become unclean is purified by throwing it in fire. Sīla the wife of Rām, after her deliverance from Rāvan, is believed to have been purified by walking on live charcoal, and all Brāhmans with the help of live charcoal purify their pots that have been defiled by being used by others than themselves or by women in their monthly sickness. On the other hand those who have been burnt to death by fire or lightning are believed to become unfriendly spirits or bhūtas. Fire is one of the great spirit-scarrers in all cases of spirit possession.
and in many cases of witchcraft live charcoal or a lighted lamp is set before the patient or the witch that the spirit in them seeing the light may fear and fly. Some time about the Kārtik fullmoon (November) lamps fed with clarified butter are offered to quiet the spirits. The Jambughoda Bhula, Kolis, Náikdás, and Dhnukáš take vows to walk over live charcoal as a cure for cattle plague and sickness. For this purpose on the dark first of Fágas (March) a trench about fifteen feet long and eight feet broad is dug in the ground near which the Holi fire is lit. The bottom of the trench is strewn with live charcoal which is turned to a flame every now and then with offerings of clarified butter. The sick man or the owner of the sick cattle or any other member of the family, richly dressed is taken with music to the trench. The fire is worshipped, a cock is offered to it, and the man or woman walks barefoot down the length of the burning trench. In an outbreak of fire its spread is checked by offering curds to it. The chief fire-worship day is Holi, the Fágas fullmoon in March. On this day fire is lit in houses and at the crossing of four roads or outside the village. When the fire is lit at the crossing of four roads or outside the village a hole is dug or an earthen platform is raised near the spot where the fire is to be lit. The hole or the platform is strewn with redpowder and flowers. The main roads are festooned with mango or sámpálo leaves and miniature paper flags. In the evening fuel gathered from the street people or pilfered from fuel-carts passing through the street is piled over the spot. In the afternoon the street people assemble, indulge in the foulest abuse and in mock fights, and in the evening or at midnight one of the street people or in villages the headman with the help of a Bráhman offers sandal-paste and flowers to the pile which is then lighted with a torch, sometimes by a Vágrí. When the whole is ablaze clarified butter, fried jauáir, and gram, and several dry dung-cakes strung together are thrown in the fire. The worshipper then walks seven times round the fire, pouring water as he walks. At the end of the seventh round he offers a cocoanut. The street or village people then walk seven times round the fire and besides fried grain offer it the unopened leaves and lopping of the mango moóha and shámi trees. Newly married pairs, mothers with children, and all who want to guard themselves against fever and sore-eyes worship the Holi fire for which they have to keep a day-long fast. The other occasion sacred to fire-worship is during the Diváti festival, that is the last three days of Aśo (October). During these days all houses are brilliantly lighted, and on the last day of the month lighted lamps fed with clarified butter or oil are worshipped, particularly by traders and shopkeepers, offering to them husked rice flowers and sandal-paste. The followers of Kabir, and some of those who belong to the Mágri or Bij sect and profess not to worship idols, hold the flame or jet of a lighted lamp sacred and make offerings to it as others do to their idols. The newmoon day is held sacred by the members of the Bij or Mágri sect when a lamp is lighted in their temples and the flame is worshipped with a full ritual. An outbreak of fire is dreaded if there are five Tuesdays or Saturdays in a month; if the first day of Chaitrá (April) and the bright eleventh of
Ashād (July) fall on a Tuesday; and if jackals howl during the day
time, Lightning or vijāti is believed to be the daughter of Nand
Mer the foster-father of Krishna. Continual flashes of lightning in the
north-east foretell a heavy fall of rain.

The human soul is believed to be a phase of the wind-god or
Vāyu. All Brāhmans in their daily worship try to regulate their
breathing by keeping their four right hand fingers over their left
nostril and the thumb over the right nostril. At their meals before
touching any other food all Brāhmans eat as the soul’s offerings
three pinches of cooked rice. Rheumatism, epilepsy, and madness
are believed to be wind complaints and to be caused by the evil
influence of the wind-god. They are believed to be cured by en-
gaging Brāhmans to repeat verses in honour of the wind-god and by
making gifts to Brāhmans. As a cure for rheumatism people wear
on their right elbow a pipal or ándko leaf bearing certain words
in honour of the wind-god. The following are some of the current
beliefs regarding the direction of the wind. If on Fūlgaś fullmoon
(March) the wind blows from the south there will be a terrible famine;
if it changes every now and then the king is in danger and there
will be a civil war. If on the bright third in Vaiśākh (May) the
wind blows in the early dawn from the north-west the crops will
prosper; if it blows from the south there will be a famine. If during
the time the moon remains in the Mragasīr star-home (4th-18th
June) the wind does not blow fiercely the prospects of the season
are gloomy. If the first day of Jēth (June) falls within the
Mragasīr period injury to the crops by the wind will be averted. If
on the Ashād fullmoon (July) the wind blows from the east the crops
will be injured; if from the south the wells and ponds will dry and
there will be a famine; if from the west the crops will prosper and
the rainfall will be seasonable; if from the north the rains will hold
off for a time; if from the north-east the people will prosper; and if
the wind fails there will be an earthquake.

Tomb-worship is not common. The few tombs that are worshipped
are those raised over the remains of a satī, that is a woman who
burnt herself with her dead husband, of an ascetic, and of a Musalmān
saint. Till widow-immolation was suppressed by Lord William Bentinek
in A.D. 1829 the practice of a woman burning herself with her husband
was common. By sacrificing herself the woman was believed to be
taken to heaven and to be united for ever with her husband, and her
relations and friends specially honoured. The practice of a woman
burning herself on her husband’s funeral pile was not confined to
particular castes or to particular districts. Among the most
sacred satī tombs in Gujarāt are those of Shivkorbāī a Nāgar
Brāhman woman at Surat, and of a Vanjāra woman at Vālot in
the Bārdoli sub-division of Surat; of a Sāthodra Nāgar Brāhman
woman named Dhanakorbāī in the Borsad sub-division of Kāria; of a
Bharvād woman named Rājībāī at Vīramgām in Ahmedābād; of a
Modi Vānīa woman in Malī Kāntha; and of some Bhānsālī women
in Cutch. Of these Rājībāī of Vīramgām was said to have been a
remarkably fine-looking woman, whose beauty drew the notice of a
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Musalmán noble in the neighbourhood. The noble with some of his friends made an attempt to take Rájbhái by force. Many Bharváda went to Rájbhái’s aid and succeeded in driving the Musalmáns back, though about 200 Bharváda are said to have been killed in the encounter, among them Rájbhái’s husband. Influenced partly by her love for her husband and partly because she was taunted with the misery her beauty had caused, Rájbhái burnt herself with her dead husband. A pond was dug in her honour and a yearly fair is held in her memory on the bright seventh of Shrāvan (August). The following account shows what circumstances often led to and surrounded the rite of widow-burning in Gujárat: Manishankar, a Modh Bráhman, aged about thirty, died suddenly or was killed in a brawl. His wife Párvati was a passionate woman aged about twenty-five. The sudden death of her husband shocked Párvati beyond measure, and while she was overwhelmed with grief, and while others were weeping and wailing near the dead body, an elderly woman of the house came near Párvati and dropped a hint with the view of finding whether Párvati had any intention of burning with her husband. Driven by religious zeal, by the gloomy prospect of her widowed lot, and by a desire of immortalizing herself, Párvati took the hint and cried ‘Je Ambe Je Ambe’ that is Hail to Amba. This was the first sign of her wish to burn with her husband. While thus beside herself with excitement she rushed to the spot where the body of Manishankar lay. She sat on the ground with the head of her dead husband on her thigh. She untied her hair, her eyes became red and fiery, and she daubed her forehead temples and cheeks with red paint. She worked several miracles, producing red powder, coins, and women’s robes by merely rubbing her hands together. When Párvati’s frenzy or sat was established beyond doubt, the wailing in the family ceased, and the impurity arising from the death disappeared. Friends and relations sat round Párvati, bowed to her, and addressed her as Satima. As great power attaches to a sati’s curse and blessing the relations asked her forgiveness for any former ill-treatment and prayed for her blessing. She blessed them all, gently passed her hand over the body of the sick, and presented betel-nuts to barren women to be chewed. The news of her frenzy spread far and wide, the house was thronged by the townspeople, men, women and children, all eager to have a sight of Párvati and to be blessed by her. Music was played in front of the house. Preparations for carrying the dead body to the buring ground were pushed on. A ladder-shaped bamboo bier was made and on it the dead body was laid shrouded in a red cloth. The corpse was taken out of the house on the bier and was borne by four carriers, one of the two in front being Párvati herself. As they bore the body music played before them and throngs of people followed. As she walked Párvati kept calling Je Ambe Je Ambe’ scattering handfuls of turmeric powder, which was eagerly gathered by the people. At the main gateway of the town she was met by the chief or headman who asked her to dip the palms of her hands in red paint and with them mark the town gate, and to bless the chief and the town people. On reaching the burning ground the bier was laid on the river bank, the woman still keeping herself near the dead body. A shed made of the driest wood was raised and in the shed the dead body after being
washed was laid over a pile of wood. Párvati bathed and prayed to the sun. Her loosened hair was oiled with clarified butter and she walked seven times round the shed. After bowing to the sun and to the crowd she entered the shed and squatted on the pile of wood with the body of her dead husband in her lap. While thus seated several huge logs of wood were piled round her that she was fixed fast breastdeep in wood. Every inflammable substance was added to the heap. When all was ready the deafening din of drums and trumpets was doubled, the crowd raised a mighty shout, and the Bráhman priest taking two lighted torches inside the shed gave them to Párvati who held one under her oiled hair and the other under the driest fuel near her. As the shriek of a burning woman is unlucky to hear, deafening music was played until the shed was ablaze. As the shed burned, the people bowed to it, and after bathing returned home.

Over the spot where a woman was burnt a masonry platform or *devadáti* used to be erected generally by the chief, and sometimes by the members of her family. A stone is set on the platform which is sometimes canopied, and on the stone are carved the sun and the moon and the figure of a woman with her right arm uplifted. Sometimes a religious grant is made by the chief for the daily worship of the platform. The members of the woman’s family visit the platform generally on the dark fourteenth of *Ashá* (October), dawb it with redlead, lay a lighted lamp near it, and offer a cocoanut and a robe to it. The platform is also similarly worshipped by barren women and by fever-stricken people. Some Bhils, Dublás, and other early tribes lay cakes and curds near the platform hoping by the offering to be cured of fever or to recover a lost animal. The members of a *sáti’s* family are believed to cure baldness and tumour by blowing water from their mouths over the bald or swollen spot.

The tombs or masonry platforms raised on a river bank over the remains of a Hindu ascetic are called *samádáhrs*, because the ascetic is believed at the time of death to be in a state of mental absorption or *samádáhi*. These tombs are raised either by the family of a layman who renounced the world or became an ascetic a short time before his death, or by the disciples and followers of a man who before his death had long been an ascetic. A stone is set on the platform and on the stone a pair of footprints are carved. These tombs are worshipped by the dead man’s family or disciples daily or at least on Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays on the *Ashád* fullmoon (July) and on the anniversary of the ascetic’s death, and by other high caste Hindus on high days when they go to bathe in the river. Some ascetics consider it meritorious to sit on the platform on the newmoon day of *Kúrtik* (November). The seat or the sleeping cot of the saint are also worshipped by his followers and are always allowed to remain empty and unused.

Most Hindus hold sacred the tomb or *takio* of a Musalmán saint called *pir* or *sáti* (that is shahid or martyr) which is generally shaded by a fig, a *vidyan* Mimusops indica, or a tamarind tree. Except by the followers of Svámináráyan, the tombs of Musalmán saints are visited by middle and low caste Hindus on high days or
when a vow taken in the saint's honour is to be fulfilled. Máchha and Bhangiás offer a coconut to one of these tombs after the marriage ceremony is over. The most frequented tombs in the province are those of Báva Ghor at Ratnagar in the Rájpüpla state about fourteen miles south-east of Broach, and of Dariyásha at Virpur in the Bálásim state of Rewa Kántha about nine miles west of Lunávada. Of the origin of Báva Ghor's tomb the story is told that in early times the goddess Mákhán Devi lived on a hill near Ratnagar and near her a lamp fed by fifty pounds of butter continually burned. So strong was the light that the prophet Muhammad at Mekka asked Báva Ghor to see whence the light came. On the coming of Báva Ghor Mákhán Devi sank under the ground and the saint settling there worked and still works wonders. Even the tiger obeys his orders, and if a person attacked by a tiger calls on the saint's name the tiger retires. A réga Minusops indica tree close to the tomb is used in ordeal. Its twined branches form a loop through which suspected persons are made to pass, the belief being that, while the loop shrinks and holds fast the guilty, it allows the innocent to pass unhindered. Dariyásha, the saint of Virpur, regarding whom wonderful stories are told, is said to have been descended in a direct line from Abbás the uncle of the Prophet. The intercession and help of these and other Musalmán saints is asked when a man's life is in danger from drowning or from wild beasts, when a lost article is to be recovered, when the milk-yielding power of milch cattle is to be restored, when employment is to be secured, when punishment is to be avoided, when epidemic cholera, cattle plague, snakebite, women's barrenness, and such diseases as fever particularly quartan fever, white leprosy, abscess, wart, hydrocele, and a white speck in the eye are to be cured. When by the saint's help the object is gained, offerings are made to his tomb. The days proper for making the offerings are Thursdays and Fridays. Of the offerings some are general and others are special. In a general offering the tomb is shrouded in a green or white cover or in a network of flowers or it is strewn with jaamin flowers or damra leaves. The tombs are also sometimes canopied by a wooden framework plated with silver. Rose syrup, coconuts, wheat flour mixed with clarified butter and sugar, cakes made of bápto flour, sesame seed and clarified butter, a lighted lamp, a sheet of paper, and a pot containing a mixture of milk and water are also offered at saints' tombs. The special offerings are in cases of barrenness a miniature cradle and the flesh of a goat or a cock; in case of fever cloth horses and a lighted lamp; in cases of abscess, wart, hydrocele, and tumour pinches of salt pepper and coarse sugar; in cases of eye diseases a piece of silver money; in cases of carache a silver wire; to recover a lost article millet flour mixed with clarified butter and sugar is offered, and to cure white leprosy some favourite article of food is avoided and after the cure Musalmán beggars are feasted. As a cure for general weakness or ill-health some patients dance near the tombs. These offerings are as a rule laid before the tomb. If the tomb is far off and cannot be easily visited the offerings and a
lighted lamp are laid in the patient's house before a tomb-shaped heap of rice, or without the rice heap in that corner of the house which faces the saint's tomb, or outside of the house under a shami tree which is held to be the abode of a saint. The eatables are used by the person who offers them or by men in charge of the tomb. During the Muharram festival the tābūts or tāzīs, which are bamboo and tinsel models of the tomb of Hassan and Hussain at Karbala in Arabia are held particularly sacred by Rajputs, Vágris, Kolis, Dhedás, Bhils, and other low class Hindus, some of whom prepare these models themselves and like Musalmáns carry them to the river. Some Bráhmans, Vánias, and other high caste Hindu boys, generally those made much of by their parents, dress themselves during the Muharram festival as Musalman beggars, put red cotton threads round their necks, mark their brows with white powder, and live on gifts made by friends and relations. On the ninth of the Muharram some women wear wet clothes and drop live charcoal on their bodies. They fast all day and in the evening lick a finger dipped in wet lime and eat rice and sugar. Next day while the shrines are being taken to the river, some low caste Hindus hoping to secure the wellbeing of their children or to be cured of disease offer the shrines wheaten cakes, parched rice, sugared sesame, cacao-nuts, red cotton thread, cloth, camels and elephants, and sometimes the flesh of a cock, a goat, or a buffalo. In fulfilment of a vow some pour water, throw themselves in the road, and with a cacao-nut in their hands roll in front of the shrines; some pass and repass under them; some walk a considerable distance with their faces turned towards the shrines; and some paint themselves as tigers and bears.

Consecrated stones are held sacred by almost all classes of Gujarát Hindus. Most gods and goddesses are made of stone, which, with high caste people, are polished and cut into various forms, and with low caste people are unhewn blocks with or without shape. The forms under which Shiv, Māta, Gandhari, Hanumán, Vishnu, and numberless other gods are worshipped, or rather the forms in which these and other deities are believed to dwell, are human figures generally grotesque. The varieties of stone most used in idol-making are marble, limestone, sandstone, and crystal. These idols are made of stone either quarried and cut into shape by local masons or are brought ready-made from other parts of India. The black round stone that represents Vishnu in his form of Shaligrám is brought by wandering beggars from Badri Kedár at the foot of the Himálayas; while the stone which represents Shiv is brought from the banks of the Narbada on the occasion of the Tavra or festival which occurs every twelve years when Vaishkhā (May) is the intercalary or extra month. During the Tavra festival the god Shiv is believed to possess the stones on the banks of the Narbada as the saying is, At the Tavra time there are as many Shivas or Shankars as there are stones or kaalkars. After the stone or the stone figure is consecrated by prayers and offerings it is treated as a god or a goddess, that is it becomes the dwelling of some guardian spirit. It is set in a temple or in a niche or in a room of the
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house, and is worshipped daily or on high days. Vāghris, Rabāris, Bharráds, Ahirs, Kolis, Bihls, Dabdáas, Dhanákas, and other wild tribes have no elaborate rites for making a stone fit to be the house of a guardian. With them any stone rubbed with redlead is an object of reverence, or rather with them the mere rubbing of a stone with redlead makes it fit to be the dwelling of a guardian spirit. The stones worshipped by these classes may be brought under two heads, the dwellings of gods and goddesses and the dwellings of the dead. A rough or a polished stone daubed with redlead is the dwelling of Gováledev, Hanumán, Káhnamdev, Kámdev, Kákolal, Simirio, or Sámraidev, and a stone marked with a redlead cross or a heap of stones is the dwelling of the goddesses Meladi, Shikotar, Yeráí, Kholiyár, Devi, or Bhaváni. A cross or sometimes a redlead trident is painted on the trunk of a sam or a pipál Indian fig tree, and a heap of stones is piled at its root. For fear of offending the spirit or the goddess, passers, especially women, add a stone or two to the heap, considering the place to be the dwelling of some spirit or of some goddess.

Stones or Cairns raised in memory of the dead are called khatrás, when the stone is a rough unhewn block, and pútiyás, literally guardians or guardian homes, when the stone is dressed and carved into a figure. Unhewn stones or khatrás are sometimes raised for all the dead members of a family but generally for those who have died a violent death. These stones are daubed with redlead and are laid sometimes under a temple-shaped earthen dome and sometimes in open ground in the house-yard or under a pipál tree on the outskirts of the village. Besides on the yearly death days of those whose spirits are believed to dwell in them, these stones are worshipped by all members of the family on Sundays and Tuesdays, and on the occasion of fulfilling a vow taken to cure sickness or avert danger. The worship is simple. Several heaps of cleaned rice, some betelnuts, and a coconut are laid before the stone and a lamp is lighted. A black or white flag is stuck in the ground or is tied to the earthen dome, and clay animals, a horse if the spirit was a man and a cow if the spirit was a woman, are laid near it. On special occasions moha or palm-juice liquor is poured on the stone, a cock or a goat is offered to it, and all members of the family sit round the stone and dine. Instead of stones some Bharráds or shepherds use small copper plates on which a human figure is engraved by the village goldsmith.

Polished and carved memorial stones are called páliyás guardians, khámabhíyás pillars, or chiráás graven stones. They are raised in memory of those who have died a violent death, or who have died the death of a martyr, or who when living have been remarkable for holiness or for some other notable trait of character. Sometimes stones are raised in dread of a spirit-possessed man or an exorcist. The spirit of a man who dies a violent death is quieted by having a stone raised for him. Until a stone is raised, or a man-shaped wooden figure smeared with redlead is buried deep on the village border, such a spirit is likely to attack the bodies or the cattle of the members of its family. These stones are set in an enclosure or under
a *pipal* tree, on the village border near the village reservoir, or on the
spot where the person was slain. The stones, which have sometimes
one of their corners flattened, are generally oblong and are about four
feet high, two feet broad, and six to twelve inches thick. If it
represents a man who met his death guarding his village, on one side
of the stone is carved a figure with a sword a shield and a dagger,
sometimes seated on a horse or on a camel. The figure is in the shape
of a man or woman or of the monkey god Hanumán. Sometimes also
a limb lost or maimed in a fight is shown. On the opposite side
are carved the figures of the sun and the moon. The name of the
man and the day, year, and cause of his death are also cut on the
stone. The stones are sometimes set on a masonry platform and
sometimes sunk about a foot deep in the ground. Memorial stones are
set up either on the dark fourteenth of ᾱ'so (October) or on the bright
fourteenth of Kartik (November). When they are set up the village
people meet, and the man who sets up the stone washes it with milk,
smears it with redlead and clarified butter, and offers it a cook or a
goat. Some *moḥa* or palm-juice liquor and sesame oil are poured over
it and the flesh of the animal offered is cooked and served among the
guests. On Sundays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays, on their yearly death
days: on the bright second fifth thirteenth fourteenth and fifteenth
of Kartik (November), on the Holī festival in March, on the dark
thirteenth fourteenth and fifteenth of Shrāvan (August), on the dark
fourteenth of Bhadāreṇa (September), and on the bright tenth and dark
fourteenth of ᾱ'so (October), the members of the deceased's family
wash the stone with milk, paint it with redlead, scatter flowers over
it, lay a lighted lamp fed with sesame oil near it, and set a flag over it.
Once a year, generally on the dark fourteenth of Bhadāreṇa or ᾱ'so
(September or October) the members of the deceased's family offer
a goat or a cook and a clay-horse to the stone. The stones are also held
sacred by the villagers who do not let a dead body pass near them.
Particularly among the Kolis, newly married couples go to one of these
stones, bow to it, and lay near it a copper coin, a coconut, and rice.
Sometimes the bridegroom before he goes to the bride's house bows to
one of these stones. The stones raised for Gogo a Chohān Rajput in
Mahī Kāntha, for a Chohān Rajput in the Broach village of Karāgaun,
and for a Bhāṭī Rajput in Kapadvanj are visited by persons bitten by
snakes. In the Mahī Kāntha villages which are far from the stone of
Gogo, a clay-horse is set on the outskirts of the village. The stone or
the clay-horse is in the keeping of a Rāvalia, who, by the shriek that is
raised by the neighbours drawn to the spot by the sound of a trumpet
or a drum, begins, some time after the snake-bitten person is brought
to the stone, to wave his body to and fro as if possessed by the spirit
who lives in the stone. While he thus shakes the Rāvalia sucks the
bitten part and spits. When cured the sufferer daubs the stone with
redlead, offers it a coconut and a bottle of liquor, and lays near it a
lighted lamp. The stone of a Rajput named Jorji in Mahī Kāntha
who is said to have been killed while wrestling with a tiger, is also
visited to avert sickness. The stone raised in Mahī Kāntha for a Bhil
named Dhāla is worshipped by villagers on the first Sunday of Bhadāreṇa
(September) for the safety and wellbeing of their cattle. The cattle
ropes and some of the sick cow’s or buffalo’s butter are offered to the stone. Instead of stone slabs a bust of black marble brick or wood is sometimes set up and worshipped in the same way as other stones are worshipped. Sometimes the produce of a piece of land is set apart for the daily worship of these stones.

Disease both in its milder endemic form in which it is generally present, and in its fiercer epidemic form which wastes the country from time to time, is believed to be due to spirit influence. Endemic diseases are believed to be caused by the unfriendly influence of some planet or of some god or goddess or of some spirit; epidemic diseases are believed to be caused by the anger of some goddess. Besides by drugs diseases of both classes are believed to be cured by religious rites. The following details show the special treatment adopted in the case of certain diseases. Of endemic diseases the commonest is fever. Fever or tān is believed to be caused by the unfriendly influence of some planet, or of some god or goddess, or of some spirit. If the fever is caused by planet influence, the particular unfriendly planet is worshipped, a Brahman is engaged to offer prayers to it, and articles sacred to it are used or are given away in charity. If it is caused by Shiv, his stone is washed by pouring on it a constant stream of water or milk through a small hole in the bottom of a jar, and cooked rice and curds are offered. If it is caused by some goddess or by Hanuman, prayers are repeated in their name and their favourite offerings are made to them. If it is caused by the influence of some spirit, offerings are made to the tombs of Musalmān saints, charmed articles are worn on the arms or neck, handfuls of water are offered and poured on the ground, and fire is worshipped. Intermittent fever is believed to be miraculously cured by charmed words uttered by those who have secured the favour of some spirit. Consumption or kahaya, which is believed to be caused by moon influence, is cured by offering prayers to a goddess; syphilitic eruptions or vishphotak by the worship of Vishnu and Shiv and by prayers to a goddess; piles or aras by dropping rice sugar and curds over the stone of Mahādev; serofula or kanthmāli by prayers to Vishnu; dysentery and diarrhoea or sanmagrahaṇi by prayers to Mrityunjaya and by pouring water over the stone of Shiv; rheumatism by prayers to Vāyu or the wind god, by fire worship, and by wearing on the right arm a chaplet of ākīlo (Calotropis gigantea) or pipal leaves bearing mystic figures or words; paralysis or pakṣaḥājad by the gift of a cow or of some article coins, dates, ecosanats, equal in weight to the body of the diseased and by marrying a steer to a heifer; kidney diseases or āmbkoi by wearing charmed copper rings on the toes; jaundice or kamlo and enlargement of the spleen or barol by wearing charmed cotton threads on the right elbow or on the neck; warts or varolis and hydrocele or anukaragat by offering coarse sugar, salt, and pepper to a saint’s tomb; guineaworm or vido by offering a silver wire to a saint’s tomb; tumour and baldness by water rinsed from the mouth of those in whose family a woman has become a sati; leprosy by prayers to a Musalmān saint and by a visit to the shrine of Bahucharanji; and eye-diseases by offering a piece of silver to a saint’s tomb.
The three shrines chiefly frequented by the sick are at Bahucharāji, thirty miles north of Virangām, at Vadāli twelve miles north of Idar in Mahī Kāntha, and at Junāgadh in Kathiāwār. The goddess Bahucharāji is visited by the lame blind impotent and childless from the neighbourhood and from other parts of the province. They draw near her temple and remain seated beside the sacred pond of Mānsarovar, touching no food until they fancy they have heard the goddess promising them the accomplishment of their desires. They then bathe in the pond and the impotent particularly are believed to be cured by the bath. Regarding the miraculous power of the water of this pond the following story is told. A Chāvda ruler of Pātān and a Solanki chief of Kālri resolved to unite their families by marriage. But, by evil chance, both kings had daughters, neither had a son. The Kālri chief passed off his girl as a boy and the marriage was celebrated. Difficulties ensued, and the girl-husband found herself forced to flee from Pātān. Near Bahucharāji she rested awhile. Her slut plunged into the Mānsarovar and to the wonder of the princess came forth a dog; her mare jumped in and came forth a stallion; the princess then tried the magic of the water and she changed into a man. The wooden image of the goddess Revati at Vadāli is visited by the lame, blind, paralytic, and stammering. After they are seated in front of the goddess, the temple servant, a Suthār woman, lights a lamp before the goddess. On a footstool covered with red cloth nine coppers, some maize, a cocoanut, and a lighted lamp are laid. While the sick man sits near the stool the temple woman keeps passing her hand over the lamp before the goddess rubbing her face with it. After some time she becomes possessed by the goddess, and rocks to and fro. While thus possessed a lighted torch is placed in her left hand, and she alternately waves the torch over the sick man, and passes her right hand over the lamp before the goddess. This waving continues till the sick man is believed to be cured. The tomb of Dātār Pir at Junāgadh is visited by persons suffering from guineasworm. Vows are taken, and after the disease is cured the diseased wears an iron ring on the right ankle until he has offered a silver wire to the tomb.

Barrenness in women is believed to be caused by the unfriendly influence of a god or goddess, or of a planet, or of some offended spirit. Both the woman and her husband hold it a curse, partly on account of the social contempt which accompanies it and partly because the after-death state of the childless is wretched unredeemed by the rites which a son can alone properly perform. In high castes Hindu households a son is a necessity on religious grounds, and when there is no natural son a son is adopted. A barren woman is contemptuously called vīnjaω. She tries to get rid of her barrenness by a variety of means. She consults Jain priests, Brāhmans, Jogis or Telia Rajās, who wear oily clothes and are versed in palmistry; drinks charmed water; or ties amulets on her left elbow or neck. If the barrenness is believed to be caused by the anger of some god or goddess, she quiets them by prayers and by giving them their pet offerings, or she calls in the aid of

1 The sight of a barren woman or a childless man in the early morning is unlucky.
her patron god or goddess. To secure this friendly aid she prepares 1½ lakhs that is 125,000 clay linga or Shiv emblems, and for a certain number of days offers to each of these flowers, sandal-paste, and bel leaves. She prays to her favourite goddess promising that if she gets a male child his head shall be shaved in her honour. She propitiates the water-god by a morning bath in a sacred river or pool on Sundays. If the barrenness is due to the unfriendly influence of some planet, she engages a Bráhman to repeat prayers in its honour, fasts on the day sacred to it, and gives away in charity articles held sacred to it. If the disease is spirit-caused she walks 108 times round the pipal tree, particularly on a new-moon Monday, pours water at its roots, and winds a cotton thread round its trunk. She also pours water on the basil plant and the dāra grass. She goes to a Musalmán saint’s tomb, offers to the tomb a miniature cradle, and takes vows. She propitiates the spirits of her husband’s dead ancestors by having a nárdyanbali or memorial service performed in their honour at Prabhás-Pétan, or some other holy place, and by applying on the bright fifth of Sárávar (August) flowers and sandal-paste to the image of a cobra. She also secures their goodwill by practising rigid austerities. She foregoes her favourite dish; eats standing or with her left hand or with her right hand under her right leg; sups before sunset out of a clay plate; keeps her hair untied and unmoiled; does not wear a red browmark; and ties a cotton thread to, or wears a ring of brass and copper wire intertwined on, her left elbow or ankle. Besides these means a woman gets rid of her barrenness by pricking on a Sunday or a Tuesday with a point of a needle or by secretly cutting a tuft of the hair of a neighbour’s or friend’s child; or by swallowing an unslipped betelnut after keeping it for some days under the cot of a woman in labour; or by secretly tearing a piece out of the robe of a pregnant woman or a woman in childbirth, an act which when discovered causes much uneasiness to the women and their relations as it is believed to lead to the child’s death or to the pregnant woman’s miscarriage; or by asking a pregnant woman to dinner on the gharbhaso that is festival on the bright fourteenth of Bhidārī (September) and laying a coconut in her lap; or by getting herself drenched by water out of an earthen jar over which the coconut symbolical of the family goddess is laid during marriages and women’s first pregnancies, or by beginning to wear an iron ring on her left ankle from the early dawn of the dark fourteenth of A’so (October). The child born to a woman after she has performed all or any of these rites is always a pet in the family, particularly if it be a male child. If a male child is believed to be the gift of a Musalmán saint or fakir it is named Fakiro. Like a Musalmán boy he wears a tuft of hair on a shaven head and appears as a Musalmán beggar in the Muharram festival. A boy who is believed to be given by a goddess has his right nostril bored, is named Náthio that is ‘Bored,’ wears a wristlet and a nose-ring, is sometimes dressed like a girl for some years, and has his head first shaved before his patron goddess. A boy who is believed to be the result of the mother’s constant begging of her patron god or goddess is named Bhikhoo that is Beggar, and as a beggar wears for some years clothes belonging to friends and relations. As the idiot and insane are believed to be guardian-possessed, to scare evil spirits a boy is sometimes
called Bogho, Ghelo, or Gando, all meaning mad, and to mislead ill-minded spirits who attack what is most praised; boys sometimes bear such names as Ukho and Ukardo that is Dunghill, Kachro that is Rubbish, and Bâvo that is Assiette. Boys are also occasionally called Bhulo that is missed, and Mogho that is dearly bought. The temple of Fulbâl in the Borasad sub-division of Kaira has obtained a wide renown and her shrine is much resorted to by most of the barren women in the neighbourhood. A Rabari priest of the shrine while pretending to be possessed by the goddess prescribes to these women certain observances and rites and gives charmed threads to be tied to the ankle.

Small-pox, including measles or gohra and chicken-pox or achhahada, is called situla when it is epidemic and saînt when it is endemic. Epidemic small-pox is presided over by a goddess called Sitala Mata or small-pox mother, and endemic small-pox by a god called Saîd Kâka or small-pox uncle. Both are propitiated by parents especially by mothers, the Saîd when the child is actually attacked with small-pox and Sitala once a year to protect the child. The day sacred to Sitala Mâta or the small-pox goddess is the bright or dark seventh of Shrâvas (August). As small-pox is believed to be caused by heat, on that day artificial heat is as much as possible avoided. The female head if not all the members of the family, bathes with cold water and eats food cooked on the previous day. Some women also eat food prepared from materials procured from seven friends. The female head after her cold bath and before her cold meal goes to visit the small-pox goddess under a pipal Ficus religiosa tree on the river bank. In books the goddess who is of the Chandal or impure caste is shown as naked seated on a donkey, wearing a broken winnowing fan on her head, with the pad of a water vessel in one hand and a besom in the other. For worship the goddess is shown by a clay female image seated on a donkey, or by a stone, or by a kevda Pandanus odoratissimus plant. The women offer the goddess milk, pepper, betelnut, dry dates, cocoa-kernel, a few Indian millet grains, flowers, and the leaves of the kevda or pandanus and of the ghâtodi creeper. A piece of silk cloth called ghâtodi or a cotton thread is also wrapped round the image. Five seven or thirteen boys or girls are fed on stale food near the goddess if any member of the family has suffered from small-pox in the course of the year. After worshipping the goddess the women return home, the kitchen hearth is neatly cowdunged, a whitewash cross is made on it, and mango leaves are offered to it. In Kaathuwâr, on the dark thirteenth of Ghaitra (April), to guard against an attack of small-pox, the figures of a man and woman are drawn with cowdung in a niche in the house, nil leaves and twigs are offered to the figures, a lamp is lighted, and the members of the family bow to them. In small-pox epidemics an exorcist, called by the village people, pretends to be possessed by the goddess, orders people to take vows, claps the village headman on the head, and blesses him. Sometimes the disease-soothing ceremony or shânti (a detailed account of which is given below page 413) is performed on the outskirts of the village, and the village gates are festooned with cocoanuts, nil or Indian lilac leaves, and old broomsticks.
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Sairod Kika or Small-pox Uncle also called Balio or Balia Kika that is powerful Uncle, is supposed to live in a stone or a stone bust said to be that of Ghatograch son of Pandav Bhimsean. He is said to be a jealous god with hungry staring eyes, is most difficult to please, and takes offence at the slightest discourtesy. His carrier is a donkey. The days of the week sacred to him are Sundays Tuesdays and Thursdays. In an attack of small-pox the treatment of the patient, till the small-pox god is worshipped on the seventh fifteenth and twenty-first day after the appearance of the disease, is peculiar and the conduct of the child's parents during that period is believed invariably to tell on the child's health. In an attack of small-pox no medicine is given. As it dries the small-pox is rubbed with cowdung ashes or with a paste of stami Prosopis speigerae wood. To bring out the small-pox, for the first eight or ten days the child wears warm clothes and eats clarified butter, milk, coarse sugar, and pepper; salt is avoided. After eight or ten days the child lives on such articles as curds sugarcandy and raisins. Sometimes, with a peacock's feather tied to his right wrist, the child sleeps on a bed covered with stami leaves in a room the floor of which is washed by a mixture of cowdung and urine. The child is fanned by stami twigs and the door-posts are festooned with stami leaves. The child is addressed as Sairod Kika or Balio Kika and is on no account scolded for fear of offending the god who is supposed to possess him. If very young the child is rocked in a cradle and is lulled to sleep by songs in honour of Small-pox Uncle. Impurity arising from death and birth does not defile the child who is not allowed to bathe. The sight of a woman in childbirth or in her monthly sickness, of an idiot, of any person in black, and of any unclean person is believed to be very injurious to the child. The child is therefore protected by a screen from other people's gaza. As an additional safeguard the child's cot is strewn with stami leaves to avert the ill effect produced by the shadow of an unclean person accidentally falling on the child. None but the nearest friends and relations can go before the child. An outsider can go before the child provided he takes with him some stami leaves and dips his right toe in a mixture of a cow's and donkey's dung, cow's urine, and stami leaves placed in an earthen vessel outside the screen. The shadow of a newly bathed person is also injurious, and therefore among low caste Hindus the members of the family do not bathe. High caste Hindus bathe outside the house. They are careful to keep the head dry and before they enter the house and go before the sick child to let their shadow fall on an outsider. Among some of the Rewa Kantha Bhils and Kolis the shadow of a stranger woman on the child is carefully avoided. Until the small-pox god is worshipped the child's parents, if not all the members of the family, scrupulously keep to certain rules and forms, some of which are general and others special varying with the nature of the vow. Under the general rules and forms a donkey is fed on cooked jyuvar, no part of the house is cowdunged; the women, particularly the mother, cannot dress or oil their hair or apply a brownmark or wear new ornaments; the men, particularly the father, cannot have their head shaved; no clothes are washed and no clean clothes are worn, and if more clothes are required they are dirtied before they are put on; no
article can be rubbed or pressed in the house; nothing, fire and flour particularly, can be given to others or received from others; no gifts are made to beggars or to Brahmans; the ordinary house gods are not worshipped but in their place the small-pox god is painted on the house-wall with a mixture of earth and cowdung. The painting is in the form of a cross or of a man having cotton seed or vel in the place of eyes and his name is now and then uttered; the temples of no other gods than those of small-pox are visited for fear of exciting the jealousy of the small-pox god; guests or visitors cannot be courteously received or dismissed or given a special dinner; family disagreements and quarrels and wailings are forbidden; journeys are put off; both festive and mournful ceremonies are avoided; sexual intercourse is forbidden; tumeric, cajan pea and vel Dolichos lablab and such vegetables as brinjals, legumes, elephant-foot suran, spinach lundal, and rat-tailed radish mogri are not cooked; no article of food can be fried in a pan or otherwise seasoned; and among the lower classes liquor and flesh are avoided. When under a vow, till the small-pox god is worshipped, the mother sleeps on the bare ground, eats, sometimes only vegetables, standing or with her right or left hand under her right leg. She eats from a plate made of some metal other than brass or copper, or from the back of a leaf plate or from the bare ground. She has her right ankle or two of her right-hand fingers bound by a cotton thread. She foregoes her bodice or her petticoat and particularly among low caste Hindus daily visits a Bhagia's house and gives him two pots filled with water. She licks the street dust or lays on her head a pinch of dust from where four roads cross. When under a vow the father walks barefooted or bareheaded or instead of one wears two turbans, tied one over the other.

The image of the small-pox god is kept in a Mahādev temple, or in a niche in a private house, or near a reservoir, or under a nim, shami, or rakhada tree on the outskirts of the village. In villages which have no image of the small-pox god, people offer prayers to the god with their face turned to a village where there is an image. Among Bhils, Kolis, and other wild tribes in south Gujarat the small-pox stone is always kept near their other objects of worship. The small-pox gods at Sālī, a village ten miles west of Kim on the Baroda Railway, and at Itola on the same line have a great name in Gujarat. Neither of these two villages has a temple, but a shed with a block of stone under it in charge of a Brahman who acts as its servant. After worshipping with flowers and sandal-paste the representation of the small-pox god painted in the house, the mother, alone if the attack is light, or all the members of the family with music if the attack is serious, go to the temple of the village small-pox god. In a light attack the mother, dressed in clean clothes with her hair washed but loose and unoiled, goes with the child to the temple on a Tuesday or a Sunday from one week to four weeks after the first appearance of the small-pox on the child's body, pours a mixture of water and milk on the stone, and in a circle of cowdung-wash offers to the god all or a few of the following articles: red kārena, sancthāsi, and jasmin flowers, nim and kedva twigs, spinach, hemp leaves, thorn,
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parched *jushdr* or gram, buns or *fadia* of wheat flour and coarse sugar, cinnamon, coarse sugar, a coconut, turmeric powder, a bundle of cotton thread, salt, butter, a piece of copper, lampblack, iron nails, shell lime, a silk cloth, glass beads, and a miniature cradle. The mother and the child bow to the image, and, after receiving a present of money the temple priest sprinkles water on the child. This sprinkling of water is called *amin achat* or a shower of nectar. The mother then presses her nose against the floor, coughs, and rolls herself on the ground. She applies to the child's eyes soot from a lamp specially lighted and fed with clarified butter. Without turning her back she leaves the temple and turns to her house without looking behind or letting anybody's shadow fall on herself or on the child. In an attack of small-pox, in parts of south Gujarát some people live in temporary sheds near the temple of the small-pox god, the small-pox-stricken child lying on a bed of *nim* leaves. In a serious attack the child's parents, particularly the mother, are under vows. According to the nature of the vow the mother goes to the temple sometimes weeping and wailing; sometimes in a series of somersaults; sometimes in a sitting posture; sometimes with her arms tied behind her; sometimes with wooden fetters on her arms and legs; sometimes tongue-tied and barefoot with a straw or an old shoe dipped in human ordure in her mouth; sometimes naked at night, bowing to the small-pox god from her house or from some yards off from the temple; sometimes with her body covered with *nim* and *asadpâlo* leaves; sometimes in drenched clothes with a pot of live charcoal on her head; sometimes rolling on the ground with a coconut in her hands; sometimes she undresses before the temple and stands on her head before the god; and sometimes before the image she licks her finger dipped in ordure. Sometimes the mother keeps several cold Sundays on which, after visiting the temple of the small-pox god, she eats food cooked the day before. When under a vow she daily visits the temple for a fixed period. In a serious attack where there are complications special offerings are made in addition to those made in an ordinary case. Rolls of green and black paper are offered, if besides small-pox the child has fever; the apple of the *bel* or *Ägle* marmelos tree, or a knotted stick of *shami* wood if there have been swellings on the body; *kusa*c or cowitch if there have been itchings; a silver wire or a bamboo stick if there has been vomiting; butter or a bit of silver-plate or a *saunhâvalâ* flower if the eyes are sore; a live cock if there has been a contraction of the nerves; sugarcandy, fennel, and cammen seed, and a mixture of water milk and sugar in a small earthen jar if the body has been much heated; two round heaps, one of a handful of *kodra* or Passalum acrobilatum and the other a handful of *methi* or fenugreek seeds, are made on the ground, or wheat flour paste is offered if there has been an attack of diarrhoea; a few pearls or parched *bajri* and maize are offered if the small-pox has spread over the body; the tongue of a goat if the child has been delirious; a miniature reeling machine or *resto* if the child has been crying; an elephant's foot or miniature limbs of metal wood or wheat-paste if the child's limbs have
narrowly escaped serious injury; wafers-biscuits if the child has been restless; jasmin flowers if the body has been foetid; and rice stalks if the small-pox has been very close and in clusters. If there has been much coughing a mixture of bājra flour and coarse sugar and salt are offered to the stone image of Ai Thānsi the sister of the small-pox god. If the child's life has been despaired of, a goat or a cock is sacrificed or let loose or the goat's ear is chopped off and then let loose, or a likeness of the child in wood or carved on a silver-plate is offered; or the child is laid before the idol and then taken up in return for money; or the child is weighed in a scale against dry dates, salt, grain, coarse sugar, sugar candy, or spinach, or if the child's parents are rich against silver or copper coins, or a clay or cloth horse is offered. In honour of the worship Brahmans or friends and relations are feasted with a preparation of curds and cakes, and sometimes strolling players or Bhāvārās are engaged to play before the small-pox god. Except that they are less detailed the same ceremonies are performed when the child is attacked with measles and chicken-pox or when it is vaccinated. In a plague of cattle-pox the disease-quieting ceremony is performed by the villagers. At the end of the street or on the outskirts of the village an upright post supporting a yoke breadthwise is sunk in the ground. The yoke, the symbol of the yoke goddess or jāri māta, is decked with flowers, red lead is applied to it, and fire is lit before it. The owners of the cattle also worship the small-pox god of the village, refrain from washing their head and clothes, and offer to the small-pox god the likeness of the animal carved on a silver plate. As a safeguard against the putrefaction of the diseased limbs of the animal one hundred and twenty-five rice grains cleaned with the entire finger nail and dammer are offered to the small-pox god.

Among high caste Hindus, except among Shrāvāk Vānūs, the cow, as the representative of the heavenly cow or Kāmāghūṣa the giver of the heart's desire, is the most sacred of animals. The cow, particularly the black cow or Kapalikāhānu, with a calf is particularly sacred. Because Vishnu in his eighth incarnation as Kristna reared the cows of his foster-father Nand Mer, some do not take their food before applying flowers and sandal-paste to the cow's forehead; and some always give part of everything that is cooked to a cow to eat. The rice balls offered to dead ancestors in the śrāvēk or memorial service are given to none but the cow. Her tail mouth and haunches are particularly sacred. In all watering places for cattle the water from a well passes into the receptacle through a brick-made cow's mouth. The tail of the cow, with the help of which all high caste Hindus hope to cross the holy river Vaitarni, is applied by passers to their eyes, or instead of the tail, the passers put their right hand on the cow's haunches and apply their hand to both eyes. The five cow-gifts or panch gāvaya, milk curds clarified-butter urine and dung, are used in all religious ceremonies as purifying substances. A sip of cow's urine as the cow passes is generally taken by pious Hindus. Cow's dung is the favourite wash on the floor of every house, and dung-cakes
are mostly used as fuel in all sacrificial fires. Cowdung ash is the Brâhman's sacred dust or vibhûti for every-day appliance. The gift of a cow or gauḍān is the noblest of gifts. It is made, or its equivalent in cash is given to Brâhmanas. The gift is generally made during the intercalary month or before a person's death. The cow is taken to the giver, who rubs sandal-paste and flowers on her brow. A waistcloth marked with a red cross is tied along with a coconut to her neck, and her body is covered with a woman's robe. Holding her tail in his right hand the donor gives her to a Brâhman. A brass pot, several copper coins, and if he can afford them, gold and silver hoofs and horns are given with her. After the dead body is burnt the cow is milked on the funeral pile or her milk is poured over the ashes. Among the Rewa Kânta Bhils and Kolis the milk of a cow that has calved in the month of Ashâd (July) is not drunk or curdled without first offering a share of it to their gods. To guard against disease Bhils and Kolis let cattle leap over them on the first day of Kârtik (November). Bhils, Kolis, and other wild tribes lay a clay cow near the stone set up for a dead woman to prevent her spirit from troubling the living. Six or twelve months after death or on the bright eleventh of Kârtik (November) or on the occasion of procuring the salvation of the restless spirit of some dead ancestor, a black or steel-gray uil heifer and a black bull calf are married with full Brâhmanic rites. At the close of the marriage the person on whose behalf the ceremony is performed offers water to the spirit of the dead by holding in his hand and pouring water over the tails of the two animals. After the marriage the heifer, with some ornaments and cash, is given to the Brâhman priest. The bull calf is let loose, is never castrated, and is never broken to the plough or other work. On the thirteenth day after a death women rub flowers and sandal-paste on a cow's forehead and pour water on her tail. On the bright eighth of Kârtik (November) cows are fed on gauḍār Cyamopsis psoraleoides and by the Vaishnavas on sweet-balls and bread. On the Makar Sâkhraûli (12th January) a cow's forehead is marked red and she is bountifully fed on boiled bâjri and jurtâ stalks. On the dark thirteenth of Aûs (October) cows are washed, their horns are painted with redlead, and several red band-marks are made on their bodies with the palm of the hand. The most important ceremony connected with cow worship is the gautrât performed at least once by most high caste Hindu women, by a married woman for her husband's long life, and by a widow to change her lot in her next birth. The ceremony begins generally on the bright thirteenth of Bhûdorâ (September) or sometimes on the dark third of Shrâvat (August), and lasts five days. The ceremony begins by laying an earthen jar filled with water in the god room and keeping a lamp fed with clarified butter burning near it for five days. A betel-nut is put into the jar and its mouth is closed by a coconut. After her morning bath the woman drops flowers and sandal-paste over the jar, and then goes to the house of the Brâhman owner of a spotless cow having a heifer. Flowers, sandal-paste, redlead, red and white powder, and cleaned rice are rubbed on the cow's forehead. The woman feeds the cow on grain and spices and returns home. The cow is sometimes not allowed to go out to graze. When
allowed to go out the woman again goes to see her start, and welcomes her on her return with the same rites as in the morning. The same rites are gone through for four days during which the woman fasts or lives on a cup of sugared milk. If the woman is too young or too weak to remain hungry for four days, her father or mother helps her by fasting one or two days on her behalf. On the fourth day the cow is not allowed to go out and is fed on barley. A few of the barley grains from her droppings on the following day are gathered, and are boiled in cow’s milk, and the mixture is the only article that is eaten on the fifth day after the morning worship. Flowers and sandal-paste are offered to the lamp which has been placed in the godroom, the water in the jar is poured on the basil plant, the betelnut is swallowed by the woman, and the jar is removed. The cow is taken near a pipal tree where the woman pours water on its root while holding the cow’s tail in her right hand, and the ceremony ends. The same rites are performed for four years. In the fifth year the completion ceremony is performed by dividing a six-feet square plot into twenty-one equal squares. The outlines of these squares are formed of rice, wheat, kāng, adad, maya, jwār and tūr grains differently coloured. With these grains a head is formed to the north of the square, arms to the east and west, and legs to the south, so that the whole appears in the form of a human body resembling the image of Lakṣmi-Nārāyana. Five or seven brass pots, bamboo baskets, waistcloths, brass plates, lampstands, a cup, and a pair of red shoes are laid over these squares. The woman applies flowers and sandal-paste to the image and bows to it. Thirteen married women are feasted, and the ceremony ends, the family priest taking away the articles used in the ceremony. During the month of Shrāvān (August), if not during the four wet months, women and girls every day worship the cow by applying redpowder and cleaned rice to the cow’s forehead and by putting a flower garland round her neck. She then walks round the cow 108 or 1100 times, and drinks water into which the cow’s tail has been dipped. The cow is worshipped with the same rites in the afternoon after her return from grazing. The woman then breaks her fast and feeds a street dog. On the last day the cow or her value in cash is given away to a Brāhman. The sight of a cow with a heifer is always lucky. It is particularly lucky if the cow is to the left of a man when he starts on a journey, and to the right if he is returning from a journey.

The bull, called nāndī akhlo or godho, is Shiv’s carrier, and is held sacred. In a Shaiv temple there is always an image of a bull which is worshipped along with Shiv. On the Akhātrī holiday in April when ploughing begins, on the last day of Aska and Shrāvān when the bullock’s labour in the field ceases, and on the dark thirteenth of Aṣo (October) the Kani husbandmen mark their bullock’s brows with red, put red cotton threads round their neck or horns, rub their horns with clarified butter, or paint them red, and feed them with grain and spices. The day sacred to the bull is the dark fourth of Shrāvān (August). On this day which is called Bol Chotk,
some high-caste women fast until they have offered sandal-paste and flowers to, and walked four times round, a white cow and a red calf. Wheat, salt, anything that has been cut or pounded, and four of the products of the cow (milk whey, curds and butter) may not be eaten by women who have made this vow. Regarding these prohibited articles the following story is told. There lived in a village an old woman, her son, and his wife. They had a cow and a male calf, which last from its wheateous colour was called ghaulo. One day while going to work in the field the old woman told her daughter-in-law to make ready ghaulo for home use. The wife mistook ghaulo the male calf for ghaulo wheat. As soon as the old woman’s back was turned she seized the calf while the cow had been let loose for grazing, cut it to pieces, and with an iron-tipped pestle pounded the pieces in a mortar. The pounded pieces were laid in an earthen jar and the jar was put in the store-room. On her return the old woman asked her daughter-in-law to show her how much of ghaulo had been pounded, and when shown the jar containing the pieces of the calf her grief was unbounded. She severely rebuked her daughter-in-law for her stupidity, and told her to lay the jar outside the village. When the cow returned after grazing she loudly bellowed at not finding her calf and on she went to the spot where the jar was laid. She broke the jar through with her horns and out skipped the calf alive. The cow and the calf returned home to the great surprise of the family. The object of worshipping the cow and the calf on this day is to avert any chance injury done to the cow. The sight of a white bullock or bull when a man starts on a journey is lucky.

Except as an offering to goddesses the buffalo is not held specially sacred. Dhedás and Khálpás worship it as the living image of Bhuvánás the buffalo god. Kolis, Vághris, Dháriás, Rabáris, Rávális, and others sacrifice a male buffalo to their goddesses Khódíyár and Visüt on the bright fourteenth of Bhúdárú (September), on Dasara Day in October, and on the dark fourteenth of A’sa (October). Rajputs and Maráthás, both chiefs and estate-holders, sacrifice a male buffalo on the Dasara and sprinkle its blood on the goddess and on the town gates. In north Gujarát the Chánán women meet together on the Dasara, worship a buffalo, and then kill it, one of the women drinking some of the blood. In an epidemic in some villages, four buffaloes are sacrificed, one at each of the four village gates, and their heads are buried where the animal is killed. The he-buffalo is the carrier of Yam the god of death. During the first fourteen days after a death, among some Osvál Shravaks a he-buffalo is kept in the house and is plentifully fed on millet stalks and spices. The sight of a buffalo is unlucky when a man starts on a journey.

The horse is sacred. In parts of Káthiáwár the image of a stone horse is worshipped by some of the followers of Rámú Pir who in the fourteenth century succeeded in spreading the Bij or Máríg sect. The seven-mouthed horse is said to have been one of the fourteen gems or rataas yielded by the ocean when churned by
the gods and the demons in Vishnu's second incarnation of the kuchh or tortoise. The old warrior Kshatriyas as a challenge used to let loose a richly caparisoned horse. He who accepted the challenge took the horse to his stable and a war followed. If the horse was left to roam at large, it was an admission that all the neighbouring chiefs admitted his owner's supremacy. The horse is the carrier of Indra and of the sun, and Vishnu in his tenth or last incarnation of Kalanik will appear on a horse. As among mammals the horse is believed to be the only teatless animal, the horse and Arjun, one of the five Pândav brothers who had no test, are classed among the bravest of the brave. On the Dasara festival (October), on the first day in Chaitra (April), and on the bright sixth of Aśvin (October) a Rajput washes his horse, marks its forehead with a red vertical line, and puts a garland of flowers round its neck. In the afternoon the animal is ridden several times round a shami tree. The blood of a goat or sheep is sprinkled over the horse, or the horse is made to set one of its feet on the body of the sacrificed animal. For a child's recovery some women offer a cloth horse prepared by a tailor to a Musulmán saint's tomb or to a goddess. The Bhátiás worship a clay horse on the sixth day after childbirth, and on the same day the Oja Kumbhás bring a clay horse and make the child worship it. The clay horse often found under a tree outside of a village is the Kolis' Bhávádev and the Pateliyás' Godhádev or horse-god. On their holidays the Kolis and Pateliyás mark a clay horse with red paint, sprinkle it with liquor, and sacrifice a goat or sheep to it. The Bhils, Pateliyás, and Chámadiás offer a clay horse to their Okhadeo Devgaria and Chávánda Mátá whose shrine is a lamp kept in a niche. Among Bhils, Kolis, and other wild tribes a clay horse is laid near a stone raised for a dead man to prevent his spirit troubling the living. The fumes of burning horse dung are believed to have great spirit-scorching power, and horse urine is a specific for ringworm. The neigh of a horse is a lucky sound for a man starting on a journey.

The elephant is sacred. Gaupati, the god of wisdom, is shown with an elephant's head. It is also Indra's car. On the Dasara (October) festival, on the bright fifth of Shravan (Auguat), and on the first of Chaitra (April), the elephant is washed and richly dressed, flower garlands are hung on its trunk, and red threads are tied to its feet. The sight of an elephant sporting with his mate is particularly unlucky. Ivory bracelets are worn by all classes of married women. It is lucky to see an elephant when starting on a journey.

The donkey is the carrier of the goddess of small-pox and is fed on boiled jëvair in cases of small-pox. The milk of an ass is a specific for whooping cough, and the fumes of burning ass dung are used in all spirit-scorching rites. In an epidemic of cholera in Bil villages small plots of ground are ploughed by donkeys. The braying of an ass behind a man is lucky. The sight of a braying ass to the left of a man when he starts on a journey and to the right on a return journey is a good omen.
Camels are seldom seen except in Cutch and Káthiáwar. In Cutch each family of Rabáris has a she-camel called *madia meri* or mother which is never ridden, and whose milk is never given to any one but a Hindu.

Except when it is sacrificed the he-goat is not worshipped. Dáksha, the father-in-law of Shiv, is represented with a goat's head, and no daily worship of Shiv is effective unless the worshipper makes a goat-like sound by striking his hand against his mouth. Most high caste Hindus do not sacrifice goats. When they want to offer a goat to their family goddess the animal, which is generally black, is taken to the temple and let loose, or its ears or the fleshy part which hangs from its neck are thrown into a fire lighted for the occasion. On the days sacred to their family goddess or to their dead ancestors, or during an epidemic blood-offering Hindus propitiate the goddesses and the spirits of dead ancestors with the flesh of a goat killed for the purpose. During an epidemic in some Bhil and Koli villages the main street is festooned with bits of goats' legs. Among Bháravádas a goat that keeps aloof from the flock is worshipped on the second of every Hindu month, especially on the second of *Madh* (February). The dung of a goat is believed to drive off spirits, and among Kanbis seven balls of goat's dung are used in a woman's pregnancy ceremony. The Jain ascetics or Jatis in Káthiáwar carry a fan of goat's hair. The sight of a goat while starting on a journey is unlucky.

The dog is unclean and his touch defiles a Bráhman when at worship. Men who die of hydrophobia are believed to become ill-minded spirits or *bhuts*. The dog is believed to see Yama or the god of death and his messengers or *duts*. Before the dead body is taken to the burning ground most middle and low caste Hindus give sweet balls to street dogs. The barking and howling of a dog with its face turned downwards or towards a man's house foretell the death of one of the occupants. Some Breach Kolis kill a dog and offer it to their goddess instead of a goat. Dog's dung is used in all spirit-scaring rites. At the time of starting on a journey the sight of a running dog is lucky. If the dog moves its ears it is unlucky.

A tame cat is kept in most houses. Even after a bath and while at worship the touch of a cat is not held to defile pious Bráhmans. The cat is fed in the house without any religious feeling, and as it eats with closed eyes it cannot bear witness to the man's good deeds on judgment day. Witches generally appear in the form of a cat. The dung of a cat is used to drive off spirits. If four persons sit on a cat and if a cat passes beneath it, one of the four is liable to a spirit attack. The sight of a cat crossing the road from right to left causes moroseness. It is unlucky to see a cat twitching its ears. The sight of a cat-eyed person when a man starts on a journey is also unlucky.

The monkey or ape is sacred. In some temples monkeys are tamed and fed by pilgrims as a religious duty. Hammáín the monkey god is much sought after by people in distress. In spite of their ravages
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Section XIV.

ANIMAL WORSHIP.
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monkeys are never killed. The fumes of burnt monkey's dung are supposed to drive away spirits.

The tiger or vāgh is the carrier of Vāgheshvari the patron goddess of the Sonis or goldsmiths. One of the Chodhrās' goddesses is Vēghandevi. Among the Rewa Kāntha Blas and Kēls, to guard against the ravages caused by tigers, the village god is worshipped twice a year, in Ashad or July and in Aśa or October. The headman raises a fund from the villagers out of which three goats, seven coeks, and a good supply of liquor are bought. On behalf of the villagers the headman worships the village god, fire is kindled, and the liver of the animal is thrown in the fire. The flesh of the animal is cooked and served among the villagers who make merry with the liquor. All high caste Hindus paint a tiger on the front of their houses on the Vāghbrās or Tiger's Twelfth that is the dark twelfth of Aśa (October) and worship a drawing of the tiger on the bright fourteenth of Chaitra (April), a day sacred to Vishnu in his incarnation of Narāni that is the man-lion. A tiger's claw hung by a thread round the neck is worn by children to blunt the evil eye. The tiger's skin is sacred and Brāhmans use it when at worship.

The deer, who is the moon's carrier, is sacred. A Kanbi husbandman never kills a deer in spite of the loss it causes him. The old seers used to sit on a deer's hide, which is still held holy and is much coveted by Brāhmans when at worship. At the time of the thread ceremony a piece of deer skin is tied to the sacred thread. Under the Anhilvādā kings, A.D. 1034-1143, the Dhedās used to wear a stag's horn tied to their waist. Deer's Musk is used by Shrávaks in their temple worship and is also used as a medicine. The stag's horn is rubbed with water on a stone and the paste is a specific for whooping cough. A deer on the left and a bounding deer on the right are lucky.

The bear has little religious importance. A black ball called bājār bāṭa like the seed of soapnut bush, which is tied round children's necks as a charm against the evil eye, is worn after putting it for some time in the mouth of a bear.

The rat or mouse is Ganpati's carrier. To call a rat a rat is held disrespectful, so the people call him Undar Māma or Uncle Rat. It is a sin to kill a rat. On the Ganpati festival in August-September an image or a painting of a rat is worshipped along with Ganpati and in the evening sweet balls are given to rats in the hope that they will not trouble the inmates of the house. The dung of a mouse is used by Kanbis in their pregnancy ceremony.

As a guard against snakebite the mongoose or mōli, the natural enemy of the serpent, is worshipped by all high caste Hindu mothers on the bright ninth of Shrāvani or Bhādāri (August-September). A live mongoose or the image of a mongoose made of wet wheat, jwār or udad flour, of clay, or of red powder is laid on a cross-marked foot-stool, and flowers, sandal-paste, cleaned rice, and the leaves of the asitra tree or of the ghālodī creeper are thrown out. The mouth of the image is brightened with redlead and its eyes are blackened with lampblack. Milk, curds, oil, and māz are offered to it and fried jwār is strewn on
the ground. As all red articles and articles that are pounded or cut are avoided, the woman eats javir or adad bread and milk but once on that day. The bread is eaten without breaking it into pieces. After dinner the woman cannot do any household work. A mongoose crossing the road from right to left is a lucky omen.

The serpent, generally the cobra or nag, is much dreaded and worshipped by almost all classes. The spirits of those who die of snakebite are believed to become bhuta or ill-minded spirits. The spirit of the miser generally enters into a serpent; hence serpents are found guarding hidden treasure. Shiv is the lord of the serpents which entwine his body, hence the brass or silver serpent round the ling in a Mahâdev temple. The earth is believed to be borne on the hood of a serpent called Shesh under whose expanded hood Vishnu delights to rest with his consort Lakshmi. Balram, the elder brother of Krishna, was the incarnation of Shesh. In spite of his destructive nature the snake, particularly the cobra, is never killed. When a cobra appears in a house the people bow to it and pray it not to harm the inmates. If it does harm the snake is caught, put in an earthen jar and the jar is laid in a lonely spot. If a snake is killed by accident its dead body is rubbed with clarified butter and it is burnt with the same rites as a man. The serpent is said to be blinded by the sight or touch of a woman in her monthly sickness. In revenge the serpent causes barrenness to the woman or otherwise destroys her children. To make amends for a chance injury done to a serpent resulting in her barrenness and the death of her children, childless women worship an image of the serpent on the bright fifth of every Hindu month. On that day she wears a blue robe and offers milk, water and jasmin flowers to the image and fasts. If she is barren she wears serpent-shaped silver wires on one of her ankles and worships them on the bright fifth of every Hindu month. The worship of the serpent on the bright fifth of every Hindu month is performed for one year or for three years, at the end of which a grand completion ceremony takes place. On the day fixed for this ceremony a cobra is drawn on the ground with clean but unpounded rice and a silver cobra is laid on the drawing. The woman bathes with her husband, the two wearing one long white garment. After the bath the woman goes near the drawing, throws sandal-paste and flowers on the silver image and offers it nag, milk, and water. Presents of black clothes are made to thirteen married women, and nine married couples are feasted. The woman, taking an iron image of the cobra, goes with music to the place where four roads cross and buries it. A white pumpkin is cut and offered to the image and the woman returns home. Some women who have performed this completion ceremony wear on their neck a silver plate carved with a cobra, and throughout their whole life feast on the bright fifth of Shâruana from three to nine women wearing these plates. Except by Shrâvaks the day held most sacred to serpent worship is the bright or dark fifth of Shâruana (August) called Nâgpanchami or the Cobra’s Fifth. On that day the head woman, if not all the women of the family, worships the cobra or its image. The sight of a live cobra is very lucky, and in some towns living cobras are taken by snake charmers from house to house to be
worshipped and fed on milk. When they cannot get a live cobra the
women content themselves by offering jasmine flowers, milk, and cotton
thread to a silver cobra or to a painted cobra on a house wall or on a
footstool. A centipede and a scorpion are also sometimes painted near
the cobra and flowers are offered to them. After making the offering
the woman bows to the cobra's image saying 'My children are your
children, therefore pray do not frighten them.' On that day the
women of the family, particularly the head, eat nothing that has been
cut or pounded. The only food that is taken is a mixture of unpounded
rice and split pulse or the flour of bajri or rice mixed with sugar and
clarified butter.

The spirit of the snake is believed to enter into the body of the
person it bites. When a person is bitten by a snake a professional
snakecharmer or an adept in curing snakebites is called. The adept
gives charmed cowdung ashes to be rubbed on the bitten part or
while repeating some charm ties a knot after a knot on a thread. If the
person is still restless the adept dashes seven handfuls of water on
the eyes of the sick and otherwise tries to force the snake to leave
the body. Under the influence of the water or charm the snake
through the person bitten tells why he bit the man. If the injury
which prompted the snake to bite was slight, the snake agrees to leave
his body; if the injury done was heavy the snake persists in not
leaving the body, and the patient dies. It is unlucky to see a serpent
cross the road from right to left when starting on a journey.

When a person is wounded or bled the web of a spider is used to
 staunch the blood and cure the wound. The fall of a spider on a
man is unlucky. Leprosy is known as the spider's poison.

The frog is sacred to the rain-god Indra. When there is a drought
Bhil, Koli, Kanbi, and Vaghri women make a clay frog and stick in it
daro grass or three sprigs of the nim tree. The frog is laid on a
board and the board is borne on the head of one of the women. The
party move from door to door singing the praise of the god of rain.
As they approach each house one of the women pours water on the
frog and the party pass on after receiving a dole of grain. A copper
or silver coin which has been laid between a male and a female frog
when breeding is supposed always to bring luck to its owner.

The alligator or magar is supposed to be the animal ridden by a
witch or a witchseer. One of the gods of Bhils, Vârlis, Dublás, and
other wild tribes is Maganlev the alligator god.

The lizard is much dreaded; its touch causes uncleanness. The
saliva of a lizard is considered a deadly poison. Women use the tail of
a chameleon as a charm for captivating lovers.

The ant is sacred and it is a great sin to kill ants. Pious Vâniás
and Shrâvâks throw rice or wheat flour on ant-hills and into the
hollows of trees.

The cock is sacred to the goddess Behecharâji and is her carrier.
Some followers of the goddess worship the image of a cock stamped
on a metal plate and wear the plate either round the neck or on the
right arm. Because it is a two-legged animal the cock is a favourite sacrifice among blood-offering Hindus. High caste Hindus who do not kill animals offer a live cock to the goddess in whose temple it is let loose and reared.

Except by the Vālmik Kayasths, among whom when a marriage takes place a male and a female dove are regularly married, the dove is not generally held sacred. The flesh of the dove called tākka is said to have been formerly offered in shraddh or memorial services in place of rice balls. The flesh is also used as a cure for paralysis.

The peacock is the carrier of Sarasvati the goddess of learning and of Kārtikeya the god of war. The peacock is Krishna’s favourite, in his diadem or muga always set the eye of a peacock’s tail. One of the tail feathers is the chief object of worship in a Rāharia’s shrine. On the Dasara some Hindus, particularly the Sathvaras, worship a peacock. In an attack of small-pox and sore-eyes the child wears a peacock’s feather tied to his wrist. A man possessed by a spirit is brushed by a peacock’s tail. To see a peacock with spread tail is lucky.

The owl is greatly feared by almost all Hindus. The owl is a spirit with the face of a man. If he sits on a house and hoots some one inside will die or some misfortune will befall the family. To prevent this calamity one of the inmates bathes and makes presents to Brähmans. The owl is a spirit of evil omen. If on a Tuesday or Sunday a man goes to the place where the owl is hooting, uncovers his whole body, and knots a thread each time the owl hoots, the thread is believed to drive off fever when tied to the arm of a sick man. The sight of an owl to the left of a man when he starts on a journey and to his right on the return journey is lucky.

The cuckoo or koel is held sacred by women and girls who sometimes for the four wet months, sometimes for one full month between the bright fifteenths of Ashad and Shravan (July-August), and sometimes for the intercalary months of Ashad (July) and Bhadra (September) worship an image or a drawing of a cuckoo. The object of this worship is to secure wedded bliss and to lengthen the lives of the worshipper’s husband and children. After killing herself in disgust through her father’s rough treatment of Shiv her husband, Pārvati is believed to have remained a cuckoo until her reunion with Shiv. For worship a clay or a wooden cuckoo is set on a plank or a cuckoo is drawn perched on a mango tree. The woman or girl bathes with cold water, if she bathes in a river she takes with her the image or the drawing and with it she goes above and below the surface water one hundred and eight times. After bathing she applies sandal-paste and flowers to the image or to the drawing. She then throws flowers and sandal-paste on a neighbouring mango tree or in the direction of a cuckoo’s nest. She listens for the note of a live cuckoo, and does not break her fast until she hears it. If the note is not heard for a day or two she deceives herself by making the sound herself. During the time the vow lasts some women avoid black articles, do not wear black robes, and do not eat jambhul berries; some women on the other hand use black articles, wear black clothes, and use oil pressed from black sesame seed. At the end of the vow a silver and
sometimes a gold cuckoo is given to the Brāhmaṇ priest. The sound of
a cuckoo when a man starts on a journey is particularly lucky.

The kingfisher called nilkanth or chīś is, from its green throat,
believed to be an incarnation of Shīv or Nilkanth whose throat was
stained green by a dose of poison. The kingfisher is held particularly
sacred by the Rajputs who consider the sight of a kingfisher a sign of
their enemies ruin. On the Dasara festival, after the worship of the
samī tree, Hindus find a kingfisher and after looking at it and bowing
to it they distribute sugar candy among themselves. Some Deccan
women are also anxious to catch sight of a kingfisher on the bright
thirteenth of Shrāvaṇ (August).

The Hindus believe that the spirits or one of the spirits of the dead
pass into crows. On his return from the burning ground the chief
mourner offers rice balls to crows on the roof of the house. Cakes
are also offered to crows on a man’s yearly death-day. All pious
Brāhmaṇs before taking their meals daily offer cooked rice to crows.
Crows are believed to have a foreknowledge of the dryness or wetness
of the year, and therefore in the month of May crows’ nests are
examined. If the nests of crows are on the top of the tree sheltered by
leaves and branches, the rainfall will be heavy, if in the middle the
rainfall will be moderate, and if on the side of the tree exposed to the
westerly wind the rainfall will be light. The cawing of a male crow
on the house roof is unlucky; the cawing of a female crow foretells a
guest. If a crow alights on a man and strikes him on his head with
its beak the man loses his health and sometimes dies. The sight of a
crow to the left when a man starts on a journey and to the right on
his return is lucky. To see a male and female crow having connection
is so unlucky that the only means by which the seer can save his life
is to send word to his friends that he is dead. The sense seems to be
that the ancestral spirit in the crow is so enraged at being seen that he
vows the death of the seer, but is pacified on hearing that the seer is
already dead.

The mango amba Mangifera indica is sacred. On the bright or
dark seventh of Shrāvaṇ (August) a young mango tree is planted in the
hearth and is worshipped by women that their children may not
be attacked by small-pox. A mango post is generally set up at a
marriage before the worship of Ganpati. Mango leaves are used as
decoration on all lucky occasions and in the shānti or peace-quelling
ceremony mango branches are thrown into the fire. The young leaves
and buds are held to have been one of the five arrows of the god Cupid
or Madan and are offered in worship in the name of Shīv especially
during the month of Māgh (March).

The tamarind amli Tamarindus indica is said to be the wife of
Brahma, and, as his wife, is worshipped during the month of Shrāvaṇ
(August). Eating cooked food under the shade of the tamarind is
believed to be as effective as the gift of a cow. The tree is said to be
much haunted by spirits and is worshipped on the bright fourteenth
of Kārtik (November) by persons suffering from spirit possession.
The day is kept as a fast. Among the Garēsās or Rajput landlords the tamarind is worshipped at the time of marriage. To
prevent the tamarind tree spirits harassing them Bhils and Kolis fast on the bright eleventh of Fāguna (March) and play round the tamarind tree.

The swallowwort áśkdo Calotropis gigantea is sacred to the sun and is sometimes worshipped by men who wish to make money. Most Hindus think it a sin to have three wives alive at the same time. A man wishing to marry a third wife goes through a full marriage ceremony with an áśkdo bush and then marries the woman who thus becomes the fourth and not the third wife. The marriage is called arkeśīṭha or sun-marriage. A man suffering from rheumatism has his elbow bound with an áśkdo or a pipol leaf bearing mystic letters sacred to the Wind-god or Vāyu. Swallowwort flowers are the favourite offerings to the monkey-god Hanumán and to Ganpati, but cannot be offered to Shiv, Máta, or Vishnu. A blow with a swallowwort stick is believed to disarm a witch. Its lopings are thrown into the fire lighted for the shāuntī or spirit-quieting ceremony.

The āsopilāv Polyalthea longifolia is believed to have been worshipped by Sita in the hope of being re-united with Râm when she was separated from him. In order that they may not be separated from their husbands, women throw flowers and sandal-paste on this tree and lay a cotton thread on its trunk. Newly married girls do this on Mondays in the first Shrāvan after marriage, and others during the four wet months, particularly during three days immediately before the Aśa (October) fullmoon. Its leaves are much used as festoons on all lucky occasions and are offered to Vishnu.

The āsindro Bauhinia parvisflora is worshipped by women on the bright ninth of Shrāvan (August). Its leaves are offered to the image of the mongoose which is worshipped on that day and to the small-pox god. On Dasara Day people give each other āsindro leaves calling them gold. That they may not be attacked by any disease, Dublas and Chodhrás worship this tree on Sundays and Tuesdays and on the bright ninth of Shrāvan (August).

The lābul bāval Acacia arabica is believed to be a favourite spirit haunt. It is worshipped whenever a person suffers from spirit possession.

The bael bili Eglæ marmelos is often planted near shrines and other holy places and is believed to be the home of Pārvati after whom it is called shīvāraksha or Pārvati’s tree. Offerings made to the bēl are believed to pass to Pārvati. In the first Shrāvan after marriage and on the bright ninth of Bhādūrē (September) married girls throw flowers and sandal-paste on a bēl tree. The leaves are the favourite offerings to Shiv, and before the leaves are lopped sandal-paste and flowers are thrown on the tree. Brāhmans gain merit by repeating prayers sitting under its shade. The bēl is seldom cut except by the lowest classes. The astringent rind of the fruit is valued in diarrhoea and dysentery.

The chāmpo Michelia champaka is worshipped to secure the king's favour. The worship of this plant is particularly sacred on the bright sixths of Bhādūrē (September) and Mārgahīrah (December)
provided the day falls on a Tuesday. On these two days the sun is first worshipped and then the champa. Champa flowers cannot be offered to Shiv.

The sandal tree chandan Santalum album is a sacred tree. The tree is not worshipped, but paste made from its wood is used in every-day worship and for brow-marks.

The darbha grass Poa cyanusoides is much used in all religious ceremonies, both lucky and unlucky. A blade of darbha grass is held by the bride and bridegroom just before their hands are joined; and a blade of this grass represents the dead in the shraddha or memorial service. This grass is cut only on the last day of Shravan (August) when the year's supply is stored. Before it is cut sandal-paste and flowers are offered to it.

The doro grass Cynodon dactylon is Ganpati's favourite offering. The day sacred to it is the bright eighth of Bhadrapa (September) when women particularly barren women drop water, flowers, red-powder, and rice on it. Kamichi women on that day do not cut grass or any other vegetable. The day is kept as a fast day. This grass-worship is believed to set at rest the spirits of the uneasy dead.

The fruit of the cucumber or kákadi is worshipped by widows on the day the Kark Sankranti begins provided that day falls on a Monday and in the month of Shravan (August). To change her lot in her next birth the widow fasts on that day, does not sleep during the night, feasts a Bráhman on the second day, and presents him with a gourd.

The kadamba Nancea kadamba is believed to be an immortal tree because the eagle, Vishnu's carrier, perched on it with the nectar that was obtained when the ocean was churned. The tree is sacred to Krishna with whose love sports with the milkmaids of Vandrávan it is associated. As the milkmaids got what they wanted by worshipping this tree, women worship it in Kártik (November) to gain what they wish.

The oleander káren Nerium odorum is worshipped on a Tuesday by unmarried and childless men who trace their ill-luck to the evil influence of the planet Mars or Mangal. It is also worshipped by those wishing to gain the favour of a female spirit or jogani. The flowers of this tree are favourite offerings to goddesses and to the sun. Among the Mäthur Káyaschas, on the marriage day the bride and bridegroom strike each other with an oleander twig.

The plantain kek Muss sapientum is worshipped in the month of Shravan (August) by barren women and by unmarried men. The fruit is the favourite food on all fast days.

The bastard teak khalkhara Butea frondosa is believed by some to be the home of Brahma the creator and is worshipped in the month of Págán (March). Others believe it to be the home of a goddess before whom in fulfilment of a vow boys have their heads shaved for the first time. A bough of this tree is held by the boy at the time of the thread ceremony, when some Bráhmans worship the tree.
The bastard teak is held sacred by the Rajputs who throw flowers and sandal-paste on it before and after marriage and before the first head-shaving. Its favourite offering is barley flour mixed with sugar and clarified butter. Its leaves are the proper covers for offerings made to Vishnu, and the middle leaf of a bunch of three leaves is used as a wrapper in all spirit-sacrificing rites.

The milkbush kharwini Euphorbia tirucalli is worshipped only by those who want to secure the favour of a spirit named Bhānumati who is believed to live in it.

The nim or limbo Melia azadirachta is regarded as the home of Vishnu in his form of Jagannath. It is worshipped in an attack of small-pox by women who bow to it and lay a lamp fed with clarified butter near its trunk. A child attacked with small-pox is laid on nim leaves and fanned by nim twigs. In the shānti or spirit-quiescing ceremony the twigs are thrown into the fire. A man possessed by a spirit is cured by having nim twigs brushed over his face. The juice pressed from its leaves is drunk especially by Deccan people on the first day of Chaitra (March-April).

As there are very few cocoa palms or nālieri in Gujarāt the tree is seldom worshipped. As an emblem of the family goddess the nut is much worshipped by all classes. A coconut is also a favourite offering to other goddesses.

The pataspipla The specified popineea is worshipped by those wishing success in any undertaking. The tree is also called naudi vrakshi. Shiv or Nandishvar, that is the lord of the bull, was once so badly used by his father-in-law, who was performing a great sacrifice, that in anger Parvati killed herself. After this Shiv went to the pataspipla, bowed to it, and again went to his father-in-law who received him civilly.

The piplo Ficus religiosa is believed to be the emblem of Vishnu, and the haunt of Munja the spirit of a thread-girt and unmarried Brāhmaṇa lad. To quiet Munja water is poured on the piplo's roots, sometimes daily sometimes during the whole or part of Kārtik (November), Chaitra (April), Shrāvan (August), Bhadra (September), and the intercalary months which are sacred to Vishnu and to the performance of after-death rites. The piplo is worshipped on the day of the month and the day of the year on which a man died, and from the third to the twelfth day after a death śrāda or memorial services are performed under its shade by the eldest surviving male child of the deceased. The tree is also worshipped on the elevenths of every Hindu month. On the no-moon day of each month, especially when the no-moon falls on a Monday, high caste Hindu women hold it meritorious to throw flowers water and sandal-paste on its roots and to walk 108 times or more round it, giving a plantain or jasrulke or any other kind of fruit to a Brāhmaṇ each time the round is completed. After the rounds are over the woman throws a cotton thread or a waistcloth on the tree. The rounds are also made on Saturdays when in the hope of growing rich people tear off scraps of the piplo bark. Among Brāhmaṇs particularly a girl cannot
remain unmarried after she has come of age. A grown girl who remains unmarried owing to some natural defect is married with full rites to a pipal tree, so that any violation of the rule is avoided. As the pipal is believed to be the emblem of Vishnu, it is married to the basil or tulsi plant. Some childless persons who trace their misfortune to the influence of some evil spirit cause the Brahmanic thread ceremony to be performed for a pipal tree and have a brick platform built round its trunk. Bulls and Kolis worship the pipal on the bright eleventh of Vaisakha (March) which is among them a day sacred to spirit-worship. The tree is on no account uprooted or destroyed and except for sacrifice its wood is not used as fuel. The leaves are used in all spirit-searing rites.

On the dark fourteenth of Vaisakha (May), pumpkin or olibarkola seeds are dropped in the house-yard and from that day the husband and wife daily worship the seedlings for six months. By worshipping the pumpkin people hope to increase their children.

The shami Prosopis sieversiana, also called aparnita that is the Unbaten, is regarded as Shiva's wife and is called Vijayavati. The tree is held sacred by all classes of Hindus but chiefly by Rajputs, because on it the Pandava hung their arms when they were banished. The arms were turned into snakes and remained untouched till the owners came back to claim them. By worshipping this tree on the Dasara festival in October, Ram conquered Ravana, Váli conquered Sugriv, and the Pandava conquered the Kauravs. Shami worship on Dasara Day (October) is held so in such that after the Dasara worship the Rajput chiefs used to go to war even in an unlucky hour. On Dasara Day people go to a shami tree, sprinkle it with milk curds sugar clarified butter and honey, wash it with water, and hang garments upon it. They light lamps, burn incense, make red marks on the tree, sprinkle it with rose-coloured water, set wheat-stalks betelnuts and offerings of food before it, and walk round it. As they walk they repeat verses telling how the shami tree purifies from sin, destroys enemies, cures diseases, and ensures success. Then turning round they worship in order the ten dig-pāls or guardians of the ten points of heaven, beginning with Indra the god of the east. They then break and throw from them the silken wristlets which were tied on the Bāley festival in Shravan (August). After the shami worship the people return home taking with them a few shami leaves, some earth from near its roots, one or two betelnuts and a few of the wheat-stalks that were offered to it, some of which they fix in their headdress. Of these articles they compound a ball called sakamia or the peace-maker which the worshipper keeps with him for luck and takes with him when he starts on a journey. Next Dasara Day the ball is laid near the tree and a fresh one is made. Besides on the Dasara, the tree is worshipped on marriage occasions when one of its branches is cut and turned into a post to be planted in the marriage booth. It is unlucky for a man to have married three wives. A man wishing to take a third wife marries a shami tree in the same way as some men marry the akhál or swallowwort, and afterwards marries the woman who thus becomes his fourth wife. In
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castes among whom widow marriage is allowed a bachelor cannot marry a widow. Such a marriage can take place only if the bachelor first marries the thami tree and then the widow.

No betel-palms grow in Gujarāt, but betelnuts are used in all sacrifices as the representatives of the different gods. In some families a betelnut is placed in the god room along with the house gods and is worshipped every day. Betelnuts are also offered in disease-quelling or abhūti rites.

All classes hold the common sweet basil or tulsi Ocimum basilicum sacred. A demon named Jalandhar used to harass the gods whose joint efforts to put him down were of no avail because of the chastity of his wife Vrunda. Vishnu disguised himself as Jalandhar and slept with Vrunda and so was able to kill Jalandhar. Vrunda cursed Vishnu who went to live in the stone, which is still worshipped under the name of skāligrama. Vishnu in turn cursed Vrunda and forced her to go into the basil plant. While the two were under the curse they married and hence the basil plant is regarded as Vishnu's consort. Almost all Vishnavs have a basil plant in their houses. Dhedās and Khatri weavers also hold the basil sacred, keep it in front of their houses, and, it is said, when sworn by it will not tell a lie. The worshipper thinks he gains merit if he bows to the basil just after leaving his bed or after washing his face. Before taking their morning meal women throw water in the basil pot, burn a lamp near it, and bow to it. If the woman is a Vaisnav she takes the image of Vishnu to the plant, lays the image down, joins the image and the plant with a cotton thread, and worships them together. She then walks several times round the two and bows to them. During intercalary months, all of which are sacred to Vishnu, this worship is very common. The water in which Vishnu has been bathed is generally poured into the tulsi pot. On the bright eleventh of Kārtik (November) high caste Hindus, particularly Vishnavs, think they gain merit by having the marriage between the image of Vishnu and the basil plant regularly performed. When the ceremony is to be on a small scale the image of Vishnu is richly dressed, and is taken in the evening to the basil plant over which a booth of sugarcane cuttings is raised. The family priest officiates at the marriage ceremony which is conducted by the family headman and the house-mother. Marriage verses are chanted and the plant and the image are united by the marriage garland. The plant is covered with a woman's robe and an iron ring and a wristlet are tied to one of its branches. Some women fast for three days after the eleventh, keep a lamp continuously burning, and on the fourth day break their fast. The night of the fourth day is kept as a vigil or wake. Some well-to-do pious and childless persons celebrate this marriage on a grand scale. When this is done the childless pair who own the basil plant act as the bride's parents; the image of Vishnu belongs to a friend who with his wife acts as the bridegroom's parents. On the bright eleventh of Kārtik (November) or on a day fixed by an astrologer the image is taken with music to the basil plant. The male owner of the image with the image in his hand and the female
owner of the plant with the basil pot near her then go regularly through all the Brāhmaṇic marriage rites. The owner of the plant presents gold and silver ornaments to the image the owners of which also receive cash presents as the bridegroom's parents. Vishnu's marriage to the basil plant on the bright eleventh of Karṭiḳ (November) begins the yearly marriage season. Besides on the bright eleventh of Karṭiḳ the basil plant is held sacred on other occasions. The sesame seed is the emblem of Vishnu and some women for four years during the whole of Shrāvaṇ (August) or during its latter half worship sesame seeds or plants and the basil plant together. During this period they wear on their neck a cotton thread of thirty knots, eat only once a day, avoid cooked vegetables, and before eating utter and cause a friend to utter the words Tat Tulsi. On the last day of the month the basil plant is covered with a woman's robe. To get rid of barrenness women sometimes walk 196 times round the basil and the pipāł planted together. Tulsi leaves, Vishnu's favourite offering, are believed to have great sin-cleansing power, and a basil leaf is put in the mouth of the dead. The dry wood of the tulsi plant is always added to the fuel with which a dead body is burnt.

The umbar Ficus glomerata is believed to be the resting place of the sage Bhrigu. It is a common belief that a hidden stream runs near every umbar. The tree is much worshipped during the Nāvātra holidays in October by people wishing to make money and to learn.

The Indian fig vad Ficus indica, from its matted air roots, is believed to be the emblem of Shiv who wears matted hair. With the object of lengthening their husband's and their children's lives, married women worship the Indian fig tree on fullmoon days. The fullmoon of Jēṣṭha (June) is particularly sacred to the Indian fig. On that day married women throw flowers, sandal-paste, and a cotton thread on the roots of the vad. Some women in honour of the vad take their meal on the night of the bright thirteenth, at noon on the fourteenth, fast on the fullmoon day, and sup on the night of the dark first. Some married girls for four years after marriage worship the vad on every fullmoon day. During the fullmoon days of the first year they eat but once, during those of the second year they eat uncooked articles, during those of the third year they live on fruit roots and vegetables, and during those of the fourth year they fast. The branches of the fig tree serve as fuel in all fire sacrifices.

Hills are held sacred by Brāhmaṇs because their crests are like the ling and because Shiv's consort is Pārvatī the hill spirit; by Vaishnavs because the hill top is the abode of Vishnu, and because Krishna is believed to have supported the Govardhan mountain on his little finger; and by Bhils, Kolis, Chodhāns, Gāṁtās, and other wild tribes because they regard hills as the dwellings of Ahīdūnagar, Kāvāntīgad, Medgadh, Dungri, and other hill-gods. Shrāvaks or Jains also attach a special holiness to hills. Some Hindu gods and goddesses have their temples on the upper slope or on the top of a hill, and the pilgrims to the shrines hold it meritorious to climb to the temple on foot or to walk round its base. The hill near the Mahī Kānthā village of Sāthesu is much frequented by women who cannot suckle their infants. In a
cavern on the top is a stone called Dudhel Māta or Milk Mother through which milk-white water cozes. A woman who cannot nurse her child goes to the cave taking a white bodice, and allows a few drops of the milky water to fall on that part of the bodice which covers the breast. After laying it on the stone the woman puts on the bodice and finds that her supply of milk has increased. In south Gujarāt at the marriages of low caste Hindus flowers and sandal-paste are offered in the name of seven hills, among them the Nāsik hills of Salber and Mulher. On the first day of Kartik (November) and sometimes on the bright eleventh of Kartik and the dark eighth of Shravan (August) a heap of cowdung is made in Vaishnav temples opposite Krishna’s image. On the first day of Kartik some Koli and cultivating-Rajput women sweep their houses in the morning, gather the dirt in a pot, and lay the pot at the place where four roads cross. On her return before entering the house she lays a lump of cowdung on the finger of a cowdung image of Krishna. Miniature flags are stuck in the lump which is called the Govardhan mountain, and toy cows are set near it. The woman then bathes and after her bath throws sandal-dust and flowers on the image and on the dung lump, and offers them cooked food. This mode of worship continues till the twelfth day, on which, after making them an offering of rice and split pulse, the image and the lump are thrown into a well or a pond. Instead of making the image some, for the safety of their cattle, make a four-cornered dung-heap on the veranda and drop over the dung-hill a few jiras grains. A lamp fed with clarified butter is kept near the heap in the evening. It is allowed to remain till the Holi holiday, on which day it is taken and thrown into the fire. Bhils, Dhanakas, and other wild tribes on the no-moon day of Bhūdarv (September) play, dance, and sing at the foot of a hill. They offer clay horses, a coconut, and the flesh of a goat to a hill and walk round its base. In fulfillment of a vow taken to cure family sickness or cattle plague they worship the hill by offering it cleansed rice, betelnuts, moha or palm-juice liquor, and the flesh of goats and fowls. If the hill is far off, a small heap of rice is made, a betelnut is stuck on the top of it, and redlead is applied to it. A childless husband or a bachelor sometimes goes to a hill and says ‘Father Hill, if I get a child or a wife I will bathe thee and others.’ If he succeeds in getting the child or the wife he bathes as many hill-sides as he promised, that is he burns them with fire. Some Marathas in south Gujarāt worship the hills as an appeal to the rain-god for a heavy rainfall.

Over the whole of Gujarāt ripe grain is worshipped at harvest time, and in south Gujarāt Koli and Dubla cultivators sacrifice a cock on the occasion. No new grain is taken into use without first worshipping it or giving some of it to Brāhmans. In some native states on the no-moon day of Shravan (August) a small quantity of each grain and vegetable crop is gathered in a miniature booth. The chief of the state or the headman of the village throws flowers and sandal-paste on the heaps, and the grain is distributed among the villagers. In Rewa Kāntha, in the month of Bhūdarv (September) when the early crops are reaped, the Bhil and Koli cultivators of the village meet and on an appointed day the headman offers
twelve buffaloes, twelve goats, and twelve cocks to their gods, Béva and Chamunda, whose homes are in rough round stones set under a teak tree. The villagers drink liquor and milk. On the Dussehra festival in October the main gate of a temple is sometimes festooned with the ears of as many grains as are available. On the Makar Sankranti in January grain is worshipped and given to Brahmins. On the first day of Kártik (November) preparations of almost all local grains are offered to Krishna in Vaishnav temples. The bright fifth of Bódhavasa (September), called Rádhi Páscham or the Seer’s Fifth, is set apart for the worship of grain. On this day, particularly among the agricultural classes, no woman who is of age eats salt or any grain that has been grown in a ploughed field. They eat the seeds of a grass called sámo, and a coarse rice called aasvir which grow in wastelands or in ponds. These grains are supplemented with vegetables grown in the housetop or in an unploughed garden. On this day women neither grind nor thresh corn. By eating these coarse grains women hope to have a regular monthly sickness, to increase their fruitfulness, and to get rid of their womanhood in their next birth.

The following rites are performed to ascertain whether the next harvest is to be good or bad. On the bright second of Vaishākh (May) a miniature booth is made outside of the village, and in it a pot filled with water and with its mouth covered by a cake is laid. Small heaps of different grains are piled round the pot and some cotton wool is set near it. A copper coin is also laid to represent the chief, and a betelnut to stand for the minister. On the morning of the third the villagers examine the booth. If the ants have interfered much with any kind of grain during the night the people think that that grain will be scarce during the coming year. To whatever direction the cotton has been moved there they believe cotton will be in demand. The chief or the minister will suffer misfortune if the coin or the betelnut has been carried away; he will prosper if the coin or the betelnut is allowed to remain. If the cake has been eaten or removed by some animal, the people will starve, and if the booth has been injured by cattle, the village to which the cattle belong will be visited by some grievous evil. A north-west wind at dawn on the third foretells a good harvest. At seven on the night of the Chaitra (April) fullmoon the wagon-shaped cluster of stars called septarashna ādha, the English Great Bear or Charles’ Wain, is examined. One star among them, which is believed to change its place, is called veppiri or the merchant. If the merchant is in front of the cluster grain will rise; if he is in the rear prices will fall; and if he is at one side prices will remain steady. If slight rain falls within four hours after the fire is lit on the Holi holiday (March), the rupee price of the staple grain of the district will be ten pounds. The crops will be injured by a frost if rain falls on the bright seventh of Shrācana (August). If the bright sixth of Mūgh (February) is cloudy, there will be a considerable fall in the price of cotton during the season. If there is a downpour of rain on the dark thirteenth of Ash día, castor-oil,
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if on the dark fourteenth, sesame oil, and if on the no-moon day, clarified butter will be cheap.

Rice is the most sacred of grains. The cultivators worship the rice plants in Aśo (October), and on its fullmoon poured rice is offered to the house gods and eaten with milk. Rice is offered to Shiv and Ganpati in their daily worship, and is used in all religious ceremonies. In the śrīdāh or memorial service rice balls are offered to the spirits of the dead. The favourite offering to goddesses is cleaned rice boiled in milk. Rice, both husked and unhusked, is stuck on brow-marks on all lucky occasions, husked rice forms a part of the payments which are then made to potters and gardeners. It is sacred to Shiv and to the moon and is much used on Mondays. Curds and cooked rice are the favourite offerings to Shiv after an attack of fever.

Wheat is sacred to Ganpati and to the planet Mars or Mangal. Sweet balls of wheat flour are Ganpati's favourite offering, and those who are under the evil influence of the planet Mars eat nothing but wheat. It is worshipped along with Ganpati on all lucky occasions and on the Mokar Sankrānt in January. Wheat is used along with rice in all religious ceremonies. In some villages two babul trees are festooned with blades of darbha grass. In the evening the village cattle, among them a red cow belonging to the headman, are driven under the festoon. If the red cow runs ahead of the rest, the wheat crop will be injured by rust.

To ensure a good harvest the cultivators worship millet stalks in the month of Bhūdarśa (September). Married women also worship the plants on the bright fifth of Škrīvāna (August). The grain is worshipped on the Mokar Sankrānt in January.

The Rewa Kāmṭha Bhila and Nālkās worship the maize plant before cutting it, and in the hope of a rich harvest, offer a goat to their village god through their headman.

Barley is a sacred grain, and is used in all religious and memorial ceremonies. On certain fast days barley cakes or barley boiled in milk is the correct food.

Gram is sacred to the planet Venus, and is much used on Fridays. Boiled gram is a favourite offering to goddesses, and on the Mokar Sankrānt in January gifts of gram plants are made to Brāhmans.

Adad Phaseolus mungo is sacred to the planet Saturn and to Hanumān. To get rid of Saturn's evil influence people make gifts of adad to Brāhmans. Though it is unlucky to look at, adad is much used in all spirit-scaring rites. To prevent the spirit of a man who has died in an unclean state from troubling his friends, and to sever all connection with a man who has become a pervert or has renounced his religion and caste rules, an image of adad flour is made and over it death rites are performed.

Sesame seeds are believed to be the emblem of Vishnu, to whom they are mostly offered. The seeds are worshipped along with the basil plant, and are much used in all memorial services. The effects
of a bad dream are said to be averted by worshipping sesame and giving it to Brahmans. On the Makar Sankranti in January the gift of sesame balls is so meritorious that the day is known as Til or Sesame Sankrant.

Wheat, barley, tucar, vat, sesame, rice, and jujur are also worshipped together as a goddess. On the first of the Nacritri in Magh (February), Chaitra (April), Ashad (July), and Astha (October), a corner of the god-room is covered with a layer of earth and cowdung three or four inches thick. On the surface grains of wheat, barley, tucar, vat, sesame, rice, and jujur are dropped. The earth is kept moistened with water, and flowers and sandal-paste are laid before it. By the tenth day the seedlings, which are about a foot high, are worshipped as representing the goddess. A lamp fed with clarified butter is kept burning near them for nine days, and an unsheathed sword is laid close by the lamp. When these plants are grown by an exorcist in his own house he becomes possessed by the goddess on the eighth day. He walks about the streets followed by women singing songs, one of whom bears a basket containing the seedlings. People suffering from spirit seizures sit on the road and are believed to be cured if the exorcist leaps over them. The basket containing the stalks is thrown into a well or into a river. On all marriages, thread-girdings, and pregnancies these grains are sown in bamboo baskets and the family goddess is asked to come into the seedlings. The seedlings are worshipped every day, and some days after the ceremony is over the baskets are thrown into a well.

Gujarat Hindus reckon nine planets or grahas literally seizers. These are the Sun Surya, the Moon Chandra, Mars Mangal, Mercury Budh, Jupiter Brihaspati, Venus Shukra, Saturn Shani, the Earth Rahu, and the Comet Keta. Each of these planets has a friendly or unfriendly influence on every man, according to its position at the time of his birth. All or some of them are worshipped by almost all classes of Hindus generally with the object of warding off their evil influence and sometimes with the object of securing blessings. High caste Hindus, that their influence may be friendly, worship all the planets at thread-girdings marriages and pregnancies, and also to remove sickness. When the planets are to be worshipped a low four-legged wooden stool is set in a square marked with lines of quartz powder. The stool is covered with a white cloth and on the cloth heaps of rice are piled. On the rice heaps an earthen jar full of water is set with its mouth stopped with mango leaves and a coconaut, and a cotton thread is wound round it. At a marriage the parents of the bride and bridegroom, at a thread-girding the boy's parents, and at a pregnancy the husband and wife facing east or north strew flowers and sandal-paste on the earthen water jar.

1 Rahu is generally held to be the head and Keta the trunk of the giant Rahu who stole a share of the ocean-won nectar from the gods. The sun saw Rahu in the act of stealing the nectar and cut him in two with his discus. But the sun was too late, the parts of Rahu were deathless and ever since they at times attack the sun and the moon and dim their light. The belief that Rahu is the earth suggests that Hindu astronomers knew that the earth's shadow was the cause of moon-eclipses.
and sprinkle over it a mixture of milk, curds, clarified butter, honey, and sugar. A fire is lit near the water jar and into the fire are dropped clarified butter, barley, sesame, and nine-inch long sticks of the mango, šamī Prosopis spicigera, khāduhra Butea frondosa, umardā Ficus glomerata, and āndhū Calotropis gigantea trees.

Almost every high caste Hindu house has copper masks or round polished stones of the size of an egg representing one or more of the seven planets, that is all except the earth and the comet. These are daily worshipped along with the house gods. To please the planets gifts are made to Brāhmaṇas, hymns are chanted in honour of Shiva or Māta, or milk or water is poured over Mahādeva’s ling.

Among the nine planets the Sun or Surya holds the first place. The sun is a red man, with a quoit and sometimes a lotus in his hand seated in a car drawn by seven horses. The sun is the father of some of the heavenly beings, and, among men, of the Kshatriya or warrior race. He is the eye of God or God himself, Brahma in the morning, Vishnu at noon, and Mahādeva at night. He is worshipped by almost all classes of Gujarāt Hindus immediately after washing the face in the morning, at prayer time, or on leaving the house. The sun is worshipped under several forms. Sometimes the sun in heaven is worshipped; sometimes a three-corned copper-plate called surya yantra; and sometimes a stone found at Broach in the Narbada near the hermitage of the sage Bhrugu. Among all high caste Hindus the sun is one of the five house gods or Panchātta Deva. In addressing the sun the worshipper holds before him his joined hands and either stands on his right leg or lies on his front on the ground. The sun’s favourite flowers are the rose, the shoe-flower, and the oleander. These flowers are laid before the sun or his image along with a handful or a potful of water called arghya and sandal-paste. Sunday, known as Ravivār, Aditvār, Bhaṅuvāsar, or Bhānuvar, is sacred to the sun. Some Bhils, Chhūrās, and other wild tribes of south Gujarāt worship the sun either solely or before any other god. Among Solar Rajputs the sun is the special object of daily worship and is saluted before the morning meal. On a cloudy day a Solar Rajput will not break his fast till he catches a glimpse of the sun. On very cloudy days when there is little chance of catching a glimpse of the sun a copper or brass plate full of water is sometimes set in the open air in the hope that a reflection of the sun may be seen in the water. Brāhmaṇas and other high caste Hindus consider no daily worship complete without saluting the sun. The gāyatrī or sun-hymn, which none but Brāhmaṇas may say, ‘Let us think the worshipful light of the sun, may it lighten our hearts!’ is repeated by all Brāhmaṇas in the morning, and by a few thrice a day, at morning noon and sunset. The Kāthis worship the sun and use it as a symbol in all formal papers. The symbol is much like a spider, the rays forming the legs. That there may be no mistake underneath it is written ‘The witness of the holy sun.’ They adore the sun and invoke its protection and aid in all their undertakings.
Besides the every-day salutation the sun is worshipped on various occasions to secure his favour or with the object of warding off his evil influence, which the sun acquires in certain star-chambers or when he is affected by other planets. To ward off the sun's evil influence people wear a coral ring or engage a Brähman to repeat a prayer to the sun in a Shaiv temple seven thousand times. To secure the sun's goodwill every woman worships him on the twelfth day after childbirth. Women to ensure male offspring, and widowed girls that they may not be widowed in the next life, worship the sun on Sundays, sometimes for twelve years. In worshipping the sun they dress in white or in red, fast during the day or eat only what is white, milk and rice. Sometimes a woman vows to worship a silver image of the sun for one year beginning from the first Sunday in Māgh (February), in Phalgun (March), or in Shrāvan (August). During the year of her vow the woman keeps all Sundays as fast days and undergoes special penance on the first Sunday of each month. On the first Sunday of the first month she eats nothing but a mixture of cow's urine and dung; on the first Sunday of the second month nothing but milk; on the first Sunday of the third month nothing but curds. On the other days of the week no food can be taken before the sun has been seen and worshipped. During the rainy months the sight of the reflection of the sun in water is enough. If the weather is so cloudy that for three days not even a reflection can be seen the people in Native States on the fourth day look on their ruler and break their fast. At the end of the year the vow is fulfilled by worshipping the image of the sun, by feasting twelve couples of married Brähmans and by presenting them with twelve brass or copper ladles called ṛghaṇa, twelve woollen bags called cow-months or gārmukhis in which rosaries of rudrākṣa that is beads of the aśvala tree are kept, and twelve woollen covers of wooden stools called ṛtānīs. Another sun-vow or surya evat with varying practices is kept four years both by men and women. A person who has taken the four-year sun-vow sometimes daily worships the sun and the pīpal Ficus religiosa, and takes food but once a day. Sometimes he worships the sun every day during the first year, a pīpal tree every day during the second year, a Brähman every day during the third year, and a cross of cleaned rice every day during the fourth year. The twelfth of January, when the sun enters the sign of Capricorn or mākara, is called the mākara-saṅkrānti, and as the sun then first clearly passes to the north it is also called the nāriyāna or northng saṅkrānti. On this day jujubes, sugarcane, plantains, gram Cicer arietinum plants, a mixture of rice and moū Pha- seolus radiatus, balls of white sesame and coarse sugar, and a copper coin are given to at least thirteen Brähmans. Besides these gifts the well-to-do make presents to the poor and take vows to feed the cows of their Brähman priests for one year on boiled jumir or jumir stalks, and the street dogs on a mixture of cooked rice and moū or on milk. Barren women call thirteen pregnant women and present each with a coconuat; women who have no children alive call thirteen children and present each with a coconuat; and both barren and childless women sometimes present clothes to thirteen married
couples. Sometimes also they call thirteen Brâhmins, feed them on milk, and present each with cocoa-kernels, coarse sugar, a pound of mag, a ball of mag flour with a coin hid in it, and a pot of whey and butter. Beginning with this day married girls sometimes vow for a year to apply kanku marks every morning to the brows of at least thirteen married women or goriás. Other girls vow on each day of the coming year to take to the priest's house a handful of rice, a betelnut, and a pot of water. Among Nâgar Brâhmins the marriage season begins from Makar Sankranti. Among these Brâhmins all unmarried girls to be married during the year are taken to a river bank, have some of their hair washed with water, and have a flower garland thrown round their necks.

Except Shrâvak Vânîas all high caste Hindus hold the sun and moon in special reverence during an eclipse or grahan that is a seizure. The practices at solar and lunar eclipses are almost the same. In both cases the day of the eclipse and a day before and a day after the eclipse are deemed unlucky. For twelve hours before a sun eclipse begins and for eight hours before a moon eclipse begins no cooked food is eaten. Frequent eclipses are believed to foretell grave political dangers. An eclipse of the sun and the moon happening in the same month is also dangerous. An eclipse on the Chitra (April) full moon forebodes an earthquake. If the moon is eclipsed in Vaishakh (May) the year will be one of dearth, particularly if the eclipse falls on a Tuesday or a Saturday, and if the eclipse falls on a Monday or a Friday sugar and butter will be specially scarce. If the sun is eclipsed between six and ten in the morning of a Tuesday or a Saturday in Vaisakh (May) there will be a general dearth. A total eclipse of the sun on a Monday Wednesday or Friday in Vaisakh (May) foretells a cheap year.

In every high caste house before an eclipse begins all water jars are emptied and the stores of pickles and wafer biscuits are carefully locked. The family priest visits the house and leaves a blade of durhâ grass on the threshold of the house, of the god-room, and of the room in which pickles and wafer biscuits are stored. Immediately before the eclipse begins some baths. All including the household gods are held to be impure so long as the eclipse lasts. The people explain this impurity by saying that Râhu was a Bhangia or sweeper and that his touch defiles the sun and moon. During the eclipse gifts are made to Bhangiás. Some spend the whole time of an eclipse in prayer. Exorcists and charmers count the beads of a rosary, burn incense, and repeat charms. Some make gifts of fried jişk or rice, of a mixture of rice and pulse, and of clothes and copper coins to low caste beggars, especially to Bhangiás who, man women and children, go from door to door begging grain copper silver gold and clothes, and shouting Do dán chhute grahan that is Give gifts and the seizure will be lessened. Some visit Vaishnav temples which are kept open during eclipses, and look at the gods who are dressed in their plenteous robes, and some of the young in spite of being impure make merry. A woman far gone in pregnancy is locked in a room and every entrance to her room is close covered so that no ray of the dimmed sun or moon may reach her. While thus locked up the woman cannot do any work. She cannot
dress vegetables or even break a straw or she may maim the limbs of the child in her womb.

If she sees any of the eclipse the child will suffer from eclipse-madness or grakon-gheleu. When the eclipse is over every one bathes either at home or in a river or in the sea. They fetch fresh drinking water, purify the house-gods by going through the regular daily worship, take a meal, and present gifts, grain and copper or silver coins to the family priest.

Sunday is sacred to the sun. Except that a child is lucky whose sixth day falls on a Sunday, Sunday is unlucky and a cause of evil. A year that begins on a Sunday is disastrous. In a month with five Sundays some epidemic is sure to break out and if Māgh (February) has five Sundays the king is sure to suffer. If the bright fifth of Kārtik (November) falls on a Sunday a Tuesday, or a Saturday there will be cholera in Mālwa, war in the Deccan, the Konkan and Rajputāna, and uneasiness in Gujarāt. If a Sunday falls on the bright eleventh of Kārtik (November) there will be cholera or some other calamity; if on the Kārtik fullmoon within the period when the moon is in the kṛṣṇa star-chamber there will be forty-three rainy days in the year; if on the bright fourteenth of Chaitra (April) there will be disunion among kings; if on the bright third of Vaishakha (May) there will be a scanty rainfall, and if on that day the wind blows from the south the drought will become famine. If a Sunday falls on the bright second of Ashadh (July) the year will be extraordinarily hot and the rains will be late; if on the bright eleventh of Ashadh (July) there will be an epidemic, a general panic, or a flood; and if on the fullmoon of Pāga (March), on the bright fifth of Shrāvan (August), or on the no-moon of Ashvin (October) there will be war, panic, and poverty. It is very unlucky if the ninth or the twelfth day after a man's death falls on a Sunday. If a man becomes a widower on a Sunday he will hardly find a second wife. On Sundays barren women in the hope of becoming mothers get hold of some neighbour's or friend's infant child and lightly brand it on some part of the body with a needle which the mother is not likely to notice. If on a Sunday night a man takes cotton threads and goes to a place where an owl is hooting, strips himself naked and makes a knot on the threads each time the owl hoots, the thread, if tied on the right arm of a fever patient, will drive away the fever. A cloth worn for the first time on a Sunday will be burnt. To set out on a journey northwards on a Sunday is unlucky and no journey in any other direction should be attempted without first chewing betel nut.

The Moon is a male deity, large gentle and kindly, young and sweetfaced, a warrior with four arms, a mace in one and a lotus in another, seated on a white antelope. The moon has more influence on man than the sun. He is hailed and respected by all Lunar Rajput who daily worship a representation of the moon. The Bhils, Kolis, Dublās, and other wild tribes of south Gujarāt worship the moon after the sun and before any other god. A Panch-Mahāl Bilh swears by bārbīj or bārbīj, that is the moon, saying, 'May bārbīj eat me if I lie.' High caste Hindus do not rank the moon among
the house gods who are daily worshipped. The moon is the lord of all vegetable drugs or *auskughipats* and is so styled by old Sanskrit poets. The moon has a more powerful influence on diseases than any other planet. Lunacy that is moon-madness, hydrophobia, consumption, and other diseases are believed to be keener in the bright fortnight than in the dark fortnight, and are at their highest when the moon is in opposition, that is on the bright fifteenth or in conjunction that is on the dark fifteenth of every Hindu month. The sun and the moon appear on deeds of gift with the expression *Yodechchandra divakarosa* that is so long as the sun and the moon endure. On all festive occasions the sun and moon are painted on the house wall, one on each side of Ganpati. Shiva is represented with a crescent moon on his forehead and is called *Chandra maula* or the moon-crowned. Monday which is sacred to the moon is also sacred to Shiva. The Hindu month is a lunar month of 29½ days during which the moon completes its revolution round the earth. Every Hindu month therefore begins on the first day after the no-moon day. All classes especially traders look with special interest on the first day of each month and year. The goodness or badness of the first bargain on the first day foretells the character of the month or the year. The last or no-moon *auñas* of each month is unlucky for all undertakings and is kept as a day of rest by traders, shopkeepers, and craftsmen. If the last day falls on a Monday the day is sacred and people bathe in a river or pool and make gifts to Brahmans. The days of the month sacred to the moon are bright seconds, all fourths but especially dark fourths, and bright fifteenths. On the bright seconds the moon is hailed by most high caste Hindus, particularly by traders and shopkeepers. People when they look at the moon on this day uncover their heads and feet and join the palms of their hands, so that the two first fingers may touch the space between the eyebrows. They then bend their heads, mutter some words, loosen their hands, and gently press their cheeks. They throw a cotton thread towards the moon, hoping to get a silver thread in return, eat something sweet, and, on turning from the moon, take care that the first person they look at is one who is innocent or lucky. If their neighbours are neither lucky nor innocent they look at a rupee. The moon is held particularly sacred on the bright second by all who belong to the Bij and Mårgi sects which have many followers among the Ahirs, Bhavsars, Babriias Bhangiias, Clearans, Darjis, Dhaals, Golas, Kauthis, Kolis, Lahiras, Moschs, Rabaris, Rajputs, and Sathvarias. Among the followers of the Bij and Mårgi sects the bright second of *Mågy* (February) is specially holy. On this day the Rabaris and Ahirs never turn their milk to butter, but either drink it or give it away. Other bright seconds are also sacred. Some fast all day and break their fast by a meal of rice and milk after hailing the moon. Some Kolis bow to the new-moon and ask three blessings, a cooking pan that is daily bread, a pair of bullocks, and a cow. In some parts of Gujarát Kolis are sworn on a two-day-old moon. If the new moon

---

1 The Gujarati runes: *Bij mārāli, Chulē hīrāli, Be yohda, nē ek gursē.*
when first seen on the bright second of Kārtik (November) is red, or if the right horn is thinner than the left horn on the bright second of Faishakh (May) the year will be rainy. If on the bright second of Jeth (June) the moon is first seen in the west the year will be middling, and if it is first seen in the south-west the year will be bad. If it thunders on the bright second of Jeth (June) the year will be dry. If the bright second of Ashia (July) falls on a Sunday or a Tuesday the rains will be late, if on a Thursday the year will be rainy, if on a Wednesday or Friday the rainfall will be good, and if on a Saturday dire evil is in store.

The bright fourths are called Ganesh chaturthi or Ganpati’s Fourths and the dark fourths are called Sashasti chaturthi or Trouble-clearing Fourths. On the bright fourths women generally eat wheaten bread and avoid salt. The moon is not worshipped. Of bright fourths the most sacred is in Bhadore (September). On this day Ganpati is worshipped with much ceremony and wheaten balls mixed with sugar or molasses are eaten. Though the bright fourths are sacred to the moon, the sight of the moon on this night is unlucky. Any one who sees the moon will be falsely charged with theft. After sunset people shut all windows. If by chance anyone happens to see the moon, he throws stones on his neighbour’s roof till, which is not usual, some one in the neighbour’s house gets angry enough to abuse the stone thrower, when the risk of a false charge of theft passes away. From this stone-throwing the day is called Dugada Choth or the Stone Fourth. On dark fourths men and women, especially women, fast all day long and at moonrise at nine in the evening worship the moon, and break their fast either by drinking a cup of milk or by taking a supper sometimes with wheat balls mixed with sugar or coarse sugar as a chief dish. Besides fasting during the whole day some forego water and some stand all day on one foot or on both feet in an attitude of prayer. Of dark fourths four are held particularly sacred by different classes, the dark fourth of Margshirsha (December) by traders and craftsmen, of Fagan (March) by young boys and girls, of Faishakh (May) by husbandmen, and of Ashen (October) by most high caste women. All of these fourths are kept as complete fasts and nothing is eaten until the moon has been seen and worshipped. On the dark fourth of Ashen (October) women fast all day and drink no water till the moon has been worshipped. After worshipping the moon some take only seven morsels of cooked or uncooked food, some take only a cup of milk, and some eat a full supper of wheat balls, sugar, milk, and the common gourd yalka Cucumis eulatus. Sometimes because water is poured out to the moon from a spouted jar and sometimes because water is drunk from a spouted jar, the day is called Karanda Choth or the Spouted-jar Fourth. Because the common gourd forms one of the necessary dishes, the day is also called Galka Choth or the Gourd Fourth. The bright fifteenths or fullmoons, called Purna, are sacred to the moon and to all goddesses or Mātās. On particular fullmoons the temples of the different goddesses are thronged by pilgrims. Goddess
worshippers fast all day and after moonrise worship an image of the goddess and the moon. If the Kārtik (November) fullmoon falls on a Sunday there will be forty-three rainy days in the year, if on a Tuesday sixteen rainy days, if on a Saturday eight rainy days, and if on a Monday Wednesday or Friday one hundred rainy days. On the Pauṣṭi (January) fullmoon unmarried Brāhmaṇ Vāna and Kanbi girls fast all day and at night make a millet or a wheat cake. A round hole is cut through the middle of the cake and the moon is looked at through the hole. The cake is afterwards eaten. The Pauṣṭi fullmoon is worshipped to secure long life to the worshipper’s mother.1 From the fullmoon of Māgh (February) to the fullmoon of Phāgan (March) some women bath early in the morning in river or well water. After bathing the clothes are changed and food is eaten only when they are asked to do so by friends. During the whole month gifts of sesame are made to Brāhmaṇs; if the wind is changing and blows from all the quarters of the heaven, it is a sign of the king’s unsafety and of a civil war. If the day falls on a Sunday Tuesday or Saturday there will be general poverty and far-reaching danger. On the Aṣāḍ fullmoon (July) if the wind blows from the east all new crops will be blighted and if there is a dead calm there will be an earthquake.

The Shrāvani fullmoon (August) is kept as a holiday by all classes of Hindus. On this day sisters tie silken threads called rikhāsa or guardian on their brothers’ right wrists and present them with sweetmeats.2 The brothers in return make money presents to their sisters. On this day all the Brāhmaṇic threadwearing classes change their thread after worshipping Viṣṇu and offering handfuls of water to deceased ancestors. The object of this worship is to be freed from sin arising from irregularity in performing the strict Brāhmaṇic rituals. The river god or the sea god is also worshipped by all, particularly by traders, by throwing in the river or sea flowers and coconuts. If on this day the sky is clear, sesame oil will rise in price. The Aśvina (October) fullmoon is also kept as a holiday by all high caste Hindus who take their supper in open moonlight. As the rice crop is reaped before this time, pounded rice and milk, after they are offered to the moon, form the chief articles of supper. Because the moonlight on this night is peculiarly cool and refreshing, or because if a rain-drop on this night falls into the mouth of an oyster it is believed to turn into a pearl, the day is called Manekthāri Panem or the pearl-making fullmoon. On the other hand clouds on this day are believed to injure the standing crops. On all bright fifteenths some women keep a day-long fast, and, when the moon is seen, break the fast by a supper from which all yellow articles such as pulses of all kinds are excluded. A white circle or jatkanda round the moon on this night or on any night in the year is a sign of heavy rainfall.

1 The Gujarati is: Je haro poshi te ni ahati doshi: Who performs the posh (worship) her mother will not die.
2 These threads are kept on the wrists till Daśara Day (October) when they are untied and thrown on the shami Prosopis spinosa tree.
Section XIV.

PLANET WORSHIP.
The Moon.

Besides on the bright seconds fourthe and fifteenth, the moon is worshipped on other occasions. For ten days from the bright tenth to the dark fourth of A'so (October) some high caste married women to lengthen their husbands’ lives; fast during the whole day and avoid drinking water till the moon is worshipped by offering him among other things ten kinds of clay, ten kinds of flowers, ten kinds of pigments, and water from ten wells. After the worship is over the women break their fast by a supper of rice and wheat bread. Salt is not eaten. On the last day, that is on the dark fourth of A'so, twelve shallow bamboo plates or chāndāli each containing a piece of silken cloth, a coconut, a white pumpkin, a tubular copper-spouted jar, a looking glass, a comb, a collyrium box, and a box with the forehead marks, are given away to twelve Brahmanas. On the last day the mother-in-law or some other married woman is given a rich dinner. This mode of worship called dānālī is performed for ten years with the same details. The vow ends on the eleventh year when ten women are feasted and presented each with a bamboo plate filled with the abovementioned articles. The mother-in-law is also feasted and presented with a copper plate containing the same toilette articles made of silver. To curb desire some widows, and all devout members of the Svāminīrāyan sect. vow once in a year for a full month in Mārgaśīrṣa (December), Maṅg (March), Vaishāḍha (May), or Shrāvana (August) to eat only egg-sized morsels of wheat or barley flour mixed with sugar and clarified butter on the condition that during the first fortnight the number of morsels on any day should correspond with its number in the fortnight; that is one morsel on the first day, two on the second, three on the third, and so on till the number reaches fifteen on the full moon day. During the dark fortnight of the month the series is in a descending order, that is fourteen morsels on the first day of the dark fortnight, thirteen on the second day, twelve on the third day, and so on to one morsel on the fourteenth day and a complete fast on the last day of the month. As under it the number of morsels keeps pace with the motion of the moon, the vow is called cāndārāyan or going with the moon. Some women take a vow for one year never to eat food till they have seen the moon, and as the moon is not seen at all on the last day of each month, the last day of each month is kept as a fast day.

Persons to whom the moon is unfriendly, to ward off his evil influence, wear a white diamond or a pearl ring or engage a Brahman to repeat a prayer to the moon eleven thousand times. A man dying under the moon’s evil influence worships the moon in the sky before death, saluting it, and throwing flowers and sandal-paste towards it. The practices observed during moon eclipses are the same as those described for sun eclipses.

Mondays, which are sacred to the moon, and, from the crescent moon on Shiv’s forehead to Shiv, are kept as fast days by all high caste Hindu men and women. The Mondays of the four rainy months, particularly of Shrāvana (August) are generally kept as fast days. Except on Mārgaśīrṣa (December) Mondays when the eating of food cooked on the previous day is meritorious, people who are under this
vow eat but once at sunset after worshipping Shiv. On each of the sixteen Mondays of the four rainy months the Marathas in south Gujarât make three equal sized balls out of \( \frac{1}{4} \) or of \( \frac{1}{4} \) ars of wheat flour. Of the three balls one is offered to Shiv, the second is presented to a beggar, and the third is eaten by the maker. All the Monday nights are spent in hearing holy recitals. On the sixteenth Monday Brâhmans are feasted. On the first Monday of Shrâvetan (August) some married women tie on the right elbow a cotton thread with five, seven, or eleven knots on it. Some women on Shrâvetan Mondays eat only a handful of rice cooked with milk and sugar, the number of handfuls corresponding to the number of Mondays in the month, that is one handful on the first Monday, two handfuls on the second Monday, and so on. When a Shrâvetan Monday falls on the thirtieth of the bright or of the dark fortnight the Marathas in south Gujarât make two clay images, Shrimantami and Chandrángat. After they are worshipped the images are thrown into a river or a pond. All the Mondays of the year are lucky for wearing new clothes, and if a man is childless for shaving. On Mondays childless men and women squeeze out and drink juice drawn from the leaves of the bel (Egle marmelos) tree. If the bright second of Ashâd (July) falls on a Monday the rainfall will be sensable. Among the wild tribes of south Gujarât all marriages and remarriages are performed on Mondays and Wednesdays. It is unlucky on Mondays to set out on a journey towards the north-west; in other directions at the time of setting out looking at oneself in a mirror or eating a few grains of rice or barley will make the journey prosperous.

Mars or Mângal, who is sprung from the sweat of Mahâdev's brow and the earth, is four-armed, short, and fire-coloured. He is a warrior, quick-tempered, overbearing, and fond of excitement. He is more feared than respected. Except by those who are under his evil influence he is not generally worshipped like the sun and the moon. His evil influence, unless balanced by the good influence or friendly planets, ruins a man. His obstructiveness makes all human effort fruitless and makes women barren. Tuesday, called Mangalvâr or Bhômavár, is his sacred day. To ward off his evil influence and to quiet him people worship him in the form of a three-cornered copper-plate on Tuesday mornings. As red articles are sacred to him, people put on the plate red flowers and red pigments, and eat wheaten articles and coarse sugar only once a day in the early morning. Gifts of wheat and coarse sugar are also made to Brâhmans. Barren women worship Mangal's plate every Tuesday morning for one year beginning with the first Tuesday in Magh (February), Pâshchâth (May), or Shrâvetan (August). On Tuesdays they wear red clothes and offer red pigments and red kârana or oleander flowers to Mangal's three-cornered copper-plate. During the whole year of the vow they never leave their town or village. At the end of the year the plate is laid on a heap of wheat and worshipped with the same rites as on Tuesdays and twelve married women are feasted. People who are under the evil influence of Mangal also wear a ruby or a coral ring, and engage a Brâhman to say a prayer to him ten thousand times. Tuesday is an unlucky day for shaving, for
wearing new clothes, and for journeying north-west; a journey in other directions will prosper if before setting out a few grains of wheat or coriander seed are eaten. A month with five Tuesdays especially if that month is Māgh (February), or a month or a year beginning on a Tuesday foretells a loss by fire. If the bright eleventh of Kartik (November) is a Tuesday there will be an outbreak of cholera; if the bright third of Pauśa (May) is a Tuesday and the wind in the morning blows from the east or north-east, there will be a drought in the early part of the rainy season, and if the wind blows from the south there will be a famine. If on the first Tuesday of Ashadh (July) the sky is clear at sunrise the year will be a famine year; and if the bright eleventh of Ashadh (July) is a Tuesday there will be a flood or a dire calamity. If the last day of Tisra (October) or the Pāgan fullmoon (March) falls on a Tuesday there will be general poverty.

Mercury, or Budha, is the son of the moon and a star. He is middle-sized, young, clever, pliable, and eloquent; he is dressed for battle and is seated in a lion-drawn chariot. He is not an object of general worship. The day sacred to him is Wednesday called Budhvar. Those who are under his evil influence wear an emerald ring or engage a Brāhman to say a prayer to him four thousand times. Wednesdays are unlucky for a journey towards the south-east; in other directions the journey will prosper if coarse sugar or a few grains of mag (Phaseolus radiatus) are eaten at starting. A man who is in debt gets himself shaved on Wednesdays, in order that he may be free from debt, and therefore Wednesday is called bandhivār or bondsman’s day. Among Bhils and Dhāṅkās in south Gujarat marriages and remarriages must take place on Mondays or Wednesdays. If on the first Wednesday in Ashadh (July) the sun rises in a cloud there will be fifteen days of continuous rain before the end of the month. If the bright second of Ashadh (July) falls on a Wednesday the coming year will be extraordinarily cold.

Jupiter, called Guru or Brahaspati, is the teacher of the gods. He is a wise old Brāhman, large, yellow-skinned, and four-armed, seated on a horse. Thursday, called Guruvār or Brahmapatvār, is sacred to him. To secure his friendly influence over young children a lamp fed with clarified butter is kept burning in the house on Thursdays and is worshipped by throwing flowers and sandal-paste over it. If his influence is unfriendly adults wear a yellow topaz ring, eat gram flour but once on Thursdays, make gifts of gram, yellow clothes, and gold to Brāhmans, and engage a Brāhman to say a prayer to Guru 19,000 times. As Jupiter is the teacher of the gods, children are first sent to school on Thursdays. Thursdays are also lucky for going to a doctor for the first time; they are unlucky for shaving and for a journey towards the south. If curls and split gram are eaten at the time of setting out in other directions the journey will prosper.

Venus or Shukra is the Brāhman teacher of the giants. He is gentle, ease-loving, and middle-aged. He has four arms and is seated on a horse; but is not worshipped much. Friday called Shukravār or Bhrajugrāv is sacred to him. Those to whom his
influence is unfriendly wear a white diamond ring, or engage a Brāhman to say a prayer to him 16,000 times, or on Friday evenings eat milk and rice without salt. The grains sacred to him are sesame and fried gram; his favourite dish is boiled milk mixed with sugar and raisins. On Friday a journey towards the south-east is unlucky. Friday nights are also unlucky for any new project. Among high caste Hindus no marriages can be held during a year in which a transit of Venus occurs.

Saturn or Śaun, who is a Cháudál or Máng by caste, is four-armed, tall, thin, old, ugly, and lame, with long hair, nails and teeth, riding a black vulture. He is sour-tempered and bad, the patron of evil-doers, who on Saturdays make offerings at his shrine. Like Mars Shani is very cruel. The day of the week sacred to him is Saturday called Śansvār or Maṇḍavār. Shani's great friend is the monkey-god Hanumán, and therefore Saturday is also sacred to Hanumán. People to whom Saturn's influence is specially unfriendly wear a black diamond ring or engage a Brāhman to say a prayer to him 23,000 times. At times when his influence is particularly deadly people on Saturdays make gifts of black adad Phaseolus mungo and black sesame, or throw on the monkey-god adad, redlead, sesame oil, and dákda Calatropis gigantea leaves. When Saturn is in the first second fourth eighth or twelfth mansion from that occupied by the planet which was in the ascendant at the time of a man's birth, the influence of Saturn is most deadly. This deadly influence called panoṭi lasts sometimes for a number of months. A man who comes under this specially evil influence eats nothing on Saturdays but adad. He visits Hanumán's temple and offers the monkey-god adad redlead and dákda leaves, and pours on the image a cup of sesame oil. He also engages a Brāhman to repeat a prayer to the monkey-god 21,000 times. He feasts a number of Brāhmans and presents his priest with a she-buffalo or her equivalent in cash, and with adad, iron, sesame and sesame oil, and black flowers. On Saturday, which is called chīknovār or the sticky-day, it is unlucky to shave, to journey east, or to visit a doctor. A person starting in any other direction will prosper if before setting out he looks at himself in a mirror. If it rains on a Saturday, it will continue to rain for a week, and if the west is cloudy at sunset it will rain within three days. A month with five Saturdays, or a year or a month beginning on a Saturday will be marked by epidemic a fire or plague. Five Saturdays in Paush (January) foretell a famine. If the bright eleventh of Kártič (November) falls on a Saturday there will be an epidemic of cholera; if the bright third of Vaiśākh (May) falls on a Saturday there will be a drought, if the morning wind blows from the east and south-east and a famine if the wind blows from the south; if the bright second of Ashād (July) falls on a Saturday the year will be disastrous; if the bright eleventh of Ashād (July) falls on a Saturday there will be panic, war, unassim, to kings, poverty, or a flood, and if the Fulgun fullmoon (March), the bright fifth of Shravas (August), or the no moon-day of Aśa (October) fall on a Saturday there will be general poverty and panic.

The planet Earth is called Rāhu. Those who are under the evil
influence of the planet Earth on Wednesdays or Saturdays engage a Brahman to repeat prayers to her 18,000 times, or wear an emerald ring. The Earth or Rāhu is not separately worshipped as a planet, but as one of the five elements of the universe she is held in high reverence by all classes of Hindus. As the nourisher of life she is looked upon as a mother. She is a type of forbearance and long-suffering, pure and holy herself, yet allowing both the pure and the impure, the just and the unjust to live on her. It was to lighten her burden of evil that Vishnu underwent his nine incarnations. When the weight of the accumulated sins of the wicked is too much for her the earth quakes. An earthquake therefore is a sign of widespread sin and wickedness. The material body is regarded as a lump of earth or matti destined to be united with the earth of which it forms a part. The earth is also regarded as the king's consort. On rising from bed before setting their feet on the ground all religious-minded Hindus say a prayer of forgiveness to the earth. Before the daily worship of the household gods and before the śrāddhā or memorial service the earth is sprinkled with water and strewn with flowers. Brahman men immediately before meals sprinkle water on the ground all round the dish or on the right-hand side of the dish and drop three pinches of cooked rice on the ground. Before a Brahman ascetic or a Dhesia or Bhangia is buried a copper coin is dropped into the earth. Before the foundation stone of a house or a temple is laid, the earth is sprinkled with water and flowers are strewn over it. In the spot where the foundation stone is to be laid, a copper-pot containing a piece of coral, a pearl, a silver coin, a betelnut, red cotton thread or āḍa, some moss, and a few blades of ādura grass are laid. The pot is covered with earth and the earth is wetted by ten or fifteen pots full of water. The happiness or misery of the dwellers in the new house is known by the time the earth takes to soak up the water poured on it. When the ground is completely dry the foundation stone is laid and the superstructure begun. This is called khatrpya or earth worship. When a high caste Hindu dinner is given the articles are cooked in pots laid not on the ordinary hearths but in trenches called kaves. When these trenches are dug, they are strewn with flowers dipped in sandal-paste. On the booth-erecting day, from three to eight days before a marriage, or a thread-girding day, the parents of the bride and bridegroom or of the boy who is to be girt with the thread with the help of the family priest, worship the ground near the front veranda by sprinkling it with water and strewing it with flowers dipped in sandal-paste. A twig of the kāikola tree with an iron ring or a red thread tied to it is planted under ground near the veranda. When at the bride’s house the inner square or chaura is raised, in the marriage hall the ground is also similarly worshipped. In some parts of north Gujarat among Brāhmans Vāmās and Koilos, when the parents of the bride and bridegroom live in the same village, on the night before the marriage day the bridegroom goes on horseback with friends and the family priest to the boundary-stone between his and the neighbouring village. When the boundary-stone is reached the bridegroom alights from the horse, sprinkles water on the ground beyond the border of his own village, and strews it with flowers dipped in turmeric-paste. When
this worship is performed by the bridegroom, the people of the village within whose limits the worship was performed cease to encroach on the land of the bridegroom’s village.

All husbandmen worship the earth on the bright third of Vaisākhā (May) by sprinkling their fields with water and by strewing them with flowers. Ploughing begins on a day fixed by the village astrologer. When the day is fixed before taking it to the field an unwidowed woman of the family rubs the plough with turmeric and unhusked red rice, applies bākā or red marks to the bullock’s brows, wraps red cotton threads round their horns, and feeds them with spices. In a corner of the field chosen by the astrologer the husbandman digs a hole with a hand hoe, lays in the hole a betelnut a copper coin and some rice, and covers them with earth. After bowing to the earth the husbandman begins to plough from the corner of the field where the hole was dug. Except that some Brāhmans are feasted after the crops are reaped, and that a small quantity is given away in charity among Brāhmans and other dependants, the better class of husbandmen perform no other field rites. Among Bhils, Kolis, Dublās, Dhanākās, Nāikdās, and other early tribes, field rites are performed after sowing, at weeding, and before and after reaping. After the seed is sown in a corner of the field four or five clods of earth are heaped and encircled by a cotton thread. A wheat or millet cake is laid over the clods and near them wheat is spread in the form of a cross. A lamp fed with clarified butter is kept burning. In the Rewa Kāntha when the maize crop is to be weeded the Bhils and Nāikdās through their headmen kill and offer a cock to the village god. Those Dhondiās Dublās Chodhrās and other wild tribes in south Gujarāt who work in the fields before the grain is reaped throw on the field or on the boundary of the field rice and redlead and make offerings of betelnuts and the flesh of a cock. In the Rewa Kāntha after the grain is reaped the Bhils, Kolis and Nāikdās of the village meet on any day in Bhādavaro (September) and through their headman, offer to Bāva Dev and Chānumun Dev, represented by round stones under a teak tree, earthen or wooden horses and the flesh of twelve goats and twelve cocks, and sprinkle over them blood from the ears of twelve buffaloes. All the milk in the village is boiled with rice and drunk. Moza liquor is also drunk. Before taking the grain to the threshing ground a cross is marked with cowdung ashes that the grain may not be removed by some unfriendly god or spirit. Before removing the grain from the threshing yard for sale or for private use or in fulfillment of a vow taken to avert some calamity to the crops, offerings are made to the boundary god or Simādīdev and to certain goddesses. These offerings consist of a lighted lamp, a coconut, redlead, pounded rice, dates, split grain, coarse sugar, flags, the flesh of a goat or cock, and moza or palm liquor.

The comet or keta is not generally worshipped. The day of the week sacred to him is Saturday. When his influence is unfriendly people engage a Brāhmaṇ to say a prayer to him 17,000 times. A comet is destructive to the murchhādās or mustache-wearers that is to men, if its tail is downward, and to the punchhādās or tailwearers that is to animals, if its tail is upwards.
All stars are considered divine beings who have risen to this position by meritorious acts and who will keep this position for a destined period. Meteors or falling stars are also considered divine beings. Some religious-minded people utter the word Shiv! Shiv! when they see a meteor fall. Some women after looking at a star take a vow to bathe for one month every morning. Newly married couples on the night after the marriage are shown the pole star by the Brahman priest. The appearance of new stars or the disappearance of old stars foretells dire calamity.

Almost all the gods and goddesses who are worshipped daily or on special days have offerings made to them. Offerings are either bloody or bloodless. Blood offerings are made to goddesses by Ahir, Bhatvā, Bhāta, Bhāi, Bhōis, Chārana, Dhānakā, Dhēdā, Dhāralā, Dubā, Khavā, Khālpā, Kāthīa, Kolis, Ola, Rābaris, Rajputs, Rāvalis, Vāghris, and sometimes by Pāris and Musalmāns. The goddesses to whom blood offerings are made are Amba, Avid, Bahucharn, Bhavā, Bhūt, Chāmunda, Chond, Devi Māṭa, Gel, Govāldevi, Jāmpī, Jagni, Kāli, Khubad, Khodiyār, Kumāni Māṭa, Mātri, Māna, Pādardevi, Posri, Radhī, Shikeyāri, Vīrāi, and Visot. Blood offerings are made even by high caste Hindus, sometimes at regular intervals on pain of incurring divine wrath and sometimes in fulfillment of a vow taken to avert or to cure family sickness or cattle plague or to secure the favour of some goddess. Blood offerings are also made for general good health and agricultural prosperity by villagers as a body or by some wealthy or respected villager. The offerings are made on the days or periods sacred to the goddess who is worshipped on the bright and dark fourteenth of Bhadavē (September), on the dark fourteenth of Aṣa (October), and during the whole of the Navrātri or Nine Night festival, but chiefly on the bright eighth and the Dasara. Sundays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays are also sacred for making offerings and in native states the dark thirteenth of Aṣa (October) is set apart for offering a goat to the state banner. The animals offered are male goats, buffaloes, and cocks. The particular animal to be sacrificed is determined by the nature of the vow, by the taste of the goddess, and by the opinion expressed by a holy man or bhagat while possessed by the goddess. The mode of making the offering is not uniform; it is elaborate with the more advanced tribes and simple with the more primitive tribes. Among the more advanced tribes when a goat or buffalo is to be offered the animal is taken in front of the goddess’ niche or temple. Its forehead is marked with redlead, some bel leaves, red karena or oleander flowers, and a pinch of cleaned rice are laid on its head, a flower garland taken from the body of the goddess is put round its neck, some water or moha or palm-juice liquor is poured on its body, and a white cloth is thrown over its back. It is fed on some preparation of wheat and adad, and stands with its face turned to the east within a circle drawn by a mixture of moha liquor and palm-juice. Exorcists sing the praises of the goddess, play on musical instruments, and with loosened hair shake their body to and fro. If the animal moves out of the circle it is unsuited for an offering and is let loose; if it keeps within the circle the
moment it shakes its head or body it is thrown on its side and its head is cut off with a single sword-stroke. At the temple of Bahucharájí a different mode is used for testing whether the animal is acceptable to the goddess. There the animal stands in front of the goddess near a stone called cháchar. Over the stone is set a lamp which is supplied with clarified butter from one of the lamp standards near the goddess and brought lighted from inside the temple. If the animal, generally a buffalo, when let loose goes and smells the lamp it is considered acceptable to the goddess; if it refuses to smell the lamp it is let loose after one of its ears has been cut and a drop of the blood offered to the goddess on a flower. The neck of the sacrifice is cut by one of the exorcists, or by the chief, or by the village headman, or by the man who has offered the animal, or by Dubia Chödhrá or Náyaka hirelings, or by a temple servant, or by a págí that is a man born feet foremost. The first gush of blood is gathered in a jar and some of it is sprinkled on the goddess, and on the floor and door-posts of the temple, and, if the offering is made for general welfare, on the gates of the city or town and of the chief’s palace or visiting hall, and on the foreheads of bystanders. One of the exorcists and one or more barren women drink a cup or two of the blood and a cupful of the blood is taken home by the person who has offered the animal. In the cup of blood which is taken home some jóvár, mág, math, tívar, and chóla grains are dropped, and the grains are scattered in the different rooms of the house and in a corner of a field. This blood is the sure source of strength and good luck, and even Bráhmans at Bahucharájí keep cloths steeped in the blood of a victim as spells against natural and spirit-sent diseases. The head and sometimes the legs are buried deep in the ground where the animal is offered or where four roads meet. The remaining parts of the body are taken by Dhédás or by the exorcists, or the flesh is cooked and after offering it to the goddess is served among the assembled people. If the offering is accompanied by a fire sacrifice the animal is killed after the fire worship at which a Bráhman sometimes officiates. The animal is forced to walk up to a lighted lamp and as it looks down and smells the lamp its head is cut off. Some blood is poured out, its tongue ears and liver are dropped into the fire, and its head is buried deep near the fire-place.

Some high caste Hindus who scruple to kill an animal simply lay before the goddess a live cock, sometimes with one of its legs cut off, or an ear-bored goat and allow the animal to roam at large. With a sword they also cut a pumpkin, or sprinkle on the goddess the blood that oozes out by having the animal’s ear lopped off or its body scratched with a knife.

Among such early tribes as the Bhils, Kolás, Chödhrás and Gáméts, blood offerings are made to their gods and goddesses, as well as to the spirits of their dead ancestors who are supposed to dwell in the rude or dressed stones called khatráś and paliyás. Blood offerings are made to each of these guardian gods and goddesses at least once a year on days sacred to them or when a vow
taken in their name is to be fulfilled. On a Sunday or Tuesday fixed for making the offering which is kept as a fast day the floor on which the stone is laid is freshly cowdunged. Milk is poured on the stone, redlead is applied to it, and a lamp is kept burning near it. The holy man or bhagat, through whom the offerings are made and of whom each caste has one, then steps in. He mutters some words, makes some small heaps of rice, and lays a betelnut on each heap. A cocoanut is offered and the animal, which is a cock for a less powerful and a goat for a more powerful guardian, is brought close to the stone. The holy man himself kills the animal, and takes out its liver which is baked on the fire and then minced. The worshippers hold a pinch of rice in their hands, and together bow to the stone over which the pieces of the liver are dropped and moha or palm-juice liquor is gently poured. The worshippers then break their fast and with friends and neighbours all sit in a row and along with unfermented palm-juice and moha liquor eat bread and the cooked flesh of the sacrificed animal. The holy man then hands to the worshippers the betelnut and the cocoanut which were offered to the stone. The cost of making an offering among these people is about Rs. 4, including what is spent in eating and drinking.

Bloodless offerings consist of grain, fruit, flowers, and tree leaves. These offerings which are made both in every-day worship and on high days differ for different gods. To the stone image of Shiv are offered all flowers except keeda or ketaki sweet pandanus Pandanus odoratissimum, champo Michelia champaca, and ândolo or rui Calotropis gigantea. Of these the keeda flower which is under Shiv’s curse is offered only on the bright third of Bhâdavara (September). On that day all women worship the keeda flower and the cow, do not eat vegetables that have seeds or the products of the cow, and offer the flower to Shiv. Shiv’s pet flowers are the dhamvira Dhatura hummata, the water lily kamal Nelum speciosum, the sunflower surajphul, and the agathi Agati grandiflora; of the leaves offered the most favourite are those of the bel Aegle marmelos, âmli Tamarindus indica, sagod Vitex bicolor, damro, pado pândadi, and the young shoots of the mango. The only grass offered is the daro grass Cynodon dactylon. In temples where the surface of Shiv’s stone is carved into five human faces, one on each of the four sides and the fifth on the top, water lilies and the leaves of the basil plant are offered to the northern face, daro grass to the western face, red karena or oleander flowers to the southern face, all offerable white flowers to the eastern face, and bel leaves and other offerable flowers to the top face. The other offerings are cleaned rice, cocoanuts, betelnuts, curds, milk, water, and cowdung ashes, and in the hot season sugared hempwater or bhâng. Some Brâhmanas object to use the food offerings made to Shiv which are eaten by the temple servants, Gosavis and Tapodhans. Among household gods is the conch shell from which water cannot be poured on Shiv’s image. The day most sacred to Shiv is the dark thirteenth or fourteenth of every Hindu month called
Shivrātri or Shiv's Night. Of these twelve days in the year the dark thirteenth or fourteenth of Māgh (February) called Mahā Shivrātra is the most sacred. On that day besides the usual offerings, slabs of congealed clarified butter in the form of water lilies are laid over Shiv's ling. To Devi or Māta, Shiv's consort, all red flowers are offered especially the oleander karena, the shoeflower jasus, the rose, and the gulbās Mirabilis jalapa. Dhantura and galgata flowers and the leaves of the bel and khichodo or shami tree are also offered. The leaves and flowers of the ānklo swallowwort, the bhāngaro, and the daro grass cannot be offered. The other ordinary and special offerings, in addition to blood offerings if made, are redlead or sindur, vermillion or hinglok, red turmeric powder or kanku, coconuts, clarified butter for the lamp, boiled rice and milk, cooked gram, fried adad cakes, wheat flour mixed with clarified butter and sugar, lemon syrup, and a woman's silken robe or ghāttā. The use of sesame and castor oil in some of the goddess' temples as at Amba is strictly forbidden and in cooking and oiling their hair, pilgrims are forced to use nothing but clarified butter.

To Vishnu in his form of Krishna are offered all white flowers. The special flowers offered are sweet pandanus kevda Pandanus odoratissimus and gulchhādi French marigold, and on the Dasera young barley shoots; the special leaves are those of the basil plant tulsi and the padopādadi, āsupilāv Polyalthia longifolia, and kadamb Nauclea kadamba trees. The other special offerings are sugarcandy, chāroli Buchanania latifolia nuts, and peacock's feathers. Keta, dhantura, ānklo, and muchkund flowers, and daro Cynodon dactylon and lemon grasses are never offered to Vishnu.

To Ganpati are offered the rose, jasmin, oleander, and shoeflower, and the leaves of the mango, bhāngaro, bordi, dhantura, shami, avathio, sudade, pīplo, amīti, bel, and nagod, and the daro grass. Wheat and coarse sugar are Ganpati's favourite offerings. The leaves of the basil plant are offered only on the bright fourth of every Hindu month by women under a special vow.

The offerings made to Hanumān are ānklo and dhantura flowers, the leaves of the bel tree, and redlead, sesame oil, turmeric, and adad Phaseolus mungo.

To the sun are offered all red flowers, among them the rose oleander and shoeflower. The dolar flower and the leaves of the bel tree cannot be offered to the sun. To the moon all white flowers and to the planet Mars all red flowers are offered. The offerings made to the spirits of the dead and used in all shrādh or memorial services are sesame, barley, cleaned rice, sandal-paste, and the leaves and flowers of the shami, avathio, bhāngaro, tulsi, and amīti. Of cooked articles the spirits' favorite is fried adad cake.

Almost all classes of Gujarāt Hindus believe that the result of every undertaking is foreshadowed by certain signs and hints. The business of the day will prosper or fail according to the nature of the object first seen after waking. The objects which the people
Section XIV.

Omens.

are most anxious to begin the day by looking at are the household god, the pipal tree, the basil plant, a Bráhman, a cow, or a lucky man. Traders and shopkeepers are very particular about the first bargain of the day and in the first bargain a troublesome customer is avoided as much as possible. Sons, Chárans, Rajputs, Kolis, Dhédás, and Buils have particular faith in the truth of omens, which are much looked for when one starts on a journey, or when one leaves the house on important business. Omens are not much heeded when one goes out for every day work. Bráhmins, Váníás, and other high caste Hindus hold noon or a thunderstorm to be the best time for going out, as bad signs are believed to be then powerless. Unless the signs are favourable no new work is undertaken. If the first signs are unfavourable Bráhmins sit down, repeat the sun hymn or gáyatrí eight times, and then start. If the signs are still unfavourable they again sit down and repeat the prayer sixteen times. If the signs are still unfavourable the business is given up for that day or is taken in hand at noon. Váníás and other high caste Hindus sit down on the appearance of bad signs and await the appearance of good signs. Dhédás, Ghadvis, and Koli and Bhil highwaymen are very careful about omens and wait the appearance of good signs on the village outskirts. Before they start on a new undertaking or on a plundering raid sometimes as many as fifteen days pass.

The goodness or badness of the signs is determined by the appearance of certain living and lifeless objects in a particular form, in a particular way, and in a particular state. The following objects are considered good omens to a person leaving his house. These are grouped into two main classes, men and animals. Under the head of lucky men come a chief; an armed man; a cavalier; a macebearer; an old man, if a hundred years old the better; a friend; parents; a newly married pair; a forehead-marked and head-covered Bráhman or a group of Bráhmins, if the family priest or an astrologer so much the better; a schoolboy, a merchant, a trader, a shopkeeper, a banker or a moneychanger if with some articles of his calling so much the better; a cultivator returning from the field with his plough; a weaver; a barber with his bag or with his looking glass or after shaving; a musician with his instruments; a Bharvád with a stick in his hand; a washerman with a pack of clean clothes or on his way to the washing-place; a gardener or Mágúli with a tray or basket of flowers; a fisherman with fish; a butcher with flesh; a snakecharmer with snakes in his basket; a Dhéd with a stick in his hand or with a pack of clothes; a Bhungi with a basket and a broomstick or with a basket containing human ordure; an unwidowed woman provided she wears a bodice, has a forehead mark, hair smooth, and is not barren; a woman, if a daughter so much the better, with two red earthen pots filled with water on her head and with her hands by her sides; or a woman with a load of green grass on her head, or one leading a shobuffalo from the river bank; a milkmaid; a dancing girl seen to the left; a virgin with a fresh earthen jar on her head and some jujur grain in her lap. It is also lucky to meet a Musalmán corpse, a man
or a woman carrying curds, fruit, sugar, a bag of all grains except _adad_, cooked articles, cocoa and betelnuts, a bubble-bubble, liquor, a leathern waterbag, flowers, red clothes, diamonds, pearls, rubies, silver, gold and copper coins or plates, a lighted lamp, smokeless fire, a looking glass, a shield, a kettledrum; a flag, a flyflap, a litter, an umbrella, a conch-shell, fragrance, paints, a basket filled with cowdung or earth, and a woman or man sneezing if behind or to the left. Under animals come a cow on the left; a bull, if pushing with his horns so much the better; white bullocks yoked to a graminaden cart or to a driving cart; a caparisoned horse or a horse neighing to the right; an elephant; a running black or red dog or a dog barking to the left; a cat to the left of a man and to the right of a woman, or a cat crossing the road from right to left; a donkey passing or braying to the left or behind; a herd of deer moving to the right; a swarm of monkeys whooping and jumping to the right or to the left; a fox or a wolf howling or passing to the left; a mungoose passing from right to left; a serpent passing from right to left or moving on in front; and a frog croaking to the left. Under birds come a calling or a flying peacock with its feathers outstretched; a crow croaking to the left or while perched on a green tree; a lark or _bhāradej_ singing to the left; a crow pheasant or _kākariu kumbhār_; a calling cuckoo; a kingfisher or _chāb_ moving from left to right in the morning and from right to left in the afternoon; an owl hooting to the left; an owlet or _chībā_ hooting to the right; a partridge or _tetar_ moving to and fro or making three sounds at a time; and a stork or _sāvā_ moving to the right. Before undertaking any new business some keep their hand under their nostrils and it is considered very lucky if the air breathed out passes through the right nostril. Eating of curds before going on a journey is also lucky. A journey is avoided to the north on a Sunday, to the north-west on a Monday, to the west on a Tuesday, to the south-west on a Wednesday, to the south on a Thursday, to the south-east on a Friday, and to the east on a Saturday. Except in the forbidden directions, the journey will prosper if the traveller before starting eats a betel leaf on a Sunday; eats rice and barley or looks into a mirror on a Monday; eats wheat or coriander seed on a Tuesday; eats coarse sugar and _māg_ on a Wednesday; eats split gram and curds on a Thursday; eats gram, sesame, and raisins on a Friday; and eats _adad_ or looks into a mirror on a Saturday. Other signs of good luck on occasions unconnected with a journey are making an ink blot while writing; oversetting an inkstand or a pot of sesame oil; black or snuff-coloured moles or _hānchā_ on a part of the body unseen by the person himself; and the throbbing of a man's right and of a woman's left eyeball. The luckiest present for distribution is coriander seeds and raw sugar, and the luckiest dinner is wheat flour mixed with sugar and clarified butter.

Besides the contraries of the good omens the bad omens are: A group of three men; a man who is bareheaded, naked, or who has the ends of his turban loose; a man who is baldheaded or who has his head freshly shaved; a man who is cat-eyed, or who has no hair
on the breast\(^1\) or upper lip, or who has a reddish mustache; a man who has a scar near the mustache; a man who has no brow mark; a traveller; a physician; an ascetic; a miser; a drunkard; a spendthrift; a goldsmith; a carpenter with saws; a blacksmith; an oil-presser; a potter; a Gāruda; a woman who is untidy\(^2\) or who has her hair dishevelled, or who is pregnant, or who is in her monthly sickness, or who is barren, or who is a widow, or who has on her head three black earthen pots filled with water; a Vāgrī woman with a toothbrush; a man or a woman who is deaf, dumb, blind, lame, harelipped, slit-eyed, hungry, or famished; a leper; a lunatic; or one yawning, vomiting, coughing, or sneezing to the right and in front; or one in black green or wet clothes; or one weeping, quarrelling, or stumbling; or one carrying wet earth, a black earthen-pot, coals, fuel, ashes, hay, match-boxes, lampblack, adād, sugarcane, coarse sugar, sesame seed and oil, castor oil, cotton seed, chaff, flour, water, milk, whey, clarified butter, salt, medicine, house-sweepings, thorns, honey, lemon, soap, lime, knife, bones, hide, and blood. Besides the animals in a state contrary to that given under good omens, there are bellowing or fighting bulls or buffaloes, a goat, a ram, a camel, a tiger, a bear, a hare, fighting cats, a howling dog twitching its ears, a squirrel crossing the road, the sound and flight of a ringdove, a crow croaking with its face to the south, and a falling lizard. It is unlucky to go out while it rains, and after eating milk, macaroni, a mixture of rice and split pulse, or any article of food that is offered to a goddess. The omens dreaded by thieves and highwaymen are the sound of a trumpet at sunset, the hooting of an owlet or chībūdi, and the finding of cooked articles as the first booty. To see a broomstick, a lamp-post, and a heartless and childless man or woman immediately after waking is held particularly unlucky. It is also unlucky if one quarrels while eating or leaves off food in anger or if one finds gold and loses silver. Mixtures of salt and milk and of curds and raw sugar are held unlucky by some Brahmins. It is unlucky after nightfall to sell catechu or to look into a mirror or to comb the hair. It is unlucky to gaze at one's shadow; to daub with coal; for a married woman to sleep with her bodice on; to place the sole of one's foot upon the foot of another; to wave the legs and fro; to laugh in a dream; to sleep at sunset, or with the head turned to the north. To pass salt from hand to hand is followed by a quarrel between the persons who passed it and the quarrel is heightened by turning back an old shoe. A man is afflicted with boils if he thrusts his head into a sieve or into a winnowing fan or if a lighted lamp is passed over his body. If a man walks over the body of another, the person crossed becomes stunted unless he is re-crossed. If a man or woman stumbles it is because somebody is abusing them; if one finds a hair

---

\(^1\) The Gujarāti saying is: *Mādo lamho ne mānājo jene kaiye mānā va?*; *te mar jo sāna male, to nichehow jīvān bārī*, that is Know that it is a sure sign of rain. If on the way you meet a man who has a reddish mustache, who is cat-eyed, and who has no hair on his chest.

\(^2\) The Gujarāti saying is: *Phaad udri male, lamme jīthā bāth, to ghar ghar miyānā ko bāth*, that is You will beg from door to door if you go out after meeting a slattern with undressed hair.
mixed with some cooked article it is because somebody remembers him; if a female crow crows on a roof or if two persons utter by accident the same word at the same time a guest will visit the house; if one belches it is because he has eaten something stealthily; if one does not succeed in carrying a lighted lamp after several attempts it is because his body is not clean. A dream in the early dawn will come true if one gets up after the dream is over. To build a house, to set up a central rafter or mobh on the roof or to make a terrace or a water cistern, is believed to be followed by the death of one of the family.

Except by Shravaks epidemics are believed to be caused by a goddess or Mata, that is mother, whose wrath requires to be appeased by offerings. The ceremony with which these offerings are made by high and middle class Hindus is called the shantti or quieting rite. Besides to stay epidemics, shantti ceremonies are performed when fires are unusually frequent or destructive, when the rainfall is scanty or excessive, when the fields are attacked by locusts, when a child is born under an unlucky star, and when any lucky occasion such as marriage is beset with obstacles. In all these cases the rites are almost the same. The shantti or quieting ceremonies are generally performed by a whole caste, by the chief in a Native State, or by the people of a street or of a village. The ceremony takes place near a goddess' temple, in the street, or where four roads cross, in the village market, or on the village border. After the outbreak and before the ceremony has begun Brahmans daily offer prayers to the goddess and the village headman or the chief in a Native State takes a vow to wear a bracelet and cover his head with a woman's silk robe. or ghati. The ends of the street or of the market are festooned with cocconuts, and wim, durnalo, and mango leaves, with at each end of the festoon two earthen pots one over the other. At the spot set apart for the quieting ceremony is built a three-feet square altar or chamber of plastered and whitewashed brickwork. Near the chamber an earthen mound or altar about two feet square is raised. On the appointed day the people meet near the chamber and a Brahman, generally either the village priest or ghati or the caste priest or matgor, is called to officiate. The headman of the caste, the chief, the man who has subscribed most to the ceremonial fund, or the village headman or accountant, acts as leader of the ceremony. If the ceremony is to be performed according to strict Vedic rites none but a Brahman can act as leader. On the mound or altar small heaps of rice of various colours are piled as homes for the influences of the planets and while the leader worships them prayers are offered by the Brähman priest. Except when the ceremony is held near a temple, a coconut or a silver image to represent the Mata or mother is laid with an unsheathed sword near the chamber, prayers are repeated; and flowers and sandal-paste are laid before the image. A fire is lighted in the chamber, and to the sound of music rice, sugar, barley, rapeseed, sesame, lotus-seed or kamalkikdi, twigs of the anako, pipo, umar, kher, khâkho, amalo, and janjelo tree, sugarcane cuttings, pomegranates, guavas, custard apples, bet apples, raisins, betel leaves, dry dates, aloes, sandalwood, milk, and curds are
offered. Clarified butter is poured into the fire, a coconut and a bangle wrapped in a silk robe are set before it and lighted camphor is waved round it. The leader of the ceremony then sits under a jar from a hole in the bottom of which water trickles on his head. When no animals are sacrificed the leader pours into the fire a few drops of blood drawn from the ear of a goat, or cuts with a sword a pumpkin rubbed with redlead and laid near a wet flour saucer with a wick burning at each of its four sides. Formerly in Kathiwar a Bhagia’s tongue was cut and blood from it was dropped into the fire. After the ceremony the guardians of the ten quarters of heaven are invoked and the villagers leave their homes and live outside the village feasting and praying and feeding the village dogs.

Besides by shatū or quieting rites a village is cleared of cholera and other plagues by performing a car ceremony. In a Bhil, Koli, Dubia, or Dhanaka village, that is in a village whose people belong to the early tribes, the headman or other leader takes a vow not to wear a turban, or shave his head, and sometimes to put on a woman’s dress. He calls on the exorcists or badevs and the holymen or bhagats to say which of the gods or goddesses are offended and what should be done to quiet them. One of the exorcists is upon the offended goddess and to her shrine the exorcists and people go. The exorcist offers rice and turmeric to the goddess and throws them on the people round. He directs the people to choose the animal to be offered to the goddess. The animal chosen is generally a goat, and sometimes a buffalo. The exorcist tosses his head, lets loose his braid of hair, shakes all over, beats himself with his hands or with a chain bristling with iron spikes, mutters some words, and is believed to be possessed with the goddess and therefore with the plague. Near the goddess is laid a four-wheeled car about a foot long, with a bamboo canopy to the outside of which several small flags are stuck. In the car is a coconut or a lighted lamp. The chosen goat or buffalo is then brought, its brow marked with redlead, its neck adorned with a coconut and a flower garland, and its body covered with a red silk robe. The plague is believed to pass from the exorcist in some places into the goat and in other places into the car. The plague is believed to pass into the goat when the exorcist lays his hands on the goat’s head; the plague is believed to have entered into the car if the car begins to move of itself while the exorcist mutters prayers. When the plague has entered into the goat or into the car, the exorcist lifts the car and the goat and leaves the temple. Sometimes the car is yoked to the goat with a red cotton thread and the exorcist leads the goat nodding as he goes. Overjoyed at the idea that the plague is leaving their village the people follow, most of them dancing, shouting and drumming, and a few bearing liquor and other offerings for the goddess. The procession passes through the centre of the village from one end to the other. Whenever the car stops the exorcist propitiates the place-spirit with lemonjuice and a coconut. Along the road which the car takes sick people are brought, some in their cots. As the procession passes the exorcist rubs from head to foot the bodies of those attacked with cholera, and leaps over the bodies of those who are suffering from other
diseases. The procession halts on the north-east border of the village and the people go to their homes. The exorcist takes the car and the goat within the limits of the next village and is accompanied by a few musicians and others bearing offerings. Hearing the noise of music the people of the next village come with music to join them and take charge of the animal and the car. If no people come from the next village the first villagers leave the car and the animal and this village then has the plague in it. This rarely happens. The people of the second village take the animal and the car to a third village and so on till the animal and the car are left in a forest or in a deserted village. In this way the animal and the car are often taken forty or fifty miles from village to village. After handing their charge to the people of the second village the first party return to their own village. The offerings which they took with them are eaten by the exorcist and others who drink liquor. As an additional offering a goat or a cock is sometimes killed and its flesh is eaten. Before re-entering his village the exorcist pours round it a mixture of milk and water or drops a mixture of wet rag and gram and encircles the village with a doubled cotton thread.

A village may be cleared of a plague in various other ways. In parts of Rewa Kāntha a buffalo is gaudily decked, is paraded through and round the village, and is then turned loose. Some Rewa Kāntha Bhils and Kolis leave their village in a body and offer a goat and liquor to a wooden image underneath a tree. They drink liquor and return home. Some Bhils make clay horses and clay images of their goddess and take them in a body to their village temple. In some Chodhra villages in South Gujarāt the doors of the huts are festooned with mango leaves. The Chodhras make merry for two or three days, consult the village exorcist, offer cocks to the stones which are the homes of their simādiśdev or boundary-god and khatra or their ancestor-god, sprinkle liquor over the stones, and tie charmed plant roots to the wrists of the sick. In some Bhil Koli and Dhāńka villages two opposite houses on the main road are joined by a string from which hang either five or seven cocoanuts, the legs of sacrificed goats, and a bunch of sim leaves. At the ends of the string a small earthen pot and a saucer are tied one over the other. Under the string all the sick people are taken. In some Koli, Dubla, or Rajput villages four buffaloes are killed one near each of the four city gates, or one goat or buffalo is killed for the whole village. The head of the sacrificed animal is buried at the village border and the blood of the body is allowed to trickle into a brass plate. Turmeric water and jujur are mixed with the blood in the plate and the mixture, which is called aukīpā or nectar shower, is sprinkled over the houses. In parts of Māhi Kāntha as a preventive against cholera the caste or village people, on the first Monday of Shrīvar (August), present a Jogi with clothes or offer cocoanuts during the four wet months to the goddess Kālka.

If a person causelessly keeps on crying, laughing, or weeping; if he speaks wildly with staring eyes; if he falls on the ground foaming at the mouth; if he suddenly grows dumb, faints, eats nothing for days or over-eats without indigestion; if he shivers,
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tosses his arms, and appears to have lockjaw; and if he feels pain in the side or is attacked with fever, jaundice, rheumatism, or epileptic fits, the person is believed to be possessed by a spirit. All people are at all times liable to spirit attacks, but spirit seizures are less common among men than among women and children. They are least common among Brâhman men who are believed to be spirit-proof because they daily repeat the sacred sun hymn or gîyâtri, because they wear the Brâhmanic thread, and because they mark their brows with cowdung ashes. Men of the lower classes do not escape spirit attacks particularly if they visit unclean or spirit-haunted places beforehand on a Tuesday, Saturday, or Sunday. Women are specially open to spirit attacks during their monthly sickness, in pregnancy, and in childbirth. A woman during childbirth when her hair is not properly tied is particularly liable to a spirit attack. As a safeguard her head is tightly covered by a piece of black cloth and a line of whitewash is drawn round her. Sometimes halves of lemons daubed with salt are scattered about the lying-in room and a nail is driven into the floor. Children are apt to be seized by a spirit if they are taken to an empty open space at sunset. Those who die a sudden or violent death, by suicide, by hydrophobia, by lightning or fire, by a fall from a high place, or by drowning; those who are gored to death by horned cattle; who die with some worldly desire ungratified; or those among high caste Hindus whose after-death rites, particularly the twelfth day rites, have been neglected or carelessly performed, become unfriendly spirits.

Spirits.

Spirits are of two classes, males or bhuts and females or pishâchhas. The males or bhuts are the spirits of dead men, the females or pishâchhas are the spirits of dead women. These are again classed into gharana bhuts or pishâchhas that is family spirits and bôhara bhuts or pishâchhas that is outside spirits. The influence of the house or family spirit is confined to the house or family to which it belongs. They do not trouble outsiders. A family spirit is generally the ghost of a member of the family who died with some desire unfulfilled or whose after-death ceremonies were neglected or improperly performed. As they retain the nature of the persons whose ghosts they are, some family spirits are quiet and others are troublesome. The quiet spirits tell their wishes to some members of the family in a dream and have them satisfied. The troublesome spirits harass the family, terrify them, and create much mischief in the house. Married women are very liable to be possessed by the spirit of a husband's former wife. To guard against this kind of seizure the man's second wife always wears round her neck a charmed cotton thread or a gold ornament called soyâkapagla, the former wife's footprint, which is sometimes marked with mystic letters or figures. Among high caste Hindus all troublesome family spirits are quieted by performing special after-death rites. Among Bhils, Kolis, Duhâs, Chodhâs, and other wild tribes each dead member of the family should have a stone or a stone figure under a tree outside the village. These stones are called bhatris that is warriors and pâjgâs that is guardians. If a stone is not raised the spirit proves troublesome. On the death days of the persons for whom they have been raised and on holidays the stones are rubbed
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with redlead and sometimes goats and fowls are sacrificed to them. If these offerings are neglected the spirits harass and plague the members of the family, destroy their cattle, and bring on sickness. The chief outside spirits are among males Bhesnigur, Bhumadio, Brahma, Gatrad, Jhampoe, Jin, Khavis, Mâme, Rakshas, Shikotar, and Vir; and among females Chudel, Jhampeli, Jagni, Melali, Pari, Shikotari, Vantli, and Visot. Of these female spirits Jhampeli, Melali, and Shikotari are the favourite goddesses of most low caste Hindus who avert their evil influence by offerings.

All these spirits live on phlegm, food-leavings, human excrement, urine, and human entrails and brains. Their favourite haunts are empty and tumbledown houses, cesspools, burning grounds, pipal or bhitul trees, wells and other places for drawing water, the crossing of four roads, the roofs and thresholds of houses, and hills. They enter the bodies of those who annoy them by visiting their haunts with their hair hanging loose; by committing a nuisance in or otherwise defiling their abodes; by uprooting or otherwise destroying a pipal tree; by swearing falsely in their name; by leaping over the circle within which offerings are laid for them at the crossing of four roads, and by working with an exorcist for their discomfort or ruin. Men and women who are fond of using scents are liable to be seized by the Jin, a Musalmán spirit who lives in mosques and who appears on new moon days and Thursdays in human form or in the form of a serpent; fine-looking children are liable to be seized by partis or Musalmán spirits, who live in the hills, water, and gardens. The days most favourable for spirits entering human bodies are the Navrâtri festival which lasts for nine days in October; the dark fourteenth of A'zô (October), and all Tuesdays and Sundays; the hours of the day when they are most likely to enter are sunset and midnight. For fear of spirit attacks some parents do not take out handsome children during the Navrâtri holidays as this is the busy season of the Vâghri and Bhoi exorcists. The dark fourteenth of A'zô (October) is the greatest spirit day of the Gujarât year. On that day all high caste married women rise early, wash their hair with soapnut, rub their eyes with lampblack, and going to a road crossing make marks with salt and husked rice. Fried adad or Phaseolus mungo cakes form the chief article of food on that day.

Dumbness and a vacant look are warnings of a spirit attack. The first thing done on the appearance of these symptoms is to put a bellmetal plate in cowdung, chillies, mustard, an iron nail, hair, and live charcoal. Over these articles a bellmetal cup is turned with its rim down, and over the bottom of the cup a mixture of cowdung and water is poured. The plate is then waved over the head of the sick seven times by a woman. If after some time the cup sticks to the plate the spirit is believed to have left the man and to have gone inside of the cup. Sometimes a fire is lighted and over the fire human hair, gum-resin, and a little hog dung or horse hair are dropped and the head of the sufferer is held over the flames for a few minutes. Sometimes also charmed threads are tied to his right wrist or to his neck, or a cupful of charmed water is given him to drink. Brahmans are
engaged to repeat sacred verses in a goddess temple. If the spirit is a weak spirit it gets frightened by one or more of these processes and makes off. If it is a strong spirit and cannot easily be got rid of or when the disease does not yield to medical treatment, an exorcist, or spirit-scorer is consulted. The exorcist, who is called bhajo, bhajo, badeo, or bhagat, may belong to almost any class and any faith. He may be a Brâhman, Khatri, Hajam, Rabari, Bharvâd, Vaghri, Saravia, Dharala, Gâmta, Bhil, or Bhoi; he may be a Shrávak priest or Gorji; or a Musalmân Maujli or Muill. The power of scorning spirits is not hereditary. Some gain it by studying spirit-scorning books; others, though the practice is fast dying out, by mastering a spell, which, in the hands of a man proof against ghastly threats and terrors, forces a spirit to become his servant. To gain control over a spirit the Hindu exorcist goes to a burial ground alone at midnight on the dark fourteenth of As'0 (October), unearths the dead body of a low caste Hindu, and bathes in the river. After bathing, while still naked, he carries the body within a circle cut with a knife or formed by sprinkling a line of water. Outside of the circle he drops some adl Phaselus mungo beans, drives a few nails into the ground, and lays near the body halves of lemons daubed with redlead and some offerings. Marking his brow with redlead the exorcist sits on the body: with his legs folded under him and mutters charms.

As he mutters his charms fantastic and horrid spirits of all kinds, male and female, appear outside of the circle, eat the offerings, and by every means in their power try to draw the exorcist out of the circle. If the exorcist’s heart fails him and he tries to run away he is devoured by the spirits as soon as he leaves the circle. If he remains calm in the midst of these dangers and continues to repeat his charm without a mistake at daybreak, the spirits retire baffled, and one of them, the spirit required by the exorcist, binds himself to be the exorcist’s servant. An exorcist who has a familiar that is a servant-spirit always keeps his forehead marked with redlead, abstains from eating brinjals radishes carrots and snakegourds, and fasts for twenty-four hours, if, while eating he hears the voice of a Bhangia or sweeper, or if the lamp goes out. On eclipse days and on the dark fourteenth of As'0 (October) he mutters charms, and during the Navrátri holidays in October makes special offerings to his familiar spirit. The low caste Hindu exorcist is believed to be the favourite of one of the local goddesses, Bahucharaji, Khodiya, Ghadarchi, Shikotar, or Meladi in whose honour he keeps an altar furnished in his house. Before he ventures on a spirit-scaring performance he consults his patron goddess by throwing dice or by counting grain in front of her altar. Among Bhils any one who has learnt to repeat certain charms can become an exorcist or badeo. To control the Musalmán spirit Jin a Musalmán must be employed who has to perform certain rites on the twenty-seventh day of Ramzán.

When he is consulted the exorcist’s first care is to ascertain whether the sick person suffers from spirit-possession or from some other disease. This is done either by the Hindu method of counting grain or by the
Musalmán method of examining the reflection of a lighted lamp in a liquid. To ascertain the presence of a spirit by the grain test the Hindu exorcist gives a member of the sick person’s family some rice, wheat, jawär, maize or adal, a nail, a piece of charcoal, seven clods of earth, seven particles of salt, the middle of the three leaves in a khikra Butea frondosa twig, and a copper coin. These are wrapped in a cloth, are silently waved seven times over the sick, and the bundle is laid under his pillow or is tied to his sleeping cot. On the next day, which must be a Sunday or a Tuesday or the bright eighth or dark fourteenth of A’o (October) or one of the nine days of Navratri (October), the bundle is opened and the exorcist takes a pinch of one of the kinds of grain. The grains in the pinch are ranged in two on the lower half of a handmill, or on a footstool, or on a pipal leaf. If when so ranged one grain remains over it is called adhadeo and shows that a spirit is in the sick man’s body; if no grain remains over it is called sadhā or sen and shows there is no spirit in the sick man. When the exorcist is satisfied of the presence of a spirit he names a spirit and arranges a fresh heap of grain to find if that is the spirit with which the man is possessed, and goes on counting fresh heaps until he comes across a heap with an odd number of grains. Sometimes instead of laying the bundle under the sick man’s pillow the exorcist waves seven times over the head of the sick who sits with his face turned to the east three and a half handfuls of jawär or a basket containing wheat, adal, salt, earth, and an iron nail, and determines whether the sick man is possessed by a spirit by ranging the principal grain, jawär or wheat, in two. The lamp-reflection test which is called ḥijrat is practised by all Musalmán and by some Hindu exorcists. It is also performed to discover stolen property and to ascertain how and by whom it was stolen. The nights of all week days except Wednesday and Saturday and the bright seconds of every Hindu month are suited for the lamp-reflection ceremony. The usual way of applying this test is to wash with cowdung the floor of a quiet room, generally the god-room, and on a footstool, a cross, or a green cloth to lay a plain brass or glass plate. A potful of water drawn from a well and brought to the spot without uttering a word is poured into the plate. A lamp fed with clarified butter or with sesame, jasmin, or rapeseed oil is lighted and so placed that the flame is reflected in the centre of the plate. Some fragrant flowers, fruits, and a coconut are laid near the plate and aloes and frankincense are kept burning. When his preparations are completed the exorcist calls his medium, a Khatri or a Dubla, or a paji that is a man or woman born foot foremost, or a young boy or girl. Sometimes the medium drinks charmed water and has his ears and eyes smeared with sulphate of antimony. The medium sits before the plate and is asked to look intently on the reflection or the flame in the plate. The exorcist repeats charms, as he repeats them throwing jasmin flowers one after the other into the plate, and asking the medium if he sees anything in the plate. After some time the medium begins to describe a palace in a grove. A Bhangia is sweeping the yard and a Bhasti watering it. The reception hall is open, seats are arranged in it, and lamps are
lighted. The courtiers begin to step in one after the other and last of all comes the king riding a richly caparisoned elephant. He alights, enters the hall, and sits on the throne while the courtiers stand round. He is fanned by attendants, and flywhisk-bearers and mace-bearers stand near him. When the king is seated the exorcist tells the medium to ask the king to produce the spirit who has been troubling the sick man. The ceremony then ends. Money is given to the exorcist and to the medium and offerings are made to the spirits at a place where four roads cross. Sometimes several Musalmān beggars are feasted. Other modes of employing the lamp-reflection test are in use. Sometimes the medium is seated in a circle drawn with a black substance and looks at the flame reflected in a looking glass, or in a blot of ink or lampblack marked on a finger nail. on the palm of the hand, on a ṣnīpat leaf, on a brass or glass plate, or on a blank sheet of paper. Sometimes the medium looks intently at an oiled finger nail or at the palm of his hand; sometimes at a small heap of cowdung ashes on the palm of his hand; sometimes at mystic words or signs written on a leaf or on a paper with the help of a lamp whose wick has been rubbed in the ashes of the nut of the vishnī or Rāndī dametorrum tree; and sometimes at a mixture of milk, sesame oil and lampblack in a cup.

When by one of these processes the exorcist has ascertained that the sick man is possessed by a spirit he at first recommends mild measures. A five-coloured (black, green, yellow, white, and red) woolen silk or cotton thread, with several knots in it, is held over the fumes of resin or frankincense. This thread and a roll of paper bearing mystic letters and cased in a copper or iron plate, is tied on a Tuesday or a Sunday to the sick man's right elbow, wrist, or neck. These charms must on no account be either wetted with water or be laid on the ground. A charmed lemon is also tied to the sick man's cot or to his right elbow or his neck, or the sick man is fumigated with a roll of paper called paṅkolet bearing Persian letters. Brāhmans are engaged to sit opposite the sick man, especially on Sundays and Tuesdays, and pray without ceasing to Vishnu or to the goddess Chandi. When mild measures fail to dislodge the spirit harsh measures are tried. The exorcist ties charmed threads all round the house; he sprinkles round it charmed milk and water; and drives a charmed nail into the ground at each corner of the house and two at the door. He then purifies the house and sets a Dev in it beside whom he lays a drawn sword, a lamp of clarified butter, and an oil lamp. Thus fortified he begins to drive away the spirit. Before a spirit can be forced to leave him the sufferer must sway his body from side to side and must speak. To make the sick man sway his body three devices are in use. First, among high caste Hindus a Brāhman who is learned in the book of Durgā is engaged on a Sunday or a Tuesday. He bathes, dresses in freshly washed clothes, and sits on a carpet. He lays a new red cloth on a wooden stool, and with grains of wheat traces on the cloth the eight-leaved yantra or charmed figure composed of eight circles round one circle. In each of these nine circles he writes Durgā's nine names and
makes a small heap of wheat. Upon the nine grain heaps he sets a vessel filled with water and a coconut or sometimes merely a coconut. On the coconut he lays flowers and red and white powder, and in front of it burns gum-resin and lights a lamp of clarified butter. The sick man dressed in clean clothes is taken and seated opposite the Brāhma. The Brāhma repeats the charm of nine letters, holding rice or water in his hand with which when it is charmed he sprinkles the possessed until he begins to tremble. According to the second mode the exorcist goes on a Sunday or a Tuesday night to the sick man’s house. He drives an iron nail into the threshold of the house, jumps over the sick man, or drinks water after it has been waved over the sick man’s head with his face turned to the east, the sick man sits opposite the exorcist within a circle drawn with a knife or within a square, covered with sim leaves and twigs and its boundaries formed of cleaned rice or jauvār coloured with redlead. Five copper coins are laid, four at the corners of the square and the fifth in the middle. The exorcist then gently brushes the sick man’s face with a sim Melia azadarincta, an umar Ficus glomerata, or an atandra Bauhinia racemosa twig, or a peacock’s feather, or sprinkles water over his eyes with a sim twig. This he does till the sick man begins to move his body to and fro. According to the third mode the exorcist goes on a Sunday or a Tuesday night to the sick man’s house accompanied by an assistant who is generally a Vāghri. The exorcist orders a small footstool to be brought to him, covers it with a cloth, and draws a turmeric or redlead cross in the middle of the cloth. Several heaps of rice, wheat, and adad are made near the cross and a copper pot filled with water with a coconut in its mouth is laid near it on the stool. A lemon waved over the sick man’s head is cut in half and the pieces covered with redlead are laid on the stool. Gum-resin or frankincense is burnt and a lamp fed with clarified butter is lighted. When these arrangements are completed the exorcist drinks liquor or palm juice. The sick man is taken near the footstool and is seated on another stool opposite the exorcist who begins to sing in a loud voice songs composed in honour of his patron goddess. While he sings his Vāghri assistant strikes with a wooden roller the rim of a bellmetal plate placed on an earthen jar containing some mag or adad grain. When much excited the exorcist still sitting opposite the sick man begins to shake his body to and fro to produce the like effect on the sick man. The exorcist continues to wave his body to and fro till the desired effect, which is sometimes long of coming, is produced. Sometimes a whole night passes without any result; and as the night is the best time for spirit-searing the same process has to be repeated on the next night.

When the sick man has begun to move to and fro the exorcist’s next anxiety is to make him speak. When the sick man plainly answers every question put to him the exorcist’s task is easy. When no answers are given or where the answers are not satisfactory the exorcist is forced to adopt harsh measures. The sick man is made to chew charmed adad; charmed water or jauvār or adad is dashed in his eyes; a roll of paper bearing mystic letters is burnt; a fresh lemon
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is cut; a piece of cloth is coiled round; and the spirit is threatened with the help of Agio Vaital or the Fire Demon that he will be reduced to ashes. An image of adad flour is held over aloe fumes and pierced with a needle. A drop of honey is poured into its belly and the image is buried. Holding the hair of the sick man's head with one hand the exorcist beats him with the other or sometimes with an iron rod. His hair is tightly tied with a thread, the little finger of his right hand is squeezed or screwed, and his eyes are smeared with an irritating ointment. A fire is lighted, a few chillies, mustard and cumin seeds, turmeric, salt, edl, the dung of a dog horse monkey and donkey, and a piece of leather are dropped into the fire and the fumes blown through the sick man's nostrils into which sometimes pepper powder is puffed through a tube. To impress the sick man with his superhuman power the exorcist beats his own back with an iron chain. Sometimes he prepares a torch, dips it in oil, lights it, soaks it while burning, and allows a few drops of burning oil to fall on his hand. Sometimes, especially among Bhils, an old broomstick dipped in oil is lighted and is held so near the sick man that a mouthful of water poured over the broomstick throws out a number of sparks which burn the uncovered parts of the sick man's body. When the sick man is thus teased and annoyed he begins to speak with an accompaniment of spirit-like nods. He replies to every question put by the exorcist, gives his name, explains why and how he entered the sick man's body, what he wanted, and after receiving a solemn promise from the sick man's relations and friends to satisfy his demands he agrees to retire to his old haunts, promising unless provoked never again to harass the man. If his demands are exorbitant the exorcist cautions the spirit to moderation. If the spirit has been very troublesome or if he breaks his promise, the exorcist confines him in a glass bottle. The mode of confining him in a bottle varies greatly. Sometimes a tuft of the sick man's hair is put in an airtight bottle and the bottle is shaken; sometimes one end of a thread is put for some time in a bottle and the other end is tied to the sick man's hair; sometimes the little finger of the sick man's right hand is so pressed into the mouth of the bottle that it is blistered and the water of the blister is dropped into the bottle; and sometimes a charmed cork held over the sick man's head while his hair is tightly squeezed is forced into the bottle. A small lemon is also sometimes put into the bottle. The mouth of the bottle is stopped by a leaden cork, or is sealed. The bottle is taken by the exorcist and is buried deep outside of the village. Sometimes the exorcist orders the spirit to pass into a lemon which the exorcist, by a horse-hair fastened to a stick, makes to hop about the room. When the sick man sees the lemon moving he leaves off trembling, being satisfied that the spirit has left his body and gone into the lemon. The exorcist makes the lemon turn out of the house by the eastern door, and whenever it goes off the road puts it right with his stick. Mustard and salt are sprinkled on the track of the lemon and in this way it is taken to the border of the village lands. Here a pit is dug ten and a half feet deep and in it the lemon is buried, over it are thrown mustard and salt, and over these dust and stones, the space between the stones being filled with lead. At each corner the exorcist
drives in a two-foot long iron nail which he has previously charmed. When the spirit has without trouble told who he is and has promised to go the sick man is taken to a crossing of four roads or to the border of the village with an old shoe or a blade of grass in his mouth, the exorcist leading the way and friends and relations following. On reaching the crossing of the four roads of the village border the sick man is made to stand within a circle of water. The exorcist draws the blade of grass or the shoe from his mouth, and the sick man falls prostrate, a proof that the spirit has left him. The man is given cold water and when he regains his senses he asks his friends why he was brought there and is, or seems to be, amazed to hear all that has passed. To guard against a second attack, before entering his house the patient puts an iron ring on his right wrist. Six nails are driven, four into the ground one at each corner of the house, one into the threshold, and one into the door-post. The exorcist and the Vāghri receive cash presents besides all the articles used in the ceremony. The exorcist is also given a hen which has been waved over the sick man’s head. Among some Kolis, Vāghris, Rajputs, and Sathvārās, after the spirit has agreed to leave the sick man’s body, the exorcist becomes possessed of the spirit by knotting together a lock of his own and of the sick man’s hair. When the spirit has left the sick man and entered the exorcist, the friends and relations of the sick man call some Rāval musicians and other exorcists of the village. Torches are lighted, music is played, and the assembled exorcists begin to move their bodies to and fro. Four members of the sick man’s family bear the possessed exorcist on a bamboo bier, or in a litter, to the crossing of four roads, or to the village border, or to the burning ground, the musicians beating cymbals and singing, and the other exorcists walking and shaking before and behind the bearers. On reaching the appointed place the possessed exorcist is laid on the bier within a circle drawn with water. The bearers and others who accompanied the procession retire leaving in the circle cattles as offerings to the spirit. The other exorcists continue to move their bodies to and fro round the circle, which brings into their bodies and by so doing lessens the strength of the spirit in the possessed exorcist. All the exorcists then eat the offering and go to their homes.

After the sick man had been freed from the spirit steps are immediately taken to satisfy the wishes of the spirit which the members of the family pledged themselves to carry out. What the spirit generally wants is an offering, and if it is a family spirit, a memorial service in a holy place. The offerings are generally made on the next Sunday or Tuesday. Until they are made the nearest relations of the sick man abstain from milk, curds, and sugar, and from wearing new clothes and new ornaments. On the morning of the day fixed for making the offering an unwidowed woman, provided she is not pregnant, is feasted. In the evening the head woman of the family waves the offerings three, four, or seven times over the head of the sick man while he sits on the threshold of the house, and lays them within a circle made with water at the spot where three or four roads cross, or
in the village market, or at the village border, or in the burning ground. High caste Hindus do not pass close to these offerings or step into the circle for fear of catching disease. Five kinds of offerings are made: The first kind consists of boiled rice, grain, buns, fried sadh cakes, sweet-balls, milk, curds, a copper coin, an iron nail, a clod of black earth, a piece of coal, several half lemons, a flower chaplet, ash-balls, and, among blood-offering Hindus, flesh and wine. The whole is covered by a pipal leaf-plate. In addition to these a wet wheaten flour saucer is laid with a wick burning towards each of the four quarters of heaven. All these are set in the shallow bottom of a broken earthen vessel the outside of which is marked by four lines of redlead and four lines of lampblack. The second kind of offering consists of a mixture of boiled rice, jujur, bijji, may, sadh, and niver. The mixture is waved over the sick man’s head, is liquefied with curds and water and ashes, and is made into three balls, which are offered. The third kind of offering consists of a man-shaped image of wet sadh flour. The image has its forehead marked with redlead, is covered with a white cloth, and is waved by the exorcist seven times over the sick man’s body from head to foot. It is then buried deep within a circle of water at a road crossing or on the village border. The fourth kind of offering consists of a log of bija wood of the length of the sick man’s height. The log is marked: red is wrapped in a black cloth, and along with other offerings promised to the spirit is laid within a circle marked by water. The fifth kind of offering consists of a small earthen pot filled with water and with five or seven red marks on the outside and with a cotton thread tied round its mouth. The mouth of the pot is closed by an earthen saucer in which burns a wick fed with clarified butter. As she goes with the offerings and as she returns, the woman neither opens the door nor looks behind. Before entering the house she washes her hands and feet and immerses her mouth with water. The offerings are sometimes taken and eaten by low caste Hindus, by low caste Hindus, or by animals. When a family spirit asks to have memorial rites performed one of the following places is generally chosen for the performance of the rite: Prbhâs Páta on the south coast of Kâthiwâr, Sâmli in Mahi Kântsa, Sichhpur in the Gaikâwr’s territory in north Gujarât, Chánod, Kanyâli, and Lotesâvar on the Narisâl, Mora a small village in the Olprâ sub-division of Surat, Nâsik and Trimbâk in north Deccan, and Allahabad in North India. To obtain release from a Musalânu spirit the patient is taken to the Pirâna Roza in Ahmedâbad or to the Daria Roza near Virpur in Rewa Kântsa. Sometimes the sick is taken to the shrines of the goddesses Bahucharâjí and Ambâjí. Of the holy places mentioned above, Prâyâg or Allahabad and Gaya are particularly suitable for rites in honour of male ancestors. Seventy-one degrees remote. Gaya is therefore called Pitrigâya as opposed to Sichhpur in north Gujarât which is similarly called Matrigâya, because it is particularly suitable for the performance of shrâdh rites in honour of dead mothers or of women generally. Each of these places has days of special spirit-cleansing power, at the same time at all of them two sets of days, the last five days of the bright half of Kartik (November) and Chaitra (April) are particularly suitable for perform-
ing memorial rites. After the spirit has gone from the sick man's body a coconut is kept in the god room and is worshipped daily along with the household gods. Some of the vows promised the spirit are also rigidly kept for fear of displeasing him. According to the nature of the spirit and according to their convenience the members of the sick man's family go with the sick man and with the spirit-coconut to one of the sacred places mentioned above. The party proceed on their journey shoeless or bareheaded, or in whatever other way their vow may direct. At Pátan, Chánod, Kānyāli, Nāsik, and Trimbak, the party are received by Brahmans who claim them as their guests and patrons, on the ground that their ancestors had at certain times visited the holy place and appointed them or their fathers their priests. In proof of their statement they produce books containing entries in the writing of some relation or ancestor of one of the party. Next morning the male head of the party has his mustache shaved, bathes in the sacred river or pool, the husband and wife, if such be their vow, wearing one long garment. Before they and others of the party begin bathing the Brahman priest mutters prayers. After bathing the party make cash presents to some beggar Brahman and go to a pípal tree round which they walk and lay the spirit-coconut near its roots. When the person who was formerly possessed beholds this tree, through the spirit's influence he begins to tremble and roll his eyes. The Brahman priest addresses him and says, 'Now do you remain here, and whatever good deeds you may wish shall be done for you.' A promise to feast 108 Brahmans or to marry a bull and a heifer is solemnly given, and the spirit is coaxed and flattered into promising that he will never leave his coconut and his pípal tree. Rice balls are offered to dead ancestors, and the bull and heifer are married with the same rites as if they were human beings. At the close of the marriage ceremony one man takes in his hand the tails of the two animals, and the family make offerings of milk, water, and sesame seed. In the evening the pilgrims, who on high days generally number thousands, offer flowers, milk, coconuts, and copper coins to the sacred river or pool. Lamps of clarified butter are placed in leaf pots and the pots are set afloat on the stream so that the whole river is brilliantly lighted. This completes the pilgrimage and the party return home. Low caste Hindus do not go through all these ceremonies. They content themselves with bathing in the sacred pool, with offering rice balls and throwing them into the well or river, and with eating and drinking. The spread of European ideas and of European medicines is slowly weakening the belief of high caste Hindus in evil spirits; among Bhils, Kolis, and other wild tribes the belief is as strong as ever. One of the popular reasons given for the decline in the number and in the power of evil-spirits is the sound of the English drum. Its pig-skin end, so they believe, scares the Musalman and its cow-skin end scares the Hindu spirits.

Díkens or witches are either born with the power of bewitching people or gain the power by performing certain rites. Born witches are women whose birth happens either when the moon is in the Chitra (October 8th to 20th) and Úttará (January 9th to 21st, March 15th to
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27th and September 11th to 23rd) naksātras or star-mansions, or on the dark fourteenth of Asō (October). Made witches are those who have propitiated the spirit called Vir that is here. To gain the favour of Vir on the night of the dark fourteenth of Asō (October) the woman goes to a river or pond containing alligators. By some mystic word the woman calls an alligator to the river bank, and sitting on his back, repeats the name of Vir a certain number of times, and thus becomes possessed by Vir and commands his services. The glance of a woman possessed by Vir is one of the acutest forms of the evil eye.

Among high caste Hindus the envious woman whose glance is believed to cause loss or damage is regarded as a witch, while among all classes women skilled in sorcery or the black art are looked on as witches. In reference to her knowledge of sorcery Bhils, Dublas, and other early tribes say of a witch that she has studied three and a half letters. All hags or withered old women are also suspected of being witches. To find out whether she is a witch the suspected woman was, and in wild parts of the country still is, subjected to a number of ordeals. She is hung by the arms or legs commonly by the heels to the branch of a tree and rocked to and fro. While she hangs if the branch breaks or if her body suffers serious injury such as dislocation of the arm, she is not considered a witch. But if the branch is not broken and the woman suffers no injury she is considered a witch. Sometimes powdered chillies are rubbed on her face, and if she suffers no harm she is held to be a witch. Sometimes with the rolling pin of a hand-mill fastened to her neck and a long rope tied round her waist the woman is gently lowered into the village well. If she floats she is a witch; if she sinks she is an honest woman. Sometimes she is thrown into a fast stream and if she is not carried away by the current and without much exertion comes safely to the opposite bank she is a witch. In some Native States the common ordeal is to take the woman to the elephant which is specially worshipped on the Dusshera festival in October. At the sight of the woman, if she is a witch, the elephant roars if he is tethered, and runs wildly away if he is loose. If she comes close to the elephant he will turn on her and cut her in two. If the woman is not a witch the elephant remains quiet. According to the Bhil belief witches alone are able to eat fowls. No right-minded Bhil woman will eat a cock, or hen, or eggs, or even any article brought in a vessel along with a fowl. A woman whose eyes point in a direction different from that in which she is looking, the Bhils consider a witch. In all these ordeals if the woman is adjudged a witch she is severely punished; if she is adjudged no witch she is set free and is given presents.

Witches are found in almost all castes, but they are specially numerous among low caste Hindus: Bharvāls, Bhils, Chāmans, Dhedās, Dublas, Garodās, Hajāms, Kamāliās, Kolis, Korkanās, Mochis, Nāyakās, Rāvālīnās, Vāgadiās, and Vasāvās. Chodhras, Nāyaka, and Dubla witches are so dreaded that for fear of them some Panch Mahāl moneylenders will have no dealings with these early tribes. The headquarters of witchcraft in Gujarāt are in the Panch Mahāls and Rewa Kāntha; the town of Godhra is noted for its witches.
Witches work mischief either by their glance or by seizing people. The influence of the evil eye is not confined to witches. Children are so liable to this evil influence that they are believed to sicken under their own glance or under the glance of their nearest relations whenever their mind is filled by a feeling of affection, admiration, and surprise at the child's conduct. The influence produced by the mixture of these feelings is called mitli najar or sweet look and is by no means wholesome. The glance of an inveterate witch of the Dhankā, Nāyaka, Dubla, Chāpādias, or Dongri Bhīl castes, particularly when she is under excitement, is believed to be very deadly. Kindly feelings lessen but never entirely remove the poison of her glance. Even her own children and husband do not escape unhurt. Whenever they fall under the influence of jealousy, the sight of an ordinary witch or of any ill-bred or envious woman or of any unclean and idiotic person is always more or less hurtful. If the glance of an ordinary witch falls on a handsome richly-dressed child the child sickens; if it falls on a man's head he also sickens, unless his head is completely shaved; or if it falls on rich clothes they are soon torn to pieces; if it falls on a fine vessel or other household article it gets broken or otherwise destroyed; or if it falls on eatables such as grain, milk, condiments, or wafer biscuits, they are so spoiled as to become useless. If the articles do not at once become uneatable under the influence of the glance they prove more hurtful after they are unknowingly eaten. The eater cannot digest them, purges or vomits them, and falls sick. The glance of a witch is so far-reaching that the part already eaten becomes indigestible if on her approach the uneaten part of any food is hidden from her gaze.

The two chief guards against the evil eye are iron articles and black articles. To turn aside the evil eye, handsome and beloved children also generally wear a necklace of square copper or silver plates. On these plates numbers are marked whose total when counted horizontally or diagonally always comes to the same either fifteen or twenty. Sometimes the child also wears a vejargota that is a lightning guard or a bajrabah, or a tiger's tooth or claw set in gold and hung by or strung through a thread. Sometimes he wears a bison horn bracelet, or a horn of rhinoceros ring of khadagpatra, and sometimes an iron ring is tied to one of his neck ornaments. Whenever he goes out and when he is richly dressed, a lampblack mark is made either on his right cheek or behind the top of his right ear; and if he is old enough to wear a turban a lemon is thrust into it. Sometimes also a picture of Hanumān's, his banner bearing mystic numbers and words is drawn on a birch-bark bhojpatra Betula bhurja. The picture is plated with copper or silver and is either worn on the neck or is tied to the right elbow. Sometimes five silken threads red, black, green, yellow, or white, or cotton threads spun by an unmarried girl, are given to an exorcist, who on the night of the dark fourteenth of Asvina (October-November) or on any Sunday or Tuesday ties seven knots on the threads, and the threads are then platted with copper or silver. Some

---

1 The bajjorbatā, which is in the form of a squirrel, is sold by persons in charge of bears led round the country for play or show. The batā is placed in the bear's mouth before it is given to the person who wants it.
persons beat into a ring an iron nail found by chance near a burning ground or purposely buried on a Tuesday night and kept under ground for eight days. On the dark fourteenth of Aashvis (October-November) or on an eclipse day this ring is taken to an exorcist who holds it for a time over the flames of frankincense. By these means the ring gains great power and is worn on the arm either unchanged or after it is plated with silver or gold. The influence of the evil eye is prevented from entering into catechals by a piece of coal, or by a nail or lemon being laid on or near them; into grain by waving a pinch of the grain over the hearth and throwing it into the fire; and into house furniture and clothes by tying a black thread round them.

Except when it is the work of acknowledged witches the cause of sickness is generally unknown to the sick child and his relatives. Two modes are used to determine whether a particular sickness is the result of the evil eye or is due to some other cause. According to the first mode live charcoal is put in a bellmetal plate. Seven mustard seeds, seven particles of salt, seven adad grains, a pinch of clay, a piece of black cloth, and some vafl are waved seven times over the child’s head and thrown into the plate. On the plate a cup of bellmetal is turned rim down and when it becomes red-hot, the mother prays that the evil eye whether it belong to the child itself, its parents, members of the family, strangers, or thieves of the road, the place where four roads meet, the village or its boundary, or a mad or unclean woman, a witch or any one else may confine itself within the cup. After muttering these words a pot of cowdung and water is waved round the child’s head and poured over the cup. If the cup sticks to the plate the evil eye which caused the child’s sickness has gone into the cup; if the cup does not stick, the child’s sickness was due to some other cause. According to the second mode of testing the existence of the evil influence, a copper or brass pot filled with water is waved round the child’s head and the water is poured into a plate. A bundle of lighted hay is thrust into a fresh earthen pot and the pot is turned rim down on the plate containing the water. If the water from the plate rushes into the earthen pot, the child’s sickness was due to the evil eye which is now being burnt out; if the water does not enter the pot, the child’s sickness is not due to the evil eye. Besides destroying it by these two modes, the influence of the evil eye is removed by waving a pinch of salt and mustard seeds over the child’s head and throwing it into the fire. The influence of the evil eye is also destroyed by putting live charcoal and a red-hot iron nail into a fresh earthen jar. Salt is thrown into the jar which is then turned rim down in a bellmetal plate or in an earthen sauce. A pot filled with water is waved round the child’s head and the water is poured over the jar. The evil influence is destroyed as the water dries on the outside of the jar. Except the catechals which are laid in a space enclosed by a circle of water where four roads cross the various lifeless objects which were under the influence of the evil eye are given to the witch. Unless these are given to the witch or laid at a road crossing, the sick person grows worse and sometimes dies. The sick also recovers if the witch from whose glance he has suffered gently rubs his body with her hand or commands the sickness to leave him.
When stirred by jealousy or a grudge witches generally enter the bodies of children and women. When seized by a witch, the victim cries, laughs, sways her body to and fro, feels heaviness in her sides, head backbone and ankles, yawns, thirsts, faints, vomits blood, becomes feverish, refuses food or longs for rich dishes, and grows paler and leaner day after day. The witch delights to feed on her victim's liver, which she is said to draw from her victim's body by merely heating oil in a caldron in her own house. In place of the liver she imperceptibly puts husks or other refuse which people say do not take fire when the body of her victim is burnt. In a witch-stricken village people always rub red lead or clay on the left side of the upper part of the body or tightly pin the clothes which cover that part of the body. The first sign of witch-seizure is numbness in the victim's backbone or a heavy sweat. Fever, heaviness of the neck, and heaviness of the whole body regularly follow one after the other. When signs of possession begin to appear the victim's friends and relations bring an earthen or a copper vessel and fill it with water and drop into it the leaves of the date palm, _ashta_ Bauhinia racemosa, _bords_ Zizyphus jujuba, and _nim_ Melia azadirachta trees. Seven pebbles and a little salt are added to the mixture and the pot is waved seven times round the victim's body. The pot is then set on a brisk fire and the victim is warmed with the steam of the boiling water. If this process brings no improvement an exorcist is called. The exorcist must like the witch have propitiated the Vir spirir by riding an alligator. The exorcist comes, and puffs while holding a lighted torch over the victim's backbone. He beats the victim with a cane, presses the little finger of her right hand, knots her hair, burns a roll of paper bearing charmed letters, passes the fumes of chillies turmeric horse dung and _cau_ into her nostrils, a worn out shoe or some dog's dung into her mouth, and lays an earthen saucer containing live charcoal on the village boundary. Among some of the early tribes in south Gujarat a clay woman is waved over the victim's head and laid at the crossing of four roads. By one or other of these means the witch if mild and yielding leaves her victim's body and disappears in the form of a cat. Offerings are made to the witch at the crossing of four roads after driving an iron nail into the spot, or the woman who is believed to have caused the injury is made to drink the warm blood of a buffalo or a goat out of the vessel in which it was collected when the animal was killed. Among the Mahi Kántha Dongri Bhils the woman whom the exorcist points out as having done the mischief is seized, chilly powder is rubbed on her eyes, and her head is put in a bag. She is tied to a tree head down and is swung by the assembled people, sometimes for two or three days together, during which the swingers take no food but drink liquor. For some time a hardened witch does not mind this treatment and sings death songs. But when much pressed she asks forgiveness. On giving a solemn promise that she will never harass the victim or do any mischief in the village she is taken from the tree, and the assembled people run for their lives as the first man she looks at after undergoing this treatment dies instantly.
Besides by her glance and by seizure a witch has several ways of working mischief. She sometimes appears before her victim when asleep, puts a bridle in his mouth, and by the power of certain spells forces him to carry her long distances. Of all this the victim is unconscious, but when he wakes he finds his knees bruised, and knows that he has only a short time to live. The witch is also said to put rice husks and bones into her victim's body. She assumes horrid forms, terrifies her victims, drinks up or spoils the supply of milk, and plays the nightmare. She makes women barren, interferes with the milk-yielding power of cows and buffaloes, destroys standing crops, and lurking within the churn prevents butter from forming. Small worms and insects in curds and whey are believed to be due to a witch or to the spirits of dead ancestors.

Her supernatural powers bring gain as well as trouble to the witch. Through fear of offending her the village people supply the witch with all articles of every-day use. As even things praised by a witch do not thrive, presents are made to her to secure her absence from marriage and other festive occasions. She is also free from a share of the articles collected for the use of travellers and money-lenders. To take away her power of doing mischief, the witch's head is completely shaved or shorn, she is beaten with an *daklo* Calotropis gigantea twig, and water out of a tanner's jar is poured down her throat. Her nose and ears were, and in some native states still are, chopped off. She is rebuked by the village headman, is excommunicated, and is debarred from holding intercourse with the village people. The village community force her husband to divorce her and she is sometimes driven to desolate forests to die of hunger or to fall a prey to some wild animal. Formerly she was put to hard work, was drenched with hot spring water, or was burnt to death by hanging her from a tree above lighted hay. In the Panch Maháls, where the belief in witchcraft is universal, high-caste women have several times suffered cruelly on suspicion of being witches. In some Rewa Ká ntha villages the dread of witches is as strong as ever and the people are dissatisfied that the old strong measures are no longer allowed.
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THE FOREIGNER.

A chief point of interest in the history of Gujarát is that from being a holy land it fell to be a land of strangers and again recovered its ancient honour as a land of virtue.1 To what inflow of evil was the darkening due? By what outflow of virtue has the goodly land regained its brightness. The darkening seems to have been due to Buddhism and to the success of Buddhism in gaining as converts the Yavanas, Pahlavas, Sakas, Kushans, and Kedáras who conquered in western India from about B.C. 250 to A.D. 400. The brightening has been since the fifth century when the great White Húnas, Juan-Juan, or Gujar horde, and in the sixth and seventh centuries the immigrant Turk tribes and in driblets, aided the Bráhmans to regain their long-lost ascendency over Buddhism. These services the Bráhmans freely rewarded by admitting the newcomers to the highest position and honours among Bráhmanio Hindus. Kindliness to foreigners is so opposed to the received views of Bráhman policy as to make it seem impossible that Bráhmans ever adopted a system of honouring strangers. In spite of this objection there seems no reason to doubt that, until advances to Musalmáns were found to be hopeless, Bráhmans were ready to welcome strangers to positions of honour. It was by admitting the local population in detail by marriage and in mass by adoption that Bráhman ascendency was originally established throughout India. Though it was not always at work and through long periods may have lain forgotten, the kindly and discreet fiction that warlike neighbours are rusty and easily polished Kshatriyas is a rule of practical wisdom as old as the earliest struggles between the Bráhman and the fighting fringe in Bengal and the north Dakhan. To enable newcomers, whose names did not appear in the old lists, to take their place as Kshatriyas nothing but Bráhman teaching was wanted. Neither Buddhist nor Jain found it difficult to admit foreigners to the highest places in their communities. And by adapting their ideals to the gay and life-loving Yavanas and Kshanas they seem, in spite of the popularity of the young Krishna, to have more than held their own against Bráhman effort. In the leaders of the great horde which entered India during the second half of the fifth century the Bráhmans at last discovered keen proselytes filled with a hatred of Buddhism and a devotion to the worship of Fire and of Siva. The discovery of these long-sought qualifications led the Bráhmans to make the Húpas and the Mihirás their champions and freely admit them to the highest place among Kshatriyas. The special champions were the tribes who passed through the fire-baptism on Mount Abu, an initiation which the Húpas respect for fire would make pleasing and which would add to their ill-will to the Buddhists who according to Musalmán accounts had recently prevented the worship of fire.2 The initiation of these foreign tribes to

---

2 Ghulwin's Aín-i-Akbari, II, 43.
Brāhmaṇism has the special interest that all seem to be branches of the great Gujar horde which, for the reasons submitted in the following Gujar note, seem to be Khazars, and therefore the same as the White Hunas and Mihirakula the names by which the great fifth century horde is generally known.

If it can be shown

(a) that even during the period of Buddhist rivalry, that is from B.C. 300 to A.D. 700, Brāhmaṇs were admitted to be the highest class in India; and

(b) that during those thousand years foreigners were admitted to be Brāhmaṇs,

it may fairly be held to follow that during that period foreigners were welcomed into the general mass of the Hindu population. Buddhism has always respected the high position and character of the Brāhmaṇ. At first admission to the Buddhist order was confined to Brāhmaṇs and Kshatriyas.3 That even during Buddhist ascendency special honour was paid to Brāhmaṇs is proved by the account given in A.D. 560 by a Buddhist embassy from Udyāna or Swat to China. The embassy described the Brāhmaṇ as the highest class among the Indians, versed in astronomy and in calculating lucky and unlucky days. Without consulting his Brāhmaṇ no king could do anything.4 A century and a quarter later (A.D. 630-643) the Chinese pilgrim Huen Tsang5 notices that the Brāhmaṇ, from whom India is called the land of Brāhmaṇ, are famous for nobility and purity. Huen Tsang found the Brāhmaṇs of Ohindi near Attok 6 of high renown for their talents, well informed, of vigorous intellect. At Hilda near Jelāshābād Brāhmaṇs were in charge of Buddhist records.7 In a forest near Lahore Huen Tsang met a Brāhmaṇ of divine understanding and superabundant reason, 700 (perhaps 170) years old, of first class form and complexion looking about thirty.8 In the tenth century the Arab writer Al Masudi (A.D. 915) speaks of the Brāhmaṇ as the noblest class of Indians.9 These passages may be accepted as establishing the high place which the happy owner of the birthright of Brāhmaṇhood, whether or not he was a Buddhist by religion, continued to hold during the Buddhist ascendency.

Before bringing direct evidence in support of the second point, namely that during the Buddhist period Brāhmaṇs admitted foreigners to be Brāhmaṇs, it is advisable to note what has been the practice regarding the admission among Brāhmaṇs of foreigners both before and since the rise of Buddhism. Before Buddhist times no strict rule was enforced against the admission of outsiders into the class of Brāhmaṇ.10 Through the wide gate of mindborn sonship passed the demons or foreigners Rāvanas and Yṛttas, the Kshatriya Vishvāmitra, and the royal Rishis Vena Punnarvas and Janaka.11 The history of Vishvāmitra's sons shows how easily the position of Brāhmaṇ could be assumed and abandoned. One of the sons founded a tribe of Brāhmaṇs, a second was a Kshatriya
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1 Rockhill's Life of Buddha, 55 note 4. 2 Sykes in Jour. Roy. As. Soc, VI, 279.
5 Beal's Buddhist Records, I, 96. 6 Beal's Life of Huen Tsang, 70.
7 Masudi in Reinhard's Mémoire Sur L'Inde, 48.
8 Compare Muir's Sanskrit Texts, II, 372.
9 Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I, 21, 297, 303, 306, 310, 427. The Harivamsa (Langlois' Edu. I, 123) describes Vishvāmitra as a mine of patience instruction and patience who became a Brāhmaṇ and raised himself to the dignity of a Rishi. Manu refers to Vena the eminent Royal Rishi as causing a confusion of casts. Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I, 907.
king, a third was a Vaiśya, and a fourth a Sudra. That these were not mythical or ideal cases but were in accord with the rule and practice of ordinary life, is shown by the Mahābhārata verse that a son begotten by a Brāhman on a woman of any of the three upper classes is a Brāhman; also by the law laid down in Manus that a woman of any of the four castes can be the wife of a Brāhman. So the Brāhman Gaṅgāma had sons by a Sudra wife in agreement with the rule that a woman bright as a jewel may be married from the basest family. More than one Mahābhārata Brāhman marries a snake-girl and the son of at least one such marriage becomes a priest. In one of the Panchatantras tales a Brāhman woman marries a snake-man. In the Mahābhārata the Munis, who had begotten sons in an indiscriminate way, conferred on their sons the rank of Rishis by their own austere fervour. That this indiscriminate procreation was the practice among ordinary ascetic Brāhmanas is shown by the statement of Megasthenes (B.C. 300) that a certain class of religious Brāhmanas cross the river and form settlements begetting offspring from the women of the country, and also by the Saka or Parthian Nāhāpāna (A.D. 130) presenting women of his palace, probably Greek girls, to be the wives of Brāhmanas. As late as A.D. 920 the well informed Ibn Khurdadba states that Brāhmanas took the daughters of Kshatriyas in marriage. How greatly in Rajputāna and in Gujarāt Brāhmanas, Rajputs, and Vānis have mixed with the lower classes is shown by the division into Vaisākhi, Bāsī, half, and Pancham quarter, which the writer in the Rajputana Gazetteer (Vol. I, page 71) is doubtless correct in explaining as marking the proportion of outside intermixture.

On the skirts of India the practice of Brāhman marriage with women of the lower classes is still common. In Kumaon when a Brāhman marries a hill-woman the children are Brāhmanas by courtesy. In Kāṅgra, the Brāhman and the Rajput differ little from the local Seraj; the blood is greatly mixed; both Brāhmanas and Rajputs marry local women. In Lāhaul in north Kāṅgra Brāhmanas keep Seraj and local women in their houses, and the sons are legitimate. Among the local hill-tribes as Brāhmanism spreads the chief takes the first place among the priests. In the island of Bāla, off the east end of Java, the higher castes take concubines from the lower. Those instances suffice to establish the fact that, under

1 Wilson's Vishnu Purāṇa, 60. 2 Muir's Sanskrit Texts, II. 486. 3 Muir's Sanskrit Texts, II. 492. 4 Mrs. Manning's Ancient India, II. 238, 240. 5 Mrs. Manning's Ancient India, II. 69, 73. 6 Mrs. Manning's Ancient India, II. 231. 7 Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I. 152. 8 McCrindle's Megasthenes, 121. 9 Trans. Secd. Inst. Congress (1874), 237; Bombay Gazetteer, XI. 10 Elliot's History, I. 76. Within the next eighty years, apparently part of the increased exclusiveness of Brāhmanas, this marriage with Kshatriyas seems to have ceased, Alberini (A.D. 1080) says (Sachau's Edn. II. 150): In our time it is allowed that Brāhmanas never marry any woman unless she is of their own caste. 11 That a Brāhman wife does not sit in her husband's presence and does not mention his name seems to have its origin in the intermarriage with local women. Compare Rawlinson's Herodotus, I. 236: Even those who came from the Prytanemum of Athens and reckoned themselves the purest Ionians brought no wives to the new country. They married Carian girls whose fathers they had slain. Hence these women made a law that none would ever sit at meat with the husband or mention his name. [The law as usual would be husband-made and the basis be respect not hate.] 12 Kāṅgra Gazetteer, Part II. 40. 13 Kāṅgra Gazetteer, Part II. 119. 14 Kāṅgra Gazetteer, Part II. 15. 15 Asiatic Researches, XIII. 121.
suitable conditions, individuals who are not pure Brâhmans have been and are freely admitted to rank as Brâhmans. Further individual cases are recorded which show that without any claim to Brâhman blood a stranger may be raised to be a Brâhman. In Southern India during the second century A.D., a Palaiva prince, a foreigner and the son of a foreigner, was given the gotra or clan badge of the ancient Rishi Bháradvaja. The further question remains: Is evidence available to show that entire classes have been admitted to the name and the rank of Brâhmans. Under this head examples may first be cited which are not directly connected with the great invasions of northern conquerors. In Bengal in early times Vishanyurji is said to have driven out the Khattris and in their place to have put men of the lowest class. He is further said to have driven out Brâhmans and to have raised to the priesthood men of the lowest classes Kaiyartas or fishers, Madrakas, Patus, and Patindas. In north-east Bengal, 400 to 500 years ago, youths of the country were chosen, taught rites, and girt with the sacred thread. In Nepal in the early ages people were all of one caste. Afterwards they divided into four Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra. In the Himalayas on the Kangra border between Tibet and India the peasant is changing into a Jat, the noble into a Raiput, the priest into a Brahman. Either at or after their accession the Nair Rajas of Travankor are made Brâhmans by being passed through a golden cow or cased in a golden cylinder. After the ceremony the twice-born cannot dine with his own family. The Amma Kulugas of the Kaveri river are apparently local priests who at one time were raised to be Brâhmans but have again lost their position. Among the Brâhmans whose origin is traced to the great Brâhman-maker Parshurâm, some, like the Tulava Brâhmans, were low class local tribes; some like the Chitpâvans Karhâdes and Shenvias of the Bombay Konkan are said to have been shipwrecked strangers. Again Brâhmans seem to have received strangers of the warrior class to be Brâhmans either by their ceasing to be fighters and giving their life to study, or by allowing them to use Brâhman gotras while continuing to live as Kshatriyas.

The great influx of strangers during the early centuries after the Christian era affected the position of Brâhmans in three ways. The priests and medicine-men or shâmans of the newcomers were accepted

1 Journal Royal Asiatic Society, XXIII. The holding of Brâhman gotras by Kshatriyas was probably originally a badge of Brâhman blood. Later the practice was explained as the wearing of a name in token of respect for some Brâhman Rishi. In some cases the gotra seems to have been the Brâhman seal of the chief’s right as ruler-priest. Vappa or Bappa (A.D. 720) one of the traditional founders of the Gobhi is said to have passed the rank of Brâhman and to have been received into the rank of Kshatriya. Asiatic Res. XVI. 254. The meaning may be that Bappa was a ruler-priest before he was a Kshatriya. The date of his accession to the Kshatriya of the highest place in their hierarchy must have forced the convert-seeking Brâhman to show respect to the early dignity of the ruler. In Udaipur the priestliness and the divinity of the Râsa are still unquestioned.
2 Wilford in Asiatic Researches, IX. 63; 114.
3 Abbe Dubois Memous et Institutions des Peuples de l’Inde, I. 397.
4 Sykes in Jour. R. A. Soc., VI. 409.
5 Kângra Gazetteer, I. 74-76.
6 Rae’s Syrian Church in India, 9.
7 Meegling’s Kurl Memoirs, 24-27; Madras J. Lit. and Science for 1888-89, 141 note 60.
8 Meegling’s Kurl Memoirs, 24-27; Madras J. Lit. and Science for 1888-89, 141.
9 Bombay Gazetteer, X. 111.
10 Wilford’s Pandit admitted that from the ranks even of irregular Kshatriya study and knowledge might raise a man to be a Brâhman. As. Res. X. 20.
11 See note 1 above.
FOREIGNERS.

as Brahmanas; the newcomers adopted as their teachers and priests local tribes or families who were not Brahmanas; in their wanderings through India these stranger tribes carried with them large bodies of Brahmanas. The Buddhist definition of Brahmanas as men of detached minds and diseased bodies who go to the wood to meditate, might be easily extended to the seers and medicine-men that accompanied Central Asian conquerors. The true Brahman is in the main a magician when he is chanting his Vedas spells and performing his religious or god-binding ritual with less than when he is driving evil spirits out of the sick, sitting on air, or entering the bodies of the dead. In Central Asia the magical skill of the Indian Brahman was little less famous than that of the Hrykanian wizard. In the early sixth century the Chinese pilgrim Sung-Yun, in the Tazong Ling hills north of Ladak, found under Brahman spells a lake-holding dragon turned into a man. The charms of the Udyana or Swat Brahmanas cured Sung-Yun of an attack of home-sickness. This same school of Udyana Brahmanas were the teachers of the great Buddhist wizard Guru Padma Sambhava who in the eighth century brought Lamaism into Tibet. In the far east, as at Udyana and elsewhere, the astrological and magical skill of the Brahman covers almost the whole field of his priestly functions. In Burma the Brahman’s influence is limited to the palace: in Siam he has charge of fixing certain festivals: in Cambodia he is consulted on many points of good and bad luck. Besides by their magical powers certain classes of the invaders would be qualified for admission to be Brahmanas because they fulfilled Yudhisthira’s test. According to the wise he is a Brahman in whom virtues are seen. This test would pass such classes as the ancient

---

1 Rockhill’s Life of Buddhas, 17.
2 Compare the Brähman Indratta who passed into the body of the dead king Nanda of Magadha and made grants to Brähmanas out of the dead king’s wealth. Turner’s Mahávána, ixxiv. The account of the Brähmanas that (A.D. 380) reached the soldier-historian Ammianus Marcellinus (Yonge’s Translation, 470) was that they moved in the air among the stars.
3 Compare Ency. Brit. IX. Edition Persia, 593. In Khorasan as late as A.D. 1821 the traveller Fraser (Khorasan, 494 note) found that Indian enchanters were much dreaded.
4 Bull’s Buddhist Records, I. 1xxxix.
5 Bull’s Buddhist Records, I. cxxvii.
6 Waddell’s Tibet Buddhism, 26. As a magician the Buddhist was little behind the Brähman. In Persia in A.D. 1250 the shaven-headed yellow-robed Tartar magician worshipper of Sakyamuni and Maitri (Maitreya) could make felt horses camels and dogs talk. Khamga the Mongol emperor was civilizer to the Buddhist medicine-man than to any one. He prostrated daily before their chiefs. He hailed mounted and marched when they said it was lucky. Howorth’s Mongols, III. 211.
7 Jour. Asiat. Or. Soc. VIII. 377. The secret of Brähman power over the warrior mind is shown in their dealings with the caste-levelling Sikhs. Guru Govind (A.D. 1680) who professed to despise Brähman pretensions to be leaders. Govind consulted a learned Brähman regarding the meaning of the saying, One arrow may become many. One man may slay a hundred. In such cases, said the Brähman, the gods are present. How can the help of the gods be gained? A Brähman in Banaras can secure the help of the gods. The Banaras magician was called: a house was built for him; and during two years he performed incantations. At last the eight-armed Devi appeared. The Brähman said to Guru Govind: I have done my part. You must now take my place. Fear not. Govind armed himself and waited. So terrible was the Devi, that Govind swooned. He recovered but was speechless. The Devi seized his sword, marked it, and disappeared. The Brähman said: This mark is a sign of conquest. Your vow is complete. But cast your head into the sacred fire. Govind said: What gain to me then in this conquering sword. Your son’s head will do, said the Brähman. Govind tried to get the head of one of his sons but Gajari Govind’s mother prevented him. So Guru Govind killed one of his followers and offered his head. Maegregor’s Sikhs, I. 72.
8 Jour. R. A. Soc. XXI. 289.
Skythian Argippae: holy men and harmless who never carried arms and who stayed feuds. The same test would pass among Sikhs the gentle Nānak Putra travelling chapmen and beggars who were at peace with all men. Other classes of newcomers who may have gained rank as Brāhmans were devotees like the Sikh Akālis or Immortals, indifferent to death, dreaded in fight, who divided the shewbread and managed religious meetings, or such a Levitical class as those who pass the fighting Pathān under spears and perform other tribal ceremonies. Under certain conditions such champions as Bhāts and Chārans would with little difficulty pass to be Brāhmans. The French writer DeHarlez says: In the early spread of their power Brāhmans admitted into their number priests of the conquered race. It was these local priests who changed the Aryan religion. So also during the period of Skythian ascendancy (B.C. 100 - A.D. 700) priests and magicians of the conquering peoples were admitted to the name and position of Brāhmans and introduced certain new phases into Sun, Śiva, and Mother worship. Kalhana (A.D. 1148), the author of the Rājatarangini, himself a Sāiva Brāhman, speaks of the priests of Nāgas as Brāhmans and of Aṣṭika a leading Nāga chief as the best of Brāhmans. Similarly the author of the Dabistān calls Gujarāt Brāhmans Nāga Brāhmans and seems to incline to trace the special class of Nāgas to a foreign origin. Another somewhat doubtful admission is the case of the famous Chitravāna or Konkanasth Brāhman including the allied local tribes of Shenvia or Sainswat Javlās and Kārkhādes. According to tradition these are the offspring of shipwrecked strangers whom Parashurām purified with fire. Their fairness and the commonness among them of gray eyes have been always considered to show a non-Indian element in the Chitravānana. The name Shenvia which is still a title of respect in Kachch, the numbers of Sainswat Brāhmans in Kachch whose local traditions point to a non-Brāhman origin, the name Javlā which may be a trace of Javlā the leading stock name among the sixth century White Hūnas, and the fact that the bulk of coast Kārkhādes have the surname Gurjara combine to make it probable that these may have been early (n.c. 300 - A.D. 100) foreign colonies strengthened by settlements of Hūnas or other northerners who fled or planted south during the sixth and seventh

1 Herodotus, IV, 23.  
2 Malcolm’s Siks, 135.  
3 Malcolm’s Sikhs, 135.  
4 Tilletson’s Panjāb Census, 192.  
5 It is doubtful if Bhāts were not styled Brāhmans. Tod (Amna, 3rd Edition, 602-604) mentions a Bhāt village named Bāmanīa.  
6 Jour. As. Scr. VII, Tom. XVI, page 175.  
7 Troyer’s Rājatarangīnī, I, 468. The Gaddis or shepherds of the Kāṅgra hills, a frank merry comely race, apparently Saksas (Kāṅgra Gazetteer, I, 92-93) are mainly Kshātris including Brāhmans and a few Rajputs. These Brāhmans may be outsiders who have been employed as priests. But as they associate with the Kshātris and men of other castes (Ditto, I, 82) they seem more likely to be the old medicine-men or else families of Gaddis set apart for religious duties.  
8 Dabistān-i-Mazahib, II, 142.  
9 The meaning of their name which the Nāgaras of Gujarāt approve is city or courtly. Forty years ago (A.D. 1855) in a list prepared for Colonel Jacob (Gov. Sel. New Series XXIII. 29) of a total of 1243 Nāgaras only 343 are entered as Brāhmans. The facts that there are Nāgaras among Gujarāt Wāls; that Nāgaras are 50,000 strong among the Gurjaras of Bālandahar (N. W. P. Gazetteer, III, 46); and that Nāgaras appear as Nagas among Jats (Sālikot Gazetteer, 43) add to the doubt of the correctness of the Gujarāt Nāgar claim to be Brāhmans. Another class of Brāhmans apparently of Gujar origin are the Pūkarnas. See below under Gujar.
centuries. The Arab references to the white descendants of Turks and Chinese at Cheul one of the Chittpavan head-quarters, to their fire temples and to their company of comrades, baldilahriyah, who, in White Huna fashion were bound to sacrifice themselves on the death of the king, as well as the fame as sailors and merchants of the people of Gon, the ancient seat of the Shenvis, agree with a northern migration by sea to those ports. It is further worthy of note that the fact of a sea migration from the north is still fresh in the traditions of the Haiga Brhmans of north Kannar. This view of the origin of the west coast Brhmans has the support of the Brhmans of northern India who hold that the Marathas are Persians and the Chittpavans are Persian priests. As among the Sosodias or Gehlots of Udaipur this Brhman tradition of a Persian connection probably has its origin in the Sassanian coins and in the form of sun and fire worship which were introduced by the White Hunas with whose settlements along the western coast the Brhman date of A.D. 600 agrees.

Two established instances of outsiders being admitted to be Brhmans are the priests of the Bahikas apparently the Sukas of the second or first century before Christ and the priests of the Mihiras or White Hunas in the late fifth and the sixth centuries after Christ. Though the writer in the Mahabharata denounces the Bahikas and shows them to be wanting in all the characteristics of Brhmans he still honours them with the name of Brhman. In the late fifth and early sixth centuries the horde of Mihiras or White Hunas were accompanied by Mihira Brhmans. These strangers, who, according to the Rajatarangini were under the special favour of the great White Huna conqueror Mihirakula (A.D. 480-530), obtained recognition as Brhmans and still under the name of Magha Brhmans form one of the leading priestly classes of south Mvvar. Many of these Maghas are Shevaks or family

1 The strange practice among the Namburi Brhmans of the Malabar coast, where the eldest son alone marries and the younger sons have connection with Nair women, is so like the irregularities charged against the Bahikas as to suggest an origin in a settlement of refugees from the Sindhi coast. Among the senseless Gandharas, Madras, and Bahikas, says the horrified poet, once Brhman only is born in each family. The others are brothers as they will without restraint. Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, II, 488. The suggestion that along the Konkan coast White Huna plantations became assimilated with earlier stranger settlements is based partly on. Brinjal traditions that the Agnikula Parihara include two layers an older who are described as Girasias of Abu who were raised to be Kahatriyas at the Agnikund and a later described as Bahikas sprung perhaps from a seventh or eighth century Turk. A second detail which supports the suggestion is that when in A.D. 1178 Mularaja II. of Ambikavada distributed the captives of Shahah-ad-din Ghori’s entrapped army he allotted the Afghan Maghals and others to certain castes in a way that suggests a choice based on the knowledge that the castes in question were or contained an element the same in origin as the foreign newcomers.

2 Al. Masudi’s (A.D. 914) Muru Arab Text, II, 57.
3 Wilford in Asiatic Researches, X, 21.
4 Wilford in Asiatic Researches, X, 21.
5 Vivien de St. Martin Geographie Grecque et Latine de L’Inde, 489. Compare the passage quoted in Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, II, 483. In Bahika, the west Panjab, dwell degraded Brhmans. A Bahika born a Brhman becomes a Kahatriya, a Valiya, a Sudra, and eventually a barber. The barber becomes a Brhman and again a Brhman is born a slave. Among the Gandharas Madras and Bahikas one Brhman alone is born in a family, the rest act as they please. A trace of these Bahikas or Bahika Brhmans may remain in the 60,000 Valkels who were created by Brhman to live in Bet and Dwarkas and of whom 86 are returned as Gogias or funeral priests in Nach, Cutch Gazetteer, 47, 48.

6 Troyer’s Rajatarangini, I, 307-309.
7 Reinaud’s Mémoire Sur L’Inde, 29, 391; Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, I, 497.
priests to Oswál and other Márwár Shravaks. They are acquainted with the story of their origin given in the Bhavišya Purāna. Marriage with local women has blotted out the special characteristics of most, but a few have long narrow faces with high features and sparse lank hair and beard which at once attracts notice. These strangers, whom the Bhavišya Purānas specially calls Mihras, occur in Maltán Dwärkas Márwár and Káshmir, that is, wherever a leading division of the great Mihras horde settled. The admission of stranger priests required explanation and the tales invented to explain their admission disagree with each other. According to the Bhavišya Purāna Gaurā-Mukha or white face, the family priest or purūhit of Ugrasena of Mathura advised that Vágas received daughter of the Bhaga priest and so were called Bajraks, a name which the priests of Jvala-Mukh also bear. Purānter remarks that the details of the use of the asra (sivānguā), the five daily worship, the varsha or sacred brush and the silent eating, all seem to point to these priests being Zoroastrians or Moheds, though they were perhaps really priests of the Mithra worship which was then in vogue. In India the Vágas seem to have started either as a combination of the Sun and of Śiva under the name Mihiraśwār or as a simpler sun worship as at Maltán Dwärkas and Somnáth.

Of the second section of Bráhman connected with the Skythian invaders, namely local non-Bráhman classes chosen by the northern invaders to be their teachers and priests, examples seem to occur in Sáraswata, Páliwats, and other Márwár and Káchh Bráhmans who are said to have been specially created to hold a sacrifice or for some other similar purpose. Colonel Tod's details of the desert Bráhman seem to belong to a local non-Bráhman class raised to be priests, as the local Khatris have been raised by the Sikhs, rather than to either a stranger or a degraded class of Bráhmans. The desert Bráhman is a Vaishnava. He does not observe the rules of Math. He wears the thread but is not clerical. He tills, tends cattle, and barters ghāri or granulated butter. He does not eat fish or smoke tobacco but eats food cooked by a barber and does not use a hearth. He buries his dead near the threshold, raises a small altar, and sets on the altar an image of Śiva and a water-jar.

Of the third influence of the northern newcomers on Bráhmans, the carrying with them in their wanderings large bodies of Bráhmans, two instances may be cited; the 10,000 Bráhmans brought into Orissa by

---

1 Reinaud's Mémoire, 303.
2 Reinaud's Mémoire, 303; Purānter Jour. As. X, 61.
3 Reinaud's Mémoire, 394; Kangra Gazetteer, I, 83.
4 Reinaud Jour. As. X, 69. The Rajasthanga (Troyer, I, 207-209) describes them as Gúndhíka Bráhmans brought by Mihras the lowest of Bráhmans occurred children of Miśchodhams who marry their own sisters and intermarry with their same wives. These details seem to apply to Mahā or Persas priests among whom according to the Dabstán (I, 209; Note 1) connection with daughters was admitted as free from objection. It is notable that, according to the same authority (Ditto, I, 18), the Persas styled their Mahās or excellent ones Berman or Brāhman.

---

4 Among these classes are the Randollas (56,000) said to be named after the sage Kánsa and to have been created in Anurádhapura by Bráhman (Cutch Gazetteer, 48) and the Sáraswats of Káchh, Bikanir, and Kangra (Gazetteer, I, 82) whose name and apparent absence of connection with the Sáraswats river suggest they may have entered Bráhmanism through the broad gate of mind-born samship.
Yayati Kesari line of Yavanas at the beginning of the fifth century, and the 25,000 to 50,000 brought by the sister of Jayadratha to teach Hinduism to the Jats and Mehs of Sindh. The command of such large masses of Brahmanas explains how the Saksas in the first and second century and the Jaua-Jauns and Harapras in the sixth and seventh centuries were able to introduce Buddhist and Brahman details into the literature and into the architecture of their settlements in Java, Siam, and Cambodia. The gap between the Brahman and the Kshatriya is, as has been noticed, crossed by the Kshatriyas who possess Brahman-gotras. In Gujerat and Kachchh this gap is further filled by the class of Brahman-Kshatriyas saved according to tradition from the Kshatriya-slaying Parasuram and who, perhaps, have an historic origin in the conversion of Buddhist Kshatriyas or Kshatrapas to be Brahmanas to escape the attacks of Mihirakula or other Parasuram-possessed brahmanis.

Many difficulties which stand in the way of admitting a newcomer to be a Brahman disappear in the case of admission into the ruling or warrior class. Even if he did not belong to the sect of king-worshippers, who delighted in the text "He who humbles himself before a great ruler, humiliates himself in adoration of the Almighty," the Brahman met the conquering king at least halfway. Inscriptions may (A.D. 1010) refer to a Brahman whose foe kings adored; or (A.D. 973) to the Brahman as the lord of the earth, but others tell (A.D. 598) of the Brahman who serves the countenance of the king. The Kâunga Valley salute to the ruling chief Jai Deva, May the Guardian Live, expresses the feeling of most Hindus to their Raja.

Two Hindu theories unite to help the admission of a conqueror to be a Kshatriya. According to Mann a king is made of particles drawn from the essence of the gods. A great divinity lives in a king's body. The tribes of the Lower Indus accepted Alexander as a god-born conqueror. Ašoka (A.D. 250) according to Huen Tsang gained kingly authority in return for merit acquired in former births. Kanishka, the great Kusana, A.D. 78, before his fight with the Dragon prayed to the Three Precious Ones: "My abounding merit during former births has brought me to be king of men. By my power I have restrained the strong and conquered the world. Now the onslaught of the Dragon proves the poverty of my merit. Let the full power of my merit appear." Flames burst forth from the king's shoulders and the Dragon incidence was at an end. So the statue of Avalokiteśvara (A.D. 607) told Shri Haridas of

1 Pakistan-i-Mazahib, II, 56. An Arab who was in India about A.D. 750 (Kitâb al-Fihrist quoted in Beinœul's Memoire Sur L'Inde, 294) describes the Hindu sect of Rajâbâkts or king-worshippers as believing that the divinity becomes incarnate in the princes of the age and that if a man pleases the king he will go to heaven. Another Arab writer of the early eleventh century, whose patron was the brother of Mahmud of Ghaznavi, mentions a sect who argued that king-worship was in agreement with the action of Providence in placing kings over other men (Ditte, 294). In Udalpur during the rains when the guardian sun is hidden by clouds and food cannot be eaten, the guardian Râma shows his face from a window in his palace and evil is dispelled. So the Mughal emperors appeared on a veranda and were worshipped. Beinœul (Ditte, 294) further notices that in A.D. 571 the king of Arachosia made his people worship an image of himself seated on a golden throne. The Caesars and the Asoka claimed and enjoyed the worship of themselves. In ancient Iran the last of the Djoms, tempted of the devil, ordered his people to worship images of himself (Gohinaus Histoire Des Peres, I, 1112).

2 Journal Royal Asiatic Society, VI, 402-403. 3 Kâunga Gazetteer, I, 35.

3 Troyer's Rajasthângini, I, 447. 4 Arrian, VI, xiv. 5 Beal's Buddhist Records, II, 55.

6 Beal's Buddhist Records, I, 65.
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Magadha (A.D. 607-641) that Sri Harsha in his former existence had been a hermit and as a hermit had amassed a power of merit which led to his becoming a king’s son. So, like Harsha, the emperor Akbar, the former Hindu ascetic, dug from the floor of his former hermitage at the meeting of the Ganges and Jamna his old appliances for penance. This action of Akbar and his desire to be the welder of Hindu and Muslim illustrate the position of many foreign rulers who gained a high place among Hindus. Such was the position of the Gurjjar king, of the eighth and ninth century, described in the Ras Mala as a worshipper of Deos, that is still at heart a foreigner who had adopted none of the elaborate systems of Hindu ritual, a believer in luck, interested and amused by the mystic and magic powers of rival Buddhists, Jains and Brahmins, patronizing one or other form of faith as policy counselled, as whim prompted, as the charm of woman persuaded, or as the power of some inspired teacher and wonder-worker compelled; or still more closely like the genial satirist Kublai Khan the great Manchu emperor of China (A.D. 1260-1290) playing one against the other, the rude-stone weather-doctor Shama or Devman, the Buddhist, the Muslim, and the Christian in search of the luck element and of the softening civilising power in each faith. Like Kublai and Akbar the strong shrewd Chinese-Turk Kadphises of the century before or Kanishka of the century after Christ, finding to find in Greek Zoroastrian or other foreign faith, a bond able to weld his old Baktian subjects with his new Hindus, sought among local Indian beliefs what form of Brahman bull, trident, or man-god, or what phase of Buddhism would establish the strongest and kindliest union between his Central Asian Kushans and his Hindus. Kadphises remained uncertain. In his old age, under the commanding genius of Nagarjuna, Kanishka worked out a broader Buddhism which more than any previous local faith united himself and his followers with the people of India. That the third in descent (A.D. 140) from the Kushan Kanishka bore the Hindu name Vasudeva, that the sun-in-law of the Saka Nahapana (A.D. 129) was Ushavadana, and that the son of Chaushtama the Saka, founder of the Kasthvar, Kanishkas, was Jayasimha (A.D. 140) show with what certainty foreign conquerors became Hindus. About the same time (A.D. 150) the Pallava chief Sivakandu of Kanchi pura or Conjeveram forty-six miles south-west of Madras, though a foreigner and the son of a foreigner, was admitted a member of the sacred clan of the ancient Rishi Bharadvaja. General Cunningham, who could not accept the view that foreigners might become high caste Hindus, admits an exception in favour of the great White Huna conqueror Mihirakula (A.D. 480-530) who patronised Brahms and used the Virashadhwaja or Bull standard, a rebellious bull on the top of a staff. The Maratha chiefs Shivaji and Sindhia are modern examples of how individual success in war is admitted to override the laws of caste.
Inscriptions establish instances of private foreigners being received as Hindus. Rudrālāman’s Pallicekra engineer (a.d. 160) at Junagadh has a Sanskrit or Sanscritised personal name, Suvīśākha, while his father’s name Kulaśīra is foreign. In a cave inscription at Udayagiri dated a.d. 400 is a son Vishnudās of a father Chhhagalaṅga.

During the period of northern invasions it may never have been difficult for an individual foreign conqueror, or for a private foreigner of good position, to be made a Khatriya or a Rajput. How far was it feasible to allow the conqueror’s tribe or horde to find a place in the upper ranks of Hinduism? Cases can hardly have been uncommon in which the conqueror left to the Brāhmaṇ little choice of action. Apart from compulsion and apart from the working of the great law of successful invasion, namely that victors marry the wives and daughters of the conquered, instances remain which seem to show that at least for the upper class of foreigners the door of admission was thrown wide open. From the details given below it will be seen that even the Scythes or Goths, the highest tribe of Rajputs, were foreigners apparently of the Mihira or Med tribe of the great Gujar or White Huna horde (a.d. 450-500). In addition to the case of the Agnikulas, to which reference is made below, several important instances of admission of foreigners have been recorded. Early in the eleventh century when the Sindh Jats took the Muslim capital of Mahsana, seventy miles north of Hahasahit, they forced the Musulmans to foreswear their religion. Siddharājadeva Jaisingh (a.d. 1094-1143) had great trouble with the Bhīṭa or demon Brahmaṇ families in south Ratnagiri keep one or two Kushi women or Maratha women to do housework and as servants. The women are called Kushiṇa. Their children are known by their personal name followed by aśat, depending on, and the surname of the Brahmaṇ family not the name of any one of the family (A. M. T. Jackson, Esquire, 1.8) According to Wilford (Asiatic Researches, X, 9) the case of the Maratha was a practical illustration of the Pandit’s rule. Who acts as a Khatriya him you must consider a Khatriya. Whatever the origin of the Maratha, the Brahmaṇs of north India believed them to be Persians who had come into India about a.d. 600. In spite of this the Brahmaṇs admitted the Maratha to be Khatriya and their priestly class to be Brahmaṇs. The popularity of the Maratha and other examples the poet and scholar Leyden wrote in 1809-10 (Morton’s Life of Leyden, lxviii.): The repudiation of Pariah is what we have tamely and strangely submitted to for long. We might with equal facility have assumed the respectable character of Chatriya or Rajaputra. Leyden’s personal force of mind might have gained for himself an after-death niche among the intelligence or swa. His overweening spirit failed to see what Wilford (As. Res, X, 9) is careful to point out that only by conformity to Hindu ways, with perhaps the added merit of leading an assault on the Rakṣa, can a European gain a place as a Khatriya. The greater political value of his championship the freer would the new-comers have been from orthodox restrictions.

1 Bombay Gazetteer, I, 35. The defeat of the Sakas by the Gupta as the close of the fourth and the opening of the fifth centuries, and also the evil reputation for cruelty of the great Brahmaṇ champion Mihirakula (a.d. 450-540), perhaps made the Brahmaṇs concoct a counter-charge of oppression against the Buddhist Sakas: To Alberuni (a.d. 1030), Sahasra’s Edu., II, 8) the Saka was described as tyrannising India from between the river Sinda and the ocean to the heart of Aryavarta, interfering Hindus from considering or representing themselves as anything but Sakas. Other traces of the belief that the Sakas did away with caste and enforced the Saka as the highest and ruling caste occur in the Chohra or Coromandel coast (Journal Ben. Soc. VII, Part 1, 376) tradition that Shālīvāhan, that is Kaniṣka, overthrew all caste privileges and so long as his power lasted allowed no division into castes.

2 Early Gujarāt Bombay Gazetteer, I, 64 note 6, 65; Corp. Int. Ind. III, Ins. 3.
3 Compare Burnes’ Bukhara, I, 195. It is common among the Turka to marry the wives of enemies captured in battle.
4 Kāmel-al-Twārīkh in Reinardt’s Memoire, 272.
Barbara and his followers who were Mlechchhas or foreigners. This Barbara was perhaps a mercenary chief under Muhammad Bahalim who in A.D. 1118 built the fort of Nagor in the Siwalik Hills. Bahalim marched against his master Bahram Shah of Ghazni (A.D. 1116-1157) and near Multan was defeated and himself and his ten sons were slain. After this defeat Siddharaja seems to have overpowered Barbara’s followers and forced them to become Hindus and join or form the Bheria element in the Kathi tribes of south-east Kathiawar. Fifty years later (A.D. 1173) the surrender of the bulk of the army of Shahabadin Ghori, caught in the ravines of Abu, gave the Gujarat king Mularaja II. (A.D. 1177-1179) an unusual chance of turning Musalmans into Hindus. According to the Tarik-i-Sarath the female captives, Turkish Afghans and Mughals, were disposed of in agreement with the precept of the Koran (xxiv. 25) ‘The good women to the good men’. As regards the male prisoners the respectable men were compelled to shave their heads and were enrolled among the Chakval and Wadhed tribes of Rajputs. The lower men were allotted to the castes of Kollis, Khantas, Bherias, and Mers. All were allowed to keep their own wedding and funeral ceremonies and to remain aloof from other castes. These details are valuable. They probably roughly show what was done with such of the horde of northerners as suffered defeat from Chandragupta II. (A.D. 396-415), Yasodharmaman of Malwa in A.D. 530, and Prabhakaravardhana and his son Sri Harsha at the close of the sixth and the beginning of the seventh centuries. Readiness to accept the foreign conqueror as worshipful is shown by Indians coming to Sinvh in A.D. 713 to get

1 Elliot’s History, II. 279-80; Ras Mala, I. 175.
2 Barbara, the leader of the Bakabana or Mlechchhas, after his conquest by Siddharaja (A.D. 1116), gave valuable presents and served Siddharaja as a Rajput. [Indian Antiquity, IV. 3.] The Bherias form four of the subdivisions of the Avratya section of the Kathas. The Kathas are called Bherias in the legend of the fire temple at Kandila in Kaehla. [Journal Bombay Geographical Society, II, 23-36 for August 1888.] These Bherias seem to have been Hindus or at least temple-builders and idol-worshippers. [Compare Elliot, II. 237 note 1.] That many detachments of invaders must have broken from the main horde of foreign invaders and like the Barbara started on their own account and were absorbed is probable. The parallel case of the 17,000 troops of the Ona who deserted Gaham Khan of Persia in A.D. 1295 is interesting. The Ona made their way to Damascus and were well received. Their heathen practices gave trouble and they were moved to the coast of Palestine. Many died. The rest embraced Islam, spread and were absorbed. Their sons and daughters were admired for their beauty. Yule’s Marco Polo, I. 272.
3 Bayley’s Gujarat, 33 note.
4 Certain details in Huien Tsang’s narrative of Sri Harsha, the Bais or Vaishya ruler of Magadha, among them his readiness to do homage to the Chinese emperor as if to an old monarch, his unlocal view of the different Hindu religions, his want of an ancestral territory, and the fact that all the nations he overcame submitted with face to the north, raise the suspicion that, in spite of the long-established air, in the accounts, Sri Harsha’s father Prabhaavardhanas may have been a foreign invader. This is in agreement with the details of his father’s opening campaigns which seem not the expansion of a local Hindu kingdom but the rapid progress of a successful invader from the west of the Indus into the heart of Northern India. In further support of this view it may be noticed that according to Bennett (Indian Antiquity, I. (1872), 263 and Madras Jl. of Lit. and Science, 1875-7, page 74) in eastern Oudh in former times Sri Harsha’s capital Bais was the openest gate for the passage of foreigners into the fraternity of Rajputs. As regards the description of his father’s conquests as those of a local chief or champion resisting invaders the same device is adopted in the Bogotagali (Troyer, I. 23) account of the doings of the great foreigner Mihirakula; ‘When Casmin was raised by heroes of foreigner Mihirakula arose and by his vigour seemed like Death’. Al Masudi’s (A.D. 915) name Kouresch (Beilard’s Memoires Sur l’Inde, 132) might seem to favour connection with a western tribe which afterwards embraced Islam. But Al Masudi’s Kouresch is only a miswriting for Harsha.
pictures of their new Arab conquerors, and by the great Solański Siddharaś (A.D. 1084-1149) when he had finished his new shrine at Siddhpur setting up images of horse-lords and other great rulers with a statue of himself praying them even if the country was laid waste to spare the temple.

Alexander sacrificing to the rivers, the kindly but somewhat confused identification of Hercules Bactchus and Apollo with Indian deities, made it easy for the all-knowing Yavanna, whose strength was greater than the strength of other men to pass into Hindutva. Menander (S.C. 120) whose power seems to have spread as far south as Kathāśāvar was so dear to the Buddhists that seven cities fought for his ashes. Under their leader Sivakanda a large body of Parthians or Pahlavas for several centuries continued to form a separate and widespread class of Hindus. In making easy the reception into Hindutva of many of the conquering foreigners of the centuries before and after the Christian era the Buddhist may have had the advantage of being able to point to the Sākas Mallas and Lichhavas who, at that time recent arrivals, are supposed to have played so leading a part during the life and at the death of Gautama. The Brāhmaṇs seem to have met objections to the admission of foreign tribes by mixing the names of the newcomers with the names of tribes in south and east India and classing them as Kshatriyas who had become impure from failing to perform Brāhmaṇ rites. In certain cases the form of name made admission easy. Kshatrapa was close in sound, perhaps seemed close in meaning, to Kshatrya.

Appendix A.

The Foreigners Among Kshatriyas

1 Beladari (A.D. 950) in Reinard's Fragments, xxii.
2 Rā's Mālā, I. 116.
4 The wide spread and also the extreme wildness and low type of many classes and tribes in Madras who bear the name Palla or Pallava are probably due to the existence of other local words similar in sound to Pallava. Some of these lower classes may have adopted the name Pallava because they were dependent on some local Pallava ruler. These and the other Pallas were so entirely southern in appearance and character that the claim of any class of Pallavas to be northerners was long disputed. The fact that the leading Pallavas of the Dakhan drew their name and a share of their blood from the north is now admitted. See Journal Royal Asiatic Soc., XIII, 1111; Indian Antiquity, II. 156 and V. 50-104; Fleet's Kāśvērā Dynasty, 316-317.
5 According to the Mahāyana during Gautama's life certain newcomers Sākas or Skyths and Lichhavas took a leading part in the spread of Buddhism. Though in the case of the Sākas this is not impossible the accuracy of the account seems open to question. The Mahāyana was not written till the fifth century A.D. when the older works on which it was based were lost and when the author was in a position to introduce such details as in his opinion ought to have happened (Ferguson's Indian Architecture, 179). It was natural that in praise of Kanishka the great reviver of Buddhism, stories should be invented in which Sākas figure as close friends of Gautama Buddha during his life.
6 According to Mr. Hewett (Journal Royal Asiatic Society, XX. 332) as far back as A.D. 1000 non-Aryan rules were admitted as twieborn at first under the name of Rejanya or royal and later as Kshatriya. According to Mr. Hewett (Ditto, 335 & 339) the evidence of early and continuous intermixture between Aryan and earlier races is overwhelming.

The late Dr. Bhagavandālī continued (Early Gujarā, Vol. I, Part I, 21) to hold that the true meaning of Kshatrapa was the ruler of the Kshatria or warrior class. That the Indian Kshatripas almost from the first claimed to be Kshatriya is supported by the name Kshatriya given by the Saka Ushavādā (A.D. 130) to a tribe of the kin of the Kshatrapa Častana (Bhagavandālī's Gujarā, pages 20, 29). It is further supported by the quarrel between the Mahākshatrapa Ruhadāman (A.D. 143-170?) and the Yaudheyas of northern India which was due to the Yaudheyas assuming the title of heroes among the Kshatriyas which seems to imply a refusal on the part of the Yaudheyas to admit the
suggested relationship with Kusha son of Rama: the worship of fire, the worship of the sun showed solar descent, perhaps the moon—meaning of the Chinese Ynetchi suggested a moon origin. To the Buddhist the willing Saka was acceptable as of the honoured Sakya family of Gautama. Either Jue-Jue or Khazar was easily Indianised into Gurtjarra or Gurchara the cowherd. Pala the word for a foreign nomad with the name of a guardian placed before it became good Hindu. For other names and tribes there remained the genial theory of a home return. That the leaders of any of the invading tribes the Sakas, Kushans, Kedáras, Ayárs, Hinnas, Khazars or Turks were the descendants of Indians who had passed west and north into Central Asia is unlikely. Still Indian influence both Buddhist and Brahmán had spread north of the Jaxartes: Indian trade was the mainstay of the marts both to the south and to the north of the Oxus: and north-east, far down the Tarim valley, Indian letters and to some extent the use of Sanskrit had been adopted. Considering the mixed character of all invading hordes, how the peaceful conquerer is forced into the front of the mass, it does not seem improbable that every invasion brought with it an element Indian in language letters and religion perhaps to some extent Indian in race.

The lists of tribes of nasty or degraded Kshatriyas contain many Indian southern and eastern names. The northern tribes whose names most frequently recur are, in the lists in Manu, Chinas, Daradas, Gandháras, Kambojas, Kanka, Kirátas, Kshatriyas, Palhavas, Paradus, Sakas, Sargas, Tusháras, Varvaras, and Yavanas. The Mahabharata lists

Kshatraps claim to rank as Kshatriyas. This claim of the Kshatraps to be called Kshatriya explains Ptolemy's (A.D. 169) Khatric settled on both banks of the Indus, Mcgrill's Ptolemy, 141.

1 From the first the Buddhist seems to have made little difficulty about admitting non-buddhists to Buddhism. Among the converts who claimed a share of Buddha's relics were four of apparently un-Indian origin, the Búlukas, Kraityas, Liehlhás, and Sákyaas.

2 Compare Oppert (Madras Journal of Literature and Science for 1888-89 page 195) from the country Kera the people would be called Kurrans. The ruling caste if they accepted Brahmanism would be traced to the Kurras: the lower if they refused to leave their old priests would be degraded into Kurras or Dwarves. So the Kura of Chhota Nagpur though ultra-slowly affect to be remnants of the Kurras (Ditte, 157 note).

3 Tod's Annals, I, 119.

4 According to the tradition of the Lunar or Sauravna race after the defeat of Krishna in Dwarka his people retired west and north to Gajula and Samarkand. They were driven back into India and passing through the Punjab settled in the desert and founded Jaisalmar (a.d. 1157), Tod's Annals, Third Edn, I, 78. To this legend the objection is that the leading Yásavas who claim a return to India as a home are the last-contem the Blattis the Chudasamas and the Jhádejas all of whom are probably of Turkish origin. Among the references to Indian settlements and influence to the west of the Indus and north into Central Asia, the following may be quoted, The Chinese traveller of a.d. 128 describes the Indians as holding Swat Peshawar and Bannu (Cunningham's Anc. Geog. page 17). Rawlinson (Herodotus, IV, 217) has a doubtful note about warlike Indians of the Kabul valley sending colonies to north Sogdiana. In a.d. 516 (Parker's A Thousand Years of the Tartars, 136) the leader among the Juan-Juan in Central Asia was called Poloman or Brahmán. Huen Tsiang (a.d. 630) found at Khotan in the Tarim valley remnants from Takshashila in the Punjab who were Indians in letters and dress (Beal's Buddhist Records, II, 389). In Tokhara, that is Baktria, he found (Beal's Life, 47) a Brahman who had come to recite charms to remove the sickness of the prince. Still in spite of traces of distant plantations in the time of Huen Tsiang, as in the first and in the fourth centuries before Christ, the existing frontier was roughly the border of India. The land further west was Mischeliz (M-th-n). Beal's Life of Huen Tsiang, 57.

5 Mann, X, 43, 45; Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I, 481-2.
give the same names except that they omit Gandhâras, Kanka, Kahatriyas, Palharas, and Paradas. Some Puranic lists omit Gandhâras, Kanka, Kahatriyas, Savarmas, Tushâras, and Yavanas. Others include Gardhâhins, Munras, Sakas, Turushkas, and Yavanas. Number five of the Aṣok edicts (B.C. 225) gives Gandharvas, Kambojas, and Yonas. A Nāsik cave inscription of the second century A.D. notes three northern tribes Arakas, Mundas, and Suts. In the eighth century A.D. the Mlechchhas mentioned in the Mudrârâksasâna are Chedis, Gandhâras, Hûnas, Kambojas, Khasas, Kiratas, Sakas, and Yavanas.

Besides the teachableness and modesty of the Saks, the difficulties in the way of receiving into Hinduism these and other northern tribes were lessened by the fact that certain of the invaders entered India as allies and not as conquerors. The creating, that is the calling in as allies, of numerous tribes of foreigners both by Vasishtha the ecclesiastic and by Vishwâmitra the warrior priest was repeated by the Brâhmans of Patna in their struggles with the Nanda kings. These tactics were again prominent during the early centuries after Christ in the contests between Brâhman and Buddhist, a revival, if not the original, of the early quarrel between the ecclesiastic and the warrior priest. The enemies of Skandagupta (A.D. 454-470) called in the Hûnas as their allies. It would seem at first that in the Brâhman and Buddhist competition for foreign proselytes the Brâhman started heavily handicapped compared either with the cosmopolitan Buddhist or with the Jain who maintained the old theory of the warrior pontiff. Still in certain respects the Brâhman had special facilities in accepting the newcomers as Kahatriyas. The strong fire-reverencing element among the Kusâns, the Jnâ-Sûtras, the White Hûnas, and the Turk separate them from the wild Anagnitras or Fireless and would enable them to join with the Brâhman in his prayer: "Agni drive from us tribes who keep no sacred fire." The newcomers would thus rank as neighbour worshippers of Agni, and would therefore be alien neither in race nor in worship. Further in his competition with the Buddhist the Brâhman could bring forward traces of ancient friendliness to foreigners and adduce evidence that the hand of brotherhood had once been stretched forth so freely that, according to the Mahâbhârata, the Anus, Drusyas, Purus, Turvasas and Yadus, which between them cover at least all neighbouring northern tribes, are declared to be, if not Aryan, at least not alien. Again the

---

3 Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I. 482.
4 Journal Royal Asiatic Society, VI., Ind. Ant. IV. 166.
5 Tol's Annals, Third Edn. I. 194.
6 Bombay Gazetteer, XVI, 690.
7 Wilson's Works, XII, 179, 227.
8 Vishwâmitra's foreign supporters, spoken of as his sons, were Andhara, Mûtilas, Pallidas, Pàmaras, and Saharas (Muir's Sanskrit Texts, L. 368). Vishwâmitra's foreign allies, created or collected partly by the bellowing of his cow partly out of the loins of the cow, were Dávidas, Kâncis, Kîratas, Pàlharas, Pàmaras, Saharas, Sákas, Saralas, Sinhâlas, Vásas, and Yavanas (Ditto, L. 391, 396, 397, 398). According to the Mudrârâksasâna of the eighth century the Patna Brâhmans failed to keep to their agreement with the Yavanas and were punished by an invasion led by Malayaketu the son of the Yavana leader.
9 That foreigners might rise to the highest posts in Buddhism perhaps hardly requires proof. To the case of Menaudor being worshipped as a Buddhist saint may be added the choice by Aṣoka (B.C. 225) of a Yavana to be the apostle to Apârântika that is the Konkô.
10 Muir's Sanskrit Texts, II, 390.
11 Journal Royal Asiatic Society, XX, 436.
12 Journal Royal Asiatic Society, XX, 436.
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Among Kshatriyas.

Mahābhārata ranks Dasyus or strangers among the classes to whom
may be preached a high religious life, the performance of Vedic cere-
monies, the sacrificing to the fathers, the building of wells, water-houses
and rest-houses, the making of gifts to Brāhmaṇas and of offerings
at sacrifices, the cultivating of a mind innocent true meek pure and
harmless.1 Indra says, 'At present strangers (Dasyus) may be found in
all castes living under other gāthas among men of the four orders.' This,
he adds, is the golden age. A time will come when hypocrites will
swarm and the excellent path of duty will be forsaken. The true way of
life was preached to Andhra, Chitāna, Gandhārās, Kambojas, Kankus,
Kirātas, Madras, Pahlavas, Paundras, Pulindas, Ramsanas, Sakas,
Savaras, Tushānas, Vārvānas, and Yāvanas, equally to men sprung from
Brāhmaṇas and Kshatriyas and to persons of the Vaishya and Śūdra
castes. On such broad lines of duty and of privilege it is easy to
understand how large classes of conquerors adopted forms of Brāhmaṇism,
and, taking Brāhmaṇas with them, conquered and settled in Burma, Siam,
Sumatra, Java, Cambodia, and Borneo. To only two cases were the
Brāhmaṇas unable to apply this wide law of brotherhood, to the case of
lower class immigrants who refused to give up their coarse practices and
beliefs, and to the case of the Mūsalmān whom no beauty of doctrine or
ritual, no higher ideal of conduct, no proof of kindlier government could
bring to tolerate the notion of becoming Hindu.

In India foreign conquerors fell into two leading classes:

(a) Those who kept to their old names and either never made use of
or else forfeited their position as Kshatriyas.

(b) Those who by performing certain rites and by devotion to Brāhma-
ṇas were cleansed from the dust of their ignorance and obtained a place
among or succeeded to the empty room of the early Kshatriyas.

Among the classes who failed to take advantage of their chance of
becoming Kshatriyas the Brāhmaṇ writers would probably include all who
had become famous for their staunchness to Buddhism as Gandhārās,
Kambojas, Kordāras, and Sakas. Also under this class would come those
whom later conquerors or local revivals of power had driven from rule.
The Pahlavas, Sakas, and Yāvanas, broken by Gaṇāmiputra about A.D.
150 in the Dakhan and perhaps in Mālwa; the Sakas overthrown by
Chandragupta II. in the North-West Provinces and in the Panjāb A.D. 385-
415; the White Hūnas defeated by Yāsodharmam of Mālwa near Multān
about A.D. 530; and Turks and White Hūnas beaten by Śri Harsha early in
the seventh century. Some one of these local champions is perhaps
introduced as Sāgara who made the earth a mass of mud with the flesh and
blood of thousands of Kambojas, Kirātas, Sakas, Savaras, and Vārvānas.2
After each of these reverses sections of the foreign tribes who had risen to
the position of leaders must along with power have lost their chief claim
to respect and so be fairly described as degraded Kshatriyas. The result is
the tale of king Sāgara, possibly a reference to the victories of the great
Samudragupta A.D. 370-395, who after recovering his father’s kingdom
from the Hailhayas was persuaded by his priest Vasiṣṭha to be satisfied
with the destruction of the Hailhayas and to spare the Kambojas, Pahlavas,
Paradas, Sakas, and Yāvanas provided they gave up their caste and all
association with the twiceborn. Sāgara agreed. He made the Yāvanas

1 Journal Royal Asiatic Society, XX, 426.  
2 Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, I, 463.
shave their heads, the Sakas shave half their heads, the Paradas wear long hair, and the Palhvas wear the beard. Brāhmans deserted them and they became Mlechchhas. It is remarkable that neither Hūnas, Gurjras, nor Turks are among the tribes who forfeited the high place they once held among Hindus. The explanation seems to be that the bulk of the lapsed Kahatriyas represent those foreign conquerors who adopted Buddhism. This certainly is true of Yavanas, Sakas, Kambojas, and the earlier Palhvas and Paradas. Those tribes which, like the White Hūnas and the Turks from their first arrival opposed Buddhism and favoured Brāhmanism, do not appear in these lists because they did not forfeit their rank as Kahatriyas. The highest of them as the Hūnas gained a place in the royal list. With some it was enough to endow Brāhmans with gifts and to follow the Kahatriya rules of conduct. Others, chosen to be the special champions of Brāhmanism, were admitted as Kahatriyas only after purification by fire. The leading instance of such admission is the case of those who are known as Agnikula or Fire-clan Rajputs. Though the evidence is neither complete nor free from inconsistency the result seems established that the four tribes of the Agnikulas, Chohān Parmār Parālī and Solālī, belong to the fifth and sixth century horde, of which the strength were Gurjras, probably Khazars, and of whom under Bāndha III. (A.D. 680-700) the Broach division was raised from Gurjras to be Kahatriyas. It is worthy of remark that in the Bombay Konkan the Brāhman name Chitpāvan is supposed to mean Pyre-Pure and that in the south of India a similar purification by fire has been adopted and a corresponding set of outside tribes, including Pallis and others, have been

1. The Harivāma and the Viṣṇu Purānas quoted in Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I. 486-487.
2. Abercromby (Sacred Ed. II. 60) notices that this is the proper way for each of the tribes named to wear their hair and is not the result of the order of an Indian king. We should be thankful, he says, to the good Sāgara for not forcing us to adopt Indian customs. Other tribes who were compelled to give up their position in caste were Choras (Coromandel), Bārvas, Keralas, Kolīsarpas (Nagās), and Mahāshas. With the tale of Sāgara enforcing the varied cutting of hair compare the Mughal Baḥdur Shah's order (A.D. 1710) to amuse the Sikhs, whom Nānak had commanded to grow both the head hair and the beard, that "Hindus of every tribe should cut off their hair." Forster's Travels, I. 265 (A.D. 1782).
3. The time to which this great change seems to apply is during the seventh and eighth centuries when in the decline of Buddhism the reformed Brāhmanism started in the pride of its strength, when (A.D. 642) the Brāhman or rather Brāhmān of Chauhd (probably a Turk, conqueror from Chauhd in Taal on the south bank of the Jaxartes) drove Buddhism out of the south Pairāj and Sinds; when Brāhmanism became supreme in Kah; and when, in Magadha, Viśwaśrītikā, Viśnus Purānas, IV. 24, Wilson's Works, IX. 216, established Kāyasthas, Pallās, and Yadus, raised Brāhmans to power, and expatriated the Kahatriyas.

One chief ground for the Brāhman dislike of the Buddhist religion was that it was based on the teaching of a Kahatriya and not on the teaching of a Brāhman. How, asks Manus, can a Kahatriya devise a pure system of conduct if he transgresses his own order and assumes the function of teaching? Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I. 509.

4. According to Tod (Anams of Rajastān, II. 2 note 9) no trace of a Rajput remains earlier than A.D. 400. The statement, that in the distribution of territory the Indra-raised Paramār gets Abū Dhār and Ujjaini; the Brāhma-created Solālī Anjalpur; the Siva-sprung Parālī, Māravāi, and the Vishnu-forced Chauhd Makkālī Nagari, shows by the mention of the Solālī at Anjalpur that this distribution cannot be older than the tenth century.

5. Bhaṭagāthā's Early Gujarāt, Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, Part I. 116-117. The rite would also have a special significance of Abū Fazl's (Gladwin's Ain-i-Akbari, II. 49) tale is true that before this the Buddhists had put a stop to fire worship.
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-raised to be Rajputs under the name of Vanniyar or Fire-sprung. Either the Agnikula or a similar reception of foreigners is mentioned in an Abū inscription which states that, after the original sun lineage was worked out the lord Vachha of the exalted Agara race, in combination with the moon, started the Chandraavarnas and Vachhyas clans. Wilson seems to make Vachha the head of the Sakhambari or Sambhar Chohams. Himen Tsang's account of Kashtriyas somewhat doubtfully suggests that some of them were foreigners. The Kashtriya caste, he says, have for ages been the governing class. At the same time the actual kings are people who by usurpation and bloodshed have raised themselves to power. He adds: "Though a distinct (separate or foreign?) caste they are regarded as honourable." The name Kashtriya adopted by the Kashtrapas or Sakas and probably by White Hūna or other later conquerors survives in the Khatri an important class in Northern India and in Sind and to a less extent in Gujarat. They are a fair and handsome people pious of Sikhs though seldom themselves Sikhs, officials, traders, and skilled craftsmen who travel to Afghanistan and Central Asia. The Rors or Roras common in south Punjáb, from the old White Hūna capital of Aror, are Khatri and are not unlikely to be of White Hūna descent. In Kāshmir the Kaknas and Gaddis are mostly Khatri. The Khakas who hold the Pischin valley are also Khatri, and a trace of the tribe survives as a surname among the Brahma-Kashtriya of Kachh. The local name for Kanjakka's (A.D. 78) great Vihār at Peshawar Gor-Katrī, a name known to Abū Fazl (A.D. 1600) and to Bahar (A.D. 1500), is generally translated the Trader's House. It seems probable that the name is a trace of the great Kusiai builder either as Kashtrapa or Kashtriya an adaptation on which as has been shown the Sakas were careful to insist.

In spite of the development of exclusiveness which accompanied the Brahmā restoration to power (A.D. 700-1000) the principle of adopting strangers to be Kashtriyas was too useful to Brahmans to be abandoned.

1 Madras Journ. of Lit. and Science for 1887-88.
2 Asiatic Researches, XVI, 134. Maisey (Sankeel, 61 note 1) names the additional or fourth class the Nāgas as a convenient and probably correct term as there is evidence (a) that foreign tribes were vaguely called Nāgas; and (b) that Nāgas were admitted to be Rajputs.
3 Beal's Buddhist Records, I, 52.
4 Comares Dehnson's Panjab Census Paragraphs 552-561.
5 Cunningham's Ann., 26. Cunningham notices a trace of Khatri in Baghalkat or Rawa under the name Der Farsas or Kashtria. Arch. Survey, XIX. 3.
6 Cunningham's Ann., Geog. 81.
7 The exclusiveness which Reinard's Mémoire Sur l'Inde, 29, 64) and Alberuni (A.D. 1030) notice as the chief characteristic of the Hindus of their time was due partly to the Brahmā ascendency in India and partly to the contempt and hate of their Muhammadan neighbours. So long as the Buddhist and the Brahmā were at the grapple the mind that guided the counsels of the Brahmās was the political divine satisfied with the general admission of the overlordship of Brahmās. In the day of their local suzerets the ecclesiastic became the guide, magnifying the position and claims of Brahmās, laying on their followers burdens which no high-spirited stranger would stoop to bear. On the side of the invaders the change was still greater. Scorns and contempt replace the former worship of Brahmās and the longing to learn how to become a Hindu. Alberuni (Sankeel, I, 179) with all his Hindu learnings and learning says: "Many Hindu customs differ from those of our country to a degree which seems monstrous. One might suppose they had intentionally changed them into the opposite for our customs do not resemble theirs but are the reverse. If ever a Hindu custom resembles ours it has certainly the opposite meaning." One of the "monstrous customs" detailed by a contemporary of Alberuni's (Reinard's Mémoire, 285) is that when an Indian was made prisoner or became a Muslim before he could be let back into Hindustan, his head and body were shaved and he was covered from head to foot with cow-dung cow-urine and milk.
The practice is still in favour. In the Central Provinces the Garh-Manusals Rajās (near Jabalpur) though claiming a Rajput origin and marrying with Rajputs are half-Gonds, and in Uthota-Nāgpur Kol and Munda chieftains claim to be Rajputs. In East Bengal the Rajā who governs Hill Tipperah calls himself a Hindu of the Khatri caste. The people are not Hindus; they deny that their chief is a Hindu. If he was not: bone of our bone and blood of our blood, how should we pay him tribute. In the Chittagong hills the Chinkmas, a non-Hindu tribe, as well as the chief have come under Brāhman influence. They have abandoned Arakanese as their dialect; they observe the Hindu Lakhi and Durga Puja festivals; they consult Hindus and begin to find they are of the Hindustān caste of Khatrias. In Java in the early sixteenth century (A.D. 1510) Parameshwara the king of Sumatra was a Hindu. His son by a Chinese woman was called Rajput.

In the north of India in the Kangra Valley till comparatively lately the population had not stiffened into fixed local layers. Formerly the power of raising a low tribesman to high social position lay with the chief. But since the spread of Brāhmanism, the rank of Rajput is gained either by forcing a way into power or by being the son of a hill-woman by a Brāhman father. In the neighbouring state of Lahouli no special qualification seems wanted. The landholding Mongol Bōtas are beginning to assert a Rajput origin. Similarly in West Assam the Koch Bodo and Dinal of the Bhutān and Sikkih hills have adopted Hinduism. They have cast off their old names of Mlechcha and Bodo, and become Rajputs and their country Bihār. None but the low and mean of the race tolerate the name Koch. Most of the lower class, not being offered a decent status among Hindus, chose Tālām rather than helot Hinduism. In the case of Nepāl, the old principle of admission which these examples illustrate, has been proved and the process explained in detail by the late Mr. Brian Hodgson. The stock of the Nepalese is Turanian. Their faces forms and languages place this beyond question. How then did the ruling tribes become Hindus? Since the twelfth century Brāhmans have passed into west Nepāl to avoid the Musalmāns. They found the people illiterate and without faith but fierce and proud. The Brāhman saw that though the tribesman had a vacant mind ready to receive doctrine he had a spirit not apt to stoop. To the earliest and highest converts the Brāhmans gave the rank of Kshatriyas. Again the Brāhmans kept Nepāl women and their children were Kshatriyas. From these two classes sprung the Khās, the military of Nepāl, originally a small clan. The Kshatriya sons of Brāhmans took their father's gotrās. The practice was in use when Mr. Hodgson (A.D. 1836) was in Nepāl. It explains how, at other times and in other places, Kshatriyas have Brāhman gotrās. The result reads like a description of the Brāhmanised Khattar or Hāna. The Khās (or Agnikulās) thus favoured became entirely devoted to the Brāhmanical system. They agreed to put away old gods, to employ Brāhmans, and

2 Lewis's Hill Races of South-East India, 192.
3 Lewis's Hill Races of South-East India, 170.
4 Commentaries of Albuquerque, III., 73-74.
5 Kangra Gazetteer, I. 76. 6 Kangra Gazetteer, II. 118. 7 Hodgson's Essays, I. 109.
8 See Government of India Records, XLVII., 112.
9 See Journal As. Soc., Bl. II., 215. It follows that actual and not mystic sonship as suggested by Dr. Bühler is the source of Kshatriya gotrās. Is not this same actual sonship the basis of the ancient rivalry between Brāhmans and Kshatriyas?
Appendix A.
THE FOREIGNERS.
Among Kshatriyas.

Among Traders.

to spare the cow. For the rest they were not scrupulous.1 The Khās
language became Hindi. Their habits, ideas and speech merged in those
of the Hindu.2 Other military tribes the Gursung and the Magors
became less completely Hindu than the Khās and were not allowed to
wear the thread. In all practical and soldierly respects the Hinuds
of the Khās is free from disqualifying punctilios.3 These Gurkhas and
Khās seem an object lesson from which to learn what manner of man
was the Buddhist Kushā or the Brahma Hūpa who spread across
India to the sea and across the sea to Sokotra, East Africa, Ceylon, Java,
Sumatra, Siam, Cambodia, and Borneo. Hindus mainly because Hinduism
was in fashion, because their leaders, glamoured by the magic skill of the
rival evangelists, had adopted Buddhism or Brahmanism, in all practical
and soldierly respects they were free from disqualifying restrictions,
seeing in foreign service nothing but the prospect of glory and spoil, borne
along by the indomitable confidence in each other which grows out of
national integrity and success.4

The view that the Rajputs, and among the Rajputs even the Gohels,
the highest of Hindu warriors, may be foreigners of not more than 1500
years standing, though not new, is doubtless strange. Still it is to be
remembered that for Hindus the fight with Islam has been the history of
northern India from the eighth to the eighteenth century. This fight was
fought by the Rajputs and among the Rajputs, since in the early eighth
century (A.D. 729-740) they marshalled under the hill of Chitor to with-
stand the Arabs,5 notably by the Gohels with whom in daring, in devotion
to Hinduism, and in success no tribe of Rajputs can compare. Similarly
the enthusiasm of the Sikh ennobled the Jat, the success of Shivaji raised
the Maratha, and the victories of Nepal have brought honour to the Khās
and the Gurkha. The following remarks of Mr. Hodgson6 regarding
the modern Gurkhas, champion throw light on the position of the earlier
chief among the stranger Rajput: "The Hindus of Nepal, full of hate and
defiance of Islam, regard themselves as the only remaining depositories of
undeclared national Hinduism. Hence their enthusiasm which burns all
the fiercer for a secret consciousness that their particular and as it were
personal pretensions as Hindus are and must be but lowly rated at Benares."7
To the higher ruling families of Rajputs these remarks have ceased to apply.
But among the tribes of the Mārwar desert in outlying parts is a freedom from Hindu restrictions little less complete than that of
the Khās of to-day or of the victorious Khazar or Hūpa of the fifth and
sixth centuries.

The infusion of foreign blood into the merchants or traders is not less
marked than into the fighters. In Western India the Osālī and other

---

1 Gov. of India Records, XLVII. 143.
2 Gov. of India Records, XLVII. 142. Hodgson notes, Bulletin note*: When a
Kṣatriya has a child by a Kṣatriya woman the child is called a Kṣatriya, but ranks with
its mother. This may be one source of the many Rajput-named subdivisions of some
of the lower classes. The son of a Solanki by a Gūrjara woman may have been called
Solanki though ranking as a Gūrjara.
3 Gov. of India Records, XLVII. 146. To the names in the text may be added.
In North Jamm in A.D. 1050 when Chatarapāla conquered Pālā the army settled
marrying local women. The children among whom some had Brahma, some Rajput,
some other fathers, together formed the class of Thakara (Udaya Dūranga and Cashmirin,
131). "Tibetan (Parbī Conna, pārā, 431-458) shows how foreign tribes (Bhārāra,
Khaghras, and Khokhars, were first made Rajputs, afterwards under Islam claimed
and found a Koresī origin, and finally under Sikh rule discovered that they were
Jats.

leading traders are beyond question Rajputs, who, on their conversion to Jainism, gave up fighting for trade. It is not less certain that as Rajputs the Osvals and others belonged to the Sohanki and other foreign invaders of the fifth and sixth centuries. It is almost as fully established that the Khatri of Sind and Multan are strangers, either of Saka or of Huna origin. Besides these the trading classes of western India, in the Bhatis and in the Lohana have tribes of Turk and Afghan origin, who only since the beginning of the present century have adopted any show of conforming to the leading Hindu rules of life. If since the seventh century so large a share of the fighters of northern and western India have been partly or altogether foreign it would seem to follow that among the lower classes the foreign strain must be little less strong. The large share of each horde which at its coming already held a low position, for as is shown below every horde is a notable mixture of classes, would settle as herdsmen cultivators and craftsmen. More traces of the original tribe-names may be looked for in the lower than in the higher classes as followers are neither so worth converting nor so easy to convert as leaders. This trait has been noted above in Nepal Kangra and Assam. In Assam none but the low and mean tolerate the old name Koch. So also with the Gurjara of Bombay Gujarat. The ruling Gujar families and the soldier element have become Rajputs; the cultivators have become Kanbis. Only among the wanderers and the Sutaks Lohars and other craftsmen does the name Gurjara survive.

So was it with the Panjab Jats till the religious genius of Nanak and the political genius of Ranjit Singh made the name Jat more honourable even than the name Rajput. Another influence which increased the foreign element in the lower classes was the defeat of stranger leaders. In the Dakhan Guntamiputra about A.D. 150, in Malwa Sagra about A.D. 400 (?), in the North-West Provinces Chandragupta A.D. 396-415, in the south Panjab Yasodharman about A.D. 530, and Sri Harsha in Central India and the North-West Provinces between A.D. 607 and 617 all gained credit from overthrowing, either invading or settled, northerners

---

1) In A.D. 1810 the Lohana are described as Afghans whose head-quarters were the hills between the Indus and Ghazni. The men made their purchases in the Indian markets. On their return to Bann they found their families and herds, and started for Ghazni, Kabul, and Bukhara. They returned bringing horses, madder and fruit. Burns' Bukhara, II, 416. It is strange that men of the same tribe should now (A.D. 1810) be so numerous in Bombay, both as Vaishnava Hindus and as Khoja Musalmans.

2) In Kangra (Gazetteer, II, 31) the Sadhus (Sadhus) or missionaries gained great influence over the jats though not over the people.

3) Though in Rajputana are many Jats and a few Jat-rulled states the superlity of the Rajput over the Jat is admitted in that home of fifth and sixth century conquerors. In the Panjab where the later Gujar has freely mixed with the older Jat, even in the northern Panjab where the Sikh influence is weak, no line divides the Jat from the Rajput. (Gurjaranwala Gazetteer, 31.) The home-land of the Sikh is in the south-west Panjab the land between the Ravi and Sutlej (Burns' Bukhara, II, 299). With the rise of the Sahibs to power both Musalman and Hindu became Sikh. Sir A. Burns noticed with astonishment the development of a special Sikh type of face. This was doubtless due to the mixing Jat element. How much the Jat ascendancy has helped the mixture of classes is shown by the fact that a woman of any caste may live with a Jat as his wife. (Raj. Gaz. I, 351.) In Kangra, probably because both names are generally assumed, no distinction is made between Jat and Rajput.

4) Social International Congress, 311. Guntamiputra broke the Saktas, Yavanas, and Pahlavas and stemmed the confusion of the four castes.
Appendix A: The Foreigners Among the Lower Classes.

GUJARAT POPULATION.

and preventing or putting a stop to the confusion of caste. After each of these reverses a certain number who had risen to high positions would be lowered to be holot craftsmen,1 be drafted or seek refuge among hill and other unsettled tribes, or be forced into the lowest layers of the unclean.2 The beauty of the Dakhan Chambhar, the fairness of the Gujarati Dheds, and the swarms of Chamars or leather-workers in the Punjab suggest that these classes have been largely recruited from defeated foreigners.3 With the northerners leather work must have been a great industry as leather was used both for clothes and for hangings. The Chinese traveller Sung-Yun (A.D. 510) in Bolor, that is Balti or Little Tibet, found the people wearing leather. Of the drafting of beaten northerners into hill and forest tribes examples have been given above. The skill of the Gurjaras as bowmen, which appears in Chapothkata Strongbow, the Sanskrit form of the Gurjara stockname Chavada, would seem to

1 Mr. Hodgson notes and is surprised at the low or holot position of craftsmen in Nepal. The feeling that a certain degradation attaches to the practice of a craft is widespread probably it is universal. Its basis is the fact that prisoners taken in war and other slaves are generally set to work as craftsmen. Originally all craft work was slave work. The holot craftsmen called Taiki in Samarkand and another Central Asian town are Persian slaves (J. Royal As. Soc. XXI. 420). In A.D. 1221 on the conquest of Khiva or Urgun, the Mongols sent the artisans and skilled workmen to their head-quarters in Karakorum in the north centre of Mongolia (Howrath's Mongols, I. 5). In the Kangra hills most craftsmen belong to the degraded class of Kals (Kangra Gazetteer, I. 96-98). Among the Nigrit Todas the only craftsman is the Kota, a degraded beef-eating blacksmith (J. Madras Lit. and Sc. I. 1888-89, 169). Roll in some places means weaver. That a broad-loom is a Kasar (Ishlam Gazetteer, 74), that Ishlam carpenters are Turkhana, that Kachi and north Gujarat carpenters and callio-printers are Takkars, and that a weaver is a Sali or Salai or a Khusti are traces of the law that after defeat foreign tribes formerly in command were forced to become craftsmen. This experience seems to be the recurrence perhaps it is the basis of the legend that the original Kshatriyas, abandoning the struggle as hopeless, sought safety as craftsmen from the religious persecutions of the antique Parashuram. The slave stain explains the feeling of degradation that attaches to the Jindas or saddle-workers apparently foreigners of the Sangre tribe, and, in spite of their claims to be Brhamas, to the Panchals. The widespread slavery of a mild household type, the result of famines almost as much as of war, must have helped the mixing of foreigners and locals. Tod (Annals of Rajasthan, I. 177) says the basies (east or settler) is a slave in the mildest sense, one who in distress sells his liberty. The master cuts off his slave's top-knot as a mark of bondage. These slaves can be passed from one owner to another like cattle. The custom is common in the desert. Every great man in the desert has his basies. Shihun Singh of Pukarn had 200 basies who did fighting the Marathas. All classes including Brhamas and Rajputs become basies (compare Ditto, II. 256). Even without the loss of liberty the Brhamas books laid down that any one who made a living by the practice of a craft forfeited his place among the higher classes. According to the Mahabharata (Muir's Sanskrit Texta, I. 507) he who abandoning his own work does the work of a Sudra is to be regarded as a Sudra and is not to be asked to a feast.4

2 Compare under Chaachh the Brhanam or Brahmanish ruler of Aler (A.D. 640-660) the Jata were degraded so that they had no distinction of great and small. They were made to work as menials being allowed neither to ride nor to wear rich clothes. Elliot's History, I. 147. This degradation of the Jata was still enforced in A.D. 712.

3 An abundance of Chamars is not confined to the Punjab. Large numbers are (Rajputana Gazetteer, III. 300) found in Alwar in Rajputana, a place it is to be noted suited for Kachars overpowered by Chandragypia (A.D. 346-345) since it is only about fifty miles west of Mathura. That a large number of the defeated Sakas became Chandals is suggested by the fact that one of the low dialects of Sakhasar is called either Sakhari or Sakhulki. Muir's Sanskrit Texta, II. 46.

have led to their being nicknamed Bhils, and the surnames and the appearance of several of the Mewar tribes of Bhils seem to point to an infusion of Gujar blood. Over great part of western Gujarat and eastern Kathiawar the Kolis, especially the Talabda Kolis, are known to have been Meda or Mihiras who belong to the same horde as the Gujars. Between the time of Alexander (B.C. 325) and the time of the Arab Musamman (A.D. 713) seven leading hordes entered India from the north-west and west. These were the Yavanas mainly Bactrian Greeks from about B.C. 250 to 125; the Palharas which is Parthan from about B.C. 170 to 100; the S'akas of two main hordes the Su-S'akas who passed in principally through Sindh from about B.C. 150 to 100 and the Yezhia or Kushans who came down the Kabul valley about B.C. 150; the Koiaras or Little Yuezhi who seem to have entered by the Swat valley to Peshawar about A.D. 380; the Jue-Jue or Ju'jam-Ju'an, also called Avacs who came down the Kabul valley in the early fifth century; the Yetas or Ephthalites that is the White Hunas or Khazars, apparently including the Mihiras or Mers and the Gurjaras who entered India both from the north-west by the Swat valley and from the west by Seistan between A.D. 450 and A.D. 500; and the Turks both by the Kabul valley and across Sindh between A.D. 550 and A.D. 650.

Any account of the distribution of the masses of invaders who conquered in India, from the Yavanas of B.C. 250 to the Turks of A.D. 700, requires a statement of the elements that go to make a horde and of the travel-changes which affect the horde before it reaches its journey's end.

Even before it starts the horde is complex. It includes at least two elements a higher and a lower, sometimes lords and commons, in other cases free and bond. To these two elements are generally added neighbour tribes and outside slaves mainly prisoners of war.

In its start and progress the horde illustrates two forms of motion, the swarm and the snowball. Except in the case of the smaller and unsettled units, the horde, when it begins to move and during its progress, does not represent the mass even of the fighters of a country. A contingent or swarm moves, the hive remains. This law seems to explain how countries over which waves of conquest have passed keep a name which belongs to and is known to belong to a layer of long-conquered inhabitants. In the accounts of the classic writers, from the companions of Alexander B.C. 327 to Pliny A.D. 77, the same tribe-names remain in the same localities. This may be partly due to the large extent to which the later writers compiled from earlier sources. Still the same result appears in Indian writers, Sogdiana is Sogd, Baktria is Balkh, the western Gandhara is Kandahar, Margiana is Mary, and Ariana is Herat. So also in spite of the floods of conquest that have passed over them the names Tokharistan and Kushan remain in use. Again in India the Gujars and other

1 Compare Bhilmal the Mewar capital of the Gurjaras and Champa Bhil that is the Gurjara Chapa or Chava da the founder of Champa.

2 Of the many possible and apparently true derivations of the name Koli one in use in Kangra seems to explain a portion of its meaning in Gujarati. In the Kangra hills the term Kola or Koli meaning a bastard is applied to the lower classes (Gazetteer Part III. 45-48) who have to some extent adopted Hindu ways especially in the matter of refraining from eating the cow. It is also applied in Koli to people from Hindustan who have lost caste by marrying low caste local women. The Medas may have lost their name in consequence of marrying with women of unsettled local tribes. Among tribes whose position is on the border between Rajputs and Kols may be noticed in Kathiawar, the Vals, Jetra, and Mera. Kathiawur Gazetteer, 180.
tribes of Rajputs have passed south and east but mainly as swarms leaving traces in the Punjab and in Sind where they made their first settlements. The continuance of portions of tribes in their original seats increases the complexity of the later hordes who generally carry on with them a share of what remains of the earlier settlers. The practice was the same in the case of the more northern tribes. In A.D. 376 when the Huns conquered the Alani on the Don, though the bulk of the Alani joined the Huns and passed on, a share remained. In A.D. 750 when the Patzinacs were driven out of the Volga country by the Uzes part stayed and mixed with the Uzes, part marched west. So in India the great Kuslân horde (50 B.C.–50) brought with them from Bactria Sakas as well as Kushânas. In the passage through Kâbul they were joined both by Greeks or Yavanas and by Palhâvas or Parthians. Finally an Indian element was assimilated either from Sogd or from the Kâbul valley. The great fifth century horde was even more complex than the Kuslânas. White Hânas of Khazar race, but known as Yetsas or Ephthalites, from the north of the Jaxartes joined with a swarm from the long-settled Kuslânas of the Oxus valley, together leading the discomfited Juân-Juânas or Ayârs, who after advancing from Central China in the late fourth century, and driving Kitolo the last of the Kuslânas out of Baktiris had recoiled discounted by the strength of Behram Gor's (A.D. 420–440) defence. In addition to these, after the ruin of Sassanian power by the White Hâna emperor Khusrah-wâz (A.D. 470–480), came an army of Kuslânas or Mihrâns from the south-west of the Caspian, and finally, after entering the Swat valley, contingents were received of Kuslânas from Kâbul and of Kedâras or Little Yench from Peshatwar.

Snowball-like the horde rolls on gathering to itself the beaten and the shelter-seekers, so that when in warm India it stops to melt and to spread the snowball adds many elements to the local population. If the leader of the fresh armies defeats the local rulers he takes their place. As a rule, after the needed baptism of Hindu sound, his own stock-name or the name of the tribe he leads becomes the name of the ruling tribe. But in certain cases prudence or religion may suggest the pleasing of the conquered, and the name, or at least the ancestry, of the conquered is adopted as the conqueror's own. Of the tribes that have come under

1 De Guignes' Huns, III, 162.
2 De Guignes' Huns, II, 510.
3 Hinde. According to a somewhat doubtful statement in Strabo's time (B.C. 50) (Cunningham in Numismatic Chronicle, VIII, 224) the language of the people of Sogd had affinity with the dialects of north India. The coin of Mous (B.C. 120) the founder of the Parthian dynasty of Taxila in the Punjab have a Pali legend and an elephant humped bull and river Indus (Ditto, 37, 38, and 103) and those of Mous' successors Arzak and Azilites bear the Hindu name Aspa Varma (Ditto, 110). Parthian: The Parthian element is the name of Zoroastrian goddesses on the Kushân coins especially of Huvishka (A.D. 110) (Cunningham Arch. Surv. Rep., III, 3). Greek or Yavana influence must have affected the Kushânas before they started south from Balkh (B.C. 120). Probably Greeks were with them and more Greeks would join from the two conquered Greek states one in Kâbal absorbed about A.D. 6 by Kujula Kadphises, the other in the Punjab absorbed about A.D. 50 by Yevna Kadphises. The Greek influence is shown by the adoption of Greek gods and Greek coin legends especially by Kuslânas (A.D. 750). (Cunningham Arch. Surv. Rep., III, 3; Num. Chron. Third Series, 110-114.) A Greek element is also shown by the fact that in eastern India Kushân invasions are known as Yavana invasions, Saka: The Sakas and Kuslânas were practically the same even in Baktiris and when the Kuslânas overcame the earlier or Su-Saka conquerors of western India they seem to have been more generally known as Sakas than as Kuslânas, (Cunningham Num. Chron. Third Series, VIII, 243.)
the invader's power some as allies or because their submission is imperfect may keep their old names. Some, perhaps most, will adopt the conqueror's tribe as their own tribe preserving their former tribe or stock name as a subdivision. Again detachments of the conquering swarm will start on their own account and perhaps pass under the overlordship of some neighbouring chief and accept his tribe name cherishing their own as a subdivision. Or, once more, others of the newcomers may prefer their own stock or leader's name to the horde name and form what seems a separate tribe though admitting their relationship to the whole horde. It is the importance attached to stock names that has made it so easy and so common for smaller divisions to adopt the name of some newcomer or of some waxing local tribe while still cherishing their stock name as their true name.

When the new horde is melted and spread change is by no means at an end. Famine war and slavery the three great shifters are seldom idle, and the intermixture of men and women of different classes is ceaseless. The weak seek shelter under the name of the strong. Fugitives arrive and enter the tribe of the ruler. A young tribe waxes and gathers recruits: an old tribe wanes and its members desert. What traces of so confused a blending and interweaving of strains do the tribes preserve? What traces do the people preserve even after the tribe loses itself in the caste? The trace is the subdivision. Except in the case of irregular marriages where the son takes the name of his mother's tribe the subdivision as a rule is a correct guide either to the original tribe or to the stock of the holder. The tribe subdivision is not always a correct guide since a stock or a tribe may lower its own name to be a subdivision and adopt the name of its overlord's tribe as its own tribal name. In such a case a new overlord may come and the name of his tribe may be adopted as a new tribe name. Then the name of the last overlord's tribe becomes a subdivision ousting the trace of the original and true stock or tribe name. Unlike the tribe subdivision little certainty attaches to the meaning of a caste subdivision. When a common calling welds a group of tribes and stocks into a caste its virtue passes out of the stock or tribe name. The new calling name takes the place of the tribe name and the subdivision may be either the original stock name or the name of the tribe of the last of a set of overlords. It follows that in the case of a caste subdivision, even when it is a tribe or stock name, the chance is not great that the name of the subdivision is the name of the original tribe or stock of its members. Though his subdivisinal name may fail to establish the original tribe of the holder the record of subdivisions is a work of the highest value. Such excellent tables of subdivisions are published in the late (A.D. 1891) census reports for the Panjáb and the Central Provinces illustrate the distribution of tribes, restore old ruling names of whom all other trace has disappeared, and establish early tribal relationships which later interest or rivalry has blotted out.

Objection has been taken to General Cunningham's identifications of several of the invading hordes of the centuries before and after the Christian era on the score of the variety of names he associates with the same tribe. How far General Cunningham's identifications are final is doubtful. But the principle he accepted that the same tribe may be known by several distinct names is correct. Among the main causes why a tribe is known by more than one name are neighbours' names, nicknames, leaders' names, and luck names. Neighbours know the
portion of a tribe or nation which lives next their own border and they
apply that name to tribes whose proper names are distinct.\(^1\) Thus the
Tibetan tribes, who have no general name for their country or people,
are called Gyäungs a word that means in Tibetan alien-leading; to the
Chinese these same tribes are known as Sifan that is Westerners.\(^2\) The
wanderers between the Caspian and the Altai Mountains whom the
Russians call Kirgiz, are (except the Khoknud Kirgiz) known to them-
selves as Kasaks and to the Chinese as Bourouts.\(^3\)

Again neighbours or strangers in whose lands a tribe or a horde
settles change the tribes' original name so as to give it a meaning in
their own language. The law of meaning-making works by the help
either of the pan that is sound sameness or of translation that is sense
sameness.\(^4\) Or the neighbour either gives the newcomer a name
descriptive of what strikes him as the newcomer's special characteristic;
or applies to him the name of some legendary tribe in which some
leading feature the newcomer resembles. Again a name may be
imposed upon and adopted by a tribe which is little more than a
nickname. So the Marathas were known as Ghandis that is robbers
and Cháyála the softened form of Chása was easily smoothed into Chor
or thief. The widely applied term Kasak seems to have its origin in
the Arab for a robber or wanderer.\(^5\) Once more a tribe may take as its
own either the personal or the stock name of its leader. In this way
the Marathas were called Shivajis, the White Húnas Yetas or
Epithalites, a division of the Gusses or Os were called after Seljuk, and
a branch of the Seljukas were called Osmanlîs.\(^6\) Similarly the Zagatais
are named after the second son of Changhin Khán (A.D. 1163-1237), the
Nogays after Nagaia (A.D. 1260), and the Uzbekas after Ubeg Khán
(A.D. 1305).\(^7\) Even a dream may change the name of a great tribe.

---

\(^1\) Compare Howorth Jour. Ethn. Soc. (N. S.), I. 35.
\(^3\) The change of Khazar or other tribe name into Gurjara or kudalmu and the twisting
of Chása, Cholin, and other Agrickala stock names into words with Hindu meanings
are examples of this practice. Alberoni (A.D. 1631, Sachau's Edition, I. 298) notes
that names change under these influences: translation and natural and artificial alter-
tation. Hindu, he says, intentionally change names so as to have as many words as
possible on which to practice the rules and arts of their etymology. Subandhî’s Vâsa-
valattî (Hall’s Edition, 25) in which every word has two meanings is an example of
this Hindu ingenuity. Spurious name changes were as popular with the Chinese as
with the Hindus. About A.D. 730 a Chinese emperor in reward for their help in battle
changed the tribe name Outpour into Houngour the Swarming Hawks. PARKER’S A Thou-
sand Years of the Tartars, 277.
\(^4\) So the old name Yaksha was applied to Húnas and to Kasim’s Syrian Arabs (A.D.
713) because like the legendary Yaksha they were fair-skinned horsemen. Similarly the
fifth century invaders seem to have been called Naga perhaps mainly from a fierceness
of temper and a destructiveness which were the characteristics of the legendary snake
people.
\(^5\) The word Kazak has no race significance. It is applied to Turkish tribes and to
Slaves of the Ukraine Don and Volga. The Osetsee call the Circassians Kazak. Kirgiz
Kazaks were Uzbekas who on the death of Abul Khair retired to the White Horde calling
\(^6\) Epithalités is Yetus-hi-to, of which Yetus the first half is the name of the royal
family. In Arabic Halalal is the term of robber. In this case the tribe character is
the original of the general word.
\(^7\) Howorth Jour. Ethn. Soc. (N. S.), I, 68-80 and II, 91, 92; Mongols, Pt. II,
Div. 1, page 9.
Among the Afghans in consequence of a dream the Abdallah took the name of Durânis.  

The simplest horde has two main divisions corresponding in some cases to Lords and Commons and in other cases to bond and free. Among the Parthians the Farnians or Dahae were a royal tribe who formed a rigid aristocracy. Of the ordinary Parthians only a small portion were free, the rest were slaves. Among the Kirgis near lake Issykkul north of the Jaxartes a lower layer stays near the lake throughout the year and a higher class goes to the hills in the hot weather. So in the Kangra valley in the Himâyânas the lower class Gujar stays in the plains, the higher goes to the hills. A similar distinction is the origin among the Kirgis and other tribes of the White and Black divisions, those who have and those who have not a noble class. Besides these main divisions the tribe includes many clan or stock elements. Among the Kirgis wanderers between the Caspian and the Altai mountains these family stocks are carefully preserved. From generation to generation they serve as a guide to mark the many and separate elements of which the tribes of the Altai are formed. Changiz Khan (a.d. 1187-1230) raised the name of the Bida his own clan or stock to the highest rank. Western Indian history furnishes two examples of the leaders' stock or clan name gaining importance, the Čâpâ or Chaurâ a leading Gujar stock, and Jávâla the family name of the great Toramâna (a.d. 450-512) and Mihirâkula (a.d. 512-575?), the leaders of the White Hûnas.

Unless under special pressure from famine or from war the horde is at starting the swarm of a single tribe the bulk of whom remain in the hive. After the first success the swarm is joined by at least a section of the conquered and by shelter-seekers. It then passes on snowball-like increasing in mass as it moves. When Cyrus (B.C. 633) came from Khorâsa he was at the head of a Skythian horde. He passed along the south of the Caspian and entered Media then under another branch of

---

1 Elphistone’s Kabul, Second Edn., II. 95.  
2 Eley, Brit. IX Ed. Persia, 588.  
3 Journ. As. Ser. VI. Tom. II. page 327.  
4 Rawlinson’s Parthia, 40.  
5 Kirgh. Gazet.  
6 Journ. As. Ser. VI. Tom. II. page 321. The Kânch call their own nobles White Bones and their common people Black Bones. Diito, ëlæto. In the Mongol empire the White Bones or upper classes were the descendants of Changiz. They were the salt of the lamps, the iron in the blood, the steel head of the wooden spear. Howorth’s Mongols, Part II. Div. I. page 39.  
7 Journ. As. Ser. VI. Tom. II. page 311.  
8 Deblâki-i-Mahâb, III. 113 note.  
9 This continuance of the hive explains the persistence of tribes names attached to places. Compare in a.d. 583 (Tarikh-i-Tabari [587-903?] III. 218) Nasirshâhân (a.d. 587-579) advancing to Balkh and conquering the countries of Hissâb, Ghorjistan, and Tukharistan, as late as a.d. 743 the Gutes (Yethua or Kushan) descendents of the old Yusedh from Baktîrâ and the countries near the Indus sent tribute to the emperor of China (DeGuignes’ Huns, I. Part II. page 529). In a.d. 750 the Pâshâs were driven out of the country of the Volga and Ural by the Uzes (Gherz and Khsars), Part stayed and mixed with the Huns, part pressed west (DeGuignes’ Huns, II. Part II. 510). In a.d. 1286 the king of Hungary sent Julian a Dominican friar to Great Bulgaria or Great Hungarian north of the Caspian to see if it was true that it was the Huns’ country. Julian talked freely with the people who were known as Bashkirs or Heathen. They knew the Hungarians had migrated from them; they did not know where they had gone. Howorth’s Mongols, Part II. Div. I. page 95. Compare Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, I. 320: The names permanently attached to numerous districts and towns in Germany prove that the immediate assailants of the Roman Empire though called nations were generally only armies or colonies of the tribes or confederacies named the parent portion of which still remained at home.
Skythians. These he partly absorbed partly drove on to Assyria. In the great Skythian invasion of Parthia in B.C. 125 the invading horde included Massagetae Khoresmii and others from the lower Oxus: Dahae including Parni Pisci and Xanthii from Hyrcania; and Tokhari from the Upper Jaxartes. The conquered came led by the conquerors. In A.D. 240 the Vandals passed through Poland and South Russia carelessly whom they met. The Bastarnae and Veneti first opposed them and the flower of their youth either from choice or compulsion swelled the Gothic army.

The great hordes that swept across Europe in the fourth century included Alani, Goths, Huns, Sueves, and Vandals. In A.D. 375 when the Huns conquered the Alani on the Don the bulk of the Alani joined the Huns and passed on. About A.D. 600 the Avaras overcame the Sabirii and carried them west with them. De Guignes mentions about the eighth century a horde in the Crimea with Khazaras as leaders, Turks as free followers, and Huns as slaves. When (about A.D. 1180-1200) Chagris Khan conquered a province in Central Asia he was careful to allow no harm to be caused to life or property. He set some of his own and some local men to keep order and took the rest with him. When they saw how well he protected them the conquered supported Chagris Khan heart and soul; the first to yield were the Turks and like a snowball the united forces rolled across Asia. Every tribe that was beaten joined Chagris's army as the beaten joined Napoleon and in early days joined the Roman.

Not only did the conquered support the conquerors but partly as a precaution they were placed in the van of the army. The descriptions of nameless hairless demon-faced Tartars in the great Mongol raids into Europe and also into India suggest that swarms of the lowest class were sent ahead as scouts and foragers. The Russian General Skobeleff's (A.D. 1876) scheme for invading India by sending the Central Asian rabble contingent to meet the first attack of the British is illustrated by the Avaras in A.D. 450 putting the Wends in front of them so that the Wends were threatened in front and rear and, in A.D. 1000, by the Kathayans forcing all Chinese guilty of offences to act as their skirmishers. An example of the mixed character of hordes occurs in A.D. 1141 in the army brought by the Khan against Sultan Sangar of Persia in which were Turks, Chinese, Khattians, and others. Similarly about A.D. 1300 the Nukháris, called after Nugudar grandson of Chagatai, are described as a rabble of all sorts including Mongols, Turkomans, Turks, and Shuas. In A.D. 1825 the Samarkand Uzbek included Kipchaks, Kara Kalpaks, and Chinese Muslims.

These details of the constitution of Central Asian hordes explain two notable characteristics of northern invasions of India; the large number of tribes and the diverse types of men in the horde. These types vary from the ugly low class slaves and criminal who does much of the skirmishing and foraging to the handsome noble-minded leaders whom any people might
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1 Rawlinson's Herodotus, i. 405-410.  2 Rawlinson's Parthia, 117, 118.
3 Gibbon's Decline and Fall, i. 309.  4 Yule's Cathay, ii. 336.
4 Gibbon's Decline and Fall, III. 362.  5 Howorth J. R. A. Soc, XX. 728.
6 De Guignes' Huns, i. Part II, 308, 309, 310.  7 Yule's Marco Polo, i. 319.
10 Parker's A Thousand Years of the Tartars, 339.
11 Jour. R. A. Soc, (N. S.) XIV. 144 note 1.
12 Yule's Marco Polo, i. 96.
welcome as their rulers. In the first great horde (B.C. 150-100) whose highest representative was Kamishka, the glory of the Kushans, the founder of the A.D. 78 or Saka era, were the Sakas of the Dahae and Sui divisions and the Kushtian or great Yuechi with contingents and leaders from the Yavanas, the Baktrian or Balkhikas and the Parthian or Palavas, and Kushanastas, and with Madras and Jartikas or Jats, a varied horde but on the whole larger fairer and greater-hearted than the Indian nations whom they conquered. In the second great northern inroad, which lasted from about A.D. 400 to A.D. 550, were the Jue-Jue or Juán-Juán, identified by some authorities with the Avárs, a strongly Chinese tribe probably used mainly as skirmishers. With the Juán-Juán were associated contingents from the Kushán or Great and the Kedárn or late Little Yuechi. Over these as leaders were the White Húpas or Yetas, also known as Khazars and Mihiras, among the handsomest most refined and fearless races that ever entered India. The third great swarm, beginning from the later sixth and passing through the seventh into the eighth century was the Turk with whom seem to have joined fresh advances of Khazars, Kudáras, and even Kushán. So mixed a swarming in melting added many strange elements to the people of the land where it rested. Of the rule that the conquered should accept the conquerors tribe name and lower their own name to be a subdivision or a surname instances occur both in Central Asia and in India. In Ferghána the name of the dominant Uzbecks has been assumed by the various Turk and Tartar elements which in successive waves had before the Uzbecks swept over or occupied this region for more than 3000 years. Similarly in south-west Rajputána Chápas, Chokháns, Mallás, and Paramáras are returned as divisions of the last conquerors the Ráhtors, and Mors and Sodhas appear as divisions of the former conquerors the Paramáras. This does not imply that all the tribes named are of the same descent. As these tribes represent successive waves of conquest, from the Mallás in the first century before Christ to the Ráhtors in the early eighteenth century, it seems reasonable to infer that, on their conquest by the newcomers, the earlier holders have been allowed to join the tribe of the conquerors as a subdivision. That the Mors and the Sodhas are returned as divisions of Paramáras does not show that neither of them is of the Paramáras stock. All it proves is that the Mors and Sodhas at some time have taken shelter under the name of Paramára.

1 The elements and influences which Bumra in A.D. 1618 noticed (Bokhara, I. 273) as causing such variety among the people of Bokhara were similar to the elements and influences which affected a portion of any one of the India-invasion hordes. The Uzbek of Bokhara was hardly to be recognised as a Turk or a Tartar. The Rokanlís was less changed. The people of Ongul, the ancient Khárism were harsh-feathered with high sheepskin hats. Russian, Chinese, Hindu, Jew, Armenian traces were transmitted by slaves.

2 Of the tribes included in the great hordes the Mahábhárata mentions Sákas and Yavanas helping the king of Kamboja, and Kúṟitas, Pallávas, Sákas and Yavanas are included in the tribes conquered by Nákula. J. R. A. Soc. XXI. 204-95. In the army of Nálaśáya (A.D. 180) the great Saka or Pahlaví conquerors of Malava and the north Dakhan, were Shábharákas, Pallávas, Sákas, and Yavanas. Jour. B. B. R. A. Soc. VIII. 238.

3 Ency. Brit. IX. 491, Ferghána.

4 Tol's Annals, I. 560 and II. 293-297, 301-303; Bás Mál, I. 394.

5 The Moris have been supposed to be a trace of the ancient Maurus (B.C. 319-197). The close connection of the seventh and eighth century Moris of Uttar with certain branches of Húpas and Gurjáras makes it probable that they belong to the Mez or Mihiras who formed a leading element in the great White Húpa hordes of late fifth century invaders.
That the conqueror takes the name of the conquered may be due either to the complex constitution of the conquering horde or to the fact that the tribal and direct followers of the leader form only a small section of the whole horde. So in Baktria the later conquerors (A.D. 280-650), the Juan Juan White Huna and Turk, seem to have been anxious to sink their own name and to continue the honoured title of Kushan. This persistence of the name Kushan may have been because, though all the troubles and conquests between the fourth and the seventh century, the bulk of the people in Herat, Merv, Baktoria, and Tokharistan or the Oxus valley remained Kushan. That conquerors were anxious to claim connection with early rulers is shown by Alberuni's (A.D. 1030) Pāl kings of Kābul who though probably Turks the conquerors of White Hūnas, claimed descent from the great Kūshān Kanishka (A.D. 75). So in Rajputāna the genealogies of the Sesois, who are probably the Minhas of the seventh and eighth centuries, go back to Kanākṣa, a.d. 145, the same Kanishka. Similarly in Kāthāwar many tribe histories, perhaps attracted by some traditional sameness of race, claim for the tribe an origin in the great Kanaka who sat in Krishna's throne at Dwarka. Certain tribes, among them the Malavas and the Kāthis, have been specially successful in inducing their conquerors to adopt their names. The Malavas seem to be Alexander's (c. 325) Malloi of Multān, who, in the first century before CHRIST, led by the Su-Sakas who adopted the name Malva, conquered Malva and founded the Vikrama or Malava era of c. 57. The Kāthis seem to be Alexander's Kāthis or the south Panjāb, who, after remaining at rest for over 800 years, seem under late Hūnas or early Turk leadership, to have passed south to escape the eighth century Arabs. How many Northerners have sought shelter under the name Kāthis is shown by the list of sub-divisions which includes Bābriās, Chohānā, Chāvadās, Hūnas, Jobaliyas or Jarnabas, Khanchā, Makwānas, Rāhakas, Yadus and Vālās. The assumption by the conqueror of the name of the conquered seems an extreme case of the usual Hindu practice of the newcomer adopting the history and the ancestors of the local tribe. The object seems religious to prevent the Sāri or Luck of the conquered becoming hostile and to win the local fortune to be the newcomer's bride. Instances of this belief are quoted below under Gujar. The Panjāb earth-brother or bhumaṅra or the name under which the stranger is admitted to a village community probably has its origin in a similar scruple. They settled me as a brother the stranger says.

1 Compare Tod's Annals (Third Ed.), I. 178.
2 Journ. R. G. S. Soc. II, 59-60. Tod's Western India, 151. The strong Avar or Avar, that is Juan Juan, element in the Kāthis probably dates from the fifth century. What set them moving south has been not the Avarian element but a Roman or Turk addition of the seventh or eighth century. The Roman strain is also recorded among Panjāb Degāra, Gujarī, Lohār, and Rāwa.
3 J. H. Conolly's Panjāb Census, 556. To the examples of the persistence of tribe names in certain localities the following instances may be added. Some of them, it will be noted, seem due to the conqueror taking the name of the conquered. In A.D. 630, Huen Tzeng found Tu-hoole or Tukhras used of the land on both banks of the Oxus though for several centuries the race of Tukhras had been extinct (Beal's Buddhist Records, I. 37). The name of the Chandhras, long clung to the Kābūl valley. It appears in Hesiodus (B.C. 280), Herodotus (c. 480), and Strabo (B.C. 50) it occurs in Hien Tzang (A.D. 630) and lasted till (A.D. 1030) the time of Mahmud of Ghaznavi. (Compare Busby's Ancient Geography, I. 238, 39.) Other instances of the practice are the Araba taking (c. 624) the name Parthian, the Yuechi (c. 140) taking the name Baktars, the Mangals of south Russia becoming Kaptchaks or Khans, the Russians taking the
Of the changes that take place after the snowball is melted those due to famine war slavery and conversion are perhaps the chief. That dependents take the tribe name of their patron is a common Indian practice which may explain some of the instances of hill-tribes and degraded classes bearing Rajput tribal names. Again the mixture of men of a higher class with women of a lower class tends to form a new subdivision in the woman's tribe. So the division Ráthr or Solátki among Gujarás may only mean that the division is the result of an irregular marriage between a Gujar woman and a Rajput.

The Mawár famine of A.D. 1717 may be cited as an instance of the confusion of caste caused by famine. In that famine according to Tod the ministers of religion forgot their duties; the Sudrá and the Bráhman could not be distinguished; the four castes threw away every symbol of separation; all distinction was lost in hunger. Local anxiety to make proselytes sometimes enables strangers to claim an origin to which they have no title. So the Saka chieftains of the Upper Indus valley were rewarded for their loyalty as Buddhists by being traced to the Sakas to which Gautama's family belonged. So about a century ago the Loka of Mount Áha who had previously been considered as at least half-Bhil took Rajput gots and about thirty years ago introduced the rule of outmarriage. Another result of proselytising or admitting foreigners into Hinduism is that those who continue to hear the name of the immigrant tribe come by degrees to represent the lower elements in that tribe. The highest Gurjárás adopting Hinduism to the full are either Rajput or Kunbí. The wilder cattle-dealers and the craftsmen alone continue the name Gurjára and even with them the name is not popular. So the Meda who under the name Milíras were the leaders of the Yeta or White Húna hosts have adopted Rajput and other names and leave the title Med or Mher to a few of the wilder sections of their people in Simhá Kathíwár and Rajputána. Locality, says Tod, is a chief cause of change in tribe names. By the divorce of its tribe name for some favourite place name the identity of a tribe may be lost. Thus the distinguished Gehlots of Udaipur, who are probably of Húna or other high foreign origin, are now.

name of their predecessors the Cossacks (Howorth in Jl, Eth, Soc. (N. S.) II. 91-92, 185), and the Anglo-Saxons becoming Britons.

1 Among the Mongol enslaved families took the name of their patron. Thus the enslaved Jélárás adopted the name of their patron Khát Mongul (Howorth in Indian Antiquity for 1880, 240).

2 Compare in Nepal (Howson's Government Records, XLVII 144) the child of a Nepál Kalátriya by a Khán woman though called a Kalátriya rails as a Khán. Under certain rules (Troye's Kájámaragíni, I. 294, 298) if a Bráhman married a Nákí (probably a foreign Rajput) girl he became a Nákí. It has been noticed that in unions of this class is probably to be found the explanation of Rajputs with Bráhman gots or family names.

3 Tod's Annals, I. 280. In Rajputána, says Tod, in another passage (Annals, I. 179) famine is the chief cause of slavery. Compare Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I. 376; in a twenty years' famine Véshvánd龙 took the thigh of a dog from the hand of a Chandála.

4 Real's Buddhist Records, II, 20-21, 290. The Thibetans did the same. Compare Rockhill's Life of Buddha, 203. So converts to Islam are allowed to trace their name to the tribe of Kórel and Christians to the Virgin Mary and the Wise Man of the East, Dito dito. A possible trace of the name Uyúchi is the name Uyúrfrí or children of Joseph. The memory of an original settlement in Gandház and retreat to Kudaház and the passage westwards of the Little Xuëláhabont A.D. 410. And the change from Xuëlá to Xñufa seems within the limits of such punning derivations if, which may be questioned, in the fifth century the Chinese character was pronounced Yññ, not Xu.

5 Rajputana Gazetteer, III. 141. In the case of man Rajpután Bhils it is to be remembered that Bid or archer may hide Gurjára blood.

6 Annals, Third Edn, I. 178.
bitter known as Aharyas or Sosodias from Ahar and Sisoda, the sites of two former capitals. Again the weak takes shelter behind the name of the strong. Under the influence of a stronger neighbour a tribe may adopt the neighbour’s name, its own original tribe name sinking into a surname. Even in races says Mr. Ibbsdon where purity of blood is the chief pride, sections of other races enter and are given the position of common descent if only they show willingness to accept authority. In this manner in the Panjab, aboriginal, Mongol, and other elements have been absorbed into the tribe or caste organisation of the Aryan stock. In outlying parts, on the borderland between two tribes, the people seem to take the name of the more prosperous tribe. In the Rajputana desert the same communities have been known at times as Jats and at times as Bhatis. In its place of honour a tribe may prefer its own name: while in a strange place it chooses to be a subdivision of a strong local community. In the Panjab the Jat has no wish to be a Rajput: in Central India to be a Rajput is one of the Jat’s chief ambitions. That among the Chohans and the Bhatis of the caste-preserving Salt Hills in Jhelas some are Rajputs and some are Jats is probably due to the existence of two sections among Chohans and Bhatis, one belonging to the country where Rajput and the other to the country where Jat is the more honoured title. These divisions like fragments of the Awans, Ghakars, Gurjaras, Janjus, and other tribes have probably retreated before invaders to gain the protection of the Salt Range. That two tribes claim the same descent is no proof of blood relationship. Both Bhatis and Jats claim to be Yadavs. But Bhatis are probably Turks and seem to have no claim to the name Yadava.

The readiness of waning tribes to adopt the name of the stronger community is shown by the remarkable speed with which in its time of prosperity the Rathor tribe spread. It is also shown in the case of the Lahor Jats whose connection with the Sikhs has given them a place of honour and furnished them with two sets of subdivisions one Rajput the other Afghan, both of them traces of tribes who for shelter have adopted the name of Jat. This theory of the origin of subdivisions is open to the objection that it conforms neither to the Rajput tribal rule of out-marriage nor to the caste rule of in-marriage. In practice the difficulty was probably met according to local conditions. Where brides and bridegrooms could be obtained from other sources the subdivisions may have been treated as of no consequence and the tribal law of out-marriage be enforced against all the subdivisions. On the other hand in outlying parts where brides and bridegrooms were scarce the subdivision would continue to be treated as the tribe. At the beginning of this century the small community of Vaghgar Rajputs of the out-lying tract of Okhmandal near Dwarka in west Kathiawar included as separate tribes Chavudas, Herose (Parmara), Lahnas, and Wadhels (Rathors). On the other hand in
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1 The 1881 Panjâb Census Para, 372.  
2 Compare Jhelam Gazette, 56, 67, 69.  
3 Tel’s Annals, I, 107-108.  
4 Tel’s Annals, I, 107-108.  
5 Tel’s Annals, I, 107-108.  
6 Tel’s Annals, I, 107-108.  
7 Tel’s Annals, I, 107-108.
well-peopled districts when the tribe spreads to be a nation the names of
the different tribes which are included in the nation bear the same relation
to the whole that the clan or family name bore to the tribe. Or the
larger body, into which the tribe passes may be not a nation but a caste.
The caste differs from the tribe mainly in the feeling that while all of the
same tribe are of one kin not all of the same caste are of one kin. In the
caste as in the nation kinship Narrows from the tribe to the original clan,
and, as kinship ceases towards all portions of the caste except to the
original family stock or clan, marriage with all other portions of the caste
becomes possible.\(^1\)

When a tribe like the Jats is so wide spread as to be almost a nation
any low-born man of uncertain origin may pass as a Jat. On the in-
troduction of a new horde the higher invaders may join the Rajputs and
the lower the Jats. Or if a ruling tribe is broken some of its fragments
may sink to be Jats, helot craftsmen, or unclean outcastes.\(^2\) Again on the
introduction of a new tribe the children of the men who marry the higher
class local women may rank as Rajputs, while the children of the men
who marry lower class women may rank as Jats. Finally a Jat or a
Maratha may be born with a genius for war or for religion and may like
Nânak or Shivâjî raise his tribe name to be a name of honour. That hill
and forest tribes and others of the lowest classes bear Rajput surnames
is probably partly due to those classes seeking protection by adopting the
name of their overlord’s tribe. At the same time it is beyond doubt that
by outlawry and defeat individuals and bands have passed from the
higher to the lower tribes. After defeat bodies of foreigners have been
allotted to the wild tribes. And the name of Bhilmâl the Gurjara capital suggests that their skill as archers led to the Gurjaraa being
known as Bhils.\(^3\)

\(^1\) Compare Jhelam Gazetteer, 69; Rajputâna Gazetteer, I. 69.
\(^2\) Among Mulkâni sweepers occur the surnames Gujar, Hâda-Hûpa, Hûpa, and Mer.
\(^3\) Note, The Mulkâni Khâtris of Bombay.
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THE GUJAR.

The name Gurijara or Gujar seems an Indian adaptation, with the sense originally of cowgazing and later of cowstealing, of the name of some Central Asian tribe that entered India from the west during the first 500 years after Christ.\(^1\) Regarding the original tribe two suggestions may be offered. The first is that the tribe was Skythian or Turk and that the name comes from the Persian gurg or the Turkish kurt a wolf,\(^2\) and that of this tribe a trace may remain in the Brahui Gurganrais or Wolves.\(^3\)

The second suggestion is that Gurijara is the altered form of the name of one of the more important invaders of India from the north: the Kushan or Great Yuechi (B.C. 100 - A.D. 390), the Kedara or the late Little Yuechi (A.D. 390-560), the Jue-Jue (A.D. 400-500), the Khazar or White Hūna (A.D. 450-550), or the Gazz-Gazz of the ninth and tenth centuries. Finally the Gurjaras have been identified with the people of Georgia whose Persian name is Gurjistan.\(^4\) Gurz the Arab form of Georgia corresponds so closely with the Jozr used for the ninth-century Gurjaran dynasty of Mārwār by the Arab merchant Solemān that in A.D. 1860 the derivation was viewed with favour both by Dr. Glasgow and by Dr. Bhan Dājī.\(^5\) Their support of a Georgian origin of the Gurjaras may have been strengthened by the Georgian legend that their great king Vakhtang (A.D. 469-500) surnamed Gurgasal Wolf-lion, the founder of Tiflis the modern capital of Georgia, after subduing the Ossetes and Abhazians and overrunning south Armenia made terms with the ruler of Persia and invaded India.\(^6\) Georgian traditions carry little weight. It is difficult to suppose that towards the close of the fifth century, with the great power of the White Hūnas blocking the way, a Georgian king could have led or sent an army into India. The story may be the dim recollection of the movement of the Khazars of south Armenia and north Media to join their relations the White Hūnas of Badeghia near Herat and with them invade India. In this connection it is to be noted that the writer in the

\(^1\) In the North-West Provinces Gujar is taken to be either Go-char Cowgazer or Go-char Cowstealer. North-West Province Gazetteer, V. 291. A similar instance of meaning-making occurs in Gohatiya or Cowaster the twisted form of Kota the name of a cowkilling tribe on the Nilgiris. Madras Journal of Literature and Science for 1888-89 page 171.
\(^2\) Yule's Marco Polo, I. 59.
\(^3\) Pettinger's Beluchistan, 76. Pettinger also (page 57) notices Beluch Gurcanis in the hills north-east of Kachh-Ganderi. Lassen (Ind. Alt. II. 866) notes one Vrgij (Sanskrit vrika a wolf), a ruler of Mālwā, who introduced new divisions into the old castes. As Vrika is the Sanskrit for a wolf this story may be a trace of the connexion between the Gurjaras and the admission of foreigners as Agnikulas.
\(^6\) Ency. Britannica (Art. le Georgia) X. 432.
Encyclopædia Britannica favours the view that the Khazars are near akin to the Armenians and Georgians in which he says he has the support of the Arab geographers who knew the Khazars best. 1

The Ghuz, the ancestors of the Seljuks and Osmānīs, may be dismissed from the number of possible claimants, as they did not pass south of the Oxus until the eleventh century. 2 There remain the Kūshāns (b.c. 100 - a.d. 400), the Kedārāns (a.d. 380 - 550), the Jue-Jues (a.d. 400 - 500), and the Khazars or White Hūnas (a.d. 450 - 600).

Cunningham takes the Gujar back to the Yuechi either the Great Yuechi called Kūshān or Gūshān 3 who entered the Kābul valley about b.c. 129 or the late Little Yuechi called Kedāra who about a.d. 390 passed down by Chitral and Swat to Peshawar. One chief ground on which Cunningham favoured the identification of the Gujars with the Great Yuechi was the second name of the tribe. This was then read Kors but the true rendering has since been shown to be Kushān. 4 The difficulty of accepting Kūshān or Gūshān as the original of Gūrjar is not only in the changes from sh to s and from the final n to r, 5 but also in the fact that no reference to Gūr or Gūrjara occurs in India until after the close of Kūshān power (a.d. 400). 6 The Kusāne division

1 Ency. Brit. XIV, 59. One of these Arab writers was Abulfaraj (a.d. 1243) who held that the Gūjras or people of Georgia were the same as the Khų̄s or Khazars. D’Herbelot (Bib. Or. II, 175) considered the two races very different. One point of resemblance may be noted that like the White Hūnas and Khazars, and the Shrinās of south Kāthiāwar, the Gūsāns cut their hair short, like churlsmen, says Marco Polo, Yule’s Edition, I, 50.

2 In the time of Ibn Hānkil and of Al Masudi (a.d. 940) Kūshān the capital of the Gūsās was in Fargūshā on the Jaxartes. (Reinmaul’s Abul-Ḥafṣ, ceviṣvi, Howorth’s Mongols Div. II. Part I, page 290). Masudi (Prairie’s D’Or, II, 39) calls the Ghuzi the Beldunis of the Turks raiding into the territory of the Khazars to the north of the Caspian. One early reference in Sacy’s Translation of Mirkond, 341, that Behram Gūr (Varahirān V, a.d. 420-440) marched into the country of the Ghuz is apparently a mistake for Kūshān. The Ta-Gāz-Gāz are even later than the Gūshān. In the tenth century Masudi (Reinmaul’s Abul-Ḥafṣ, ceviṣvi, Prairies’s D’Or, I, 286) describes the Ta-Gāz-Gāz as rulers of the city of Gūshān in the Tarim valley to the east of the Botor hills. No tribe of Ta-Gāz-Gāz was more powerful or majestic than the Ta-Gāz-Gāz. The same kingdom is referred to in the Pehlvi writers of the ninth century.

3 Compare Kantha that is Kanishka king of (the) Gūshān. Rockhill’s Life of Buddha, 210.

4 Wilson’s Ariana Antiqua, 300, 339, 366, 375, 378; Cunningham’s Arch. Rep. II, 64, 68. A trace of the Kors was found in the Kors Banias of Smih who visit Central Asia and St. Petersburg. Ditto (ditto, 73; Burton’s Sindb, 214; Campbell’s Ethnology). Jour. A. S. XXXV. II. 33.

5 Cunningham’s Geographic, 40, notices that Turki languages change s into sh. The change of a into r must be considered a serious difficulty. The reading of the a.d. 1159 inscription at Sannāth in which Kumārśaila is called Lord of Garjana Mandala (Tod Western India, 395) has not been verified.

6 Cunningham’s Arch. Survey Report, II, 72 says: No reference has been traced to Kūshān after a.d. 500. Still the Sākas, Sābhis, and Sāhkā-n/Šābiśs continued in power till the end of the fourth century. Compare Sandunagupta’s pillar inscription about a.d. 396. Bhāgyāvāda’s Early Gujarāt, 84. One reason why Cunningham accepted the Kūshān origin of the Gūrjara was that Kaira and Brolch inscriptions seemed to prove the Western Indian Gūrjaras to have been in power as early as a. d. 250. This implied an entry into India of probably at least fifty years earlier, a date at which so far as is known no fresh host had entered India since the Kūshāns. The evidence on which General Cunningham’s position was based has been shown to be misleading partly because certain of the early Gūrjarā grants were forgeries, partly because the epoch date of the true grant was not the Sākā a. d. 75 but the Trakūţās a. d. 285. Bhāgyāvāda’s Gujarāt, 60 and 177. It is perhaps because he maintains
of the Gurjaras on the Indus and Jamna and the Gurjara legend that Kusāh the son of Rāma was their founder need not imply more than that on their overthrow a section of the Kushāns sought protection under the shelter of the Gurjara.

When the argument based on the name Kors lost its force by the correction of the word Kors to Kushān, General Cunningham, being as shown below forced to choose a tribe which entered India not later than the middle of the fourth century, fell back on the Little Ynechi or Kedāra. But the Kedāras had little in themselves to support the identification, and with the removal of the necessity for placing the arrival of the Gurjara earlier than the close of the fifth century the Kedāra claim like the Kushān claim seems to fall to the ground. The probable claimants are therefore reduced to two the Jue-Jue or Avārs (A.D. 390) and the Khazars or White Hūnas (A.D. 450-500).

One difficulty in the way of identifying the Gurjaras with the Khazars or White Hūnas is that in the accounts of the Hūnas conquest of India the name Khazar does not occur. It may be argued that if so well known a tribe as the Khazars took part in the invasion some trace of their name must remain. So far as this argument carries weight it would be satisfactory to find for the Gurjaras a position in the great White Hūna invasion subordinate enough to account for the absence of their name. Such a position suits the Jue-Jue or Avārs the tribe of eastern Tartars who driven from Central China by the Tukien or Turks about A.D. 350 apparently passed north across the Mustagh range, and, about A.D. 380, driving Kitol or Kedara the last of the Baktrian Kushāns out of Balk attacked the Persians at the close of the fourth century. They seem to have been worsted by the Sassanian Behram Gor (A.D. 420-440). But, after the close of Behram’s reign, reinforced by the White Hūnas or Ephthalites, they seem to have returned, conquered Persia (A.D. 460-480), and swept into India. Two objections stand in the way of accepting the identification of the Gurjaras with the Jue-Jue. First the wide difference in the name and second that the importance of the Gurjaras ever since their arrival in India shows they must have been a leading tribe either the Hūnas or the Khazars. Reasons are given below for explaining the absence of reference to Khazars by the fact that the early inscriptions refer to them by the complimentary title of Mihiras or Maitrakas.

What is known of the early history of the Gurjaras in India points to their arrival during the last quarter of the fifth or the first quarter of the sixth century (A.D. 470-520). That is the Gurjaras seem to have formed part of the great hordes of which the Juan-Juan or Avārs, and the Ephthalites Hyatials Yetas or White Hūnas were leading elements. The question remains: How far does the arrival of the Gurjaras in India during the early sixth century agree with what is known of the history of the Khazar? The name Khazar appears under the following forms. Among Chinese as Kosa, among Russians as Khwalisses, among Byzantines as Chozars or Chazars,
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among Armenians as Khasar, and among Arabs both as Khozar and under the somewhat doubtful plural forms of Khurup and Khuzilj.1 Other variations come closer to Grrjjara. These are Gazar the form Khazar takes to the north of the sea of Asof; Gheyar the name for Khazar who have become Jews; and Ghusar the form of Khazar in use among the Leegians of the Caucasus.2 Howarth and the writer in the Encyclopedia Britannica follow Klaproth in holding that the Khazars are the same as the White Hunas.3 The White Hunas who entered India about the middle of the fifth century seem to have passed from northern settlements in the Kirgis steppes through Sarmarkand to Balkh. In the Oxus valley these White Hunas seem to have overtaken the Juán-Juán, who had crossed the Jaxartes about fifty years before them. The White Hunas seem to have found the Juán-Juán weakened by the successes of Varahran V. (A.D. 420-449) (Behram tier) and to have led them to a fresh onslaught on Persia, which, under their great leader Yu-chin the Happiness Giver, at the close of the fifth century resulted in forcing the Sassanian to pay tribute. That he was overlord of Persia may explain why Yu-chin adopted Khushanwax the Persian rendering of his Chinese title Shado-Puchia that is Happiness Giver. Still the few years between their arrival in Balkh and their advance into India seem too short an interval to admit of this section of the horde coming much under Persian influence. These eastern or Oxus valley White Hunas were known to the Chinese as Yetas, the beginning of Yeta-i-li to the name of their ruling family, a name which the nations of the west altered to Hyntilah and Ephthalites. Among Armenians Persians and Arabs the name Khazar, though it is sometimes used of the Oxus valley Ephthalites, seems mainly to belong to the sections of the horde who remained north of the Jaxartes or who spread south to north-west Persia either by water or by the west shore of

1 Compare Encyclopedia Britannica Article Khazar, According to D'Herbelot (Bibliotheca Orientalis, II. 465) Khazar is the correct spelling; DeGuignes says (Huns, I. Part II. 407) Khazar called by the Chinese Khoms Turks. It seems that the wild desert Rajput, the robber Khosa (compare Tod's Annals of Rajashan, II. 207) may be a trace of Khazars who came with the Juán-Juán and so being more under Chinese influence than the bulk of the class has held himself aloof from Hindu influences. Another branch who entered India as Khazars but have rejected the Hindu version of their tribe name seem to be the Chhajra Jats and Rajputs in the west Punjab (Muzaffarabad Gazetteer, 34 and 67). With regard to the form Khusulj, also written (Yule's Cathay, L. cxxxvi, note 7) Hazlakh, Kazlakh, and Khiizilj, Masudi's details (Pamires D'Or, I. 288-9) that they are the best of the Turks in form and grace and stature and complexion and beauty; that their capital in his time (A.D. 940) was to the north of the Jaxartes in Farghana and Shash (Tashkend), and that their head was the highest ruler among the Turks, agree with the Khusulj being Khazars though it seems strange that Masudi should fail to notice that the Khusulj and the Khazars were the same. The description of the Khusulj as the handsomest and best made of Turks is in agreement with other description of Khazars; Khazar settlements at Farghana and Shash coincide with White Huna settlements; and that their Khakhlan is the highest of Khakhlan bears out Howorth's remark (Jour. Ethno. Soc. [N. S.] II. 182-192), that like the Arabs or Parthians the Khazars (or Circassians) supplied the princes and governing caste to all the northern Caucasia. It also agrees with Parker's statement (A Thousand Years of the Tartars, 270) that the Khakhlan who made the treaty with Rome in A.D. 599 was a Khazar; and with Pindar's (A.D. 1029) application of the word Khazar to all the leading northern Turks. (Compare Enel. Brit. Art. Khazars.) 2 Howorth's Jour. Ethnol. Soc., (N. S.) II. 188; Journal As. soc. VI, Tom. V, page 301. 3 Howorth Jour. Ethnol. Soc., (N. S.) II. 188; Enyc. Brit. Art. Khazar; Klaproth Jour. As. Soc. I. Tom. V, page 154.
the Caspian. In the Indian references to the fortunes of the great White Hūnas invaders the name Khazar does not appear. Indian writings describe these invaders either as Hūnas or as Mihiiras that is Meda. It is known that a White Hūna host crossed the Oxus and passed south to India. The question remains: Did the hordes that crossed the Oxus on its way to India unite with any other body of White Hūnas or Khazars before they entered India. Admitting that the Khazar and the White Hūna are one it follows that the Khazars included two distinct elements, a fair or Ak-Khazar, the Akatsiroi or Khazariot of Byzantine writers, and a dark or Kāra Khazar. The Kāra Khazar was short ugly and as black as an Indian. He was the Urgian nomad of the steppes who formed the rank and file of the army. The White Khazar or White Hūna was fair-skinned black-haired and beautiful, their women (in the ninth and tenth centuries) were sought after in Bagdad and Byzantium. According to Klaproth, a view adopted by the writer in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, the White Khazar represented the white race which, since before Christ, has been settled round the Caspian. As White Hūnas, Ephthalites, White Ugrians, Sarogone, and White Bulgars this white race were the carriers between Europe and east Asia; they were also the bearers of the brunt of Tartar inroads. From this white race towards the end of the second century after Christ, the Khazar comes to the front. Between A.D. 178 and 198 according to Moses of Khorenè (A.D. 450) Khazars, mixed with Basilians, attacked the Armenians and were beaten. Armenian writers mention a Khazar invasion through Darbând on the west Caspian in A.D. 350. In A.D. 339 Constantius or Lotharius the son of Constantine the Great (A.D. 320-343) collected Khazars and Arabs to fight Sapor the Sassanian (A.D. 309-379) who had lately (A.D. 350-357) come to terms with the Jánú-Juan or Avir invaders from the north-east. Four years later (A.D. 363) the Khazars aided the Emperor Julian in his war with Sapor. Shortly after this alliance with Rome the Ugrians or black Hūnas of the north Caspian

---

1 Ency. Brit. Art. Khazar. It seems doubtful if Ak-Khazar is more than the Arab plural Akhazar.
4 Jr. As. Ser. VI. Tom. VII. page 156; Avdall's Armenia in Jr. As. Ser. VI. Tom. VII. 153. A point which confuses Khazar and other invasions of Bakhtra (Balkh) and Fergia is the reference to Caspian Gates. There are three sets of Caspian Gates and two of the three are each near a Darbând and also a Djor. The three gates are: (i) in the north-west of the Caspian at the end of the Caspian, known as the Alain Alashjan or Hūna gates; with, in the neighbouring a Darbând and a Djor; (ii) at the extreme north-west of Partia to the south of the Caspian the dedj which is called either the Caspian gate or the gates of the Kushan; (iii) far east near the great desert, with a Darbând and a Djor in the neighbourhood, near Kes and a hundred miles south of Samarkand, were iron-clamped gates of wood to keep out invaders. Apparently these last iron gates were constructed by the Kushans and were at first (A.D. 450) known as the Yeta and afterwards (A.D. 560) as the Tar gates. Compare Deal's Buddhist Records, I. 36 note 119.
5 Taikhül-Tabarî (A.D. 589-925), I. 840, Sapor in the east near the Oxus met and came to terms with a mixed hordes apparently the barbarians of the Jœ-Jœ or Juan Juan. Among them were the Chionites apparently Hūnas, the Euseni that is the blue-eyed red-haired Wu-Sun from Sangaar north of the Mustâgh hills, and the Vertas probably the Avâs or Yoàn-Yûân. To these new allies Sapor added the famous Satakes of Segestân or Bakastanes on the Helmand south of Herat and the Gelani the Gaels or Jacobs of Masudi A.D. 910 (Prairies D'Or, II. 7, 14, 19) in the mountains of the south Caspian, Rawlinson's Sassanians, 169-170.
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steppes rose to power and so suddenly overswept the Khazars that Armenian writers record an invasion of Hunns between A.D. 375 and 378. The Khazars bowed and for a time the Black Huns overlorded them peacefully. In A.D. 434 the discovery by the great Attila that the emperor Theodosius was stirring the Khazars to attack the Black Huns, led him to crush the Khazars (A.D. 448) and make his eldest son their king. The Black Huns grip on the Khazars was loosened by Attila's death in A.D. 454. Apparently this Black Huns ascendancy (A.D. 370-450) explains why, in the early fifth century, to the north-east of the Caspian the Ephthalites or Yetas began to press from the Kirgis steppes on the Juan-Juan. The defeat of the Juan-Juan by the great Behram Gor (A.D. 420-440) turned this pressure into support. The Ephthalites met the retiring Juan-Juan stopped them and setting themselves at their head led them back to the conquest of Persia. The same withdrawal from their Black Huns conquerors seems to have driven the Khazars of the north-west Caspian, built by water and by land, down the west coast of the Caspian into south Armenia and north Media where they continued in strength till at least as late as the tenth century. Towards the close of the fifth century fresh invasions seem to have begun as it is recorded that in A.D. 500 Kobad defeated the Khazars and built a town at Amid to keep them in check. About two years later (A.D. 502?), driven from Persia because he supported Mazdak the communists, Kobad retired to the Hayatibih, that is apparently to the eastern White Huns whose capital was Badeghiz about seventy miles north of Herat. With their aid and with the help of the army of Khosroem Kobad defeated his brother Jamasp. These details seem to show that towards the close of the fifth century two divisions of White Huns were settled in north Persia. Of these one was the Khazars of Amanah and Azarbaijan in south Armenia, Tabari's (A.D. 538-922) country of the Khazars, who ruled the Caspian or Khazar sea. The other settlement, with their capital at Badeghiz north

3 Compare Ency. Brit. (Art. Khazar) page 69. The Khazars swept forward in a mass overrunning Izeta Georgia and Armenia. They were not driven north of Darabast till A.D. 597. The writer mentions an attack on the Khazars by Juan-Jian and Avars soon after Attila's death (A.D. 454). These Avars must have remained north of and distinct from the horde of Juan-Jians or Avars who passed south to the Oxus and defeated the Kuchans of Balk as about A.D. 380. On the west coast of the Caspian the Juan-Juan preceded the White Huns by at least fifty years A.D. 350-400. In holding both the east and west shores of the Caspian the Khazar repeated the performance of the Parthian or Dahae the ruling caste of Parthians (B.c. 240- A.D. 240).
4 Rawlinson's Seventh Monarchy, 342. The accounts of this period are complicated by the apparently mistaken statement that about A.D. 400 an Ephthalite commander retired west from Badeghiz with 100,000 men. Cunningham Ninth Inter. Congress, I. 233-224.
5 Abu'l Fida's (A.D. 1324) History of the Khazars, Arab Text page 88.
6 The Persian and Armenian references say little with regard to this great Median settlement of Khazars. Tabari (A.D. 538-922, Tarikh H. 342) supplies the omission. In A.D. 589 when enemies arose on all sides against Hormazd (A.D. 579-590) the son of Naushirwan the Turks came from the east, the Byzantines from the west, and the Khazars from Amanah and Azarbaijan that is south Armenia and north Media, Tarikh-i-Tabari, I. 944.
7 According to D'Herbelot (Bibliotheque Orientale, II. 455) the name the sea of the Khazars was adopted from the capital of the Khazars to the north of the Caspian. But as the Khazar sea is mainly an Arab name it seems probable that the name was adopted from the capital over the sea enjoyed by the Khazars of the Khazar country of Adiabene and Reest to the north of Media at the south-west corner of the lake. This
of Horat known as Hyatilahs or Yetas, were the White Huns, who, soon after the middle of the fifth century, had passed south and west of the Oxus valley. The question remains: Did the Khazars amalgamate with the Yetas and together pass conquering into India? To this the answer is they did amalgamate. According to Rawlinson in A.D. 480 when the Kushans, that is really the White Huns though they doubtless had assimilated a Kushan element, defeated the Sassanian Persians (Firuz a.d. 459-484) in a great war they held the whole of the south border of the Caspian from Antarabak in the south-east corner to Darband in Albania in the north-west. With this Tabari's (a.d. 883-922) details of events a century later agrees. Tabari says: At the accession of Hormuz (A.D. 579-590) the son of Naushirvan the Khazars from Amanah and Azarbajan, that is south Armenia and

origin is supported by the other Arab name for the Caspian Gurjan which is called after Gurjan the ancient Hyrcania the modern Antarabak at the south-east corner of the lake.

After the close of the fifth century the history of the western Khazars shows no further connection with India. In the early sixth century A.D. 507 they are said (Rice, Brit. As. Soc. Kharaz, Khazar) to have been forced from south Armenia north to Darband. But as it is shown below this can apply only to fresh immigrants. In A.D. 562 Chosroes Naushirvan (A.D. 537-579) defeated the Khazars and on one of the Caspian spurs built a wall and tower to defend the city Bab-ul-abwah against the attacks of Khazars and Alans. (Rawlinson's Seventh Monarchy, 422; Masudi's Prairies D'or, II. 2; Klaproth's J. As. Soc. I. Tom. III. 152.) The Khazars again invaded Armenia in A.D. 588 (Rawlinson's Seventh Monarchy, 467) finally allying themselves with the Roman emperor Heraclius in A.D. 620. They, four years later (A.D. 624), invaded Persia by the west Darband. It is in connection with this alliance that (A.D. 627) the Byzantine writers first refer to the Khazars. (Howorth in Journ. Edin. Soc. N. S. II. 159.) From this date the term of prosperity of the Khazars of the north Caspian begins and lasts for nearly 300 years. In A.D. 740 the north Caspian Khazars became Jews. In the ninth century Ibn Khurdadhbil (A.D. 860) notices that so great was the power of the Khazars in Astrakhan and in their capital Bil on the Volga that not only were both the Black Sea and the Caspian called the sea of the Khazars but the Volga also came to be known as the river of the Khazars: the country between the Caspian and the Don was great Khazaria and the Crimea little Khazaria. (Journ. As. Soc. VI. Tom. V. page 321, 516-527; Masudi's Prairies D'or, I. 288-289.) The warning of the Slavs by the Varangians in A.D. 862 transferred the centre of power from the Khazars. In A.D. 965 the Russians dealt them a crushing defeat. And in A.D. 1016 Khazaria was blotted out between Byzantium and Russia. After losing the Crimea the Khazars retired to their old homes to the east of the Caspian and the Lower Volga. (Klaproth in Journ. As. Soc. I. Tom. III. page 164.) The importance of the Khazar settlements in south Armenia and north Media, which about A.D. 580 rose against Hormuz, the son of Naushirvan (A.D. 579-590), is shown by the knowledge of Chinese writers of the Tch'ong dynasty of a settlement of Khazars to the north-west of the Arab's. (Parkar's A Thousand Years of the Tartars, 270.) In A.D. 640 the Arabs agreed to let the Khazars continue in Armenia free from tribute on condition that they guarded the passes against the Turks and other northern tribes. (Tarikh-i-Tahiri, IV. 503.) In A.D. 685 the governor of Barazah passed through the Khazar territory to Bab-ul-abwah collected booty but made little lasting impression. (Tarikh-i-Tahiri, IV. 714-715.) In A.D. 724 the Khazars defeated the Arab general Barak and passed south pillaging and destroying to Ardell and Ekhataba, the capital of Media, the modern Hamadan, and were dislodged only after a severe campaign. (Tarikh-i-Tahiri, IV. 714-715.) The Arabs followed up their advantage and drove the Khazars out of Armanah (Aratalan?) and Azarbajan (litter, 720-721). Perhaps the last raid of the northern Khazars took place in A.D. 783 (H. 182), when the Khazars wanted Armenia in consequence of his daughter being killed in passing to Bashkul to marry one of the Barmak family of Harun's minister (Tahari's Annales Arab. Tex. III. 648, XV. 317, XVI. 123). Besides the Median, land to the south-west of the Caspian the Arabs called Jurjan or Hyrcania the modern Antarabak the land of the Khazars. Tarikh-i-Tahiri, IV. 504, and apparently Ibn Khurdadhbil A.D. 560. Journ. As. Soc. VI. Tom. W. 281.
north Media went against him. This statement shows that the Hun-seceded Khazars of the fourth century had remained unchallenged in south Armenia and Media. It follows that Naushirván’s (A.D. 536-579) wall (A.D. 562) of which ruins remain near Darband was not built to keep out the long settled Khazars, but to keep back the Turks: the oppressors of both White Hūnas and Khazars. 1 The fact that well-informed Arab writers believed the Khazars to be Georgians, a view which still finds support, may explain, by an eastward movement of the south Armenian and Median Khazars, the Georgian tradition that towards the close of the fifth century their great king Vakhtang (A.D. 469-500) led an army to India. 2 If as is likely this tale has a basis in fact it follows that the great horde that entered north-west India in the late fifth century included three main sections: A Juán-Juán or Avar contingent, a coarser and subordinate element, and two sets of White Hūnas the Ephthalites from the east Caspian coast and the Khazars from the west and south-west Caspian coasts. Each of these White Hūna hordes would include a fairer class and a darker class. In the Merv and Herat contingent these two classes would be known as Hūnas and Kara that is black Hūnas. In the south Armenian and north Median contingent the two classes of Khazars would seem to be the origin of the two Indian tribes the Bad or Rajput and the common or low class Gurjjaras. This difference between the north-east and the north-west contingent may account for one of the most notable results of the invasion of this horde, namely the pushing onward of two distinct worship the worship of Siva from the north-east and the worship of Mihira, the Sun, partly from Balch but more especially from Pera. A trace both of the beautiful and of the coarse class seems to survive in the complimentary Mārvār proverb ‘As handsome as a Hūna’ and in the abusive Gujarāt proverb ‘Yellow and short as a Hūna’s beard.’ Further it may have been the south Armenian and north Median Khazar who contributed the Christian element in the Hūna horde which interested Cosmas (A.D. 525) as well as the sixth century Greek and Roman architecture which is found both in the Kābul valley and in Kāshmir. 3 Finally this double Khazar or White Hūna element may explain how Indian inscriptions recording the victories and the defeats of the great horde refer to them as Hūnas and as Maitrakas that is Mihiras. The references to sixth century Hūnas seem to be to White Hūnas. The Mihiras seem to be new-comers Media or Mers, sun-worshippers from Media the introducers of the Median Magh Brāhman whose name Mahar or Meher both in the Panjāb and in Rajputāna remains the term of respect for the Khazar or Gujar. 4 Under its Hindu form Gurjjar Khazar seems to have become the name by which the bulk of the great sixth century horde was known. Possibly because it implied that the bearer was a sun-worshipper, the term or title Mihira

1 Al. Masudi (A.D. 946) Frâries D’Or, II. 2, says to guard Bah-ul-Abwab from the neighbouring tribes of the Turks and Sarmatians as such as the Khazars and the Alans.
4 Montgomery Gastetteer, 51. It is remarkable that Gobineau (Histoire Des Perses, 1, 178) holds that the Khazars are of Median origin. But this connection he would trace to very much earlier times than the first centuries of the Christian era.
fell into disuse. By degrees as the new-comers rose to be Rajputs and Karage have been derived from the tribe of Gurga which Ajulfarage (A.D. 1243) considers the same as the Khazars. But the more usual derivation from the river Kur or Cyvas seems more probable though it is not unlikely that the river gave its name to the tribe and to the country. The second place whose name seems a trace of the Khazars is Khiva, the Arab Khurasan the classic Chorasmia, which was known to the Persians as Gurgan and to the Arabs as Jurjan and now by dropping the initial guttural is Urgan. According to D’Herbelot it was from this Gurgan that the Arabs called the Caspian Georgian. The classic form (Chorasmia) seems to point to some local origin of the name though it is to be noted that Arab writers placed Khazars in the neighbourhood of Khiva and that the coast near Khiva is one of the chief places of trade on the Caspian. Again the modern Astaraabad at the south-east corner of the Caspian, which was also called the land of the Khazars by the Arabs and was a centre of trade, was known to the eighth and ninth century Arabs as Jurjan or Djordjan. Compare Burnes' ancient river of Goorovan and capital of Goorovan of which traces remained in the Gumbaz Kaaos near Astaraabad. In spite of the suitableness both in the form

1 D’Herbelot’s Bibliothéque Orientale, II. 158. Journ. B. B. R. A. Soc. IX. Proceedings XXIV. In its passage from Armenia to India the name Khazar would be likely to sound under the following changing influences. The initial guttural might be dropped as the Mongol Khonkhn becomes Halaku and Gurgaon (Khiva) becomes Urgan; the initial $x$ might become a $o$ as Kshán turns to Gushán; the $x$ might become a $o$ as Jurjan (Khiva) turns to Gurgaon and Jurjan (Hyrcania); the $x$ might become a $z$ in agreement with Torki and Mongolian practice; the $x$ might become a $a$ as the Persian $jeng$ becomes $jas$ in Arabic; the $x$ might become a $z$ as some of the Hindu races and Chirral tribes cannot distinguish between $j$ and $z$.

2 Rawlinson’s Herodotus, I. 153 note 44. At the same time it is to be noted that Rawlinson (Herodotus, IV. 232) thought the Georgian element modern. The Sceptres or Asbes had been till A.D. 500 when they were over run by Arabs, Haljan, and modern Georgians.


5 Instances of the Arabs calling Gurgaon or Jurjan the land of the Khazars are to be found in Yarrih-i-Tabari (A.D. 837-923 IV. 564 and in Ibn Khudiadud (A.D. 889) Io. As. Ser. VI. Tom. V, page 231. It is to be noted that it is difficult to tell whether the Jurjan referred to is Khiva (Chorasmia) or is Astaraabad (Hyrcania) at the south-east corner of the Caspian.

6 According to Ibl Khudikhan Biog. Dict. 2 to Yedal-i-Mahallab, Yedal in A.D. 710-717 was the first Arab war conquer Torbistan and Jurjan. Djordjan appears in Ibn Khudiadud’s (A.D. 821) tribute lists apparently as Astaraabad or Hyrcania. Jo. As. Ser. VI. Tom. V. page 346 (1855). Similarly in Mirkhan (Sacy’s Trans. 572) Djordjan is Hyrcania.

7 Travels in Bokhara, II. 117. Compare Rawlinson’s Ancient Monarchies, Parthians

8 (9) and Herodotus, IV. 193.
of the name and in the position of the country the name connection with Khazar or Gurjura seems improbable. The origin seems the river Gurj or Wolf in Persian a derivation which is supported by the fact that Vrik the Zend original of Hyrk in Hyrkania also means wolf. A third tract with a name suggestive of Khazar or Gurjura is Gurjistan, apparently in the neighbourhood of the White Huna capital Bedeghiz, which is described as bounded on the north by Merv, on the east by Gor, on the south by Ghazni, on the west by Herat. Ibn Khurdadhbeh's (A.D. 821) tribute lists show a Gوردجيstan next Bedeghiz. This seems to be the tract referred to by Tabari (A.D. 838-922) where he tells of Nausihravan (A.D. 537-579) going to Balkh and conquering the country of Tukharistan Hitilah and Gurjistan. It may also be Hinen Tsiang's (A.D. 650) Juzgana (Hu-shi-kien) doubtfully placed south-east of the valley of the Murghab.

A modern trace seems to remain in Jujistan the initial s being dropped, beyond Arghandab west of Hazara. Another trace between Merv and Balkh seems to have been known in the twelfth century (A.D. 1186) as Juzjau. Further south on the Helmand Thornton has a Gurjistan and a Gujar-i-Khashi on the road to Seistan. A third Gurjistan is near Ghazni. Either this or the Helmand Gazar may be Hinen Tsiang's (A.D. 640) Hosalo, the guttural dropped and / written for r. Again among the Brahmis, whose short thick bones flat features and hardworking heavy-estating genialness suggest the Kara or lower class Khazar, are Mingals (as if Mins), Nagris a known Gurjara subdivision, Merwari (Mers) and Mehrani (Mehirmis), and the doubtful Gurjannanis or Gurjiras. As no other explanation of these names has been offered they seem probable traces of the passage of Khazars or Gurjiras both by Bamiyan and through Seistan and Afghanistan into India. This is supported by Dr. Bird (a rather unsafe authority 10 who says the intermediate branch connecting the Afgans with the European nations is the tribe of Khazars with whom during the seventh century many Jews and Christians were associated. This suggests that the Hazaras, who are found west of the Helmand, on the Upper Indus, and north of Rawalpindi, and whose character and type of face leans to the Mongol, may be remnants of the Kara or inferior Khazars. 11


---

1 Compare Rawlinson's Seventh Monarchy, 317 note 2. 2 Elliot's History, II. 356. 3 Jour. As. Soc. VI. Tom V. page 246. It seems doubtful whether Bedeghiz itself was not called Gorgo. According to Procopius A.D. 530 (General Cunningham, Ninth International Congress, I. 234) the capital of the White Huna was at Gorgo to the north of the Indian Caspian.

4 Tarikh. III. 318. 5 Boul's Buddhist Records, I. 48. 6 Elliot's History, II. 259. 7 Thornton's West of India Gazetteer, I. 208.

8 Cunningham's Ancient Geography, 39, 41. Both near Ghazni and in the Panjab Alberuni (A.D. 1030) Sahnau II. 234 has tracts called Jujistan.

9 Pottinger's Baluchistan, 71, 72, 75. 10 Jour. Bum. As. Soc. II. 157-8.

11 There seems nothing but the twisted name from Hazara into Hazara and the Mongol type to favour the common explanation that they are Hazaras or refugees left by Timur (A.D. 1398) or other Mongol conqueror. In support of Hazara being Khara, it is worthy of note that in the Panjab district of Hazara the bulk of the people are Gurjiras. Cunningham's Arch. Survey Reports, II. 4 (1862). The spelling of Kâpooth Ji. As. Soc. I. Tom. III. page 353-4 Qara-Hazar for Kara-Khazar would remove the word-difficulty.

12 Sachau's Text, chap. 29, pages 140-155.
shows that the Gurjaras probably entered India about the middle of the fifth century. The view adopted by Dr. Bhagvánlál in his Early Gujarát history is that the Valabhis who came to power either about A.D. 490 or 525 were Gurjaras. This view he supported by the absence of any reference to the family or stock of Bhatárka, the founder (A.D. 480) of the dynasty; by the friendly relations subsisting between the rulers of Valabhi and the Gurjaras of Broach (A.D. 580-808); and by the fact that other chiefs of Kāthikwāra during the seventh and eighth centuries were Gurjaras of the Chāpa family. A serious difficulty in the way of the Pandit’s explanation was an epithet of Bhatárka, the founder of the Valabhi family (A.D. 480) which seemed to describe him as making his name by defeating the great armies of the Maitrakas. As Maitraka is the same as Mihrā and as Mihrā is the Sanskrit form of Med. or Mer it seemed a contradiction that a Gurjara should rise to fame by resisting another section of the same hordes of invaders. Since Dr. Bhagvánlál’s history was written, Dr. Hultsch has published information which shows that the Valabhis were not only not opposed to the Maitrakas but were themselves Maitrakas. It follows that the Gohlots and other Rajputs who trace their origin to the Bālas or Vālas of Valabhi are also Mihirās, and therefore Gurjaras since Mihrā is a respectful name for Gurjaras. 1 The earliest known mention of the Gurjaras under that name is their defeat by Prabhākaraśvaradhana (A.D. 590-606) the father of the great Śīr Hämśa (A.D. 606-641) of Magadhā. The position given to the Gurjaras in the list of Prabhākaraśvaradhana’s conquist, between the king of Sindh and the Lājjas, that is the rulers of the present Gujarát south of the Mahi, suggests that at that time the Gurjara head-quarters were in south Mārwār. This is borne out by the description given by the Chinese pilgrim Hien Tsang in A.D. 640 that the Gurjaras, Kiu-che-lo whose capital was Bhimnāl (Pilo-mo-lo), ruled a rich and populous country and that the king was a young Kastriya, in religion a staunch Buddhists. 2 Inscriptions shew on the whole an increase in the power of the Gurjaras of Bhimnāl during the eighth century, their territories towards its close including portions of Bengal. In the ninth century, though they had suffered seriously from Arab raids, the Jurj, also written Jujr, kings were the fourth in importance of Indian dynasties, their territories including, according to a statement of Abl Zaid (A.D. 916), most of the country of Kanauj. 3

Bhimnāl was still the capital, but many important settlements had been made by rulers of the sub-tribe or stock-name of Chāpa. These settlements included one at Somnāth, a second at Wadhwan, and, towards the middle of the eighth century, a third at Anahilavads which was soon to become the capital of Bombay Gujarát. From before the end of the sixth century a small Gurjara dynasty flourished at Broach. It lasted till the beginning of the eighth century and has the special interest that Dada III. (A.D. 675-700) shows how by devotion to Brahman rules a member of a foreign tribe can be accepted as a Kshatriya and furnished with a descent from a Puranic hero. 4 The fact that after he gave up sun-worship for the worship of Śiva and obtained a place as a Kshatriya,

---

1 In the Panjáb Gujarát, the Gurjar title of honour is Mihr or Malar. Gazetteer, 50-51. So also the chief men among Rajputána Gujarás are called Mihras. Rajputána Gazetteer, I, 30.
2 Beal’s Buddhist Records, II, 270.
3 Abl Zaid in Elliot, I, 10.
Dadda III. and his successors ceased to call themselves Gurjarnas illustrates the apparent dislike of the Katharinya rulers of Valabhi to admit an origin in Mihiras or in Gurjarnas. Though according to the bard, under the Chavda or Chhapa, a branch of the Gurjarnas (A.D. 720-956), Anahilavada is described as the centre of power, that city seems at least till the tenth century to have been subordinate to the Gurjarnas of Bhimnál. Of the rulers of the great Gurjana settlement in the Panjab no details have been traced before A.D. 820. In that year their power seems to have been on the decline as the Rajatarangini mentions that Alakha na the Gurjana chief, who is said to be of the family of Thakkviya and subject to the Shaif of Kábul, had tocede the important territory of Takkadessa to Sankaravarmman of Káshmir. In the early eleventh century, though this notice also shows signs of decay, the widespread power of the Gurjarnas all over Rajputana is shown by Alberuni’s remark (A.D. 1030) that the great trade centre of Naráyan or Bura near Jaipur had till lately been a Gurjana capital and that on its fall the Gurjarnas had moved their capital to Javidar (Jaora?). Meanwhile at Bhimnál also Gurjana power was declining. About A.D. 950 a horde of 18,000 Gurjarnas left Bhimnál and travelling in old Central Asian fashion in their wagons made fresh settlements in south Málwa and in north-east Khandesh. With the establishment (A.D. 961) of the Chálu-kya or Solaní family, who like the Chavdadás were of Gurjana origin, the capital passed from Bhimnál to Anahilaváda. In A.D. 990 the Bhimnál chief appears as a subordinate ally of Múlaríya Solaní of Anahilaváda, a change which was the result of the separation from Bhimnál of the Chanhán of Sambhar and of the Paramás of Málwa as well as of the Solankis of Anahilaváda.

One chief point of interest in connection with the Gurjarnas is that the Agnikula tribes who were raised to be Rajputs by re-birth in a fire pit on Mount Ábu were either Gurjarnas or members of the great horde of which the Gurjarna was one of the leading elements. The example of Dadda III. of Brouch, the instance of the Valabhi dynasty, and the case of the Chhapa who had their original Gurjana clan-name Sanakritised to Chápotkata that is strong-bowmen and developed into the ruling Rajput tribe of Chávda or Chhána remove all difficulty from the suggestion that the Agnikula Rajputs are of the Gurjarna horde.

3 Rajatarangini, 142.
2 Sachau, I, 317; Reimand’s Fragments, 112; Arch. Survey of India, II, 242; Alberuni in Reimand’s Memoir, 258, calls it the country near Káshmir.
1 Indian Antiquary, XIX, 233. It is remarkable that a clear memory of this movement, with a close approach to correctness in dates, remains among the Gurjarnas of north Khandesh. See the account by Mr. J. Pollen, L.L.D., I.C.S., in the Khandesh Gazetteer, XII, 63.
4 The fact that the Chávadaás (A.D. 720-956) of north Gurjarát were Gurjarnas explains that the Gurjarnashwar to whom (Ráš Mála, I, 34) Sahibchár of Panchála built a temple in A.D. 696 was himself. This also makes it probable that the temple which the White Húna Mihirakula (A.D. 512-640) built to Mihirashwar was also to himself. The practice is not uncommon. The temple of Sambha at Mahála in Bombay, the temple of Ambertyi near Kalyán, and the temple built to Takhatarashwar that is to himself by Takhatamighi the late Maháraja of Bhúna are cases in point. The following examples occur in the Rajatarangini, Víjaya ruled eight years; he built a symbol of Siva called by his own name (Book II, Sf. 62). Matrigupta built a shrine called Matrigupriasvami (Book III, Sf. 238, 265). Morán the minister of Pravarasena built a temple called after himself a world-wonder (Book III, Sf. 355). Gácura raised a sacred symbol called after himself (Book I, Sf. 548). Áshoka built two shrines to Áshoka

13. Múlaríya Chálu-kya (A.D. 961-996) built a Jain temple named Múlaríya-
According to the 1881 Census the total Gujar population is 1,416,837. The details are: Panjab 627,804, Rajputana 402,709, Central India 337,466, North-West Provinces 308,969, Bombay 64,699, Central Provinces 44,269, Ajeer 32,699, Berar 967, Haidarabad 562, Bengal 41 especially in the Panjab a large share of the Gujar population is returned as Muhammadans and Sikhs.

The Gujar element in the population of North-West India may be arranged under four groups:

(a) Classes known to be Gujars.
(b) Special classes of Gujars.
(c) Divisions admitted to be of the Gujar stock.
(d) Classes whose Gujar origin is either forgotten or concealed.

The classes known as Gujars have their head-quarters in the Panjab. General Cunningham estimates the strength of the Panjab Gujars at about two millions who are scattered over the Doab and are found in greatest numbers to the west of the Ravi. They form the bulk of the population in Hazara in the north. They occur in considerable numbers south-east in Râwalpindi and Gujar-Khân, in Gujarat and Gujarwala, and in Hasan-Abdul and Shahehri. The Sikhs are almost all either Juts or Gujars. Gujars apparently have given their name to the little Guj and to the Gujap proper on the south slopes of the Hindu Kush. In Gilgit and its neighbourhood are Gujars who keep by themselves live in rude hovels and pasture cattle. There are large numbers in the Swat valley. They are scattered over the middle hills of Jamm. They were unruly in Jehangir's time (A.D. 1620) in Kashmir and were planted out on the other side of the river. In A.D. 1840 Vigne notices the Gujars who

satiks and a Mahâdeva temple called Mâláveisâ (Bhagvâmati's History, 160, 161). An inscription about A.D. 650 at Lôrek in Cambodia notes that the minister who set up statues of Visnâu and of Shiva had the statues carved in the features of himself and of his father and mother, (Jour. As. Ser. VI, Vol. XIX. 146 and XVII. 19.)

One more trace of the Gujrâ may be hazarded. In the Statistical Account of Thêna (Bombay Gazetteer, XIII. Part II. 713) grounds have been shown for holding that a considerable section of the Gypsies of Europe are of Med origin and found their way to Egypt by sea from the ports of Sindh and Kâthânâr. The references given in that note are mainly to the Saunders that is to the Sangars who seem to be a Rajput tribe closely connected in sea enterprise with Juts Meds and Châvadás. Among the Egyptian Gypsies, who use among themselves many words closely allied to Gujarâtí or Sindhi are two small tribes, the Ghâjâr or Ghujâr and the Guzar. The men are blacksmiths, brakiers and tinkers. The women tattoo and make blue markings. Many of the women are fortune tellers. They go about the streets of Cairo carrying a piece of gauze and containing materials of divination and crying "I perform divination. What is present I know what is not present I show." They throw their pieces of gauze and coins on the ground and from their position tell what will happen to those who consult them. (Lane's Modern Egyptians, Vol. II. chap. VII. page 165.) That Lane is unable to offer any explanation of the name Ghâjâr or Ghujâr suggests that these wanderers were once members or hangers-on of the great Gujrâ hordes.

1 Archæological Survey (1862), II. 4.
2 Bâl'dulph's Tribes of the Hindu Kush, 75. The local custom of using / for e has been noted above.
3 Bâl'dulph's Tribes of the Hindu Kush, 46.
4 Bâl'dulph's Tribes of the Hindu Kush, 70. The Gujras on the extreme north-west frontier seem to maintain the historic fame of the Gujrâ as a laugher. With the roasting Gujra on an aepth in the Kasûrâvanj Bâshkûrûa grant of A.D. 910 (R. 83.) (Bombay Gazetteer, I. Part I. 129) compare the laughlike cheers of the Bâls of Little Tibet encouraging each other by tones like the wild discordant laughter of a maniac (Vigne's Kashmir, II. 224, 238). A Gujra element seems present in the Bâlî land bands of fifes clarinets and straight six-foot long brown trumpets like the trumpet of Fane and of Napoleon's funeral (Ditto, 229), and also of the Gujrâ Nâgrâ and other bands of Bhrâvâya or strutting players.
5 B. F. M. 199.
6 Elliot's History, VI. 303.
owns cattle and the Gujur who sells milk immigrants into Kashmir from 
Gujarat in the Panjab. From Kashmir the Gujar country stretches 
south along the course of the Jamma through the North-West Provinces 
where in the last century Saharanpur was Gujar, on south-east past 
Delhi to the south of which is the Gujar state of Rewari, where the 
Gujar burst in revolt after the 1857 Mutinies, south-east to Agra with 
Gujar place-names, through Gwalior which has still a Gujaragar district 
and Bandarkhand, then south-west through Malwa to Khambesh, east to 
Nagpur where they claim to be Rajputs, back west across Bombay 
Gujarat to the sea. North of Bombay Gujar they are numerous in 
Kachch and in the north-west states of Rajputana, and occur in smaller 
numbers over the whole south of the Panjab. The older idea was that 
the Gujar was a resident of untraceable antiquity a cross between the 
Rajput and the Ahir. During the last thirty years, as language has lost 
its place as a final race-test, opinions agree in holding the Gujar to be 
immigrants of not more than 2000 years. In the plains the Gujar 
have lost much of their special appearance. In the Kângra hills the 
Gujars are tall handsome men and women with peculiar features who wear 
buffaloes and who sell milk and whose women are of easy virtue.

Of (b) special classes of Gujar only two have been traced Bador Bir Gujar 
and Bhatti Gujar. Bad-Gurjaras are an important class apparently repre-
senting a separate tribe of the original horde. The name Bador is supposed 
to mean bâra or great. But it may be noted that bâdi or beda is applied 
to Turks and Uighars in the sense of north. Another form is Bir-gujar 
which is supposed to mean hill-Gujar. The Bad-Gurjaras have the special 
distinction of being according to certain accounts the class in which the 
divine Krishna was born. Though Tod inclines to refuse in Rajputana 
the rank of Rajput to the Gujar he gives the Bar-Gujar an undoubted 
place among the thirty-six royal tribes. Tod further held the Bir-Gujars 
whose capital was Badaur to be undoubted Rajputs. They claimed descent 
from Lava or Lao the elder son of Râma.

---

3. Further east in Rewa are the remains of an ancient city Gurgimmasan and near it a 
4. Races N. W. P., I. 102. Tod (Western India, 39-40) notes a trace still further east 
In Srinagar a place near Chekull Udepur.
5. In Kachh Châvadas Solankis and Vaghelas are classed as Gujar rulers. Besides 
there are many classes of Gujar, Leva Kanhis, Suthârs, and Lohars, Cutch Gazetteer, 
67, 69, 71, 72.
6. Cunningham's Archaeological Survey Reports, II. 71. In Rajputana, which from the 
seventh to the eleventh century was the land of the Gurjaras, they are plentiful in Ajmir 
whence they came from Juta (Raj. Antiq. I. 30, II, 30) to Bhurtpur where they rank as Rajputs 
(Ditto, I. 162); in strength in Bhatia (163) and in Dholpur (301); cultivators in Mârrâ (III.
245); in Mewar (III, 26); and in Udtar (III, 203). There is perhaps a trace in Baluchistân 
in the Brahui tribe of Gurgimani and in the Baluch tribe of Gurchemis. Pottinger's 
Baluchistân, 55, 57, 76, 531. In Bombay harbour the name Gur or Gane appears 
among the commanders of native craft from the Makran coast.
7. Of the local theory see Sir J. Malcolm's Sikhs, 136; Thornton in Panjote Gazetteer, III.
65; Beames in N. W. P. Races, I. 102 and 180. The new views will be found in Cunningham's 
Reports and in the Gazetteers of the Panjote and the N. W. Provinces.
9. Howorth's Mongols, I. 896. The corresponding term to Bada north is Sharra 
south.
10. Annals, I. 366. According to some accounts Bada means hill. In Kângra (Kângra 
Gazetteer, I. 94) the hill-Gujar is a much harder and handsomer type than the Gujar of the plain. 
When resistance was hopeless the leaders would retire to the hills and the 
lower class submit to the conquerors and remain in the plains. In parts of Kângra the
In West Márwár the Bhátis are said to be Gujar. In the Panjáb Bhátis are said to be Jats. The case seems one of shelter-seeking that is of a weak or a waning tribe for shelter enrolling itself as a subdivision of some powerful class. Apart from intermarriage the origin of Jats Gurjjaras and Bhátis or Bhatis seems distinct; the Jat representing the Kshatrá or Sáka horde (c. 100 – a. d. 50), the Gujar the White Húpa horde (a. d. 450 – 550), and the Bhát the Turk (a. d. 600 – 800). This arrangement agrees with the fact that in the North-West Provinces in Bandalshahr where Gujar are in strength Bhátis appear as a subdivision of Gujar, while in Bhatner a home of the Bhát the Gujar appear as a subdivision of Bhátis. It seems doubtful if the Bhátana Gujar of Ajmir are Bhátis. According to their own accounts they are Gujaras and are called Bhátanas, because they moved from Bhátana in Márwár to escape Ráthor oppression. The pastel of Ajmir is a Bhatana Gujar and his Bhát who is of the Dhádara division lives in Ajmir. The Bhátana priest is a Khákara Bráhmán. The Khákara is called when a child has to be named and a Gujar Gor frames the horoscope. Both a Khákara and a Gujar Gor are present at weddings. On the fifth and ninth day after a birth Gujaras worship the sun. Barley and many Phaseolus radiatus are spread on the ground, a pot káta is set on the grain, and a branch of the wá or Indian lilac is stuck in the pot’s mouth. The father and mother and a Bráhmán sit and worship Náráyan-Vishnu. The mother rises and with the infant in her arm carries it five times round the sacred square or chok. At their weddings they worship Suryá Náráyan. Gujar women wear a big silver human sun-face hung medal-like round the neck. The face is worshipped on Sundays and bathed in frankincense smoke. In some divisions unmarried women wear a Bhairava face changing it on marriage into a sun-face, Huzdr or Mahárája was at such a height in the isk that is the usual Gujar way of saying at what time of the day anything happened. The Bhátana Gujar have four kúldeví or house-guardians; Bandeví whose head-quarters are near Bikanir, Jinadevi and Kevai whose original seat is not known, and Norna whose main shrine is about half-way from Ajmir to Pushkar.

Of group (c) divisions admitted to be of the Gujar stock, the chief are Agnikulaa, Bhagarávata, Chandelas, Chárrás, Chárájas or Chápás, Chechía, Juvalás, Kalhenías, Khadvaas, Kora, Kusanae, Lavaas or Lora, Móra, Nágaria, Nekáda, Rajpúta, Rinds, and Sesodias. The direct evidence is not strong that the four tribes of Agnikula, which were re-born in the fire-pit of Mount Abu to help the Bráhmans against the Buddhists and their foreign allies, were Gujar. The four tribes are the Chóhán, Parihár, Parmár, and Solanki. These names like the name Gurjara are probably adaptations of tribe or stock Khazar or Húpa names to Indian meanings.

Chóhán is supposed by Tod to be Chaturhán four-handed. The name may perhaps be Chagahn which, originally meaning white, is applied by Huen Tsang (a. d. 630) to Chaghání or Harris on the north branch of

---

* North-West Province Gazetteer: II, 134 and 111, 48.
* MS. Notes April 1895. The pastel of Ajmir Haji son of Rodji is a Bhatana Gujar.
the Oxus. In Huin Tsiang's time men of this country were employed as soldiers of fortune in Samarkand and are described as brave and fierce meeting death as a refuge.\(^1\) How much of the Skythian, at least how little of the Hindu, belongs to the outlying Chohān is shown by Tod's account of the desert Chohān. Like most outlying Rajput the desert Chohān dispenses with the sacred thread and keeps himself altogether free from Bhrāmanic hindrances. They do not commit infanticide. They have no prejudices in eating: they make no hearth chōka, their cooks are of the barber caste. What of their food is left they tie up and eat cold.\(^7\) It is remarkable, as showing how a waning tribe disappears into subdivisions of more prosperous communities, that in Ajmir where they ruled 1000 years no Chohāns are now to be found.\(^3\) A distinguished branch of the Chohān, who may be a trace of the Hára-Húns, are the Hára Chohāns of Bundi and Kota in Rajputān\(^4\) who also occur in small numbers in the North-West Provinces.\(^8\) Chohāns, claiming half-Rajput descent, are with the Cheehs the most powerful of sixty-two Gujar divisions in the Panjab Gujarāt.\(^6\) The Chohān was the last created of the four Agnikulas. According to Chand the Chohān bard neither the Parmār nor the Solāṅki had proved a marked success and the Parīhār was almost a failure. Vishnu's image, the four-armed Chohān, destroyed the enemies of the Bhrāmana. His Luck or guardian Mother was the Hopeseller Asāpurana. It is notable that without the aid of a Luck or Mother the Agnikulas failed to slay the enemies of the Bhrāmana. As fast as the demon was slain from his blood others sprang. The Mothers drank the blood and made the passing of life impossible. It is noteworthy that the worship of Asāpurana seems confined to classes of northern origin.\(^7\) The adoption of these fierce blood-drinking mothers seems to be the result of a compromise between the Bhrāmanas and the strangers the newcomers being unwilling to give up this part of their former worship. The territory given to the Chohān was Makāvatinagar that is Ghar-Mandala, two settlements near Jabalpur. The account is from Chand the bard of the Chohāns and doubtless unduly exalts the position and prowess of his own clan.

According to Chand the Chohān bard the Parīhār said by Tod to be Pritikädwaṇa or earth-portal, was the third champion. The usual Sanskritised form of the name is Prathihāra or door-keeper. He was created by Rudra and rose from the flame, black and ill-favoured bearing a bow. When he went against the Bhrāmanas' enemies, his foot slipped and he was kept to guard the gates. The Luck or Śri of the Parīhār is Gájan Máta. He received the desert as his country and according to Chand never rose to high power. The evidence that the Parīhāra were

---

\(^1\) Beal's Buddhist Records, I, 33-39. The form Chaghān seems to remain in the Gujarāt name Chagulāl which is not uncommon among Kaskrias, Vāndas, Sonāras, Loharas, and other craftsmen.

\(^2\) Tod's Annals, First Edn., II, 308. That they wear no sacred thread seems doubtful.

\(^3\) Comp. Ditt., 321.

\(^4\) Rajputāna Gazetteer, I, 78.

\(^5\) Rajputāna Gazetteer, I, 55, 291.


\(^7\) Gujarāt Gazetteer, 50-61.

\(^8\) Besides of the Chohān the Wishelfler is the guardian of the Mehs or Mahārs. Compare her temple at Mahar in Kash. (Elliot's History, I, 323; Kathiawār Gazetteer, 121.) Of the Jalejā Tod (Annals, I, 385) says every Rajput adores Asāpurana the Wishelfler and before any undertaking prays to Sakaṃbhai.
Gujars.

GUJARS. 485

Gujar is complete. An inscription from north Rajputana dated A.D. 959 (S. 1016) calls the same chief both a Parshuram and a Gurjara. 1

The Parmarw were the first created of the Agnikulas. Indra made an image of diha Cynodon dactylon grass, sprinkled it with the water of life and threw it into the fire-fountain. On pronouncing the life-charm, Sajjana Mantra, a mace-bearing figure slowly arose from the flame shouting Mār Mār Slay Slay. He was called the Parmar or foe-striker, received Sanchair Māta as his Luck, and Abu Dhār and Ujjain as his heritage. The saying 'The world is the Parmar' shows the wide spread of Parmar rule. Two accounts indirectly make the Parmarw Gurjaras. The first states that the Gurjaras Chāspas or Chāvadās were a branch of Parmarw; 2 the second states that the Gurjaras Oswal are Parmarw. 3 Again Raś Hīma, by whose dynasty the famous Baroli temple was built, when (A.D. 720) he came to help Chitor against the Arabs, is said to be of the Parmar race. 4

After Indra created the Parmār Brahmā framed an image of his own essence, and threw it into the fire-pit, and repeated the life-charm. A figure rose with a sacred thread round his neck a sword in one hand and a çeda in the other. He was called Chautukya or Solaṅki because he came from the palm calaca of Brahma. He was given Keonj Māta as his Luck, and Anahalpur as his heritage. Tod 5 notices that the Gurjaras, whom he styles the aborigines apparently in the sense of name-givers of Gurjararākhtras, claim to be of the same origin as the Solaṅki Oswal the leading class of western Indian Jains, from whom the Jain hierarch is chosen. 6 As Gurjar is a common surname among Oswal this claim supports the theory that the Solaṅki is a Gurjara. Many other Rajputāna classes claim Solaṅki descent, the Gujars of Sonte and Kotario, the Sonars and other craftsmen of Bonkan, and the Bhils of Mādanah, Ogunah, and Panurwa. 7 Inscriptions refer to the roaring Gujar, Gurjarad Gurjarada, the Solaṅki. In poems Bhīm Solaṅki is called the Gujar, 8 and, on account of his good qualities, the guardian or Srī of the Gujar princes is said to have become of her own choice his bride. 9 Further when in A.D. 1240 they supplanted the Solaṅkis, the Vāghelās are described as dallying with the Luck of the Gurjaras kingdom. 10 Again the passage in the Rāś Māla 11 describing how the headman of the Khadwa Gurjarats at Unja near Anahalavada called Siddharāja (A.D. 1089-1143) his uncle

---

1 Prachihaelekhamahā, I. 53-54.
2 Trans. Royal Asiatic Society, III. 232.
3 Tod's Annals, II. 422 New Edition; Rajputana Gazetteer, III. 57.
4 Western India, 209 note.
5 Compare; The Jain Hierarchs are chosen from Oswal. The Oswal are descended from the Solaṅkis Rajputs of Anahalavada. Tod's Western India, 183, 455.
6 Tod's Western India, 209 note. That the Solaṅki is a Gujar and the Dakhkan Chalukya (A.D. 610-740) is closely connected with the Solaṅki or Rajputana Chalukya leads to an interesting trace of the Gurjaras in the eleventh century. Alberuni (A.D. 1031) tells of Karnātas who served as mercenaries in Mahmūd Ghaznavi's armies and accompanied him in expeditions against Merv, Herat and even Samarkand. As the word Karnāta is used of the Dakhkan-Katya army who were attacked by Raja Bhuj of Mālwa (Epigraphia Indica, I. 230), it seems to follow Mahmūd's Karnātas were Gurjaras.
7 Rāś Māla, I. 223.
8 Kirtikaumudi, II. 2 in Epigraphia Indica, I. 21. The inference that these references prove the Gurjara origin of the Solaṅki is doubtful. Mālārāja in another passage (Epigraphia Indica, I. 284) is described as taking captive the fortune or luck of the kingdom of the Chāpokhatas.
9 Kirtikaumudi, I. 272.
10 Rāś Māla, I. 176.
and sat on the state cushion seems to imply some stock or family connection between Gurjaras and Solankis. Finally it is to be noticed that, according to Mr. Beames, the Gujarati language is a development of the early form of Hindi spoken by the Chalukyan Rajputs and by them brought into Gujarat. Of the rivalry between the ousted Chavadas and the ousting Solankis, which though smoothed by the court bard must have been keen, a trace remains in the Bhimmal legend that until the Shrimalis asked the Solankis to come to their help to keep back the Songara Pathodas (A.D. 1300) the Shrimalis had never taken water from Solanki hands. The fact that Dhesas and Waghras claim Solanki origin may be due to a common Gurjarar vein. It may also be explained by the practice of dependent tribes taking the name of their patron's caste.

In considering the Gurjarana claim to the Agnikula tribes the probable date of the starting of the Agnikulas is of importance. The latest date must be considerably earlier than A.D. 720, since in that year all the Agnikula chiefs joined to defend Chitor against the Arabs. Although the names of the kings given in the bardic lists sometimes disagree with those of the inscriptions none of which so far carry the line further back than about A.D. 800, the genealogies seem to agree in pointing to the fifth century legend as the initial date. This evidence, so far as it goes, supports the view that the Agnikulas represent sections of the great White Huna and Gurjarana hordes.

That the legend is in agreement with widespread Brahmanic practice is shown not only by the corresponding purification by fire of the Konkan Chitrapavans, but by the fact that in Madras a large section of the people, including the Pallis, are called Vanniyar the fire castes from the Sanskrit varahi fire. That the special ceremony of a fire-pit was required to make possible the admission of Gurjaras or other foreign conquerors does not follow from the Abu legend. The cases of the Maitrakas of Valabhi (A.D. 490-530) and of Daddas III (A.D. 670-700) of the Broach Gurjararas prove that a stranger could rise to be a Kshatriya without any special initiation. The object of the Abu fire-pit was to raise special champions who being Brahman-created would be higher than other Rajputs. The choice of fire as the cleanser would appeal to the Gurjarana tribes the bulk of whom at or soon after their entry into India were fire and sun worshippers. The details show a determination on the part of the Brahmanas to outdo the Buddhists who had hitherto been so successful in converting the new conquerors to Buddhism. In the legends Buddhists and evil spirits are so mixed as to be the same. Some great effort was wanted to make Brahmanism more popular than Buddhism. How far to gain this

1 Ind. Ant. III. 32. 2 MS. Note Bhimmal 21st March 1895.
3 Compare Ras Mala, I. 163. 4 Compare Tod’s Annals, II. 405.
5 The Chohan tree gives thirty-nine princes the last Prakhivijaya born A.D. 1159 or succeeds say A.D. 1200. Allowing the slightly excessive average of twenty years to a reign the thirty-nine reigns take the founding of the Chohon to A.D. 420. Tod who thought the date of the fire-pit was about A.C. 150 says: The list of thirty-nine must be incomplete as it would place the creation several centuries after Vikramaditya A.C. 57. Annals, I. 87. The other bardic genealogies bring the origin of the Parbhar Parmar and Solanki pretty nearly to the same date as the Chohan origin.
8 Compare the Chohan bard Chand (Annals, II. 407). Of the thirty-six royal races the Agnikula is the greatest; the rest were born of women. These were created by the Brahmanas.
object the Brâhmans were prepared to go is shown by their admitting as Brâhmans the Median or north-west Persian Magha sun-priests many of whose practices were repulsive to Brâhman ideas. The device of the fire-born Kashatriyas seems closely connected with what is known of the great White Hûna conqueror Mihirakula (a.c. 500-550). According to the legends in Hiuen Tsang and in the Rajatarangini this great warrior began by a leaning to Buddhism, but disgraced by the Buddhists' want of interest in his conversion he determined to stamp out their religion. That with this object he caused the deaths of hosts of unresisting Buddhists the Brâhman accounts admit as fully as the Buddhist accounts. But while the pious Buddhist mourns that Mihirakula's murders must for ever keep him in the most terrible of hells the Brâhman rejoices in Mihirakula's glory gained in spite of the breach of all laws because he trusted and helped the Brâhmans. In his case, as in the case of the Sesodias, Brâhmans tolerated the continuance of a foreign sun-worship, even the bringing in of hateful foreign priests to rank as Brâhmans, on condition that the chief object of worship of the king should be a Brâhman god and that the king's leading interest should be the advancement of Brâhmans.

Among the Gjars of Ajmir is a division of Bhagaravats said to mean forest-Gjars. Of Bâghji the founder of the Bhagaravats who was half-Gjars half-Rajput the following story is told. Bâghji's father Har Râmji a Solanki came seeking service with Ajpal the Chohâni. On his way near the city Har Râmji stopped at a potter's. He found the house-mother in tears. Her son had been chosen as sacrifice for a tiger that killed a man a day at the Chamunda pass near the city. Har Râmji took the place of the potter lad and slew the tiger. After slaying the tiger Har Râmji went to Pushkar to bathe. A Chohâni woman, a nun, Nîla, sister of the ruling prince, noticed Har Râmji. She saw two heads: Har Râmji's head and the tiger's head. As she looked she conceived and told Har Râmji to ask for her hand as a reward for slaying the tiger. The king agreed. On the ninth month a boy was born with a tiger's head and a man's body. He was called Bâghji. When he grew Bâghji became very fierce and the king ordered him to guard the toll at the Ghughra pass. In Shravan Bâghji got a silk rope and made it a swing. The village girls hearing of the silk swing went out to swing. Bâghji said each girl who wanted a swing should go round once and swing with him. The girls were of all castes. All the girls took a turn with Bâghji and then swung. When the time of the marriage of these girls came Bâghji claimed them all. The talk of the girls at cotton spinning showed Bâghji's claim was true. Bâghji was called and asked why he had done this violence. He said I have done it. He was told to take the girls. He stretched out his arms and embraced thirteen. The Brâhman who cooked Bâghji's food claimed one girl. Of Bâghji's twelve wives each had two sons. These were the founders of the twenty-four Bhagaravats.

In Meywâr and in Ulwâr mention is made of Chandelas as a division of Gjars.

1 Beale's Buddhist Records, I, 172.
2 Compare Darmesteter in J. As. X, 70 note 3 ; Fleet Indian Antiquary, XV, 215-223 ; Reinaud's Mémôroire Sur l'Inde, 393.
3 This story was told by an Ajmuir Bhût. Tod (Annals, I, 185) tells the same swing tale of Bappa the founder of the Sesodias.
4 An old case of the belief that the slain passes into the slayer.
5 Bâjputina Gazetteer, II, 41 ; III, 206.
In Kachch settled Chárans are called Gujars; unsettled Chárans Nesaks from are a bothee or strolling. The Nesaks hold a lower place marrying Gujar widows which the Gujar Chárans refuse to do. It does not seem safe to conclude from this that Chárans are of Gurjara race. It seems more likely that as the Gujar Chávadás were the leading clan the stricter of the Chárans were called Gujars as a term of respect.

Special interest attaches to the Chápas or Chávadás first because of the undoubted proof that they are Gurjara and second from the fact that it was mainly through the Chápas that the Gurjara gave their name to Gujurát. The proof that the Chápas are Gurjara is the statement of the astronomer Brahmagupta, who writing at Bhimád in A.D. 628 under the Gurjara king Vyasghramukha, states that the king belonged to the Srí Chápa dynasty. That the stock-name Chápa was Sanskritised into Chapokatja that is Strongbow, did not prevent Chávadás or Chaurn the name in common use being derivatively used and explained as chaur robbers. Though the Válas or Bálas of Valabhi are not identified as Chápas the fact that they are Maitrankas or Mihiras that is Mera and therefore Gurjara is established. As the Mihiras conquered Valabhi before the close of the fifth century the bardic dates which establish the Chaurn at Dwárka and Bet in the fifth, at Somnáth where they are said to have founded a temple to the sun and at Dín in the sixth, at Vadhán and Panchásar during the seventh, and at Amabilaváda in north and Chápanir (Champanir) in Central Gujurát, which the legend states was called after Chápa its founder, during the eighth century, are confirmed. The importance of the Chápas in Rajputná is shown by six of the Márwár chiefs claiming to be Champa Páta. Other traces of Chápa rule seem to remain in the Hapna tract in south Márwár where Chaurn are still found, and in the Chápa region of Kachch which in A.D. 1075 the Sammas or Jalejas found in the occupation of the Chaurn. Chápa also, though the caste people oppose the derivation, seems the origin of Chápadas the name by which the Shrávaks of Chórvát, the Chaurna’s land that is the coast of Verával Mangrut and Porbandar, are known in Bombay, and not the turban which neither for shape nor size seems specially suited to the nickname roof or tile. Such widespread

2 But in Tallani (Rajputana Gazetteer, II. 276) are certain Chárans who are of Bhat origin and are called Chárans out of religious respect.
3 Quoted in the History of Bhimád, Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I. page 138. This statement is supported by the fact that the temple erected to Jalaké-th (A.D. 700) the Chavá’s ruler of Panchásar was dedicated to him as the Gurjar lord. Forbes’ Rás Mala, I. 34.
4 The Cháras mentioned in the Mahabharata as degraded from the want of Brhamans (Bluir’s Sanskrit Texts, I. 482) are the Choras or Cholás of the east coast of India. Cunningham (Numismatic Chronicle 3rd Ser. VIII. 49) notices the name Chórari meaning Khurasán. This comes closer to Chor but Chóra or Chaur is most likely origin of the pan.
5 Bet and Dwárka, Tod Western India, 256-437; Káthásur Gazetteer, 109, 589; Somnáth and Dia, Tod’s Annals, I. 101. That this Chápa was not the legend states a null, except in the sense of a Strongbow, is shown by Siddhairijá (A.D. 1064-1143) after the death of Rá Khaengar committing the management of Sorath to a military officer named Saján a descendant of Jámha or Champa the companion of Vandýa (A.D. 770-780). Forbes Rás Mala, I. 171.
6 Tod’s Annals, II. 176.
7 Tod’s Annals, II. 296, 303.
8 McMurdo in Jour. R. A. Soc. II. 227; Elliot’s History of India, I. 267-68. It is remarkable that the Kachch Chauras (Cutch Gazetteer, 68) claim to be Agnikulas. They further correctly state they came from the west of the Indus and settled at Okhosalal that is Bet-Dwärka, at Div, Fatén-Somnáth, and Panchásar.
ascendancy in Gujarát north of the Narbada and in Káthiáwar seem to justify Dr. Bhau Daji in giving the sixth and seventh century chaurs, with the Gurjars of Valabhi and Brench, the credit of introducing the name Gujarát, which he holds is Gujar-guarded rather than Gujar-assettled. Another credit which the Chahara can fairly claim is the forming of a sect which spread the power of Gujarát from Sotate to Java. That the Chaharas of Dwára claims descent from Kánakshen (or Kánishka) of Lohkot in Kashmir who came south during the second century after Christ is an interesting case of the rule that the conqueror adopts the traditions, the rules, not uncommonly even the names of the people he conquers. An interesting and separate trace of the Chapa remains in Chhuori a subdivision of the Sáharapur or Gujarát-Bignor Gujarás. As the name Chapa is apparently an undoubted Gurjará (and therefore Káhan) stock-name it is interesting to find the Barmek ministers of Harun-al-Rásheid (A.D. 792-813) claiming a relationship with the race of the Chapa Khán of Balkh. If the Barmeks are Chapa and the Chapa are Káhara it is curious that perhaps the latest raid of the north Káhara into south Armenia was in A.D. 798 to avenge the death among the Armenian hills of the daughter of the Khán of the north Caspian Káhara who was on her way south to marry a Barmek. Two points may be noted in conclusion that the Chaharas referred to in Sanskrit writings as lapsing from the position of Káhatíyas because they have no Brahmanas are not the Gurjará Chaharas, but the Chola or Chóras of the eastern Madras coast. The second point is that the Chaharas of Káchh still claim to be one of the Agnikulas.

In Panjab Gujarát the Chéche with the Kalkenia are the most powerful branch of Gujarás. They claim half Rajput blood. The similarity in name suggest Tod's Khichí a branch of Chobánas established in the remote Sind-Sángar Duáb comprizing the tract between the Behrut and Ind and with a capital called Khichpur Patan. The Chéche Gujarás have an importance from being the chief branch at Pohkhar or Pushkar the great place of Gujar pilgrimage. Formerly Chéche Gujarás used to levy a gold piece or kanak on all pilgrims to Pushkar.

---

1 Jour. R. R. E. A. Soc. IX. xxiv. The references to Java in Vol. I. of the Bombay Gazetteer notice the remarkable agreement between the Chahara introduction of the name Gujarát and the Java story legend that the father of the Gujarát princes who settled in Java about A.D. 905 had lately changed the name of the country to Gujarát. From their settlements along the Káthiáwar coast the Chaharas led across the sea to the excellent seaport of Mhríns or Mers. When they moved their capital inland they still kept up a navy and set apart a quarter of Asahílvaríja for the use of sailors.

2 Káthiáwar Gazetteer, 359. Compare in Alberuni the case of the Turk rulers of Kahrán annexing the great Kaishka as an ancestor. The Sa-Sáka adoption of Malaríja is an instance of the conqueror taking the name of the conquered. It is remarkable that when the Chobáns conquered south Márwár like the Sákas they took the name Márwári. The practice seems based on a feeling of luck. If the conquered name is continued its influence or Luck (Sfr) will be bound to pacified. So, as already noticed, of Malaríja (A.D. 961) the founder of the Soahí line of Asahílvaríja kings, the guardian goddess or Sf of the Gurjará princes, conquered by his eminent qualities, became of her own choice his wife (Epi. Ind. I. 21). Again Malaríja is described as taking captive the Fortune or Luck of the kingdom of the Chókipata princes (Ditto, 111; and later Ditto, 272) the Vágbela (A.D. 1219-1304) is said to daily with the Luck of the Gurjará kingdom.

3 N. W. P. Gazetteer, III. 184.

4 Bombay Geol. Soc. II. 69 (1888).

5 Tarikh-i-Talabí (A.D. 837-922) Arab Text, III, 648.

6 Compare Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I. 482.

7 Cutch Gazetteer, 65.

8 Panjab Gujarát Gazetteer, 50-51.

They made the kery because they were lords. The Chechis belong to the Neñũdi division. The first Neñũdi was the son of a cow. He lived at Matra; his name was Guñpat. Gujar Gopal came to Pokarn. Gujar begat Pashupal, Pashupal Urjan, Urjan Purjan, and Purjan begat Baha Nünd, Baba Ahir, and Ichernund, and Biliánund and Dhandpalnund. From these children eighty-six branches or nāks have sprung. In Ajmir Khichi or Chechi occurs as a division of Rajputas, Jats, Murs, and Gujar. According to the Rajpután Gazetteer, Pushkar was held by Chechis till about 700 years ago when a band of Sanyásis came and killed the Chechis who were in possession of the different bathing places. The Sanyásis turned out the Kanphati Jogi who were temple priests and each took charge of a shrine. A chief interest in Pushkar is that it is the holiest place for Gujars to be burned and that this burning pit is said to be the fire altar where the marriage between Brahma and Gayatri a Gujar girl was celebrated. The special connection between Gujars and Brahmans to which the Agni Kund or Khāv fire-pit bears evidence is shown by the temple to Brahma in Pushkar, said to be his only temple in India, being built by Gopal Parakh an Oswal of Gwalior and therefore a Gujar who though a Jain keeps his tribe's early respect for the worshipfulness of Brahmans.

Among the Gujar subdivisions of the Panjáb are the Javias or Jhavias apparently a remnant of the famous tribe of White Hūnas enslaved by owning the two great White Hūna conquerors of the fifth and sixth centuries, Toramana and Mihirakula. It does not follow that because a trace of the Javias remains among Gujars they at the first belonged to the Khasar or Gujar tribe. This may be a case of the migration canon that the waning senior comes under the wing of the waning junior. Still it is to some extent evidence of the close connection of the Khasar and the White Hūna elements in the great fifth century invasion.

In the Panjáb district of Gujarát Kalhoniya are, with Chohana and Chechi, mentioned as the three leading divisions of Gurijaras.

The great Khelwa class of Gujarát Khambis appears in Rajputána as Kharia Gujars. The Kharias, of whose name there seems no explanation, are both among Rajputána Gujars and among Gujarát Khambis considered a lower class than the Leva or Loras. This social inferiority is perhaps due to a greater unwillingness to give up Central Asian customs. They seem to have continued to sacrifice and eat cattle after the Levas.

1 These nāks are: Ad, Ahir, Ambavata, Arya, Aswār, Badana, Bajjád, Bāmara, Bāwda, Bhālot, Bhāwāl, Bhāsad, Bitan, Jol, Bukan, Byunk, Chad, Chhipat, Chishār, Dasing, Dama, Bhandamak, Diñkar, Bharauddy, Dhanper, Doshan, Dīl, Dadhulla, Gāntī, Gersiya, Guçā, Gunjal, Harshang, Jangad, Kalas, Kalay, Kangas, Kanasa or Khahana, Kaurav, Karah, Khār, Khantana, Khūli, Khūrda, Koli or Kali, Kora, Knana, Kura, Kūrāch, Lādī, Lātālla, Legad, Līlā, Lōla, Lūl, Luell, Lōyl, Mārsan, Mēr, Mundar, Mundraan, Munjhal, Muñat, Nāla, Nūr, Nar, Nukhadda, Nil, Parshāl, Padlā, Padā, Padān, Pañal, Pānāl, Phānā, Foskāl, Bagal, Sirdrihal, Semāl, Tukhata, Tanwahya, Tāntar, Tekadda, Torara.
2 Bhās Kule Penna the Bhaft of the Kudrāda Jats in Ajmir.
3 Rajpután Gazetteer, II, 67. 68.
4 Rajpután Gazetteer, II, 67, 68. Another connection between the Gurjars and Pushkar is that at Pushkar Rājā Nahar Rāo Pushkar was cured of skin disease. Rajpután Gazetteer, II, 68.
5 Panjáb 1893 Census, III, 176.
6 Panjáb Gujarát Gazetteer, 50-51.
7 Rajpután Gazetteer, I, 102. The subdivisions of the Rajpután; Kharis are Doñula, Jhathwara, Niskar, Sipwār, Yolania, and Núa.
They eat animal food and drink liquor, like the Jats they talk Brijbêka, and, in the hills, are semi-barbarous with sword and spear.¹

In Kors subordinated traders of the Sindh Khatri caste the name Gurj or Gurz has been traced.² The Hindu traders who pass through Central Asia as far as Mooskow and St. Petersburgh belong to the Kors division. Those Kors seem more likely to be Lohânas or Bhâtids, that is Turks, than Gurjars.

The Gujar subdivision of Kusana on the Indus and Jamna³ suggests a recruitment from the great S’aka tribe of Kushân. Before the arrival of the White Huna horde the power of the Kushâna had been broken by Samudragupta (A.D. 379 - 395) and Chandragupta II. (A.D. 396 - 415). The existence of a Kushân subdivision of Gujar is as far as it goes) seems to favour the view that the Kushân and Gujar are distinct not the view that they are the same.

In Ajmir the division of Lava or Lor seems to be found among all tribes and place subdivisions.¹ According to the Ajmir patal (A.D. 1894) all Ajmir Gujaras whether Bhatâna or Chechi are Lava or Lor. Lava is the same as Lor and they are higher than Khârî to whom the Lava gives neither a daughter nor a pipe. According to their story Krishnâ and Nânâ were Lors. While the Lord Krishnâ was grazing his cows near Mata, some Gujar women and a Chamâr woman passed carrying curds. Krishnâ took away the curds. The descendants of the Gujar women whose curds were robbed were Lors and the descendants of the Chamâr woman were Khâris. The name Lava or Lor is according to the bard taken from Lava a son of Râma. It seems more probable that the use of the name Lava or Lor is due to the adoption by the Gujaras of the traditions of the people whom they ousted in Mârwar and in Central India. Among the traditions adopted was the story of the conquest of the country by Kanakasen, apparently the family of Kanishka (A.D. 73) the great S’aka or Kushân. Kanakasen is said to have come from Lohkot. This has been taken to be Lhâro. It seems more likely to be the famous fort Lohkot in Kashmir.⁷ The Lava in Bhuripar have a peculiar music. They include five subdivisions Chadri, Kissira, Kumbir, Merdi, and Sirande.⁸ The division of Lava Lour or Lor, together with the less important branch of Khârî Khâria or Khaûnwa, have the special value of showing, what has long been carefully concealed in Gujarât, that the great body of Pâtîdârs and Kanbis in north Gujarât and in Broach are Gujaras by descent. That the Gujarât Kanbis are Gurjâras is supported by the similarity between the sharehold tenures in Panjâb Gujar villages and the Bhâgdâr and Nârâyâdâr tenures in Kanbi villages in Kaira. Though the divisions Lor and Khaûnwa have not been traced in the Panjâb, it is not uncommon at Dwârka to find that Kanbis of north Gujarât and Gujaras from the Panjâb satisfy themselves that they are both of the same stock. The accuracy of this identification is of special interest as the Kanbi and Pâtîdâr of north Gujarât is the best

¹ Rajputâna Gazetteer, I. 102.
² Jour. As. Soc. XXXV, II. 115.
³ Cunningham’s Arch. Survey Report, II. 51.
⁴ That Lor and perhaps Lava may point to a former settlement in the old north Sindh capital of Aor is supported by the Lava Kanbis of Kâthiâwar who trace their origin to the kings of Aor.
⁵ Compare Tod’s Annals, I. 218. Alberuni (Sachau, I. 208, 317) describes Laman as the north frontier of India, the strongest place he had seen, the haunt of our (Ohsami) traders.
⁶ Rajputâna Gazetteer, I. 162-169.
class of husbandmen in the Bombay Presidency as well as the most important and characteristic element in the population of Bombay Gujarat. The Gujars of north Khāndesh, who, during the tenth century, moved from Bhīmbal in south Mārwār through Mālwa into Khāndesh, include the following divisions Barad, Barse, Chawade, Dode, Lewo, and Rewe. The following statement made at Junagadh in January 1889 by Mr. Himabhai Ajabhai Vahiyatdar of Junagadh is Nadād Pātīdār by caste seems to settle the question of the Gujar origin of the Pātīdār and Kambis of Bombay Gujarat: I am satisfied the Gujar Kambis and Pātīdāres, both Lavas and Khadwas are Gujars. We have nothing written about it, but the bards and family recorders know it. Both Lavas and Khadwas came from the Panjāb: this is the old people's talk. The Bhattas and Waiwanchers say we left the Panjāb twenty generations ago. A famine drove us from the Panjāb into the land between the Jamna and the Ganges. About fifteen generations ago the Lavas came to Ahmedābād, it is said through Khāndesh and brought with them Khāndeshi tobacco. The Kambī weavers in Ahmedābād Surat and Broach did not come with the Lava. The first place they came to was Champaner. We can still know that we are the same as the Panjāb Gujars. We have the same way of tillage. Our plough is the same, our turban is the same, and we use manure in the same way. Our marriage customs are the same, both of us wear swords at marriage. Ramchandra had two sons, one Lava, one Kush. From Lava came the Lavas and from Kush the Kadhwas. I have talked with Panjāb Gujars at Dwarka. They say they have Bhāgdāris and Narvādāris villages.

No more important advance to a correct knowledge of Gujarāt population has recently been made than Dr. Hultsch's correction of the Valabhi epiteth of the founder Bhatārka (A.D. 480-500) from the phrase 'That he gained fame by the blows dealt on the great armies of the Maitrakas' (that is Mihiras Meds or Mers) into the phrase 'That he gained fame from the blows dealt by the great armies of the Maitrakas' that is by the armies of which he was leader. It follows that the Valabhis or Balas who ruled Valabhipur, and are the ancestors of the Sesodias, are Mihiras or Mers. If the arguments as to the date of the Gurijāra arrival in India and regarding their connection with the White Hūṇa horde are correct, it follows that the Gurijāras and the Mihiras are either the same or are comrade tribes in the same invasion. The chief traces of Mers are in the country near Ajmir in Rajputāna and in west Kāthiawar and to a less extent in Mārwār. In Sindh Mers doubtless remain hidden by the overlayer of Islam. According to the writers in the Rajputāna Gazetteer Mer is not a tribe name but is derived from the Sanskrit Marn a hill and is a general term applied to hillmen, especially to the people of the hilly tract south-west of the open district of Ajmir. But Mers are not found solely in the Araval hills. They have been long settled in the plains of Gujarāt Mārwār and Sindh. Of no tribe except the Jats is the importance and power from the seventh to the eleventh century so well established as of the Meds or Mers. That the Maitrakas of late fifth and of sixth century inscriptions are the Meds or Mers and that they took a leading part in the great White Hūṇa invasion of the fifth and sixth centuries, Dr. Bhagvānlī'
history places beyond doubt. That both in the Panjab and in Rajputana the title of respect to a Gujar is Mahur, Mihar, or Mir, seems to show that the form Mihir or Maitraka adopted in the Mer inscriptions of the fifth and sixth centuries was chosen as more honourable than their tribe-name Gujjara. The Ajmir Mers say Mers and Gujars are the same. In Rajputana the rule of inheritance to land is the same among Gujars and among Mers. The Mawara Mers are little bound by Brahman rules. They grant divorce and marriage with complete freedom.

According to their Bhats or baris, the Ajmir Mers belong to four branches: naki Chohán, Punwár, Gehlot or Sadows, and Padiar a division which has the special interest of being the same as the Ajgluk division except that here the Gehlot takes the place of the Solanki. The Bhát of the Kachhi or Gehlot Mers knows about the Abu fire-pit. He quotes

Asoat, Gajpat, Bhupat, Narpat, Narpat, Sassad, Amalkades upavas, Portham yuttachiár.

The horse-lord, elephant-lord, land-lord, and man-lord: from the fire-pit arose these four forms.

The Bhats of the Choháns profess ignorance of the Abu purification. They say All were created by Brahma. The first and greatest was the Chohán. They quote:

Dhar is the greatest of cities.
The greatest of vidars or edges is the sword edge.
The clan with the most people is the Chohán.
The clan with the most land is the Punwár.

The home of the Rajputana Mers is the sixty kos strip from Kusangad to Dewar. The Punwár first settled at Dhar. From Dhar they went to Abu, from Abu to Dháng, from Dháng to Nimbola, and from Nimbola to Ajmir. In Ajmir are Chohán Mers (some of whom have become Masalmáns and are known as Chitas), Punwár Mers, and a few Gehlot Mers. That these Mers are the same as Gujars is shown by the sameness of their home-guardians or kuldevís, Jina mainly, Kálika of Dhar, and Kálika of Dáng. Every Sunday evening before sunset they worship Suraj-Maháraj the Sun Lord. No Brahman takes part. In a foot-round circle on the floor which has been cleaned with cow dung a silver phul or sun-face is set, fire in a small iron ladle is laid near the medal, a cup of water and balls of sweetened wheat-bread are also laid. The headman of the family throws a little ghí or granulated butter into the fire, bows to the sun-face, and prays 'Oh Lord Sun guard the lives in this house and give us plenty.' The rest of the sweet-bread is eaten by the family or distributed to the caste. Unlike the Gujars the Ajmir Mers do not describe the time of day by the Lord Sun's position in the sky. The kuldevi is worshipped on the bright eighth of each month. The day's supply of milk is made into khír or rice pudding offered to the Mátá and eaten by the family. Like the Gujars the Mers have no pregnancy rites. Each branch nák has its own Bráhman. Except that a Bráhman or Gujar-Gor frames the horoscope the sun-worship

---

1 The theory that the Meds were a stranger Central Asian tribe is not new. Compare Elliot's History, I. Appendix.
2 Rajputana Gazetteer, I, 80; II, 29.
3 Rajputana Gazetteer, I, 70.
4 Mawara Castes, 45.
5 Details from Rana Banna of Khowájapura seven miles south of Ajmir, Bhat of the thirty-five branches of Punwár Mers and from Patel Lakhó Mela and Punwár Mer patei of Khowájapura recorded by Khan Sághab-Fuád Lutfáullah Fuádi in March 1898.
6 With this Kálika goddess compare the Kalhemí division of Gujjara in the Panjab Gujarát Gazetteer, 50-51.
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and other birth ceremonies are performed by the mother without the help of a Brahman. No Brahman is required for the twelfth day and other death rites. Though if one is available he is called in. Only the women wear the sun-face: men wear a rough image called jhujhar of some ancestor who has been slain generally in a cattle raid.

Of the Ajmir Chobhan Mors the hard of the Kachhi or Ghelot Mors remembers eighteen of twenty-two divisions. Among the eighteen the Hula and the Hara suggest a Huya element.\(^1\)

According to the head Jat Bhut at Ajmir (April 1895) the highest division of Mors are the Balod Mors. This they seem to owe to being the strictest Hindus forbidding all nakd and other irregular marriages.\(^2\)

That the Mori of Chitor, to help whom against the Arabs the Rajput chiefs gathered about a.d. 720 and whom Bappa the Sesodia ousted,\(^3\) was not a representative of the ancient Maurya family but a later comer seems probable by his relation to the White Huns chief of Alor in north Sindh and to Bappa the Sesodia chief who ousted him. In the desert Tod found the Mors and the Mors both claiming a Bhatti origin probably the result of enrolling themselves in a time of trouble under Bhatti protection.\(^4\)

It is notable that a subdivision of the Dakot Brahman of Marwar are Mors.\(^5\)

The Nagaras is one of the leading tribes of the Gujars of the North-West Provinces. They are in special strength in the district of Bulandahahr.\(^6\) Nagaras also occur among Brahmins along with Mingals (Mins) and Mihiraras (Mihiras).\(^7\) In Bundi in Rajputana the state is served by a division of Nagar-Bohara Brahmanas.\(^8\) These references are of special interest as favouring the view referred to below, that the Nagar Brahman of Gujrat are of the Gurjar race of Nagaras.\(^9\)

Among the Gurjaras of Ajmir the purest class of Gujar is said to be the Nekadis.\(^10\) This probably means the most strictly Hindu, as purity depends in the corresponding cases of the Punja Jats and the Balod Mors on forbidding second nakd and other informal marriages.

In Tod's opinion though Bargaras and Birgargars were Rajputs the ordinary Gujar was not a Rajput. The increase of knowledge since Tod wrote (a.d. 1814-1820) shows that many tribes of admitted position among Rajputs are of Gujar origin. According to Hajji son of Rodji, the Gujar Patel of Ajmir, twelve Rajput divisions are Gurjaras: Three Jhals.

---

\(^1\) The eighteen divisions of Chobhan Mors are: Abharaja, Alzar, Baghecha, Balasar, Bila, Chaufer, Chita, Dadria, Devada, Hadd, Hula, Kamkhan, Khincha, Khervar, Morecha, Narsabara, Padecha, Songara.

\(^2\) These Balod Mors are apparently the same as the Balas or rulers of Valabhi who have the honour of founding the great Sesodia or Gehlot family the first among Hindus.

\(^3\) Tod Annals New Ed. 1, 181-189. 306. The dates of the Arab raid and of Bappa are uncertain. Tod (Annals, I, 323 New Ed.) gives a.d. 731 as the capture of Chitor by Bappa the founder of the Sesodias. But if a Valabhi origin is admitted Bappa can hardly have reached Chitor before the end of the eighth century. According to Tod the Mori was subordinate to if not a division of the Parmara of Ujjain. Ditte ditto.

\(^4\) Annals, New Ed. II, 205.

\(^5\) Marwar Castles, 72.

\(^6\) N.W.I. Gomtisar, III, 148.

\(^7\) Potter's Beluchistan, 76.

\(^8\) Rajputana Gazetteer, I, 231.

\(^9\) Compare Epigraphia Indica, I, 293-303.

\(^10\) Notes from Bhati Kulna Pena of Radawala twelve miles or 50 kos west of Ajmir the Bhati of the Kurudia branch of Jats in Ajmir. April 1895.
four Chandravat-Bads, two Shaktihavats, two Raths, and one Sarangdev Pavar. Hajus says Gujarans and Rajputs join in Ramchandar but the Sosidias and Kachhavahas are nearer Ramchandar than are the Gujarans. He further states that though all Gujarans are not Rajputs no Rajput becomes a hero unless he is suckled by a Gujar woman. Gujarikuda dudh; Nakarika dudh, Gujar's milk is Tiger's milk. A Rajput who has not been suckled by a Gujar is a gidad or jackal.

The division Gurchani of the great Beluch tribe the Rinds, if Gurchani is correctly supposed to be Gurjara, would be a case of shelter-taking, the stray Gurjar seeking protection under the strength of the Rind tribe.

The evidence is fairly strong that the Sosidias or Gehlots, the premier Hindu family in India, are of Gurjara origin. This much seems admitted that Bad is the eldest name of the Gehlot or Sosidia and that the Bals represent the rulers of Valabhi. That the Valabhi dynasty were of Gurjara descent may be accepted, since it has been shown that Bhatarka (a.d. 490-503) the founder of the family was a Malataka Mihira or Mer. Further, the statement that the children of Bappa the founder of the Sosidias are called Agnivasha Suryavanshi sunborn fire worshippers is in agreement with a Gurjara origin.

The main doubt regarding the Bals who were the ancestors of the Sosidias is this. Are they part of the great White Huya wave that conquered Kathiavard about a.d. 470 and who when established as Kshatriya rulers adapted to themselves the traditions of the great Kushan and Kshatrapa conquest of western India in the late first or early second century after Christ. Or are they in truth the representatives of the Kshatrapas and S'akas. The case of the Turk rulers of Kâbul in Alberuni's time (a.d. 1030) working into their family tradition all legends belonging to Kanishka, the Kanaksen of the Bals and Sosidias, shows that in themselves the statements of the legends as to descent from the Kushanah cannot count for much. The case of the Chhavadas of Okhiamandal claiming descent from Kanaksen who sat in Krishna's throne in Dwarka is an example from nearer home. It seems to follow that the conquering Mihiras assumed the name Vâla from the ruling family from whom they wrested the city Valabhi. At the same time it is

1 MS, Notes, Ajmir April 1885.
2 Pottinger's Beluchistân.
3 Tod's Rajasthán First Edn. I. 102. Cunningham (Ancient Geography, 318) says about a century after their expulsion from Balabhi (this requires altering as the date of their expulsion was not earlier than a.d. 770) their representative Bappa or Vappaka founded a kingdom at Chitor and his son Gubilla or Guhabilaya gave to the tribe the new name of Gubilawat or Guhlot by which they are known.
4 Tod's Annals, New Edn. I. 190. The tradition (Asiat. Res. XVI. 293; MacMurdo Trava, Bomb. Lit. Soc. I. 258) that the first capital of the Gubillas was Melapala is worthy of notice.
5 Kathiavár Gazetteer, 589. It is also to be remembered that Bala the title of the honoured family of Udaipur is not their own title but is a title won from the chief of Mândor (near Jodhpur) in the twelfth century (Tod's Annals, I. 213). The Mewar title is Raul according to Tod a Skythian word (Ditto) certainly only an odd priestly word applied to a class of medicine-men in the east Panch Mahals who make brass horses dance on a brass platter. This practice of the conqueror adopting the traditions even the name of the conqueror seems based on the wish to secure to the new ruler the luck of the old. Cases are noted above (page 489 note) where the object of the conqueror was admittedly to woo and win the spirit or luck of the former dynasty. If Alberuni had known how he was taken in by the claim of the Hindu rulers of Kâbul to be descended from Kanishka he might have added this to his list of opposites between Hindu and Turk. While we (Turks) strive to destroy every trace of the conquered dynasty, the Hindu strives to destroy every trace of his own conquest.
difficult to suppose that all the Valas of Kathiawar date from the Valabhi dynasty that lasted from A.D. 470 to A.D. 770. The chance is that some of the earlier element who perhaps took their name from the Bahlkas of the Mahabhataa survived. Such a survival is not in disagreement with the view that the Bahlkas who founded the Sesodia family fled from Valabhi about A.D. 750-770 when the Sindh Arabs destroyed the city; and that the dynasty which ruled Valabhi from A.D. 525 to A.D. 770 were Mihiras or Gurjaraas. The division of the Gohels into Goechhar and Uni suggests an element from each of the main sections of the White Huna horde. In connection with the disputed origin of the name Gohel it is to be noted that the Dabistan refers to a Koheli tribe of Kshatriyaas in the Punjab Gujarats. Gohil is one of the three main divisions of Porbandar Mers. The Bhils of the Porbandar Gohil Mers and of the Mewar Gehlots are the same. At marriages the Porbandar Gohil Mer women celebrate in their songs the bridergroom as king of Mewar and Chitor.

In connection with (d) or Lost Gujas: it is remarkable that the Rajputana Gazetteer questions General Cunningham's statement that Marwar was once ruled by a Gujar dynasty declaring that the local annals contain no record of such a dynasty nor any remnant of the Gujar race. This disappearance of the name Gujar is to some extent intentional. In Kathi the Muslim fashion of calling Shrimali Gujas is considered a taunt. In Gujarat neither Vaniaas Kohirs nor Kanhias are called Gujas. Of Lost Gujas, besides minor tribes and the already described Agnikulas three leading cases occur, Gujarat Kanhiis, Marwar Osvaaas, and Ratnagiri Kharadaas. Of Gujarat Kanhias details have been given under lor and Khadwa. There seems no reason to question the conclusion that Gujarat Lava and Khadwa Kanhias are of Gujar origin. Of the Gujar element in the Shrivaks of Western India the existence of the divisions Gujar, Gujar Jain, Gujar Vania is proof. The connection of the Shrivaks with Bhimtal the capital of the great Gujar dynasty of Marwar (A.D. 500-1000) is beyond question. One division of Bhimtal Shrivaks claims a Paramara Rajput origin. So common among Dasa Shrivaks is the surname Gujar that the Musalmans call Shrimali Gujas. The Oswals, called from the ancient city of Osmanagar eighteen miles north of Jodhpur, are still more important, not only from their numbers and their wealth but because from among them is chosen the head of all Shrivaks in Western India. The tale that the Oswals were originally Solanki Rajputs converted to Jainism because of the recovery from snake-bite of the son of a chief is generally accepted and is probably historical. According to the Jain lists, the Usas or Oswals are descended from the Vaisya chief Am about A.D. 743 (S. 800). The divisions are:

1 The Kurneprat List A.D. 1184 in Tod's Annals, I. 72.
2 Dabistan, II. 194.
3 Letter from Mr. W. T. Morison, I.C.S., Administrator Porbandar dated 14th February 1899. These Gohel Mers seem to be the Asila Gehlots who are said to have returned from Chitor to Sorath about A.D. 740. The Ain-i-Akbari has 50,000 Gehlots in Sorath.
4 Rajputana Gazetteer, Jodhpur, II. 220.
5 Trum. Royal Asiatic Society, III. 383.
6 Reply from Dasa Shrivaks, 1st May 1893.
7 Raw Bahadar Himmatlal Dhirajlal.
8 Epigraphia Indica, II. 40-41.
9 Dr. Bühler, Ep. Ind., II. 40-41.
GUJARS.

1. A Senior branch with ten stocks gotrás, Uháda, Chájeda, Nádula, Náhátá, Mummíya, Rájakosthágára, Yadugada, Lálana, Luniyá, and Sodhá.

II. A Junior branch with two stocks, Nágrada and Shots.

III. An Extra branch with one stock, Kurnumalola. To this stock belongs the Nagará Seth of Ahmedábád who claims kindred with the Sésodí Rajputs of Mówár.

Among instances of minor classes who have forgotten their Gujar origin may be noticed the Takkas or Tankas who according to Colonel Tod are of the same race as the Agnikulas.1 Again certain Ahírs seem closely connected with Gujarás. In Káthiáwár settled Ahírs are called Gujarás.2 But Ahír is a word of loose application. Graharpíu the Ahír of Junagadh who fought Múllaríja Solání in A.D. 961 was a newcomer a Síndh Chhúdásama.3

It has been noticed that the skill of the Gurjjaras as bowmen may have brought some of the invaders of low origin or beaten in battle to be called Bhíls. The Bhillas of Cháp-pu near the source of the Bánas suggest a settlement of Chápotákas or Chápas.4 Lánriyá the name of the finest tribe of Norwe Bhíls suggests an origin in the Gurjjar division of Leva or Ló.5 And the Mílirí Bhíls, said to be descended from a Paúr of Dár, seem to shew a Mihíra descent.6

The worship by Mówár Bhíls of a white ram and a horse looks as if the tribe which practised it had Gujar or other northern blood.7

The third case of lost Gujarás is the Ratnágiri and Sátára community of Kárhádá Bráhmans.8 That the Kárhádá Bráhmans have a strong stranger element is borne out by the unfriendly story that Fárrashúrám made them out of the bones of an asá kárhád. This though doubtless an example of unfriendly meaning-making implies in the community some foreign or irregular origin. And that till lately (A.D. 1800) the shadow of human sacrifice attached to the Kárhádás supports the story of their special descent. The name is from Kárhád the sacred meeting of the Krishna and the Kóina in the Sátára district of the west Dákhan. The old (second century A.D.) name both for Kárhád and for Kolhápur is closely alike. Kárhásá and Kárháštaka apparently called after Kshábárátá or Khúgárátá that is the family or stock name of Nápásá, who, a Sáka or Pahláva from the north, about the beginning of the second century (A.D. 78-120) conquered Málwa the Konkan and the Dákhan at least as far south as Kárhádá. His success and the magnificence of his religious gifts made Nápásá a centre of legend, and the mace on his coins seems to have raised the suggestion that he was a re-birth of the famous mace-bearing

---

1 Rajeshátha Calcutta Ed. I. 92. 96. Compare Cunningham's Ancient Geography, I. 322. This is supported by several traces of the name Tankas in Broach immediately to the north of the Broach Gurjjars kingdom.
2 Bombay Gazetteer, VIII. 125.
4 Tod's Western India, 31.
5 Tod's Western India, B. A. Soc. I. 71.
6 Malcolm's Trans. B. A. Soc. I. 79: Tod notices (Western India 31, 33, 35) that many of the Jánádhir Bhíls claim a Rajput descent. Compare Tod's Western India, 34.
7 In Navání in south Gujarát is a small community of long established Kárhádá Bráhmans who are sometimes styled Gurjar Kárhádás. The evidence seems to show that these Kárhádás, who have adopted the dress speech and ways of Gurjar Bráhmans, came from the south with some Márāthá conqueror (perhaps the ancient Márāthás or Rábhñákátá) (A.D. 743-974). They are called Gurjaras not because Gurjar is their surname but to distinguish them from the Dákhaní Kárhádás who have come into Gujarát with the Gálikwar or modern Márāthás.

---
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hero Parashurám. His great public works in the Konkan and the arrows beside the mace on his coins seem to combine in the tale that by shooting his arrows seaward he reclaimed the Konkan. The fact that they took their name from Karhād makes it probable that the Karhād Brahmans were Brahmanised strangers or had at least a Saka strain and further that they moved down the Kambhārīlī pass to Chipuln and from Chipuln colonised the Rājāpur and south Ratnāgiri coast. In the sixth century when the White Hūnas or Gurdhars were in power and sending forth colonies or during the seventh century when they were hard pressed in northern India and in Sindh by Turks and Arabs and by the revival of the local chiefs whom they had conquered, White Hūna or Gujar settlements seem to have been formed along the Konkan Goa and Kānara coasts. When the colonists or the refugees settled in Alibāg and in Ratnāgiri they would find a common northern strain in the Karhādēs and combining with the local tribe seem to have added a new division which adopted the name of Gurjars. The surname Gurjara is common; among the Rājāpur Karhādēs it is almost universal. Its early adoption is proved by the form of the word which is Gurjara not Gujar. That it is a name which the clan consider somewhat discreditable is shown by the tales invented to explain its existence. Besides the sameness of name inquiry has satisfied Mr. Mahipatram Rupram that the house and family guardians of the Karhādēs are the same as the Gujar guardians. The commonness of the name Gurjara among Karhādēs shows that it is something more than a special surname held by the descendants of individuals employed in Gujarāt, and the fact that the surname is common on the coast, especially in the Rājāpur sub-division and is rare in Dakhān families, and that where it occurs it can in most cases be traced to a connection with the Konkan, all support the view that the Karhād Brahmans of Ratnāgiri are largely of Gujar origin. The following is an estimate of the effect of the Gujar layer that over spread the population of Gujarāt and of Kāthikāwar between the fifth and

1 Compare Early Gujarāt Bombay Gazetteer, I, Part I, 23, 25, J. B. B. R. A. Soc, IX, 19. That Nahapāna was held to be a reappearance of Parashurām is supported by papers in the Mackenzie Collection (Wilson's Mackenzie Collection) which make Parashurām the founder of a kingdom in the Dakhān in the first century after Christ. A further connection is the defeat of the Halayuvas by Parashurām (Main's Sanskrit Texts, I, 467) and the defeat of the Andhras who are also Halayuvas by Nahapāna and his son-in-law Ushavādā.

2 A White Hūna settlement seems to explain Al Masudi's (A.D. 914) account of the beautiful white people of Cheul near Alibāg who were half Turk (that is White Hūna) half Indian; who had a fire temple near the town; and who kept the specially White Hūna practice of having companions of the king whom he treated with close friendship and who were bound to sacrifice themselves when the king died.

3 The full title of the head family of Karhādēs in Rājāpur is Gopāl Pādhyya Gurjar Mahāmahopādhyaya. The surname Gurjar is held by the best known Upādhyaya families in this part of Ratnāgiri. In Bhālavāl Rājāpur a family of Upādhyayans as far back as the twelfth century had the surname Gurjar-Patvārdhāna. Mr. A. M. T. Jackson, I.C.S.

4 Vanraj Chānvāri.

5 Two points may be added. A common surname among coast Karhādēs is Osa a word which like the Osia origin of Osval, in accordance with the practice of dropping the initial guttural and of turning ρ into w may be a corruption of Gurjara or Gujar, who are still known in Ratnāgiri tradition as Hujara as well as Gurjars (Mr. V. B. Jogalekar, 23rd April 1893). The second point is that according to some informants the proper surname is not Gurjar but Meghe (Mr. V. B. Jogalekar) apparently Magha the name given to the Persians or Saka Brahmans who were imported by the Gurjars or White Hūnas to conduct the worship of the Sun. It is notable that the late Ganesh Shāstrī of Inder who made himself famous by going to England was a bearer of the historical seafaring name of Gurjar. (Professor Abājī Vishnu Kāthawat.)
the thirteenth centuries. His enemies easily twisted the characteristic of the great Bowman the Gurjara, the Chāpoṭāṭa or Strongbow, into Bhilla the archer. Chāpa the Bhil is a type of the attempt to lower the newcomer to the level of a wild tribesman. Nor is it doubtful that some branches of the early tribes had both body and mind bettered by the mixture of Gurjara blood. What indirectly benefited some of the Bhils was a more marked gain to certain classes of Kolis. The helpful improbable type of Talabda Koli is mainly a Med and till the Mussalman times was known as Med. It is from this class of Kolis that among Kanbis the infiltering of outside blood still secretly goes on. This introduction of Koli blood is objected to if it is discovered. Still by the wise of the Kanbi caste it is perhaps secretly approved, seeing that it prevents rebellion against Pāṭidār privileges, while if the irregularity comes to light it may fairly be argued that Kolis of Med origin can rightly if secretly marry with Kanbis and Pāṭidārs who it is known are of the same Gujar or Mihira descent. The strong Gujar element among both Ahirs and Chārāns has been noticed above. A similar element is probably present among Rabārīs and Bharwāds.

That the Gurjārīs were great builders the ruins of Mārwār and north Gujarāt bear witness. In the old Gujar capital of Bhimnāl the memory remains of the special classes of builders the Sompusras who are also associated with the lake at Pushkar and with the temple at Somnath, and the Devala or Doora Rājputs (a branch of Chohāns) whose name is pungently derived from the great Bhimnāl temple to the Sun or Jag. Svāmi which they have the credit of building. Of the value of the Gujar as a cultivator no addition is required to the proof given above that the best husbandmen of western India the Lāna and Khadwa Kanbi and Pāṭidār of north Gujarāt is a Gujar. Apart from any dislike to the term Gurjara as savouring of uncouthness, the fact that Kanbi or Kumbi (probably) means the man with the holding (kasaḷāṇa) is enough to explain how Kanbi came into use to distinguish the half-marked holder of land from the less reputable herder of cattle. A trace of the Gujar in connection with cultivation remains in north Khāndesh where Gujari is the word for the weekly vegetable market apparently because the bulk of the market gardeners are the lately (A.D. 1000) arrived Gujars from Mālwa who have not forsaken their original tribe name. Of the great Gujar sailors, Meṣa Chauḍāvās and Gohils, no direct trace is known to remain except the Gujar captains and mates who still visit Bombay from the coast of Makrān.* Of the Gujar as a merchant the Shrimāla of south Khāṇḍesh and many divisions apparently of similar Gujar origin through Solākia and other Rajput tribes contend with the Oswāls for the highest position among merchants,²

---

¹ When the Bhiva or go-between is publicly proved to have passed a Koli girl as a Kandi the Kumbis of Kairā rise in wrath. That the wrath is at the clumsiness not at the fraud of the go-between is supported by the consideration that so long as it is not made public the intermarrriage of Kandis and Kolis goes unchallenged. So odd a laxness among a caste who can afford to be scrupulous seems to imply the knowledge that a Med Koli girl is no unequal match for a Kanbi who by race is a Mihira. Details are given in the Kairā Gazetteer.


³ Dr. Bühlir (Epigraphia India, II, 49) describes the Oswāls as the most substantial and wealthiest community of Jain. He notices (Ditto, 41) that Gurjara occurs among the tribe names of gives in the Harshāvīja inscriptions. Gujar Vāṇiśas are of two divisions, Vāṇis of whom only three families are left and Dasas of whom about 200 families are
Of Gujarat as soldiers the importance has been shown in detail. That foreign tribes could rise to the rank of Rajputs and Kshatriyas was till lately so stuntedly disputed that thanks are due to the Kshatriya Valabhis for showing they were originally Maitrakas or Mera and to Dada III. (A.D. 660-700) of the Broach family of Gurjaras for showing how the worship of the Sun was given up for the worship of Siva and how by the study of the works of the great sage Mann and by being careful to keep the castes to their proper duties he was raised to the rank of Kshatriya, was ennobled by a Karna pedigree, and that after this ennoblement the family ceased to admit themselves to be Gurjaras.

What marks the Gurjaras or White Huna as the most religious of northern invaders is that their own imported medicine-men were openly acknowledged to be Brâhmans. According to one account these new Brâhmans were Maghas from the distant land of the Sakas; according to another account they were Brâhmans from Gandhâra or the Kâbul Valley. Priests of this class seem to have accompanied each separate host of invaders. One set appears with Mihirakula in Kashmir; a second with the Oswâls in Mârwâr; a third with the Châpas at Dwârka. In the decay of Sun-worship these Maghas have sunk to be either Bhojakas that is ministrants in Krishnâ's temples or Shevaks that is family priests to Shârvaks or Jains. The case of the Ratnâgiri Kâlikâdes some of whom say that their true surname is not Gurjar but Moghe or Magha, has been already discussed. Gujar subdivisions among the Rajputâna Brâhmans of Bunto and Ulwâr; among the Gaur (Thânesvar) Brâhmans of Mârwâr and the North-West Provinces; and a Mer subdivision of Dakot Brâhmans, all strengthen the Gurjar claim for unusual religious susceptibilities. Two classes of special interest remain; the Pushkar Brâhman of Pokarn near Ajmir and the Nâgâr Brâhman of Gujarât, perhaps the most beautiful and intellectual of Western Indian Brâhmans who for at least the last nine hundred years have been a political power in the province. The Brâhmans of Pushkar, which may be called the religious head-quarters of the Gurjaras, admit that their names are not to be found in the list of acknowledged Brâhmans. They explain this by an oversight. But the general belief is that Bhopat through whom they trace was a Mer. The account of Mârwâr castes identifies the Pushkaras with the Sindhi Brâhmans who annoyed Bhinnâl and robbed it of its daughters. Tod's information was that the Pushkaras were the workmen (Gujars by caste since the lake and the old temples are claimed as their work by the Gujar) who dug the high lake at Pokarn and who in reward were raised to be Brâhmans and who still worship their original guardian or breadwinner the khudali or pickaxe.

The Nâgârs remain. The special appearance of the caste, their peculiar character, the strangeness of the name, and their taste for state manage-

found in Ahmedabad Ankhavâr Cambay Dholka Parantîl Fura and also in Bombay and in Poona. Those Gujar Vanâlas claim to have come to Gujurâti with the "permitted" and to be the same as the Upper Indian caste of Hindu Maghas from whom they say they have adopted the veiling of women and other Mussulman practices. Râo Bakhile Himatâl Dharâjâl, Dec. 1895.

1 Rajputâna Gazetteer, I. 221. 2 Rajputâna Gazetteer, III. 204. 3 Mârwâr Caste, 59. 4 Elliot's Tribes of the N.-W. Provinces, I. 103. 5 Mârwâr Caste, 72.
6 Dr. Bühler Epigraphia Indica, I. 295. 7 Rajputâna Gazetteer, III. 70.
8 Mârwâr Caste, 61. Details given in the account of Bhinnâl (Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, Part I, page 464) show that the Gujar origin of the diggers of the Pushkar lake is still (A.D. 1898) freshly remembered.
ment and for fighting have always kept alive the belief that the Gujarát Nàgar is of foreign origin. The name which well informed writers have accepted as Nàga not Nàgar an origin which both the legends and the practices of the tribe support, suggests that as in other cases the name Nàga points to an origin in one of the northern tribes of conemen. In explanation of their name the Nàgars quote the saying: 'The place where are Bràhmanas rich in the Veda, perfect in conduct and austerity is the real city.' To them their title Nàgar is a compliment pointing to their caste as the highest type of Bràhman in Gujarát. As in similar cases it seems probable that a pleasing pun has saved from death some old historical name which otherwise changed conditions might have tempted its holders to put out of sight. It is remarkable that Nepál, as it were the other bank of the river of immigration from which the earlier settlers have withdrawn, gives as in Gujarát a class of Nàgar, explained as Nàgar Kotia and also of Bhatela or Mhåstán Bràhmanas and that the Nàgar Nepál Bràhman bears few traces of the strict ritual correctness which is supposed to have gained for his fellow-tribesman in Gujarát the name of Nàgar. The existence of Nàgar Vânias in Gujarát favours the view that the original Nàgar race was not Bràhmanical and may therefore be the Nàgari branch of Gujarás to which reference has already been made. One of the leading tribes of the Gujarás of the North-West Provinces who are in special strength in the district of Bulundshahr is of the Nàgari clan.

The special religious fervour that marks the record of the Gujar or White Huña is shown in their worshipful dread of the devotion of a Brâhman or a Chârân, in the eagerness of their widows to be sàti true unto death, in the frantic self-sacrifice of the jauhâr where children women and warriors perish together. The stories that gathered round the great Mihirakula (A.D. 500-550) show a religious warrior, pitiess, of god-like strength and success. The praise of the Râjatarângini, even the grudging acknowledgments of Hien Tsâng, seem to imply that Mihirakula was held to be a god. His self-worship as Mihireshvar suggests that he accepted the glory that was thrust upon him. At the Aâv fire-pit the divine or religious element in the newcomers is admitted in the Gudak (S. labhâ) rising out of the flame wearing a sacred thread, and in one hand carrying a sword and in the other a Veda. Mr. Mahipatram Kaprâm preserves legends that the early Gurjâras on their way south and east from the Panják were led by inspired warrior-Rishis. One tale tells how in the absence of the men a few old Rishis and a Gurjar woman held the fort of Nâgârkot against an assault of the hill tribes. In reward the woman became the guardian Bhavâni the home goddess of all

---

1 In an inscription of KunâARPâLA (A.D. 1143-1174) Vârangara is called Nâgar. Dr. Böhler (Ep. Ind. I. 228) thinks this is the original home of the Nâgaras. It seems doubtful whether Dr. Böhler intends to suggest that the name Nâgar comes from Nâgar the city. The inscription (Ditto, page 303) does not support such a derivation. It describes these Bràhmans as descended from the Nàgar race.
2 Dâbhâtâ, II. 142.
3 Inscriptions as late as A.D. 1000 mention the marriage of a Paramâra with a Nâga princess in Rajputâma. Ep. Ind. I. 229; Ind. Ant. XIV. 76; Cunningham's Arch. Survey. Reports, II. 310.
4 Muir's Sanskrit Texts, I. 130.
5 It is remarkable that in a census of this caste drawn up for Sir J. Jacob, only 343 of a total of 1283 Nâgaras families returned themselves as Bràhmans. Bem, Gov. Sec. N. W. Provinces Gazetteer, III. 48.
6 Varûyâ Charvâda.
Appendix B.

The Gujaratis.

The Gujjara as a God.

Gujjaras including the Karhade Brahmanas. At Pushkar the holy head-quarters of the Gujjaras Brahma, annoyed by the absence of Savitri, purified a Gujar girl by passing her through a cow and made her his wife and called her Gayatri. When Savitri appeared and found the marriage completed she cursed Gayatri’s wedding altar: ‘May this altar be you Gujar’s burning-place.’ The curse was not fruitless; for forty miles round all Lo Gujars bear their dead to burn them at the marriage altar and from 200 miles the ashes of the dead are brought to be dropped in the pool. In spite of Savitri’s anger the Gujjaras did not neglect their honoured sister. They built a temple to Brahma and by his side placed the Gujari Gayatri. Another Gujar who has gained a place among the guardians is Devji of Bednor in Marwar. He lived 700 years ago, worked miracles, and is now the chief divinity of the Ajmir Gujars. The still more remarkable acceptance of the specially religious genius of the Gujar is the fact that the Jains or Shravaks receive Gujjaras to their highest religious honours. Among the Jains of Western India the pontiffs are taken from the Osval division of Baniyas and are therefore of Gujar origin. Men of this class have risen even higher than pontiffs. Some winning moksha or absorption have become Tirthankars and Siddhas that is Supreme Lords.

1. Varanasi Chhatra.
3. Tod’s Annals, First Ed., 1. 774.
4. Trans. Royal As., Soc., III. 337-352. Temples near the great Naga shrine at Angkor in Cambodia with a four-faced head of Brahma struck by Mr. Ferguson as a singular revival of the ancient and in other places, where worship of the great Hindu gods was first roused. Only in one place in India it is usually said is there a shrine of Brahma. This place is Pushkar or Pokarn lake seven miles north of Ajmir. Have the two temples in Rajputana and in Cambodia any connection in date and in the persons who built and who worshipped in them. The dates are not far apart; the eighth or ninth century is a probable period for them both. The builders and the worshippers at Pokarn may with fair certainty be taken to have been Gujjaras. The attempt has been made in the note on Western India in Cambodia (Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, Appendix) to trace how a tribe of northerners may have passed down the Kahl and across the Kashmir valleys, over the Himalayas and by the back of the Himalayas and down the valley of the Yangtsekiang have reached Turkana and Ankor. If the claim of evidence is not too weak the tribe or horde who made this remarkable migration were the White Hutas. It has been shown with fair probability that the MIhras and the Gujjaras who formed leading elements in the great White Huta horde were Khasars that is were White Hutas. The Khasars and White Hutas were notable respecters of Brahmanas. According to the Rajputa Sangini Mihirakula the great White Huta champion (A.D. 900-950) who had walked through streams of Buddhist blood was glorified after death because of his respect for Brahmanas. The Khasars or Gujjaras were raised to special rank above all other Rajputs because they were Brahman-made in the 48th on Mount Arun. So pleased with their devotion was Brahma or the Brahma spirit that he adopted as his wife a Gujjar Gayatri. That the Pushkar or Pokarn Brahmanas are partly if not entirely Gujjaras seems the explanation of their peculiar position. To the Khasars whether in Cambodia or in Ajmir no deity would seem more worshipful than Brahmadev the divine Brahman. There therefore seems fair ground for holding that the builders of the Brahman temple at Pushkar and of the Brahman temple at Angkor were the same tribe. To what deity were these shrines raised? Many villages in Western India, especially in the south, have shrines of Brahmadev. Some of the wiler Korkars sing to and worship Brahmadev. The object of worship with the wilder Korkar tribes is the young Brahman priest; the object of worship with the Belgaum villagers is the ghost of some Brahman who was proved troublesome after death and who among the Konkan Kanches is known as Brahman Raksha the Brahman fiend. There is also a temple to Brahman the creator at Kolhapur.
APPENDIX C.

MISCELLANEOUS.

(1) CASTES.

Bajánia's or Musicians, also called Dholis or Drummers, are found in small numbers chiefly in central and northern Gujarat. They claim to take their name from their patron Vajaí Mán. They are divided into Parmáras and Nághoras who eat drink and smoke together and intermerry, the members of each branch being forbidden to marry among themselves. They are strongly built and have well cut features. Their complexion is black, their hair lank, and their eyes small and bright. The men sometimes have beards and generally wear the hair long.

The men dress in a waistcloth a waistcoat and a roll of cloth wound round the head. The women wear a robe a bodice and a loose petticoat. Their ornaments are made of tin and brass. Their home tongue is Gujaráti. As they move about the country during the fair season they live in booths; in the rainy season they live in temporary huts roofed with grass and branches. Their furniture includes earthen pots, wooden mortars for pounding rice, and grindstones. They carry with them large cloths with which they construct their tents. These as well as their kit are carried on the backs of donkeys. They eat flesh of all kind except the flesh of the pig and the cow and they drink liquor. Their ordinary food is kódra, báni, and mánzí. They eat food cooked by almost all classes including Musalmáns, but will not touch food prepared by Dhédás, Chámadás, and other depressed classes. They also refuse meat prepared by Darjías tailors, because at their weddings Darjías offer their god the image of a cow made of gaí or molasses.

They earn their living by beating drums at weddings, by performing athletic feats on ropes, by carrying the legs of cota, and by selling wooden ladles and mortars for pounding rice. They also make baskets, repair grindstones, and work as field-labourers. They carry off cattle and are guilty of other field offences. Under a headman or Náik they move about in gangs of ten to twelve. They are forbidden entering each other's beat on pain of excommunication. They remain in each camp sometimes for a fortnight. They belong to the Bijárági sect and believe in demonology and witchcraft. They keep no household gods. They hold one Sambhála Náik in special veneration as he is said to have lost his life in performing a wonderful athletic feat. They also worship the goddess Khodíáj.

At the birth of his first son a Bajánia feeds his friends with wheat flour mixed with coarse sugar. On the sixth day after a birth a lamp is lighted in the lying-in room and near it wheat flour is strewn. They call no Bráhman to officiate at any of their ceremonies. The uncle of the bride or an elder member of her family presides on the day of marriage. The bridegroom's father pays twelve rupees to the bride's father of which four rupees are spent in purchasing clothes for the bride. On the day fixed for a marriage, which usually takes place in the rainy season, a square is formed outside the bride's house by setting four empty earthen pots one at each corner. A bamboo frame festooned with mango leaves is raised.
over these pots. In the presence of the bride's father or other elder male relation the bride and the bridegroom walk four times round the square and stand facing Bajāniās in Kathiawār. They then offer a coconut to a lamp which is lighted or to a pot which has been filled with water in honour of Sambhai Nāik. No ceremonies are performed at a woman's first pregnancy. Bajāniās bury their dead. Rice balls are offered on the tenth and eleventh days after death and caste people are feasted on the twelfth day when a cot and some clothes belonging to the deceased are given to his sister's son. The widow marries the younger brother of the deceased and divorce is allowed. Before marriage the widow receives a double share from the earnings of the hand to which her husband belonged, because, they say, the widow of Sambhai Nāik was allowed a double share on her husband's death. Caste disputes are settled by five leading men. They do not send their boys to school and as a class are poor.

Bhois, Palaquin-bearers and Fishers, 87,263 strong, are found all over the province. According to their own story they are Rajputs from Lucknow in the North-West Provinces. They have nine subdivisions Bakoriās, Bhashvās, Gadhchās, Gudās, Kārs, Māχhīs or Dhimars, Mālis, Melās, and Purabīs. Of these Mālis and Bakoriās eat together and intermarry; Mālis Gudās and Kārs eat with one another but do not intermarry; the rest neither eat together nor intermarry. They are strongly built and dark like Kolis. The men generally wear a tuft of hair on the head and in north Gujarāt the beard. Except the Purabīs whose home speech is Hindustāni, they speak Gujarāti. Some of them live in houses with walls of brick and mortar and with tiled roofs, but most of them in huts with mud walls and thatched roofs. A few houses have bedsteads, grainshaking pestles, and brass and copper pots; but most have earthen cooking pots, grindstones, a wooden pitcher, and fishing nets. Besides coarse grain they eat fish and the flesh of goats. They drink liquor and take opium. The men wear a coarse waistcloth reaching to the knee, or a pair of trousers, a jacket, and a turban, or a piece of cloth wound round the head. The women wear a petticoat, a short-sleeved jacket or bodice, and a cloth thrown over the head. The women's ornaments are silver or brass bracelets, lac or wooden bracelets, silver or brass anklets, and a silver necklace. Fishing, growing water chestnuts, and carrying palaquins or litters are their chief means of livelihood. Some till lands and work as field labourers; others tend sheep and goats and sell grass or fuel and ḍabul tooth-brushes; some are household servants and water-carriers as Pakhālis or Bhistis, and some, like Bhangīs, winnow the street dust for grains of gold and silver.

Bhoi fishers fish only in small streams and pools. They use both hand-nets and stake-nets. The hand-net or āzā jāl is a casting net. The stake-nets are of two kinds. One called sādā or bhāudār is described as fixed across a stream and strengthened at intervals by stakes, which are not fastened into the ground, but tightened by a couple of ropes at either end. This net is sometimes used as a drag-net hauled by ropes against the stream. A similar net, the supra jāl or boheri, has a bag or purse in the middle. In these nets the smallest mesh is about one-sixth of an inch in diameter. During the rains the Bhois fish at night. They work generally in couples, wading in pools and still places where the floodwaters have overflowed the regular river banks. As they move along one of them holds a wisp of burning hay near the surface of the water, and while the fish are drawn by the light to the top his partner entrap
them in a net. The nets used for this torch-fishing are of three kinds: (1) the ordinary hand-net, cikpoja or hotth jâl; (2) the kandao, a piece of netting about four feet square, which is thrown over the fish as he shows on the water, and is then beaten smartly with a stick; (3) the jânda, a net about four feet long with a piece of bamboo passed through both ends. In fishing with the jânda each fisher holds an end of the net in one hand, and, as they move along, they dredge the pool. Harpooning is said to be unknown. These methods of fishing by torchlight are specially successful in the case of the râà fish, which in times of flood leave the main stream and rest in pools and backwaters. The Bhois are so at home in the water that the alligator will, it is said, from fear of them swim across a pond or a river to get out of their way.

Besides fishing, Bhois grow water-chestnuts slâgodâs Trappa biconis. The water-chestnut is an important food-plant containing a great deal of sweet starch not unlike the common chestnut. It is eaten either boiled or ground into flour for fast-slay cakes. The nuts are planted in moist pond-bottoms in June, and, as the pond fills, the nuts send to the surface a cellular stem and bulbous head, from which proceed brown spear-shaped floating leaves. In September white flowers like the jumâin show themselves among the leaves and give place to a profusion of nuts which are ready to be taken off in October. The cellular stem is attached to the mud by fibrous creeping roots, which extend under the mud and throw up new stems to the surface. A few pounds of nuts set wide apart will fill a whole pond, and an acre will yield 400 pounds weight (10 mams) and be worth about Rs. 30. The cultivation of the pond-chestnut is very trying and can be undertaken only by Bhois, as the leaves have to be constantly cleared of a voracious worm which multiplies rapidly, and, if not watched, prevents the nut ripening. In clearing the plants of these worms the Bhoi swims all over the pond, resting his chest on a pair of inverted earthen pots and closely examines every leaf, crushing the worms between his forefinger and thumb. Except in Native States palanquin bearing has almost died out. Bhois as a class are poor. The Panch Mahâla Bhois live to a great extent by growing water-chestnuts and water and musk melons, but their fondness for drink has sunk most of them in debt. Many of them are suspected characters and have a poor name for honesty. Most Bhois worship Mothers or Mâtâs, though some of them are Bijnârgis, Râmândaus, Shaivas, and Vallabhadras. In the Panch Mahâla they keep in their houses Meladi Mâta, the image of a deceased woman of the family who is worshipped when they intend to harass an enemy or to exercise an evil spirit, in which art several Bhois of Godhra have special skill. In other parts of the province they have no house-gods and except on holidays do not visit Hindu temples. All but a few in Brouch are said to believe in sorcery, witchcraft and omens. Their chief holidays are Dinâs in June-July, Gokâl Bâthim in July-August, and Nâvârû in September-October. Some of them visit the ordinary places of Hindu pilgrimage. Their priests are Modhs and Andich Brâhmins whom they call Pandita and to whom they pay Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 at marriages and deaths. No ceremony is performed on the birth of a child. After the sixth day some worship the goddess Chhatthi. The mother remains impure fifteen to thirty days, after which she does her usual work. Except among a few no name-giving or food-giving ceremonies are performed. Their marriage pregnancy and death rites do not differ from those observed by Kanbis. Marriage between near relations is forbidden. Widows are allowed to marry, and, except among the Bhois of Brouch, divorce is easy. Few Bhoi boys attend school.
Padhāriās are found in small numbers in almost every village bordering on the large lake and fen area known as the Naţ in the Dholka and Viramgam sub-divisions. They are said to be Kolis who were put out of caste for eating dead animals and retired to the borders of the Naţ. Padhāriās both men and women find their chief occupation in cutting grass and digging out grass roots and selling them to other villages. The men also, like Vaghriś, fish and catch duck which they eat or sell to Musulmans. Their chief food is bri that is the roots of the grass which after digging they pound into pulp with a wooden hammer. The pulp is then made into bread, which with dry onions is their daily food. Only when they have been lucky in fishing and snaring can they afford the luxury of millet or wheat bread. Those who are rich enough to own a net catch wild duck by spreading a net over the patches of grass where ducks alight to feed. Others lie in the morning in the grass and roads and catch ducks by their legs as they alight. Ducks when caught have their wings broken and fetch about an anna a-piece. The Padhāriās are Hindus in religion and like other low caste Hindus of the Naţ-Kantha worship Hinglē Mātī. Other Kolis look down on them and marry among themselves only. Padhāriās are very badly off. The destruction of life they cause makes them hateful to the higher class Hindus to whom the taking of life is the one deadly sin. The men are tall and stalwart, dark-skinned and with large rolling eyes; the women also are above middle height, lean, and dark. Well-to-do Padhāriās dress like other Kolis.

Before marriage the bridegroom pays the bride’s father fifty rupees. If the husband dies unless she can repay the bridegroom’s family or his subdivision of the tribe these fifty rupees the widow must marry the brother or other male relation of her husband. In Shāpur, Upardal, Jhāmp, and Siāl where they are found in numbers the Padhāriās form a jumāt or community the richest being chosen Patel or head. In villages where they are less in number they accept the village Patel as their head.

Pavaya’s also called Fāndā or Hirā is an unnach, are found in small numbers in the Kadli division of Baroda and in the State of Navānagar in Kathiawār. The class is recruited from both Hindus and Musulmans, who consider themselves the creatures or rather the temples or homes of the goddess Bāhucharājī. Except that they do not dine together Pavayas from Hindu and from Musulman families are closely alike. According to their tradition a king of Chāmpāner named Bāriya was unhappy because he had no son. He was a devout worshipper of the goddess Bāhucharājī and through her favour a son was born who was named Jeto. This Jeto was born impotent and Bāriya, out of respect to the goddess through whose favour the son was obtained, set him apart for her service. Bāhucharājī appeared to Jeto in a dream and told him to cut off his private parts and dress himself as a woman. Jeto obeyed the goddess and the practice has since been kept up by the men who join the class. Impotence is the indispensable qualification for admission into the caste. When an impotent man asks to be admitted he goes to one of the Pavaya’s who puffs into his right ear, bores both ears with the point of a needle, and administers to him a solemn oath never to steal and never to act as a pimp to any private woman. The novice is admitted on probation. He eats coarse sugar, puts on woman’s clothes, receives a new name, and has a feast given to his castepeople. The new names are feminina names, generally ending in dé, such as Dhanādé, Jhinide, Lādude, and Khimde. The probationary period lasts from six to twelve months during which the conduct of the novice is carefully watched and his impotency tested by
prostitutes. When impotency is established, the next important ceremony is the cutting off the genital parts. For this purpose the novice bathes, dresses himself in clean clothes, and worships the image of the goddess. He prays to her to grant a propitious day for the operation. If at the first sitting the required day is not granted he continues such sittings till the goddess conveys her assent. If the operation is performed on a day approved by the goddess the result is seldom fatal. The texture of the penis and testicles of the impotent are said to be naturally fit for castration, the nerves being weak and insensitive. Behind a screen set up for the purpose the lopping is performed with a razor by the person himself without any assistance. This is held to correspond to a birth ceremony which makes the patient a member of the caste. After the operation the patient lies for three days on a cot on his back without moving. During that time thirty pounds of sesame oil is continuously poured on the part lopped off. For ten days more or till the wound is healed it is now and again washed with a decoction of bori, Zizyphus jujuba and behul, Acacia arabica bark. On the sixth day after the operation coarse wheat flour mixed with molasses and clarified butter is distributed among the castepople. The patient remains screened for forty days during which he eats light food. Clarified butter is his chief nourishment and he is forbidden the use of redpepper oil and asafetida.

In A.D. 1880 the Gaekwar of Baroda forbade castration in his State to the great sorrow of the Pavayes, who say that by thus remaining in their natural condition they displease the goddess and that during seven future lives they will remain impotent as a punishment for failing to sacrifice the useless member. Pavayes bury their dead. After death the body is washed and laid on a cot covered with a sheet and perfumed. The body is shrouded in a clean coverlet for burial. As they are neither males nor females the Pavayes do not touch the coffin which is carried and the burying is performed by Musalmans, the companions of the dead standing by mourning. On the dya or tenth day and on the chilla or fortieth day after a death the dearest companion of the deceased is bound on pain of expulsion to feed the castepople and the Musalmans bearers. A tomb is raised over the dead. They keep images of Bahucharaji in their houses and worship them daily and when on begging tours are careful to visit her shrines in the Chuvai. They keep both Hindu and Musalman holidays.

The Pavayes are dark well built and tall with feminine features and gestures. They wear the hair long and have smooth faces without mustache or beard. They wear a long waistcoat and a petticoat. They live on coarse grain, but have no objection to eat fish and the flesh of sheep and goats. They drink liquor and take opium. They live as beggars singing the praise of their patron goddess Bahucharaji. In begging they stand in front of some villager clap their hands and offer him the usual blessing “May Mother Bahucharaji do you and your children good!” or “Aho Bhavani, that is Rise goddess Bhavani.” If any one fails to give them alms they abuse him and if abuse fails they strip themselves naked, a result which is greatly dreaded as it is believed to bring dire calamity. They beg in bands within certain beats and receive fixed yearly dues in kind or in cash from shopkeepers, carpenters, tailors, shoemakers, goldsmiths, Lohars, Bhatis, Bharvais, Dheds, Sathvacs, and Charams. They also receive fees from every Kani on the birth of a son, and in most parts of Gujarát when a son is born to a barren woman or to a woman who has had no male issue, Pavayes are called
and made to dance in front of the house. In Navánagar they used to purchase orphan girls for prostitution, but this practice has been stopped. Social disputes are settled by four or five leading men of the caste who have power to excommunicate any member who has been found guilty of committing theft or acting as a pimp to any private woman. The person outcasted is readmitted on paying a penalty.

Raývalás, or Rávals, 50,400 strong, are found all over Gujarãt and Kathiawar. They appear to be of Rajput origin and are subdivided into Sákhiás that is clansmen also called Bháts meaning bards, and Váháliás that is carriers. Sákhiás are divided into Jogi Rávals, Máru Rávals, and Patái Rávals. Though as a rule both Sákhiás and Váháliás eat together and intermarry, the Jogis do not mix freely either with the Patáis or the Máru. Surat Rávals are divided into Khambálás, Rájbhárás and Surtís, and Ahmedábád Rávals into Bárías Bhális Bhominás, Makáchás and Ullías. The five Ahmedábád subdivisions eat together but do not intermarry. Among Rávals as a rule persons of the same clan do not marry and marriage with girls on the maternal side is disallowed. All are nominally vegetable-sellers and keep assès to carry vegetables. They also employ themselves in carrying grain from villages to towns.

As a rule Rávals are tall, well built, dark and sun burnt. The men shave the face except the mustache and whiskers, which they allow to grow long and tie their whiskers behind their ears like Káthis and Rajputs. They speak Gujarãti. They dress in a waistcloth dhoti, a small jacket báni, and an ochre-coloured headscarf pholía. The women are short, dark, and stout. The women spin wool at home to make saddle-cloths. They live in huts of reed and palm leaves. Except in Kairú where they are said to eschew fish and flesh, Rávals eat fish mutton and fowl and drink liquor. Some of them take opium. They live by beating drums, by begging grain or cooked food, and by casting out evil spirits. The Váháliás Rávals tend sheep and assès and work as carriers and labourers; some weave coarse tape and a few cultivate land. Some of the owners of assès are well-to-do having a stock of 200 to 500 head. The tapewavers are badly off owing to jail and other competition. They are Hindus in religion worshipping Hinglaj Mátã and having a name for special piety. Their priests are ascetics Sañhus of their own caste who officiate at all their ceremonies except at marriages when they call in a Tapodhán Bráhman. They believe in witchcraft soothsaying and evil spirits. As a rule Rávals perform only birth marriage and death ceremonies. When a child is born the mother is considered impure and keeps her room from twelve to thirty days, at the end of which she goes to a well, bows before it and fetches water, and is allowed to leave her room and mind the house. On the sixth day a little vermilion powder and redlead, a pen and a piece of paper with inkstand, and a folded turban with an iron arrow fixed into it if the child is a boy, and a piece of a robe bound with wire if it is a girl, are laid on a low stool in the lying-in room, and on the thirteenth the child is named and cradled by women neighbours who are asked to the house. A Tapodhán Bráhman priest is asked to the bride’s house where the bridegroom comes and is married to the bride at a lucky moment. The ceremony is completed by the pair moving round a raised altar where a sacred fire is glowing. On the evening of the twelfth day after a death they set a low stool before a lamp made of rice-flour paste fed with clarified butter and on the stool lay rice, wheat, vermilion, flowers, fruit,
and cocoa-kernel and sit near it all night. On the anniversary of a death the chief mourner shaves his face clean and a Rával priest officiates at the death ceremony. Rávals allow widow-marriage the younger brother having the choice of marrying his elder brother’s widow. The husband is at liberty to leave his wife at any time but the wife cannot leave the husband without his consent. The right of inheritance remains with the male line. They have caste councils and headmen in large villages.

Thoris, a wandering tribe, are found in small numbers all over Gujarát. They are divided into Garús, and Makváns who differ in no way except that intermarriage is not allowed. Though apparently partly at least of Rajput descent, Thoris are one of the classes whose touch is held to pollute. Of the cause of their degradation no tradition remains. They support themselves by making and selling bedsteads called kathroli or chálries with frames of wood and mattresses of coarse tape. Thor women sell or barter for grain-plaited reed baskets. They used to carry salt. They neither labour nor beg. They sometimes earn a little by singing and playing on a lute. They are reputed to be cattellifters and pilfer. They travel in bands of ten to fifteen making small reed or sarbut huts when they halt and carrying the reed baskets and bedsteads on asses when they move. They form two bands one settled in Kapadvanj who travel in Dholka Káin and the Panch Maháts, the other whose head-quarters are at Mándra close to Chândod on the Narmada who seldom pass beyond Rewa Káithá limita. When at their head-quarters during the rains Thoris do no work beyond tending goats which they place in charge of Rabáirs or shepherds when they start on their tour. In moving from place to place the well-to-do show much kindness to the poorer families supplying them with asses to carry their kit. Their home tongue is a rough Gujarátí and they understand Hindustání. The men wear a waistcloth dhotoi, a jacket bandi, and a long narrow headcloth called jāláo. The women wear a petticoat of red and white cloth and a loose bodice. Their ornaments are brass bangles and brass anklets with loose-set stones which rattle as they walk. The men shave each other and rarely call in a barber. All social disputes are settled by a committee or panch whose decision is final. On the day of the birth of a woman’s first child, the women of the band come to the house sing and name the child each receiving a present of molasses. The men also come to congratulate the father and are entertained with liquor. Except in honour of a woman’s first child no ceremony is performed on the day of a birth, but after the third or fourth day women come to the house and name the child. A woman remains impure for a fortnight after childbirth and for a fortnight longer is not allowed to fetch water or to cook. All marriage ceremonies are performed by a committee or panch not by a Bráhman. Thorí girls are not married till they are old enough to live with their husbands. On the marriage day a cloth-beast or tent is raised in front of the house of the bride’s father. In this booth the committee sit and in front of them two heaps of rice are piled and on one of the heaps is set a lighted lamp of ghi or clarified butter. The bride is carried in by her sister’s husband and set on the open side of the tent facing the piles of rice. His sister’s husband carries in the bridegroom who pays the bride’s maternal uncle a rupee and a half and is seated on the bride’s right. The bride and bridegroom stretch out their right hands, the bridegroom’s hand resting on the bride’s. Two members of the committee tie round the right wrists of the couple a string to which is fastened a wedding-nut or midhál and wind cotton thread round the two wrists. A ball of cooked rice is
dropped into the right hand of each of the couple which they smell and throw behind them. The ceremony ends by the bride giving the bridgroom cooked rice to eat. In the after-part of the day the father of the bride entertains the caste with cooked rice and gхи preceded in the case of the men by a draught of liquor. In the evening with singing the bride is taken to the bridgroom's. She remains five days, returns for five days to her father, and after five days more is led with singing to her husband. Before the wedding the father of the bridgroom pays thirty rupees to the bride's father, five of which are given to the committee to be spent in liquor. The bride's father presents the bride with a goat and a basket-making knife. Relations also give both bride and bridgroom money presents of from rupees to a copper. A widow may marry her husband's brother or if there is no brother one of his relations on the father's side. The only rite in connection with remarriage is that the castemen are given liquor and the castewomen molasses and that the father of the bridgroom makes the bride a small money present as dowry. Any one dying of small-pox or of any one who dies without having ever had small-pox is buried. All other bodies are burnt. On the third day after death relations make millet balls mixed with gхи and molasses and throw them to dogs to eat. On the twelfth day after the death of a man and on the eleventh day after the death of a woman the castemen are feasted on cooked rice and gхи. Children are feasted on the fifth day after the death of a child. Bechra is the only deity worshipped by Thoris. They make a cloth-shaped image of a woman, burn a gхи-fed lamp in front of the image, and call it Bechra Matā. On Daśara in October they sacrifice and eat a buffalo or a goat in Bechra's honour. When threatened with cholera they also eat buffalo or goat, the mess being mixed with that of beef or of some other animal, but pork and beef are prohibited. They never employ Brāhmans.

Vāgrhis. History.

Vāgrhis numbering 109,583 are found in all parts of Gujarāt. According to their own medium-priests or Bhuvás the name Vāgrhi means Tiger-like, but a more likely derivation is from the vāgūs or sandhills of the Rajputāna desert. It may however be derived from vāgurs or vāghurs meaning net, in which case Vāgrhis would mean a tribe of netters. The Vāgrhis of Gujarāt probably belong to the Bāgri tribe inhabiting the Bāgar country, a tract between the south-western border of Hariana and the Shara in the North-West Provinces. They are said to have sprung from the Sanyas or Sanśis, a well-known race of plunderers in the Panjāb and other countries. Originally they were Rajputs but they have degenerated to a very low social position. The progenitor of the Sanśi family was one Sanśi Muli from whom sprang the Bāgris, Budhaks, Gidias, Harhuriās, Kickacks, Kunjurs, Moghias, and others, their clan names varying with the country they inhabit. The children of Muliia the younger brother of Sanśi Muli are the Beriha Koḷhā and Doms, who are also variously called according to the territory in which they mostly reside. As the Sanśi tribe multiplied and their means of subsistence diminished they migrated and divided into clans which were variously called, but those who stayed in Mārwar obtained the name Bāgris or Bāgris. Whether they were so called from the country of Bāgar which they chiefly occupied before their dispersion or whether that country obtained its name from them is not clear.

1 Elliot's Races of the North-West Provinces, L. 9. The Vāgrhis are said to be probably an offshoot of the Koll tribe. Ind. Ant. II. 154.
2 Henty's Report, 48 footnote.
Their name, which seems to connect them with the vagade or sandhills of the north Rajputána desert, and their cringing, grip-sack manner suggest both their descent from some tribe of Jats and their origin from some invading Skythians or other northern conquerors who on the defeat of their masters by Hindu kings mingled with Búils, Kolás, and other low tribes, and sank to a degraded position. Though the variety in features is very great, a resemblance is often traceable to a Negrito-Mongolian type. Both among men and women the high cheekbones and narrow eyes are often observable combined with thick lips, massive jaws, and flat noses. The black hair though not woolly is mostly wavy. Vághris are superior to Dhedás but inferior to Kolás. In appearance and occupation, they seem associated with fowlers and birdcatchers known as Pardhis or Phanai-Pardhis. According to their own account, they are Chobán Raiputs whom Vihát claimed as her own and made Vághris. Their surnames do not favour a separate tribal origin. The names Bráhman, Chavát, Cháran, Kolá, Kumbhár, Pinjáro, and Vánio suggest a mixed people, descendants of men of higher classes, who, either in times of famine, or from a passion for a girl of the tribe, or from some breach of caste rule, sank to be Vághris. It is at the same time possible that the Vághris took these higher class names, because they formerly held service under Raiput and other high class families. That the Vághri community contains an element of higher caste outsiders seems beyond doubt.

Of the origin of their tribe their Bhuyás, literally fathers or priest-mediums, give the following account:

As there are Siva and Sakti so there are Bhagwán and Vihát. Devi the Vághris' guardian. In the Satyug Vihát and Bhagwán quarrelled. Vihát said, "If I suffer Bhagwán to live, more flowers will be offered to him than to me. I will kill Bhagwán. I swear that till I kill Bhagwán I will wear nothing but ochre or bhagwá clothes." She pursued Bhagwán to Bharatá where Bhagwán circumvented her and succeeded in building her into the Kákaría hothe a bastion of that city. When Vihát was entombed in the bastion, Bhagwán took refuge with the Navaavírgóla Devi or Guardian of Nine Hundred Ships, who hid him in the lower regions of Pátaí. In her bastion tomb from the sweat of her breasts Vihát made a man and gave him the small hourglass-shaped dákki or Vághri spirit-compelling drum. At the sound of the drum the entombed Vihát began to sway backwards and forwards like one possessed till the Kákaría bastion shook and burst in two. Vihát passed out wearing her ochre garments. She drove into the ground the lower end of a banner-staff, and the staff bent in the direction of the Guardian of the Nine Hundred Ships where Bhagwán lay hid in another of the Bharuch bastions. On her way to Bhagwán's bastion Vihát met the Guardian of the Nine Hundred Ships. She welcomed Vihát speaking her fair and saying "Sister, be pleased to enter one of my ships and sail. But first take off your travel-stained robes and array yourself in garments of mine." Forgetful of her vow Vihát agreed. "One more point" said the Guardian of the Nine Hundred Ships as they entered the vessel, "Promises to do no harm to anyone whom I may produce before you." Vihát promised and Bhagwán appeared. He prayed to be forgiven and Vihát pardoned him. In honour of their reconciliation Bhagwán presented Vihát with a buffalo as her

1 This Vihát is probably Viśá or Vihiá. It seems to have its root in vish or such an entrance and thus to be the gate-guardian and so the female form of Vihaú.
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... carrier or sāhan and the Shipguardian with a male goat. Vihāt returned to her home in the village of Bhankoda ten miles north of Virangān. After a time Vihāt started to destroy certain demons who had seized Dwārkā. She slew all but one, and, wearied with her labours retired to Mount Mera the Indian Olympus, where she slept twelve years. While Vihāt slept the survivor of the Dwārkā demons taking the form of a young buffalo went to Akula the home of Mahādev and Pārvati. Though Mahādev tried to dissuade her, Pārvati took pity on the lean stranger. She not only persuaded Mahādev to keep the buffalo with his bull but to promise to make him strong and fat. To fulfil this promise Mahādev gave the buffalo his charmed wristlet to chew. The buffalo swallowed the wristlet knowing it would make him immortal. From that hour the buffalo waxed so lusty that he ordered his field-fellow Mahādev's bull to tell his master to give him his wife Pārvati. On hearing this audacious request Mahādev upbraided Pārvati for the evil result of misguided pity. Mahādev knew that so long as the bracelet remained in the buffalo he could do the buffalo no harm. Mahādev sent the drummer made of Vihāt's sweat to waken the goddess and ask her to relieve him from his difficulty. The drummer carried a pair of khōkkha Butea fndoss leaves which by the power of Mahādev turned into a dākło or hourglass-shaped drum. At the sound of the drum Vihāt awoke. "I will come," she said. When she reached Mahādev she asked him to bring her Pārvati's clothes. These she put on and appeared before the buffalo demon and said "I am Pārvati. I am ready to marry you if you make the seven rounds with me on your back." The demon agreed, Vihāt mounted him and pressed him so hard that he bellowed with pain. On he galloped, but do what she could Vihāt could not weary him. He had the charmed wristlet still within him. By chance Kāli Māts saw Vihāt and resolving to help her turned herself into the small Devīl or Indian robin. The Devīl flew into the open mouth of the panting buffalo and picked from his brain the immortality-conferring wristlet. The buffalo fell dead and Vihāt drank his lifeblood. When Mahādev was giving each caste its rank one precept remained. This Vihāt claimed for her chosen drummers. "They are my worshippers or jāgrityas," she said. So they were first called Jāgris. Afterwards, because the Jāgris drank buffalo's blood which no animal but a tiger drinks, they came to be called Vāghris or Tigers.

There are four divisions of Vāghris: Chumariās or limeburners who are also cultivators and fowlers; Dātaniās who sell twig toothbrushes; Vānu who grow and sell the aśia a species of gourd and live in cities; and Pātanās who trade in wood and bamboo and sell chickens. They are also subdivided into Talabās, Porna, Mārvādi, Kānkorin, Sarāniā, Badia, Dhandārī, Tor, Chānti, Chumāra, and others. The Talabās and Porna only neither eat nor drink with other castes. The other divisions are of a lower grade and eat and drink together but do not intermarry. The Talabās marry only among themselves. In Vānkām there are two main divisions of the Vāghris one of which is again subdivided into forty-four sections as Sornkhia, Charolā, Kodval, Shrikāni,

1 There is in north Gujarat a class of men who live by the prostitution of their daughters who are also dancers and musicians called Jāgris and Jagnanas. They also claim descent from the musician of a Devī. But these Jāgris are far higher in the social scale and more well-to-do than the Vāghris and are also a handsomer race. They are Hindus and flesh-eaters and wine-drinkers like the Vāghris but would be much scandalized to own the Vāghris as cousins-germans.
Lohia, Kuthia, Vaghelia, Bhujjalia, and others. All these were originally Rajput Garasiás but degenerated afterwards. None of these intermarry. The second main division is that of the Vedvás who are mostly found in Márwár. These two main divisions neither eat nor drink together nor intermarry. In the Panch Maháls there are many subdivisions, the chief among them are Phaita, Kankodiá, Chawalá, Dandach or Dhandariá, Vahula, Márvádi, Veralá, Datánía, Vedné, Chumariá, and Vashá. Their surnames are Vágheola, Parmaí, Solanki, Chobán, Báthod, Sodha, Dangerathia, Vohma, Makjiga, Kechí, Barália, Keplia, Jotanía, and Kanjía. In Surtá their subdivisions are Uaghápaga, Metráí, Khoblávala, and Bachía. In Dhandhúka there are three divisions of the Vághris or woodcutters, Vedaríás or graziers, and Gándáriás or villagers.

Vághris are a rather small slightly built people for north Gujáratí. Few of them are above the middle height, but all are wiry and well proportioned. Their strength and powers of endurance are great and they attribute this power to the eating of the gho and sándha reptiles of the lizard species which a Vághri prizés very high. They are darkskinned, generally with coarse and irregular features, but light and active. A few of the younger women are well made and comely. As a rule both men and women are dirty and slovenly, and, though often well-to-do, always in rags and with the wince and fawning ways of beggars. Some of their Bhujías wear the topknot and beard and some the whisker and mustache. They speak Gujáráí. They live in small portable huts with mud walls erected by themselves. They always travel under a headman in bands of from five to ten with their families and animals staying two or three days in one place. Their furniture is a chariyás or bedstead, a handmill and a set of pots mostly earthen, a brass saucer tâáli, and a cup sâáka. The ordinary food of the Vághris is júvaí or kodría, bávtó, and bâjí. Rice is sometimes gleaned at harvest time. Excepting the cow and jackal they eat all animals including the pig. They do not eat carrion nor as they say other than Hindu food. Their favorite food is the flesh of the iguana or gho and sándha.1 Some are given to opium, but all drink spirits. The men are poorly clad in a pair of short breeches or waistcloths. They do not generally wear long coats. Their headdress is a scarf. The women are dressed in robes and petticoats and bodices. They wear silver earrings worth about 8 annas and wooden bangles on their wrists. They do not use anklets. Vághris go to work in the fields when there is work to be had. At other times they keep mahúda Bassía latifolia and ráíjas Mimusops hexandra trees. They pay a lump sum to the owner of the trees and sell the produce. They grow vegetable and fruit for sale. They generally keep fowls and sell eggs, catch birds, and go as shikáris or hunters. At other seasons they move from village to village, repair grindstones, rear sheep goats and cattle and sell them. Some are labourers. The Vághris of Nadiáí earn their livelihood by painting. Some keep pack-hullocks and work as carriers. As the people of the upper classes do not keep them in service and as there is no special work for them, Vághris earn a livelihood by various means. They closely imitate the call and voice of game and wild animals; they catch birds and make Hindus pay for letting them go. They supply the twigs used in tooth-cleaning and they fish in rivers. They chiefly depend on begging. They beg also under the disguise ofjoyás or astrologers.

1 The sándha is a reptile of the lizard species but darker and fatter and lives in the sand.
They traffic in green parrots which they buy from Bhils and sell for profit. They have a bad character for stealing. A few Vaghirs are said to have benefited in Ahmedabad by the introduction of steam factories and a few have laid out their money in ornaments and in building houses. They trade in young bullocks which they take in droves to all parts of Gujarat, from Sirohi in Rajputana to Balsar, and sell to cultivators giving their customers a year's credit.

Vaghirs are Hindus by religion. They have religious preceptors of their own. They take a S-anna silver piece and whisper in the ears of their disciples "Be immortal." They need no Brahman priests for betrothals marriages or deaths, but sometimes give small presents of a copper or two to a Brahman if he visits their houses and makes a Chandla or redpowder mark on the forehead. The gor of the Vaghirs is an Audich Brahman. The Bhuvas or priest-mediums play an important part in many Vaghri ceremonies. A Bhava is a male child born after the mother has made a vow that should Vihat grant her a son she would devote him to Vihat's service. No Bhava may cut or shave his hair on pain of a fine of ten rupees and no Bhava may eat carrion or food cooked by a Musalmán. The Vaghirs believe in spirits and lucky and unlucky days and omens. In the Panah Mahála many of them are called spirit-slayers. They believe that all diseases are caused by spirit-possession. The Bhuvas are the only Vaghirs into whose bodies Vihat Máta enters. Except these Bhuvas men of the Vaghri caste are seldom possessed. Among the women cases of possession are not uncommon. They believe that their daka or hourglass-shaped drum has power to force the possessing spirit to give its name and state on what terms it will leave the possessed. It is by a Bhava that all marriages, ordeals, and rites in Vihat's honour are performed. The Vaghirs have no special birth or naming ceremonies but at marriages the skirt-tying and shrime-circling are under the direction of the Bhuvás or priest-mediums. Vaghirs worship gods and goddesses, chief amongst whom are Dagaitya, Hanumán, Kálika, Khudiár, Máráji, Meladi, Thukor, Varbhani, Hadkai, and Vihat. They also worship the planets and elements.

Vaghirs keep four yearly holidays: Holli at the Fágoa (March-April) fullmoon; Gokal Ashtami or Krista's Birth-night, the dark eighth of Sháipán August-September; Navaratri, the Máta's Nine Nights, and the Diváli or lamp feast in October-November. On the Gokal Ashtami in August-September they make a clay Krista. The women sing and dance before him and next morning throw him into the sea. On Navaratri or Máta's Nine Nights they fast and some of them keep images of the goddess in their huts. Very few observe other Hindu holidays. Vaghirs go on pilgrimages. Their ancestors are Vir and Narsejó. Among them Gokharió of Kadi and Motido of Sihor are considered great saints. They do not belong to any particular sect.

The Vaghirs pride themselves on the chastity of their women. When a family returns home after a moneymaking tour to Bombay or some other city, the women are taken before Vihat and with the women is brought a buffalo or a sheep which is tethered in front of Vihat's shrine. They must confess all their slightest shortcomings. "Two weeks ago when begging in Parsi Bazaar a drunken sailor caught me by the hand. Another day a Miya or Musalmán ogled me, and forgive me, Devi, my looks encouraged him." If the Devi is satisfied the sheep or buffalo shivers. The Bhuvás cut off its head and after
offering a few tit-bits in the goddess' fire the tribe holds a feast on its flesh. If the woman fails to make a clean breast of her shortcomings Vihát refuses her offerings, and, in her wrath, sickness or slays some member of the family. If a Vághrí woman's chastity is suspected her husband asks a Bhuvá to attend at Vihát's shrine. He brings his wife along with a buffalo and sheep before the Mother. The sheep and the buffalo are tethered in front of the shrine. The husband makes the woman swear to tell the truth. The woman swears her innocence. The Bhuvá addresses the Mother: "Mother, if this woman has committed no sin be pleased to take the sheep." If the trembling of acceptance seizes the sheep the woman's innocence is half-established. The Bhuvá again turns to the Mother and says "If this woman is guiltless be pleased to take this buffalo." If the buffalo trembles and fails the woman is guiltless and the Bhuvás attack the buffalo and sheep with their swords and slay them. Another ordeal is for the suspected woman to spread a cloth in front of the Mother. On this cloth the woman drops a handful of grain generally wheat. The woman says either odds or even. If for eighteen continuous times the woman is right she is innocent. When in the first form of ordeal the victim is not accepted, or in the second form if the woman's choice proves wrong, the Bhuvás sit in judgment and fine the suspected man who has to suffer alone. The woman lives with her husband as if nothing had happened, only a little lowered in the estimation of her neighbours.

When a Vághrí determines to make a vow to gain a wife, a child, or success in life, he buys a buffalo and takes it to Vihát's temple and tethers it. He tells the goddess his wish. From that time Vihát takes charge of the buffalo and sees that it neither strays nor is stolen. If the vow-maker's prayer is answered the Bhuvás are consulted and a day is fixed for the sacrifice. In the evening the Bhuvás come to the vow-maker's house. The vow-maker and his friends form a procession to Vihát's temple. First come the musicians, one beating Vihát's drum, a second clashing cymbals, a third blowing the long horn or Mangal which Lakshmi gave the Vághrí when Vihát gave them the drum. Then come the Bhuvás dancing garlanded with flowers and tossing their heads as if possessed. The women accompany chanting the song of Mahádev's messenger which aroused Vihát on Mount Mera after her twelve years' sleep. On reaching the temple the Bhuvás beat the buffalo with the flutes of swords and knives. If the buffalo trembles they know Vihát has accepted him. One of the Bhuvás cuts off the buffalo's head and other possessed Bhuvás leap forward and drink the gushing blood either tiger-like by sucking the wound or after catching the blood in their hollowed hands or in a cup. Next the Bhuvás make a havan or fire-offering to Vihát by throwing into a glowing fire in front of the Mátá's temple spiced pieces of the liver, the heart, the brain, and the flesh, repeating these words:

Mother, we offer thee this sacrifice for the good thou hast done and will still do. Suffer us to share in thy havings.

Are not we eaters of what thou hast left?

After this the raw flesh including the head is divided equally among all and the shares are taken to each house or hearth and eaten. The horns which alone are left are thrown on the roof of Vihát's temple. The following is an account of a Vághrí who arranged to offer a sheep to Mother Death in return for the gift of a son. About an hour before sunset four Bhuvás came bringing a black sheep. The four feet and brow of the sheep were washed and sprinkled with redpowder and chrysan-
themum garlands were thrown round its neck. The vow-maker and a band of men and women gathered in front of his hut. With them were four musicians, two with diklo hourglass-drums, one with cymbals, one with the long horn bhunagul. About half an hour before sunset they started in procession for Mari Mātā's temple. In front of the procession went two masters of ceremony; the chief a burly graybeard in a red turban his face covered with red powder; the second a smaller man also in a red turban. The masters have the black sheep in their charge which they lead and drive and sometimes carry in their arms. After the musicians follow the four Bhuvas, their hair streaming, their necks circled with loose chrysanthemum garlands, their bodies bare to the waist. They dance waving their arms and tossing their heads. They are possessed by Vihāt Mātā. Then follow a few men and thirty or forty women all singing as they go. When they reach the space in front of the temple the company gathers under the banyan tree, the women at some little distance behind maintaining a constant chanting.

The two managers place the sheep which stands quiet and trembling close to the shrine of Mother Watcher. Behind them the drummers trumpeter and cymbal-clasher play with fierce excitement, the drummers wriggling their bodies now laughing now nodding, again tossing their arms, shouting the praises of the goddess, throwing their heads back as the wind-like force of the goddess pulses through them fuller or fainter. Between the musicians and the shrine the dancers go round in a small circle greatly excited. As the goddess stirs in them they wave their arms and toss their heads, sometimes standing sometimes sitting. They move in a circle without shouting or other noise, sometimes with a stiff jerkiness sometimes with a graceful flowing step. While the four Bhuvas dance and toss and the women chant, the second manager brings the brass platter with the cocconuts and the red and yellow powder close to Mother Watcher's little shrine. He breaks the coconut and pours some of the milk over the head and back of the sheep. He scatters the red and yellow powder over the sheep and pours palm juice over its back from a bottle. The sheep shakes its head violently, a sign that it is accepted by the Mother.1 'Māta ki Jay' 'May the Mother win' shout the whole company of Vāghris. A loud roll of the temple drum gives the signal for the sacrifice.2 The second of the managers steps forward sickle in hand. He draws the sheep into the open space a yard or two from the small shrine and with two cuts across the neck and some sawing of the throat severs the head from the trunk. He at once lays the bleeding head at the mouth of the Rakhwāl Mātā or Mother Watcher's shrine. While the headless body struggles on the ground, the

1 The sense of considering the shaking or trembling of the sheep a sign of acceptance is that the trembling is thought to be due to the entrance into and possession of the sheep by the Mother. It is an instance of the great religious law that God enters into and possesses the offering. Of other examples of the law may be noted the Hindu pradak or sacred food offered to idols and the Christian sacraments.

2 This is explained as showing the chief Devī's wish that the sacrifice should proceed. More correctly the drums show the most or lucky moment. That moment is the most when the guardian influences are strongest and the šāl the time or death influences weakest. Still even at the luckiest moment an element of ill-luck is present. It is to scatter this element of ill-luck, this crowd of ill-omened spirits that the drums are beaten at the moment of sacrifice that shouts and the crash of drums and trumpets fill the air when the šāl's or widow-immolation pyre is lighted; that a cry is raised and guns are fired at the instant of marriage. The Gujarati proverb says 'May the Dew or good influence come and the Šāl or bad influence go.'
other master presses it, and as the blood gushes out, he catches the flow in his hollow hands and pours the blood over the round red-painted stone where lives the Devi.

One or two of the company scrape the blood off the ground and drop it over the Devi. Meanwhile the four Vihāṭ-possessed Bhuvās keep tossing their heads and circling to the fierce drumming and trumpeting, and the band of Vāghri women keep chanting their refrain. One of the four Bhuvā's dancers before the dead sheep and bending over it clutches the wool under its belly in both hands. The fierceness of his tossings and convulsions shows how Vihāṭ in him longs for her draught of blood. But in Bemhsy, at least in public, the sucking of victims is forbidden, and one of the masters prevents the Bhuvā's attempt and makes him rejoin the other dancers. One of the men lifts the dead sheep in his arms, the drummers and hornblowers start, and the company follows to their homes where the sheep will be cooked, and flesh and liquor served to all. The sheep is cut in pieces, cooked in one place, and the meat distributed to all, and enjoyed at a joint feast by those who can attend. The fit passes off the four possessed Bhuvās. They stand quietly tiding themselves and tying their loose hair. They take off their chrysanthemum garlands and throw them high into the banyan branches. Except the bleeding head at the mouth of the shrine and two pools of blood on the ground no trace of the sacrifice is left.

Among Vāghris a girl is married between the age of 10 and 15 and a boy after the age of 10. Twenty rupees are given to the bride's father together with a suit of clothes for the bride. At the time of the betrothal the bridegroom and his parents come to the bride's house where dinner is served, after which they go back. A few days before the marriage a booth is erected before the houses of the bride and bridegroom. The boy is asked to dine at the girl's house and when he approaches the house he is waved with a light. He is then taken to the marriage altar or chaursi, a raised clay platform about four inches thick and about two feet square. On the platform are placed betelnuts and eight copper. A Brahman priest officiates in some cases while in others one of themselves acts as priest. The bride and bridegroom are made to bow to Ganesah and afterwards, when their clothes are tied together, they take four turns round the chaursi and sit on a quilt. A fire sacrifice or haw is performed and a member of their caste joins the hands of the bride and bridegroom. A dinner is given to the caste in honour of the occasion.

Among Vāghris of the Panch Mahāls, the family goddess is first installed in the house before and during the marriage. The bridegroom when he approaches the bride's house is waved with a light. No Brahman priest officiates at the marriage. The younger brothers of the bride and bridegroom or some of the Vāghris themselves act as priests. The bows of the bride and bridegroom are marked with vermilion. Marriage-wristlets of the midhal Vanguheriva spinosa nut are tied round

1 It is interesting to find so clear an instance of the rule that the red smearing of Hindu gods and god-inhabited stones, trees, and animals represents blood-smearing like the bloodsmearing of their door-posts by the Passover-keeping Jews. This practice of bloodsmearing suggests the still wider law that the luckiness of red is because red represents blood. Further the story in the text of Vihāṭ sucking the blood of the dying buffalo demon and the name-giving practice of the Vāghris of sucking the blood of victims shows that blood is lucky because it is the early food and drink. The life of the victim which passes into the drinker scares the demon Thirst, Hunger, and Wantness.
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Marriage.

Birth.

There are no birth ceremonies among the Vaghris. After the birth of a child the mother remains apart for six to ten days. A woman of the caste serves as midwife. On the sixth night a figure of Brahma is laid on a low stool with a lamp fed with clarified butter and a sword or knife. The child is bathed and dressed and its forehead marked with vermilion. It is then made to bow before the low stool and children are fed with molasses and boiled jyuvar. The aunt of the child then names it, having first consulted a Brahman priest or some old man or woman of the caste. At Gogha, in the case of the birth of a male child the mother remains apart for six days and in that of a female child eight days. On the sixth day bread of jyuvar flour weighing five-sixteenths of a seer is made, a thin layer of cotton is laid on the hands of the boy and a pin made of the stalk of the pipoal Ficus religiosa leaf is placed under his pillow. The mother adores and names the child. In the Panch Mahals on the sixth day women are invited and each treated to a sixteenth seer of cooked wheat flour mixed with sugar shīra. Water is brought in a vessel, some gold and fire are put into it and after a little of it has been drunk four times out of a cup of swallowwort or ashak leaves by the confined woman she is considered pure enough to do her household work except cooking which she is forbidden to do for a month.

Death.

Generally Vaghris bury the dead, burning being more expensive. On the occasion of the death of a grown-up member of a family a caste-dinner consisting of rice ṭāvīg and ghi is given and about a hundred rupees spent. In the Panch Mahals the mourners bury the dead, then bathe, and return home. They eat aam or Indian lilac leaves, and wash their mouth with water and are considered pure. The son-in-law of the deceased brings cooked jyuvar from his house and feeds the mourners with it. On the third day the chief mourner shaves his face clean and bathes and takes a ball of wheat from the house of the deceased and places it on the spot under which the body is buried. On the twelfth or some other day a caste-feast is given if the means of the deceased permit. At Gogha on the twelfth day cooked rice pulse and oil are given to the sister's son and to dogs. In Kachh every year or every alternate year a Brahman priest is called, a new sacred thread is put on, a sacred fire is kindled, and the tail of a cow is bathed in water.

Vaghris never marry their girls either on their father's or on their mother's side below the fourth degree. In Kaira marriage with girls on the mother's side is not allowed. Vaghris allow widow-marriage as also divorce, but in the latter case the wife must be compensated and a written deed executed. The father has a right over his children. Inheritance descends in the male line. There is no system of adoption among the Vaghris. Vaghris have their putese or headmen. In Nadia every 400 houses of the Vaghris have a patet. All caste dispute are decided by the council of the caste. Vaghris are entirely uneducated.
HINDUS.

(II.) SEAFARING CLASSES.¹

Under Seafarers come eight leading classes, Māchhis, Khārvās, Bhois, Bhrādelās, Vāghers, Scrapās, Miānās, and Dhimars or Dhimars. To these must be added such of the large Koli population as are fishers and sailors and live in seaport towns and villages. Probably all Māchhis and some Khārvās are Koli by origin. Except the Bhois described above (page 504) and some Māchhis who are freshwater fishers living inland, all these classes are saltwater fishers and sailors. The most important of them, the skilful long-voyage sailors known as lascars, are Khārvās, Kolis, and Bhādelās, and to a less extent Vāghers and Miānās. The Kachch and Kāthiawād Khārvās are of three divisions, Rajput, Koli, and Musalmān, the Rajputs found between Mānḍvi and Vārāvāl, the Kolis between Dīn and Bhārvāgar, and the Musalmāns, probably Pathāns and better known as Nasīṣ or Nāsīṣ, chiefly of Gogha. The Bhādelās, who are Musalmān settlers from Arabia, are found in Bet, Dīn, Dwārā, Jāfarābād, and the Jānnagar ports. Cambay has a noted class of Khārvās, probably Rajputs, who are ranked highest, and work as skilled tile-turners and house and bridge builders. Of the Broach and Surat Khārvās a considerable number are Mahomedans, and the more skilful of them, both Mahomedans and Hindus and some Koli Māchhis, are skilful seamen and house and bridge-builders, especially those of Rāndār and Bhimpur near Dumas. The Vāghers and Miānās are found chiefly about the Gulf of Cutch on the Navānagar side, the Vāghers about Bet or Dwārā, and the Miānās about Vārāvāl further east. Once notorious pirates and freebooters, the Miānās are less enterprising sailors than the Khārvās and Kolis and confine themselves to coasting craft. The Saṅghās, once ferocious pirates and better known as Sangoarians in history, continue partly as seamen on the north Kāthiawād coast and as cattlebreeders and cultivators in Kachch.

Māchhis. 41,861 strong in A.D. 1891, are found chiefly in seaport cities, towns, and villages.² They appear to be Koli deriving their present name from their occupation of catching and living by the sale of māch (Sk. matsya fish). They have two divisions, Māchhis proper and Koli Māchhis, who eat together but do not intermarry. In south Surat there is also a colony of Deccan fisherfolk called Dhimars or Dhimars (Sk. dīmāra a fisherman) who dine with the Māchhi subdivisions. Broach has Khārvā Māchhis and Dhimar Māchhis who eat together but do not intermarry. In the Panch Mahāls Māchhis are divided into groups which do not generally intermarry. The Balsār Māchhis say they were Rajputs, who, in seeking refuge with a sage named Bāk Rīshī from Parshuṛān the Kshatriya slayer, were compelled to work as fishermen for their fish-eating rescuer. Their Panch Mahāls tradition is that they are the progeny of the sage Gautam who converted a mermaid into a rational woman, and lived with her. Another story is that Bhagvān, to punish the fish tribe for biting him when bathing in a river, produced a fish-meat from his body, and assigned to him and his descendants the occupation of fish-catching to rid the world of the fish nuisance. Māchhis are swarthy short and strongly built. They eat fish and flesh, but eschew beef and

¹ Contributed by Mr. Kastriyān Durgārān Dave, B.A., Fellow of the Bombay University.
² The details are: 19,210 in Surat, 13,038 in Kāthiawād, Baroda and other native states, 6418 in Broach, 1592 in the Panch Mahāls, 1504 in Bāna, and 79 in Ahmedābād.
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pork. They drink liquor and toddy in south Gujarát, and take opium in
the Panch Mahála. They wear short waistcloths or trousers, jackets, and
straw or cloth caps with a strip of cloth juta round it. As a class they
are hardy and industrious seldom committing crime. They are fond
of swimming, ignorance of which is regarded as a drawback. Their
women and children generally help them in fishing and in field and
house work. Among themselves Máchhi women are rude and noisy and
quarrel to such a great extent that the Gujaráti phrase Máchchhi dádo or
fishers' quarters answers closely to Billingsgate. Besides catching fish in
peaks rivers and the sea, Máchhiais proper ply boats on hire, sell vegetables,
turn tiles, cultivate, and work as labourers. Koli Máchhiais also cultivate,
but are more enterprising and serve as navigators or málams and captains
or mák HUDás on country craft and steamboats earning Rs. 3 to Rs. 5
monthly with board for short voyages between Bombay and Karúchi, and
Rs. 8 to Rs. 12 for long voyages to Maláhar and other distant parts. The
fisherman's favourite goddesses are Shikotari and Rînglû. Except in
Bulsár, they are not religious, visiting a temple but once perhaps in
their life or when on their marriage day they are by custom compelled
to visit the village god. They are strong believers in magic or witch,
the evil eye, witchcraft, evil spirits, and omens. They employ Bráhman
priests. At their caste dinners liquor and toddy are freely drunk.

Dhimars or Dhebra's are probably Deccan fishers who settled in
south Gujarát. Their speech bears traces of Maráthi, and they have
the peculiar north Konkan custom of naming their children from
the week-day of their birth, that is Mangalí being the name for a boy
born on a Tuesday and Budhí a boy born on a Wednesday. They eat
rice, ásti, fish, and tawer split pulse. When at sea they feed on rice fish
and meg green gram. A Bráhman officiates at their marriages.

Khârvâ's apparently Kákharavábas or salt-carriers, 12,807 strong in A.D.
1891, are found in the leading ports of Kachh, Káthiavád, and the south
Gujarát seaboard. They claim Rajput descent, their four branches in
Kachh being Jhûla, Jhûla, Ráthod and Solanki, and Gohil, Jhûla, Ráthod,
and Solanki in Káthiavád. In Pábdor, where they are mostly found,
they have such peculiar surnames as Gohilâ, Jung, Khodhâ, Kotârâ,
Mâdhavi, Mûtvârâ, Pánjivârâ, Póstârâ, Solávârâ, Surâj, Tôdârâ, and
Vândârâ. Their Gujarát surnames are Chohâ, Gohil, Jhûla, Pármar,
Sisodî, and Vâghela, and their tradition in Surât and Camby is, that,
having taken to salt-manufacture and seafaring, they sunk and came to be
called Khârvâs. Their Kachh tradition is that they fled from Jhûlâvád on
the persecution of the Emperor Arâ-ud-din Khilji in A.D. 1294, and were
sheltered by a Máchhi after whom they took to seafaring. The Pábdor
Khârvâs and also those in Mângrol, Nuvâsâgar, Vanâkhrâ near Dîu,
and Verávâl say that some came from Dwârkâ and some from the
Bhâvnagar coast, and disclaim all connection with Camby Khârvâs.
Of the three classes of Káthiavád Rajput, Koli, and Musâlmân Khârvâs,
the Rajputs probably date from the time (A.D. 746) of the Anhilvâd
dynasty, which had assigned them a special quarter in Gogha. They
eat with Rajputs and follow Rajput customs. The Koli Khârvâs are the
descendants of pirates who used to infest the southern Káthiavád coast.

5 The details are: 9209 in Kachh Káthiavád and Camby, 1422 in Broach, 925
in Surât, 364 in Ahmedâbâd, 62 in Kâlsà, and 42 in the Panch Mahála.
6 The Khârvâs of Bhâgya-Dândi in Olpâd say they were originally Kollas.
7 Like Mála, 215.
and have a strong infusion of Koli blood. They have such local names as Talája from Talája in Bhávnagar, and Shále from Shálabat near Dian. They are found chiefly at Bhávnagar, Játaríád, near Dian, Maháva, and Talája, and do not differ from Kolás in their ways.

South Gujarát Khárvás are of three divisions Suráti, Hánsothi, and Khambhátí. The Khambhátíhs rank highest, and, while marrying with Suráti and Hánsothi, do not give their own girls in marriage to them. They are of twelve divisions, the chief six of which are Kátiá, Máchhi, Mújámaría, Ságaria, Váádá, and Vójípra, who intermarry between themselves. Dark and stern-featured, they are strong and well built, keeping whisksers but never wearing a beard. All Khárvás dress like low caste Hindus, wearing waistcloths in Gujarát and short trousers or shorsás in Káthiávád and Kachch. Their women use nose-studs kíato in north Gujarát. Except such in Gujarát as have adopted the Sváminárayán and the Kuberji faith, all Khárvás eat fish and flesh, drink liquor and toddy in south Gujarát, and such as can afford it eat opium in north Gujarát. As a class Khárvás are bold and enterprising, and generally honest and true to their word. The Suráti Khárvás and the Kolás of Ránor, and more especially those of Bhímpor, are hardy sailors like the Kábatí lascars of Gogha, and are known as the best builders of bridges in all parts of India. The Cambay Khárvás were deep-sea sailors, and as salt-makers were called Agáravála; but since the decline of Cambay as a port, and the closing of the salt works on the introduction of the Imperial salt duty in A.D. 1878, they have taken to labour, house-building, and especially tile-turning. Very few of them are sailors. They remain away for employment during the fair-weather months; and have in many Gujarát towns, and to some extent also in Bombay, monopolized the work of skilled tile-turners. In Ahmedabád and other inland towns, besides tile-turning, Khárvás weave nakum thread, make brooms and mats, trade in, rather than catch, fish, and sometimes cultivate. Their women also in Suráti and Broach work in coir, make ropes, do field work, and serve as labourers. In the coast towns and villages of Suráti and Broach Khárvás ply boats and serve in country craft and steamers. But the hardest sailors are of Ránor and Gogha in Gujarát, and of the Káthiávád and Kachch ports from Bhávnagar to Mándvi. They are skilful and daring seamen. They man the country craft that visit Zanzíbar, Aden, and the whole coast of India, as far as Singapore; and are also largely employed and well known as lascars in steam-boats running between Bombay and Europe, in some cases forming the entire crew, earning from Rs. 15 to Rs. 35 and more a month while on board. All Khárvás are strong believers in omens, spirits, witchcraft, the evil eye, and exorcism. They also worship the cow, the planets, and the elements. Such as ply their own craft worship the sea and their newly-moored craft on Nárá Púrnamá or Coconut Day, the full-moon of Shráván (August-September). Some Gujarát Khárvás are followers of Sváminárayán and some of Kuberji, regularly attending the temples of their faith and worshipping at home the image of the founder. The goddesses Ambáji, Bahúchān, and Bhadrákáli are also worshipped, and pilgrimages are made to Dákor.

1 Their harsh visage and still more their predatory habits have made their name, especially of Gogha sailors, a by-word in Suráti, where it is used to frighten children to sleep, in the refrain Sa Sa sa ha, Gághar aága, Sleep sleep, child, the tibóghara (Gogha palms) have come.

2 For details of country craft see Bombay Gazetteer, II. 413-4, 8 and VIII. 226-232.
Dwarka and Banaras. In Kachh they worship the goddess Rhoji and Champa, and in Pardian the Delvali, Myna, Padmani, Pirval, and Veravari Mawas or Mothers. In Mandvi they worship the god Murli Manoharji, set him in a four-wheeled car or roth on the 10th of Shravan Vad (July-August), and drawing it to a pond, bathe the image, and bring it back. Except some Khamhali families, all Kharrvas allow polygamy and widow-marriage especially with a deceased husband's brother diyaarvats. A sacred thread of two strands is worn when performing shraddhas in memory of deceased ancestors.

Karavvalias are a class of Mahomedan Kharrvas converts from Hinduism and found in Mangrol, Pardian, and Veraval. The story of their origin is that while at sea they were captured by some people of Dwarka called Kabas who had settled there coming from Kabulistan by way of Sind. The Kabas are described as wearing caps and loose trousers with broad long knives having whalebone handles bound with leather straps to their waists, and killing all those who would not drink of their water. In this way many Hindu Kharrvas were converted to Islam, and they say the name Kabavvalia means turned or converted by Kabas. Their surnames are Miyavaro, Mukadam, and Pira. Both men and women dress like Hindu Kharrvas. They are enterprising sailors going to Mozambique, Mascot, and Mombasa. They worship Khadar Pir, whose shrine is on a rocky sand-mound near Pardian. Their customs are like those of Hindu Kharrvas, making a tika or brownmark on the forehead at marriages, allowing widow-marriage, and also the custom of the elder brother's widow marrying his younger brother diyaarvats.

Vaghers numbering about 3000 are partly Hindus but chiefly Musalmans, originally of a common Rajput stock. They claim to be the earliest settlers of the Okhamandal peninsula in north-west Kathiavard, but have now spread along the south coast of the Gulf of Cutch, and are found in Okhamandal and most of the coast villages and towns of Hailkar in the Navanagar State. The Hindu Vaghers number 3000 in Okhamandal alone, having twenty-four villages entirely populated by them in which they hold piras lands granted to them by the Vadhul chiefs of Aramada near Dwarka. In Navanagar limits about sixty families are settled at the shrine of Pindara and a few in Navanagar town. The Mavas numbering 2602 of Bella, Malia, and Vavannia, as also the Bhadelas numbering 2978, belong to the same tribe as the Mahomedan Vaghers, both being Sunnis by faith. That some of these classes were Hindus appears from their surnames Chamaida, Chavda, Dal, Jam, Manek, and Subani. The Hindu Vagher surnames are Bhagur, Bhakal, Dina, Gid, Hathar, Kapara or Kala, Ker, Manek, and Sunania. The Vagher legend is that Krishna, being harassed by the demon Kshasur while sporting in the holy Gomti near Dwarka, forced the demon into the earth. The first to issue from the hollow thus made was a Vagher imbued with all the traits of the buried demon. The Kabas among the Hindu Vaghers say they were created by Krishna from his body. In a peevish moment the Gopi milkmaids left Krishna and went to the pond now called Gopitalav near Aramada. Arjun was sent to make peace and persuade the Gopis to.

1 The name Vagher is popularly derived from v without and ghur smell, meaning a tiger who is devoid of the sense of smell. In time the term was applied to the Kala tribe who were as cruel and sanguinary as tigers. Another fantastic legend is that the Vaghers were so called because they cooled the gods on a visit to hot Okhamandal by ghur (or enclosing) of va or wind, and thus refreshed them. Bombay Gazetteer, VIII 557,
The delicate nature of the errand made Arjun vain, whereupon, to humble Arjun, Krishna created four males from the sweat of his body, who robbed Arjun and the milkmaids of all their belongings. The progeny of these four men is called Kāla or Kāba.1 The tradition of the Māneks, who are Sindh Jādejas, is that in the eleventh century Okhāmandal was divided between the Herolas and Chāvādas, who were treacherously murdered by some Kathods whom both sides had invited to settle their feuds. The Herolas took refuge with the Vaghers and got incorporated with them. Later Hamirji, a Vādhal prince of Kauch, married a Herol girl, and their issue classed as Vaghers took the title of Māneks and became the rulers of Dwārka and south Okhāmandal.

As a class Vaghers, whether Hindu or Musalmān, are a fine-looking race, strong, hairy and enterprising, and capable of enduring fatigue. Like Rajputs, Bahāris, and Chārās, the Vaghers part the beard in the middle and curl the ends behind the ears. Their women also are well built and hardworking, but unlike Rajput women, they seek outdoor work and help their husbands in cutting mangrove or other bushes for fuel, and in catching fish. The mother-tongue of all Vaghers is a corrupt form of the Jādeji or Cutchi dialect. Outdoors they speak a mixed Gujarati, excepting Hindu Vaghers a few of whom can talk Gujarāti. Reading or writing is unknown among Mahomedan Vaghers, but some of the Hindus have studied Sanskrit, and are well read in the Hindu Shastras. As a class Vaghers are dirty in habits, ignorant and superstitious, and wanting in self-respect. By nature they are restless, turbulent, impatient of control, and still have predatory leanings, especially the Vaghers of Okhāmandal, who rose against constituted authority four times between A.D. 1816 and 1873, since when they have settled down. By occupation Vaghers were at first fishers, then pirates and freebooters, and are now (A.D. 1900) landholders, fishermen, and especially the Musalmans, hardy long-voyage sailors to Calcutta, Ceylon, Karáči, Madras, the Malabar Coast, Maskat, the Persian Gulf and Zanzibar, also to south-east African ports. They go in their own vessels commanded by Vagher captains or nakhuddas. The Okhāmandal Vaghers still hold their girās lands, but the soil is poor, and from A.D. 1860 they pay a tax of one rupee a family to His Highness the Gāckwār. By religion the Musalman converts are Sunnis. The Hindus hold Ranchhodi or Dwārkādīsh, lord of Dwārka, in great veneration, styling him their great-great-grandfather. All Vaghers come to Dwārka on the Bham Agrācal holiday, the eleventh of the bright half of Jēth (May-June), when they bathe in the Guntu and worship Ranchhodi. The family bards or Bārots of the Vaghers are Rāvals living at Bāra near Sālāyā. They do not eat food cooked by Musalman Vaghers. Hindu Vaghers gladly give their daughters in marriage to Musalman Vaghers who can pay for them.

Of the large Koli population of Gujarāt, those settled on the seacoast from Kauch to Dama are chiefly sailors and fishers. It is not possible to ascertain their number, which must be large, as besides Kolis proper who

---

1 Another tradition is that the original inhabitants of Okhāmandal were divided into three tribes Kāla, Moda, and Kāba. The Kābās were known in the days of Krishna as the savage people of Saurāstras, the modern Kathāvālū, but the race is said to be now (A.D. 1900) extinct. The Modas also have disappeared. Traces of the Kāba are still to be found, and it is from this tribe that the present Vaghers are said to be descended. Krishna is believed to have subdued Okhāmandal after a struggle with the Kāba. Bombay Gazetteer, VIII, 587.
live by fishing and seafaring, there is a Koli division among both Máchhis and Khárváns who must have been originally Kulis, and have taken to fishing. The Koli fishermen of the Surat seashore say they have settled there for several generations. They have no connection with the early tribes, the Vághris, or the cultivating classes. They are of two divisions, Koli Máchhis who cultivate and work as seamen, and Máchhis proper who fish and ply boats. These two divisions d’ne together but do not intermarr y. Scantily clothed, their women wear tiers of brass and glass bracelets from the wrist to the elbow. They live in small mud houses. Their food consists of jowar Indian millet bread with curds or whey and vegetables or fish. Rice is occasionally eaten at noon by those who can afford it. Toddy is drunk both by men and women in the evenings, giving up a meal if necessary for a draught. Almost every family keeps fowls and ducks, whose eggs are taken for sale to Surat. Most Koli Máchhis are servants of Anáválas, Párís, and Múuslím merchants whose boats they man. They are paid by the trip, 5 rupees for Bombay, 8 rupees for Goa, 12 rupees for Karácchi, and larger sums for East Africa, the Persian Gulf, and Arabian ports. Free rations of rice and dry fish, with at times vegetables or split pulse, are supplied by the shipowners. The rations are served by the captain i`n the average monthly cost for each seaman being about Rs. 5 a head. Their earnings go to pay off debts contracted by their wives during their absence. Before starting on a voyage, they break a coconut over the prow of the ship-goddess for God-speed. In June and July they put out to sea to fish; coir from Malábár is made into ropes, cloth from Surat is worked into sails, while some sail cloth is bought ready-made in Bombay. Few Koli fishermen spin cotton yarn. Many go to work on the railway, and are noted bridge-builders.

The fishermen and sailors of southern Gujárát have a special festival called Chákidí Nám or Mác-Ninith on the ninth day of the dark half of Shrúvakán (August) when a great fair is held, and a mace brocaded and garnished is taken in procession. The festival was begun by the Jats of Upper India, and is especially observed now in Broach and Surat by Bhois Máchhis and Khárváns, and also by Dhedás and Bhamáis. In Broach it was introduced by a Bhoi from Bágard near Delhi, and in Surat by Ját couriers who were messengers between Delhi and Surat. The story is that in Bágard lived a Rajput chief. His devoted wife Báchál served the saint Goraksháth for twelve years for a son. On the saint promising to grant the boon, Báchál’s sister personated her and swallowed the two barley grains given by the saint and intended for her sister. When Báchál came before the saint, he saw how he was imposed upon. His bag having no more barley grains he gave Báchál a piece of perfumed bedelium gugal to swallow. The saint cursed the impostress that her issue would be killed by Báchál’s son. Twin sons were born to the sister and one to Báchál. The former were named Arjan and Surjan, the latter Gugo. On Báchál’s sister’s death, the twins were bred up with Gugo. After Gugo succeeded his father he began to ill treat the twins. With the help of a snake-god, Gugo married a damsel named Sirial of Kámúr or Asam. One day while returning from the chase he asked water of a woman at a well. She declined, and the enraged Gugo broke her pitcher with a pebble from his sling. Her husband was their family priest, and out of spite he fomented a quarrel between Gugo and the twin brothers. The twins invoked the help of the Delhi Emperor, while Gugo was befriended by invisible gods and goddesses. In a battle a Brahman named Narsing received a fatal stroke, and saved Gugo who
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dubbed Narsing’s forehead with his blood and promised that he would be worshipped. The twins were killed and on Gugo showing their heads to his mother Bachāl, she cursed him. Gugo prayed to the earth to swallow him, but the earth would not receive him until he recited the kālma or Muslim profession of faith, and became a Muslim. He recited the kālma, was received by the earth, and over the spot a tomb was raised enshrining him as a pīr or saint. His wife Sirial, who being just then married was yet undivested of her marriage-wristlets, passed her days in prayer standing on one foot. Taking pity on her, God sent four angels with a mace chhadi to Gugo, bidding him keep company with Sirial. He obeyed, and when the family went to their summer house to put off mourning, Sirial went richly dressed veiling herself under a white robe. Bachāl noticing her dress and finery by accident, abused her, when Sirial promised to show Gugo to his mother. One night as Gugo was returning on his green horse after his visit, Bachāl took hold of his bridle. Gugo promised that thenceforward he would come and spend three days in the year with Sirial and half a day with Bachāl. The earth-swallowing day being the eighth of Shrāvān Vaiṣak at eleven in the morning, the chhadi holidays begin on the seventh and end at midday on the 10th of Shrāvān Vaiṣak. In memory of the maces carried by the angels when they went to reconcile the saint to his family, maces or chhathi’s are the chief feature of the festival.

In Broach a Gujūni Brahman initiates and receives half a rupee for his services. In the saint’s shrine is a niche as in mosques. The priest makes seven palm-prints of milk and clarified butter in the niche for Gugo, Bachāl, Sirial, Narsing, the twins, and their mother. For the three and a half days of the saint’s earthly visit a lamp is kept burning in a copper dish in honour of him as Jhāher Pir or the manifested saint. Worship is daily offered to the prints and the garlanded lamp. The devotees sit in front of the lamp, smear their foreheads with ashes, tie a red cotton thread round their necks and a black woollen thread round their ankles. They gaze at the lamp, a tremor sets in, and they are supposed to be possessed by the spirit of the Pir. They begin to leap and dance; and in this state of excitement beat their backs with heavy iron chains which are believed not to hurt them as being Pir possessed. Some of the possessed hold in front a tuft of peacock feathers and wave it over hundreds of children brought before them to ward off evil spirits and bring them good luck. On the last day the maces or chhadi are carried in procession with the sacred lamp burning, while the blessings of the Pir are invoked by loud cries of Bolo miyāki madad that is Seek the help of the Miya (Pir). In front of the procession walks one of the possessed, carrying on his wrist the balanced, perpendicular mace chhadi about twenty feet high gaily festooned and garlanded. A number of their women follow chanting the praises of the Pir, while many possessed devotees dance wildly beating their backs with iron chains.

Sanghārs. Hindus and Mahomedans, 466 strong, are found in sixty sea coast villages of the Gulf of Cutch and in five Navanagar towns. They are said to be Sindh Rajputs who came with the Jādejadi to Kachch in the thirteenth century and to Kāthiāvalī in the sixteenth century. They are a strong well built set of men and generally listless, but some faithful if well treated. They speak the Sindh-derived Jadoji dialect at home and Gujarati out of doors. They claim descent from Sanghan, a

1 A village in Okhāmandal which becomes submerged at high tide was a noted haunt of pirates, and is still (A.D. 1900) called Sangas Kolga or Sangan’s Foot.
notorious pirate who spread his power to Khámbhálía in Navá Nagar, and later as far south as Porbandar. Mahmúd Begada took But and Dwárka from Sanganí's son Bhimjī, and cleared the pirate coast, but Bhimjī’s son recovered his lost possessions. For several centuries the Sangárs or Sanganí, called Sanganians in the eighteenth and nineteenth century naval annals, were daring pirates, so far exceeding their Vágher associates in ferocity that their name became synonymous with pirate along the Káthiávád coast. The Káthiávád Sangárs are now indifferent seamen soldiers or menials; and a few hold gírás lands. In Kachchh such as live near the sea coast are sailors; but most have gírás lands and cultivate. The women, both Hindus and Mahomedans, go out for work and observe no pradh or veiling. By creed some are Hindus and some Mahomedan converts, who follow Islám partly. Some Musalmán Sangárs have Hindu names. Hindus and Musalmáns do not intermarry, and the Hindus do not take food from Musalmán Sangárs. At marriages Mahomedans mostly follow the Hindu ritual. The Mahomedans are not particular in their prayer hours or in attendance at mosques for prayers, nor have they a religious head like the Vohorás and Khojás. Whether Hindus or Musalmáns, most Sangárs bury their dead.

The genius for seafaring shown by the actual and direct historical connection between the Gujarát coast (including Kachch, Káthiávád, and the south Gujarát seacoast from Cambay to Daman) and Así Minor, Egypt, East Africa, Arabia, the Persian Gulf, Ceylon, and the Malay Archipelago, lends special interest to the seafaring classes of Gujarát. The Gujarát seacoast from Cutch-Mánvdi to Daman, with eighty-five large and small ports, has afforded great facilities for seafaring; and several of the chief ports like Broach, Cambay, Diu, Gogha, Mánvdi, Mánvru, Porbandar, and Surat have formed at one time or other in Gujarát history the great gateways of classic Gujarát land enriching Gujarát by serving as outlets for local as well as Málwa produce. But this rich foreign trade, from the mouth of the Indus southwards, was from very early times molested by the same seafaring piratical classes, especially the Kolis, Sangárs, and Vágher who swarmed along the coasts, chased and plundered ships, cruising as far as Sókotra and the Persian Gulf, and from the shelter of every creek and headland, in times of unsettled government, ventured to demand with impunity toll on all merchandise that was carried in the Arabian seas.1 Along the south Káthiávád, Cambay, and south Gujarát coasts these pirates were Kolis and to a lesser extent Khárvás, while about the Gulf of Cutch and especially near Bot, Dwárka, and Porbandar, which was their chief haven, Játs, Vágher, Sangárs, Meda or Mers, and Mánvás made their name a terror to merchants. Of these the Sangárs and Vágher would seem to be the oldest pirates. The plundering habits of the Vágher also called Káhs are preserved in local folklore as from the Epic period, when they plundered the vain-glorying Arjun with Krishna’s cowherdesses or gopi and deprived them of their clothes and ornaments.2 The Sangadáas or Sangánd tribe are mentioned by Neærchus (B.C. 325) to the west of the Indus; and, since then, under the names of Sangamara, Sangas, Sangamans, and Sanganians they are known almost entirely as pirates.3 Pliny (A.D. 70) and probably also Ptolemy (A.D. 150) in his Pirate Coast, refer to pirates, but both

---
1 Bombay Gazetteer, VIII. 153.
2 Bombay Gazetteer, VIII. 271 and note 3. The Gujarátí is Káhs Arjun latigo that is the Káhs plundered Arjun.
3 Bombay Gazetteer, V. 96.
writers locate them on the Konkan and Malabar coast. Pliny says that
the merchant ships carried a guard of archers. The author of the
Periplon (a.d. 247) notices pirate haunts, but in the south Konkan.
These would appear to be Konkan pirates. Later the Jats and Meds
or Mers seem to have openly practised piracy. In the time of the
Baghdad Kaliphs they infested the Tigris and occasionally made
raids as far up the Red Sea as Jeddah. At one time they are said
to have been so troublesome as to have forced the Persian kings to block
the mouth of the Euphrates. In the beginning of the eighth century
(a.d. 712) it was the excesses of the Sangamara or Tangamaras associated
with the Meds and Kerks of the Sind Coast that brought upon Sind the
Arab invasion and conquest. The Chavdas kings Vanaraja (a.d. 720
-780) and his son Yogaraja (a.d. 806-841) are recorded to have made
great efforts to put down piracy on the west Kathiavard coast. In
a.d. 834-35 large bodies of Jats driven from the Gujarati coasts made a
descent on the Tigris. The whole strength of the Khilafat had to be set
in motion to stop them. Later the Chavdas, Mers, and Gurjaras proved
not less dangerous pirates than the Jats. In a.d. 892 Al Biladuri
describes as seafarers and pirates who secured the seas, the Batis or Bet
Mers that is the Mers, and the people of Saurashtra that is of Somnath
or Veraval. Early in the ninth century, during the reign of the Abbasid
Khalifah Al Mamun (a.d. 813-833), Muhammad Fatl sailed with sixty
vessels against the Meds, and captured Mali apparently Mali in north
Kathiavard after a great slaughter of the Meds. Early in the tenth
century (a.d. 915 -930), Masudi describes Sokotra as a noted haunt of
the Indian corsairs called Bawari chasing Arab ships bound for India
and China. The Saghars, Vaghers, Mers, and Chavdas were not the
only pirates. Towards the end of the tenth century (a.d. 980) Chudassama
Grahapan, the Ahir chief of Sorath and Girmar, so passed and re-passed
the ocean that no one was safe. In the eleventh century (a.d. 1021)
Al Biruni notes that the Bawari piercing their names from their boats
beha or bira, were Meds, a seafaring people of Kachli and Somnath a
great place of call for merchants trading between Sofala in East Africa
and China. In a.d. 1290 Marco Polo found the people of Gujarati the
most desperate pirates in existence, one of whose atrocious practices
was, in case they might have swallowed their jewels, to force their
merchant prisoners to swallow tamarind seeds mixed with seawater which
induced a violent purging. More than a hundred corsair vessels went
forth every year taking their wives and children with them, staying the
whole summer at sea. They joined in fleets of twenty to thirty, and
made a cordon five or six miles apart. As in the ninth century, they
infested Sokotra, a place of great trade, where they encamped and sold
their plunder to good profit, for the Christians bought it, knowing well it
was Saracen or Pagans gear. In a.d. 1340 Ilum Batuta makes the same
complaint. By this time Musalmans ascendency drove the Rajput chiefs
to the coast and turned them into pirates. The most notable addition were
the Gehils who, under Mokhdaji Gehil, from his castle on Piram island
near Gogha, taken in a.d. 1324, from the Baris Kolis, ruled the sea and
levied tribute from every ship till his power was destroyed about a.d. 1349
by the Emperor Muhammad Tughlak Shah. Before their overthrow

1 Bombay Gazetteer, I. Part I. 428 note 3.  2 Elliot and Dowson, I. 120.
3 Hale Mali, I. 11. 4 Sachau, II. 104.
5 Yale's Marco Polo, II. 325, 328, 341. 6 Elliot and Dowson, I. 344-345.
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by the Mahomedans, what large ships the sailors of Gujarat managed is shown by Frisr Oderic, who, about A.D. 1321, crossed the Indian ocean in a ship that carried 700 people. After Mokhdaji Gahil, the Vaja chieftains of Vejalkot in the Gir, and of Jhunjhunur on the east Behav Nagar coast, openly practised piracy. Till the arrival of the Portugese (A.D. 1500-1508) the Ahmedabad Sultans maintained their position as lords of the sea, and kept in check the pirates, who were terror-stricken by the fate of Mokhdaji Gohil. In A.D. 1498 Vasco da Gama found in East Africa sailors from Cambay and other ports of India who guided themselves by the help of the stars in the north and south, and had nautical instruments of their own. After the rule of the sea had passed to the European, Gujarati sailors continued to show marked courage and skill as merchant seamen and pirates. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Kachh and Dwarka pirates, generally called Sangamians after the Sanghara, were much dreaded, as causing perpetual trouble to Indian merchants and sailors. 1 In A.D. 1670 Ogilby says that, along with Sindhi and Chitor, Sangha bounded Gujarati on the north, which shows that the Sangamians had about this time grown important enough to give their name to the whole of Kachh. In A.D. 1690 Ovington describes them as living between Sindhi and Cape Jagat (Dwarka), infesting all the western coast and cruising to Ormuz. 2 About this time (A.D. 1695) the author of the Muntakhab-ul-Ijabah speaks of the Bewaril or Sakanas, a lawless sect belonging to Sorath, notorious for their piracies, who boarded small trading craft from Bandar Abbas and Maskat, but did not venture to attack large pilgrim ships. 3 Their boats sailed so fast that they were seldom taken. Though pirates, they were faithful to their promises. In A.D. 1720 Hamilton says that Sangamia is their province, bet their seaport, and a queen their governor. 4 All are pirates recruited from criminals and villains. Before boarding a ship they drink dhung or hemp liquor, and when they wear their long hair loose they give no quarter. In A.D. 1760 Grose describes the small cruisers of the Sangamians troubling boats going to the Persian Gulf though they seldom attacked large ships. In A.D. 1772 Vakhatasingji of Bhavanagar wrested Talaja from the Nawab of Cambay, and establishing his authority over the south-east Kathiawar coast, reduced the predatory tribes who lived on piracy. Towards the close of the eighteenth century Bhatias from the headland of Chanch near Din seem to have formed a pirate settlement near Daham on the Thana coast. In A.D. 1792 Major Price notes the cautionary speed with which, in travelling from Surat to Bombay by land, they passed Daham through the Chhasia wilds, the tract of a piratical community of that name. 5 About this time Rennell describes them as from their chief ports of Bet and Aramou, cruising as far as the Persian Gulf. 6 In A.D. 1799 the Sanghara, as also the Vaghers of Dwarka and the Vadhuels of Aramou, were once or twice attacked by British ships of war, but though the pirate fleets were destroyed, their castles were not taken. 7 Between A.D. 1803 and 1808 pirates from Bet established themselves in the ruined temple at Somnath. 8 In A.D. 1809 they were for a time reduced to order by Colonel Walker. But in A.D. 1816 they again broke out as pirates.

1 See references collected in Bombay Gazetter, V. 96 note 11.
2 Voyage to Surat, 438, 446.
3 New Account, I. 132.
4 Map of India, 929.
5 Low's Indian Navy, I. 274.
6 Elliot and Dowson, VII. 335.
7 Memoirs of a Field Officer, 322.
8 Asiatic Annual Register (1809), 183.
In A.D. 1816 Dwärka and Bet surrendered to a British detachment. After Okhámandal was ceded to the Gáekwár in 1820, the Vághers rose against the garrison and were not suppressed till a British force took and destroyed Dwärka and Bet. Among the pirates found on this occasion were besides Vághela, Bháttis, Khárvás, Lohánás, Makvánás, Ráthods, and the Vádhela a branch of Ráthods, and Vághers. After A.D. 1820 the Vághers remained in a chronic state of revolt, till in A.D. 1857, excited by the news of the success of the mutineers in Upper India, they drove out the Gáekwár's garrison. In A.D. 1853 the Vághers of Okhámandal again became unruly, overran the whole of Káthiavád, and did immense damage before they were finally brought to order in A.D. 1873, since when they have quieted down.¹

¹ Bombay Gazetteer, VIII. 166.
### Appendix C

#### Religious Sects

**GUJARAT RELIGIOUS SECTS**[^1], as followers mostly of Vishnū the second or Shiv the third member of the Hindu Trinity, may be divided into Vaishnavas and Shaivas. A few also worship Shakṭi or Energy. But the large majority of worshippers are followers of Vishnū the Preserver. These may be further divided into followers of Rāma the seventh incarnation, and of Krishnā the eighth incarnation, of Vishnū. Among the followers of Rāma, the chief are Rāmānandis and Rāmsnehis, generally found among castes other than Brāhmans and Vāniks, including the lowest classes, some of whom are very devout in their faith. Of Krishnā-worshippers the chief are Vallabhāchāris, Madhva-chāris, and Svāminārāyanas. The large majority of the Vallabhāchāris are Vāniks of all castes throughout Gujarāt, and Bhūtās Lohānās and Bhānsālis chiefly in Kathiavād and Kachchh. The Svāminārāyanas are found chiefly in north Gujarāt and east Kathiavād with followers among many castes. Of the minor sects Brīmārgis and Parnāmis have a large following among the lower classes chiefly in north Gujarāt and Kathiavād. Other sects are of minor importance with a small local following, and are distinguished by differences as to belief, doctrine, worship, or food.

Details by religious sects are not given in the 1881 and later census returns. Exclusive of Pālanpur and Mahā Kāntha, for which returns were not available, the following table shows the distribution of Gujarāt religious sects according to the 1872 census.

#### Gujarāt Religious Sects, 1872.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Districts</th>
<th>Shaivas</th>
<th>Vaishnavas</th>
<th>Śivaśās</th>
<th>Śaktis</th>
<th>Śāmīs</th>
<th>Śrūṇa</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surat</td>
<td>47,383</td>
<td>29,094</td>
<td>122,721</td>
<td>10,229</td>
<td>4,564</td>
<td>47,567</td>
<td>250,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broach</td>
<td>1,306</td>
<td>2,037</td>
<td>55,958</td>
<td>2,772</td>
<td>2,007</td>
<td>11,539</td>
<td>64,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kutch</td>
<td>1,173</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>66,948</td>
<td>20,524</td>
<td>2,938</td>
<td>14,141</td>
<td>93,286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poonch Mahalla</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>2,007</td>
<td>14,131</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>3,434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmedabad</td>
<td>1,068</td>
<td>1,666</td>
<td>72,002</td>
<td>110,223</td>
<td>32,451</td>
<td>1,592</td>
<td>216,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>111,850</td>
<td>111,850</td>
<td>280,248</td>
<td>217,502</td>
<td>60,966</td>
<td>52,217</td>
<td>703,474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Shaivas</th>
<th>Vaishnavas</th>
<th>Śivaśās</th>
<th>Śaktis</th>
<th>Śāmīs</th>
<th>Śrūṇa</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baroda</td>
<td>307,379</td>
<td>122,323</td>
<td>452,157</td>
<td>148,329</td>
<td>30,504</td>
<td>48,765</td>
<td>832,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathiavād</td>
<td>144,319</td>
<td>316,088</td>
<td>127,161</td>
<td>352,929</td>
<td>17,717</td>
<td>51,177</td>
<td>613,367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kutch</td>
<td>22,942</td>
<td>74,694</td>
<td>20,524</td>
<td>2,938</td>
<td>14,141</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>106,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parān Kāntha</td>
<td>7,769</td>
<td>9,096</td>
<td>3,774</td>
<td>17,877</td>
<td>7,769</td>
<td>9,096</td>
<td>34,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambay</td>
<td>9,434</td>
<td>9,434</td>
<td>32,604</td>
<td>14,141</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>9,434</td>
<td>32,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surat Agency</td>
<td>1,150</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>5,274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>421,886</td>
<td>30,196</td>
<td>452,322</td>
<td>127,161</td>
<td>352,929</td>
<td>148,329</td>
<td>1,075,861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>455,609</td>
<td>34,590</td>
<td>512,905</td>
<td>150,458</td>
<td>387,115</td>
<td>217,502</td>
<td>1,728,039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^1]: Contributed by Mr. Ratiram Durgarām Dave, B.A., Fellow of the Bombay University.
[^2]: Exclusive of Jains and Shrāvaks whose account is given above pages 96 - 115.
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Though the figures given in the statement are for A.D. 1872, they may be taken as fairly representing the present (A.D. 1900) distribution of the Hindu population by sects, as sons generally follow the faith of their fathers. The figures also show that, out of a total Hindu population of 3,012,471 in A.D. 1891 and 11,039,706 in A.D. 1891, most Kollas and the Early Tribes numbered 3,371,431 are probably not followers of the regular Hindu sects. Among individual sects: Shaiva number about one-fourth of the Vaishnavas, of whom again the Ramanujas including apparently Ramanandis, Ramachis, and Ram worshippers generally, come first with 1,125,884; the Vallabhacharins, including some of those classed under Vaishnavas, stand second with 647,256; the Svaminarayans come next with 287,687; and the Kabirpanthis last with 200,758. Brahmins are almost all Shaivas; Vainas, other than Jains, are mostly Vallabhacharins. Some Rajputs, Suthras, Somas, Kanbas, and Bhats follow one or other of the above faiths. But the large majority of these and other Hindus are followers of Birmargi, Parmani, Svaminarayan, Kabirpanthi, and other minor sects.

The chief objects of modern Hindu worship beginning with the Epic age are the Trinity: Brahma the Creator, Vishnu the Preserver, and Shiva the Destroyer. Brahma develops in the post-Vedic age from the Rigvedic Brahman; Vishnu, a sun-god in the Rig Veda, becomes the god of preservation and universal prosperity; and Rudra is a terrible god in the earlier Rig Veda hymns, but in the Yajur Veda he is several times mentioned by the name of Shiva and Shankar and also Mahadev. Vishnu’s character for preservation is, in post-Vedic mythology, developed in the doctrine of his incarnations or avatars, literally meaning descendents to earth, which he assumed for the good of gods and men. Ram and Krishna being the two most worshipped now throughout India, and forming the centres round which the Vaishnav sects have gathered. Rudra or Shiva, though fierce, is besought in the Vedas not only to preserve man from calamity, but to bestow his blessings on man and beast, which may account for his euphemistic epithets of Shiv or auspicious, Shankar or lover of good, Shambhu or origin of good, and Mahadev or great god. His healing powers are mentioned with special frequency in Vedic literature, and he is praised as the greatest of physicians. He alone has been given the name of Mrityunjaya or death-conqueror; and in cases of anxiety, serious illness, and evil planetary influence, prayers called Rudra and Mrityunjaya jap are offered to him at the present day in temples of Mahadev, a Brahman pouring water over his linga, and reciting the Rudrásyaya or panegyr in honour of Shiv, repeating it eleven times in the Rudra, 121 times in the Laghu Rudra, 1331 times in the Mahá Rudra, and 14,641 times in the Ati-Rudra.

In the Epic period Vishnu prominently figures in his two incarnations. The Ramayana has for its hero Rama the seventh incarnation of Vishnu at the close of the second or Tretá age, and the Mahabhárata has Krishna as the eighth incarnation at the end of the Dvápara or third age. The first and last books of the Ramayana show how the poem was meant to glorify Vishnu. Ravana, says the story, having obtained from Brahma the boon of being invulnerable to gods, demigods, and demons, abused his immunity in so terrible a manner that the gods in despair implored Vishnu as the preserving deity to allow himself to be born as man, the particular class whom Ravana had, in his arrogance and contempt, forgotten to include in his boon. Vishnu consenting, is born as Rama and performs the task of overcoming Ravana. At the end of the seventh book Brahma
and other gods come to pay homage to Rām and proclaim that he is really Vishnu. This belief has secured to the hero of the Rāmāyan the worship of Hindus. Invocations to Nar-Nārāyan as representing Vishnu, and to Sarasvatī, and Vishnuite doctrines appear in the Mahābhārata. It is the Mahābhārata which includes the famous Bhagavad Gītā or the Lord’s Lay in which the Supreme Being incarnate as Krishna expounds to Arjuna the doctrine of willing performance of duty in all conditions of life. The beauty and power of the language in which this doctrine has been expounded is unsurpassed in any other work of Indian literature. It shows Krishna not only as a divine teacher of human conduct, but also as the best expounder of the highest truths of religious philosophy, and has materially contributed to popularize Krishna worship.

After these two great epics, the Purāṇs, as works of legendary lore and inculcating devotion to Vishnu and Shiv, have done much to further their worship, the large majority of them recommending the sectarian cult of Vishnu, though some favour the worship of Shiv. Besides other mythical and philosophical matter, they give accounts of the different incarnations or avatāras of Vishnu, enumerations of the names of Vishnu or of Shiv; and also contain rules about worship by means of prayers, fastings, votive offerings, festivals, and pilgrimages. Except four Purāṇs which specially favour the cult of Shiv, the Skand, the Shīv, the Liṅg, and the Bhaviṣya, the remaining fourteen are Vaishnav. One Purāṇ, which very often agrees with the Mahābhārata in its subject-matter and corresponds closely to the Indian definition of a Purāṇ, bears the name of Vishnu Purāṇ. The extensive Padma Purāṇa is strongly Vishnuite in tone. The Brahma-Vaivarta Purāṇa is also strongly sectarian and in favour of Vishnu in his form of Krishna. The Mārkandeya, though the least sectarian, treats of the question “How could Krishna become a man.” The Bhāgavata Purāṇa derives its name from being dedicated to the glorification of Bhāgavat or Vishnu. It exercises a more powerful influence than any other Purāṇ, and is the authoritative text-book of the Vaiṣṇavācār and Śvaminārayān sects. Its most popular part is its tenth book Dashama Skandha, which narrates the history of Krishna. Both the Padma and Mārkandeya Purāṇs expressly state the doctrine of the Trinity or Trimurti that Brahma Vishnu and Shiv are substantially one. In most of the devotional prayers and hymns of modern Gujarāt, Vishnu and Shiv are said to be one being in two forms, E to bahu ek avatārap, that is They two (are) the same in essence. Most modern Gujarāt songs are in honour of Vishnu as Krishna.

Besides the Purāṇs, other books called Tantras were composed to give prominence to the worship of the female counterpart of Shiv. This worship of Energy as Prakṛti and Durgā is also inculcated in the Brahma Vaivarta, Skand, and Kālikā Purāṇs. A section of the Mārkandeya Purāṇa, called the Devi-Māhātmya or Chandi-Pāth, is devoted to the praise of Durgā. It is commonly read and recited in Gujarāt temples of Mātās to avert the wrath of the goddess, as also to secure happiness and prosperity. Songs in honour of the Mātās are also sung throughout Gujarāt, especially on the nine nights or navrātra sacred to Mātā in the bright half of Chaitra (March-April) and Asad (October).

Thus the concept of the two great gods changed gradually, and the accumulation of legends connected with them gave scope to the popular choice and facilities to the growth and generation of a sectarianism which appears at its best in the Purāṇs. Some fervent devotees of Vishnu and Shiv, and of the goddesses, became the leaders of religious movements, and
gradually got a large following. The founder of a new sect and his
disciples, in the first fervour of religious zeal, moved throughout the
country denying themselves all comforts, thus realizing to the popular
mind the living ideals of self-sacrifice. They proclaimed everywhere the
religious merit of visiting the shrines of their favourite gods, and the
various places and spots rendered famous in their legends as detailed
in the Epics, Purānas, and local Māhātmyas, or prasādhatīs that is glory-
describing tracts. Thus grew the several Hindu religious sects, with
pilgrimages so dear to all classes of devout Hindus.

The first of such religious founders or apostles, of whom there was an
almost unbroken succession from about 700 B.C., was Kumārila, a bhātta
or learned Brāhman of Bhār. He vindicated the ancient Vedic rites, and
stirred up a persecution against Buddhists and Jainas, which tradition has
magnified into an extermination of the Buddhists from the Himalayas to
Cape Comorin. Following the Mimāṃsā school, he ascribed the universe
to a divine act of creation, and assumed an all-powerful God as the cause
of the existence, continuation, and dissolution of the world. The doctrine
of this personal deity, the one existent and universal soul without a
second or ādhitā, embodies the philosophical argument against the
Buddhists. Kumārila’s famous disciple was Shankarāchārya (G. A.D. 800),
a Malābār Brāhman, who wandered as an itinerant preacher as far
north as Kāshī and died at Badrikedār in the Himalayas at the age of
32. He moulded the later Mimāṃsā or Vedānta philosophy into its final
form and popularized it as a national religion, and since then every new
Hindu sect has had to start with a personal God. He addressed himself
to the high caste philosopher on the one hand and to the low caste mul-
titude on the other. As the twofold result of his life-work, he left a
compact Brāhman sect and a national religion.

Shankarāchārya taught that there was one soul and Supreme God
distinct both from any member of the old Brāhman Trinity and from the
modern Hindu pantheon. The Ruler of the Universe is to be worshipped
not by sacrifices but by meditation and in spirit and in truth. But
Shankar realized that such a faith is for the few. To those who could
not rise so high a conception of the Godhead, he allowed the practice
of any rites prescribed by the Veda, or by later orthodox teachers to
whatever form of the Godhead, they might be addressed. But Shiv-
worship claims Shankarāchārya as its apostle in a special sense. It
represents the popular side of his teaching and the piety of his followers
has elevated Shankar into an incarnation of Shiv himself.

Of the four cults or sampradāyas into which the Vaishnava creed was
divided after the twelfth century, one, which in A.D. 1782 is mentioned as
having 1,155,818 followers in Gujarāt, is the Śrī sampradāya founded
by a South Indian Brāhman named Rāmānuja (A.D. 1150), which incul-
cates the worship of Vishnu as Nārāyan, and of Śrī or lakshmi.
Two others also inculcate the worship of Vishnu, but as Krishna, one founded
by Nimbārka and called the Sunakādi Sampradāya which has no followers in
Gujārāt; the other called the Śamā Sampradāya, founded by
Vishnuśvarāni a Telugu Brāhman, a modified form of which, started by his
disciple Vallābh and called Vallabhāchārī, is at present the largest and
most influential Vaishnav sect in Gujarāt, Kachh, and Kathiāvād
with about 647,256 followers. The fourth is the Brahma Sampradāya

1 Imperial Gazetteer, VI. 209. For another view compare Duṭṭ’s Civilization of
India, 68-69.
founded by Madhváchárya, an Orissa Bráhman, worshipping Krishna in various forms, which has very few followers in Gujarát.

Ra'mánujas, with a few followers chiefly among Bráhmans and Vániá, have temples in Baroda, Ahmedábád, Dabhoi, Surat, Viraungám, and other towns. Their doctrine is called Visishtádvaita, that is unity with attributes or non-duality with a difference. Under this doctrine Brahmá or Vishnu is a personal God (paramatmá) related to the individual soul chit and nature achit as the spirit is to the body, the individual souls being distinct among themselves and from God. The Rámánujas worship Vishnu as Náráyan. Their siddhas wear silk or wool garments, and are scrupulous in keeping caste distinctions and in the preparation and privacy of their meals. A novice is initiated with the name of Náráyan or Vishnu. The special marks of a Rámánuj are a close-shaven mustache; a tulsi or sweet basil rosary worn during worship but not at meals, or in sleep, or in the bath, or at calls of nature; "I am God’s slave" as the salutation phrase; the discus or chakra and the conch or shankh emblems of Vishnu branded on the arms from early childhood; and two vertical or slanting lines on the forehead of white clay, a perpendicular red streak for Lakshmi in the middle with a horizontal white clay line connecting the three across the root of the nose, the whole from one to two inches wide, and representing Vishnu’s throne. The Rámánuj religious houses in south Deccan are numerous, and held in veneration. Dwárka is one of their places of pilgrimage.

The Ra'mánand or Ra'mavat sect was founded by Rámánand (A.D. 1300-1400), a follower of Rámánuj, owing to a difference on the single point of privacy in preparing and taking food on which Rámánuj laid great stress. His disciples are sometimes called avadháta or liberated. His chief seat was at Bansás, but he and his followers have set up many math or monastic houses, generally under a Mahant or Superior, many of which have their own special endowments and privileges. He inculcated the worship of Vishnu as Rám with Sita and Lakshman. The initiatory verse is Shri Ráma and the salutation Jai Sita Ráma. Their brow-mark is like the Rámánujas and made of gopichandau clay found at Pusitra near Dwárka, except that the red vertical streak is narrower. Various minor sects varying in detail have been formed from the Rámánadis. They admit disciples of every caste, their chief disciples being the great Kabir a weaver, Rohidas a barber, Pipa a Rajput, Dharma a Jat, and Sona a barber.

The Rámánandí sádhus smear ashes over their bodies. Marriage is allowed among a division called Sanjogi, but forbidden to the division called Nágá or naked. The head priest who resides at Kheda in Jodhpur is enjoined celibacy. The sádhus officiate as priests at temples, preach to lay devotees, and sing devotional songs bhojas. They take alms and observe fasting. The disciple affixes to his own name that of his guru, not that of his natural father. They wear no turbans and lie on the bare ground. They regard Rámánand as an incarnation of Rám, just as Vallabha Chárya is believed to be of Krishna. Their chief moral tenets are mercy, charity, and a virtuous life. Some of them perform severe austerities such as standing on the head, sitting amidst fire and smoke, and standing or keeping their heads erect for twelve years, believing that the greater the self-inflicted bodily suffering the better the salvation.

The Ra'msnéhí sect, with followers among Bráhmans Vániá, Sonis and Rajputs, was founded about A.D. 1742 by a sádhu of Jodhpur named Santdás or Ramdas. The sect has three gudis, a large following in Márávád,
and establishments at Idar, Parantij, Ahmadabad, Baroda, Olpad, Rander, Surat, and Bulsar. The mental worship of Vishnu as Rama is, according to them, the only religious duty and the only means of salvation. They believe in the unity of the human with the supreme soul, worship no image, and always repeat the name of Rama. Among the rules of conduct for their siddhus, truthfulness, control over the passions, a solitary residence, and begging ready-made food from lay followers are enjoined. The use of fire or even a lamp at night is strictly forbidden, and even the touch of a coin is held sinful. They rise and bathe at early dawn and wear an ochre-coloured piece of cloth. Their forehead mark is of white gopichandana clay in shape like the flame of a lamp emblematic of divine light. They use a roser of ratnasal or red sandal.

The Samba or Rudra-sampradaya founded by Vishnuswami and altered and propagated by his best known successor Vallabh a Dr. id Brsman, is the famous Valthabhacharya sect widely prevalent in Gujarât, having 8,17,258 followers. The philosophic doctrine propounded by Vishnuswami is called Shraddhadwastra or pure non-duality as distinguished from the Kavindwastra of Shankaracharya and the Firdausidevata of Kâranjaj. It teaches that God, though eternal, is undated with a celestial form, and all visible phenomena emanate from him at his will. The individual human soul jiva is believed to be a spark from the supreme soul paramatma, separate in form but identical in essence. Building on this philosophical basis, Vallabh introduced elements of pleasure and enjoyment in divine worship, rejecting the austerity and hardship of the other sects, and called his cult Pushtimarga or creed of spiritual nourishment. Among other articles of his new creed, Vallabh taught that privation formed no part of sanctity, and prescribed that it was the duty of teachers and devotees to worship the Deity, clothing him with goodly raiment and presenting him with choice food. In this new creed the element of love for the Deity predominates, and final bliss is held to consist in this love for the Deity in Goloka the paradise of gods, that is rays or cows, and obtainable only by offering worship to Krishna with loving devotion as a woman would towards her beloved.

Both mental and physical worship are prescribed by followers of this creed. Mentally the image of Krishna is to be imagined as existing before the mind’s eye and to be worshipped without rites or ceremonies. Physically the actual human image of Krishna is to be worshipped with all pomp and ceremony. Valthabhacharya is said to have distributed among his disciples many images of Shri Krishna Bhagwan, which are still held in great reverence. In their temples or mandirs which are mostly built without porch or spire, images of Shri Krishna in various forms are set on raised platforms, and homage is paid to them by devotees at fixed hours every day. On holidays the image is profusely decorated, seated on a richly carved dais or swung in fancy candles of glass, ivory, or wood decked with flowers. Thousands of devotees flock to the temples if but to get a glimpse jhanki of the Thakorji (image) in all his glory.

Seven daily services or darshans are held which are largely attended by male and female devotees. They are (1) Mangla, at half-past six in the morning or earlier in the winter, when the image is shown as rising from bed; (2) Sangar at eight in the morning, when the image is richly

1 Pushti-marga is also taken to mean the sriva or creed that gave nourishment or pushti to the declining trunk cult of Vishnuvani.
attired; (3) Rājbhog at noon, when the image is shown as taking a meal after returning from cattle-tending, the delicacies placed before the image being distributed among servants and votaries; (4) Uthāpan at three in the afternoon, when the image is shown as rising from repose; (5) Bhogasana at four o'clock, the afternoon lunch; (6) Saundhara or ārī at about sundown, the evening toilet; and (7) Soā after lamplight, repose for the night. On all these occasions the ceremony is much the same, offering flowers, perfumes, and dainties, and waving a lighted lamp ārī before the image. On holy days instrumental and vocal music accompany the evening darshan.

The seven chief seats or gādīs, presided over by lineal descendants of the founder, are Ahmedābād and Surat in Gujarāt; Gokul and Mathura in the North-Western Provinces; and Kānkroli, Kotā, and Nāthdāvra in Rajputāna. There are also establishments in Bombay, Banāras, Dwārka, Jagannāth, Mathura, and Vrindāvān; and in the leading cities and towns of Gujarāt, Kāthiāvār, and Kachh. The Nāthdāvra shrine, where the deity is believed to have come from Girirāj or mount Govardhan near Mathura, is held in the highest esteem. Initiation of a novice in the Vallabhāchāryaam doctrine begins in childhood. The first instruction begins between the second and fifth year. The novice is taken to the Mahārāja, who repeats the formula Sri Krishna Sharaya māna, that is God Krishna is my refuge. After the child is made to repeat the initiatory prayer, the Mahārāja passes round its neck a tulsi or sweet basil rosary. A later and more important initiation takes place after the eleventh or twelfth year, and at or before marriage for females. After this second initiation the votary is supposed to consecrate his tan (body), man (mind), and ātman (worldly belongings) to the deity. This ceremony is called Brahma-Sambandh or connection with the Supreme Being, and enjoins a total surrender of self to the deity.

The Vallabhāchārya brow-mark consists of two red perpendicular lines converging in a semicircle at the root of the nose. Though the sect has no Aśvāmita or anubhiras, some of the followers take the mokṣapāṇa or dedicatory vow, and do not eat food cooked for them by others, avoid even the touch of anybody, nor do they drink water polluted by another's touch. These are called marjāda. They do not ordinarily eat from metal vessels but from leaf-plates, and obtain their drinking-water in canvas-covered receptacles. Besides the works written by Vallabhāchārya, his son Vitthalānāth, and his grandson Gokulānāth, their holiest book is the Bhāgyant Purāṇ, the tenth chapter of which describes the early life of Shri Krishna, and is the principal basis on which their creed rests. Vallabhāchārya the founder was a Telugu Brahma (A.D. 1479-1531), the sixth successor of Vāhūnsvāmi. His predecessors were celibates; but Vallabh married and enjoined marriage and worldly life to his successors. At Vijaynagar Ujjain and Allahābād his sound learning secured many converts to his faith. He died at Banāras in his fifty-second year, leaving two sons, Gopināth and Vitthalānāth. Vitthalānāth died in A.D. 1583 at the age of ninety, leaving seven sons sār-saṃrūp, each of whom established a separate seat or gādī. Of them the most distinguished for learning and tact was the fourth son Gokulānāth. Their high position and influence won for them the title of great kings Mahārājā, which is still in use, along with two others, Govāmā and Gosājī, lord of cows, and Vallabhākul, descendants of Vallabha.

The Svaśīma ra'yan sect, with 287,687 followers among Brāhmaṇa,
BHÁVÁRÁS, Çáráns, Darjí, Góáchís, Gólas, Kanbíś, Káthíá, Kolís, Luhárás, Málís, Rajputás, Saláts, Sathváráás, Sonís, and Suthárs, is the most modern of Vaishnav sects. Its founder Ghamashám or Sahajáman Svámi was born in a.d. 1750 at the village of Ghápáiyá about eight miles north of Ayodhya in the N.-W. Provinces, and was the second son of Haríprásád a Sámvdi Sarvaríya Brahmán. His parents dying when he was eleven years old, he became a recluse, and adopted the name of Nílkánta Brahmacári. At that early age he knew the Bhágvad Gíta and Vishnú Sahásra Nám by heart. In the course of his rambles, which extended from Báríkedar in the extreme north to Rámsahvar near Cape Comorín, he visited Ahmadábad and Búmmáth near Dhandhuka. He then went from Gopashí to Mángrol near Junágádha. In a.d. 1799 he began to associate with a body of Rámánandí Sádhus, and in a.d. 1800 was initiated with the name of Sahajáman. Thus, at the age of twenty, he began to preach the doctrines of his new faith, and with such effect, that Rámánandí the head of the body, appointed him his successor. Sahajáman then went to Kachch and converted even Musalmáns to his faith. In a.d. 1804 he came to Ahmadábad, established alm-houses sadárvar, and began to spread his faith and make converts chiefly among the lower classes. In a.d. 1830 Sahajáman died at Gadhiá in east Káthiárád, where his footprint or pálshá are still worshipped. During his lifetime Sahajáman being a celibate adopted two of his nephews as his sons. One of them was installed at Ahmadábad and the other at Vadtál.

The tenets of the Svámínárayán faith are embodied in a book of precepts or Shikshá Patrí, which is more a treatise on practical ethics than on pure theology; and the Vachansúrit which forms an exhaustive treatise on all branches of religious philosophy. Their authoritative works are the Vedás; the Vedánta Sútras of Vyáasa as interpreted by Rámáníj; the Bhágvad Purána; three chapters of the Mahábhárát, namely Vishnu Sahásra Nám, Bhágvad Gíta, and Vilír Nátí, and the Vásudev Mahátraya chapter of the Skand Purána. The book of precepts strictly prohibits the destruction of animal life; promiscuous intercourse with the other sex; use of animal food and intoxicating liquors and drugs on any occasion; suicide; theft and robbery; false accusation against a fellow-man; blasphemy; partaking of food with low caste people; caste pollution; company of atheists and heretics, and other practices which might counteract the effect of the founder's teachings. The popularity of the faith is ascribed to its great regard for animal life, social purity, and total abstention from the use of intoxicating drinks. Sahajáman prescribed the worship of Nar-Naráyan, Rádha-Krishna, and Sitáram, obeisance at Sháiv temples and observance of the Shivratri holiday. In doctrine he preached the Visvátádvaita (unity with attributes) faith of Rámáníj.

The sect has two seats or gádis, one called Utárjí at Ahmadábad, for villages and temples in north Gujarát, including parts of Dholka and Dhandhuka, Limbí, Wadhán, Morbi, Navánagar, Bálát, and Kauch, and also at Ujjain, Bénáras, Calcutta, and Jagannáth; the other at Vadtál called Báiákha Bhág, for south Gujarát, including Nádiá, parts of Dholka and Dhandhuka, west Káthiárád, Gadhía, Junágádha, Dwárka, Broach, Surá and Bombáy, the Vátrak river forming the boundary. The annual income of the seat derived from presents bhets and contributions lábhás from lay devotees is very large. Ordinarily every lay follower is expected to contribute a twelfth of his yearly income, while the more devout is expected to pay a tenth.

Followers of the sect are of four classes, Brahmácharí and Sádhus.
forming the sacerdotal order; Pālās or servants and menials attached to temples; and Satsangis or the general laity. The lay follower on entering the faith does not renounce the world, but lives with his family and pursues his usual vocation, attending the temples and religious services and paying his dues. But before taking his food, he is enjoined to worship the likeness of the founder, which he constantly keeps along with the Book of Precepts. He also worships his footprints on a piece of cloth, and tells his rosary beads repeating his name. The Brahmacāri, who must be a Brāhman, dedicates his life to the service of the faith. Certain ceremonies qualify any Hindu not below a Kanbi in caste to be a Sādhu, and a Sanskrit school is attached to the establishments in Ahmedābād and Vadāl to give free Sanskrit education to the Sādhus. The Pālās, who form the majority of the Sādhus, are recruited from Kōta Rabāris and other low caste Hindus. These two orders have to lead a single life. All these are under the control of the Āchārya or head of the sect, who is a direct descendant of the founder. Though the āchāryas are hereditary, it requires confirmation by a council of four Brahmachāris four Sādhus and four lay Satsangis before accession. The Āchārya rises early, and after performing his morning devotions and ceremonies, presides at a meeting of Brahmachāris, Sādhus, and the laity, where religious and moral subjects are discussed; or failing them, the Bhāyvat Purāṇ and the Vachanāmārti are read and explained. At eleven o'clock they rise for dinner, again meeting similarly in the evenings, and dispersing at about midnight. The āchārya adorns the images with costly mement and ornaments and offers them rich viands. He also waves the ārītō lamp in the morning and evening, when, as a rule, all lay devotees attend, and leave after singing devotional songs or bhajans.

The chief duty of Brahmachāris and Sādhus is to spread the faith, moving about the country always in pairs, and preaching for the conversion of the masses. They get food and clothes from the income of the sect. They rise early, offer prayers, and except the infirm, the sick, and those engaged in cooking, attend the six o'clock meeting where the head Brahmachāri or Sādhu delivers a sermon or reads from the Purāṇs or the Vachanāmārti. They retire at nine o'clock and read or study till dinner is served at eleven. They then meet at the temple, take a recess at two, reassemble at three, and hold religious discourses till six in the evening. At night supper is served only to the weak, infirm, or weary. The rest read holy texts and retire at eleven o'clock. The Pālās are attendants and menials waiting upon the āchārya.

The ceremony of initiation begins with the novice offering a palmful of water which he throws on the ground at the feet of the āchārya saying I give over to Svāmi Sahajāṃand my mind, body, wealth, and sins of (all) births, Man, tva, dhan, ane jannaṇa pāp. He is then given the sacred formula Sri Krishna tvaṁ guṭtā vam, Sri Krishna thēt my refuge. The novice then pays at least half a rupee to the āchārya. Sometimes the āchārya delegates his authority to admit followers as candidates for regular discipleship, giving them the Pauch Vartamāna formula forbidding lying, theft, adultery, intoxication, and animal food. But a perfect disciple can be made only after receiving the final formula from one of the two āchāryas. The distinguishing mark, which the disciple is then

1 Following a belief that the founder would protect them from the horrors of hell for sins committed.
2 The popular name of the sect therefore is Vartamāna Pauch.
allowed to make on his forehead, is a vertical streak of gopīchandana clay or sandal with a round red powder mark in the middle and a necklet of sweet basil beads.

A special feature of the sect is that its Brahmachāris and Śādhus being forbidden to indulge in the pleasures of the table, unlike other Hindus, sat at their dinner a mixture of different cooked viands mixed together. Another feature is the scrupulous care with which, in practice, intercourse between the sexes is avoided. No Śādhu may ever touch a woman, even an accidental touch except that of a mother having to be expiated by a whole-day fast. Similarly, should a widow-disciple touch even a boy who is not her son she has to undergo the same penalty. There are separate passages for women in their large temples, and separate reading and preaching halls for women, attended by the wives of the śrāvāṇas, with images of Śādhu, Krishna, and the founder.

The Kabirpanthi sect, a branch of the Rāmānandis, with 200,758 followers among Lohārās, Kumbhās, Sonis. Suthās, Kumbhās, Lohārās, Darjās, Khārās, Kāchhās, Ghanās, Bāvās, Hājāmās, Dhoobīs, Kadiyās, and Kolīs, was founded about A.D. 1520-1529 by Kabir (Arabic—the great) also called Dūnāni or the Sage, and Sat Sāhib or the good lord, a low-caste Hindu or Muslim of Upper India, who, by force of genius, earnest faith, and sincerity of conviction, rose to be one of the greatest religious reformers of India. Though a follower of Rāmānanda, Kabir went a step further, and tried to unite in one common faith, not all Hindu castes alone, but Hindus and Mahomedans alike, disregarding the worship of all forms of the deity, and the observance of Hindu or Muslim rites and ceremonies. His faith prescribes no initiatory Shraddha, no fixed form of sectarian salvation, no distinctive forehead mark, and no rosary. These outward manifestations are immaterial, the purity of life and elevation of the inner man and perfect faith in God being the sole objects. All men, he asserts, have divine attributes in a greater or less degree, but God possesses the superhuman qualities of freedom from human weakness, power to assume any form, undescnibable purity, and irresistible power. The good follower of the faith called Śādhu is God’s living semblance, who attains everlasting bliss after death. God is eternal, and so in the elementary matter from which He is formed. All things are made of that same matter which pre-existed in Him before they took their present form, just as flesh blood and bone are present in the creative fluid. Kabir’s philosophy recognizes the identity of the human and the divine soul as with the pure Vedantists. Salvation, according to Kabir, consists in attaining the highest knowledge, that this world is a mere delusion, and that the human and the supreme soul are one. According to Kabir’s moral code, life is the gift of the Giver of all that is good, and should therefore not be violated or trifled with by His creatures. In marked contrast with other sects, he preached that universal brotherhood is a cardinal virtue, and the destruction of animal life in any form, either of sentient or insentient beings is held to be a great crime. All the chasms and changes of life, the varied lot of man, his differences

1 Kabir’s birth and parentage are shrouded in mystery. It is said in the Bhākta Māla that he was the son of a Brahman virgin widow, who was successively blessed with a son by Rāmānanda. She exposed the child, who was taken and adopted by a Muslim weaving family, who is the name by which Kabir calls himself in his bhajans.
in religion, his desires, hopes, fears, love, and all worldly ills are held to be the result of cosmic illusion maya. To recognize the one Divine spirit under these manifold illusions is to obtain emancipation and rest of soul. That rest is to be reached, not by burnt-offerings or sacrifices, but by faith or bhakti and meditation on the Supreme Spirit, and by keeping his holy names for ever on the lips and in the heart. Retirement from the world is recommended in so far only as it assists quiet and undisturbed meditation on God and the soul. Among rules of conduct, their sadhus are enjoined celibacy, not even to look on a woman, to renounce all distinctions of caste, creed, ritual and forms of adoration, to abstain from all desire of material wealth, to inflict no bodily pain, austerity, or penance, to rise betimes, to bathe always with cold water, and engage in spiritual meditation, and lie on the bare ground. Implicit obedience to the spiritual guide guru is also enjoined; but every pupil of the sect is directed to carefully scrutinize the doctrines and acts of his teacher and guide before finally surrendering to his control. But ever afterwards the guru exercises absolute authority over lay devotees and often inflicts chastisement for irregular living. Reproof and admonition are followed by prohibition to enter the guru's presence, and expulsion from the fraternity is the extreme punishment.

The religious creed of the sect is Vaishnavism, the Ramanand or Rama-vat cult. Kabir himself is said to have originally been a worshipper of the Deity endowed with form and attributes as Rama and Krishna. Subsequently he rose a step higher and preached the doctrine of a God without form and attributes. The tenets of his faith are embodied in voluminous works which are mostly in dialogues in different languages, the authors being Kabir and his immediate disciples. They are preserved at the head-quarters of the sect, the Kabir Chaura at Banaras. From these and the devotional songs bhajans it clearly appears that though the Kabirpanthia have in the main descended from Brahmanism, the founder had an intimate knowledge of Brahmatic theology and philosophy. Sadhus are recruited generally from high cast Hindus. Caste distinctions are observed to some extent, and among sadhus a Brahman sadhu cooks for the rest. Their forehead mark is vertical of white or yellow clay, extending from the tip of the nose to the top of the forehead. Of the two gadiis of this sect, the chief is the Kabir Chaura at Bhamghat near Banaras. Of the two pontiffs one remains an ascetic, the other is allowed to marry. On the death of either, the head pupil is raised to the gadi with the consent of the other heads. These exercise moral influence both over sadhus and lay followers; and the latter are empowered to depose even the head if he is found to lead an irregular life. The sect has temples where devotees adore Kabir's or the guru's gadi, and offer flowers to the books of Kabir. They also sit beside his books on fullmoon nights, especially that of Bhadarva (September-October) singing till dawn the devotional songs bhajans composed by Kabir and his disciples.

There are several branches of this sect, Sat-Kabirs, Ram-Kabirs, Hamsa-Kabirs and nine others. The Hamsa-Kabirs hold that God once assumed the form of a swan or hamsa, and they offer their

1 Imperial Gazetteer, VI. 219.
2 This is done in violation of Kabir's doctrine which enjoins purely mental and not physical adoration.
devotions to the Deity in that form. In Gujarát this worship is said to have been first preached about a century ago by one Niyál Dájí of Jambusar.

The Sháivs, numbering 690,124 in A.D. 1872, who are commonly Brahmans, and less often Rajputs, Brahma-Kahatri, Vànáš, Kadva Kanbis, Bhάtis, or Suthárs, are found throughout Gujarát, Káthiavád, and Kachí. They worship the deity under the name of Rudra, Shiv, Sadasív, Shankar, Shambhu, and Mahádev in their houses as a family god as well as in their temples, one or more of which are found in almost every village, town, or city. Though Shiv is imagined to be a fair-skinned recluse or yajñi, having an extra fire-emitting eye, sitting on a tiger skin and clad in elephant hide, with cobras for ornaments and human skulls for a necklace, the moon over his forehead and the Ganges issuing out of his matted hair jata, he is so represented only in cave and temple sculptures and in modern pictures. In Sháiv shrines the ling emblem takes his place as the object of worship, which is offered with sandal chandan, water, and the leaf of the three-leaved bel Áśege marmelae. As with Vishnu, the worship is elaborate in sixteen parts, shedasí jypad with Vedic hymns and Vedic ritual on holy days, but shorter on other days. None but a Brahmán may recite Vedic mantras and worship according to Vedic ritual, which partly explains why castes other than Brahmans for whom the Puránic ritual is prescribed are not usually Sháivs. In strong contrast with the pomp of Vaishnava temples is the simplicity and solemnity of the worship of Shiv. It is only on his great nights, the dark fourteenth shivaratri, and especially that of Māgh (February-March), called Moháshivaratri, when the god is invested with a brass or silver mask, and in winter when his emblem is decked with refrigerated clarified butter in ornamental shapes called ghima kamal, or the masked god is taken in procession, or on occasions called Mahárdra and Ate-rudra, costing from Rs. 500 to Rs. 10,000 and more, that there is much to interest or excite the imagination in the worship of Shiv.

The emblem called ling or bága is of stone, pyramidal in shape, and from three inches to several feet high. The chief of these sacred emblems are called yajñambha or self-created and jyoti or luminous. The famous temple of Somáth or Prabháś mentioned in the Mahabhárata has one of these jyoti lingas, and in the whole of India there are but eleven others like it. Nánáth, Gopánáth, Nilkanth, and others in Káthiavád, Bhimáth near Dhandhuka, Untudía in Kára, and several Sháiv shrines on the Narbada and Tápti rivers, though less reputed, possess great local sanctity.

The worship of Rudra and Shiv has continued from the time of the Vedic seers to be the cult of the Brahmans. It was adapted by Shankarácharya¹ and his successors to popular worship. From a storm-god, he had grown into the Destroyer and Reproducer. The Chinese pilgrims and Indian poems supply evidence of his worship long before the seventh century A.D. Shankarácharya's teaching gave an impulse to it throughout India, and in the hands of his followers and apostolic successors, Shiv worship became one of the two chief religions of India. As at once Destroyer and Reproducer, Shiv represented profound philosophical doctrines, and was early recognised as the first god or adides of the

¹ See above page 583.
Brāhmans. To them he was the symbol of death as merely a change of life. His terrible aspects as Rudra, Bhairav, Ugra, Agnir, and Bhima well adapted him to the religion of fear and propitiation prevalent among the ruder non-Aryan races. He thus became alike the deity of the highest and of the lowest castes. Shankarāchārya wrote a number of popular Shaiv panegyrics or stotras. A later and popular Shaiv panegyric, called the Mahāmātir stotra, is commonly recited by all devout Shaivas.

Shankar established four seats, two Shaiv at Badrikedār in the extreme north and Rāmeshvar near Cape Comorin, and two Vaishnav at Jagannāth or Puri and at Dwārka. At these seats he installed pupils as āchāryas or religious heads, and their successive pupils still occupy the gūḍis. The Dwārka seat is called Śhākara Pīth Thirum of Learning, and is endowed by the Gāekwār of Baroda, who sanctions the appointment of every new pontiff. The chief duty of the pontiff is to preach and disseminate the doctrines of the Vedic religion, to control the body of friars or Sānyasis, and generally to supervise the seat. A certain territorial area is assigned to each pontiff, outside which he has no jurisdiction. The Dwārka pontiff, called Shankarāchārya, is a referee in religious questions for followers of Shaivism in Gūjarat.

The moral code of the Shaiv school declares it to be a grievous sin to tell a lie, to eat flesh fish onion garlic and similar forbidden articles as food, and to commit theft adultery and offences against society. Followers are also enjoined to give up pride, anger, and ambition, and not to use water, milk, or butter without properly straining them. Every living soul being identical with Brahma, the destruction of animal life is strictly prohibited. So long as a man has not acquired the highest knowledge or brahman dhyāna, he is bound to observe the ritual prescribed in the Vedas. It is only to obtain a correct notion of the impersonal Brahma that the worship of a deity endowed with some tangible form is recommended.

Shaivas use a transverse streak on their forehead. They also put on a necklace of the rudrākṣa Elaeocarpus ganitrus berry. The Shaiv ascetics are the Dandis, Yogis, Jangams, Paramahanas, Agnās, Urdhva-bāhns, and Akāshmukhis.

The Dandis or Sanyāsīs carry a small stick or danda with a piece of tawny coloured cloth attached to it. They shave the hair and beard, wear only a strip of cloth round their loins, and subsist on food obtained ready cooked from the houses of Brāhmans only. They are enjoined to live by themselves in solitude, and pass their time in the study of the Shāstras and in pious contemplation. They worship Shiv and also Vishnu as Nārāyan. As a distinctive feature they bear the Shaiv mark on their forehead, swarming it with the trīpūtra, a triple transverse line made with ashes obtained from the fire of an Agnihotri Brahma. They repeat the initiatory mantras which is Om namah Śhīvāya Salutation to Shiv, and also Namo Nārāyanīya Salutation to Nārāyan. Some Dandis worship the deity devoid of attributes nirguna or passion niranjana. Amongst some Yogis the worship of Shiv in the form of Bhairav is the prevailing form, and in that case part of the ceremony of initiation consists in making a small incision on the inner part of the knee and drawing the blood of the novice as an acceptable offering to the deity. Being absolutely prohibited the use of
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fire for any purpose, Dandis dispose of their dead by putting them in coffins and either burying or committing the body to some sacred stream. Though originally restricted to Brāhmaṇas, Kāhatriyas, and Vaisyas as the three twice-born or sacred-thread-wearing classes, any Hindu is now allowed to join the order of Dandia, who thus differ from the Dasmāniṣa the primitive recluses of this order who admitted Brāhmaṇa only. The philosophic tenets of the Dandis are of the Vedānta school, as taught by Shankar and his disciples. Some interest themselves in the Yoga practices as preached by Patanjali, while some have also adopted Tāntrik doctrines.

Paramhansa is the highest of the four gradations among Sanyāsīs, its members being solely occupied with the investigation of the Supreme Brahma without regard to pleasure or pain, heat or cold, satiety or want. In proof of their having attained this sort of ideal perfection, they move about in all weathers, and are supposed never to speak, not even to indicate any natural want. Their attendants receive what is brought to them as alms or food, and feed the Paramhansas with it.

The insensibility of the Paramhansas to all natural wants is entirely passive, and therefore inoffensive, but this is not the case with the Aghoris. The Aghoris seem originally to have been worshippers of Devi in some of her terrific forms, and to have required even human victims for their rites. They are hideous in appearance and indescribably disgusting in their food. Aghoris are seldom now seen, but a few are believed to be living in the Xbu, Girnār, and Pāvagad hills.

Like Verāgī and Sanyāsī the term Yogi, especially its vernacular Jogi, is popularly applied to vagrants capricious in their mode of living, who mostly use the character for eking out a lazy livelihood. In its literal and much-respected sense, Yogi means a follower of Patanjali's Yoga school who is devoted to divine meditation. The Yoga philosophy teaches that, by certain practices, a man is able to obtain complete mastery over matter. These practices are long-continued suppression of the breath or prāṇa, eighty-four different ways of fixing the eyes on the tip of the nose, and effecting by mental abstraction a union between the human vital spirit and the universal spirit which is identical with Shiv as the source and essence of all creation. When this fusion is accomplished it is believed the Yogi is not born again.

There are different classes of Yogis, the chief among them being the Kānphatās or followers of Gorakhnāth, who have establishments in Kacchh, Kathiāvād, and Ahmedābād. They live as ascetics either singly or in monasteries. Shiv is their preferential object of worship, and they officiate as priests at the celebrated Līt or staff of Bhairav, at Banāras. They mark the forehead with a transverse line of ashes and also smear the body with ashes. They dress themselves in various ways wearing a tawny coloured piece of cloth round their loins. They are more generally known by the name of Nathpanthis, and consider themselves to be the descendants of Shiv. Among them flourished nine great Naṭhas or lurs and eighty-four sages called Siddhas. Itinerant singers called Bharharis and Bāvalias belong to this sect. Others are Sārangiharas who carry a small fiddle and sing religious songs and chant mythological verses in the streets, and Doriharas who sell thread and silk to the housewives of the village. They are all religious mendicants dealing in fortune-telling, interpolation of dreams, and palmistry.

 Bombay Gazetteer, V, 85-86; VIII, 159.
Jangams or Lingayats, found in small numbers, wear a copper or silver ring on their person commonly round the neck or folded in the turban. The Jangams smear their foreheads with ashes and wear necklaces or carry rosaries of the rudraksha Elaeocarpaceae gutturosa berry. The ascetic members of the sect wear ochre-coloured clothes.

Personal torture being of great efficacy in the Shāiva creed, some ascetics adopted certain modes of distorting their limbs and forcing them out of their natural position. Thus the Urtha Bāhus extend one or both their arms above their head. They also close the fist and allow their nails to grow and perforate the flesh. They are solitary mendicants subsisting on alms. They usually assume the Shāiva marks, and twist their hair in imitation of the jāti or matted hair of Shiva.

The Aka’samukhīs keep their face turned to the sky till the muscles of the neck become stiffened and retain them permanently in that position. They also wear the jāti or matted hair and allow the beard and whiskers to grow. They smear their body with ashes and live on alms. The Bhumīmukhīs suspend themselves by the feet, generally on trees, with their heads nearly touching the ground, and keep themselves in this position for hours. The Nājis let their nails grow, sometimes eleven inches long. The Nākis are fierce warriors. The Mūkās or dumb men practice silence under vows, sometimes for years. The Pārānāgīs torture themselves with barbed nails in their wooden shoes. The Vīnāśikas measure their length on the ground, often for hundreds of miles, while going to their chosen places of pilgrimage.

The Bijapathi or Mārgī sect, with a large following among Brāhmans, Vāntās, Lohānas, Rajputs, Sāthvārās, Mālis, Kumbhāras, Luhāras, Darjias, Bhāsāras, Gōlīs, Khārvās, Ahīs, Bābīs, Chārans, Bhāradas, Kāpīlis, Kollas, and Kāthīs, chiefly in Kairā and north Gujarāt, is said to have been founded about 500 years ago by one Ugrasat at Banārṣa. They believe in an impersonal god, holding that the human and the eternal soul are one. The object of worship is the image of a horse called Rāmde Pir, or the flame of a lamp as an emblem of the formless but all-intelligent essence. The initiatory hymn is the Vedic gīyati. The ceremony consists in placing a brass horse, typifying Rāmde’s horse, on a wooden stool covered with red cloth. Round the brass horses are spread wheat or Indian millet grains, and near it a brass lamp. The sect has sidākas who know no caste distinctions, and are enjoined a life of meditation and contemplation. Fasts are kept on the second or new-moon day of every month, and at night they light the sacred lamp or jyoti. The ceremony begins with setting out a stool covered with red cloth on which small heaps of rice are arranged having images of Rāmde’s horse, Ganpati, Hanumān, a hāng, and an image of Shākti in the centre. Small uncooked wheateaks are also placed on the stool with wheaten lamps at the corners. In a small earthen plate to the left the goddess Paschimā is installed and a wick ignited. The space between the stool and the goddess is called Mount Mera or the Indian Olympus. Two other lamps are also ignited on the stool over two copper jugs filled with salt and sugar.

1 Found chiefly in the Southern Maratha districts of Sholapur, Dhārvār, and Bijapur. See Bombay Gazetteer, XX. 75-85; XXII. 102-115; XXIII. 219-280.
2 The legend of Rāmde Pir is that Ajinalīn Tār, a Mārvāl Rajput chief, went to the temple at Dwārka to solicit a son. The deity gave him a son, who was named Rāmde Pir. As enjoined by the deity, the favourite charger of Rāmde Pir is the horse now being worshipped.
water. On the mouth of the copper jag is placed a coconut. The wicks are made by twining yarn round rose sticks. These wicks are dipped in butter, and a votary then holds the ends together and lights them. Below the wicks a butter-filled cup is put with small floating cotton wicks. Sparks from the burning wicks overhead ignite the floating wicks which are called jyots. The votaries sit round the blaze, feed it with clarified butter, and sing hymns or bhajans. At midnight an offering of sweets is made to the flame and a lighted lamp waved round it. Sweetmeats and coconuts are then distributed, after which songs describing the exploits of Râmde Pir are sung.

The chief saints of this sect are Ugamdi of Jaisalpur; Mālādā a Mārādā chief and his queen, Kṛṣṇade; Râmde Pir with his wife Nīhā and their daughter Dāhaldevi; Vīramdev, the brother of Râmde Pir; Khokhadi of Dhedigar; Chaman Śaikh of Sīndh; Katanpuri Gōsā; Sārō and Sūrī Rabari of Gohelvād; and Tōlī Rānī also of Gohelvād. Tōlī Rānī is also known as still or the virtuous, she having propagated the faith in Khāṭgāvād. Miraculous stories are related about her, and from a mere country girl she is said to have risen to be queen of the Gohil corsair Mokahādāī (A.D. 1547) of Piram.

The Parnāmi sect, with followers among Pātīdārs, Kāyasthas, Moḍh, Vāṇās, Raiputs, Bhattas, Sūṭhās, Dājīs, Gōlās, Kadiyās, and Kolis, is said to have been founded during Aurangzeb’s reign (A.D. 1658-1707) at the village of Jharna-Parna in Bundelkhand by one Prānādāth. Another story is that its founder was one Devchand (A.D. 1582) of Anasoot in Sīndh, who was much devoted to the study of the Bhāgavat Purāṇ, and travelled to Jāmīnagar, where he consecrated a temple to Rādha-Krishna. Devchand’s chief disciple was one Meherāj Thakor, after whom the sect is also called Meherāj Panth. Meherāj then instituted a seat at Surat, and travelled to Delhi and Mālwa, establishing himself finally at Jharna-Parna under the patronage of Chhatrasal the ruling chief. A feature of this sect is that no idol or image should be worshipped but only Meherāj’s Book of Faith. In spite of this canon, devout Parnāmis adore the boy, Krishna as he was at Gokul during his juvenile sports. In some Parnāmi temples ornaments are so arranged as to look like an idol from a distance. In others there are images of Rādha-Krishna, but the Book of Faith is always worshipped in such temples and a lighted lamp waved round it. The Parnāmi gurūs observe celibacy, visit their followers, and receive presents, and give readings or recite kirtans in the temples. Parnāmi Sādhus observe no obsequial rites, and do not inflict any bodily pain or penances. Their fasting days are the third and fourth days of Ashādh (July), which day is also the anniversary of the founder.

Shaṅktas or devotees of Divine Energy, regarded as consorts of some gods, are found among all classes in north Gujarāt. They hold that Shaṅkta is not only one with the male deity, but she is one in all things, so that all things are in her, and besides her there is no other divinity. Their sacred texts which prescribe rites and ceremonies are called Mantras, Yāmals, and Rasasyas, which they call the fifth Veda, and regard as of Vedic sanctity and antiquity.

Shaṅktas are of two kinds, Dākshināchāris or right-hand and Vāmāchāris or left-hand worshippers. The Dākshināchāris worship their goddess publicly with the usual Vedic or Purāṇik ritual. They used formerly to offer blood sacrifices, offering a number of animals, but the offering now
is of grain with milk and sugar. Worship is restricted to Shiv's consort, and to Shiv only as identified with her. Their chief places of pilgrimage are the shrines of Vindhyavasini near Mirzapur and Jvalamukhi at Nagarkot, where on the eighth day of the dark half of Kārtik (November-December) and Chaitra (April-May) pilgrims attend in large numbers.

The Vāmāchāri or Vāmamārgi Shāktas adopt a ritual which holds the Vedas, Smritis, and Purāṇas in contempt. Besides Shiv's wife they worship Lakshmi, Sarasvati, the Mātrikās, the Nāyikās, Yoginis, and also the evil-doing Dākinīs and Sākinīs, and Shiv in his form of Bhairav. Kaula, Aghori, Paramāsahas, Avghad, and Sharbhangi are five kinds of Shākta followers, of whom the Kaulas or Kulinas are best known. Their forms of worship include the use of flesh, fish, wine, sexual intercourse, and mystic gestulation. The goddess is represented by a woman in the flesh, and worship is celebrated in mixed societies, where men represent Bhairavs and women Bhairavis or Nāyikās. Flesh and wine are first offered to the woman-goddess and then distributed among the votaries. Oracles follow, and the ceremony called Shṛṅchakra and Purandhāra or full initiation ends the rite. The members are enjoined strict secrecy and do not keep caste distinctions. Of late, instead of mixed companies, males alone meet and partake of flesh and wine. The sect has no distinctive forehead mark, but two perpendicular vermilion marks or a red streak up the middle of the forehead, with a round red chāndala at the root of the nose, indicate a Shākta. They use a rosary of the rudrākṣa Elacarpus ganitrus berry or of coral beads. While at worship they wear a red silk loincloth and garlands of crimson flowers. The sect has many votaries who join in the faith of the high hopes held out to followers in their holy Tāntrik texts.

A further branch of the Kaula Mārga in north Gujarat and Kathikhād is called Kānchaliya Panth or Bodice Sect, which holds that promiscuous intercourse between the sexes confers religious merits on certain days.

Maḍhavgar's Panth, with followers among Brāhmans, Pātvās, Sanghādīna, and Hājams, was founded by Maḍhavgar of Nadād about A.D. 1824. He became a recluse and lived in Kathikhād, when he preached his dogmas based on the Vedānta school. According to his tenets, God has neither form nor attributes and has no incarnations. Contemplation of one Supreme Brahma is all that he preaches. He condemns the worship of idols, defiled persons, animals, trees, rivers, and other objects, which are only the creations of the Supreme Being, the supreme or universal soul being the same as the individual or lower soul jīvātma. He depreciates the observance of fasts or the infliction of pain by austerities on the physical frame, which he considers is but a receptacle of jīvātma. Shedding of animal blood is also strictly prohibited. There is no pollution by touch, not even of a woman in her periods, or of a funeral mourner, or at eclipses. Brāhmans are not fed on the twelfth day after a death, nor śraksāhas performed in September. Food and almsgiving are prescribed only for the old and the decrepit.

The sect has no pādī and no pontiff dākaryā. There are gurus whose duty is to propagate the faith, to accept no homage, service, or money but cooked food and clothing only. They wear yellow garments, mark their foreheads with a transverse line of sandal, and carry a rosary of rudrākṣa Elacarpus ganitrus berries.

The Pirānā sect, with followers among Brāhmans, Vāniās, Kāchhiās, and Maṭhā Kanhiās, was founded in A.D. 1449 by one Imāmahāb,
who came from Persia, and settled in Giramtha village about nine miles south of Ahmedabad. He is said to have miraculously brought rain, whereupon the Ahmedad king Muhammad II. (A.D. 1441-1491) gave him his daughter in marriage. By her Imamshah had four sons, the ancestors of the present Pirana Syeds. The faith preaches the contemplation and worship of one eternal and formless God. The followers are allowed to observe Hindu holidays and fast on the second and fourth days of every month and the whole of Ramzan. They obey their caste rules, read their own religious books, and, except that their reverence for Imamshah requires them after burning their dead, to bury the bones at Pirana, they are like other Hindus. The kakkas or shrine managers of this sect generally belong to the Leva Kumbhi caste. They take vows of celibacy, wear yellow clothes, and bury their dead. The book of religious precepts called Shikshapatri written by Imamshah, is supposed to be read by all. The common form for lay followers is Shiksham I am Shiv, and by the Kakkas, Imam Kemah The Imam (that is Imamshah himself) is the One God.

The Ravipanth, with followers among Lohanas, Kashishis, carpenters, Gaddies, and Charnas, was founded about A.D. 1750 by one Bhau or Ravi Sahib. Except that they adore Ravi Sahib as their spiritual lord, the Ravipanthis are Vaishnavas. The story is that the founder Bhau Sahib came from Shabpur in Kathiawad and worked miracles in Baroda. Bhau Sahib is said to have enjoined that his successors up to the sixth degree should marry, and those after them should remain celibates. The sect has four seats or gaddis with acharyas or pontiffs who invest their followers with necklets or kanti.

The Santrampanth, with followers in and about Nadiad, was founded at Nadiad by one Santram about a hundred years ago. He was a devout follower of Shankaracharya and of his doctrine of pantheism. He used to practice yoga or abstraction, and attracted many followers, who built him a temple at Nadiad where the chief pontiff now resides. All followers are expected to lead a pious and virtuous life. The faith prescribes no distinctive marks and no necklet, but preaches a catholic toleration admitting within its fold people of all castes, creeds, and persuasions, who are asked to conform to a few simple rules of everyday morality. It enjoins no observances and no fasts, but expects every follower to keep in mind the memory of the founder on the full moon of Mang (February) by chanting hymns or bhajans in praise of him. Santram and his successor Lakshmanadas are buried in Santram's temple at Nadiad, and on that sacred spot a gadi or cushion is spread and a butter-fed lamp kept always burning. The devotees hold the gadi in respect and flock in numbers to adore it. The annual income of the Nadiad temple is about a thousand rupees. It has branches at Unareth and Pardas in Baroda territory.

The Udasi sect, among the Udai Kanbis of Bardoli in Surat, was founded 300 years ago by one Gopaladas. He rejected the Vedic ritual, but enjoined the study of its speculative truths believing in an impersonal God. He preached the possibility of final emancipation by devout contemplation of the all-pervading spirit, but held that future births are necessary for fulfilling unaccomplished desires. The head or waqf of this sect is nominated by a council of five. He ties a necklet on the novice, fixes days for marriages and funeral feasts, and punishes disobedience by expulsion. The Udai Kanbi followers bathe early, pour water on the sweet basil plant, and worship their sacred book of faith. In the evening they bow to the cushion on which the book is kept, wave
a lighted lamp, and chant hymns with music. Their natahi officiates at their marriages. They perform no obesual rites. These Udasis are different from the Nánakpándhi Udasis, who are found scattered with establishments or abháddas in some cities and holy spots.

The Dádúpánthi sect, with followers among Ángává Brahmans, Vánís, Kámbis, Pándáris, Suthárs, Luhárs, Káchhás, and Hágáns, was founded about A.D. 1600 by one Dádurám or Dádyájí, a cotton cleaner of Ahmedábád. The sect being allied to the Káhirpánthi in doctrine and practice, is classed as a Vaishnav schism, and as a branch of the Rámánnadí school, Dádu being a pupil of Buddhán, the fourth Káhirpánthi pontiff. The doctrines of the sect are the same as those of Shankaráchárya’s Vedánta school, but Dádu finding them too abstruse for his followers, preached in their stead the worship of Dál Mukund or the boy Krishna. The Dádúpánthi sect is divided into Vrajkútias or ascetics who have renounced the world, and go bareheaded with but one garment and a water-pot; Nágas, who carry arms; and Vistárdráhás, lay householders. They apply no distinguishing forehead mark and do not use the indri resavy. They are known at once by their cap which has four corners and a hanging flap, which each follower has to make for himself. Marriage is forbidden for other than lay householders. To prevent destruction of animal life in cremation, the tenets of the sect enjoin that corpses should be laid in the forests to be devoured by birds and beasts. This however is not done, and they burn their corpses but always at dawn. The holy texts of the sect are passages from the writings of Káhir and Dádu’s writings which are both mystic and pantheistic. Their chief shrines are Naráma near Jepur in Rejántáma, where Dádu’s bed and holy books are preserved and worshipped.

The Radhávallabhí sect, with followers among lower class Hindus, was founded in A.D. 1585 by one Harivamsh of Vrindávan near Gokul in the North-West Provinces. His fourteenth descendant is the present head of the sect. The chief object of worship is Radhá with Krishna as her vallabh or consort. Their holy book is the Bhágavat Purán. The Radhá Sudhánádhi written by the founder, and the Sévá Sákhirágni are two other books which are held in respect.

Lakshmángar’s Panth, with followers among Hágáns, Kumbhás, Kámbis, and Talábda Kolás, was founded by a Gossin named Lakshmángar. They worship Mahádev, respect the Vedás and Vedíc ritual, and denounce theft, adultery, and the use of animal food. Their ascetics do not practise austerities or penances involving corporal infliction.

The Kuber Panth, chiefly followed by Luhárs, was founded about fifty years ago by Kubördás a Talábda Koli of Sársa near Amand, and a pupil of Kársandás a Rámánnadí ascetic. They believe in the Rámánnadí doctrine of unity with attributes. Their ascetics are enjoined to refrain from evil thoughts and passions and practice self-introspection.

Ranchhod Bhagat’s Panth was founded in A.D. 1724 by a Vánís to whom the god Ranchhódáji exhibited a miracle. The chief doctrine is that God is the creator of the universe, and, as such, should alone be the object of universal adoration. Falsehood, theft, adultery, and hatred of fellow-worshippers are denounced by the cult. Jagápanth, Hari-Krishnapanth, and Bháhávádú’s are small recent sects.

Places of pilgrimage for Gujarát Hindus may be broadly divided into Bráhmanical and Jain. Both owe their sanctity to their being the famous shrines of the objects worshipped, and as being places mentioned in legendary lore. Other Bráhmanical places are tirthas, literally fords.
or crossings, generally at the passages, sources, and confluences of rivers, or on sea shores, and hot springs, especially those mentioned in the Epics, Puranas, and local Mahatmyas. Of local importance only are many annual fairs attended by a few thousands from the neighbourhood. The Vaishnav place of Indian importance in Gujarat is Dwarka in north-west Kathiavard, its provincial representative being Dakor in north Gujarat, both sacred to Krishna. Outside of Gujarat the followers of Ram visit Ayodhya or Oudh his birth-place, while the followers of Krishna make it a point to visit Gokul, Mathura, and Vrindavan, so closely associated with the birth and childhood legends of Krishna; Jagannath or Puri in Orissa, sacred to Buddha the ninth incarnation of Vishnu; Tirupati near Madras with a famous temple of Balaji; Vishnu-Kanchi near Conjeevaram; and Pandharpur in the Deccan with the far-famed shrine of Vithoba or Vitthal. Followers of the Vallabha-charya sect never fail to visit their chief shrine of Shravanthi at Nadiuvara near Chitor in Rajputana. With the Ssvaminarayanas the holiest places are Vadav in north Gujarat and Gadula in east Kathiavard, Samlaji and Brahmakhed in the Malvi Kanta, and Tulasiyana and Varanhup in south Kathiavard, are spots of more local importance for Vaishnav pilgrims.

The chief Shaivite shrine of Indian importance in Gujarat is Prabhas or Somnath Pata on the west Kathiavard coast. Siddhpur in north Gujarat is also considered sacred as being the only place in India where oblations are offered to the manes of deceased mothers. It is therefore called Matru Gaya, corresponding to Pitri Gaya near Banaras, which Gujarat Hindu pilgrims visit for oblations to deceased fathers. Outside of Gujarat the greatest Shaivite centre which every devout Hindu of means visits is Banaras or Kashi, to worship in the great Shaivite temple of Vishveshvar and also to bathe in the sacred Ganges. Hardwar and Badrikeddar, higher up the Ganges, Vaidyanath or Devgadh in Bengal, Shiva-Kanchi near Conjeevaram, Rameshvar near Cape Comorin, Gokarn, Mahabaleshvar near Kuma in north Kandari, and Nasik-Tirimbak on the Deccan plateau are also visited by Gujarati Shaivas. The provincial spots of pilgrimage for Shaiva in south Gujarat are Shukla-tirth and Shurupan on or near the Narbada; Untadai near Kadi in Baroda territory; and the Panch-tirthi or five shrines between Bhimnath near Dhandhuka and Gopnath in south-east Kathiavard.

The Matla shrines are Amba Bhavani on Mount Abu, Becharaji in the Chhara, Kallak on Pavagadh hill in the Panch Mahals, and the Unhai hot-springs near Banada in the Surat District. Tulja Bhavani in the Nisam's territory, and Hinglij on the Balochistan frontier are also visited by devout Matla worshippers.

Of minor divinities pilgrims visit the shrines of Hanuman at Gomandev, twelve miles east of Ankleshvar, Dabhoda near Ahmedabad, and Bhimpur near Surat.

The Narbada, the Tapti, and several spots on the sea-shore between Dwarka and Daman are held in high local sanctity. The Narbada is considered as the holiest, and a pilgrimage to Revaji includes a bath in the river and visits to sacred spots on the river-course including Shukla-tirth and Kabirvad near Broach, Chanco-Kanyali, and Shurpan further up. Once in twelve years, when the intercalary month falls in May-June (Vaishakh), Tarna on the Narbada near Shukla-tirth is visited by tens of thousands of pilgrims from all parts of Gujarat and Kathiavard, and Bhaidhut also on the Narbada, draws pilgrims but in
much smaller numbers, once in nineteen years when the intercalary month falls in September-October (Bhāḍarva). The Tāpti as the daughter of the Sun, and several shrines along its course near Surat and Kāmulūj enjoy local sanctity among pilgrims of the district. But once in twelve years, when the intercalary month falls in May-June (Vaisākh), pilgrims go in large numbers to Bodhān on the Tāpti eighteen miles east of Surat, but in smaller numbers than to Tavrā.

Outside Gujarāt, pilgrims who can afford the cost, value a bath in the Ganges and at Banāras, and at the confluence of the Ganges and the Jamna at Allahābād religiously called Prāyāg or Prāgrāj as the prince of tirthas. Once in twelve years, during the whole twelve months in which the sun is said to be in the sign Leo śīvāstha, the Godāvari is held very sacred, and Gujarāt Hindus of all castes and creeds, in common with pilgrims from all parts of India, go to Nāsik and Trimbāk to visit the Godāvari, especially virgin widows whose head is there shaven for the first time after widowhood.

The Jains have in Gujarāt three shrines of Indian importance, all on hills, Mount Abu, Shatrunjaya hill near Patāna, and Girnār near Junāgadh in Kathiāvād. Tāringa and Kesariya beyond Mount Abu are also visited by Gujarāt Jains; and such as can afford the cost do not fail to visit Samet Shikhar the Jain Banāras in Bengal.

Railway travelling has made pilgrimages easier, safer, and less costly; but devout Hindus, especially Jains, still go on foot as gaining religious merit thereby. In the old unsettled times, pilgrims used to go in bands called saṅghas, with hereditary leaders called saṅghais; and it is still the practice for Brahmānical Hindus to go to Ambaī, Becharājī, Dwārka, Dākor, Revājī, and the Godāvari in such saṅghas. Sometimes a rich Jain bears the entire cost of carrying, and feeding on the journey, an entire saṅgh, which is held to confer high religious merit.

*Vastupāl, a Porvād Jain Vānīś, minister (A.D. 1200-1223) of the Vāghela king Virdhavala, one of the builders of the Jain temples at Abu and Girnār, is described as making magnificent pilgrimages with 4500 carts, 700 palanquins, 1800 camels, 2000 writers, 12,100 whitebe or skṛetaśabara and 1100 naked or dharmāvara Jains, 1400 singers, and 3300 barda. Kāthavte's Kirtikaumndī, xvi.*
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AGAR: town of Agarpada, 70.
AGARVADH: Vândâ, xi, note 3, 70.
AGHAMI: see Pregnancy.
AGHORIA: order of Shiva ascetics, 543.
AGIO VASILION: Fire Demon, 422.
AGNI: element, 266; see Fire; god, deity presiding over light, 348.
AGNIPTÊRA: fire sacrifice, fire used in, 266; see Fire.
AGNIKULAS: Fire-clan Rajputs, four tribes of, raised to be Rajputs by re-birth in fire-pit on Mount Abu, were Gurjars or members of great horse of which Gurjara was one of the leading elements, 490; were re-born to help Brahmins, 448, 482; distribution of territory to four tribes, 449 note 3; are greatest of royal races, 486 note 5; date of their origin, 488; 448; 469 note 3; 490; history of origin of four tribes—Cholás, 483-484; Pyrâchá, 484; Parmâr, 483; Solâdâ, 485-486; 487; see Gujar, 490.
AGNE KUND: Abu fire-pit, 490.
AGNEUPERI SUDAYANISHI: children of Bapya, 496.
AGNAVÁD: Helkar, modern temple of Somnath built by, 19; see Somnath.
AGNAD: site of the former capital of Gehlots of Udaipur, 484.
AGNADH: Helots of Udaipur known as, 484.
AGNADVÁTHA: town, literally means land of Abas or Nágas, 15 notes 1 and 2.
AGNADVÁTHAS: Prashnora Nágars call themselves as, 15 notes 1 and 2.
AGNÍS: Abhirs or cuthestras, class of herdmen, strength; different accounts of origin; distribution; were once a powerful class; were connected with Shepherd kings of Khándhás; ruled in Central India and in Nepal; were related to the dynasty of Pat, were universal sovereigns, 294; their traces preserved in Adivars, 294 and note 6, 265 and note 2; their connection traced with Snake kings of Gujara, 294 note 5; claim Mathura as their first seat, 265; surnames, 255 and note 3; appearance, dress, 255; customs, 255; their affinity with Kaths, 261; closely connected with Gujar; strong Gujar element in, 497, 499; see Herdmen.
AGHIVÁDA: tract in Central India, 266 note 2.
AHIMSA: the non-violence of the very acts of the virtuous, 14 note 5.
AHINDA: see Bards.
AHIR: grain is sacred to Saturn and Hanumán; is used in spirit-scaping rites, 291.
AHIRA: intercalary month; observances in, 28, 176.
AHIRYÀ: Sunday, 393.
AHD BHAṬVÁN: invocation of goddess Bhavání, XXX, 507.
AHIT: goddess, shrine of, at Halvod, 336.

B 2181-70
AAYAB: Sree-June of Juan-Juan hoops identified with; a strongly Chinese tribe of the same name, 461; 471; 474 note 8. See Juan-Juan.

AAYAB: or A variance, inferior section of Kathis, Bhihris form subdivision of, 461, 444 note 2; strong Juan-Juan, or AYAr element in, 462 note 2. See Kathis.

AAYAB: Incorations of Vithunu doctrine of; literal meaning of; Ram and Krishna most worshipped incorations of Vithunu, 530, 621, 532. See Vithunu.

AYODHYA: place of pilgrimage, 540.

BABA DEV: clay image of a horse and rider, worshipped by Bills, 292.

BAHBHAR: or Barbar, connecting link between Kathis and AYArs; their marriage connections with both tribes, 261; Hordman, closely allied to the AYArs, 266; origin of the name, a subdivision of the Avaria section of the Kathis, 444 note 2; Musalmian prisoners of war enrolled among, 444.

BAHUL: true, favourite spirit-haunted, worship of, 389.

BAH-EL-AWAN: city, 475 note 1, 476 note 1; the sea of, 477 note 4.

BAN-GUJAR: or Bir-Gujars, special class of Gujars, meaning of the name, held to be Hijaptu, claim descent from Lay the son of Ram; the divine Krishna born in the class of, 476, 482 and notes 9 and 10. See Gujar.

BAHINKENDP: place of pilgrimage, 547; 549.

BAVIVAS: Bhi Bhagavat, devotees and exorcists, held in special reverence by Bills; immaturation duties; part played by them in exorcism and witchcraft; in jatra or sacrifices; Kedariya or Black Badwás specially skillful in finding out witches, 502-503; 507 and note 1. See Bhavas.

BAIQ: founder of Bhagavat Gujar, was born with a tiger's head and a man's body, story of his marriage with girls of different castes, 487.

BAHIKA: the West Punjabi, 439 note 5.

BAHIS: apparently the Sakas of the second or first century before Christ; their priests, admitted to be Brahamans, 438; their traces remain in Valiok Brahamans, and note 6.

BAHOS: see Bhagavat.

BAHOSHAL: the Bhamshas, goddess, favourite deity, xxvi, xxviii, 29, 29 and note 1; 510; also known as Bhechari or Bechari; originally a Charn woman, becomes a divi by her self-sacrifice; probably an old Riel goddess, xxvi, 218 note 1, 218, 277, note 1; head quarters of the worship of, in the Chunnval, 216 note 1, 223; house of, shiva, etc., in, 549; cock the carrier of, 380; healing shrine of, frequented by the sick, 385, 386; by pilgrims, 187; special mode of offering an animal to, 407; performances of Bhechari or comedies by Bhavasayas at the temple, 233 note 1; worshippers of, 122, 219, 308, 307; Place of pilgrimage, 167, 187, 225, 307; the head lodge or main of the Bhavasayas, 307, 277.
Bhavayāda: Shepherds, strength and distribution, 264; origin, 267; surnames, 267 and note 1; appearance, 267; dress, 267-268; food; religion—followers of maṇḍa, 298; festival days, customs, 252; account of Bhājāl Jang or Shepherd Wedding at Khederva, 279-295.

Bhaṭārka: founder of Vaiṣṇavaism, 479, 492; was a Maitraka, Mihira, or Men. 495.

Bhaṭṭārka: division of Anavāla Brahmans. See Anavāla.

Bhadrakāla: class of peasant Brahmans in Etawah District, 4 note 2.

Bhaṭṭa: Traders, strength and distribution, XI and note 3, 68, 116 and note 7, 117 and note 3; and 4; derivation of name, 116 ; note 7. Origin, claim to be Bhāj Jajouts of Yadav stock, 116 and note 3, 464; claim descent from Śāliyavāna, 117 note 1; probably Turks, 463, 464; History, ruling tribe in Jassmar, their modern head-quarters, 116 and note 4; earliest capital at Gajjpur (A.D. 900), 116; their migration and settlement in Kaibhā, Kāthāvā, Gairgarj, Bombay: Dīvīnas, Hāhils and Kachchh, subdivisions into Viśās and Dīsas, 117; mārdās, 117 and note 6; appearance, 117 and note 7; character, occupation, 118 note 1; Religion, are Viśnūvāyas, 118; places of pilgrimage; marājīda in; Customs, Birth; Cehāh worship; Botan, 119; Bhaṭtārka, 120; Marriage, 119, 120, 121. See Traders.

Bhātīya or Bhātī: Jajouts, probably of Turkish origin, 459; note 4, 459; said to be Gujars in West Mārvār and Jās in the Panjāb, 483.

Bhātīs: also called Bhumtās, Hāhils, and Kārs, strength and distribution, 207, 208 note 3. Origin, accounts of, 297; traces of Brahman origin, 207, 438; settlements or vāḍās; clans and sub-clans; personal names; surnames; twelve divisions, 207; appearance, dress, 208; Occupation, as astronomers, bardis, historians of their patrons' families, 208 and note 3; Forbes' account of their yearly tours, 208-209; other means of earning livelihood, 209; as sepoys, both before and after introduction of British rule, 209 and note 2, 210 and note 1; Trāgās and Dharas, meaning of, 210; instances of trāgās in, in Nālidā in Kār District (A.D. 1775) narrated by Mr. James Forbes, in Kamo near Vīrasāgam (A.D. 1836), in Kār (A.D. 1808), 211; in Ahmednāsā (A.D. 1818), in Nālidā on the introduction of income tax (A.D. 1861), 212; their influence on lower tribes in Central India, 210 note 3; condition, 212; religion, posts, 215; customs, 214-215.

Bhāṭṭī-Gujar: special class of Gujars, 482.

Bṛhāvī: holiday, 44.

Bṛhāvīs: Deity, Dr., 409; 489.

Bṛhāvas: comedies or plays of common life, performed by Bṛhāvas, description of, 224—225. See Bṛhāvas.

Bṛhāvī: home goddess of all Gurjars, originally a Gurjar woman, became guardian mother by her self-sacrifice, 501; image of,
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xxxiv., 272, 292, 303; Sakti worshipped as.

BHAVÁLÁ: or Targálat, performers of hánusis or cavalry, strength and distribution, 207,
222; accounts of origin; appearance, 222; two
divisions as scribes, computors, and "yearly
tours, performances at the temple of goddess
Bahucharájí, 223 and note 1; Bhavála,
224-225; Gujar element traced in, 481 note
4.

BHAVISTHA PURÁNA: 440; 532. See Purána.

BHÁVAMÁR: Gohil Rajput chieftain, origin of the House, 125-126. See Gohil.

BHÁVÁSÁ: calico-printers, class of craftsmen,
origin; claim Kashtri or Gujarjara origin; original
home, Bráz Mathurá; movement and settlement in
different parts; divisions, 277, calling as calico-
printers and dyers; busy times, earnings; religion, 173; customs, 179.

BHÁSHÁNÁ: buffalo god, worship of, 375.

BHÁUSHÁN: silver image of, kept by Kumkána,
237.

BHÓKHE: cleric; section of Brahmanas according
to calling, privileges of, 2 and note 2. See Brahman.

BHILÁ: goddess, worshipped by Sindhi
vàs, xxxvi, 347.

BHÍLÁNÁ: Grátha Rajput estate, 124.

BHÍLÁL: 456 note 1. See Bhímlal.

BHÍTS: Early Tribe, x; strength and distribu-
tion, 220, 234; History of origin, of,
former race, and power, 224-225; Gujar ele-
ment in, 405, 407, 493; divisions; Rajput
clan names among, 295; Capt. Mervill's
account of Mohán Bulls, 295 note 1; list
of their subdivisions given by different authors,
295 note 2; Appearance, 295-296; described
by Mr. Prescott, Bishop Hales, Major
LeGeyt, 296 note 1; Houses, 296; details
given by Major G. Fulljams of Bull hut, 296
note 2; Bishop Hesber's description of Bull
dwellings, 296 note 3; Furniture, 297; Major
Fulljams' description of Bull carts, 297
note 1; Major LeGeyt's list of Bull's cooking and
drinking vessels, 297 note 2; Dress, 297 and
note 4, 298; Bishop Hesber's description of
their dress, 297 note 5; Ornaments, 298, 299
and note 1; Food, 299-300; Occupation as
peasants, labourers, watchmen, 300; Major G.
Fulljams' details of their village, 300; note 2;
character, 300; Mr. Prescott's and Mr.
Parkhíbal's opinion on Bull truthfulness,
300 note 3; their during aggressions, 300 and
note 4; character of Brach Bulls, of Rájpú's
as described by Mr. Pollexfen; their drunken-
ness, 311; Religion, 301-305; Devi worship,
301 and note 2; respect. Masmáán shrines,
makes offerings to Masmáán saints, 301.
Reverence the moon called Bahéj and swear
by it; 301 and note 3; spirits and ghosts
the chief objects of their worship, 301 and
note 4 and 5; classes of men held in special
reverence by -Bahéj or Bahékát, that is,
devotes and exorcists, their investiture,
302-303; 307 and note 1; Bhásis or Bhásis,
ministers, their duties, 302, 303-304; Rájputs
or priests, their duties, 302, 304-305; animal
worship by, 305; Festivals, 305-307; Moli,
306; Dávara, Dévá, 306; sacrifices of
Játers, description of, 306-307; Customs,
namings, shaving, betrothal, 386; marriage,
300, 308-309; Ashtá, 300-310; Beliefs, witch-
craft, village, 302, 310-311; Community,
311-312; Education, 312. See Early Tribes-
Bhils, Solanki, called the Gujar in poems,
483.

BHUJÁ: goddess; holiday, observed by Vaghás,
423.

BHUJÁ: shrines of, ix.

BHUMÁ: capital of great Gujar dynasty of
Mírvar, 419, 490, 492; Píla-mol of Hírén
Teláng, 479; also called Shrímála, 71; inscrip-
tions, 59 note 1; powers of Gurjráñ rulers
of, 479, 480; temple to the Sun or dag Svámi
at, 489.

BHUNÁ: Palaquin-bearers and Fishers, origin,
division, appearance, dress, means of livelihood-
Fishing, mode of fishing, fishing
note, 501-503; water-estuaries cultivation;
palaquin-bearing; religion; holidays, 505, 519.

BHUPÁ: Raja of Mílwe, 405 note 7.

BHÍJSÁ: Brahmans said to be Mígañas, 440.
350 (originally Shrímahál Brahmans converted
to Jain faith, 8.

BHUMÁVÁ: Thursday, 401.

BHUPÁT: Mer, Pushkar Bhármans trace descent
through, 500.

BHÍTS: or Bhíra, sage, father of goddesses
Mahálakshmi, 97; founder of Brach, xi.
Bhágara claim descent from, 1, 7; unhar
trees believed to be the resting place of, 338.

BHUMÁVÁ: Friday, 402.

BHÍJÁ: See Bhágara.

BHÓLÓ: Bháwar bhájpá or holy man, 269.

BHÁJHÁJ: Fanjár earth-brother, name, under
which stranger admitted to village communi-
ity, 463.

BHÍTÁ: goddess, originally Chátaú woman, sister of Bahuchará, becomes deví,
iii. 377, worshipped at Anjúj, 216 note 1.

BHÍTS: male spirits. See Spirits.

BHÁVÁ: spirit-anointers. See Spirits.

BHÁDÁ: name of Chána Khán's clan, 459.

BHÁDÁLPÁ: tribes of Hindu Ksháthi by, 481 notes
2, 3 and 4.

BHÁJÁMPÁ: of Bhájánñih, Religious Sect, 
xxxvi., 344. See Religious Sects.

BHÁPÁNTHÁ: see Bhágárná.

BHÁJÁMPÁ: see Bhájánñih.

BHÁJÁMPÁ: see Hudúlín-moná, 482.

BHÁJÁMPÁ: of exchange, See Hindu.

BHÁR: Do, 478.

BH-GUJÁRÁ: see Bad Gujarás.

BHÁTS: rites, ceremonies, and observances at,
among Bháts, 533; Bhájánnah, 303; Bháta,
119; Bhásis, 307; Braháms-Khadérs, 57; Bhájánfalls, 33; Gólds, 185; Kájés, 157;
Kántárs, 187; Kámpálí, 61, 67; Kótis,
247; Lokáchár, 191; Pátaláchár, 173; Rajúts,
138-139; Shrámakás, 90-100; Sonés, 201;
Thóa, 509; Vádés, 89. See Customs.

BHÁO: lackness of, 517 note 1.

BHÁNA: place of pilgrimage, 29 note 1, 350.

BHÁRÁ: Sunni, of Brach and Surus, are culti-
vators, 152.
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BOLCHIT, dark fourth of Shravana, sacred to bull worship, 374. See Bull.

BOOKS; worship, 82. See Vahl-puja.

BOOKS; Account, site and form of, 82-83; six kinds of, (1) Cash-book or rajav accepts, contents of; (2) Bill-Register or hantani-panch, contents of, 81; (3) Journal or Acharna, 83, contents of, 84; (4) Ledger or Khati-panch, 83, contents of, 84; (5) Acknowledgment book or Swadarta, contents of, 83; (6) Interest-book or Vyaj-panch, 83, contents of, 84; other registers or mankha kept by bankers, 83; native system of entering fractional parts of a rupee in, 83; special method of calculating interest, 84-85; new books, worship of, 82. See Vaida.

BORDAD; town, in Kaira District, traditional foundation of, 8 and note 1.

BORDAD; Brahmanas, cultivators, claim descent from Brahmansiddha, 1, 3, 8 note 1, 152; traditional origin of, 5 note 1; crushed by Mahmad Borda, 8-9.

BORDAD; the Borda.

BOTAN; warning, corresponding to Anna-prahava, tenth Vedica rite, 31 note 3, 35; rites, ceremonies and observances of, among Bhattis, 119; Brahman-Kahatri, 57; Brahma, 35; Kadyants, 61, 65; Rajputs, 140. See Customs.

BRAHMAPAT; called Gurn, teacher of gods, 402. See Jupiter.

BRAHMAPATVA; Thursday, 402.

BRAHMA; subject of worship, 822.

BRAHMA; god, first member of the Hindu Trinity or trimurti, xxxvi; the creator, called Prajakata, 531; 14; 15 note 1; married a girl called Gāyatri, 490, 501 and note 4; Amul tree said to be wife of, 332; Kedhaha tree said to be home of, 394; temple to, in Pushkar, 490, 502 note 4; at Angkor in Cambodia, at Kolhapur, 502 note 4; at Kedh-Brahma, xxxvi; Brahmades, the divine Brahma, daily worshipped in Ajmer; shrines of, in many villages in Western India, 502 note 4.

BRAHMA-KAHATRI; gap between Brahmanas and Kahatri, filled by, 441; class of writers, 55; history of their origin, their arrival in Gujarat, their settlement at Champānér and Ahmadābād, their migration to other parts of India, descendants of original Kahatri race, 55 and note 4, 50; appearance; language, 56; religion, 50-57; customs, Chhatti worship; Botan; Mudal; dedkari ceremony; Betrotias, 57; Marriage, dahānī presents, marriage rites and ceremonies, 57, 59; Pregnancy: Death; cloth-water or khalpedi ceremony, 59.

BRAHMA, ŚAMBHĀVYA; cult of Vaiśnav creed, 533. See Vaiśnav Nects.

BRAHMA VAISHVARTA PĀRAN; 532. See Puranas.

BRAHMACHÀRĪ; ceremony and rites of making a boy Brahmachārī after thread-girding ceremony, 37-39. See Girding (Brahma).

BRAHMADAY; see Brahma.

BRAHMAGRATHI; Brahma's knot, 37.

BRAHMAGNIPTA; astronomer (A.D. 620), 488.

BRAHMĀNS; India, the land of, 424; Gau and Dravid groups of; subdivisions of groups, 1 and note 1; Admission of Foreigners into the class and rank of.

(1) before Buddhist times, practice showing admission of individuals not pure Brahmanas; instances of individuals who passed as, who assumed and abandoned the position of, 434; marriages with women of any of the four castes allowed; intermarriages with snake people allowed; sons of such marriages and sons begotten indisputably given rank of Brahmāna, priest, or Rishi, 435.

(2) since Buddhist times, practice of marriage with women of lower classes still common, 435; origin of marriage with local women, 436 note 1; marriages of, with daughters of Kshatriyas allowed, 435 and note 1; instances of individuals raised to be, 436 and note 1; admission of entire classes, especially not directly and directly connected with intrac of northern conquerors, 436-441; established instances of outsiders being admitted to be Brahmānas,

(i) priests of Bāhū, 439,

(ii) priests of Māhā or White House known as Magha Brahmanas, 439-440.

Instances of Brahmānas whose origin traced to Brahmāna-maker Parāshurāma, of made Brahmānas, of classes which passed as Brahmanas, Ādītas, Śāktas or Immortals, 436; Jadda, 439; Chātra, 439; Chitpawas, 436; 438, 433; Bhot, 433; Kathi, 436; Koldūti, 440 note 5; Karchita, 436, 438; Nagra, 436 and note 7; Nāgar of Gujarāt, 435 and note 9; Nānāt Patras, 436; Pāliwala, 440; Saiva Brahmānas, 436, 438, 439; Śavati or Śavantaka, 436, 438, 439, 440 and note 5; Talavas Brahmanas, 436.

Position, power and influence of; admitted to be highest class in India during Buddhist period, 434; various astrological skill; their influence in Buxer, Siam, and Cambodia, 437 and notes 2 to 7; Buddhist definition of Brahmāna, Yuddhābīr's test of Brahmāna, 437; their position affected by (1) priests and midwife-men of newcomers admitted as Brahmānas, 436, 438.

(2) newcomers adopting as their teachers and priests local tribes or families who were not Brahmānas, 437, 440;

(3) newcomers in their wanderings through India carrying with them large bodies of Brahmānas, 437, 440-441.

Rivalry with Buddhists; contest for foreign proselytes, 433, 447.

GUJARAT; three groups of, Early, Middle, and Modern; Early group, mostly pre-Aryan tribes made Brahmans by early Hindu heroes and demigods, 1 and note 2; some seem to have come to Gujarat from Dakhan, 1, 2; Middle group, mostly immigrants from Upper India, Mārsar, and Bajpān, Modern group, mostly
immigrants since the time of Musalmān rule, chiefly, Marāthā Brahmanas, xi. p. 3; Settlement of groups, 1:2; Divisions, names, strength, and distribution of leading divisions, 2-3; divisions cut together lost do not intermarry, 2; sections of Mākākṣe or cleric and grāhasth or laymen in a division, chief differences of sections, 2 and note 2; gātris or family stock in a division, 2; account of the leading fifty-four divisions, 21; Appearance, Dress, Ornaments, Food, 21; Occupation of Secular classes; of Religious classes, 23-24; influence of gurukula, 23-24; Purāṇa or readers of holy books, 22, 24-25; Haridas or preachers, 25-26; Shastris, 22, 25-27; Joshi or astrologers, 22, 27-28; Pujārā or temple ministers, 22; Pilgrim’s Priest, 28; Tirthākara or Father’s Priest, 29; Buggars, 29-30; Horse Work; Copulation, 30; Religion, followers of Shiva; worship of household gods; performance of śanidhyā or twilight prayer, pūjā or sun hymn; religious training, 21; duties of Brahmans in this world, by Śāhātras, 22; Custody, Veda purifying rite, 31 and note 3; (1) Brahmakāl or Guard-binding ceremony performed in the fifth month of first pregnancy, 31-32; (2) Simānta or Hair-dividing ceremony, commonly known as Khādakār or Lap-filling performed between sixth and eighth month of first pregnancy, rites, ceremonies, and observances of; performance of Gātrikāsha or Post-pregnancy rite, of Pusapama or Male-making rite, of Gālādvā or Longing-Soothing rite called Gātikāsha or Womb-guarding, 32; of Simāntā or Hair-parting rite, 33; Birth, first confinement; preparations for delivery, the child born; observances during first ten days after delivery, 33; Dying Worship called Nāshakā-Pujan on sixth night after birth, common belief about Vāla-tātā on child’s birth, the chief means of soul’s crossing life, 33-34; (4) Namūr or Nākavāna, rite in, 34-35; (5) hādyā or Weaning; (6) Hair-shaving or chaat, 36; (7) Upasana or Thread-girding, lucky day for girding the boy, preparations for girding day, rite-pounding or ghādā ceremony, performance of religious ceremonies during girding rite, worship of goparaj or family goddess, 36; jatūkarma or birth rite, name-giving rite, wiktamane or going out ceremony, car-allowing ceremony, annakārakāna or feeding ceremony, ceremony for allowing certain calling or profession, ceremony of tonsure and thread-girding, 37; ceremony or rite of making a boy a Brahmachāri, 37-38; manuvarta and water-pouring rite, 38; procession, 38-39; (8) Pārtikā or Marriage, importance of marriage to the Brahmans, 39 note 1: marriagable age of girls, choice of husband, form of marriage, 39; Dowry, 39-40; Betrothal; marriage day, 40;
ornaments, 216; condition, 216, 230; Cults as hard, 217; holders of large grants of land and villages, 217 note 1; as husbandmen, 217; as beggars receiving presents at feasts and marriages, instances of the extravagance of their demands and violence in enforcing them, 217 and note 2; as graziers, cattle-sellers, pack-carriers; their self-sacrifice as guards or guides to travellers and goods, 217 and note 1; 218 note 1; as self-ports, 219; Troja or self-sacrifice of 218 and note 1; Mr. Owen's details of a case of self-sacrifice, (a.d. 1820), 218 and note 2; Beliefs, Cháran women are supposed to have supernatural power; instances of Cháran woman's power; popular goddessess of north Gujărát believed to be the spirits of Cháran women, 218 and note 1; dread of Cháran ghost, 218-219; Religions, devotees of goddesses, their chief places of pilgrimage, posts and holy men roaming, 220; customs, 220-222; Charcoal, live, is used in purification, 236; in cases of witchcraft, in cattle-plague, 237; Charms, as safeguards against spirit attacks, 238; Chakrata, traces, Kathis' pleasant land, it, 155 and note 1.

Charukshëthra: minor ceremony during marriage rites, 46.

Chait: birth, worship of, 167; 382, see Khindia.

Chauthi, four-handed, Cháñán supposed to be, 483.

Cháñe: head-shaving. See Mundā.

Chauhánya: as. Chalikya, 485 and note 7; 486, 691. See Shankha.

Chaudhur: leading Gurjú stock name, 439.

Chauhá, Cháváda, origin of the name, 488; Kathi, claim to be Agnikulas, 488 note 8; their rule, 489 and note 1. See Cháváda.

Chaudhry, ruling Rajput tribe, 480: founders of Anahilla Chaudhry, 478 note 1; control of Gujărát; their present chieftainship; their former rule; their present condition, 124; proofs of their Gujärana origin, 488-489; other names of—Chábara, Chávara, 488; Chávara, Chávara, Chávara, a leading Gurjú stock-name, 434, 435, 488; Chápíké, meaning Strangbow, Sanskritised form of Chávara or Chávara, 434, 488; bardic dates of Chávara settlements at different places confirmed, 476, 488; traces of their rule in Rajputana, in Mewar, in Kathi, 488; traces of, remnants in the name Chápadhia, Chávarial, 488; given credit of introducing the name Gujärat; claim the right of forming states, 489; other proofs of Gujärana origin; chieftains of Káthishwar of the seventh and eighth centuries were Gujäras of the Chávara family, 479; Chávara of north Gujärát were Gurjúras, 489 note 1; Chávara or Chávara a branch of the Gujäras in the centre of power on Anahilla, 488; a Gujärana king of Bhimnál (a.d. 628) said to belong to the Sri Chápa dynasty, 488 and note 3.

Chokha, branch of Gujars in Punjab Gujärát; chief branch of, at Pushkar, 488-489.

Chumkut: water, singodes, foot plant, 500. See Bhola.

Chief: near Allahab, Chitápan's head-quarters, 429; beautiful white people of, 428 note 2.

Chilki: Mace-ninth, special festival day on dark ninth of Shravan, sacred to Zahir Pir, 386 and note 1; origin, observations and procession, 353-355.

Chittor: Fuan: or Chhanshi Fuan, see Doi- tiny Worship.

Chittor: calendar, subdivision of Bhavais, Vaisnavism, religion, 172.

Chitale, Udaypur: Cholan Rajput chiefship, 125.

Chicken-Pox: 368, 372. See Achalabas.

Chiefship: Rajput, 123.


Chitras: section of Mochia, 194.

Chitas: Chohan Mera converted to Jainism, 423.

Chit: the defence of, against Arak, 480, 484; capture of, by Rajpa, 484 note 3; Bepta foundation of, at 485 note 2.

Chitpañvan: Maratha Brahmans, 51; are said to be offspring of shipwrecked strangers whom Parsusbrands purified with fire, 436; 438; 449; 456; said to be Persian priests, 439.

Chitragutta: registrar to Dharmaraja, judge of the dead, said to be founder of Kanyakas, 60 and note 2, 67.

Chitrapa: town in Rajputana, 79.

Chitrakot: Nágar Brahmana, 78, 15.

Chitras: Maratha, 70, 71.

Chowkia: Early tribe, x.; strength and distribution, 480, 512; chief subdivisions, objects of worship, customs, 512-513; husbandman, 192.

Chohans: ruling Rajput tribe, representatives of the Imperial family of Delhi (a.d. 1191); present possessions, 123; origin, tribe of Agnikulas re-born in Abu fire pit to help Brumans, 483, 484; traces, 483-484; territories, given to, 419 note 2, 483; Chohans tree, 488 note 5; said to be Vishnu-formd, 484 note 3; said to be created by Brahmans, 483; Karpurna the guardian of, 484 and note 7. See Agnikulas.

Chowri: Brahmans, 9.


Chuda: Jhalaj Rajput chiefship, 127.

Chudáksana: Upholmet rite, a Veidi rite, 31 note 8. See Mundán.

Chudasam: Rajputs, probably of Turk origin, 123, 446 note 4; their history; their present condition, 125.

Chuvala: division of Kols, 230. See Kolls.

Clan: titles among Bhódias, 117 note 6; names among Kathilawr Bhotes, 207; Anjana Khatri, 163; Patellés, 172, Rajputs, 123 note 1; or stock elements in the tribe, 520.

Cocks: see Ghadi.

Cocks: war, 135; 223; 228; 270-380. See Serpent.

Cock: carrier of goddess Bechorgarh, worship of, 380-381.

Cocanuty: favourite offering to goddesses, 385. See Nákeri. Day, see Behar.
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Dasharí: Rishi, son of Brabuha, Sáravata claim descent from, 18 note 2; Budhích Brahmán take name from, 9.

Dashāch: Brabhaman, their original stock, 9.

Dápuar Saktism: Religious Sect; xxiv; 548. See Religious Sects.

Dārgrāh: south Kānara tribe resembling Gujarāt Dāsāka, 338 note 1.

Dagra Chogen: 298. See Ganch Chaturdhī.

Dākhānt: presents among Brabhaman-Kawatris, 58.

Daily Life: Townpeople, Men, xix - xxiv; Rites, xxi - xxvii; Rural population, Men, Women, xxvi; Rūkṣaṇas, 134-135; Pūndāka, 88.

Dāmās: Rajput, 125.

Dākṣes: see Vēchās.

Dākhānt: Brabhaman, called Marāthā or Mahārāṣṭha Brabhaman, chief classes, strength and distribution, 2, 51; language, food, dress, faith, customs, 52-54. See Brabhaman.

Dākṣor: place of pilgrimage, 23, 119; 157: 154; 173; 223; 247; 333; 336; 344; 347; 549; temple of Krishna, 10; arrangements for pilgrims, 29.

Dākhās: father-in-law of Shiv, represented with a goat's head, 377.

Dākhās: Koli, see Koli.

Dākhāyānt: queen-consort of Nārāya, 8 note 1.

Dāmogar: reservoir, 9.

Dánd: or Sanyāsā, order of Shiv ascetics, appearance, daily life, philosophic tenets, 542-543. See Shairs.

Dāoni: Kanbā. See Kanbā.

Dānsī: low class Rajput, 128.

Dāswa: Parmār chiefship, 127.


Dārkhās: grass, also called kōka, its holiness, 42 note 1; its use in religious ceremonies, 42, 384.

Dārkhās: Masalmān saint of Virpur, direct descendent of Abbās, 361.

Dālā: Tailors, strength and distribution, 177, 179; divisions; surnames, 179; work, shop, tools, earnings; Ovington's notice of Surat tailors, 180 and note 1; officiating priests at Bhārūd marriages, 180-181; their religion, customs, 181.

Dālāmēter: his opinion that Maghams were Zoroastrians, 440.

Dālā: grass, Ganga's favourite offering, its worship, 384.

Dārvīsh Pir: spirit of the Indian worship, of, xxxiv, 222.

Dashāra: Holiday, 39; 67; 136; 336; day sacred for making offerings to goddesses, 300; day of the autumn equinox, great festival and jātur or sacrifice day among Hills, 305, 306, 307; day of rest, 176; day for worship of Elephanta, 376; Horse, 157, 173, 285, 350, 573; Chīr or Kēkōo, 151, 173, 175, 352; Fastock, 351; Sāl tree, 38; of Great Huts, 390; A'vendro leaves given as gold on, 353; buffaloes sacrificed on, 216, 375.

Dārāb: section or subdivision in Pānās caste, 70; in Bhādās, 117; the division explains the proportion of outside intermixture, 433.

Dārāshā: moon worship, details of, 400. See Planet, Moon.

Dāsārā: on Sūkla, aborigines so called in the Vedas, 448.

Dārā Pir: tomb at Junāgadh, healing shrine, 366. See Shrines.

Dārāshā's poems, list of Gujarāt Brabhaman in, 2.

Dar: week, common beliefs about, Saturday, 395, 396; Monday, 397, 401; Tuesday, 401-402; Wednesday, Thursday, 402; Friday, 402, 403; Saturday, 403.

Dārin: Svergaro andm that is heaven-climbing, funeral rites and ceremonies among Bhāgāśā, 337; Bhādās, 121; Bhās, 301; Brabhaman, 47-51; Brabhaman-Kawatris, 59; Depressed classes, 333; Dākṣa, 343; Dōdhās, 315-316; Kanbā, 161-163; Kōnok, 64; Kōla, 251; Kounta, 302; Mochi, 195; Nārāya, 328; Rajput, 319-318; Shairs, 102; Vāndā, 94-95; Pūndāka, 329. See Casts.

Dārē: held sacred, 378.

Darī: great platform in front of Rajput houses, 130, 134.

Darlı Siwātē: pillar, inscriptions on, 59 note 1.

Darlı: temples, Sārvāk Śrauṣṭi religious buildings, description; named after Tirthankars; installation of image of Tirthankar; aṣanastālkōha ceremony; ornaments of the image; minstrels and their duties; worship in, 110-113.

Darlı: Teras, originally Lāhānā, 122.

Darlı: classified classes; strength and distribution; chief classes—Bhāgāśā, Bhādās, Gāhārās, Kādāps, Śrīśākās; main causes of uncanniness; appearance, 331; food, position, religion, objects of worship and reverence, 332; magics or holy men, customs, 333; community, 334.

Darlı: social division of Āsāvāni Brabhaman, 6, 6; families in Sajodra Brabhaman, 18; in Brabhaman-Kawatris, 57. See Āsāvānās.

Darīvāl: Brabhaman, 2, 3; Vāndā, 70-71.

Darīvāl: Brabhaman, see Dāshārā Brahmān.

Darīvāl: worship of, called Sīrakthē Pṛajā or Chakhad Pṛajā, worship of Vīdāt, goddess of fortunes on the sixth day after birth, rites of, among Bhādās, 119; Brabhaman, 33-34; Chāhrū, 220-221; Kanbā, 157-158; Kēkōo, 61, 64, 67; Koli, 248; Lāhās, 191; Rajput, 139; Śrīśākā, 100; Sānī, 201; Vāndā, 89; is observed among other classes, 57, 61, 100, 106, 144, 170, 172, 174, 176, 178, 181, 183, 185, 195, 194, 198, 205, 212, 225, 230, 235, 239, 323, 390. See Casts.

Darīvāl: sānī platform, daily worship, visits to, 360. See Śrīśākā.

Darīvāls: holy day, Tālai or sweet basil plant married to Vishnu on, 23 nov 3, 175.

Devīs: goddesses, of north Gujarāt, said to be spirits of Chārān women; nine lakhs or nine hundred thousand aśās of Pāna-gadh said to be Chārān girls, 216 and note 1.


Devīs: ceremony, 57.
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DEITY: goddess, 363.
DHYGYAS: see Dakshin Brähman.
DHIABAN: Bhil tribe in the Panch Mahals, 205 note 2.
DHIAVA: Valia Rajput chief of Dhunk, story of his marriage with Umrāthi, daughter of Umro Kāthi, his sons by Umrāthi—Valia, Khusman, and Khaabhar, the founders of the three noble tribes of Kathis, their descendants called Shakhayats, 252-253. See Kathis.
DHIAK KHANT: Khant Koli leader, 240. See Koll.
DHIKORNAL: Sáthodra Nāgar Brähman sati, 368.
DHIKRAB: hillmen, name derived, their mention in the Mādānīkats, by Mann, by Ptolemy, 338 note 1.
DHIKAS: swordsmen, Talabas Kolla, 243 and note 3. See Kolla (Talabas).
DHIMARPUR: Sidhota Rajput House in Surat District, 129.
DHITHA: Bhai’s means of extorting compliances with his demands, 210. See Bhai.
DHITHA: tree, worship of, 44.
DHISAR: or Dhivars or Dhimar, fishers, 519, 520. See Sefarars.
DHITRA: strengths and distribution, 331, 332; claim descent from Kshatriya, and strain of Rajput blood, 358 and note 1; claim Solaski descent, 458; defeated foreigners thrown among, 458; their surrama, Rajput, 334, local, 333; Divisions, ancient—Chāna and Kudia, Local Appearance, Position, 333; Dress, 340; Occupation, former, present, as labourers, as private servants, 340-341; as butlers, house servants, and grooms, 339; traces of former slavery, 240 and note 1, 234 and note 1; Surati Dhelas in European service called Lutish, 339 and note 2; Religion—followers of different sects, worship setai plant, Garuda priests, places of pilgrimage, saints, 341; their religious meetings or sēkhas, 344 and note 1; customs, 341-345; community, prospects, 344 and note 2; beliefs of Kafka Dhelas, 345 and note 1; reference to tradition of Elia the prophet, 548 and note 2; prophecies of high future in store for, 549.
DHOBA: or Dhivars. See Dhebrá.
DOHR: Bhagat, poet, 213.
DHOLL: muntrels of Bihils, 302, their duties; their musical instruments, 303-304. See Bihils. Bajanjás, 303.
DHOOS: town, dynastic seat, 9; Vairá supposed to be, 294.
DHUANGAD: goddess, 303.
DHUANGADRA: Jhid Rajput chiefship, 127.
DHUV: Jidiya Rajput chiefship, 128.
DHUVÁLÁ: early tribe, strength and distribution, 200, 314; derivation of name; appearance; dress; favourite divinities of; customs—marriage, 314; death, 315; community, 316.
DHUVÁSHA: disease, its cure, 365.
DHUD: Vana, 21.
DHUHAMASA: air-snail, also called Ummad, religious wet among Shriváka, 105. See Shriváka.
DHRUPOYÁ: town in Mahrá, 71.
DHRUPARK: public. See Entertainments.
DIORDA: Vaghela Rajput chiefship, 129.
DÍRÁ: funeral, 47.
DÍRÁ: town, military station, given name to Desárváka, 9, 70.
DÍRÁ: two forms of—Kudic and Epidemic, is believed to be due to spirit influence, to unfriendly influence of some planet, to anger of some god or goddess; is believed to be cured by religious rites; sedative, special treatment adopted by, causes and cure of, Consuption or kahaya; Dysentery and diarrhoea or samupakhan; Eye-disease; Fever or quineworm or polio; Hydrocele or natyagad; Jaundice or joma; Kidney diseases or amlokha; Leprosy; Paralysis or pabaghad; Plague or aanskara; Rheumatism; Scrofula or kahrmsara; Syphilitic eruptions or sozphakt; Tumour and baldness; Warts or mokari; enlargement of Scrotum or phalal, 365-365. Barrowness in woman, its cause and cure, 365-365; Small-poses, different names of, Sitala, epidemic form of, its god; worship of, offerings made to, 365; Saind, epidemic form of, its god, the specific treatment of person attacked with, 368, 369-370; offerings made to the god of, 371-372; Cattle-poses, quieting ceremony of, 372; Shrines, healing, of goddess Bhaharwardu, of goddess Revadi, of Dāttā-Pir, 368.
DÍRÁ: worship, 361-372. See Dírā.
DÍRÁ: town, 488.
DIVÁK: holiday, 23; note 5, 54; 58; 119; 151; 170; 173; 175; 305; 306; 313; 318; 360; Festival days among Bihils, 305-308; Fire worship on, 357 days for settling accounts by traders, 52.
DIVISION: theory of origin of, xi, xii, 407, 405; among Brāhmans, Bhikhaluk and Graham, 2; among Pandits, Vais, Pada, Pancham or Pancha, 70, 453; Main among Bhatá, 117; Bháta, 207; Bháta, 207; Brakhman, 51; Chána, 319; Chokhrá, 319; Davá, 179; Dhelas, 339; Dhilá, 319; Ghatá, 181; Hájra, 239; Khalik, 153; Kombá, 163; Kusum, 186; Káth, 261-262; Koll, 237, 239; Lehíra, 190; Mochá, 102; Nákhi, 324; Rabirá, 257; Rajputs, chief clans, 120, 124-125; tribes and sub-tribes, 120-130; Soiná, 197; Sultána, 202; Vímová, 69.
DIVORCE: permitted among Bards and Actors, Ílta, 213, Charnas, 221, Bhaváyá, 228; Turás, 258; Croyfames, 170, 181, 189, 188, 195, 201, 205; Early Tribes, Bihils, 303; Nákhalás, 327; Herdmans, Bhaváyá, 258; Rabhirá, 239; Rásabholman, 154, 161, 164, 166, 172, 174, 175, 176; Kollá, 250; Personal Servants, Dhobis 230; Hájman 234.
DOŚ: is believed unclean, beliefs about, 377.
DONERY: carrier of small-pox goddess, 154; 376.
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318 ; Râdha-Krishna, form of Vishnu, 118 ;
Râma, 15, 17; note 1; 252; 313; 322; 345;
383; Rahejâ, see Hari, verse 118 ;
Sambalpur, 304; Shikbertur; 299; 314;
319; 369; Shiva-jâti, 73, 95; Shiva or
divine word, xxxvii, 4; 12 note 1; 14; 61; 135;
165; 213; 362; 377; 406; 410; Siddhâ, see
Shiva's linga raised at Sasar, 12 note 1; Siddhâ
devi or Simarai, 252; 313; 363; Simarai;
Mahâdev, 156; Tulâshâ (form of Lalashâ
and Krishnâ), 269; Vagay Devr, 299; 312;
322; Vaital Devr, 299; Vishna, xxxvi, 2; 94;
115; 130; 218; 363; 385; 387; 391; 392;
393.

GODARI: Chitran poet and holy man, 229.

GODAVARI river, is held sacred, 330, 399. See
Rivers.

GODMA: popular goddesses worshipped among
different classes, xxxv, xxxvi. Adya,
136; Amâ, Amâshâj, or Amâ Bha-
mar, consort of Shiva, xxxv, 20; 64; 177; 187;
189; 213; 220; 222; note 1; 301; note 2;
Anâupuri or Anâupurâna, 72; 136; 154 and
note 2; Anâ, 299; Bâhurâ, or Bâhurâ, or
230; 239; note 1; 152; 187; 213; 216 note 1;
218; 223; 251; 257; 277 note 1; 380; 406;
407; Balâli, 216, note 1; Bhumibhâni, 205;
Bhumibhâli, 272; 292; 293; 601; Bhâlôti,
Mata, 347; Bhat, 272; 298; note 1; Chân,
16; 136; 205; Chau, 158; Chau, 158; De, 319;
323; Dhavanug, 205; Durya, 34; 301; note 2;
120; Gaawa, 54; Hââjirâ Mata, other
name of Adya Mata, 137; Hôôjâ, 118;
177; 189; 200; 247; 320; Kali, Kali or Kâali,
xxxv, 14; 154, 157; 218; 218 note 1; 295;
301; note 2; 493; Kamâdi, 274; Khôôjâ or Khôôjâ,
136; 247; 366; 503; Lalashâj, 16; Mahâlalashâj
of Kolpur, 12; of Shrimali, 73; 97; 98; 200;
Mâha Atôj, 205; Maht, river, 247; Manjâri,
136; Muri Mata, 323; Manaw, 205; Manaw,
247; 355; 413; Monâ, 200; Osâ, 97;
Parâvâ, wife of Shiva, 14; 141; 165;
196; 230; 351; 383; 384; 388; Kûdâla, Mata,
122; Ragôl, 366; Sabâ, 98; Sabti, xxxv,
Sûmâlû, 71; 74; Sûmâlûvâ, 19; Sûmâlû,
Brahma's wife, 16; 302; Sûmâlû, 350;
360; Sûmâlûvâ, 350; Sûmâlûvâ, 360; Sûmâlûvâ,
380; Umpa or Umba, other name of Parâvâ,
165; 226; Vedâ, 226; Veda, 205; Veda, 247;
Vedâ, 355; Vîshnu, 355; Vishnu, 254; 276;
Vishnu, 136; Vishnu, 136; Vishnu, 254; 276;
Bhavâ, 252; Bûla, 218; Bûla, 218; Brahô,
137; Brahô-Kristore, 56; Chânâ, 220;
Early Tribes, 292; Dûbâ, 317; Kûdâla,
154; Kuo, 150; Kuo, 150, 237; Kuo,
194; Kuo, 194; Kuo, 237; Rajput, 138;
Sûrâsat, 15; Sûrâsat, 200; Sûrâsat, 205.

GODARI, see Nand, 374.

GODRA: see Religious Sects.

GODRA: derivation of the name, 469 note 1.

GODU: ruling Rajput tribe, also called
Ghelots and Sisodiyas; Rua of Udaipur,
head of; history of their origin, claim
descent from Vâlas of Valabhipur, 125; are
foreigners of Maha tribe of Gaura or White
Hills, horde, 125; 143; 427; 439; Rajas said
to be founder of, 436 note 1; are foreigners
of not more than 1500 years standing, 452;
their rule in Mevâj, in south Mârvar, in
Kâhiâvar, origin of different houses of
125-129; their family goddess, 136.

GOKHALE: in Kâhiâvar, named after Gohila,
125.

GOKUL: son of Abi king, Bull tracing descent
from, 234.

GOKUL MADHAV: place of pilgrimage, 439.

GOKUL TOWN, sacred to Krishna, 9; place
of pilgrimage, 119, 157, 176, 226, 549.

GOKULAM: Janmashtami or birth day of
Krishâ, fast-day, 29 note 5, 176, 363.

GOKULMATH: descendant of Vallabha, 369.

GOLIAD: Israel, 283, and note 1.

GOM: Bisenders, craftsmen, originally
Rajputs, 158 and note 1; tribal surnames,
158; rice-pounding tools; other professions,
as monials, 158; religion, early beliefs,
customs, 158-159; Loundas or household
slaves, their position, 224.

GOLD: female servants or slaves in Rajput
houses, 147, 235-236.

GOMET: old city, 9.

GONIVAI: Brahmins, 9.

GONDORI: Jâdeo Rajput chieftain, 128.

GONDÂ: pond near Dwarka, 332.

GONIA: shrine of, 97; 540.

GORD: Pilgrim's priest, daily life, 28. See
Brahmans.

GORE: Rajus, 126.

GORE: Shrîvâk sects, 108-109. See Asocia-
(a) Shrîvâk).

GORDRI: Kâshi, great city of
Peshâwar, translated as Traders' house, 149.

GORDARI: or Gordanji, lord of caves, title of
Vallabhâcharya Mahârâjas, 332.

GORDASI: family goddess, worship of, in
religious ceremonies, 31, 32, 36; house goddess,
93, 94, 100.

GORDASI: family stocks, in each Brahmân
division: intermarriages among, 2; can
lodge of Brahmans, seem to be Brahmans' own,
436 and note 1.

GOVÂN: worshipped by early tribes, 363.

GOVARDHAN: mountain, 368.

GRABAR: see Eclipses.

GRABBAPU: chef of Jumâgdi, his fight with
Malâga Solanki, 497.

GRABAR: see Planets.

GRABBAPU: planet-naming ceremony, de-
tails of, 42-44. See Brahmanas.

GRABBAR: laymen, Brahman sect according
to calling, 2 and note 2. See Brahmanas.

GRAY: worship, at harvest time; on noon-
month day of Shri Ram month; in Hebdâvar,
329; on Dasara; festival; on Mâhâ Sanskrânti;
on first day of Kartik; on Râsh Pâchâra,
391; objects and form of worship of
Atal, Daleri, Graum, Maina, Indian
Millet, Rice, Soame, Wheat, 391; worship-
pal as goddess, worship of Soondals, 392.

GRAY: grain, sacred to Veena, used in offerings,
391. See Grain.
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GRANT: Captain, confined in the Gir by Bava Vála, 254-256 and note 1. See Kathis.

GREEK: 406. See Yavana.

GUARD-BIRDING: or Guarding, also called Rákhád, corresponding with Vishnumhúl Vedic rítas, takes place in five months of first pregnancy. 31 rítas and observances of, 31-32. See Bhámsam.

GUJAR: Bráhmans, origin are funeral priests, 429 note 5; found in Dwárkas, origin of name, 9-10.

GUIDE: influence and power of, 93.

GUINNARWÁS: disease, its cure, 365. See Válo.

GUJAR OR GURJAR: Central Asian tribe that entered India during first 500 years after Christ; different meanings and derivations of name, 469 and note 1; Identification of the tribe, suggested to be Skiythian or Turk, 469 and notes 2 and 3; of Georgian origin, 469 and notes 4 to 6, 470 note 1; Ghoxh, 470 and note 2; Kushán or Gushán, 470 and notes 3 to 6; Ksháras, 471 and note 2; Jau-Juada or Judda-Judda, 471; proved to be Khsháres and therefore same as White Hólas and Mihiras of fifth century, 473; 471-477, 482; formed part of Great Horde of which Juna of White Hólas were leading elements, 455, 471; History, Traces beyond India, 471-478; in India; probable date of Arrival; Western Indian Gurjáras in power, (A.D. 400), 470 note 6; no reference to Gurjáras in India until after close of Kushán power (A.D. 400), 470; their arrival during last quarter of fifth or first quarter of sixth century (A.D. 470-520), 471; Gurjáras probably entered India about middle of fifth century, 453, 470; Settlement and Rule, Vatáki dynasty, (A.D. 490) or (A.D. 525) believed to be Gurjáras earliest known mention under name Gurjára (A.D. 590-600); head-quarters in south Márvar, Bhámuláh their capital, power during 8th and 9th century, 479; settlement in the Panjáb (A.D. 800); widespread power all over Rájpútána (A.D. 1030), 480; settlements made by rulers of sub-tribe or stock name of Chápu, as Somnáth, Wadárvá, and Anáhí Ávalá; the capital of Bombay Gurjára, 479; at Brossch (A.D. 670-700), XII, 479-480; decline of power at Bhámuláh (A.D. 950), movements and fresh settlements in south Márvar and in north-east Khándish, capital passed from Bhámuláh to Anáhí Ávalá (A.D. 961), 480; Strength, of Gurjára population, 481; Distribution, of Gurjára population of North-West India; Classes of, (a) classes known as Gurjáras, their head-quarters in the Panjáb, strength, spread, 481; limit of their power, 482; (b) special classes of Gurjáras—Bad or Rája Gurjáras, 482; the Bhádés of west Márvar, 483; (c) classes admitted to be of Gurjára stock—Agnikúlas, Choñán, 483-484; Parábar, 484; Páma, 485; Solánki, 485-487, 490; Bhágardéñas; Chandéládas, 487; Chárrádas, 488; Chápu or Choñánas, 488-489; Choñás, 489-490; Jhádlas, 491; Khándesá, 491; Kháms, 490; Kauris, 491; Khánás, 491; Lóvat or Lórs, 491-492; Mítras, 492-494; Négarás; Nekádas; Rájputas, 494; Rítás, 495; Sisádás, 495-498; (d) Lost: Gurjáras, Gurjáras, Kánsás, 496; Márwárs; Osalías, 496-497; Bánágéri, Kóshádas, 496, 497-498; other minor classes, A'ána, Bháds, Tánsás, 497; Results, effect of Gurjára layer that overspread the population of Gurjáras and of Káthásvar across fifth and thirteenth centuries, among Early and succeeding tribes: Bháds, Bháds, Chánás, Kollis, and Rákádas; Builders, Company, Cultivators, Káves, and Lóva Kánsás, Sailors, Chándás, Góhés, and Meds; Pandás, Osalías and Shrámílas, 499; Nágás, 501; Bráhmans, Bháds, Bhojás, Dákot, Gurjára, Khshádas, Már, Nágás, Puráhs, Shovás, 500-501; have given their name to the Province; formed Gurjára subdivisions in most Gurjára castes, xii and note 3; Gurjára as a god, instances remain in great Mírtrákula, Cónak Solánkí, guardian Fárasáni, 501, Gurjára girl Góyutri, Díeji of Boddor in Márvar, Jain Térthánkars and Siddhás, 502 and note 4.

GUJARÁT: Province, limits, vii.; population details, vii., viii.; divisions—North and South, vii.—xi.; Aborigines, x.; Ksháras, xii.; Foreigners, xii.; dacoiting and revival, 433.

GUJARÁTI, language, xii.—xv.; development of, 485.

GUJARI: milk-selling people, 482; weekly market, 499.

GUJAR: name of cattle-owning people, 481.

GUJARÁS: Meshrí Vánás, seem to be Gurjáras or Gurjas originally Rájputas, 71; 499 and note 3.


GUJAR MANDALA: Kumárápála called Lord of, 470 note 5.

GUJRÁNA: Bráhmans, note L. Other name of Gujar. See Gujar.

GUJRÁÁ: military tribe, 452.

GUR: see Jupiter.


GURÚNÁS: military tribe, 452.

GURU GÜVÁR: Thársalák, 462.

GUZÁR: name among commanders of native craft from Makrás coast, 452 note 6.

HAIDA: Bráhmans of north Kánáma, 439.

HAIR-CUTTING: see Múdan.

HAJÁMÁ: barbers, 223; other names, 230 note 1; main divisions: surname 230; shaving and nail-paring their chief art, 223; as village bench-hackers, 231; as Dhotis or drum-busters; as bleeders; women as midwives; social position; their priests; religion; saltus, 233; customs, 233-234.

HAJÁMÁ: Mata, goddess of Vághelás, is known by the name Adyámýa, 137.

HAJÁMÁT: lamp reflection test used in spirit-possession, details of, 419. See Spírtí.

HAJÁRÁ: Kávalá, 234.

HAJÁLÁDÁNÁKU: turmeric and red-powder distribution or presents, 54.
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IMPOTENT: believed to be cured by bath in Man Sarovar, 366.

INDIA: frontier of, 446 note 4.

INDIAN: settlements and influence, both Buddhist and Brahman out of India, 437, 441, 446 and note 4.

INDIA: deity, presiding ower sky-water, 247, 348; over rain, his powers, 351. See God.

ISHASTA: Brahman, said to have passed into dead body of King Nanda, 437 note 2.

ISHAVRUVAS: family among Kanishka, 166, 168; among Rajputs, 141; Act, 167, 168.

INTERCALARY: month, 349. See Ashadi.


INTEREST BOOK: 85. See Vyasaj-Vat.

IYARVAR BART: Chacker poet, author of Haridas, 250.

JACKSON: Mr. A.M.T., 154 note 1; 412 note 4; 408 note 3.

JADAV: Rajput peasant proprietors, 129.

JADEP: Rajput ruling tribe away in Kachil, Khilkhilav, and other places; claim descent from Yadar stock; are believed to be immigrant Turks, 120, 446 note 4; their family deity, Kshapuri, 136; peculiarity of practice of female infanticide among explanation of practice, 111.

JAIJINDRA: called Puri, sacred to Buddha, place of pilgrimage, 119, 157, 168, 223, 540.

JAY: class, 512 note 1.

JAYAS: class, 512 note 1.

JAYAVATI: or Sun, temple of, at Bhimnath, 490.

JAIN: religion, 105-110; temples, 119-115; holidays, 113-115; places of pilgrimage, 500. See Shravaks.

JAIKKHAR: Urdva king of Jamshidar (A.D. 700), Gurjar lord, 488 note 3.

JAIPUR: demon, his death by Vishnu, 387. See Yama.

JAMB: Brahman, from the Dakhan, 1, 10.

JAMBU: town, 10.

JAMTRAM GAYABHACKAR SHASTRI: Mr., 31 note 2.

JAMA: river, is held sacred, 350, 550. See Rivers.

JAW: Brahmad, or shepherd wedding, account of, held at Khodaman (April 1895), fixing of day for, 270; cutting of branches and stem of Khajiro tre for marriage post; images in post, 270-272; setting up of post, 272-273; arrival of guests, preparations for three feasts, 273; selection of bridals and bridgroom for wedding, 273-274; first feast, 274-275; second feast, 275-276; third feast, 278; Pavalvaya play of Kalas Bharna, 279-280; wedding of senior bridgroom, 281-282; of other bridgroom, 283; absorption or minarets of pillar, 284-285. See Brahmad.

JANGHAM: order of Shiva ascetics, 344.

JAMMAKHAR: birth paper, 37.

JAMMUHAR: life paper, 27.

JAYAHR: sacrifices performed by Bhils, 306-307. See Bhils.

JAYAHRAMA: birth-rane, the sixth of the Vedic rites, 31 note 3; performance of during girving ceremony, 37.

JAYA: warlike tribe in the Panjab, Sindh, and Rajputana, claim to be Yadas, 441; rise of the tribe, 452; 158 and note 3; 454 and note 2; 454; 465.

JAVANG: see Kandu.

JAVA: introduction of Brahman and Buddhist details into literature and architecture of, 441; Hindu king of, 455.

JAVAN: or Java, family name of great Tonmazish and Mihirakula, 450; leading stock name of sixth century White Hutas, 438.

JAVAS: Brahmanas, traditional origin of, 438; subdivision of Panjab Gouras, 460.

JAYADHAR: son of Suka, Ushasitam, founder of Kshtriyas and Kshitigopas, becomes Hindu, 442.

JAYAMAN: son of the Shrimlil king Desai, is converted to Jain faith by Katamuni, 97. See Oswals.

JI AMRIT: War yea, and How about of Gujrat, 35.

JEA: leader of Khans Kola, helps Emperor Muhammad Teghral (A.D. 1330) in his capture of Jangnath, receives for Khan grants of the hill of Gisura from the Emperor, 210 and note 4. See Kola.

JERAM: town, its founder, 446 note 4.

JETHI: division of Modi Brahmanas, wrestlers in Native States, 12.

JETHYAS: Rajputs, their movements and establishment at Pochandar; claim descent from Mahendraj, son of Rahversed, 694 as said to be Mera, derivation of name, 126; their family deity, Vithiyavchad, festival of Kna's procession to make temple; are sun worshippers; are also Sarna; worship the cow; their visit to local temple of Shiva and Shakti on high days, 136-137.

JESUS KHACHAR: Kshtriya chief of Jasdan, notorious freebooter, 264.

JHARHAR: see Zahir Pir.

JHARHAR: object of worship among Brahmanas, 260.

JHAI: Rajputs, confined to cast Kshtriyas; origin, derivation of name; name suggested to be Jayva stock title of White Huna leaders; first capital of the clan at Pali, next at Kuna, established at Halden, removed to Dhirangad; their present chieftains, 127; their family deity, Adya Mata, 156.

JHALAN: town, well known fort and trade centre in Marwar, 10, 71.

JHALAN: Brahmanas, said to have come from Marwar and Rajputana, xi, note 8; 2; 10; 10, 71.

JHARHAR: goddess, female spirit, 417.

JHARHAR: goddess, female spirit, 417. See Spiritia.

JHAPALAT: goddess, 417. See Spiritia.

JHARHAR: goddess, female spirit, 417. See Spiritia.

JHARHAR: goddess, female spirit, 417. See Spiritia.

JHARI: astrology, prepare Janamakshar, Jharnet, and Varakhshal; his other duties, 27-28. See Brahmanas.

JUAN-JUAN: a tribe of eastern Tartars, 471; called Jose-Jue or Yavars, 455, 461, 469; sink their own name and continue the honoured
KARASI: people of Kuhiluguri, settled at Dwarka, 522.
KARAVASIA: Mahomedan Khairas; origin: enterprising sailors, 522.
KABIR: religious reformer of India, founder of Kabirpanth, religious sect, 530. See Kabirpanth.
KABIRPANTH: religious sect, 539. See Religious Sects.
KABISHAD: place of pilgrimage, 549.
KACKI: Brahmanism supreme in, 449 note 2; holiness of foreigners entered India first through the valley of, 449; 450; Turk rule of, annexing Kanishka as an ancestor, 450; 459 note 2.
KACH: Jadaun Bajput chieftainship, 156.
KADRIKIA: market gardeners, professional husbandmen; census details; subdivisions, other pursuits, 153; followers of different religions sects: holy men among: early beliefs; animal worship; customs, 158.
KADAMI: tree, believed to be immortal, sacred to Krishna, worship of, 586.
KADILAS: bricklayers, also called Chunuras, 156.
KADIMBA: Chinese-Turk ruler, his intention to wield his Bakhtrian subjects with his new Hindu subjects: by common religions, 442; Kanjula Kadphises and Venna Kadphises, 456 note 3.
KADVA: see Kambis.
KADVIHAN: god, 362.
KALANA: goddess, 499.
KAT: name of Hill race, 204.
KAJLISH or Jai-Kajli, barley-grain holiday, 66.
KARA: or devotes, officials of Maita Kanbis, 168.
KARADASI: or Kako Ballo, small-pox god, 292, 293. See Sadha Kaka.
KAKASSI: worshipped by widows, object of worship, 384.
KALAKI: Vishnu's last incarnation, as a horse, 376.
KALATIY: Brahmanas, 40.
KALHARA: author of Rababangail, 434.
KALPNETRA'S: division of Pavanjal Gurus, 490.
KALLI: Maiti or goddess, favourite deity, her nature, XXX, XXXI, also known as Kalas or Kalla, 216 note 1; form of Durga at Pavisal, 203 note 2; shrine of, xx., 183, 540, 187, 218, 225.
KALJ PARS: dusky race, general name of early tribals, s.
KALIKA: see Kali.
KALKA: see Kall.
KALPABUTRA: life of Mahavrata, 114 and note 2.
KALST: eleventh-day funeral ceremony, 10.
KAM: god, 393.
KAMDCSHA: heavenly cow, her sacredness, 372. See Cow.
KAMLA: jaundice, its cure, 385. See Disease.
KANASON: founder of Vadhuni, possibly a grandson of Kanishka king Kanishka, 15 note 1; sat on Krishna's throne at Dwarka, the same as Kanishka; Chalvas and other Rajput tribes claim an origin in, 462, 495. See Kanishka.
KANASWA: inscription in Malwa (A.D. 738-739); the term Kayastha used in, 50 note 1.
KANVET: class of professional husbandmen, subdivisions, strength, and distribution, 153, 154, 163; derivation and meaning of the name, 149 note 1; origin, race belonging to the White Hima tribe of Gurusar or Miharas, 355, 491, 492, 496, 499; Foreign element in, 453, 499; Dress, 155; occupation, condition, 156; Religion—various sects: faith in early beliefs; superstitions beliefs in cultivation; animal worship; places of pilgrimage, 156-157; Customs—rituals, Chalhi worship, 157; Kanthi wearing, 157; Betrehla, Dowry, 157; Marriage, 157; Festival cmes, 159; wedding ceremony, 160; widow-marriage, polygamy, divorce; Pregnancy, 161; Death ceremonies, abhuddha ceremony, 161-163; Communities, 163.
ALJIAN: Hajiis name, class of; followers of various religious sects: faith in early beliefs; places of pilgrimage; widow-marriage and divorce allowed in, 163-164.
DAASI: hill Kanbis, said to be originally Anjuna, 164.
KADSAR: strength and distribution, 153;origin, 164; trace of, Gujar origin, 406, 429; three subdivisions in Surat, divisions of Balus and Akhila in south Gujar, 104; major divisions of agriculturists and peasants, 161; customs of, application of the Inhuman Act to, widow-marriage and divorce allowed among, 165-166; appur in Balputra as Khadia Gujarat, 499.
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KARN: tree, worshipped to appease planet, Mangal, 384.
KARHÁDA: Dakhāni Brahmans, modern immigrants in Gujarāt, 2, 407 note 1; said to be shipwrecked strangers made Brahman by Parskhar, 438, 438, 497; stranger element shown in, xlii, note 3, 497, 498; Gujar origin of Ratnāgiri Kāharūdas, 498 and note 5, 500. See Dakhāni Brahmans.
KARIMA: Dālīs religious teacher, 383.
KARK SANGHĀTTI: sacred day, 384.
KANTĀKA: Brahmana, I note 1, 61.
KĀRKHĀN: Musalmān sailors of Gogha, 519, 521.
KĀRKHĀN: see Kārkhān.
KATHIŚ: extracts from Purāṇa, 25.
KATHIŚ: of south Panjāb, Kāthūa seem to be, 492.
KATHIŚ: legendary origin of, 233 note 1; probably wanderers from Central Asia, said to have entered Kāthīavād about A.D. 500; marriage of Dhan, Vāla Rajput chief of Dāṅkh, with their leader Umro’s daughter; rise of three tribes of Vāla, Khācir, and Khūrā, out of marriage, 252-253; for many generations Dhan Vāla Kāthūa as plunderers round Thān, their earth hunger, acquisition of Jaisal, Chītal, and other territory; gradual reformation, establishment of order in Jemer, in Chītal, 253; in Jaisal, 253; disturbance of Gir hill Kāthūa, their leader Bāva Vāla, capture and imprisonment of Captain Grant in the hills, 254, 255 and note 1; subjugation of Khūrān and Khācir tribes; existing possessions, 256; history of, in Forbes’ Bās Māla, 252 note 1; by Colonel Watson, said to have come from Asia Minor, 258; from Nepal, 290; probable date of their entrance into Kāthīavād, 259-260, 261-262; Dowan Hanchetl’s account of, 252; subdivisions, Kāthānakyāsa and Amīrtāsa, meaning of names, 253, 259, 262; intermarriage among, 252 note 1; affinity with Ahirs, 261; Religion; Customs, 257.
KATHODIŚ: Early Tribe, 290, 319-320.
KATPITĀSA: sellers of old furniture and house building materials, 305.
KĀVARAS: class of writers, early reference to, xi, note 3; 60 note 1; claim descent from Chitragupta, 60 and note 2; three branches of, in Gujarāt: Famśek, settlement, influence and position under the Moghal, British, and Gakīwāl rule; dress, 60, 61; Vālāns by religion, customs, 61, 63. Māthār, dress, religion, 61; customs, elephant worship, 63; special holidays, 66, 67; Khētānav, descent, Vālāns by religion, customs, 67-68.
KRĀDĀ: invading hordes of Foreigners, also called Little Yosch (A.D. 380), 446, 456; passed down by Chitral and Swat to Peshawar (A.D. 390), 470; conquered in Western India, 433; submersion to Buddhism, 448; Gujar identification with, 409, 409.
KRĀ: plants; worship of, 384.
KRĀVĀLA: goddess, 455.
KRĀVĀLA: goddess, Kāleni, of Bhālī Gujārāt, 455.
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KHAJURAO: Hājām saint of Pālanpur, 233.
KHADAB PAT: Musalmān saint, 522.
KHADAV: village near Peintij, Khadadavā named from, 10, 72.
KHADADAVĀ: Bālhana, said to be immigrants from Upper India, 2, 10; Vīnuts, 72.
KHĀTĪT: quarter of Ahmadabad city occupied by Brahmas-Kahtās, 55.
KHĀTĪT or Kavī class of Gujarāt Khānīa, appears in Rajputana as Khānas, 400. See Khānīa.
KHĀSA: stock name of Nahajās, 407.
KHĀKHĀ: holy plant, 37 and note 1.
KHĀKHĀRO: bastard tank, believed to be home of Brahamas, worship of, 384.
KHĀKHĀS: census details, 521; other names, origin, customs, 545, 516.
KHĀRS: Koli, 444.
KHĀRS or Kharas, class of Gujarāt Kavīs appears in Rajputana as; considered lower, 490.
KHĀSMĀNT: milkshaib, worshipped for favour of spirit Bāhānumati, 385.
KHĀTANĀ: sealers, strength, 520 and note 1; claim Koli and Rajput origin, 519, 520 and note 2; divisions and branches, 519, 520; Rajput and Gujarāt surnames; history and traditions, 520-531; Kiskā and Khātā of three divisions, 519, 520; Custard, 519; South Gujarāt, divisions—Surati, Hansadī, Khambhatī; appearance, dress, food, character, occupation—Sailors, builders of bridges, house-building, tile-turning; other pursuits; religion, 521; customs, 522. See Seafarers.
KHĀS: the military of Nepal, originally a small clan, history of its origin, its rise, admitted to be Hindu, 451, 452 and note 2; 463 note 2.
KHAT: newly-created man by Kāran, the Malabharānī hero, the Kāthis claim descent from, 463 note 1.
KHATVĀNI: ledger accounts, contents of, 83, 84. See Books (Account).
KHATPE: earth worship before foundation stone is laid, details of, 404.
KHATHTHĀ: funeral memorial stones, 563; offerings made to, 407. See Stones.
KHATTHI: pillar of wood, worship of, 392.
KHATTHI: an important class in northern India and Shihī, supposed to be of foreign origin, 456; 453. Gujarāti class of weavers, of Brahamā-Kalati stock, 188-189 and note 1; weaving, 189.
KHATTKHATTI: Kāthis described as, 328.
KHATVĀNI: male slaves, personal attendants of Rajput chiefs, influence over them, 147 and note 1; other names; recruitment; position, 234-235; appearance; persons raised to power among, 236.
KHATVĀNI: female servants in Rajput houses, position, 236-238.
KHĀTĀ: female servants in Rajput houses, position, 236-238.
KHĀTĀ: foreign invaders; various forms and variations of name, 471-472; same as White Hūpas, 473, 475; points of their resemblance with White Hūpas, 470 note 1; settlements at Farghūna, coincide with White Hūpa settlements, 473 note 1; two elements of, Ak-Khasar or Fair Khasar and Kar-Khasar or Dark Khasar; description of two elements, history, 473-474; White Khasars found settled in north Persia (close of the fifth century), 474; their movement to join White Hūpas of Badugia with whom they passed conquering into India, 460, 476-478; Gurcha became the name of, by which the bulk of the great sixth century horde was known, 476; 434; 446; 449; 453; 455; 456; 461; 469; 470. See Gurcha.
KHÌBA: or Khība, head-quarters of Kaira District, 10.
KHÌBA: Brahman, 1; origin of name; chief settlements; traditional origin; divisions bij and hāttes, into origin of divisions, 10-11.
KHÌBA: place of pilgrimage, 540; temple to Brahmas at, XXXVI.
KHÌBA: guardian spirit, XXXXI; 200; god of boundaries, 222, 325.
KHÌBĀ: Sanī tree, its use in building marriage pillar of Ekavāh, 269, 270; its dread; Mīne or maternal uncle spirit living in, 270 and note 3.
KHÌBĀ: see Khībā.
KHÌSI: Dhuba saint, 341.
KHÌVALĀ: goddess, shrine at Rajāpur, near Sīher, worshipped by Gohīs, XXXXI, 136; 247; 513; 563.
KHÌLOHĀ: apot-tiling, 31, 32. See Pregnancy.
KHÌNĪK: see Khīnīk.
KHÌNĪK: worship of, offerings of, 57.
KHÌLID: or Khīlā, keeper of Vānīa's shops, 79, 80.
KHÌL: divine origin of; worship of; belief in kingship among different nations, 441 and note 1, 442 and note 3. Worshippers, sect of, 441, note 1.
KHÌLINKAR: called Nilkanth or Chās, believed to be an incarnation of Shiv, worship of, 384.
KHÌNĪK: thanksgiving songs, 25.
KHÌNIK: name given to Gurjāra country by Hūnīr Taṣang (d. 691), 479.
KHÌNĪK: of Māla-Dwarikā, 21.
KOH: see Khōkā.
KOLA: Kōla; early tribe, 329-531.
KOH: strength and distribution, 237; meaning of name, 237 and note 1, 455 note 2; origin, said to be aboriginals of plains or civilised Bihā; said to be of same stock as Rajputa, 237 and note 2; said to be Mīhāras or Māhās, that is Gujarāt, 237-239; 455 and note 2; 459; intermediate layer between Ujī: Forā and Kōla-Parej races, x; lower classes of Musalmān prisoners allotted to the caste of, 444; Rajput marriages with, 238 and note 2; 239 and note 1; list of Rajput-Koli Thākārs or bovings of northern Gujarāt, x; 238 and note 2; main divisions of, distribution, subdivisions, 239 and note 2; appearance; house; dress, 245; food, 246; occupation—robbers and thieves, Surat Talabās as husbandsmen, other pursuits, 246-247; religion, goddess-world, animal worship, followers of various sects, their places of pilgrimage, 247; customs
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-Kshatriyas: meaning of; claimed to be Kshatriyas, 440 and note 7
-Buddhist, converted to Brahmanism, 441.

-Kshatriyas: ruling or warrior class; admission of foreigners into, of individual conquerors, Hindut theories helping such admission, 441; king worship, sect of king-worshippers, its text, 441 note 1; instances of an individual conqueror or a private foreigner admitted as, 441-443; instances of admission of Conqueror's tribe or Horde among, 440-445; instances of forms of names taking admission; way, 445-446; instances of certain invaders who entered India as allies being accepted as, 447; instances of certain of the invaders by devotion to Brahman obtaining position as, 448-450; modern instances of classes gaining rank among, 451-455; instances of foreign tribes gaining rank among Rajputs, 455-457; instances of foreign invaders who aided the Brahmins, admitted as, 433, Yavanas, Pahlavas, 445, Kusum, Yiu-eo, Kusair, Turk, White Hoga, 447, 449, Gurjaria, 448, 449; upper class of Musulõn captives of war (a.d. 1094-1143), a.d. 1177-1179, 443, 444. See Foreigner.

-Kshaya: see Consumption.


-Kubraj Kusai: great Manchu Bapar of China, policy towards his subjects, 442.

-Kushâla: a Kusai, first of the religious founders or apocryta, 533.

-Kushâmar: posters, other names, 189 and note 2; tools, pottery, 189-190.

-Kushâra: division of Gurjaria, 470, 491.

-Kushâ: son of Kân, Kusana Gujjaras claim descent from, 471.

-Kushâ: grass. See Darbha.

-Kushâ: capital of Ta-Vaz-Gaz in Farghana, 470 note 2.

-Kushâ: Horde of Foreigners (s.c. 130), 435; called Kusai Yashai, 435; elements in the Horde of that entered India, 450-456; Sakas and Kusanas practically the same; Greek influence on, before their start (s.c. 129), 456 note 8; conquered in Western India, 433; suggested relationship with Kush, descendants of Indians not likely, 445, 446; fire-reverencing element in, 447; Gujars' identification with, 470; 461; 462; 469. See Foreigner.

-Lâdho Kachco: Khanka of Gomal, 220.

-Lahé: Mêghê Vaidâ, take name from Lâdesh; Askâpuri their family deity; Lâd women noted for taste in dress, 72.

-Lahê-Urâkai: sin-removing ceremony among Matís Kânâns, 169.

-Lakhân: Jhabal Hâlpur chieftainship, 127.


-Lakshmit: goddess, xxxiv. 16.


-Lâróg: Musulõn saint, 395.

-Kshatrâyas: marriage, four forms of, concludes in, 248-250; divorce, polygamy, 250; death; social position, 251.

-Kshatrâyas: the Kshatriya, Kshatriyas, Kshatryas, 244.

-Kshatrâyas: origin and history, 244.

-Kshatrâyas: also called Dhâdrâchâ, name, subdivisions, wild race, terror of the Gourâ, body of organised plunderers, in revolt (a.d. 1823 and 1825), 230 and notes 3 to 5, 240 and note 1.

-Kshatrâyas: properly Tihlares, look like Kânâns, 244.

-Kshatrâyas: considered highest tribe of Kols, 244-245.

-Kshatrâyas: borderers, wild tribe, their chiefs known as Mer, their early leaders Dhândh Khand, Pâtsâl Khân, Jos or Josing, their achievements, 240 and notes 2 to 4, 244 and note 1.

-Kshatrâyas: meaning of name, 241 and note 2; high-spirited and daring tribe, successful soldiers and robbers by land and sea, 241; successes by land (a.d. 1825 and 1870), 240; successes by sea in early years, as pirates in the Gulf of Cambay, their reputation as skilled and daring seamen, 241 note 3; worst points, Mâli Kânsa Kols hired to commit burglaries in Surat, 242 and note 3; good points, 242 and note 4; Bishop Heber's description of, 242-246; attempts to plunder in Kâsa (a.d. 1832-1833), peaceful Musulmons, 240.

-Kshatrâyas: once noted pirates, 245.

-Kshatrâyas: also called Dhirâlas, meaning of name, their origin, x, 243 and notes 2 and 3; Rajput marriages with; subdivisions, 243 and note 4; peaceful Musulmons, Colonel Williams' description of, 244.

-Kshatrâyas: strain of blood in, 245 and note 1.

-Kolw: Chânâ Mogot, 220.


-Kos: second name of the tribe of Kusânas, 470, 471; Subordinate traders of Sinhâ Khâtri caste, seem more likely to be Lohâkâns or Bhâkîs, 491.

-Kot: cow-killing tribe on Nilgiris, 469 note 1.

-Kottâkânaya: of Khatâ Mahâi, family unity of Khâtâkâya, 72.


-Kâshina: incursion of Vishun, xxxiv. 533; as philosopher and expositor of the Vedâ school, 523; worshipped by Vallabhâchâria, 533; hero of the Mahâbhârata, 531; peaceook his favourite bird, 531; Kâlamb tree sacred to, 384; offerings of flowers to, 469; said to be born in Bad-Gujaras, 482; his deist in Dwàrka, his people retired west and south to Gujar and Stampårkand after his defeat, 486 note 4; Kâliakse on the throne of, at Dwàrka, 462, 463; 37, 10.

-Kattka: star chamber, 362.

-Kattotka: Ul-Indian Buddhist convert of Budhâ's relics, 446 note 1.
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MAKAHERVASH: founder of Jethvâ, 127.

MAKAR SAKRâNT: holy day, 304.

MAKÂVAHRAHA: Olhar Mandala, territory given to Bahlâms, 484.

MAKHAN DEITY: goddess, story about lamp burning at Rahapur, 361.

MAKünNÁ: Rajputs, peasant proprietors, 133.

MALAYA: or Vikrama era (n.c. 57) foundation of, 462.

MALAYAR: Mallor of Multân, conquered Multân, founded Malâva era, 462.

MALCOLM: Sir John, 60 note 5; notice of Bhâts and their mode of revenge, 210 note 3; of Ghârans as guards or wardens, 217 notes 2 and 3; 285 and notes 1 and 2; 482 note 7.

MALE-MAKING: rite. See Punnâvânâ.

MALIÁ: Jádâja Rajput chieftainship, 126.

MALÎS: professional husâtânman, said to be Kânshis, religious sects followed by, faith in early beliefs, snake worship, 134, 172.

MÂLEP: Râbdal chieftainship, 126.

MAÎLWA-DHARAD: route, shrine of Kâlîka on, xi.

MÀMO: spirit as maternal uncle, lives in khijrâ tree, his dead, 270 and note 3, 284-285.

MÂNDâVÂR: Saturday, 403.

MÂNDAV: god, 257.

MÂNDAVÁ: goddess, temple of, at Multân, worshiped by Pârmarâs, 136.

MÂNDEZIOLO: European traveller (a.d. 1635), his notice of skill and honesty of Sarsat and Cambay Vânis, 75 note 1.

MÂNKHSTAMBHA: ruby pillar, worship of, 36.

MÂKÂNÈHÂ: Penem: pearl-making fullmoon, observances, 396.

MÂNGAL: see MARS.

MÂNGALVâR: Tuesday, 401.


MÂNGA: Châvâda Rajput chieftainship, 124.

MÂNGAROVAR: sacred pond, miraculous power of water, 300.

MÂN: law-giver; his law about divinity in king's body, 435, 441.

MÂRTAHA: Brâhmanas, 2; said to be Persians, 483, 442 note 5; called shâtâjâs, known as Ghonims or robberes, 460.

MÂRGO POLO: 470 note 1.


MÂRÎKÁ: goddess, 323; temple of, 376.

MÂRÎJÁS: Vâhsham laymen, 119, 348, 436.

MÂRÎKÂ: Purân: 532. See Purânas.

MÂRîKÂ: Vâhsham, rites and ceremonies relating to, among Rahurvâs, 269, 270-285; Bhâtâs, 120-121; Brâhmanas, 30-47; Kânshis, 160-160; Kâysâthas, 62-63, 65-66; Kâls, 348-350; Rajputa, 141-147; Shâvâda, 101; Yâghîs, 517; Vânis, 96-99; contracts among Rajputas, 17 note 2; some, 372-373; some, 372-373.

MARS: Malâpul, a planet, details of the worship of, 384, 391, 401-402. See Planet.

MÂRTY: 348. See Vâyn.

MÂRTYÁ: Shrâvâna, strength, 108 and note 1; Marswar their original home, movements; appearance, dress, ornaments, language, 108 and note 2; food, character, callings, start as shopkeepers and moneylenders, 108 and note 1; customs, 104-105; religion, 105-110.

MÂRSIO: monthly death ceremony, performed by Brâhmanas, 50; Vânis, 95; Kânshis, 164.

MÂRTÁN: Anâkâla Brâhmanas, known as, meaning of, 4 and note 1.

MÂRKO: Arab writer, 434 and note 7; 439 note 2, 470 note 2; 438, note 2.

MÂRUK: goddess, 263.

MÂTTA MÂN: abe-ennûl, 377.

MÂTTÁ: deities or goddesses of north Gujarât. XXX. See Goddesses.

MÂTTâVĀR: place of pilgrimage, 119, 137; 108; 176; 230; 549.

MÂTTAR: see Kânshis.

MÂTTIK GÂDA: Sihhpur so called, 549.

MÂTTIRÁ: goddesses, installation of, 41.

MÂTTIRÂNAGAR: see Vâhsham.

MÂTTKAVÂDHA: fish tent, 58 note 2.

MÂTTÍ DEITY: worship of, by Konkânâs, 292.

MÂTTA OR MAHÂMÂYÂ: Sakti or Mâs so called, XXX.

MÂRKWâNDE: his Megâshânas, 1 note 2.

MÂRKWIS: 488 notes 1 and 8.

MÂRELS: see Gobras.

MÂR: Mîry, title, 463.


MÂRîG: leaders of White Húpta hosts under the name Mihîris, 403, 479, 492. See Mâsa.

MÂRÎGÂTARÂNTISI: by Mârkwânde, process of founding local Brâhmanas classes described in, 1 note 2; 435.


MÂRKAT: prince, title of the headman of dispersed classes, 333 note 1.

MÂRÎKâLO: or Mârika, rain-god, praise-singing by Hîl and other women during holding off of rain, 355.

MÂRîGÂ: Midi, goddess, 247, 335, 363; famous spirit, 417.

MÂRÎLO: Captain, on Kolis, 237 note 2; on Bûles, 236 note 1.


MÂRÎGÂTARÂNTISI: Gujar element in, 449 and note 3.

MÂRÎGÂTARÂNTISI: planet Bulha, details of worship, 402. See Planet.

MÂRîGÂ: or Mâsa, that is Mihîris, 402; strange central Asian tribe, 483 note 1; said to be Vâhshâls or Bûlles; same as Gourjaras; chief branches of, in country near Ajmer in Rajputân, in west Kathiawâr, in Mârsar; name, its application found settled in Gujarât, Mârwar, and Sind; importance and power from seventh to eleventh century, 492; took leading part in White Hûpta invasion; identification with Gujarât Râjputân Mâsa, their home; movements; Ajmer Mâsa, four branches, summons with Gujarât proved, 492; divisions of Chûfâ Mâsa, 494 and note 1; Bûlles Mâsa, Mûs, or Mâri of Chûf, 494 and note 3; Shâtâjâs, 490, 492; a tribe. See Mâsâ. Mâraw: called Mâsî, class of heretoiists, clans Rajput, descent, clans among, 295-296. See Mâsa, Mihîris.

MÂRÎGÂ: Khwâs: of Nâvânasar, his influence with the Jâm, 147 note 1.

MÂRÎGÂ: falling stars, 406.

MÂRÎGÂ: xl. note 3; Brâhmayas, 2, 3, 11.

MÂRÎGÂ: Vishnu, 72; Shrâvâna, 96.
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MOON: the, a planet, worship, 396-401; offerings, 403. See Planets.

MORAI: Raja, peasant proprietors, 130.

MORAIJA: Vaghiva chieftain, 129.

MORAJA: Jadeja Raja, chieftain, 126.

MOSALU: party of wife's relations on her father's side, going with presents to the husband's house, 94.

MOTA: village in Surat District, 12 and note 1.

MOTARA: Brahmana, 1; place of settlement, traditional and legendary account of immigration into Gujarat, 1; 12 and notes 1 and 2; customs, 13.

MOUSHIK: a mashon of the moon, 333.

MUTTANKATA: death conqueror, name of Siv, 331.

MUTTANKATAJAP: prayers offered to Siv, 331.

MUDAN: hair-cutting, or head-shaving or caudal, corresponding to *dakshinarna* a Vedic rite, rites performed among Brahmanas, 30-30; Brahma-Kalasha, 57; Kanyakab, 01; Raja, 140-141; See Casts.

MUKTHASKARA: festival, observed by Hindus and early tribes, 362. See Tori Worship.

MUKH: Sir William, Sanskrit texts, 434 notes 8 and 9; 435 notes 2 and 3.

MUKHIS: police headmen, 156 and note 1.

MUKTISATH: god of salvation, emblem of god, Siv raised by Rama, 12 note 1.

MUKTIPURI: modern Mota in Surat District, said to be founded by Rama, 12 note 1.

MOLADWARA: X. See Kollur.

MULARAJA: king of Amahlavada (A.D. 961-998), founder of the Solanki line of Amahlavada kings, 439 note 2; is said to have invited Aniruchya and other Brahmanas to help him in holding a sacrifice, 6, 7 and note 1.

MULADWADA: king of Amahlavada (1177-1179), forced Mulsamn captives of war to become low class Hindus, 430 note 1, 444.


MUNIYAKSH: image of chief Tiribankar in Jain temple, 111.

MUNGOOS: small, natural enemy of the serpent, worship of, 378.

MUNIM: confidential clerk of Vania banker, 70, 80, 81.

MUNKAN: the spirit of a thread-girl and unmarried Brahman last, 385.

MUNKEHAI: girls of swarn, grass, 37.

MUNKADWAR: god, worshipped by Maudri Khavas, 522.

MUTHAB: clerks of the crown, 60. See Kanyakab.

NADAMOKHA: red thread binding to a pregnant woman's wrist, 93.

NAG: see Serpent.


NAGAR: fort in the Siwalik hills, 444.

NAGAR: leading tribe of Gujara of the North-West Provinces, 494.

NAGAMU: side kamiaka to work out a broader Buddhism, 412.
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NAGAR-KOTTAS: tribe of Brāhmans in Kangra, 4 note 2.

NAGAON: Brāhmans, xi. note 3, xii. note 4; 2; strength and distribution, 3; divisions of, capital of Nagpur as their original seat; places of settlement; subdivisions named after places of settlement, 13, 15 and note 2; relations of subdivisions, 15; traditions about origin, created by Shiva to officiate at his marriage; to officiate at his sacrifice; children of a Nāg by a Brāhmans girl, 14-15; suggestions as to origin from traditions, 15 note 1; traces of foreign origin, 438 and notes 8 and 9; original race believed to be Gujarati, 434, 501 and notes 1 to 6; Vādār, Medhār, called Ram Nāgars, claim Vādār as their original seat, family deity of, 73.

NAKAHARI: head of the Vāśā community, 36.

NAKAL: foreign tribes vaguely called; admitted as Rajputs, 46 note 2, 458 note 5; priests of; admitted as Brāhmans; considered the best of Brāhmans, 438, 463 note 2.

NAKAPENHAMI: coher's fifth, 23 note 5; worship of the Nāg or serpent on, 370.

NAKH (Serpents), traditions connecting Nāgar Brāhmans with, 16 note 1.

NAKHARNA: Purhān or Sākha, 435; his family stock name, his conquests in Māhā, Konkan, and the Dakhan, his edicts and poetical works in the Konkan; is said to be the re-birth of Purhān, 497-498 and note 1; elements of his army, 487 note 1.

NAKIB: early tribe, 250; origin, 325; lawless bandits (A.D. 1569), raids, disturbances (A.D. 1538, 1554, 1567, 1608), 326; customs, 377-378; four chiefs, 328.

NAKE: early tribe, 200, 324-325.

NAKHUDAR: captains on country craft, 320.

NAKHIR: tree, its not an emblem of the family crest; coconuts also offered to other goddesses, 385.

NAKKAHARNA: fruit in Dholka and Vīrāngān tālkulas, 56.

NAK H HAN: holds a horse sacrifice near Borsad, 8 note 1.

NAK HUM: or naming, the seventh Vedic rite, 31 note 3, 34-35. See Naming.

NAKAMI: Brāhmans of the Malabar Coast, strange marriage practice, 389 note 1.

NAKAR: choice of, 34 and note 1, 35 note 1; of children born after performing certain rites, 307-308.

NAKARAN: rites and ceremonies of, among Brāhmans, 34-35; Rajputs, 139-140; other castes, 119 156; 182; 243; 295; 309; See Customs.

NAKAS: religious hero of the Sikhs, 433, 435.

NAKAS ETTRAS: passed as Brāhmans, 438.

NAKE: sage, 15.

NAMDESHVA: Mahādev, of Nāchan, 73.

NAMDIRASHEVA: see Pālapālpa.

NANDI: Sonebhad Rajput, founder of Patani branch of Parajj Sonis, 198. See Sonis.

NANDIN: Gujar dynasty and kingdom near, 12; capital of Rajputa, 13, 72.

NANDURAS: Brāhmans, 37; Vāji, 72.

NANDHANKER: Mr., on Bhill subdivisions, 296 note 2; on Badāvā's services during epidemics in Rewa Kāntha, 102 note 1; on Nāthkā (origin), 48 note 1.

NANDHANGAR: Brāhmans, 15.

NĀPĀ: village in Kaira District, 16.

NĀPĀL: Brāhmans, 16.

NĀPĀLA: names of Vaknu, 332.

NĀPĀLSH: 597.

NĀPĀTSAHELI: memorial service, performed to get rid of barrenness, 363.

NĀPARMĀ: river in Gujarāt, also known as Roa and Revāji, 213; its sacredness, 249; bones of the dead thrown in, 360. See Leters.

NĀPĀR MĀTA: Nāgar Brāhmans saint of Junagadh, 83 note 1.

NĀPĀR MĀTAS: town in Vādār, 73, 96.

NĀPĀR MĀTAS: Vānīs, Medērī, 73; Sārī, 96.

NĀPĀR MĀTAS: sharehold village, 163.

NĀPĀR THAMBAY: place of pilgrimage, 12 note 1; 119, 549.

NĀPĀTSAH: chief shrine of Vallabhaśčetra, 126; shrine of Shrīnātā at, 549; place of pilgrimage, 119; 549.

NĀPĀTSAH: Jodha Rajput chieftainship, 126.

NĀPĀTSAH: day ten days of Kalavī, 24 note.

NĀPĀTSAH: pure class of Gujarati among the Ajmer Gīrījīavrā, 494.

NĀPĀTSAH: Introduction of Hindūism in, 451; people of one caste in ancient ages in, divided into four castes, 436.

NĀPĀTSAH: their stock, converted to Hindūism by Brāhmans, 451.

NĀPĀTSAH: tribe of, 467.

NĀPĀTSAH: class of Charnas in Kachch, 483.

NĀPĀTSAH: Captain, 5 note 2.

NĀPĀTSAH: European traveller (A.D. 1763), notices Vānīs skill and character, 73 note 1.

NĀPĀTSAH: bird, held sacred, worship of, 157 173, 175, 229, 382. See Kingfisher.

NĀPĀTSAH: Meher Vānīs, Sūmālī family deity, 73; 88; 79, and note 1.

NĀPĀTSAH: founder of Sohansādā: Sampradāya, 593.

NĀPĀTSAH: tribe of Bilis in south Udepr, 293 note 2.

NĀPĀTSAH: ascetic of Surat, founder of the sect of Valabhr Divāś, 168.

NĀPĀTSAH: meaning of the term, 442 note 6 on page 443.

NĀPĀTSAH: original settlers in the Rānāyān, x.

NĀPĀTSAH: or Home-leaving, eighth Vedic rite, 31 note 3; performance of rite during girding ceremony, 37.

NĀPĀTSAH: grand feast among Shrīrās, 103.

NĀPĀTSAH: or 25 note 6.

NĀPĀTSAH: see Mungosam.

NĀPĀTSAH: Sonis. See Book Account.

NĀPĀTSAH: goddess; shrine of, between Ajmer and Pushkar, 458.

NĀPĀTSAH: class of Bhillā, 117 and note 6.

OCEAN: or calling, of Brāhmā, 335; Brāhnā, 178; Vāji, 300; Brāhnā: Kośṭhri, 57; Brāhmā, 22; Dholās, 340.
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Early Tribes, 201 ; Gluckhaus, 185 ; Köch, 163, 165 ; Kombr, 156 ; Káyastha, 61 ; Kolis, 246-247 ; Māhārāja, 194 ; Mochia, 192 ; Rājpūts, 133-134 ; Sāthavāra, 173 ; Vāsās, 77-81.

Offerings: made to gods or goddesses, two kinds of; Bloody and Bloodless; Bloody, names of goddesses to whom, and of classes by whom, made; offering made by high caste Hindus, days sacred for making; animals offered; mode of making the offering, 406; special mode of making an offering at the temple of Bānchārājī; mode of making offerings by those who scribe to kill an animal, 407; offerings made by Early Tribes, to gods, goddesses, khatras and palichās, mode of making offerings, 407-408; Bloodless, four kinds of; made to Deś or Mati, Śiva's consort, to Gopāti, to Hanumān, to the Moon, to Śiva, to Śūkra, to the spirits of the dead; to the Sea, to Vīshnu, 409.

Omrāndāl: that is Bet Dwarkā, 488 note 8.

Olpā: village in Surat District, traditional origin of, 12 and note 1.

Omens: beliefs in, 4, 9-410, two kinds of—Good and Bad; objects considered as Good, 158, 410-411; as Bad, 135, 411-413; classes believing in, Bhūtās, 213; Sherādās, 225; Omāras, 220; Craftsman, 178, 181, 182, 185, 191, 194, 196, 200, 205; Hārijīs, 233; Hājīs, 154, 157, 164, 172, 173, 174, 175; Rājpūts, 157.

Opium: used as drug or narcotic, preparatory to, 380.

Ornaments: of Bhīn, 295-296; Bhrāhmanas, 21, 51; Depressed Classes, 340, 346; Early Tribes, 312, 314, 318, 320, 321, 323, 329, 330; Hārijīs, 267, 268, 288; Hājīs, 154, 157, 164, 172, 173, 174, 175; Rājpūts, 132; Vāsās, 76.

Osa: or the frontier town of Mandavān called, Osval take name from, 97.

Osval, family goddess of Osval, 97.

Osrānagad: city, eighteen miles north of Jobhur, gives name to Osval, 400 and note 9.

Osval of Mārwar, were originally Solanki Rājpūts, converted to Jainism, 435, 436, and note 6, 406; are said to be descended from Vaiya chief Anu, divisions, 400-407; Gujar element in, 485, 495; of Gajraī, Śrīvāsa, Vāñias, divisions, story of origin, surnames, 73, 95-97.

Ovna: Mr. Survey officer of Broach, mentions a Chārān trīyā in Broach (A.D. 1812), 218.

Ovriṅgur: English traveller, his notice of Vānā skilled, 76 note 1; of their mode of mental calculation, 80, 180 note 1.

Ovi: bird of evil omens, 381.

Pachman: Śrīvāsa holidays, period of, 118; details relating to, fasting during, 114 and note 1; reading of Kulamata in, 114 and note 2; purikumāsa ceremony during, 114-115.

Padhān: early tribe, 506.

Pādhān: Rāmpīr peasant proprietors, 120.

PADHAR: lower class Rājpūts, 123.

PAHMĀRA: 332. See Purānas.

PAHMĀRA SAMBHAYA: Cura, Buddhist wizard, 437.

PāHUMĀ: or Pāhurāns, leading heroes of foreigners, 456; conquerors in Western India, 453; joined Kusakan heroes in Kabul Valley, 466; entrance into India, 456; converted to Buddhism, 438; broken by Gānśāpāta, 448, 453, note 4; tribe, mentioned in Mahābhārata, 461 note 2.

PAHRAKHĀ: see Paralaksy.

Palinguṅ-Behars: 504-505. See Behars.

PALIŚPETRO: tree, called Naśadāvākā, its sacredness, worship of, 385.

Palmavas: or Pārthians. See Palmavas.

Pallī: chief trade centre of Mārwar, 16.

Pālīrāna: Gohāi, Rājpūt chiefship, origin of, the house, 125-126.

Pālivāl: Brāhman, said to have come from Mārwar and Bajpātā, XI. note 3, 2-16, created from local non-Brāhman classes, 440.


Pālā: or Pālās, lower classes in Madras, 445 note 4.

Pālī: tribe in Madras purified by fire, 456.

Pāllī: see Downy.

Pāmchā: or Pāmhās, meaning of, term, 70, 495.

Pāmcha Mahābhārata: five main towns observed by Śrīvak Sodā, 107, 108.

Pāmhās: see Pāmchā.

Pāmchārān: dynastic seat, i.e., town, 488.


Pāmchātāta Dvīpta: five house gods, stone Ling for Mahādev, stone Śādīghara or picture of Śrīmālā for Vīshnu, picture or metal image of Śakti, Bhāvāni or Mādhā as the goddess or mother, Gopāati, Hanumān, XXX; 339. See Religion, Planet (Sun).

Pāmchārā: daily dole, 21.

Pāmchātāya: five cow gifts, names of, used in religious ceremonies, 372, 373. See Cow.

Pāmchā Mahābhārata: five elements, meaning, 346.

Pāmchā Māhā: fifth month pregnancy ceremony, 94.

Pāntīrīthi: or five shrines between Bhimnath and Gopnāth, 3-49.

Pāncchātāta: near Nānil, 12, note 1.

Pānchāyata: or Vāsāk purified, 223 note 1; 294.

Pānchhārūṭa: place of pilgrimage, 119; Shrine of Vīshnū at, 512.

Pānjarālō: animal home, 115. See Śrīvak.

Pānotī: deadly influence of Śani or Saturn, 403. See Saturn.

Pānājī: or Pānājī, degraded Brāhmans, XII. note 3, 16.

Pānālīs: disease, its cure, 305.

Pāmchārān: or of Śrīvak religiosity, 544. See Śrīvak.

Pānārātā: or Pānārātā: great Brāhmans, 16, 466, 443; his massacre of Kāhārya, 55, 56, 177, 183; note 1, 443; said to have purified shipwrecked
strangers and made them Brûhmans, 438; his re-birth in person of Nârapâpat, founds a kingdom in Dhâvan, 488 and note 1.


Pârîhâm: or Pârîhâ, tribe of Agnikula Rajputs, 488; said to be Shiy-sprung, 449; note 3, 488; called Prihâkûrâm; Prâthârha the Sanskrit form of, believed to be of Gujar stock; Gañjâ Mâta, luck or ârî of, 488; two layers of, Orrásâs of Aurâ and Râkhâs, 489; note 1. See Agnikula.

Pârîkhi: honorific title of Vâcâs, meaning of 78 note 2; Camby Hâjâm also called 231.

Pârîkshâm: or Pârîkshmâna, ceremony, performance of, during Pachisam, rites relating to 114-115. See Pacham.

Pârî: Musalmân spirit, 417. See Spirits.

Pârîmâm: tribe of Agnikula or fire-cloan Rajputs, 488; said to be Shiy-sprung, 449; note 6, 488; origin of name; said to be of Gujar stock; heritage of; Sanchar Mâta, luck or ârî of, 488; said to have come from Sînd; their chief; in Kâthiâvâd; in Mahâ Kâthu, in Pâmpur, in Râwa Kâthu, 127-128; their family deity Mandârvâ Mâta, 136.

Pârâkâmîpanthi: or Pârânâm, 545. See Religion Scota.

Pârâkâmî: see Pârâkâmîpanthi.

Pârâkâmîrâma: Bhrâvâd saint, 271.

Pârâs: once famous husbandman, 152.

Pârâthârâma: or Pârâhâ, formed separate class of Hindu under their leader Sârasâkâta, 449; two divisions in, 409; 456 note 3. See Pâhâvâs.

Pârâvâ: consort of Shiy, XXXY, 229, 388; said to have remained as eunuchs, 381; bot tree considered her home, 383, 385, 3; 164; 105; 196.

Pârâvâ: gifts of land from the State, 24.

Pâtâl Khânt: leader of the Khânt Kolfa, said to have conquered Pâlîk, 210. See Kolâs (Khânts).

Pâtâs: Somâniâ place of pilgrimage, also known as Prabhûs, 110.

Pâtâsâvâ: Kolâs. See Kolâs.

Pâtâvâda: place in the Banâda hills, Râm said to have halted at, 4.

Pâvâ: Kamââ state, 127.

Pâtrâs: class of professional husbandman, strength and distribution, 163, 172; claim Rajput descent, faith in early belief, worship of Ghyâdâv, animal worship by; customs, 172-174. See Husbandman.

Pâtâras: shareholders among Leva Kamâs, their position and influence, 166 and note 1. See Kamââ, Leva.

Pâtâvâ: hill, shrine of Kolâs 24, 1; place of pilgrimage, 189; 333, 341.

Pâtâvâs: called Pâtâvâs or Ûjîrâs, eunuchs, traditional origin, recruitment to, admission rites, 560-567. appearance, live as beggars; death rites, 567.

Pâtâst: mystic verse, worship of, 67.

Prâssâ: carrier of goddess Samavati and god Kârtikâya, favourite of god Krishna, worship of, 241, 381.

Prêshmis: Manâthâs held to be; their connection with Sâmasâra or Gholtok, 439; Chitrâvans held to be the priests of; Muchhâs said to be Peculian priests, 429; 449 and note 4.

Prêshâsâ: Vâghela chieftship, 122.

Prâshna: ascetic; songs sung at marriages, considered lucky, beliefs in, 277, 278 and note 1.


Pîles: disease. See Ams.

Pîlghâmâk: chief place of, Brâhmanical, Indian, Provincial and Local, 548; Pachmâk; Sâmâ; Srimâ; Rîcâmâ; 549; places outside Gujarât, 550; resorted to, by pilgrims, Amshûbâd, 163; Allahâbâd or Prayâj, 165, 167, 176, 229; Ahmadâbâd, 167, 256, 333, 341; Ayâyâna or Gond, 549; Bardûckârâ, 157, 549; Iâmushârâj or Beckardhu, 157, 159, 225, 330; Bânaru or Kâniy, 119, 127, 164, 168, 176, 219, 229, 229, 347, 359; Bel Dâmâru, 10, 117, 127, 229; Bûkhârâ, 167, 549; Barhâsâ, 167, 170; Saosan-Kagâl, 28, 349; Dâkò, 30, 119, 157, 198, 173, 176, 225, 237, 333, 334, 345, 549; Dârâm, 39; Dëckâ, 10, 157, 164, 175, 213, 221, 547, 330, 549; Gokhâl, 549; the Goans, 550; Tîrâvâ, 3, 229, 231 note 1, 247; the Godhârr, 550; Gokhârs Mahbûblâksâr, 549; Goâl, 9, 119, 157, 167, 230, 549; Hardeyâr, 549; Hîn, 247; Jagarnâth or Pari, 119, 167, 168, 226, 549; the Jâmsi, 550; Khûrâbârâ, 549; Khâl-Bhûmâ or Bhâmâkhâd, 549; Mahârâ, 119, 157, 165, 176, 229, 549; Nâsurwâ, 247; the Nàbrâdâ, 213, 350, 548; Nàsun-Tîrâm, 12 note 1, 119, 549; Nàdâbâ, 119, 549; Nàrûsâ, 105, 170; Poonch tîrâ, 549; Pachhâpar, 119, 549; Pâvâ, 136, 333, 341; Pârâs, 154, 388, 170; Prahhâs Pâtâm, 9, 28, 119, 229, 347; Prayâj (Allahâbâd), 550; Ramânmâ, 549; Bérjû (see Nàrûsà), Sâmâlâ, 549; Shirâ-Kâmâ, 549; Sournâthâk, 157, 549; Suckâl-tîrâ, 236, 549; Sûrânâ, 510; Sidhûr, 7, 104, 175, 249; Sowâmah (Prahâs Pâtâm), 119, 549; the Tàpti, 550; Tûrâ, 549; Tûpâ, 549; Tûlsi, 548; Uda, 157, 330, 341, 350; Uûdân, 549; Vâddûrâ, 549; Vîdindyâ or Deogûl, 549; Vâpâru, 549; Vâmâl, 170; Vâkâhâsâch, 549; Vrîmâçu, 549; Shîrâhâs, 549; Shîrâs of, Amâ Bhûm, Beckâlî, Hâmâmâ, Guhâmâ, Bûhâmâr and Dâdshâs, Hûkâlî, Shivâhâ, Turâhâ Bûhâ, Uûdân, 549; Jâta, Shûrinas on, Mûmâl, 548; Tîrâvâ, 550; Shârîmûjây on other places, 550.

Pilmâks: priest or gôr of, 28. See Brûhmans.

Pîpsâ: tree. See Pîpôlo.

Pîpôlo: Pîpôlo tree, emblem of Vishnu; haunt of spirit Mun, watered to quiet the spirit; days sacred to its worship; worshipped by women on no-moon day falling on Monday, 353; married to a grown-up girl remained unmarried to tubí plant; worship of, by Bûrô, 386.

Pîr: or Shûrinsul, Musalmân saint, tabî or tomb of, 300. See Tomb Worship.
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Piracy: chief piratical classes, history in c. 329 to a.d. 1573, 520-527; efforts to put down, 527, 529; reduced to order by the British Government (a.d. 1578), 529.

Piráša: sect among Kanhás, known as Matía, 168. See Religious sects; place of pilgrimage, 154, 158, 170.

Pirates: see Piracy.

Pisháripeśas: female spirits. See Spiritas.

Pithi: sweet yellow powder, pregnant woman rubbed with in first pregnancy rites, 32.

Pitriyó: said to have been created by Párvati, 190.

Pitha Gaya: 519.

Plague: cattle, live charcoal as a cure for, 357.

Plagues: see Epidemic-scarce.

Planets: grahas, have friendly or unfriendly influence on every man, 302; object and form of worship, occasions for, 392-393; daily worship, 393; names and forms of worship of the nine planets, 393-405.

Sas: Surya, his form; is father of some heavenly beings and of warrior class; is the eye of God; or represents the three gods Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahádev; is one of the Panchayatan Devs; worship, by all classes, forms of, among high classes, among early tribes, form of addressing him; his favorite flowers, 395, 405; his every-day salutation; prayer or sun hymn, 395; worshipped to ward off evil influence, to secure goodwill; Surya Fract or sun-waves, object of taking, form of fulfillment, 394-395; worship of, by Kathás, 397, 399; worship seems to have started by Maghás, 388-440; Sunday sacred to him, common beliefs about Sunday, 405; Eclipse or grahas that is secure, common beliefs about, practices and observances during, 395-396; gifts made during, 385, 388.

Moon, Chandra, 382, a male deity, his form and characteristics, 382; is lord of all vegetable drugs or Isamkádásika, has more powerful influence on men and diseases, 397; worship by different classes, 396, 397; his revolution round the earth, the lunar month, beliefs about the first day of each month, about the last day or ames; days sacred to him, beliefs and observances on bright moons, 397-398; on bright fourths called Gomukh Chaturthi, the bright fourth of full moon called Dugada Chath, held more sacred; dark fourth called Suchkást Chaturthi, the dark fourth of Akrán called Karavana Chath or Galka Chath; is held more sacred; on bright fifteens or fullmoons called Pana, the fullmoon of Shravan, a Raksha binding day; the fullmoon of As called Manadikári, 399; other occasions to worship him; special mode of dasati'll worship, 400; roses, 385; the chandráyog, 400; means of warding off his evil influence; flowers sacred to him, 400, 409; Eclipse, practices observed during, 400; Monday sacred to him, beliefs about and observances on Mondays, 400-401; classes by whom he is worshipped, 396, 397.

Merc or Mangal, origin and form of; his characteristics; means adopted to ward off his evil influences; Tuesday sacred to him, 401; common beliefs about Tuesdays, 402, 384, 385.

Mercury or Bülha, his origin and form; his characteristics; Wednesday sacred to him; common beliefs about Wednesdays, 402.

Jupiter called Gura or Brahmapati, his form and characteristics; Thursday sacred to him; common beliefs about Thursdays, 402.

Venus or Ākra, his form and characteristics; Friday sacred to him; warding off evil influences of, 402.

Saturn or Shani, his form and characteristics; very cruel; Saturday sacred to him; common beliefs about Saturdays; means adopted to ward off his deadly influence called panchati, 403.

Earth or Ebha, Prithivi, an element, 348; a planet, 392 note 1, 403; worship as an element; looked upon as mother; regarded as king's consort; different occasions for worship of, 404; worship of by husbandmen, 167, 405; causes of earthquakes, 404.

Comet, Khola, 382 note 1; his unfriendly influence, 405.

Stars, and Meteors, considered divine beings, 406.

Planet-Sothing: see Brahmashti.

Plant: worship, names of plants worshipped, object and form of worship, 392-398.

Piant: worship among husbandmen, 405.

Pokarna: Brâhmâs, see Pushkaras.

Poli: Râthor chiefship, 128.

Pollon, Mr. J., 480 note 3.

Pollexen, Mr., 301.


Polyarchy: allowed and practiced among Rajput, 147; Kanhás, 161; Patels, 174; Ghâms, 183; Mochás, 192; Sâthás, 305.

Pond: source of earth-water god Varuna, 310; worship of, 399.

Poon: shrub or Shrivâs, taken from Orâváli, 502.

Population: see Census details.

Polland: Jothâ Rajput chiefship, 127.

Poovâdi: village, 73.

Ponvâdi: Vânâs, xi. note 3; Mâshí, 73.

Shrivâs, 97.

Pottinger, Mr., 459 note 8.

Prâhakaravardhan: father of Shri Hart, supposed to be a foreign invader, 444 and note 4.

Prâhâs: or Somnâth Pâton, on south coast of Kathiawâr, temple of Somáth Mahádev at, 195; place of pilgrimage, 540. See Somnáth.

Prâhâs Khand: 0.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>put</th>
<th>the bell, Brahmanic belief about, 39 and note 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>role</td>
<td>(A.D. 167), 294.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bhārīna:** class of herdsmen, 294; Gujar element in, 409; meaning of name; origin, surnames, subdivisions, appearance, dress, cattle-rearing by, religion, customs, 286, 289. See Herdsmen.

**Bādhika Kihirsu:** form of Vishnu, 118.

**Bādmā Vallarhu:** see Religion sects.

**Bādirav:** Kravata of Navasagar, 236; a Bhārīna Bhagat, 200.

**Bān:** Earth, 392 note 1; 403, See Planet (Earth).

**Rain:** god Indra presides over, 348, 351; signs showing beginning of south-west (June) rain; Expectation of, 351; Sure fall of, on the 1st of Vaishakh, 351-352; Good and unusual, 350; Origin of; Heavy downpour of; Partial failure of, 352; Complete failure of, 352-353; contrivances for determining whether the year will be wet or dry, used by better classes of husbandmen, 343-354, by Brahmanas, by chiefs of native States, 351; by Early Tribes, 354-355; crow and Indian crow or āstras believed to know whether the year will be wet or dry, 353; Tāntastra text, 354; signs showing āmara, 355; rites and observances during holding off of, prayers and offerings made to rain-god, to Jōgins, to Mahadev; leaving waste the village or town; Mahela or mehul, that is, rain-god praise-singing by Bul women, sacrifices, 307 note 1; 311; 355-356.

**Bāmārakshā:** sect of king worshippers, its text and beliefs, 441 note 1.

**Bājanta:** the name under which now Aryan rulers admitted as Kāshtriyas, 445 note 6.

**Bājārakshā:** Kashmir history, 438, 439, 440 note 4.

**Bājai:** famous Bharvād sākhi of Virangām, account of her self-sacrifice, 338, 358. See Tomb-Worship.

**Bājoghi:** degrated Brahmanas, called Bājgoras, priests to Rajputa and Kāthias, 16-17 and notes 1 and 2.

**Bājuk:** Jādīra Rajput chieftain, 126.

**Bājupila:** Gobhī Rajput chieftain, origin of the house, 125-126.

**Bājput:** strength; chieftains (1891), 123; divisions, class and sub-class, 123, 124 and note 1; history of the chief tribes, 124, 129; Appearance, Speech, House, Dāmā, 130; Dress, 131-132; Character, Calling; 132; Condition, Food, 134; Daily Life, 136-138; Religion—Shiv worshippers, worship Hindu gods and goddesses, names of tutelary goddesses, 136-137; Early Beliefs—spirit worship, Bharvās, ways adopted to drive evil spirit, good and bad omens, 137-138; Customs—Bājput rite, 138; Čhandi worship, four baths, Sun-worship, 139; Naming, 139-140; Mohopuda or mango blossom-drinking; Botan; Mudan or Hair-clipping, 140; Šrīrāj—girding, 141.
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RAGHAVAN : see Religious Sects.

RAMACHANDRA : see Religious Sects.

RAMAKRISHNA : see Religious Sects.

RAMANANDA : see Religious Sects.

RAMANANDA : founder of Ramanandism religious sect, 534.

RAMANANDA : see Religious Sects.

RAMANUJA : see Religious Sects.

RAMBARAN : see Religious Sects.

RAMASAYA : epic, 531. See Epics.

RAMDABHAI : legend, 344 and note 2; spreads the bir Jor of Mârgi sect, 347, 375.

RAMGARHIA : place of pilgrimage, 540.

RAMKISHON : Râm's well, near Sara, origin of, 12 note 1.

RAMNAI : Râm's birth-day, a holiday, a day of fast, 23 note 6.

RAMPUR : Chhanda Rajput estate, 124.

RAMSEWAL : see Religious Sects.

RAS : title of Udepur family, 406 note 5.

RASHOD BRHATI'S PÄNiK : see Religious Sects.

RASCHANDRA : interior of Vaihn, 118. Diwan, his local history of the Kathás, 262.

RÄNDÄL MÄTA : goddess, XXXVI, 122.

RANJITSINGH : Sikh hero, 453.

RÄSHTRAKUTAS : grants by, 483 note 4.

RÄY : Gopatâ's carrier, called Undar Murâ, killing of, considered a sin, worship of, 376.

RÄtellâH : Jain priest, converts king Jaychand and his followers to his faith, 97. See Osvalas.

RÄTHODES : Rajputa, driven from Kanoj by Mahomedan, establishment in the deserts of Marwar, received the seal of Sâmera from Ahamâlîva sovereign, take the fort of Haria; chieftains in Mahi Kânta, in Rewa Kânta, 125.

RÄTÄGAH : the sea, meaning of, 349. See Sea.

RÄJ : title of Mevâr Huma, 405 note 5.

RÄVALAS : or Râvalas, divinities, appearance, means of livelihood, customs, 608-609.

RÄVALAS : Brahmans, 17; priests of Bhûta, duties, 304, 305. See Bhûtas.

RÄYAN : demon king of Ghyln, 12 note 1.

RÄVÎPANTHRIS : see Religious Sects.

RÄTIVÅH : Sunday, 305.

RÄWISON : his Herodotus, 485 note 11.

RÄKÄVÅLIS : Brahmans, 2; derivation of name, origin of subdivisions, claim descent from Sâlyâgava Râhl; 17; Fânisâ, Mrûlki, 73 and note 1.

RÄYAN : tree, 369; close to the tomb of Bâva Ghor, its use in nêbas, 301.

RÄYATÄHALS : Brahmans, 17.

RÄYR : Rajputa, origin of; derivation of name, 128 and note 2; minor castes in Mahi Kânta, 125-129.

RELIGION : Brahmansical, early beliefs, religious beliefs, XXXIV; worship of gods and goddesses; Panchayatan Dev worship; Kârâ worship in her various forms, XXXV; Mâdâs or worship of goddesses, XXXV-XXXVI; trinity or trimûrti worship, XXXVI, 301; guardian or demon worship; early trimûrtis, XXXVIII; see Trimûrti; Fero worship, spirit worship, XXXV; Jina, 106-110; followed by different classes, Bandas and Actors, 212, 221, 225, 226; Brahmans, 30, 31; Craftsmen, 178, 179, 181, 182, 185, 186, 199, 211, 214, 194, 200, 205; Depressed classes, 382-393; Bhangis, 355-360; Dhudos, 341, 345; Early Tribes, 229-233; Bhils, 301, 305, 312, 314, 319, 322, 323, 327, 328, 329; Hâru, 308; Hâru, 285, 289, 293, 295, 308, 310, 312, 313, 154, 155, 157, 172, 173, 179; Kâthis, 267, 268, 278, 347, 348; Rajputs, 130-137; Teachers, Vânis, 89, Shrâvâks, 105-110; Writers, 56, 61, 64.

RELIGIOUS BELIEFS : XXXV; Animal worship, 372-372; Dânâ regard, worship, 365-372; Elemental worship, 348-358; Epidemic: caring, 113-145; Grain worship, 389-389; Hill worship, 388-395; Offering, 406-406; Omâ, 400-413; Planet worship, 393-400; Plant worship, 382-383; Spirit possession, 415-425; Stone worship, 382-385; Tomb worship, 388-395; Witchcraft, 419-430.

RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS : see Buildings.

RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS : chief object of modern Hindu worship, the Trinity or trimûrti—Brahma, Vishnu in his incarnation of Râm.
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and Krishna, Śiṣṭa, xxxvi, 531; Epics and Purāṇas furthering worship of Viṣṇu and Shiva, 531-533; growth of sectarianism, religious founders or apostles, 532-533; Viṣṇu-ṣūtra or Viṣṇu-ṣūtra sect, worshipers or followers of Viṣṇu—chief cults; Pāṇḍavaḥ-kṣetra, xxxvi, 530; 532; 535; Śaivite worshipers or followers of Śiva, 541; minor sects or cults called "ways that is śrīdeva or jñāna, xxxvi, 530; census details (A.D. 1872), 530.

Bikṣāṇeśa: see Bīksāṇeśa.

Bīksāṇeśa: see Bīksāṇeśa.

Bīksāṇaḥ: or Bīksārī, xxxvi, 530; beliefs; Bārons Panth, object of worship; initiation ceremonies; peculiar features; states, 544-546; followers among Bājānī, 593; Bārons, 505; Chārāns; 220; Dūdas; 414; Gāṅās, 160; Habjams, 233; Kāṭhākhs, 154; Kaṅbhs, 150; Kolīs, 247; Mochis, 190; Khāṣkas, 220; Sāṁhās, 175; Gaddina, 346.

Dakṣaṇaḥ: Vaisnava sect, branch of the Rāmānuja school, xxxvi, generation; doctrines; divisions; Viṣṇu-ṣūtra, sevas; Viṣṇu-ṣūtra-hāra; holy texts; chief shrine of the sect at Nārāyaṇa, 548; followers among Kaṅbhs, 150; 168; 548.

Goddā-panthā: followers among Luhārs, 10.

Hārālīves: followers among Dīuas, 411.

Jāmbū-dvārā: or Jāmbū sect, generation; observances; religious books; Śākta or śrīdeva managers, 546-547; followers among Gāṅās, 150; Kāṭhākhs, 151; Kaṅbhs, 167; Khāṣkas, 220; Luhārs, 172; Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh, 64; Rajputs, 130; Sāṁhās, 340.

Kabirpanthā: Vaisnava of the Rāmānuja cult, xxxvi, 530; founded by Kabir; Kabir's philosophy, tenets of faith; moral code; rules of conduct; pūjā or spiritual guide; gaddē; poutti; temples; branches of the sect, 530-540; followers among Brāhmaṇs, 336; Bārons, 220; Dūdas, 175; Gāṅās, 414; Dūdas, 411; Depress.; classes, 332; Dūdas, 220; Gāṅās, 182; Gāṅās, 150; Kāṭhākhs, 153; Kāṭhākhs, 156; Kaṅbhs, 156; Kolīs, 247; Luhārs, 193; Māṭhurs, 172.

Kāder Panth: doctrine, ascetics; followers among Luhārs, 548.

Lakṣāmāgne's Panth: doctrine, ascetics; followers among Kāṭhākhs, Kaṅbhs, Kolīs, Kumānhās, 548.

Lalēygī: followers among Bārons, 336.

Lalīye: followers among Bārons, 336.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.

Māṭhur Kāṇḍaksh: or Bhārs; Śraṅga, Śraṅga, Śrāṅga; of Vaisnava creed, 500; 534; followers among Luhārs, 151.
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Bhāt: or stone workers, three classes of: Sompurās, Kumbhārs, Talaahda Kōls; Sompurās said to be originally Brāhmans, 125-126; Rajput origin of Kumbhār; Sompurās, purely beliefs, religious sects, 126; customs, 127.

Salt: Mitha or sābrā, meaning of; beliefs about; gift of, by the dying; use of, in spirit-sacrificing rites, 349.

Sāyī: or handloom weavers, claim Kānhi stock, 197.

Samlānskāt: acknowledgment book, contents of, 83; See Books (Account).

Sāmānkāt: mental absorption, 300.

Sāmāns: bombs raised over the remains of Hindu sects, sacred days for worship of, 300; See Tomb Worship.

Sāmāvantā: home-returning, Vedic rites, 31 note 3; performance of, 38.

Sāmā Sampīdadā: see Vaisākh.

Sāmāh Nāi:k: object of Bājānis' veneration, 500, 504.

Sāmil: tree. See Khijarā, 495.

Sāmilāt: place of pilgrimage, 549.

Sāmmā: Rajput tribe, probably of Turk origin, Chandīsas an offshoot of, 125; Jādūs the last representatives of; adopted Islam, 126.

Sāmālān: or Simri, god of wild tribes, 363.

Sāmil: tree. See Smāni.

Samudra (Gupta): pillar inscriptions of, 479 note 6; his victories, 448.

Sāmunī-Māyā: goddess, chief shrine of, at Snautri, family goddess of Kōpas, 71; of Somathīya, 74.

Sānān: Brāhmana, 4 note 2.

Sānāšdā Sampīdayā: see Vaisākh.

Sānghār: Mātā, luck of Pāmmak, 465.

Sānghī: twilight prayer, 46.

Sānghā: notorious pirate, 525.

Sānghā: Hindu and Mahomedan seafarers, 519, 525, 526. See Seafarers.


Sānghī: leaders of Sānghā, 550.

Sānghā: dyers and drapers, its cure, 365. See Disease.

Sānghī-Chautārī: trouble-clearing fourth; worship of the moon on, 393. See Planet (Moon).

Sānghī: Gohān estates in, 125.

Sānkhā: holy day, 33 note 6.

Sānkhī: see Sunyās.

Sāndā: or Sandes, race of plunderers in the Panjāb, Vaghīrs said to have sprung from, 510.

Sāntālak: Jādeja Rajput chieftain, 126.

Sāntālak: vow of fasting to death, taken by Jain Sādhus, 114 note 1.

Sāntān: holy man or bhāpat, founder of Santrāmpurī, his temple at Nāhīdī, 124, 147.

Santrāmpurī: see Religious Sects.

Santrāmpurī: see Religious Sects.

Sānā: native of Dawūs.

Sāpūr: the Sassanian, his wars with Constantine, with Emperor Julian, 473 and note 5.

Sāra: village, centre of Motāla Brāhmans; origin of name; Siddhāth or īlāe stone-homen of Shīv raised by Bām near, 12 and note 1.

Sāravatī: Dēity, Brāhma's daughter; her chief place of worship in Panjāb, 19; River, in Panjāb, gives name to Sārāvatī Brāhmans, 18; in north Gujarāt, held sacred at Siddīpur, after-death rites of women performed at, 320. See Rivers.

Sāravatī: Brāhmans, I note 1; XII note 3; created for sacrifice, 438, 440; derivation of name; abode in Panjāb; spread in Kāthīwāl, Gujarāt; subdivisions of, in south Kāthīwāl, 15 and note 1 to 6; priests of Brāhma-Śaiva in south Gujarāt; condition; prospect, 19.

Sāhīfī: Brāhmans, 19.

Sāhīfī: Rajputs, probably Chaddāshnikas, 129.

Sāthū: place near Dabhoi, 13.

Sāthūrā: division of Nāgar Brāhmans, 13, 15 and note 2.

Sāthūrā: professional husbandmen; surnames; faith in early beliefs; bird worship among; places of pilgrimage; customs, 175-176.

Sāti: woman who burns herself with her dead husband's cremation; suppression of, by Lord William Bentinck; beliefs regarding, woman sacrificing herself; famous suit of Gujarāt, 355; story of Rājā, famous suit of Bhāraīī caste, 355-356; account of widow-burning in Gujarāt, 359-360; dead or mummy statue over the burning spot; daily and annual worship of, 360. See Tomb Worship.

Sāvatī: see Kaṁsa (Matia).

Sāvatī: royal descendants of Vallabha-charya, established seven bishoprics or āghās of Vallabha-charyan sect, 537. See Vallabha-charya, Religious Sects.

Sāvātī: Chandrā; other names of; beliefs about, 403. See Planet, Saturn.

Sāvātī: Śaṁ, a planet; worship of, 403. See Planet Worship.

Sāvātī: Brāhma's wife, 15; 502.

Schroen: see Ranthamāl.

Sha: abode of Varuna water-god; also called Raṭapadag; charmed during Visnum's second incarnation; days sacred for sea bath; sea bath held cleansing on no-moon day, on no-moon Monday, during intercalary month; worship of, by different classes on different occasions; salt, its belief and use, 349.

Shafrān: chief classes, distribution, 510, 510-520, Dhūmāra, 420, Khādās, 520-522, Kāthīwāls, 522; Vaghīrs, 522-523; Kīls, 523-524; Sānghās, 523-524; Festival in south Gujarāt, 524-525; Piracy, 526-529.

Securities: Bhātās, 209 and note 2, 210 and note 1; Chānaus, 217.

Sēk: tenant-held villages, 166.

Sēk: leader of Gohān, 125.

Sēk: bedsheet; given on the twelfth day after death, 50.

Sēk: Coba or Nāg; form of worship, curses of snake-bite, 379-380.

Sekhā: Personal, three classes of, strength and distribution, 228 and note 1; accounts of the three classes of, 228, 236. See Dhōba, Haidūm, Khāvaś.

Sēmā: grain, seeds of; emblem of Vishum; worship of, offerings of, on Makar Śankrānti, day, 391.
INDEX.

leading sects Dignambrasa and Shvetambrara, distinction between the two sects, 105;
sects or sub-sects in Shvetambrara, 105, 106, 109 and notes 1 and 2; Shri-jeyas or spiritual heads of Shvetambrara, 106-110.
three classes of ascetics—Sahas, 106-109; Yakshas, 108, Gorjas, 108-109; Religious Buildings, temples or deities, description, images, image installation, 110, 111 and notes 1 and 2; ministrants, worship, 111-113; monasteries or upasanas, 113; Holidays, Pachonas, 113-117; Śādāka chakrapoja or saint-wheel worship (Pāṇḍrā pūjā or Animal Home, 115; places of pilgrimage, 292.

Shrīśākara: Brunnman, 2; strength and distribution, 3; 19; See Gāna.

Shrīmāk: town, capital of the Garjar kingdom; now Bhimāl; Shrīmālais take name from, 16 note 1; 18; 73.

Shrīnā: Brahma, 2; strength and distribution, 3; 19; Fāvās (Moslem) derivation of the name; seem to be Garjar, formerly Solanki Rajputas, 79, 206, 209; Vagheshvari the family goddess of, 73; Shriśātras, subdivisions, distribution, said to have been sacred by goddess Mahākāla kedmi, origin of subdivisions, minor divisions, 97; 9.

Shrīnāyati: picture for Viṣṇu, xxxv; shrine at Nāṭakātra, 157, 249.

Shrine: of north Gujarāt, ix; Skālēla, 547, 549; Vaiśāsha, 543; Madī, 543; Jain, 550; of goddess Bahurudā this, of goddess Revati and tomb of Dātur. Fīr visited by sick persons, 206; See Pilgrimage.

Shrīphāṭ: spiritual heads of Shrāvak, 106, 109; selection; successors; succession; initiation; dress; daily life, 106-110; See Shrāvak (Religion).

Shrīvēra: see Iel.

Shrest: coin tester in Vānī banker's shop, 79, 81.

Shruṭākṣaṭaka: place of pilgrimage, 340, 349.

Shruṭānā: Friday, 403.

Shvrāk: see Venus.

Shvṛṣā: place of pilgrimage, 340.

Shvṛṣāta: white-robed, religious sect of Shrāvakas also called Tappas; form of image worshiped by their priests, 105; sub-sect of Shrāvakas, 106, 109 and notes 1 and 2; 110. See Shrāvak (Religion).

Śiām: Brahman influence in, 437; introduction of Brahmān and Buddhist details into literature and architecture of, 441.

Śiṣṭāchārika Puja: saint-wheel worship among Shrāvakas, 115; see Shrāvak.

Śiṣṭākāṣa: Jainism (A.D. 1094-1143), 448; Solanki ruler of Gujarāt, his shrine at Śidhīpur, 445; overpowered Bartaman and his followers, and forced them to become Hindus, 443-444; 485.

Śiṣṭōpar: king or house-home raised by Rāma in honour of god Bhūvan near the village of Sar, 12 note 1.

Śiṣṭotur: town in north Gujarāt, 7; 164; also called Mālāra Gauja, place of pilgrimage, 467; shrine, 1x.

Śiṣṭotrī: Gujar, admiral of Marāṭha fleet, 499 note 2.

Śinā: town near Bhāvnagar, famous for a fountain spring; beneficent—healing waters—history, 7 and note 2.

Śiring: their home-earth in south-east Punjab, 463 note 3.

Śī’étā: VII, Vahāki king, surmised Dhurākha Rāta (A.D. 758), grant of, 13.

Śīlākādā: Kshatria rulers claim descent from Jumānīvakhā, 15 note 1.

Śīlākāt: worship of small-pox goddess, 348.


Śīmānta: see Pregnancy.

Śīmatam: hair-parting, Vedic rite, 31, note 3; See Pregnancy.

Śīmārio: see Śāntāviyā.

Śīmīra: Matsya chief, admitted as Kaha-riya, 442.

Śīyāt: depressed class, 321; other names, Rājput, surname, occupation, religion, 340-357.

Śīrā: year, 550.

Śīro: town, Śīrūyahā take name from, 464.

Śīrūyahā: see Śīrūdīs.

Śītā: wife of Rāma, xxxv; believed to have been purified by walking on live charcoal, 356; Asenapā tree worshipped by, 358.

Śītalā: epidemic small-pox, 368. See Small-pox.

Śītalā-Mātā: small-pox mother, goddess Śītalā, her form as described in books, worship, 368. See Small-pox.

Śītalākāna: of Kānpurā, leader of Pāhpavas, 445; admitted to the sacred clan of Bāhū Bhārandavā, 442.

Śīnātak Phú: 447.

Śkřetounter: Russian general, scheme to invade India, 496.

Small-pox: includes Gobā or measles and Ankhākoda or chicken-pox. Śītalā, epidemic form of, Śītalā Mātā its goddess; day sacred for her worship, rites and form of worship, offerings, etc.; safeguards against attack of, performance of adati ceremony is an attack of, 368; Sita, admittance form of, Sānā Kāba, god of, 368, 369; days sacred for his worship; peculiar treatment in an attack of, safeguards to protect the child from the gaze of people, 369; rules and forms to be observed by the parents, 369-370; places where image of god is kept; famous small-pox gods, 370; form of worship by the mother of the child, 370-371; taken in an attack of, 371; special offerings to the god, 371-372; Gobā and Ankhākoda ceremonies in an attack of; Cattle-plague plague, 372, 382. See Dharmā.

Snake: bite, cure of, 361.

Snake-people: marriage of, with Brahmanas, 453.

Solanki: Chandula, tribe of Agnikula fire-clan Rajputas, 449; sail to be Brahman-converted, 449 note 3; 483; history of origin; Kona Mātā, the guardian or lack of, Ankhākoda their heritage, 495; believed to be of Gujar stock, 483; evidence in support of the belief, 485-487; powerful successors of Chāvādas in the sovereignty of Gujarāt;
present chief houses of, in Rewa Kanth and Basada, 129; Goddess, 205. See Agni, Rail.
SOLAI: Among Gurjars, 509.
SOMAILI: Mahabharata, 195; historical temple of, at Prabhasa, destroyed by the Muhammadans; modern, built by Ablahi Halikar (A.D. 1830), 19 and note 2; 195; 486; Jyotirlinga of, 641. Pataan or Prabhasa; Pataan, place of pilgrimage, 9, 28, 119, 220, 247; 549.
SOMARAJAS: Brahmanas, 19; are the only true classes of Saktas or masona; their distribution; said to be originally Brahmanas; decline in their Brahmanical purity by a Jain merchant, 195-196; great Varjajra builders, 400.
SOMAYAJ ASIA: 23 note 2.
SONIA: Gold and Silversmiths, six divisions of; etc. Golden claims a part-Brahman origin, 107; Paranjpya, their two branches, claim Rajput origin and have some from Persia, 107 and note 1; origin of the two branches of Garasia and Patani, distribution, 197-198; Shrivallasa, originally, Shrimallava, two divisions of; Mevada, originally, Mevada Vallasa, 198; Merva, said to have come from Mervar; Gahijara, said to belong to the Gahar Vasai school; names of other classes following the craft of, 198; divisions of, ancestors, etc., 358, 359; Sars, Satwik, Bavhejana, tattoo or shop; tools; daily life; character, 198; religious acts; family goddesses, 203; holy men or bhagats among customs, 201-202.
SOUTHERN: early belief, 137.
SOUFIA: blue palm, betel leaves used in all sacrifices, 387.
SOUHATH: becomes Muslim territory, 125.
SOVARIYAS: Brahmanas; Vaihikas, Manik, a class of great commercial, enterprises, are known as Chalparades; 74 and note 1.
SOYHAY: see belief. See Beliefs, Early.
SPOONIES: language, 194.
SPELLS: beliefs in, 194.
SPIRIT: beliefs about, 309.
SPIRITS: Classes, males called Rakshad and females called Rakshabhas, further classified into Ganesha bhuts or pishkashas that are family spirits, and Bhairava bhuts or pishkashas that is soul-spirits that are spirit-famliy spirits, their wishes; the troublesome family spirits, their mistress, 416; names of the chief male and female outside spirits; Mahesha spirits — in and Paris, their abode, 417; unfruitful spirits, 363, 365, 377, 379; food, 417; favorite haunts, hubar tree, 383; 417; shrub tree, 382, 417; days most favorable for spirits entering human bodies, occasions for entering bodies, 417; greatest spirit day, observances on, 349, 417; Possession or seizure, signs showing possession, 416, 418, 417; people liable to, Brahmanas believed to be spirit-possessed, worser once upon day, during their monthly sickness, in pregnancy, in childhood, 416; children apt to be thus excited by a spirit, 416; by persons, 417; safeguards against attacks of, on a woman in childbirth, on a second wife by the spirit of the husband's first wife, 410; on children, 417; safeguards against second attack — satisfying spirits, 423; five kinds of offerings made to, 423-424; performances of the memorial rites at holy places; days for performing rites, 428; going to pilgrimage with the possessed, 427; Sorcery science, in Jodo, 283; in Jang of Cat, Des, 377; Donkey, 375; Beast, 377; Horse, 376; Monkey, 378; in Fry, 356; in leaves of Kikka, 385; Pipal, 383; in Salt in Water, 349; Beliefs, causes of the beliefs weakening, 425; beliefs in, among Kols, 217, Rajputs, 127, Early Tribes, 292, 391; Quotations of troubleshoot family spirits among high caste Hindus, 416, among early and wild tribes, 416; excesses, preliminary misuse adopted in, 417-418; scriptures or spirit-seers, his other names, modes of gaining spirit-searing power, rites to be observed by high class Hindu exorcists, by low caste Hindu exorcists, by Muslim exorcists — Hindu method of gaining control over a spirit on the dark fourteenth of Nac, 418; tests to ascertain the presence of a spirit — Grai test used by Hindu exorcists, 419; homoeo-rection test called Hajar pratisth, practiced by Muslim exorcists, 419-429; Darjooding, by mild measures, by harsh measures, 420; devices used to make the possessed away from his body, 424; to make him speak, 421-423; modes of generating a spirit; into a lemon, 422; sign that the spirit has left; spirit possessed exorcist, 422; process adopted of exorcist employed by Rajputs to dislodge spirits, 137-138.
SPIRIT POSSESSIONS: see Spirits.
SPIRIT-SEEING: see Spirits.
SPIRES: enlargement of, 365. See Bair.
SPRING: abode of water-god Varuna, 419; chief hot spring of Upar in Surat District, 365.
STARS: considered divine beings, vows made to, 406.
STERIL: Hindu castes and customs, classification of Brahmanas in, 1 note 1.
STIMULANTS AND NARCOTICS: in use in Gujarat, Fermented and Distilled drinks, rasi or toddy, maundho liquor, xxxiii-xxxiv; drinking classes, xxxv-xxxxii; Hemp preparations, jang, yekali, yuyia, xxxvii-xxxii; Opium, Tobacco, Betel nut, Tea and Coffee, xxxiii-xxxiv.
STONE: worship of, consecrated stones, forms of gods and goddesses as stones worshipped by high caste Hindus, varieties used in making idols; Shaligrama stone representing Vishnu, stone ling representing Shiva, conservation of; treated as a god after consecration, 362; daily worship of, 363; stones worshipped by low and wild tribes, 362, 363; dwellings and names of gods and goddesses worshipped, dwellings of the dead, stones or Cairns raised in memory of the dead — Kshetra, form of, days and details of worship, 363; Fatiga, Kshetabhis, Chhiri, etc., meaning of forms of worship and for whom raised, details of worship, 363-364; famous stones, 364-365.
SUDARA: Parmar Rajput chiefship, 127.
SUIDAJA: Chohan Rajput chiefship, 129.
SULIJA: rulers of Sind, 129.
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Sun: called Surya, a planet, 302, 303-306. See Planet (Sun).

Sunday: Rāvīvar, other name of; is sacred to the Sun; 303; beliefs about, 306. See Planet (Sun).

Sunday: village of, shrine of Śaṅkumānāta at, 71, 74.

Sung-Yu: Chinese pilgrim, 437, 454.

Suryabhāsita: most people Bajjurs, in modern districts other than Brahmanas, 174, 175, 177, 179, 181, 180, 190, 192, 193, 207.

Surya: see Planet (Sun).

Surya-Viśiṣṭa: sun-gazing, the ninth Vedic rite, 31 note 3.


Sūrya-Yajña: three-cornered sun copperplate, worship of, 303. See Planet (Sun).

Sūtrā: carpenters, six divisions of; distribution; origin of divisions; claim descent from Pānchakara; trace of Rajput origin in some divisions; social position, 202; two classes, town and village; towns, tools, daily life, 203; house building, Gajjar or house builders, 203; other works of; Village, townsmen and work; religious sects; godesses, 205; customs, 205-206.

Śāmīnārayan: 536-539. See Religious Sects.

Śaradā: heaven-eliminating; a Vedic rite, 31. See Death.

Sword-Marrage: among Rajputs, 145.

Sykes: Mr., 434 note 2, 435 note 4.

Syphilis: eruptions, see Viphotak.

Tābūt: or tāfū, models of the tombs of Hasan and Husain at Karbala; held sacred by some Hindus; offerings made to, 307, 308. See Tomb Worship.

Tā-Gaz-Gaz: tribe of Turks, 470 note 2.

Tailang: Brahmanas, subdivision of Dravid group, 2 note 1.

Tājī: see Tājīs.

Takī: tomb of a Muslim saint called Pir or Sai, 369; famous tombs of Rāma Gover, of Darvīzak, history of their origin; occasions to ask for intercession and help of these and other saints; general and special offerings made to the tombs; days and ways for making offerings, 361; persons by whom visited, 360. See Tomb Worship.

Takīs: Turks, said to be the same race as Agnikuls, 497 and note 1.

Talāra: Kolis. See Kolis.

Talukdārs: Rajputs, 133.


Tāvy: river, daughter of the Sun, its sacredness, 540, 549, 550. See River.

Tāvārī: see Bhavārī.

Tāvārt-Sobāth: mention of the Kāthā in, 229.

Tav: see Tavārī.

Tavārī: European traveller (A.D. 1051), notices skill of Sars and Cambay Vānās, 78 note 1.

Tavārī: place of pilgrimage, 349; festival, period of its occurrence; some representing chhat brought from the banks of the Narmada during; beliefs about, 502, 540. See Stone.

Taylor: Reverend J. S., 8 note 1; 237 notes 1 and 2; on Gujarāt Dheis, 339 note 1; 340 note 2; 341, note 1; 343 note 2.

Tazīā: see Tātūtās.

Tea: used as a stimulant, xxiv. See Stimulants.

Tējā: see Light.

Telang: Brāhmanas, appearance, customs, edicts, 51. See Brāhmanas.

Temple: Jain. See Derasar.


Thākārā: lordship, Rajput-Koli chiefs, c.230.

Thākūr: Vaghela chieftain, 129.

Thrombāt: a Buddhist poet, 213.

Thor: wandering tribe, 503-510.

Thred: sacred, worn by classes other than Brāhmanas, xiv. note 1.


Threw: Garvāl or Brahmapatrar, day sacred to Jupiter, beliefs about, 402.

Thyver: thin milkweed, 406.

Thryk: or Tēgh, worshipper, day of Vāgahrās day; guarding against ravages of, 378.

Thirthankar: patron saints of Śrāvaka, 102, 105, 110; images of, set in the chetval Deliria, 111. See Śrāvak (Hinduism).

Tith: literally feasts and crossings, 548. See Pilgrimage.

Tithval: father's priest, his daily life, 20.

Tīrīp: place of pilgrimage, temple of Bālī at 549.

Tobacco: used as a stimulant, xxiii., xxiv., xxv. See Stimulant.

Tod: Colonel, 7 note 2, 117; 238 note 3, 238 note 1, 238 note 1, 440, 482, 483, 486 and note 7, 486 note 5.

Todār Mal: Bajā, said to have first introduced the Bhāte as secatories, 209 note 2.

Todī: tādī, juice of wild date palm Kshujī, process of drawing; drinking classes, xxix. and note xxx. See Stimulants.

Tombs: worship of, Sari tombs, 336-360; of some of the Brahmans, 360; of the Sāi, of a Muslim saint called īr or Sāi, of Bava Ghor, of Dariyābād, 360-361; of tābāts or tākūrs, during Maha or festival, details of worship and offerings made to, 362.

Traders: twenty-six classes of; names, strength, and distribution, 69; accounts of chief classes of; Palas, 69-90; Śrāvakas, 90-103; Mānivadis, 103-105; Bādāis, 110-121; Lahāvīs, 121-122; foreign blood in chief classes, 435-453.

Trāli: self-sacrifice, rites of, resorted to by Bhāte, instances of, 210 and 212; by Chitarmal, 218.

Trānas: Early Vedic origines, also called Kail Parag or dusky race, x.; chief classes, census details, 290; origin; language; appearance; food; occupation, 29; social position; religion; object of worship; their deities or god-yard, 242; powers over spirits; Bhaqqas among, 293; customs; community; prospects, 294; accounts of the chief classes, 324-330.
INDEX.


TIRUVANAMAI: Hindu Trinity, xxxvi. See Trinity.
TIRUVANUR: by Tirumār, Brahmin, Vishnu, and Shiv, worship, xxxvi, 531, 532. See Religion.
TUESDAY: day sacred to Mars, other names of, beliefs about, 401-402.
TULASA: Brāhmaṇa, said to have been made by Parashurāma, 436.
TULASA BARVANI: shrine of, in the Nāma's territory, 440.
TULSI: sweet basil plant, held sacred by all classes, chiefly by Chaurās, 220, by Depressed classes, 332, 333, Bhagnas, 336, Dhātus, 341, by Pāṇachāh, Kārttā, 387; regarded as Vishnu's consort; worship of, marriage of, with the image of Vishnu on the bright eleventh of Kārttā, 387-388; on occasions for worship, sin-cleansing power of leaves, 388; had put in the month of the dead, 47, 94, 116, 308; offered to Vishnu, 409.
TULSIYĀ: form of Lakshmi and Krishnā, 436.
TULSIYĀ: place of pilgrimage, 539.
TUMB: disease, its cure, 305.
TAMB: Drummers, strength, 207, 235; origin; object of worship; customs, 235-236.
TAMB: immigrants into India, route by which entered India, aid to Brāhmaṇa, 445; beaten by Śrī Harāla, 448; Gujars suggested to be, 469.

UDAIJ: in Rajputāna, Rāna of, premier Hindu prince in India, head of Gohilā, 125; his divine power, 436 note 1, 441 note 1.
UDAMJĀR: Brāhmaṇa, said to have come from Mārwār and Rajputāna, 2; 20.
UDAI: religious sect, 547. See Religious sects.
UGHĀ: Mārwār astrologer, father of Bhādāl, 331.
UGHĀ: caste peculium, xxvii. See Entertainment.
UGHĀ: bright coloured race, chief divisions, x, i; divisions—upper class called Brāhmaṇa Vāna, lower class called Gāndhī Gola, xiv; object of worship; beliefs, x; settlements, v, xxi; caste, xiii-xiv; language, xv; language, xxvii; See Āyana.
UGHĀ: transferred, from the place of pilgrimage, 441.
UGHĀ: caste, 351, 352. See Entertainments.
UGHĀ: temple of, at Udaipur, 154, 155, 226.
UGHĀ: tree, believed to be the resting-place of sage Bhiragu, worshipped during Nasītar holidays, 388.
UGHĀ: see Udaipur.
UGHĀ: Vāna, Māshri, 74; Śrīvatsa, take name from Hamoda, their spiritual head, 98.
UGHĀ: Pātrik: Kāthi lohare, marriage of his daughter with a Rajput chief of Bhānak, 231.
UGHĀ: goddess, xxxvi; hot spring at, near Bansā in Gujarāt, its sacredness, 157, 336, 341, 365, 449. See Springs.
UGHĀ: Brāhmaṇa, come from Mārwār and Rajputāna, 2; 20.
UGHĀ: its formation, 345. See Elementary Worship.
UGHĀ: village, traditional foundation of, temple of goddess Umas, 164.
UGHĀ: place of pilgrimage, 449.
UGHĀ PHANAKA: see Threading-grinding.
UGHĀ: Vānī: order of Śrīvatsa, 546. See šrīvatsa.
UGHĀ PĀT: Oṣīpā, origin of the name, 12 note 1. See Oṣīpā.
UGHĀ: see Āyana.
UGHĀ: subdivision of Ghani Brāhmaṇa, 1 note 1.

VAGH: lord of the Āgara race, said to have started Chandrāvansā and Vāchīya clans; said to be head of Sainthār Chokhās, 460.
VAGH: Rajput chieftain, started by lord Vāchīs, 460.
VAGH: goddess, 205.
VAGH: Indian fig, believed to be the emblem of Shiv; worship of, by women on full moon days, object of the worship, 398.
VAGHVA: Brāhmaṇa, said to be immigrants from Upper India, 2, 26.
VAGHVA: Rajputs, 129.
VAGHVA: Jhala Rajput chieftainship, 127; 483.
VAGHVA: town, dynastic seat, iv; original seat of Nāgar Brāhmaṇa, 13, 15; said to have been founded by Kamāsena, 15 and note 1; identified with Anurātpura, 13 note 2; installation of Shiv's ling under the name of Hatākeshvar at, 14. See Nāgaras.
VAKHAGA: division of Nāgaras Brāhmaṇa, 13, 15. See Nāgaras.
VAKH: Kāthi chief of Jaisalā, model landlord, 212.
VAKTAL: holy place of Śvamindāryā, place of pilgrimage, 337-449.
VAH: tiger. See Tiger.
VAHĀN: goddess, 378.
VAHĀN: tiger's twelfth worship, of tiger cult, 378. See Tiger.
VAHĀN IVI: worship of, 232, 310, 322.
VAHĀN: rulers of Gujarat, after the Solankis, existing chieftains, 129; Chānudāa their family deity, 166; Śrīkānt worships; worship the horse on Banjas Day; worship picture of the god, the cock; pacification of the fire, spirit of the fire, 237.
VAHĀN: see Sfarārīs, 310; name; divisions—Hindus and Muslims; settlements; surnames, 522; origin; appearance; language; character; occupation; religion, 335. See Sfarārīs.
VAHĀN: goddess of Shrikānt, family deity of Māshri Shrikhāntā Vānī, 73; 200 and note 3, 378.
VAHĀN: strength; meaning of name; history, accounts of origin, 486, 510-512; divisions, 512; origin of divisions; appearance; dress, food, means of livelihood, 513; religion; chief holidays; saints among ancestors, 514; take pride in the chastity of women; ordeal to prove woman's chastity, 514-515; vow-making by, fulfillment of, 516-517; customs, marriage, 517, birth, death, 518.
VAHĀN FIRE: book, worship on last day of the year, details of ceremony, 52. See Vāhān.
VAHĀN: note 5.
VAHĀN: place of pilgrimage, 549.
VAHĀN: Raj of Matyanagar, 254.
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VAHATUR: or Virat, supposed to be Dhola, Pāndava take refuge at, 252 note 1; 291.

VAHATUR: speed or secta, four cities or sampradāyas—Saur, Śrāvastī, Śrīmaṭa-Buddhāna; generation, 389; followers of Vaisīyat and Śrāvastī, XXXV; 590; places of pilgrimages, 540. See Vīṣṇu.

VAHATUR: worship of, 234.

VAHATUR: river in the infernal regions, 372. See Cow.

VAHATUR MĀTĀ: intern goddess of Bajānī, 593.

VAHATUR: Rajput branch of Rāthod clan, 129.

VAHATUR: business office of a Vānīša banker, 79.

VAHATURVATĪ: saint or priest of Pārītan, 247.

VAHATUR: famous city of Vālshpūr, 30.

VAHATUR: city, dynastic seat, i.e., called Valshpūr, conquest of, by Mihicāra fifth century, I, 13, 488, 495; sacked by Arāh, 126, 489.

VAHATUR: supposed by Dr. Bhagavānī to be Gaurjara; by Dr. Rihstān to be Matrakte and therefore Gaurjara, 478, 492; admitted as Rajput, 490, 493, 488; Bhatkā, founder of Valabha dynasty (A.D.), 489, 490; 492; Bāḷā, or Valā ruler of Valabha are Matrakte and therefore Gaurjara, 489, 492, 495, 496; ancestors of Gohila or Śivadas, 29-30, 125, 139, 492, 493 note 2, 490.

VAHATURVATĪ: Kolla. See Kolla.


VAHATUR: Brahman, 29.

VAHATUR: Royal chieftain, 128.

VAHATUR: ruler, guardian, etc., devoted to duty and self-sacrifice, 212 note; Chāyjas as, 217 and note 3.

VAHATURVATĪ: Brahman, a trace of Bāḷa, who-lived in Brāhmanin, created by Brahmā to live in Vaiśrava, 492 note 5.

VAHATUR: founder of Valabha dynasty; cult of Valabhan sects, life, teachings, descendants, works, 535, 536, 536. See Vālabhachārya Religion Sect.

VAHATUR: Vālabhachārya, founder of Vālabhachārya sect; cult of Vālabhachārya sects, life, teachings, descendants, works, 535, 536, 536. See Vālabhachārya Religion Sect.

VAHATUR: Vaiśeṣika, a quite well, 535. See Religion Sect.

VAHATUR: title of Vālabhachārya sect, 536.

VAHATUR: Vaiśeṣika, its centre, 365. See DIAS.

VAHATUR: class of traders, two main sections of Brahman, or Medrāt and Jain or Shrāvak; social ties, from two sections; division of names, strength, and division, 69; social position influenced, into Vaiśa, Dāśa, and Pana, mixing of the terms, 79. 345, Medrāt, leading classes, 70-74; Appearance, 741. Speech, 144; Food, Dress, 75, ornaments, 76; character, 76; and notes 1 and 277, and notes 1 and 2. Occupation—miscellaneous, 77; of traders, shopkeepers; poor Vaiśa, or village trader's start in life, 78; money-lender's start in life, 78 and note 3; European, travellers notice of Vaiśa skill and character, 78 note 1; humble titles of Shrāvak and Pana, 78 note 2; Brahman of rich merchants, 79, as Bāṣāna, 71, 82; Rock-worshippers or Vaiśa (puranj, 73; accounts books, 82, 88; daily life, etc., Religion—adherents of Vālabhachārya sect, Mahārāja, religious heads of the sect, 69, 70, customs, 79, Bhakti, Bhakti puranj, Bāṣāna, devotion, 80; Bhetdākā, presents given on, 89-90; Marriage, age, the marriage day, medicine-making ceremony, 91; marriage service, 92-93; Pahāra, Pahāra marriage ceremony, 93; nativity ceremony, 93-94; Death, Dor, bījan, widow, 94-95; Community, Mahārāja, 95; Prospects, 95; Shrāvaka, main divisions of, 95-96; Appearance, Food, 96; character, 97; Caste, Vaiśa, 98; Bhakti, Bhakti marriage; Nativity, Drota, Bhetdakā, 100-101; Marriage, 101-102; Pahāra, 102; Community, 103; Religion, 105-110; Foreign element traced in Vaiśa, Shālīwā, 452-453; Gujar, element in Vaiśa, Sūrālas, 496, 497, 499, and note 3. See Traders.

VAHATUR: family goddess of Nāmivās Brahman, at Vaiśa in Marwar, 18.

VAHATUR: Jhala Rajput chieftainship, 127.

VAHATUR: Sūtra, Rajput line, title of Vaiśa under the name of 490-495; first names in Madras, the name, 483.

VAHATUR: Rajput chieftainship, 125.

VAHATUR: see Bhārata.

VAHATUR: place of pilgrimage, 349.

VAHATURSWILA: a tribe said to have settled colonies in Gujarāt, S.24.1.

VAHATUR: astrological statement of year's events, 27.

VAHATUR: Jain merchant, said to have defined the Brahmānism of Somarat, 99-100.

VAHATUR: early tribe, 289, 322, 329.

VAHATUR: local Rajput chieftainship, 124.

VAHATUR: seven flowing streams, name, 41.

VAHATUR: warm, its cure, 365. See Dīsas.

VAHATUR: water-god, deity presiding over earth-water, 348: five abodes, the sea, river, pond, spring, well, 348. See Water.

VAHATUR: Bhiwāl, see foreign allies, 447 and note 6.

VAHATUR: Nath, 447.

VAHATUR: day, worship of banisu tree on, 37.

VAHATUR: religious life, 128.

VAHATUR: housing ceremony, details of, 204.

VAHATUR: Ram, 156.

VAHATUR: day, worship of banisu tree on, 37.

VAHATUR: Chohan Rajput chieftainship, 175.

VAHATUR: Brahmān, 21; Vaiśa, subdivisions, special features of marriage, etc., 74.

VAHATUR: element. See Wind, Maru, daily presiding over wind, 349.

VAHATUR: Brahman, 21.
INDEX.

TOWN; marriage, 45, 66 ; Moon, 400 ; Sun, 394 ; made to 235/dia, 397, 392 ; of walking over live coals as a cure for cattle plague and sickness, 397 ; taken in saint's hut, 397 ; by a barren woman, 397 ; when child is attacked with smallpox, 370, 371 ; during epidemics, 425 ; taken by Vaghria, 425-426.

VISAKHA...Virsan, 44-45.

VISHNU; ruling of demon Dāranāhā, cursed by Vishnu, Vishnu's advent in the form of Tulsī, 359, 359.

VISHVACRA; demon, 4.

VRAJ; ruler of Malwa, is said to have introduced new divisions into old castes, 409 note 3.

VRAJYADGHT; place of pilgrimage, 549.

VRAJYOVAJ; bull standard used by Mihirakula, 428.

VRAJYAMI; king of Gujrat, is said to belong to Sri Chaya dynasty, 476 and note 3.

VRAJ; Brahman, origin of, 21.

VRAJYA; days of certain combinations of stars, 23 note 5 on page 34.

WARHEL; Rajput tribe, Mundlākā prisoners of war enrolled among, by Mulaj II, 140, 1177-1179, 444.

WARHAL; Parsi boat-builders, 326.

WALKER; Colonel, his description of Kāthia, 359, 360, 357 note 1.

WANNER; beggar, followers of goddess Bēchrā, daily life, 29, 35.

WARS; see Varsali.

WATER: or, an element, two kinds of, earth and sky, duties or gods presiding over, running water, pure, standing water defiled, used in various religious purposes, removes outward impurity, cleanses skin, used in every day worship, water dropping over stone's edge, offered in all shrines, services, object, 358; used in cases of spirit-possessed, gift of; five abodes of water-god Varuna, the six rivers, ponds, springs, wells, 359; form of diet, worship, 349-351, details of rain worship, 359-364.

WATSON; Colonel J, W., 237 note 2; 240 notes 8 and 4, 341 note 1; 241 note 1; historical sketch of Kāthia, 357-360.

WEARING; see Būndārī.

WEATHER; tests to find out dry or wet year among better class, husbandman, 353, 364, among early tribes, 354-355, 359, 359, 442, 443, 444, 445, 446, 447, 472; Khālār, forming part of, 472-476; history, or 5th century, White Hūnas.

VISHVAJ; see Bhamma.

VISHVADHRAYA; see Bhamma.

VISHVADHRAYA; see Bhamma.

VISHVADHRAYA; see Bhamma.

VISHVADDHRA; see Bhamma.